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LECTURERS' MINT
"jiianc^ Dancemen

i

By BEN BODEC

,

.

-.

Itnprvtlon

current

the

'ttMnrt^^isd leaders has yet to become
A;«wiire of:the change In musical tem-

t

jA' Vii^. among Americans and that the
Jt utttr won't get the types of songs
i^ttwr. want to hear until the leaders

'nap. out of the submersion in their

.

:

.:_

Toledo, O., Feb. 3.
Fred A. Spranger, the local haberdasher who organized junkets of Toledoans to Detroit and Cleveland muevents
entertainment
sical
and
(grand opera in Cleveland, Sonja
Henie and tennis players in Detroit), has been awarded the annual

e|os and in swing fantasies. It
Junior Chamber of Commerce dis15 these publishers' contention that
tinguished service key.
the avwage dance band has no inGetting people away from Toledo
teriut Whatever in lending its servto broaden themselves culturally was

^

'

it

exploitation of war songs,
la' far more concerned with
[Ihg its old stylistic groove
g hep to the tastes of the
ftical

jump

and

•»

loath, to yield

themselves to

the music of the times. The
pubUsbers state that their failure
to a^rake'n an interest among band
leaders (has discouraged wider acceptanca and publication by them of
War scB^s. The average jumperoo
wmd; they hold, feels that such tunes
- We cony, and
if they play them their
(Continued on page 13)
playlliJt

:

!

:

"..-^

\

Vice-Crusading Cleric
Gets Year In Pen
Perjiiry

'outstanding contribution to

community.'

On

Conviction

JUKEBOXES AS

Philadelphia, Feb.

Although

state

FED.

AGENTS NOT YET
HEP TO TRADE LINGO

.

boom market

just

now

for

type of speaker.

The experts

who have been back

too long and

this

can't be sold as 'hot off the Clipper"
find their fees fall off.

Rev. Stephenson worked his way
through theological school tinkling
the keys at Pierre's, nitery in Upper
Darby, a Philly suburb.

CAFE COVER

$5

IN

WAR -RICH

boxes in this area:
Harbor'—
Pearl
1. 'Remember
Sammy Kaye.
Ball'—
President's
the
2. 'At

Of Ice and Roller Shows
Production plans for a musical revue to tour arenas, with a view to
making it an annual show similar to
ice

and

up for

roller presentations, comes
further discussion in

New

York Feb. 16, when a group repreCompany managers with touring senting 16 arenas throughout the
Shows have been advised to use un- country meets.
Arena Managers
mistaltable language- when sending Assn., which has an interest in 'Icetelegraphic messages to home offices Capades' and books 'Ice Follies' and
because of federal scrutiny of com- 'Roller Follies," may finance wholly
munications. Recently a producer or in part.
Wrled the man back with a show,
Several musical producers who
astlng why the usual
nightly wires have been working out details have
anent the gross had not
been sent, made submissions. Unit would call
answer being that the messages
had for company of approximately 125
been sent.
people, including line of 48 girls.
Inquiry at the telegraph office disOne of major problems arena men
closed that
transmission had been have been faced with is that of getneid up pending
inquiry. It seems ting a musical show capable of foltnat several
cryptic terms had been lowing the fast blade and roller spec"*ea and an Investigator
thought the tacles. Another factor involved is in
words were in code, nosslblv roveal- producing a revue which can adc-

re>

Washington, Feb.

INTO DISC BIZ

Dick

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
branch out into the recif Nicholas M. Schenck
okays the venture. Louis B. Mayer,
headman at M-G studios, has been
making a thorough study of plattermaking and is said to be fully convinced that such an enterprise would
be an invaluable adjunct to picture
production, distribution and exhibi-

Metro

will

ord business

believed that

Mayer got

COMEBACK IN HUB CAFE
Li6by Holman, after an absence
of three years, is returning to show
biz as a nitery singer, opening Feb.
19 at the Somerset hotel in Boston.

Agented by the William Morris
she'll

American

specialize

blues,'

in

of'early

with Joshua White,

Cook

traces his illness

back

to

two

successive attacks of influenza, which
he suffered about two years ago when
at his unique and am^ing estate
called 'Sleepless Hollow' at Lake Ho-

(Continued on page 52)

Yonng B'way Hopefuls
Will

Try to Raise Coin

For Theatre Via 50c Ban

the

tain $2,000 from sale of tickets (50e
each), program advertising and con-

Given $5,000 Donation

LIBBYHOLMANTOMAKE

fice,

who opened

Garbo Had Previoosiy

Tommy

from

Pastor's current.

Stabile,

the

Dorscy, who
now at the studio appearing in 'Ship
Ahoy.' Bandman ends his association with Victor March 31 for a tie(Continued on page 55)
idea

3.

slightly smaller Del Rio Club, also
A dance at Manhattan Centre,
was protected from a blitz by spend- N. Y., Feb. 27, has been arranged by
ers by a $5-palr cover, but still was the young actors and would-bc acsnowed under. Carlton hotel and tors who frequent Walgreen's drugWardman Park hotels, with Joe store at 44th street and Broadway,
Sudy and Layton Bailey bands also N. Y., to raise coin to rent a little
run capacity almost constantly.
theatre workshop. They hope to ob-

tion.
It is

Tony

comedians of his generation. Above
all. Cook was noted for his remarkable versatility as a performer, his
talent running the gamut.

Cook has been consulting doctors
more than a year. Although
a comedian, Cook was

new Roosevelt hotel room with a
cover chage of $5 a couple which,
with taxes, amounted to about $5,50
yet almost 1,000 persons jammed the
600-700 capacity room, with turnover.

of a full-page adtierttsement. He
took the same method, an advertisement In 'Variety,' to introduce himself to show business
when he entered it in 1907.

essentially

band opened Mrs. Maria Kramer's

METRO MAY GO

Mr. CooVs formal announce*
ment of his retirement appears
on page 51 of this issue in form

also finely trained physically, as displayed in his juggling, and acrobaticf
on the stage.

Previously just a so-so show town,
Washington, D. C. is now a 'Klondike' for dance-bands that have recently played there.
Heavy cover
charges are taken In stride in a
town jumping with people eager to
spend. Last week (26 ) Glenn Miller's

of

Musical Revue on Type

52, is

for

WASHINGTON

EFFORT

Now

The

'Just

in

Minneapolis, Feb. 3.
Frankie Masters.
The Rev. H. J. Soltau, vice cru- kohama'—
Also on the current rundown
ader and head of the Law Enforce(Continued on page 11)
ment League here, whose raids of
au-night
liquor
clubs,
gambling
nouses, etc., have made him a local
norm center, must go to prison Feb. Arena Mgrs.
Plan
13 to serve a one-year prison term

supreme court has upheld his conviction. The perjury was ;n connec(Continued on .page 55)

3.

By JACK PULASKI
Joe Cook, at the age of

tiring from show business . because
of ill-health.
Diagnosis indicates a
debilitating aliment which affects the

sylvania.

returned from the
wars' foreign correspondents notoriously give almost no real inside stuff
to. their lecture audiences, there is

Glenn Miller.
3. 'Goodbye Mama, I'm Off to Yo-

on a perjury conviction.

Retirement at 52

church' for the University of Penn-

50% COMMISSION

Precise arithmetic does not exist
the lecture business, which Is
specialized and partly secretive, but
guesses are that this season will see
a sensational gross of $6,000,000. A
large chunk or that will go into the
pockets of the foreign correspondents.
There are still the lady-poets, the
monologists, the guys with pictures
they have taken of birds in the
Detroit, Feb. 3..
Secretary of the Treasury Mor- Squeegee desert and the Yogi exgenthau has praised Michigan as the perts. But they're all playing stage(Continued on page 55)
top state per capita on defense bond
Currently the No. 1, 2 and
sales.
3 tunes on the thousands of coin

AIDTOWAR

Biz,

ness for Lowdown Which
Rev. J. Samuel Stephenson, Jr., nerve system.
Returning
the
Foreign former nitery pianist, on Sunday (1)
He has been active theatrically for
Correspondents Discreetly became rector of St. Mary'a Epis- 35 years, starring during that period
Don't Provide
copal Church, West Philly, 'campus in a series of Broadway musical
comedies as one of the big money

a terrific

addicts,

iheir contacts of recent
ihese pubs have come to the
Ion that, with the exception
few melody bands, leaders are
•tm ifving in a world of their own
•

deemed

Show

-4-

Cafe Earnings as Pianist
for Toledoan Who
Foresee $6,000,000 Season
Broadened Fellow Citizens
Because of Public Eager- Paid for Ministry Studies

.^owiL

,.

Announces

Award

among

dbwrvlng contingent of music
^UUtilbMs is that the general run of

>5'-|nor«

.

Cook, 35 Years in

^

—

f.---'.

>.

War Songs 'HOT OFF CUPPER' Joe

1^ Corny But the Public Buys Them JOYS £[1010$$
—

1^^^^

JJ:

Call

To Fund, Friends Report
Since the uproar in the radio and
trades last week over Greta

film

Garbo's non-appearance on a radio
charity program written and directed
by Arch,Oboler (see Oboler's letter
to 'Variety,' page 3 of this Issue),
friends of the Swedish star have
come forward to reveal that Miss
Garbo has 'within the last few months
donated a sizeable check to the Infantile Paralysis Fund.
This Is said
to

amount

to $5,000.

cessions.

Idea of having the theatre Is to
keep a continuous series of plays
going, to which producers, critics,
film scouts and th« public can come
(Continued on page 54)

GROUCHO MARX

INSISTS

TOIEn'PLUGHISBOOK
Beverly
Editor, 'Variety':
If the financial position

Hills.

of

your

paper has been as precarious as that
of most of the other theatrical Journals of recent years, you probably
have never had any traffic with th*

If,
Friends state further that Miss Internal Revenue Department
con' however, you are one of the fortributor for years to various chari- tunate few Lindy Hoppers whose
ties, always without publicity, always weekly envelopes have been^ stuffed

'Garbo has been a substantial

«
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After the Ball
Reflections

On

the

THE BERLE-INC POENT

Was Over

By Milton Berle

—

Ball Festivities

President's

ANDT KELLET

By

ROBT.

Washington, Feb.

ber of Hollywoodians.

New

to a great cause.
*

*

seats at the head
table tor the White Honse Innchcon went to Rosalind Bossell and
Brenda Marshall. Hoz' was at
the right of President Boosevell,
HIas Marshall at left. Directly
Mrs.
flanklog
and
opposite

Tbe coveted

Soosevelt were Edward Arnold

an d- Dorothy Lamonr.
«

— —«

—

«

—

The President remained vnth his
guests for an hour before leaving
for a Cobinet mcetine.

MONTGOMERY AS M.C

Treasury Series Written by Hal
Block, John Latouche.

Xn informal
his

remarks he jokingly TCjninded

the Motion Picture Relief Fund, pre-

U.S.N.,

recorded programs that is being produced by the Defense Savings StaR
of the U. S. Treasury Department.
Set with him on these three shows
are Maurice Evans, Judith Anderson
and Igor Gorin. The programs are
being framed as a condensed version
of the whilom 'Treasury Hour' and
will be distributed among stations at
the rate of three a week.
William Bacher y/H] do the directing, Al Goodman has the" baton
assignment, Hal Block and John
Latouche will share the scripting
and William B. Murray will plan
and supervise the production. The
initial three disks will be scheduled
week of
for release during the

Evidently

Still

Casino

Stands;

May

'Sneak'

.

Some

Other Plane Travel News

of the hope that still exists
for the casinos to open arises from
the fact that several years ago gambling wasn't okay until Feb. 10. The
Idea, apparently, is that just a few
spots will be okayed for the games,
and not 20 or 30.

The Royal Palm, long the No.
spot here,

is

trying to bolster

1
its

at retail stores.

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

show. The Three Nonchalants have
By GEOBGE FROST
Plans for midget, labor On 42-ton been booked to open Feb. 14. Dean
arriving and departing Murphy, Eunice Healey, Jane Froa "hangover' from man open Tuesday (10), with 'GerNew Year's Eve, and cameramen trude Niesen exiting at that time.
shooting pieces of a major fllm pro- Abe Lyman's band and the Jack Cole
duction made the pot-pourri at La- dancers remain.
The Ritz Bros, are set to open
Guardia Field, New York, during
there on Feb. 25, with Joe E. Lewis
the past week.
also being dickered for.
The latPan American Airways' trans- ter Is presently at Monte Proser's
atlantic division, which continues to Copacabana,
New York.
operate between here and Europe
despite the Indigestion caused by a
diet of S's spaghetti, sauerkraut
Extension of Patriotism
and Eukiyaki is makhig plans to
hire three midgets, as small as posDallas, Feb. 8.
Tip 'em with defense stampsi
(Continued on page 15)
So says. H. E. Griffith, new chief
barker of Variety Clubs of Texas.
He has ask the 600 members of
the state organization to always have
Hero LieaL Ninioger's
enough defense stamps on their person to tip with stamps.
Fla.

my

never photographed

—

now wearing

Is

Feb.

Hollywoodlana

Wednesdays on CBS, when Fred
Allen goes to Sunday night early in
March. Product to be plugged on

9ansom Sherman show may be
moved from its present Friday night
niche on CBS to occupy the first half
of the Wednesday time, 9-9:30 p.m.
Probable that P. & G.'will leave its
Saturday night lineup. Truth or
Consequences'
and 'Abie's Irish

on NBC-Red (WEAF).
or may not retain the Friday
time now held by Ransom

Rose,' Intact

may

Sherman.

Set for Radio While on Leave for
War Participations

it's

cold back

Moslo Department

There's No Truth to the Rumor
That when BUly Gilbert stands near a stack of hay, the hay sneezes. .
That Cliff Nazarro snores In double-talk. . . .That Walter Fidgeon Is president of the Audubon Society ... .That one of the Great Lakes will be renamed 'Veronica. .. .That the Nazis are crazy about the Russian winter and
take time out between running for ski contests.
.
,

Hangnail Descriptions
pone social.... Dope Fiend:

Caviar: Buchshot
Actor.- Wolf: Hamorous
...Hitler: Little Boy Phew.

Hop-Hazard.

Observation Dept.

The residents of California welcome the shortage of cars. Now they can
walk across a street instead of crawling over rooftops as before.
Everybody in Hollywood Is picture minded. Saw a sign in front of a
delicatessen which said, 'Twentieth-Century Lox.'
Eavesdropped at Trianon: 'He's a character.' 'He believes In Life, Liberty and the pursuit of blondes.'
Eavesdropped at Palladium: 'She is so wealthy, the rings under her
eyes have diamonds on them!'
Eavesdropped at Pan-Pacific: 'He's a swell guy. He always picks the
check up and hands it to you!'
My brother (the one with the. pleats In his nose) has turned scientist
again. .He has just invented a process that extracts the rubber from bridge

—

-

EVER

become a

resldenti

S.

COMISH NIXES RADIO
MIAMI CHOO-CHOO

CAU FOR

PIC

EXTRAS

Incoming
Kate Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Colins.

by Central Casting to
have extras paged by radio came a

Betty Grable.

fast

A. M. Botsford.

J.

W.

Hollywood, Feb.

3.

Proposal

cropper when the Federal Communications Commission gave It the
boot

Steve Leyltz.

Main objection was that It would
violate dictum against broadcast of
messages to Individuals. One CIO
union tried the call system on one

Parks.

Oscar HUd.
Burt Henderson.

of the

smaller stations, but got a
quick 'get off the air' order from

James C. Petrillo.
Fred BIrnbaum.

the

Weller Murdoch.
A. C. Hay den.

FCC.

GENE AUTRY'S RODEO

C. L. Bagley.

Good WIU Ex-

change With Sooth America

Film star In Houston to XJnvell His
Broncs

C. A. Weaver.

Harry Brenton.
Harry Moss.
Jack Lear.

'German submarines operating In
the Atlantic shipping lanes oft the
temporarily

United States coast have
embarrassed the Office of the Co-

Houston, Feb. 3.
is branching out

Gene Aulry who

Outgoing
^
Abel Green.

of

InterAmerican Affairs. The exchange of
actors, singers, students, radio men
and others is slowed down to zero
because of the danger of passenger

.

Jules C. Stein.

ABBOTT

vessels being knocked off.
Preemption of passenger space In
clippers is so extensive that only 13
ceats per month are said to be available between V. S. and South Amer.
icp^.for non-gpvf^nQ;enit,/>/T{cials.

was so

going to
"
ing up a stage-coach with a lasso.
You know you've arrived in 'Hollywood when they start putting your
picture on the back of cards that drop out of weighing machines.
Anthony Quinn knows an enthusiastic actor who wanted to join the
Navy and be. stationed at 'Veronica Lake.
pictures,

Madeleine Carroll will
do a
guestee on the Philip Morris show
(CBS) this Friday (6), and Edward
Arnold has been booked for a spot
on the following Friday's (13) Kate
Smith program (CBS). Hesse & Mc- games.
Whatever Became of
Cayrey agented both dates.
Brems, Fitz and The Murphy Bros.
Miss .Carroll will remain In the
Guy Voyer & Co.
Odiva and Hep Seals
east for seme time.
Ella Shields
She had obFerry, the Frog Man
tained a leave of absence from ParTalent & Merit
Afterpiece
amount to do war work.
With Franklin D. Roosevelt as the country's President, no foreign power

THOSE NASTY U-BOATS

(Rockefeller)

It

ammunition are getting scarce for use In vrestcm
look awful funny watching a band of thieves hold-

—

MADELEINE CARROLL EAST

His father will receive the medal
for him posthumously.
The elder
Nininger is a former soldier himself,
having served In the Spanlsh-Amerl
can war. Nininger, Sr., was also a
former Shakespearean actor, some
years ago turning to theatre management. He came to the Lake four
months ago from Ft Lauderdale,

ordinator

that guns and

Mack Gordon Is-so pleased-over-the -big-sale- on_iecords .ol. his. Mrig,
is still uncertain, though
Ivory Snow may get the choice. In. Chattanooga Choo-CHioo,' he now tips red-caps a qujirterl
Kay Kyser knows a fellow with a 'beer-pocket' who always takes his
that cast Benton St Bowles would be
girls dancing to Lawrence Welk's 'Champagne Music'
the agency.
Reported price on 'Junior Miss' Is
Radio Dept.
$5,500 a week, with Miss Temple.
Bill Goodwinfi talking about a radio comedian whose comedy was from
Program would originate from the
hunger, exclaimed, 'His ad-libs aren't woTth the paper they're written on!'
Coast, with Ed Wolf Associates setJack Benny's Crossley is so high now, every time Jack even thinks of
ting Up a unit there to handle proIt he gets a nose-bleed.
duction. Doris Gilbert is tentatively
Bob Crosby knows a certain radio actress who Is so swanky she always
set to adapt the series from Sally
refers to the mike as 'Michael.'
Benson's New Yorker sketches.

,

Interrupted

—

Bllllngsley Is thinking of opening an annex to his Stori Club
like to glimpse the celebrities and call it the 'Gawki Club.'

who

Phil Silvers, just back from a trip to New York, says
there, the natives actually welcomed a hot-foot.

The father of 2d Lieut Alexander
R. Ninlnger, Jr., first American sol
dier to be awarded a Congressional
Medal of Honor in World War II,
Is the manager of the Lake theatre
here.
Young Ninlnger was killed
In the Philippines.
Gen. Douglas
MacArthur cited him for conspic
uous bravery and gallantry.

Nails

a porkrpie toupee.

—

will
Fla.,

better!'

I was taking pictures In the still department and I suggested to the
cameraman a new way to shoot me does anybody want to buy a picture
of a two-headed man?
Broadway. Dept
Harold Conrad says he knows a playboy who has been sued so much he
now hides away in a 'Balm-Shelter.'
Jack (Baldy) Zero has gone very swanky. For all formal occasions, he

the series

night

Lake Worth,

3.

much

set I came down with a bad case of strained earwish those 'Whispering Ghosts' would speak a little louder!

Sherman

P&G

It

Theatre Mgr.

I

for yokels

fllm luminaries,

Dad

I get so

my

There's a certain a.k. absent-minded agent who Is finding thii^s very
tough. The oth er .day, when he received his s ocial security check^he un.. .j
consciously deducted l6?i.

t

-flying boats,

—
—

I

stamps
and
cents.
Defense bonds
stamps can be bought at all
banks and postoffices, and
stamps can also be purchased

Procter & Gamble has virtually
decided on Shirley Temple In 'Junior
Miss' as the show to go into the second half-hour of the 9-10 p.m. spot

Miami Gambling Nix

plays

The whole company gathered In the projection room to witness the day's
rushes, and when It came to the sequence where I play an invisible man
ear, 'Berle, you
and can't be seen at all, the director whispered In

Now

Miami, Feb. 3.
*
*
•
The expected okay for Feb. 1 gamDinah Shore really made a White bling wound up as no dice, at least
House entrance. A Friday rehearsal temporarily. Word Is around that
the boys may start "sneaking' despite
(Continued on page 22)
the municipal edict.

Belatedly for Generosity;

cost as little as $18.75,
come as low as 10

23.

$3,200.)

Spyros Skooras Thanked

Bonds

will m.c. the first three of a series of

ouests that they were not to consider
themselves 'Parasites' (a reference to
his earlier press releases on the useFeb.
less in Washington), ImC actuadv doino something vse/ul for the war efJean Hersholt, in replying for
fort.

sented the Chief Executive a china
replico of Falla, the Presidential dog
Flipped the President: 'I thought you
were bringing me a new hat.' (Last
year he presented his three campaign fedoras to the Fund, and which
uiere auctioned in Hollywood for

Robert/; Montgomery,

I,t.

who

The other day on the
drums.

This year's

was no exception. The fllm
were playing real-ltfe drama
and happy to take supporting roles
Ball

Ghosts.'

valet in the picture, has been giving me plenty
of laughs on the set. I asked him where he was going one night, and he
said, 'Mr. Berle, I'm gonna zoot home, re-rag, and chop up the pavement
to my chick's domicile.'

3.

stars

*

Love working on my new picture, 'Whispering
respect from everyone, from the janitor—down.
Willie Best,

Another President's BaU is over
With each successive year the afseems to draw a greater num-

MMMM «^

Hollywood, Feb.

Hollywood Turnout Big

fair

Wednesday, February 4, 1942

On

1

Nick Kenny.
Dick FishelL
Jack Oakie.
Irving Kahn,
Major Albert Warner.

and COSTELLO

National Releau Fab. 13
.

—In—

"Rid* 'Em Cowboy'
UnlverMl PIcturta
Chat* A Sanborn Hour, NBC- Red
Under Personal Management of: EDWARD SHERMAN

i-)i;

J. C. Stein.

Harry Kalcheim.

Lou

'

Houston Coliseum, Feb. 6-15, In connection with the South Texas Fat
Stock Show.
Autry Is to ride In each performance. He Is to broadcast his two
Melody Ranch programs from sta-

Uon KTRH.
David Whalen,

Costello.

'Milton A«er..

as Impresario of a rodeo, is due to
arrive in Houston this week to arrange for the opening of his Flying
•A' Ranch Rodeo. It will play In the

,

Autry's

a^ent,ls,Ip,^h^rpj^^_^,

....

press
.

,w

t

VednesJay, February 4, 1948
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01 YANK IN ARGENIM-PIX
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Review of the Reviewers

JUNE MARLOWE

By HOBE MOBBISON
Those perennial bad boys, the New York drama critics, are at It
Ben Hecht Is making rude noises at them—out loud and in
and Samaon Raphaelson had the temerity to write a play
Finally, a Greek actress has appeared as a new Hedda
'Gabler and the lads are In- a dither of disagreement.
Brooks Atkinson, ot the Times, and Richard Watts, Jr., of the Herald
again,

jniblic

H wood Counts Its Aliens as U.S.

IS

Orders Move-Out From Coast Areas

FPRE

E

—

Sadistic

about them.

Tribune, differed sharply on two plays in the last few days. Atkinson,
apparently thinl^cing Baphaelson's 'Jason' character was aimed at him,
J>anned the show as if from personal outrage. Watts, however, seemed
to like the idea of a play about critics and even used his Sunday (1)
column to repeat his opinion.
Atkinson and Watts took opposite views ot Katina Paxinou's performance ill the title part of the 'Hedda Gabler' revival, too. Broadway has since been saying that even allowing for inevitable degrees of
personal reaction,, giiere jnust be ^ertaift_l^sic standards of placing.
There must be such a thing as good acting, or Ijad. "Vet' to Aticlnson,"
Miss Paxinou's performance has 'the incandescence ot a real actress,'
while to Watts it was 'Hedda the horrible.' Obviously, both extremes
One ot the critics apparently can't distinguish good
can't be right.
acting from bad. How about it, boys?
John
Hecht's 'Lily of the Valley' drew the week's worst press.
Anderson, of the N. Y. Journal-American, wrote a witty and discerning pan of it. Richard Lockridge, of the Sun, wrote with his characteristic modesty and sympathy, yet didn't hide his dislike of the show.
Louis Kronenberger, as critic tor PM, the paper for which Hecht
wrote the columns from which the 'Lily' material was taken, gave
the play its worst beating, while Wilella Waldorf, in the Post, was
stirred by it. Incidentally, it was a pleasant week for Miss Waldorf—
ghe liked everything.
Burns Mantle, of the Daily News, gave his straddle rating (Two
Stars-Plu&)-lo. all-three openings, during .the-.week,-b.ut.he.definitely
4idn't like 'Hedda.' Robert Coleman, in the Mirror, used his pet 'deeply
moving' cliche about 'Solitaire,' thereby giving the John Van Druten
play an even split of four favorable reviews and four pans from the

—

-

daily critics.

With John Mason Brown on a lecture tour, Frank Farrell brought a
city room directness to the World-Telegram's reviewing assignment.
He also revealed a critical crush on 12-year-old Pat Hitchcock, femme
lead in 'Solitaire.' Still, it didn't quite equal Atkinson's enthusiasm
for Bobby Clark, In The Rivals,' or in anything else.

7ARZAN' WASHING UP

Phila. 'Unalert/

AT M-G AFTER 9 YEARS

Blonde Actresi Speaks Perfect Spanish But Always I»
Cast As Yanqui
Rest of
Who's Who Entirely Na-

—

tive

UNLIKE HOLLYWOOD
Buenos Aires, Jan. "SrS
one American actress,
June Marlowe, is mistress of the

At

least

Spanish language to the extent of
being a regular player in motion
made in Argentina. But because she is American and a blonde
she

invariably

is

Parade Safely
Philadelphia, Feb.

3.

Hype-cast'

as

also

Marlowe

"

•

the' large
battalion of British talent which are
so conspicuous in Hollywood along
with a scattering of Danes, Russians,
Mexicans and others.
Unknown to U.S. fllmgoers, but as
familiar as Gable and Garbo to
Latin film fans, are these outstanding Latin stars:

Lamarqaei

Top

Latin

exponent, Johnny Weissmuller, both

specializing In melodramatic
she's in her thirties, as are
of the big names in Latin

films,

age apparently making no

star,
I.

go off the Metro lot with the completion ot 'Tarzan Against the World.'
Studio is abandoning tree swingers
and Weissmuller, after nine years of
shrilling from the tree tops at Metro,
is mulling a deal with Sol Lesser.

The Philadelphia Record on SunTarzan's mate,- Maureen O'SuUivan,
day (1) called the American Guild of was turned adrift by the studio some
Variety Artists office tor a couple of time ago.

roles,

dif-

ference.
Can actually play the
guitar and sing sad tangos with a
choke that makes millions of Latins

weep.
Nlnl Marshall: Top comedienne.
Plays several girl types which she
created for 'radio.
Stuff, although
local, popular beyond Argentine be(Continued on page 55)

of

citizenry

the

—

ljut

sot an actor would take the job.
Stunt was to have the thespians

Oboler Has

dress as Nazi-U-Boat commanders
and parade around midtown to see it
they would 'fie spotted. Not one of
80 actors who were the type on Editor,
-

AGVA

lists

Hollywood, Feb.

8.

Differences between Deanna Durbin and Universal have been patched
up. Treaty of peace was signed by
Nate Blumberg, president of the
company, and the young actress, who
returns to the fold after a tour of
Army camps in the east.
Announcement of the peace prO'
tocol wa£ made with expressipns of
gratification from both sides. Their
months' old spat resulted from Miss
Durbln's resentment of the studio's
treatment
producer
of
young
Vaughn Paul, whom she had married
shortly before.
Singing star leaves Friday (6) on
a patriotic tour covering camps in
Massachusetts, New Jersey, Delaware and Pennsylvania before returning for picture work in March

outraged citizen.

The paper Anally assigned two of
reporters to the stui^t. They

Its staff

Saraded around for three hours in
le center of town, talked in German
dialects to cops, soldiers, citizens

and

bartenders; yet no one apparently
noticed the swastikas on their hats or
paid any attention to them.

The

W

stunt was similar to one pulled
the British War office in which

two of its members paraded through
London recently togged out as parachutists

without being molested.

Crawford, in Lombard
Pic,

Donates $112,500
Salary to Charities

naturally attracted attention In
the press.
The situation Is an unfortunate
one, albeit everyone acted in good
faith. For my part I placed reliance
upon the assurances of the Hollywood Committee that Miss Garbo's
appearance probably would be obtained. Undoubtedly, the Hollywood
Committee felt that Miss Garbo
would not refuse for such a worthy
cause; and the further complication
was added by the fact that Johnstone, upon receiving the tentative
released publicity
list, prematurely
making mention of Miss Garbo's
it

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Joan Crawford takes over the
part originally assigned to Carole
Lombard in 'He Kissed the Bride' at
Columbia, donating her entire salary. $112,500, to
cliarlty.
It wUl be
Miss Crawford's seoond outside picture in all her years
on the Metro
lot.
She will be given leave of absence from the- Culver
City studio.

Of the

Criticism of Garbo;

"Variety':
refuse to appear for any charity
cause it she sees fit to do so, and
Is written in response
In last weik's 'Variety' she should not be assailed for this
regarding the failure of Miss Greta reason. For my part, I reiterate I
Garbo to appear on the program ot acted in good faith, feeling that the
Jan. 24 for the President's Infantile Hollywood Committee would be able
to persuade Miss Garbo to appear.
Paralysis Fund. First about Garbo:
Now, about the other matters
The publicity for the celebration
of the President's Birthday was be- which appear in your story. You
ing handled in New York by George state 'She (Garbo) has long had a
genuine
horror of radio and is quoted
W. Johnstone. His assistant in Holtentative
seeing no reason why she should
me
tor
as
lywood came to
a
list ot the artists who were to ap- endure personal agony simply to perpear on the first broadcast and I mit Arch Oboler to score a 'scoop'
gave her such a list, which included and add her to his gallery of 'for
the name of Miss Garbo. Up to that free' promotions.'
Stars' Generosity
time, Miss Garbc had i<ot .agreed '.o
The jo-called 'for tree' promotions
appear nor did she refuse such appearance. The Hollywood Commit- have not been promotions for Arch
tee was confident that It could se- Oboler but have been promotions for
what I regard as mighty worthy
cure Miss Garbo's appearance.
Notwithstanding the fact that the causes. In the Treasury Hour series,
there appeared a long list ot outlist furnished Johnstone was a tentative one, he released publicity which standing stars of screen, stage, and
Included Miss Garbo's name. Because radio and in every instance their
of the fact that this was to be Miss services were donated in the sense
Garbo's first microphone appearance, that they received only the minimum

actress' salary, $50,000

goes

5"*
*25,000 to the InrantUe Paralysis Fund,
$25,000 to the
Picture Relief Fund and
i-i-sop to the
Navy ReUef Fund.

f^m

'

AFRA

scale.

should add, that while these stars
were not paid for their appearances,
neither was I. We were all attempting to do a job for the Treasury
Department of the United States.

Goes Back 2 Years
Going back two years ago when
put on a series of programs
which I was writing and directing.
Nazimova, James Cagney, Ronald
Colman, Joan Crawford, and many
others volunteered to give their
services tor the AFRA minimum,
merely as a contribution to the development of radio drama as an art.
Getting down to the present series
of 'Plays for Americans', now on
NBC, we have had the same over-

whelming support from Hollywood
and stage stars. Wholeheartedly they
have volunteered their services in
this morale series. Again I should
add that I am not being paid for this
service, either.
If all this
I

must

thought

be 'high-pressure', then

plead

guilty.

we were,

all

Frankly, I
trying to do

a job for the United States

ment.

Govern-

It is

These are trying limes. The American people have been kind to stage
and screen stars, most of whom have
made very substantial incomes. I see
Henry Fonda, no reason why they shouldn't help to
Miriam
Hopkins,
Priscilla Lane, Martha Scott, Ray- the fullest extent of their abilities.
mond Massey and many others, loo But to their credit it should be added
numerous to mention. It it is not that it has. never been necessary to
out of place to so state, I might add exert pressure on them. Hollywood
that these stars were influenced in has been generous in offering its
part to go on the show because they wholehearted support to the Red
had some degree of confidence in Cross, March of Dimes and the variname.
I have no criticism to make of the kind of script that I would write ous shows in which the Governmen'.
Arch 'Oboier.
She has the 'n'ght to foi" them. 'And,' 'pa>erith'elically' 1 'is'lhlereitijd.
"Miss Garbo.
for this series. These stars were most
anxious to do their bit for the Government. In this list should be included such names as Bette Davis,

_

try will make their reports at a session presided over by Y. Frank Freeman, head of the Producers' Asso*
elation.

Howard R. Philbrick, general manager of Central Casting, reported
only one Japan'ese on the current
As

register.

Germans and

for alien

is no record.
Philthe Screen Actors
prepared
figures
several
months ago on foreign-born players,
but these would have to be checked
to determine how many had obtained

there
declared

Italians,

brick

Guild

papers.
— 'Kenneth^-Thamsonr-executlve-sec.1..

retary ot the Screen Actors Guild,
expressed the belief that most of the
actors were either citizens
or had taken out their first papers.

He promised

make an immediata

to

study of membership. Other guilds
and unions are checking up to determine what percentage, if any, will b*
affected by the evacuation order.
Proclamation prohibits alien Jap-

Germans

anese,

from aa

or Italians

area covering practically all the Him
studios.
Aliens are given until Feb.
24 to move Into other districts.

ZANUa

BERLIN PALS

AGAIN; DEAL COOKING
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
between Darryl Zanuck and

Chill

Irving Berlin, which dates back to
Pan Alley,' has been thawed out
by William Goetz, and all's well
again, with a deal being talked.
Zanuck is hopeful that some arrangement can be worked out whereby the songwriter would supervise
his own production.
'Tin

'Trade Afnrk ncglHlornd
.SIME Slt.VKKMAN

POUNDKI) nV

MVi-kly l>y VARIKTV, Inc.
Sill Sllvonimii. PrCMltlpnt
Weill 46lh Sireol, .\cw York, N. t.

rulillaliril

\H

SUH.SCUIPTION'
Ill

NBC

doing no less than dozens
of top executives from industry and
tically the entire list,ot prominent busincs:;, who arc rendering service
film stars in Hollywood volunteered to the Government without pay.

should be of more than passing
interest to you to know that pracIt

is

being paid to the 7,000 extras registered with Central Casting Corp.
Other department); in thf fllnUndUS-

Praises Generosity of Hollywood

This letter
would take the job for
to your story
up by some

fear of getting beaten
*

No

Particular attention

Pacific Coast.

first flight

PEACE WITH U

actors to help out in a stunt testing

the alertness

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Check-up on the nationality ot
hundreds of film artists and work*
men is under way in the studios as
a result of the announcement by Attorney General Biddle in Washington
that all alien enemies must be evacuated tram vital war areas on the

citizenship

DUR6IN MAKES

Germans, the French and

many

pictures

turntable

very close in
another time

he had Benny Goodman, who

She's especially in demand
comedy scenes and because she

Miss
a singer and dancer.
also appears on the Buenos
"
'
Aires stage.
Unlike Hollywood where all nationalities
are freely represented
the film industry here Is pretty exclusively native in stars and directors.
Missing are the Swedes, the
11

to

is

was assigned Artie Shaw discs.
Topper, however, was a bunch
of Rudy Vallee recordings which
Will Osborne spun recently.

Yanqui.
for

platters

(Barron's band

style to Kaye's);

a

and their chief

Hollywood, Feb.
'Tarzan'

Barron

pictures

Llbertad

Lets 2 'Nazis

Don Cordray, WJZ, New
York, all-night record spinner,
has a penchant for good-naturedly needling guest stars he gets
on his owl sessions. He allows
his guests to emcee a quarter or
half-hour broadcast, adding their
own comments on records
played, but always using platselected by Cordr ay him _ ters
sclf, which is where he gets in
his needle work.
For instance, he recently had
Sammy Kaye on his show and
handed him a group of Blue

25
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PIGTUIIE8

Louis B. Mayer $$700,000 Tops

For

1941.

Loew

Disney in D.C. Huddles

M-G.

On More

Stockholders Learn

Louis B. Mayer made more than
(700,000 in salary and participation
Reynolds in 'Blockade'
in the profits of Loew's, Inc., during
1941. Second top «arner among distribution and production execs of
In addition to a cast including a
the company was producer Hunt flock of British stars, 'The Big
Stromberg, with about $337,000. He Blockade,' recently completed in Lonwas just $3,000 ahead o( president don for U. S. release, has a number
Nicholas M. Schenck, who made of prominent people in other fields

around

$334,000.

Total salaries and percentage parof 12 top Loew's-Metro
execs amounted to about $3,400,000
tor the year. Of that sum approximately half was in salaries and the
other half in profit-sharing setup of
the company.
Figures became available as a result of the Loew's, Inc., stockholders
meeting in New York yesterday
(Tuesday). One of the stockholders
requested thai the amounts paid out
In the percentage participation plan
be read. Salaries had previously
been made public. Figures on sal-

ticipation

playing themselves. Among them is
corCollier's
.Quentln Reynolds,
respondent in Europe. Reynolds is
currently back in this country on a
lecture tour.

huddling

Disney. -is

Walt

fense shorts. He Is due in New York
for a quickie visit en route to the
Coast.
Roy Disney shoved off for Holly-

wood

last

Top

Thursday

Indies

(20).

Form

Own Group
Hays

Aloiig

Office Lines

'

HELUNGERDUE

1704,425.

Hunt Stromberg, production bonus,

TO QUIT 20TH

net, $204,204; salary, $130,000;

total,

-#334,204.—..

Sam KaU, v.p.; 1.4% of net, $121,•79; salary, $156,000; total, $278,000.
Edgar J. Mannix, v.p.; 1.4% of net,
salary,

$121,979;
(278,000.

Al Llchtman,

$156,000;

v.p.;

total,

1.05% of net.

Welles.

Temporary president of the new
is Loyd Wright, film biz at-

outfit

who will step aside when a
new head, who can devote his full
torney,

Hollywood, Feb.

3.

Clash of two positive minds is the
motivation lor -Mnrk-Hellinger's-oon-templated resignation as a producer
at 20th-i'ox with more than a year
to run oiT' the present contract.
Hellinger and Darryll Zanuck are
still
friends, socially, and respect
each other professionally, but they
clash about story material and its
proper handling.
There was the same trouble at
Warners, where Hellinger and Hal
Wallis engaged in many a literary

Clip

James
^with.. Department of

time to the job,
Align
Justice

fnnmp rly
in

partment,

is selected.

the public relations dii!executive secretary.
is

meet national day-

Grainger In N. Y.

Preparing to
light saving, but with no concrete
counteractives 'brought forth to date,
the country's theatres for the-

all of

James R. Qrainger, president of first time in history and for an inRepublic, returned to New York definite period face the possibility
Thursday (29) from a swing through of boxoffice Injury when clocks are
brief moved forward one hour on Monfor
territory
eastern
the
day (9).
home-oflice huddles prior to his deIn some quarters' it is believed that
parture for the Coast. Grainger is daylight saving due to wartime may
going to Los Angeles late this week have greater eftect against business
for the first of customary quarterly than in the past, when it was exregional sales meets, set for Feb. 12, istent only over the summer, due to
Herbert J. Yates already Is on tfae the fact that the war has' also shiftCoast lining up Republic product ed' the play at the b.o. Matinees have
gone off, while .night business has
for the fourth quarter.
Grainger visited Washington, Cin- increased. With the new measure
cinnati, (^evelend and Pittsburgh providing more and more daylight
on this trip. He reports business for as the year progresses, this may cut
into the night trade also, while exthe company remarkably strong.
'

pected matinee levels will continue
down'.

Dpiinions—vary -as- t o w hat-harmdayilgbt saving time has caused in
the past, when usually in effect from
the last Sunday in April to the final
Sunday in September. Operators in
towns with large golfing populations
or close by beaches are believed to
have been the greatest sufferers,
wliile in other territories having daylight time it appeared that the sumPhiladelphia, Feb. 3.
mer business levels remained about
S. District Court Judge Guy the same as before.
thought expressed in film cirK, Bard last week refused—for the
cles as an offset against daylight savthird time to make any change In
ing time is the maintenance of a
the year-and-a-day sentence and lower price scale later in the eve$3,000-.fln«.-he-lmpoEed on William ning- than-now^hen price -changes
This may
Fox, bankrupt ex-flbn magnate, on occur at 5 or 6 0,'clock.
be an Inducement to get people in
charges of conspiracy to obstruct before dark.
justice and defraud the Govern-

\flXL

WONTCHAN

FOX SENTENCE

U

A

—

Membership fees, similar to percentage arrangement now prevailing
in the Hays organization, will later ment
be exacted.
Fox was convicted
Society, which emphasizes that

PK,

after he pleaded 5
PLAY, BOOK, ETC.,
none of its producers are afflUated guilty to the charges, but the Govwith theatre-owning groups, has ernment failed to convict two other
BRIT.
been set up to work .out its own men similarly accused: Former Cirof net, $60,989;
peculiar
to
own
group
problems,
its
total, $230,000.
Commandos,
the
Exploits
of
cuit Court Judge J .Warren Davis
David Bernstein, v.p. and treas.; clinch,
of indies.
and Morgan S. Kaufman, Scranton Britain's invasion troops, have ap\i% of net $1-22,522; salary, $104,Understood Hellinger will check
attorney. The U. S. dropped charges parently intrigued imaginations in the
000; total, $226,522.
out alter he finishes his current proagainst them when two juries failed United States to the extent that there
J. Robert Rubin, v.p. and counsel;
are at least four pictures on the
duction, 'Moontide,' slated for April SELZNICK
to agree on a verdict.
1.4% of net, $100,308; salary, 104,000. release. Under his contract he is
Martin Littleton, Jr., Fox's attor Commandos coming up, plus a
toUl, $204,308.
Broadway play, a book and a mag
permitted to puU out at his own
ney, argued that dismissal of the
PROD. LULL
Lawrence Wcingarten, producer; request.
story.
charges against Davis and Kaufman
0.35% of net, $30,494; salary, $169,Films definitely lined up are
destroyed the 'basic requirement' of
000; total, $199,500.
Columbia's The Commandos,' from
Hollywood,
Feb. 3,
the law that it takes at least two
Ben" Thau, asst to Mayer; 0.7% of
David
Selznick moved back persons to engage in a conspiracy, a- story by Elliott Arnold, of the New
O.
net, $60,989; salary, $91,000; total,
into production yesterday
(Mon.) Judge Bard, however, ruled that York World-Telegram; Republic's
(152,000.
after two years of inactivity, with one person may be sentenced on a "Here Come the Commandos,' which
FEB. 15 tests
IN
Harry HapJ, producer; 0.35% net,
for his high-budget picture, conspiracy charge, even if the other the studio is giving an oversized
toUl,
$114,400;
salary,
(30,494;
'Keys of the Kingdom,' an adapta- defendants are not 'concurrently or budget; 'Wamer Bros.' 'Edge of
Darkness,' from the book of that
(145,000.
tion of the controversial novel by precedently convicted' with him.
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
title by William Woods, which the
Tay Garnett, film producer-direc A. J. Cronin.
Fox is under $50,000 bail pending company acquired last week -for
Robert Stevenson, director, is test
tor, has formed Tay Garnett Radio
an
appeal
to the U. S. Circuit Court $30,000, Paramount's "Channel Port'
Radio, Pkture Coin
Productions and will offer his debut ing 26 candidates for the lead roles.
of Appeals. The case grew out of which will be filmed in England,
Picture
United
is for
Artists release.
radio program Feb: 15 with Three
Fox's alleged loans to Judge Davis and one which William Rowland has
Donated to Cbarity
Sheets to the Wind,' first of a series
while bis bankruptcy litigation was on the fire for indie production.
John
Sunday night on NBC-Red.
pending In Davis' court Kaufman
Legiter Is John Steinbeck's The
Roled Tax Exempt Wayne and Helga Moray, English
Lotsa Blood
was charged with being the go-be- Moon is Down,' which Oscar Serlin
legit and film actress, will play the
tween.
is preparing for Broadway producHollywood, Feb. 8.
leads.
Ken Englund has scripted
tion in April. It will also be pubHollywood, Feb. 3.
Screen Writers Guild la exceeding
Three Sheets' and' Charles Dant's
lished as a book.
Mag story. The
Uncle Sam will not collect taxes orcnestra will proylde the music.
Its quota on donations to the Red
Commandos Come at Dawn,' is by
en salaries paid to film stars for
L. A. to N. Y.
James Parks Co., Chicago, is sales Cross blood bank.
C. E. Forrester.broadcasts or pictures and turned representative for Garnett ProducFinancial contributions from memLouise Beavers.
over to the Red Cross or other tions.
bers also good.
John Boles.
Norman H.
charitable institutions.
Richard Collins.
Davis, national Red Cross chairman,
Shnmfin
Direct
Dorothy Comingore.
cited a recent ruling by the Depart
salary,

(91,484;
(247,500.
•

wyn and Orson

total,

$260,000;

salary,

N. M. Schenck, president; 2.5% of

To National Daylight Saving

with

Navy Department and Treasury officials in Washington this week on
production of another batch of de-

'Blockade' wa.'; made by Ealing
Studios and will be released by
United Artists in the U. S. under a
deal made last year by which the
company guarantees to distribute a
minimum of three Ealing pix a year.
Playing in 'Blockade,' are Robert
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Morley, Leslie Banks, Michael RedEight name picture makers have
grave, Will Hay, Basil Sydney, Alfred Drayton, John Stuart, Griffith banded together in an organization,
Jones, Marius Goring and John Mills. to be known as Society of Independent Motion' Picture Producers,
Michael Balcon produced.
aries and percentages, the latter
It will operate independently
Inc.
based on Loew's net of approxiof but similar to the Hays organicertain
after
$9,000,000
mately
Charter members who paid
zation.
charges, are:
entrance fee are Charles
$2,500
1941
Chaplin, Walt Disney, Alexander
Louis B. Mayer, v.p., 6.7% of net,
Korda, Mary Pickford, David O.
total.
$156,000;
salary,
$549,425;
Selznick, Walter Wanger, Sam Gold-

$77,409;
»337,500.

Theatres Seeking Boxoffice Solution

Gov't Shorts

total,

$156,000;

Bernard Hyman, prod, exec; 0.7%$169,000;

salary,

COMMANDOS

ON

ENDS LONG

WITH

mS'

TAYGARNEnTRYSOUT
RADIO ON

-

WiO

ment
letter

try

of Treasury, in response to a
from Harry M. Warner, indusIn part,

Davis

latlon.

The party

responsible

for

the

ialary payment, that is the producer
or sponsor, must acknowledge in advance of the rendition of the artist's
services his liability to make pay
ment of such salary direct and ex'
-

clusively to the designated charity.
S. The services of the artist would
not have been rendered except for
his desire to aid a designated charity,

Case

in

Loew s

From

Another Company's Film

Homer

I^as

'

Walter Huston.
Paul Jarrlco.
Jan Kiepura.
'Vincent Korda.
Burton Lewis.
Kay Mulvey,

Attempt to bring up for discussion appreciation and gratitude for the
bt Loew's annual stockh''6lder meet- fine way In which the officers have
ing in New York yesterday (Tues- run the ..company.'
day) the payments- by the company
It was suggested that this expresto WiUie Biofl and George E. Browne sion be put In the form of a resoluwere quickly stifled. J. Robert Ru- tion, whereupon a stockholder asked
bin, Loew's vlcs-president and gen- an amendment be made to the effect
eral counsel, who presided at the that there was 'appreciation and gra-

'

Harry Peny.

titude except for matters now before
the court' Rubin said he didn't feel
the amendment was pertinent, but
revealed In Federal Court when they put it to a vote bef6re the group, the
were convicted of extortion a few majority of which favored dropping
mbhths ago,
it from the resolution, which was
Rubin explained that Inasmuch as later passed.
the matter was still before the coiu-ts
Meeting otherwise went off accordit was an Improper subject of dising to schedule, with all 12 directors
cussion. There was no objection to
re-elected without an opposing nomhis ruling.
Watson Washburn, an ination. 'Votes cast
represented 1,attorney, who brought the Biofl pay226,263 shares of the 1,801,735 comments up, said at his office after the
mon and preferred outstanding.
meeting that he 'merely wondered'
Directors re-elected were Rubin,
whether the company had any statement to make on the matter.' Wash- George N. Armsby, David Bernstein,
bum said he was not a stockholder Leopold Friedman, John R. Hazel,
Charles C,
himself, but refused' to reveal ^or Alexander Llchtman,
Moskowitz, William A. Parker, Nichwhom he held a proxy.
Only other reflection of the olas M. Schenck, Joseph R. Vogel,
Browne-Blofl payments, over which David 'Warfldd and Henry Rogers
Winthrop.
Loew's faces a number of stodchdlder

William Pine.

John Reber.
Maxie Rosenbloom

'Walker.

Alfred Wallenstein.
Richard Whort

has directed

(1) for further studio huddles.

N. Y. to L. A.
Pat Casey,
Ava Gardner.
Paul Henrled.
Mlchele- Morgan.
Robert Mosher.

.

om

Silverstone.

A. K. Spencer.

Frank

who

-9

Geolrge Raft
Mickey Roon'ey.
Bernard, ti. Schubert
iHerman Shumlln, - »

many

Producer declared the screenplay
will be very similar to the legit
version, with its reflection of the
underground movement in Germany.
'Desperate Journey,'
with Errol
Flynn, which went before the cameras this week, Is the initial production by Wallis' imit
Shumlin flew to the Coast Sunday

Irving Rels.
Artie Schwartz.
Gredwell L. Sean.

Murray

Wamer

Shumlin,

will make his debut as a
film directoi' with 'Rhine.' Dashiell
Hammett
do the scripting. Paul
Lukas, who stars in the stage play,
la virtually' certain for the picture,
Wallis stated.

legiters,

Clare Ohnstead.

conclave of the .company's owners,
reftised to entertain any talk of the
payments to the two labor leaders,

his new
Bros., Wallis said.

be made by

third film to

unit at

Ona Munson,

,

J

Fickett:

Bonita Granville.

Ruth Hussey.

taken- a line from
Camuel Goldwyn's 'Ball of Fire' and
registered it as a title for one of
its own pictures.
Line is 'Whafs Buzzin', Cousin?'
Barbara Stanwyck, star of 'Fire,' Is.
lid to have ' provided the phrase
Warfield followed his annual cuserseU, it being one she recalled suits, came after a number of thosa
at the meeting got up to. '«Npvee» <tom>by attending- the-.meetinfi
her"yoiitk4lni-B<oolcl9iU'">

ColuAibia

Hal Wallis returned to the Coast
over the weekend after five days in
New York huddling with Herman
Shumlin and Lillian Hellman on
'Watch on the Rhine.' Shumlin produced and Miss Hellman wrote the
legiter, which viti\ be the second or

Marta Eggerth.

Stockholder Meeting

.

Col. Gets a Title

Ithine' for Hal Wallis

Dan Danker.
George Dembow.

said:

'Realizing the practical difficulty
of obtaining in advance explicit rul
Ings on each separate instance of do
nated services, we have sought to
summarize the secretary's letter in
three simple conditions, which, if
carefully observed, will, in our judg
ment, result in non-taxable income to
the contributing artist.
1. Thft service performed by the
artist must be plainly for the benefit of a designated charitable organ!2.

Jackie Cooper.
Irving Cummingi.

Squelch Attempt to hject Bioff

Red Cross chairman.

He's

due back next week.

Should Be Quick Study
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Charles Winnlnger plays the same
role In the film, 'Friend^ Enemies,'
for Edwdrd Small that he did on
the stage '20 years ago.

Charles
•

•

-

eaentf.'

-

Buggies
'

Is

the

other
-

'

•

•

.

.

Wednesdn^ Febraary

Sol Lesser,

executive

8.

producer,

and J. R. McDonough, in charge of
production at the studio, have
both resigned in a producer shakeup
at HKO which has been expected

B

Lesser'a resignation

some time.

for

becomes effective when he cleans up
his duties. Joe Breen asked him to
until
George
action
arrival this week, but
insisted on serving official

off

hold

ScbaeJter's

Lesser
notice.

HOUSE

RKO;

Quit

ActivitieB Inunediately Ef-

minority stockholders
are reported pressuring strongly
a

for

shareholders

fective—Pettijohn Resign'

meeting,

ing

wh\ch has been several times
postponed, owing to uneasiness
over administrative and studio

HAYS

—proach
Revamp-

in 1933 to conduct a survey
theatre and picture properand the following year was

RKO

ties,

later,

when Leo

presidency,

Spitz

then

assumed the

returned in

1038

A

year ego

McDonough headed

the B unit as exec producer and
liandled outside independent production deals for the company. Anis Cliff Reld,
other leaving
producer at the studio since 1934.
His contract expires Feb. 20 and will
not be renewed. Bert Gllroy, who
has been turning out shorts, Tim
Holt westerns and small budget features, stays on.
Lou Ostrow, previously producer at Metro and 20thFox, Joins
as .assistant to
Breen.
Beorg Awaits Sotaaeter
Breen says that reorganization of
the production department awaits arrival here of Schaefer within the
next two weeks.
Accompanying
prexy here for discussion of 1942-'43
product plans will be Ned Depinet,
Charles Koemer and several
theatre operators;
Lesser, who went with the studio
six months ago, plana to close out
his
He
duties by March 1.
will res'ume his own' production and
has a commitment with United Artists
to deliver 'Strange Victory,'
which he puts into production after
•
lining up a cast.

RKO

RKO

RKO

RKO

Howard Benedict has also checked
out of RKO, after seven years, for a
production berth at Universal.
former Baltimore newspaperman, he
was with the Theatre Guild in New
York when Robert Sisk brought him

A

RKO.
He served

into

for five years as studio
publicity director and for the past

two years was a producer.

FELLOWS EXn^ WB,
DIFF

ON PROD. POUCY

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Robert Fellows checked off the
Warners lot after four years as an
associate producer.
Last picture
was the Errol Flynn sUrrer; 'They
pied with Their Boots On.'
Prior to the Flynn film Fellows
jnade 'Knute Rockne, AU-American,'

An Angel from
On
f* Trail.'

Texas' and 'Santa
his schedule was
Gentleman Jim,' the life story of
James J. Corbett, which has been
Pwponed. Understood there had
Been divergent opinions on policy
Between FeUows and Warners for
several months.

Odets at Warners For

Screenplay

On Gershwin

Hollywood, Feb. 8,
Odets was signed by Wam«^ ""e"develop 'Rhapsody In Blue,'
story of George Gershwin,
;"f
into
a screenplay.

Jerry Wald, producer,
has been
cpUaboraUng for months with Ira

r^^wln,' brother
poser,

of the late compictur^., ,

on material for the

IS'

TOPS COAST

of-the-fllm-industry^ap--

Intra-industry

cess,

FREEMAN AGAIN

when Pandro Berman became ex-eoutive- producer -ahd-.operAted.Ptot
duction units on the lot

Hollywood, Feb. 3,
Lewis Milestone returned to Warners under a director contract as
part of the drive for talent on the
Burbank lot, where ha once worked

to public. Governmental and
problems Is In pro
under guidance of a special
policy committee which has been
appointed by director members of
the two major trade associations,
the "Motion Picture Producers Sc
Distributors of America, Inc., in
New York, and the Assn. of Motion
Picture Producers, headquartered in
Hollywood.

December
was postponed until June, 1942,
by action of board of directors.
generally expected in

McDonough was brought
company by David Sarnoff

seqt to the Coast to operate the stuHe left the studio two years
dio.

'AS

Will
dent of

'

H

Hays continues as

editor;

Since leaving Warners Milestone
has turned out a number of successful

seclusion of quarters high In the
Hotel Pierre tower, explored the enThe board of directors was also tire field
of the industry's public
retained by unanimous vote and aprelations. Discussions included three
proved the appointment of a HollyNew York film attorneys and execuwood coordinator to collaborate with tives, Austin C. Keough, of Para
Francis Harmon on war activities as
mount; J. Robert Rubin, of Metro,
they affect the picture industry.
and Joseph W. Hazen, of Warners.
With the advent of wartime sav- Visitors were Mendel Silberberg, of
ings Feb. 9, studios return to 9 a.m.
and Columbia studios; Maurice
to 6 p.m. workday. Since the war's Benjamin,
of the Coast firm of Loeb,
outbreak, clock-punching started at
Herbert
and
Walker Sc Loeb,
8 a.m.
Freston, of Warners.
Producers announced a survey
Sessions were conducted with such
will be made of studio machine
secrecy that officials of at least three
shops with a view to their utiliza
major film companies, all members
tion for defense production.
claim they were
treasurer.

RkO

of both associations,
not apprised of the meetings, nor
informed of any determinations

Major Gen. James O. Harbord,
representative on the board,

RCA

-

has resigned as a director, of RKO
Former- oommander of the
Corp.
Service of Supply In Tours, France,
during World War I, Harbord has
been recalled by the U. S. -Army for
duty..

of RKO board
Monday (2) DeWitt
was elected director to

At regular meeting
of directors held

Millhauser
serve during unexpired portion of
Harbord's term. No action has yet
been taken to replace the late W. G.
Van Schmus. Hugh Robertson, another RKO director, b IIL
With Harbord resigned and Robertson ill, RCA representation on the
RKO board Is currently limited to
David Sarnoff will
L. P. Yandell.
reportedly seek stronger board representation for RCA In June, when
RCA, Floyd Odium, Rockefeller and
other interests will maneuver lor
position.

reached.

New Plan on. Legislation
Drafting of a new plan of handling
matters remains to be
completed within the next few
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
weeks. Both Pettijohn and New are
Harold Hurley was freed from his close personal friends of Hays. The
contract to produce pictures for former has occupied a key post in
United Artists, following a disagree, the Hays office since its formation,
ment over budget policies. Hurley 20 years ago. New is less known in
wanted to make low-cost films, such New York film circles.. He formerly
as he had produced for years at Par- was active in Indiana* and national
amount, but UA owners demanded politics, and has held the Washinghigh-bracket product.
ton post tor 12 years.
Same financial attitude caused
That the joint committee, each
Leslie Charteris, author of The division of which Will report back to
Saint,' mystery yarns, to call off its own board of directors, meant
negotiations for a producing setup business and was disinclined to
UA wanted pictures costing $400,000 procrastinate, was dramatized at an
apiece and Charteris refused to meet all-morning session in the Hays ofthat figure. 'Saint' stories, formerly fice Thursday (29), when the six
produced at RKO, are on the open members and Hays met with the top
advertising and publicity men of
market again.
N. Y. home-offices of the film com-

PROD. DEALS GO COLD

legislative

Meantime, George Schaefer, RKO
prexy, is scheduled to leave for the
Coast this week to take charge of
the studio, relieving Joe Breen, who
Schaefer is slated to stay
Is ill.
the Coast for a month or longer.

m

GORDON CLOSES SHOP
AT COL
AHER

my

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Max Gordon Plays and Pictures
Corp., operated by Harry. M. Goetz
as president and Gordon' as vicepresident, is going out of existence
with the completion of 'The Great
American Way,' to be produced and
directed by (3eorge Stevens at Co-

-

Reisman, WeHes to Rio

or-

the advertising code.
It was
brought out in the discussion that
they had not met as a group to determine industry policies for more than
a year.
Point also was made by a spokesman for the west coast producers
that there was urgent need for closer
cooperation
between the eastern
group and the Hollywood publicity
ister

RKO

foreign sales
Phil Relsman,
chief associated with the Office of

Inter-American Affairs, is leaving
New York for Rio de Janeiro Friday
Orson Welles, who is going to
(6).
Brazil to make part of a feature
production there, will accompany
Relsman from Miami. They will
reach Rio Sunday (8).
Welles' picture has been tenta-

AU

True.' It will
tively titled 'It's
be distributed on RKO's regular
schedule via an arrangement whereby the Inter-American Affairs of-

lumbia.
solution

Constituency

of
the
east-west
policy committee of the two trade
associations is the same that acted as
steering committee for the Industry
several months ago in the investigation of film war propaganda conducted by a sub-committee of the
U. S. Senate. It was they who engaged Wendell L. Willkie to act as
counsel before the Senate probers.

Announcement of the diswas made by Goetz, in town

guarantee

it

against losses.

Up

.

i

.

.

,

and trends within the business, meetings
were in progress in New
York during the past week between,
a group of attorneys representing
the Assn. of Motion Picture Producers and a similar group sponsored by the Motion Picture Producers tc Distributors of America,
Inc:, whose headquarters are in New
York.
Both Y. Frank Freeman,
president of the producers' group,
and Hays are ex-offlcio members of
the investigating body.
Discussions,

examinations
Into
and_ numerous In-

j/jirloas._m.atters_

tervlews which the" commlftee

ducted with various

'coh-.

film. officials in

N. Y. were confined wltliln a series
of executive meetings.

Problems Dlscnssed
Some of the more Important Industry problems which were explored in detail Include:
1.
U. S. Consent Decree. Industry's No. 1 source of trouble, concern and worry. With Its trade
practice arbitration system in force
for a year's period, both the antitrust division of the Dept. of Justice and the film Industry are dissatisfled with its operation.
The
Government declares that the root
of all evil lies in the ownership of
theatre chains by distributors. Divorcement may be the next move by
Thurman Arnold, head trust-busier.
Evidence of added pressure for observance of the decree are the new
Government suits filed within the
past week against Paramount and
20th-Fdx alleging that- these two, of
the five defendant companies, have
acquired additional theatre holdings
during the year contrary to the
terms of the decree.
On the' side of the Industry, the
decree is protested by exhibitor organizations, particularly as to the
five-picture. group selling provision,
which was substituted for the former
annual blind selling system.
Ex-

make the claim that the
decree has increased film rentals
are seeking some new distributing panacea which will give
cancellation privileges. Such a
plan is under discussion by the
hibitors

them

United Motion Picture Industry committee.
Distributors, likewise, declare the ducree an unnecessary
hardship, asserting that selling costs

have Increased $5,000,000 annually,
and the time period for cost recoupments has been doubled.
Meanwhile, the five defendant
companies, which include Metro,
RKO and Warners, in addition to
Paramount and 20th-Fox, must reach
some determination before June 1
whether to apply for revision of the
sales clauses In the event that the
Government by that date has not

'persuaded'
ists

My

Sister Eileen,' as a film starrer
for Rosalind Russell. Goetz is now
associated with Gregory Ratoff In
the production of two pictures this

year for Columbia.

Universal,

United Art-

and Columbia to adopt the group

of five plan.

BloB and Browne
2.
Willie Blofl and George E.
Browne. These two former executives of lATSE, are serving prison
sentences of 10 and eiglTt years, refor financial sleight of
in the course of which, on
threat of calling labor strikes In
theatres and studios, they extorted
$1,000,000 plus from major film companies over a period of years.
Testimony at the trial by film
executives revealed various methods
by which payments were entered In
the corporations' books, to cover up
the real purpose of the withdrawals!
In consequence, the officers
and directors of the companies are
being sued by stockholders for accounting and return of cash. One
of the companies, Paramount, Is
.,
(Continued on page- 16)

spectively,

hand,

Whether permanent representation
for the Industry will be maintained
in Washington, or special counsel
engaged for individual matters, as

is

.

.

Ing o^^he~pfevail^n?~6'rsss=emTents

Gordon, now a producer at Columbia, Is preparing his stage piece.

they develop. Is undetermined.
No intimation, beyond the usual
industry rumors, of any contemplated change in the status of Hays
credited. Those friendly with him
Bogart Tied
declare that Hays is sympathetic to
the purposes of the committee and
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Humphrey Bogart "drew the flrst Experience gained from the open its help in arousing the Industry's top
straight seven-year contract ever hearings in Washington is said to executives to the necessity of conhave prompted the move tor dis- stant alertness to its public relations
handed out at Warners.
>
..
pl^cementj ,qt- Pettijohn ,and New. problepiS/
bllllrig.
J He'll get star
fice will

of matters of utmost importance.
To bring about better understand^

rights to the play.

'

staffs.

Industry within its own far-flung
boundaries of intra-miiral activities
confronted also with a long agenda

is

and

The press group was
to complete details of the deal by
ganized several years ago as an adwhich Columbia acquired screen
vertising advisory council to adminpanies.

Faced with constantly increasing
problems of public relations, crystallized by war and Its accompanying
requirements for service, the film

.

RKOBDJACK
TOARMY

'

(Monday) to Y. Frank Freeman,
Hays and three attorney representaand other officers of the
tives of the west coast unit, who
A^n. of Motion Picture Producers. were In New York for 10 days, left
They are E. J. Mannix, flrst y.p.; tor California
Sunday (1).
Cliff Work, second v.p.; Fred BeetTheir conferences,, shrouded in the
son, executive v.p. and secretary-

of which was
Caroline' for RKO.

latest

HARBORD QUITS

presi-

prexy,

pictures,

'My Life With

for as long as he
desires to hold the spot. Realignjnent of some of ^the association's

activitie3'"'wilT "Become immediately
effective, however, Resignations of
Charles C. Pettijohn, who has served
as counsel and legislative contaf-t for
the organization, and .displacement
Hollywood, Feb. i.
of Bert New, in charge of WashingThird terms were voted last night
ton, D. C, contacts, are anticipated.

HURLEY, CHARTERIS UA

"B3Tg8BTnan-'and - later-^as-a-fllm-

MPPDA

PROftASSNr-

WB

Milestone Back to

—Bert New Out

production policies.

Shareholders meeting set for
June, 1941, was not held and one~

Confabs

Problems; Decree, Public Relations

Realignment of Hays Office

RKO

1^.

Discloses Wide Variety of Industry

PLANS

(RCA)
of

Agenda of Attys/ N.

SPiCIAL

Want RKO Meeting

.

McDonough handed in his resignation Monday (2), ienninatlng nine
years with the company. He called
it quits while Breen was discussing
reorganization o( the B unit oh new
product.
Into the

m

McDonough

Hollywood, Feb.
liCsscr,

PICTimES

hod. Reorg Awaits Schaefer

Studio

Sol

194>

4,

.

I

.

•

.
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PICTUBM

F-WC Dualing
Stirs

of TaUey,' Torcliase'

Lefty, Ex-Setop for

Sto£o Contracts

Gets Himself a

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
William Ludwig inked new writer

Up Homet s Nest; Oscar Politics

a GromHl QoA,

Hunk of War Effort

contract at Metro.

Angeles, Feb.

Charles

S.

area.

Branch manager of one of the
N. Y. exchanges has embarrassed
'em no end, from accounts, by
starting to talk deals without any
delay.

in

dueling of these particular pictures
and, as soon as be caught teaming
on return from his trip to San Francisco, be issued orders to yank 'Purchase' immediately at both houses,
regardless of what bad ahready been,
run off at opening matinees.
Startling dual booking of the two
big grossers was the result of efforts
by 20th-Fox studio executives to
aontlnue—!Valleyi - roUing— through,
local houses, accompanied by adver-

-

New Army Camp
Tees

'

Of Texas

Theatre^Bmldin^

tising splashes in the dallies, so that

the picture would get attention from
voters for nomination of the film in various classifica-

Academy Award

With the
here

of • $23,000,000 army
is becoming active.
J. O. Long circuit will build
and possibly two new houses

camp,

theatre-building

-

The
le

H. A. Danlela, of the Palace,
Seguin, Texas, hai purchased a lot
in nearby El^ on which he plans
construction of a theatre. Dale Wilr.

here.

owner of the new Eltex in Elgin, plans to reopen a house he has
shuttered there.
Wheii completed, the Army camp
is expected to be the largest in the
state of Texas.
son,

Hall Pact Shared
Hollywood, Feb.

3.

Paramount, officials burned at
Skouras, claiming disparagement of
Paramount product in favor of .20th,

Jon Hall's player contract with'
Samuel Ooldwyn la being split two

and ultimatum was handed to F-WC
demanding that 'Purchase' be pulled

ihare.

ways; With UnlTcrsal taUng over a

MAKES ANOTHER

START ON

.

'

Adtor's first Job under the new arwith
immediately, despite Skouras' state- rangement If a eo4tarrlng role
ment he was unaware of the book- Diana Bairymora and Robert Stack.
Lubla direct*.
Arthur
inc due to his absence in San FranCisco,
His early negotiations with
Metro for switching 'Babes' and return, to (own 26 iMurs before the
sudden yanking of 'Purchase! discount his contention.
'Valliey' was soloed first run at
tioew's State and Grauman's Chinese
for healtby biz, and dropped into the
downtown United Artists and Fox
Wllshire for continuance of solo flntrun for a walloping week. It con'
tinned a- second stanza teamed with
gether with
Hollywood, Feb. >.
!Corsican Brothers' and was then
banquet will members of

But Nix Fmery, Hoofing and

The Academy awards
moved in for fujrther. first nmnlng at
be held after all, but it won't be the
the Fox Village and Beverly. By this
resplendent aSalr of former years.
procedure, the continuing flrst-nin
Black tlei and decollette will be
.

policy on the picture s(iU holds back
strictly tabu, with business suits and
clearance of subse<^uent-run opuses
Informal femme garb, obligatory.
to regulation time following compleOscars will be paraed out at the
tion of the first-run booking.
BUtmore hotel, feb. SS, with Wendell
'Louisiana Purchase' had
three
L. WllUde as the honor guest and
days at the Village, and Beverly in main speaker.
tandem with "Chocolate Soldier,' and
Also under wraps will be the dinbooking department dropped the lat- ner plate tariff, dipped from $29 to
ter to make way for 'Grreen Was
The dinner was
$10 per person.
Valley' moveover.
first cancelled In December due to
Pressure exerted by important fac. early war hysteria, but academy oftors finally culminated in Skouras ficials, now assured by government
Issuing instructions to both houses to and army heads, are not averse to
yank "Purchase' on a moment's notice. holding affair, but sans orchidaceous
This action happened at 4:20 Friday .glitter of 'previous banquets. Uniafternoon, and found both houses forms arc okay for the event and. it
starting the third reel of 'Purchase, is expected that film people holding
Jamup created sour note among reserve commissions will iSvK dinner
members of both theatre audiences, a military touch.
and bookers switched 'Purchase'
Rosalind Russell heads the arfrom, the Village to the F-WC Bruin, rangements committee, which has deacross the street, for a four or five- creed no dancing after the presentaday run. 'Chocolate Soldier* was tion of the Oscars.
hurriedly brought back to add supie,M« Votes
port to "Valley* In the two houses.
Nominations
for
the
annual

nm

My

will/

ads on the disputed booking
the local papers, indie exhibs
lined up at the Paramount and 20th
exchanges to register vigorous pro
tests at what they termed a dlS'
estrous policy. In addition to talk
of calling a protest meeting to devise
ways and means of bringing such
booking tactics to the attention of
the Government for possible antl'
trust action, some of the indies were
outspoken in telling sales representatlves of the two exchanges Involved
that they- were ready to pass up
product from these offices and con
tinue a boycott until the exchanges
forced the chrcuit to discontinue such

J r.-^

4J-

t

1

,

..,;(!) 1

£3

be mailed out Feb.

P.S.

—^Kelcey Allen sez:

UA

Rogers' Triple for

12.

Final Judging on 20 cartoons and
short subjects in three classifications

jqisf

Leitv.
shall live to run

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Rogers announced 'The
Powers Girl,' Three Blondes and a
Redhead' and 'Lady of Science' as
the three pictures he will make this
year for United Artists release.
Films will be made on the RKOPathe lot, starting with "The Powers
Girl' about April 1.
John Robert
Powers, models' agent. Is collarobating on the yam.

PA. OK'S CUT

'OUTUW,

BUT'GESTURE' STILL N.&

MICH. GOING

AHEAD

Philadelphia, Feb. 3.
Mrs: Edna R. Carroll, chairman of
the Pennnylvania Board of Motion
Picture Censors, announced Friday
(30)
that the board had finally
okayed Howard Hughes' 'The Out-

had
been made. No release date has yet
been set here. Only some routine
paper work lis necessary before the
State seal will be Issued, said Mrs.
law,' after satisfactory deletions

Carroll.

WITH Z% RENTALS TAX
Detroit, Feb.

3.

The board took another gander at
'Shanghai Gesture' but announced
that the film was still "unsatisfactory," although some cuts had been
made.

Pobllelty Gimmick
Following preliminary testing, the
producer
"The Outlaw,' which
Tax Administration Is
moving ahead on the collection of Its Hughes has been holding up for althe Awards Commitdif-

'

be made tomorrow (Wednesday)

State Board of

by members of
tax on all film rentals. An offtee and the sealed votes mailed to 3%
shoot of the State's existing sales
Price, Waterhouse & Co.
the
"ta
Cartoon class are "Boogie Woogie tax. It was an afterthought to Invoke
Buple Bow .of C^m-'any B,' "H-a the present interpretation, which Is
watha's Rabbit Hunt' 'How War •''6'°8 fought Joy the exchanges.
The Board thus far has started Its
Came,' The Night Before Christmas;
'Rhapsody in Rivets,' 'The Rookie action against only one company, the
Bear," "Rhythm in the Ranks,' 'Super- Allied Film Exchange, and has orman No, r and two Walt Disney dered a formal audit of AUied's
books to establish a basis for the tax.
cartoons still unnamed.
In the one-reel class of 1,000 feet David Newman, attorney for several
or
less
are 'Army
Champions,' distributors, has scheduled further
'Beauty and the Beach,' 'Forty Boys hearings before State boards.
and a Song,' 'King of the Turf,' 'Of
Pups and Puzzles,' 'Sagebrush and
Silver,' and 'Down on the Farm.'
UP SEE GOES
Nominated for the l,000-to-3,000
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
feet class are 'Alive in the Deep,'
Lynn Bar! will be hoisted to star'

"Forbidden

we

to live,

Charles

chase.'

will

pal,

"We won't run away

away.'

.

away from the

'

••cf-e :SB

B

I

^

C9

YoUr
.

.

branches have already been made.
In cinematography there are 16
entries, 10 In' black and white and
six in color. Black-and-whiters are
The Chocolate Soldier,' "Dr. JekyU
and Mr. Hyde,' 'Citizen Kane,' 'Here
Comes Mr. Jordan,' 'Hold Back the
Dawn,' "HoiY, Green Was My Valley,'
'Sundown,' 'Sergeant York,' 'Sun
Valley Serenade' and "That Hamilton
Woman.' In color are 'Aloma of the
South Seas;' "BlUy the Kid,' 'Blood
and Sand,' "Blossoms In the Dust
'Dive Bomber' and Louisiana Pur-

picture, regardless of
previous estimates. Situation is the
current topic of conversation among
studio groups, with many expressions that producers are still using
thV Academy Awards system as a
• dual booking policy.
I7isclo$ure of the Inside manipula' football for their own purposes and
lions to create Academy Award that the Academy no longer serves
nomination .attention for "Valley' has the purposes Intended at original
1»:

Glitter

about

Nominating balihts will choose 10
pictures, five actors and five actresses
in lead roles, five actors and five
actresses in support roles, five direcNominations
tors and 16 writers.
for technical excellence in various

.

boomeranged and voters are shying -1founding.9',ii

you're better off in the war than playing Youngstown.' Ha, ha!
Well, that's about all for now, except I don't miqd them rationing rubber, autos. and sugar. I'm used to rationingi They've been rationing good
me for years. Best to the gang, sez

pictures to

6,000 Class
SAG, will take part in
the final election, ballots for which

achievement awards of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
close tills weekend and the nomi
nees selected by 10,000 voters will be
announced Monday (9) by the firm
of Price, Waterhouse & Co., to which
the votes are being mailed for tabulation.
These 10,000, consisting of
Class A members of the Screen
Actors Guild, writers, directors and
other branches of the Academy, to-

Exhibs Sqnawk

When

first hit

JiTrfo f

AH

Win Hold Academy Dinner After

.

'

-

.

Bastrop, Texas, Feb. S.
(tart of construction near

tions.

Early last week 20th execs tried
to persuade Skouras to hold 'Valley'
for a third week at the United
Artists and Wilshlre theatres, but
Metro studio execs balked at the
plan advanced to switch 'Babes on
Broadway' from the first-run State
and Chinese to the Carthay Circle
for a continuing run.
..-Even 'inteT'lamily -manipulations
of 20th-Fox Ohd Metro executive
status failed to. toss 'Babes' into the
Carthay. When this' idea blew up,
20th agreed on booking the Village
arid Beverly houses, taking total of
$600 advertising in daily papers for
a splash, with prominence given
Valley* in the space, and "Purchase*
listed as a companion feature.
Far Bnrnjip at Skonraa

Laurie, Jr.

Charles Drake's actor option lifted
CooUcres, Fab. I,
by Warners.
Dear Joe:
Beverly Jean Saul, moppet, signed
Wen, the reason I haven't split any ink your way for some time li beby Metro.
cause they're keeping me busier than a cow's tall in fly time. This is a
Ann Corcoran handed player op- small town and' there are a few people to do things; everybody wants to
help, but you know how these small CalUoml*. towns are, moat of the
tion lift at Warners.
dollars and rheumatism and they can't
Fay Emerson's stock player con- people have retired with a few
stand the gaff. By the time they pitch a few horseshoes and talk about
tract renewed by Warners.
the weather they're all tired out So it's up to a small bunch of us to do
contract
actor
penned
John Loder
all the war work.
Warners.
at
Besides me- selling bonds, doing benefit shows at the camps and helping
Glenn Mac Williams, cameraman, collect aluminum, Iron, brass, rags and waste papar, and acting on the
signed for one year at 20th-Fox.
draft board, they've made me an air raid warden. ( have to train a lot
Jimmy Wakely's Rough Riders, of folks that know as much as I do about it, and I have to take Inatruoseven
signed
for
musical group,
tlons from some guys that know less than us. But I know when the right
westerns at Universals.
time comes, which I hope it never does, we will all do the right thing. I
Jean Rogers drew player ticket at got everything organized so thAt when the war U over we can disorganize
very easily and wait for the next war.
Metro.
Aggie Is doing her bit, too. She Is in the Motor Corps, canteen work,
Donivee Lee, nee tiora Lee, drew
She practices first
first aid and does knitting with the Girl Scout squad.
an option lift at Paramount
Philip Dorn Inked actor pact at aid on Junior and she has used enough bandages to make hatr for every
\
Metr.o,_
Hind6o4n 4he-world..- 1 -told her- that-.ln-case-the^Red- Gross-needsHiloodPeter Viertel, writer, renewed for donors, I'd be glad to give 'em, my ledgers for last year; they look like
another year by David Selznick.
blood. 'I also told her she could practice on the pictures they're siding
Phil Silvers signed to a 40-week me; they're plenty sick and need more than first aid.
contract by 20th-Fox.
What Happeped to Jap AetsT
Metro gave BasU Rathbone a term
Walking along my beat nights as an air rMd warden I get to thinking
contract
about a lot of things. The other night I was thinking of the Japs, and then,
of course, I got to wondering whatever became of all the Jap acts I played
with in vaudeville. Then I got to thinking! whatever became of all the
Dancing mats? Resin Boards? Heavyweight
Illustrated song singers?
M-G
jugglers? Magicians in knickerbocker pants? Red-nose comics? Bench
Double Dutch acts? Double Irish acts? Double Wop acts? Double
YEARLING' acts?
English Johnny acts? Tramp comics? Family acts with the clever kid?
Jugglers with the cigar boxes and lamp? The Inverness capes and high
hats the acrobats used to make their entrances with?. Ukelele players?
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Metro Is dusting off The Yearlbig* Steel guitar players?_ Hula dancers? Cheere-beerle-bee acts? Pigeon and
Twin sister and twin brother acts? Electrical
for another start after a. lot of mis- pony acts7 Sk'ctcKes?
Wizards? Hypnotists? Monologists? Diving acts? Hoop rollers? Dlabolo
many
that
cost
adventure at the gate
spinners? Woodchoppers? Whip-Cracking acts? Flash acts? What betossed
Picture
was
dollars.
thousand
back into its stall to await further came of all the old letterheads? Those analyine drops? Those lots in
developments after Spencer Tracy Freeport? The dogs the single women used to carry? The clarinets and
and a Md'nsfmed Gene Eckman had saxophones nearly every act used to practice on?
I see by the papers they're goiina bring flesh back.
Well, a lot of olddone a lot of scenes hi Florida under
timers lost a lot of fiesh waiting for vaudeville to come back, so be predirection of 'Victor Fleming.
Story was built on the Marjorie pared to see a lot of skeletons on the bills. But a good route will fatten
Kinnan Rawlings tale about the pal- them up quicker than a pad in a Dutch comic's stomach.
Showfolka Doing Hielr Bit
metto coimtry In Florida and failed
I'm glad to see so many showfolks doing their bit for their country.
to jell for reasons of weather 'when
Some of 'em are doing better work than they could in uniform. They are
ttie company was located, in that secraising funds for- charitable purposes, selling bonds, and keeping folks
tor. New Idea Is to salvage the picthe
reof
most
laughing.
Actors
always
come to the front, no matter what the cause.
ture by shooting
maining sequences on sound stages. Most of 'em are .stage-struck and go on before they even know what the
The only drawback la that Spencer cause is. Actors should make the best soldiers; look at all the experience
Tracy is tied up with "TortUla Flaf they've had battling with agents, bookers, stagehands and orchestra leadand la due for a vacation thereafter. ers, not forgetting the major engagements in dressing rooms with their
wives and partners. I get a big laugh reading in the papers about some
picture stars in service that get time off to make a picture. Can you
Imagine an^actor in the last war asking his Captain to let him take a week
off so he could play Youngstown? If I was the Captain Td say, 'Soldier,
'

ttrange dames liave been
showing up at trade screenings,
bearing Invitations issued to exhibitors hi the Greater New York

president of
stated a mistake
staff

By Joe

ticket at

Some

Skouras,

Fox-West Coast,
was made by his booking

Marguerite Chapman drew player
Columbia.

No Savvy

Los
Attempt of Fox-West Coast theatres to dual 20th's 'How Green Was
My Valley' and Paramount'e Xiouisiana Purchase' at the Fox Village
and Beverly theatres was machinegunned from 10 many quarters that
circuit yanked 'Purchase' on opening
matinee Friday (30) after running
off two reels.

Passage,'

The

Gay

Parisian,' 'Main Street on the March'
and "The Tanks are Coming.' Executive committee of the shorts branch
consists
of
Pete Smith, Gordon
Hollingshead and Jules White,

most a year because of censorial
ficulties, is expected to be released
by 20th-Pox In April.

It's understood Hughes will make
by censor boards in the
which maintain official
gandering bodies, but will continue
to 'fight' as he figures that means
accruing publicity values.

cuts to get
six states

.

'Earn a Bond,'

New

Sales Drive Slogan

initiated a
Victory Sales Campaign for the first
six months of 1942, and as a spur to
the sales organization, $50,000 in dedom at 20th-Fox in The Magnificent fense bonds is offered as prize money,
Jerk,' a high budget picture which instead of cash,
co-stars
Henry Fonda and Don
Abe Montague, sales manager, has
Ameche.
prepared a schedule of prizes emStart slated- for Feb. 9, with bracing
regional
and individual
William Perlberg producing.
quotas.
,).,..
'I
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I
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Columbia Pictures has
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PAR, SKOURAS SALES BREAK
M-Gs Rodgers and Indie Op Lebedoff

%ss

In

ALSO INCLUDES

and Make Up |loutine

Minneapolis, Feb. 3.
Lebedofl case here is
If the Sol
and enmities
anv criterion, quarrels
industry are quicltly
in the
don t
made up, soon forgotten and
surface.
the
under
deeply
go
Several months ago Lebedoff, who

Schnoz In Caricature

•

mm

'

.

two local nabe houses and
Northwest Allied Minneapolis
denounced
governor and treasurer,
F Rodgers, M-G sales manager,

iuerates

W

for

insult.

an alleged

He

claimed
an

Rodgers- jefu.sed to Krgnt^hjm,
discuss
Interview' in Chicago to
problems and was abusive
trade

when the request was made. Lebeit out on
doff charged Bodgers 'took
had
him' because he previously
descpred the Metro sales head for
higher
claring more percentage and
film renUls were essential.
Rodgers came back after the Lebeagainst
doff blow-off with a blast

the local exhibitor, charging, among
other things, that he, Lebedofl, had
Northwest
•strayed from the truth.
Allied gave Lebedofl a vote of confidence, but didn't reelect him to

Los Angeles, Feb.
Technically,

Clayton's

own

behalf in Clayton's suit
against him for $79,500.
Clayton, one-time partner of
Durante;- declared" the•Jlnfttry
contour of his Bcnozr was ruined
by Ginsburg's operation, but the
surgeon testified that the nose
classed in plastic circles as
a 'caricature,' and not a thing of
Besides, he asserted,
beauty.
Clayton did not follow instruc-

was

tions about the care of the
after the operation.

W

beak

Rep's

Not

Fit

For Showing There

several
of the

FEATURES IN 1942-'43
•

'

Universal will

make and

release

60 features in the 1942-43 season
distribute
will
addition,
and,
in
three' pictures to be made by outside producers. This was the report
made by William A. Scully, general
tales manager of the company, on
his return from confat>s at the Coast
and^ a four-week swing over the
country.
'Unlversal's Victory Program for 1942-43' will keynote next
season's selling campaign, he pointed

Memphis, Feb.
Republic's

'Lady

for

a

3.

Night,'

which has Memphis locale, will* not
be shown on Main street here at alL
Instead, "the film will have its firstrun exhibition in the Memphis territory across the Mississippi River at
Crittenden theatre in West
the

Film Supplement

—

Abbott-^stelio

and was

used to bring recalcitrant buyers
around, in this instance Par refuses
to permit Skouras-Century to dictate
their own terms and isn't wailing for

Oscar Parmer, of Brobkley Field,
and went- to-'the-companyVofliceAin—
New Orleans after council's representatives said they had been informed by a member of the thea-

Row

tres'

Be Arbitrated Feb. 17

William

the

and

Costello

Morris

Agency

is

scheduled for Feb. 17 on the Coast.
fied the

Morris

office that

noti-

they were

it
as their agent; both
sides asked Screen Actors Guild for
an arbitration.

dismissing

TO

RKO; the Julius Joelson Consoli'
Memphis dared not show.'
'Lady for a Night' stars John dated chain of around 20 houses in
in a story N. Y. and the Bronx; Leo Brecher
about a Memphis political boss of and the Harris circuit.
With the order from headquarters
the 1880's and a gal operator of a
gambling boat who tries to crash being to immediately close all houses
out.
Dixie. Wayne's that are in competition with Skouras
Major portion of the Coast ses- the high society of
Blondell the ambitious or Century, Par pictures on subsesions was devoted to promotional the politico,
quent run that have long been held
plans for U's remaining releases floozie.
up will start rolling at once. Within
the last half of the current season,
the space of less than a week indeScully said.
pendents playing behind Loew's
Among these will be 'Ride 'Em
have quickly grabbed the Par picCowboy,' Abbott-Costello comedy,
tures as soon as they were made
let for Feb.
"What's
13 rerease;
available to them and have already
Cookin'?,' with Gloria Jean and the
given dates.
Andrews Sisters, set for Feb. 20 reDeals being made by Par cover its
lease; 'Ghost of Frankensitein,' witK
going
Deal on 'Hellzapoppin,* not
first two blocks of 10 pictures, but
Lon Chaney, March 6, and The
which
is
product
with the Universal
instead of selling them in two differSaboteur,' new Fi'ank Lloyd producunRKO
and
Loew's
between
split
ent groups of five, Par is merchantion, scheduled for March 20 release.
der tKe 1941-42 contracts, has gone dising them in units of two and obCompany also has an Irene Dunne
to the latter, which agrees to give t?:ning percentage for the top films.
starrer and 'The Spoilers,' with Marthe picture a full rather than a split- It was the demand for certain films
lehe Dietrich, Randolph Scott and
week wherever played. It Is being on percentage over which both
John Wayne, set for April release,
under separate contract every- Skouras and Century balked.
Other features in production but sold
Delayed Loew's Deal
not set on release dates are 'Broad- where.
First RKO date in the Greater
An-instance of Par's determination
way,' with George Raft and Brod
area is Albee, Brooklyn, to get what it feels its 1041-42 prodCrawford; 'Pardon My Sarong,' an New York
of Feb. 11, with others follow- uct deserves was the long delay In
Abbott-Costello starrer; Damon Run- week
the end of the month. closing deal covering all of Loew's
yon's 'Butch ^inds the Baby,' and ing toward
houses in the Greater N. Y. area.
The Invisible Spy,' a Frank Lloyd Picture also goes into the Hawaii,
Los Angeles, Wednesday (11) under Loew's gets Par following first-run
production.
a special deal calling for an indefl
downtown engagements, with the renite run.
sult that stalling on the part of
already
has
production
Jules Levey
Skouras, Century and some other
Estimate Dimes' Gross
played between 50 and 60 dates, ma
independents has left Par pictures
jority of which have resulted In hold
high-and-dry on conclusion of their
Over $750,000 overs or moveovers.
Loew's dates.
Of course, some
scattered subsequent runs behind
Skouras
and Century have autoGross from March of Dimes cam
In and Out of
matically been held up through no
Blank
Paign in theatres throughout the
fault of their own or Par's.
country is exceeding all expectaGeorge P. Skouras is the operator
N. Y. Par
tions.
of the Skouras chain, made up
Total take of over $750,000
mostly of the old Fox Metropolitan
is considered
likely, with possibility
partner
A. H. Blank, Paramount
circuit. He is a brother of Spyros
of $1,000,000 or morejment^oned by
in
theatres
of
circuit
over a large
Skouras, president of National Theasome showmen as " accruing to Iowa, Nebraska and Illinois, left
tres,
who earlief in the season
Paralysis Fund Drive.
Collections yesterday (Tues.) for' Miami follow- resisted the demands Par made upon
In Loew's circuit houses alone, from
ing several days of huddles at the Fox-West Coast, Fox-Midwest and
accounts, run close to $200,000.
Par home office with Leonard H. other groups making up the National
In most situations 'Dimes' collec- Goldenson and other theatre execs.
chain.
When Par called things off
tions totaled :rom.20%
to 30% of Mrs. Blank accompanied him to and was preparing to sell away
from
house admission receipts, while in Florida.
the 500 theatres of the National or'he 10c and 15c houses collections
Also in for theatre and sales con
ganization,
Skouras relented and an
ran to 50% and morp of the theatre ferences during the past w^ek were
agreement
was
finally reached. In
eross.
Nicholas M. Schenck, na- R. J. O'Donnell, of the Interstate
that case as well as with Loew's, Par
tional chairman 'Dimes' campaign, circuit, who returned to Dallas Frifinally closed at its
thanked all participants by wire day (30), and George Zeppos. West is said to have
own terms. *
yesterday (3).
Virginia partner, who is still here
picture

mLZ'

FOR

Huddles

was

it

in answer to the
request was read at the
meeting, a resolution was
the press give the

mount Richards
council's

council

ado'pted asking

letter 'full publicity.'

also posted on
bulletin board.

The

letter

the Brookley

was

Field

fembard-Jack Benny

starrer will

open in L.A. at Loew's State, Grauman's Chinese and the Carthay
Circle. Two or more theatres are
also expected to be used in a number of other cities, with
swamped

UA

by demands from theatre operators

The letter stated in pait:
'We are amazed that any organization

should

take

upon itseU to

predetermine the operating policy of
a business. May we ask you to furnish us with the names of business
houses or Individuals who have reduced the price of eggs, butter.'
bread, milk, drugs, etc., to any indialike.
civilian
vidual, soldier or
Please, furnish us with the names of
shipbuilding companies which have
agreed to reduce the cost of building
ships or reduce the wages of those
building ships because in doing so
they would aid defense.'

M-G, CAL CHAIN

for the film.

UA

using full-page ads In Life.
Look and other large circulation
mags just preceding national release.
All advertising is in black and white

and

is

GET TOGETHER

in dignified style.

San Francisco, Feb. 3.
Golden State chain (United California Theatres) and Metro finally
got together on a product bliy for 79
theatres in San Francisco and the
Northern California area. Metro has
.

It

Never Came for Capra,
Bat

May

for Pressbarger
Hollywood, Feb.

Wal^ caused Frank Capra to

been selling away from the McNelllNaify circuit since the beginning of

3.

sell his

the season.
The deal includes 24 pictures In
first six groups.

picture.
contemplated
Tomorrow the
Never Comes,' to Arnold Pressburger. Inducted into active service In

the U. S, Signal Corps, Capra foun
it

impossible

to'

l

CHICAGO

APPLIES

go on with produc-

.

WeU

that

Mobile-owned

I.

'

FULL-WEEK BOOKINGS

all

The Paramount Richards letter to
Robert Broder, eastern attorney the council was signed by N, L.
for A. & C, trains for the Coast to- Carter, assistant general manager of
morrow (Thursday) to participate in the chain, and in it Carter declared
the presentation of the comedy the council was misinformed when
team's side.
it understood reductions were being
operations in N. Y., Brooklyn, and
given servicemen by the Paramount
Queens which have received the
Richards theatres in other cities.
Par product regularly for several

the two indie circuits to loosen up
Involved in the break are 36
Century houses, located in Brooklyn
and on Long Island, and 49 Skouras

PREEM

Wayne and Joan BlondeU

management

in other cities.
Operators of

picture houses had agreed either, to
inaugurate a half-price rate, or
Institute a pass system for servicemen. When the letter from Para-

Arbitration of the contract dispute

between Abbott and

local

believed such courtesies were being
extended by the chain to servicemen

With Morris Agcy. To

away has not gone Comedy team some months ago
stage,

operators of the
Inc.,
Theatres,
Saenger, Crown, IjOop and Empire
The council's request was
here.
made at the Instigation of Captain

pistol bullet into his brain.

Independent chains.

in the past selling

life.

Mid-way of the film, 'You Belong to Me,' Earl Moore, 24, stood
up. Silhoutted against the screen,
he spoke a few words and fired
a.

Breaking completely with the
eastern Skouras and Century circuits
following weeks of negotiation, during which the company's product has
been benched in the Greater New
York area, Paramount has started
selling away from these two major

3.

A request by the Mobile County
Defense Council that servicemen In
uniform be admitted to film theatres
at half-price was refused yesterday
(Monday) by Paramount Richards

Barnwell, S. C, Feb. 3.
Patrons who went to Barnwell theatre the other night in
search of screen drama got it in
.

real

Ire

Mobile, Ala., Feb.

years.
BE' GETS TRIPLE
Memphis, Ark.
Ptx to Oppoalsh Operators
Not a single local operator was
In consequence of the rift. Par has
willing to show the film, all explainIN LA., FEB. 19
with
ing that its political and social im- within the past few days closed
plications reflect unfavorably on the the Brandt circuit, which is in opJack position to Skouras or Century, as
town and its inhabitants.
To Be or Not to Be,* Carole Lomscattered
Rhodes finally booked the opus, Re- well as independents in
bard's final picture, will be worldpublic's most- expensive production Long Island towns, Brooklyn and
preemed in three theatres simultanefor the season, into his West Mem- N. Y. Additionally, Par has sold the
circuit
Randforce
ously in Los Angeles Feb. 19. It will
phis house for Feb. 15-17. He plans 41-theatre
an advertising campaign in the Brooklyn, except for a half dozen be released nationally by United
Memphis press on the theme. The houses that are in conflict with Artists on March 6.

RKO BUYS

.

NO BLUFF

beyond-the-Hhreaf-

sUrled

U WILL RELEASE 53

Film Company Now Selling
Opposition of Both
to
Indie Chains in Greater
N.Y. Area—Circuits Balked at Percentage Terms

From all indications the cessation
of negotiations with the Skouras and
Century circuits is no bluff on Par's
part, since it is wasting no time in
letting opposition exhibitors sign up
for its pictures, While in some cases

Memphis Exhibs Say

Draws Mobile Council s

Soldiers

plastic surgeon, testifying- in his

The pay-ofl to the Incident came

weeks ago, when Metro
its 1941-42 selling here. One
first deals it made was with
more, Lebedoff
Lebedoff. .What's
now says Rodgers is 'a swell fellow,'
with the M-G executive having
made known, too, his high regard
for the local exhibitor.

Lou

3.

nose was a bulbous type, and
anything that happened after
that was an improvement, according to Dr. Josif Ginsburg,

office.

'

Par Richards Refusal to Cut-Rate

FOR VARIEH TENT

tion of the yarn, planned originally
for shooting and release by Warners.

Written by Hugh Wedlock and
Chicago, Feb. 3.
Howard Snyder, the tale will be
made by Pressburger for United
Application for establishment of a
Artists release it and when he can Variety tent in Chicago has been
sign Cary Grant for the star role made by a group of showmen headed
Grant is now working at Columbia by John Balaban and Jules Reuben.
in

'The Gentlemen Misbehave.'

Hempstead's 'Challenge'

Matter is in hands of John H. Harris and the national organization,
following a visit here last week of
Robert J. O'Donnell, assistant chief
barker, who met informally with local film men.
Purpose of local Variety clubs Is

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
to further charitable work among
David Hempstead started preparachildren in their respective cities.
tory work on 'Challenge to tht Some of the tents had full charge
Night,' second of his productions for

RKO

with Michele Morgan

starring role.
After the Morgan film,

in

the

produce 'I'll Never Tell,' with
Ginger Rogers a; the star. Meanwhile the producer is reading 'Lady
of the Alley,' authored by Frank McDonald, who will direct the film if
Hempstead okays its purchase.
will

of the recent President's Birthday
collection for the infantile paralysis

fund.

Hempstead

Harris, who was one of the founders of the clubs, is making a coast
to coast tour to stimulate membership in existing tents and to encourage new units. Headquarters of the
new Los Angeles tent will be opened
at the

Ambassador hotel Feb.

12,

—
—
;
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FILM REVIEWS

8

ROXIE HART

winds up okay

at the finish, after
several complications have been generated to keep the boy and girl apart
Hollywood, Feb. 2.
Twentieth Centui-j-Fox nIcnM of Nun- for sufficient footage.
Stara Qlneer
finlly
Jotinron profliirtlon.
Liberal potions of surefire comedy
teatum Attnlpho Menjrtu An<] are supplied by Jack Oakie, who has
lloffen;
Oeonttt Montioroery. Directed by wnilnm
a field day in by-play with buxome
A. Wellmnn; ncreenplny by Nurinnlly Johnson, haeed on pbiy, 'Chlrago.' by ^(^u^Ine native maid. Hilo Hattie, recent enWatkinn: camera, Leon Shnmroy; flim edi- tertainer with Harry Owens' band.
tor, Jnmea B, ClRrh: rtnnce* etnRPd by
Oakie finds a perfect teammate in
Hermea Pnn. Tradenhown In L. K,, Feb. 1, Hattie, who displays showmanly tim42. Running time, It MINS.
ing in her various efforts.
Olncer Itogei
Hoxlo Rnrl
A<loIphe Menjou
Hilo Hattie scores with a couple
Billy Flynn
Gootko MnntRomery of comedy hula dances, and Miss
Homer Howard
Lynne Overmnn Grable also delivers grass-skirt gyraJnke Collohnn

Miniature Reviews

.

E

riny

Denham

NIeel llnict
Pbll Sllvera

Bnba

Btuart

Chapman

Volmn

^Vall

Amoa Hart
Chnrlea E. Munlook
Mnrtin S. Hnrrlnon
judRfl
Ocrtio

with an ensemble assisting.
tunes by Mack -Gordon and
Harry Owens are neatly routined,
with Miss Grable, Hilo Hattie and
Jack Oakle handling the various
numbers that range from romance to
Chnrles D. D.nwn comedy in tempo and delivery.
Morrla Ankrum
Romantic team of Miss Grable and
Geome Ix»ii«y. Mature carries plenty of physical
Iris Adrian
Sura AllBootI
William Pmwley
Sprlnp nylneton
Ted North
Metene Roynolda
OeorRe Chmillcr

Mrs. Morton
O'Mnlley
Mary Sunshine

.,

Milton

Announcer

PnrBOna

tions

Five

aopeal; while the Oakie-Hattle

combo

clicks -with effective laugh episodes.

Meurine Watklns' play of a

girl

Stron? supoort

is

provided by Mitch-

Resume of January Shorts

BurBoxle Bart' (20th).
lesqued farce of a sensational
murder trial; good b.o. for the

.

key nms.
'Song of the Islondto* (20th)
(Color; Songs). Good filmuslcal
rates hefty b.o. and
holdovers.
'On the Sanny Side' (20th).
Roddy McDowell starrer revolving about English war orphan
who makes good in U. S. Mild

comedy;

b.o.

By BIIKE

WEAR

StiorU qualitv de/lnitely hit the upffrade durino January a/ter a slieht
Quality o/ these ttt>o and onegptirt In December from the October Iot/>.
reel subjects Is tipped by the contributions o/ several companies, uihlch
checked' <rt urfth dramatic or unusual bri/Ies that stach up toell uHth some
'fl' /eatures currently beini; circulated.Month represents probably the greatest number o/ good shorts since the
spurt in quality early this ieason. The. strong ones were so outstanding
that they made the toeafcles look ei>en uieaker than usual.
The best in Jonuary:
,__;
^
'

\

'Castle In the Desert' (20th).
Last of Charlie Chan whodunits
uninteresting dual filler.
IHorrlune Smith' (Rep). Ro-

COLUMBIA

have been handed down, enhances
•Back 'Em Up' (World of Sports; the enactment
Done with light
9 mins.) Snappy Indoor sports item, touch for cllcko results.
with Bill Stem narrating in fine
Cat' (Metro color cartoon;
mantic drama clicks modestly in
Shows Erwln Rudolph, 7 'Fraldy
fashion.
mins.) Tom, the cat and Jerry,
the B groove.
world's pocket billiards champ, in diminutive mouse, again
teamed for
action, with stunt of sinking 14 balls
good laugh retums. Rodent takes
in one shot highlighted.
advantage of tomcat's fright after
parently poisoned by wine potion.
'New York's Finest' (Panoramic listening to a radio serial to keep
Chan carries on to unravel the series;
mins.)—
How
10^
19,000 cops feline racing from imaginary ghosts.
strange happenings and to save the guard city of
people Is Tricky animation, trim color and
.7,50(1,000
millionaire couple from dire peril.
given superb photographic handling
After Chan walks through suffi- through expert cameraing by Charles originality make it above ordinary.

—

—

xvho basks in the publicity spotlight ell. George Barbler. Billy Gilbert,
for a brief period when accused of Lillian Porter and Hnl K. Dawson.
Fast-paced script is enhanc^ by
murder Is, broadly embellished via
the screenplay by Nunnally Johnson consistently zippy direction by Waland d'^'sctlon by William Wellman. ter Lang. Production guidance by
Jlesult is a farce that will catch prof- William Le Baron aimed for box- cient footage, and segregates the vaoffice values at every point. Techni- rious suspicious characters around
itable attention in the keys.
to the place, he makes the inevitable
Picture alms solely for adult at- color mounting adds materially
Ginger Rogers is the girl the overall color of the tropical set- solution which to the onlooker
tention.
^.
.WflU.-. -seems-like-«-*whydunit'
-^ho-9tands-trial for-murder— com- Ung^,
Direction by Harry Lachmang Is
mitted by her husband, after getting
slow in develrjjment, and efforts to
buildup on publicity values by cynSide
the
Inject slapstick laughs via antics of
ical crime reporter Lynne Overman.
Banner-lined all Over town, Roxie
Jimmy Chan fail to catch on. Cast
Feb. 2.
Hollywood,
becomes an enthusiastic stooge' for
Twentieth-Fox production and rflense. is standard for picture of thU type.
the press, court and slick mouthpiece, Stara Roddy HcDowall; features Jane DafWalt.
Adolphe Menjou. After setting up well, Stanley Clemente. Katharine Alexvarious factors and personalities in- ander, Don Douglas. FKddle Merrer. Ann

-

-

'

—

•

On

Sunny

!^hus-

Todd, Jill Esmond. Director. Harold
volved, yam moves to a trial that ler; screenplay. Llllle 'HnywartI and Genrnc
brings In all the details of courtroom Templeton; suggested by a story by Mary
Republlo release of Rotiert North productravesty. Girl uses unborn- child gag C. McCnll, Jr.; camera. T.uc-len Andrlot:
to -sway Jury sympathy, and is nat- editor, Fred Allen. Tradeshown In L. A. tion. Features Bay MIddleton. and Jane
Wyatt.
Directed by Bernard' Vorhnua;
'42.
Running time. S» ^INS.
urally acquitted—to thereafter drop Feb. 2,
by Robert Presnell from orignoddy SIcDnwnll screenplay
Into quick obscurity and a happy Hugh Ayleaworth.
Jane Darwell inal by Charles O. Booth; camera, Ernest
Annie
Miller; editor. Edward Mann. At the New
marriage.
Stanley Clements
Tom Sanders
Katharine Alexander Tork, N. T.. atartlng Jan. 28, '42. Runolnc
Lines and direction smack over a Mra. Andrews
time. 88 MIN8.
Douglas
Don
Mr.
Andrews
continual barrage of punchy episodes
Ray MIddleton
..Eredilla^Mezcer Hurrlcano Smith
Don
Andrawa
a
loKh
Wyatl
Jane Wyatt
to maintain audience interest at
.Ann Todd
Betty
Robert IngeraoU Reed
Harry Davenport
Au(ils;<ces in 'the Mrs. Aylesworth
consistent level.
Jill Ksmond
J. Edward BromberK
Freddie Walbum Eggs Bonelll
hinterlands may fleure the tale as a Dick
Harry Brandon
T.eon Tyler Sam Carson
Flip
^thetlc and burlesqued presenta- Mcssenffer.
Caaoy Johnson
Billy Benedict Johnny Smith
Mark Harris
Charles Trowbridge
tion of the miscarriage of justice In Broadcast Announcer
Stcart Robertsah
Pop
Wesaell
Frank Darlen
the big city, but metropoUtafl patrons Angus
Whiskers
Sen. Bradley
Howard Hickman
^
should take to It.
Prosecuting Attorney
Bmmett Vogaii
Ginger Rofters does well as the
This is a narrative of experiences
tough «irl who is dazzled by the of a young English boy who is a
Republic veers somewhat from its
sud(]en attention, but seems to over- war orphan in the United States for accustomed
path
-with this semido her characterization at several the duration. It's set up entirely on meller. It's set In a western backpoints! Adolphe Menjou is excellent incidental material and is rather slow
ground and there's an occasional
as the theatric and wily criminal and unexciting over all. Turned out lapse into the usual gtmplay
and flstmouthpiece who trrsftily steers the on low budget, picture will pass as swlnging, but the
emphasis is more
iudge and'jury to the proper verdict, dual filler in secondaries, with mod- on romance and story. It provides
jynn Overman clicks for attention in erate appeal for the kid trade.'
moderately good entertainment.
spot of the resourceful reporter bent
Roddy McDowall. prominent in
Capable cast has been assembled
on building a yam *or (;|rculation 'How Green Was
Valley,' takes by Republic for the chore, with top
George Montgomery is the lead spot satisfactorily. As a
putpo.<%s.
spots handled by Ray Mltldleton and
the cub who falls in love with Roxie, refugee from Nazi bombings in Eng- Jane Wyatt
Aside from roles at
and walks off with her at the finish. land, he arrives in a typical Ameri- Rep, Middletoa has been better
William Frawley Is prominent as a can home in the Cleveland suburbs known for his vocal work, particplayer.
maior supporting
to join one son of family about his ularly in the stage version of 'RoUtilizing the cut-back method of own age.
confilct
is a study in
berta.' He makes a. believable cowthrough barroom narrative of Mont- of the boys over affection of family, hand, however, easy with his
dukes
unfolded dog and nearby kids, besides fast
story
's
presentation,
six-shooter. Miss Wyatt's pleasWeUman's direction sujp- acclimatization of Britisher to Amer- and
gomery.
ant personality and ready handling
plies many laugh episodec and is Ic»n ways and slang.
.
of her lines makes her a neat vis-aconsistently good in. broadly treatTale jogs along without more than vis.
In" the farcical subject.
passing audience Interest, with 'ekVorhaus's direction keeps
Camera end handled by Leon ception of impactful reproduction of theBernard
action at a nice clip, with the
Shamroy Is above standard.
children-parents' short wave radio weak point being the story. It's one
Wolt.
reunions across the Atlantic, and a of those complicated things, with the
rotisin.i; rough and tumble battle in
plot just hanging on one coincidence
which two bnvs fi^ht to comradeship after another imtil the audience is
of the Islands
conclusion. Both these came in final guessing developments ahead of the
re(>ls and are only pace sten ups.
(WITH SONGS)
author.
Supporting cast contains kid gang
(Color)
Mistaken for a holdup man and
which will moderately hold interest sent to jail, MIddleton escapes and
Hollywood, Feb. 3
Twentletli Cenlury-Fox nieaaa of' William of youngsters. Little Freddie Mercer, gets the coin away from the real
La Baron production. Stan Betty --Oniljlc, as the tyriical American boy who bandits. Instead of returning it and
• Victor Uatun and Jack Oakle. Directed by
finds the Eni!lish competition tough Retting himself cleared, he marries
Walter l4Lng: acnenplay by Joseph Schrank, at home, school and play, does a
Miss 'Wyatt and they use the money
Robert Plroah and Ro1>ert Bills and Helen
Logan. Camera, Ernest Palmer; film edi- fine job in his as.<!li!nment. Suitable to build up a dream city In the desert
tor,
notwrt Simpson; dances staffed by nharacterlTation): to fill are orovided One of the bandits^ J. Edward BromHermes Pan. Music and lyrics by Mack bv .Tane Darwell, Stanley Clements,
Gordon and Hairy Owens. Tradeshown In Katherlne Alexonder. Don Douglas berg, turns up for a blackmail session.
Miss' Wyatt kills him, but no
L. A. Feb. 8, '42. Running time, IS MINB.
..Betty Orable )>n'l Ann -Todd. Direction by Harold one minds, and everything works
Blleon O'Brien.Victor Mature .Schuster lacks right tempo of sponJefferaon Harper
out happily.
Herb.
Jack Oakle taneity necessary to make kid picRusty Smith
Thomas Alltchell tures click, while script falls to genDennis O'Brien
Qeorge Dnrbler erate more
Harper
than
ya'wning.
Walt.
Billy Qllbert
Palola'a Father

HURRICANE SMITH

•

Harten and WlUlam Kelly. Depicts
school for cop rookies, plus various
ramifications of N. Y. police in handling a^^lcal burner alarm, Jrom
the time ih'essage goes"To~a poUciT
patrol car until the man goes to jalL

Commentary lukewarm, while
ing

HETBO
The
directed

•

STORY BUYS

palola
Palola'a Coueln
John- Rodney

Hllo Hnttle
Lillian Porter

Hal K. Dawson

Studded with the type of entertainment that is tuned to present
audience requirements, 'Song of the
Islands' Is a spontaneous and breezy
mixture of comedy, song, dance and
romance set in Hawaiian atmos
phere and photographed In Technicolor.
It should spin a merry time
at the boxoffices, with holdover potentialities In the key spots.

—

.

Castle In the Desert
Hollywood, Feb.

2.

Twentieth-Fox release of Ralph Dietrich
Features Sidney Toler.
Director. Harry Lachman; screenplay. John
iJirkln; baaed on Earl Derr Bigger* character: camera, VIrgll Miller; editor. John
Brady. Tradeshown In L. A., Feb. 2, '42.
nunnln^ tlm^e. 51 MTNB.
production.

Charlie

Chan

Brenda HarTford
Carl Dethrldge

Manderley

Watoon King
Picture displays plenty of eye-and- Walter Hartford
ear assets. Betty Grable, in abbre- Jimmy Chan
viated' Hawaiian attire, displays a Lucy Manderley
Madame Satumla
particularly formful figure to hold Fletcher
interest of the male section, while Dr. Retling
the athletic Victor- Mature will get Oleason

.Sidney Toler
Arloen Whelan

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Republic purchased 'Suicide SquaDouglas

dron,^ tale of the

RAF, by

Darrow.

Warners

bought

the

Woods novel "The Edge

William
Dark-

of

ness.'

Republic

acquired

The

Flying

American aviators in
China, by Charles M. Ross.

Tigers,' tale of

-Producers Releasing Corp. has
Richard Derr
Douglas Dumbtllle purchased 'Gallant Lady,' a short
Renrr Danlell story by Octavus Roy Cohen which
Edmund MacDonald appeared
in Collier's some years
Sen Tung
T.entta Lane ago.
Studio paid about $500 for it
....Ethel Orltlles
Milton Parsons
;...Steva Qeray

Luden

attention of the women customersThere's plenty of color, a load of

TITLE CHANGES

LlttlelleM

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
This will probably be the last of
'Make Way for the Commandos' Is
romance, and sufficient comedy the Charlie Chan whodimlts. A very new tag on 'Commando' at Republic.
ladled out In generally broad style to mild murder mystery, without clearMetro switched from 'China Caracarry audience Interest.
Included cut reasons for action. 'Castle In van' to "Yanks On the
Burma Road.'
also are some song and dance num- Desert' will have to suffice as dual
'Yanks Over Burma' at Republic
bers showmanly displayed in color- filler In the secondary houses.
shifted to Yanks Over Singapore.'
Original script by John Larkin Is
ful tr'opical settings.
The Devil Can Wait' at Columbia
Story is only a light and fragile unimaginative and seems to have became 'Hell Bent for Mr. Jordan."
framework on which to hang the' been tossed together hurriedly In
'Manila Calling' has been reversed
various sequences. Miss ^Grable Is order to .get the final 'Chan' to the to 'CaUing Manila'
at 20th -Fox.
It's
the typical medieval
the daughter of Thomas Mitchell, barrier.
Irish
beachcomber, castle setting, with walking armor,
phllosdpvcal
T.TKF.
10-SFOT
who owns a portion of a small island sinister suspects, a torture dungeon
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
In the Hawaiian group and treats the and all the trappings. Only change
Mature is locating the castle In the middle of
William Holden and Frances Dee
'natives with consideration.
sails -in to visit his father's cattle the Mojave desert, 35 miles from a draw top spots In 'Something Bor
tanch on the other side of the Island, waterhole town.
rowed,' to be produced from ElizaDesert abode Is qiiarters for multi- beth Dunn's magazine
and Immediately romance gets under
yarn at Co
'way, Tlie cattle baron wants access millionaire Douglas Dumbrille and lumbia.
Casual weekend guests
to a harbor on Mitchell's side of the his wife.
Robert Sparks produces and -AlIsland, and 'finally arrives from Chl- wander arotind In white ties and din" [«a£0)to«ii]aiiiifulateith» deali -It-^ll ner jackets, while one guest is ap- fred E. Green dfrfeets:
'

-

A

.

.

'

Orcenic' (Miniature Series;
by H. Alexander; 11 mins.)
a screen brevity—straight

homey comedy-drama, which gains
force through its terseness. Relates
story of school kid, jtist arrived from
Europe, who tries to take his place
with a buncn CT -American youngsters playing soft ball on N. \. East
Side. Scripters deftly picture the
youth's fright when an airplane
asses overheacL (it's revealed that
Is mother was- killed at Warsaw by

Nazi bombers), and his urge to be
one of gang despite his broken

when he

English,

clouts a

homerun

Carrent Short Releases
(CompUed by BESA SHOBT)
<A Torrid Toreador> (26th), 7
mins. Cartoon.
Ihe Froien North' (20th), 7
mins. Cartoon travel charicattire.

•

'CallliMr AU Olrls* (WB), 10
Song and dance.
'Main Street on Uie Blarch'
(M-G), 20 mins. Topical.
Mickey's
Birthday
Party'
(Dlsney-RKO), 7- thins. Carins.

Yam

-

edit-

only so-so.

—Here's

My

Song

Is

toon.

'Jewel of the PaolOo' (20th), 10

Hawaii travel.
'Happy CIrons Days'

Ins.

7 mins.

(20th),

Topical.

puppetoons ringing

the bell
-witlra-fantBsy-aljoutTwbred-lad'TJhtr"
loves watermelons not wisely but
too well. Kid Is led Into watermelon
land by a talkative scarcecrow with
results.
astonishing
Magnificent
color, neat gagging and superb choral

and music backgrounding help greatNew peak in this variation of
ly.
outright cartoons.'
'Billion Dollar Limited' (Superman
cartoon strip; 8V4 mins.). New ventures of Superman depict him halting
the robbery of a gold shipment by a
gang of siiper bandits. This gives
the authors a chance for incredulous

—

happening on both sides. The cartoon-strip character is mightly tough
to stomach on the screen, but the
kids doubtlessly will like this one.
'P'opnlar
Science at
Bandolph
Field' (latest in this series; .11 mins.).
Typical subject-matter, with Randolph Flild, where aviators are born
fort the U. S. Army, outstanding.
Processing of frosted foods, a skidoodler and Prof. Oakes, the comedy
dizard. Included. Cameraing and direction stand out but sound is mediocre.

RKO

•Flghllnc
9
Fish'
(Sportscope;
mins.). ^Exciting yam about sportsmen who tackle salt water game fish
Chile.
Mr. and Mrs. Kip Farrlngton shown bringing in giant
swordfish. one p broadblll weighing
617 pounds. Good photography^ and
pimgent story by Phil Reisman, Jr.,

—

off

make

this Frederic

tion a

worthy entry.

Fleet* (20th), 9
mins. Training for U.S.N.
'Kicking Coiga Around' (Par),
7 mins. Popeye.
'West Point on the Budaon'
(M-G), 7 mins. Fitzpatrick.
•Wedding Worries' (M-G), 11
.mins.
Our Gang.

It's

one of

those simple yarns, unfolding a
cleverly
concealed message, that
clicks because so well directed and
enacted,
Antics'
(Pete Smith
Specialty; directed by L. Lewyn; 8
mins.) Pete Smith has _done it
again. He's taken aquaplanTng tricks,
done coimtless times, added some

'Aqua

—

Ullman produc-

Information Please' (with John
Gunther, Guest Expert: 10 mins.).
Barely makes the grade among better shorts, with much subject-matter
tar above heads of average theatre
audience.

'Men for the

he makes the grade.

PARAMOUNT

'Jasper
and ihe WatermeloDs*
(Madcap Models; 10 mins.).—George
Pal's

well-known

Identifying

illustrations in display ads Is possibly
the silliest of all topics.

The Art of Self-Defense' (Walt
Disney cartoon; 8 mins.). Fanciful,
kidding cartoon tracing art of selfdefense from prehistoric age to modem times. Phoney-voiced, off-stage

—

narrator describes the antics of
Goofy, the punch-drunk fistic expert through the ages. Bright Ideas
and gags Inserted Into fast-gaited
story for neat results.

20TH
'Playtime

FOX

Hawaii' (Sports Re-

In
view; 10 mins.). Possibly one of
slickest black-and-white sports reels
on aquatics from this company.
Timely topics because of current interest In Hawaii.
Show experts at
Honolulu using surf boards ~and out-

—

rigger canoes for thrills. Ed Thorgersen's suave touch In narrating Is
helpful, with topfilght photography
that this briefie is surefire also of material assistance.
'Men for (he Fleet' (Adventures of
even in a cold projection room.
Wealth of dizzy stunts .and swift Newsreel Camerantin; 9 mins.).
Training of new recruits for na-vy
pace all help. This can't miss.
'Main Street on the March' (Metro from raw youngster to polished seaman. Fancy camera work of Jack
Special; lUrected by E. Cahn; 20
mins.) More or less - documentary Kuhne and Paul Douglas' word-picor factual report on the state of ture puts this over the top.
'Evergreen Playland' (Snorts ReU. S. war preparations, with final
chapter bringing it right down tc^ view; in color; 9 mins.). Contrast of
the nation's reaction after Pearl snow against evergreens and spruce,
Harbor. Traces typical U. S. town trout fishing in a tiny boat, and skifrom early days, when folks were ing make this sports topic jell. Ray
saying it was a phoney war, down to Femstrom's photography and CineAmerica's entrance Into the fray. color work ore significant and sparPresident Roosevelt, Raymond Gram kling. Ed Thorgersen's slick narraSwing and H. V. Kaltenbom are tive job, and Russ Shields' editing
shown covering -latest developments. contribute greatly.
'Happy Circus Days' (Terry-toon
John Mesbltt's impeccable narration
makes an already vivid short more cartoon comedy. In color; 7 mins.).—
bit whacky in ideas, but one of best
important
in
'West Point on the Hudson' (Fitz" fot this type of color cartoons
Paul
patrick Traveltalk; in color; 7 mins.) some time. Human figures are
Depicts
Terry's forte apparently.
—Most intelligent entertaining treat- youngster's
visit to circus, payoff bement on the U. S. Military Academy
show
ing
picture
when
kid
decides
a
at West Point N. Y., yet done in
is a better bet than the big top.
motion pictures. Tips

new

ones and gagged the whole
proceedings with such a fine veneer
of

humor

—

-

—

.

A

the

modem

type of army tactics now being
taught, shows drills, plebe life, the
Pti Putnam, types of
buildings, etc. 'Best effort by this
travel-subject veteran In months.

ramparts at

UNIVERSAL

'Swing Frolic' (Name-Personality
series; 10 mins.).
Sprightly entry in
this series, calculated to cash in on

—

the presence of Ted Weems' band.
Weems' entertainers Include the
Perry Como, Elmo Tanner, Parker
Glbbs and Jeanne Brown. Added
entries are Peggy Ryan, dancer from
'Meet the People'; The Harmonettes,
seen lately in 'Babes on Broadway
finger bowls— also the history of the Margery Daye and the Dufflns, vet
wedding ring, kissing and dinner ballroom team. Ryan girl and Dugknives. Nesbitt's concise explanation, gins are standout. Weems glee club
as illustrated by habits of ancients does 'I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
from which ihost of these practices
(Continued on page 22)

"We Do It Because' (Passing
Parade series; directed by B. Wrangell; 7 mins.)— John Nesbitt has researched for explanations why one
shakes hands when meeting a friend,
tips his hat clinks wine glasses, uses

)

.
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PICTUBE GROSSES
Rims on Broadway

First

'Son of Fury'-Vaude $33,000 in du;

(Svbjtet to Chdnaey

Week

CMcCoyBoostsMtoForteliiG,

'Sullim'-(3eiinMiUer Big $75,000

of Febraary B

A*>r—icing's

Row'.

hN. Y. Upbeat; Tury' StrongSSG,

(WB)

(RatHeued <n 'Variety,' Dec.

BrMdway-Tantasia'

(3).
24, 1941)

(Disney)

(Bth week).

MHot5thWlL,'Corsicaii'l!)G

(RetKeuied in 'Variety,' Nov.

len

13, 1940)

Life -Hoif-Stooges. $22,000

Capitol—'Design for Scandal'
(M-G).
Chlcago, Feb.

3.

and

Target Tonight'

(WB),

(Revietoed In.'Varlety,' Not).

light

$5,000.
Snow tied up traffic some over the
Orpbemn (RKO) (1,600; 11-40-55)
weekend and put a crimp into down- —•Ball Fire' (RKO) and 'Date With
town boxofllces. Things started off Falcon' (RKO) (5th wk). Fifth sesusual anyway.
at a slower pace than
sion Is setting record run for the
Talk ot town remains 'Ball of Fire,' house and town. More than
satisfacthe
Palace,
and
at
week
in Its fifth
tory at $3,200, with $30,000 coming in
may go longer. Picture has been from previous four weeks.
doing phenomenal biz and will get
Tower (Joftee) (2,110: 11-30)—
a hotcha $11,000 on fifth session. "Lady for Night' (Rep) with regular
Length of stay has backed, up so variety bill on stage. Film
many pictures that the house has some extra plugging. Mild getting
$5,500.
released 'Playmates,' and it will go Last week,
'Perfect Snob'
(20th)
into the Indie Essaness Woods.
soreen with Ted Weema band, fairBroadway,'
which ish $9,000 at 50c top.
on
'Babes
started on New Year's Day In both
the Apollo and United Artlsta but

mLT

subsequently was pulled out of the
Apollo, now goes back into the
Apollo for additional loop time. Its
place at. the United Artists has been
_&ken,o.Yer_by 'Corslcan Brothers,*
which will laria a' slurdy $19?)00 in
week started last Saturday.
Oriental has a bright week in the
ofllng with, the Clyde McCoy band
plus 'Small Town Deb.' Looks like
a strong $18,000.
Baltimore, Feb. 3.
'Son r; Fury' plus vaudeville will
No letup In steady trad* enjoyed
do a satisfactory $33,000 at the Chirecently .'by all downtowners here.
cago to lead the town. 'How Green
given an extra boost
Was My Valley' at the Slate-Lake is 'Hellzapoppin',
by adroit exploitation turned loose
snagging a sock $15,000 on Its third
by Milt Crandall, is faring nicely at
stanza.
-i

C^mbo Hipp

Keith's.

is

dso

fine $17,700.

PaUce (RKO)

(2,500; 33.-44-66-75)

(RKO) and 'Gay

—'Ball Fire'

Fal-

con' (RKO) (5th week).
This picture just keeps rolling along, being
sold beautifully in ads and publicity.

Word

mouth

is
great, hotcha
week, same combo,
powerful $13,000, and topping expec-

of

.$11,000.

Last

tations.

-

33

—

-

'

New- (Mechanic)

—

17-28-35-

(1.581;
BooseveK (B&K) (1.500; 35-55-6575)—'Intl. Squadron' (WB) and 'Body 44) 'Remember Day' (2pth). Opened
(31).
Good $7,000 indicatDisappears' (WB) (2d wk).
Com- Saturday
ed.
Last week, final stanza on fivebination should manage S8.000, all
week run of 'How Green My Valley*
rUht Last week, nice $11,200.
(20th) brought total for run to socko
SUte-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 35-55-65
75)—'Green Valley' (20th) (3d wk). £37.700, which is plenty of action tot

,

Holding well to $15,000, following the limited seating canacity here.
Roelyn (Levin) (800; 17-25-40-55)
good $19,100 last week.
—•S'l. York* (WB) (3d wk). MoveUnited Artists (B&K-M-G) (1.
over. Holding up well after a pre35-55-65-75)—'Corslcan
700;
Bros.'
nearby
(UA). Started Saturday and looms vious three-week stay at the
."^'anlev
at a slishtly upped scale.
as a winner at $19,000. Last week,
reach $4,000 after a solid $11,^bes Broadway" (M-G) finished Should
40n totxl for nrcvious brace.
fifth week at excellent $9,600.
17-28-40-55)

SUnlev (WB)

(3,280:

—'Man

Hawkbs-Inkspots

'(ham

Pks

Boy' Sock

In K.C.; 'Bugle'
Kansas

14G

$11,000

City, Feb.

3.

Newman theatre, with the Ink
bpots-Erskine Hawkins band combo
as magnet, looks set for a solid week.
Gross of around $14,000 In sight at
jjpped scale, excellent figure for this
'Glamour Boy' meaning
Uttle''

to Dinner' (WB) (3d wk).
Maintaining fairish pace to t9,000
after very healthy total of $27,600 for
proTcding two rounds," —
Times (Baker) (740: 17-28-39)—
'Hitler. Beast Berlin' (Indie). Striving for DO!><;ible $2,000. Last week,
'Honolulu T-u' (Col), inched out a

^

unheard of by a first-run house
'Body Disappears' (WB). Average
Last week, 'Confirm, Deny"
$7,500.
Estimates for This

Week

Uptown (Fox Midu;^"ijS„^""^
<*20 and 2,043; 11-30-44 )-'Re-

ml^l

<20th),
$9,500,

KJ'S;

(UWoS""-

both
and earning a
solo

in

week, -Hellzapoppin*
its opening

<^'<^"'*

nacL ?5.SJ'.'
pace,
$4,400 in

six days.

1941

week).
10, 1941)

Mnslo Hall
Year' (M-G).
(Reviewed (n

of

—'Woman

Panunonnt

the

Jan.
—"Variety,'
'Sullivan's Trav14)

(Par) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety,' Dec.

els'

10, 1941)

Blslto—"Jail House Blues' (U)
(7).

-

Boxy—'Son of Fury' (20th(2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety,' Jan. 7)
Strand
'Wild Bill Hickok

Fox)

—

(WB) (6). ^_
"Week oiTebniary ti
Aator—'King's Row' (M-G)

..Rides'

(24

week).

Broadway—Tantasia'
-

(Disney)

(eth week).
Capllol—'Design for Scandal*
(M-G) (2d week).
Mnslo Hall ^"Woman of the
Year' (M-G) (2d week).
Faramonnt 'Sullivan's Travels' (Par) (3d week).
Boxy—'Son of Fury' (20thFox) (3d week).

—
—

Strand-'Captains of the Clouds'
(WB).
-

(Reviewed <n Warlety,' Jan.

21)

.

'Ball of Fire,' now in its third and
final week at the Music Hall, conthiues to attract a lot' of coin, with
the wlndup stanza looking $80,000 or
close.
Another holdover that is doing extremely well Is the Strand's
'All Through the Night,' which has
good boxoSice support in the Bob
C3iester band and Georgle Price. For
this bill the current (2d ) week should
total neat $38,000, close behind the
initial seven days' total of $45,0()0,

V

.

In the big money at $55,000, or close,
on the first week and holds over.
The final six days on second week
of 'I Wake Up Screaming' (20th)

was

$30,000, lean.

State (Loew'«; (3,450; 28-44-55-7590-$1.10)— 'Men in Her tate' (Col)
(2d run)
and, on stage. Three
Stooges, Carl Hoff orch, others. Good
enough $22,000, or bit above, looks
probable.- Last week, 'Birth of Blues'
(Par) (2d run) and Dick Powell In
person, aame.
Strand (WB) (2.756; 35-55-75-8599)—'AU Through the Nlghf (WB),
Bob Chester band and C^eorgle Price
(2d-final week). This show will turn

(20th)

and 'Cadet

Girl' (20th),

weak

$6,500.
(3,100; 25-30Passage' (Par) and
Mild $8,500.
'Pacific Blackout' (U).
Last week, 'Man Who Came Dinner'
(WB) and 'Steel Against Sky' (WB),

Indiana (Katz-Dolle)

40)— 'Bahama

good

$9,500.

25-30-40)

Snob"
$4,500.

(20th)

(moveover),

ditto

-

-a-neHt-proflt-at $38;000-on-the.-holdover and $45,000 the initial week.
The (Siester orchestra and Price are
credited with being responsible for a
considerable portion of the business

Third week

drawn.

is

prevented by

previously scheduled opening of
'Wild Bill .Hickok Rides' and Frankie
Masters on Friday (6).

^DGlmsoo

Can't go another week, however, due
to bookings made in advance, with
result 'Wild Bill Hickok Rides' and

HOT CINCY

IN

Frankle Masters' band opens Friday
(8).

'Men in Her Life,' on second run.
the Three Stooges and the Carl Hofl
orchestra are taking the State to a

"Son of Fury"

Sock

satisfactory $22,000 or better.
'Corslcan Brothers' will end its
third week at the Capitol tonight at

head-

Globe
ing for a good $8,000 on the third
round of 'Paris Calling,' and 'A Yank
on the Burma Road' wound up suitable seven-day engagement at the

about

$23M

PhiDy Giant

$21,000,

Is

oJc.;

Criterion at $8,000.
The Rivoll is slipping with 'Joan
of Paris,' which looks short of $18,000 on its second week, yet remains
conies in.
until Feb. 12, when 'Mr.
•King's Row' opened at thp Astor
yesterday (Tues.) following an invitation premiere Monday night (2).

V

Philadelphia, Feb.

February

3.

starts off in big league

style with plenty of

punch at the
boxoffice all along the rialto. Even
the test blackout set for tonight
(Tues.) is not expected to put much
damper on the flood of coin pouringin.
Helping to hypo the take was
the Influx of service men from nearby Army camps who crowded the
main stems the past weekend.
Far and away the best in the cash
stakes is 'Son of Fury,' with the
combination of 'Four Jacks and a
Jill' and Eddy Duchin's band a close
second. Also checking in with plenty
are The Bugle Sounds' and the holdovers of 'Green Was My Valley,'
'Corslcan Brothers' and 'All Through
the Night.'
Warners is planning a special premiere of 'Captain ot the Clouds' at
the Earle, Sunday night (15), with
reserved seat prices for the benefit
of the Buy-a-BcAnber fund ot the
Philadelphia Inquirer.
Estimates fer Tbis Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303 35-46-57-68)—
'Green Valley' (UA) (5th wk). Showing plenty- of stamina with a grand
$10,000.
Last week (4th), healthy
;

Estlmatci tor This Week
Astor (LoeWs) (1,012; 35-55-85$1.10-$li5)— 'Khig's Row* (WB).

Had a

special

with

and

Cincinnati, Feb. 3.
doing their

Hardy,

.

the^bee,

>

Estimates for This

Albee (RKO)
'Remember Day*

(3,300;
(20th).

—

Week
33-40-50)—

Lukewarm

Last week, 'BaU Fire' (RKO),
great $16,500.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33t40-50)—

$9,500.

'BaU Fire'

preem Monday night second

continuous run at pop
(Tues.).
scales starting yesterday
Ftoal four days on sixth week of
'Shanghai Gesture' (UA), $5,000. The
(2) ,

Laurel

personallng here as a team,
are topping aU biz currently. The
screen -comics are supported by Milt
Britton's orch and Judy Starr on the
stage and "Weekend tot Three.'
'Bugle Sounds' is the straight film
topper at the Palace. Next best Is
'Remember Day' at the Albee. 'Ball
Fire' Is registering a -hot figure for
the Capitol on the moveover from
Initial

$7,500.

(RKO).

Moveover

for

stanza on front line.
Big
Last week, 'Man to Dinner'

(WB) (4th wk), sweU $5,000, and
sock $31,000 for the tour-week run.

Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-28)—
week was $7,500, light.
'Blonde Singapore* (Col) and 'Sealed
Broadway (Disney) (1,895; 35-55- Lips' (U), split with 'Forbidden
75)—'Fantasia' (RKO-Dlsney) (4th Trails' (Mono) and 'Mr. Celebrity*
Indicated
.o.k.,
wk). About $11,000,
(PRC). Normal $2,100. Last week,
this week (4th), whUe last week 'Flying Cadets' (U) and 'Queen Murwas $13,800. Remains until der Ring' (Col), divided with "Stage(3d)
'Bambl' (RKO-Disney) opens here.
coach Buckaroo' (U) and 'Come Mafifth

Capitol (Loew's) (4,620; 35-55-85Brothers'
'Corslcan
$1.10-$1.25)
(UA) (ad-final wk). Looks $21,000
on wmduB, all right. Last week
(2d) was 128,000, good. 'Design for

—

Scandal'

(M-G)

tomorrow

opens

rines'

(Mono), same.

Grand (RKO)

30-40-50)—

Slow

Last week, 'Sundown'

okay

$4,.

(UA),

$6,000.

Kellh's

(Thurs.).

(1.430;

Money Buy' (RKO).

'All
000.

(Libson)

(1,500;

33-40-50)

-'Confirm, Deny' (20th). Sorry $3,Last week, 'Johnny Eager*
'Kildare's Victory' (M-G) 000.
55-75)
brought in today (Wed.), following (M-G) (2d wk), mild $3,600.
Lytic (RKO) (1,400; 33-40-50)—
week with 'Yank on Burma Road'
Switched
(M-G), which got $8,000, fairly good. •Corslcan Bros.' (UA).
from
Palace
for second week. Thin
North'.
Mrs.
and
Behind that 'Mr.
Criterion

—

(Loew's)

(1,062;

35-44-

$10,500.

Fox

(WB)

(2,425;

35-46-57-68)—

'Son of Fury' (20th). Plenty of power
in Tyrone's latest, big $23,000. Last

week, 'Johnny Eager' (M-G) bowed
out after three good weeks with a
neat $12,500 for final sesh.

(WB) (1,060; 35-46-57-68)
—Karlton
'Suspicion' (RKO) (2d run). Okay
Last week initial showing of
'Prime Minister' (WB), sour $2,500.
Keith's (WB) (2^20; 35-46-57-68)—
'Man to Dinner' (WB) (2d run) (2d
V(k). (lOod tor a couple of more helpings with nice $4,500.
Last week,
$5,000.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,400;
-JiSlllf"! (LoeWs) (4,101; 11-30-44) —'Johnny Eager' (M-G) and -'Bugle grand $6,000.
and 'Belong
Stanley (WB) (2.916; 35-46-57-68)
Good $9^00. Last
toWn^,°x""^^'
<Col). Pert$ll,000. Last week, Sounds' (Col).
week, 'Corslcan Bros.' (UA) and -'Through Night' (WB) (2d wk).
(M-G) and 'Blondie 'Miss Polly' (UA). okay $9,000.
Satisfactory $12,000 tor holdover.
cSiwi ^S.e"-*
l-ollege'
(Col), fine $13,500.
Lyric (KaU-Dolle) (1,900; 25-30- Opener snared neat $19,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57-68)
40)— 'Man to Dinner' (WB) and
39-44!^??!'^,^^"'"°""" (i-'oo;
(Par) with 'Steel Against Sky' (WB) (move- —'Bugle Sounds' (M-G). Looks like
Poijr'T,?iJ^*^'*"°>""
Last week, winner with sock $8,500 at this smallOke $4,500.
banS A ^P°'5 a"<l Ersklne Hawkins over).
'^w °' stage talent is solid 'Swamp Water' (20th) and 'Perfect seater. Last week, Tarzan Treasure'
anS
ana house can
reach $14,000, sock°°Last week, 'In Army' (WB)

Two new pictures, 'Son of Fury'
'Sullivan^s Travels,' latter aided
importantly by the Glenn Miller
band, are in the smash column. Holdovers or second-runs make up the
balance of what's on display.
Par brouglVt in "Travels' and Miller
Wednesday (28) and from the gun
this show has been socko, with the
first week through last night' (Tues.)
taking the house to a lony $75,000.
The second week begins today
(Wed.).
Tyrope- Power and CSene Tierney
In 'Son of Fury' are dragging 'em
into the Roxy in gross lots at an
indicated $55,000, or close, on the
-first—week-ending— tonight— (-Wed-)r
and, of course, holda over.
and

(Reoleuied in 'Variety,' Dee.

$16,000 this week (2d), mild, but
stays until 'Mr.
(UA) is ready to
open Feb. 12. First week for 'Joan'
was short of $20,000, mild profit
Boxy (20th) (5,886; 35-55-65-75-85)
—'Son ot Fury* (20th): and stageshow.

Ditto last week on 'Died
$2,500.
(M-G) $6,000, disappointing.
Globe (Brandt) (1,250; 28-35-55) Boots On' (WB) (moveover, third
(U) (3d wk). Con- week downtown).
Arcadia (Sabloskv) (600; 35-46-57) —'Paris CaUing''em,
this week (3d)
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)—
tinues to get
—'Babes Broadway (M-G) (2d run). auguring
lap
second
The
•Bugle
$8,000.
Sounds' (M-G).
AU right
Setting neat pace with $4,200. Last
strong $10,000. Holds fourth $10,500. Last week, 'Corslcan Bros.*
week, 'Pulham' (M-G) wound up sec- was
(UA), fair $9,500.
Taylor-Turner $9^00
ond week ot second run with okay stanza.
Falaee (RKO) (1.700; 28-35-44-55Sbobert (RKO) (2,150; 33-44-60)—
$3,200.
65-75)—'Man Who Came to Dhiner' 'Weekend Three' (RKO) and Laurel
Indpls.; 'Bahama' 8I/2G
Boyd (WB) (2,568: 35-46-57-68)— (WB) (2d run) and 'Body Disap- and Hardy heading show with Milt
'Corslcan
Bros.'
(UA) (2d wk). pears' (WB) (1st run), coupled. This Britton's band and Judy Starr. Zippy
Indianapolis, Feb. 3.
Last $16,500. It's the first joint visit of
Loew's is trying out a new idea. Dropped down in h.o. to fairish $11,- brace will do around $9,000.
week, 'Remember Day' (20th) and the screen comics to Cincy and the
They opened Wednesday on current 000. Opener a sock $18,000.
Earle (WB) (2,768; 35-46-57-68-75) 'Confirm or Deny* (20th), both 2d daiUes are splurging type and art on
showing of 'Johnny Eager' dueled
with The Bugle Sounds,' and it —'Four Jacks, Jill' (KtCO) plus Eddy run, $8,200, fair.
them. Last week, ^KUdare's Victory*
35-55-85(3,664;
(Far)
Psramonnt
seems to be working out well with Duchin's orch. Netting a zlngy $23,and (M-G) and /Bowery FoUles' stage
extra bucks garnered. Other houses 000. Last week, 'Cadet Girl' (20th) 99)— 'Sullivan's Travels' (Par)
unit,, dandy $12,500.
Goes on holdare moving up one day iq Thursday. with Louis Prima's band and person- Glenn Miller (2d wk).
Formerly many pictures opened Fri- aling of Eddie Bracken, mediocre over today (Wed.) after slamming
through to sensational $75,000 on the •Unholy'-'Soldier' Best
day, and failed to hold up after $17,000.

'AU

^}'"^P^y'
Strong

3,

rain in New York Saturday
(31) marred the take that day, especially on the matinee, but Sunday
(1) was very big and, on the whole,
there are no kicks.

Heavy

j>irL'h $1,900.

Among straight film houses, the
new entry is 'Remem-^
kSrl?""^"*
berthe Day,' turning in solid biz for
we. Esquire and Uptown day-and<^rtain holdover.
Ornheum
,?,
I.
u
wrlthig new history with 'Ball of
Sunday.
*jre and 'Date With
the Falcon*
Estimates for This Week
playing a fifth straight week
at inCircle (Katz-Dolle) (2)600; 25-30nf,!?^ admissions (55c top), previ- 40)—
Thru Night' (WB) and
ously

(4).

<JIoJ>*—-Paris CaUing' (U) (4th

attract-

39 - 44 )
'Hellzapoppin' (U)
Smartly sold for big returns at
$13,000. Last week (2d), 'Hold Dawn'
(Par) added all-Tight $8,200 to steady
initial sesh at $11,400.
Mayfalr (Hicks)
20-40)—
(980;
'Glamour Boy' (Par). Fairish doings
at $4,000.
Last week. 'Among Living* (Par) held up to $3,900.
28

(M-G)

(RctHetsed in "Variety,* Sec.

'

Estimates tor Thia Week L.
ing better-than-usual- biz for 'Call
Apollo (B&K) (UOO; 35-55-65-75) Out the Marines,' tied to a pleasing
This vaude layout.
—'Babes Broadway' (M-G).
makes it the sixth loop week, $5,000
The New. after a five-week socko
currently, fine. Last week. 'Sundown' session ot 'How Green Was My Val(UA) and 'Night Jan. 16' (Par) fin- ley,'- opened 'Remember the Day'
ished third week in loop at okay Saturday (31), and drew the usual
$5,700.
big weekend.
(35-55-75)—
'Son
CUoaco (B&K)
Eetlmatei tor This Week
Fury' (20th) and stage show. Cross
Centnry (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 17and Dunn headlining. Satisfactory
Last week. Les Brown or- 28-44)—'Johnny Eager' (M-G) (2d
$33,000.
Holding up nicely at ^11,000
chestra and 'Belong to Me' (Col), wk).
after
ringing
the bell for a healthy
dynamic $43,900.
Garriok (B&K) (BOO; 35-55-65-75)— $15,800 opening week.
liiis will make
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240.
'Boots On' (WB).
four weeks in the loop, neat $4,500 17-25-28-39-44-55-66)—'(5aU Out Mafollowing good $5,900 last week.
rines' (RKO) plus vaude.
OS to a
OrlenUI (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-33
big start and will get a sUck $16,000.
44-55)—'Small Town Deb' (20th) and Last week, 'Kildare's Victory' (M-G),
Clyde McCoy orchestra. Strictly up owing it mostly all to stage layout
to the band, plenty strong $18,000. headed by Three Stooges and Lou
Last week, Duke Ellington band Breese orch, mopped up at $17,600.
boosted mild 'Sing Supper' (Col) to
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 17-

IMl)

Criterion—'Dr. Kildare's Victory*

$13,000,

MTOPKIT

.

12,

seven days. Miller is accounting
for a lot of coin, but picture also is
The third-final
strong draw.
a
semester tor 'Louisiana Purchase'
(Par) and Gene Krupa was $44,000,
excellent.
first

Radio

Huslo Hall

City

(Rocke-

—

fellers)
(5,945; 44-55-85-99-$1.65)
'Ball of Fire' (RKO) and'stageshow
(3d-final wk). Very steady moneygetter, with $80,000 seen for the con-

cluding (3d) round, close behind the
On the 21-

second week's $90,000.

day run a big

profit

is

shown

for

both RKO and the Hall. 'Woman ot
the Year' (M-G) opens tomorrow

morning

(Thurs.).

Eialto

(Mayer)

(594;

28-44-55)—

Out Marines' (RKO) (2d-final
Holding up well and should
get an extra $6,000 following first
'Call

wk).

seven

days'

$10,000

black on the run.

for

plenty

of

In Jersey City, $16,000
Jersey City, Feb. 3.
Grosses this week are aU high,
with Loew's 'Chocolate Soldier' in
Stanley's 'AU nirough the
Night,* and 'Remember the Day' at
the State for a second week, continue strong.
EBtlmales for This Week

the lead.

Loew's (Loew's) (3,205; 30-35-55)—
•Chocolate Soldier' (M-6) and 'Unholy Partners' (M-.G). Sturdy $16,Last week, 'Sundown' (UA) and
'Niagara Falls' (UA). neat $15,500.
Stanley (WB) (4,500; 30-35-55)—
'Through Night* (WB) and 'Btondle

000.

CoUege' (Col). Good $15,000. Last
week, 'Look Laughing' (RKO) and
Buy' (RKO), dandy

•All
Money
$15,000.

State (Skouras) (2,200 30-35-55)—
Rivoll (UA) (2,092; 35-55-75-85-99) •Remember Day' (20th) and 'Murder
(M-G), held over with satisfactory —'Joan of Paris' (RKO) (2d wk). Ring' (Col) (2d wk). Neat $9,500 exNot showing much ptiU; less.-than_ pected. Last week, slick $15,000.

$4,500.

;

-

"

TTednesday, February 4, I94.2

10

The $creen*$ dramotk thunderbolt :|>rov9$ f}i^ year's great
romantic hit as it sweeps the crowds off their feet and
from coast to coastl

into theatres
big.

A

itlto

.an outstanding

ASTOK,

money

altra<tionl

mW

YORK

In

loew'i State <ind Grauman's Chinese.

Openfna w^ek-eod gros* tops U*A. record holder*

SYRACUSE

• loew'j

MEMPHIS
Day holidoy

is

the S.R.O. flejlurej

—

LoeWs opening day —on a Thursday
equqis the Chrlstmot
Showmen ore really fizzling wfrh "The Shanghai Gestvre"!

gross.

MIAMI BEACH
first

for fhe pqs^ y«oirl

four days pilw up receipts equal »o average

firit

week'j gross. "Shanflhai Gesture"

record,

:

CITY!

LOS ANGEUS.. • Oa/-and.O<rte

mm

opens big and stays

mm At m(

6 Mis
•iiiii

It

world famous stage play has been transformed

week

in

*

* Doy-ond-dote at the lincotn

both theatres grosses

2WU

and

Opening day a
Mo^es over to the

Surf.

of overoge.

Miami ond Moyfair Theotresl

Mm

liiiiiiiliiiliiiiiii^

ARNOLD PRESSBURGER

prt-sems

^^0^^^

I

GENE TIERNEY
\m;rHii lil STOX •ViCTOH IIATI HK-ONA ^11 nson
nn is |iK(i()|,s
M.niKi |!\ss|l(\i\\
\K|
01 SI'I \sK \M
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BUEASEO THRU

UNITED ARTiSTS
*

fOR D£FEM$E^BUY UNITED 5TAIES SAVINGS BQNDS AND STAMPS

^^**

Wednesdaf, February 4, J942

Andrews

Sis-*Spitfre

PICTURE GROSSES

Baby

'Green VaUey* $4,900
Lincoln; Tarzan' Oke

Terrif

$25,000mFrisco;WTriml2GH.O.
San Francisco, Feb.

3.

Broadway Grosses

Sisters stealing the spotlight this week, easily topping their
business of last visit In June, coupled
with 'Spitfire's Baby.' First two days
on the Golden Gate stage were $1,500

Andrews

against 55c last time trio
here, service admissions, pull
average down and the Gate

now

—

was

Last Year.....
1377,190
(Based on 13 theatres;

the
has

been packed with tmiforms.
But a week of rainy, miserable
weather hasn't hjirt biz to any ex'^Mostly holdovers otherwise, with
'Died With Boots On" at the Fox,
'Hell7.apoppin' in the Orpheum and
'Remember the Day' at the Warfleld
doing best biz. "Bahama Passage' at
the Paramount is strong despite mild

.35-40-55)—

Sunday

(1), .sock

Nebraska (JHC-Par)

$4,900.

(i;236; 10-20-

281— 'Buy Town'

$19,000, Pitt Leader,

14iG

(Par) and 'Bride
CCD.' (WB). Not too strong at $1,Last week, 'Burma Convoy'
(U) and 'Unholy Partners' (M-G),
slow $1,100.

Just

when

it

looked

like

My

—

W

lOVE' SWEET
MEMPHIS;

$5,800

—

—

UA

George Murphy and Block and Sully
on stage. First time In months that
WB deluxer has been without a stage
name band. Lay-out should account
for $19,000 anyway, not bad at all.
Last week. Cab Galloway band and
'Son of Fary' Big
'Design for Scandal' (M-G), very
good at $21,800.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 30-40-50)—
St. Louis, Feb. 3.
There is plenty of marquee strength 'Suspicion' (RKO) (2d wk). Brought
currently and the controversial Two- here from Penn for fair $5,000. Last
Ficed Woman' Is off to a fine slarl. week, 'Johnny Eager' (M-G), also
from
the Penn, very good at nearly
Should enable Loew's to lead the
pack at the b.o. After a week of $7,000.
higher temperatures colder weather

$18,000 SL Lods Best

^

helping business.
Estimates (or This Week
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 30-40-44)—

Los Angeles,

City Grosses

tres, chie/(v first runs,
jv.

fncluding

y.;

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year
.$1,753,009
(Based on 25 cities, 172 theatres)

fi Fine

$17,500

b OK

Newark;

Adams

(Indie)
— "Tragedy
at

stage

shorts.

Nice $13,500 In

week, 'Playmates'

(3.000;

30-40-

(WB)
offing.

(RKO) and

Money Buy' (RKO).

plus
Last

(2.000;

25-35-50-

F6x (F&M)

30-40-50)—'Son
(20th) and 'Gentleman at
Heart' (20th).
This dualer should
MP a nice $16,500. Last week, 'Bill
Hlckok Rides' (WB) and 'In Army
Now (WB). Sagged at finish, fair
Fury'

(8,000;

_Mlssonrl (F&M) (3,570; 30-40-50)—
Playmates' (RKO) and 'AU Money

Buy RKO).

Moveovers from Fox
and Ambassador, $5,500, fair. Last
week 'Hold Dawn' (Par) and 'Men
In Life' (Col),
fine $6,100.

surprise of

week with

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 30-40)—
Waltese Falcon' (WB) and 'Green
Valley' (20th). A new and old one
may gamer $4,500. good. Last week,
^lue. White, Perfect' (20th) and
Jfoung America' (20th), disappoint-

ing $2,000.

Vallee'c Par Musical
Hollywood, Feb.

3.

Paramount signed Rudy VaUee for
one of the top spots with Mary MarEddie Bracken and Betty Hutjon in the musical
picture, 'Happy
Oo Lucky.'

tin,

Vallee

»r

contract

a long-term

provides

deaL

options

week

least

at

same old

the

one

week.

story, vwith

days.

Paced by racy ads. 'Shanghai Gesture' is catching an exceptionally
strong play for $27,000 at the State
and Chinese. 'Look Who's Laughing'
at the Paramount is garnering strong
matinee and early night attention for
a rugged $18,500, holding a second
Pantages and H;llstreet

is

ex-

cellent on the second stanza of 'Suspicion,' with a $22.0]aO^otal, and Der
.anna DurbirUn. 'It Started With-EveL

—Downtown

Eddy

band and
oh stage, neat $16,500.
Branford (WB) (2,800;

(WB)

(1,800: 33-44-56)

Four Star (UA-F-WC)

—'Vanishing

55

(900; 33-44-

(M-G).

Virginian'

28-33-44- Okay $4,800., Last week, Tulham'
(WB) and (M-G), closed five weeks with
Snappy $15,- light $2,600.
000. Last week, 'Keep 'Em Flying'
Hawaii (Ci&S) \l.lO0; 33-44-55-75)
(WB) and 'Steel Against Sky' (WB) —'Kane' (RKO) (lOth wk). Good
(2d wk), nice $12,000.
$3,600 and profit here. I.ast week,
Capitol (WB) (1,200; 20-28-39-44) steady at $3,750.
'Feminine Touch' (M-G) and "Tar.
Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 93-44-55)

55)—'Through

Night'
'Blondie College' (Col).

zan'g
$2,700.

Treasure' (M-G).
Moderate
Last week, 'Smilin*" Through'

(M-G) and 'New York Town'

(Par),

fair $2,600.

Little (Indie)

000

Horsemen'

Good

(300;

33-39-55)— '40,-

(Indie)

(3d

wk)

—'Man

to Dinner' (WB).
Capacity
getaway Saturday and can easily hit
Last week, 'Playmates*
(RKO) and 'Bombay Clipper' (U),

stout $18,500.

profitable $10,000.

—Orpbeam

(B'way)

(2,200; 33-44-55)

Last week, 'Shanghai Gesture' (UA),
$4 000 sad
Strand (Llghtman) (1,000; 10-2233)— 'Pacific Blackout' (Par), three
days; 'Sing Supper' (Col), one day;
and 'Secret Wasteland' (Par). Bullish $1,900. Last week, "Bahama Fassail' (Par) (2d run), three days;
'Bullets CHara' (WB), one day; and
Tleturn James' (20th) (2d run), three
days; $1,800, nice going.

$15,000.

Palace (Loew)

(2,200;

10-33-44)—
Mild $5,800

•Remember Day'

(20th).

despite favorable

comment from

crbc.

$2,000.

$2,700.

Paramoont

—

helped

BKO

Leads Big Grossers;

'Ball

Fire' Next;

of

Ty. Power in 'Fury' and Doug.

Jr., in 'Bros.'

Also Strong

Congested first run booking situation which has
maintained since the turn of the year is easing In
of the key cities with the result that strong
product, which has been held in reserve, finally Is
getting its real test at the boxoffice. Meanwhile, two
new films have had first showings, 'King's Row* (WB),
which preemed Mon. (2) at the Astor, New York, and
Tyrone Power In 'Son of Fury' (20th), which has
opened to extended runs in St. IiOuis, Boston, Philadelphia and at the Roxy on Broadway. These two are
being penciled by circuit bookers as 'big.'
After several weeks of staggered first tuns, 'Corslcan Brothers' (UA) has had its chance to demonIt Is in upper brackets in Chistrate real strength.
cago, Seattle, Boston, Denver, and a creditable hold'Remember the Day' (20th)
over in Philadelphia.
also has brightened the calendar in- 'Frisco, second
Portland, with a holdBaltimore,
Kansas
City,
week;
over in Jersey City, 'Suspicion' (RKO) is another
that is eclipsing early estimates. It is holding, a'second
week in two spots in Los Angeles, holding to extended
first run" in Pittsburgh, and doing well elsewhere.
Films of the front line show no loss in popularity.
These include 'How Green Was My Valley' (20th),

some

which continues extraordinary .extended engagements:
Chicago, third week; Detroit, fourth week; Pittsburgh,
Also in
fifth, and remaining, and Philadelphia, fifth.
this class of giant grossers is 'Ball of Fire' (GoldwynRKO), which Is holding for its sixth week at Keith's,
Boston; Palace, Chicago; Albee, Providence, and
fifth
stanza
at the
Keith's, Washington, and in its

tilt

take to $12,000.

Hlllstreet

(RKO)

(2,872 ; 33-

44-56)—'Suspicion' (RKO) (2d wk)
and 'Never Give Sucker Break' (U).
Second stanza, profitable $10,500.
First week, with 'Spitfire's Baby*
(RKO), big $14,000.
State (Loew-F-WC) (2.204: 33-4456- 78)— 'Shanghai Gesture' (UA) and
Heading for
•Perfect Snob' (20th).
surprise $16,000. Last week, 'Babes

Broadway* (M-G). smackinc

$18,500.

United Artists (UA-F-WC) (2.100;
33-44-55)— 'Babes Broadway' (M-G).
Continuing fast stride on moveover
for hefty $6,600. Last week, 'Green
Valley* <20th) (2d wk), and 'Cor
(lean Bros.' (UA), terrific $9,700.

'All

Bettered ex-

pectations, neat $12,400.

Holds
is

Friday to Sunday weekends presknting the problem of exhibitors finding,
enough scats while only coasting on

bill

week.

Ambassador (F&M)
60)—'Man to Dinner'

is'

Midnight' (Rep)
"Man to Dinner' CWB).
Heavy
in person.
With weekend play and aiming for terrifla
doing most of pulling, $13,000.
Last
week, 'Playmates'
Adams will get a fine $17,500. La^t (RKO) and 'Bombay Clipper' (U),
week, 'Perfect Snob' (20th) plus $11,500, super'i:
Duchln's
Stapletons
60)

'Green

after fine $16,500 last

. eb.
^ 3.
Dlnh er'

and Martha Raye

wk).

Valley'

to

scheduled to come in Ut a minimum
Newark, Feb. 3.
of two weeks.
Local first-i'un houses are booming
Estimates (or This Week
this week. Proctor's, holding 'How
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1,516; 33.
Green Was My Valley' a second 44-55-75)— 'Dumbo' (RKO) (7th wk).
week, continues to earn the town's Tapering slightly but in black with
$3,000.
Last, week (6th), okay $3,best money. Neat grosses are also 500.
being racked up by the- Branford,
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2.034: 33with 'All Through the Night,' and 44-55-75)— 'Shanghai Gesture' (UA)
Loew's with 'Chocolate Soldier' and and 'Perfect Snob' (20th)'. Opening
big for ti'im $11,000.
Last week,
'Unholy Partners.'
'Babes
Broadway' (M-G), grand
Estimates (or This Week
$14,000.

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY

Finished with a nice $12,300

wood.
Trade

sesh.

Wy' Hoge 18G on 2d

T^vo-Faced Woman' (M-CD and 'Sing

Supper' (Col).
Off to a nice getaway for solid $18,000, banner take
In
town.
Last week, 'Corslcan
Bros.' (UA) and 'Hay Foot' (UA) (2d

Man Who Came

•The

way out front In happy first-run^
for all houses,' Warner starrer ai
ing for a hefty total of. $31,500 between the Downtown and the Holly-

Last week, dandy
'Cowboy Serenade' (Rep), 'Body
Disappears' (Col), and Henry Bussa
Fair $9,500
(Par-Adams)
(2,000; band with stage show.
30-35-44-55)—'Men in Life' (Col) the outlook. Last week, 'Pardon
end 'Honolulu Lu' (Col). Mild $12,. Stripes' (Rep), 'Three Girls' (Col),
000. Last week "La. Purchase' (Par) and vaude, thin '$8,500.
and 'Among Living' (Par) (4th wk),
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 33-44-55)—
oke $8,000.
'Suspicion'
(RKO) (2d wk) and
Frootor'a (RKO) (2,400; 28-44-60) 'Never Give Sucker Break* (U).
'Green Valley' (20th) and 'Moon Holding strong at $11,500. Last week,
Over Shoulder' (20th) (2d wk). This coupled with 'Spitfire's Baby' (RKO),
rousing
$16,50a
dual and a vauda show on Monday
Paramoont (Par) (3.595; 33-44-55)
and Tuesday night* will equal a
hefty $18,000. Last week, aocka $25, —'Look Laughing' (RKO) and 'Torpedo Boat' (Par).
Hitting socko
000, a house record.
State
(Loew's) (2,600; 26-33-44 $18,500. Last week, 'Bahama Passage*
39)—'Chocolate Soldier' (M-O) and (Par) an^ Tacific Blackout' (Par).
•Unholy Partners' (M-G). Dandy Dropped sharply after weekend and
was
yanked
after
six
days
of second
$15,000. Last week, 'Sundown' (UA)
and •Niagara FalU* (UA), pleasing session. Previews final two days

—

Greta Garbo Sockeroo

is

Key

Estimated Total C(rosi
Last Week .... .V,
$l,810,4«t
(Based on 26 cities, 176 thea-

—

State (Noble-Federer) (986; 10-20'Blondie College' (Col) and 'Date
Falcon' (RKO). Finished five days

28)
3.

a big

Fox (F-WC) (6,000;
weekend here, along came hail, snow yesterday (Monday), good $1,500.
'Died With Boots On* (WB) (2d wk). and ice early Saturday night (31) Last week, 'Go Collegiate' (Mono)
-May-- liold-up-ta-$12.QQ0, extremely. -jUBt-when-the-nlght-CFOwds-generaUy and 'Jacks. Jill' (RKO ). lig ht S900 Ijl
good. Last week, strong $20,000.
set out, and bottom tell out of every- five days.
Stuart (JHC-Par) (1,884; 10-28-44)
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 44-55- thing. There was enough action prior
65)— 'Mexican Spitfire's Baby* (RKO) to this to insure at least an average —'Tarzan's Secret' (M-G). Only $3,000, if lucky.
Last week, 'Rememand Andrews Sisters on stage. Gals week.
'Man Who Came to Dinner' is do- ber Day' (20th), n. s. g., $2,900.
get tuU credit for capacity biz, house
Varsity (N-F) (1,100: 10-30-44)—
rolling up a sensational ^,000. I,ast ing briskly at Penn although the
week (4&), 'Ball Fire' (RKO) with sensation continues to be 'How Green 'Playmates' (RKO).
Okay $2,900.
Jan Garber band on stage, swell Was
Valley,' in fifth week at Last week, 'Texas' (Col), just short
$15,000, being first sesh for band.
Fulton, still going like a house afire. of $2,400, not bad.
Orphenm (Blumehfeld) (2,440; 35Estimateg (or Thla Week
'Hellzapoppin'
(U) and
40-55)
Fulton
(Shea)
30-50)—
(1,700;
'Queen Murder Ring' (Col) (2d wk). 'Green Valley'
$6,000,
(20th) (5th wk). ConLast week,
Still solid at $10,000.
tinuing to smash every existing run
same combo, excellent $15,800.
and money record here, with end
Paramoont (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40- still not In sight. May do bit' above
65)— 'Bahama Passage' (Par) and $7,000 this week but still phenomenal.
'Night Jan. 16' (Par). Reviews no Has already passed previous run
Memphis, Feb. 3.
Biz fair-to-middling. 'Appointment
help, but good trade at most spots is mark, set five years ago by 'My Man
helping to sturdy $17,000. Last week (Jodfrey' (U). Last week 'Green' got for Love' at Malco and 'Remember
the Day' at Loew's Palace are doing
"Through Night' (WB) and a swell $9,200.
(2d).
pretty well,
A-gainst
Sky'
'Steel
(WB), fair
both 'Joe Smith,
Penn (Loew's-UAO (3,300; 30-40-50) American,' atwith
$11,000.
Loew's State and the
Man To Dinner' (WB). Plenty of Warner theatre's
'Wild Bill Hickok
SI. FranolB (F-WC) (1.475; 35-40marquee strength and rave notices.
'Johnny Eager' (M-G) and Fact that the play got three weeks Rides' pulling better than expected,
65)
'Devil Pays
OiT (Rep) (second at Nixon last season also helping to but not much.
Torrential rains on opening days,
moveover week).* With the new add up to big profit at around $14,follawed by surprise cold snap, didn't
night prices should hold up to 500. Last week,
'Suspicion' (RKO), help any.
around $6,000, nice. Last week, same about $14,000.
Estimates (or Thi« Week
biU. okay $6,000.
Bits (WB) (800; 30-40-60)—'Johnny
Warner (WB) (2,000; 10-33-44)—
United ArtlsU (UA-Blumenfeld)
Eager* (M-G) (3d wk). Films wind- 'Wild Bill Hickok' (WB). Pulling ad(1,100; 35-40-55)—"Men in Life' (Col)
and "Three Girls' (Col). Breaking ing up extended first-runs here, on venture customers for medium $5,customary
moveovers
from
Penn
to
000.
Last week. "Through Night'
away from
product for a change
which should Drlng about $9,000, Warner .to Ritz, stlU very little what- (WB) (2d wk), $3,200, oke.
Mako (Llghtman) (2,800: 10-33-44)
fairly satisfactory. Last week (5th), ever the attraction. For instance,
'Corslcan Bros.' (UA) and 'Fiesta* 'Eager' will get arouhd $2,400. Last —'Appointment Love' (U).
SuUaweek, 'Corsican Bros' (UA), follow- van-Boyer got good notices, nice
(UA), $4,700, nice.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-55) ing the same route, got $2,500.
$6,000.
Last week, 'Little Foxes'
—•Remember Day* (20th) and 'Right
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 30-40-50) (RKO), $7:500, socko.
to Heart' (20th) (2d wk). May do —'Confirm, Deny' (20th). Film got a
State (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—
$11,500, socko for this combo, on nice campaign and praise from crix. 'Joe Smith' (M-G). Strong campaign
second stanza: Last week, below Around $6,500, oke. Lest week, 'Bed- and presence of real Joe Smith probexpectations at $15,000 for same pair. time Story' (Col), better than $6,000. ably adding $1,000 to an otherwise
weak take for this type film. May
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 30-44-^0-66)
$4,000.
Last week, 'Johnny
'Tarzan's Treasure'
(M-G) plus pull
Eager' (M-G) (2d wk), $3,200.
^

Ditbt^

Ads, 'Suspicion 22G foi^floldover

500.

'Dinner' Robust

Pittsburgh. Feb.

Week

off

Last week, 'La. Purchase' (Par) ran
up $9,000 on 11 days, super grosser.

reviews.

Estimates for This

In LA.; 'Gesture

—

Took

Tarzan'-Vande Sofid

'

Dinner Stoutl^l^OO for 2 Spots

Lincoln, Feb. 3.
Original plans to hold 'Louisiana
Purchase' two weeks were changed
Sunday (1) when 'Green Valley'
took oil at the Lincoln. 'Purchase'
got big money in 11 days.
Estimates (or This Week
Colonial (Monroe-Noble-Federer)
10-15-20)
(750;
'Citadel
Crime'
(Rep) and 'Mysterious Rider' (Par)
split with 'Strange Alibi' (WB) and
'Forbidden Trails' (Mono).
Slim
$800. Last week, 'Rags Riches' (Rep)
and 'Range War' (Par) split with
'Comes Happiness' (WB) and 'Sierra
Sue' (Rep), good $900.
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,503;
10-30-44)
'Green Valley' (20thV

—

Estimated Total Oroii
Thto Week
ISSl.tee
(Based on 13 theatres)
Total' Gross Same Week

ahead of the-corresponding period
the last time here. Holdouts are the
rule Although night prices are 65c

3G

ll

Orpheum, Kansas City, and Golden Gate, Trlsco:
Vorne (Vogue) (920; 33-44-55).
•Louisiana Purchase' (Par) has completed most major •Wolf Man' (U) and "Mad Doctor
engagements, and Is set for strong subsequent business. Market St' (V) (2d wk). New first,
Other holdovers hiclude 'Man Who Came to Dinner' run policy at this small-seater good
(WB), 'They Died with Their Boots On' (WB) and $4,000, First week finished with surprlslrtg $5,600 for profit all around,
'Hellzapoppin' (U).
Wllsbire (F-WC) (2.206: 33-44-55)
'Johnny Eager' (M-G), which has yet to show on
—'Babes Broadway*. (Mi-G). Great
Broadway, is in second week In Baltimore, with good $7,600. Last -week. 'Green Valley*
reports from Providence, Omaha, Indianapolis and (20th) (2d wk) and 'Corslcan Bros.'
Portland. Another of the newer releases is 'All Thru (UA), powerful magnet at $9,500.
the Night' (WB), made to order for the Strand, on
Broadway, and solid In Newark, Philadelphia and

^1

.

Indianapolis.

'

'Sullivan's Travels' (Par) has had excellent openings in Detroit and Boston, aided by strong stage supToo early for accurate classification nationally.
'Joan of Paris' (RKO) is being watched carefully
by the trade as potential boxoffice, despite public
unfamiliarlty with its stars, Michele Morgan and Paul
Henreld. Press notices good.
There seems no limitation to draft of 'Sergeant
York.' 'Variety' correspondent in Seattle wires it is
doing big in second run, following an initial engage-

CJukebolies
Conttnoed from page

port.

ment

of nine weeks.
'Paris Calling' (U) finishes oft a good week In Detroit.
In the fair to good classification are 'Bugle
Sounds' (M-G), 'Joe Smith, American' (M-G), and
'Bahama Passage' (Par). Last named did well in
'Frisco and Denver, but only mild In Indianapolis.
'Shanghai Gesture' (UA) touched 27G in two spots in

Los Angeies.

1

^^^

tunes are, in top spots on the other
side of listings:
9. 'Get
Your Gun and Com*

Along'—Carson Robeson,

—

14. 'White Clitts'
Jimmy Dorsey.
The jukebox operators here were
singled out previously for praise for
spotting in the No. 1 place on every
player in Michigan, 'Any Bonds Today,' which was credited, with bringing unusually heavy bond sales In
the state.
Treasury officials used
the Michigan campaign as a pattern
for setting up similar patriotic projects throughout the country.
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SOCKS THROUGH WITH A
RECORD SATURDAY AND
SUNDAY -AFTER SMASH-j
IN6 EVERY WEEK-DAY

OPENING MARK FOR 3

N

YEARS!

SAME 3-YEAR WEEK-DAY
RECORD SMASHED—SAME
SENSATIONAL SATURDAY
AND SUNDAY BUSINESS!

BIGGEST SUYTDAY IN
YEARS And headed FOR
THE BIGGEST WEEK IN

—

AFTER OPENING
YEARS
WITH "YANK" ZOOMI

POWER'S POWER PROVED!
BIGGEST OPENING SINCK

"YANK IN THE R. A. F.«
AND WEEK-END COMPAR-r
ABLE!

TOPPING THE BIGGEST

AND THREATENING TO
TOPPLE THE RECORDn
HOLDER!

"Book /r

/vw-

- - ^tip

tah^

a

/

—

)

.
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PICTURE GROSSES
Young Lady' (RKO)

ParamoDnt (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—
'^olf Man' (U) and 'Hayfoot' (UA).

Good

Last week,

$6,000.

(20th) and
(Rep), nice $7,000.

Deny*

Hub Spots;

'Son of Fury' Nice 20G

Boston, Feb. 3.
Another good week in prospect
with three houses running
here
about even for top honors— 'Corsican
Brothers' at the Orpheum, 'Son ot
Fury' at the Met. and 'All Money Can.
Buv' at the HKO-Boston, assisted by
a lair staee show.
'Ball of Fire is still sock boxofTice
on its fifth week at the Keith Memorial and stays a sixth session.
Estimates for This
•

a'YORK'

WOWS

MONT'L

Cooper Starrer Giant $10,000— '49tb

Week

Parallel' Nice

3.

Two big pix, '49th Parallel' and
'Sergeant York,' are getting top
grosses currently, latter being above
recent biz in town and sure to hold
over. Onl^ repeat is the Orpheum
with 'Corsican Bros.' in sixth week.
Estimates for This Week

Boston (RKO) (3,200: 30-44-55-65)
Palace (CT)
30-45-62)—
(2,700;
_'A11 Money Can Buy' (RKO) and
Kinney 49th Parallel' (Col). Nice $8,000.
staeo show topped by Ray
orchestra. Okay $18,000. Last week, Last week (2d), 'Keep Flying' (U),
'Call Out Marines' (RKO) and stage gratifying $6,000.
Capitol iCT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
show starring Glen Gray orch and
'Pulham'
(M-G)
and
'Weekend
Connie Boswell, $20,200, good.
Fenway (M&P) (1,373; 30-40-44-55) Three' (RKO). Good $6,000: Last
—•Kathleen' (M-G) and 'Kildare's week, 'Men in Life' (Col) and 'Sing
Flirting with nice Supper' (Col), nice $6,000;
Victory' (M-G).
Loew'i (CT) (2,800; 35-53-67)—
Laughing'
'Look
week,
Last
000.
$6
'Sergeant York' (WB). Wowing the
(RKO) and 'Down Sah Diego' (M-G), town,
smash $10,000.
Last week,
okay S5.800.
•Man to Dinner' (WB) (2d wk), mild
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2.900; 30- $5,000.
40-44-55)— 'Ball Fire' (RKO) and
Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-40-53)—
'Obliglne Yoiing Lady* (RKO) (5th 'Paris Calling' (U) and 'Don't Get
and
sock
$15,500
Will tally
wk).
Personal' (U).
Good $4,500. Last
stays a sixth week. Fourth week was week, 'Swamp Water' (20th) and
a dandy ro.6,500 for same duo.
Perfect Snob' (WB), fair $3,000.
Orphenm (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)—
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 30-4044-55)— 'Son Fury' (20th) and 'Right 'Corsican Bros.' (UA) (6th wk).
Heading for a Fading to $2,000, after $2,500 last
to Heart' (20th).
healthv $20,000. Last week. 'Sulli- week.
St. Denis (France-Film) (2,500; 30van's Travels' (Par) and stage show
topped by Pat O'Brien and Harry 40) 'Cas de Conscience' and "Avec
le Sourire.' Heading for good $4,000.
James' band, $35,300, smash.
week, 'Tradition de Minuit' and
Orphenm (Loew) (2.000: 30-40-44- Last
(UA) and 'Prends la Route,' disappointing
65)—'Corsican Bros.'
In the $3,500.
Blondie College' (Col).
groove for around $20,000, big. Last
(M-G)
Woman'
week. "Two-Faced
and 'CoVe.'isIons Blackle' (Col), eight 'Remember'
$8,000

—

-

Huge

days, $25,000, nifty.

Faramonnt (M&P) (1,S00; 30-40-44
55)—"Kathleen' (M-G) and 'Kildare's
(M-G). Okay $12,500. Last
week. "Look Laughing' (RKO) and
•Down San Diego' (M-G), $12,000,
very nice.
Victor}-'

30-40-44-55)
—'Corsican Bros.' (UA) and 'Blondie
CoUepe' (Col). Garnering a staunch
Stale

(Loew)

$16,000.

Last

Woman'

(M-G)

(3.600;

week,

Two-Paced

and

'Confessions

Blackie' (Col), $18,000, socko.
TranslDz (Translux) (900;

17-25-

44)—' Honolulu Lu' (Col) and 'Borrowed Hero' (Mono). On the downLast week,
grade, around $3,000.
%ombay Clipper' (U) and 'D. A.
Carter Case' (Rep), $3,800.

'Eager' Strong

$15,000

In Prov.; Uiekok' lOiG,

'BaB Fire' $7,800 on

5tfa

Port; Tlaymates' $7,600

TORK' SMASH

combo

is

—

—

Em

—

BKO

;

sesh.
""TJiiTted

A«lats-(PaTker)

-(1,000: 35-

40-50)— 'Johnny Eager' (M-G) and
•Mr. and Mrs. North' (M-G). Strong
'Two-Faced
week,
Last
S7 500.

Woman' (M-G),

'EAGER' HEFTY- $10,000

OMAHA; 'HELLZ'7^GH.O.
Omaha.

SNOW SLOWS DENVER

running neckHickok Rides' (WB). Looking snappy for Scandal' are returns on each.
sock
with 'Hickok' film the lure, nifty neck with
Best showing is being made by
$10,500.
Last week. 'Swamp Water'
the
at
single-featured
•Bahama.'
(20th) and 'We Go Fast'^ (20th).
smaller Denham, and holds over.
zowie $12,000.

Estimates for This Week
Metropolitan (Indie) (3,200: 44-5585) Count Berni Vici's Spices of
AUddin (Fox) (1,400: 25-40)— 'Re1942 on stage and 'Paper Bullets' member Dav' (20th). after a week
(Indie). Weakest in a long time, so- at Denver. Good $4,000. Last week,
Denver
after
so $5,500. Last week, Orrin Tucker 'Hellzapoppin'
(U),

—

week, good

$4,000.

State,

•Johnhy Eager" and
out' at the

Omaha

Feb.'

'Pacific

will

3.

Black-

be standout

a week socked by President
Roosevelt's birthday ball, but gross
Orpheum. with 'Rewill be solid.

in

the Day' and 'Body Disap-

member
pears'

also

is

very

'Hellzapoppin' on
at the Paramount

Its
is

satisfactory.

second week
still

a smash

coin-getter.

Estimates tor This

is

for

(Tristates) (2,000; 10.30-44)
—•Johnny Eager (M-G) and •Pacific
Last
Blackout' (Par). Big $10,000.

and
(U)
•Hellzapoppin'
week.
'Glamour Boy' (Par), swell $9,700.
Brandels (Mort Singer) (1.500; 1025-35-40)— •Died Boots On' (WB) (2d
neat
wk) Good $4^100. Last week,
$6,300.

at

of 'Ball of Fire,' at the Brown,
bringing in the shekels.

Biz has been on the upbeat since
Christmas. Plenty of coin Is floating
around, with big payrolls being dis
tributed by the va'irlous big defense
plants.
Film houses are important
beneficiaries of the

worker

.--State

(L06w>

(3i200;-28-39-50)
Eager' (M-O) and 'Cadets
Parade' (Col).
Fairly solid at

Harry Ross In Miami

'Ball

and 'Di^rict Attorney-vCJarter Case'
$4,000 on, this

move-

over from Kialto. Last week, 'Bugle
Sounds' (M-G)^nd 'Intl. ^dy' (Col),
slick $3,800 on nlQyeover.

'Confessions

!.<!

Kentnoky (Swltow) (1,200; 10-3040)— •All Money. Buy" (RKO) and
'Started With Eve' (U)> spkay $1,500.
Last week, 'Look Laughmg' (RKO)
and 'Small Town Deb' (20thJ, satis.

(800
(20th)
(20th)
:

Loew'a State (Loew's) (3.300r-J530-40)— 'Design Scandal' (M-G) arid
•Queen Murder Ring' (Col). Biz at
this- house -has -been -on the-upbeat

v|'iflh.

(Col),

fine

ing' (RKO) split with 'Our Wives'
(Col), 'Unexpected Uncle' (RKO),
•Cockeyed Sailors' (UA). Fair $900.
Last week. 'Birth iBlues' (Par) and

'Aldrlch President' (Par) split with
'Unholy Partners' (M-G) and 'Night
Jan. 16' (Par), nearly $1,000.

(2d

wk)..

Moveover from

Bie

$3,600.

Last week. 'Sus-

/RKQ)-and. .'Unexpected -Un»/.l^^v
cle'NmKO) (2d wk), nifty $3,.'jOO.
picion'

-

Excellent
Christmas.
Last week, 'Tarzan's Trea."!ure' (M-G) and 'Belong to Me' (Col),
since

Colfsenm (H-E) (1.900: 23-40)—
'Sundown'^ (UA) and 'Chocalate Sol-

$8,000.

dier'

$9,000.

(M-(H

(2d run).

Trim

$3,500.

Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000: 15- Last week. Started With Eve' (U)
30-40)— •Through Night' (WB). Step- and 'Intl. Squadron' (WB) (2d run),
ping along at a brisk clip as a single. nice $3,400.
Fifth Avenne (H-tA (2.349; 30-40Fine $4,500. liast week. •In Army
.58)— 'Pulham'
(M-G) ".and' 'Yank
Now' (WB), medium $2,800.
Swell $9,200,
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (1.000; 15- Burma Road' (M-G).
30-40)— •Remeitnber Day' (20th) and after superb advance campiHen. Last
week.
'Remember Day' (20lh)i and
Claudettc
'Right to Heart' (20th).
(20th), big
'Gentleman
at Heart'
good
marfluce
making
name
Colbert's
Neat $8,000. Last week, $8,400.
dressing.
Liberty (J-vH) (1.650; 30-AO-Se)—^
•Ball of Fire' RKO) and 'Attorney
Carter Case' (Rep), swell $11,000, and 'Corsican Bros.' (UA) and 'Miss
Polly' (UA) (4th wk). Good $4,500.
moveover.
Last week, this duo got a big $6,600.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400; 15Mask Box (H-E) (850: 30-40-58)—
30-40)— 'Pacific Blackout' (Par) and
Young America' (20th). plus March •La. Purchase' (Par), (5lh wk). Big
pix, $4,100,
ot Time. Medium $3,000. Last week, $3,300. Last week, same
•Gentleman at Heart' (20th) and
•Obliging Young Lady' (RKO), light- '^'^oVpheom (H-E) (2.600: 30-40-S8)—
•Died With Boots' (WB) (2d wk).
weight $2,500.
Vei-y good $6,500.
Last week, same
,

picture,

immense

$11,700.

Palomar (Sterling)
50-58)— 'Last Duanes'
Against

War Songs

Sky'
Neat $7,000.
vnude.
•Road to Happiness'
vaude, slow $5,800.
•Steel

|

Blackie'

.

Bloc Moose (Hamrick-Evergreen)
30-40-58)—'Remember
Day'
and 'Gentleman at Heart'

\

factory $1,400.

'

$12,000.
Miami, Feb. 3.
Orphenm (RKO) (2,600: 25-35-40)
Harry Ross, of Ross Federal, is
(M-G) and
here a\5^iting six district managers. —•Chocolate Soldier'
Nearly
(M-G).
Scandal'
'Design
Convention will be held next $10,000. satisfactory.
week,
Last
week.
(RKO) and 'Obliging
Fire'
•Ball
.

Seattle, Feb. 3.
Biz must be good, because exhibs
are not letting go of the big ones.
So this Is another week for holdovers. 'Corsican Bros.' Is at Jensenvon Herberg's Liberty for an okay
fourth stanza. 'Louisiana Purchase'
on its fifth week at the Music Box.
"They Died With Their Boots On' Is
stilt big at Orpheum on its holdover.
'Look Who's Laughing' is town's best
.
bst at the Paramount.
Estimates for This Week

siiending.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue -Loew's)
(1,400; 15-30-40)—'Ball Fire" (RKO)

Sweet

f.aaghin^'

Big $11,000, Pacemaker

^

(Rep).

Loaded Up With

Hnldoyers:

Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-35-40)
Paramount (Tristatcs) (3,000: 10Fire' (RKO) and 'Obliging 30.44.)- 'Hellzapoppin' (U) (2d wk),
^
Conllnutd (rom latt
Young Lady' (RKO), after two plus •Glamour Boy' (Par) (1st wk).
On
weeks at Orpheum. Nice $3,000. Sock $7,500. Last week, •Green Val- followers will drift away from them.
(WB),
Heaven'
Foot
'One
week,
$15,000.
Last
Last week,
"Two-Faced
ley' (20th) (3d wk) and' 'Unfinished What encouragement the publishers
Woman' (M-G) and 'Confessions after Paramount week, ditto.
very
good
$8,100.
Business' (U),
do get is from such melody specialDenham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35Blackie' (Col), swell $16,500 in eightOrpheum (Tristates) (3,000: 11-30- ists as Guy Lombardo, Sammy Kaye
40)— 'Bahama Passage' (Par). Big
day run.
44)^^Remember Day^ (20th) and and Blue Barron.
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-39-50)— $10,000 on this capacity, and holding
Fair
(WB).
Disappears'
Last weeV, 'La.' Purchase' •Body
The older line among these pubSullivan's Travels' (Par) and 'Call over.
week (20-40-50-65) lishers recall- the advantage- that the
Last
for Queen' (Col). Neat $7,500. Last (Par) (4th wk) and iPacific Black-- $9,000.
Erskine Hawkins and Ink Spots on
week, 'Major Barbara' (fUA) and out' (2d wk). elegant $8,000.
music business enjoyed in the previDenver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40)— stage with 'Design Scandal' (M-G), ous world war when it came to getLady for Night' (Rep), good $6,400.
$15,000.
giant
'Corsican Bros." (UA) and 'Blondie
SUtc (Goldberg) (900: 25-35;— ting exploitation for a war tuhe.
College' (Col): Good $10,000. Last
'Look Laugh- They didn't have to depend on dance
week, 'Remember Day' (20th) and •Skylark' (Par) and
$9,000 in three days, as current sesh.

— Johnny

Seattle

shaping up nicely, while moveover

_

Week

Omaha

Scandal,'

the Day,' at the Rialto, as top money
getters.
'All Through the Night,
singled at the Mary Anderson, is

dandy

disappointing $5,000.

'Confession"! Boston Blackie' (Col)
(2d run). Will finish up with fairly
good $3,000. Last week. 'Green VaU
at $10,060—'Wolf
ley' (20th) and 'Perfect Snob' (20th), •Bahama' Standout
Man' and 'Hayfoot' 6G
neat $4,000. on third downtown week.
Fajf'a
(Indie)
(1.400; 28-39-50)—
Denver, Feb. 3.
"Last Duanes' (20th) and vaude. Nice
some but
grosses
Snow clipped
$7,000. Last week, 'Blue, White, Perof crowds is overcoming
fect' (20th) and vaude. good $6,500. later influx,
this. 'Bahama PasMajestic (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)— losses caused by
'Corsican Bros.' and 'Design
'In Arrpv Now' (WB) ?n<1 'Wild Bill sage,"
n-

United Artiste (United Detroit)
3.
(2,000; 40-55-65)—Two Faced WomLoew's an' (M-G) and 'Kildare's Victory*
(M-G) (2d wk). Fair $7,500, after
at same pace as "Remember
strong $11;500 last week.
Louisville, Feb.

'Design

ever

50)— 'Two-Faced Woman' (M-G) and

tand plus 'Miracle Kid" '(PHC), sock

nice $8,000.

3.

bringing out the

—

I

Dinner* 13G in 3d

Fabian Paramount on third stanza spotting in of bands.
ot 'Man to Dinner' and 'Secrets of
The big noise this week is
Lone Wolf.' Fabian Fox's second for Scandal,' coupled with the 'Design
Jimmy
week of 'Louisiana Purchase' and Dorsey band, soaring to major
fig'Devil Pays Off' also is strong.
ures. Last band visit here broke tha
Estimates tor This Week
house record, and this is zooming,
Albee (RKO) (3,274; 30-40-50-55) too, for the Michigan. Fox will ba
—'Wake Up Screaming' (20th) and above normal with its 'Paris Calling'
Minneapolis, Feb. 3.
•Swamp Water" (20th). Satisfactory and 'Bedtime Story,' with everything
A powerful lineup of attractions, $14,000. Last week, 'Remember Day' else downtown holdover but healthy.
and even the return of cold and un- (20th) and 'Confirm, Deny' (20th)
Estimates tor This Week
favorable weather can't keep the (2d wk), good $15,000.
Adams (Balaban ) ( 1,700; 40-55-65
patrons away. 'Sergeant York,' at
Fox (Fabian) (4,023: 30-40-50-55) —•Green Valley' (20th) (4th wk) and
^lightly advanced prices, has the
'Louisiana Purchase' (Par) and •Melody Lane' (U). Former moved
State at the head ot the list. How- 'Devil Pays Off' (Rep) (2d wk). Nice over after three huge
weeks at the
ever, the Orpheum's combination of $13,000.
Last
week, same pair, Fox and still pulling a strong $8,500.
Les Brown band and acts plus 'Sul- magnificent $22,000.
Last week, '40,000 Horsemen' (Indie)
livan's Travels' is not far behind.
Met (Loew's) (3,$18; 30-40-50-55) (2d wk) and 'Sealed Lips' (U), nice
Small-seater Century is doing well
'Sundown' (UA) and .'Kathleen' $6,500.
with 'One Foot in Heaven,' with a (M-G). Okay $15,000. Last week,
(Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 40-55big campaign and gala opening.
•Pulham'
(M-G)
and
'Tarzan's 65)— 'Paris Calling' (U) and 'BedTreasure' (M-G), attractive $15,000. time Story' (Col). Trim $18,000. Last
Estimates tor' This Week
Paramonnt (Fabian) (4,126: 30-40- week, 'Green Valley' (20th) and
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 17-28)—
'Date Falcon' (RKO) and 'South Ta- 50-55)—'Man to Dinner' (WB) and 'Gentleman at Heart' (20th) (3d wk),
Wolf'
wk). first triple stretch for this house in
(Col)
(3d
hiti' (U).
In for five days, good $1,- 'Secrets
400.
Last week, 'Dressed to Kill* Sturdy $13,000. Last week, same 13 years, still sock at $21,000, and
combo, hefty $l6,50O.
$77,000 total in three weeks.
(20th) and 'Jail House Blues' (U)
Strand (WB) (2,800; 30-40-50-55)
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000;
split with 'Riders Purple Sage' (20th)
'Go
West'
(Col)
stage
show
and
40-55-65)— 'Design Scandal' (M-G)
and 'Weekend Three' (RKO), nice
featuring Orrin Tucker's band. Fair- and Jimmy Dorsey band on stage.
$1,800 in eight days.
Century (P-S) (1,600; 28-39-44)— ish $7,0()0 for four days. Last week, Shooting high towards a smash $37,Foot in Heaven"' (WB). Heavily ad- 'Public Enemies' (Rep) and stage 000. Last week, 'Little Foxes' (RKO)
vertised and had a Thursday night show with Martha Raye and Frankie and 'In Army Now* (WB), satisfacMasters' orchestra, booming $13,000 tory $17,000.
gala premiere, sending it olT fast
tor same period.
Fine notices and big $7,500 likely.
Palma-Stato (United Detroit) (3,OOO; 40-55-65)— 'Little Foxes' (RKO)
Last week, 'Dle^ Boots On' CWB)
and 'In Army Now' (WB) (2d wk).
(2d wk downtown), light $2,400 in
Pair moved over from Michigan,
six and half days after good first 'Remember' Neat $8,000
Last week, 'Sullichoice $10,000.
week at State.
van's Travels' (Par) (2d wk) and
Gopher (P-S) (998; 28)— 'Tarzan's
L'ville; 'Scandal' Same 'Babes Broadway' (M-G) (4th wk),
Treasure' (M-G). (2ood $3,500. Last

'Johnny Eager' and 'Mr. and Mrs.

North'

.

B klyn;

$16,000, MPLS.

;

Providence, Feb. 3,
'Ball of Fire' is smashlne along on
Albee
week at
Its fifth big
with big grosse s all around currently,
Loew'.<; Slpte with 'Johnny Eacer,
and 'Wild Bill HIckok' plus 'In The
Army Now' at Majestic are up on
top.
Smaller Strand is doing nicely
with 'Sullivan's Travels.'
Estimates for This Week
... . Allu-jt . (RKO.) .. (2,20Q;...i8i35-50i—
'Ball Fire' (RKO) and 'Date Falcon'
(RKC)) (5th wk). In the groove for
$7,800.
Knocked off standout $9,000
in fourth session last week.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-30-

d^'™"- ^eb. 3.
Despite cold weather and automo*
blle plant layoffs during their convejTsion into munitions factories, this
Brooklyn, Feb. 3.
Several holdovers " doing -nicely~(-'city—continues-to pace along- -above
among deluxers,. particularly the average. It's been helped by the

'Sundown' Oke $15,000,

"

week, 'Wild Geese' (20th), big $3,700.
Orphenm (P-S) (2,800; 39-44-55)—
'Sullivan's Travels' (Par) and Les
Brown orchestra and acts on stage.
Lots of strong entertainment. ManSRO signs at the United Artists thi.s ager Bill Sears for first time endorsed
week, but 'Remember the Day' is a band in newspaper ads. Despite
topping the town at the Paramount. tough opposition, will cop a good
'Corsican Brothers' still holding up $13,000, especially noteworthy considwell on its second sesh'. Biz strong ering band Is comparatively unknown here. Last week, 'Weekend
all over town.
Havana' (20th) and Clyde McCoy
Estimates tor This Week
acts on stage, very strong
Broadway (Parker) (2,000 35-40- band and
$16,500.
50) 'Corsican Bros.' (UA) and 'Hay
Slate (P-S) (2.300; 40-44-55)— 'Set.
Nice $5,500.
Foot' (UA) (2d wk).
Long and\ eagerly
York'
(WB).
booming
Last week, same pair,
awaited, with public appetite whetted
$11,000.
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,- by cumulative effects of .glowinfesadvance reports, terrific $16,000, oei^t
500; 35-40-50>— Two-Faced Woman'
around here in^
(M-G). Moved over from UA for picture attraction
Last week, 'Little Foxes'
four days ot a second week, okay months.
(House legit rest of week.> (RKO), disappointing $7,200.
$3,100.
Uptown (Par) (1,100; 28-39)— 'PulLast week. 'Hellzapoppin' (U) (3d
First neighborhood
ham'. (M-G).
wk), nice $4,500.
(Hamrick - Evergreen) showing. Good $2,600. Last week.
Orphenm
(20th), fine $3,000 in
(1,800 35-40-50)— 'Playmates' (RKO) 'Sun VaUey'
and 'Queen Murder Ring' (Col). first neighborhood showing.
World (Par-Steffes) (350; 28-39-44Good $7,600. Last week, 'Men in
(RKO) fmoveLife' (Col) and 'Night Jan. 16' (Par), 55)— •Little Foxes'
over). Moved here from State, good
went only six days to fair $5,100.
Paramount (H-E) (3,000: 35-40^0T '$Z;500 Xast week, "Yank R.A.F.'
—•Remember Day' (20th) and '9 (20th) (3d wk), satisfactory $2,200
$8,on. first fortGreat
immense
$16,500
after
Lives Not Enough' (WB).
Last week. 'Suspicion' (RKO) night.
000.
and 'Perfect Snob' (20th) (2d wk).
onlv fair $4,900 on six days of second
Portland, Ore. Feb.

In Det; Paris Calling'-'Story' $18,000

(878;

8G

Montreal, Feb.

'Scandal -J. Dorsey $37,000; Big Noise

'Co iflrm,
Leave'

'Sailors

25-40)— 'Hellzapoppln' (U), after a week at each
the Denver and Aladdin, and 'Man
Headquarters' (Mono). Trim $2,200.
Last week, 'Bedtime Story' lCo\),
after Denver and Rialto weeks, and
'Honolulu Lu' (Col), good $2,000.

RUIto (Fox)

IS

(2d wk), good

$8,000.

Torsican' Staunch $36,000 in 2

Paramonnt (H-E)

23-35-

(1.350:

(20th)

(WB),

and
plus

Last

(Mono)

week,
and

(3.039r'30-40-58)

—'Look Laughing'. (RKO) and 'Gay
Wonderful $11,000.
Falcon' (RKO)'.
Last week, 'Swamp Fever' (20th) and
•Glamour Boy' (Par) (2d wk),- fair
oS.lOO.

Boosevelt (Sterling) (800; 23-40)—
•Sergeant York' (WB) (2d run). After
nine big weeks at Orpheum, looks
Last week, •Femilike $3,800, fine.
nine Touch" (M-G) and 'Rise) Shine*
bands but rather on vaudeville (20th), $3,300, exceUent.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 20singers who as a class prided them- 30)—
•Unfinished Business' (U) and
selves as- being close to the temper of 'Badlands Dakota'
(U) (2d run).
the time' and were quick to respond Good $2,900.
Last week, 'Honky
to songs that refiected the current iTonk'
M-G) and "Father Takes
thoughts and feelings of the people.
Wife' (RKO) (2d run), big $3,400,
'

I

;

•

!

mm

WALT
'THE NEW
for

SPIRIT
The Donald Duck U.

S.

Treasury Department picture, which every exhibi-

America will be
proud to play, and which

tor in

will help gross billions of

dollars for Uncle

Sam.

RKO RADIO PICTURES
Distributed under the
pices of the

'

am-

War Activities

Committee, Motion Picture
industry, by National
Screen Service, Herman

'

Robbins, President,;

O Walt Dltn«y Producllent

y

"
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LONDON

'

omoa

London Legit Grossing

INTERNATIONAL
turning around Easter for lengthier
run.

$2S0,000

Hui Who Came To

Weekly, Best Business in Years
London, Jan. 9.
by new 'Me and My Gal,' starring
Legit biz In London's West End is Lupino Lane, who is also presenting.
'BUthe Spirit,' Piccadilly (26th
grossing best figures in years, even
week).
Show has been consistent
better that the prosperous pre-war moneymaker
from the-tl ie start Has
It Is estiipated that the 22 often touched $8,000, which
days.
Is capaholies are grossing a hef^ 1(250,000 city. Now around $7,200, and looks
good for entire summer. Manageper week.
ment so confident it will run through
In the old days sununer was al- the year that
it is recruiting new
ways troublesome. But war has company for touting show.
Had inchanged all that, with best time be- tended to tour original
company.
spring and summer.
.

'

ing the

There are many reasons why show
biz is cleaning up, main ones being
(1) plentiful supply of money (2)
Bussia's success and (3) America's
entry into the world tussle, the latter two, of course, particularly boosting the spirits of potential theatregoers.
Busiest is Tom Arnold, mainly
for his annual pantomines

known

and provincial revues. Has new Ivor*
Novello show and 'Blossom Time,'
operetta starring Richard Tauber.
Both are packing, 'em in on tour,
with Arnold anxious to bring them
to the West End. He also has just
signatured Hermione Baddeley and
Hermlone Gingold for new revue
destined for West End besides having
Interest In new Jack Hulbert-Clcely
Courtneidge-Lee Ephraim musical by
Archie Menzles and Arthur Macrae,
who wrote their previous success

Under Your Hat*
Charles B. Cochran has been in the
background for sometime, but he
looks as if he'll soon launch out in a
big way. His lineup is new revue
Lillle,
another
Bea
(tarring
'Cock-A-Doodle-Do,'
which
titled
comes from his latest book, and
'Cochran's Cavalcade,' in conjunction
with Jack Hylton. Hylton is pretty
busy, too, for besides having three
hows in the West End, he Is framing
two more In DuBarry Was A Lady,'
and' new revue starring Arthur
Askey.
.

Aiow at the St. Martin's theatre,
leased by 10%-er Bernard Delfont;
revival of Anglo-Russian Opera and
Ballet at the Adelphi by Jay Pom9roy; new revue sponsored by Jack
Shenbourne,

who has

a couple vaude-

in the sticks, and adapby Ronald Frankau of John
Carstairs' book, 'Vinegar and

ville spots

tation

Paddy

Brown

Paper,' all about the inside
on the Dorchester gals, for which
Eddie Horan is writing the musical
core, with Diana Ward, American
angeling.

Biggest difficulty

is

going to be

getting theatres and cast, especially
as they are calling them up to 42's.
(Estimated Grosses, at Rate of $4
to the £)
Anglo-PolUh BaUet, St James's (3d

week).

much

re
Btill

Revival

would

be

doing

better, but for fact that they
At $4,000 it is

aU old numbers.
making profit.

The Morning Star', Globe (Sth
week). Author-actor Emlyn Williams
has rung bell again. Doing steady

—

good for many months.
"$8,000,
'Dp. & Doing', Saville (2d year).

Has made

barrel of coin for Firth

AS TOP

'Jack & The Beanstalk,' Coliseum
(3rd week). Packing 'em in at well
over $20,000, with all concerned very
happy. Entire cast signed for nine
weeks' run, and looks like staying

B.O.

'Jack & Jiir, Palace (3d week).
Jack Hylton's first venture into pantomime is proving very profitable.
House jammed daily, with very few
seats left at nights.
Doing steady
$19,000, plenty gravy for English
maestro as well as Arthur Askey,
who is on percentage. Will stay 'til
March, then goes on road. Could
stay longer, but theatre is wanted
for either new Cochran revue or
Hulbert-Courtneidge show. Both of
latter claim to have theatre.
.

A

'Get

Load Of

This',

Hippodrome

(8th week). Despite lack of unanimity by newspaper critics, show is
doing capacity at $20,000 per week,
and is booked well ahead. Looks

'Lady Behave', His Majesty's (31st

week).
Has grossed as high as
but now nearer $12,000, still
very good for several more months,
as most of the leads are on per$16,000,

centage.

'Love In A' Mist', St. MarUn's (8th
week).
Rather -disappointing at
around $3,600. But as overhead not
too

heavy

it's

managing

to

make

ends meet
.'No

Time For Comedy', Haymar-

'Rise

Above

It',

Comedy

'Cantlnflas' (Mario

Moreno), tramp

comic, acting here but five years, has

achieved

the distinction of being
Mexico's top boxoffice' player both
on stage and screen. He is currently heading the dicky revue at
the Follies

Bergeres and

is

under

long-term contract to Posa Films, S,
A., head of which is Santiago Reachi.
Latter is brother of Rainon Reachi,
producer of Follies show.
'Cantlnflas' pic, 'El Gendarme Desconocido' CThe Befuddled Cop'), was
the head grosser in first and second
runs here in 1941. Only exact figures
on the film— it's still running and cash
data is not yet complete is that it
broke all boxoffice records during its
three-week debut at the select Cine
Teatro Alameda here 150,000 pesos
($32,000 U.S.), of which 64,000 pesos
were garnered in the first week. Folowing was 'Cuando los Hijos se Van'
('When the Children Go'), which did
fairly well here but was really smash
in the provinces.
Third boxoffice
winner of the year was 'Ay, Que
Tiempos, Senor Don Simon' ('Those
Were the Days, Don Simon'), starring Mapy Cortes, the Argentinian
Comedienne, and Arturo de Cordoba,
now working in Hollywood ^or RKO.
These three were the only ones of
the 40 Mexican pix last year that
copped important coin.

—

—

.

Mex

Film Prodocers See

Argentine Reciprocation

On

Distrib

a Step Nearer

Mexico City, Feb. 3.
Argentina Sono Film and Lumi(28th ton, two of the Argentine's biggest

week). Sophisticated revue made the pic producers, started
off 1942 in a
grade from very first Has encoun- big way in Mexico with the
signing
tered plenty censorial troubles, which of the Cine
Iris, frontline local cinprobably helped some on publicity. ema, as their Mexican
show window.
Theatre folded six weeks ago to Understood that both
Argentinian
stage new edition, which is just as firms
win. exhibit around 24 pix in
clickeroo as first Duplicating earlier
Mexico this year. Iris, named for
grosses at over' $5,000, plenty profitaEsperanza Iris, veteran comedienne,
ble; at this gait good for entire sumwho owns it, was a stage theatre
mer's run.
before It went cinema in 1933. It is
'Old Aognalntance', Apollo
(3d managed by Fernando
Garcia, who
week). Opened slowly, but gradualso operates three big nabes.
ally building; now looks like lengthy
Both Argentinians have established
run. At just under $5,000 is well out
an exchange here. Continental Films
of the red.
S.A.,
managed by Luis Boulinie,
'Other People's Houses', Ambaswith Guillermo Haza as sales chief.
sadors' (10th week). Opened to fair
This action by the Argentinians has
business, with every chance of sucencouraged Mexican producers who
cess.

just

Overhead not too big. Doing
see the way clearer for them to gel
pnder $4,000, more than even
farther ahead in
the Argentine.
There's now talk of Mexican pro-

break.
'Peter Pan', Adelphi (3d week).
This hearty annual revival still as
popular as ever. First time this is
being presented by Jack Hylton, who
has leased it from Daniel Mayers,
Ltd.,
permanent owner.
Hylton's
lease is for five years. Has been doing steady $11,000,. plenty gravy. Revival is generally for flye to six
weeks. This one about same, as it's
closing end of month, to be replaced

•Babes In The Woods,' Stoll, (3d
week).
In the big money, with
•round $20,000. Can stay for quite
by Jay Pomeroy's Russian Opera
• while at that pace.
BUck Vanities,' Victoria Palace and Ballet revival.
Sadler's Wells Ballet, New (3d
(36th week). There has been some
Internal bickering here which has -week). Despite third revival, still
Only in
not helped show. It has made steady doing capacity business.
profits and could stay if it were not for five weeks, and doing over $7,000
per.
Could stay much longer, but
for some of the cast However, it's
folding in two weeks, being replaced provincial commitments a factor: Re-

Buenos Aires Film

—

ducers consolidating for the establishment of an exchange in Buenos
Aires, proposition that is expected
to materialize before the end of this

—

—+

HUGH McINTOSH, AUSSIE
PROMOTER, EXHIB, DIES

Buenos

Buenos Aires
mags and radio

D.S. Pix

Aires, Jan. 27.

critics

from

dailies^

tied in picking best
U. S. plct of '41, voting equally for
'The Long Voyage Home' (UA) and

Kane' (RKO).
London, Feb. 3.
Aside from the division, vote was
Hugh Mcintosh, 65, former Aus- practically unanimous, with only one
tralian theatre man and sports pro- ballot apiece for three others: They
moter, died here yesterday (2), fol- Knew What They Wanted' (RKO),
'Major Barbara' (UA) and 'Kit^
lowing a major operation.
'Citizen

(RKO).

Foyle'

Balloting on Argentina-mades was
Mcintosh was known throughout
the world for his activity in sports, far more divided. 'Los Martes Ornewspaper and theatre business. He quideas' (Tuesday, Orchids') (Lumi>
votes.
Combecame the first fight promoter in ton) was top with
edy,
which introduced the Legrand
Sydney, Australia, and brought many
big bouts to that country. Mcintosh twins to Latin audiences, is currentconstructed a 20,000-seat stadium al ly being readied for U. S. showing
with
English
sub-titles,
as
is
one
of
Sydney. His outstanding fight was
Burns- Jack Johnson the two second places, 'Historia
the Tommy
bout which gave Johnson the heavy- de Una Noche' ('History of a Night')
(Sono).
Other second placer was
weight Utle.

U

.

.

•El Cura Gaucho' CGaucho Priest')
Following years as a promoter, he
(Pampa). One vote each went to
into theatre business, buying
'Yo Quiero Mdrlr Contigo' CI Want
the Tivoli -circuit in Australia, and
to Die With You') (Pampa) and 'EI
installing vaudeville.
Mejor Papa del Mimdo' ('Best Father
He next tried his hand at the

went

In the World.).
business,
owning and
Not one totalitarian-made plct reHis
operating the Sydney Times.
ceived a single vote.
film critic was Wilson' Hicks, now
Poll was conducted by Chas. de
an executive editor of Life maga- Cruz, radio commentator and local
Leaving Australia, Mcintosh film trade editor. Recently-formed
zine.
bought the country home of Lord Argentine Academy of Motion Pickitchener near liOndon. He success- ture Arts and Sciences, in which
fully launched 'Milk Bars' in Eng- critics have a leading part, is shortland.
ly to make its own selection of the
l>est local and foreign plots, awarding 'omb'us' (a miniature of tha

winter.

Current annual exhibition ratio of
of these two republics runs
in Mexico and
in the Argentine. Argentinians always get flrst-run in
Mexico, but Mexicans usually draw
only second-run down south. Argen-

Bud Flanagan Defers
To Allen, Nixes Show

famed Argentine pampa shade tree)
in place of Oscars.

London, Jan. 9.
Bud Flanagan, partner of Chesney
Allen, has turned down an offer from
Jack Hylton to do the Bert Lahr
role In 'DuBarry Was a Lady,' He
refused the part because there was
no spot in the show for Allen.
'42
Flanagan and Allen have mean- .
time been signed for a three-picture
deal with Lou Jackson's AngloAmerican Films. Production rolls
Mexico City, Feb. 3.
in March under the direction of John
Picture production got off to a bl^
Baxter, who is also writing the sUrt In Mexico in 19^ with the

70

.

PIX SEEN

BY

MEXICO FOR

script.

completion by local studios of 10
films In January, the highest output
for

Spyros. Skouras
^sCo'ntlnned from pace
for laborer-cleaner
the mighty fiylng ships.
sible,

any one month iTfsevefSi'yeati.,

Six pix are skedded to be finishes
this month and the program for the
other 10 months -of this -year' calla

'

'

work on

for six to eight a' month. This Indicates that estimates of the producers

The 'hangover* from New Year's late in 1941 that SO pix would be
Eve came to light Monday (2) when produced this year was too conservaUnited Air Lines sent a thank-you- tive and that the actual number may
klnd-sir note to Spyros Skouras, at
his West 56th street offices, expressing its thoughts on the theatre magIt seems that on
nate's generosity.
New Year's Eve, 20 minutes' before
Main1941 finally gave up, the
liner in which Skouras was eastbound sat down in Omaha for a
brief rest. The theatre man promptly dashed to a nearby shop— and
bought champagne for his nine fellow passengers so that there would
be a little something with which to
toast 1942 and victorious American
armies aboard the plane. Incident
only came to light, officially, when
the ship's stewardess' report was being checked.

UAL

go as high as .70.
Producing end of picture biz

is

more optimistic considering the
President
Manuel
aid
Avila Gamacho has promised it pliis
bigger distribution in the U.S. and
leading Latin American countries as
a result of- the all-out all-Amerlcan
get-together at the foreign ministers'
meet-in Rio-de-Janeiro.
financial

Performers

Foreign

Most

On

Now Pay Taxes
Mex Income

Their

Shots Taken For Raft Film
Yesterday (3)- -Universal had a
Mexico City, Feb. 3.
camera crew at the Airport-on-theShow folk who enter Mexico to
Parkway under the direction of assistant director Frank Shaw, making work are now subject to the Mexistuff and such for insert in George can income tax, under recent amendments to the law. Measure'demands
Raft's new film, 'Broadway.'
Jock Whitney was off on an Amer- that as soon as these entertainers
ican Airliner for Washington Mon- complete their Mexican engagements
day (2) to do some work on the mo- they must declare their earnings in
tion picture section of the Rocke- Mexico to the Ministry of Finance.
Visiting entertainers will not be
feller Committee, of which he is a
allowed to leave Mexico until the law
member.
James Melton, just back from the is complied with. New law holds enBirthday Ball, fiew off again Tues- tertainers' agents and employeta
day (3) for Jacksonville aboard an strictly responsible.
Eastern Airliner.
Mexican income tax starts with
Other ramblings of the week, monthly incomes of $167 (Mex.)
aside from the exodus to Washing($35 U. S.) and has very few exempton, when practically half of Broadtions.
way it seemed to the ticket takers
—flew to the Birthday Ball, included
the arrival of Phyllis Brooks aboard
GonM'f Trek
an American Airliner from Wash.

-

—

USO

pix

ington on a
Jack Oakie,

off

about 25 Argentinians

verliner for

a

two Mexicans

Fields, in

tinian

Critics Select

Toyage/ /Kane as Best

newspaper

IN MEXICO

Easter.

'til

ket (43rd week). Has made plenty
of money for promoters, and with
author S. N. Behrman contributing
best part of his profits' to Red Cross,
it's
likely that Fund has gained
around $25,000. Show has often
struck well over $7,000 per week.
Now nearer $5,500. Is intended to
stay 'til middle of March, which, by
then, will have given 'No Time' a
year's run.
'Qnlet Weekend', Wyndham's (21st
week). Not as successful as 'Quiet
Wedding', author's first of series, but
still in the money at around $5,600,
Overhead pretty low, and this intake
is giving a good profit
Show, likely
to stay for several more months.

George Black is calling it a day
with two hit revues, and his next
venture is likely to be straight play,
which is adaptation from James
Hadley
'No
Chase's
best-seller,
Orchids For Miss Blandish,' which
will have its work cut out to get by
the Lord'Chamberlain.
Harry Foster is keeping mum, but
It's understood he has English rights
io 'Arsenic and Old I.ace,' which he
will do probably with Tom Arnold.
Of the minor happenings are new

Savoy

how Lon-

sophisticated

this

for year's run.

run.

year.

&

to

TRAMP COMIC

set for year's run.

O'Bryen, Linnet
Dunfee, who
in the West End, are looking for spot in which to bring Leslie
Banks in 'Good Night Children' from
the sticks. Firth Shephard, with two
musicals and "The Man Who Came
To Dinner' all moneymakers, has no
Immediate plans, but Is very much
on the lookout for new plays, and
his scouts have orders to grab any
Broadway hit

Surprising

But undoubtedly a
Touching capacity at over
$8,000, with extra matinee introduced
to accommodate demand. Looks good
hit

Shephard and: cast, which is mostly
on percentage. Now doing around
$9,000, still good, although nowhere
near its prime days.
'Warn That Man', Garrick (3d
week). House doing very badly in
'Fan & Games,' Prince's (36th recent years. But this one looks like
week): Definitely in the hit class, it's giving it good break. Chalking
with grosses often exceeding $12,000. up $6,400 with very little ovehead.
Has dropped nearer $9,200. As entire With Gordon Harker,-Basil Radford
cast of principals on percentage, and Judy Kelly, the three leads, on
show can go along at this rata for percentage, it looks 'good for months.
months.
'Gangway,' Palladium (Sth week).
Has been doing capacity since opening, though hitting pre-Christmas
low. Steady $24,000 per week, practically capacity, with also hefty advance sale. Looks set for year's

Tennent Heads List
H. M. Tennent, Ltd.', heading list
of West End managers, with five
diows in a row, has a couple of more,
0ne is revival of Shaw's 'Doctor's
iJUemma,' which has been turning
them away in the sticks with Vivien
Leigh as the star, and 'Watch on >he
Rhine,' starring Diana Wynyard and
Anton Walbrook, Former goes to
Haymarket theatre, replacing 'No
Time For Comedy,' sometime in
March, when it will have run a full

have three

Dinner',

(6th week).

londers -took

Broadway hit

15

tour of the east;

on an E. A. L.
Florida

rest;

Sil-

Betty

from Los Angeles, looking
tired,
via the American Airline
route; Jean Hersholt, In frohi L. A.
the United Air Line way.
only
(Mex)
pix now pay
$8
Chico Marx bounded in on a

($2 U.S.) the kilogram (2Vi pounds) United ship to report that his new
duties in Mexico, while the Argen- band's break-In at Elko, Nevada,
tine nicks Mexican films $50 (Ar- was 'okay, kid, okay,' and to say he
gentinian) (about $12.50 U.S.) per is now sittiiig up nights to corral
metrox>olitan 'bookings.
kilogram.

Walter Gould, foreign manager for
United Artists, expects to leave
around Feb. 15 for a tour
South America. Hell travel by
air, heading direct for Rio and then
going to Buenos Aires, with a number of other stops also on the Itiner-

New York
of

ary.

Gould had been planning to make
fall, but it was delayed
impending switches in United

the tour last

by

Artists

management. .......

.

....r
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'.xpected

Blackout of

B way

Signs,

Agenda

Schnitzer Latest to

of Attys.

Move From

WB

^ontliiDed from pace

As Power

Saver, to Cost Millions
Pro and Con on Film

Dimming of tungstens in the Times
]uare sector, scheduled to become
'fective
before the end of 1942

suing

Bioff

same

intent.

J. D. Trop and J. H. Hoffberg have
organized a company to produce in
ider power rationing plans because
26 shorts a year covering
war industry requirements, will the east
both
sides of popular controversial
t electric light advertising to the
subjects. Trop was formerly general
jie of a couple of million dollars
manager and associate producer in|^,ere convicted. Circella was perCommission
year. Federal Power
Ihe Harry Sherman imit which ^q,,,] assistant to Browne, national
licials indicate that New York will
makes the Hopalong Cassidy westheadquarters in Chi>
among first cities to be affected erns for Paramount Hoffberg is an president, with hails from Newark,
cjgo. Kaufman
r power rationing, proposed blackindie distrib.
Federal indictments against these
it of Broadway darkening electric
New outfit is known as Trop's Pro:^^^o alleged illicit dealings with the
illetin boards, theatre marques and
Con,
Inc.
&
film companies and labor racketeerlimated hoofing displays would
ing.
rtually eliminate outdoor adverWar priorities. Although the
4.
ting along Broadway.
Things
good standing
\

|

j

,

I

1

!

Del Nabe

Among signs which would be afcted under power rationing pro-

isals

would

be Camel,

Right

Maxwell

ouse Coffee. Chevrolet, Coca-Cola
Id Wrigley's, latter the biggest
ectric sign in the world, measuring

Sets

for

Bhckonts

As Wen as Baggies

10 by 75 feet, containing around
Detroit, Feb. 3.
',000 bulbs, and costing the adverAfter gleaning national promi$180,000 yearly rental. Rentals
being the flrst metrooolisigns in the Times Square nence by
tan theatre manager to take advan•ea from 42nd to 49th street vary
om $3,500 to $15,000 monthly.! taee of the automobile bans by puthis
evenue derived from this source ting hitching posts In front of
house. Joe LaRose Is at it again.
I buiidiog proprietors Is estimated
brainstorm Is puttlni; a
om $250,000 to $500,000 annually. His current
special radium paint around the 8 hy
addition, close to $100,000 anI
10 still frames In front of his house.
Jally is paid electricians for servicThe idea is that during blackouts
g the signs.
the people In the streets will have
The light blitz will affect theatre a directional guide bito the theatre
osses, though no advance estimates lobby, which has been dubbed by
e available. Daylight saving time air raid wardens as a safe shelter.
counted upon to offset decline
Story of his Installation of hitchsome extent
ing posts on the theory that the

;5er

:r electric

'

'

To UA; Theatre-Exchange News

and Browne with the

3. Nick CirceUa (alias Dean) and
Names that will
Louis Kaufman.
be better known in the industry before the end of this month, when
Mathias Correa. U. S. district attorney in New York, starts criminal
proceedings against them for extorthe
from
dissimilar
not
tions,
charges on which Bioff and Browne

Continuing their raids on the ing resigned to. become press agent
Warner Bros sales organization, for Baron Elliott's band.
Ken Woodward, until recently asGrad Sears and Carl Leserman last
week brought Edward Schnitzer into sociated with Cary Jakobi in operathe United Artists fold. Sears and tion of Capitol theatre In Uniontown,

Leserman. former sales chiefs at
WB, have been gradually reassembling their erstwhile aides as
assistants to

them

v.p. and
tively, at UA.

as

in their

new

salesmanager.

posts
respec-

It's expected that there will -be
further replacements at UA by
workers as Sears and Leserman get
time to become more familiar with
the UA staff. Schnitzer, former east-

WB

ern district manager for WB, assumed the same post with UA. He
Arthur Silverstone, the
replaced
film industi-y is in
and its usefulness in war time was third and last of three Silverstone
brothers to depart from UA. Others
officially noted by President Rooseare Murray, who resigned as the
velt when he appointed Lowell Melcompany's head last spring, and
lett as liaison, the matter of obtain- Emanuel, whose resignation as easting steady supply of materia for ern rep for Alexander Korda was
produftipn, distribution and theatre announced last week.
operation is of utmost concern.
Schnitzer will headquarter in New
Stringent economies in all branches York, handling the metropolitan,
of the industry are urged, particu- Philadelphia and Washington terrilarly in the use of metals and cer- tori'.s. Not confining themselves to
former
men exclusively. Sears
commitA priority
tain chemicals.
and Leserman also appointed last
tee headed by Joseph Bernhard, of week
T. R. Thompson, RKO branch
Warners, is meeting frequently with manager in Kansas City, as district
WPB officials in Washington.
manager for the UA territory, including exchanges in K. C, Omaha.
Unity Movement
St Louis and Des Moines. Head5. United Motion Picture Industry. quarters will be in K. C.
James W.
One of the constructive intra- Lewis, RKO city salesman in K. C,
industry movements, of which Wil- was named to succeed Thompson by
liam F. Rodgers, distribution head of Ned Depinet RKO sales chief.
Metro is chairman, which on its own
In addition to the other changes In
account has been exploring industry the UA sales organization, Leserman
problems In a five-day meeting in last week moved the Indianapolis
N. Y. just terminated. Adjournment exchange from the eastern to the
western division. That takes it from
taken for two weeks when exhibitor
the group of branches under Harry
representatives will return with sug- Gold and places it under Bert
M.

WB

Pa.,

has

Rochester.

joined Schlne circuit in
Capitol is now under

management of Penn State Amus. Co.
W. R. Slich, long Identified with
the Artkraft sign and marquee company, has been promoted to the post
of sales manager in the theatre division.

He

will

headquarter

at

Spangler, Pa.

Jack Graham, veteran Pittsburgh

KRO

here as
man who was with
a salesman for years imtil just a few
months ago, has joined the Universal ,
sales force in Philadelphia.
I^ve Rosenfeld, of NSS, has joined
the air corps and is now in training
in Mississippi.
He's a nephew of
Dave Rosenfeld, who owned and
operated old Independent Display
Co. here for many years. Another
NNS employee, Al Katz, has also left
for the army.
Briefiies;
C. C. Kellenberg, of
20th-Fox. has just been installed aa
commander of Variety Post 589,
film

American

Legion... New

Brighton

home of A. W. McCormick, Beaver
exhib, recently destroyed by fire...
Jake Blatt of circuit bearing his
name, greatly improved following
serious operation at Johns Hopkina
hospital. .New National Screen Service employees are John Gallo and
Thelma Riley... Jack Goldhar, new
in this
district sales manager for
territory, in town for conferences
with new branch chief here, Mort
Magill, and his staff.
.

UA

More Fox-Wlsconsin Chance*
and automobile ban would turn
Milwaukee, Feb. 3.
public back to the horse and
Film How's chatter over the rebuggy was picked up widely from gestions to better exhib-distrib re- Steam.
cent shakeup of execs of the Fox-variety' by newspapers throughout lations, including some basis for setArthur Silverstone, who represent- Wisconsin Tbeatres Corp. bad barely
country.
Among the clippings tlement of disputes other than pro- ed UA for 16 years on the continent begun to subside when this past
mailed' in to LaRose on the reprints vided under the arbitration provi- and in England, an4 was general week brought another swift reorof the Item was a front page cartoon sions of the consent decree. Effort salesmanager there, may return to ganization of personnel this time
London for the company. It is re- the most drastic reshuffling of manuffalo, will be getting power from strip from e Boston newspaper based also being made
to develop a selling
agers yet experienced.
ported.
,'<ich comparatively less active dis- on the story.
It also was aired over plan which will give relief from the
Roy Pierce, former Orpheum Cir,icts as New York.
several stations.
s
group-of-flve scheme.
cuit and RKO theatre head, who in
Bernhard In Denver
Meantime/outdoor non-IUuminated
6. New Taxation. Regarded genthe past 10 years has held various
Denver, Feb. S.
Jling in show business was last
Important posts in the Fox setup,
erally throughout the Industry as
Joseph Bemhard, executive v.p. most recently in whipping affairs of
eek reported being reduced. On
major issue during the coming year, and general manager of
Warner
SCHLAIFER
ie Coast all electric Illumination
when the Federal requirements are Bros., was in Denver explaining to the Palace into shape, has completed
his job in that house and was made
billboards has already been disskyrocketing. Disturbance of pres- theatre and exchange men their job
managing director of the chain's No.
Imtinued.
FILM EXPLOITATION ent 10% tariff on all admissions In the war. Stressed that the
indus- 1 spot, the Wisconsin.
above 10c, in the opinion of many try must do. all in its power to keep
Joe Rosenfleld, who was at the
morale
at
high
standard
and
keep
circuit operators, may seriously afChi 11iH4gtats-on -Way. Ont?
Wisconsin and is regarded as an ace
San' Franelsco; Feb. S.patrons
informed
as
to
how
they
can
fect
present
goodwill builder by reason of his
ceiling of amusement
Chicago, Feb. 3.
Charles Schlaifer, who headed exbest aid the war effort.
active participation in civic affairs^
spending by the public.
Situation
' Indications are that the day of the
ploitation at the United Artists here
Al Hoffman, recently United Art- has been transferred to the Uptown,
being
carefully
observed
in
Wash>right electricals in front ct the- until the house chan^ hands reists exchange manager here, is now one
of the bigger nabes, while
':res is over.
Not only have they cently, left for New York Thursday ington.
selling for Universal in the northern Eugene W. Van Norman, one of the
Garbo Incident
territory. Succeeds Reville Kniffen, real veterans in local theatre opera!!!C0me dated, but the war has made night (29) to handle promotion
for
7.
Production Code Administra- who returns to Frisco as U salesman. tion, has been shifted from the. Up|eir operation impractical, and, in Samuel Goldwyn productions.
Dave Cockrill has been named town to the Garfield, another de
tion.
Recently
the
me spots, illegal.
center
of
brickSchlaifer bad been summoned to
Since they are made of steel and Hollywood on various occasions bats from within and without the member of the subcommittee for luxer, nearer downtown.
field organization of War Activities
Rudy Kutnik, who has most reindustry over Two-Faced Woman,'
pirn up a lot of electnc juice, there while still with the
theatre here to
Committee.
cently been looking after the Strand,
1
a two-fold reason for junking work on national campaigns for starring Greta Garbo.
Lefion of
Joseph B. Stone, salesman for Na- the Fox downtown extended run
Decency turned on the big guns and tional Theatre Supply and reserve house, goes to the Palace to fill th«
Sem. City officials are readying to Goldwyn, James Roosevelt,
Walter
'^it through an order which would
film was barred from exhibition in second lieutenant m the field artil- spot leit vacant by Pierce's elevation.
Wanger. and others.
some spots. After withdrawal and lery, has been caUed to service at
Gene Amstein, who has been
i;:ep the uprights dark because they
revisions, ban was removed.
Inci- Camp Roberts, Cat He was married credited with many buslness-gettinff
I'P up too much power.
innovations during his long reign at
And many showmen are offering
dent has sharpened the eyes and last year.
Ralph Hamilton, former Santa Fe the Garfield, has been placed in
ears of code administrators to more
\ give them to the Government for Michele Morgan, Henried
manager, recently reported missing charge of the Modjeska, the south
inversion into armament It is fig
stringent enforcement of the rules. in the
Pearl Harbor attack, has sent side's deluxer, and Lowell Parmen;:-ed that several thousand tons of
8. War Activities Committee.
In- word to his mother that he is safe tier, who has been managing this
Up N.Y. Press-fests dustry's
•}-e-highest type-scrap-metal couldown set up, with Francis and in the Philippines.
house, has been made supervisor of
Harmon in charge of operations, is
tee Cronk was again installed as the .three de luxe nabes Upto-wn,
\: made available by the uprights in
licago alone.
Michele Morgan and Paul Henried. doing a smart job and winning president of the Fihn Employees Garfield and Modjeska.
Other officers, most of them
brought east by RKO two weeks ago Washington approval
By concen- union.
reelected:
Ellsworth
Hayes, v.p
Sewer Gas Dancer
for publicity and exploitation In con- tratmg authority and decisions, for- Elmer
Lynch, sec.-treas.; Lynn Felz,
nection with 'Joan of Paris,' In which mer confusions and conflicts with business agent;
Akron, Feb. 3.
Vera Griffith, r?
i(eap' Preem, In LA. or
Admissions were refunded to about
they are starred, return to the Coast Government departments have been cordmg secretary; Paul Gundy, readtomorrow (Thursday). Pic was the eliminated. Widespread belief that ing clerk, and Wm. Fensky, sergeant- 1,000 patrons of Loew's dowhtown
house
last
week (27) because of tha
|fi
Receipts to Charity flrst in this country for the players.
industry is entitled to more credit at-arms.
dangerous
concentration
of exploMotion
for
Picture
its
cooperation
than it is curOperators union,
Miss Morgan, on her return to the
members, has bought sive gases In sewers in the area near
More than 11,000
studio, goes into 'Challenge to the rently receiving.
the theatre. The house was opened
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
$5,000 in defense bonds.
Night.' being produced by David theatres have pledged their screens
R. B. Kyle, electrical contractor the next day, when the condition
^IRobert Gillham i$ due in early
to subjects selected by this com
Hempstead.
Henried
abated.
has been loaned
has bought the Colonial theatre
Mxt week to huddle on plans for
mittee.
Sewer explosion hi the downtown
Pueblo Ifling closed, and is remodel.:
J.«em of 'Reap the Wild Wind.' If by RKO to Warner Bros., with his
9. American Arbitration Associa
ing.
At one time the house was area last Dec. 11 caused three deaths
assignment Indefinite.
jrray officials veto the splash opentlon.
and Injuries to 23 others, and subEmpowered by the Consent operated by Harry Nolan.
>,,e for Paraniount's first picture in
Leonard Gray, ad salesman of sequent investigation by city officials
Decree to arbitrate industry dis.11 made-over legiter. El Capitan, on
Uiicago, named assistant manager
did not eliminate the source of the
putes, the panels of arbitrators con
of
[arch 19, it may be staged in New Asks lOG in N. Y. Suit
tain
outstanding personalities in "'•^/f?"^ .George Milton is back fumes, believed caused by dumping
with the Civic theatres after
; frk.
work- of solvents into the sewer system by
comiftunities throughout the couning for a while on film row.
Wherever the premiere Is held, Claiming Inadequate Bally try. Certain film
He will- an undetermined industrial firm.
executives see In manage the Rex and
work on exl;'oceeds will go to the Navy War
Beatrice D. Mindlln, assignee of E. this group an opportunity to
greatly ploitation..
K. C. Switches
Jlief Fund.
R. Conne. producer of the film, 'A improve public relations
by Inform
Kansas City. Feb, 9.
Family of Nations,' filed suit Monday ing it of industry's aims and probWechsler Hovei Up In pitt
James Long, divisional manager
Ijlloria Warren RA.'s With (2) in the N. Y. supreme court lems.
for Fox Midwest Theatres Corp.. anPittsburgh. Feb. 3.
against RKO-Radio Pictures charg10 Industry Exploitation. Listed
nounced
the
shift of Morrill Moors
salesman for
ffearf In Wilmington, Del. ing breach of contract Damages of as one of the activities of the United northern
n;;?{;^L^?'¥*^'
(Continued on page 55)
I
block, has been promoted to
$25,000 are asked.
Motion Picture Industry confer- the city sales posti_succeeding
'jj
Wilmington, Del., Feb. 3.
Joe
She complaia<; the film was given ence, proposal has been made to in- Minsky, recently" recaUed
by the
Gloria Warren, 15-year-old Warto RKO to distribute In the British stitute a national research and sur- army Nat Marcus replaces
Kamber Deferred
Wechsler
Er Bros, starlet and local girl, made
foreign territories, and it is claimed vey of the broader problems of pub- in latter s territory. Marcus comes
personal appearance Friday r30)
here
from
Syracuse, where he was
the film company is not using Its best lic attitude towards films.
Some•Ith the premiere of her first picBemie Kamber, United Artists exefforts In promoting the picture.
thing along these lines to be ini- with Columbia for 11 years. Office
ire, 'Always In My*^ Heart,' at the
manager's berth at local Warner ex- ploitation
man, has been given a detiated by exhibitors has been sugchange, which has been vacant for
,ueen.
The 1,500-seat house was
ferment by his draft board and temgested.
Purpose would be to win several weeks, will be
MFPDA FIUQS 'ANSBEW
filled within
immed and another mob gathered
porarily reclassified as a worker
new friends and increase theatre atbranch manager
front of the house to greet WilThe Motion Picture Producers and tendance.
S*i:."*,'5i-*?*'.
vital to national defense. Kamber la
said last week,
Assn. Is cooperating
tinglon's most Important Hollywood Distributors
^uirer )ust appointed south- out with Sabu, who Is touring the
!ure since Estelle Taylor.
with Paramount In publicizing 'Reern West Virginia salesman for Lew country for the Treasury DepartThe girl, who was Gloria Welman markable Andrew,' both from the
Leftons Producers Releasing Corp. ment promoting the sale of Defense
on 'Tripoli'
here. Furrer, veteran film man,
attended Warner Junior angle that it contains a worthwhile
then
who Bonds.
Hal Home's next special exploita- replaces Joe Fleshin, win make his
took everything, including a preachment and that it carries patriUA explolteer was originally
tion job for 20th-Fox will be on To headquarters in Charleston, W. Va.
irade through the main streets to a otic significance.
Mitchell
DeGroot Jr., former skipped by the draft board for phyPicture was previewed before pub- the Shores of Tripoli.*
ayor^s reception. In stride.
Her
newscaster at WSTV In Stubenville, sical deficiencies, but recently reIt
lic
will
relations
contacts
representing
be
Home's
fifth under currents, Mr. and Mrs, Herman WeiO, has been added to WB theatre classified as lA. His new classificarent
arrangement
different
some
10,000
units
throughto
handle
eight
Father
jan, shared the spotlight
publicity department here. He takes tion is 2B. which holds until the
pictures for 20th.
out the U. S.
over Sammy Roen's post, latter hav- Sabu tour Is finished March
hus a Je\velry store here.
8.
Federal Power Commission ofsay a power shortage of seval million kilowatts Is expected
.Tjiere is no power shoilage
.1
N. Y. but nearby territories where
31 production is in high, such as
Ittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit and
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lA's Houston Confab

May Consider

Screen Publicists. Guild of N. Y.
giving thought to a 'program of
economic action,' meaning pldtv*^
the event successful conclusion Is
not soon reached to contract dealings with the major film producers.
Publicists and producers are now
awaiting the setting of a date for
Monogram Pictures Corp. and sub- a last go at direct negotiations beSPG demands an outside
sidiaries' net profit soared in the 26- fore
week period ended last Dec. 27. as mediator.
Should companies refuse outside
compared with the previous sixmonth period. Corporation reported help, the 'program of economic acnet profit of $66,802 after all charges tion' will be put into force.
and provision for Federal income
Is

Employees, which ended a week of
sessions in

Miami Monday

(2), will

hold another powwow March IT in
Houstori, Tex. At that time expansion of the lA in unorganized fields
as will as tightening the lines

In

other direetions, will probably come
up, together with discussion of the

26-week period ending
June 28, 1941.
Showing was even more favorable

to be held since Richard F.
Walsh became president, elected Carl
Cooper, lA representative from
Los Angeles, as vice-president to fill
the vacancy caused by elevation of
Walsh from v.p. to the presidency.
Cooper, becoming a member of the

$10,887 in the

J.

Key

Drama;

COPTBIOHT,

NEWSREELS, lA

NEARAGREEMT
New wage and. working agreement
between the International Photographers of the Motion Picture Industry, lATSE,. Local 644, and the
newsreel companies, in negotiation for the last two or three weeks,
U nearly completed and likely will
be ready for signaturing In about 10
Local 644 asked for a 30%
days.

MINOR KEY

getting

a

published

In

the

spring,

60

D. Foran-L. CarrlUo
R. Page-A, Cwynne

W. PoweU-M. Loy

C

W

mUSnt the Wind (BKO)
the year when Herman Gelber, newly DoBt Get Personal (U)

L. Tonnf-F. March
B. Jones-T, McCoy
B. Hope-V. Zorlna
K. Kyser-J. Barrymore
C. Colbert-J. Payne

ss
»i
05

CD

MU
10/20

D

U

'D

120
82

C

W. PldceoB-M. O'Uira
Olsan and Johnson

CD

(WB)
(WB)

ChapUn

C.

C
C

12/3
11/10

M, Woodworth-J. Rocers
i. Durante
B, Flynn-0.

79
140

D

Dc BavJIIand

BELEASE--1/2/42

Naw

W M
C

B. EUlott-T. Rllter
-

CD

04

4/10

M
W

121
64

12/91

C

to

K

M

J.

Downs-O. Stom

O. Garbo-M. Douclaa
Welssmnller-M. O'Sulllvaa
H. Rooney-J. Garland
T. Holt-H. DouElas
H. Berbert-A. Gwynn

J.

elected president for 1942, took office.

While Levy asked for $40,000 In
settlement of all claims, compromise
has been agreed upon at $30,000. In
consequence of the settlement. Levy
returns to Local 306 t>apers which
he had been withholding,- in addition
to $16,000 in escrow money which

WEEK OF BELEASE—1/9/42
Confessions Boston Blackle (Col)
Here Come the Marines (Mono)
Artsona Terrors (Bcp)
ot Fire (BKO)
12/3
for a Nllht (Rep) 12/31
Bine, White and Perfect (20th)

in lieu of

the dispute as to

10%

M

12/10

JaU

D
D

AU

how much

M
MU
M

9/24

Heme

Bines (U)
Thronfh the Nliht (WB)

12/3

C, Morrls-H. Billiard

W. Ford-T. Wing
110
60
74
107

D. Borry-L. Merrick
B, Stanwyck-G. Cooper
J. Blondell-J, Wayne
L. Nolon-H. Beynolds

N. Pendleton-A. Gwynn
H. Bogart-C. Veldt

WEEK OF BELEASE—1/16/42

W

West ot Tombstone (Col)
Mr. and Mrs. North (M-G)
12/17
Snutry Smith. Yard Bird (Mono)
Pardon My Stripes (Rep)
Man From Cheyenne (Rep) 1/2S
Date With The Falcon (RKO)
11/12
(JenUeman at Heart '(20tta)
1/7

OS
67
67
60
63
67
93
97

M
D

.

Paris Calling (U)
12/10
Shancal (Restore (UA)
12/24

C. Starret-R,

C
C
C

W
D
"D

'

WREK OF RELEASE
D
CD

Man From Headquarters (Mono)
Deslfn tor Scandal (M-G)
11/12
Sniuvan's Travels-tPar)
12/10
Woman ot the Year (M-G) 1/14
Cowboy Serenade (Bep)
Pour locks and a Jill (RKO)
11/12
RICht to tba Heart (20th)
1/14
North ot the Klondike (U)
Man Who Came to Dinner (WB) 1/7

W

D

67
71

C

112

M

,

Kennedy-B. Duncan

U, Heary-S. Ryan
R. Rogers-B. Hayes
G. Sanders-W. Barrle

Romero-C. Landis

C.

R. Scott-E. Bergaer
G. TIerney-w; "Huston

F, Bartholomcw-V. Lydon
F, Albertson-J. Woodbury

82

CD- -SO
C 112
C

Haydon

G. Allen-W. Post
E,

1/23/42

M

Cadets on Parade (Col)

R. Russell-W. Pldgeon
J;- McCrea-V- Lake S. Tracy-K. Hepburn

O, Antry-S. Burnette
R. Bolger-A. Shirley
B. Joyce-C. Wilde
B. Crawtord-L. Chaney
B. DavU-M. Wooley

WEEK OF BELEASE—1/30/42
A

Can tor EUery Qileen (Col)
Below The Border (Mono)
W
Yank On the Burma Road (M-G) 1/14 RD
ObUgIng Young Lady (RKO)
11/t
D

W. Oargan-M. Lindsay
B. Jones-T. McCoy

Close

D

Son ot Fnry (20th)
1/7
Treat 'Em Rongh (U)
1/14
Twm Beds (UA)
WUd BUI Hlckock Rides (WB)

NLRB Rules Col's FiU-in Workers

B»

C

W

Ban

Lady

the union could not obtain from him

C

63

L.Day-B. Nelson

60
98

J.

74

C

W

CarroU-E. O'Brien

T. Power-G. TIerney
E. Albert
G. Brent-J, Bennett

G, Bennett-B. Cabot

WEEK OB BELEASE—2/6/42

Gn Vote On Collective Bargaining

The Man Who Betnmed to Life (Col)
Dr. Klldare's Victory (M-O)
12/3
Law ot the Jnngle (Mono)
Valley of the Son (RKO)
1/14
Young America (20th) 1/7
Bombay CUpper (U) 1/14

six of eight In the Sons ot the Sea (WB)
9/17
warehouse, and 14 of 21 In the ex- The Prime Minister (WB)
Balloting will be done A Tragedy at Midnight (Rep)
change.
within 30 days.
WEEK OF
In the Loew's case, no such issue
was presented. Only knotty prob' The Lady Is WllUne, (Col) - l/2t
lem was the range of workers en' Western Male (Mo'iib)
The Board ex- On the Sunny Side (20th)
titled to participate.
Stagecoach Buckaroo (U)
cluded from the election
salesCall Out the Marines (RKO)
1/14
announcers

office workers,

D

and Riding the Wind (RKO)
holding Dangerously They Lived (WB)
commentators,
although
most others on the Marcus Loew
com- Booking Agency payroll belong to
WEEK OF

greensmen, who demanded dispense with my services to pro- payroll,
BKO, 20th, Par Organliing
a higher level of pay than for other vide a position for any permanent
SOPEO has held one Informal
employee who may be rehired after
classes ot workers In Local 44.
meeting with the
on
Deals, with' props Is retroactive to discharge from military service,'
Board, siding with the C.I.O.'s homeofllce workers to determine
July 1 last and extends to Dec. 31
Screen OSIce and Professional Em- who are eligible to vote there.
1942.
ployees Guild, declared 'persons who formal meeting must be held with
officials before
have been hired to replace em- the board end
ployees who are engaged in the an election data can ba set. Hear'
active military service or 'training Ings are also being held to deter'
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
of the United States have a suffi- mine eligibility of various employes
For 'the third successive time, cient interest in the selection of a of 20th-Fox. Loew's and Columbia
Lesley Mason was elected president bargaining representative to entitle agreed to the elections without hearof the Screen Publicists Guild. Teet them to a voice in the election.' No ings being held.
SOPEG Is still organizing workCarle was chosen vice-president, figures were given showing the
David McColg, secretary, and Ted number of workers affected by this et's at Paramount and National
interpretation.
Screen and hasn't filed petitions yet
Taylor, treasurer."
Ruling applies only to help at the for hearings or elections.
Members voted to await 'the reDance for the Guild's War Relief
turn of Pat Casey and Fred Pelton N. Y, homeofflce, exchange and
the Fund will be held Saturday (21) at
Decision
noted
from the. east before resuming ne- warehouse,
C.I.O. crowd claimed 11 out of 279 the N, Y. Newspaper Guild Club,
(oUatlons with the producers.

NLRB

RKO

Wlthers-W, Tracy

J.

W, Gargan-L Hervey
M, Redgrave-V. Hobson
Gielgad-D.

Wynward

Howard-M, Lindsay

Tom Keene

J.

MacDowcU
Mack Brown-F. Knight
Lowe

Darwell-R.

J.

66
60

V. McLaglen-E.
T. Holt-R.
J.

Whitney

GarBeld-R. Husscy

BELEASE—2/19/42

MAa

c

J. E,

D
D

M. Morgan-P. Henrcld
G. Rogen-A. Mcnjou
G. Jean-Andrews 81s
J. Cagney-D. Morgan

M

2/4

MU
H

What's Cookin', SoldlerT (U)
Captains ot the Clouds (WB 1/21

Brown-A.

East Side Kids

113

WEEK OF BELEASE—2/26/42
Adventures ot Martin Eden (Col)
Rock River Renegades (Mono)
Sing Your Worries Away (RKO)
Castle In the Desert (24th-Fox)
2/4
The Mad Dr. ot Market Bt (U)

H

G. Ford-C, Trevor
(Bongebnsters)
B, Lalir-J. Havoc
Toler-A. Whelan
U. Herkel-C. Dodd

W

M0
H
M

TBADESHOWN AND FOB FCTCBE BELEASE

A

RKO

J.
J,

W
M
W
C
W
M

Joan of Paris (RKO) 1/7
(20th)

L. Ball-J. cralg

94

BELEASE 2/12/42
D 93 M. Dletrlch-F. MacMorray

Shut My Big Mouth (Col)
Mr. Wise Ony (Mono)

Roxy 9art

92
79
72
00

C

engineers,

by Loew's white collar help.
The Board overruled the
pany's contention that replacement the 'appropriate unit' for bargaining
Employees eligible for
workers should be denied the fran- purposes.
chise, since the jobs they fill are membership in other unions wUl not
being kept open for the return of cast ballots.
The C.I.O. claims 227 of the ap
draftees, reservists and guardsmen.
Columbia backed up its argument proximately 500 workers as memwith copies of its signed understand- bers, though the Board said only 210
ing with temporary employees, stat- of the cards 'a^ipeared to bear gening specifically the company may uine signatures' of persohs on the

Howard-L. Ford
L, Ayers-L. Barrymore
M, Moreland
J.

D
D

M
M
RD
M

WHN

men,

men and

Mason's Third Term

MU

York,'have settled
Lone Star YlfOaatai (Col) 0/24
the legal claim of former Ju'dge Mat- Freckles Comes Home (Mono)
Two-Faoed Woman (M-G)
10/22
thew Levy, Its coimsel. for many Tanan't Secret Treasnre (M-O)
11/19
12/3
years, who was dropped the first of Babes on Broadway (M-O)

Washington, Feb. 8.
papers. New. York Times also carEven though they can be dropped
ried a sharp letter from Miss Du
Maurier answering allegations print- at any time, persons hired to fill
ed in the Times Book Review a gaps left by workers called to milican
vote in collective bartary
duty
couple of months ago that 'Rebecca'
gaining elections, the National Lawas- plagiarized.
bor Relations Board held lest week
in ordering balloting among N. Y.
homeoffice employees of Columbia
Deal
Pictures.
The Federal agency ajso
gave the go-ahead sign for voting

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
The studio propertymen, Local 44
ot the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees, which
negotiated the basis for a new deal
with the producers in New York two
weeks ago, have ratifled the deal in
spite ot protests raised by the swing-

C. Mocrls-J. Parker
C. Ra((Ies-C. Greenwood

D

WEEK OF

Moving Picture Machine

are. also

^Studio Props OK

7«
63

«/24

Ton're In the Army Now
Died With Their Boots On

under studio consideration.
'''Frenchman's Creek,' Daphne Du
Maurier's novel for which Paramount paid $125,000 last fall, was
published on Monday (2) and received top reviews in Sunday's (1)

C. Barrett-R. Hayden
B. Steel-T. Tyler

B7

C

The Gold Rash (UA) (Reissue)
Dndei Are Pretty People (UA)

Master', by Darwin
Hildegarde TIehlet, ESPost se-

and 'Selina,' by Holmes Alexander, nover about Baltimore to be

w
M

WEEK OF BELEASE—»/2e/4t

My

rial

W W
CD

10/22
12/10

11/12

12/10
Bed- Time Story (Col)
Forbidden Trails (Mono) 12/31

wood.

and

the Clock (Par)

The Perfect Snob (20th)
12/10
Road Atent (U)
Uelody Lane (U)

wage hike, and
money was due him as counsel for
tut
Agreement on giving war risk in- the union.
The operators local had asked the
surance to the newsreel cameramen
battletront duty courts to appoint a referee, but was
to
actual
assigned
With greater than, usual dearth of
has been reached, but the matter of advised to attempt a settlement Inscript material for films available, Ininsurance for oUier photographers
terest of studios. Is hinging on v stIU is under discussion.
Negotia- stead, with result Gelber and two
number of mora or less minor Items. tions were carried on by officers of members of the executive board
Pat Casey, chairman called upon him as a committee of
BKO and Metro have been nego- Local 644 and
labor committee of major film three to arrange a compromise.
tiating for 'House for a Spartow', of ih«
Nathan Ft-ankel, former labor secreturned to the Coast
by Julia Trultt Yennl;- nover-pub~ producers. He
prBsetit' trip to' xetary- -to -Mayor P; - R- LaGuardla
llshed a couple weeks ago.
Price Monday C2). Casey's
take a month, in and now a member of the arbitration
being offered is somewhere between the Coast may
casa final negotiations prob- committee of the Board of Transporwhich
$10,000 and $15,000.
ably will be oompleted by newsreel tation of the City of N. Y., Is the new
'Cross-Channel', by Helen Macin
attorney for 306, at an annual salary
executives In New York.
ness, is also attracting attention. It's
New agreement would run for two of $10,000, which must include all
for spring publication.
It tells of
retroactive to Dec. 10, disbursements he makes. Argument
the adventures of a British Intelll- years end Is
pact, also for two with Levy was largely over disburse?ence officer in France. Miss Mac- old wage-hour
Among ments, which 306 argued were never
18.
nness recently sold 'Above Suspl years, expiring last Deo.
other details to be Ironed out la the agreed upon as extra to his yearly
cion', a Nazi spy story, to Holly'
legal fees.
matter of apprentice cameramen.
Is

AU. RIGHTS BBBERVBD

INC.

Riders of the Badlands (Col) 1/14
West ot Cimarron (Rep)

Shadow «t the Thin Man (M-G)

No HtBdf OB

HellzapopplB (U>

306,

Bl VARIETT

WEEK OF .BELEASE—11/19/41

PurduiH (Par) 11/2C
PUymatei (RKO) 11/26
Remember the Day (2«th) 0/24
How Green Was My VaUey (20th)

OF $30,000
Local

five

"Trouble Is

1140.

Lonlsiana

SEITLEMENT

Operators of

Although the Miami huddles broke
(2), Walsh and others at-

IN

M—Melodrama; C—Comedy; CD—Comedy
W— Western; D—Dramo; RD—Romontic I>ranui; MU— IWusical.

Figures hereurfth indicote date of Vaiueit's reuieui ond running time.

finl^ed.

up Monday

FILM SCRIPTS

Am

PAYS

306

before writeoffs for Federal taxes.
Mono net profit before such deductions amounted to $142,619 for the six

months ended last December, as
exec board at the same time, will against $13,232 in the 29 weeks endattend the Houston meeting next ing June 28 last year. Company promonth.
vision for Federal Income taxes toIn addition to considering the* ap- talled $59,814. In the six months just

tending from N. Y. are not expected
back at the home office tintU. the end
of the week.

UoXW

to Tvpt Abbreviations;

SOARS TO ^6,802

war situation as it bears on labor, etc. taxes in the six months finished last
Miami meeting of the exec board, December, as compared with only

plication of a separate charter for
the American Society of Cinematographers, a request which It is said
to have turned down, the lA exec
council at Miami agreed that no over<
time would be exacted for any of its
members working on defense film
production, or in manning of projectors on defense film.

(Tot In/ormaMon 0/ theatre and jlrm exchange bookers Vabietv present*
releases o1 all the AmeHcan distributing coma cemplefe char* o/
Dote ot reviews os gluen in
fanitt lot the current quarterlw period.
Vametv and the running time oi print* are Included.;

MONO'S 6-MONTH NET

fii'st

1942

EVENT THERE'S NO DEAL

Drive In Unorganized Trade Fields
The executive board of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage

4,

CHART

FILM BOOKING

SPG PLANS PICKETING IN

Kathleen (M-G)
11/12
Cadet Olrl (20th) 11/12
Vanishing Virginian (M-G)
12/3
SealedUpa (U) 12/3
Mr.' Big Goes to Town (Par) 12/10
Johnny Eager (M-G)
12/10
.

Bahama

I|assage (Par)

.

Bom

to Bint

(M-G)

1/21

Balnte to Conrage (H-G)
1/21
Torpedo Boat (Par)
1/21
The FleeU In (Par)
1/21
Fly by Night (Par)
1/21
The Lady Has Plans (Par)
1/21

M
M
D
D

U/10

The Bugle Sounds (M-G) 12/17
Land ot the Open Range (RKO)
Thundering Hoots (RKO)
12/31
Come on Danger (RKO) 12/31
Kings Row (WB)
12/24
We Were Danchig (M-G) 1/21

D
RD
D

12/24

W

W
W

D
C
HU

H
M

MU
M
H

88
09
101
62
81
196

82
101
60
60
58
127

B.

Temple-H. MarshaU

c.'Londls-G.
F.

Montgomery

Horgon-K. Grayson

w. Gargan-J. Clyde
(Cartoon)
B. Tayor-L. Turner
BI. CarroU-S. Bayden
w. Beery-M. Main
T. Bolt-R. Whitey
T. Holt-R. Whitey
T, Holt-F. Neal

A. Bherldan-R. Cummlngs
N. Shearer-N. Coward
V. Weldler-R. McDonald
G. Vcldt-A. Ayers
B. Arlen-J. Parker
90 D, Lamonr-W. Holden
74 N. Kelly-B. Carlson
n p. Goddard-R. Mllland

93
82
83
69

Weiaesiaj, February
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Par, 20th

Fight Action

Gehrig Pic Worfcmg

By

Hollywood, Feb.

Rabbits

rid -of certain theatres which have
beeiv acquired since the signing ol
Hearing at
the consent decree.

of the acquisitions will
held Feb. 18, when the
order is returnable be-

fore Judge

Henry W. Goddard

New

Things

Arbitration Clears

Clearance for

art

Sol Wurtzel, producing 'PltfalU of the Big City' at 20thFox, has called in Dante the ma-

Up

investments,

including the maintenance of their
competitive position. This may also
figure in the defense.
In the case of Par only a minority
of the theatres it has acquired either
through purchase, building or lease
since the entry of the decree are
affected, but 20th-Fox is asked to
divest Itself of 20 out of the 40
houses it has gathered into its National Theatres fold. National em-

braces, Fox-West Coast, Fox-Midwest, Fox Wisconsin, Fox Intermountain
and Evergreen State
Theatres.

Bow

Grand Rapids llieatres

as technical advisor, to
jerk laughs out ot a Laurel and

Detroit Feb.

3.

Entire clearance ot pictures

Hardy comedy.

city of
in the

cases

GrandHaplds was
solution

filed

Galewood

of

the

in.

the

set up here,
arbitration

by the Southlawn and

16% «f the salary
earned by Frank Wilcox, film
actor, for 19% years, although

Institute anti-trust prosecutions.
committee ot leading Northwest

agreed to pay i>ercentage for that
period in return for a loan of
$1,325, which enabled him to go
^
through dramatic school.
Wilcox admits receiving the
money, but contends he merely
borrowed it in a lump sum.

theatres.

The sweeping decision, by far the
most complete here, sets up the com-

W.&Y. OFF UNTIL APR. 6

program for the 30 theatres in
the city ot 160,000. Decision was
Philadelphia, Feb. 3.
reached by mutual agreement of all
The final hearing hi the 4750,000 parties after two days ot hearings
anti- trust suit filed by Harry J. before Arbitrator Ferris E. Stone.
exhibitor, With only one exception, the fourthPa.,
Heading,
Schad,
run Savoy, which chose not to
against 20th-Fox and two circuits,
Rapids
was continued tmtU April 6, follow- intervene, all of the Grand
sessions houses were represented at the
testimony-taking
ing two
arbitration.
Thursday and Friday (30).
program,
new
Under
the
city-wide
by
filed
Aug.
20
The case was
Schad, owner of the Astor, Reading, clearances between the first and
at a 45-day
against 20th, Warner Bros, circuit, second' runs was set
Wilmer U Vincent and the Berks maximumi in place ot 60-days, which
Amus. Co, a W-M subsidiary, ask- was claimed as the former average.
ing triple damages under the anti- Second and third runs were each

SCHINE WINS DELAY

plete

rejected.

GOYERNMENT SUIT

IN

trust laws.

runs. The fourth-run Savoy, howSchad claimed that 20th-Fox had
ever, was given only one day's cleartaken away its product from the
Par Boiucs Affected
ance over the two complaining
Astor, after the house reverted back
Far must show cause why It to him from a lease to WB. The houses. The Galewood and Southlawn were rated as fifth-runs, and
shouldn't have to turn back or dis20th films were given to. Wilmer &
pose of only 16 out of the 197- the-'
two houses in Reading, in all cases pictures must be made

ment has no quarrel with the FarSparks

deal.

The show cause, order against Par
and 20th-Fox accuses these theatreowning majors of violating the terms
of the decree through acquisitions
effect ot reducing or eliminating competition.
permanent injunction against acquisition of any additional, theatres
by Par and 20th under similar circumstances is also asked.
Action of the Government reveals
that since the consent decree IPar
has given up its interests in 21 the.

which have had the

A

'Vincent's

them within three
available- to
which already bad 60% of Fox prodweeks after the first-run. Hie major
uct Warners is then said to have
charge was that the Savoy held up
leased WUmer & Vincent's State and

&

WB

pictiucs as long as a month by not
playing them when available.

Arcadia, long dark,

V.
W.
Witaesaes at tiie first two days'
bearings 'wcie Samuel Gross, branch
manager tor SOth-Fox, and Al Davis:
salesnainagcr ot the exchange, who
told of their sales policy in Reading.
Also heard -was Jay 'Emanuel, who
operates the Astor for Sehad in a
pooling deal.
to

Schlne Enterprises,

3.

Inc., five-state

theatre chain which has its headquarters here, won one motion and
lost another in- Federal Court at
Buffalo. The circuit- was granted a
delay in the Department ot Justice
anti-trust action trial. Its plea that
the Government's complaint be dismissed, however, was denied by Fed-

OLD STAGER, HEANIE,'

FOR BENNY AT 2afOX

ILOXIbkiiigeONaTy
Avialion Tnining Shorts

entire

since

industry,

Seymou^

Simon, assistant to the U. S. attorney general, at a special hearing in
New York in December, in the Government's suit against the 'Little
Three' (United Apt^ts, Universal
and Columbia) ^ald -he would not
require them to detent themselves
simultaneously Jn the equity suit
and the Schine action. One trial
would not l>e pressed, -he said, until
the other had been concluded, and
findings at one would have a bearing on prosecution of the other.

In his opinion filed in Buffalo,
Judge Knight said that 'since taking
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
up consideration of this motion (for
Jack Benny's next picture under dlsmiual) I liave been advised that
his one-fllm-per-ycar contract with Schine Is making an application in
20th-Fox is the old George M. Cohan the District Court ot Columbia for
an order authorizing the examinaplay. The Meanest Man In the
tion ot certain representatives of the
World,' produced on the stage in
plaintiff concerning matters involved
1020.

in

the

interrogatories

in

question

Picture -will be produced some- before me.'
and 20th-Fox in 10. Theatres
Need for q>eeding UP instruction
which the Government also wants for n. S. navy tilers is back ot the where between Benny's tvfo comSchine had asked dismissal on the
'William ground the Government had failed
the two companies to give up are al- series of aviation training shorts be- mitments -with Warners.
leged to be located in communities ing produced by Mairch of Time. Perlberg is producer.
to answer some interrogatories.
where they had no prior theatre When tiie group of some 00 pictured
interests, where the new houses Is completed, tt Is predicted that
eliminated competition, where the .suSicicnt' traiialng instruction can be
acquisition of more than one house disseminated to trainees in two
Trial
Is involved as part ot a circiiit, months where formerly, the same inwhere the acquisition followed com- struction lequlred a year.
plaints to the Department ot Justice
Louis de Rochemont, M- otT. man.

Ho Decision In Majors

Mpls.

'

New

aging editor,

into several categories, -f^st states
,that the following houses were acquired in town where heretofore
Far and 20th had not operated:

Foreman's New Hampton,
Richmond and Little, RockingI ham, N. C; Oil City and Rivoli,
I Falls City, Neb.; Joy, DardaneUe,
' Ark.; and Plaza, Donna, Texas.
'(20th) Orpheum, Kenosha, Wis.;
(Par)

'

la.;

Oshkosh and Strand, Oshkosb, Wis.
The following theatres are alleged
to have been acquired to wipe out
competition against Par and 20th in
the towns:
(Par) U-Ark, FayettevlUe, Ark.;
Colonial,
Butord,
Ga.;
Gibson,
Greenville,
Mich.;
Isis,
Preston,
Idaho; 'Vogue, Orlando, Fla.; Camden, Camden, Ark., and the Sibil,

Owensboro, Ky,
(20th)
'State,

Marionette, Wis.;
Cat; Times,

Rialto,

Fort

Collins,

Jacksonville, lU.; America, Sterling,
CaL; Apollo and Jeffris at James'VlUe, Wis.; Longmont at Longmont,
Cal.; Monrovia, Monrovia, Cal., and
the BeU, Ben, CaL
Par is alleged to have acquired
thfe« houseii after their owners had

.started

arbitration proceedings, as-

sumption being, that this was the
^eap^' of settling .the arbitration'

'

They are the damden,. Camand
''Ark.; Xyceum, Dulutb,

(rosea:
«lesi,

P6rtace, Chicago.

Twentieth-Fox

the committee particularly
the elimination by Paraot

their

percent-

age pictur£s, respectively, and revision of the sliding scale plan In

A

number

of 1941-42
ha-ving cleared

pictures,
first-runs,

would

available for
ents,

be

Paramount

downtown

immediately

Twin Cit^ independ-

who need

this

product in order

Is

For 6 Wks.; Exhibs Ducked Grilling

in charge of produc-

tion.

same aa in previous years.
Committee's Personnel

the

The committee in New York is
headed by Harold Fields, who resigned as Northwest Allied Minneapolis governor because he opposed
drastic action against the distributors
and favored further efforts at ap-

peasement such as now are in progress.
Other members are Ben
Friedman, Sidney Volk and W. R.

Twin

Frank,

City

independents;

(Clarence Kaake, Duluth, and Fred
Strom, Northwest Allied executive
secretary.

Pending the outcome ot present
negotiations, the Twin City group
also is deferring the employment of
a leading lawyer to lead its fight
and to bring a'bout a* Chicago 'disunity' meeting of Independent exhibitors to map out plans tor film
price-fixing legislation.
The present Minnesota selling Is
under the state anti-consent decree
law, which requires distributors to
sell their entire season's product subject to a minimum 20% cancellation
and without any forced sales ot
shorts, and the independents are
'

.

dissatisfied with the shape it has
taken. Distributors are believed to
have stiffened their terms to offset
the adverse effects which they fear
from the 20% cancellation. The
Metro deal calls for six percentage
pictures--under the contracts it's
optional with the company whereas in former years only four were

—

demanded.

Provinces

The theatres which the Govern- Justice
ment complains about are divided

.

ii

the Metro contracts already signed.

fiat

The course ot the Schine case is
being watched with interest by the

atres

relative to the local licensing situation, or where it followed an arbitration proceeding.

What
seeks

mount and Warner Bros,
demands for tour and three
GloversviUe, N. Y., Feb.

.

rented the

A

Allied members was appointed by
the group to go to N...Y. and give
the distributors 'a last chance' to
moiderate selling demands and thus
bring about peace. This followed
IhC; suggestion ot Harry Brandt, .N.
Y. indie exhibitor, who was tearful
that the local group's activity would
scotcU the pending industry unity
plan. His plea originally had been

to continue normal theatre operations. ^ However, they aren't buying
eral Judge John Knight. Instead,
Paramount and Warners and will
he ruled that the complaint stands continue
to hold off, they declare,
in full,' but moved the trial date
unless, the two companies will sell
given seven days over the succe^ve
from March 3 to April 28.

16

atres involved in acquisition deals.
However, 110 of these are embraced
In the All-Florida (Sparks) circuit
In Florida, in which Far, formerly
owning a 50% interest, increased its
take to S0% last spring. Govern-

3,

Wilcox has not been acting that
Seaman claims Wilcox
long.

-

SCHADSUrrVS.FOX.WB

Minneapolis, Feb.

.

The Twin City independent exgroup of Northwest Allied is
watlng for the outcome ot present >
negotiations In N. Y. before carrying out their threats to ask federal
legislation putting a ceiling on film
prices at the 1940-1941 level and to
hibitor

filed suit for

AH 30

gician

Probability is that attorneys for
the film interests will contend that
the acquisitions against which the
Government takes issue were made
as result of demand created for more
theatres in towns by increased population due to army camps, defense
production and other factors. Under the decree the five majors
signatory to it are not restricted
Irom acquisitions of theatres to pro-

the First

Los Angeles, Feb. 8.
Warcham Seaman, accountant

Miracle workers of Hollywood

in

From

3.

got around to the idea of
hiring a' journeyman in the occult

York.

tect their Interests or

spring
will be shot at Ontario, Cel.,
training grounds tor the Pittsburgh
Pirates.

finally

are expected to defend

which they
the legality
probably be
show cause

'n'

Hollywood, Feb.

Ontcome of N.Y. Teace Confabs

sequences

location

Subsequent

Indies Defer "Drastk*

Action Agamst Dkbribs Fending

Cubs, a National league club which
never had any luck agabist the
Yanks In a World Series.

Of Post-Decree Theatre Buys
Both Paramount and 20th-Fox are
zeported preparing to fight the action brought by the Government
which would require them to get

Twin Gty
S.

'Pride ot the Yankees,' the life
story of Lou Gehrig, went into work
today (Tues.) on location at the Los
Angeles Coast League ball park,
Wrlgley Field, owned by the Clilcago

Gov't to Force Divorcement

Federal court,

Febniuy .i, 1942

Wednesflay,

PICTUBES

20

.

is

charged

with

Holmes' ^iog
Screen Possibility

.

Minneapolis, Feb.

8.

Trade eircles here anticipate anywhere from six to eight weeks will
elapse before Judge Albin Pearson
Iiengthening list ot screen blogs
returns his decision on the constitusoon Include one on the late
Supreme CowX Justice Oliver Wen- tionality of the Minnesota anti-consent decree law, based on the trial
dell Holmes. RKO last week regisof Paramount 20th-Fox and RKO
tered the tiUe, "Life of Justice OUver
tor its alleged ,law violation. FollowWendell Holmes.'
Studio also laid claim to' the title, ing the trial's conclusion last week
''Fi'anUin Delano Roosevelt^ for a (27), the judge now Is studying and
short Warner Bros., in 1936, -regis- analyzing the large amount of testitered as a feature title "Life ot mony and records which wera introduced. The defense alone submitted
President Franklin D. Roosevelt'180 exhibits during the 17 days.
If the judge upholds the measure's
having acquired the State, Fort Col- validity, he will find the defendant
lins,' Cal.; Liberty and Sedalia, Sedim companies guilty ot a criminal
daUa, Mb.; America, Sterling, C^l., offense punishable by fine or imand the Longmont, Longmont, Cal., prisonment or both. The film comas result of unfair licensing terms panies have indicated they'll appeal
being imposed ty distributors.
to a higher court from an adverse
Since the decree was entered in verdict.
November, 1940, the five companies
The trial came to an abrupt end
under it (Par, 20th, RKO, Warner when the line ot cross-examining
Bros., Loew's) have been required to pursued by J. W. Finley and David
report once mbnthfy to the Giov- Shearer, counsel for the film comemment any change in the status of panies, caused Northwest Allied, the
their' theatre holdings, including ac- law's sponsor, suddenly to ct^ge
quisitions, dispositions, change in in- its plans to have the state call a
terest held, 'changes in seating ca- small army of independent exhibiIiacity, etc,
It has been necessary tors as witnesses. The line of crossto make this report to the Depart- examination, which disturbed Allied,
ment of Justice on the 10th of every leaders and brought accusations of
'attempts to crucUy the independmonth for the preceding month.
Decree, when signed, did not seek, ents,' was calculated to bring out
to Impose any interference with the exhibitor witnesses' theatre opdeals for acquisition or building erating results uhder the allegedly
time.
unfair
distributor trade practices.
started
that
which had been
by

A

may

j

I

On the defense counsel's motion,
the court directed three independent exhibitor witnesses, who already
had testified, to produce theatre
boxofflce

records.

'Witnesses

were

George Granstrom and Howard Dale,
St Paul, and Will Glaser, Falrbault
Minn. Granstrom has two St Paul

JOHNSON SUIT AGAINST
MAJORSTEESOFFFEB.10
Minneapolis, Feb.

3.

The trial of the suits of Art Johnnabe theatres; Dale, three houses, son, owner of the Granada theatre,
and Glaser the only two theatres in Sioux Falls, S. D., against all major
distributors. Republic and Monogram
his town.
of
Minneapolis; the Minnesota Amus.
It was stipulated that the pictures,
dates and grosses would not be re- Co. (Paramount) and Welworth cirvealed publicly^ in court, but that cuit, which have their main offices
damages, is
the records would be available tor here, for $1,670,-500
the judge's study and consideration. scheduled to start in federal court
Under such a stipulation the records In Sioux Falls Feb. 10.
Johnson charges conspiracy and a
were put into the evidence. Glaser's
boxofflce statements covered a one- combination to force him out of
business. In one cause ot action he
year period.
Defense coimsel stated that the asks $303,000 damages and in the
tesUmony was offered in connec- other $220,500, both subject to triple
tion with exhibitor witnesses' testi- damages under the Clayton act.
His complaints charge that the demony that they had received no
financial benefit from certain speci- fendants, conspired to keep product
away from his Granada and a thefied pictures.
By stipulation of attorneys, the atre In which he was interested at
civil suits involving the major com- Aberdeen, S. D.
pany distributors will not entail the
expense, or time of the court and
Battle Cry of 20tfa
witnesses. Testimony introduced in
.

the criminal proceedings is carried
over by agreemeht to the civil actions, together With additional preCourt has set Feb. 16 as
the last day on which briefs in the
sentations.

civil suits

may be

filed.

Soon therevriU. be

a day for argument

after

'

set

'

Hollywood, Feb.

3.

Bryan Foy took over two more
war yarns as part of his i>Toduction
:

chores at 20th-Fox..'"
Pictures are •Little Toklo,',U. S. A.,'
and 'Red Cross Girl,' the- latter based
on a novel by Steve Fisher,

.

and morale go hand in
and advertising
the right kind of
advertising... will play a more important part
in tieing these two together than any other
Entertcdiunent

hand

. . .

. .

.

single factor except the motion picture

Adv0rtisinff with a pimch and a

Advertisinff with a message

of confidence.

Advertising

that sells the big idea.

Advertising

that will

make

people ...

all

in every phase' of our national
that this industry is doing

itself.

pronoise.

its

life

realize

share to keep

and enjoyment
everyday commodities.

laughter, entertainment
in the forefront of

—

up your

if Yesi ^Roll
. business.
if

Keep

the

even

keel.

sleeves.

Get down

to

American temperament on an

making

if Tell them we're still
fun and relaxation.

pictures for

them with the most potent American
modern implement
.
. Advertising

if Tell

.

Tell

them with

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
Prize

Baby

of the Industry!

STIinORRD ACCeSSORIES
SPECIBLTV nCCeSSORteS

rRHiLeRs

S6lb niOR6 S6ATS

——

.

—

.
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hdustry War

Once

Committee

Activities

I

Was

a Star

After the Ball
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
For the record, It must now be

Completes Report on Lab Essentials
Reports by the Industry's War AcCommittee on essentials
needed by film laboratories are about
ready lor submission to the Government,^ and now the film business
is going ahead on its study ot other
trade needs before making further
recommendations to. the Government

Tradeshows

tivities

making two
Taea.,

Feb.

—

10

and

for Keeps'

cycle escort

'Courtship of

Andy Hardy' (M-G),
change

She readied the executive mansion
through the aid ot a motorThe party was at the
chicken course when Miss Shore arrived, but she got a royal reception.

pictures.

Time

USHER'S HIGH LIVING

In all ex-

TffS HIS $865 THEFT

cities.

priorities division.
It is believed that the committee's
summary of motion picture studio
needs will be ready on the return
of Francis S. Harmon, executive
vice-chairman, from the Coast, where
he has been studying studio essenAfter that the newsreels, then
tials.
the film exchanges, homeofflce maintenance and incidental phases of the
picture business will be checked.
This work is under the direction
of Donald E. Hyndman, in charge of

Durante,

at 1:35

This

St

Feb. 3.
Birney T. Harvey, an udier 9t the
Esquire, indie nabe, was nabbed last
week for copping $865 of the the-,
aire's coin from a locker room. His
extravagances led to his downfall

NEWARK DRIVE AGAINST

THEATRE

VIOLATIONS
Newark, Feb.

3.

Fines of $200 each for violating a

liouls,

and pinch.
cUy ordinance, which prohibits theCops working on the case learned
atre patrons from standing In the
that Harvey had traded in his old
passages, were Imposed
and
Eastman Kodak's
managing di- auto and purdiased a smart sport
who Is devoting the major portion on Adam A. Adams,Adams theatre,
coupe; blew himself to some- $5
of the local
of his time to working on industry rector
Benjamin Griefer, manager, by shirts, $4 luncheons. In smart hotel
priorities until early in April. War and
In First Pre- dining rooms and indulged in other
Committee will clear the Judge Ernest Masinl

New York

Activities
data to M. D. Moore,

office,

who has charge

of the Government priorities division for the picture industry. Julian
Brylawski, with Warner Bros, in

Washington, is Hyndman's assistant.
Report on laboratory requirements
covers raw film stock, air-conditioning, heating, building and malnten-ance, development equipment, lamps,

and other electrical
Understood that the re-

fuses, batteries

appliances.
port .covers more than BO typewritten pages, with six or seven pages
devoted to chemicals needed in developing and printing films.
While just now there seems little
likelihood of any shortage of law
film stock, engineers see the probability Df curtailments. Many of the
principal ingredients of raw film
stock are required for the manufacture of cartridges, smokeless powder, etc.

KAO's Preferred Diny

aisles

*

.

*

*

for the cake-catting ceremonies at
mine's Aren?, with the First Lady
and all stars present Meyer Davis
played the swanky $10 per plate Ho-

toed

beside hia C^anuaaader-lnChlel at the radio brMdeast and
iBtredaoed the eelebrUlea. HentgeHcry, la the faU at IBM, was
the Hellywaad leader ot the

WlUkle

tereea.

Se was Bd Ar-

neld.

Coniad

ThlbaoH,

Wlllard banquet Sammy Kaye
played the midnight shows at the
Capitol and Sarle theatres (doubling
Louis
from the Warner house).
Armstrong and .Claude Hopkins
played for the colored dance at Lincoln Colonnade.
tel

wh*

sang at the 'CoB Llnki* dinner
for the BaeeeveH Intliaales, waa
alse'a sappaitcr at the BcpabHeaa aUndard hearer. Fat OVrlcn
reprcseqicd the Deaaerata.
•
•
*

*

j
'

of January Shorts

Baw

—

—

.

Keith - Albee - Orpheum declared
on its 1% preferred
tock, covering the quarter ended
next March 31, This iriaintalne the
regular $7 annual payment
The dlwy Is payable April 1 to
atockholders of record on ICardi 16.
fioard of directors ordered the pay'
ment but of operating surplus.
$1.75 dividend

OPENS

*

"WILD BILL

mCKOK

STATE'S-

RIDES"

A New Waraw Braa^j^BK
—IN pmsoK—
.

FRAINKIE
and His

STRAND

MASTERS

hostelries.

*

Oirihaiiia.

B'way

ft

47fk St

'

PALACE

.

THE MAN WHO*
CAME TO DINNEr

4

BlettoDATIS •

AaaSHKBIDAM

'BODY DISAPFKABS'

—

sMiumiwiiiris&us:

•King Salmon* (Sports Parade; In
color;
10 mins.).—Tale about the
stirring fight for existence waged by
Columbia river salmon. Not new,
but much better than previous sub
jects.
Originally done in le-milll
meter, and later blown up to normal
35-mm.; hence some of color is not

"JOAN OF
PARIS"
UNITED
ARTI8T8

Dm OPM

1:30 A.M.

MiBNiTKaNawa

BADIO
€1X11

Tyrone

POWER

Gana

TIERNEY

*SON OF FURY*
A
Raa

loth CaBturjr-Fox Plotur*
'"^
a Bis

MUSIC HALL

"WOMAN OF
THE YEAR"
8paetacMlar Stage Preducttona

B O YY

Thre^Ply Collar Job
I

THURS.

rtwt a
.

rmrt—

RUSSELL

DESIGNforSCANDAL'

if more Naval Academy shots had
skyscraper's construction, with Mich
ael Maltese's script not permitting a been used.
'At the County Fair* (Speaking of
stagnant moment.
Starts with the
subject
Paramount;
10
building contractor spreading out hb Animals
blue prints, tapping the table with mlns.). Animals are made to talk
again by novel process, but most rebis rule (like a maestro) and signaling work to begin after drawing i marks are inane. Either the novelty
hand from sidewalk kibitzers. Okay Is wearing off or original scripting
plus different voices are needed.
for any house.

Hollywood, Feb.

3.

20th-Fox added John Payne' to
Betty Grable and Victor Mature as a
three-ply starring combination for
'White CoUar Girl.'
Picture rolls late In February, with
John Brahm dlrecUng and William
Perlberg producing.

•Bed Biding

•.

Looms

as

waste

of

better-than-customary patter.
'Cagey .Canary' (Merrle Melodie
cartoon comedy; in color; 7 mins.).
Fable of the house tabby who knocks
himself out trying to grab a golden
canary, household pet Instance of
a nice story (by Michael Maltese)
being put over by Robert McKim'
son's shrewd animation. Music also
is an asset

*

There
.whether

ThibauU

xoaa

Duds' of the Month
'Sweet SplrlU ot NlghUr' (Comedy,
Columbia, 16 piins.), Despite El
Tom Kennedy and capable
cast, this is extremely sad.
'Flying Fever* (Terry-toon cartoon
comedy, 20th-Fox, 7 mins.).—Gandy,
the goos6', takes up aviation. Lot oj:

—

Brendel,

funny.

Old gags and

before, but

seldom with such a heavy
hand.
•Wabblt Trouble' (Merrle Melodie
cartoon comedy, Warner Bros.; 7
mlns.).—Lisping tired biz man. Elmer, vacations in Yellowstone Park,

where Bugs Bunny makes

his

life

*

*

a tnild

'feud'

as

to

Lucy Monroe or Conrad
would sing 'The Star

Spangled Baroier* ot the $10 banquet
The committee had scheduled Thibault, ond so it stood. Miss Monroe
opened the Ultne Arena party, sang
at
flower.
later

the

Shoreham and May*

•

*

Cecil B. deMille wanted to do a
IS-minute radio broadcast directly
from the White House, before the

President's address, and employing
Arch Oboler
all the visiting stars.
was to write the script with an
ttassist' "by Robert" T.' "Sherwood;
was called off because deMille was
unable to get his actors for rehearsals, much to the relief of Johnny
Johnstone, whose program for the
night had already been arranged.

—

*

*

*

MIchele
Morgan's white for ooat with a
nifty white tor beanie, was
voted the smartest ontflt They
also Uked Miss Rnsscll's ImVote' of

superb

slapstick, based on Idea that a man
the office stays home and substitutes for his wife, have been done

*

with Dean Hnrphy^ In the evening OerrHa handled the Shoreham'a floor show and Introdnetlon. "last to get my feet nnder
the White House Inncheon table
with Mrs. Gerrlts was worth the
layoff.' he tali.

color.

-of

•

Paal'Gerrlts cancelled a week's
Ib order to stay In Washington.' He shored the emoee
ohore at the atflolal radio reception of the District of Colombia

work

Hoed Bldea Again"

'Home Work' (Leon Errol comedy,
as clear as it might be. Has action, RKO; 19 mins.).—Though ably assistunusual camera shots, Del Frazier's ed by Tom Kennedy and Vivian
superb editing and Knox Manning's Tobin, Leon Errol never maneges to
be consistently

*

'

(Color Rhapsody, Columbia; 7 mins.).
—Red Rldinj; Hood is a girl on a
acooter.v Follows usual fable with
modern twists, but rather dire results.

*

programs,
Eleven
autographed
signed by all the visiting stars, were
auctioned off and brought $376 for
the Infaiitlle Paralysis Foundation.

:

.

*

M

-

•M

•

The entertainment committee had

WABNEB

LOEWS

entertainers

the olTMal chore of finding roona
celebrities toho came from
for the
Califomta.- Orefcroioded hotels
solved the problem by ousting General Motors executives and other
highranking $1 « year men from
Johnny
quarters.
their suanky
Long's bond of 16 had to be content
toith floe rooms at the Annapolis.
Some hotels urere without half
dressers, to the committee provided
standby beauty specialists for these

York Theatres

FRI, FEB. •

*

beoanse all
they got for the' extra shows was
a bnSet laaeheon and a glimpse
at the staia. This year the vandevllliaBs at the Earle and Capitol
were presented specially engraved eards ot appreciation
signed hy John J. Payette and
fJarter Barran, oo-chalrmen.

—

New

•

aadevllle
qaawkcd ! IMl

Rosalind Russell got the 'hot seof
When accused of the trvm Uiekev Rooney at the CapUol
high living.
tlieatre midnight show. She blamed
Crackdown on the Adams follows grab Harvey, 20, confessed.
closely in the wake ot heightened
theatre restrictions Initiated during
the past lew weeks by Public Safety
Director John Keenan. First to leel
effect of the drive was the Newark
: Continued from page t
Opera House, which last week was
ordered shuttered .and Its operators Now." Trimly directed with result- action, mostly uninteresting and imtold to leave town. House had fea- ing short, neat amusement for aver- plausible, with animation and ideas
tured pix with heavy sex emphasis age audiences.
ragged.
and disported live models on the
'Gay NIneUes' (musical short; 15
to Be a Star* (Picture People
stage.
mins.). Highlighting the names of novelty, RKO; 8 mlns.).—Plugs for
Syd Franklin, manager of the Johnny Downs, Susan Miller, Clyde such players as Lum and Abner,
Little theatre, which had been show- Cook anct Charles Prevlns' nvuslc, Oiester Morris and Milton Berle
this Is smash material wherever they don't show thtse folks in favorable
ing .*Sins ot Bair and 'She-Devil
like old-time tunes. Sparkling Intro light
Narration, script and direcIsland,' was threatened with loss of.
and dlfierent twists are helpful. tion very poor.
his theatre- operator's license unless Rhythm Rascals also bolster male
•Better Bowling' (Sportllght Parhe toned down his film &i« and ballading. 'Man on Flying Trapeze,' amount; 10 mlns.). ^Neatly) photoalso eased up on his newspaper 'Walking in the Park' and 'Golden graphed
plug for bowling,' with views
Director Slippers' are among the oldtlme of streamlined alleys in Los Angeles
which
advertisements,
taves. While lacking action, should and pros at work plus Colonel Stoop^
Keenan termed 'objectionable.'
register well with audiences.
nagle at his jndoor alley in Wilton.
Jess Hyers, who operates the Em'Hollyweed
Btatadar*
(Watt
Lantz
Conn,
Stoopnagle misses being
pire, town's only burlesque house,
cartoon; in color; 7 mlns.). Woody
Nearly void as general screen
was told flatly that strip teasers Woodpecker is elevated to stardom funny.
fare.
hoicefbrth would be' 'out' Two in this cartoon, pop screwball diar'Soma More of Samoa' (Three
nabes, the RIalto and the Essex,- also acter again cleaning up in a bullflght
Stooges, -Columbia;
17
mins.).
came in for considerable panning, story. Slaphappy woodpecker has Search for rare persimmon on isle
the Essex losing its theatre license more than usual number of tricks up of Rhum Boogie, with Stooges capfor flm days because of infractions his sleeves In his bout with a giant tured by cannibals, is old-timey
of the local lighting and seating reg- bull. Geared for pop appeal.
slapstick, feebly projected.
BBOS.
ulations.
The Rialto, scene of a
'Village Smithy' (Walt Disney DonNew Tear's Day riot was warned West at Boekle^ (Broadway Brev- ald Duck cartoon comedy, RKO; 7
to exercise stricter supervision over ities; directed by Bobby Connolly; mins.).—Just goes to Drove that the
audiences and was cautioned about screenplay by Hal Yates, with cartoon maestro can't always come
I
William
Travis,
Marguerite
C^ap'
up
with -a winner.
D. Duck as
admitting objectionable characters.
man, Rufe Davis,
Willie
Best. smithy is asked to execute too many
Thurston Hall. Frank Wilcox; 20 familiar, trite tricks.
mins.).
Patterned
after
feature
'Oatch Guiana' (World Today subyams In which cowboy singers :ect 20th-Fox; 9 mins.).—Routine
dick on radio program. Here the ravelog not improved by flabby
success of the cowhands in. winning script which attempts to make somea radio show enables them to raise thing of dull topics.
enough coin to save their mortgaged
•Calling
AU Olrk' (Broadway
cattle ranch.
Contains many ingre- Brevities, Warner Bros.; 20 mins.).
dients totmd in an oats opera meller, Novel idea gone slightly haywire.
but done largely for laughs, with Crisp editing might have made it
nn. F«k. I thrills tossed in. It's directed and passably good. This indicates a twoenacted like a tuU-length feature^ reel entertainment short can't h€
Mix DOUSL«n
with obvious boxoffice results. Short made from clips taken from old feat
Um TIM> WD.
•TWO-FAOKB
is filled with typical cowboy song ure pictures, no matter how stupen
vouHa_
WOMAM"
warbling.
Looks like a virtual dous the original scenes. Starts out
IB
screentest for Marguerite Chapman to picture how many femmes are
u
and William Travis, latter having a needed and the pains employed in
-Ob auaiEABL
real voice. Both look like possibili- getting them ready for costly musia STOMIS
OARROLL'S
NOFF
Omi
ties for features.
cal film productions. Then It swerves
VAHITIES
'Khapaody In Blvets* (Merrle Mel oS into clips from such Warner musicals as "Wonder Bar,' -'Golddigger'
-odies series;— in- color;—? mins.).
Clever reproduction of Second Hun- features and 'Footllght Parade.'
'Hlstorlo
Maryland' (Fitzpatrlck
garian Rhapsody with Vitaphone
Symphony orchesba imder Carl W, TVaveltalk, Metro; 9 mins.).—UnexStalling's musical direction.
Entire citing -results- f rom—this—traveloguosymphony fs fitted hito the fable of vet Possibly would have been okay

—

vm

Wayne Vorrls, but it
actunllv Rooney who. toas at the
switches. 'Aoz* took it in stride, and
to shoto she tuot not mad sang a
torch song for the audience. .Mickey
also funned the First Lady at the
cahe cuttin0, appearlncr three times
in the line for a piece of the birthday
confectionery until Mrs. Roosevelt
diieovered he toot a ringer.
Ensign

Plenty ot bands at the celebration.
Johnny Long won the newsreel spot

Today the wslehword Is Unity
and the ItM esapalfn Is tergelLlent Bobcrt HoBlcemery,
BOW • White floase Baval aide,
tem.

cinct Court.

Resume

Was Over

sContlnned from page 2;

ex-fllm kept her in New York until 11:30
was
star. Shortly after it was announced ajn. At I<a Guardla Airport she
by Warners that ScbnozK had been told there^ere no aeata-to Washinggiven star rating he was taken off ton on the noon plane. When she
explained she was a White House
the contract list
forthcoming.
was
priority
the
He was given his release after guest

Jimmy

entered:

.

the

ladles:

menie blaek millinery., plus the
evening gawns displayed by
Dinah Share, Patricia MOrlson,
Brenda HarshaU and Betty
Grable, an studio creations. The
ladles, toe, voted Jaokle Cooper
and Bonlta Granville (engaged)
the 'cntcst* couple that bad ever
come to Washington. Signature
most in demand, by both women
and ehlldren, was that of Gene
Antry. The entertainment oommlttee reported that more telephone calls were received about
Pat CBrlan than any other stars.
Bfia BasMU traveled with a
wardrobe of 22 pieces of luggage.

miserable.
In .doing this, he also
•
•
*
annoys the patens. Too much familiar material that just misses.
Prince 'Mike Homonoff never mad<
•Kicking the Conga Aroand' (Pop- any o/ the official partiet. He cam(
eye the Sailor cartoon, Paramount; along on the train as the guest o;
mins.).
7
Conga-loving
LatinRussell's husAmerican gal, OUvia Oylia, Popeye Fred Brisson, Miss
dis
and Bluto, a rival of the spinach-eat- band. But official Washington
ing sailor, fall to make much of .this oumed him and gave curt notice hi
insipid yam. Too much conga and ttxu not to be listed for any of th<
too little jh.umor.
affairs.

—

Vedneaday, Febrnary 4, 1943

IKTRODUCING
WOMAN OF THE YEAR"
TO THE BOYS!

2S

—
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Georgian Congressman Declares Fly
Operates Private Gestapo and

And Improve WHIP, Hammond, bid.

Is

Misted the Bounce

'Rapidly Becoming Dangerous

^

Washington, Feb. 3.
for a Congressional

A new

—

Rep. E. E. Cox of Georgia, member
ot the influential Rules Committee,

Miami, Feb. 3.
Kate Smith's entourage advent
here with police escort and emphasis on sirens unwittingly
scared the Miami Beach cops
the air-raid
into turning on

which must sanction any

alerts.

—

special in-

Fanfare

vestigation.

Cox charged FCC Chairman James
Fly with 'monstrous abuse of
power' and complained he 'is using
a good law to a bad end.' (Apparently with regard to the antimonopoly reforms.) Fly 'is rapidly becoming the most dangerous man in the
Government,' Cox asserted, and must
be curbed by Congressional action.
He maintains an active and ambitious
gestapo
and Is putting
shackles on the freedom of thought,
press, and speech without restraint,'
the irate Georgian declared. 'In the
pretended regulation of the broadcasters, which needs regulating, he
is breaking down those freedoms
which guard all others. He is taking
advantage of the stress of the mo-

made town aware

L.

ment

to federalize all
inuni.cation.'

means

of

of

sirens

the scorcher, "your first commercial wasn't in rhythm with
the music'
.

An enviable record: Sun
6W yeara; Penn Tobacco

Hudson Coal Co., 1 year;
Fort Oronge Chemical Co., 1 year
Twenty-three y«ars of major newspaper experience.
Continuously sponsored on one
He'e
or more stations, 1933-1941.

25

available tor network
are right'

Chicago, Feb.

of conspiracy to violate the

Originally, slated to be handled
different judges in the U. S.
case has
District Court, the
been jeassigiied and now both cases
will go before Judge John Barnes.
However, each case will be kept in-

'March

of Minnesota',
Advertising & SellIn 1938, the first local
(how to do so. He also authored the
*Knute Rockne' script for 'Caval-

is

8.

inaugurating a

new 30-minute show. The Program
from which Warner Bros, used
In Studio Two,' designed to help
^cerpts for Its picture on the Notre
programs,
coach.

YOUNGER MEN AT CBS
CAIIED UP FOR ARMY

publicize its advertisers,
free offers and other commercial
programs' special events. Approxl'
mately 19 publicity announcements
will be included in the half-hour
programs. In addition, an Index of

premium

offers will be announced.
Each week, too, the story of one
of the station's departments will be
presented in dramatic or straight

Robert Olbson, of the Public Afdepartment of CBS, was in- narrative form. On the first producted Into the ariiiy last week, gram, for example, Hugh McCartney,
making six of the network's em- WCCO chief engineer, will talk on
ployees who entered the service dur- "The Magic of Radio,' with sound
fairs

pretty certain that the sta>

WHIP, Hanunond

-

24

SAM BALTER JOINS WCPO
FOR BASEBAU SEASON

Network

consists

of

24

stations

regular^ hooked up for the broad
cast 'of programs okayed, by. the state.
with
Defense
Council
Civilian
KVAN, Vancouver, the only one In
the state not regularly a part of the
web. KVAN, which is In the PortCincinnati, Feb. 3,
how
primary
listening
area,
land
Sam Baiter, ex Don Lee network and
Mutual sports commentator, signed ever, does broadcast some special
last week with WCPO, Scripps-How- programs.
Pete Lyman, public relations head
ard station, to do the play-by-play
miking of the Reds' National League of KOMO-KJR, Seattle, is devoting

(Ind.),

With Field in control of the station It is not
unlikely that ha
will obtain a considerably improved
wavelength, more power and better hours ot operation.
Field's name has been associated
with nearly all of the lesser stations
in town, and he could h^e made
deals for a number of themi
It

indicated that Field colnes
the WHIP picture through

is

banking connections, and that com.
plete ownership of the station will
cost Field considerably under $50,000.

Pat Hitchcock, 12, Set

For Armstrong Saturday;

Peardon Also

Patricia

Pat Hitchcock, 12-year-old daughter of film director Alfred Hitchcock, who made her Broadway debut
'Solitaire,' at

cade',

Dame

The Opera Theatre filed suit Mon
(2) In the N. Y. supreme court siders concerned with handling the
Young & Rubicam, Inc., CBS, spot placements.
Celanese Corporation of America,
Frederick W. Wile, Jr., Charles L.
Wagner, Edward Snowden, Camllle
Tictory Network' of
Dreyfus,
George Sebastian and
Jean Tennyson claiming plagiarism
Concerns Itself With
of an idea of producing opera on
the air.
An Injunction, accounting
of profits and damages are asked.
Civilian Defense Help
Plaintiffs claim that in March, 1941,
they created an original idea and
SeatUe, Feb. 3,
method for presenting operas In
Washington state's 'Victory Netone half -hour programs while recoopers-'
taining the principal arias and the work,' set up through the
plot.
In order to secure a sponsor tion'of all radio stations in the state
help in the
the Idea was broadcast over WAAF Is proving a definite
and
Instructive
broadcasting
of
In Chicago in January, 1941, but
programs
morale-building
in this,
shortly thereafter on Jan. 7, over
war
CBS, the defendants allegedly started the nearest state to the Far-east
zone.
a program which was copied from
regular Sunday programs
Seven
the plaintiffs' called 'Great Moments
already been broadcast over
In Music'
Conspiracy and plagla' have,
the network and a number of special
rism are the charges.
programs for the Red Cross War
fund have also been aired.

3.

careful

Is understood to have already
obtained control of 49% of the stock,
subject to FCC okay;

last

Itself

Miimeapolis, Feb.

week

which were inand other out-

making

Field

day

Explain About Contests,

this

now

Is

tlon will be

against

tfa*

WCCO

Watch

Christmas trade.
The manufacturer last week tossed
a buffet -dinner for its advertising
sales staff to
vited station reps

BaiMs Show To

Programs and

•

is

progress In his long-expected plan
to take over e~ local station, and It

into

Wittnauer

Co.
will return Its transcribed series of
symphonic music to the air. this
March. The half-hour programs may
have this time of 39 weeks without
a layoff for the summer. The account's policy in the past has been
to buy 13 weeks in the spring to
reach the graduation trade and another 13 weeks in the tall for the

Longine

and

dividuaL

WCCO

On

TIME PIECES

Opera Theatre's )dea

NBC

tht production of the four-network
norale show to start Feb. 14.
Besides scripting many of the
y^avalcsde of America' series, Dris-

New York

Called Infringement

by two

OFF's Morale Program

46th St.

Celanese Forinula Is

Sherman

Columbia has been granted a continuance until Feb. 24 to file an answer, and NBC has until Feb. 29.

John Drlscoll, staff writer with B.
B. D..& O., has been loaned by the
agency to the U. S. Office of Facts
It Figures. Effective Monday (2) he
will work with Norman Corwin on

'rates

8;

Both NBC and Columbia have requested and received extensions of
time to file answers to the government's suit against them on charges

com-

W.

and the

HEALEY

COL. JIM
164

-

Norman Corwin On

wrote

Oil Co.
Co., 2

years;

WEBS' REPLIES

John Driscofl With

which won
ing award

MORE TIME FOR

Newi Commentator

arrival.

anti-trust laws.

coll

HEALEY

COL. JIM

certainly
of party's

DUE FEB. 24,

Chicago, Feb.

Marshall Field

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Eastern agency exec burned
up the teletype after last week's
broadcast to lay out the announcer for a messy job.
'And what's more,' continued

Kate Smith Arrives

demand

probe of the Federal Communications Commission (rom a potent
Democrat who In the past has helped
went into the
kill such movements
hopper ot the House today from

Marshall Held to Acquire

week in John Van Druten'a
the Plymouth theatre,
tentatively set for an early Saturday morning guest-star date on th*
"Theatre of Today' program for Armstrong Cork. Definite date depends
on finding a suitable script
.Also tentatively set for an appearance on the same series Is PaIs

Peardon, title actress in
tricia
'Junior Miss,' -at the Lyceum, N. Y.
Date also depends on a script Kenneth Webb produces the program for
3. B. D. & O. It's on CBS at nooa
Saturdays.

EARL McCni WEST

FOR CONVENTION JOB
Earl McGill, Columbia's senior difiles to the Coast late thif
month to produce several shows fof
the National Education Assn. eonrector,

San Francisco. He'll b«
gone about 10 days or two weeks, lateluding brief visits \fi Hollywood' and
vention- in

New

Orleans.

Although McGill was formerly t
director for both Fox and Columbia
Pictures, this is his first trip to tii*
Coast.
All his picture work was

done In the east

illustrations. 'How to make a noise
ing January.
OUiers were Robert Weir, page- like a brook' will be explained by games this season.
John PaU, manager of WGAR,
He succeeds all his time to the operation of the
boy, and William Dalne, Walter R. Jack Nadeau, sound man, who will Harry Hartman, who will continue to hook up, headquartering In the Cleveland, Is visiting G. A. Richards,
Defense president of the company, at Palm
Seattle
offices
of
the
Kcaron, Orover Sales and Joseph M. run through his complete sound ef- supply color between innings.
Pernice, from the mail room.
fects repertory the second week.
Springs, Cal.
Hartman rounds out 14 years of Council.
sportscasting for
on Feb. 20
and Is the nation's dean of maj6r
league baseball announcers. He has
been made sports director of the
station—by Murt Wattiergr"m¥tfagetT
and will also have charge of all commercial accounts, he having doubled
as a time salesman through the years
Hartman will carry on as
Coca-Cola
Called 'Daughters of
to Sell
boxing and wrestling announcer.
Radio Spending
Baiter will compete with WSAfs
time Femininity
Roger Baker and Dick Bray, and
with WKRC's newly acquired dia
mond celeb, Walte Hoyt Hoyt's as
Indications are that the national
B. A. Rolfe will direct a new all,

'

WCPO

Drinks

HolitoMedule^

BXRolfe's All^J4)rche$tra

Both Committed Well Ahead

^ehi and

WCPO

JACK HALEY

.

'

IN N.Y.

Dick Nesbitt, former college and pro grid player and 'WKRC

brands end of the toft drink field
will contiaue through thtf coming
BUILD AUDITION
and possibly summer, to
maintain tiietr present pace in spot
Jack Haley is currently in New
broadcasting. B.B.D.&O. is currentYork
to work with his agents, the
ly expanding its spot operations of
A & S Lyons office, on an audition
the Nehl account (Royal Crown
program.
Cola), while' the D'Arcy agency
The formula of the variety setup
looks forward to an undisturbed run
has been completed and the Lyons

sistant is

and MutuaL Neither beverage man-

criptions

TO

aprlng,.

staffer.

A Mutual affiliate, WKRC Is
suming airing of Reds' gam^s this
year after an absence of several seasons.
WCPO and WSAI have been
carrying the home club's games with
their separate announcers.

'Personalize'

for Coca-Cola's transcribed 'Singin'
office figures that the program will
Sam' i«rles on 272 stations as well be ready for recording in two weeks,
OS tiie account's programs on CBS
ufactxirer

adjust

has made any move to re-

advertising outlay as a resiiU of the sharp restrictions placed
Its

Jack Dempsey on

WOR

Wax

Shows

With Waxed Greetings
WMCA, New

York,

is

cutting tran-

of salutation and short
comments of various name bandleaders for use on its daily record
shows. Under Bob Bach, Director
,

sugar supplies.
Coca-Cola Js also going right ahead

ofl their

of

Jack Dempsey will have his own
^Ith Its heavy radio commitments sports show, a quiz with sports
In Mexico, liie Mexican campaign writers guesting as experts, Satur•mbraces a weekly 49-ralnute live day nights on WOR, New York,
•how over 36 stations and three half- starting Feb. 14, for Piel's beer
hour recorded programs on 44 sta- Stanza will be spotted at 8:30-1) p.m
tions,
The account's obligations in Sherman K. Ellis is the agency.
Mark Goodsin is tentatively set
that' country are for the full year of
1942..

as DLC.

Record Programs, discs are being

made
and

for insertion before, during
after certain shows in an effort

to personalize

them.

It's

Bach's idea.

As leaders and other record per-

New

sonalities hit
York from
road, Bach gets them to
cut transcriptions.
He "Already

WMCA

or six, and expects
using them next week.
five

to

War-

Uncle Sam' Group
Via Radio

on

the
to

has
begin

CALL FRTTZ BLOCKI

TO WGN TEMPORARILY

girl

orchestra

In

'Daughters

ol

slanted

fo^

Uncle

Sam,'

femme

appeal, to go Into the 7:S0-i

a

series

p.m. Sunday spot on the Blue neU
work (WJZ) starUng Feb. 22. 'Cap»
In New York City
tain Flagg and Sergeant Quirt, for*
negotiating for a coniiecmerly. occupying the time, has been
one ot the advertising

Fritz Blocki, freelance radio pro-

ducer

who was

last

week

tlon

with

switched

to

NBC-Red

(WEAF),

agencies was called back to Chicago
Fillers until the Rolfe start are 'MarSi
for two weeks. He will wind up the
tin ot the Mist,' an adventure yard,
operetta series of programs at WGN,
and 'Black Archer."
Chicago. This Is the series originally
Rolfe orchestra,, consisting ot SO
produced' by William Bacher who
pieces, is already rehearsing. It wllj
disagreed with WGN.
have Mary Smell as soloist plus i
Blocki will return to New York in
drum) corps and vocal trio. Each
a fortnight
stanza will present a guest 'Minute
Woman, who will represent somt
Bon Gamble FaBses Test
special branch ot the service ot
Government agency. Music on th
Detroit Feb, 3.
WJR announcer Ron Gamble, who series will be patriotic and pop ani
jiandled the Ford Sunday Evening each chapter will be dedicated
Hour for CBS, has passed his physi- the army, navy. Red Cross, etc.
cal examination for the Army Air
Ed Wolf Associates is producing
Corps and is awaiting calL
the program, which will have a stuGamble, who holds a civilian dio audience and may ultimately
pilot's license, has been flying sev- tour the service camps and other
.

.

eral years.

spots.
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(m-RADIO-SAVE-MCE IDEA
The Cloak of War

imiED' HINTS
Schenectady,' N. Y.,

Thi< war, and any war, provides a cloak
under which the private points of view of buF reaucrats or pressure
groups can sometimes be
jammed through in the guise of war necessity
but actually with little real war connection.
Feb. 3.
Amherst This suspicion is certainly justified in the light

Prof. C. E. Warne, of,
University, president of Consumers'
Union of United States and a sharp
critic ot advertising, declared during a discussion on 'is Consumer Rationing Necessary Now?' over

WGY

Sunday
short,

(1).

'If

newspaper print

we must have

advertising, to the

is

curtailment of

end that

essential

consumer and war needs be met.'
Warne, on a previous appearance

.

noted. Among
the propaganda that in order, to

movements already

of certain
the latter

is

conserve electrical power, as a war measure,
radio should be curbed. The question arises
as to whether the proponents of this measure

mean 'curb radio' or instead mean
'abolish radio advertising.'
There is a considerable difference.
really

WGY,

flayed radio advertising.
He spoke ot action already taken
hy the Federal Government, because
ot 'power shortages,' to curtai^ ad-

over

White House Praise

Anti-advertising legislation is unlikely to,
pass Congress, but anti-advertising interpretar
tions of war requirements by 'consumer-biased'
bureaucrats are entirely plausible.
It's just

something more for businessmen

to

worry

about.
Washington, Feb. 3.
First instance ot the tour national networks joining hands for
a series of programs brought
praise for the inHouse
White
Official
dustry Saturday (31),
commendation set the stage tor
the debut of the 52-week schedule dramatizing the country's
wartime resources and activities.
This is welcome evidence of
the desire of one of this nation's
working in
industries,
great

complete cooperation with the
government, to render useful and
constructive service,' the White
House said, noting that never
before have combined web facilities been devoted to a regular
series of broadcasts and that the
Saturday night feature will be
aired by 600 outlets.

vertising.

'Power

purposes,'

Warne

for advertising
declared, "must

give way.' The Consumers' Union
head urged organization of consumers 'for their own protection)'
He
told ot encouragement given to such
organization by the Office ot Price
Management and of his association's
activities in this line.
Consumer
grouj^s should cooperate with their

Force or cunning can in wartime accomplish
purposes impossible to direct attack under normal conditions. It is not easy fop the injured
parties to reply. There is a natural reluctance
to seem to be putting selfish commercial interest ahead of winning the war. Hence this
diffidence can be exploited by bureaucrats or
idealists or reformers

who have

trouble
rationalizing an identification of their private
opinions with patriotism.

Prohibition was Jammed down the national
throat in the last war and we suffered 13 years
of a confounded nuisance, a deterioration of

morals and overwhelming temptation to corIt may be as easy to slide some
measures through in this conflict that will be
as difficult to get rid of afterwards as was proruption.

hibition.

Trammefl Rests

Niles

rationing

bbard)^

Trammell,

Niles

He detailed the results obtained by
'a young
woman who Inserted a
two-inch advertisement in a Syracuse newspaper.
The ad, after
pointing out that milk prices were
ioing up, asked housewives what
they proposed to do about .lt 'the
producers and the distributors are
already organized.' Literally thousands
ot
housewives responded,

—

said.

NBC

(2).

^

HOMER FICKETT EAST
9.

Wayne

Grlftln DlreeUnr Western

'Cavalcade' Profranu

MORALE SERIES
BUDGET DOWN

who

been
bicycling between New York and
Hollywood with 'Cavalcade of Amer.
lea,' has returned east to remahi InHe'll handle the show
definitely.
Fickett,

when It airs from New
Wayne Griffin will direct

has

York.

Z.

the Coast

originations.

Merle Obaron guests on the show

TO

$58,000

Over-all production cost for the
U.S.

government morale series which
*tart< on all the crosscountry netWorks Feb. 14 will be $58,000, This

Feb. 16 in an adaptation of 'Dark
Angel' and Tyrone Power takes the
spot the following week (28) In a
Raymond
brlefle of 'Arrowsmlth.'
Messey plays the lead this Monday
night (0) in his third performance
as Lincoln in the Sherwood-Sandburg 'The War Years.' Series ic on

NBC-Red

(WEAF)

for

Du

Pont,

Neville
A. B.

trical

Production Board, which office
would issue any power conservation order, declared today (Tuesday) It was 'unreasonable and
far-fetched' to expect that there
would be any need for asking
that radios be. used less fre-

desirable ever to impugn the patriotism of anybody. Different types of personalities and viewpoints will react differently
and perhaps quite sincerely to the appeals of

Nor

is it

quently.

the Government. Nonetheless, it can hardly
be denied that there is a lot of self-draping in
Discuss*
tlons Committee recently.
the Stars and Stripes behind which private- Ing the threatened shortage of elec*
ends-called-war-essentials are advanced.
tricity for vital war production, the
F. ,£ C. boss remarked that listen:
Business, and radio more than the average, ing in the home may have to be forbidden because radio is 'essentially'
hai a colossal job of public relations on its one of the unnecessary consumers of
hands in this war. The solution is good will. juice,
'Even If home listening were conThe enemy is prejudice.

'42

War minute Men'

fined to entertainment, we feel that
its description as a 'luxury' could be
challenged in days when maintenance of morale is only one ot the
many functions that the broadcastof
ing industry is performing to further the country's war effort,' the
TIagg-Qoirt' N. A. B. prexy shot back.
Lively Interest in Newscasts
Remarking on the audience for the
Brown ti Williamson Tobacco is President's fireside chat after Pearl
replacing Its 'Wings ot Destiny' show Harbor and the lively Interest la
on
with the 'Capt. Flagg-Sergt. news broadcasts. Miller added;
Quirt' combination Feb. 18.
The
'As you may know, the Army, the
niche
Friday, 10-10:30 pjn. Gov- Navy and the Marine Corps are usernment's shutdown on airplanes for ing radio extensively for recruiting
civilians
eliminated the 'Destiny' purposes. The United States Civil

War

Regnlations End

B&W

Aeropbne,

Bays

NBC

U

with, the United States
Treasury Dept.
will give course to special-

WBBM

ly

chosen

men and women from

A

WORD OF SYMPATHY

Service Commission Is using it for
the purpose ot recruiting skilled
workers tor war Industries, The
Treasury Department relies upon
radio to assist In the sale of bonds
and stamps, and radio has accounted
for many millions ot dollars' worth
ot

some 500 volunteers

of the Treasury For
the
Dlleraidaj
ConfronUng
Department's. Speakers' Riirpau
v(-Editoi
'To be known as V-Speakers, these
people will devote their tonsils to
Minneapolis, Feb. 8.
Declaring that 'radio news has had
the promotion ot sales of defense
bonds and stamps. These people are a tough week,' George Grim, of Star
laymen without any basic knowledge Journal, declared in his Sunday colTo umn that the first application of the
ot the art ot public speaking.
radio censorship coda here caused
assure them this training,
will give them an intensive two- no end of contusion because there
week speaking course at the station, was disagreement among the news
and will be especially instructed In commentators regarding the number
ot
names of Minnesota boys who
microphone
of
the
the practical use
landed In Ireland with tht K'&S.
and the puEUc address system.
This will be a tree school, and will they could give out over the air.
thought 'none.' Others, howtrain the 'Minute Men' in the vari- Some
names.
ous phases of speaking, both prac- ever, read
The matter ot interpreting the
tical and theoretical.
code is certain to lead to more difficulty unless the government broadIRENE RICH
ens definite 'musts' and 'must nots','
commented Grim, The poor radio
CBS IMakes Susrcstlon (o Welch's newscaster, who knows you can't
Grape Jalce
broadcast weather or production figures or troop movements wonders,
CBS has offered Welch's Grape for instance, if Minnesota names
Juice (Irene Rich)' the Friday 10- might be considered part ot troop
10:15 p.m. spot, provided that the movements.'
former's Sunday night neighbor on
'Pity your radio newscaster.
He
the Blue Network, Bristol-Myers knows more than he can tell you,
(Dinah Shore) moves along with it. but how much he tells is a matter
That would give Miss Shore the that bothers his sleep.'
Columperiod
on
Friday 10:15-10:30

MAY MOVE

wlU be divided equally through B. B, D. & O,
among them. The estimate which
Eldon Hazard Into Army
had originally been submitted to
Eldon Hazard has resigned from
them by H. L. McClhiton, the series'
the sales sta/T of Radio Sales, Inc., to
producer, was $70,000.
bia.
enter the U. S. Army.
What has caused Welch to think
The reduction was worked out at
He was formerly with B.B.D, & O.
about making a change Is the tact
» meeting in Washington last week
Between McCllnton and representaEdward Hoffman, head of WMIN, that the Fred Allen show is slated
Allen retives of the networks.
become opposition.
mld-wlnto
bis
taking
is
Minneapolis,
of
As director
the programs Norman
Second places the Ford program in ColumCorwln is ter vacation in Mexico.
down for $250 a week. bia's 9 to 10 p.m. span March 6.
visit there in two -years.
•Kpense

N.

radio listening to conserve elecenergy.
Edward ' Falck, assistant chief
of the power branch of the War

thoughtlessness of a single merchatidizer. The
is only one sphere
Radio happens to be vulnerable
here more than elsewhere.

news spoNsorship problem

of difficulty.

WBBM

Homer

from
1'he

agree.

operation

Mullen's Donbl* Duty

week.

Miller was Irked by Olds' testlRadio must also act, and act fast, to remove
widespread criticism of itself money before the House Appropria*
in the matter of commercials awkwardly imbedded in war rlewscasts. In these sudden
Far-Fetched Idea
switchovers from the normal to the abnormal
copy-writers often lag. They need to be jolted
Washington, Feb. 3.
up to date because, as in so many other matThe Government contemplates
no request for the curtailment ot
ters, the whole industry often pays for the

which was performed last WednesChicago, Feb. t.
day night (26) after it first seemed
Having organized lt« school for
he would avoid an operation. Periradio
technicians
and operators, program's chief' giveaway.
tonitis had set in but It was quickly
WBBM now plans to use Ita studios The Blue Network had the week
brought under control.
before announced that It was going
He had his first meal In a week and personnel for a free school to to carry 'Capt. Flagg' as a sustalner.
train 'Minute Men' speakers in co-

Monday

comment

all possibility of

president,

was reported yesterday (Tuesday) at

a chiding
Miller last

—

Giyeaway

High taxes on those In a position
Frank Mullen, veepea and general
best able to pay them, 'avoidance of
•ales taxes' and levies falling heavi- manager of NBC, i? carrying the
est on the 'submerged' sfsgment ot burden ot Trammell's duties during
~tt»"populatlon;'a' chBClcT)irthe pres«- -tho-rlattor-^ -absence^—.—.-•nt speculation In commodities and
• curb on over-buying by the
^•althy were among other suggesyong by the Consumers' Union
prexy.

—

and no clear-eyed ad-

This is not to argue
prexy told Chairman Leland Olds,
vertising or radio man should make such an of the Federal Power Commission,
attempt that bad taiste, unnecessary bombast, that receivers cannot by any confoolish endorsement stuff does not find a con- cept l>e placed In the 'luxury' category and suggested the Governgenial 'environment in copy-writing department anxiety for gratis airings
ments all too often.
shows clearly other Federal officials

Version of 1917

Roosevelt hospital as coming along
nicely from the appendix operation

SILLT

—

Operation;

Mollen Handles Dirties

Werne un-

derlined.

Warne

From Sudden

CULLS

T-Speakers

'

local

little

Advertising is under constant attack from
groups who recognize it as a symbol of, 'the
IT
old ways' which they wish undermined on the
grounds that these were always and uniformly
and utterly 'wrong ways.' "Hit advertising and
Washington, Feb. 3.
the whole present American system of mass
Suggestion that radio listening
distribution will start to wobble ^^that seems may have to be curtailed In efforts
to reduce power consumption drew
to be the strategy.

WLW,

Xacille Norman,
Cincinnati,
contralto, took screen tests and did

some radio auditioning In New York
last week for the William Morris office
and the Young St Rubicam
.

agency.

sales

of

these

securities

that

would not otherwise have been ob>
tense

Thf PIT're 0* Plvjllan Tin.
and other morale agencies

have turned to radio tor assistance
and it has been willingly given.
The activities mentioned above
are but

few

of the broadcasting

Industry'!
many wartime public
services, and I would like to call to
your particular attention to tht tact
that broadcaaters are performing all
of
the above-mentioned service*

without cost to the Government.'

Hm ARE WE
DOING TO WIN
(

THE WAR'
Cneveland, Feb.

S.

Hickok Oil of Toledo will sponsor
over
a series of discussion*
(between two station announcers)
Doing
.on the subject 'What Are
to Win the War?' Reports of progre.ss in camps, factories, bond sales,,
etc., will be given under the title
'March of Victory.'
Sponsor will distribute data and
pictures for use in schoolrooms a«.
a tie-up with the program.

WHK

We

WedneBda^, February

RADIO

S«

BLUE'S CHI STAFF

NBC Stricdy Conforms To Censorship,

In Praise of the

Ruber, Berry, Nenbsaer, P»4erion^

4,

1912

Dream Dinner

Nelhencen Are Set

Doesnt Report

Irish

Chicago, Feb,

Incident On

Additional personnel for Blue Net-

work

Shortwave Until Direct Okay Is Given

t.

v.p. E.

offices

here were

named by
Huber

Sell

Cook Book Via Discs On Which Celebs Smack
Their Lips Retrospectively

R. Borroflf, with E. J.

from the Minneapolis

ofRenee Carroll, hatchecker at Sardl's rude Lawrence, Burgess Meredith,
Barton, Durstine Sc restaurant, N. Y., will m.c. a half- Ned Sparks, Rosemary Lnne, Ilka
fice
Chase and George Jessel.
Osborne agency to take over as manhour transcription show, 'The Meal
ager of the promotion department.
Miss Carroll will do five or .six
Gil Berry has been appointed lo- of Your Life.' Stunt calls for celebs platters, Paul Lukas Is her flr.it

brought

in

of Batten,

Biggest

tingle

ganda event

AEF

the

American propa-

of tlie

—landing ot
—was

muffed completely lor 24 hours by
three and perhaps more of the most
important shortwave outlets In the
United States. Failure to get the
big news on the air to Europe resulted from uncertainty as to the
application of the censorship code to
the international stations.
Trio of transmitters which are
definitely known to have refused to
broadcast the landing are NBC's

WNBI

and

WRCA,

and

Westing-

house's WBOS, which Is permanently
hitched to and programmed by

NBC.

Although announcement of
the AEF came from the White House
and was carried by the news services, NBC didn't air it because It was
under the Impression that censorial
code prohibited mentioning troop
movements unless it was given specific

permission.

This permission would ordinarily
be contained in one of the halfdozen to a dozen 'directives' the
shortwavera are fed each day by
the Coordinator of Information and
the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs,
These 'directives' instruct
the stations In what they can mention, what they can't mention, whet

should be played tip
should be played down.

and

what

Inasmuch as It got no 'directive,'
remained mum. Offices of the

NBC

two coordinators apparently never
thought to send one, figuring that
Inasmuch as it was a White House
announcement and so widely carried
by the wire services, stations would
naturally pick it up. Staff member
of one of the Government agencies
suddenly discovered in amazement
the next day that NBC hadn't aired
the landing. . Point was immediately
cleared up and the stations then put
It on the ether.
Meantime, CBS had waited for no
instructions and had the AEF story
on the air In German less than IB
minutes after the White House an-

nouncement was made.

It

came

at

1 p.m., just at the start of a 16mlnute news broadcast to Germany,
and before the end of the program
it had been bulletinned in.
It was
pounded In various languages all
through the day and night.
CBS beat BBC to the air with the
itory by an hour. BBC, recognizing
the full propaganda value of the
-

jnove, sent it out in a continuous
barrage to Europe, Africa and Asia

(n 24 languages.

BACK TO NBC
WITH BETTER

JOBS
Three former NBC employees,
dropped by the network in various
purges in the past, were hired back
P last week. All were given better
|L

Jobs than those they previously held

the company.
/
Joseph Seiferth, who was dropped
from the pageboy staff only a few
months ago because he was rated to
have no future with the company,

returned as a member of the sales
Staff of the Blue -network.' In the
Interim he was a producer-writer
with an independent program production firm.
Don Witty, formerly an office boy
in the script department, returned as
a continuity writer-producer in NBC
radio-recording after' leas than a
month's absence.
Robert Myers,
dropped from the statistics department in 1939 and recently with the
National Association of Broadcasters
In Washington, has been rehired for
statistical and research work.

,WFNC,

On
station
Joins the

FayetteviUe, N.C.,

Mutual As No. 197
WFNC, FayetteviUe, N.C.,
Mutu^ network effective

(8), bringing the tptal number of aillliates to 197.
Outlet operates on 14S0 ke. with
lEO watts power.

Sunday

'Youth Makes a Record'

war

in Ireland last weelc

Seattle, Feb.

in-

8.

KOL has sold a half hour program, based on the device of amateurs listening over the air to their
own recorded voices, to the Thomp-

cal sales manager, and Rudi Neu- to talk about their most memorable terviewee.
Kermit-Raymond Corp.
bauer has been added to that sales meal.
is
producing, with Stanley Wolf
Show is sponsored by Cuneo scripting and Ray Green directing.

staff.

Ray Neihengen

ii

sales traffic chief

and R. S. Peterson
manager.

la

tagged 'Youth Makes a Record'
and the disks are given to the makers after the broadcast

— Hal

Seattle

It's

nouncing
at

at

new

office

Press, Chicago, on behalf of a

cook book It Is publishing.
Five disks already out.

son Candy Co.

new

Crosby

Thomas now an- Galge and George Ross, N.Y. WorldKOL, Seattle, *formerly Telegram columnist, m.c.'d those.

KFPY, Spokane.

-

Guests include Elsa Maxwell, Gert-

Jack Foster, announcer, moved up

WCKY,

last week to the new
Cincinnati, post of night manager, created

to 'handle the station's

ume

growing

ot war-time activities.

vol-

.

M
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NEWS, AD COPY CLASH

Diana, John Barrymore
May Share Bard on Wax
An

off-the-Jlne

of the "Romeo and Juliet' balcony scene as enacted on Rudy Val(Sealtest)

program

Syndicated 'Jane Arden'

W. A. O'CarrolI, Chicago Tribune
correspondent in Sydney, is now

Washington, Feb. 3.
Participants at the press-radio

acting as Mutual correspondent in

hearing and spectators, startled
by the gong, joined all FCC personnel in the agency's first air

Australia.

Thursday

He

night (29) by John Barrymore and
bis daughter Diana.
Deal is under discussion with Vic-

will

be heard weelcly.

Wednesday (26).
Only two minutes were

raid drill

Des Moines

—Duane Peterson, head

the navy.
Jules Hack, KSO announcer, with U. S. Coast Guard.

platters.

re-

quired to evacuate the finn employees to designated places of
refuge in the New Post Office

of the auditing department of the
Iowa Broadcasting Co., has joined

new Barrymore combinado a series of Shalcespearean

tor for this
tion to

FCC's Air Raid

MBS Names Anzac Rep

was

recording

made
lee

27

Department

building.

On Home Town
KSO

Station

Des Moines, Feb. 3.
serial, 'Jane Arden
around the Register and

has

written
Tribune's syndicated comic. The Adventures of Jane Arden.' U's^heard
on many other stations throughout
the country by transcription.

May Floyd Sinex, Chicago radio
who is the wife of Gene Shumate, KSO-KRNT sports commentator has the title role.

artist,

ftT

new

iKlRD

POINTS

Meeting Held in Washington
Concerning Problem ot
Commercials in Midst of
World - Shattering Event*
Webs Already Taking

—

Drastic Steps to

Conform

EMBARRASSMENTS
Office of Facts and Figures at •
-meeting- -in—Washington Saturday—

The

(31) with representatives
of
th*
(cur national networlis and Nevill*
Miller, president of the' National

man

best informed

A.ssociation of Broadcasters, took up
the matter of eliminating the middle commercial from news and com*

mentator programs and the use of
news items as a springboard for commercials. The discussion, which was

world

in the

and

means

of handling
intelligently.

more
It

HERB CHASON
friends

'

.presided,-over-by W. B. -Lewis, of
the O.F.F., dealt generally with ways

hasii't

been to town for weeks. Passe(i a couple of

on the road, though, and got some of the news about what

his neighbors did last week.

But Herb knows what happened today on the Malayan Coast, and he

was suggested

the

ttiat

news

commen-

tators and newscasters could exercise better direction in drawing
a line of demarcation between news
and commercial and in refraining
from marring the aSects of important news items on listeners. Note
was made of the fact that soma
news broadcasters even split their
review of the .Boberts report oa
Pearl Harbor so that the usual commercial could be interpolated.

Since the war began the delicacies
involved in unintentional (and intentional)

Juxtapositions

of -sales

copy

could give you a pretty

fair picture

of the shifting battle between Russia

and Germany (even saying Kuibyshev
What's more,

so

and he and Mrs. Chason have $60 saved

Not

that

you could understand

he's got a lot of personal admiration for

men and women

in his

for a

Most everything he knows, they know. So do

go once or twice a

Not everybody,
Chason

does.

all their

in

Uy under

Defense Bond.

county look op to

twenty miles away, and so do the people

it).

Donald Nelson,

Herb

and world-shattering news
items have multiplied rapidly. Admen urging- purchases to 'aid th«
war' have been called offside. More
generally its a matter of taste and
judgment, latent aversions to copy
excesses come to the fore more read-

especially.

the people in Barton,

Memphis, where the Chasons

crisis conditions.

;

It's noted that many commercial
newscasts now allow several seconds to elapse before and after the
advertising so that no embarrassing
blendings of \vhat Is said before or.
afterwards can be exploited by
enemies of all advertising.

year.

of course, gets all his news from radio the

But millions

like

way Herb

news from radio most of the time. And millions more who are

eager readers of the daily press are

The Columbia Network

CBS,

NBC MEN

Herb on farms, and in small towns, do get

still

more eager radio

li

QUITSINGAPORE

—NBC.

stene rs.

has 89 regularly scheduled news broadcasts

.and- Columbia's —Singapore-correspondents have quit the island,
by British military au-

as requested
thorities.

each

week— some from Batavia and Moscow and London, going straight

to Herb Chason. And some from CBS news

headquarters in

New York-

in

Martin Agronslcy, NBC's staff man
the Far East, has moved to Aus-

tralia,

while Cecil Brown, the CBS
is now in Batavia awaiting
same country.

reporter,

the famous Studio
"

The CBS news

transportation to the

9.
staff is

generally conceded to be outstanding in radio

journalism. Anti throughout the war,
that

Herb Chason and

IBEW SEITIEMENT Wrn](
it

will devote itself to seeing to

his 130,000,000 fellow

"best informed people in the world."

it

WABC

IS

Americans remain the
'

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

ARBITRATID

Long-standi ng dispute^ between the
Broadcast d ivision of the InternaTional
Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers (AFL) and WABC. key outlet of CBS. in New York, has been
settled by arbitration and a ncv/
contract has been signed tor engineers at the station. Pact gives the
^chnicians wage raises based on
length of service and
averaging
about 13%. It expires next fall.
Union's contracts with WjQXR andWEVD, New York, were renewed ar
of Dec. 31 for one year each. Those
;

deals also involved

wage

—Mary

boosts.

Fran Learjr
to KOIN-KALE staft from Oregon
Journal to be program manager
Henry (Hank) Swartwood's aide.
Portland, Ore.

Wednesday, February
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XEQ

»>»>»»»»<
IN ARGENTINA

Baits Bashful Mexican

'

<»

Phone

I

Mexico

XEQ
one

in

(50,000

DepL Store

Stunt;
City, Feb.

watts)

Mexico City

to

Today

3.

Idea is a shopper's club, to get
addresses and phone numbers. Each
week, 15 to 20 of the members are

XEQ

and the
called by phone from
answers are miked. Every wom&n
who answers her call gets a prize.
Those who are not too shy to speak
up for airing about questions concerning household affairs, cooking,
film stars, love, astrology and other
things that can be made public, receives an award that is thrice the
value of that for merely answering

Man

City, Feb.

3.

amaprogram winner made a
special trip to Buenos Aires to
wed Margo Lopez, of Argentin-

of the

/ Radio Belirano (LR3) increases
network. Primera Cadena de Broadinclude Radio Carve
to
casting,
(CX16) and Voz del Aire (CX24)
both across the River Plate, in MonMove represents
tevideo, Uraguay.
first by an Argentine network in this
direction. Emilio P. Rossi, named as
representative and plans under way
for Interchange of programs.

at the banquet.

Glenn Bannerman will preside at all meetings as president of the
now a paid job as with the N,A.B. In the States.

Carlos Apiador, 20, local

tuer

ian troupe of juve theatrical entertainers.

As wedding present upon return here he was hired as a professional

announcer for

XEW.

Farmacia Inglesa Mendcz, English
drug chain, inaugurates new series
on Radio Argentina (LR2) using orchestra of Mauro Villi, Teofllo Ibanez
and Perlita Mora, Oscar Alonso and
1

A Cuyanila.
on

Radio
Mundo (LRl) drawing unusual at-

Yerba

O'Keefe's Beverages Uses

EGssa Landi As Visitmg

SaXks

(mate)

tention with new kid star 'Chlspita'
(Sparklet' who's already being hailed
as the Argentine Shirley Temple.
Script by Jaime Font, Saravia for
the Wednesday and Sunday noon
time show. Orchestras of D'Arrienzo

Star to Laonch Series and

calls.

Maj ority

.

Am A

Mexico

account.

store

Is the store that sponsors.

the

I

is the first
cop a depart-

That was
baited through Carlos RlveroU del
Prado's 'Say It by Telephone' program, weekly 30 minuter, Atoyac

ment

association,

Canadian Broadcasters Assn. to Meet
Next Monday (9) at Windsor, Montreal

Dajos Bela give program a top

class presentation.

femmes

called are
questioiis from

Toronto, Feb.

_

willing to ~aiis we'r
for broadcasting.

3.

NBC Adds 4

In

Mexico

O'Keefe's Beverages Ltd, of ToGente de Cine' (Film Folks) prostarted sponsorship Sunday gram on Radio Prieto (LS2) marks
(1)' of a new variety-dramatic third anniversary
with turnout of
More Blurbs on CFCF
show produced by Ral Purdy and Argentine stars Including Pedro LoMontreal, Feb. 3.
originating at station CFRB, Toronto. pez Lagar, Angel Magana, Delia
CFCF has sold following:
It will ballyhoo Canada's war effort Garces, June Marlowe, Silvan Roth
A. McKlm Is the and Francisco Alvarez. Show is' a
Lever Bros. (Lifebuoy Soap), 260 and charities.
•pot announcements.
agency.
two-man affair run by Roland and
Standard Brands (Magic Baking
Series will have guest names and Pinson, daily at 4 p.m. .with chitPowder), 270 spot announcements.
a youth orchestra. Elissa Landi was chat, guest stars and o.o.'s of local
Standard Brands (Fleischmann's the debut guest, planing in from New and Hollywood plots.
Yeast), 270 spot announcements.
York for the date.
ronto,

night

The newcomers

are'

XEBA, Guz-

man; XEBX, Sabinas; XEDE,
and XEDF, Los Mochis.

Saltillo,

Mexican Goyemment To

Assume All Debts Of
XEFO, Party Mouthpiece

.

Mnndo

KU

•

S

has

contracted

Mexican
from

singer Elvira Rios, just here
successful New York season.

Special web lined up by Radio
Stentbr (LS8) to cover Gran Premio
del Sur 1942, international aufo race,
which runs through Argentina, Chile,

Uruguay and Paraguay. Event comparable

in interest to the U. S.
Series, will have most expensive radio coverage ever arranged
here with 14 short and long-wave
stations handling both transmission
and pickups. Show being run by
Prbventas, S. A., who- have conces-

World

sions for all advectising tieups.

Palmollve (UlS soap) to Increase
on Belgrano during '42. New
scripted by l,alo Harbin and

series

show

Luis Angel Iribarren, uses comics
Buono-Striano who are a kind of
Argentine Laurel and Hardy, orchestra of Francisco Canaro, singers Er
nesto Fama and Francisco Amor.

Canadian

of

City, Feb. 3.

radio station
of the Party of

local,

XEFd, mouthpiece

.

Mexican Revolution, which has
some time run in the red, have
been given good news by Antonio

the
for

president of the Party.
that the federal government has agreed to underwrite
the liabilities' of XEFO and pay all
its debts in fiiU and pr6nto.
President Manuel Avila Camacho,
Vlllalobos said, is personally Interested in keeping this station going
and In good order for he considers
it to be a highly valuable vehicle
for the broadcasting of culture.
XEFO and the other government
station here, XEUZ, operated by the
Ministry of the Interior, have started
a weekly 'Youth Hour' program.

Association
its

sor hotel.

3.

of

annual conven-

tion here Feb. S-10-11 at the

Wind,

Neville Miller, paid pres-

ident of the National Association of

come here from
Washington to address the Monday
He will re(0) luncheon meeting.

Broadcasters, will

fer to government-Industry relations
in the United SUtes.
Canadian broadcasters will have
a press room and will Issue daily
statements for what is expected to
be their biggest convention. Tues-

day and Wednesday sessions will
be closed. Frank Ryan, of Canada's
Wartime Prices Board, will speak at
Tuesday's luncheon^ and William L.
Shirer will be speaker at the formal
banquet that night. Press will be

admitted to

latter.

Vlllalobos,

He announced

REPEAT MURROW SPEECH
Pnbllc Hears Lecture Over,IUBO in
Hla Home State

Pirate Stations

Up

Whoop

It

for 'Invincible' Axis

Mexico City, .Feb. 3.
Radio experts have been rushed by
the Ministry of Communications and
Public Works, ruler of Mexico's air
affairs, to Guanajuato and Queretaro
states, to

that

are

track

down pirate stations
away with much

getting

Nazi and Japanese propaganda, stud
slanted to make it appear that the
Axis has won or will win the war.
Stations are also receiving code
messages which the Ministry has not

Most
yet been able to decipher.
active of-"these stations-are- function- Seattle, Feb. 3.
Atkinsons (English perfume)
KIRO aired a transcription of Ed- ing around Dolores Hidalgo.
signed tor Mundo's Azul and Blanca
There will be, in addition to
ward Murrow's Tuesday' night (27)
network for series, by Rafael Garcia speech here on Friday night (3D) at Neville Miller, representatives from
Ibanez, and starring Blanqulta del 10:45 so the thousands who tried to each of the four networks in the
Prado and Francisco de Paula. Pro
get tickets to the lecture could hear United States, NBC, CBS, Blue and
gram will have a Ripley 'Believe It Murrow's speech. Listeners .were Mutual. Lynne C. Smeby of N.A.B.
or Not' touch with curiosities, extra- also urged to send in donations to will also be present.
jrdinary events, scientific discoveries, the Red Gross, as all proceeds of the
Herbert Lash, director of inforlecture went to that organization
etc. dramatized.
mation of the Canadian Government
Murrow even waiving his fee.
and Joseph W. G. Clark, director of
Station also carried an interview
with Murrow and his mother, father public relations for the Canadian
and brother, all' of whom live in Army and Air Force, will also be
heard by convention.
Bellingham.

s

WRITERS GUILD

FULTON LEWIS,

JR.

AVAILABLE

IS

For Sponsorship

in

Your

City

TALKS TjQM
Radio Writers Guild has opened
negotiations with NBC for a contract
covering 'writers In the news department Existing contracts cover the
network's: tlramatic

Here's

the

easiest

LEWIS, JR.

is

ibt

"sale"

man

you ever (oadel
FULTON
of the hour with th* newt of

the day.

Now sponsored on 39 Mutual stations from coast to coast
and available for sponsorship in your cily at • talent
charge amounting to your
TIME QUARTER

ONE

HOUR

RATE PER WEEKI

.

Fulton lewis, Jr.'s JMpularity is as sensational as the trail
of sales successes he has created for advertisers from coast
to coast. From bakeries to banks
coffee to .coats sponsors are selling merchandise an'd renewing contracts lot
this outstanding news cooimeniaior
broadcasting 5 times
weekly from the studios of Staiioo
in the Nation's

—

WOL

Capital.

KEHEARSA^FGRAIR'
SPONSORED

IN

MEXICO

•Mexico City, Feb.

S,

'Rehearsals ior the Air,' broadcasts
of actual studio preparations for
shows, weekly 3D>mlnute program at

XEQ

by its sponsor.
Mazda de Lima,
Tomas Perrln,

WM. B. DOLPH,

and continuity

'

Guild' Also has contracts for dra'
matlc and news writers at CBS.

local station

for further information—^eire, phone
or mile.-

acrlpters.

—

—

—

has been renewed
General Electric
Jr.,

film

juveiille,

conducts program.

•
p.

i

C

Ajiiliated with the

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

As

Sufttainer

Mexico

City, Feb. 8.

Dr. I. Q. is being continued as {
regular weekly feature by radio sta.
tlon
here on a sustaining basis,
Doc was originally sponsored by
Canada Dry of Mexico.
has
built up this quiz program to the eX'
considerable
tent of
fan following.

XEQ

XEQ

\9

Mexico
Creditors

Montreal, Feb.

The

Broadcasters holds

NBC

has added four mor^ Mexican
stations to its Pan American Network, bringing the list to 124 outlets.

XEQ

• KSAL«KY(IS«WATL«WAAB* WFBR • WGH • WGR •

3.

Subjects expected to come up for discussion at next week's convention here of the Canadian Association of Broadcasters are:
Standardization of station rate structures.
Yardsticks for measurement of station overage In Canada.
Policy on free time donations to Government, patriotic, religious and
non-commercial projects.
National wartime finance.
Priority and engineering problems.
Station-advertising agency relations.
General feeling Is that industry enjoys sympathetic relationship
with Government at this time. Many high officials will be on the dais

Aires, Jan. 20,

Buenos

Sponsors^

Montreal, Feb.

RAT JOSEPHS

By

Housewives With Prizes By

1942

Canadian Convention Topics

M

»

4,

MfNT

•

liniBC

• WHN • WJEJ • WKRC • NMPS • KOL •WOL*
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RISK LIVES TO HEAR JAZZ?
SOME DISPUTE
'

Danny Kaye on Schaefer
-As Fonnula Is Changed

'War Time' Feb. 9

Blue Distributes To Affiliates Discs
The phrase 'War Time'

in-

stead of 'daylight saying time'
will be used in all contracts,

New

statementa and anno'uncementa
of the Blue Network.
This conforms lo the Presi-

Thursdays

IS' T

It's

Schaefer Brewing has moved its
'Schaefer Revue' from 7:30-8 p.m.

on

locally

WJZ,

York, to 7:30-8 p.m: Wednesdays on
York. Guest-name policy has also beeii instituted for the

WEAF, New

dent's suggestion.

series.

Now
Academic Question
Rages Between Value of

Spotted for the show next week
is harmonica player Larry AdTonight's (Wednesday) guest is

(11)

FCC Okays

ler.

Metropolitan Opera.
ice, ita wide range of sustaining interests and the part that its adverN. C, Feb. 3.
tising plays in the economic life of
Bob CUrk, Jr., WJR, Detroit,
The Federal Communications com- the country. Also relating the demission has granted a construction velopment of the Blue as part of sound man, has left the station fol-

of Danny Kaye, star of 'Let's Face It,'
Constant, Repetition
at the Iipperial theatre, N.
Allan
News Beamed at Nazi- Roth's orchestra and chorus provides
music for the stanza. B. B. D. Si O.
Against
as
Lands
Bossed
is the agency.
Inclusion of Yankee Music

X

Charlottfe,

Little,

TMa,

actor

N.

T.— Edmund new

from WEBR, Buffalo,

has joined spieling

staff

of

WHLD

Is

Inc., of

New

station.

lowing his enlistment as an aviation
cadet assigned to Kelly Field. Ha
is tl^ son of the station's staff or-

To operate on 1450 kilocycles with during the current week.
ganist and his wife, Shirley Squiers,
power of 250 watts and unlimited
One disc, for example, describes is a member of the WJR dramiatlc
time.
program preferences in various parta staff.
•

here.

There

an academic controversy

raging between

•mildly'

NBC and ita recent establishment as
Bern, for a a separate entity. The affiUateshave
been asked to broadcast the series

permit to the Coastal Broadcasting

Company,
Niagara

LATIN CASE DIFFERENT

N. C. OnHet

Outlining Its Public Benefactions
The Blue Network has distributed of the country by dramatized bits
among ita affiliated stations a series about a New England couple listenof five-minute recordings plugging ing to 'America's Town Meeting' and
the web's programs, its public serv- a Southern family tuning in on th*

New York

and Washington as to whether more
in
or less news should be included
the shortwave programs beamed at

German-dominated

from
two view-

countries

The
the United States.
points are ts follows:

Europeans risk imprisonment
at
to listen to foreign shortwave
probably not
all, therefore they are
for
in a mood for entertainment but
(1)

outside information,
(2) Against this it Is argued Hiat
shortwave radio should not forget
Too much slanted
showmanship.
news may rob U. S. -programs of-the
always enjoyed.
advantage they

Spanish civil war and other European experience' testifies that bored
peoples will risk their lives ior jazz
as readily as for news.
On this score it is noted that both
Britain and Germany give plenty of
valuable shortwave time' to' ihusi'
cal and entertainment programs and
that Italy, which has the smallest
audience of the three countries, uses
the U. S. system of continuous news
broadcasts rotated in various Ian'
guages.

Continuous round of news, of
because not
enough happens between sessions in
any one language to have all fresh
stuff each time.
So it's pretty much
rehash, spaced out' with the tons. of
course, gets pretty dull

verbiage poured into the stations
via teletype each day by the Gov
emment's two 'psychological waragencies, the Oflices of Coordinator of Information (Donovan) aiid
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs (Rockefeller).
Incidentally, 'in the recently-pub
lished 'Radio Goes to 'War,' author
Charles Rollo contends that Hitler
and (joebbeis have no false impres'
sions that people believe the lies on
the Berlin radio. He says there is
no attempt to make people believe
- them. Whole object, Rollo states. Is
to confuse the issue and have listen
ers mistrust everyone else's broad'
casts, too, so that they believe the
truth no more than they do the un-

...fare'

truths.

3.50r SCHOOLS

TAKE PROGRAM
Fort Worth, Feb. 8.
More than 3,500 schools In 218
Texas counties have reported using
the Texas School of the Air" programs, according to a survey made
recently by that organlzaUon. This
« tte only ttate In the Union with
?. ,***t«-supported radio
program -*
ttis character.

State Department «i
Education employs John Gunstream
as its -director.

WBAP,
greatest

»^ms
Otaer

here,

has originated the

number of educational pro-

for the air school per month.
participating
staUons are
Dallas; WOAI, Sari Antonio;

WJAA,
KPRC,

Houston,

and

KGNC,

Amarlllo.

Edward Bsttey Promoted
^Edward Battey, Jr., research dl
rector of the
Compton agency, has
««n made a vice-president of the
company.

He has been with Compton 16
years and In charge
of the research
department since 1931.

THE

N A

fro N

{

S
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$ T>
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Studebaker Dealer

802 Defers Withdrawal of Permission

Hand-Me-Downs

Plui?s

Rochester, N.

Covering Delayed Network Broadcasts
Officials or

musicians

the

union

New York (802)
have reconsidered

KlRO's Radio Parade
Seattle, Feb. 3.

'Radio Parade,' with Bob Nichols
network- which deals exclusively with radio
originating stations which permits personalities and topics, is now runthe ^lse of delayed broadcasts of ning five times a w%ek and oh three
hookup commercial programs. It Is different local stations. The jump
understood that the local elected to from three to five show became efdefer any action on the issue until fective Silnday (1), with the added
It has been discussed by the excou^^ two going on KIRO, Tuesday and
tive board of the American Federal. .Thursday morning,
Nichols has been doing a Sunday
tlon of Musicians which is currently
in session in Miami.
The contract night batch of gossip on KJR and two
between Local 802 and the four net- installments, Wednesday and Friday
work stations in New Yorfc permit mornings, on KOMO. Bob Hillls Is
the union to abolish the right of de- the scriptist.
layed broadcast on 30 days notice.

plan

their

In

their

to

cancel the provision

contract

with

Now

Y„

Feb.

Incompleted Mystery

Studebaker h.s renewed thrlce-asports program over WHAM

Lead to Department Store

week

hand cars and

service.

WHAM

Cunnyngham,

staff handles
Roche, Williams &
Inc.,
arranged the

'Wartime Women' on KODf
3.

New on KOIN is 'Wartime Women,

Prizes

the best reasons why it will convict
has replaced weekly tran- wins a $25 prize. Store has a 'Cau.
log of Clues' which will carry a synscribed half hour mystery stories for
opsls of all mysteries to be broad,
Franklin's with a live talent program cast and will also make it easy
for
of original mystery stories by Roy those getting the books to spot
Seattle, Feb. 3.

KOL

Grandey,

deal.

Portland, Ore.. Feb.

Yam Clues

3.

for four months with credits plugging defense bonds, Red Cross and
other civic drives as well as second-

Al Stsson of
sportscast and

1942'

station's

First live

show

with the
Hand.'

'Case

New

program

director.

aired Friday (30),
of the Clutching

series uses a" tie-in with

the"'

needed dues.

Plays are done before a studio audience, and time tor the program had
to be moved up to 7 p.m. from 7:30

store's merchandising as each week's so audience could get Into the build.
effort to steer mystery Is left unsolved, with several Ing. Present building regulations
in
and duties of war clues Inserted in continuity for lis- this city In the 'theatre of operations'
teners to spot. Only one of the clues call for closing at 7, with only occu.
Scripted and announced by Clare is needed to cinch the case, and the pants, with a pass and business, allistener picking the clue and writing lowed to enter after that hour.
Hays.

five-minute

women

nightly

Into jobs

work.

Blue' and Mutual Networks are
particularly concerned in this issue.
At a recent meeting with officials
of the two webs Local 802 spokesi^en
stated that the delayed broadcast arrangement was developing too many
ramifications and that it was deemed
best as far as the union's members
Interests were concerned to terminate the whole thing.
What apparently had been disturbing to the
union was the isolated practices of
the networks to permit a New Yorkoriginated show to be taken off on
wax at Los Angeles or San Francisco so that the program could be
relayed at a later hour to the stations in the westcoast regional. One
particular case in point cited by the
union was the rebroadcast from disc
of the Jack' Benny show over the
Blue's Pacific Network, whereas the
program originates over the NBC
Network. Also cited was an instance
In which one of these disked delays was ted back to the network's
Mountain Group.

Aside from the monetary .losses
that the delayed broadcast amngement entails for Local 802j!iembers,
the New York union, it is under•tood, is anxious to avoid any recriminations
from
other
branches on the question of whether
regional rebroadcasts Infringes on
the jurisdiction of locals outside of

AFM

New

York.

STROTZ, GiLMAN

RIVAL TEAMS

ON COAST
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
Sidney Strotz and Don' Gilman,
Coast v.p's of NBC and the Blue
Network, respectively, chose up
eides last week and put their lineups
in the field. Here's how the batting
order reads:

NBC: John Swallow program
manager; Lewis S.'Frost, assistant to
the v.p.; Harold J. Bock, publicity
manager; Frank Sellett, auditor;
A. H. Saxton, chief engineer; 'Walter
Bunker, production manager; Robert

McAndrews, sales promotion manager; Sydney Dixon, sales manager.
Blue: Tracy Moore, sales manager; Leo Tyson, program director;
.

Robert Moss,' production manager;
Milton Samuel, publicity manager;
Sidney Dorais, chief auditor; David
Lasley, sales promotion. Tyson formerly, was with the artists bureau

.and previously manager of
In Beverly Hills.

KMPC

Operations for both networks con
from Radio City here, with
renting space to. the Blue.

ttnue

NBC-

TRY THE
The

WEST...?Yi«fi

essential radio testing factors are

WCCO
Al
ovei-

tion

where

all eight

combined:

ISOLATW HOIONAL MARKET
Th« Cominratal Divide (harp«

ALL TYPES OF LISTENERS
You get cit7 and farm homes,

ly limit! natnral tales areas.

class

RiOUlAR SAIIS RIPORTS

"BASICS" IN MINIATURE

C NialMA (for subscribers),
FaoU Consolidated check sales.

Coast regional networks cany

A.

AI Sheehan Revamps

Add the ffost

Pacific Coast ia the only area

and mass markets,

all ooast-tO'Coast

too.

programs.

Program Dept.

MONTHIY AUOMNCE REPORTS

HOUYWOOD PRODUCTION

Minneapolis, Feb. 3.
Sheehan, who recently took

TIm C. K. Hooper Pacific ratings

You can

WCCO's program and produc-

check the listening

the same program you test

department,

is

'Red' Butler, announcer, will take

over the Morning Sunrisers' show
and will bring in guest performers
and emcee.
Replacements in the department,
occasioned by the war. Include Douglas McNamee for 'Bun' Dawson as
The
assistant production manager.
latter departs March 1 to join Naval

McNamee formerly was
Aviation.
Minneapolis office of
the
with
and also worked for an eastern radio' station for five years.

BBD&O

habits, too.

giving the de-

partment an overhauling, having
switched various assignments.

'ViO

«ONni«r

MOM

OilTSIDi

"affd the rest" with

ONi.TENTH THE TIME COST

Other regional citinpaigns,do

Your

not penetrate the Far West,

economical as well as positive.

test in the

West

will

be
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Explorers Under

YOU, TOO,

Doug Allan Convoy

Sallman

Phil

Teaching

WMCA

Top NBC

Television In Popularity

WMCA, New

Piano

to

Giveaways Chief

Of

Irritant

Listeners

York,

is

American Public; FCC Records

starting a se-

programs Saturday
geared to teach listeners to play

ries of sustaining
(7)

81

CAW—

Allan brings to the trans- simple tunes on piano without prePopularity ratings of the various CuS,'
mitter explorers and travelers who vious instruction. Shows are tranNBC television shows reveal Thrills, have films of their
journeys.^ After scribed copies of broadcasts by Phil
Chills from Everywhere with Doug a short introduction, films
are shown Saltman, who has had them on WEEl,
audience-attracter
for
and the guest talks behind them ex- Boston,
Allan' as top
for about 10 years. They'll
the past couple months. Ratings are plaining what they are, similar to air weekly, 1:30-1:45 p. m.
a lecture.
Saltman was formerly a piano
prepared weekly in a report for the
player tor Joe Rines' band. Latter
vldio sfaft by the NBC research deis now musical dIrecto»of WMCA.
BoUingberry Reps KQV
obtained through

Data Is
Chicago, Feb. 3.
an elaborate weekly postcard survey
George Hollingl>erry station rep
Springfteld,
Mass.—Terry Caldof owners of television receives.
firm has added KQV, Pittsburgh, to well, yjMAS announcer, gave his noClose to the Allan show in poputice this week.
He joins the army.
larity recently have been 'Gus Van's it rep list.
Newcomer to the WMAS; stag is
Minstrels,' 'Ada'ms Sports Parade,'
This is an exclusive rep deal for Glenn Saxton, former program direc"March of Time' and 'News by Sam this Blue Network outlet
tor at WFTL, Fort Lauderdale.

Show Only
PHIL CRANE

KOL

partment

NOW

Annonncer Doing
With His Wife

254

Program Complaints

SINGER
Two-Act

Seattle, Feb. 3.

Phil Crane, formerly an announcer

KOL, has formed

a singing team
with his wife, Mildred.
at

Opened at the Cave in Vancouver,
B. C., on Jan. 26 for a four week
stand.

Washington, Feb.

3.

Only 65 out of 254 program com*
plaints received by the FCC during
1941 were sufficiently serious on
their' faces to justify investigation
and all but two of the squawks were
disposed of without punitive action.
The regulators had two still on their
desks on Dec. 15.
Statistics revealed
merous yelps were

the most nuabout alleged
fraudulent,
or
misleading
statements. Out of 52 complaints of
this kind, the Commish pigeonholed
40 at the outset and closed the cases
after routine investigation of the remainder. There were 34 wails about
refusal to broadcast programs, 23
about contests, and 22 about failure
to send merchandise or booklets
false,

promised.

There were 11 charges of obscenithree squawks aibout lotteries, and
two slander complaints.

ty,

The largest number of Investigations was prompted by the listener
yelps- that, stations cheated on their
Some 20 of
promised give-aways.
the 22 complaints of this kind wer*
investigated before being retired t*
the closed flies,
y

NOVIK HEADS

How

N.Y. CIVILIAN

sample

to

aoup
Morris S. Novlk, general manege*

network

radio..

of WNYC, New York City's municipal station, is now in activa
charge of all radio activities of local
civilian defense groups. Named for

the assignment by Mayor LaGu'axdia, Novlk heads a committee of flva
representatives of leading New York
stations.'

Group

consists

of

Dav*

events head of
Driscoll, special
WOR; Gerald Maulsby, of WABO
"program and. production; William

Burke MlUer,

NBC

director of talki^
pubGoldstein,

and

at "sampling*' costs I To

learn

what network radio can

WMCA
and Leon
Committee meets weekly.
licity.

Besides readying plans for anair raid
alerts and' warriingsi "the coihmiltee
serves as a clearing house for all

nouncements of blackouts,
'

do

for you,

you must

try

network

radio.

But

there's

no need to

go coast-to-coast to find out. Columbia Pacific... a basic part of
Columbia's coast-to<coast network... will give you

all

the imswersl

'

requests for time or announcement*
by civilian defense groups. Group
of voluntary writers is kept on hand
to rewrite all material into suitable
radio form. Besides' passing on th*
requests f^'om the civilian defense
agencies, the conmilttee alsp makei
the writer assignments so as to' divide the work as equitably, as possible.

Eight reasons, just to your

left,

show why |n no other area can

Novlk's work with the committee
independent of his regular dutle*
WNYC. In addition, he Is working with the telephone company on
tentative plans for a warning system
via the telephone lines. Meanwhile,
telephone switchboard i»
the
being kept open on a 24-hour basit
to serve as a clearing center for messages to local radio stations from the
Army's Intercepter Command and
the Police and Fire Departments.
Estimated that with the present facllltles, that in case of an air raid,
all local stations could be notified
within two finlnutes durby
ing daylight hours and five minutes
is

at

you make a

test as

thorough, as accurate, or as convincing!

WNYC

To
try it

fimd out

what network radio can do for you, try

it first.

But

wisely— with Columbia Pacific

WNYC

at night.

Novlk was confined

to his

home

COLUMBIA PACIFIC NETWORK

with a severe cold Monday (2), but
was carrying on the work from

Pdaee Hotel, Sap Fianclsoo-Columbte

Former Announcer Now
Sponsors a Program

A Division of the

Cotumbia Broadcatling jjyUem

•

8quac«,lM Aii«eIee*Bepr«a«iited b]r RADIO SAUQSt New Yorii. Chicago. Su LottIt.CbuIoU«

there.

Walter Otto, head of the W. T.
Otto Stamp Co., of Brooklyn, Is •
former broadcaster, so In starting k
ballyhoo campaign for the firm, he
using radio.
Starting Sunday
Is
night (8) he will bankroll a program of stamp quizzes, stories and
Interviews on .WWRL, New York,
Contract Is for 13 weeks and th*
show will be conducted by Walter
Kaner, of the station staff.
Otto was program director of
WEVD, New York, in 1929 and was
previously announcer at WLTH, New
York.
.

,
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However, authoress Gertrude
Berg writes propulsive dialog and
provocative situations, and her other
characters are both plausible and
interesting.
What's more, she now
to be keeping a male roWhat made it doubly Interesting for appears
mantic lead In the action for fe;nme
this program was the presence of a
Serial is on CBS,
listener appeal.
singer who had the band follow her
and who didn't have to follow the
Diana Barrymore, guesting on the
She could have been given
band.
numbers that had closer identifica- Rudy Vallee prograi.. Thursday
tion with her outstanding clicks, but nieht (29) on JlBC-Red (WEAF),
the three assigned her sufficed to teamed with her father, John Barrymake the repertoire diversified. They more, in an unintentional hokum
were 'Nobody's Swetheart,' 'Martha,' burlesque of the balcony scene from
'Romeo and Juliet.' Miss Barryand 'Elmer's TVne.'
more's performance of Juliet was
Lucky MllUnder makes it a Negro shallow and commonplace, while her
anthem in boogie woogie when his father's portrayal of Romeo bounded

FplloW'Up Comment
Maurice Evans, currently starring

own

revival of 'Macbeth,' at
the National theatre, N. Y., again
demonstrated his talent for comedy
as guest Thursday midnight (29) on
the birthday greeting program to
in his

President Roosevelt over NBC-Hed
(WEAF) and Mutual. This time the
emotional dramatic star scored by
fiving broadly hoked-up readings of
hakcspcare's lines, almost as comically overplayed as John Barrymore's
intentional hamming on the Rudy
Vallee program.
Shakespearean star's first few, lines orchestra trumpets across 'Joe Louis
were a crossfire with Eddie Cantor, Is a Mighty Man.' That's about the
the m.c, with Evans invariably only line in the song but it's sung
whacking the tag line for a bullseye. with infinite varieties of inflection,
Then Bert Gordon entered the ex- emphasis and feeling. Coming from
pertly written script and the skit the Savoy Ballroon. In Harlem it
took the form of a series of situations takes on the general overtones of
in which Cantor told Gordon what a being Harlem and Dixie's big mesdistinguished actor Evans is, with sage to the nation. Yeah, brethren,
Evans giving a scenery-chewing he sure am.
Shakespeare reading and then GorMicbele Morfan and Paul Henried,
don knockioB over the bit with a
co-stars of RKO's 'Joan of Paris,'
goofy topper.
Show, produced by Vic Knight, di- guested' Sunday night (1) on the
rector of the Fred Allen program, OEM's 'Keep 'Em Rolling' program
was unpretentious but entertaining. in a briefie from the picture. It was
Put together a smooth, solid, pyra- a vivid bit, partly through the shrewd
miding variety show. (And every- adaptation, which took merelv an
excerpt from the film. Instead of tryone announced actually appeared!)
Opening had Cantor singing the ing to telescope the whole story.
first line of 'Happy Birthday,' with Morton Gould's illustrative musical
subsequent lines alternately sung by backgrounding was also helpful.
gickups from Chicago, Nashville and Miss Morgan, making her U. S. radio
oston. Then, in order, Dinah Shore debut, had surprisingly little accent.
sang 'Blues in the Night,' Walter Her readings tended to be on a level,
Winchell appealed for funds for -the but she projected a curious poig'March of Dimes,' Kenny Baker sang nance into the part of the tragic
•White Cliffs of Dover,'. Danny Kaye Parisicnne. Henried, a radio vet, had
did his familiar 'Pavlowa' comedy great vitality as the fugitive flyer,
routine, Katharine Hepburn asked though his' slight Teutonic accent was
Other guests on the
for contributipns to the Infantile unrealistic.
paralysis drive, followed by the show were Nadlne Connor, clicking
Evans sketch and Glenn Miller play- in two songs, and Dorothy Stevens,
ing Ir\'lng Berlin's new 'President's In an absorbingly modest account of
Birthday Ball' composition. It was women air-raid wardens' work in
at various times a laugable, heart- London.
tugging and diverting program,
.

grotesque octogenarian.

that of a
Vallee, as Mg^utio, read his handful
Entire sketch
of lines waveringly.
was ilfcwkish and embarrassing.
like

when John W. Vandercook

and NBC gave the news round-up
last Friday. This may be taken as a
sample of how circumspect the networks now are in guarding against
any awkward justapositions of advertising copy and war news.

HOURS A DAY
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Wartime censorship rules have altereil the grocery store visits of
WABC, New York. Formerly acetate recordings were made of interviews with actual shoppers. Now the shoppers are brought to Columbia Recording studios.
Simultaneously program becomes a' slx-a-weeker at 8:30 a.m., still
called 'The Mi^us Goes Shopping.'
Morrell's ham and Pepsi-Cola
are sponsors.

Maybe

play.

cient sponsor-identification at the
passable dramatic performance. Alopening. It's one of the few evening
fred Drake was satisfactory as the
half-hours that doesn't open with a
man. Program no longer attempts major commercial.
Musical signato tie together th* story and the
ture is
nice variation.
opening five minutes of news reports. 'Maudie'a is continuing' Incidentally,
to improve.
Even so, Last week's
Tliat's an improvement
(29) edition dealt encombination is somewhat mongrel- tirely with the
show's
Juve characMusical accompaniment was in- ters
Ish.
a 'Smart Idea.
ferior.
Scene cues were' obtrusiv«,
attempt
whatever
was
made
while no
'Mary Martin' was a diffused, yet
mood-creating background.

—

"

Philadelphia, Feb.

Mort Lawrence, pilot of WlP's 'Dawn Patrol,' all-night recording
and news show, has developed a scheme to continue receiving requests from listeners that he states has recevied the okay of the Office
of Censorship despite the ban' on this t^e of program.
Previously Lawrence played requests he received by wire as soon
Now listeners are told to write in for cards listing
as he got them
the .top 32 tunes. If one is requested, the listener rings the number
opposite the tune and writes in the time he usually listens to the
program.
will
play
the number on any day afterward. It may be
Lawrence
a week,- two weeks, a month, or maybe If he's suspicious ne*er. In
this way it's impossible for anyone to use the request as a means of
sending a code message.

a half-hour

is

•MUSICAL CAMERA'

too brief

With Jay Wesley, Jean
-

now

Lew

Collins, Car-

Sargent, Carl

—

WEEI, Boston
Joseph Chernlavsky's superb music

welded together with Jean Collin's
fine singing and Jay Wesley's 'Daily
Spotlight'

-interview

in

dramatic

form provide an extremely wellpaced hometown show that keeps
the listener interested all the way.
It's a credit to WEEI and Boston.
Opening with 'Holiday,' Chernlavsky, comparatively new here, dis-

played colorful music enhanced by
an arrangement that embellished yet
preserved the melody, which accomplishment of his continued throughout'the program. Jean (Rollins' version of 'Blues in the Night' was
pleasing because of her particularly
good, melodic voice, phrasing and

Land

the

leton DIokerman,

Moore, Josef Chernlavsky orchestra, and Frankle Masters, (oest
Masic, Songs, Drama
30 MIns. Local
Dally, 4 p.m.

of the Silent People,' Is
broadcasting from London over

NBC.

Handles himself well before
the mike, using a driving, somewhat
staccato style. On some transatlantics
he la predominantly the reporter,
while on others he is more the closeup portrayer of leading figures and
the analyst.

smooth sustained tones.
Jay Wesley kept the show moving
with his 'Dally Spotlight' in which
guest Frankle Masters' career was
sketched interestingly with an Interview on Masters' composing ef-

Girl vocalist who sang 'Where or
When' with Benny Goodman's band
Thursday midnight (29) over Mutual
dawdled so much she sounded as if
she were about to drop off to sleep
between bars. Made a good number
seem tedious.

forts along the lines of 'Scatterbrain,'
the leader's most noteworthy prod-

uct.
Carl Moore and Lew Sargent
capably assisted in the playlet.
Wesley has the happy faculty of
keeping his subjects at ease and Is
therefore able to draw out facts. Although dramatic spot was scripted.
Interview portion was ad lib ana
Masters held up his end well also.
a feature yam about how publicity
Chernlavsky, theatre musician and
may be the making of college footalumnus, ended this socko show
ball players, then wound up with his with variations and elaborations on
regular sports question, gave some the familiar 'Chopsticks' as played
racing results, and finally reported by a beginner through to the symanother
Durobher's
signing
for
Leo
phonic.
season with Brooklyn. Program was
Henry Lundquist credited for
passably (occasionally ungrammatl- writing and producing show. EviStevens has a strong dently WEEI Is out to attract attencal) written.
voice and a direct style of talking. tion as a 'producing station.' Paul.

Broadway producers. Script
'Maudie's Diary,' for Wonder bread
by John Kenneth Cameron was a Thursday
Jack Stevens, heard Saturday night
nights on CBS, spots its
conventional pulp-mag romance with
two plugs -at the half-way mark and (31) on 'Inside of Sports,' via Mutual
the heroine getting her big chance the close.
Apparent idea is that the for Bayuk cigars, carried out the
and her heart throb at the close. Miss Wonder Bakers'
vocal intro Is suffi- show's 'inside' idea fairly well. After
Fabray sang agreeably and gave a
talking briefly about boxing, he told

at

niiiiiiiiiiii'"*""""

Way Out for Disc Jockeys

Ranson Sherman, a performer of for an adaptation. 'Whatever the reagreat natural comic sense, was toss- son, the program took the story only
ing off a lot of first-rate nonsense up to John Shand's election, thus
last Friday (30) on behalf of Ivory. missing the real point and Maggie's
He has funny notions swelling up best scenes.'" Miss Hayes was excelout of a habit of seeing the fanciful lent as Maggie, and Neil O'Malley
exaggerated
possibilities
and
of was acceptable as Shand.
events and
customs.
His
'Hap
Hazard' of Crestfallen Manor pacl^
Bob Hope's writers seem detera lot of amusing odds and ends. The
mined to make Edward Arnold's
listener encounters the familiar as
girth sunny.
It becomes less so on
in an amusement park mirror, and
grins.
Sherman's been around for each occasion employed. In a broadyears, constantly avoiding that run- cast over NBC from the San Diego
ning dry which could be expected Naval base, the comedian quipped
from anyone as lavish with original about a sailor in his pants looking,
stuff.
Part of his effectiveness de- from the rear, like Arnold In front.
rives, of course, from the fact that he
also has acting, skills. The right deRobert St. John, author of 'From

various

S4

Reports

Shoppers' Program Altered
Alka-Seitxer's message came In the
middle, discreetly and cautiously
placed with a fence of hesitation on
all sides,

livery is a further guarantee of the
material being properly brought out.
Bob Emery's 16 voices (kids) from Irene Ryan Is a helpful she-foil and
the program is nicely filled in by
Connie Boaweli lent plenty of color Rainbow House' on WOR, New Gordon Jenkins music.
and pleasure to last Saturday's (31) York, sang the 'Star Spangled
inning of the Lucky Strike Hit Banner' as its part of the Presi-.
'Woman of Conrage' was unevenly
Parade (CBS). She was described dent's Birthday special broadcast acted when heard Thursday mornas being there "by command of our last Friday. A nice recognition and ing (29) on CBS.
Part of Lillian
men in the armed forces,' but regard- a nice performance,
was broadly played, while the
less of whatever methods or ramiheroine-lead,
Martha Jackson; was
currently
Nanette Fabray,
in 'Let's
fications that enter into such guestee
Face It,' at the Imperial, N. Y., given an expressionless reading. The
selections
this
particular- choice
housekeeper, Mrs.
SuUlvan, was
proved a treat for ctvillans as well. guested Saturday morning (31) on given a distinctive performance by
Theatre of Today,' on CBS for ArmMerande,
legit
character
strong cork. She played a gal who Doro
wins a collegiate talent contest and woman, whose voice was unmistakable to any regular theatregoer.
a chance to audition as singer for

2B0 sWATTS
DetroWa Leading
Independent Suaion

4, 1942
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show as heard Thurs- Announcer Is Fred Weber, same name
day morninj on NBC-Red (WEAF) as Mutual's general manager.
& G. Snow. Episode conVlok'e 'Nichols Family,' on NBC
a number of scenes, each
with its own set of characters. At Simday matinees, seems to reached
times it had a fantasy-like quality tiie point where It can be considered
of make-believe, while at others the as having a character and perionaction was realistic and direct. All tty of its own. Last weekend's (1)
the characters were definite, some installment not only had a good asalmost colorful enough to be out of sortment of crisp comedy but the
Kate Hopkins' Is currently deal- Dickens. Authoress Jane Crusining with sin Imperfectly drawn char- berry has a unique and curiously
acter, Robert's wife, Mary.
She's beguiling writing style.
too completely and openly villainous for conviction.
Nearly every
'Toung Dr. Malone' made exone, no matter what harm he may pressive use of background music
do, justifies his own deeds and for one brief scene in the Wednesmotives in his own eyes. Yet this day afternoon (28) chapter on CBS.
Mary Is frankly, even boastfully, It was an unobtrusive undertone for
avaricious, malicious end vengeful. a confab between two of the show's
That isn't believable characterlza- femme characters.
However, the
following scene was back in the conventional brand of serial producentertaining,

Qnenlln Reynolds touched oft a
laugh over Mutual when in answer
to a question by Thomas H. Beck,
his boss, as to the possible length of
the war, he replied, 'I couldn't say,
I'll leave that to the
I have no Idea
radio commentators.'

juvenile figments of the script sounded both credible and Ingratiating.
The situation devolved mostly on a
Barental confusion of Shakespeare's
[elanchobr Dane 'with a Great Dane
pooch and the treatment was kept
within the bounds of Infectious farce
and adolescent behavior.

for P.
tained

—

THE O'NEILLS'

I

5000 WATTS

BAfftiS EVEN

tion, flat and- uninteresting.

K=CvV
'Against the Storm' Is currently In
potent and engrossing sequence
NBC-Red (WEAF). Since Its
two years ago the serial has
dealt with refugees from Europe,
but until after Dec. 7 the exact
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was unnamed and only
by Implication. Now the
frankly laid in Germany.

Identifiable

action

The

trick \% to find

soumoim

in Baltimore

wlwDoesNotUsttRtoWFBR
The

(op morning'show in Baltimore? It's on WFBRI We'll gir*
you the &gurci Co show you. la
the aficrooon? The biggest bunch

of
. .

women

.and

are

beamed on WFBR
At night?

that) too, Is a fact!

Who else ever heard of three local

M%

shows a week aTcragiof a
listening audience— week after
week? One of them bit 78% of all
(«* turned oat

Baltimore people seem co like ili*
friendliness of WFBR. Chances
arc you can do yonrself soma
good using the station Maryland
people listen to>

WFBR
WBOC,

Salisbury
WJEJ, Hagerstewn
Tfw Maryhnd Covfog* Network vrlthtn th» Mutual Nttwerfc

is

Yarn Is dealing with the flight of
Manuel from (Sestapo and, without

dealing in name-calling, 'illustrates
the
oppression
and cruelty Inherent In the Nazi system. Situation
of the chase has a deliberate mounting terror and the characters are
believable.
It's strong stuff of the
kind few authors are permitted to
touch on the networks.

Fred Waring's song for the University of Arizona sounded swell as
It Friday for Chesterfield
but raised the thought of what It

he played

may sound

like as

on the campus.

and when played

Helen Hayes wound up her Llpton
tea series Sunday night (1) on CBS
with an ideal choice, an adaptation
of Sir James Barrle's 'What Every

Woman

Knows,' which she has done

7

DAILY
jcma
MIH^ TWICE
NBC Red

Network, lailB to MiSO P.M
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repeatedly.
But while the Maggie
Wylle role offers Miss Hayes admir-

able scope for alternately enchanting and catching the throat of an
audience, the script In thia instance
gave an inadequate Impression of the

TAOABOND OF THE

Mutual—WOR Network- Twice Weekly
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15 Mliu<

EX-LAX
WJZ-NBC, New lork

Square,'
'Berkeley
•Lover Come Back to Me' and theme
song 'Rambling Rose,' a holdover
from his previous radio appearances,
opening stanza. Can't miss doing a
•Everything,"

job for sponsor.

Commercials are discreet, refer to
the 'happy medium,' and stress kind,
gentle and flavorsome qualities of
Mori.

sponsor's product.

•THUNDEB BOCK'
Cobb, Carlton Tonn;,
William Shelley, Arthur Hoghea,
Bele'h Coule, Don Morrison, A. P.
Kaye, Via Gay, Llll Valenty, Barrett H. Clark, Joe Stopak- orch

Lee

J.

M

Mlns.
Sostalninr
Sunday, 2 pjn.

WJZ-BIae, New Tork
Robert Ardrey's drama, "Thunder
Broadway
Rock,' an unsuccessful
production of the fall of 1939, how
proves to have been ahead of its
time. Presented in London amid the
emotional excitement following the
fall of France, It was a smashing
success and, in a full-hour adaptation Sunday afternoon (1> in the
'Great Plays' series, it carried a
timely
message
of
powerfully
uplift.
Given a more
spiritual
effective production than the Group
'Theatre gave it two seasons ago, the
play might now become a Broadway
.

.

.

commercial hit.
Dealing with the disillusionment
of a veteran foreign correspondent,
'Thunder Rock' is the story of a
man's unsuccessful retreat into the
past. Taking the job of lighthouse
Keeper oh Thunder Rock,
I^ke

m

Erie, the newspaper man recreates
In his own mind the passengers and
crew of a\sailing ship wrecked there
90 years before. When he finds that
they, too, faced discouragement and
disillusionment, he attempts to dismiss them from his mind. But they
refuse to dissolve until he determines to face reality with courage
again.

.

In Charles Newton's adaptation
Ardrey's original was artfully telescoped to Include every essential
plot detail and character. Bi)t the
script was not fully altered to air
requirements, since the dialog was
not adjusted to indicate frequently
enough what character was speaking. Roy Lockwood's direction had
pace and mood, but didn't capitalize
radio's
scope for clarifying the
difference between the living and
the imaginary characters. Also, the
casting didnt provide sufficiently
distinct
voices.
Ernie
Watson's
score, with Joe Stopak directing the
orchestra, bridged the scenes- well
enovgh, but offered no background
atmosphere for the action.
As Charleston, the newspaper
man, Lee J. Cobb was forceful, but
unevenly expressive. He tended to
be flat in the opening scenes and to
shout too much toward the close.
William Shelley, as the captain, was
overemphatlc at times, but convincing at others. Carlton Young
was properly red-blooded as the
fated aviator. Arthur Hughes, in the
part of the Viennese doctor which
Cobb played on the stage, was
quietly
impressive.
Helen Coule
gave vibrance to the closing scenes
of the girl's part, and Don Morrison
was InsufTiciently cranky as the inspector. A. P. Kaye clicked as the
fngllsh father, while Ula Guy and
Llll

Valenty

handled

'PLATS FOR AMEBIC ANS'

TED STEELE

•Johimy QDlnn, V. 8. N,' with OUvls
de HaTllUnd, Baymond Edward
Johnson, Frank Blaek Maslo

With BIta Grande, MaJ. Alexander

3* Mlns,

30 Mlns.

bit

parts

capably.

Hobe.

de Severaky, Mrs. de Seversky,
Five Marshalis, PanI Laval orch

WEAF-NBC, New York
Prior to Dec. 7th a radio author
sat down at his typewriter to
compose a patriotic homily could
sense the spiritual presence of Senator Gerald P. Ny.e looking down
over his shoulder. The senator was,
along with some of his contemporaries, anxious to collaborate in radio scripts (and films, too), that
dealt with the works, ideals, ideas,
and foreign policies of the United
Nye was not so much a litStates.
erary stylist himself as a cramper of
other people's styles. But the Japanese have pretty well exorcised the
senator and now the boys can, like
Oboler in this piece, take the wraps
off their eloquence.
'Johnny Quinn, U. S. N.' is an eloquent statement in story form of the
notion that the destruction and looting of decent people on far continents does and must concern Americans, 'This idea is tightly and movingly argued through the interplay
of a boy and a girl. Oboler has used
Olivia de Haviland from Hollywood
to narrate the tale and play one of
But more
the two principal roles.
he has used her to state the thesis
that the world cannot thrive or survive half decent and half gangster.
The script had commendable simplicity.
The / story unspooled with
straightaway, mounting interest in
The spiritual
the romance itself.
overtones, did not irrsmediately gather
crescendo. Oboler's sense of the top^
leal came through in using Pearl
Harbor Itself as the symbol and the
scene of his cllmaxr And he had a
literary snapper at the end when it
was revealed that the whole story
had been told by the girl on the
night before her maternity, she addressing her yet unborn son about
his brave, now dead father.
In using only a few voices, In
stressing only one or two clear
thoughts, in aligning personal selfengrossment to match the national
self-engrossment made infamous at
Munich, Oboler has gotten his message into vivid, easy, live, t>elievable terms.
It Is already obvious that the theoretical discussions of what should be

who

.

done about 'morale' may go on

WJZ-Blue,

New

SAI^

ence,

now

variety series Saturday nights on
the Bl^ (WJZ).
Paul Laval's orchestra and 'the Five Marshalis vocal
£roup are regulars and there are

weekly
rects

Jack
Ranald

guests."

and

Meakin di- ruptions for
MacDougall commercials.
Jerkiness

writes it

is

even

Rita
Grande, a hurley stripper,
proved somewhat less expert than
Gypsy Rose Lee at handling dialog,
but in her favor it could be said
that the 'Romeo and Juliet'' travesty
given her was on the labored side.
Other guests on the stanza were
Maj. Alexander de Seversky and his
wife, and they provided a punchy
interlude- of anecdotes, climaxed by

ing a man's voice break in, once or
more, before platters spin.

She handles some household-product advertising, offers a few recipes,
reads various announcements concerning volunteer defense work by
spots musical selections
(on wax).
Miss Hathaway is very mild of
manner and quiet of voice for this
type of broadcast.
Jaco.

femmes and

the aviation expert's accordion solo.
Both he and Mrs. de Seversky have
definite air personalities, which the
scripting capitalized.
For the balance of the program,
Steele offered an overlong, overelaborate piano-vocal arrangement
of 'How About You?' and Paul
Laval's
orchestra
and the Five
Marshalis provided several passable

GALA'

COCA-COLA

of

list

de

XEQ, Mexico City
Broadcast over a Mexican hookup
of 16 stations from the Cine Bucareli,

neighborhood film theatre, thll
radio revue was origi-

pretentious

nated by Carlos Riveroll del Prado,

program director of XEQ who is an
American-trained Mexican radioite.
Program runs 45 minutes, being
e.t.
and announced punctuated by theatre audienci
laughter and applause and imbued
noticeable, at times with a liveliness that makes for pop-

Madeline Ensign's Chore
Washington, Feb. 3.
Madeline Ensign, program director
WOL, local Mutual outlet, will
represent the network on the Federal Radio Educational Council.
musical bits.
Group meets Monday (9) to conIt's a fair show, but has tough
competition from 'Truth or Conse- sider the proposed establishment of
quences' on NBC-Red and 'Hobby a research and service agency for
children's programs.
Lobby' on CBS.
Hobe.
of

ularity with Mexicans.
'This is distinctly a prestige show
for the station, the sponsor and Mexican radio.
There is some resemblance to the early successes of programs in the United States in that

various
mannerisms
and
catchphrases of the performers are being
parroted now by the man in the
street.
This is especially true of.
Cuca, who impersonates a lackadaisical Mexican telephone operator.
Broadcast is part of Coca-Cola's
(Mex) Mexican publicity
$500,000
campaign.
Show features Panzo
Panseco, quarter ton comic; Del Mar
Trio, girl singers: Cuca, comedienne;
Nestor Mesta Chaires, tenor, and
Alfredo Gonzalez's orchestra. "The
plot, laugh laden, concerns the ex-

periment of Panseco, supposed millionaire, in taking

some

selected

odd

types for a cruise on his yacht
Plenty funny things happen, to the
accompaniment of pop music and
song. Talent rates high in Mexico.
Doug.

WE'D RATHER JUST CALL

Common

IT

Sense

in-

among the academicians.
They may or may not make any real
contributions to this war. Meantime
definitely

NBC

is

doing something^ that the ear

may hear and
Oboler

the mind may register.
back to the fold
in his prophet's robe with

comes

wrapped

matching jacket

Now, kiddles, there are packages under the Christmas tree. For the sincerity of her performance, to Miss
de Havilland, a certificate reading:
'Olivia is a good actress and cute,
For the just-tough-enough impersonation of Raymond Edward
Johnson a postscript inquiring 'where
have you been all our reviewing
life?'
And for Frank Black, who
composed and directed the background- music; -when do -you And.
Land.
time to eat?'
too.'

.

•THE 8PIBIT
15 Mlns.— Local

PHILADELPHIA BECOBD
Saturdays, 7 p.m.

WFIL, PhltodelpbU
The Philly Record has evolved a
novel method for plugging one of its
prize Sunday comics by dramatizing
part of the sequence the night be-

WJR

fore over the air and leavmg the
Spirit, hero of the strip, in dire
danger at the end of the dramatizaIf the listener wants to know
tion.
how Mr. Spirit gets out of this jam
he has to buy the Sunday Record.

Vabiety recently bestowed upon

Simple?

to which we look with
But if someone asked
us what we thought the Judges saw in
our work that entitled us to the plaque,

^,
The dramatization Is ably put on
by the WFIL dramatic department
and Is handled by Enid Hager radio
.

contact gal for the Record.

Snal.

we may do today

a plaque for outstanding Showmanagement during the past year.
It Is

no

down the

to

answer

.

."Just

.

WAHSf

work and

common

There

Do

faith increasingly strong.

no magic formula for

is

this.

But good, old-fashioned common sense
... the kind that we at WJR

For,

It is

our honest belief that good,

old-fashioned

to

It Is to

will help

DAY AND NKHT

SELLING

"Mng

Today we have a

keep
America working, to keep America
whistling, to keep chins up, bands at

pride.

have

house.

greater responsibility.

an award

little

are not necessarily

successful simply because they

sense."

There's

the

Difficult is underAs heard last week (31) the show stand Irritating.
Miss Hathaway could not
was uneven. One of the. guests, tab thewhy
transcriptions, Ihstead of hav-

we'd,

5000

in

latest

used WGY's nom
de radio of 'Betty Lennox.' Program
for a long time consisted of recipes,
style hints, decoration tips, etc., with
in-between spieling of household
products.
Now it seems to be an
odds-an-ends affair, an already thin
continuity being broken by inter-

own

heading his

also

the

is

women who have

Steele,

is

'NOCHA

With Jorge Velet, Psnzs Panscc*,
Del Mar Trio, Cnca, Nestor Mctta
Cbalres, Alfredo Gonzalei's Orch
Music, Comedy, Songs

Schenectady
Gwendolyn Hathaway, home economics gal with some stage experi-

T< k

the one-time NBC
pageboy who does a Saturday morning show with Allen Prescott on
NBC-Red (WEAF) for International

Ted

83

GWENDOLYN HATUAWAT
15 Mlns.— Local
Partlclpatln;
Dally, 1:15 p.m.

WGT,

Sustaining
Saturday, 8:30 pjn.

Snnday, 4:30 p.m.

f Joseph Kafz)
Arthur Tracy (The Street Singer),
on accordion, is
baclt after a prolonged absence and
ever in his line. He's
is as potent as
housewife
a probable cinch with the
trade which the sponsors are ostensibly aiming at with this four o'clock
stanza. Tracy remains an unusually
eood singing turn, whether lor radio
Sr other media. Warbled 'My Song,'

self-accompanied

IVIth
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common

sense

solving our problems of

With au(dience- winning network

and ample power,
KDYL offers you a re(3l selling medium in the intermountain market.
progrcans,

ment.
because
broader

have always

the one

And we
it may

is

i

actions.

Showmanage-

are glad this

tried to ap'ply to our dally

operation, our thought, our words, out

so,

help us solve some

problems

changing

a

that

world has thrust upon us.
It

KDYL

is

thing which has helped us most in

has been said that we in radio

must be showmen. True, but the things

Wimer...l94l
JOHN

BmK/SS\

A COMPANYK

jAtT LAKE

CUV

NBC
RED
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Joseph Tenenbaum Forms

Bandleaders Reading Radio Dialog
Join

AFRA; No AJJH

Hollywood, Feb. 3'
Question of whether band leaders
who read lines on the air should join
the American Federation ot Radio
Artists has been decided affirmativeApparently James C. Petrillo,
ly.
prez ot the American Federation of
Muficians, gave his olcay, for maestro
members of the union who had declined to sign with AFRA have now
agreed to do so. As a result, all the
batoners who double as actors are
being rounded up by AFRA officials.

^

Matter has been

stewing

for

a

Objection

ager ot the Kermit-Raymond program production firm. New company
wiU produce both live and recorded
shows.
Rockhlll has a working agreement
with Eastern Advertisers Service,
another Indie program outfit, In
Hollywood.

Outdoor's Outlook
Execs of Outdoor Advertising,
Inc., state that while there have
been some cancellations of out>
door advertising since the be.

ginning of the year, cancellations will be far lower than the
estimated
recently
$18,000,000

W

AFM

WURLITZER SCHOOLS

& Thomas

Cleveland, Feb. 3.
Wurlltzer's, Inc., through Schwimtner Sc Scott agency of Chicago, has
contracted with
to sponsor latter's
'Junior
Showboat' program
which has been on station over 10

WHK

years under originator—emcee Duke
Lidyaid.
Under the sponsor deal the talent
presented by Lldyard will come from
six WurUtzer Schools in greater
Cleveland zone.

WERC Sports Quiz Draws
3,

WKRC last week received the first
award made by the 'Sporting News'

The book relates
bombs and blockades advertising

in

,

(5)

fulfills

responsibility

its

minus

ASCAP

.

His

proper recording license.

letter,

"brbc1iure""Is

iSril .piece

"

Mosk Deal

By"

&

FCC

Now

Is

Assistant Secretary

Hires Sterling Fisher of

CBS

JiiinpToS.OOOWatts
Nashville, Jan. 27.

Station WSDC has new short-term
pact with American Federation of
Musicians here. Adrian McDowell
and a seven-piece orchestra are
heard 15 minutes six days per week.
Under new pact, Frank Bobo, staff
organist, has also Increased time on
air-

Pact for 1942 will probably not be
signed until after station moves to
5,000 watts, when it is expected that
union will' expect corresponding
raise in station's musical outlay.

—

James Rouland AngeXl,

ex-

both the Blue network and NBC.
The Blue's director of Public
service will be Horrison B. Sum-

mers with Grace M. Johnsen as
William B. Drips will /unction for the Chicago branch,
aide.

Mark Woods, president of the
Blue, vrill designate a west coast
public service director soon.
Sterling Fisher, Director of Education at the Columbia Broadcasting
gpl^ystem, resigned from that network
end subsequently became assistant
to James Rowland. Angell, educaI

tional counselor of NBC. The transfer was completed last week in New
York and attracted some trade at-

NBC

pected to get its new setup in operation within six months.
Now seeking new site tor transmitter. Present antenna is atop the

downtown

building

tion is located.
On 850 kilocycles,

band with

the-

KOA,

where the

sta-

WJW

WHDH,

will share
Boston, and

Denver.

Helps

WGAB

Ambitions

Cleveland, Feb.

3.

WGAR, Cleveland, moved one step
closer to its drive of operating at
50,000 watts on 1220 kilocycles when
of Akron
the FCC granted
permission to switch to 850 kilocycles.
application for more
The

WJW

dial involved the Aicron change and
has been opone at Canton.

WJW

.

.

Lyma.n

Bryson

University

who

from Columbia
has an academic

background plus much radio experience with CBS' 'People's Platform,'
is
successor to Fisher at CBS.
Bryson has been with CBS in various coiinecttons for years. Lately
he has been conspicuous In CBS

wartime

radio

program

planning operations.

thinking-

New York

'

Telephone.

Fori
land,

Wayne.

jr.,

—George

assistant sales

O.

Cross-

manager

for

Al Nelson

own

publicity

Feeling here is that the division
has been accomplished as happily as
possible and most are satisfied with
their tickets.
A couple have been
dropped, most Important severance
being that ot Glen Dollberg, who has
been KGO-KPO program eihd production boss for several years and
formerly served with KFI and KHJ
Only- one new man
in Hollywood.
has been brought in so far, Davidson, the new Blue salesmanager here
who hails- rom Hollywood.

KBON, OMAHA, BEGINS

OPERATIONS ON FEB. 15
Omaha, Feb.
Station

KBON, owned by

3.

the In-

lor

New

in the Central
G. Rambeau Is
national sales representative.

studios

are

Club building.

W.

Defend Sex Lecturer ~Who Became
a Radio Counselor

had the

gift Of gab.

He

did various kinds ot spieling before radio,
notably with sex lectures. At the
peak ot his radio career he had a
whole floor In a Times Square hotel
to handle his mall. He had various
sponsors, the last being Carnation
which cancelled him when Time
Magazine revealed that he was an

Capehart Division of Farnsworth, has been called to active duty •ex-convlct.
as ensign of U.S. Naval Reserve.
Taylor was well liked among many
Pierre Boucheron, general sales show people and was active in recent
manager, is now serving as a years at the Lambs Club, New York.
lieutenant commander.
His friends here are Inclined to the
the

side,

Voice of Experience' Dies at 53

Friends

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Marlon Sayle Taylor, best known
become assistant to film
Wolfe Kaufman of the as The Voice of Experience' in radio,
His former boss at CBS, Ted died Sunday (1) following a heart
Weber, Is now of the Sun and Hurley attack on the street here. He was 53.
was with Kaufman originally on
The son ot a Baptist preacher, Tay-

the publicity section of

retains his

WSTP's

to

about a year
previously having''done a trick with

KPO-Red

WGAR

editor-critic

CBS

the

and

.

Sun.

Hurley was with

Bill Wood.
George Fuerst, Ray Rhodes,

On
tops,

begins fuUeratioi .on 1240 k.UP.cycl.es.. WHBC, land Broadcasting Co.,
tltne bperation here Feb. 15 with 250
Canton, operates on 1230.
watts power on 1490 kc. Outlet Is
is now attempting to get
Canton, by means of an FCC sanc- managed by Ernest F. Bader, former
Caples Agency
tion, to change to 1480, the spot radio director of the
and also previously head of the adwhere WGAR now operates.
vertising agency bearing his name.
James D. Farris, formerly with the
advertising
Railroad
Union Paclflic
Signal Course
department and former merchandising manager ot KYSM, Mankato,
Charlotte, N. C, Feb. 3,
Minn., is commercial manager. Paul
WSTP, Salisbury, will inaugurate R. Fry, formerly sales promotion and
In mid-February a 20-week course publicity head of KOWH, Omaha,
in radio communications. It will.be and the Omaha World-Herald, takes
part ot the government's war emerg- over a similar assignment tor WBON,
ency program, and potential radio Marie C. Maher, formerly with
men will be taught by Chief Engi- KOWH, is continuity director and
neer Carl Watson and Station Man- Lee Gustafson, formerly with KGFW,
ager John Shultz.
Kearney, Neb., is chief engineer.

The

'Variety.'

Sales:

Gene Grant.

place on the radio

WSIX signed with union last year The N. C. State college extension
only after bitter fight which resulted service will supervise the course.
in cancellation of Mutual's remo.tes Students are being registered now.
from Nashville, and James C. Petrillo threatened to pull all musical
remotes.
Amount of 1941 pact is reported to
have been $2,500.

cago

KGO

«
(from Hollywood).
Promotion: J. G. Paltridge.
Program: ^ Bob D^an, program
manager; Forrest Barnes, production
manager; Fred Hegelund and Helen
Morgan, producers.
Announcers: Berton Bennett, W. C.
Uvesay, John Galbralth, Horace

Mutual outlet here. The station,
operated by William CNell, Jr. (son
Mills heads continuity.
ot General Tire's president), is ex-

John Hurley quit the publicity staff
of the Columbia Broadcasting Systention due to the infrequency of the
tem In New York last week to accept
rival networks taking each other's
an offer telephoned him from Chimanpower.
Fisher will establish a soAt
called 'Inter-American University of
the Air' program series. While at
CBS he carried out the details
whereby CBS' ID-year-old 'School of
the Air' acquired a Spanish language
translation for distribution to Interested stations in the 21 republics to
the south.

Gil.

Samuel's secretary in press.
Sales staff includes Harry BuckneU, Frances Young, Walter Tolleson, and Bill Shea,
Bob Seal draws the program and
production
manager berth with
WaUy Ruggles, Cameron Frod'homma
and Sam Dixon as producers. Byron

Hiead of Columbia's Educational John Hurley Quits CBS
His
H. B. Summers Acts For Blue
For Chicago Sun Job

president of Yale, will be counselor on educotioiuil matters for

Hollywood under Don

Akron, C, Feb. 8.
Increase ot power- from 250 watts
6,000 watts and permission to
change its frequency from 1240 to
850 kilocycles has tteen given WJW,
to

Lyman Bryson Now
Dept.

in

man, Kay Barr, whom he brought
from the East, to handle press, assisted by Edwarda GUmore, formerly

Short

PeiidiDg-

ters

roan.
His departure has been deferred a week, as Mrs. Samuel antld.
pates maternity in a few days.
No one Is yet set to handle Blue
publicity here but major Frisco appointments on the
side include:
Headman: William B. Ryan.
Salesmanager: Walter Davidson

Gets 5.000 Watts

power and a new

WSIX,NashviHe>

San Francisco, Feb. 3
Splitting of the Red and Blue netIs costing Frisco its top
radio public relations expert Milton
Samuel, for many years KGO-KPO
press chief here, has been moved up
to handle the chore tor the Western
Division of the Blue; with headquar.
works here

Gayman,

WGAR

Victor Batner, formerly of CBS,
Thomas.
since joining Lord

Edward Cooper

CBS

SSOMKOA;

ASCAP
NBC

Sc Sollie libraries

ot

WJW, Akron, On

of

maintaining the freedom ot the
press by noi)-Govenunent support,
and (6) plays an important part in
upholding the morale ot the people;

The

manager

Playhouse Three, appeared.
Can't ya leave us alone,' the
gamin cajoled. Things are getting so tough out here I was even
thhiklng of asking you tor an
usher's job Inside.'

ASCAP

the
Britain (1) mirrors the commercial he added, would point out that
enterprise which remains In Brit- consent decree which was issued by
year to
ain, (2) protects the advertisers| in- the Government early last
vestment in trade names, (3) keeps ASCAP and Broadcast. Music, Inc.
copyright
mandatory
for
a
contact with the changing habits ot made it
the public (particular^ women) in owner to grant a dual license prowar, (4) keep? contact with the new vided the work were 'lawfully remarket growing up during the war, corded.'

to a radio station for the 'outstanding sports quiz show ot the year.'
Washington, Feb. 3.
Presentation was made by Publisher
Edward • Cooper, former newsJ. G. Taylor Spink on the station's paperman, fills the FCC assistant
Wednesday night 30-minute Quiz secretaryship vacated months ago
when John .B. Reynolds, veteran of
Bowl stanza, in the series honored.
Regulars who answer sports queS' many years In the government, went
tlong on the program are Dick Nes
Into commercial broadcasting.
Cooper has been chief of staff of
bltt, Dan Tehan andX^harles 'Irish'
O'Connor, with Syd Cornell as the Senate Interstate Commerce
quizzer and Dave Ward as aU' Committee's telegraph industry
nouncer.
Production is- by Brad probers since 1939. Once was manSimpson. La Pallna cigars sponsors aging editor ot Congressional Inthe series, now in' its 10th month.
telligence.

NBC

pay the performing

ASCAP

the Standard Radio and MacGregor
continue operating
any re-alliance with the
repertoire through either
mechanical or performing rights.
NBC's recording division has, however, approached Individual ASCAP
publishers on the idea of making
separate deals.
Harry Fox, agent and trustee for
publishers on mechanical rights 11'
censing, stated last week that he was
writing station subscribers of recorded libraries that even though a staBritish newspaper volume during
tion may have an ASCAP license it
1940 and 1941 and the trend ^ ot
broadcasting
spending plus unemployment from is stai barred from
ASCAP work in a library if the
1930 through 1941.
that de^ite manufacturer has not received a

Award From Magazine

I

to

rights fee at Uia source for such ot
its station subscribers that do not
hol^
licenses.
has
expressed itself as willing to grant a
deil of this type to World, so ttiat
the Society won't appear to be, in the
position of trying to rush stations
into taking out
licenses.
Thesaurus and
Meanwhile the

who keep

shooing them.
But one ot the moppets pulled
the tops last week when Bernard
I^petl, assistant

.

TAKE OYER WHK SHOW

Onclnnatl/Feb.

guerUla warfare with managers

(transcriptions)

manufacturer

'scalpers'

free ducats

for radio shows to unsuspecting
stroUers after begging the tickets
from others—ore noted for their
nerviness. They carry on a mild

The World Broadcasting System
and the American
Society ot Composers, Authors and
Publishers are negotiating a form ot
agreement that will make it possible
for the- recorded program library

AFM

—

Note

Radio theatre ticket

—kids who peddle

DEAL WITH WBS

Brochure For
Lord

—

Plaintive

of the radio theatres,

president of Outdoor Advertising, Inc., is to effect that outdoor advertising will retain 'the
same percentages' ot total advertising dollars in relation to
other media, during 1942.

Ralner s

Most Everybody Feeb It W«s Thoughtfully Done
MiUon Samuel to Hollywood

ASCAP MULLING

by some agency men. Statement
issued by Kerwin H. Fulton,

couple of yeai?, but came to a head
recently when the Los Angeles local
of AFRA threatened to precipitate a
strike against programs of bandleader-actors refusing to take out
cards in the actor union. However,
the strike order was set aside at the
suggestion of AFRA's national headquarters in New York, where it was
Indicated that conferences would be
held with Petrillo on the matter.
No such confabs ever took place,
prez must have Issued
but the
the okay for the batoners to join
AFRA, as they had previously refused to do so without his sanction.
Leaders who will inunediately take
out AFRA cards here include Kay
Lord tc Thomas agency is disKyser, Paul Whiteman and Bob
tributing among American advertisCrosby.
(Petrillo is currently in Miami, ers a promotional piece to show that
where the
executive board is in the business of advertising in Englartd, now engaged in its third year
session. Ed
Irleanwhile Kay Kyser is branching of war, has not been so drastically
out as an actor. Last week he signed curbed. The book is entitled 'What
for two straight acting roles, without Is Life Like—With the Enemy Less
Than 20 Minutes Away?'
benefit of bis band.
Described as 'a report to AmerScreen Guild Theatre set jhim for
the main guest spot Feb. 22, and ican business, men on life in EngSilver Theatre is cooking up a com- land, the book contains many samedy piece for the March 8 broadcast ples of advertising from recent isAlso
sues ot British newspapers.
charts showing the variations in

.

Radio Prod.

Rockhin

RockhlU Radio Productions has
been formed as an independent
package production outfit by Joseph
Tenenbaum, former business man-

1942

4,

Bhie-Red Separation Avoids Heartache

belief that the deterioration of his
career broke hi& spirit.
Friends also deny that Taylor was
a calculating exploiter of other peo-

he was
genuinely charitable and a nice per-

ple's confusion. Thel' declare

son.

Taylor continued on transcriptions
but the big days of 'The Voice of
Experience' who made film shorts,
syndicated an advice column and
wrote books .and had a five figure
income were over. He had about
elght .big years.

.

._

.

Taylor married three times.

—

Jack Williams
San Franolsco
added to KYA announcing sUff.
Comes here from KHBC, KGMB
and KGU in Hawaiian Islands.

_

,

CONCERT'-OPEItA

WedncBday, Febraary 4, 1942

TOVIATA' GETS

Met Opera Reviews
of rlfic top 'G's in the first act and held
nr.n.i.> In its first presentation
»^he setSon by the MetroppUtan them Interminably to bring down
<SS«r/was spotty frlday the house. Lotte Lehmann, in her

S'peTa

FINE

See Amicable End to Jurisdictional

TKENTON PERFORMANCE
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 3.
Under Michael Kuttner, conductorImpresario, the Trenton Opera Assii.
is
now presenting a series with
Metropolitan stars at $1-2.50 per performance.
An excellent "Traviatai'
presented Thursday evening (29).
Vivian Delia Chlesa, James Melton and Robert Weede appeared in
the leads.
The Met Is keeping a
watehful eye on Miss Delia Chlesa
and with good reason. Appearing as
Violetta for the first time on any
stage, the 25-year-old lyric soprano
revealed a voice that for size, beauty,
production and artistic use is unsurpassed by any present-day soprano.
Obviously nervous at the start, she
quickly warmed to her task and sang
a magnificent 'A fors e Lui' and
'Sempre Libera,' reacTimg tremendous dramatic heights with the 'DHe
alia giovlne' and 'Addio Del Pas-

Feud of Guild Musicians Union

Negotiations are under way beRichard Crooks as- first appearance of the year as Sieg(30).
Douglas
Joins
Utle role; it has too high linde, was the personification of
tween the American Tederatlon of
too many high notes loveliness and grace, sbiging with
Succeeding Abbott Musicians and the American Guild
short-ranged tenor. He got full, rich, mellow tones, perfect
Douglas MacKinnon, formerly with ol Musical Artiste to setUe their
first act creditably, but phrasing and diction. Helen Traubel,
alter a disastrous crack on the secWQXR, New York, and one ol those jurisdictional dispute Involving confflsetto top 'B- In -Marguerite
the white-pinched, ond high 'B' ol the 'Ho-Yo-To-flo,'
instrumental in- launching that staJames
instrumentalists.
cert
a high 'C in recovered to deliver an excellent
tion's policy ol serious music prbrough faUetto used for
performance.
gramming, has joined the Blue net- Petrlllo and Lawrence Tibbett presiSSSt demeure- were near-travesUes.
Friedrich Schorr's acting'as Wotan
down to
last arte was taken
work staff as assistant to Dr. Walter dents ol the respective unions, have
still could not was superb, but some ol his shouts,
flat and Crooks
Damrosch.
which passed lor high tones, were
been In communication on. the matter
make it. At times his voice became
save not too pleasant to the ear.
As
He succeeds Lawrence Abbott who and are expected to hold a personal
mludlble, trying apparenUy to
resigned to become music editor ol
good figure, acts well. Fricka, Kerstin Thorborg was a
It He has a
conlab when Petrlllo returns from
beautiful tones properly shrewish Goddess and sang
Time mag.
Mid has a hall dozen
but above with distinction. Alexander Kipnis
his current stay in Miami. Underthe middle of his voice,
made a foreboding, rich-voiced Hund^
he's Inadequate.
stood general terms for an agreement
_^
re- ing.
Llcia Albanese, costumed to
have been reached.
Erich
Leinsdorl
conducted
brilsato.' Her superb acting also brought
,«Sble a middle-aged Marpierite
Dispute, which has been in the
liantly.
would
Song^
'Jewel
The
back memories of Lucrezla Bori in
was just fair.
-courts for about 18 months and la
the same role.
Save been a total failure except lor
due lor another hearing early next
'Alda' Monday night (2) saw one
Weede. singing Germont, a part
fte ringing top 'B,' held much longer
month In New York Supreme C^jurt,
Her ol the worst performances orches- In which he has not been heard in
score
SL. cill^ 'or by^ the bad
vibrato, trally ol the season. Conductor Paul N. Y., proved one of the best In the
Involves PetrlUo's demand that all
voice was marred by a
instrumental artists join the AFM.
and thfe acting was Just adequate. Brelsach was mostly at lault, em- role since the days of Giuseppe De
Most of the top conc^ names are
Richard Bonelli was fine dramatic- ploying weird and original tempi, all Luca. The baritone stole the show
some ol the ol, which were no improvement on with the "Di Provenia,' his big, resonow members of AGMA.
ally as Valentine, bUt
baritone's power was gone, a ^rong the Verdian score. There were also nant, powerful tones soaring over
The Metropolitan Opera Co. convibrato marked his work, and the frequent lapses from pitoh and faulty the orchestra, and his artistic phras'Avant de quitter,' while artistically ensemble work.
ing and acting were also excellent tinued to dive into the red^ with a
Norina Greco made her re-entry Melton was an excellent-looking Al
phrased and sung, was not likely to
$6,500 estimated loss lor Its 10th Eulogized
on Saturday,
into the company in the title role fredo, whose small, tight lyric voice week ending Monday (2). The take
recall his lormer vibrant tones.
Ezio Pinza was a magnificent act- and sang steadily with effective top was dwarfed besides those of his was approximately $83,500 out ol a
Put
Unfair Ust' Next
Especially in the Triumphal associates.' He came into his own
ing and singing Mephlstopheles; he tones.
possible $113,000.
boomed and roared over the others. scene, In the second act, and in the with an artisticallv sung "Del miel
the
score
Estimates of the Week
'O Patria Mia,' were her notes above boHenti.' and reached great heights
The bass took liberties with
Day: That's Hnber's Tale
and his French diction ^^poor. the staff, produced with a surety and with the duet "Parigi O Cara.'
Wednesday afternoon (28), "WalArthur Kent made much of his bit brilliance not heard in the opera be- Kuttner did wonders with a local or keure,'
$8,000, loss, $8,000; WednesHer acting was chestra in the pit, and Earl Wrightas Wagner, and Luclelle Browning fore this season.
Baltimore, Feb. 3.
Sir adequate, her costuming not Karin son, baritone, stood out dramatically day evening (28), 'Otello,' $8,000,
was an uninteresting Siebel.
Last Saturday (31), Frederick R.
Thomas Beecham's best conducting Branzell wobbled vocally as Am- and vocally in a minor role. Staging loss, $4,000; Thursday (29), liohengrln,' $7,000, loss, $5,000; Friday alt- Huber, municipal director ol music
was in the nationnl anthem before neris, but the veteran made up for wfs artistic and well done.
the performance. The chorus had a her faltering powers with the finesse
Hundreds were turned awav from emoon (30), "Boheme,' 1To,000, profit, here, was eulogized via national
swell time, especially in the second and dramatic lervor ol her action.
an overflow house of 2,400 ''"•ting $1,000
(benefit);, Friday
evening hook-up from Met Opera House as
act, where several games of catch
Arthur Carron made a completely capacity, 2,000).
Eddy.
(30), 'Faust' $15,000, profit $3,000; the father of civic-supported musle
>ere going on. One girl in partic- unheroic Rhadames, due greatly to
Saturday altemoon (31), 'Rlgoletto,' In America. On Sunday altemoon,
idar showed excellent form and his absurd costuming.
"Tenor cut
Roth KlBch-Amdt, contralto, will $14,000, profit $2,000; Saturday eve- the local. Musical Union placed him
would bear observation by major loose with some good top tones, but
illustrate Olga Samaroff Stokowski's' ning (31), 'Phoebus and Pan' and on the unfair -list and moved to
league baseball scouts.
his Italian diction was still abominaLayman's Music Course lecture on 'Le Coq D'Or,' $9,500, profit $500 have the same action taken against
ble. Richard Bonelli was vocally exLohencrln,' repeated by the Jlet cellent as Amonasro; dramatically he 'The Art Song* at,Town Hall, N. Y, (at $4.40 top); Monday (2), 'Aida,' him by the American Federation of
$14,000, profit, $2,000.
Musicians.
Thursday evening (29)^as an aver- was even more so. Nicola Moscona Feb. 11.
age performance of the Wagner opera and Lansing Hatfield were adequate.
Huber, who was appoln]^ to his
featured by the third ap^iearance ol
present post some quarter of a cenHigoletto' Saturday afternoon (31)
Lauriii Melchior in three days. The
tury ago, organized the first symtenor replaced Rene Malson, who found Robert Weede, in the title role,
phony orchestra under municipal
in his best voice ol the season. The
was indisposed.
auspices here and sponsbred a Negro
Despite his efforts ol preceding baritone sang with tremendous top
At
physique tones and brilliant resonance.
giant
Melchior's
days,
symphony and chorus as well. In- served
him in good stead, and his times, although retaining the heavier JAN KIEPCRA
gram selected. Her poise and man additlon he is In charge of two cl^
baritone quality, he sounded more
wealth ol tone was always in evi
Tenor
ner end appearance are all big supported brass bands and acts as
dence with no sense of strain. Astrid like a dramatic tenor. His acting was Town Hall, Jan. 31. 1942
league.
Lorlne Cbamberlin' played local representative ol the Met
Vamay repeated her vivid character- equal to 'his singing.
Jan Kiepura's recital at Town Hall excellent accompaniments, aaka.
Opera which stages an annual threeBruno Landi made his first ap Saturday
ization as Elsa, and Julius Huehn
afternoon (31) showed that
day, season here. He also manages
made an adequate Telramund physi- peerance as the Duke; he sang with the Polish tenor has practically no
The N. 7. DaiUes 5aid:
the Lyric, local concert hall and
Karln Bran- complete artistry. His "La donna e peer among
cally but not vocally.
tenors. Choosing a proHerald Tribune (Boehm): 'Overtell, S3 Ortrud, revealed frayed top mobile,' with Ita artistic dimunendo
scene ol all symphonic, operatic and
naturally flne
Bnina gram ol difficult operatic arias which ambitious program
and bottom tones. Her acting was efforts stopped the show.
recital
activities.
ran Irom lyric to dramatic Kiepura voice... tones Insufficiently focused.'
superb, as usual. Other roles were Castagna, in her season's debut, made
innumerable
hi^
sang
'B'
flats bePost
(Briggs):
voice
'Miss
Wysor's
Differences with local union dates
in familiar hands. Erich Leinsdorl much ol Maddalena, with her rich,
sides a quantity ol 'B' naturals and is rather an unusual instrument.
back some time and came to a new.
opulent tones at their best Hilde
conducted a tired orchestra.
His powerlul tones were two voices in one... rich contralto. flareup last week
Reggiani was a misfit as Gilda, fre- high 'C's.
when Huber made
at their best his control ol diminquently off pitch, unmusical, and
public a letter to the local union in
•Bohcme,' repeated by the Met Frl
Et- uendo efforts excellent and his Inlec- LILT PONS
voice unmercllully.
which he protested Increase In rates
day afternoon (30), found two prlU' driving her
tious manner had a capacity audience Coloratora Soprano
conducted excellently.
Charles KuUman was re- to're Panlzza
clpals 111.
Carnefle Hal],. N,_T^_Jan, J!7, 1942_ for municipal^ music. Addressing
with Jiijnjtrom the, start.
placed by Frederick Jagel, and Sal
A Polish song by Nowowlejski won In excellent form, Lily Pons' re- hinisOT to' Mayor .Howard W. ilack-f"
'Phoebas and Pan' and 'Le Coq
vatore Baccaloni by Gerhard Pechmost applause ol the afternoon and cital at Carnegie Hall Tuesday (27) son, he stated that the city was bed'Or' were repeated Saturday evener.
lilght was a .decided triumph for the
ing charged more lor Its musit^el
The dull, slow music ol had to be repeated. His singing of vocalist
(31).
Jagel, as usual when he acts as a ning
who refused to stay within services than private employers.
opera hampered the singers, the difficult "Laughing Song' from the pure
leplacement, sang magnificently. His the first
limits of coloratura but at'Manon Lescaut' usually asAuber's
ridiculous costuming and
Letter and sub^uent reply Irom
top 'Cs in both the 'Che gelida ma- and the
sociated with a coloratura soprano, tempted songs not generally associtranslation affected them
nlna' and 'O soava fancIuUa' were English
ated with her type ol voice. Mozart the union received wide publicity
Best ol the artists was closed the fine, display.
more.
even
brilliant, and all afternoon he poured
arias opened the program and the In local press and did little to smooth
The Metropolitan had him once
(iarron, whose powerlul tenor
singer then really went to town In out differences which involved matforth a wealth of rich melody. Pedi- Arthur
and excellent and it certainly needs him now.
ner was adequate in his bit Grace and clean-cut diction
the 'Variations' ol the same com
Eddy.
ters ol hours as well as wage scales
poser, which she concluded with a
Moore sang an excellent 'Ml ehia- acting were standouts.
Budget lor sponsored music beri
In the Russian opera the illness of
top 'E' that brought down the house,
mano Mimi,' but seemed at times to
doily
critics
said:
The
W.
y.
-Cordon,
Norman
caused
group ol old English songs, sung Is $89,500, ol which $43,000 Is desigbe sultering from a cold. Some tones Ezio Pinza
Trlbnne (Perkins): 'In good voice
general,
to take over the
usually
the
nated lor symphonic musicians and
were brassy but seldom interfered
.sang with consistent -vigor. . .color with distinctive artistry and exceldid an exlent diction, followed. The first hall $28,500 for bandsmen.
Huber re>
with the breath control or her lus- role ol the King. Cordon
ol his finest at the was. pronounced. .forthr^ht often was concluded with lour Anettes
cious middle and high voice. Anna- cellent job, one
by
celves
$2,000 a year from the ci^.
emotionalism.'
as gilted, vo- forceful
may Dickey was an inadequate Mu- Met to date. He Is not acting
(Straus): 'As fresh and Gretiy. Six songs of Debussy and Lyric job and Met Opera repreTliacs
ol the
his
the 'Una voce poca Fa' ol Rossini
gtta vocally and dramatically, John cally as Pinza, but
energetic at the close as at the start'
sentation
are
extras.
though
even
ftinny,
very
was
made up the balance ol a carelully
Brownlee Was passable as Marcello, role
with
chosen program. Singer's lorte lay
and Norman Cordon so-so as CoUine, the dance In the second act
down the ELIZABETH WTSOB
in the top tones since her voice Is too
Paul Brelsach did a poor Job in the which Pinza usually brings
Contralto
house, was omitted.
small -ta- handle big lyric passages
(Gerhard Pechner proved SB ade- Town Hall, N. Y., Feb. 1, 1942
where the lack ol volume hinders Monte Carlo Ballet Asks
both
Cordon,
for
great
natural
quate replacement
With a voice of
the dramatic utterances lor which
'Olello,' repeated by the Metrodramatically, and was beauty Miss Wysor at this recital re- she tries. Above the staff it is tree
politan
Court to Nix Horok Pact
Wednesday evening (28), vocally and
Josephine
Eddy.
would have been a complete fiasco costumed to perfection. role ol the veled remarkable versatility, as- and rings clear.
the
signing herself not the customary
had It not been for the presence of Antolne took over
revealed stIU lurther timid, safety-hugging repertory but
The W. y. Daily CritKca sold;
Universal Art, Inc., producer of
Giovanni MartlnelU in the cast. The Queen and
makings ol a phe- a program that had major vocal reSon (Kolodin); 'Initial indefinite
tenor Is singing the title role this progress in the
the Ballet Russe de Monte CarH
and
frills
the
encores.
All
piteh
and
voice.
in
as
breathy
sponsibilities thrown
tone. First class
year better than ever before, and his nomenal
filed suit Friday (30) in N. Y. fedornamentation of the coloratura were After the captious remarlcs of singing . . delUy controlled.'
handling of his duet with Stella
dramatic utWorld-Telegram (Blancolll): 'Suave eral court against Hurok Attractions^
wise to try so much
Roman, 'Gla nella notte,' in the first present along with therole requires. whether she
the
are forgotten it may perhaps be re- Mozartian style , . . glittering line Inc., seeking a ruling on its contract
act was a perfect example of fine terances which
grC't singing!
Beecham conducted.
for management with Hurok. Pact
called as a sheer feat of artistry that .
breath control and long-spun phrases. Sir Thomas
Post:
'In
excellent voice. Singing allegedly expires Sept. 7, 1942, Inshe was able to do it It was disThe dramatic power was emphasized
tinctly a controversial recital. Before fresh and luscious. Occasional faulty stead of Oct. 21, 1942, as the dfelend.
In a powerfully sung 'Ora per sempre
now she has been recognized as a intonation and untidy execution in ant asserts. Plaintiff has. -changed
addlo' and 'SI Pel CieL'
His acting
comer so the voice itseU was not in the florid passages.'
of the best
management for the 1942-43 season,
The controversy revolves
Miss Roman was In bad voice. Hers Fred Hager Charges nicgal €se of dispute.
going to the Metropolitan Musical
around her daring in a matter where VLADIMIR HOROWITZ
is such a magnificent voice that it
•Wreck of Old 97'
Bureau, a subsidiary of Columbia
caution usually rules. For Miss Wysor Pianist
Mems a shame she misuses It with
Concerts Corp.
could not have selected a more ex- Carnegie Hall, Jan. 30, 1942
wree or four methods of tonal proObviously nervous at a thunderous
Fred W. Hager filed suit Thurs- acting program. And, lor the most
Original contract for management
auction, none of which adds anythe N. Y. lederal court part, one which she handled with reception, Vladimir Horowitz pulled was made March 22, 1940, and plainthing to her singing.
Her acting day (29) in
together and played a conMd looks were okay. Alexander against Howell, Soskin & Co., Inc., such flexibility, assurance and fine himself
tiff claims the extra month will cut
cert
of
such
brilliance
to
as
beggar
aved was not In top form as lago, Duenwald Printing Corp., H. Wolff high tones that at times were inInto the new booking season If
description.
Thoroughly
in
the
vein,
as
ears
unbelieving
With the first-act 'Brlndisl' dull; his Manulacturing Co., Inc., Elie Sieg- terpreted by
the pianist literally exhausted his Hurok Is allowed to n^anage it past
Action emanating Irom a dramatic soprano. audience emotionally
Jl-redo was smothered in the orches- meister and Olin Downes.
and dramatic- the Sept 7 deadline.
This Irom a full-bodied contralto.
iratlon, and the impersonation rethe unauthorized publication
Miss Wysor has warmth, grace and ally with his playing.
mained small-scale. Ettore Panizza charges
Wreck of the Old 97.'
How else To describe the delicacy of his
a trace o£ impudence.
the pit and the chorus were in ol The
asand
1924
in
written
Song was
top lorm.
could one interpret her selection— Chopin, the haunting melodic line, wltt; subletles of rhythm and nuance
the
heat
the
fiery
passages
of
in the
penetration to Uie emotion and
Brunswick
the
to
ol
authors
less
the
encore,
no
and ai an
signed by
assigned 'Abscheulicher'
Irom Beethoven's Prokofleff sonata and the sweet the psychology ol the composer.'
Walkuere," repeated Wednesday Record Co., which in turn
Tribune (Boehm): 'His extraordione associates lyricism ol the Brahms, plus the
Jfernoon (28) by the Met as the It to RCA Manufacturing Co., and 'Fidelio,' an aria that
majesty and dynamic sweep ol the nary digital capacities were in consecond performance in the Wagner the latter to the plaintiff, who has with a dramatic soprano? Yet the
impossible.
entire
program
is
almost
stant evidence.between the contralto and the
cycle, was a thoroughly adequate, alpublishing it since 1940. The de- hiatus
The audience was spellbound.
Son (KolodIn): 'Mr. Horowitz
soprano were bridged without strain
^ugh not great, performance. been
Eddy.
fendants arc accused of incorporat- or break.
played the music with lurlous in««ndout in the cast ol veterans was
book called 'A
tensity, a superb dynamic range, and
Miss Wysor's voice showed some
Wurllz Melchior, who continued to ing the song in a
the kind ol keyboard control which
The N. y. daily critics said:
of American Song' by Sieg- weariness towards the end ol the
"nprove.
His tremendous resonant Treasury
Times (Downes): 'Singing tone, is, in ita own way, the product of
Jones cut sharply through the heavy meister and Downes, the latter mu- program, but this was to be exand.nteaiR. toUiand Kwcab',
pected considering the arduous pro- changes ol sonorous color, filulfiUed bloodi
orchestrpUo^ apd.b? took two ^er- sic editor ol the N. Y. Times.
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Chleo Marx, Feb.

Best Release of the

Week :

theatre,

aienn Miller: Tooled'— 'It Happened in Hawaii' (Blue. 11416).

much
a new

There'i not too
'Fooled,'

these.

strength

.

in

ballad mel-

ody, is treated to solid arrangement,
particularly In muted brass and sax
Bolo opening, but its impact will be
best on counters. Ray Eberle vocals.
•Hawaii' isn't even vaguely connected with Pearl Harbor, as title
might indicate. It's a ballad done
fairly well, but outdistanced by past
.

Jimmy Dor-

particularly

releases,
gey's.

Modernalres vocaL

'Last Night I Said
Prayer'— 'Pretty Little Busybody'
(Blue. 11422). There's a lot of sentiment in Brst tune, one that increases
In stature each repeat. It may not
be a solid hit in boxes, but Monroe
sings simple melody at even tempo,
with smooth accomp, and counter re-

VaufbD Monroe:

action ought to be good. Reverse,
cute and catchy novelty Is also light
because it's done too slowly to
Jack Fayrealize its full value.

Marilyn Duke vocaL

Benny Goodman: 'Blues in Night'
or
When' (Okeh 6553).
Finally convinced 'Blues' is a hit,
many leaders are making belated
versions to lap up some gravy; besides being a lap behind Goodman's
Isn't 'Blues' except for Peggy Lee's

•Where

neat and different vocal. Opening
and closing bars are original and
Goodman deserves a rap for mishandling. Reverse, however is some,
thing else again. Between leader's
cub-tone clarinet and Miss Lee's slow
Tocal, her best to date, side has all
It takes to become a standard seller
as well as a standout version of a
atandard.

great.

It's

Lonii Armstrong: 'You Rascal
You' 'Sleepy' Time Down South'
(Decca 4140). This must be reissue
of an older master; Armstrong's
gravel throat and sizzling trumpet
haven't been on many releases lately.
Hio work on 'Rascal,' a standard 'with
him. Is full of lively tempo' selling
qualities, counter or machine. Band

—

Bonny Berlgan, Feb.
theatre. Alliance, O.;

Cincinnati;
10,

Badlo

In

Sammy

'Bill

MUTUAL NETWORK
Dir. I

H.C.A.

the Upbeat

.

.

nights

three

Watklns band

Jack Leary added

.

Carlson's place. Latter Is okay and
should be released this weekend;
at the

and
weekly

opens

at

to

vacant reed

berth.

COUNT BASIE
And

Don

His Orchestra

Ostro's

rhumba band opened

engagement Friday

WITH

Club,

Pittsburgh,

(30)

at

alternating

Herman Middleman

Yacht
with

outfit.

'Coming Out Party'
Eddie Weltz
vanians opened

AXI>

Per.

Hgt:

and

his

Pennsyl-

night (3) at Co
ibnial, Pittsburgh, for their sixth en
gagement there since last Septem

'Harvard Blues'

On OKEH

Records

last

4.

Rose O'Day

Cliffs

(4)

Remick.

(4)

!

ff--^ fc.;;;/;;^'
Sammy Kaye
Victor

(\

Republic.
.

.

.

.

. .

.

^<^„«^n;

.

' '

said

5. I

6.

NO

Paramount

(1)

Shepherd Serenade

Autumn

"

(12)

1

'Tls

This Love of Mine (16) Embassy
j

You Made Me

You

liove

^^rsey-^'^

ILes Brown
Woody Herman

7.

9.

l

\^^^^

8.

10.

wtVCman! i!'^

Mayf air. ......{ J'S«„^ro^^y^
7;;;

Witmark

(6)

•

;;

-j

Tobias

(1)

(17) Broadway..

Chattanooga Choo-Choo (15) Feist.

.....
j

Okeh
Decca
'

rJ^^^r
Harry James

y.

:::'!^
Columbia

Glf-^f''--'

OTHER FAVORITES
Tunes

first 10 in popularity.
of toeefcs in parenthesis are fodini;, others, oaining.)

(These records are directly be'low

number

_
Tune

Elmer's

_

(14)

„
..LRobbms.

,„

,»>

(Glenn Miller

,r.

>

Shrine St Cecilia (7) (Braun).,

Ev'rythmg

, ,

I

^

11
Love (Chappell)

NO Laughing

Ihl,

(

Glenn Miller

|

jimmy Dorsey

Matter (Block)
|

This Time Dream's

Cn Me

(Remick),
|

Got

Deep
I

It

Bad (Bobbins)
.

in Heart

Don't

m
TeXas
.

(King Sisters
Merry Macs

^
,
J 1
(Melodylane)

{

Want Walk Without You

(Param'nt).

Decca
Bluebird

Decca
Bluebird

Decca

V:::::^5.1

Se?m^mie?.'."'.V.'.Blurtirt

{Sammy Kaye
Bob Chester
iDuke Elllngt(m
Jimmy Dorsey

Madelaine (Santly).'
I

^^V^"'';

toilh

Bluebird

Andrews Sisters
$ Vaughn Monroe
| Andrews Sisters
|

Victor

Bluebird
Victor

Decca
Bluebird

Decca

Val5.n Xnio^V.^Blue^W
OkA
(Benny Goodman

j

Somebody

Else Taking

My

Place (Shapiro

.

(

Russ Morgan.......:.. Decca

Inside Stuff-Orchestras
Agitation set in motion last year by Daughters of the Ainerican Revolution, which kept colored singer Marion Anderson off the stage of Constitutional Hall, Washington, D. C, didn't affect Cootie Williams' working
with Benny (Rodman there last week. Williams, colored trumpeter and
former member of Goodman's orchestra, worked solo and with Goodman
during the letter's concert date with National Symphony, conducted by
Hans Krindler.
Goodman has been working concert dates booked for him by hopping
out of New York each Sunday when his band lays off at the New Yorker
His being held over at the latter spot until March 12 had
hotel, N.Y.
mixed lip a two-week series of-concert ippearances;
;

Band Review
RED NORVO OBCHESTBA

(16)

Personal managers of name bands have been voicing amazement over
the telephonic barrage to which they have been subject In recent weeks
from subordinates of Bill Coleman, of the radio branch of the War Department who also is the writer of the song, 'Keep "Em Flying.' Thesa
calls, bidding for plugs on the tune, originate from the War Department
in Washington on a ilerson to person basis and the pitches to the band
managers located in New York are of considerable length. One band
manager last week burned up at such a caller to the point of demanding
whether this songplugglng was part of the latter's duties, and, it not
whether the caller realized that he was wasting the band manager's money
which he had turned over to the Government in the form of taxes.

Allen, Jack Thomson
Bloc Gardens, Armonk, N. T.
After several weeks of locations
Larry Clinton, who broke up his band late last Cctober, will not return
and extensive rehearsals Red Norvo's
of the
new band sounds like it has the as a leader until charges against him preferred by N. Y. Local 802 paid
AFM are ironed out. Clinton was one of the leaders who allegedly
goods.
It's an exciting combo that
totes a hefty wallop in well written his men below 802 scale for recording dates because of a misunderstanding
arrangements cleanly played by a of rehearsal and actual recording rates, as distinguished between classical
group of youngsters charged with and popular orchestras. His books are being gone over by 802 to deenthusiasm and ability. 'This is a termine what he owes his men.
band frequently remindful of Claude
Meantime leader is at home In Manhasset L. I., arranging music for
Thornhill's; not that it plays ballads
future use. It's possible he will do some recorffing in the Interim, but not
similarly, but its jump stuff is shot
for Victor.
His contract with latter has expired and new work will
through with the distinctive touch
probably
be for Decca.
lent by flutes, oboes, etc.
With only three rhythm to back
Government's Waste Paper Conservation Campaign committee has
up three trumpets, three trombones
and five reeds, as well as Norvo's bought 100 copies of Fats Waller's recent 'Cash for Trash' recording for
own outstanding xylophone work up Bluebird and is distributing them to branch offices in the hope of stimufront, the group sets up nifty dance lating efforts of underlings In gathering waste materials now valuable to
tempos which kept the floor occu- defense.
pied by virtually every person in

With Kay

room when caught.
work is clean and full

the

section

In using Roly Rogers at Totem Pole, Auburndale, Mass., for four days
beginning Wednesday (4), Manager Roy Gill points out that this is in lln»
with his policy to give local bands 'with .definite promise' an opportunity.
Gill deplores the fact that so many Boston bandleaders and muslclanf
pencilled
Into Bert trombone, are great
In only one department is Norvo's have had to leave home to establish themselves as 'names.'
Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh, week of
new crew deficient The group
Feb. 20, with Charlie Spivak tol.
lacks showmanly dressing. His v<i
'Big head' attitude of a newly successful bandleader is a topic of "^""^^rj
lowing him on 27th.
callsts. or lack of them, hurt
Kay sation among musicians currently. He's supposed to be dishing out frigid
Allen, fair, makes little impression stares
parto many of the men he formerly worked with in other bands,
Clyde Lucas and Lang Thompson and Jack Thomson, who. also articularly while accosted during conversations with fairly important people.
similar
comment
bands signed booking contracts with ranges,
rates
General Amusement
Lucas was They're adequate, that's all.
Beyond those shortcomings, which
William Mor -is agency.
Bollywood Clob, new Toledo, O.,
aren't too easily corrected these days
Rines'
spot opens Feb. 19 with a band not
at
Oggle bavles, Johnny Long gul Norvo has chance to become a yet set Delbridge and Gorrell will
Joe Rlnes, Musical Director
money-maker. Tasty arrangements
'Meet the
tarist drafted.
Bill' Nutting, from
well played with an enthusiasm that book. Latter put Gloria Parker, at WMCA, N. Y., sUrU a
Dean Hudson, replaces.
program on that outi«
Songwriter'
head
eight-piece
of
combo, in Grand
flows freely between bandsmen and
Saturday (7) using only ASCAr
listeners is hard to keep down, and Terrace Cage, Chicago, last week.
Bonnie Kemper has left Horace Norvo has that in abundance.
writers.
Gene Buck, president 01
Heidt orchestra.
Wood,
ASCAP, and Nat Burton and WalFreddie Cliver, sax player, rejoin' ter -Kent co-writers of current mt
Shep Fields band held over until
Francis Mnrphy'a orchestra, local, Ing Cheic Herr's b^nd at Akron, O., 'White Cliffs of Dover,' are iniUai
March 2 at Top Hat, Union City, now playing at the Capitol Music replacing Al Kucharskl, who goes guests.
into defense work.
HaU in Albany.
>N. J.
Airs 3:03-3:30 p.m. weekly.
'

It's

in tone, all
neatly in ensemble, and
solos,, particularly those by Eddie

blending

her.

MILTON EBBINS

Blues in Night

substituted.

Y.,

Ken Harrlty, pianist with Al Mar
sico at Nixon Cafe, Pittsburgh,
the. army, with George' Annis mov
Ing from sax section to keybord and

The Most Pnbllclied Becord
Of The Tear

(5) Shapiro

White

Remember. Pearl Harbor

3.

13,

Next day Davey Tough, recently
with Benny Goodman, flew to take

William Penn hotel, Pittsburgh, iFeb.
16 for Indefinite engagement, replacing Baron Elliott, who will be wind
ing up three-month stay.

DECCA RECORDS

Cleveland;

B.,

Clean theatre, Clean, N. Y.

Gene Krupa, Feb.

Dover

1.

2.

Isle,

'

broadcasting
over WTRY.

Ballef Won't Ton
Pleaao Come Home,' on

Conn.

Alliance

-

On

4tb Year Hotel Astor

Aragon

5,

Coney

There have been several good reBrunswick, N. J.
leases of first, a likely rhythm posslFrankle Jlfasters, Feb. 14, Police
Good melody, not
bility for boxes.
usual in rhythm tunes, gives It a flail, Rochester, N. Y.; 20-21, Wake
headstarL Dorsey wraps it in tasty Forest C, Raleigh, N. C.
arrangement and tempo and it
Mitchell Ayres, Feb. 11. Empire
should sell, though the Pied Pipers
Acad-,
have done better work and record- B., Atlentown, Pa.; 13, Blair
Coupling, being emy, Blalrstown, N. J.; 14, Police
ing is too 'live.'
plugged heavily, is fair tune, not too Ball, Rochester, N. Y.; 16, Elks Club,
strong for boxes. It's done In an unWatertown, N. Y.
exciting way by band and Frank
Alvino Bey, Feb. 14, Valencia B.,
Sinatra.
York, Pa.; 15, Arena, Trenton, N. J.;
17, Bardevon theatre, Poughkeepsle.
Eddy Howard: 'Remember Pearl
Herman, March 13, eight
Woody
Harbor'— 'We Did It Before' (Col.
Yorker hotel, N. Y.; July
36497). Howard isn't too well known weeks, New
six weeks. Palladium B.,
outside midwest, but these sides 14 or 21,
Hollywood.
acquainted.
better
help
get
him
should
Harry James, May 3, eight weeks,
Clean choral work and lifting tempo
of first, hooked to his ballad intro, Lincoln hotel, New York.
form saleable foUowup to Sammy
Eddy Duchtn, March 13, two weeks,
Kaye's version. Coupling is best re- Beverly Hills C. C, Newport, Ky.
lease so far of another flagwaver,
Isham Jones, Feb. 9, week, Brunsdone in the same style and with wick hotel, Boston.
equal merit.
Mills Bros., Feb. 13-16, Strand theatre, Brooklyn; 20-26, Palace theatre,
Dinah Shore: 'I Don't Want to Dayton, O.
Lionel Hampton, Feb. 12, week,
Walk Without You'— 'Fooled' (Blueweek.
bird 11423). Miss Shore^s being as- Adams theatre, Newark; 20,
signed top tunes; her work on first Royal theatre, Bi^timore.
Ersklne Hawkins, Feb. 16, Dixiegets full value from the commercial
melody. It's a box and counter po- Land Gardens, Lexington, Ky,; 17,
Park, New Brighton, Pa.;
tential from any angle. Reverse is a Junction
Pittsburgh; 19, New
better tune under her rhythmic, re- 18, St Morltz,
Baltimore; 20, Kruger's
laxed vocal and arrangement is good. Albert Hall,
Aud., Newark; 21-28, Savoy B., New
It should help sales. Accompaniment
York.
on both is neat.
Sose Marie booked for eight
weeks Into the Casanova, Miami
Kay Kyser: 'It Happened In Ha' Beach nitery, starting Feb. 6.
36495).
(Col.
waii'— "Train Song'
Kyser riins through 'Hawaii,' neat
Frankie Carlson Stricken,
melody, at an unusually relaxed
rhythm speed, adding tricky iiUttrU'
Davey Tough Fills In
mental touches that are refreshing
Frank Carlson, drummer with the
since his stuff has been inclined
lately toward sameness. It won't be Woody Herman band, was operated
appendicitis at Millard Fillfor
on
It's
good
terrific box seller, but
Reverse Is more hospital, Buffalo, last WednesQuartet vocals.
stuiT.
one of the wbrst he's tised ever. It's dal (28) night. Stricken Just before
a boring, repetitious bit of nothing band played one-nlghter at Siatler
hotelr-for-GanlsIu3 -College.- Localvocalled by atrlo;

Sherman Hayes' orchestra
Crooked Lake Hotel, Troy, N.

Band

7,

6,

(Records beloto are grabbing most nickels this toeefc <n iukeboxei
throughout the country, as reported by operators to 'Variety,' Namet
of more than one band or nocallst after the title indicates, in order of
Figures and names
poputaritu, U)^ose recordlnps ore being played.
in'
parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the listings
and respective publishers.)

Penn State,
State College, Pa.; 14, Duquesne U.,
Tommy Doraey: 'Winter Weather'— Pittsburgh; 15, Myer's Lake Park,
27749).
(Victor
How About You'
Canton, O.; 20, Rutgers U., New

Xuhn.
Little

Providence;

27-29, State theatre, Hartford,

doesn't flfeure much. Reverse, slower,
also totes a punch; straight instrumental featuring leader's horn, it's
geared. for boxes in certain areas.

and His Orchestra
The BlgKMt

13-15,

Mass.;

theatre,

Lyric theatre, Bridgeport; 19,
24Poll theatre, Waterbury, Conn.;
Mass.;
26, Paramount theatre, Salem,
16-18,

ite

0jicL

Plymouth

9-11.

Worcester,

MetropollUn

Jimmle Lnnceford: 'Blues In the Night' (Two Sides) (Decca 4125).
SpHt onto tioo separate sides this cutlinfl is best 0/ all of tune seemed
destined to become a 'standard.' First side is all- instrumental tuith alto
sax solo that's literallv a vocal. Reverse is ensemble chorusinp and
more socle band tuorfc in same sloui tempo. Band plai/ed it in film of
same name.

on Coin-Machines

10 Best Seflers

Band Bookmgs

Di$k Reviews
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4,

Lawrence

Welk

.

LOU

BREESE

- AND HIS ORCHESTRA
FLATBtJSH.

Week

/

BROOKLYN
Feb. 5

DECCA '-RECORDS
(}EN£SAI AHUSEHENT COBF,
Para. Rep.:

SAM LUTZ

Joe

'

-

•

ASCAP Show

,

ORCHESTRAS

Vedneeday. Febraary 4» 1942

ST

RAP BAND TAWNBROKERS'
Low Draft Ratmg Excuses a Lot
Leaders Don*t

T

Want Side-Men Whom Uncle Sam

Has His

Military

Bandleaders and personal mana-

than a 3-A classification no matter
how expertly he plays, preferring to
tske on someone less proficient but
.with a better ihance of remaining
.

with the band.
Changing, men frequently works a
hardship on a band, particularly
when the men replaced are in key
positions. An orchestras interpretative ability too frequently depends
on three or four ;nen and when
they're constantly being shufTIed the
effects are harmful.

\merican Federation of Mu'

Three- Alarm Dance

Meeting Ponder Ways and
Means to Curb Lawyers,
Promoters and Others

Events building.
Mitchell Ayres will have main
floor, Frankie Masters upstairs
and Ken Sparnon's local radio
band the basement.

Groups

Police

NelAlto

An

Sax Who Doubles Clarinet and Wears
a Size 37 Suit' should be changed
to "You're Married With Two Children—I Hope; What Do You Play?'

VIA MORRIS AGENCY
When

Artie

enforced

rest

Shaw completes

his

and returns

the

to

band business his orchestra will be
William Morris
booked by the
agency. Latter bought the leader's
contract from General Amusement
Corp. for $15,000 late last
has signed Shaw to a
agreement effective as of

week and
two-year

March

6.

Shaw's remaining time under GAC
was not definite, but was to run until
be had earned $17,500 in commissions for that agency.

Another condition in the changeis that if Shaw ever plays any

-

over

of the 10 weeks of theatres and two
weeks at the Sherman hotel, Chicago, which ^he cancelled recently,
the commissions from the dates will

go to GAC. Latter had made the
bookings which Shaw cancelled to
take his rest. For Morris Shaw will
play only theatre and radio bookings, no one-nighters or locations.
'

•Morris agency benefits

from Shaw

another way also.
Leader is
backing his ex-tenor sax player
Georgia Auld in a new band, now in
rehearsal in New York, and Morris
is to book it
Auld is the musician
Who took over leadership of Shaw's
in

original orchestra, which he walked
out ,on about two years ago.
It

broke up soon after, however. Another band led by one of Shaw's
ex-musiciahs is being rehearsed by
"Hot Lips' Page. It will be booked

by GAC.

eluding 14 strings. Shaw's addition
to the
Morris roster gives that

"gency a badly needed 'lead' band.

20

Results of seventh annual band
POU conducted by MarUn Block on
WNEW. New York, Make-Be-

^

lieve-Ballroom record program were
relMsed last night (Tues.)
at Block's
anniversary party at Ambassador
note], N. Y.
His show was broad-

from there.
bands were: Glenn MiUer,
James, Jimmy
"orsey
Vaughn Monroe, Sammy
*aye, Benny Goodman, Artie Shaw,
Johnny Long, Count Basle,
Claiide
•»st

First 20

^mmy Dofsey, Harry

ihomhlll,
Charlie Splvak,
Gene
*™pa, Woody Herman, CharUe Barnet,

Alvhio Hey, Xavler Cugat, Kay
Guy Lombardo. Bob Chester.

n-yser,

Dance

SHORTER JUMPS, TOO

Wire Costs for

Vahe

of

Publicity

Bamet Remote

Costs of originating Charlie Barnet's
Coca-Cola 'Spotlight Bands'
from Hamilton College.
Clinton, N. Y., last Friday (30) night
was borne by the college itself, to
publicize the institution on a coastSchool
to-coast network (Mutual).
posted $550, in addition to what it
paid Barnet, to underwrite cost of
wires, production men, etc., who had

their

enthusiasm.

the recent 'for free' arrangement be3.

now have taken

Mia mi, F eb
Executive board of the American
Federation of Musicians, meeting
here for its regular winter session,
has been confronted with the probof exercising more stringent
curbs on the practices of band fi'
nanciers and personal managers. The

tween Camp Shows, Inc., and booking agencies, operators of regular
ballroom promotions throughout the
country are being asked to lend their
Letsupport 'whenever possible.'
ters of explanation, seeking operators' help because of their 'experience in the field' are to be mailed
this week by CSI to. ballroom owners

They

to collecting ar-

rangements oft the band stands.
Stunt was pulled during the
opening day of Jimmy Dorsey's
appearance at the Michigan theatre here. The orch was using the
regular elevator band pit for

—

Hamilton College Pays

in

its

turn. The music was being left
on the stands for the next show.
During the darkness someone
slipped down among the music
racks.

lem

problem was tossed into the laps of
th^ board through petitions submitted by major band booking organizations who charged that the
'pawnbroker! element was raising
havoc with the business. These
bookers pointed out that unless this
situati.on was rectified they would
be compelled out of self protection
tu engage in similar band financing
methods.

Manhattan Beach Ballroom
(It's

Nearby Actoally) To

selected from the' coriblned. lists of
various agencies.
_Letters state 'It would _be very
much appreciated If you could attend some of these shows played In
camps in your territory and perhaps
even arrive before the orchestra to
check some of the things you know
a onernlghtlng band might require.'
In addition operators are asked to
do everything in their power to supply local bands in an emergency,
that Is to replace a scheduled name

which somehow was prevented from getting to a camp on

outfit

Benefit

From Coast Gnard

time.

Idea
was fathered by Hainy
Coast Guard's acquisition of Man- Squires, one-night booker for Wilhattan Beach, N. Y., summer colony liam- Morris agency, at last week's
of bungalows to house recruits in meeting of agency oflicials.
training will not disturb operation of
band policy there. While spot that
ta journey to Hamilton. It's underAside from the 'pawnbroker' and plays band names Is usually referred
stood that similar Coca-Cola shows
are being arranged for other schools. personal manager questions and mat' to as in Manhattan Beach, it's actuters of routine the board's agenda ally in Oriental Beach, close by; AcBarnet's broadcast was entirely
the following subjects:
included
cordingly, latter spot. Instead of folddevoted to saluting President RooseEn/orcement of social securitv ing, as was rumored Monday (2),
1.
All proceeds from
velt's Birthday.
is to stretch from five to six-day opthe hop were turned over to March payments upon employers uiho ore
eration, extra night being devoted to
sitwited
tlieatres
secure^
as
not
so
$500
swelled
by
a
fund,
Dimes
of
presenting entertainment for recruits
and hotels.
contribution by Barnet himself.
Plan to expand band and or- stationed at Manhattan.
2.
Besides music of outfits brought In
chestra entertainment at U. S. servfor weekly stays, guest appearances
ice canips.
of singers, etc., will be sought the
3. Change o/ regulotions loiuerinp sixth evening.
limit 0/ long distaTKe jumps /or
Pennsylvania hotel. New York. Is
IN
traveling orchestras so as to reduce
undecided whether it will use Its
the numbers of hi^htoay accidents
Roof Garden this summ^, having in
among musicians.
Los Angeles, Feb. 3.
The executive board was also ocmind the possibility, however- reJimmie Grier, band leader, is aphearing scores of apmote at the moment, of an air raid
pealing the court decision which de- cupied with
connection with rulings isclared him guilty of violating the peals in
upon N. Y. with the com ing of fairer
sued against individual members by
Madison Square' Garden, N: " Y.,~ls' weather. Hotel did not open root
California unemployment insurance'
locals throughout the country, but
law. He was fined $100 or 10 days
likely to be the New York stop In
room last year, simply redecorating
the topic which perhaps rated tops the seven
in jail.
-"ays of joint appearances
in explosive possibilities was the one
and Jimmy Dorsey's downstairs Cafe Rouge in summer
of Tommy
Grier's contention is that he negpertaining to the trade practices of
bands for the. benefit of various drapes, but figured to use It this
lected to furnish the unemployment
band financiers. The bookers who charity organizations. In setting up
season.
data to the state because he and his
did the petitioning charged that the the brothers' tour to raise approxiofchestra were employees of the esCharlie Spivak's band will retuiin
methods of the band money-lenders mately $100,000 for USO, Navy re(ablishments where they performed.
to whatever bandstand is decided
was not unfair competition but they
Court declared Grler an employer, were disruptive to the business. If lief, etc.. only key cities with ex- uppn, from' May 4 to July 11 and
ceptionally large auditoriums are benot an employee.
possibly longer. His selection as 'a:
these band-backers, the petitioners Ine considered.
summer band followed drawn out
stated, were permitted to go on pilDates will probably be played
ing up their control of name bands around the beginning of May when battle between he and Les Brown,
TIES
with Alvlno Rey in background.
there should be be nothing to pre- Jimmy exits
a stay at the PennSplvak is current, but is to be reorganizations
booking
vent
the
sylvania hotel, N. Y., and Tommy
by Jimmjr
placed Monday
(9)
ArUinr Mkhand Slapa a Plaster at themselves to do likewise.
leaves a scheduled booking at the
Dorsey.
As a corollary to this situation, the Paramount theatre, N. Y.
Strand, New York
Nearby New Yorker hotel changes
proposition whereby leaders such as
March 12. Woody Herman is to folGlenn Miller and Tommy Dorscy
was
also
Initial skirmish in a legal battle
bands
low for four weeks, then Johnny
own parts of other
between Bob Chester and his ex- brought up. It was noted that this
Long for 16 weeks, opening May 7.
personal manager, Arthur Michaud, arrangement was frowned upon by
Lou Breese Doesnt Fanay Nazi
took place last week when Michaud maestros and musicians among them
attached Chester's salary at the selves and that if nothing else, as
Chatterbox, Mountainside,
Salntc as Humor
Strand theatre. New York, and any soon as a band leader who has been
Closing
In
funds the leader had at Music Corp. financed gets his head out of water
Bandleader Lou Breese wound up
of America, which boolcs him. Ac- he usually complains that he's 'beThe Chatterbox at Mountainside,
cordingly Chester's first week's pay, ing cut up like a herrhig by other In night court at Providence, R. I..
N,
folded
unexpectedly last
J.,
amounting to $3,750, is being held leaders, lawyers, etc.' All with the Saturday night (31), after a onenight.
(20)
Les Hite's
in escrow by Warner Bros. Theatres result that It creates a bad Inlra- night date at the Arcadia Ballroom, Thursday
awaiting adjudication of the dispute. trade dilemma.
which ended in a fist fight because colored band was current. Spot may
Proposed Cnrbs
Michaud had already begun a suit
Breese objected to being heckled be reorganized and reopened, but
On the question of regulating the while leading 'The Star-Spangled nothing's definite.
In New York to. recover slightly
in
managers
personal
Hite,
caught unawares without
over $8,000 he claims is owed him participation of
Banner.' According to the leader, a
been sug
by the leader for monies advanced the band business it has
group of male dancers needled him bookings because he had been heldlicensed by
during the period the band was get- gested that (1) they be
and kept giving a Nazi salute while over until Feb. 25, is now set for -a
the same as booking agents,
ting started, and back commissions. the AFM,
he was ending the dance with the week at Tic-Toe, Boston, Feb. 15,
(2) the commission of a manager be
and
New
England
Mione-nighters
for
attorney
is
Eastman
Lee
national anthem, and when it was
limited to an equitable percentage,
chaud.
ended he gave one an argument thereafter.
say 2'/4%. with the money coming off
Papers in another suit, against the top of the band's income and (3) which resulted in a flurry of blows
the
on
men
beserved
battle
over,
his
With
the
were
Jack Philbin,
the personal manager be restrained
Action alleges^
their bus with instrulatter by Eastman.
Cootie Williams Debuts
from doubling as the band's booker. gan packing
he (Philbin) Induced Chester to It was also suggested that the board ments, etc., and soon found thembreach a management contract be- enforce the
law which bars the selves surrounded by about 30 men
Colored trumpeter Cootie Wlltween Chester and Michaud, and operators of dance spots from own waiting for Breese to exit the buildCall was put in for police, who li,.m£' new band debuts this Friday
ing.
names Sy Shribman, New England Ing pieces of bands.
band financier and ballroom owner
Among those who addressed the protected the loading operations, (6) at the Grand Terrace Cafe, Chias a party. Philbin, who also man- board on the problem of social se- then escorted Breese and his fistic cago. Composed of seven brass, inages Johnny Long, recently assumed curity collections was J. C. Stein, of opponent to court, where the leader cluding Williams, five sax, and four
handling of Chester,'
the Music Corp. of America. It was was reprimanded for taking action rhythm, outfit has been rehearsing
in New York for several weeks.
pointed out that whereas there was against the heckler on his own hook
Willisms was last with Benny
no difficulty in obtaining compliance He then paid $5 to cover damages
David B a 11 e n 1 1 n e left Milton with the union's social security re to opponent's clothing. No action Goodman and bsfore that was •
George's band at Boston's Fox and qulrements from the large hotels and was taken by the police against mainstay, 'it years, of Duke EllingHounds Club to join Don Bestor as
ton's band.
,.l
flatter.
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OVER HOTEL

ROOF

.

(MR

HELD GUILTY

CAL TAX MIXUP

DORSET BROS. MAT

PLAT MADISON GARDEN

.

UP BOB CHESTER

YOUTH MUSSED UP

Unexpected

Shaw's personal manager, attorney

Andrew Weinberger, asserts that
when Shaw resumes his orchestra
Will be of the Same instrumentation
•3 when it recenUy broke up, in-

Martin Block's First

Finance

Detroit, Feb.

Jitterbugs are going a little too
far

AIR RAID

SHAW RETURN

ARTIE

Who

In an attempt to smooth the path
of bands playing Army camps under

Jive Kids Steal Music

sicians Leaders in Miami'
Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 3.
Benefit Association,
shooting at $20,000 take at its annual Valentine Ball, Feb. 14, has
engaged three orchestras to play
on as many floors of the Civic

program
One manager with a sense of humor
asserted last week that Ozzie
son's tune 'I'm Looking for

Camp Bookings

Their Counsel In

Eye On

fr-

now beset with
gers of orchfistras
^iduction wbrtles are being very
choosey in tfielx selection of new
men to replace those lost in draft
'Whereas the
Qlj>eit^*aders.
or to
parafnoCmf r^iiiiirement used to be
play, the
.how well a muslcan could
foremost question currently is draft
classification. There are an increasmanagers
ing number of leaders and
who won't accept a man with higher

Promoters To Lend

Invite One-Night

AFM

vocalist.

(Continued on page 38)
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Band Theatre

Blue Gardens, Annonk,
Improves Its Acoustics

Biz Stilhlmproves;

4,

I942

at Hotel B.O.'s

Bands

Blue- Gardens, Armonk, N. Y,
roadhouse, long troubled acoustically,
a .treefciv tabulation, to the estimated cotw
(PrMtnted heretolth,
Owners are
Is being remodelled.
installing a false ceiling, rebuUdIng chorje bu»in«M beino don« by name bond* in oorlota Weiu Yoric hoteln
the bandstand, and otherwise im- Dinn«r bu*inef» (7-10 PJ«.) not rated. Figwet after name of hotel gltie
proving the room.
room capo<rifv ond cover charge^ Larger amount desljimates lueekend and
Raymond Scott's reorganized band holiday price-)
$23,1
opens there March 17 for 18 weeks.
Covtn XoUl
,
Bob Allen crew replaces current
Hole!
PlRjed W.fk On Si,
Band
Red Norvo Friday (6), staying untU
2
1,900
Freddy Martin*. . . Waldorf (400; $1-$1.50)
6 175
Life' (Col) (2d run) on screen. Rather Scott's debut
75c-$1.50).
Yorker
(400;
16.
InGoodman»MNew
2,200
Benny
good $22,000, or shade over, is
30,925
1
400
Enrlc Madrlgoera.3iltmore (300; $1-$1.50)
dicated.
400
41
iexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
1.525
Ray Kinney*
Glenn Miller, New York— (Para58,150
With
3
2,250
Charlie Spivak. . . Pennsylvania (500; 79c-$1.50)
mount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99).
7,275
16
1,975
Vaughn Monroe*.. Commodore (400; 75c-$l)
'Sullivan's Travels' (Par). The Miller
23,550
band is accounting for a goodly por* AateriakM indicate a supporting floor show, although the band ii
tion of the big business being done,
the
major droto.
while picture is also potent at the
b.o.; first week through last night
(Tues.) was a. smash $75,000, with
Chicago
holdover beginning today (Wed.).
Ray Kinney, Boston— (RKO-BosDel Conrtney (Continental Room, 400; $1.50-$2 mln:). Courtney winding
With
30-35-44-55-65).
lon;
3,200;
up excellent stay and will be back in a few months, Came through last
four vaude acts and 'AH Money Can
week with 2,600 patrons.
Buy' (RKO). Will hit around $18,Johnny 'Seat' DavU (Blackhawk; 400; $1.25 mln.). Davis in third week
Band gets ctedit for much of
000.
drew good 2,800 customers.
(Estimates)
draw.
Xavler Coptt (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.50 min.). In
Clyde McCoy, Chicago— (Oriental;
Bob Allen- Van Alexander (Raycontinues at great pace that will carry right through; drevr
3,200; 28-33-44-55). Plus 'Small Town mor-Playmor B., Boston, Jan. 30-31). third week
Deb' (20th). Strong $18,000, almost Allen, newcomer, and Alexander, 4,200 checkgrabbers.
'Fats'. Waller (Downbeat Room, Garrlck Stagebar; 200; no mln.). In
entirely on strength of band.
who's been here before, did big 4,100
Orrln Tucker, Brooklyn— (Strand; ddncers two days for $2,460 at 65c- first full week In this new jive spot Waller clicked off hot 2,200 patrons.
Boyd Bseborn (Chez Paree; 500; $3-$3.50 mln-). Morton Downey and
2,800; 30-40-50-55). Coupled with 'Go 55c.
Willie Shore continue on the floor show and again a happy session with
West' (Col). Fairish $7,000 in four
Charlie Barnet (Shubert theatre. 4,400 patrons.
days.
New Haven., Feb. 1), Barnet's new
Jan Skvltt (Panther Room, Hotel Sherman; 700; $1.25-$2.50 min.), In
band well received; drew approxi- first five days of stay Savitt orchestra Indicates good results for this basemately 5,300 adiTiissions in five shows ment;' brought In 300 customers.
Buffalo AU-Night Jig
to gross $2,671 a(^Oc per.
-Art Kassel (Walnut Room, Bismarck Hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.), Kassel
For Union's Aid
Ella Flt2gerald (Armory, Fairmont, orchestra making good as always In difficult dance band room and held to
W. Va., Jan. 30). Last time Miss 2,200 diners last week.
Buffalo, Feb. 3.
she drew
Buffalo Musicians Union setting Fitzgerald pla^'cd here
March 10 for annual 'Parade of more gross buf less dancers at $1.13;
Los Angeles
at 90c this stop she grossed $620.
Bands' in Memorial Aud.
All-night shindig to benefit union's
Woody Herman (Statler hotel, BufBar Noble (Ambassador; 600; $1-$1.50). Hitting around 800 covers on
sick fund will use 30 to 40 bands falo, Jan. 27 ). Playing annual Canisius the two nights (Fri.-Sat.), which Is not too bullish. Skinnay Ennts replacei
from this area playing in 15-or-so College prom Herman drew capacity Friday (6).
minute stretches, plus Johnny Long restricted to 1,000 at $6.60 couple.
Phil Harrli (Biltmore; 1,500; minimum $l-$1.50). Still pulling strong.
ork and the Andrew Sisters, who
Jlmmle Lunceford (Palace -theatre, Aided by Thursday night lellout tor high school grads for a smart 6,000.
will be filling a Shea's Buffalo date. Fort Wayne, Ind., Jan. 29-Feb. 1).
Tommy Deraey (Palladium; 5,000; 65c-$l). In the chips all the way and
Despite bad weather Lunceford did another 16,000 to help him toward the dancery's high attendance mark tgr
20,about
stand, extended another four weeks. Claude Thomhill follows.
with
the
Fan! Wbiteman'i Records
swell $7,235 business
Bob Crosby. (Trianon, South Gate; 800; 55c-7Sc), Building again for t
Paul Whiteman's orchestra began 000 admissions in four days at 45cnifty 9,600.
work on a new recording contract 25c.
Heldt (Casa Manana, Culver City; 2,500; 65c), Should wind up
Horace
with RCA-Victor yesterday (Tues.).
B.,
Pole
(Totem
Frankle Master*
Band made four sides at Victor stu- Auburndale, Mass., Jan, 28-31). On with a sporting 7,000. Jack Teagarden follows (Feb.. 3).
Paul Wblteman (Florentine Gardens; 1,000; $l-$1.25). They can't stop
dios in Hollywood for release on first Boston stop Masters was solid
lovln' that man's music and 'another 7,000 on the books.
Victor 50c label.
with 9,200 hoofers iii four days at
work by $1.45 couple tor $6,670.
recording
first
1^
It's
Whiteman's present band, now at'
Jan Savitt (Chermot B., Omaha, too much travelling but on speeding.
Your Big Request Novelty
Neb., Jan. 31). Very good draw of
Proposal advanced by three delenearly 1,500 produced $1,232 at 88c gates from the San Francisco local
per.
that all location jobs of travelling

u

MinerSiiia$h75G,N.Y.;HoifGood

22a N.Y.;Ducliin Neat
Esllmates for TbJa Week
Milt Brltton, Cincinnati— (Shubert;
8,150; 33-44-60). Helped by personal
appearance of Laurel and Hardy, first
time here, and Judy Starr on stage.
"Weedend for Three' (RKO) also on

bUl.

Zippy

$16,500.

—

Minneapolis (OrBrown,
Les
pheum; 2,800; 39-44-55). Band not so
well-known here, because it's comparatively new, but It has caught on
Helped by three acts and 'Sulbig.
livan's Travels' (Par). Good $13,000
Indicated.
Henry Busse, Los Angeles— (Or-

pheum; 2,200; 33-44-55). With 'Cowboy Serenade' (Rep) and 'Body Disappears'

Fair

(Col).

mild help from

with

$9,500,

films.

Bob Chester, New York— (Strand;
With Georgle
2,756; 35-55-85-99).
Price on stage, 'AH Through Night'
(WB) ' (2d-flnal wk). This show
could go a third week at indicated
$38,000, good, for the second, which
ends tomorrow night (Thurs.), but
prior commitments prevent a holdover. First week was a strong $45,Chester and Price are both
000.
credited with importantly contributing to t)ie business.
Jimmy Dorsey, Detroit (MichiAnd 'Design
gan; 4,000; 40-55-65).
for Scandal' (M-G). Big noise this
week in Detroit, with smash $37,000.
Band is easily the draw on this one.
Daohln,
Eddy
Philadelphia

—

—

(Earle; 2,768; 35-46-57-68-75).

Tour

Jacks and Jill' (RKO) on same program. Leaning heavily on Duchin's
zingy $23,000.
Ersklne Hawklaa, Kansas City
(Newman; 1,900; ll-3a-44-55). Getting hefty support from the° Four
Inkspots, with 'Glamour Boy' (Par)
not figured as helping boxolTice
greatly.
Sockeroo $14,000, leading
grosser in town.
outfit for

Carl Hoir, New York— (State; 3,
450; 28-44-55-75-90-$1.10). With Three
Stooges on vaude bill, 'Men in Her

Masters Hits

U

$6,670 In Boston;

1-NitersHoldPace

Fund

—

.

=s:^===-=M

YOU'RE A SAP
MISTER JAP

•
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Ask Bandleaders To Meet
Physical Fitness Exec
Bandleaders and music men have
been invited to a luncheon at the
Astor- hotel, New York, tomorrow
(Thursday) by Manie Sacks, head of
Columbia Records' N. Y: office, to
-

.

YOU ? Un«.
HOWc„ABOUT
by
J
,

.„

•

Burton

Music

L

bands be restricted to eight months
out of any year, with the remaining
four months going to local bands, received short shrift from the board.

Carl Hoff

•

was turned down.
Those attending the meeting were
President James C. PetrlUo, Presi-

(Okeh)
Dick

Robertson

A Warm,

It

dent Emeritus. Joseph.N. Weber,, who

gave the Impression of being in good
physical condition; William f. Kernwill meet John B. Kelly, good, national secretary emeritus;
director of Division of Physical Fit- Fred BImbach, International secreDefense,
Civilian
tary; Harry E. Brenton, International
of
js of Office
who will detail a plan whereby band- Treasurer, C. L. Bagley, v.p.; Tom

Aritees

and other entertainment Gamble, Burt Henderson and Leo
talent will be enrolled to influence Cluesman, all of the International ofyoungsters to keep fit.
fice; and the following board memWalter M. Murdoch, A. C.
It's figured leaders, just like out- bers,
standing ballplayers, etc., can exert Hayden, C. A. Weaver, J. W. Parks
more pressure by personal appeal and Oscar F. Hild.
Committee named to handle the
than any sort of other campaign.
Sacks will head the efforts of Irand- matter of intensified band entertainment at the training camps consists
leaders taking part.
of Harry J. Steeper, Jersey City, A.
Rex' Rlccardl, Philadelphia, Jack
Rosenberg, New York, and Vincent

leaders

I

KNOWDo WHY
(And So

L^c
^ by M.ck Gordon

You)

Mu«c by

Harry Warre_n.

Seronado
from "Sun Vafloy

'Pawnbrokers
rsHI

HAPPY IN lOVE
by ^m

Lyric
^

^

by J.ok Yellen

..Music

"Son, O' Fun
from Olsen and John,on'$

'^ord« and Mu»«* by

WE'LL ALWAYS
REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR

Getting Bigger Every Day

JEALOUS
Sisters • Tony Martin
(Dacca)
(Dacca)
Alvino Ray (Bluebird)

Andrew

Patriotic Hit of the La»t
..

.

A
I

.

.

.

AMERICA,
LOVE YOU
and Just recorded by

KATE SMITH

The current year's convention will
sContlnued from pace
be held in DaUes June 8-12, with
and
theatres, there Is still the irrespon- headquarters at the Adolphus
sible one-night-stand and cabaret Baker hotels,
operators and that some way of overcoming this hazard ought to be devised so that the booker wouldn't be
Note
held indirectly accountable.
was also made of the fact that the
AFM's regulation on social security
Br tMlt BeUn, Sol Marou and B«nnl«
payments does not embrace collegiate dates or .social dance bookI
ings.

War

Greater Song Today

(Columbia)

MILLS MUSIC,

Inc.

1619 Broadway, New Yo*

E. F..n

/

WINTER WEATHER
Shapiro.
T«««

Castranovo, Providence.

Orrin Tucker
(Columbia^
(Dacca)

Beautiful Ballad

CANCEL THE FLOWERS
—
Benjamea

Writ«n

of

.

DON'T

300-Mlle

dates, there

was the

FIRE

BSCOBDED BT

As for the problems of cutting
down traveling distances between
dance

Tommy Todnr (OKEH)

MM

Tony MMtla (DB(X)A) 4101
Hlt«heU Ayrai (BIiVEBIBD)

Out Lombwdo (DEOOA) 419*
Cbariol«cn

(OKEB)

BUM*

6««»

possibility

limitation of 400 miles
within any 24 hours may be changed
to 300 miles by the imion. Meantime

that

WANT TO SET THE WORLD ON

JumpsT

the

the priorities on auto tires Is expected to act not only as a curb on

EVERYBODY'S CALLING FOR

CHERIO MUSIC PUBUSHERS,
HOLLYWOOD
SSM L* Uiate Ave.

NKW YORK
ISM

CHICAQO

CITY

Bmdtnr

INC.

Wood* TtaMtra

B)d(.

—

A STRING OF PEARLS
MUTUAL MUSIC SOCIETY,

Inc.

(Leo Talent, General Manager),

1270 Sixth Ave^

New York

P^S^Eff

Wednesday. February 4. 1942

PARH

15 Best Sheet Music
(Week ending Jan.

Remember

PARTS

F, C.

Erdman, eastern

flnishlDR

head
York, and

Rothkrantz,
Arthur
Lawrence
B.
and

Schlums, Rochester.

Cohen,
T.
I.
with
supervisor,

'

COMBAT TREND

New York

'

written

southern

May

cluding Mrs. F.D.R.,
Endorse This View

bench

ORGANIZE
Philadelphia, Feb.

Alarmed

NEBRASKA

3.

at the falling off of pri-

parties among the ^cial set
because of the war, a group of Philadelphia musicians, party arrangers,
bookers and others interested in the
situation have formed an organization to combat the trend which has

CANT LOSE

W. Rome, midwest supervisor
and the
offices in Chicago,
.reporting

Bob«rt

to

,

Powers, western

district

time.
Idea is to promote counterenough in their estimate of theory that morale must be kept up
which won't be as high as in time of war and parties are one
in the preliminary Survey. means to that end.
ver; Herman Kenin, Portland, Ore.,
'Parties for Patriotism' is the brain
They seem to be protecting themand Harry A. Levinson, San FranJ..

sppervisor with offices in Los Angeles and his managerial staff consiste-ot

Harry O. Bergkafnp, Den-

cisco.

Freddie Rich wrote the music (or
1 Live on Danger' at Columbia and
Is conducting the orchestra on the

Copyright owners seem to be reasonable

prices,

feared

through with his deal with Shapiro-

the

Fort

Worth,

Texas,

(30).

In

Wilson last week declared that in
his opinion the rights which Jenkins
claimed were invalid because the
rights that Bowman had assigned did
not become his before the date on
which the copyright law made them
available to him.
The question of
whether an outright bill of sale containing a copyright extension clause
is enforceable has been a moot point
among music trade lawyers (or years.
Some have voiced the opinion as
taken by Judge Wilson, while others
have contended that such an assignment is binding so long as the writer
is alive at the time that the renewal

becomes due. If Judge Wilson's ruling is upheld by the higher courts
the status of hundreds of valuable
tunes held by the older line o( publishing houses will be involved.
It
was quite common years ago for a
writer to dispose of all his future
rights for a lump sum after the song
had gone through its original course
of popularity.
While the case was pending in the
Texas court the Jenkins Co. sold
Twelfth Street Rag' to the Leeds
Music Co. as part of a catalog.

Seattle

lOOUSCAP

&

selves against charges of being ex- child of Mrs. Edward J. MacMuUen,
social
director of the
orbitant, or prohibitive.
BellevueNebi'aska demands that all prices Strattord hotel.
She called the
of public performance be listed on meeting last week at the Bellevue
the face of the music, so the buyer and attending were reps of all fields
can stipulate at the music counter, interested including florists, caterers,

(Continued on page 40)

scoring job.

ruling

writer of 'Twelfth Street Rag,' the
judge held that the composer was not
lawfully free to dispose of his renewal rights until such rights actually
became available to him,
which, according to the copyright
law, is a year before the expiration
date of the original copyright. The
written decision in the case is expected to be filed within the- next
few days.
Bowman copyrighted 'Twelfth
Street' on Jan. 31, 1914, and after
two years of self publication he sold
all his rights in the song, which included any extension of copyright,
to the Jenkins firm, of Kansas City.
In 1937 Bowman approached Jenkins
about making a deal (or the renewal
rights and the publishing house failed
to come to terms with him, figuring that the 'extension' provision in
its 1916 contract covered' these renewal rights. Bowman later sold
the tune's renewal rights to Shapiro,
Bernstein
Co. These rights were
to become effective Jan. 31, 1942.
Jenkins waited until the renewal
filing date, which was Jan. 31, 1941,
became due and appealed to the
Federal court in Texas, of which
state Bovnnan had become a resident, to stop the writer from going

vate

district

in

federal court last Friday

made serious inroads in employment
in the party field.
The group is to
Lincoln, Feb. S.
Possibility of numerous test cases be known as 'Parties for Patriotism'
arriving on the federal court docket and plans are bing made to get enhim
are
managers
soon was forecast in legal circles dorsements from prominent persons,
Dwaln M. Ewing, Minneapolis; Frank here as freed ASCAP members, for among them, it is hoped Mrs. FrankS. Hemby, St. Louis; Edward A.
Nebraska, prepared to file their com- lin D. Roosevelt, to counteract the
Sherwood, Cleveland, and John C.
positions with the Secretary of State impression that somehow it's bad
Wooden, Des Moines.
under terms of the anti-ASCAP law. taste to hold social functions in warB.

a

setting aside a temporary injunction
which the Jenkins Music Co. had obtained against Euday L. Bowman,

cinnati.

with

music publishers and

decision covering

During Wartime and Hope
on renewal rights which Judge
Prominent Personages, In- James C. Wilson made from his

THE LAWYERS

headquarters in
and his aides are Philip O.
Alexander, Dallas; Stanley Shepard,
New Orleans; Samuel Feldman, Cin-

Renewal

Feel Nothing Inherently Un- copyright lawyers are awaiting with Bernstein. Jenkins was granted •
temporary injunction.
patriotic
About Parties much Interest the release of a In vacating this injunction Judge

This No Iiaughing Matter. .Block
Embassy
This Love of Mine
Berlin
Angels ot Mercy
Peer
Bells of San Raquel

Atlanta,

Details of

Ft Worth Fedo'al Court

Decision by

P. Harbor.. .Republic

We Did It Before
.Witmark
Chattanooga Choo Choo. ..Feist
Tis Autumn
Witmark
I Got It Bad.,
Bobbins
Mad«laine
Santly
Elmer's Tune
Robbins

IN

•

:

PmiADELPIIIAIO Pubs Curious for

district

with headquarters In New
those reporting to him are H. A.
Brown, Philadelphia; Samuel BerkWilliam J. O'Brien,
Boston;
ett,
Pittsburgh;
Baltimore.

31)

.

put

ASCAP

Sellers

White Cliffs of Dover.,. Shapiro
Rose O'Day
Tobias
Blues in the Night
Remick
Shrine of St Cecilia
Braun

DIVIDED 1N4

the
has
of Its
touches to the reorganization
branch offices and every zone now
direct operation ot
coifies under the
of
executives
The
office,
home
the
and the 20 branch
the four districts
offices are as follows:

+-

+

(Continued on page 40)

Seattle,

GAVE YOU

FREDDY MARTIN'S ARRANGEMENT OF

CONCERTO

IN

B**

.

By Tschalkowsky

.

AND

TONIGHT

WE

LOVE

AND NOW WE PRESENT

FREDDY MARTIN'S ARRANGEMENT OF

GRIEG'S CONCERTO IN A MINOR
AND

LOOK AT HEAVEN
WHEN

I

LOOK AT YOU

BASED ON GRIEG'S CONCERTO

IN

A MINOR

LOOK TO

MAESTRO

COMPANY

MUSIC

FOR MLSIC THE WORLD

IS

SINGING

PACIFIC MUSIC SALES

6425 Hollywood

Blvd.
SOLE SELLING AGENT

Hollywood, CaL

Feb.

3.

Station KIRO has signed with
ASCAP as of Feb. 1. For a per program pact on both commercial and
sustaining.
This, makes It 100 per cent for
Seattle stations.

COMPANY

MAESTRO MUSIC

I

89

ALAMG

FALL-OFF

_

ALLASCAPIS

OliGHESTIIii:S--MUSIG

.

Wednesday, February

MUSIC

40

BMI
ASCAP

Overtures Mntnal for V/ffo

Still

Ponders Mutual Plea for Adjustment
of Performance Fees

Separate Cash

Lawyers Can't

starting April

1,

1942.

1%%

fee, MuBefore applying the
tual could deduct line charges, frequency discounts, agency commission and a 25% sales commission for

won BMPs national
contest for a patriotic march, was
located here last week through a
newspaper. He gets $1,000 cash as a
prize and opportunity of making a
plus such
patriotic short for
royalties as may accrue henceforth.
Kate Smith will use his song.
'Call to Arms,'

the network. NBC and CBS have
RKO
already committed themselves to go
along with BMI for that additional
providing the enterprises
-period,
Stuart for several years has been
ot
support
receive
the
continue to
an entertainer in Dallas and other
the independent broadcasters.
Texas cities. He has been on the
ASCAP is still considering the ad- road, entertaining at army camps.
justment of- terms which Mutual contends is due it under the favored
nations provision of its contract.
ASCAP's counter argument has been
Fall-Off

Mutual wants to have ils
if
commercial fee reduced from 3% to
2%'% it will have to abide by the
higher sustaining scale which prevail for NBC and CBS affiliated stations. The latter networks pay a flal
sustaining fee of $20a for each affilithat

while Mutual's fee is $1
a month for a station which holds a
ated outlet,

ASCAP

license and half the
local
station's rate card per month in the
event it has no local license.
Mutual contends that the $200 fee

could not be absorbed by the network. In presenting Its case recently
ASCAP's directorate Mutual
to
pointed out that if the fee were
based on the aggregate power of
each network's stations Mutual would
be paying $19 per kilowatt (1,000
watts), whereas it is $19 per kilowatt for CBS and $26 per kilowatt
for

NBC.

his'fee for' whatever use he
seeks to make of the tune.
It's understood most of the flrms
In New York are figuring on a normal 35c music sale being jacked to
50c for an orchestra, 75c for a ballroomj and on up to the celling, which
will be about $6 for radio.

John G. Peatman, who does the plug checking for Broadcast Miisic
Inc., has supplemented his services with what he terms an 'audience'
coverage index.' The letter's purpose Is to show the relative size of

the potential listening audience for each plug.
By this device Peatman expects to differentiate as to the exploitation values between songs that have received commercial attention
and those that have accumulated lots, of sustaining performances.

HMj

For $1,400,000; Charges
'Need Yon' Infringed
Los Angeles, Feb. 3.
Al Piantadosi, songwriter, filed
damages aggregating $1,400,000 against Loew's, Inc.,' Metro-Goldand

Leo

Feist,

Inc.,

CBS, Mutual-Plugs

ice.

prices for performance of all kinds,
and get in touch with the subscribers
to the service In plenty of time to
keep them out of trouble on each

playdate by making 'them acquainted
with restrictions as soon as they've
been spotted.
One of the heads of a broadcasting firm in eastern Nebraska Inclined to the ASCAP side when he
said his station was not playing

ASCAP

Following tabulation of popular music perfonjiances embraces

all three

netujorks— NBC, CBS and Miiiual— as Tepresented bu V/EAF—V/JZ, WABC
and WOR, W, .Y. Compilation hereujith couers ujeeic beginnino Mondaic
through 5undat/ (Jan. 26-Feb. 1), /rom 5 p.m. to 1 a.m., and is based on data
.

Aepurafe Reporting Service, regular checking source

provided bl/
music publishing industry.

rUBLISHEB

TITLE
We're Couple, in Castle— t'Mr. Bug Goes
White Cliffs of Dover.

to

Shipiro

Is

37
....

Remick

Bliies In the N'ight^t'Blues In Night'
I Love— t'Let's Face It'

No Laughing Matt«r

.

.

.

.

Cluoptll

Everything
*This

/or the

TOTAL

Town' ... Famous

...

B1ol.<

even Deep in Heart of Texas
music,
members'
M-'ortjIane
though it would have been legal to How About You?— t'Babes on Broadway'
Feri
do so ever since the anti-ASCAP law Rose O'Day
Tooias
was upheld by the supreme court, Elmer's Tune
iRoobins ...
because he felt It was not proper to Chattanooga Choo Choo— fSun Valley Serenade'. .Feist
convert
and
property
man's
take
a
nContlnued from paie 3!ia
Mandy Is Two
BVC ......
it to use of others for personal gain,
Sometimes
Be.-lin
engravers, as well as thoae from the without paying the man who owned
Who Calls?
Ha-.ms
show biz field.
it for the privilege.
*Angeline
J. Campbell.
No Conflict
However, this thing works itself Miss You
Santly
The consensus of the meeting was out," he said, 'I want to see the copy- Someone's Rockin' My Dreamboat
Advance
that there is no inherent conflict be- right owner gets what is due him.'
President's Birthday Ball
Berlin .,
tween patriotism and parties, but on
Main fight in this scrap, over the Anniversary Waltz
Mayfair
the contrary, there Is an intimate long haul, was conducted by Johnny
Anchors Aweigh
Bobbins
and
the
rarelaxation
Omaha,
for
Gillin, of WOW,
connection between
'..ABC
Fooled
military and civilian morale.
dio side, and Joe Malec, another
Goodbye Mama, Off to Yokohama
Chappell
Mrs. MacMuUen referred to the Omahan, on the ballroom angle. At- I Got It Bad
Robbins
who
Hotz,
William
J.
torney
was
whose
women
men
and
plight of tjie
Mutual .,
Papa Niccolini
She handles the Eppley Hotels.
livelihood depends on parties.
,
This Love of Mine
Embassy
suggested that a sealed bucket be
Witmark
We Did It Before— t'BanJo Eyes'
placed at each party wherein guests
We'll Meet Again.
may drop coins for some designated Decca, Victor Cited By
Think
You
Embassy
I
Of

.

.

,

>

,

21
19
19

19
.

18
18

.

war

charity or agency.
the show folk

Among

who

I

attended

meeting were Meyer Davis, whose
bands play for the most society affairs here; Cliff Hall, pianist; Sylvan
Herman, bandleader at the Barclay;
Bennett,

accordionist;

Chuck

802

for Non-Deduction

Know Why— t'Sun

Shrine of
*

Of Social Tax on Discs

New York

local 802 of the

St.

Indicates

Valley Serenade'

Feist

'Braun

Cecelia

BMI

licensing; others are via

10

ASCAP.

t Filmiisieal.
t Legitimate.

Ameri-

Gordon, Abe NeS, Alex Haas, band- can Federation of Musicians will
leaders; Jimmy Loughran, president have representatives ot Decca and
NAPA DROPPING SUIT
of the Entertainment Managers As- RCA-Victor recording companies on
sociation (bookers) and A. Rex Ric- the carpet before its executive board Action Atalnst WPEN, Phllly, Was
cardi, secretary of Local 77, Musi- tomorrow
(Thursday) to explain
Docketed (or Feb. 17
cians Union.
why each has failed to abi(|e by
All attending pledged contributions AFM's. ruling that social security
Philadelphia, Feb. 3.
to get the organization started..
must be deducted from salary checks
The suit ot the National Associ-

Robbins Sues To Bar.

'We Did

It

Before' Song

•

paid musicians for recording dates.
Local 602 recently instituted an
order that all payments for record
ing work must be made through
802, which in turn pays off men
involved. That's to check on' proper
scales for rehearsal and actual recording. It apparently was in this
way that failure of Decca and Victor
to take out social security monies
'

Pltisbnrfh Also

Bad

Pittsburgh, Feb. 8. •
Local musicians, who used to reap
a nice little extra bundle regularly
pUying for private parties among
the upper crust, are complaining
that these affairs have dropped to
almost nothing since beginning of
war.
Entertaining on a big scale
with those who can afford th^ tariff
has practically disappeared and deb
parties, country club dances and
lavish home shindigs are being cancelled all along the line.
Members of Local 60 who used to
pass up cafe and restaurant jobs to
ride the special events circuit, are
willing to hook on now with estab'
lished bands wherever there's an op.
portunity, explaining that their in.
comes from the society entertainment belt have been nil since Pearl

.

Ask

To Form

ASCAP

.

From Cantor's

ation of Performing Artists against

Bobbins

WPEN, skedded

to be heard Feb. 17
U. S. District Court has been
dropped, it was announced yesterday
by the station. No official of NAPA
in

available here for comment on
the reason for the discontinuance of
the suit.
NAPA had filed the action Feb.
15, 1940, to enjoin the station from
playing recordings made by NAPA
members unless the station was
licens^ by the organization.
Arthur Simon, general manager
of the outlet, said the station had
agreed to the discontinuance of the
suit provided that It was understood

was

that WPEN was making no commitments or agreements of any kind
with respect to its future conduct.

Music

filed suit in

against

Corp.

Musical
last

week

the N. Y. supreme court

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,
& Sons and Banjo Eyes,

M. Witmark
Inc., in

connection with the inclusion
'We Did It Before and

of the song,

We Can Do

It Again,' In the scofe of
'Banjo Eyes,' the Broadway musical
starring
Eddie Cantor.
Robblni
charges that the performance of the
song in the show Is in violation of
Robbins' exclusive contract with
'Banjo Eyes,' and the incident constitutes a conspiracy between the
picture company and its two subsid-

iaries, Witmark and Banjo Eyes, Inc.
The complaint asks for $275,000 dam-

ages and a restraining order.

Hal Kemp Death Ii Caase
Maurice Speiser, general counsel

NAPA,

explained yesterday
(Tuesday) that the reason that the
sui'.
had been withdrawn was because it was based on some records
of Hal Kemp and that since Kemp
was dead, the NAPA was deprived
of the plaintiff in the case.
The discontinuance, added Speiser,
had been obtained' without prejufor the

dice,

and anyway,

WPEN

had mean-

while ceased the use of phonograph
records

made by

NAPA

members.

According to the papers in the
which was filed by Attorney

case,
J.

T.

Abeles, the legit show's pro-

ducer had agreed thai? no new nuthber, unless owned by Robbins, would
be interpolated in the production.
Eddie Cantor, however, could sing
?uch old tunes that have been identified with him through the years.
'We Did It,' which is published by
Witmark, has been a best sheet seller
for several weeks. Warners owns a
substantial share of the stock in
'Banjo Eyes.'

.

Sid Hills on the Mend
Sidney Mills, professional manager
and son of Irvrecovering from an appendix operation.
It was performed at Mt. Sinai last

Welcome KATE SMITH
And TED COLLINS
We're glad you selected the
nice to

LORD TARLETON

Wednesday

you'll be broadcasting

from

this tropical

AL JOLSGN, JUDY GARLAND, BENNY FIELbS, BLOSSOM S^ELEY and all
paradise, where you'll meet

your other

we gave you 'mTERMEZZO'
give you ...

now we

.

(28).

friends.

Five Star Files In Albany
Albany, Feb. 3.
Five Star Publishing Co., Inc., hasbeen chartered to conduct a liusiness in the printing of musical compositions in New York.
Directors
are: Murray Dorn,"Philip F. Seckler
and Isadore Suchman, New York
City.

Max

from Tschalkowsky concerto, part 2

sides for Victor Bluebird,' Deep in the Heart of
Texas,' 'I Hung
Head and Cried.'

WALTER JACOBS

BEACH

My

'Promise to Be True When I'm Away'
and 'Some Day You'll Know You
Did- Wrong.'

RHAPSODY

LOVE'S

a dream melody
,

DID

Schaefler was filing attorney.

John KIne cut four

lAMI

DARLING, I LOVE YOU

for

brand of sunshine and vacation comforts.

know

1941

In

of Mills Music, Inc.,
inB_ Mills, is

It's

19

.

WSPR

special

22

.

charging infringem'ent of copyright
on the song, That's How I Need
You,' used in the Metro picture,
'Barnacle Bill.'
Plaintiff, who wrote the number
In 1912, charges the defendants incame to light.
fringed the copyright at least 140,000
times through theatre exhibitions.
He asks separate action on each inCharlie Tobias
fringement under a statute which
calls for $250 for each of the first
Songwriter Unit
10 performances and $10 each for
Charlie Tobias has been asked by
subsequent performances.
the United Service Organization to
Piantodosi also aske4 the court to
put together a troup of songwriters
decree that Leo Feist, Inc., is not
for a tour of the training camps. Unit
owner, of any interest in 'That's
plays its first date at Fort Monmouth,
How I Need You' and 104 songs
N. J.. Monday (9).
listed in the complaint. Action may
Tobias formerly headed one of
result in a test case to determine
these
do-you-remember
acts
In
whether music publishing fli-ms have Harbor.
a right to license motion picture re
Banquet jobs, usually big around vaudeville.
cordings of songs in which the com
here, also scarcer.
posers have royalty or copyright inSigns with
terests, without consent ijf the songwriters.
tures. Inc., involving the picture
Springfield, Mass.. Feb. 3.
'Puddin' Head.'
WSPR, Mutual oultet. signed with
Brown Soes for 145G
Plaintiff charges ha collaborated ASCAP
week, according to
this
Los Angeles, Feb. 3.
with Styne and Meyer on tunes that Wayne Henry Latham,
program
George R. ^rown, songwriter, filed were later revamped and used in the director, ASCAP tunes immediately
two suits for a total of $145,000 dam- Canova picture. He seeks damages went on the air.
ages against Judy Canova, Jule and an accounting of profits on the
Contract was big boon to WSPR
Styne. Sol Meyer and Republic Pic
film.
Rliythm Society, record program
which runs a couple of hours daily.

its

36
27
26
23
22
22

.

suit for

wyn-Mayer

NBC

and serve as a warning servOffice will keep In constant
touch with the Secretary of State's
office, keep' all the filings up to date,
area,

Party

Bob

Piantadosi Sues

Plugs

—CoBtlnaed from page M^s

anipay

Broadcast Music, Inc., has apLOCATE BMI WINNER
proached Mutual about signaturing
Plans are being formulated by
a new deal covering the use of BMI's Rex Stnart Geto $1,006 for HIa 'Call
some of the dance spots to set up a
repertoire on networlc programs.
To Arms' Sonr
clearing house, which will operate
proposition
outlined
to
MuThe
as
for all the places within a given
tual calls for the payment of \Vi%
Dallas, Feb. 3.
on commercials, but tor no sustaining
Rex Stuart, 36, Texas cowboy singfee. Also a contract that would run er and radio entertainer, object of a
for eight and three-fourths year, national search because his song,

From House

I942

4,

all

YOU DID

IT

(or did you didn't did it)
arranged by KENDALL BURGESS

EDWARD SCHUBERTH & CO., INC.
11 EAST 22nd. STREET, NEW YORK

.

;

VAUDEVILLE
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New Internal Threat

\SSik Faces

By Jack

In 'Insurrection

List of

RKO
ineffective in coping

rirlually

with

another, serious in;nner situations,

SwUon
in

has reared
First

AGVA.

it

now

gles branch;

head with-

Its

was the Los AnChicago, where

it's

execuUve secretary Jack Irvtelcen it upon hlmselt to
ing has
from the naover-rule instructions
and when he
Uonal office where
local

Playing

SEEN ll^FIICTOi

On Over-Rufing the Natl

Chi Exec,

execuUve leadWith the naUonal
American Guild of Vaership of the
Artists under a cloud and thus

Al Jolson TeDs of Inconveniences

SERVICE SHOWS

Irving,

Thanks For The Test

After

By

Vaude revival being tried this
year in larger number of situations,
particularly by RKO, is being Jeopardized by shortage of name acts.
AGVA
Pact, Top RKO execs find that bookers
Jersey
Theatre Aothority Asks
put the Callahan
are running out of strong acts and
One situation has
at the Chez
Sisters (2), currently
Frank
Charges they're faced with alternative of renitery, in the poslCot on Infantile Event;
peat bookings even in such spots as
Piree, Chicago
between four fires: (1)
Boston, where salary considerations
liao of being
the middle of a dispute
Frank McCoy, operator of the don't figure. After approximately 20
Miami
Ihey are In
Creates Foss
belween the national and Chicago Maplewood Playhouse. Maplewood, weeks' list of turns considered adeiGVA offices; (2) they are caught N. J., is demanding $3,000 from quate is reported virtually exMiami, Feb. S.
letween two niterles which hold dancing team of Veloz and Yolanda hausted.
last week
was
made
demand
A
the
with
services,
failure
to
do
five
cut
of
their
for
their
Experience In various situations
smlracts for
that 15% of the local President's
3ub Bali, Miami, now threatening eight scheduled performances at his has temporarily cooled RKO execs
house during the week of Jan. 19. on returning vaude to a number of Birthday Ball receipts be turned over
sits because the girls did not show
scheduled opening last Under his pact with the United New York theatres for which a live-' to' the Theatre Authority, organizaip for their
They remained in- Booking Office, through which V & Y show policy has been under con- tion that siphons off funds for thelight (Tuesday).
charities as a squarer for the
tead at the Chez Paree on the In- were booked at Maplewood. McCoy sideration.
Name players; particu- atrical
free appearances of theatrical perIrving and the advice of maintains the team is responsible for
national

(ecis 'the

Is

wrong.'

instances Irving has
In two recent
instructions
oven a reverse twist to
home office.
torn the N. V.

Veloz-Yolanda Violated

Booking
McCoy

m

larly from pictures, who have been
Morton Downey, losses on rent, personnel, etc.. In- available for p.a. tours, are nov; con- sonages. The demand came from
Bert Green, local official of Theatre
currently at the Chez, and curred through its non-appearance. sidered less likely to be open for
ilso
Authority, and created a consider(Cross &), national McCoy filed his complaint through picture house dates due to engageBenry Dunn
able fuss as the Infantile funds are
treasurer of AGVA now appearing UBQ.
ment for Army-Navy shows.
were allegedly Live Talent For Second Features split up already between national
Performances
Boogie In the Windy
It the Rhum
and local groups.
missed by the dancers because of
City.
Despite current impracticability
Matter' was settled by a flat $250
(Friday
At
one
session
illness.
Irving, Downey and Dunn counterof reconstructing vaude In Its orig- to TA.
manded instructions from Jonas T. night), however, McCoy states, the inal form in the New York area,
peeked
out
in
the
house,
was
team
live
counsel
some
Silverstone,
national
of
RKO figures on bringing
AGVA, who advised the Callahan at the audience and then declared talent Into picture houses to re- 'American Follies' Set
istence of

utional president

,

and

Sisters

Verbal battle
Chicago AGVA it wouldn't go on.
Club /Ball's contract with McCoy followed and V & Y
must be fulfilled. finally performed. McCoy claims he
could have grossed about $8,000, but
took a heavy loss becauise of all the
coin he had to refund.
V & Y cancelled a booking in
Toronto for last week and left for

the

branch that the
was valid and

signed the Ball deal last Oct.
10 to open Feb. 3.
The Chez Paree
ointiact was signed Dec. 10 for the
Callahan Sisters to open Dec. 24 for
two weeks, with an option for five
more. The option naturally carried
Biem to Feb. 12 which also puts their
S. Y.
agent. Miles Ingalls, In the
position of setting overlapping deals.
Bowever, it's claimed by Ingalls* of!ce and
C. E. Richard, the girls'
lerspnal
manager, that the Chez
aree didn't pick up the option In
Titing, as required In
the Chez

Cirls

AGVA, on

agreement with

iree's

completion of the first

be

week

In a letter to Ingalls' office
an. 9,

Richard said:

'All

for Theatres

Rosey, opening today (Wednesday).

Tom

RKO

3.

MCA

and his Wonder Pony.

we know here

is

that

Chicago Not the Only Odor

dated

when

asked: Is

our option picked up?
am Bramson (of the William Moris office, who books the
Chez Paree)
fepled, 'fion't be silly;
stay here
fitll

we

you

tell

to leave.'

'Not Officially

'

—

The American Guild of Variety Artists is
With its national execuin dire straits.

again

Gerald Griffin, under a cloud
which the union's administration has thus far
is
failed to dissipate, the performers' union
tive secretary,

Bound'

'"Jhat letter Richard stated that
girls were not officially
bound
to the full
term of the option. Inasmuch as it had not
been exercised
mmedlately after the first week
of

n

MCA

Roslta and Deno. dance act, and
Blanca Escalente. Cuban singer, have
been booked for Joaquin Garay's
Copacabana Cafe, Frisco, by Sam

RKO

several spots

Will J. Harris, veteran C!hi producer, has been named to stage the
giant rally by the Russian War Relief in the Chicago Stadium Feb. 22.
Harris will use show business
names in the production.

By

San Francisco, Feb. 3.
'American Follies' unit, currently
playing the Lido club here, will tour
theatres east, with Buddy Rogers
added, according to' Herman Stein
office.
Will work
of the local
its way to the Interstate time.
Meanwhile, Stein is building a
'Circus Follies' unit to replace the
Already set are Lou
Lido show.
Ashe, Spiller's Seals (ju.st back from
the Jap war zone). Bud Hughes and
Pals (dog act), plus a couple of
Ernie Rayburn
clowns and line.
producing. Set to go in later is Texas

Vaudeville Revue,' which opens at
Keith's, Flushing, Feb. 5, and then
houses in the
goes into other
Metropolitan area.
is figurIndications are that
ing on elimination of dual film bills,

with small-time vaude substituted in
where such a policy
would be considered profitable.

Set Will Harris
Chicago. Feb.

second features.
running one or two acts
place

engagement.

be act's

n

of

California.

Policy of
may follow
unit billed as 'B. F. Keith's Oldtime

M

now
of

also being

two

wracked by the insurrection

of its locals.

The girls' manager added
wanted nothing done to Jeopirdlze the
Florida contract
When the Chez Paree, backed up

Wat

lie

Irving,

refused to release the act
make the Bali date,
his personal at-

S':""'^ for it to

»W>ard consulted

"«ey Paul O'Donnell, In
Chicago,
'ho also advised
the

contract

SrS^c?,'

'""flUed.

manager that
was valid and
Richard then

„?l?"verstone

In N. Y.. bitterly
buffeting the act was
wJlr
»«ing
between the two
of-

J

jes.

He served noUce
Bctlon was brought

AGVA

that If any
against the
(Continued on page 42)

APOLLON QUITS

FOR GEN'L

BURKE

AMUSEMENT

Los Angeles branch of AGVA some time
ago passed a resolution virtually disavowing
Lately the Chilocal, specifically local executive secretary Jack Irving, has been disregarding, or
detailed in the
As
office.
national
worse, the
news columns of this issue, the Chicago insurthe national administration.

cago

rection has been at least partially aided and
abetted by Morton Downey, AGVA's national
president, and Henry Dunn, national treasurer, which leads to the presumption that the

party

is

getting pretty rough and complicated.

Downey and Dunn are constantly working
night clubs, so it's a guess that politics in connection with' their jobs is the primary reason
for their 'interference.' If they can't honestly
help administer their union and also do their

«i?l,

n

AP°"on.- after many years
Burke, has switched his
to the General Amus.

""'^

nun,.
™Mgement

ifte'n'*

are dialecticians,

it

was

Apollon sharpened
^ L'"'*
"J'^sssoclalion with Burke.

performing jobs, without one interfering with
the other, then it would seem they should re-^
Otherwise they
sign their official positions.
are a personification of a vaudeville mat;nate's
There's no actor trouble I can't cure
axiom
:

ils

with 10

^^'ccks wo_rkJ___^

As for the administration of the Chicago
branch, there's l)een a growing aroma,
not from the Lake, for some time. It has now
evidently ripened to the point where Jack
Irving has openly placed himself in the position of being 'sole boss,' with assistance from
certain 'insiders' who should have long ago
affairs.
disengaged themselves from

AGVA

AGVA

uie date.

.,..,-,.1

Chicago has been a rotten apple in the nitery
and vaude union barrel for years. Acts playing there have been clipped for commissions as
high as 30%. Rife with 'politics' and 'pressure,' it's

Ali

JOLSON

Biloxl, Miss.. Feb.

Chicago. Feb. 3.
Agents in the Woods building,
who have been talking for years
about the wolf at the door, can
now actually hear the wolf.
Woods theatre ballyhoo on
current 'Wolf Man' fiicker baa
loudspeaker emitting wolf howls
every 30 seconds, and the agents
don't know whether to run or
eat It.

SMALL-TIME BOOKINGS

Few days later he was put on
Paramount's contract list.

80,000 In Dixie

Agent Eato Wolf 7

Been Expected to Lead to
a 'Revival' of Stage-Show
Prominence

test but failed to land.

Draw

If;

20

Weeks of Season That Had

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Brought to the Coast recently
by 20th-Fox, BUly DeWoUe,
nitery performer currently at
the Versailles. New York, took a

Army Camps, But loves

He, Rooney

Top Acts Exhausted,
Finds,

41

AGVA's

not surprising that

latest

3.

Editor, •Variety":

Fve now made several one-nighter
appearances in the Army and Navy
camps of our military forces and I
can't bring it too strongly to the attention of our people in the show
business how much a laugh and general entertainment are needed today.

To see those boys in these camps
you the greatest bang. Tve
worked in many a town before many
an audience in my long career in the
theatre,
from Lew Dockstadter's
gives

Minstrels to Shubert musicals, but
I've never had such a thrill as enter,
talnlng these boys,

Tm

writing this chiefly to pound
home to the Bob Hopes, the Fred
Aliens. Cantor, Jessel, Holtz, Berle,
the Ritz Bros., Sophie (Tucker) and
Belle (Baker), Ed Wynn and Abbott
tc Costello, names from pictures, the
radio and the stage, that this is the
least we of the theatre can do to
amuse the boys readying to go 'over
there.'
It's
no secret now about our
American Expeditionary Forces. It's
a bang to see these boys wait five,

seven hours In line for free
calls to their folks back home,
in all parts of the United States, just
to say 'Goodbye Mama, I'm Off to

six,

phone

Yokohama,' or wherever
their destination.

may be

'Send 'Em^Away With a Song'
Therefore if we can send them
away with a song, a smile and a
pleasant memory, that's the least we
can do.
I'm not talking just about the
USO shows which are being
booked out of New York. I want to
see the big names from Hollywood
and Radio City take these flyers out
into the sticks as I'm doing.
You don't appreciate it until you
get up there in front of 4,000 and
straight

5,000 young men and officers and do
12 to 20 songs, make with the gags,
etc.
Then you realize how hungry
they are for a laugh.
Furthermore, you can't give the

boys in service a bad show. Boy,
are they hep!
Thoy jam those jukeboxes. The
nickel-catchers are a bonanza for the
coin-machine operators who, however, turn back 50% of the jitneys to
But it
the camps' welfare funds.
runs into plenty of nickels and gives
you an idea how much they want
.'iome

entertainment and divertisse-

ment.

So far in all camps
Mason-Dixon line
had to do two shows,

the

in

these below

territories I've
at 7 and at 9,

the latter taking care of the overflow

and usually attended by the offlcer/i
and their wives, the nurses, et al.
Our shows are clean even though ah
occasional gag about army discipline
might be a temptation.
2 Houses NUhUy
We don't want to see any boy
stand when we do our concerts, so
we play to two houses nightly, and
they average 4,500 boys per show.
Each camp has its own fine military
band for their concerts, playing the

as well as more familiar
mess was incubated there. Nor is it isurprising operatics.
lighter pieces. They make for a nice
that Downey and Dunn entered into the spirit break as one audience gives way to

of things while in Chicago.

another.

Sure

Most

certain of all

is

that

AGVA's

national

I

have

to catch a 2 a.m.

milk

(Continued on page 44)

completely inept in handling
Untlie disaffection within the union's ranks.
among tl\e DICK POWELL ON STAGE
di.^ciplinc
to maintain
able
It
branches, the present setup is a farce.
MRS.
SCREEN
neither can help itself nor its members. If the
national office issues an order- to one of the
Dick Powell, on p.a. tour, has relocals it inivst do .so with its fingers crossed.
quested
that wife Joan Blondell's
There's no telling whether it will be obeyed,
new Republic film. 'Lady for a
or, as lately indicated, how completely it will Night,' be shown in theatres in conjunction with his appearance.
be repudiated.
administration

is

AND

All of which indicates that

needs a strong guiding hand.
at, ail?.i..,;.ii,
an

AGVA

If

AGVA

sorely

not that,

why

ON

ha.<i been granlcd by thre»
far, State, Hartford, StanUtica, and Oriental. Chicago,
with indications that similar arnrn^iTients-^wUl ic^mEdc .ci'¥S<hf £5:

Request
houses so
ley.

P^tETY

VAUDEVILLE
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Tom Kelly in Philly AGVA Wrangling,

Wednesday, February

Tire Shortage Serious

AGVA Threat
;

Expo May

Bow

AGVA

Hoasing Problem

U^.

BEAR DOWN ON

skipped a specific answer.
The Contract
FhUadelphla, Feb. 3.
Actually, the Callahan Sisters' conThe Pennsylvania Department of tract with the Bali called for twoLabor and Industry last week held a way transportation plus their salary
hearing of charges of unethical con- If they played the spot onl^ two
weeks, or less than four. If play'duct leveled against JoUy Joyce who
ing four or more weeks, they were
was accused by the State of having
,

to have been paid one-way transportation. Neither Richard, the Sisters nor Ingalls mentioned anything
about a bond when first setting the
deal with the Bali's booker, Sam
commissions Collins,, who, Incidentally, is an
AGVA-franchised agent. The .Ball

obtained $40 In 'becking fees' from
William Hopkins, operator of Hopkins Rathskeller, North Philly nitery.
Under the State law the' sole fee a

for

of unethical practices,
Sleglee, charged with forcing
actors to walk through a muscians
tmion picket line, was reprimanded
and assessed the costs of the hearing.
He was warned that another infraction of union rules would result in
the cancellation of his
franchise.
The other two agents, Eddie
Sax and Harry Hitter, got away with

Price Offered Cafe

Bookings In Boston

AGVA

-

only reprimands.
The board members who heard the
case were Joe Campo, who acted as
chairman, and Sid Raymond, Al Rea

and Bill Jones, representing AGVA,
and Roy Cross,. Paul Mohr and Jim-

my

representing EMA,
president of the bookers

Loughran,

Loughran
group.

is

Georgle Price, owner of a seat on
New York Stock Exchange, but
now on- -a -stage comeback, has re
ceived offers for repeat engagements
from LaConga, N. Y. nitery, and the
Rio Casino, Boston. He may take
the latter after closing bis present
date at the N. Y. Strand theatre.
Also has oflfers from the Mayfair and
Latin Quarter, other Boston cafes.
Price recently played LaConga for
10 y/eeks, the Boston nitery for

the

Signs of the Times
three.
Toledo, Feb. 3.
At the Strand, Price Is appearing
Signs of the times: The Oasis with the Bob Chester band, Chester
Club, suburban
night spot, has and Jimmy Dorsey will record the
changed its name to the Victory song he wrote for his Strand bookClub.
ing, 'At the Early Bird Matinee.'

tire shorUge Is presenting
Harry Rose and Nat Rubin, man- problem to units, which a serious
have been
making jumps almost exclusively by
in warboom area private motor cars, Kemp estimated

Accommodations

are so limited that actors are stop-

a blowout, because of the ban on

Charlotte, N. C, Feb. 3.
Vaude imlta are doing well at the
boxoffices of Carolina picture houses;
so well, in fact, that they are getting
increased bookings.

not an

Currently

member.

AGVA's national office is completely
mystified by this stance, as there is
nothing in its basic agreement with
to substantiate such action.
In the Douvan. matter,
In
N. Y. had worked out an agreement

ARA

AGVA

whereby Douvan would

In

this

territory

are:

Johnson's band; Dan Fitch's 'Victory
Jamboree' with Bee Ho Gray tc Co.,
Keynoters, Bronlee Brothers, Mason
and Hutchinson, Senorita Cubanola,
line and Jamboleers band; 'Revue
Glorified' with Billy Farrel, Weber
Brothers and Chatlta, Nobit Trio,
Curtis and Leroy, Pat Sheridan, Gordon Ray, line and orch; 'Continental
Hit Parade' with Wells Brothers, ,Hi
Sing and Sue Ling, Lenore de Gam-

local to do
Artists Repre-

ARA

collect only

5%

commission, with the balance being returned to the performers.

Saturday (31) Douvan mailed a
complaint to the State's Attorney in
Chicago against the local AGVA
Branch, claiming Irving was withholding money legally due him. He
suggested an Investigation by that
'

official.

ma, Homer Mechum, O'Hara Sisters,
Seror Twins, Rita Dawn, Dean Edwards, Jackson Sisters, Angela, line
and band; 'Artists and Models Revue'
with Claire Hays, Clem Belling and
company, Paula Ruparr, Don Camp,
Ned Haverly, Pat Sheridan line and
band.

Saranac Lake
Saranac, N. Y., Feb.

Detroit, Feb.

are

Cosgrove and Jack AUree carrying
.

top honors.
Edna Ball, petite ezoner of the
Rogers, who is steadily climbing to
the O.K. side, now taking piano lessons.
Victor (Radio City) Rocklter
is the lodge's piano tutor,
'

Richard 'Dickie' Moore,

who

left

the Rogers to continue the ozoning
routine downtown, is faring well,
though still a bed patient, with an
O.K. to get up for one meal a day.
Friends can reach him at 33 Bloomingdale avenue.

Eddie Burke, ex-minslrel tenor
who took a spill on Icy pavement, is
nursing a broken collarbone,
-Toody Emerson, of the Rogers,
licked the 'rib' operation. Aiter a
short siege of hospitalization she Is

«.

Mrs. Roy Nunnley shot in from
Portsmouth, O., to bedside her hus
band, who is ';^taging a comeb
comeback,
It's Nunnley's second trip ai a col-

ony ozoner.
Gladys Pebbler, connected with
on

mulling

whether to foreclose a tax lien
dining room staff of the Rogers, now
the Empress theatres or let the old
assigned as operator of the lodge's
burlesque house go under the ham- switchboard.

mer

at the State

scavenger

John Q. Dunn,

Cot Out Smaller Towns
means that we AviU cut

'This

out

several smaller towns off main railroad lines, and will probably result
in the booking offered by Southern.
Attractions being sliced from 12
weeks, as at present, to seven weeks.'
seven weeks.'
This change also will result in
cutting out towns that play units
spasmodically and will force all
houses that wish to play vaude to
adopt a set stage policy. Kemp feels
that the switch to rail will prove a
boon rather than a drawback to pro'

fTrlte to those

sale.

it will cut out many headaches that go with jumping shows
Several producers
car.
that play this area already have expressed themselves as prefering rail

by motor

travel.
'

Switched to Bns

Some of our shows already havt
switched to traveling by bus,' Kemp
said.
'The buses can get tires; so it
looks as if we'll be able to make out
by using them until we can get lined
up on trains. In consideration cl
units still using private vehicles, we
are tightening our routes by eliminating long jumps, and making units
lay over a day rather than take a bij
jump just to All In a day.'
Kemp pointed out that although in
the last seven years the units playing
the circuit had traveled almost exclusively by car, there had been only
one fatal accident.

Circus Equestrienne

Ben Schultz, who made the grade
here and left for the Big Town to
resume work, sends greetings to the

Of Old Borky Honse

here

earlr
^

8.

Patients of the Will Rogers have
flocked 100% into the knitting school
of 'Sweaters and Mittens for the
Army and Navy Boys.' Boys are outknitting the girls of the san, with
Harry Martin, Max Smallens, Bob

colony.

officials

by

By Happy Benway

back in bed at the. lodge.

Detroit Moiling Fate

City

rail

'Dancing Around' with Del Breeze,
Irish and Leslie, Harvey Pepper,
Baker Twins, Theo Pennington, Erma
Mae Woodbury, line and Walter ducers, as

sentatives Assn., of New York, which,
incidentally, has never been able to
get a working agreement with the
Chicago agents.
Irving says he
grabbed Douvan's commissions because the latter, though franchised
is

sale

said that plans are to hava

shows routed~by

faU.

and AGVA's Chicago

AGVA,

Kemp
all

FOR UNITS

BIG

relinquish the money to AGVA's national office despite a national board
ruling to that effect.
For some obscure reason, Irving
evidently has taken it upon himself

by

to

of tubes.

CAROLINAS GO

Thus far Irving i& holding $180,'
which represents 10% it the act's
salary for six weeks, and refuses to

some policing for the

that at least 40 cars are required

move the 10 shows now playing the
ping at Post Road cabins miles away circuit, and many of these
alreadr
from Bridgeport.
have run into tire difficulties. One
unit had to abandon a car, following

.

Fred

wu

3,

agers of the maln-stemmers.

booker may get is from
from actors.
board members.
Joyce was let off with a warning .hasn't an agreement with AGVA,
The membership, was told of the
new price scales, and an announce- that another infraction of the rules which was also seized upon by Irvment was made that the local was would mean revocation of his lipense. ing as reason why he's not letting
Anthony Shiarkey, enforcement the Callahan -Sisters play the Miami
lending Mayo to Investigate condinitery.
iions in Washington and Baltimore agent, revealed that next week the
Another 'insurrection' by Irving
with a view to establishing AGVA State would bring up a dance proinvolved the Sana Souci Dancers
locals in those cities if the need was moter on charges of 'aiding and
found. Dewey Barto, here with the abetting a violation,' the first time (6), current at Colosimo's, Chicago,,
and their N. Y. agent,\ Eugene Dou'Hellzapoppin' company and a na such a charge has been pressed. The
vah.
Irving has been grabbing the
promoter
his
is accused of buying
tional AGVA board member, at
bands through a New York agency 10% commissions supposedly due
tended the meeting.
from the act to Douvan on the claim
Earlier in the week (Monday) which is not licensed to do business
that the act, in also paying 6% to
Pennsylvania.
The
promoter
Is
three agents were hauled on the caralso said to be booking bands on his the spot's booker. Tommy Sacco, was
pat before a joint AGVA-EMA board
exceeding AGVA's limit of 10%.
own without a license.
on charges

'

Charlotte, N. C, Feb
3
Southern' At.

playing the

Units

tractions circuit in eight southeastern
sUtes already are feeling the
pinch, according to T. D. Kemp jr
•
Finding rooms for vaude talent manager of SA.
Although since Jan. 1 business has
playing Globe and Lyric stages Is
been better than before the war the
getting to be increasingly difficult

Bridgeport, Feb.

PENN BOOKERS

declared that the record of
the administration needed no defense, and cited the achievements of
the present regime as compared with
the 'squabbling and nothing accomplished' record under Kelly, At this
point Chick Muller, local m.c, asked
that the Kelly discussion be ended.
Kelly again tried to get the floor,
claiming that his administration had
been attacked and it was his right to
defend it Mayo declared that the
action barring Kelly from the board
meeting was taken by the vote of all

Kemp Deplores

Units Auto Jumps,

act for obeying instructions

.

Mayo

I942

contlnaed from page 41 i

from the
office a cbunter acChicago
tion would be brought by the act
He added that the
against AGVA.
act stood ready to fulfill its obligaPhiladelphia, Feb. 3.
tions and demanded 'an agreement
to
Tom Kelly, ex-leader, of the local
among your officers as to what'
American Guild ol Variety Artists,
course we shall pursue.' Irving alwho recently came back to the fold
legedly told Richard that he (Irving)
Springfield, Mass., Feb. 3.
Eastern States would 'protect' the act in the event
as 'legislative adviser' for the union,
that
Possibility
had his wings clipped at a stormy Exposition may be closed or sev- of a suit.
meeting at the Hotel Commodore erely restricted for the duration apDowney and Dunn .entered the
last week.
peared this week in first press con- picture as 'advisors' of the Callahan
Kelly arose at the meeting and ference of Col. Ulysses G. Jones, Sisters, thus overriding the instruccharged he had been excluded from new Westover field commandant. tions of AGVA's national office alExposition though they themselves are national
admitted -that
a board of directors meeting: He Jones
That AGVA's action is
alleged that his disbarment was at grounds have been surveyed, pre- officers.
tha instigation of 'one man,' ap- paring for possible billeting of troopsi possibly forcing the Callahan Sisters to withdraw from the Chez
parently referring to Joe Campo, there.
Paree might have had an adverse
Richard
president of the local.
Troops were lodged there last Sep
effect on Downey's own engagement
Mayo, business agent, heatedly de- tember at 25th annual exposition.
in the same spot is under consideranied there was anything personal in
Uon In N. Y.
barring Kelly. He said the latter
Plus ths' contract tangle, Irving
had no business In a board meeting
stated that 'I will not permit' the
unless he was specifically invited for
Callahan Sisters to play the Club
advice on legislative matters. Kelly
Bali unless that night club first
arose and began another harangue,
post
a cash bond for salaries and
charging that the board had 'sold out'
two-way transportation. When asked
the actors in its recent deal with the
if he knew of any instance where
Entertainment Managers Association
the Bali had failed to pay off, Irving
(bookers).

Says Acts Were Sold Out to Bookers

4,

hoblem To

who

are

UL

Suffers Critical Burns
Louisville, Feb.

3.

Betty Alvera, member of the Rieffenbach equestrian family, now in
winter quarters at the State Fair
grounds here, is in a critical condition at a local hospital after suffering burns Wednesday (28) In a gasoline stove explosion in her brother's
trailer, parked on a downtown
Members of her family troupe
found her rolling on the lawn, and
attempted to extinguish flames that
burned off her clothes.

house
lot.

The company was scheduled to appear in a Shrine circus in Cleveland
The Rieffenbach
on Friday (30).
troup performed with the Ringling
circus for 19 years before joining
Cole Brothers a year and a half ago.

PHIL

REGAN
Periontd

Appearance

Tour
Repreaentativei

Paraonal

FRANK VINCENT
Beverly

Hllli, Calif,

assistant corpora-

he couldn't decide
whether to foreclose on the theatret
and pay over $3,100 in county taxes
tion counsel, said

to acquire the title for the city as

satisfaction for $12,300 due in taxes
since 1932, or to take a chance on
getting the city's fuU share of the

taxes from the State sale.
The former course Indicated, headmitted, since it wasn't likely, with
many of the town's burlesque houses
dark, that there would be any heavy
bidder on the Empress. However, he
wasn't able to tell whether the purchase by the city would put Detroit
In the burlesque business or'no^
•

GEORGE CORTELLO
"TABIETS"
"One of

ttaa

,-r

JA}<DABX

H

bant doir aoti In tba

bualnaSa.
Cortallo blmaalt la'
craok ahowman and contrlbutea
oonalderably to' aocko proportlona
of bla turn.
Worka wltb abfut
flva muttv. moat of whom ta'ava
'aoQuIred tba iriannarlama and are
oven KRrbed to reaemble wellknown film atars.
Mob hare
(Nixon Cafe, Plttabursta) coulSn't

set

enouab

agorie."

of

Cortello'a

niaa-

Cohen.

and Hli

HOLLYWOOD CANINES
Second Enaagemant In 4 Weak*
at Nixon Cafe, PitUburgh

Thanka to Joe Hlller
and Tony ContortI
Management:

ROGER MUf^^h

Wednesday, February

Chiseling

In

4,
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Power of a Name

Show Promotions Broken Up
is

Coordinating Conunittee Set to Pass

San Francisco, Feb. 3.
President, burley house here,
playing the Ann Corio film,

On

'Swamp Woman.' Ads, however,
don't bother to mention the
of the pic or. In fact, even
rttate that the peeler Isn't apWarlng In person,

Free Talent for Service Shows

Vname
Milwaukee, Feb.

3.

Working quickly sans ballyhoo, a
grou> of booking agents headquarterlftg in Milwaukee,
tivities covering the

Ice FoBies' 75G, Mont'I

and with ac-

entire state,
have cleaned up a mess Involving
fly-by-night show prochiseling,
moters. The latter had been giving
show business
a black eye to all
throughout Wisconsin, to say nothing of the misery their unscrupulous
dealings caused a lot of gullible perLatter were frequently
formers.

broke and stranded in strange
towns, with no recourse but to ap-

Montreal, Feb. 8.
the 9,600-

'Ice Follies of 1042,' at

Forum, did wow biz Ibursdey
through yesterday (29-2).
Gross was $7fi,000 *t $3 top.

authorities for food,
and transportation home.
local

of Strip-Teasers.'

Roadshowing

seat

CAFES HELD
'OFF LIMITS'

Under conditions that have prefew years, it has been
comparatively easy for nefarious
Columbus, C, Feb. S.
promoters to round up talent, freThirty-six night clubs in the U. S.
quently including names who 'were
temporarily down, in Milwaukee Army's Fifth Corps area have been
declared as 'off limits' for military
and nearby Chicago, collect fees in
personnel.
The
list,
including 24
advance where possible for prospecspots in Cleveland, Dayton, Akron
tive bookings, then take the group
The and Cincinnati, has been forwarded
tu a distant town to perform.
promoters then collected the coin to police authorities throughout the
and frequently skipped with the en- area, Adjutant General E. W. Dennis
Often there were kick- of Fort Hayes, Columbus, announced.
tire take.
Other spots were In Fort Wayne,
backs to local promoters with whom
Often, too, the Ind., and Covington, Ky.
the agent worked.
At Cleveland, Where four places
pickup shows were billed locally unwere listed— Hot Spot, Cow Shed,
der misleading and deceptive names,
Red Raven, and Vim Restaurant it
leading the yokels to l>elleve they
were paying a fat price to see had been reported that the places
'Hellzapoppin,' the original 'WLS operated 'under conditions that were
Barn Dance' or some other attrac-' not to the advantage of the personnel of the army of the United States.'
tion with whose name or fame they
It was charged that some places haJ
were familiar.
exorbitant prices; in another a solBatsed Cain
dier was 'rolled' af.ter he had ImNaturally, this sort of thing raised
bibed, and In another prostitutes
caln with the legitimate bookers, so
plied their trade.
they got together— Dick Pritchard,
The Akron spots on the verboten
'Cliff
and Fred Burmek, Rusty
list were the Hollywood Cafe, Rich's
Hagen, Bill Hunter, Len Holt. Lou
Tavern, Lennox Cafe and New TavHolz and Curt Berger and organern Cafe.
ized the Milwaukee Entertainment
Bookers'
Assn.
Then,
officially
titled, they went into a huddle with
operate in Wisconsin, a booking
the Wisconsin Industrial Commis- agent now must post a $1,000 bond.
sion, which in this state Is the court He must also pay a $50 license fee.
of appeal lor people who work and
His application to do business must
don't get paid.
t>e investigated and fully approved.
They worked out some regulations Thus the chiselers are licked before
that have now become law.
To they start.

—

—

Upton, N. Y., Feb.

set

AGVA EXEC JOBS

Bennie Franklin' and 'Franklin and
Royce,' the latter when he worked
with a femme.

DISSOLVED IN

Franklin spent nine years in the
cavalry, serving in France and. later

FRISCO

in Hawaii.

By

60^ Payoff Okayed
Giro's

m

order of the national board of
the American Guild of Vari^y Art-

H'wood

Hollywood, Feb.

America Is the new setup named to pass upon frefe talent
for the U. S. army and navy. Committee will In no way interfere with
the functions of Theatre Authority
but when gratis entertainment is
nized organizations designed to obtain talent for the services, the tal-

ent committee
shows.

3.

First attempt

by operators of Ciro's
to settle with the creditors for 30c on
the dollar was- turned down and
followed by an offer of OOc.

Some of the creditors agreed to a
60c payoff with a week's grace to
raise the coin. Night spot will have
to work on a c.o.d. basis if it opens
again, it was decreed.

•

Roscoe Atcs, stuttering fllm comedian, has been booked for one of the
floor show acts at Silver Spur, March
13 to 22 Inclusively, at the South-

ists,

the board and official positions

of AGVA's Frisco branch have been
vacated.
Local has been rent by
strong factionalism that has resulted
In several fistic brawls.
Until there's a local election, a
special committee of three has been
set up to administer the local with
the help of Vince Silk, retained as
executive secretary. On the special
committee are the leaders of the two
opposing factions. Chief CopauUcan
and Paul Speegl,e with "Theodore
Hale, local Equity attorney, as chair-

man.

western Exposition and Stock Show,
Fort Worth, Texas.

Under the present arrangements a
Frisco election must be -called not
later than six months from last
week's change, nor in less than 90
days.

'private

Talent

Is

t
u
rresn Laughs
.

Fresh Agent

CURRENT AT JACK LYNCH'S
WALTON ROOF, Philadelphia
(Courtesy Gerry Society)
.

OPENING MARCH

2,

TIC TOC CLVB, Montreal
(If I

Can Secure a Visa on a Due

Bill)

Personal Direction

"
.

PAUL SMALL MANAGEMENT CORP.
Ambassador Hotels New York
[* * Notice to All Prospective Employers:

If

the

such

relief
funds, defense bond
drives, etc., and while there Is no
objection to participation, the Four
A's announces to all members that
'exploiters who might seek to take
advantage of the war situation for
personal gain or glorification, be
prevented from upsetting the entertainment program for the armed
forces already set up with the cooperation of your union and at the
request of the government.'
Members of Equity, radio, screen,
vaudeville and classical' music affiliates of the Four A's have there-,
fore been told: "Under Instructions
from your union, you may not donate your services except through
the Talent Coordinating Committee.'
Individuals, therefore,! are ordered
to notify Mrs. Blanche Wltherspoon,
2 West 45th street, N. Y., when approached by any Individual or organization to donate their services..
Mrs. Wltherspoon Is secretary of the
American Guild of Musical Artists,
the concert-opera union. In- Chicago
the contact is to be made with Virginia Payne, while talent on. the
Coast is to report to Fred Beetson.
Latest activity of "the American
Theatre Wing is to establish cabaret
canteens, designed to entertain service men rather than supply meals or
refreshments. Such canteens would
be open to men from one In the
afternoon until one a.m., and gratis
talent will be sought.

LLY RieHAR]

*

'clear'

persons and committees.'
being sought for army and

navy

(BY REQUEST)

*

to

Affiliates within the Four A's must
be credited when their members
volunteer for such shows, Instead of

Fresh From HoUywood

Fresh Songs

is

3.

.

On

The talent Coordinating CommitAssociated Actors and

tee of the
Artistes of

through Tennessee, Alabama and
Kentucky areas served by station.
Date of start of tour has not been obtained by those outside the recog-

Joe Calloway, in charge of station's hillbillies, will m.c. and. comanage. When station goes to 5,000
watts then unit will play dates in ad'Trifles With Rifles in Class and ditional territory served by increased
Speed,' the billing vaudevillian Ben- power.
'Store' toured for a few weeks last
jamin Franklin used to give his
sharpshooting turn, is going to be year and met with fair success until
put to practical use. Franklin, a taxes threatened to eat up all profits.
veteran of the last war, as a sergeant Show then folded.
in the army, has reinlisted at the
age of 50.
Franklin's act played everything
from the Palace, N. Y.; down and
was variously billed as 'Sergeant

Camp

vailed the last

Nashville. Feb. 3.
of WSIX 'Old Coun-

Store' will take outfit on tour

try

SGT. FRANKLIN AGAIN

TRIFLES WITH RIFLES'

36

left

peal to
lodging

'Country Store' to Tour
Areas Served by WSIX

\Openlng copy merely announcing: 'Starts today.
Ann
Corlo, Nationally Famous Queen

Army

Gets Me, You're Very Lucky]

Wednesda^f Febrnarj

AUDEVnXE
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Elimination of Adroish Price Seen

At USO-Camp Shows as Result of

Squawks from friends and relatives of soldiers on the ISc and 20c
being charged the boys for USOInc., entertainment Is
expected to bring a slice or elim-

Catnp Shows,

ination of the admish price. Letters
of protest have Just begun to trickle
Its BuInto the War Department.
reau of Public Relations is admittedly disturbed by them.
Beef^ from the folks back home
have only started now because it
has taken the 10 weeks since the
shows debuted for the news to get
back to mother and her friends that
the tap is being made. What has
the folks riled is that they made
contributions to USO in expectation
that at least part of the money
would be used for entertainment
and they think the admish amounts
to a double levy.
somewhere
rotten
'Something's
along the line' is the consensus, and
that's what has the War Department
worried.
It also is bothering the
USO. It's fearful of Ma and Fa
America thinking someone is making money on their boys. Actually,
few people realize that under the
present policy of attempting to give
every boy the opportunity to see a
show twice a month the nut Is running around $50,000 a week.
Many execs of USO-CSI foresaw
and feared the present reaction from
parents and friends of servicemen
and were against any admission.
Another group persisted in It, however, and the Army's Morale Branch
sided with the former, at least for
a trial period. USO-CSI in the past
month has made several overtures
to the Morale Branch to discuss
cutting or eliminating the door! levy,
but Brig. General Frederick Osborn,
morale chief, has repeated that he
favors giving the present admish a
further trial. With the squawks now
coming in, however, the Bureau of
Public Relations may force a quick

CHI CAFES CHARITABLE
Increase Vfiti Pledge By $2,500 in
Actual Betorn*

Among some

$10,000.

N.Y.WTERS

change.

How (he Soldiers Feel
How much soldiers themselves are
objecting to the admission charge
Isn't quite clear. ° Their heeling, if
any, has not been loud, although
at least part of how they feel about
it must be reflected in the fact that
attendance averages only 57% of capacity of camp theatres played. And
even if soldier squawking hasn't
been vocal; there seems to be i
good bit of quiet resentment, judg
ing from the following letter to 'Va
riety' from a private (formerly in
show business) at Camp Gordon,
Augusta, Ga.:
Nearly everyone 1 spoke to was
against the idea of paying to see :
USO show. It was a matter of prin
ciple.
The soldiers have noted that
the USO furnishes them with stationery, dances, refreshments and
summer shows, all gratis. They
know that the USO fund has resulted
from volunteer contributions, and
they see no reason why they should
not have to pay to sec a USO-spon
sored show.
'I tried to explain that for this 20c
they would be able to see shows
more frequently and that the small
theatrical budget of USO would pay
for only a few units. I received the
reply that someone must be making
money somewhere. It wasn't.kosher
'

to their way of thinking.
All they
knew was that the USO had collected
a large sum of money, and no facts

could erase the idea that this dough
wasn't sufilcient to provide free
shows.
'About 10% of those I spoke to
were so principled they didn't bother
to see the show, although they ad'
mitted it was undoubtedly worth the
price. The others paid Vt> see it,
there was nothing else to do. No one
thought the show wasn't worth 20c,
Another letter, this one from
private at Fort Bragg, N. C, com-

ments on a CSI unit:
'The show we had here tonight
(31) was much better than the last
(a semi-highbrow concert unit,
'Music in the Air'). This one was a
Latin-American revue by Rimac and
his orchestra and Ave gals who sang
Carmen Miranda stuff, danced the
conga and the samba and, in one

one

...

It
case, played the xylophone.
was interesting to note . . that at.

—

tendance was very poor the theatre
being less than half-flUed at two
performances.^ I suspect that the
evil reputation built up by 'Music in
the Air' will take some time to live

down.

.

.

Chicago, Feb. 3.
25 key local cafes

there was a pledge totaling $7,500
for the Red Cross.
But when the money was all In
the bag, the total was actually

.

I

Soldiers' Kinfolk

2

TIMES

SQ.

BURLEYS

train,

or

from pa(e4lj

thereabouts, to

They've offered me an offlcer's
uniform to use only while performbut I think so- ; sort of standard uniform, for usage by all talent,
might come as the authorities realize
that this would cut down carrying a
ing,

luggage,

of

changes

of

renew

their licenses.

Although

Com. Moss claimed licenses were
not renewed because "producers had
not lived up to the requirements of
decency in accordance with- the
policy of Mayor LaGuardia and the
License Department' and that they
(the theatres) have had repeated
warnings,' the burlesque managers
state they had received no' previous
warnings.
House operators further claim
they had received no protest from
the Mayor's own censorship committee, organized over four and onehalf years ago, to oversee 'follies'

other than the interest they may have in recalling the octs tohich were
ptatrfna at that time, the tnanner of putting together a big time thoui (booking), which radio stations may find pertinent, and as a resume o/ (he ttvle
of vaudeville reviewing of that day.
'

PALACE,

Booked fbr one show here,
Ke was on stage at Croft's No. 1 theatre for 45 minutes, then did another
45-minute 'encore' whep informed
that a lot of the fellows had missed
a gander at him, since the theatre
couldn't hold them all at one sitting.
At Fayetteville, near Fort Bragg,
N.

C, Rooney was met

at the train

15,000 civilians. Whole squads of
local and military police barely reS'

by

cued

him

from

enthusiastic
out of
and landed at

the

right in its way, but please make us laugh.'
They must have started the overture
It was a record bill for length.
late in the afternoon, for the early comers just got a glimpse of Carradioi's
Animals goin^ oft at 8:10. The bulk of the visitors came In the middle of
Jed Dooley's talking and lariat throwing turn. It bothered Jed, but ha
made tha most of it by turning It Into funny cracks and got his reward in
a friendly reception from a half-settled audience. Most comedians would
have been broken up and stranded.
Harriet and Marie McConnell were the first act to address a composed
theatre. The sisters', billing tells the story. 'TrlUs and Frills' they call
their song cycle. They have the pipes to deliver tha semi-classical numbers in a way that Impresses and back of them they have the most gorgeous
collection ct doth of gold and satin drops that has ever been concentrated
In two,' not to speak of ttie sartorial splash that goes with the heavy back-

ground.

The show is now nearly an hour eld, and except for the mild amusement of Dooley's quiet funnlm^nts nothing has happened to raise a ripple.
In the b^room farce nonstop endurance
of the polished comedy In the playlet The Fall .of

John Cumberland, record holder
run, delivered

more

which was credited to Arthur Eckersley and Ciordon Bostock, but
Inspiration from Avery Hopwood. One line will be sufficient to fix
nearby Fayetteville
classify the sketch. The young woman who has fainted in the bachethe post considerably disheveled and and
apartment and falls victim to aphasia, wakes up In his bedroom offout of breath to greet C^oL John B. lor's
stage in a suit of crepe de chine pajamas. She emerges into the living
Kennedy, the commander.
room and then goes back to the bedroom for more rest, turning at the
Disappointment -was keen when door to coo, 'Don't be long, darling.' And they won't let them say 'hot
the thousands of civilians and the
dog* on the polite vaudeville stage! Perhaps It's all in the you you look
soldiers learned that he had come at it.
without his bride, Ava Gardner
Sylvia Clark stirred things up somewhat by the sheer energy with which
Rooney. a North Carolina girl.
she worked. She has a capital robust comedy method and does particucrowds.

theatre productions, achurley operators, have
superclose
under
Revue
Variety
the
Assn. of New York, a
committee appointed by the Mayor
July, 1937, to keep burlesque
pure. Contention by the managers
is that a rep jjf the VRTA has ogled
each burlesque show every week and
to

kept
of

He managed

to get

Eve,'

got

its

'

Fayette'
The throngs
stores closed.
waited 52 minutes at Fayetteville
station. Local police had planned to
handle the situation brave lads!
Anticipating no such turnout, mili-

Schools took a holiday.

ville

'

—

any changes asked for have
been properly made since the inception of the committee. The four
burlesque houses in New York each
have a $1,500 bond posted with the
VRTA, which is liable to forfeit in
event of any infraction of the rules,
but as far as can be ascertained no
action on the bonds has yet been
that

tary authorities had not provider
The station was
military police.
off limits for them normally, anyhow. Fortunately, a detachment of
MP.'s was on hand— but for another
The train that brought
purpose.

Rooney brought

$3,000,000

to

meet

The. MP.'s were
the post payroll.
there to convoy the cargo of pocket
lettuce to the post.

taken.
to Pis

In addition to the Eltinge and
Republic, the other two 'follies'
houses in New York are the City,
on 14th street, and the Gaiety in
Times Square. City switched suddenly from a 'follies' policy to
(I),
straight pictures on Sunday
trading in its previous 'follies' liGaiety has a month to go
cense.
under current license.
In statement explaining his ac-

»««<

shirts,

sleep.

Theatres

SwlUh

If

—

Follies'

been

vision

^^

(Reprinted from 'Variety' of Feb. 3, 1922)
The treatment of the Morale OfN. Y.
and the general authorities,
plus the great reception from the
boys themselves, makes it worthThe Palace this week Is a place to invite the soul to the dazed con-'
again
I
argue
draperies,
but
you have to wait long, oh, so
stars.
So
of
while for the
templatlon of a pageantry
that if there.'s any doubt about doing long! for the laughs. The stage decorations pass In bewildering array ol
your bit— besides Defense Bonds, the opalescent orgies and amethystine splendors, running thence through the
Red Cross, the USO and things like entire spectrum, including the pastel variations and the spring color chart
boys and girls, here of the National Aniline Trust; there are wonderful gowns done in tints
that, of course
it is!
and fabrics for which there probably isn't a name, and the men make a
procession of claw-hammer coats and Beau Nash trimmings. Lord-ic!
What a grand lady vaudeville' has grown up to be.
Keeping Carolina Camps Busy
Polite entertainment had it all its jwn way right up to the last number
Spartanburg, S. C, Feb. 3.
Bigtime talent was thick as con- on the program. The crowd liked it all. It was so smart. But at exactly
tempt for the ratzis and japs in Caro- 11:10, when vaudeville audiences usually beglq to think of the 11:58 aclinas and nearby army camps last commodation, one Johnny Burke walked on done up in a blowsy copy of
the A. E. F. doughboy uniform and handed them an earful of the grand
weekend^
Camp Croft here drew AI Jolson old hokum and they rolled over and over. If you -^rere seated anywhere
for two 45-minute shows, as he came midway between the aisles after he finished at 11:30, you. had to wait until
through town, Alabama-bound for they stopped trying to get him to come back and make 'em laugh some
Maxwell Field, Montgomery. .Fort more. This was at 11:30, mind you. And they still go on making vaudeBragg, N. C, had Mickey Rooney and ville more and more polite and 'classy.' When the Monday night audience
Maxwell Field celebrated with Lieut forced Burke to three bows at 11:30 they said a mouthful to the variety
Jimmy Stewart, appearing In the impresarios, and what they said was substantially the pretty-pretty is all

production.

cording

1942

Herewith oppears a 'Variety revievo of a 1». Y. Paloce bill oj 20 yeart
ago. The intention* is to reprint these uieefclv tisintf the relative week o/ 1922
toith the current date of issue. No special reason in reviving these revieui

ficers

dual role of soldier-actor a couple
License Commissioner of days ahead of Jolson.
Paul Moss clamped down suddenly
Jolson arrived here smiling and
Saturday (31) around 7 p.m. on two eager
to 'get on with, the show;' deburlesque"
Square-localed
Times
spite the trip from Fort Jackson,
theatres, the Republic end Eltinge,
where the night before he worked
now known as 'follies' theatres, and two shows and had only a few hours
forced their shuttering by refusing

4,

t»»tttttttttttttttttttttttttnt

suits, etc.

New York

to

*

make_my

next one-night stand, but I'll do this
as long as Uncle Sam will have me.

lot

»

The Good Old Days

Al Jolson
; Continued

Squawks from

M t«»»

I

Rooney-Jolson Draw 80,000
Mickey Rooney. in thr^e tumultuous days at Fort Bragg, N. C, topped
the guest talent on tour of Army
posts last week under sponsorship
Young
of USO-Camp Shows, Inc.
Metro star performed for more than
50.000 soldiers in the short stretch
he was able to squeeze in for

USO

larly well with those story lyrics with a character twist.
The number
dealing withlthe de.'^pondent cabaret girl, who found it hard to shimmy
when there ^as murder in her heart, was an amusing bit of song recital.
She calls her offering 'artistic buffoonery,' but she had the least self-con
scious effort toward the 'artistic' and the most genuineness of that portion
of the evening.
De Lyle Alda and company brought another half hour or more of refined
comedy, in which the laughter was almost nil,- but the singing, dancing
and production display was ample compensation for the lack of fun. The
sketch structure of 'Sadie' doesn't ge; anywhere except to furnish a scaffold upon which to hang the sublimated dancing of two youiig men named
Edward Tierney and James Donnelly, who are stepping marvels in a great

variety^f

talent, and the very agreeable singing of Miss Alda. The rest is
eye-commanding stage pictures. Miss Alda'r frock for the last scene of
the three-act piece is a baffling confection of sparkle and froth. In a show
that was not already over-burdened with 'production flash,' Miss Alda's
offering would have created talk, but in this week's Palace outlay it only
gave one a sense of oppression.

Ella Retford was unhappily placed opening intermission by reason of
the retirement of Carl Randall, out through Illness. It was difficult for a
single singing woman to work against the uproar of the returning lobby
cigarette hounds, but her powerful voice, that clearness of diction that
seems to be the special gift of English players and her' robust style of
handling a song brought her in a victor against the handicap of a shifting
audience. By the time she got to l.er new scene from the first act of
'Kiki' the house was attentive, and with Belle Bakeir for the finish she

CSI between appearances at a Community Chest benefit in Boston and was 'in.'
tion, Commissioner Moss said that
Billy Rock with his new aids, Nancy Welford and Helyen Eby, was next
at the President's Birthday Ball in
'The Mayor has repeatedly stated
to closing. More costume and scenic eruptions in gold and navy blue this
Washington.
that war conditions will not be perRunner-up to Rooney in size of tim6, instead of gold and Alice blue, and frocks to go with it in point of
mitted to lower the standard of
audiences played to was Al Jolson, elaborate display. And in addition, as a special production feature, the
morals and of decency in this city,
who performed for 30,000 soldiers headdress of Miss Eby, which makes her look like an Impressionist sketch
whether on the stage, in literature
during the first week of a tour of of a Paris mannequin done for Vogue. The idea is to plaster down the
or commercial vice.'
southern camps. At least an equal thatch of a bobbed head until it looks as though the hair wjrc only painted
Whether this statement Indicates number
of soldiers were turned on, and the effect is a combination of Joan of Arc and Arthur Prince, the
an imminent move for a 'cleanup,
away, however, with audiences lim- English ventriloquist, who visited here some years ago, -and who had the
drive' in all phases of entertainment
slickest patent leather head in aU' civilization. The girl is tall, with finely
ited by size of the auditoriums avail
is a question now being discussed.
able. Jolson did two shows a night chiseled features, and she makes a great picture with the fad, foolish as
The four 'follies' theatres emAlso out last week and attracting it sounds. The Rock act is built on the lines made familiar by that veteran
ployed over 200 people, reportedly turnav;ay crowds were Joe E. Brown in general outline, but with
some details changed. One of the best incipaid $10,000 monthly in admission and Linda Darnell, guesting with the dents is a tough pair in
a fast and laifghable quarrel scene, followed by
taxes, and $24,000 to the city in mis- 'Sunshine Revue'; Judy Garland, who one of Rock's
characteristic dances, a splendid bit The a.k. bit remains,
cellaneous taxes annually.
played eight different camps in 10 also the .Chinese number and dance. The Palace welcomed Rock back
When_Mayor LaGuardia and Com- days with the "Thumbs Up' and .With open arms and made him and his girls
clown around ad lib in 'one'
missioner Moss made their cleanup 'Razzle-Dazzle' units; Ann Miller and after the act was over for
an additional 15 minutes. When they ask this
of burlesque a few years ago, the Mitzi Green.
at the Palace as the clock is getting around to 11, the act belongs to the
requisites forbid the words 'burBrown and Miss Darnell started on elect, although Rock long has been a charter member around the 47th
'Minsky'
lesque' and
in theatre bill- .Jan. 26 and were to do two weeks, street location.
ings. Nudes on the stage were oi:ay', but Miss Darnejl has osked to do one
Johnny Burke used up 20 minufes with his talk and the pinno and orbut only if they j-emained stationary. or two additional weeks. Miss G^r
chestra bit, taking three bows at the finish at 11:30. Which rare recital is
Mayor LaGuardia, in a talk -over land and Miss Green have finished sufficient comment
Riisli.
WNYC, N. Y., Sunday (1) said that their chores, while Miss Miller only
the 'follies' theatres were closed due started on Friday (29) on two weeks
to complaints from high churchmen, of appearances.
at Camp Edwards, Falmouth, Mass., USO-CSI chief, is making plans for
including, among others, the Most
Jackie Cooper and Phyllis Brooks next Monday (9). Rosalind Russell lesser name talent to appear with
Rev. Francis J. Spellman,- Roman pair off as the next stars out, open- and Reginald Gardiner open the shows on the minor camp circuit.
Catholic Archbishop of New York, ing a two-week tour with the Ada same day with the 'Funzafire' unit at Constance Moore, Suzanna Foster
and the Right Rev. William T. Man. Leonard unit at Camp Livingston Camp Bowie, Brownwood, Tex.
and Donna Drake have already ofnlDg, Protestant Episcopal Bishop of Alexandria,- La., tomorrow (Thurs
With a great many of the major fered their services and probably
New York. The Mayor characterized day). Deanna Durbin Initiates two camps now having seen al least one will be set as soon as War Depnitth* 'follies' shows as 'dirty,'
weeks with the 'Razzle-Dazzle' unit of Uie guest stars, Abe Lastfogel, mcnt confirmations are forthcoming.

.
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tering to the average femme, and a
pink, red and white color scheme.

Night Club Reviews

Dance

the

CARROUSEL

while

before folks get the nitery
so early.
Gale Sextette, mixed ensemble,
(MIAMI BEACH)
opens. With gals in flowered froclcs
and boys sporting black capes plus
Miami Beach, Jan. 31.
crosses on bare chests,
kicks
Benny Fields, Al Bemie, Margaret off with a Spanish Fiesta revue
turn. SomeFober Dancers (6), Patty OrteXl,
* DeMar ft Denise, Danny Yates Orch what confusing on a small floor, but
okay as an ice-lireaker. Lewis SisRumberos
Pijiedo
(5);
Juan
(7),
ters, couple of pert blondes in black
minimum.

mood

$1.50

Benny Fields has put Ben Brooks'
Carrousel on the map again. This
Miami Beach spot, alter its novelty
of sitting in carrousel-style seats became a passing fyncy, has had a
Basically a bad
checlcered careeer.
room, from Ifie talent and customers'
perspectives alike, it only proves the
old Mae West adage anew— give 'em
even
Daly's 63d
an attraction and
St becomes a "hit theatre.'
Similarly the Carrousel, almost
next door to the Vanderbilt hotel, a
Ben Gaines operation, with an interlocking management eiqbracing Ben
Brooks, Bob Feinstein and I^w
Fields' advent with his
Tendler.
socko crooning proves again that the
hoopla about Fields 'comeback' is so
much hooey; he's never been away.
But, like so many another pioneer,
he was just a bit ahead of his times
with his insinuating and crooning
style of songaloging. He whams 'em
per usual with 'Melancholy Baby,'
'You're a Lucky Fellow Mr. Smith,'
particularly efVi Neighbor,' etc.
fective interpretation is- Fields' treatment of The World Is Waiting to
Waltz Again,' one- of those 'Last 'Time

A

net, deuce
collect an

with vocals. Manage to
encore after warbling
'Month of Sundays,' 'You're in Love,'
an okay novelty and 'Cuba.' Bowed
off with Swingy version of "Rancho
Grande.'
Royal Whirlwinds, dress skating
act following, go for fast spins and
puts oomph into the show.
Finale
wherein gal is whirled by one
ankle is smash.
Paul Regan, In next to closing,
does okay.
Handles imitations of
Fred Allen, Rochester, Abbott and
Costello, Boyer, etc.
For an encore impersonates PresI
dent Roosevelt offering to share the
Paciflc with the Japs ('we'll take the
top half). Had to beg off,
Gale troupe on for the close with
a smart version of 'Dance of the
Hours,' climaxing with a spectacular, applause-pulling spin, boys whirling gals in a three-blade fan effect,
'

Wem.

PADDOCK CLUB
(MIAMI BEACH)
Miami Beach,

Jan. 31

I Saw Paris' numbers, a peach Mack
Jackie Miles, Arthur Blake, Donna
Gordon lyric to Harry Warren's tune Lawrence (since replaced by Bee
which somehow never got anywhere Kalmus), Patricia Ogden, Rica MarIn a picture, Ifields intersperses his tine, Noel Sherman Dancers
_(8),
His Paddock Band
songs with showmanly patter.
(8); $2 minimum,'
talk buildup and treatment of 'Papa
Nicolini,' and 'Weekend in Havana'
Jackie Miles is making this barnare nifties; the saga of Tin Pan Alley
is a highlight; and when he gets like room a' great windup spot. Miles
down to "Wonder Who's Kissing Her is coming along fast with his stacMow' and Kindred g^g -singing, he's
cate comedy, much improved since
really in the groove.
AI Bernie is a much improved and his Leon & Eddie's and kindred 52d
polished mimic. The mimicry racket street days, and now headed for class
lias been worn pretty thin of late picture houses, the Chez Pares in
Chi,
etc. Long known for his facility
but not as young Bernie does it. His
seasoning and schooling under the as a comedy writer, having scripted
Vallee banner has been most effec- for Joe E. Lewis, et al., he's now
tive.
His takeoff on Richman is a selling it himself in an original,
puincny manner.
comedy, gem.
With Miles is Arthur Blake, good
The rest is also-ran save for Danny
Yates' crack septet which plays a mimic who is best with the femme
oifflcult show well.
Yates is a vet routines, such as Bette Davis, Hepviolinist-conductor, lo^g with Vincent burn, Mrs. Roosevelt, and the like.
Lopez until stepping out on his own. Blake could make himself somewhat
The Margaret Faber Girls are ext unique by confining himself to the
'

flrst

nitery rink in B. A.

WEST

Idiom.

Nico Caraballo's Central American
unit handles Cuban, Mexican and
Brazilian material, beating, it out
with plenty of oomph.
CarabaUo
does the lyrics himself, and his novelty numbers, which really set t-ie
conga line going, are exceptional.
Horacio Berro Madero is mainly for
the tango set. Packed house night
caught.
Ray.
.

somehow the credo in women .exclusively, since others are
give 'em lots of quantity. mixing them up in kindred style, and
Is sportswriter Frank the result would sway from the ordiOrtell's daughter who warbles ade- nary.

traneous, but
is to

Patty OrtelT

mum.

p

New

.

Sky-Hy Roof, Hotel Continental,
a

hokey
York,'

policy

switch,

presenting

is

legit meller, 'Adrift in
is getting fair biz.

which

New
The

Hoof has heretofore catered to the
aine-and-dance supper crowd with
jemi-name bands and similar attractions.
Although the spot atop the
Continental

«ub.

is

figured

ideal

for

a

has never had outstanding
years and closed
try for summer

It

f"";«e5s in recent
fall after a

waae brought only
.

mediocre

re-

jleopening with the seml-legit pol-

icy last week Is showing
Better resulU and

somewhat

continuation of
"^^vel will keep spot in
SJff^'"*,'''^
several weeks. Presenta^
4j Augler
A°y,**Is li^arrlson brothers and
in the old time meller
i^'O" , with accentuated gestures,
explanatory asides, curtain speeches,
ana other obvious
theatrics.
It's
nokum but new to the town.
.^^""Pany of nine stages 15-role
S"!' with a near unit-type musical
*"
second
of the three
Sp*^
is one of two now
.
S„~operated by the Augler
Brothers.
Quin.

365 CLUB, S.F.
P/,.,1

Francisco, Jan. 29.

n

Bouni mt*-*?"',
Stte

^Ai^

^""s

Sifters

«>

*^'"-<=«»"'<''»

(2),

Cole Sex'
Orch. (5);

spot is the first to
Ssraai^^ffS^v^^H?" *o offset damper
curtL''''«"^=''<'"ts and the 2
°Pe"s at
P n>. with
on at 7:30 p m. With

taS"di2ilf*''""??''

a^

flwtch^'''-.

Trtnfl„^*^f?'°,K

Fantasio

is

something

area,
different for

Combo

of

patter.

Chicago, Jan.

17.

Ambassadors

(2), Di Gitanos (2),
Mcrriel Abbott Dancers,
Xowier Cugat Orch (17).

Xavier Cugat orchestra continues
to impress as outstanding in the
tropical rhythm field. Band at present, appears to ge at a peak, with
Cugat a flne personality in front and
displaying a neat style in working
for audience values.

What

lIHle

talk

they

Acts

Considering straight's smooth, serious style, comlo could use more animated delivery and hiore highly
stylized dressing

MUSICAL MADCAPS

teresting orchestrations. Consists, of
one bass fiddle, drums, guitar, bazooka, piano; in all a hybrid combination of discordant music plus indifferent vocals, terping and tepid

comedy.
Essay numbers such as 'Tod Old'
and 'Old ManJMose' with Indifferent
appeal.
Vocals are noisy and unpalatable while comic hoofer fiashes
familiar, style. Boys are dressed In
black cutaways with shoe-string ties,
shortened trousers and derbies. Occasionally one of the boys double*
on a second piano.
Strictly for the hinterland.

Mori

LORBAINE Da WOOD
Songs

7 Mlns,.

Casanova Clob, Miami Beach
Lorraine De Wood is a songstresi
of promise. A looker of flne volc^
she handles- pops with eclat and nici
pacing.

After Tonight We Love' for In.
she goes Into a ballad liki

stance,

'Make Believe' with an announced
Helen

Impression of the late
Mori
gan. She has style and class, mak«
ing nice change of pace to conferen*
cier. Emlle Boreo, comedian Samm^
Walsh, dancers Diane and Del Camrf,
backed by the Jack Kerr and Ralph
Rotgers bands. Miss De Wood wiU
go places.
Abel.
.

CABL

HABBIET

and

Singing and Danglng
7 Mlns.; Foil
Apollo, N. T.Mixed colored song and dancf
team are adequate as "darly fili-inl
for usual vaude bills.
Nicely cosi
tumed In cream-colored outfits, girl
wearing shorts, combo does a .coupl4
of fast routine^ to fairly good re^
sponse.

Boy's solo terping
cals should

Is

best and vor

be Improved or

left

ouK

Mori.

Unit Review

KEEP SMILING
(BROADWAY, OHARLOITE,

and props.

Charlotte^ N.

Burton.

(7)

Slnglnc^ DHnning and Inslrumenlal
II Mins.; Foil
Apollo, N. r.
This is a sort of familiar hillbilly
colored turn with unorthodox, unin-

C,

f

N. 0.)

Jan.. 30.

Wed Haoerlv, Gasco Trio, Elmtf
Cleve
Marilyn Keller, Carl, WoK
lace
Carl, Rex Griffith, Olivia
Bradford, Peggy Storm, Eight Glamr
orettes. Milt HarMns Orch,
(8)1
'Don't Get Personal «/).

&
&

SAMMT WALSH
Comedian
Casanova Clob, Miami Bea«h
Sammy Walsh, alumnus of bur-

lesque affd tabs, is going places, aeHany Caark'a "Keep Smiling' rini
veloping nicely and strengthening the
bell with strong Hctrtroin sta..
impression constantly with ingood material. He has to finish. Although show carries twd
'I
Breaking My acrobatic acts, popularity of musci*
Back for Beck's' routine that teams here keeps this from proving
satirizes a shoeclerk's career; his a liability.
wheezing comedy vocalizing of 'Old
Gasca' trio gets off to a fast stai
Man River' is original; the hokum with a snappy aero turn in whlel
takeoffs on Laughton ('Come Here they balance themselves on balls anc
Mr. Christian'), Lionel Barrymore work up to a sock close with ona
('Dr. Kildare'), Beyer and Richman member walking upside down
ci
get more from their brushofl satire crutches on the balls.
than when others work at it legit.
Rex Griffith, tenor, o;i next, pipet
Walsh also gives Benny Goodman 'White Cliffs of Dover' In pleasln*
and the Fred waring choir, with the fashion. This is followed
by a pon9
aid of a stooge, a deft touch.
In parade, featuring
Olivia Bradfor(l
between he smartly paces the Casa- billed as
'American Glamor Girl No,
nova floor show, headed by Emlle 2'
and Peggy Storm, billed as 'Olil
Boreo with a number of strong acts With
the Million DoUar Figure'
in support.
Latter was presented In
Walsh works steadily In the tableau, which was not a seml-num
mediumgrade niterles and will hit as it could have- beenas effective
had ehi
important company with a little paraded across
the stage.
his

creasingly

a streamlined

Am

more attention to subtleties and 'deNed .Haverly, Is on next In ai
tail.
He has the makings of a flne above-average
blackface turn.
Hi
funster and en engaging personality
best bit la a shuffle dance on gan<
which may catapult him to big giving
train effects.
Although he
league attention.
AbeL
didn't try monolog, Haverly proved
himself adept with his musical pat£
'

ALPINE VILLAGE

these parts, a suburban dine and
(CLEVELAND)
da'nce est^blisbment, ultra modern
in decor, which is trying for both
Cleveland, Jan. 29.
middle class and carriage trade. LoThree Ross Sisters, Bums & White,
cated about half an hour from town,
Tou>l,
Del Kay, Willie MatOrpha
overlooking the Port of Olivos on
thias' Orch; $1-$1.S0 minimum.
the Rio de la Plata, this nitery is
reminiscent of spots in Westchester,
hydraulic jacks unNew York, and along the Lake Shore derByitsinstalling
large dance floor, turning it
Place is spectacuHar, a
in Chicago.
into an elevating stage, only one in
vast building with huge glass walls,
Villa
since
the Ohio
two levels, gardens and terraces, and Cleveland
Village has beAlpine
folded,
the
an entertainment policy likely 'to come one of the town's leading nite
start new trends here.
Entire stage, in middle of
spots.
Operated by Arturo Kutscher, room, rises about four feet, giving
boniJtace of the No. 1 in-town nite customers even in the back seats
spot, the Embassy, serrHce was still a unobstructed view of the floor.-- It
little slow when caught, but seemed also provides spot's boniface, AiisBuilding trian-born Herman Pirchner, with
to be trying to improve.
itself is vastly different from any- better
opportunities.
production
thing here. Because it's located on Since the war he has wisely thrown
Uie waterfront, where floods are not. out all German songs and Teutonic
infrequent, main floor has been set atmosphere, Americanizing the bis-<
above the water level. Room extends tro completely. New stage was Inin the style of an airplane, with the augurated with a benefit show last
main portions as the wings and the Wednesday (28) for the 'Miles o'
nose containing a monumental stair- Dimes Fund.'
Ross Sisters, trio of amazingly
way connecting the two levels. Plane
resembrance is getting word-of-, 'teen age kids, scored repeatedly.
mouth since the glass-wall effect Reminiscent of the June and Cherry
makes it look like a Martin bomber. Preisser team, .they galvanize a

customers are- inside, Upper room has unusual cone- song-acrobatic routine with youthful sparkle and looks.
Aero stunts
?l'o*'J'^'",^„«t*'"e on, audi- shaped beams illuminated front Inence reacUon
Indicates it may be a side, excellent indirect lighting flat- from a high stand are topnotch.

Sh,?,?^

rating.

(12),

.

Buenos Aires

comedy

well-groomed, oversized straight and
small feckless comic has been together now for a couple of seasons
and now warrants attention.
West, despite hl$ height. Is an effective feeder with poise, while the

Cardini,

Patricia
as since replaced her.
have gets by on the accent, appeal
Ogden, tapster, was also caught with being mainly in quality of their
standard stepping.
acrobatics.
The Noel Sherman line of eight
Dl Gitanos are a splendid-looking
is up to standard for this $1.50 room,
ballroom dance team. They are topwhich since Miles' click has become notch In appearance and showmana $2 minimum charge joint. It's a ship and sell from the start with
great windruppery for the persome nifty terping. Lifts the man
formers looking for laffs; same ap- doe; are outstanding, with the
plies to Benny Fields' cro&ning at the
woman handling herself gracefully.
Carrousel which also draws the
Choice of music is also commendable,
Abel.
profesh.
unique for a ballroom act. Shape up
as an asset for this room.
Cardini remains the suave prestiFantasio, Buenos Aires
digitator and clicked with his sleightof-hand card and cigaret tricks. While
tougher to work on a floor where
Buenos Aires, Jan. 15.
Anne Lee, Guy Moiitana, Hamllton- there Is a distinct side view from
Varela Jazz Orch. (10); Horacio the audience, Cardini managed to
Berro Madero (8); ffico Carabello, overcome that difficulty cleverly.
Merriel Abbott girls continue to be
Central American unit (8); Kardos,
a bright feature of this room. They
Hungarian Orchestra (7)
are young and nifty lookers. Cold.
Newest, largest and most elaborate
nite spot in the

Palace, Baffolo

legitimate

too much emphasis on disparity of
with material which
physiques,
while blue and needing improvement. Is still off the beaten burley
routine of rubber-hose plop and

the British.

Kansas Citv, Jan. 31.
York' with A. M.
Angler,
Marie McDonald,
Ellen
Douglas, Jack Irvin, Thayer Roberts,
Verda Gordlnier, Paul Suianson and
Mary Brandt; cover 50c., no mint
.

...

Comedy
This is the flrst burlesque team
here so far this season to approach

(PALMES BOUSE)

SKY-HY ROOP,

i.j

•Adri/t in

LEXINQ

slight IiexIng is a funny foil They
turn in a businesslike job, without

Ouately; ditto DeMar & Denise with
When this was caught Rica Martheir terping, and the Juan Pineda tine,
Cuban songstress in the
rumba band, an extra noisy combo.
'Chichicastenengo' style, who was at
Three good acts make up the floor
Abel.
the Chez Paree, Chi, and foiled for show. Ambassadors are
a couple of
Lou Holtz, clicked; also Donna Law- English-style acrobats, with
some
rehce, personality songstress. Latter
good lifts and hand-to-hand work,
Is a looker with nice voice of much
^
K.C.
work precisely, with..the. accent. on
gromise. Bee Kalmus, swing singer,
•

and

EMPIRE ROOM, CHL

.
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Back of

an unusual bandstand.
GEOBGE MURPHY
Avoiding the usual back of the Songs, Dances, Talk
house effect, there is an extensive Stanley, Pittsburgh
bar along the rear set at a higher
George Murphy has nothing to
level than the rest of the room, so worry about on his current p.a. tour.
as to give the brass railers a chance Although he's been in Hollywood exto look over the house. On the side clusively since his last Broadway
away from the river windows face show, 'Roberta,' several seasons ago,
directly on a series of giant-sized legit background in musical comedy
bird cages with tropical birds.
is still strongly evident.
Film player
Lower level is mainly open to the was nervous at flrst show here, conbreeze, but there are glass-walled fessing as much, but shakiness should
terraces, special bars, and an exten- disappear quickly.
sive dance floor.
Murphy's an extremely personable
Prices here are
lower than in the main room. Entire guy whom audiences take to at the
area has been beautifully land- outset In addition he knows how to
scaped with fountains, tables on the tell a story, has a pleasant singing
lawn, etc.
In case of high water, voice and is a standout hoofer. Curwhich comes during spring off- rently Murphy's mistake is keeping
season, entire lower level could be his dancing at a minimum. Does one
inundated without causing much number midway and then a few more
harm. Kitchen, all glass brick, has steps after he's called back at the
been set midway between the two finish— not enough for a guy who's
levels, with ramps leading in both known to movie audiences for his
directions, so as to make service sock terping.
easier.
Murphy's act otherwise is an agreeShow seem.<i almost lost in the able concoction of vaude standbys.
maze of the sjiectacular. Featured Gets a howl at the beginning when
orch is the Hamilton-Varela jive unit, stagehands bring on four brokenone of the best in these parts. Note- down tires and Murphy says, "You
worthy are the unusual arrangement can't be too careful these days,'
of the crew headed by Dante Varcla, swings easily into a couple of gags,
who also handles sax, and Bernardo and then into song, 'I'll Get By.' His
Moriega (Hamilton), billed as the other two vocal numbers demonstrate
VVrgentine Eddy Duchin.' They han- allegiance to his home studio, M-G.
dle most of the solos, but trumpeter They're 'How About You?' from
Rossini and drummer Luis Varela 'Babes On Broadway,' and the 'Don't
(no relation) are also good. Singers, Pick On Uncle Sam,' marcheroo from
both of whom work only with the 'Panama Hattie.' His open-style of
jazz outfit, are Guy Montana and dancing needs slightly bigger stage
Anne Lee, who in private life is than Stanley has to offer, but even so
Senora M.
Both have nice style, hoofing is smart and slick. Should
Cohen.
and, despite fact that their English be more of it,
is comparatively elementary, their
thrushing Is very much in the Yangui
this is

'

Miami

New

dn whlcH" shows are
presented, rises and falls and can
also be converted into an ice rink
ftooi",

PAT FLOWERS

ter

on song-and-dance numbers,

EUner Cleve and -Marilyn Keller
drew heavy plaudits with 'their musl»
cal novel^ number.
Miss Keller
came on first with an energetic ren-

Piano
4 Bllns.; One
Apollo, N. t.

Pat Flowers is colored boy with a dition of 'Elmer's
Tune.' This brought
piano jive. He on
Cleve with a prop xlyophone,
registered moderately well on this
which explodea and fell apart whe^
Harlem date with two numbers, 'A he began
playing It, After clearing
away debris, he settled down fof
amusing gagging with Miss Keller.
9nd then gave out with some solid
nated.
pounding of 'Glow Worm' and thi
With additional polish he should William Tell Overture. Cleve, ve\
get by in the less important situa- showman, handled act pleasingly
flair for distinctive

Little Jive' and 'Jive With a Band,'
second his best. Vocal, though b/lef,
is ineffective and should be elimi-

tions.

JVfort.

while Miss Keller scored nicely Al
stooge as well as ginger.

Carl, Wallace and Ciarl closed with
pleasant vocal harmoniz- solid teeter board act, hUighted by i
have excellent sense of timing, double somersault where Carl lands
and with some polish are destined In barrel held by his wife. Act
moves at fast clip.
for important bookings.
Line, with plenty of lookers,, is
Burns and White come through
with brisk tapping, bright repartee okay. Standard fast opener followe4
and a novel version of the farmer's with parade number, then a 'Rhapdaughter who became a burlesk sody In Blue' number featuring th<
Led by Orpha Towl and Welsman sisters from line In a musl^
stripper.
Del Kay, Plrchner's permanent light cal melange of ballet, tap, jitterbuft
operetta company gives out with a and acrobatics for novel effect.
lusty-voiced, condensed version of Closed with a standard Conga nunif
'Showboat,'
Willie Matthias' orr ber. Milt Hankln's band backs tmlt
chestra does a competent job both up nicely. House one-third full at
cuing and for dansapation. Pullen,
show caught
Just

Open with

ing,
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PARAMOUNT,

Wednesdaj, February

other saxes and drummer, play loud-

N. Y.

STATE,

N. Y.

ly but not well.
Willie Bryant, m-c, has pleasant
his assignCarl Hoff Orch. with Murphv SisGlenn Miller Orch (17), with Rov stage presence, handles
ment deftly and would be topnotch ters & Al Noble, Three Stooget,
JEberle, Marion Hutton, Modemaires
with suitable material.
Dorothy Keller, Virffinia Austin, Ray
Roffmm;
(4) ; Triile; Lorroine
Opening number, fuUstage, is a Enffllsh; The Men in Her Li/e*
lioan's Trooels' (Por), reuleioed In
Vigal,
Johnny
western bar skit with
(Col).
•Vorietv' Dec. 10, '41.
as the western baddie, John Mason
as the stooge, and Vivian Harris as
There's a fairly good hour of enLineup, running approximately 40 the prop femme. Mason is a first- tentainment in this combination of
minutes, is tast, well-balanced and rate comedian with strong poten- five acts.
Most ot the wallop Is
packs sock entertainment values as tialities, but he's wasted here in con- divided between the Carl HoR enGlenn ventional comedy.
Line of four tourage and the Three Stooges, who
well as marquee strength.
MlUer orch, mtrlnslcally the main- girb and the seven Musical Madcaps haven't been on Broadway in some
stay as pop draw. Is backed by nifty (New Acts) vocalists, dancers and time. Band gets off Its best licks in
band specialists such as vocalists. instrumentalists are also on stage in the fore part the Stooges' roughMarion Hutton and Bay Eberle, plus this number, which is highlighted house tactics take care of the tadeout
.the Modemaires, vocal quartet fea- by Vigal's raucous warbling.
inning and in between three singles
turing Tex Beneke, saxist, who
Miss Sullivan does her usual sock lend a more or less mild tone to the
doubles on the vocals. There's also renditions of 'Blues In Night,' 'Rose proceedings.
an outstanding comedy act in Lor- O'Day" and 'Loch Lomond' for sock
Carl HofTs aggregation is not quite
raine and Rognan, who were booked encore.
six
months old but it's showing stuff
the
band.
Independently of
For the rest, lineup consists of
at this stand that's within the bounds
Miller orch, striking an appealing Carl and Harriet (New Acts), song
high promise. In the Murphy Sismedium between swm£ ana sweet, and dance team; Pat Flowers (New of
ters Hoff has one of the best trios
serves as topnotch support for the Acts), pianist and Taps Miller, song of
jump vocalists in the business.
various turns in addition to making, and dance man who also pianos.
The girls pack style, verve and divera distinctive musical contribution Latter is not overly strong in any
sity and as long as they hew to their
Mori.
on its own, including a couple of department.
present pattern of interpretations
tuneful, moderate jive sessions.
wide recognition is inevitable. On
Miss Hutton, blonde looker atthe basis of their delivery of 'B-I-Bi,'
tractively gowned, is on first of the
S. F.
Walking Cane'
'Hand Me Dawn

&

.

'

band's specialties, with the
aires
Night,'

and

Beneke

in

GOLDEN GATE,

Modem-

'Blues

My

in

San Francisco, Jan. 28.
returning with same group
Andrews S\sters (3), Som Heamj
She
'Chattanooga Choo-Choo.'
should do mole vocally; she merits (Schleppemian), Hibbert, Byrd &
the extra work. Eberle rings the Larue, Frank Paris, Four Stepbell with 'White' Cliffs of Dover' and SroVtiers, Peggy O'Weill Line (12);
•Dear Mom,' latter in conjunction Charles Kaley Orch (13); 'Mexican
.with the Modemaires. B«neke does SpitAre's Babw' (RKO).
fairly well on his singing.
Attendance is topping that chalked
Lorraine and Rognan, comedy,
dancing and singing team in Para- up on the Andrews Sisters' last apmount flicker "Fleet s In,' hang up a pearance in June, '41. Gals occupy a
terrific laugh score, registering from 20-minule closing spot and do vututhe same routine as on last trip;
ally
Lorthe opening gong when Miss
raine comes on with a 'fur' neck- obviously just what mob here wants.
piece which turns out to be a live Open with .'Any Bonds Today,' dedidog. Girl is a femme Ray Bolger, cated to the San Francisco Examwith a collapsible frame. She, too, iner's 'Buy a Bomber' fund, then go
as does Bolger, bandies a terrific into 'Sleepy Serenade' and 'ChooChoo,' latter with a plug for the
terping comedy fight in panto.
'

for

'

Trixie, dancing

and juggling

Decca recording. Applause was big
every number.
With Patty in the center doing
most of the selling, trio gets requests
from the customers by the time girls
reach 'Apple Blossom Time' and
'Bugle Boy.'
Warblers are even
hotter now than they were on their

solo,

uncorks a few clever balancing rouShe's unusually clever with
large rubber soheres, juggling five
at a time for a cUmaxer, also going
over big with balancing and plate
manipulation.
Biz very strong opening night
previous tour.
Mori.
'< Wednesday).
tines.

Show opens wltlr elaborate patriotic
presentation involving house line
and choral work by the band, fullstage marionet revue by Frank Paris
following. Latter successively works
Miranda, Fantasia ostrich, jitterbug,
Sonja Henie and flourescent skeleton
dolls for smash returns.
Four Step-Brothers, sepia team. In
deuce spot, uncork sock rhythm
stepping which tied the show in a
knot. 'They display furious footwork,
unique trick breaks. Impeccable
rhythm and novelties such as
machine-gun taps to waltz background. Applause-meter rating for
this turn probably equals that of the

ADAMS, NEWARK
Neuarh, Jan. 30.
Martha Raj/e, McFarland Ttoins
Orch Orch (12), loUh Don Cornell,
Norton Sisters .(3); Lctois & Van,
Wallv Word (2); "trageiM ot Midnijhf (Col).

Topping vaude bill this week are
Martha jiaye, with dynamic songs
and comedy pattet, and the McFarr
land Twins' nifty sax performance.
The remainder of &ie snow is aver- Andrews.
age.
Schlepperman, following, gets
McFarland brothers' band has oc- over rather well with his patter and
casional speed and competency. Or- violin- novelties, particularly
im-chestra .gets off. witti a stimulating mitation of three violins and bagarrangement ot 'St Cecilia,^ "follow- pipes. House band then takes over
ing with a sn2ippy arrangement ot for a hot version of the Rlgoletto
'fi-I-BI' and 'Piano Concerto.
quartet which is solid.
Martha Raye's entrance was' greetAbove-averag* bill has another
ed by unusual audience interest and strong
spot in Hlbbert, Byrd and
applause. Her ad libbing with the
Larue. Starts as ordlnaiy ballroom
people out front and extended verteam, Larue wandering from audialons of 'There's a (Jreat Day Comence as a drunk with an usher tryIn' and 'Mr. Paganini' brought heavy
ing to keep him off stage. Then goes
response, winding up with an ovainto the act for comedy knockabout.
tion.
Andrews then wind up. Biz big.
Lewis and Van, tuxedoed and forWem.
They do
mal, are good tapsters.
straight floor dancing, get over nicely coordinated steps on two sets of
stairs, and present routine solos.
Don Cornell, baritone, vocals 'You
Made Me Love You' and 'B-I-Bl'
Chicago, Jan. 31
effectively. Norton Sisters, also with
Clvde McCoy Orch urith Bennett
I/IcFarland band, present a smooth,
.

'.

'

ORIENTAL, CHI

not particularly Impressive, ver- Sisters (4), Freddie Stewart, Sylvia
son of 'Row That Rowboat,' a smart & Clemence, Steve Evans, Smoothies

U

(3); 'Snuill

numl)er.

Town Deb

(20th).

Wally Ward, assisted by a little gal
called Miss Mitzi, contributes a comic
McCoy Is a Chicago product hav
song and gags. His companion sings, ing clicked and made start to name
then plays straight in contrast to value in this town following the
Ward's dizzy routine. Act is too long 'Sugar Blues' recording many years
and too dull.
ago.
For a band which never got
Show, playing to packed house into important radio time, McCoy is
Friday (30) evening, runs 70 minutes, unusual for his consistent boxoSice
^
JafF.

APOLLO,

value.
Never getting much attention from critics and editors, he has
remained a strong draw.

N. Y.

Curreatly he Is again doing a fine
here that will show excellent

job

Maxine SulHoan, Christopher Columbus Orch (11), Pot Floxoers, Taps
Musical Madcapas (7), Carl
It Hanet. Willie Bryant, John Mason,
/ohnnj/ Vigal, Vlvan Harris; 'Ellery
Queen, Murder Ring" (Cot).
Miller

profits for this theatre.

McCoy orchestra works hard
throughout and comes through with
several numbers on its own, all solid,
It is a pleasant orchestra at all times,
not over-arranged and with a good
respect for the melody.
Bennett Sisters, quartet are a trifle
weak

Crude, uneven, tedious presentation here this week. Made up for
the most part of mediocre talent,
colored production has been badly
routined, with Maxine Sullivan com.Ing on for approximately 10 minutes,
following 80 minutes of dismal
«ombo colored stock vaude, to sing
to a half-empty house when caught
She's the oiily attraction this stanza
gives the most unfavorable spot-

vocalizing and still weaker
with attempt at taps.
Freddie
Stewart made good with his solo
vocals.

Straight-forward
.

and

gd

hJs

registered

Has a new
Christopher

(Tolumbus

Joud and brassy, works
and later on stage.
j)lt

an

comedy

impersonations,
throughout.
giving Impressions

powerfully
finish,

of how different people laugh in a
theatre, which rates attention.
Smoothies were a cinch with his
audience from start to finish. Their
vocal style remains highly effective

orchestra,
first In the
It's

singer,

Stewart indicates possibilities,
Sylvia and Clemence, standard
two-girl dance and comedy team,
went over well with their usual
novelty dance stuif.
Steve Evans

in-

different aggregation with but one
good orchestiStion, 'Chant of the
Groover.' which comes at the close. and distinctive.
Business big
Jimmy Powell, featured alto sax, is
The spotlighted trumpet two Saturday (31).
lair.
.

i

at

tha

first
.

show

Gold,

and 'Sleep, Kentucky Babe* the porfor these comparative newcomers shouldn't t>e ol>scure. The
threesome may need polishing in
more than one way but they are well
endowed with the fundamentals, [>
keen sense of rhythmic values a
flair for doing equally well in either
the comic or the sentimental mood
tent

and clear

diction.

Smooth balancing i>ervades Hob's
instrumental comportment and the
same applies fb his repertoiire. His
brassy orchestration of "Blue Danube'
proves the only weak link, but this
opening item Is quickly forgiven
once his band dissolves into the soft
chanting ot "White CliiTs of Dover.'

4,

1912

baby- voiced metier' ^Itb which sbt
N. Y.
has long been Identified,
Ot tha acts not, with th« bond
there ara the standard comedy handBoll Hannon. Carr Bros
balancing turn of Walter Dare Wahl CMber tt Jeanne, Dave Apollo'n wiM
with his gog^ed male foil. They got Nina Corda and Filipinos (3 R^i*
over, as usual. The Ambassadorettes eftes (24). Poul Ash House cSrh"
are a trio of femme acroi who also •Son of Fury- (20fh Fox), reviewed
"""^'^^
rate fairly high,- though the costum- \n -Variety,' Jon. 7, '42..
ing needs improvement particularly

ROXY,

m

.

.

in flashing

way

Biz

some bju
off

when caught

show Saturday night

NEWMAN,

flrst

Naka,

(31),

Bob Hannon, tha radio tenor who
has been going places, is evidently
the new singing fixture at this
de-*
which has also evidently

luxer,

K. C.

dropped

its permanent m.c. Idea
with
the departure .of Archie Robbins
Considering the fact that

Robblna
Kansas City. •'an. SI.
lasted several months, he was
as
Four ink Spots, Ersfclne Hawkins "permanent' as possible in view of
Orch with Jtfoke & Poke, Red & the natural limitations of fresh maCurly, Ida James,- 'Glamour Boy" terial.
(Par).
That the comedy In between the
acts is not missed In this particular

Habitually a .straight film house
varying between single features and
duals this Paramount-owned house
veering from usual policy, offering
this stage attraction as the first of
several to presented during coming
season. Ink Spots-HawUns combo Is
a nifty package of sweet rhythm and
unrestricted jive, providing 60 minutes of fast highly-acceptable entertainment by 26 colored performers.
Hawkins and his company take over
flrst half -hour to set a lively pace
with the trumpeter doubling as m.c.
Crew takes off with "Chattanooga
Choo Choo,' a fitting work-out for
the seven brass (including Hawkins),
five reeds, piano, drums, electric
is

guitar

and bass

fiddle.

Red and

Curley are then on for a challenge
routine, solo terping

and closing

bit

with both beating rhythm out of a
Featured
bass drum and traps.
vocalist Ida James is okay on personality but weak vocally. She de-

livers
"Hotchldss Comers' nicely,
Another darb of an arrangement is nevertheless, but This Love of Mine'
his
'Sleep,
Kentucky Babe' and is unfortunate choice, for her.
there's much to commend in his Hawkins then has the band in a
treatment of 'When Johnny Comes round . robin cutting capers with
Marchiilg Home.' Al Noble imparts 'After Hours,' winding up on the
vocaUing ot Every Parish. Jimmy
a pleasant baritone to the vocals.
The Three Stooges, at the per- Mitchell at the.plano does a' featured
formance caught, had to beg off. jive bit with 'St. Louis Blues.' Moke
their Harlem dialogue,
Masters ot the unkempt getup as and Poke with
and eccentric routines
well as the explosive bluish gagline jitterbug
Inks Spots, major attracmake their stay on the stage a howl roundout
from start to finish. They have de- tlon, with their own piano accompanist, are assigned final twenty
veloped a routine to the point where
minutes. They move with solid audithe climactic laugh springs more
,

from the verbal topper than from ence approval through five numbers,
Witha bit ot slapsy business. High point •Java Jive,' Do I Worry,"StIll
out a Sweetheart' 'Keep Cool, Fool'
of the trio s current act is a s.ongwrltlng idea which at times dips and 'Fire,' from portfolio of their
recordings.
Boys vary selections
prftty low with indigo, but Is noneat different shows.
Combine with
theless a consistent cause for high
the Hawkins orch on Tuxedo 'Junevoltage laughter.
tion' as a sock finale.
Qiiin.
Of the three singles Ray English,
clad in evening garb, spends most
of his time, on the floor. He mixes
the pratttalls with tapdancing and
butterfly acrotuitics,
but it's the
clowning, which he bills as imperBaltimore, Feb. 1.
sonations, that makes him eniettainAil-American Girl Orch (23) Holing. Virginia Austin, as usual, gains
favor and applause with the diversi- lywood Co-Eds (2), Ginger Dulow,
Mrs. Waterfall; 'CaU Out
fled antics of her
dancing, fun- Nan Raa
spreading puppets. Her's is a nov- the Marines' (RKO).
elty that can't miss with both children and grownups. Dorothy Keller,
All-femme lineup Is pleasant enflrst of the singles to appear, is a
cute youngster with lots ot rhythm tertainment It's backed up by Paul
in her toes, which makes her tap Tisen's All-Amerlcan Girl band with
dancing routine pleasant.
Odec.
specialties working in front and In-

HIPP,

BALTO

Fanchon & Marco presentation is
chiefly due to the presence of Dave

Apollon, the expert dialectician, and.
up ahead of him, the acrobatic Bat?
Brothers, whose good comedy stunting gets, laughs and sets 'em up well
for the straight hand-to-hand bal.
ancine that ^ serves as an applause

bowofl
Show, in fact is well rounded and
f>aced, and one ot its most Important
.

•

tems

the dancing of Gov/n and
Jeanne, whose stature grows with
each
appearance.
Their
balletballrooming, notably the work ot
Gower, is .a corking stage picture.
These kids have the goods, and the
appearance and personality to sell
it; right now they can stack up with
any team ot their type around—and
a few months from now they should
J)e way ahead of the field.
They
throw a teelange of dancing at tha
customers, opening with their cute
song-talk, and at their finale the
customers were still asking for more.
Apollon, plus his topnotch mandolin playing, has an abbreviated
Filipino band (3) behind him, and
brunet Nina Corda, who worked a
is

few weeks

in

South America,

as

singing assist. She's a striking girl
with a liquid voice okay tor the
Latin-American tunes she affects,
Apollon's comedy Is per usual, but
he might tone do'wn the Yiddish
Idioms here and elsewhere. One of
'

his Filipinos does 'Chatanooga Choo
Choo,' in appealing fashion and the
entire Appolon act is worked into the
Roxyettes' South American finale.
This is one of two good routines the

are
opening

girls

doing

this

rhythm

week, their
dance being

especially okay.

Hannon, who follows the acrobats,
sang Usten,' .This Love Mine, and
'Begin the Beguine' In neat fashion
9nd from there on made himself
scarce.

Second night (Friday) attendance

was good for the last show,
Tyrone Power -Gene Tierney
evidently counting at the

b.o.

tha
film

Scho.

,

&

troed

STRAND, B'KLYN

Tisen's

group, breaking In here and showing
possibilities tor further devel-

Orrin Tucker's Band with Body- opment
ouards (4) Jack Bartell, Sally, DarNice looking aggregation Is made
lene & Mary, Bob Haymes, Bonnie
up of six violins, cello, harp, four sax,
Baker; The Ambossadorettes
(3), four
rhythm and five brass, with
Walter Dare Wahl Co. (2).
leader also playing fiddle on occasion.
Sultry-voiced singer rounds
This was a moderately entertain- out ensemble in pastel colored evening bill. Nothing to indicate Orrin ing dress. Do considerably better on
Tucker's sock entertainment and the sweet side, with swing the probboxofflce values of a couple of years lem at present.
ago, but enough to satisfy casual
Series of band numbers opens with
tastes. The big fault seemed to be a 'Lady ot Spain,' Tango
Mia* and
too-groovey method of presentation 'Elmer's Tune' following In order.
and perhaps it's just as well that the Band's guitarist vocals "Tango' In
Tucker outflt is undergoing some Spanish and vocalist steps down for
changes presently wherein such handling of closing tune. Makes spot
standbys as The Bodyguards, Sally, for Hollywood Co-Eds, duo ot hootDarlene and Mary and Bonnie ing tumblers, who sell brace of rouBaker are leaving.
tines,
especially the closhig aero
At this catching Tucker, came up challenge, which draws hefty rewith a new personality in Bob sponse.
Haymes, younger brother of band
Brief swing sesh changes pace with
vocalist
Dick Haymes, and the a Gypsy Fantasy, a highlight Arformer bids fair to achieve consider- rianna, from the string section, takes
able success as a baritone balladist hold with medley ot smartly
arHis rating will be measured In terms ranged tunes In fine style. She sells
of how the femmes will accept him. to the hilt backed up by supporting
And they will.
quintet of violins and brief vocal
Haymes was inclined to shyness on which drew solid response.
the rostrum, his inexperience being
Ginger Dulow, on next, did well
manifested by his approach to the with "Darling Daughter,' followed by
mike from the wings. He's a tall, impression of dame selling cosmetics
good-looking youngster who can in the flve-an^-10. Another groupballad with the best of 'em, par- ing ot band tunes follows with 'Strike
ticularly such tunes as 'White (Slfls Up the Band,' 'Soft Lights
and Sweet
of Dover,:
Music' "Tea tor Two," 'Make Believe'
Subordinate band specialists were and 'Vagabond King,' all good.
the Bodyguards, male vocal quartet
Nan Rae and Mrs. Waterfall, a refeaturing Jack Bartell, who combine peat here but extra solid, nicely
with Sally Darlene and Mary, school- spotted for maximum results. Dumb
glrllsh-typi harmonlzers, on a jive Dora patter and tricky vocals
by
number. A couple of the musicians latter smartly timed and sold to the
also got spots.
All so-so.
Tucker hilt with an encore song-and-dance
paces the proceedings fairly well and clicko. Had to beg off when caught
splices
his
emceeing with some Band closes with patriotic medley.
warbling that's pleasant enough exTisen's girl crew needs contrasting
cept for attempts at comedy song- swing
treatment to highlight the
making.
sweet stuff currently well done and
Miss Baker got the headline spot in nicely worked in. Violin section Is
this, her last theatre engagement a standout and should be 'built
tor
with the band. She got by mod- more active participation throughout
erately with several hmea In the
Biz okay.
Burm,

—

—

-

'

Boston, Jan. 30.
(11) with Aloha

(3), Meymo Holt, Lehuo PoulFour Franks, Whitey & Ed Fori,
Rex Weber & Lee Leonard, Patricia
by band's femme leader. Bowman k Paul Haakon; 'All That
ensemble is a muslclanly Money Can Buy* (RKO).

good
,

KEITH'S BOSTON
Ray Kinney Orch
Maids
son;

Artie Shaw, originally booked In
this week, was cancelled out because
6t illness and present lineup hastily

rushed in to fill the gap. Result is
one ot the weakest vaude shows so
tar this season at this house.
Kinney's band act impresses as a
good bet for niteries but lacks appeal on stage.
Aloba Maids hold
interest tor a while with precision
hip 'wriggling, one ot the girls Lehua
Paulson registering in two eccentric
dance numbers. Another good bet Is
a solo hula by Meymo Holt Dancing
girls overshadow the band all the
way, but even in this department
extended session ot hippy hoopla
become monotonous.

Most Interesting act on the bill Is
team ot Paul Haakon and
Bowman, Though In their

the

Patricia

duet numl>er it looks like a mismating ot talent. Miss Bowman s
stiffness is entirely overcome by the
time ot closing turn done to 'When

flrst

Miss
Danced the Polka,'
gets over okay in her solo
toe-struts and spins. Haakon clicks
in his Russian solo, and gets only
so-so results with a cape dance.

They

Bowman

Pour
turn

Franks

open

in

a

mixed

dancing, musical novelty and

ot
comedy. In precision hoofing three
An
of the Fran^ks hit the groove.
eccentric burlesque dance bit by one
of the girls misses, but same gal.
doing an acro-rassle with one of the
clever
boys, is standout in a bit of
tunny business that must have required months of rehearsals to insure the couple against broken limbs.
Whitey and Ed Ford, in the deuce,
are okay in a familiar, slick dog
routine.. Rex Weber, No. 4, fools
around with a couple ballads accom-

panied by comedy mugging then follows with 'Brother, Spare a Dime.
Somehow that particular dish comes
off the production line like- cold
porridge.
Weber's close is a taa
ventriloquy bit with Lee Leonaro
who does the mouthing to his falsetto
singing.
Biz weak second show
opening day.

.

HOUSE REVIEWS

WedncBday, JFebraary 4, 1942
Judy, two gala and a guy, display
Eome difficult Btimta In a knockabout acrobatic act:
Jammed house at show caught
Shal.
(Sat night).

STANLEY, PITT
Pittsburgh, Jan. 30.

Mai AdMns Orch (16), George
Murphy, Blocle fc Sully, 3 SvAlU,
Lester Ohman's Marionettes, Falttdy
Troupe (7); 'Tarzan's Secret Treasure' (M-C).

PALOMAR, SEATTLE

he'd stick to straight announcing and
keep femme off until ready to swing
into their own specialty.
Faludy Troupe, six men and a
gal, start things off with dizzy doings
on the tester-board, building neatly
to smash finale in which one of their
number, blindfolded. Is hurtled up
Into the air to land feet first atop
high pole.
Lester
a.^ three -man
Ohman's clever marionette act fills
Ohman
the next slot admirable.
handl^ his little figures showily,
several of them lieing off the beaten
path.
For an encore, a gal sings
'Since Grandpa learned to Swing' at
another mike while a wooden octo-

genarian does boogie woogie.
Three Swifts clean up with their
familiar juggling turn, now as always generously sprinkled with
comedy.
After second " of Blockbriefies and band number.
to ease into mob's
affections immediately.
Following
his own act, he sticks around for a

Sully

Murphy comes on

comedy business with the
Blocks and then they stay on for the
major portion of their turn bit late
piece \ of

—

for

them

to level

Coherr.

off.

EARLE, PHILLY
Philadelphia, Jan. 31.
Duchtn Orch with Lew Sher-

Eddy

wood, June Robblns, Tony Leonard.

&

Jean, Jack &. Judy, Tom
Betty
Wonder, Bob Nellor; 'Four Jacks and

a

(RKO).

Jill'

Eddy Duchin and his boys, backed
by able support, entertain with a
swiftly paced show running 80 minutes.
The extra-long running time,
almost a half-hour over normal, was
caused
by innumerable encores
various performers were obliged to
do to appease customers.
DuchWs swell singer, June Rob
blnsrwas forced to warble five tunes
before down-fronters were satisfied.
Its a Uttle too much for any set of

and the

pipes,

gal's

last,

'Chatta-

nooga Choo-Choo,' was tired. Her
other numbers, all netting plenty of
kudoes, are '1-A in the Army,' 'I
Said No," 'Blues In the Night' and
'Old

'

Man

Mose.'

Other solid chirper Lew Sher
wood, trumpeter, who scored with
a. comic version of 'Rose O'Day' in
ooubletalk; 'Sam, You Made the
Pants Too Long' and 'Under the
Chestnut Tree" with ges-

turS

Band

baritone
Johnny Drake
J>roceedings with a nifyt

While Tony Leonard came through
mellow 'White Cliffs of Dover.'
Duchm is socko at the keyboard,
with tricky lighting effects he accentuates finger work with plenty
01 showmanship as he wows 'em
with faves such as 'Stormy Weather,'
"elude' and others. He's also personable at the mike, announcing the
and with just enough
wltti

along with Sonny Dunham's band
consume approximately 105 minutes
of stage time this week. Dunham's
combo is almost lost, in the booking,
being allotted al>out 25 minutes to
itself and spending the remainder
sunning its collective tonsils frotn the
pit on Blackstone's bright and almost
invariably interesting-tricks;

Dunham

starts off.

His

is

,

an im-

proved

outfit that does its best and
cleanest work in a ride groove, a rut
that it has always leaned toward.
Styled somewhat after
Lunceford's band in its playing, Dunham's five sax, four rhythm, seven
brass (including leader's), has no
mercy for delicate ear drms, with its
piercing brass-jump at-rangements.
There's no denying that the band
plays well in that groove and that
it made a
good impression in a

the Free.'

Miss Milward back for conga and
rhumba, followed by Harrison and
Harrison

;

& Newsreels.

Kellogg; Shorts

Blackstone's legerdemain and magi,

Seattle, Ore., Jan. 27.

Carroll, tapsters.
with imitations.

& Co. (30) £onnv Dun(16) urith Harriet Clarke,

Blackstone

ham Orch
Ray

Prettjr' good first show for this
Lord & Lyon, Karjorie Miluiard,
vaude lay-out and holds material Jack & June Gordon, Harrison &
enough to shape up okay. once the Carroll, Rancho Sereruiders (4), Al
kinks have been ironed out. Open- Vies House Orch (6) ; 'Road to Haping performance ran more than 80 pitiesss' (Mono)
minutes, much too long and mob became restless at the finish, ManageJack and June Gordon were dement of WB deluxer has been unaccustomed, lately, to old-fashioned layed in Oregon, missing first day
varied, going in almost exclusively here, Jerry Hoss, emcee and manfor band presentations in the last ager of the Palomar, stepping into
This probably accounted for the breach nicely and getting a big
year.
Stanley's inability to get the- whole hand with songs and patter.
Gorthing straightened at rehearsal. (By dons arrived Monday night, going
evening approximately half an hour on as scheduled for the rest of the
had been cut with excellent results.) week.
house
name
band,
usual
place'of
In
Lord and Lyon open, former dohas its regular pit orch, batoned by ing some nice handstand balancing.
Max Adkins, on stage and outfit does Lyon is then called from audience
all right backing acts and also for
Band is confined to two num- and goes over as the nervous amaitself.
teur
who does expert balancing. Acown,
Adkins
doing
a
bers on their
crack clarinet solo in the first and in companying comedy drew laughs.
Marjorie Mil ward, on next for one
the second, near the close, a novelty
sound effect routine that should be song and terping, is followed by
Jack and June Gordon, in a whirlchanged in favor of a current pop.
(New Acts), wind act including collegiate songs
George Murphy
launching a brief p.a. tour here, and comedy. Male scored with imipacks marquee draft and has some- tations of different types of horses
thing to offer besides a movie name. while juggling billiard balls, while
Worlung next to closing, he had an June got a big hand singing 'Land of

easy time of it with his chatter,
songs and hoofing. Emcee duties this
week are handled by Jesse Block
(Block Ac Sully), introduced by Adkins following opening band number,
who takes over from that point on.
Saddled with this assignment. Block
is forced to break up his standard
patter routine with Miss Sully into
several sections before getting to the
It reduces
gist of it at the finish.
their effectiveness as a whole, though
once Block and Sully get into the
act, it runs fast and smart, with the
laughs coming rapidly as usual. Un-der circumstances would be better if

by Bob Jacoby, also from the band,
he climaxes with 'Feet Too Big' and

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

scored

Rancho Serenaders, in a farewell
going into the army en
masse, are a distinctive unit, registering with 'Rancho Grande' and
Tumbling Tumbleweeds.' Special
click with Nerval Boyk, violinist,
featured in 'Estrellita,' and Glen
Larson, In bass fiddler's Swedish
version of 'Nobody's Darling.'
Fair house first show.
stint before

Jimmie

packed house when caught

(finale

front,

a strip-tease 'take-off.'
Sibyl Bowan also hangs up a good
laugh score with Impressions of CarFaith
men Miranda, a girl who smiled like
Gloria Swanson, Beatrice Lillie and Parker,

which he

sells neatly.

Band's work behind vocalists HarClarke (Mrs. Charlie Barnet)
who's starting with Dunham here,
riet

and Ray Kellogg, is barely adequate.
There's no inspiration in it except
in rhythm tunes like 'Watch the
Birdie,' done well by Miss Clarke.
Then an exceedingly smooth, rocking

Show on the whole veers strongly
to war, as should be expected, but
room has been found for a generous
sprinkling of sports and other items,
not the least of these being President Roosevelt's 60th birthday anniversary and little Jerry King's invitation to Washington to put on the
feed bag with the chief exec. Paramount has done a neat production
job on the kid, going into his Hell's
Kitchen, N. Y., home when he is being prepared for the trip.
Also quick to arouse big response
is the Par subject of Gen. Douglas
MacArthur, who also had a birth
day during the past week. The Custer of the Philippines, a handsomelooking guy, if taken back to the last
world war with a shot from the files
showing him being decorated by Gen.
Pershing.
First pictures (Par) of the Russian
offensive against the Germans containing actual battle pictures and
the first from inside Moscow since
the war began, with a rare recording
of Stalin's voice heard, are highPolish aid to Russia is the
lights.
subject-matter of another Par clip.
These lead off the show, with the
Pan-American conference sans any
soundtrack record of Welles' voice,
tanker survivors. Army's biggest
gun, Dcmpscy joining up, instruc-

Blackstone's stuff moves at a speedy
pace, helped much by his chatter
little tricks like tossing a calculating eye at the lookers scooting
on and off stage in a never-ending

and

tions to aliens from Washington, and
others, following.
Safety of silence is stressed in an
Item In which a British seaman, survivor of several sinkings, points up
the Importance of less lip action by
an actual instance which
citing
Newsreels
tipped off enemy subs.

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

Minneapolis, Jan. 31.

Les Brouin Orch (16) tuith Betty
Bonney and Ralph Young, Olsen &
Shirley, Sibyl Bowan, Gil
'Sulliuan's TraveW (Par).

As purveyors

;

Pearl

Harbor'

slogan

of solid swing

and

entertainers,
the
Les
Brown band takes Its place with the
topnotchers seen at this house. Personal endorsement of house manager
Bill Sears in newspaper ads, after
auditioning the outfit at the Blackhawk, Chicago, stated: 'I will go on
record with the prediction that it
will head the list of favorites by the
end of 1042.' It's the first time Sears
has gone to bat in his ads for a band.
Orch dishes out rhythmic swing to
suit the jivers. but swell arrangements are melodious rather than
Deftly blending a sufficient
noisy.
amount of novelty stuff and comedy
business with its music, and being
well supplied with singers, aggregation qualifies nicely as a stage preslike
Constituted much
entation.
other grass outfits, band is a little
loud at times, but this lone deficiency

might have been due to an impropregulated house p.a. system.
this occasion, the band is nicely
backed up by three target-hitting
acts that help to round out the 60
pleasant minutes. Laughs are plen

On

tiful.

Lester's
climaxer is sawing a
in half.
His secondary but
also potent event is the levitation of
a young woman resting with one arm

TOWER,

K. C.

woman

Kansas City, Jan.

31'.

Betty Shayne, Mel Ody, Ross k
on an upturned broom. Opening he
West, Six Cressonians, Jimmy Bunn,
changes water to wine and vice versa
Patricia Jahobe, Herb Six House
while balancing himself on a chair
Orch; 'Lady for a N'.jhf (Rep).
with his table and glasses on a slack
wire.

Johnny Downs, fresh from

Holly-

wood, has pleasing personality and
a nimble pair of legs. He closes with
a jitterbug dance
after
singing
'Aloha, Aloha,' 'Love of Mine' and

Middle of a Kiss' In fine style.
Fred Sanborne, sawed-off comedrepeats success of former ap-

ian,

pearances here with much the same
act.
Begins with a phoney magic
act and then turns to the xylophone.
'White Cliffs of Dover' is his best
Marian Bellit and English brothers open the show with a breezy
comedy knock-about end aero turn
in which the girl takes as much
punishment as the two boys
Cleaned up.
Kany.

MICHIGAN;- DETROIT

Regular combo of four standard
turns with weekly am winner and
house regulars, Jimmy Bunn as m.c.
and the Herb Six band, ^cks up
above average for this type program
and provides fairly diverting 45 minutes of entertainment.
Patriotic medley of current popular tunes Is opening by Herb Six and
band, with Jimmy Bunn in for a
vocal chorus of 'Any Bonds Today.'
Initial act is Betty Shayne, in a duo
of iap routines, both her modem
clicking to 'Be^ the Beguine' and
her closing sthit-tan going over. Mel
Ody's Juggling fills second spot
nicely. He combines comedy chatter
and gestures with clever manilpulatlon of bouncing balls, Indian clubs

and umbrella and rubber ring. Turn
is above par and might be Improved
by bigger role for his comely femme

partner.
-Amateur winner Patricia Jakob*
then tries out with singing and dancDetroit, Jan. 30.
ing, latter
better.
Bimn then
Jimmy Dorsey Orch u>i(h Helen steps out forthesomf
first rate singing
Eberly,
Buddy of ^Rose
O'Connell,
Bob
O'Day' and 'Sweet Leilanl?
Schutz, Joe tc Jane McKenna, Tip,
but requires additional training and
Tap & Toe, Dell Parker, Phil Brestoff experience as m.c.
'Design
Orch
for
House
(15) ;
Line of chatter and gagj by Ross
Scandal' (M-G).
and
based on radio

West

serials

and

newsreels, spotted next to dosing.
Following Glenn Miller, who hung Satirical takeoffs are moderately ena new theatre record in this tertaining with -best bit at finish a
house, the Dorsey crew has its work travesty on newsreel montage shot
cut out- but Is coming through It's a bit of flash and might -well
wind the show. CHose Is left to the
solidly.
Cressonians, however, with their
Although a couple of acts have teeterboard
specialties
been dubbed In, Dorsey specialists nastics, both outstanding. and gymQuin.
get applause from the early appearance of Helen O'Connell with 'You
Made Me Love You' and a vocal and
brass version of 'Arthur Murray
Taufht Me Dancing' until the
patriotic
windup with the 'Star
^^Contlnned from pace 1 ,^^
Dorsey wastes
Spangled Banner.'
little time in putting the focus on his with heavy money, you undoubtedly
stars, following his thrush with 'John have had to dig down for Uncle
which Buddy Schutz Sam, and It seems to me that a copySilver,'
in
stands up after his tom-tom beating.
of my book', 'Many Happy Returns,'
The McKenna turn is inserted should be your constant companion.
here, the male starting clowning
I have had considerable experidrunk solo bit. Knockabout with
femme later carried them off nicely. ence with the Income tax departsince they, first began operating
Smooth -voiced Bob Eberly had ment
He re- and when I say operating, I am not
them yelling for more.
sponded with 'Roses Bloom Again' kidding. I am a professional deand 'I'll Understand,' when Dorsey linquent of m^ny years' standing a.t
himself took over with both sax and the moment I am being hounded for
clarinet in a dextrous and sultry 1933-34-35, so you can see that the
'Fingerbuster.'
tax Information I dish out is right
Tip, Tap & Toe, who give their from the feed box.
foot-beating visual as well as oral
The whole purpose of this letter.
appeal, here jnove in opportunely If you can call it that is to perEberle came back
for a sock spot.
it In your shifty
with a chorus of 'Can a Lady Resist' suade you to run
with a good, big heading—say,
sheet
with Miss McConnell taking over
another chorus of the number. Pair five-point Gothic, whatever that
Briefly, I have been plugalso whacked up the song chores on means.
'Green Eyes', which followed to make ging for your throwaway for many
Brestoff's years and it's about time you turned
it
a brisk hour show.
house orchestra did a 'Swinging of around and helped boot this book
the Classics' opening in which Dell
of mine Into a best seller.
Parker, pleasing local warbler did
Lovingly yours,
'Ai, Ai, Ai' in the Miranda manner,
Groucho Marx.
with the newsreel as a cut-off between the house and touring bands
Business big at opening evening

Lamb; up

all-around

erly-

30.

Phil Regan, Le\»
Fay, Carlton Emmy,

COLONIAL, DAYTON

above.

pit.

N.

others.

&

Fields.
'Marche Slav' has

dance tempo is set up. She does
'Somebody Else Is Taking My Place'
too.
Kellogg handles 'Tis Autmun'
and 'Elmer's Tune' nicely. Dunham
and an instrumental quartet set up
a stage wait with two jive things
while bandmen shift from stage to 'Remember

stream, handing him new props or
taking part in tricks. Glimmer business got instant appreciation. Ma(NEWSREELS)
gician tees off in full stage, building
an appealing, colorful setting with
Newsreel Theatres circuit of five varl-colored bouquets of fiowers produced from a cape.
houses, of which the Embassy is one,
From there on his stuff moved so
comes up this week with a highly
fast and there's so much of it that
interesting, enlightening clip of its
impossible to detail. One of his
own in the form of a roundtable diS' it's
best is done with an electric bulb
cussion on the war. Point at issue
Is who's Public Enemy No. 1.
H. V. brought onstage in a lamp. RemovKaltenborn and Tex McCrary, who ing it and passing a ring around it
to prove no connection, he carries
have figured in special material made
up by and for the TNT organization, it lighted among the payees. There
take part in the roundtable master are card tricks, trunk appearances
minding, with Clare Boothe and Vir and vice versa, girls coming out of
Slightly disapginia Cowl'es, last-mentioned author crates, boxes, etc.
pointing,
however Is his widely
of the book, 'Looking for Trouble.'
Group analyzes the war from the heralded Indian rope trick.
Stunt strong wiUi audience is one
point of view of whether it's more
important to beat Hitler or the Japs, of borrowing a hanky and having
although conceded that both must be it jump all over the place as if It
whipped. Action shots background were live. At another point there's
comical session with a neighborto give the clip body as well as color
Miss Cowles photographs well and hood kid and the rabbit trick. In
speaks convincingly. Good impres' all. Blackstone remains immensely
sion also made by Miss Boothe. MC' entertaining, even for the blase.
Wood.
Crary, who has an excellent microphone voice, doesn't take such an
active part in the discussions as the

EMBASSY,

Miami, Jan.
Bacon,

Novak

Margaret Faber dancers, Harry Reser
been turned into House Orch (12); 'H. M. Pulham,
Esq.* (M-G).
a hot band number featuring Jimmy
Felton, drummer, and Abe Most,
Olympla gets In a solid entertainclarinetist
Betty. Bonney,
band
singer, is a looker who makes the ment lick this week, with Faith Ba>
most of 'I Got It Bad,' 'Jo Jo Di con and Phil Regan providing the
Maggio' and '1-A in the Army,' stop- candlepower draw, a well-balanced
supporting bill, end interesting film.
ping the show.
Gil Lamb, local^boy fresh from. his.
Miss- Bacon, -just- out of -the-Latin
film debut, clown's, gives his ickie Quarter after a two-week holdover,
impression, eccentric dancing and is utilizing the Margaret Faber dancomedy songs. and ties thIe"show up, cers in a production sequence prior
soldier
stuff
is
usual.
His
new
as
to her entrance.
It's highly effectimely and funny.
tive, as also her fan dance.
Aside
For wind-up band has another nifty from the flesh connotation. Miss Banumber, 'Bizet Has His Day.' Fair con rates recognition for her terhouse for the second afternoon show pology.
She can't be classified
Recs.
opening day.
merely as a fan flutterer, because
she's a good dancer.
Phil Regan is as ingratiating as
ever, running through a repertoire
of pops and ballads in fine voic^. He
should, however, dispense with conDayton, Jan. 31.
stant repetition of 'I hope you lilce
Great Lester (2); Bellit & Enoltsh it' a corny note in an otherwise
brothers, (3) Johnny Doums & Fred smooth performance.
Sanbome (2); 'Playmates' on screen.
Knockabout acrobatics of Novak
and Fay were likewise well received.
Only four acts here this week. but Pair are fast working muscular
show runs regulation length, due screwballs, uncorking some spectacuto the extended offering of the Great lar stunts along with the fooling.
Animal, acts have always been
Lester.
It is bright, snappy enterpopular in this hquse, and Carlton
tainment all the way.
This is Lester's first visit to Day- Emmy and his mad wags are no
ton in 15 years and the audience exception, wags being 14 canine cutwent for him. Lester is a slick ups. Dogs are well trained and run
magician with effective patter who through a sure-fire routine of tricks
knows how to sell an act Stunts without a growL
Lew Parker emcees the show
like the cut rope trick is elaborated
and familiar trick where young lady pleasantly and embellishes goingssuddenly appears in a box has gal on with his comedy. A smooth imdressed as Miss Liberty, against a pressionist he scores strongly.
Biz good.
Leslie.
background of American flag, with a

Grade

.

Friday), but it seems to brush off
smoother, sweeter stuff.
Dunham
himself could take a page from Harry
James and get more melody into his

own trumpet up

47

OLYMPIA, MIAMI

Groucho Marx

—

Youthful, agreeable emcee Brown
also conducts unobtrusively and performs on the .•!ax. Nearly all numbers give individuals and section.s
spotting. Fast swing arrangement of
a
and
job
good
a
doing
have been
the 'Anvil Chorus' starter paves the
patriotic duty in continually pounaway for Ralph Young, good-looking,
ing home the -warning that easy talk
smooth-voiced baritone, who clicks
buHduif"^
is dangerous.
with 'Love of Mine' and "Tis
Almost tlelrig up the show
Pathe shames thosa who would Autumn.' Loose-jointed and limber
compilation
SSyer ventriloquist Bob Nellor hoard sugar in a special
with Duchin acting as stooge, In which it has posed persons Uking Ralnh Olsen and Lynn Shirley, first
«euors woodenhead 'Reggie' gets advantage of the sugar situation. of three outride nets, uncork their
some devastating digs. Novelty Gels a couple of laughs, especially unusual routine of acrobatic dancing,
'EOLIEE FOLLIES' SWITCH
Pool.
kicking, ."iomersaults and con- show.
Reggie's recitaiton of the the bit in which a galj in a restau- high
title
has been
SiSFollies'
results.
'Roller
difficult 'Peter Piper' routine, toss- rant, empties the sugar-bowl into tortionist feats for good
the band
'Butch' Stone, from
Comedy acts will be the prime changed to 'Skating Vanities of 1942.'
a.baby voice into Duchin, and her purse when no one's looking.
-jJI,
s
his comciv singinR bookings for the 71 fairs in the Bad
Arena operators decided first title
"!"<>''
Fashions are out of the groove whams 'em with
'Oh Johnny' sans dummy.
and eccentric stepping. With orch ?er .state this year, according to the conflicted with 'Roller Derby' and
-The Wonders are first-rate in their slightly, with Movietone concentratMe'
lamillar comedy dance turn. They're ing this week on uniforms for nurses, he (roes big vrt^ 'Mam? Told ^'•^"^
'Irn FHli«c.'
Wi.'conson A."!«ociatinn of Fairs.
the Nipht.' T>">".
and 'Bliip«
Char.
"> the initial slot.
Jean, Jack and air-raid wardens, etc.
,

W

,

'

,

.

'
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Variety Bills
WEEK FEBRUARY

(Bfnmy Boon)
Ruth Lowe

Benny Carter Oro

Henry Noble

aob

01

6

In conneetloa with bOIs below Indloals opening day of

IMW, whether

tall

or ipUt week.

John Hoysradt

Fay*fl

Maude HlltOD

T>«wls

KUZABRTn

Pflramovnt
Gl«nn Miller
Lorralno

(4>

-

cmcAoo

Inkspots
Ersklne Hairklnn

Chlcaro <6)
Harold Stokes Bd
KlnKaJoBtem
NonctoaUnts
01>en

&

Orpbenm (0 opiy)
Inkspots
Ersklne Hawkins Bd

Dhlrley

ROCKFORD

RmqI (e>
MTAM1

S

Inkspots
ErAklne HawklnB Brt
SOL'TH 1tENT>

Ennlce Henley
Jack Haley

.Ersklne

OueMMR
Jane Pickens

Fnlnce (18 onl>

Preeport (6 only)
?

Madcaps

r^w Fenner

)

Inkspotfl

JAMAICA

•iHinalcm (9-9)
2

Jacks

Marjorie Oarrctson
Mirth ft Mack
Kenton ft A.rmneld

Hawkins Dd n

B'wny

PROVIDENCE

Mrtropolltno

90.

MANCireRTER

State (8)
liront ft -Marconi

Kaihloon Byrne 3
4 Blenders
Je*V Dooley Co

Johnny

PITTSBrROn

YORK CIT¥
Stnnd

O

Nellie

(M)

Bob Chester Ore

McFarland Ore

flhea

Earle
Roxyettes

(30-2)

PHrLADBLPHlA

Harris,

PATER80N

S

Diane Davis

3
OrOi.-

Eddy Duchin Ore
Bob Neller
Tom & B Wonder
Jaok, Jean

&

(6-9)

PHZLAHELPniA
Candnn fOt »
Wyman ft White
Emmy'a Pets
Reynolds

HaI Sherman

.

Judy

V

Hollo ft

SooBXKMa

Reeds

Taylor Glorlfled Rev

StoBley <8-ft)
Dick Powell Rev
Clyde Lnrns Ore

<30)

WATRBM'RV
WOODSIDK

T O'Nell ft Kiithle
Flo Nlckerson Rev

<30)

Sue Ryan
Bob Chester Ore
Auer ft J Hunter Z Smart Gls
rxiCA
Kay, Kntya & Kay

6

PIckert

KlnR

(Thn-o lo mi)

Ploretie

M
,

Ward

roii'H (!>-«)
Vlcl'a 'Splbrs or '42'

(•-IX)

BIaJ«!itl«

k

Claire

Sammy Kaye

<e>

WIlMe Howard Co
Bwiay VenuiaTne Bllllnctona

(6)

The Mnxelloa
Al Gordon

ft

White

Crackerjac*<s

(1-«>

CrOHby Sis
Gcorce JCnj
Juilfion role

Cordis
(Ono to nil)

3

WOKCKSTEB

BEVERLY
Hickory iluose
Norma Shepard
Koot How ley
I^rry Bennett 3
Mercedes
Carol Boyd
Rollln Smith

Ginger Wayne
Bill Turner Ore
Hotel Anib-.iKHndor
(Trianon Koom)
Jules Lands Ore
Claire

Arena

ft

6

CITT

Capitol

HEW lOKK CITY

& Mack

R«I<1

Nelson Novelettca
Caas Daloy
Ray EnRllah

Bl*ta (S)
Carroll Vnnltlea

Carmen Amaya

(B)

dlchy

Annando'a
Geo Morris Ore
Peggy French
Beachcomber
Henny Youngman'

Ann Onlo
Walter Lynch
Clab 18
G Androwa Oro
Erie Oro
Roberta Welch
Jack White
Frankle llyera
VInce Curran

Lemmon
Ames

Lenore

RKO

April

Manor

ft

MIgnon

Salazar Ore
Sanabrla Oro

BOSTON

DeVal. Merle ft Lee
lAurel ft HArdy

Boston («>
Eddie Duohln Ore

(30)

Folle Internationale

<80)

.

4 Franks
Whitey ft Ed Ford
Paul Haakon

The Sbyrettoa
Karin Zoska

Patricia

Charles ft Celoale
Franklin D'Amore

K

Bowman

Rex Weber
Ray Kinney Ore

CINCINNATI
Sbnbert (6)

<30>
'Hell-a-Belloo*
4

Bd

Skating Marvels

Bill's

Colonlul (6)
(30)

NEIW YORK CITY

(4 only)
3

C Worth

Elcenor Tennis

3

Corr Broo

Jack Shea
Alan Carney
Lenny Kent
NIrma Cardova

Jo«

-

^One to

fllD'

ASTORIA

BtelBwsLy '(«-S)

Luoky Sis
Blg-Tlme Crip

Edgar HayoB Ore

BRIDGEPORT

Academr <t-8)
-Art Kahn Ore
Farrell & Maok Sin
Anthony ft-Bogcra
Mcore ft Revel

Bob Howard

Lyric <2-4)
Vlcl Spices of

\Ut

BAXTDIOBE
Hippodrome
Martha Raye

(ff)

Pbflharmontcas
Marty Bohn.
Condos Bros

Hoffman Qls
Blvleni. (8)

Ambassad oro t tes

Johnny Leonard

Tockman

DIok Raymond Oro

State (8-11)
ft Marlln

Wayne
0

to All)
(6-8)

Naval Cadets

(Two

Windsor

Blaokstone
pick RogArs Oro

to nil)
CJ-O)

Continental Parade

Boynl

BROOKLYN
(8)

BUFFAJ^
Century
4

Le Ahn

(S)

Sis

CA^IBBN

-

Towers
Stapletons

(6-fl)

dob HldnUrU
Ramona
VI Bradley

CInb 181
Connie Harrie

Bates

Antoinette Severln
ft

Estreila

Hector Del Villar
Monallto
Juan Dlmltrl Ore
Casino Rnaae

Nina Tarasova
Gypsy Markoff
MIcbol MIcbon
Nadla ft Sasha
MIsoha Novy
Dmitri Matvlenko
Olga Vadlna
Nicholas Matthey O
Cerutli's

Mao Barnes
Haywood ft Allan
i

Chanticleers

Dan Parrlsh
Cbfttean Uodeme
Charles Francis
John Llvlo
Ira flTpoctor

Ore

<^laridi:o

(.Uayfair

Betty Compson
Carlylo Blackwell
Joe E Howard
Ross Wyse, Jr
June

Uann

Delia LInd

Goo Pontana
Gllda Gray
Charles King

Mangoan Sis
Clyde Hagor
Noble SIsale Ore
El Chlco

Don Alberto Oro
Padllla 31s
Tereslta Osia
Victoria Barcelo

Royal Palm Clab
Gertrude Nlsen
Six Willys
Helene Gardner

Pegg)' La Plant
Joe Capello Oro

Kem*s

Hotel Booscrt
(Brooklyn)

B

ft

Lydia

La Martlnlqae
Romo- Vincent

Martini Queens

O

L« Peitt PaInU
Mmo C Alphand
Oscar KnrlwAs
Saacha Tashoff
Julian Fuha
Sula T.H:a*er
Leon ft Eddie's
Lou Martin Ore

Kerlda Ore
Bildle Davis
Spencer ft Forman
Eddie Manson
Muznnno Dae
Scott Sextette

Eric Thorson
Noel Toy
Malson l^ols

Fish

ft

Gold

Hotel Pennsylvania
Charlie Splvak Oro
Hotel Piccadilly
(Georgian Boom)
Kerry Ens
Hotel Pierre
(Cotillion

Room)

Ella Logan
Stanley Melba Ore
(Cafe Pierre)

Antonio do Cordova Pllnor ft Enrla
Charlie Murray
£3 Morocco
Imogene Carpenter

Chauncey Grey Org
Hotel Plnxa
ChlquKo pro
(Persian Boom)
Fefe's Monte Carlo Dick Qasparre Ore
George Joasel
Raye ft Naldl
Lola Andrews
Hotel Boose velt
Cy Walter
Famoos Door
Guy Lombaxdo Oro
Dcniso Mavlty
Kenny Gardner

.

Pierre

Nona Montes
Granada

Belle Sloans

Gmnd

Place Elegant r

Dante
Conrad

Nitza

ft

Raveil

Juck Herbert

Hope Lawrence

.

Bobby Ramos Orr
Evans Gls

dnb Alabam

Bernle Adlor

Mary

E:arle

Jeanne ft J Wma
Chet Roble
HI Hat
Everett West

Renee Villon
Paul BnronJaequellne MIgnar
Marlon Klngaton
Nlta TIndall

Paulotte LaPlerre

Eddy Fena Ore

Alan Rogers

II

Harriet Norrls

Ginger

Martinez Ore
Winnie Hovoler Gl^

Wood

Marlon Moors

Dave UnoU Oro
Eddie Roth Ore
Colony Club

Ivanlioc

Florence Schubert
Al Trace Ore
Holly Swanson
Vlerra Hawaliana

Helen Sumner
I/Alglon

Peter HIgglna
Colotto I^ons
Carlos ft Carlto
La Fiesta Dane
Sldellos

Ore

Jose

Rubs Smith Ore
Ashburna

Henry Lisbon Oro

Morando Ore

Coloalmoe
Chrystlne Tremaynr

Don Lang Oro

Evergreen Casino
Vivian Vance
Mildred Porloe

Pat Sherlln Ore

Prognapli QIa

Congma

(OlosA

Hotel

Hat Bm)

Barry Wlnton Ore
Red Duncan
Houston
Jo Anne Hubbard
Walton ft O'Rourke
Drake Hotel
Carmen Cavallaro O
(CamllUa House)
Clcmonto Ore
Ramon Ramoa Ore

J

La Cooga
Manzanarez Ore

HcrnandezftCar'lltn
Alfredo & Dulce
Lollta

La

Salle Hotel

(Pan-Am. Boom)
Rio

ft

Rita

Ambassadors Oro

New

Torker
Jackie Green
Joan Jordan

(B Wnlton RooO
Barbarn Blano
Pearl Robbings
Barbara Perry

Mae Allen
Carole Rhodci^
Henry King's Ore
Henny the Bimi'i«
Peter
Billy

(Clamour Gls

Helen Heath
Chavez Ore

Lee

Dlllle

Nell Fontaine Ore

Chan
Woods

Rose Gallo
•Inm SesslOB

Bduardo Candovei
Jack Gibson
Cadillac Tavern

Mickey House
Billy Kretchmer
Goorse Lutz

Cordelia

Hopklns'Batliakclltf

Jack Gibson
St

Cy White
Dave Gold Oro

CInIr

f^tepln

Fotchit

Kddle Black
Henrique ft AdrUBin Romano
.

llcnrlquetiea

Harry Dobbs
CarrolPfl

Bach
Linda Lief
4 OelnvrF
Frank Dcrrow

Lovely

Charles Roblnaon
Lunatrlx (3)
CarroUovllea (12)
College Inn
Lillian Ruuso
Barbara Jones
Dixie Ponton
Ann Dee
Marie Holz
Margie Hlght

Fitzgerald
Jerry Delmar Ore
Lillian

Marglo Drummond
Chang 1^0
Black-Eye Pca«
David Gold Ore
Tllchfird

&largy Smith

Dawn

Flash I^ane
Anita James

<•

Tyexlngton Cnslno

Gaines Ore
Wilbur Ranee

Spires StamoB Ore
Grace Gordon
Gwendolyn Veauseli Carney, Bernard
Murray ft Cummins Pnt Bernard
Irene Dale
George Deveron
laobol do rMarco

Claire Willis

Tanya Tamara

Hen Fmnblla
Allcen Read
Conrad

Frank Payne

Embassy

Alan Fielding Ore
Vnl- Irving

.

[..easy

Moore

Andrews Sis
Ballloollea

Phey Terrell

Joe de Salvo
Louis Jordan Ore

PattI

Los Caballoros
Al Richards
Robert B McDonald Goo Clifford
Jose Gonzales
Mildred Kentoa
Billy Hey
Penny Davis
Delta Rhythm Boya William ft Region

Floyd Smith
Helalngs
(VodTll Loongr)
Richard Gordon

Martin Locke
Manya Borodkln
Joannotto GarrettiErnest Franz Ore
Rnlobotf Grill

Bulnbonr Boom
Charles Woldman

Terrace

.

BaU

Andy Kirk Ore
Mary L Williams

2

Jack Reynolds
LlttU

Umi

Dorothy Timnilns

Sia

Yollraan Or«
Capitol Lounge
llaurlce llocco

Allan Cos

Little Joe

tiraemere Hotel
.

Paulo Gale

Bonny

.

CInb

Sinclair Mllla
-

Eddie Bush Oro
Slnpsy Maxles
Bon Blue
Billy Gray
•

PTTTT. A UTT.PITTA

Downbmt Bm

Duke

Snub Mosely Ore
Not Club

Elelo

dnb

(Gloss House
tjrusaders Ore
Mary Sinclair

Princess Luana
Chief Sautlnl
Stanley Wheeler
Afalua
Charllo Openul

Chlqulta
Sam Lewis
Corlnne ft T Valdex Jerry Bergen
Paul Whiteman Ore
Joe Plumer Ore
Frank Howard
Swnnneo Inn
Fred Scott
Sugar Gelse
Vivian Dandrldge
Cliorlle Poy's dnb
Shelton Brooks, Jr
Chorley Foy
Eddie Real
T..es Burnett
Joe Turner
Trianon
Phil Silvers
Jack Gardiner
Bob Crosby Ore

Fata Waller

Sonla Czar
Sherry Dnrlune

Del Bates

Sylvie St Clair

Murray McEachem
Buddy Weed
Mike PIngatore

Harriet Brent
Beth Farrell
Tod Smith

18th Bole dub
Angol Velez Ore

I'hil
Cliff

Dolly- Miehell

Hana Muonzor Bus

Tony Hi George
Vorna Ray
Bob Billings
FJddle Roth Ore
Browo Derby
Throe Ryans

Betty Teaton
Black Andy
Nick Cochran Oro
Seven Seas

Benny Kaha
PuananI Mnthewo

Day

NTO

Ken Thompson Ore Danny Thomaa
Maty Jane Howard June Carson
Bob O Lin Gls
Brasfl Ball
Mark TIsher Ore
Oamcii Stagebar
Marlon Miller
Ascot Boya
BrrvoMt Hotel
Jimmy Noone I
(Crystal Boom)
Juno Price

Hoffman

ft

MIrhel Ortiz Bd
Manny Strand Ore
Florentine Garden'

BItel's

Sieo

Clair

Mare Ballero
Bill Brady

Ueldelborg Octet
Rnthskellar

.

Lamour

.^t

Club

Janice Dale

Rm.)

(llallnese

Remy

Uue^ Willie

DortMrn Gls

MD

Dotty

ft

Alee MorlHon

Morlne Howell
Beryl Wallace

Dan Rogers
Shavo Sherman

aiackliaiffc

Morton Downey
Carrie M Bevllle
Wllllo Shore
Ualson Plom
Paul ft Eva Reyes
Tommy Lyman
Callahan Sis
Gaston's Uoato Cario Boyd Raeburn OtK
Beaucalre

6 Madcaps
Chung To Wba
(Rhnmba Boom)
6 Can-Can Gls
Juan Donrlgues Ore Gaston
Julia Gerrlty

The Three Dobs

Dick

Gall Gnlt
Willis West. Jr

Rot>erts

Nlghthawks

ft

Pirates Deo
Gllborg ft Stanley

Ia Venn Moyer

B

Alyce Cerf

Clier Puree

ft

Palladlnm
Dorney Oro

Tommy

Tho Debonalrs
W West & McGlnty Reggie Dvorak

EdgAwaler Boaefa

ft

Cafe

Ohmon's Oro

Phil

Coconnul nrova
Karl Carroll

Jana
Freddy

Orrln Tucker Ore
Jose Roaado Oro
Blackatono Hotol

Dr?-e

Magda Ley

Uacambo

MIml CobonnI
-

Home

Garland Wilson
Art Crlppen Ore
Eddie Steele

FerrlFigton

Doddles Weaver
Horace Holdt Ore

Mike Riley Ore

Roalta Rlos

LeCarlos

Red

T.^nn

O'TooIe

Ollle

Hotel

(Tavern Boom)

Mata ft Harl
Vat Olman Ore

.

Jean Meunler

T^arry Gotten

Berry
Dave Prltchard Ore Deana
Vie Arteoe
Dick Ware
Mary Ruth Milam
Bob Marahall
Julio Garcia Oro
Annotto Shields
Johnny Honnert

.

Bin

3

Faith Bacon
Senor Wences
Mildred Law

(Bench Wnlk)
Rush Morgan Ore

Joresro
Hadlty Gls

La Marquise
Ruth Wlnchell
Dorothy Tanner
Consuelo Flowerton
Frances Connolly
Al Carr Ore

Herbert CurtMllo

Hoase or Marphy
Bob Murphy

Beth Reynnlds
Frankle Gallagher
Caaa Mnnnna
Gordon Bishop
Burinn Z
Frankle Carle
Uttle Troc
Fred Lowory
Dona ft Don Juana ICathorlno Dunham

Phyliss Lynne^

(Wolnot .Boom)
Art Kass^l Ore
Marlon Holmea
Wilfred DuBoIs

Co

,

Hermanos

Paul Neighbors Ore

Fetch ft Deauville
Paul Wlnchell
Phil Harris Ore

CHICAOO

Buttery
Ray Benson Ore
Bismarck Hotol

Harria
Sonin Cortes
Gloria Bolntonto

DoMarloa

Guy Rodlan
Fay Marde

Tex Jim Lewis
Lone Star Cowboys
Hollywood Troples
Maxine Lewla
Barton 2
DIok Thomas

•

Los MIdlnettes

(Pomp Room)
Emile Potti

Noro Morales Ore
Jack Harris Ore
Lee Dixon

R Ambrose

Charle Carrer
Marylln Duke
Hotel Edison
Blue Barron Oro
Hotel Essex House
Muriel Bird
Kvalyn Tyner Ore
Hotel Dth Ave
(Solon Madrid)
Cass Franklin

B Rcllly
Ineclto

Stelita
Billy Lankin

Bar of Mnole
Ann Trlola
Felix de Cola

Jnde Ling
Diamond Bros
Martell ft- BUgnon_
Monica Moor.e

Ambassador Hot(4

I<06 Leslie

Kea Lohu
Betty Bohr
Ann Hallow

Hays
Nye Mayhew Oro
Hotel Commodore
Billy Danlela
(Century Room)
King Cole 3
Vaughn Monroe Ore
La Conga
Peter Rotunda Ore

Margaret Whiting
Leonard Sues
Dick Harria

Red Stanley Ore
Rmre Hayes Lodgo

Ray Noble Ore

Art Tantum
Glenda Hope
Ramon ft Jo Ann
Linda Keene

Virginia

LOS ANGELES
Band Box

Sis

Sonny. Kendts Ore
Jose Cortez Oro

Kelly's Stable

Madrlguera Ore

Bddy Morgan Ore
Traymore Hotel

Al Stone

Jack Colo Dane
BcaehcombeolDr Giovanni

Sabby Lewis

De-icers

Patricia Gllmore

CummlnRS

Snyder
George Tibbies Ore

The Reynolds

Jean Claire
Cornel Tanossy Oro

(Bowman Room).
Heasley 2
Hazel F>anklln

Room)

Pete Snyder

Abe Lyman Oro
Manchlto Ore

Oro

(Merry Go B««ad

Billy

Harris
Quarter

ft

Ijitin

Hudson

Russell

President Hotel
Albfinl Ore
Rita CarHoB Hotel

Pedro

Roger Rolnnd
Ken Stevens
Rumpus Room
Dick WInalow Ore
Arthur Blake
Consuelo Flowerton
Ulltraorr Bowl
Mayla
Kutb Craven
Rex Owena
Larry Stewart
Red Thornton

Charles Murry Ore

Menya Del Ray
Gwili Ardmore
lsa))el Brown
ROae WIthum

Hotd
Room)

H Montgomery

Dane

Rlnflo

Penn Atlantic Hold
(Palm Room)

Tiny Kaye
Wra Madden Orr
Anna Pastors
Gables Inn
Manny Davis Ore
(Black Horse Pike)
CflomopoHtan HotM Conchlta ft Antonio
Walter Walters
Al Miller
Marlcy
Nan DeMar
Paddock latl
Pete Miller Oro
Dob Bell

Rles Mnrtines
Grlsha ft Brona
Andre ft Dclphtne

LeRoy

ft

Al

CInb

QTT

Paddockeers Ore
Elliott

3

Helene Francis

^ Paddock Clab
Frank Murtha

Ann McCaOe

Bstelle

Van

Marty Ma gee Oro
Clab Nomad

(Sueases

Muriel

Lyto Cnrlyle Ore
Kitty Dnris

Sara

Rene
Glenda Hope

Maureen Holmes

.

Dolfy Margens
Leo Pleakow Oro
Cosa Marta

Tony

Winnie's

Paul Mall
Beth Challls
Doris Elliot
Peggy Price
Jose Tomos Ore

Jack Bby Ore

Carol Vance
Duke McHale
Nano Itodvlgo Ore

Veraallles iTotH

Faith Arlen

Hotel Blltmore

A Little

ft

Danlta Rivera
Margaret Grey

Howanl T^lly Ore
Joe Pafumy Ore

Burton Orous Oro
Chlng
Batter's New Bom
Hotel l^xlogtoo
Blmcr Snowden Ore Ray KInnoy Oro
Steve Murray Rev
Los Chamacor Oro
Happy Lewis
Meymo Holt
Club Whltaker
Napua
Cafe Madison
Leliaol laea
Maxine
Allan Cole Oro
'
Nanl Todd
Roily
Rolls
Marlynn Michael Co
Lohua J'aulaon
Lorna ft Mario
Lea Parker
Hotel McAlpIn
Arthur Knoller
Cafe Montpamaae Alex Batkln Ore
Johnny Measnor Ore
Hotel New Yorkn
AJleon Cook
Copacal»aBa
Jean Brunseco
Benny Goodman O
Joo £ L«wla
Psggy Lee
Cafe Society
Loper ft Barrat
Tommy Taylor
(BUdtom)
Fernando Alvarez
Adelo Inge
Estellta
John EIrby Oro
B ft B Wade
Samba Sirens
Hazel Scott
Ronny Roboru
Walter Long
(^Iden Gate 4
Ice Ballet
Betty Jane Smith
Eddie South Ena
Grace Barvey
Carol Dexter
Cafe Bodety
N Brandwynno Oro Lynn Clare
Hotel Navarro
Frank Marti Oro
(Vlllagef
(Midnight Clab)
Teddy Wilson Ore
.fipb Frisco
Marge ft Mann
AllMTt Ammons
Patricia Brent «
Midnight Gypsies
Pete Johnson
Vlckl Georgo
Kenneth Spencer
Hotel Park Ceatrai
Uiss Victoria
Connie Berry
(Oocoaaot firore)
Coq Roogc
Frances Smith
Elaine Jordan
Dick Wilson Oro
Cafe Vienna
Dora Maugham
Bela Blzony Oro,
Robert Raymon
Ruth Bar:'
Diamond Howeahoe Geoffrey Hale
William Hoffman
Rocbelle ft Beebe
Murray M1116r
Nita Naldf

(«>

Charlie Barnet Ore
Jerry Taps

Flatbash
Maxle Rosenbloom
Adrian Rolllnl 8.
Lou Breese Oro
Mooro ft Revel
Rod Rogers

Strollers

Joe Santiago
Alberto Franco
Don Carlos Ore

Ethel Gilbert
Billy, ft Ann
Spike Harrison
Jack Goldlo
Harry Donclly
Muriel Asche Co
Billy X^rralne
Club Samoa
Gay 90*s Quartette

.

Katherlne Perry
Uarrla ft Howell
Will MaatJn 3

Tim. Mnoro
Joe Byrd
Pops & Louis
Howard Boys
(One to nil)

Blftrine (8 only)

'

RIdgewood (4-5)
Barrle ft Brenda
3 Reeds

G^y M*s

.

Pat ClAyton
Mylea Bell
Marlon Joyce

Poll Mar Dane
Johnny Sliver Ore

George
Raymond ft Jonn
Helen Holmea

(OUas Hat)
Covert ft Reed
Barbara PerryMargaret Scott

.

Rcods

At Robinson
(Three to flU)

O

Louise Beavers

% Reeds

8

Al Roblhnon
Roberta Hines

Go war ft Jeanne
Bob Hannon

Ann Baker
Sonny Wood

ft

Arayfalr (7 only)

Glee Club
Rnckettes.'
Corps do Ballet

Apollo (ft)
Lools Armstrong

Marcla

Kathleen Byrne

Daks

Eruo Rapee Symph
Boxy (5)
Dave Apollon

(Three

Madcaps

Tjow Fenner

Tvette Ragel

Robt Shanley

>Alldn

B

Al Roblnaon
(Three to nil)

(S)

BoriT Bros
^ John
TIebor
Nlcnolaji

L\iln

Hawaiian Nights

CLBYHIaAND
Belllt ft Bngllsh
Palace (A)
Johnny Downs
Clyde McCoy Ore
Fred Sftnbnme
t>awn ft Humanettes Great Leater

Mosln HoU
H-Wynn Murray

Qoy Howard
Freshmen
•

DAYTON

BIcNnlty

Lillian Fitzgerald

Marie Atkinson
Gypsy Markoft

Diplomats

'

Jndy StanLaurel ft Hardy

k

Haul

Susan Lang
CInb Uaucbo
Ida Rodriguez
Carmenclta

BlU Bertolottrs
Lambortle
Lynn ft Marianne
Prank Jean Hubert Claire Willis
TTovelle Bros
Virginia Gibson
Heleno Mao
Moya Glflord
Judith & Jaciuea
Don Sylvio Ore
The Chftdwlcka

UiMt the People
Milt Britton

Roy Sedley

Ben Mardea's
Winter Roo^
Tvonne Bouvler

ATLAHTIC

Raymon. Martini, L

dnb

FVolle

Irv Carroll Oct
Jimmy Kelly**

M

Bills

Greys

Marlowea
Montmarte Boya

Delraont DHlladeera

MKW YOBK

Billy

Ambaoaador Botel
Bert Elstlow Ore
dielsra Hotel

Barbara Belrooro
Jackie Beekman
Juanlta Rlos
Muriel Page
Carrie Fennell
Ralph Rotger Ore
Mother Kelly

HELLS. CAL.

DIosa Costello
Billy vine

Hotel Belnwat
PLlBl

B

The Warners

Tana

Joan Brandon
Ted Eddy Ore
Angelo Ore
Jack Dempaey'a
B'wny BestHoraBt
Milt Herth 3
Linda Lark

Avis Kent
Del Courtney Ore
Tar Rest
Geo Slchorhan Oro
Lorraine West/all
Peter Mllnlkoff

Gene Kerwln Ore
(Pnnthrr Room)
Jan Savltt Ore

3

Brio Victor
Ptnnanth <Z-4)
Lane
Auer tt J Huntor Richard
Hotel Astor
C Thornhlir Ore
Harold Nogel Ore
Tio Jenkins
Dick Kuhn r>rr

Cabaret

Loew

Sol Lake Ore
Tripoli 3
Sterena. Hotel
(Continental Boom)

Daneers

Luba Molina
Carla ft Fernando
Dell Casino Ore
Canny Ore
Five 0*Clock Clab
Ruth Clayton
Ray Bngllsh
De Castros

Talln

Westfleld

Centra] (fi)
Kaymond- Scott Ore

Elaine
«06'Gls
Dolly Sterling

Cardint
Dl GatanoB

Slierman Hotol
(Celtio Cafe)

Henny Tonngman

PASSAIC

WASHINGTON

Stooge*
b'unny nice
Dol RlOB

Orrin Tucker Ore
Walter 'Dan' Wabi
Amboaaador'* ttcs

NEW YORK

Raymond

ft

Catherine

Murphy

Ocorffe

8

fiirle

AdnniH (3>
Gene Krupa Ore

Swifts

3

(e-O)

l.eoniird

Midge
Janeen
Marlon Miller
Maxlhe DeShoa

Jaros Sla

'

Vance

Beverly Lane
Joyce ft Ginger
Fellows

Pahnes Hoa»>
(Empira Boom)
Xavler Cugat Oro

Abhiitt

WTAMT

Hotel Warwick

Bobbe Caston
dab BaU
(Rnlelgh Room)'
ft Audrey
E ft E Roberts
Blanch Bow Johnny Taylor
Vlckl George
Frederico ft Rankin
Savannah Churchill Sande
Williams Ore Geno Sheldon
Reeve Sis
Loretta Fischer
Unrrlcaao
SpordoA-O'De
Mack- Pepper '
Jimmy Shields
irsTAna-nindrld
Balllettes
Ray Parker
Julio Richards
Tony Numex Ore
Harry Rose
KIkl
CatKkt ft Dresden
Felipe d(\ riorcs
dover CInb
Honey Chiles
Hector del Vtllar
Dave Dennis Ore
Adelaide Moffett
ISlennnr Orecco
T^ltta Cardoba Ore Anita Alvares
Sfovlta
leelund Beidaitraat Samao Sirens
Maya Ore
Herhandea Ore
Danny White
Don Gllberto Oro
Phil

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY

NEWARK

Sally

ft

Madcaps

Lew Fenner
ft Marcla
Kathleen Byrne 8

Oman

Lester

Block

BROOKLYN

Strand

Col um boa Ore

Fair

ft

Llna Romay
Malguetlto

Ann Robinsoo

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

C Worth

The Falud>'8

& Kay

Leadbelly Nero
Savannab Churcblll Josh White
Debby Beat
Smiles ft Smiles

808 Chib

ZImmoy

Jerl

Hargo Wade
Andre Andre

'

Hartmans
Hnriem RendftxToaa Laura Deane Dutton Hardin Broa Co
Freddy Martin On
Edna Muo Harris
Ulscha Borr Ore
Princess Valda

Don Orlando -Ore
Jack nodrrKueE O
Al

Ginger Britton

Ann Howi^rd

Margie Garrison
Cal Herbert
Carl Bamet*

Vband dob

Yvotte Bugel

The ShyrettoB
Cappy Bnrrn Boya
<'onnle Bo!>\vell
Ray Bolerer
<30)

O'eorgle .Price

Kay. Kat>*a

3

Stanley (6)

<«)

Fernando

•

Hotel WaMortAstorla

Phil Levant Ore
Pierce ft Roland

Gamble

Ines

Ban

3

Frankle Meadows
Al Green
Orecnnlcli VUlnge
Ina
Henry Arthur
Vera Neva
Carroll Chappell
Patricia barker
Lorna Rhode
Gene Monet Ott

Don Tannen

100 Clab
DIok Bauer Ore
Billy Carr
Walter ft J Brown
Sophia Parker

Bnmu

Casanava
Emil Bnreo

LYNBROOK

T«ynbrook (7 only)

Cheater Dolphin
Robinson &. Uartln

(fl-7)

Blenders

Johnny

^VenalllM

George Murphy
Maxine Sullivan
ft Waterfntl

Rae

Bernay

Jb

Tito Qttlzar

Kalfhu

BlllyHeyara
Jim Marvin
^
Rooky Elaworth

.

BOCTH RIVER

A

Johnny Long Ore

WariDer

Frankle UaMerP

J..connrd

(Five to-nil)
Cnpltol

HARTFORn
State <e-8t

Amaut B & S

(8-8)

C Thornhlll Ore.
Utile TouKh Guys
B^b Easton Co

Dano

Tn'ftv(!.rn

(7 only)

Waj-no ft Marlln
Grant Fam
S Naval Cndei5
(One to nil)

Jenklnn

Tvcite Ruffel

O Worth & Morcia
Kathleen Byrne 3

Coronado <10 II)

HawklDR Bd

FRERPORT

Bd

HADIdON

PITMAN

*

Kelleen ft Edwards
Beebe'o Bears

(0-7)

Ink«p6t>
to nil)
Hawkins Rrt (One
Iton&o Brvklne
FALL RIVER
JOriET
(3-5)
Orphemn (8 only) 'La Empln>
Vio Parlfllenne*

tt

Trixle

X

Talnn

Van

Stark Dawson
Stone ft Lee

JJberty (&-B)
Brltt

Roberta HInca

PEORIA

CITT

ft

Sammy Cohen

SUon

mSW YORK

^
BornaM|

Orooverneers

Delmar

(fi)

Eleanor Shertdan

Brltt Wood
4 Jansleys

Baron

Rhnmba Cosine
Pan-Am Dane

(noeadlllT Cticla)
3

Connie Joyoo

Marx

Carl

Araa Bamstt .Or*
Al Milton Oro

mTel

Chlttison

Dyer-Bennet

Lyda Swan

Harold Cooke Oro

Dick Lewis Of^
8ed Swing ritib

Frank Hall

ParamooBt

R

Ruth Rubin
Jeanne Blanche
Nllah Brooks Rey

•

Marjorie Lana
Seiemon

Hank

Starlets

Arcadl Stoyanovsky
Bergere Oro
Hotel St. Uorita
Adla Kusnetzoff
Panohlto Oro
(Cafe do la Pals). Nastla Pollakova*
Billy de WoUa
Maruala Sava
Jane Kean
Stuart ft Lea
Harold
Mllb'n* ChrlsEoptaer Mlscha Vzanoft
Cornelia Cedolhan O Kirk Alyn
Peggy Norman
Stork dab
Mack Ferrin
Pan! Bartels
Ford Harrison Oro
SU Ver-Blgha
Grace Rellly
Hotel Sir Bofis
Bob Grant Oro
Vinace
(Iridlnpi_B<»om)
Frank Curbello Ore June Bentley
Hal Saunders Ore
The Plaoa
Music Hall Boys
Mme C Alphano ^ Irebd Berkley
Claytons
Hotel Taft
Palmer Ore
Pat Ring
Trinl Oro
Evelyn Brock
Vincent Lopez Oro
Skeeta Tolbert
Sonny Skyler
Villa go Taagvart

Irene Ko^'e

Bobby

Herman

Bosalaa Kretoluaa
Norma Lacero

Ernie Hoist Oro

Wlbna Norak

NnmenUa

8«Toy-PUn

Hotel

Malo 8

Pauline Bryant
Jaoklt Uabley
Sooaraa Oro

Mabel Mercer
Carrie Flnnel

Francis King

Carolyn Biddle
Marlon Joyce
Irla. Karyl
Wauneta Bates
Francos Leslie*

Babo WalUca

RosatU Lo Notr*
Helena Smltb

-

Peters Sis

Salr Lee

Dukes

Willie

Babaa Blea
Paula Laurenco
Wally Boag

Hotel Sheraton

Dorothy Calahsn
Willie Bryant
Winnie Johnson
Audrey ft Phil

^

Do Lloyd McKay

Garvin nuscUell O
VIo Earleon
Lido Venice
Carmen Torronlo
Alan Gale
Ann Maatiey Gls

Frank Vallee
Eddie Blum Ore
Little

Balhskcller

Eddy McKinloy
Harrlut Cross
Jane ft Jerry
Sally Keith

(Continued on page 54)
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Stagehands'

Demands

Crews and Higher Pay

Rile Mgrs.

Y. managers and stagehands union sat down to talk over
terms of a new contract, the showmen were handed a set of demands
Minneapolis, Feb. 3.
Two hudthat set them winging.
Queer quirk in legit roadshow
with none bookings has Katharine Cornell comdles were held last week,
definitely.
ol the points decided
ing into the Lyceum for a one-nightManagers say that the union haa er in 'Rose Burke,' followed by fullasked for more than it really ex- week engagements of "Life With
pects and probably will settle for Fattier* and 'Claudia.'
riled the manwas that calling for
crew for one-set shows,
same time raUing the

The demand that
agers most
d.ubling' the
and at the

pay 15%.

Up

now

to

three department beads

electrician and property plus a flyman for the curtain,
are required for a one-setter, each

be

It'll

time within

first

NO DECISION

IN SUIT

—

Union Wants
I89LSO.
more men on the payroll, but

ordinary hands who get $54
weekly. Added men are to be assistants to the heads, calling for
$62.30 each per week, says the union,
while the managers declare there la
very little for the present crew to
do.

Stagehands also want to scrap the
rule that requires heads to report
daily from one to five in the aft-

enoon, idea being that the men may
be able "to handle jobs in shops on

want to
off-matinee days. They
check in at seven in the evening
Matter of double pay
otherwise.

when photographs are being taken
for magazine usage was not taken
up.

Also pending is the scenic union
for a maintenance man at
$90 per week to be permanently on
That union
the backstage payroll.
adopted such a rule and, since the
managers refused to accept it, has
been thinking it over.

demand

FEUDS WjTK TALLULAH
Closing notice has been posted at
the Belasco, N. V, for 'Clash By
Night,' In which
is starred.
Billy

TUlulah Bankhead
Rose ordered the
folding Sunday (D- by telephone
from Miami Beach. While the Clif-

will

Law Beats

ON

stitution

'STAGE DOOR' PIRACY

Deadline

Odets drama, now in the
seventh week, has not earned back
the cost of production, it has had an
operating profit since opening. Last
week the net was aroimd $2,000,
gross being slightly under $10,000.
Around the show it is felt that th^
only reason for the closing Is venge
ance on the part of the producer.
Rose and the star have been feuding
ever since 'Clash' went into rehearsal and after it opened he rarely

lady'

to

Richard Aldrich, producing director of the Btrawhat, is on leave
of absence to serve as lieutenant in

barring

Reds,

Nazis

and

quarterly

meeting'

last

Dumps

"Lady Comes Across,' which cost
in two seasons, enfurther expenditure after it
closed a three-day date at the 44th

two fortunes
tailed

Street-Some weeks ago. Heavy settings were hauled to a Long Island
dump and burned, no one caring to
buy the scenery. Cost of handling
two double truekloads at the other
end was $10 each, while the haulage
was $80. Drapes, costumes, props

went to
flare-ups

the theatre. There were and some electrical equipment were
between them, however, placed in temporary storage.
and recently, when Miss Bankhead
Total cost of production Is estiwas quoted in a daily <saying that mated around $200,000. The settings
she hoped the play would dose, it and some other materials were origdidn't help the situation. However, inally tised last season for 'She Had
she promptly disclaimed any inten- to Say Yes,' presented in Philadeltion of making such a remark.
phia by Dennis King and closed
That publicity appears to have there. It emerged as 'Lady' with
helped
business,
but
attendance Charles R. Rogers, George Hale and
slipped in the itest two weeks. Origi- Nelson Seabra on the managerial
nal date for the Broadway premiere end.
Latter, a wealthy Brazilian
was set back when Miss Bankhead known in socialite circles, is said to
became ill with incipient pneumonia have put up mffst of the coin.
after the first night in Philadelphia,
which date was never completed.
Carol Horton, of the singing
•Clash'
was originally slated for chorus in 'Best Foot Forward,' at
presentation last spring, with the the Barrymore, N. Y., had an apthen Group Theatre being interested. pendectomy last week.
Rose thereafter took over the play

was mild

U' TOUR MAY WIND UP
COMPEnSH

Odets

drama. Rose's opinion was
drew 'mixed notices:
Bad and very bad.' Tuesday (3)

that the play

evening Miss Bankhead started a
scries of radio dramas over
WEAF,
sponsored by Philip Morris cigarettes, the broadcast
being timed
pot to interfere with the stage performance.

Willie Schneider
Willie

Schneider,

Hurt

company man-

ager of -Life With
Father' on tour,
was seriously injured in Oklahoma
"-Ity Saturday
(31), where the show
completed a two-day stand. Hotel
elevator started before he
had fully
entered and both legs were fractured
*
ceiling of the second

fllw

Harry Kline, back with the other
ttouplng 'Father,' which
was in Mil-

waukee, temporarily handled Schneiaers company, which
started south.
Another manager will be sent to
»aKe Schneider's place this week.

Katharine Cornell on the back
seat of a bus.
Helen Hayes bouncing around In a
jalopy.

Lynn reading
book to Alfred
that left front

from
on how to jack up
instructions

a

Ethel looking for that place she
heard aljout where you can buy a
retread,

A

and cheap,

for $87.50.

fine thing.

can happen.
Why? Well, your Uncle Samuel
needs those baggage and flat cars.
Besides which, those railroads have

But

it

got to get those soldiers where
they've got to go when they've got
and no foolin'. So when a
to go
troupe sUrts out to hit the road in
future it will probably have to figure on doing it on' rubber and with
couple
of if's if any road and if
a
any rubber.
While the threatened railroad

—

—

Observers thought the reviews on

were generally appreciative of

Hecht's ability as a writer, though
not rating It worthwhile drama. He
scorned the notices and came forth
with a rhyme in which he said the
reviews or the critics or both "stink.*

sat down and bylined an
article for the Sunday (1) Times, in
which he riddled 'em with harsh
wordage over their opinions of
'Lily,' localled in the city morgue.
Yam was headed "Lament for the
inabllitjr. of Paramount to hold up Living,' sub-head being 'In which Mr.
general release of screen version Hecht offers a definition of the low
animal, critic'
any longer. Show plays two weeks
Author said he had often written
'(9)

Then he

beginning Monday
such screeds, 'but after a healing
to Washington, where
beaker or two of bourbon destroyed
is tentatively slated to
them
but the sense of wrong
.
done me and the theatre is stronger
Baltimore and Boston are two key than any hlghfalutin' desire to apcities which 'Purchase' hasn't yet pear above the battle . .
the shockvisited, but in former city, if it ingly Illiterate and fiapdoodle tjrpe of
decides to gamble on a date, it woald bad reporting, of cruel heigh-de-ho
have to play day and date with film. inattentiveness on the part of the
Ditto in Hub.
press men smote my stomach.'
Whether management will take
Conceding there' were certain
that chance hasn't been determined things in the play to which there is
yet,- but it's felt In certain quarters aversion, he went on:
'But for the
that It would be a big risk, partic- majority of our critics to sit through
ularly with stage version operating Uly*
open mouthed and empty
imder such a heavy nut Although skulled ... for these critics to miss
show's made i]ioney on the road, its theme ... for these same ponprofits have be«n very small due to tiffs to stere two hours at my stage
the stiff overhead.
and hear nothing but some goofy
play atxiut a morgue, is a wantonn^
in Pittsburgh

and then goes

hit musical

.

.

fold.

.

.

.

.

on the part of these same

Plans 3-for-$5 Shows

For Mass. Subscribers
Springfield, Mass., Feb. 3

local press'-

men

that calls for a great deal more
fancy drubbing "than they gave or
ever could give any work of mine
presumptuousness that usually
.
goes hand in tiand with the motheaten punditism in which play reviewers seem to sink.
.

.

•A threc-for-Mie* special series to
'I
saw them as a group otmajority was not polled. A simple
keep Springfield on the show map esthetically exhausted old men with
majority will decide in the refer
was outlined this week to the dlreC' literary nerve centers worn out from
endum.
too much slapdash service in the
tors of the Playgoers of Springfield theatre ... a fungus egoed coterie
by managing director Daniel J. Ma- of fretful and wearied scribblers
.
loney.
Hot Air's Beefsteak
wearily groping gentlemen of the
perpetual amateurs of
Figuring that 18,000 people have aisles
The Hot Air Club, which has but already seen seven productions here letters, and blank cartridge shooting
critical moles crawling
tour surviving charter members but this season, Maloney said he expects ogre^
108 more or less active participants, to offer three shows for one price, through their endless first nights.'
Recently a play ('Johnny on a
principally advance men, company $5. System would be somewhat like
and legit house managers, held iU that used here by Junior League, Spot') by Charles MacArthur, with
annual beef^ak in the auditorium sponsor of Community Concerts. whom he collaborated In writing the
hit The Front Page,' was yuiked
of the Lambs clubhouse Saturday Maloney plans return engagemnet
after three days. MacArthiu: Is not
night (31).
for Ballet Theatre, performance by
Chair forgot to limit the speeches Philadelphia- Opera Co., and third reported saying anything about the
notices, explained by Hecht's: 'It is
and some went away overtime, but unannounced attraction. 'Wateh on
more stylish to suffer misfortune in
there was moving expression of re- the Rhine' is next on schedule here.
silence than to give comfort to the
gret over the passing of the late
enemy by a parade of one's wounds.'
Eddie Cooke, who was a chief boostHecht is said to have been parer for the organization, formed in
China Heurr is.. Better
ticularly offended at the notice In
1899.
China' Harris, widow of Sam H.
(Continued on page SO)
Harris, is reported having recovered
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Victor In 'Public'

Eric 'Victor, dancer who recently
returned to the U. S. after appearing
for several years in various European countries, Is set for a spot In
the forthcoming Irving Caesar musical, 'My Dear Public'
He's also doing the choreography
for several chorus numbers.

from an appendectomy performed a
couple of weeks ago at the Gooi

road
for
trouble
transportation
shows, particularly those playing
southern territory, has cleared up
for the present Equity is already
rules
conconsidering moderating its

accommodations
cerning Pullman
and other travel musts in standard
contracts.
If it is necessary to make jumps
in buses, should no trains be available. Equity is not expected to proRules now call for lower
berths for overnight travel. Mod-

test.

eration of the requirements will go
for the duration of the war. In the
first World War, railroad travel conditions for shows became progressively difficult due to car shortages
and steadily mounting costs.

Green's Help
it was reported there were
baggage cars available for 'HeUzapoppin', which is playing southern

When

no'

MARGIE HART GOES

Samaritan hospital, Palm Beach, Fla,
Mrs. Harris has been out of the
hospital about a week and Is residing in a house built at the winter resort by the late sho'wman shortly before he was taken ill last year.

ON AN OMNIBUS BUILT FOR WHO?

for an

house,
'Lily'

own.

Critical opinion

The N. Y. critics were given tha
bird for the second time within two
weeks and again the squawk ema«
nated from an author, rather than the
managers, who used to have priority
in such activities. Samson Raphaelson did it first by way of his play
'Jason' (Hudson, N. Y.), but Ben
Hecht trained both barrels at the
'boys' after they thumbed-down his
'Lily of the VaUey,' which opened
and closed' last week at the Play-

month, but the required two-thirds

ford

.on his

Mass.,

open July 3 for its 16th conArthur Sircom,
season.

DUE TO

attended

Take

to the

Dennis,

Fascists from office or employment
in the association has been formally
PIC'S
filed, quite in advance of the 30-day
deadline, Feb. 0.
Understood that
there were well over the necessary
Pittsburgh, Feb. 3.
100 sl-;natures. so that if some signEnd of the "Louisiana Purchase'
ers are disqualified there will remain
enough to make the petition official. tour is expected shortly, due to the

'

Money

playhouse,

stage director for the last five seasons, will again supervise casting
and stage all productions.

^uit against Edna Ferber, George
S. Kaufman and the estate of Sam
H. Harris, alleging piracy of 'Stage
Door,*
was tried before Judge
Conger without jury in the federal
Petition makes it mandatory on
court southern district. New York,
the cotmcil to order the referendum,
last week, decision being reserved.
which formality was completed at
PlaintiR was Madge Christie, who
yesterday's (Tuesday) session.
It
claims a script, called "Through the
will require another 30 days for the
Looking Glass.' written in 1931 by
memt>ership to mail in their ballots
Renita Randolph', had been suband by then the irritating antl-ism
mitted to the Harris office and that
issue should be definitely disposed of.
the idea is the same as in 'Stage
Equityites would like to see the refDoor,' a Ferber-Kaufman comedy
erendum decided by a preponderant
presented in 1936 at the Music Box,
majority, but when the is/ue was
N. Y.
placed before the whole monbership
Miss Christie testified that she colas a questionnaire last fall the relaborated in writing the "Looking sponse was not large,
a majority of
Glass' play. Miss Randolph trans- members disregarding
it entirely.
ferring her Interest. Miss' Ferber
Because of the processes called for
and Kaufman testified they never in Equity's rules, the main issue was
saw the Randolph-Christie script. not j^posed pf at that time, although
There are similarities in that both a majority favored barring the ism
are scened within a girls club for people. Dissenters allege they are
stage aspirants, but the stories are not Reds as originally charged, but
different.
are out in the open as opposed to
'Stage Door,' with Margaret Sulla- placing the amendment. In the convan topping, was a hit. She was stitution.
forced to leave the show before the
Petition was inspired by the 10
end of the run to have a baby. members of council who resigned
Benjamin Pepper, of the O'Brien, last summer when three independent
Driscoll & Raftery office, represents candidates for that body were elect
the Harris estate and the authors
ed. Charge that radicals control the
been provra,
council, has never
Amendment was adopted at a lightly

Costs

Spring Is Near
Cape
secutive

Referendom on Ism

.

ROSE CLOSING XLASH';

Lacmg, But Pens Paean to lily Cast

^nt

Petition for Equity

a Poetic

Critics

The expected petition to Equity's the Naval Reserve.
council demanding a referendum on
the proposed amendment to the con-

bead getting
not"'

Ben Hecht Gives

—

memory

_carpenter,

three

Legit p.a. Richard Maney had
a pair of pants pressed last week
at a cost of $280.50. When he
sent the duds to the tailor he
forgot to remove $210 from the
pockets, and it was not recovered.
He went to a party
that night to forget about his
loss, and
another $70.
Remaining 50c was the price
of having the pants pressed.

that this city has been a one-night
stand.

49

to the Cleaners

for Bigger

When N.

less.

LEGITIMATE

UAriety
Taken

stands. Equity appealed to William
Green, head of the American Federation it Labor. Green responded
promptly and urged the railroad addepartment
ministration, treasury
and other federal agencies to make
provision so that the show could
make the dates. Shubef ts, who manage 'Hellz,' sent a representative to

the Capital and Richmond, from
which point the show hops off fur-

ther soutli.
Over the weekend it was announced that cars would be available, also that transportation had
been arranged through the southern
stands and into St XiOuis, covering
considerable camp territory. Same
arrangements are reported having

been made for the San Carlo Opera
Co., which opened in Washington
Sunday (1) and plays a number of

LEGIT

FROM BURLEY

Margie Hart highest-salaried strip,
per currently, is going legit being
the third burlesque name to be
'elevated' in recent seasons. Gypsy
Rose Lee was the starter, Ann Corlo
following suit latter now' touring in
'White Cargo.'

Miss Hart's 'find' of Izzy-Herk's at
the Gaiety, N. Y., commands'as high
as $1,000 weekly when appearing
outside New York. She is slated to
top a revival of "Alias, the Deacon,'
due to open at the Flatbush, Brooklyn, early in May, with the Windsor, Bronx, and New England stands
to follow. Atlantic Coast circuit offering popular price attractions wQl
sponsor.
It is said to be headed
by J. J. Levehthal.
Milt Bronson, burley actor and
stage manager, is being sought for a
part in 'Strip for Action,' new Howard Lindsay-Russel Crouse comedy
which Oscar Serlin will produce. It
would be Bronson's debut In the legit
field in any capacity.
'Strip for Action' will deal with a
burley troupe at an army camp and
will have Joey Faye, burley comic

who made

his legit tiebiit in 'Sing
Billy
lead.
director, Is

Out the News,' in the
Koud, burlesque dance

'

southern one-nighters thereafter.

also set for the cast

'

——

—
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LEGITIMATE
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Torgy'

B way

Newest

$22,500,

Click;

wen; AU ALONE IN
Boston, Feb.

Scramming

h Chi Folds; Hattie

3.

coin last

Comedy

Shows

month.

least another

estimated

$11,500

last

closed abruptly Saturday: other's
chances not yet clearly indicated;
same goes for drama revival, third
addition to list. 'Porgy and Bess' Is
the newest money show.
Estimates ior Last Week

My

in Rehearsal

•They Can't Get You Down' came
Into the Studebaker from the
Cotst
on its wiay to New York, but it will
never get there. The producers called
off the attempt after a gander
at the
local reviews and the local biz. Show
folded here Saturday (31).
But the rest ot the town was brll-

off

somewhat

last

week;

$31,500.

Dames,

Morosco
(13th
Spirit,'
'Blithe
week) (CD-936; $3 JO). One of the
season's good things that has been
approximating capacity since opening; dipped to a bit under $17,000
last week, but that was general.
Brooklyn, V.S.A.' Forrest (6th

Quite

$3.30).

$3.30J.

A

break.
'Cafe Crown,' Cort (1st week)
(CD-1,064; $3.30). Very good Satur-

day and Sunday, too, but first full
of 'coffee house comedy' mild

week
at

$6,000;

figures

to

improve

this

week.
•CUndia,' Booth (51st week) (CDIs passing the year's
712; $3.30).
run mark and still making fairly
good profit, with last week's gate
around $8,500.
•Clash By Nlfht,' Belasco (D-1,000;
$3.30). Pinal and seventh week according to announcement; very good

(44th week) (D-1,120; $3.30). Going
on tour after another two weeks:
excellent engagement for anti-Nazi

Macbeth,'

week)
Another show get-

National

(D-1,162; $3.30).
ting ready for

(11th

the

road; staying
originally
planned;
-

longer
than
rated over $13,000.
"The Bivals,' Shubert (3d
(C-1,402;
$3J0).
Sunday

week)

drama

column praise for Bobby Clark
should help; doing fair business,
with
takings
esfimated
around
$12,500.

Sunday matinee.
even break.
It Happened on loe,' Center (re'Hedda Gabler,' Longacre
week) week) (D-1,016; $3.30). Opened
(62d
lumekl engagement)
.

(2d week) (CDHardly good enough
and must improve to stay; first full
week estimated around $4,500.
$3.30).

-

'Jnntor Miss,' Lyceum (11th week)
(CD-1,004; $3.30). Among the few
season's
comedy favorites which
holds to virtual capacity all per-

formances; nearly $17,000.
'Lady In the Dark,' Alvln

sumed) (42d week) (M-1,387;
While somewhat under high

(re$4.40).

levels

of last season, is runner-up to new
musical leaders and excellent busl
ness at $25,000.
'Lily of the Valley,' Windsor (D673; $3.30). Taken of^ Saturday after
playing eight performances; 'Guest
in the House' comes in late this

month.
•Let's
Face It,' Imperial (14th
$4;40). Class musical continues to sell out right along,
with standees most times, with the
gross $34,000 and upward.
'Life with Father,' Empire (116th
week)
(CD-1,082;
$3.30).
Only

week) (M-1,450;

(1st
late

week; notices fair, but doubtful
chances indicated for Ibsen work.

last

Angel

Street'

Baltimore

(9-14).

'

Co.)— Ford's,

(2d

Orpheum,

Sprincfield,

Chcimpaign.

ginia,

Decatur.

(4);

111.

(7);

Blithe

Hartman, Colum-

(4);

—

'CUndU'

Co.)—Selwyn, Chi-

(2d

cago (4-14).

—

•CkndU' (3d Co.)'
Music
Kansas City, Mo. (5-7).

Com

Is

—

Green'

Hall,

Harris, Chicago

(4-14).

—

Guest in the Hoose'

Walnut,

Philadelphia (9-14).

Heart of a City'—Shubert,

Haven

New

(5-7).

Helliapoppin' (N. Y. Co.)— ForPhiladelphia (4-14).
'

S. C. (12); Erlanger,

AtlanU

(13-14).

—

'Junior Miss' (USO) Ft. Jackson,
S. C. (4-8); Charleston Navy Yard,
S. C. (7); Parris Island Marine Base,
S. C. (9); Camp Stewart, Ga. (10-11);
Naval Air Station, Jacksonville, Fla.
(12);

Camp

Wheeler, Ga. (13-14).

'Life

LOD CLAYTON

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE

1830

AUTHORS' REPRESENTATIVE

Bwmh ud Rttfli
Wat UUi Vntl N» York
Wnt 7Ui MrMt Ut AaHin

Pliyt.ftr BtiM,

is
811

'

Week

^sJContlnued from page

Despite K.C. Competish

in plain terms.

Eaphaeisoi. ranned Himself
Raphaelson wrote a special yam
the World-Telegram last week,
but expressed no rancor towards the
critics, several ot whom took 'Jason'
as a personal affront and panned the
Raphaelson said the notices
play.
for

were allrlght' as far as he is conHe also stated that the
cerned.
author in 'Jason' is supposed to be
himself, whereas the critics and most
other observers thought_it-was_aup=^
posed to be the one and only William Saroyan.
To the critics Hecht wrote:

—

Theatre' S'/zG in Indpls.

Good

I'd

Indianapolis, Feb'. 3.
Advance sale for 'Blithe Spirit' at
the English for three nights and matinee starting Monday (2) indicates
good biz /for the stay, helped by
presence in cast of Annabella.
Theatre,' offering first local appearance ot Cornelia Otis Skinner,
got estimated fair .$5,500 tor three
nights and Saturday matinee last

week
top,

at
-

-

i

1,500-seat English

at $2.5tl

...

'Student Prince'
ton (4-14).
'Theatre'
(4-7);

—

spatter

my

fair-

my

wrong
Were I net suBocated by your
stink.

am

Impertect

full ot faults, I

I,

know;

And when

I sing,

a shade aS

key at times

As who

not

Is

blow
paean from

who

rashly tries

to

L

A

my

his lungs; bat all

crimes

Are amiable when matched be-

—

side your own
Ton theatre moles with Inattentive ears,

A

-

oough and new and then a
kidney stone,
Abristle with your dull bat
fearsome spears

Who come to drama

not to drink
or sup
to shine your little
egos up.
And to the cast:
Shine on, .my little actor pearls,

But more

despite
critic swine have sniffed and
walked away.
heart is your small hall of
fame and bright
There glows the luster that yon
gave my play.
Good, boisterous SIg and Myron,
stormy lad,
Clement and Fevney, brilliant
Willie Lee
Dear Johnny Filliber, I wish I
had
More crowns to offer than this

The

My
Alan Reed, who recently closed In
'Hope tor a Harvest,' with Fredric
March and Florence Eldridge, is tentatively set for the part of Hercules
in the forthcoming Richard Rodgers
and Lorenz Hart musical version ot
Warrior's Husband.' He's currently on a strict diet to reduce his
waistline for the role. Dwight Deere
Wiman will produce the show with
Rodgers.
Ray Bolger, Kitty Carlisle and Carol Bruce are set for

The

minstrelsy.

Sweet Minnie and bright
Katy Bard,

leads.

regular on the Fred Allen program,

how hard
It Is to fight

"Meet Mr. Meek' and "The Shadow.'

lOG

m Port

so well and yet to

fall.
'

Cornell

little

Hoffman,

Skippy—«U
Who made the Lily live—I know

'Duffy's Tavern,' 'Abie's Irish Rose,'

Louis,

Taber,

O'Malley,

One of the more active character
men in radio. Reed is currently a

Shubert, BosSt.

reject

song

fine shirt with
printers' Ink
bellow bitterly you do me

Here's

American,

who

critics

est

And

(4-7).

—

REBUTTAL

IN

Detroit, Feb. 3.
Set for two weeks, 'Louisiana Purpiled up nice figures in Its
week at the Cass here to come
out with estimated $28,000.
Prices
were scaled to $3.80, with the second
week continuing to build strongly.
Shubert-Lafayette was back in the
week
the
running last
with
second
dip into town ot 'Native Son,' which
held up to estimated $9,000 at $1.65
top.
House is continuing this week
with Ann Corio in 'White Cargo.'

Reducing to Act

Washington

49^=

series of his
editor so

and he told the

articles,

(USO)—

Kansas City, Feb. 3.
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' playing a
'Pal Joey'— Grand Opera House,
three-day stand, Jan. 30-Feb. 1, rang Chicago (4-14).
up splendid estimated $12,S90 at $2.75
'Panama Battle'—Erlanger, Chitop in the Music Hall of municipal
auditorium, play was originally set cago (4-14).
for Friday and Saturday dates but
'Plan M' Playhouse, Wilmington,
was extended to a Sunday matinee. Del.
(7); National, Washington (9Gross was standout in view of heavy
competition from the President's 14).
Birthday Party in the main arena
'Rose Burke' Metropolitan, Seof the ruditorium Saturday night attle
(4-7);
Lyceum, Minneapolis
(31), with performers from every
(11) Aud., St. Paul (12); Davidson,
show and club in town, including the Milwaukee (13-14).
Four Ink Spots,, on the prograni.
'San Carlo Opera'
National,

(31)

Hecht and Critics

—

Field, Cal. (4); Camp Cooke,
Santa Maria, Cal. (6); Camp San
Luis Obispo, Cal. (7-9): Camp Roberts, Cal. (10-12); Fort Ord, CaL (1314).

(1,400;

$2,500.

FM, which paper ran a

N. Y. (10-11); Erlanger, Buffalo, N. Y.

•Out ot the Frying Pan'

sad at

Folded Saturday
and shipped back to the Coast.

under

—

March

Stude-

and final week)
Rapped and business

(1st

$2.20).

—

$12,500

They Cant Get Tou Down,'
baker

first

(12-14).

$24,1)00;

Com

chase'

IIG

;

Met.

Fme $28,000

In First Detroit

OK

—

BROS,

Torchase'

session,

The
Is Green,' Harris (2d
week) (1,000; $2.75). While not capacity, it still got great business at
$15,000 last week and looks for stay.

ALL BY

'Arsenic' Big

third

house at the boxoffice at
Pittsburgh, Feb. 3.
Estimated $19,000 at the Nixon for
'Candle in the Wind' last week was
satisfactory, but not up to grosses
Helen Hayes usually turns In locally.
Figure, too, includes the nearly
$11,000 from subscription sales, show
having been presented here, as
fourth American Theatre SocietyTheatre Guild attraction ot the seaThat left the window take
son.
pretty unimpressive.
'Candle' got a generally lukewarm
press, reviews following for the most
part the general line of the N. Y.
notices, although not quite so sharply
unfavorable. Show played to a $3 JO
top, first straight play to get that
much here since opening show of
season, Katharine Cornell s 'Doctor's
Dilemma.'
Nixon is currently shuttered, only
dark
week since midsecond
September, reopening Monday (9)
with 'Louisiana Purchase' for two
weeks.

rest,

Helliapoppin' (2d Co. )—National,
Greensboro, N. C. (4); Academy of
Music, Roanoke, Va. (5); State,
Winston-Salem, , N. C. (6); Aud.,
Asheville, N. C. (7); Carolina, Spartanburg, S. C. (9); Carolina, Charlotte, N. C. (10); Munic. Aud., Savannah, Ga. (11); Aud., Columbia,

in

coming up with $20,000.
'Panama Battle,' Erlanger (2d
week) (1,400; $3,30). Was capacity
throughout the week and is power>

IN PriT

Co.)— English,

(2d

Spirit'

bus, O. (5-7); Cass, Detroit (9-14).

Jumped

$3.30).

XANDLE,' $19,000, NOT

TOO BRIGHT

Week

Selwyn (20th week) (1.
Perked up excellently
on the closing notice. Two more
weeks. Got excellent $11,000.
•Pal Joey,' Grand (3d week) (1,300'Claudia,'
000; $2.75).

Vir-

—

WARNER

.

(9-14)."

Indianapolis

Convention.
Estimates for Last

Lincoln,

(5);

II.

Shrine Mosque, PeAmerican, St. Louts

(6);

111.

111.

Uant, with the shine refiecting some>
what the presence of the Cannera*

—

Co.)—

'Arsenic. and Old Lace' (2d

oria,

•

Russell

M'—Aldrich

with Father' (2d Co.)—Pabst,
Milwaukee (4-7); Wisconsin University, Madison, Wis. (9-10); Chateau,
(11-12);
Rochester, Minn.
Munlc.
'HELLZ;
ITSELF
Aud,. St Paul (13-14).
'Life "With Father' (3d Co.)—Con'Spirit'
In Sl
IN PHILLY,
$29,000 vention Hall, Tulsa, Okla. (4); Paramount, Joplin, Mo. (5); Arcadia,
St. Louis, Feb. 3.
WlchiU, Kans. (8-7); College Aud.,
Philadelphia, Feb. 3.
Noel
Coward's
'Blithe
Spirit,' with
Emporia,
Kans.
Grand,
Topeka,
(9);
'Hellzapoppin' had the legit field
Dennis King, Esther
here all to itself last week.
In Kans. (10); Music Hall, Kansas City, Annabella,
sixth week at the Forrest, trade held Mo. (11-15).
Winwood and Carol Goodner In the
up strongly although some matinee
'Loolslana Purchase'
Cass, De- top roles, wound up one-week stand
weaknesses were noticeable, especi- troit (4-7); Nixon, Pittsburgh
at the American theatre Saturday
(9-14).
ally in rear orchestra seats. Got es(31) with fair b.o. record.
Eight
'My Sister Eileen' (2d Co.)— performances, with the house scaled
timated $^,000 and revue Is set
through this month.
Geary, San Francisco (4-14).
to $2.80, grossed estimated $11,000.
City's other two leglters relight
'Spirit' grabbed raves from the crlx.
'My SUtcr Eileen'
(3d Co.)—
next Monday (9).
Theatre,' starring Cornelia Otis
Walnut gets Wilbur, Boston (4-14).
Skinner, opened one-week stand at
'Guest in the House,' a tryout, and
the Locust gets the perennial "To'Native Son'
Royal Alexandra, the American last night (Monday)
bacco Road.' Both engagements are Toronto (4-7); Masonic Aud., Roches- with the house scaled to $2.80.
skedded for two weeks here.
ter, N. Y. (9); Empire, Syracuse,

,

"THE MAN WHO CAME TO DINNER"
"YOU'RE IN THE ARMY NOW"

—Stephen

—

and Myers.
'They Shoulda Stood in Bed'
Grisman and Steinberg,
'Angel Street* (road)
Shepherd Traube.
'Plan

—

'

1,094;

(Feb. 4-14)

;

'Porgy and Bess,' Majestic (2d
week) (M-1,175; $2.75). Jammed the
house' late last week and only weaknight, first performance on ness
was at midweek matinee;
that day; made fairly good operating bettered $22,500, which Is fine busiprofit, though eased under $10,000.
ness for revival at the scale.
'High Klekcrs,' Broadhurst (13th
Gilbert and SnIUvan,' 'Joos BalMaking let,' St. James (2d week) (1,520;
(M-1,142;
week)
$4.40).
some profit weekly, but long way $2.20). Light early In week, but well
from recapturlng'productlon invest- supported on last half; estimated
ment; around $17,000; capacity first around $9,000, which may better

week and okay.
'Jason,' Hudson

'Guest in the House'

'Under His BooP
Lewis, Rita Hassan.

Current Road Shows

Sons o'
Winter
(9th
•Blossom Time'
Biltmore, Los
week) (R-1,519; $4.40).. Getting ca- Angeles (4-7); Arlington, Santa Barpacity all performances and will bara (9); Aud., Long Beach, Cal.
probably
play through
summer; (10) Civic Aud., Pasadena, Cal. (11);
quoted around $40,000.
Civic Aud,, Fresno, Cal. (12); Munlc,
The Flowers of Virtue,' Royale Aud., Sacramento, Cal. (13-14).
(D-1,047; $3.30). Presented by Cheryl
Candle in the Wind'
Strand,
Crawford; written by Marc Connelly;
mild out of town; opens Ithaca, N. Y. (4); Erlanger, Buffalo,
Thursday (5).
N. Y. (5-7); Hartman, Columbus, O.
Watch on the Bhine,' Martin Beck (9-11); English, Indianapolis (12-14).

Sunday

(R-3,02e; $1.65). Indications are for
continuance into spring and. longer;
some specialists from Sonja Henie
show added; around $22,000 last

sar.

and Paul Ames.

satis-

factory at around $9,500 and got as
much the previous week, when

problem drama, which is still making some
show; gets somewhat over $5,000 profit around $10,000, but should do
weekly, with most of the gross on much better out of town.
Saturday and Sunday; mayoe even
REVIVALS
week) (D-1,195;

Monday

'My Dear Publle'— Irving Cae-

is

Sister Eileen,' Biltmore (58th

week) (CD-891;

M

'Best Foot Forward,' Barrymore
(18th week) (M-1,104' $4.40). Should
well into spring period or
longer; holds to better than $20,000
weekly, exceptional (or show sans

biz

but 'Student

$13,000; plenty tor long stayer.

under-quoted; indefinite.
'Papa Is All,' Guild (4th week)
Keys: C. (Comcdv), D iDrama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Reuue), (C-9S6; $3.30). Has not been doing
as well here as on the road, but get(Musical), O (Operetta).
operating cost lowered;
'Aneel Street,' Golden (8th week) ting by with
Certainly in the $8,000 estimated.'
(D-789; $3.30).
(1st week)
'SollUIre,' Plymouth
money, which is good news to backDrew divided
$3.30).
ers; getting $13,000 and more,- ca- (CD-1,075;
press, with most reviewers favorpacity.
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton able; mild business after opening,
estimated in first
$6,000
(55th week) (CD-938; $3.30). Varies around
up and down with the trends, but seven times.
among the
well
up
continues
Sprlnr Again,' Playhouse (12th
straight show leaders; topped $14,000 week) (CD-S65; $3.30). Said to be
last week.
earning fair weekly profit at moder(6th ate grosses, with last week's pace
Eyes,'' Hollywood
'Banjo
week) (M-1,563; $4.40). One of again over $8,000.
Broadway's musical big lour, though
Fun,'
Garden

run

currently in slump
Prince' opened
(2) for a couple weeks.

Show
here,

$24,0111)

Chicago, Feb. 3

week.

Premieres have slowed down. Two slightly off last week, when some
new plays last week, one ot which shows dipped; quoted at better than

Nifty

Sister Eileen,' playing a fifth
solo here, ran into- some nifty
week and looks set for at

'My

week

6G, 'Clash' lOG,

Get Mndi

'Can't Get,' $2J0, Doesn't

BOSTON, NICE $11,500

'Anger SRO $13,000, 'Banjo' OK 31G,

trown'

'

.

my

.

press notice for your

books—the part

.Tou played will run forever

my

in

heart.

Cox, Cincinnati (9-14).

Tobacco Road' —
more (4-7); Locust,
(9-14).

'Under This Boot'

WUmington, Del.
'White

Cargo'

troit JC4-14).

Ford's,

Balti-

Philadelphia

Katharine

Portland, Ore., Feb.
Cornell,
always

3.

a

'Cargo'

OK 4G in

BufF.

favorite in this western spot, played
Buffalo, Feb. 3.
a three-show engagement of 'Rose
'White Cargo' at $2.20 top in the
Burke' at the Mayfair last night
(Monday) and tonight to well Erlanger three days last week, approximated $4,000.
packed house;
Lafayette, DeGrossed approximately $10,000 .In
Compared favorably with recent

—

Playhouse,

(13-14).

—

.

,

.

.

1,600-seater-at $3 top.

grosses.

"

New
Editor of

I

York, Feb.

made my

Am

entrance into show business

very thankful for the

announcing

I

take

the

make my

same way.

many

received this season but due to

.to

1942

Variety:'

with a page ad in 'Variety' and
exit the

3,

my

my

public,

ill

fine offers

health

am

retirement.

leave with deepest gratitude

my

fellow

producers, representatives,

actors,

critics,

managers,

press agents,

authors, sponsors, musicians, stage hands

and

everyone connected ivith the profession. With
every good wish for their continued success

and

for the theatre that

I

love so well,

Sincerely,

—

'

Wedo^day* Febniarj

LEOITIMATB

52

when

don, but

was

she

Inside Stuff-Legit

tongue.
of opinion as to Miss Paxlnou'a
histrionic ability, but at the flrst
night there was little doubt that the
lack of familiarity with
visitor's
In a Pittsburgh interview last week, Helen Hayes, star of 'Candle In
English interfered with her per
the Wind,' klddingly told reporters that 'it's practically obscene for a formance.
well-known author to have a success this season,' and added that a great
The newest Hedda Is Just as ob.
common bond has sprung up lately among such fellows as her husband, noxious a woman as the author in'
Charlie MacArthuir, Clifford Odets, Ben Hecht and Maxwell Anderson as tended, which is probably the best
result of pannings their new plays have received.
Actress spoke to test of Miss Paxinou's ability, but it
attractive character in
MacArthur day after Hecht's 'Lily of the Valley' opened and said he was never was an neurotic,
.tiresome perits distinctly
more broken up by critical thumbs-down for that play than he was about son. Present version Is the translaflop of his own 'Johnny On the Spot.' Miss Hayes also said that she took tion by two socialites, with little
she
'Candle In the Wind' because at the time it was submitted to her
change in the original lines noticed.
was touring the midwest and was so shocked by isolationist talk she heard, There are revisions to make the
she felt she wanted a play that had 'something, of importance to say in drama more appealing, were that
possible.
these troubled times.'
'Hedda' has been enacted by a
number of name actresses on this
During the flrst nine months of The Green Pastures,' which opened at side, Nazimova having been seen in
the Mansfield, N, Y., in March, 1930, the ticket top was $4.40. which the part about five years ago. It did
accounted for the play getting as high as $25,000 weekly in a moderately- fairly well and encouraged Luther
in
sized theatre. Price was lowered thereafter. Statement that 'Porgy and Greene to present that star
'Ghosts.'
Bess' at the Alvin in 1935 was the first colored cast musical at $4.40 was
Story is of a woman who has had
questioned, but that still goes, as 'Pastures' was a comedy-drama.
many love affairs, then lured a
Revived 'Porgy' at the Majestic at $2.75 top commanded steady boxoffice pedantic professor Into matrimony
lines throughout last week, while piles of mail orders included many only to discover she has trapped
remittances from out of town. Theatre Guild subscribers have the privi- herself into boredom. It's likely to
lege of buying tickets at a reduced rate, but all such orders are required have a negative reaction upon the
average playgoer, for the peirformto go through the mail.
ance does not run to tense dramatics
nor keen emotionalism.
Comments on the scores written by the late'George Gershwin, inspired
Miss Paxinou does dominate and
she
is on stage almost throughout.
by the revival of 'Porgy,' mention 'La La Lucille' as his first musical
comedy. There appears to have been another show with music by him Ralph Forbes, as her unknowing
prior to 'Lucille,' but it never came to Broadway. It was called 'Half husband, gives a good reading of the
part. Henry Daniell plays the unPast Eight' and was tried out in Syracuse, where it stopped.
fortunate author, who vias a lover
Joe Cook was the star, producer being Edward B. Perkins from the and whom Hedda aims to destroy.
During rehearsals the chorus suddenly disappeared and. it was Cecil Humphreys has the part of
Coast.
then indicated the bankroll was not enough to buy costumes. Cook never Judge Brack, cheated of his desire
did sing numbers assigned to him, because there were no chorines to towards Hedda by her suicide. His
playing is rather measured. Karen
back him up.
Morley does much better as Mrs.
Elvsted, only attractive personality
Music Box, N. Y., dark since the closing of "The Land Is Bright,' has of the play.
Ibee.
never been idle so long in the middle of the season since the theatre was
built It is conceded to be one of the most desirable houses on Broadway.
Pointed out that since 'Land' stopped, most of the new show entrants
failed to click, so the Music Box is figured to have escaped getting one of
the short-stayers.
-Continued from page I;
Cornell,
'Rose Burke,'
a
as the
.

Joe Cook

Katharine
in
possibility
is
theatre's next
tenant That play was due in town this month, but more road dates have
been added and the debut, on Broadway will be late March or early April.

When the law stepped in last week and closed the tobacco shop next to
Loew's State office building entrance, N. Y., because of creditors' plasters,
the 'original' Tyson glass enclosed ticket booth inside was forced to switch
quarters, b(it fast. Ticket place which was operated -by Bob Frey and
Benny Kayden formerly of Leblang's, moved to 5Ist street and Broadway.
.

TWA

Wayne

Williams, pilot of the
transport in the wreck of which
Carole Lombard arid 20 others were killed recently, was the adopted son
of Harry Williams, House electrician of the Fulton theatre, N. Y., where
the original 'Arseiiic and Old Lace' troupe is current

When he sold the
patoong, N. J.
Jersey place last year the star explained he no longer needed it since
his children had grown up.
Appearance

First N. Y.

His

appearance

flrst

New York

in

was in 1907 at Proctor's 125th Street,
vaudeville theatre, in a brother Juggling

The page

act.

mentions

In his

ad which he

announcement was

the front cover of "Variety' about 18
after the paper was foimded.
It principally consisted of a photo

months

showing him

in knee pants.
That
ad was reprinted in 'Variety's' 25th
anniversary issue, Dec. 30, 1930.
As he tnatured Cook became a
standard single in vaudeville, spotted
number foiir or next-to-closing in the
top
two-a-day .theatres.
In the acting, the directing or the nation's
Cook brotight laughter and Is esproduction itself accounts for the
Play In two act«, elKht ncenen. by John fog which envelops Van Druten's tablished in the annals of the stage as
Van Druten, bucd on noi'el by Edwin play. Part of the child is played a star comedian.
But he did not stop
Corle* Producfld by Dwlsht Dwre TVIman;
Uiged by Dudloy Dlggos; wtUnRfl by Jo flawlessly by Pat Hitchcock, nine- there. He hosted countless gatherMIelzlner.
At the Flymouth, N. T., Jan. year-old daughter oif Alfred Hitch- ings at his Jersey estate, inhere the
Zl. -42. W.SO top.
cock, film director. Apart from the
table Was prodigal and his humor
Ctlla
Anna Frnnklln length of the role, which she. takes
YliKlnla Stew.irt.
Pnt Hlti^hcock right in stride, she wins the affec- boundless. Cook had the neat trick
ClHira Entiley
Joan McSweeoey tions ot the audience with each suc- of inviting guests
in
segregated
Ure. .*^tewart
Sally Bate*
groups, such as reporters, critics, auMr. Stewart
Ben Smith cessive scene.
Ben
Victor Kllinn 1 As the old man of the ditch, Victor thors, ete., the idea being that those
Gosh
Hnrry Grfflhani Kilian turns sordidness and sloth into in the same fleld would be more at
Tei
Tony Albert
no.nvy
Howard Smith a kind of decency by the tenderness ease with one another, and it worked
Dean
Frederic Tozere of his affection for the little girl
out that way. As for tiewspaperFirst OfTlrer
Blair Dnvlea He's a slightly whacky character in men,
the only requirement was:
Second OfTlcer
Charles Oeorge a harmless sort of way.
'Come sober, after that you are on
Third Officer
Robert Gilbert
Ryland
Two settings by Jo Mielziner are your own.'
John D. Seymour

Plays on Broadway

SOLITAIRE

,

extraordinary. The hobocamp at the
bottom of a gulley is fine stage reala sometimes beautiful, but ism, enhanced by excellent lighting.
consistently bewildering, exposition
The patio of the home overhead is
of the theme that the world in which
designed. Action of the play
we live is created within individual neatly
alternates between these two backconsciousness, and a change of view'
grounds, which are whirled into
point brings about changed circum- position
with remarkable speed.
stances.
It's taking a long chance
Others In the cast are distinctly
to epitomize in a sentence what John
Van Druten seemed unable to ex- secondary to Miss Hitohcock and
Kilian. Sally Bates and Ben Smith
Spund in two acts and eight scenes, t|re
the parents; Howard Smith,
fevertheless, that appears to be the
Idea. In the Broadway competition, Harry Gresham, Tony Albert and
'Solitaire' will have a hard road Frederic Tozere are the other arroyo
residents. Joan McSweeney, of Miss
ahead.
age, Is as self-possessed
The passages' which best held the aHItohcock's
youngster with a cute manner as
audience are exchanges between a
has been back of footlights in some
nine-year-old poor, little rich girl,
time. It's a pity that she only has a
possessing a weird Imagination, and
bit.
FJin.
an elderly tramp, who lives the life
of reilly in an improvised shack on
the ground floor of a Pasadena arroyo, far removed from the temptation of a steady Job. The child is in
(BEVIVAI.)
quest of wisdom. The old man exDrama In three acta presented at the
pounds philosophically of the inner
N. T.; Jan. 20. '42, by Luther
self.
Between them, they make out 'Longacre.
Greene; written by Honrik Ibsen; Katlna
« pretty good case tor the proposition Paxinou starred; translated by Ethel
that things aren't as bad as tliey Borden and Mary Cnsa CanAeld; staged by
seem, particularly when the little Greene; setting by Paul Morrison; $3.80 top.
Miss Juliana Teaman. ..Margaret Wycherly
girl brings canned
the

This

•

HEDDA GABLER

goods to
Berta
wamp which she pinches from her George
Tesman
mother's pantry.
Hedda Tesman
As for making some effective use Mrs. Elvatd
of these theories In a dramatic plot, Judge Brack

Octavla Kenmoro
Ralph Forbes
Katlna Faxlnou
Karen Morley

In his mid-twenties Cook entered
musical comedy, his flrst showing being a click In 'Hitehy-Koo' (Raymond
Hitehcock) at the Liberty, N. Y., in
1919.
Soon afterwards he was in
'Vanities,' but in 1929 and 1931 he
starred in the musical standouts,
'Fine and Dandy' and 'Rain or Shine,'
followed by 'Hold Your Horses' latter at the Winter Garden. Succeeding seasons found him in pictures

and

radio, while last season he appeared in 'It Happens on Ice,' cur-

rent

at

which

the

he

Center,

withdrew

N.

from

Y.,

after

several

months.

van Druten

ton,

D. C.

ill

It's

when he

now

was a tremendous

Joined

harm.
It caoppt,

speaking

pe

,}l)e^t,

fiijy

lapy^ess

'.Ghosts,'^

part She appeared in
another Ibsen plqy, ii^ Ifln-

See Tronble Ahead
Magazines, particularly the weeklies, are approaching serious times
under the new war economy, and a
number of casualties may be expected in coming months, according
to well-informed publishing circles.
One ot the major weeklies, long unable to attract stiRldent advertising
to float ita large' circulation, la re

him

It

to

go on the stage at that-time.

No one knew Cook was

Gerald Mygatt, former edlsupplement has'

ThU Week

been appointed

editor. Lee Pasquin
continues as managing editor.

LITEBATI OBITS
Robert S. Carver, 72, newspaper*
annually got congratula^
tory
telegrams
from
President
Roosevelt, who became his close
friend when the latter was Governor

man who

ported being considered for a casket
Ita owners.
ot New York, died in Dallas, Jan. 28.
Loss of advertising from firms
WI|IUm H. H. MacKellar, 72, for
which have been converted to war many years a newspaper
publlshec
production is the main big factor or columnist, later a charcoal
Second is facturer, died in Peekskill, manuin the coming crisis.
N. Y^
upped costa of personnel and paper, Jan. 27. He was founder
of the
Although not serious yet, paper Evening News, Peekskill, of
which
shortage Is also said to be ahead for he was president and editor
for soma'
the slicks.
There's no difficulty years.
about pulp, but certain chemicals
Frank J. Sopple, 44, labor and reneeded to provide good grade paper
ligious editor ot the Boston Post,
are on the priority list and becomdied in Everett, Mass., Jan. 28.
ing scarcer.
Charles Merrill, Jr., 65, publisher
Weeklies are being hit hardest by
the advertising decline.
They de ot educational books and prominent
pended principally on copy from in public welfare work, died in New
automobile, tire, refrigerator and York Jan, 28.
similar manutacturers, which have
Joe Toye, 52, veteran, newsman
l>een the first to feel the eflecta of and editorial writer on the Boston
war priorities.
Traveler, died In Boston Jan. 29.
Suffering least are the women's
Samael Ellsworth KIser, author,
mags, which have derived most of poet and editor, died in
New
their Income from ads for foodstuffs, Rochelle,
N. Y., Jan. 30.
clothing, household, materlala and
Edward
Dale Appleton, 84, retired
cosmetics.
.

.

Sees Paper Shrinkage
Shrinkage in size and number of
American newspapers before the end
of the year appears likely, due to a
shortage of paper, Norbert A. McKenna, chief ot the Paper Pulp Division of the War Production Board
said last week. Rationing of newsInevitable, he declared.
McKenna said there Isn't any
shortage of newsprint currently, but
that paper production is using too
much critical material, too much
transportation and too much labor.
In view ot the war program.
In,
addition, he asserted, production at
the present rate is using up copper
and bronze parts in Oie mills' equipment faster than priorities allow
these parte to be replaced.
How soon the'ratloning will come

print

Is

New York book publisher, died in
North Andover, Mass., Jan. 29.
Harriett Collins, 81, former Boston
Globe columnist, died Jan. 31 In
New

Philadelphia, O.

Robert Paol Crawford,
Ohio newspaper editor
died Jan.

lisher,

and

64,

novelist,

France, Feb.

veteran
pub-

69,

and

28.-

Alberlo Cahnet,
nalist

French jour-

died in Lyon^

1.

George W. Foster, 64, on advertising staff ot the Buffalo. Courier-Express, formerly managing editor ofthe Erie (Pa.) Dispateh.'died in Buffalo Jan. 30,

F. Hartley Woolfall, 85, retired
and Boston publisher,
Rochelle, N. Y., Jan. 30.
William Monypeny Newsom, 54,
broker and author, died in New
depends on how soon Canada de- York, Feb. 1.
Emerson B. Penrose, 51, veteran
cides to appropriate for aluminum
production th«r power now being news photographer on the Philadelused by the paper mills. No plans phia Record, died suddenly Jan. 27
for rationing have been made, Mc- at his home in Colllngswood, N. J.
Kenna said, but he opined that tonnage will be allotted without reCHATTER
strictions as to Ita use, that is, how
H. Allen Smith due in Hollywood
miich is to be used for news, how next week to do a Satevepost yarn
much for advertising, how man/ on BIng Crosby,
editions, are to be allowed, ete.
Verne Haugland, of the Los An-

New York
died In New

'

geles AF staff, left for an undesigSleotkln' Editor
nated front as war correspondent
Charles W. Lelth, veteran PittsQuentin Reynolds In Hollywood to
burgh newspaperman, was last week speak the foreword for Walter

named

chief of detectives In Alle-

Wanger's picture, 'Eagle Squadron.'

gheny County by newly-appointed
District Attorney HusseU H. Adams.
Lelth, presently assistant city editor
of morning Post-Gazette, will take
over his new duties on March 1, and
post is generally regarded as one of
the plums of the year.
He started in newspaper work In
Pittsburgh 28 years ago as a t)ollce

reporter and has held current P-G
berth sines 1938 except lor one year,
1940, when he left to take a Job in
the district attorney's office.
He
quit there several months ago to
return to his Post-Gazette desk.

PhUly Ledger's

AP Franchise Sold
The U. S. District Court last week
approved the sale of the Associated

Press franchise of the defunct Philadelphia Evening Ledger to the Philadelphia Inquirer for the sum of

Rumors are
current that the Inquirer, a morning
paper, U planning an evening
edi-

tion.

Arena Revue
^^Continaed from page
quately reach the large arena audience without being too circusy. Producers bidding on the production
claim that singing as well as com^
effective, since most
of the arenas are comparatively well
equipped with p.a. systems. Acts of
the circus type would be limited to
rlsley, aerial and acrobatic routines.
Indications are that arenas may
cut down size ot floor space tor a
musical revue, temporarily creating
larger seating capacity as well as
thereby keeping the stage in better

edy .acta can be

view.
musical revue ot the type which
has been under consideration tor
past few months woulid be assured of
a route of approximately 25 weeks'
playing time. In addition to the 16
spota booked through Arena Managers, show would also be routed
for state fairs and into mimiclpal

A

auditoriums in towns where there
are no ice shows, such as Memphis,
Orleans, Louisville and Hous-

Folton Oorsler'a Plans
Fulton Oursler, whose resignation
as editor ot Liberty took effect Saturday (31), plana to devote the next
couple months to production ot the
play which he co-authored with Al
Lewis, The Walking GenUeman.'
Victor Francan has been inked for

—

New
ton.

AMA
arenas

•

sick, in-

circuit
last

was Increased by two

week,

Clarence-

when

Linz, Dallas Arena, and Ray Rice,,
Pla-Mor Ice. Arena, Kansas City.
Linr and
Joined the Association.
Rice were appointed directors of

AMA,

Harris,
presi-

of which John H.
Pittsburgh theatre operator,

dent
George Tyson, director

is

ot the an-

nual 'Miss America' pageant at AtCUy tor past six years, has

lantic

the lead, and rehearsals wiU start in resigned that post due to increased
three or four weeks. Oursler said activities as general manager of
he Is also working on several books, Arena Managers' Association.
Sheppard Butler, an associated ed•Miss America' show is reportedly
itor with Liberty tor a number of to be continued although there has
years, has been name4 executive been some talk it might be cancelled

Toledo Symphony will be March 23,
with |Helet\
ef\m ^lojst editor, the. post

^

to 1931.
tor of

by

'Ice.'

revealed that

effort for

A

falls

L iter at i
Man

$10,000. The Ledger Uustees told the
that the Inquirer was the only
He could skate and planned a rou- Court
bidder; The Inquirer has been paytine of his own, but was imable
to ing the weekly
AP assessment since
go through with it After leaving the
the Ledger folded last month. The
ice revue he appeared last spring
transfer is subject to approval
by the
in 'Cook Book,' a biographical show
AP board ot directors.
of his professional life presented by
Reason the Inquirer bought the AP
the Catholic University in Washingfranchise is not clear.

Cook was

,
cluding Arthur M. Wirtz, who coCecil Humphreys
produced 'Ice' with Sonja Henie.
Ellert Lovborg
Henry Daolell
completely.
bit
That showman recently voiced the
of excitement occurs lat« in the play
opinion of many others when he
Vrhen the child's life is endangered
There are Ave revivals on Broadsaid: 'Joe is the salt of the earth.'
by advances of some extremely .tough way's list, 'Hedda Gabler* being the
aharactera, an ex-convict, a thief and latest addition, and the indication Is
a moif>n, unsavory neighbors of the that It rates a distinct fifth in the
Eddy In Toledo Concert
old man, At this point all the po- group. It is regarded as a sort of
etry flies out of the stage door, leav- classic, but in boxoffice terms hardly
Toledo, O., Feb. 3.
ing only unpleasant implications of rates more than a limited engageNelson Eddy will concert in the
"what can happen to a little girl when. ment
Paramount theatre here Feb. 23 in a
In
disobedience of her parents'
Whatever interest there may be Inr benefit for the Toledo
Symphony
wishes, she strays from the safety the drama Is the flrst appearance
ot a California patio.
The police over here of the Greek actress Orchestra's operating fund.
The next concert to be given by the
enter In time to snatch her ftom Katlna Paxinou, in an English'

'

'HItchy Koo' Cflick

is

1942

4,

seen over her*

last

pUy of her natlv*
There may be a dlfferenca
a

In

.'

l^et

h^\i^ ti;on)

19^

due,

(C|

^e

vfif-.

.

,
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i
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CHATTER

buy the mansion
Vera Cniz state, which
Miami Beach
was retreat of Emperor Maxbnlllian.
By Abel Green
Xlnda' ('Pretty'), authored by Lie.
Holly- Miguel N. Lira, prominent local lawfrom
back
Zukor
Adolph
yer, declared the best stage comedy
Hotels and restaurants starting
^&Im Dembow, Jr., getting ovar a presented here in 1941 by the civic ration sugar.

Broadway

dickering to

conunlsh.
""j^ HSbCTt Rubin to Wkshlngton
Royer, Hollywood modiste, hired
by Fikns Mundiales^ S. A., leading
.
.
,.
Bflriy this week.
producers.
Got the contract vfhen
Harry Buxbaum In Florida for a
be was vacationing here and may
•"C'smUh^'columbia studio pub- stay for full term of six-months tour-

_

licist,

liere

town. Average
supper check.

at Orizaba,

from Coast

ist

permit

Lou

Nova

away

throwing

to

his

gloves for Thespis.

Ben Bemie

show

the local

and bridge champ.
Danton Walker

News),

Y.

(N.

biz golf

columnist, arrived.

Alfredo Gomez de la Vega, MexiSteve Hannagan a seasonal visitor
can dramatic actor, debuted Jan. 31 to 0.0. local scene.
In 'Mons. Lamberthier' at the Palace
Flock of drop-in spots, bars, etc.,
of Fine Arts (National Theatre) after
for the quick bucks.
to
a long retirement He Is supported
Royal Palm disappointing b.o. This
**
by Clementina Otero.
Maurice Bergman recovering from
is normally the No. 1 spot
Emilio
Azcarraga,
head
of
syndithe removal of
oral operation for
Kenny Youngman needs new macate operating Mexi co's two biggest
Impacted tooth.
radio stations,
(150,000 watts) terial; otherwise he's a click.
booker
newsreel
Norma Bernstein,
and XEQ (50,000 watts), and Cines
Jack Rosenberg, prez at Local 802,
resigned. Seyat 20th-Fox exchange,
Alameda and Bucareli, cinemas, is N. Y. Musicians union, convalescing
mour Jones to replace her.
member
of company arranging a here.
Richey. assistant to BlU $3,000,000 (Mex) sheet metal works
H
Patty Ortell, songstress at CarRod'eers of Metro In charge of ex- at Monterrey.
rousel,
is sportswriter Frank Ortell's
for vahibitor relaOons, in Florida
Dramatist
Xavier
Villaurrutla, daughter.'
whose "La Hledra' ('Ivy') was given
Major All>ert Warner, his ear
'*jSl'ia Sullivan, secretary to various civic award board as the best Mexitrouble better, back to New Yorl<
Par h.o. executives, lastly Bob Gill- can theatrical work of 1941, resigned for a spell.
govem- as member of the administrative
ham, has resigned to accept
Jane Tompkins, radio scripter,
' mental post
...
„
board of the Palace of Fine Arts here with the Kate Smith-Ted ColLarry Cowen, formerly with Fa- (National Theatre). Disagreed with lins entourage.
bian circuit Albany, now a lieuten- the board's policies.
Paul Grossinger now an exec of
in
ant in U. S. naval intelligenee,
his
mother Jennie
C^rossinger's
town last week
Beach hotel here.
town over the
George Raft
Carl Erbe, Ben Marden's Riviera
weekend before returning to the
Cleveland
.a.,
longtime winter publicist in
'Broadfilm,
next
Coast to start his
a[iami, back here.
Glenn C. Pnllen
By
Universal.
for
way,'
Joe Moss' Frolics with Diosa
BUI Raynor. press chief on the
Costello, BUly Vine and Lillian CarJerry Foerster of Hanna's IjoxCoast tor Producers Releasing Corp.
men getting a play.
Office father of boy.
during the past year, enlisted In the
Harry Gold, United Artists sales
D'Arve Barton, head MCA booker exec, who left his yacht here, due to
Navy Saturday (31).
return end of March,
Bob Bliss, formerly assistant to the here, bought a home.
CBS publicity trass Lou Ruppel a
Evan Georgeofl moving music
publisher of the newspaper PM and
winter
vacationer; ditto A. J, McThompson,
Walter
publishing
biz
New
York.
to.
with
J.
Ereviously
as joined the Compton agency.
Henry Lee, back In town after Cosker, MBS-WOR prexy.
Sid Lewis band and Al Parker
George Elsele hosted at lunch last six years, to take charge Golden
augmenting Jennie Grossinger's Little
week by 20th-Fox employees honor- cafe.
ing his 25 years with the company.
George Hanrahan appointed gen- Cafe in the Grossinger hotel.
Bob Musel (N.Y. World-Telegram)
He's assistant to the ad sales man- eral manager of Puritas Sprifigs
'and liionel Rand wrote 'I Doubt It'
ager.
Park.
Kitty Flynn, head booker at the
Arnold Wells, p.a., reporting to finale for Royal Palm revue.Music man. Steve Levitz (producParamount exchange, left Friday air corps at Maxwell Field, Ala.,
tion exec for Robbins, Feist and
Tessie Feb. 10.
(30) for a Florida vacation.
Klausner, Par h.o., just returned
Peg O'CIonnell, femme nitery Miller) joined his family here.
Steve Hannagan's local rep, Niel
from there.
owner, deserting Iroquois Club for
Regan, now a lleut. in the Army,
Ed Kuykendall, president of the defense work.
Therese Laraway sold her Kit Kat given a farewell blowoff by local
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Russo.
Enters press bunch.
(31) for Club to Frankie
America, left Saturday
Harry Moss, MCA band booker, acWa^ington, from there going home nursing profession.
Bob Desberg, quitting law prac- companied by Jack Lear, MCA pubto Columbus, Miss.
licist arrived. Vacationing and also
One of the historic .stones In the tice to learn theatre biz In Loew surveying local scene.
Paramount theatre lobby display Is houses In Providence, R. I.
Bee Williams, theatrical seamPresident's Birthday Balls got terfrom the causeway at .Singapore, restress, former soubret first wife of
rific support here, many cafe acts
cently blown up by the Allied forces
Billy House, died last week.
rotating through sundry hotels to
to halt the Jap advance.
William Blair, Jr., former man- bolster the $I-per-head intake.
Homer Peters, who has been on
Nick Kenny and the new Jack
ager of the Hanna, taking a USO
Ripley's program with his unique
Lalt Jr.-Lee Mortimer Hollywood
show over the army camp route.
style of echo comedy, is now an
Frankie Longo, former first sax vs. Broadway columns getting new
asst. pastry chef at the Lord TarleIn Billy CuUiton orch, bought half outlet locally, in the Miami Beach
.ton hotel, Miami Beach.
Tropics.
interest in Don Anthony's- tavern.
Seymour M. Peyser, attorney with
Ole maestro Ben BemIe, golfer
No definite bookings for tJie
PhllUps, Nizer, Benjamin & Krlm, Hanna, with 'Blithe Spirit' Feb.
9 Craig Wood, and Al Jolson Split their
film business law flmi, has been
date canceled, until 'Rivals' rolls in days between the track and links.

with

Ike Weber still home,
five months.
heart ailment for nearly
Arthur M. Wirtz nncl his wife oB
Miami Beach for month's vacaill

•

XEW

M

-

•

m

Is

The Billy Roses (Eleanor Holm)
rented Golden Beach home for six
weeks.
Al Jolson had considered
buying it The Nicky Blairs rushing
down to guest with the Roses. Blair
is

g.m. for Rose's enterprises.

man, incidentally,
also learning goU.
Reuben's on

Show-

on reducing

diet;

'23d street off Collins,

the rialto of the Beach, is no more.
Now called Risman's, which necessitates no change in crockery and
silver, and caters to Lou Walters
and Harry Heller's Catonova Club,
around the corner, they being financially interested in both.

Keynote of

cafes

all

quantity,

is

not quality, on theory the hinterlanders since Florida draws from
the other. 47 states— want a lot for
their money, and aren't as impatient
as more sophisticated audiences In
New York or Chicago where they
prefer streamlined shows.

—

Bad

prompted hotels cutting
using deceptive $3 and
$4 pcr-person comeone ads. but when
applicants wanted these they were
out Biz picking up meantime, but
the more legit hotels frown (1) on
the cutrating and (2) at the general
onus

biz

many

rates,

casts on the hotel industry.
Windup spot of the town is the
Paddock where Jackie Miles is pulling them. Benny Fields, just opened
at Carrousel with Al Bemie, also
doing big; ditto Dr. Giovanni at
it

Beachcomtwr and Monte Proser's
Copacabana show, augmented by
Adelaide Moffett at the Clover Club.
Irving Kahn, 20th-Fox p.a., shepherding Jack Oakie; Rodney Bush
has Betty Grable in tow; Kate Smith

and Ted Collins also here.

All pcrsonaling with 'Song of the Islands'

opening Thursday (5) at Lincoln.
It's a world .preem and Lincoln mgr.
Sonny Shepherd doing a great job
of

Walter

Jacobs

of

the

Miami

Beach'

birthday

layout,

President's

His showmanagetop show people.

ball, ete..

attracting

&

Jacobs has added Ringo

Harris,

strollers, and E. Raymond Cox. magico, to permanent stock company at
his hotel, which includes a legit

He's been
Hamilton, N. Y.
M.G. (Mike) Poller, head of RKO's

March

service.

'

Maestro's

'

2.

.

.

Eddie Sherwood,

ASCAP

rep in

many

first

vacation

Indef

plays.
J. C. Stein (MCA), huddline with
Al" Busiel, head of "Lady E^sther'
program, to
York and.
thence back to Hollywood; Bud Ablx)tt
(and Costello), who owns a
house here, going to the Coast
via N. Y., following brief vacation;
also lock to
York, 'WHN sportscaster Dick Fishell, songsmith Milton

New

radio

New

Ager, radio columnist Nick Kenny
(N. Y. Mirror) after Ijeing here a
month, and Harry Kalcheim, who
joins Morris agency In N. Y.

the

Baltlmorie for last ten years,

agency

handling 20th-Fox, to
SL Louis
with preem
A. M. BotsBy Sam X. Harrt
ad and exploitation chief,
for Miami yesterday (Tues.), also
Singing Marines currently at Club
for same preem.
Paul D. O'Brien, for a number of Continental, Hotel Jefferson.
Frank X. Reller, Jr., now assistant
years an associate In the law office of
O'Brien, Driscoll & Raferty. has been to manager Rex Williams at Loew's.
Walter Norton, operator of picture
5*06 a partner. His father. Dennis
F.. O'Brien, is onfe of the founding houses in Mascoutah, Columbia and
members of the firm, which repre- Dupo. lU^ has joined the U.S.N.
Judy Garland warbled for e,(H)0
sents many show business clienta.
trainees at the Jefferson Barracks
training camp, south of city limits.
Ezlo Pinza, basso of the New York
Met to be guest artist with the St.
Mexico Gty
Louis symph orch Friday and SatBy Donglss L. Orahame
urday (6-7).
Mary Wickes, local girl who has
jj^orence McMichel is vacationing completed her third flicker assignment in Hollywood, made a p.a. at
the Ambassador.
composer,
back
from
it5?A''*'
Eddie Arthur, of Fanchon &
Hollywood.
Carole Lombard plx In several Marco, presided at Civilian Defense
meeting attended by 1,500 reps, of
big play,
amusement and recreational intertS5?«*^'?"8carnival,
-"aoitlonal
400-year-old
sponsored by the civic govern- ests.
L. Kelly, chauffeur for Bill Smith,
ment in fuU swing.
operator of a film delivery service
,^Boytler,
film producer- out of St. Louis, was killed when
his
{j^ctor, has. obtained a Mexican
truck was struck by a freight enUcense as chrlllan aviation pilot
gine near Hull, III
-T^i"!'* Zurl, ace juve dramatic
featured
on
the
'Dear
Mother'
5Js«*f.
aaily is-mlnute
local radio program.
_ liuadalajara, Mexico's second largSooth .Africa
est and most
SpanUh city, has started
By H. Hanaon
'^'eliratlon of Its 400th
to combine vacash
of 'Song of the Islands.'
left

bliSdIJr

Arts 'National Thenw^*"*
SSfi frganlzlng Juve theatrical comperhaps go on
*
tte
road

A

*'J*zpatrick here to make
•vilT*^
Mexico Monumental' In colors.
He

"

SS^gTttoi^
-J?,?? Alvarez,

singer-dancer, re''om a Latln-AmerimSt!^,"*^^''
"'' recovering from an appen-

dlMfi
oicitla

operaUon.
Sanchez, pro soccer footJS^^y""* Sundays only, works
*
cinema inspec-

bnii2- °i

w«t
for

pJSr
™rlque

^
.£*vle

government
manager -stirttoir

Contel,

tough itinerary.

3rook Club's swank Is on the
side,
with Norma Terriss,
lawn Roland and Charles Wright's
magician, joined
Frakson,
band.
show this week.
Earl Carroll to Havana, thence
Yucatan, Mexico City and Hollywood, via Eastern Air-Panair on a
new cutrate deal that spans the
country with sightseeing sidelines.
Elaine Moore singing with Hughie
guiet

band at Macfadden-Deau-

Barrett's

hotel. Latter here for season
from Capitol City Club,
direct
Atlanta. Set here until March IS or
ville

April

voice and
forced out of Carrousel couple nights
after booming that spot to terrific
Blossom Seeley (Mrs. Fields)
biz.
getting unusual local press breaks
despite her retirement.
M. J. Schanberg, Kansas City theatre owner ar;d hotel operator, now
retired from the picture business, a
daily race visitor with Herb Woolf,
his former Kaycee pard, who races
Fields

lost

own Woolf arm

AFM

prez

his

dU

off for

a

wed

film player, to
singer.

Marion- Hqlmes,
Binnie Barnes, recovered from illness, back^at Republic.
Eddie Rubin, RKO attorney. t»
Washington for a Government job.
Gene Autry to Houston. Tex., to

open

fiis

rodeo tomorrow (Thurs.).

Rise Stevens back at Metro after

with the Met in New York.
JudjLparland back for picture
work ^t>r eastern tour of army

.•sinking

camps.
Dick Wilson shifted from Republic's

home

office

legal

staff

the

to

studio.

Carl Sandburg in town lecturing
on his favorite subject Abraham
Lincoln.

Abe Montague here from New
-

York

discuss

to

policies

sales

at

Columbia.

Lewis D.

Collins,' film director, to

Palm Springs to recuperate after
eight days .in the hospital.
Louis Blaine, Dave Sigal and
Bobby 0}hn, >tudio publicity men,
joined the armed services.
James Cagney pinch-hitting for
Clark Gable as chairman of Actors
Committee on War Activities.
Lou Costello and Bud Abbott drew
a salute from Hollywood American
Legion for contributions to veterans^
Y. Frank Freei-\an t>ack at his
Paramount desk after two weeks in
New York and Washington on national problems.
Zane Grey's- son. Romer. negotiating with Paramount for the sale
of his father's last book, 'Thirty
Thousand On the Hoof.'

Pittsborgb
By Hal Cohen
Gertrude Niesen booked into Yacht
Club Feb. 27.
Betty Smiley sinking with Jimmy
Gamble's orch at Bill Green's.
Buddy Blaine, night club comedian, signing off to join the navy.

Eddie

Rubin,

'

Coast

p.a.,

-

with

Georse Murphy on current p.a. tour.
Cliff Lewis In town visiting an old
pal. Ken Hoel, head of Harris pul>-

Wolters, Texas.

William Penn will close its Continental Bar this summer for complete remodeling.
Jack Holllsfer, p.a. and sportscastcr, named to a deputy sherifTs l>erth

toUrs his amateur discoveries every
Sunday, also acting as emcee under

moniker of Leslie Page.

On

hearing Cniurchlll's broadcast

phrase, 'Some chicken, some neck,'
David Heneker and Arthur Young
wrote a song on that theme. Peter
Maurice Music Co. accepted it for
publication and Flanagan and Allen

are

now

singing

it

in

'Black Vani-

ties.'

Columbia Pictures executives here
got big disappointment when they
made everytning ready to receive

Joe Friedman, its London cflfef, who
has been away for over a year, only
he wouldn't arrive for some
"No intimation as to when he
is coming.
Sutherland Felce and troupe off to
Middle East this month to entertain
troops. IJnit, which may be joined
by Frances Day, will broadcast once
weekly.
Stay is for live months,
after which they may go to America
to work with Gertrude Lawrence on

.

.

Allegheny County.

In

Mike Strange bowed out of sbiging
engagement at Riviera, Qolumbus,
O, account laryngitis.
Club Petlte's PIcolo Pete looking
for a new drummer to replace armybound BemIe Lambert
Wally Feldman, son of Joe Feldman, WB exec,- coming along after
emergency appendectomy.
Ray Bolger booked into Stanley
for week beginning Friday (8), costarring with Connie Boswell.
Dancer Marie Harmon to wed
Lieat William McCarthy, of U. S.
Army Medical corps, shortly.

Stanley stagehands deflated their
salary from infantile paralysis
benefit show to March of Dimes.
Harry Essex, company manager of
'Candle in the Wind,' a grass widcwer.
His wife's in 'Heart of the
$95

City.'

a reciprocal arrangement

By Les Bets
Minneapolis Symphony Orch
flve-week tour.

off

Margie Hart booked
week of Feb. 6.
Mickey Coen, veteran
man, resigned.

Into

Alvin

M-G

sales-

Esther Singer, Universal, to
Joseph Kates, Detroit.

whom J. C.
Stein confabbed on Social Security;
Fred Blrnbach, Burt Henderson et
here oh exec lATSE business

al.,

powwows.

on

wed

Sammy Kaye and Wayne King

Weljer
execs In-

Joe

AFM

resting' here. Other
clude J. C. PetrlUo, with

Minneapolis

time.

entries.

emeritus

Sammy Walsh succeeded Henny
Youngman as Casanova emcee. Bee
Kalmus vice Donna Lawrence at the
Walsh, who drove down
Dudley Cassell, manager of Odeon Paddock.
from Baltimore, tells of starvation
Sea Point (Cape Town), Is biz in the hotels formerly getting
out. J. Rodack i'eplaced him.
tourist traffic by car.
Niedzielski, Polish pianist, gave a
Estelle and Leroy, Sara Ann Mcfarewell recital at City Hall, Cape Cabe and Chas. Murray band at the
Town, prior to leaving for Australia. exclusive Versailles have the cinch
African Consolidated Theatres had job of the season; one show a night
sold-out preview of 'No, No, Nan- at 9:30 in the Gulfstream Room.
ette'
(RKO) at Alhambra, Cape Hotel Versailles so exclusive the
theatre.

Don DeFore,

to learn

1.

Benny

his

Smiley Bumette shoved
midwest stage four.

fire.

-

ford, 20th

yearly concert tour.
Robert Speers named casting
rector at Universal.

sustained

He

Miami

town

In

nitery.

The Empire, Newport
serious damage In a recent

followrng return

ad

recruiting for

Nelson Eddy east this week on his

Les LIndow, former WCAE sales
manager, now lieutenant at Camp

opened
new Ideal branch office and moving Mrs. vacationing here: ditto Ed
Charles Thomas, for 12 years
is seriously 111
Wiener, Broadway p.a. Ed Sullivan manager for C. B. Cochran, left
suffered a relapse family here.
Juke-box dealers of Ohio awarded due in a week later.
$15,000.
from ho^ital after
Cafe props Lou Walters and Harry
an emergency operation two weeks bronze plaque to Jimmy Oorsey,'
Wilfred Lawson and Elizabeth
naming nlm best-selling phonograph Heller of Boston and here (Latin Allen to co-star In a film on the life
ago.
Quarter, Casanova) look very unlike of RandeL
William J. Fadiman, Metro's east- bandmaster for '41.
benign
like
'Student Prince' principals col- saloonkeepers; more
The .new Herbert Wilcox film for
lectures
today
?S
i
Anna Neagle and Robert Newton,
(Wednesday), at Contemporary Club, labed with Alpine village's reper- schoolteachers.
Hotel Lord Tarleton show bunch based on the life of Amy Johnson,
White Plains, N. Y., on 'Picking the tory conipany in raising $500 for
Winners or What Makes a Good 'Mile o' Dimes' Fund.
keep Jolson amused while touring will be called They Flew Alone.'
Leslie Posner, general manager
Movie.'
the Dixie camps with gag wires, as
Morris KInzler, of Kayton-Spiero
the star has picked an extremely for Hyams Bros, cinema circuit
home.-

town

In

Commander John Ford
on Naval business.

It's a boy for the Gino Robertls.
Father owns the New Hillcrest local

London

department

playdate
at his.

Tony Martin
the Navy.

iicity.

In

years.

Band booker Moe Gale and

Noel Madison laid up with ey*
trouble,

group for Thursday night

'

Army

called for
assigned to Ft.

Hollywood

hosottals.

It.

Boniface

Lord Tarleton getting top publicity
brealcs via newsreel, a 'Life Goes to

ment

53

dinner or

$1.50

Orpheum.
Carole Lombard .reissues do-

pencilled In at

WDAS

RKO
news gab-

ing big business in this territory.
Merle Potter, Bennle Berger cir-

has added an hour and a

cuit visiting W. A. Stcffes In Florida,
Ray Hurwitz, National Screen
Service special service salesman, en-

Robert Benson,
ber, resigning.

WIBG

half to daily broadcasting time.
Sam Ettlnger, new 'WIP news editor, back after tuasel with the grippe.

listed in

Reese Dupree to run name dance
bands at Strand Ballroom twice

hibitor,

WHAT

studios

in

the

Ledger

building being boarded up as air raid
precaution.
Rex Riccardi, secretary of Local
77, A.F.M., In Florida for executive
committee meeting.

Lou

Army.

Lyle Carlsch, Wayzata. Minn., exoff

to

Sun

Valley,

Idaho,

with wife for annual mid-wlnter va-

monthly.

Pierce,

ex-WIP

spieler,

came

through unscathed In the attack on
war funds.
customers doh't get in the way.
Packed to the doors, Cape Town
Dwight Fiske added to Hotel Ver- Pearl Harbor where he's stationed.
Powers Gouraud, WCAU 'columngave a hefty response to .the Girls' sailles show; Frakson and Jean
Military Bugle Band attached to the Sablon to Brook Club; Harry Rich- ist,' acted as mx. at President's
Johannesburg So. Africa Women man coming in to bolster Latin Birthday Ball In Camden, N. J.
orchestra
Auxiliary Services on its opening Quarter's late-hour business at $3 Clarence Fuhrman's
minimum tariff, the top minimum in provided music.
night- at the Alhambra.
'Town, for

KYW

cation.

Jimmy Joy Orch
let Minnesota
Fields, Leslie

&

&

Into Hotel Nicol-

Terrace

with

Gene

Carroll and Robberta

White.

Gordle Greene, former Minnesota
manager and bankruptcy

theatre

trustee,

off

manager

of

to Omaha to become
Paramount theatre there.

Attractions pencilled Into Lyceum
current month are Katharine C^orIn
'Rose Burke,' for a onenighter, and 'Life With Father' and
'Claudia,' scheduled lor week each.
nell

-

Wednesday, February

84
o^ppera singer Katheryn Ross, died
in Rehoboth Beach, Del., Jan. 28.
Husband also survives.

OBITUARIES

[
H.

SAFLE TAYI.OB

M. Sayle Taylor, 63, professionally known as Th* Voice of Experience,' collapsed Sunday (1) on
a street in Hollywood of a heart atFrom
taclc and died shortly after.
1933 to some six months ego he was
active on the networks as a coun•elor of the perplexed, but exposure
In Time Magazine that he was an
•x-convict precipitated a cancellation of his network programs, although ,he continued on transcrip-

Francis hospital, Pittsburgh. She ha
l>een ill only a few days.

MARRIAGES
:

GEOBfilA BBYTON
Georgia Bryton,

60,

Miriam Jones

former star of

the London and New York stage,
died Jan. 27 at Hermosa Beach, Cal..
after a long illness.
On the British stage Miss Bryton
starred in Three Live Ghosta," 'A
Trip to Chinatown' and other proShe toured the English
ductions.

tions.

Taylor had l>een active in the
tJimbs Club, New York, before going west. Three times married, he
was a colorful figure of the oldtashioned spieler type who adapted
himself to radio. Despite all raps
he was generally popular among colonies and appeared on Broadway
how people who' knew him.
Since the death of her
in 1915.
More details in radio news section liusband, Fredericlc I,awrence, newsof this issue.
paper writer, she had been in retirement.

WILLIAM

A. 'BILLT'

William A.

PABTELLO

HABBY ABBAS

'Billy' Partello, 67, for-

mer

vaudeville and circus performer
theatre manager, died in Mansfield, O., Jan. 28. He started in show
business as an acrobat at 16, later
appearing in vaudeville in an act
billed as The Partello Brothers, with
ills partner unrelated to him.

and

Sally I/a Marr
Don Renolda f4)

Harry Arras, 60, character actor,
whose film career dates back to the
old Balboa Studio in Long Beach,
Cal., died Jan. 28 in Hollywood after
a heart attack. He was stricken on
the set of 'Escape Frorfi Crime' at

to Earl

McCarron,

He's pro-

Moncton, N..B., recently.

gram

director of

May Gatch

to

CKOW,
Wayne

in

Moncton.

I

Charleston, S. C, Jan. 31. Howell
announcer over WLAC, Nashville.

is

Dick Wnde

Curt Wcller (4)
Nell Dlechaa'a
MarKle Qreon
Norma Krieger

David Frankle

Palombo'a
Warners.
Charles Haaser, WMAS, Spring- Tvonottes
The Partellos played with Bamum
In Hollywood since 1918, Arras
Bailey-BIngling tircus for 12 years. played in practically every studio field, Mass., announcer, to Jeanette Kaye ft Oreye
Banks &. Fay*
M, LaBonte, non-pro.
In 1902 he organized the Partello and was often cast as a cop.
BlUmorettes
Stock Company, which toured the
Henry Patrick
Surviving are his widow and two
JoUnny Cahlll
U. S. and Canada.
sisters.
3 Poppers

BIRTHS

president of Triangle in 1919,
years after It was reorganized. In
1923 he was appointed the Triangle
receiver. Prior to going with Trlof the large
in the Gentheatre, Chicago, lecturer and head
eral Film Corp.
of the University of Arizona Dra-~
A sister survives.
matic Arts Department, died in
Tucson, Ariz., Jan. 29.
WILLIAM J. HUSTON
Stevens was head of the drama
William J. Huston, 92, old-time
department of the Carnegie Institute vaudeville comedian and baseball
1013-24.
During player, died Feb. 1 at 'his home in
of Technology,
World War I he directed his own Yeadon, near Philadelphia: During
work, 'Drawing of the Sword,' for his career on the stage ir^ the late

Widow and son

survive,

THOMAS. WOOD STEVENS

Thomas Wood Stevens, 62, former ai)gle Waters was one
director of the Goodman (repertory) preferred stockholders

HoM

Philadelphia

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kerner, daugh- Vera Cruz
Cllft ft Carmody
Father Tsabelle
in Hollywood, Jan. 27.
Johnson
Dick WhartOD Oro
independent radio producer.
Cafa
Mr. and Mi's. Henry Swartwood, DooFoweltoo
Smith

daughter, in Portland, Ore., Jan.

Father

program

is

KOIN, CBS

manager

Frank Ponte
of Nan O'Rourke

26.

outlet in Portland.

Mr. and
ter,
is

theatre, Pittsburgh,
Mrs.. Clark Smith, daugh-

Billy William
Pat Purcell

Suzettes

RKe Carlton
Father
Hownrd I..anln Oro
with the National Theatre SoRoman GrtUa
in Pittsburgh, Jan. 15.

ciety in Pittaburgh.

Mr.

and

daughter,

George

Mrs.

Esposito,

New York, Jan.- 28.
trumpeter with Vaughn

in

Father

is

Monroe

orchestra.

Al Capron Oro
Smytho ft Dolores
TonI Sorroll
Gloria Date
Bltly Kelley

RcndesTova

^e Red Cro.ss. It was a masque '80s and and '90s,
presented at the Metropolitan Opera of the team of Murphy and Fields,
-House,
Y.;-wlth-the-Barrymor6Sr He played on the Philadelphia
£. H. Sothern and other prominent Athletics in his youth.
players. Stevens also had a novel,
•Westward Under Vega,' to his credit.
MBS. LEW FISCHEB
Widow and a sister siurvive.
Mrs. Lew Fischer, who with her
husband was the owner of the Brad
WILLIAM J. DALT
ley Opera House, Fort Edward, N.Y.,
William J. Daly, 75, formerly with which they operated for several
the William Morris Agency for over years, died Jaii. 30 in Fort Edward
SO years and latterly a house man- after an illness of several weelcs:
ager for the George Skouras theSurvivors, besides her husband,
Jitres in New York for 13 years, died include four sisters and one brother.
n New York Feb. 1. While with
the Morris office he managed road
BENBT FBEES
tours of Eva Tanguay, Vincent LoHenry Frees, 63, former acrobat,
pez, Harry Lauder, Annette Keller- who entertained crowds with his
fnan and Gertrude Ederle, among tricks during a' recent unsuccessful

N—

many

others.
He managed the
Riverside theatre, N. Y., and other

carnpaign

nomination

upper Broadway houses for Skouars, the 22nd.
being active until about six months week at

'

ago.

win the Dtemocratic
as Congressman from

to

Illinois
St.

District,

Elizabeth's

died last
Hospital

Belleville, lU.

Widow, two daughters pnd two

sis-

ADiN

ters survive.

BANSOM

ELHEB

r.
P. Ransom, 70, director and
publisher of the Sphynx Publishing
Co, publisher of Sphynx, magazine
devoted to magic and magicians, died

Eimer

In Essex Fells; N. J., Feb.
responsible for exposing

2.
He was
many spu

rloiis spiritualists!"

In his- youth Ransom did a magic
turn at Tony Pastor's, and in later
years he lectured on the Chautauqua
circuit.
He was a founder of the
parent Assembly of the Society of
American Magicians.
Surviving are his widow, a daughter, a granddaughter and two greatgranddaughters.

STACK WOODARDStacy Woodard, 39, film producer
and photographer who made 'Adventures of Chlco* In 1038 with his
brother Horace, died In New York
San. 27. Woodard recently made a
ceries of shorts for Shell Oil.
He
and his brother collaborated in producing a series of one-reelers called
battle of Life' for EducaUonal-Fox,
tialng a microscopic camera devised'
by Stacy.

A.

^sContlnaed from page

HALL

identified with the film business,
died Feb. 2 in Beverly Hills, Cal.,
after a long illness.

Bertha Allman Poke,
of

widow

81,

Henry W. Poke, pioneer

burgh

home

film exhibitor, died
in that city last week.

Pittsat her

Leaves

three sons and one daughter, Mrs.
Harry W. Meyers, wife of Wilmerding, Pa.,

exhib.

Sarah Eichelberger.^S, one of old- Florida.
employees of Film Row, died of

est

pneumonia

last

week

at

the

'

St.'''

Mrs; Frederick -A.' Bass, 7a,'mothir

Dottle Ard

69th

ft

Goody

ft

Moore
Juanita
Drigo

ft

Delia

ft

Horace Houck Or*

PITTSBUItGH

Rnye

Anoboruge
MaynarU i>ettn >Oro

Belmont
Tony Bennett Oro
Belle

Arlington

Bwan Glob
Buddy Lewis

June Gardner
Fran Ragu
Bnlcvnadea
H Frltschle Oro
Don Andre

Grace O'Hara
Adrlenne
Jess AltmlUor
Earl Denny Oro
20(h CenlufT

Oble Oblnkurr
BlU Green'*

3 Pepperif

Johnny Pick

l^ge

Phil Oavezza Oro

Charioteers

(3)

Brad Hunt Ore
Bine Ridge Jna
Lou Lucky Oro
Benny Austin
Harry Manning
Cornell Cooper

Jackie McCarthy
Babe Rhodes
Dick Mack
Billy Douglas
Pee Wee Louis
Sonny Falgen
(Contlneniol Bar)

Frank' Andrint 4
Herry-Go-Booad
Gary Lee Oro
Jeanne Boaz
Bill Shaffer

New

Hlllcrest

Benny Burtou Oro

Tenlco flrlll
Nick Varallo Oro
Joe Altee

Betty Leo
Skip Nelson
Nixon Cafe
Al Marlseo Oro
Boogle-Woogle Clqb Bob CarterBoug Sherman.
Pancho ft Dolores
Maxie Simon
Carol Gould

Roger Stanley Oro
Weber'a Hot Bma

Pattl Gene
Georgle Claire

La Mar

^

Sylvia Starr

Harry Comorada
Zola Gray
Concblta ft Antonio Buddy BlfUne
J Comorada
Poggy llonvona
Club Petit*
Warwick Hotol
Plocolo Pete Oro
J

Camden

ft L Marks
Cork and BotUa

Nelson Maples

Tonl

Jack MoBj
Fred ft SonIa
ft

Honey Bee

Lyda Rodnok

Ray Bnglert Oro
Hotel Port Pitt
Raths'r Bldoradlana Ken Ballev Oro
Johnny Mitchell
Wilson's
Hbrry Walton
Joe ^oufh
Jessie Wheatley
Art ^(athuea
Hotel Uenrr
Rons ft RosH
(HlWer Grill) >
Lorraine King
Dorothy Matthew*
Goo Baquet Oro
Vacht aub
Harry Holly
Tacht Club Boys
Viotor Nelson Ore

Elocorts

(Gay M'a)
Dorothy Nesbltt
Hotel Ttb ATenn*
>flke Barker 4
Hotel Roosevelt
Art Baker

4

Jole

Carole Daye
Hotel Sohenler

—

.

Billy Hinds Ore
Joy LInd
Hotel
Pens
(Chatterbox)
Baron Elliott Oro
Mary Krleg

Wm

Benny Resh Oro
Casnnova
Daniels ft Daye

.Mickaj'a
Billy .Measher
I'vonno
llyara & Carlolla

Marvin Jenaan
Dorothy Qerron
PliU.QIuui-Oro

Sla

Orchard Ian
Oaola
Charlie Laun Oro
Pine*
Don Rutter
Bill

LeRoy Oro

Tiny Miller
Joey Reynolds
Dale Harknesa
Ted Delmonico
Eddio Miller
Taoht Club
H Middleman Or*
Jacklo Heller
Van Kirk

McKays
Don Ostro Org
Sandra
4 Adorables
Birdie Dean
Shirley Heller

Sky-Vne
Clyde Knight Ore
Fran Elchler
Janet Lee
Union GrID
Walter*

Sammy

Frank Natale
Mike Randretto
Villa Madrid
Btal Covato Ore

Mark Lane
Michael Strange

Texas

Tommy

Wonder Pony

Sherry Marsh
Anne O'Connor
Purnell Dane

BOSTON
Beachcomber
Barbara Douglass
Harry Morrlasoy Oro
Hotel SomerMt
Chlco SImono Oro
(Ballnese Room)
Argentine Mia
B Krothlngham
Nixon ft Andre
Russell Swan
3 Co-Eda
Harry Marwhard O
Eddie ft Eddie
Hotel Statler
Bllnatrub'*

Peter Dodge Oro

Boyd Heathen
Edward ft Suzanne
Ethel Lynn
ft Nelson
Clnb .Muyfalr

Goodrlrir

Ranny Weeka Oro
Nick Jerrqt Oro
Julia Barbour
John Boles
Boots McKenna Rev
Club Vitnlty flair
Al Cova Ore
Deone Parrlsh
Madel'e Harrington
Stella

Ray

GInnIo O'Keefe
Coconnut CSrove
Arc Meg
Mickey Alport Oro
Chnrnictlea Oro
Don Rico Ore
Hand's
Buster Kolm Rev
Sun Val Soronadgra Ullly Paine
London Chop Hoqae Marianne Franela
Emmett Oldileld Co
Cliot Eyerhart
Mae Johnson
Ruby Ore
Rouioro ft Roslta
Club Mo'Talr
(Melofly lounge)

Slarty Joyco
Carol Crano

Dowling

Faith Hope

Rudy Galo Oro

Squirrel Coop

Colonial

Kddte Weltz Oro
Gerry Richards
Eddie Peyton'*
Kenny Clark Oro
SI Club

Martinet

Dowrry
Baker
WesMon Bros
Chnndra-Kaly Dane
Paddy CIlfT
Jack ft Judy Storm
Pon Arden Dano
Johnny Klijg
'
Belle

Dl Giovanni

Good

Rathskeller

St.

Raymond

OETBorr

Dick Rock

Burke

Bin Atkinson
Pauletta Lambert

Al Gold

(Book Casino)
Mela Sluudor
Frank Gagen Ore
(Motor Bar)

Dlberi Ore

609 Clnb
Dale Rhodes

Jt*an

Yvonne Kerr
Mary Love

Book-Cndlllao Hotel

Adin A. Hall, 79, who played part to see the work of young directors,
ox-team driver in 'The Old playwrights and actors.
Homestead,' Denman Thompson play,
Same group, under the leadership
for over 20 years, died in Keene, of Leo ShuU, who publishes an ofN. H., Jan. 28. He retired to fl" farm ficial daily gazette for the Walgreenfrom the stage, later becoming a ites. Actor's Cues, is running a seroad patrolman and school janitor.
ries of Sunday afternoon lectures
Widow, daughter and son survive. and classes at the Hotel Edison.
Among those who have already-lecMRS. LOUISE S. KOEHNE
tured have been Jane Cowl, ConMrs. Louise Schellschmidt Koehne, stance Collier, Moss Hart, Lee Strassconcert harpist and De Pauw (In- burg, Sanford Meisner and Michael
dianapolis)
University music in- Chekhov. Scheduled are Ben Hecht,
structor, died in Indianapolis Feb. 1. Morris Carnovsky, Tallulah BankShe formerly placed with the Cin- head, Clifford Odets, Gertrude Lawcinnati Symphony Orchestra.
rence and Howard Lindsay.
Admish to the lectures and classes
MILTON 'MICKEY' BLACK
is 10c, if you can afford it, otherMilton 'Mickey' Black, 34, attorney wise it's free.
Large room at

Sammy

Joy

Webb

B'way Hopefuls

of the

The Woodards shared Academy
Bosa WoUson, mother of Mitchell
awards for the shorts, 'City of Wax' WoUson and Mrs. Sidney Meyer,
and The Sea.'
died Feb. 1 in Miami. Wolfson and
Sidney Meyer are partners in the
SABAH EICHELBEBGEB
powerful Wometco theatre chain in
'

manager of Annex theatre, Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs, Edwin L. Marin, son,

Wonder Bar
Manuel Lopez Ore

Conway

ft
ft

'

Ruble Laura J«an
Chuck Stevens Ore
Whittler Hotel
(Gold Cub Room)
Herman Fine o
ft

Rlto

CurtlsH ft Clare
Hotel Allerton
Dorothy Barlow
Joe Baldl Ore
Jullenna
Hotel Carter
Marlo'H Ore
in Santa Monica, Cal., Jan. 31. Father
Tblxton Sprenger
Regnl Club
is film director; mother is Ann MorAmbnpsndors Oro
Ducky Malvin Ore
Churlon Wick
3700 Clnb
riss, screen actress.
Hotel Cleveland
Joey Bishop
Herble Kay Ore
Bert Gilbert
Hotel Fenway Hall Don Walsh Oro

is

Del Cartler

Stirling

Roland

.

ft

Buddy Lester
Daro ft Corda
Marian Powers
Uob ft M Oalus

Irene

—

Jules

Veraee
Carl Dulany

Jack Mannera

Leonard Seel Oro
San DIege
Gene Emerald
Olenn Dale
The Bordens
Dotty Sloan
Clirr Arvin
Al Alexander Oro
Stevadora
Everett

CLEVELAND
newscasting department.
and Mr^. Bob— Turner,. .jofl,
-Alpine Village
-Polson-Gordnor
Coram
Jan. 26 in Buffalo. Father is 'WEBR Burns ft Whito
Hotel HoUendea
Ross Sis
Buffalo, announcer.
Carolyn' Marsh
Orpha Towle
Brundo,
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent
Richards ft Carson'
Del Kay
daughter, Jan. 25, In Buffalo. Father Willie Matthias Ore Patricia
Rolling Stones
Bob CopCer
is guitarist in WGR-WKBW, Buffalo,
Sammy Watklns Oro
Eldorado Club
Hotel Statler
house band.
Johnny 'Kaalhue O
Clint Noble Ore
Mr. and Mrs. William Hanna,
Freddie's Cafe
La Conga Club
Freddie Carlono Oro
daughter, in Hollywood, - Jan. 27. lArry Vincent
Hy Sands
Lliidsay'a Skybar
Father is cartoon supervisor at Manhattaneltes
Kokomo
Herb Ross Ore
Metro.
Ray Raysor
Sue Sanders
Gourmet Clob
Mr. and Mrs. Cassius Smith,
Hal Simpson
daughter, Jan. 27, in Detroit Father Royal Hawallans O
Monaco's Cafe

—Mr.

tIpS"''

Tiny Gorman

Joaophlne

(Hotel Senator)

Mr. and Mrs. John Hicks, son, in The Conllnental
Fort Worth, Texas, Jan. 23. Father Beale St Boya
Huston was Fields is member of KGKO, Fort Worth,

Pancho Ore
Sake

Bill Harris

Temple City (4)
Dave Plerson
Pen Banno'rman
Jules Flacco's Oro
Syd Golden

Clhnrlle Ray
Rose Jovlnelll

Parkor Oro
Mr. and Mrs. WiUiam Kane, daugh- Newt
Red Hill Inn
Father Valdez ft Persy
in Pittaburgh, Jan. 8.

owns Nemo

.

0

.

Janlne Roese
Joanne Ware
John Lucycn

llal

ter,

Hie Tropics

Gang

ft

Aylene Ma^on

Habe Cummlngp
Baa Ray Garden*
Beatrice ft Danny
Agnes Willis
Don Anton Oro

ter,
is

Jaok Thomas Or*

Smith Dane

Max

Blanche Saunders
A Strohman (3)

b.

went to Mansfield in 1927
and managed the Grand and Majestic
PEBCrVAL LEE WATEBS
tiieatres and the Mansfield Opera
Percival Lee Waters, 74, film InHouse there, all then controlled by
dustry pioneer, formerly president
the Grand Theatre Amus. Co. He
of the Triangle Fihn Co., died Jan.
in
for
municibusiness
1930
]ef t show
Waters became
31 in New York.
pal and state jobs.
four

tAke Ins

Sally

Scbluth

Viola KlalBS Oro

Partello

Estelle Sloan
11

Skeeter Palmer Oro
Statler Hotel

Mae Laurie

Floronz

father, J.

BllT«r

Rusty Sachs
&1arsle March
Jack Spangler
Sally Foy
Sissy Olnnle Loftus Continentals .(.i).
Bd McGoldrlc^ 8r Carol Phillips

'

by her

Rhythm

Queene of Rhythm
Monya Alba
Dutch A Dutchle
Alice LucAy
Bernlce Arnold
Ducheaa ft Herman
Louis Wrlsht Oro
Moro ft Chita
HInslrel TaTom
Frank Hansel Ore
Warner ft Valerie
Btamp'a
Bd MaGoldrlck. Jr.
Helen
Laurie
Joe Loneffan
3

Rhythm Manlnca
GuarOamen & Mar'n
MarchottI Oro
B. S. Bercovici to Katherine Hahn, Goo
Walter John
Jan. 29, in Cleveland. He's the Mu- Taylors (2)
tual Broadcasting System commenOld FaIU TaToni
Ray Si Dale
tator.
Dot Garcey
Lieut. Paul Capron, Jr., to Jill Al Klrkbrlde
Stern, in Haddonfleld, N. J., Feb. Eddie Thomas
Billy HayeiT Oro
2.
He's former, feature editor of
Open Door Cafe
the Boston Transcript, now with U. Honey Chile ft C'b'd
Grace Sdwardjs
S. Army; she's a former thesp, now Jeannottee (10)
a reporter on the Philadelphia Rec- Margie Drummond
ord, owned
Stern.

King's

Col Geo Reed

MoraTlitn Bat
Howell, in Kenny Shnfer (3)

Saflna Threet to Benny Booker,
Jan. 26, in Newark, K. J. He's bass
player with Les Kite's orchestra.

from pa|t 4B5

Walter I^ane

Pittsburgh, Jan. 28. She is KDKA,
Pittsburgh, shopping commentator.
Anita

ice.

Next Week

Bills

Mother of Ed Tucholka, WEBR,
aContlaaed
Buffalo, announcer, died Jan. 26 in
Dolta Rhytbm Boyi
SMB'a C«f«
Buffalo.
Victor Huffo'a Oro
-Joe MoFadden
Lon'a GbanMllor Bar Sonia La Dare
3 Aces and Queen
Bab« La Tour

Widely known as just 'Sara' by
hundreds of managers and exhibitBeatrice G-'ber to Herbert Horn,
ors, she had Iieen a member of^tl.s
working staff of the old Independent in Philadelphia, Feb. 8. Bride's a
Display Co. for 30 years, remaining former secretary at Warners in New
on the job after Independent was York and on the Coast
acquired by National Screen ServNancy Dixon to George Mock, in

1942

4,

Gertrude

Woodsum

Herb Lewis
Copley Plaxa
(Sheraton Room)

(Terrace Boon)
Leighton Noble Or*
(Cafe Kongo)
Saivy Cavlcchio Or*
Hotel Vendome
(Fife

Drum Rm)

ft

Jolone
Victory 3

Terry Popin
IntentalloDiil Cafe

Ted Crowloy Oro

Norman

Bolster

Jan Stalling
Georgo Allen
Billy Hunt
Ken Club
Farron Uros Oro
Runs Howard
Jerry ft Lillian
Latin Quarter
Anthony Bruno Or*

Rhumbollerx Ore
Don Richards
Hal Lo Rny
Yola Gain
Stuart Morgan Dan*
Charlo ft Dupree
Wally Wanger Gls
(Lonnge Bar)

Hum

ft

Strum
ft La PlaU

Escudoro

Grove
Ore Jlm^ny McHale Ore
Leniile Tltz
Tom Chales
Ella May Wolera
Dr Rolf Passer
Phillips ft Breen
VIckl
(Merry-Go-Ronnd)
Homer
Thompaob
Charles
Annette Ross
Cay Balrd
Mark Gilbert 1
Georglne Stevens
Hazel Kenfiedy
Shdiah Wooda
Crawford House
Arthur Mftrtol
Andy Arnold Co
Mlckayettaa
Freddy Kubln Oro
Rio Casino
Rlalne Vargo
Joa Banlcat Oro
Crawfordottes
George Harris Oro
Jessica Garwood
»blolo'a
Regie White
Kay Doyle
Lee Wallers Ore
Vera Lament
Harrison Aulger
ray
tL
Andra
Club Congo
York ft Tracy
Barbara Lee
Johnny Policy
Bob Parrlsh
Bobby Bernard
Tom Brooks
Laakay Sla
T.arry Steele
Marya Breen
Carl Hortman
Clani Mawklna
Candy ft Pepper
Fox ft Hounds
Patrick Rogers
Loonard Soal Oro
thfiL-Edison is rented for $15 a ses- Margaret Walklna
Milton George Orr Louise ShorwooA
Korthnood- Ina
(Bhumbn Casino
Jdne Olddlngs
sion and is usually full to overflow- Tondelnytf ft Iiopez'
Oxngo Ore
Dala Khodaa
Room)
Don Muckel
ing, with as maiiy as 400 present.
Earl Dancer
Thareaa Rudolph
Charles Wolk Ore
Benny Drohan
Hon Amato
Hl-Uat
Walgreen gang also has three plays
Marty Dupree
Corktown Tavern
Ray Carlln Oro
Pote Herman Ore
(Garden Lounge)
either being cast or in rehearsal for Don Harris
Olds Wayne anb
Terry Andre
Mai ft F DearMO
Charlea Cdatallo Ore Frank Petty
Steuben's
a one-act festival on a Sunday night Karl Parchman
Hart ft Allison
McColl Sla
Hotel Bradford.
(Vienna Boom)
soon.
It probably will be held at Geo Boll
Jack London
(Circus Room)
T-^w Conrad Ore
the Music Box theatre, which Moss Panchlta Villa
Palm Beach
Liicllto ft J Maloncy Dbn ft Darrow
Phil Sklllman Ore
Laa Palmor
Hotel Brunswick
Nancy Day
Hart has promised to provide. They
Frontier Ranch
ei Cota Co
(Bermuda
Terrace) Doris Abbott
will all be new plays and all about Denny McCurtIn
Hnrbara & Dala
Lionel Hampton O
Jimmy Marr
Gloria Shayne
Monnle Drake
Hotel Rssex
Adele Corcv
young actors and their problems.
Jean ft Earl Coe
Don Pablo Oro
Ken Travers Ore
The Cove
Proceeds of the festival will go to June Brooks
Jack Manning Orr
Penobaeot Clnb
Don DIDona Ore
Rancheros Ore
Billy Kelly
Patricia Wlllla
jAck Fisher
American Theatre Wing war relief. Irving
Specter
Ada Marova
Diana Dala
Tamara Dorlva
In a moment of zeal at an American
Grand Terrace
Bill Groin
Pamela Brltton
Sally Dobbs
Theatre Wing mass meeting about Four Dukes
Preddlo Buach Ore VIn Daloy
Plr-ettCB (E)
Adele Corey
six weelcs ago, someone go( up and, Billy Joy ft.Junnltn Barney Qroone Ore Jean Monti
Tlc-Tofl
Earl ParcHinan
Hnok'a Bedford las Eleanor Botand'
pledged $500 from the Walgreen Pbll Sklllman Ore
HoteLXenox
Jos Nevilif ore
Mao McGran Oro
(Xenox Arms)
Tiny Sinclair
crowd.
Now they're figuring out
Haymarket
Boyale
Bob Hardy Oro
Durants
Alice Dawn
ways of getting the coin to make Dick Hughes
Kay Ivors
Howard Fullor ft Sir
••'"
Holel AXiperra
Tremont PImx»
good' the 'pledg*.
M4'5fa7r(.
Bunny McVey Oro
Duke Lorenzo Oro
.

Charlie Carlisle

"

Tommy Tucker
Amy ArnsU

Miami

Donald Brown
Kerwin Somervllle

'

.

.

-

•

•

.

.
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WHAT THEY

Leroy has re-tagged him Steve Corand Maxine Lynch.
Tom Moon, assistant manager of
the State, tumbled from the marquee
and broke a couple of ribs and a
^ConUnoed from pace 1;
gob of neon.
Fay Honey, of. the Tecumseh,
porter for CBS, has restricted himthat new high-priced ph»
Tecumseh, Neb., has branched out
of the kingdom of con- self td three weeks of touring (which into the restaurant biz.
nell),

Lecturers' Mint

War

waits to

nomlnom

—

One Comic

Halls Another

the various denominations of these
defense securities.

Editor, 'Variety':

The idea Is roughly 'birth of ihe
bond,' starting with a l6-cent Defense Saving Stamp and lat<;r blossoming Into a bond.

Wynn

Ed
has sent the following
doing currently). He's getting
birthday telegram to Eddie Cantot:
unusually high fees, around $1,000,
Will Keep 'Em Flylne
because most of the 10 dates are
'TWO score and ten years ago
Des Moines, Feb. 3.
sponsored by CBS affiliated stations,
your father brought forth on
which are using Murrow's presence theRobert Lowe, assistant mAnager at
this continent a new baby, conDes Moines theatre, and Donald
couple hun- as a promotional stunt. Htirry Flan- Knight, assistant manager at the
ceived in liberty and dedicated
Tom Tallahasee and a the
Russians nery, who succeeded Shirer as CBS Paramount, have passed their tests
to the proposition that all men
ii^d of her friends -why
Berlin,
in
is also touring.
roikester
for
toe
the
aviation
corps
how
and
will
be
or
war
lose the
need amusement. Now we arc
Jlst ciin't
has 51 dates at $200 to $350 each. leaving the theatres soon.
He
Pathe
In
Japs
the
U S will lick weeks.
Successors have not yet been
engaged in a great world war,
tour, more than
long
Unusually
six
cific within
named.
testing whether anyone is quali100 engagements, is being made by
writers
the
bringing
Dates are
fied to deliver that amusement
each James R. Young, former INS writer.
to.
$1,000
from
$100
Adier with PRC In Det.
anywhere
gets around $150 a date. Hallett
He
around
so .sorely n;:cded by men. 1 can
probably
average
Detroit, Feb. 3.
with the
thin'- r' no one in our profesAmount depends, of Abend, New York Times Far Eastt3n0-$350.
Replacing Herbert Ives, resigned.
sion who has contributed more
of- the In- ern expert, is doing 30 talks at $200
lourse^ on the reputation
Robertr-Adler,
who
for
15
years
ios thai CiKi. You
i.ian iuu
Seasonal earnmgs to $300. Kenneth Downs, who just worked in the New York territory
dividual writer.
have done more than amuse
tour the speaker got back from Libya for the UP, is for Columbia, has been svimed city
hinge on how long t
them;
you have given to them of
only starting to be booked now. Big salesman and booker here for PRC.
your time and your fortune.
tour is 6°xpected for the remainder
Soooooo, on your 50th birthday,
of the season at $200 to $300.
to yiMj. dear Eddie Canior, who
the Peace
Arthur Menken, ncwsreel camerahas done so much for 'the
Cleric in Jail
man, back with some good Far Eastpeople' and who is so loved 'by
ern Alms, has about 50 dates, also
the people' and who undoubted; continued from page 1;
One of the most unusual and
ly is 'of the people'- ... I reFischer,
the
Louis
of
at
$200-$300.
successful of the season's lection with an arrest for a liquor-law
$175-$2S0.
Sheilah
Nation,
has
63
at
peat, on your SOth birthday may
ture programs blew up with the
violation.
NewsNorth
American
Graham,
of
wish you at least 'one son,' so
I
7.
Dec.
on
ships in Pearl Harbor
that the name of Cantor shall
paper Alliance, was ill when she reIn
a 'farewell' statement to his
Japbetween
a
debate
It was a'
not perish from the earth.'
turned to the U. S. and could only supporters, the mini.ster declared
gal
Chinese
on
a
and
anese
I think this is pretty nice.
take a few engagements, for which his 'hands are clean and conscience
Modern
Japan vs.
•Modern
Jack MiWy.
she got $200 each. Edna' Lee Booker, clear' and he'll continue from his
China," with a great many bookformer Shanghai correspondent for cell in Stillwater penitentiary his
ings ahead.
INS, has about 45 dates at $100 each. fight against liquor, vice and gamFannie Hurst's Toor
Gabbers were Haru Matsul and
M. W. Fodor^ now of the Chicago bling.
New York.
Helena Gin-Chiu Kuo.
Church o'rganizatlons and other Editor, 'Variety':
Sun, is limited to short distances
from Chi and is doing 30 spots at supporters have announced they'll
The Treasury Department has
wants booked which depends on $150-$200. Helen Kirkpatrick, of the petition the Minnesota Pardon Board
'drafted' Miss Fannie Hurst to help
get
cruability
to
the
vice
effort
to
reduce
his
in
an
and.
stamina
Daily
News,
didn't
back
Chioago
get
his
us inform the public as to the whys
leave-of-absence from his job,
this season, but has a big tour on sader's sentence. He also is head of
Savings
the Anti-Saloon League in the state. and wherefores of Defense
the way for next year.
Sblrcr > Topper
he started damage suits Stamps and Bonds. Each day here
Not exactly a foreign correspond- Recently
William Shirer, for instance, the
xigainst several night club owners at headquarters, we get hundreds of
somewhat
the
same
catehave
ent,
but
in
year,
could
the
of
hottest thing
low
for allegedly beating him up during letters from people in high and
talked himself breathless twice a day gory, is Douglas Miller, former U. S,
places, asking the most elemental
a raid.
,
from Town Hall, N. Y., to a mudhole commercial attache in Berlin, whose
Miss Hurst has volunSeveral of his operators were questions.
'You Can't Do Business With Hiaer*
In Seattle if he wanted the dt^es.
found guilty of extortion in connec- teered to perform an 'educational'
He couldn't and didn't want to get was a best-seller. He's a big money tion with their raids on slot ma- tour, which will graphically illusmaker with 40 dates at $350 each.
too far away from the CBS newschines at Shakopee, Minn., near trate the variety of places where
room in New York and so bookings
Foreign journalists like Genevieve here.
stamps and bonds are sold, and also
He's Tabouis and Ande Geraud (Pertiwere accordingly restricted.
doing about 30 dates at from $500 to nax) have lost some of their former
$750 each, most of them at the latter popularity.
Audiences want men
figure.
who just got back, regardless of the
(W. Colston Ijelgb, biggest of the fact that most of them tell' little
managers, who now agents almost more than they have already writen
continued from page 3
in their day-to-day dispatches.
all of the correspondents, takes 50%
Spanish studios. Termed the John Ford of
commish, out of which he pays the
Most newspaper foreign services cause based on the 'gallega'
Outstanding pic
local production.
gabber's expenses and railroading. and mags encourage the lecture type.
Pepe Arias: Most popular male of the season: 'Quiero Morir ConOther managers take 25%, with the tours by their correspondents. Only
Kind of Latin W. C. Fields, tigo' ('Want to Die with You'). Comlecturer paying own transportation. AP and UP forbid them. Others see comic.
edy with juve team of Elisa Galve
It amounts to about the same thing.)
them as prestige-building and good except that his admirers think he's
Favorite stage comic, spe- and Angel Magana.
Leland Stowe, of the Chicago promotion for themselves and their better.
Mannel Komero: Most experi
Daily News Foreign Service, was client papers. Some editors also feel cialty is putting across roles as a
directors. One-time newswriters to constantly frustrated, often brow- mental of
a
speaker

the war correspondent
•/
who just got back.
aje
Journalists with war lowdown
as high as ?20,earning themselves
teUing Aunt Tlll.e
a year by

veS^Son,

he's

TIHISX

Miss Hurst and a representative of
department meets the: press in

this

,

her apartment today (Tuesday).

Her itinerary
A.

&

be as follows:
and Co-

will

P. store at 67th St.

lumbus avc.
Liggetl's Drug. Store, Columbui
avc and CCth st.
Post Office, 67lh St. and Columbus ave.
Jay Thorpe, 24 West 57th st.
Backroom of the Hotel Plaza.

Woolworth's.
(Central Hanover
Stii ave.

Bank,

60th

st

ami

As you will see, this represents
what any housewife can do towards
substantially helping the 'war effort

Gone With

right in her own neighborhood on a
typical day, of shopping.

Peter Finney,
Director of Publicity.

Constrnctlve Criticism

New

York.

.

Editor, 'Variety';

In the awareness that I may be
breaking with all precedent I am
taking the liberty of writing to thank
you tor your kindly review of my
debut recital in Town Hall on Jan.

—

26.

Naturally, I am much gratified by
your commendation of my work in
general.
Most especlaly do I wish
to thank you for your highly consti'uctive crilicLsm which I shall endeavor to utilize toward better future'

.

performances.

-

One Yank

In

With appreciation.

Lnra Stouer.

An

Argentine
j

.

-

another demand
this year,
with many dates set at $300 to $400
each, but Stowe was In the Orient
and couldn't get back to fill them.

Of the guys who were able to get
home, Vincent Sheean is the top
moneymaker. Available for most of
the seasori, he has better than 75
spiel-sessions booked, each at from
$350 to $500, for a total of $40,000.

The Ladles
two fcmmes, oddly

It's

however,

who

dlvidual

fees.

1

Is

thinking and wants to know.

lic is

Exchanges

.

Dorothy

from the manager's post at the Isls,
subsequent run, to become manager
of

the

Regent, Winfleld, Kansas.
the Regent
Granada, flrst-run, where he
Dale Hevelone, who re-

Thompson,

Hugh Siverd moves from

ter

to the

known

replaces
signed.

who grabs herself betthan $1,000 a date and has been
to get as high as $2,500. The
High Priestess of the Platform.
Eve Curie, who tosses In a soigne
appearance with exciting talk, reportedly collects to the tune of $750
to $1,000 a date.
Mile. Curie takes
only 30 or 35 engagements
a year.
Quentin Reynolds Is another of the
other

Mnbes

in demand—'but not availuntU last week. Between a ses•lon in a Cairo hospital
with sun
poisoning and shrapnel In his knee
wasn't able to start his tour until
f*
«st Friday (30). Reynolds
is on an
schedule through March at
to $500 an engagement, with
J»0
talk-about as-dinneiable

with Joe SUlin.

van Paasseh is another enthe better than $20,000 tour

yjy in

rl*^' He
JO $500.

has about 50 dates at $300

John T. Whitaker, of the
r"5?80 Dally News, has 55 at $250
"^ay Allen, of North
A»,
•

'wierican

Newspaper Alliance, has
engagement at around $250 each.
Knickerbocker,
former

'»

neaist

writer who was forced to
when he hejame foreign editor
of the new Chi«eo Sun, could have bfeen In the
Wlossal class with
a $45,000 tour. As
« «. he hit around $17,000 by doing

Harold Hume, of the Fox Midwest
booking office, is temporarily managing the

Isis.

Williams' 1st Texas Hons*
Hooks, Texas, Feb.

3.

The K. Lee Williams Theatres have
opened their first house in Texas

and Okla-

homa.
Close Syr^acuse House
-Syracuse,-Feb.- -S. Declared unsafe by Fire Marshal
Charles Wilkes, the Lyric theatre
has been closed. The closing order,
according to Wilkes, followed an investigation asked by a member of
the audience attending a recent
show.
Wilkes found defective wiring and
fixtures and doors intended to serve
as emergency exits stuffed with burlap, apparently to keep out cold, he
said.-

•

eoncel part of his
tour

*d
HTrf

at $350 to $500 each.
,o'i"^
128 dates last season,

could-have-been

n,,

"uranty, former

'

is

He

Walter

New York

Times
™f^?«Pondent in Moscow.
Busy
*
on the Coast, he ac"i*
cepted only 20 dates, getting from
to
5^ f°

U5

T

$600 apiece for them.
'

aoing

150

T.

R.

another former TImesman.

some 85

each.

sessions at around

-

Murrow Under Aosplces

Mward Murrow, European

re-

Panllna

SIngerman:

Another Mgr,

In

Army

Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 3.
Alvin Hendricks, manager of the
Varsity, goes to the quartermaster

Frank Capra, but

family,

One of leading figures in new cooperative setup, Asociados Artistas
Argentines.

Lopez

Lagar

be affected by priorities and that
needed materials will be available.
Oberstein 'WBS~to- have~flown herefrom New York early this week for
huddles, but hasn't arrived. Frank
Walker, prcz of Victor, Is here, how-

and

'.

nowhere

ever, getting

trying to

in

Dorsey re-

induce'Dorsey to renew.

cently told, friends that he had

up

his

outfit,

mind

made

go back with that

to

but with the

MG

thing get-

changed his mind.
In checking over the list of record-

ting hot,

ing talent at Metro,

Judy Garland

Is

It Is

revealed that"

under contract to

Decca; Katherine Grayson, Jeanett«
Victor; Nelson Eddy
and Rise Stevens with Columbia.
Contracts are for one year, with options and are studio-approved.

MacDonald with

and acting as magazine correspondent. Returned here in '38 and

has since specialized in patriotic
themes.
Lais BayoL Herrera: Expert on
If Dorsey goes into the Metro vencomedy, he directs Nini Marshall ture, which he inspired, he may curand Luis Sandrini, two of the best tail his band work to take 'active
Latin laugh getters. Spanish-born, part in its operation.
one-time poet and author, he's never
been to the States, but watches U.S.
Milton Raskin has left Gene Krupa
pictures closely and has been compared in method with W. S. Van to massage the keys for Tommy DorDyke; Outstanding-pic- of the yearr sey.; -He replaces Joe Bushkin, who
for
black-and-whitcs
the
'Candida, Millionaire,' comedy with traded

v

...

.

Pedro

films

pretty,

Argentine films are mainly diHere arc the outstanding meggers at present:
Mario Sofllcl: Clever, intelligent,
painstaking, a one-time iitage' actor
and then a theatre director, he's
i[f<jrkod for practically ajl^..<\,rgcij.tlnei,

a

achieved unusual effect of suspense.
Luis Cesar Amadorl: Ttalian-b'orri,
but educated in Argentina, he's rated
the hardest working and most consistent Latin megger. One-time cutter, he's credited with developing
Libertad Lamarque and Pepe Arias
into two of the leading Latin stars.
Usually writes own stuff. Outstanding pic, 'Sonar, no Cuesta Nada'
('Dream, It Costs Nothing').
Carlos Borcosque: Born in Chile,
one-t4me a pioneer aviator, he went
to the States years ago, stayed 15
Spanish-language
directing
years,

she was recently taken to Hollywood
corps today (Tuesday), and is bemg for a try, but failed to make the
'
shipped first to Ft. Leavenworth,. grade. Nevertheless
popular in
Kan. He is being replaced by Dean Latin-America and often compared
Davis.
to Jeanelte MacDonald.
John Melzger, of the Oriental,
Beaver City, Neb., is the state's
TEE DIBECTOBS

busiest exhlb, head of the draft
board, a school board member, and
secretary of the county fair.
Mrs. Jack Logan came on to Osceola, Neb., from Las Vegas, Nev.,
completed a re-leoslng deal on the
Muse, then ducked back in time to
be in Las Vegas for the wedding of
l^er nephe\v I^epp?rd East , (Sas>;vy^

associated with RCA-Victor, but
without voice in Its operation.

is

Mayer last week dispatched Harry
Link, identified with the Metro music
affiliates and studio biz head of music, to N. Y. in an effort to Interest
EH Oberstein in joining the projected
Metro pancake outfit. Latter is veteran of the disc business and now
Coverheads Classic Record Co.
ing all angles before making his report to Schenck, Mayer has been
assured that record-making will not

('History of a Night'), which intro-

duced

ly all companies in comedy roles
and often teamed with Elisa Galve.

Amanda Ledesma: Young,

-

directs in style of

he went to Hollywood as

Schenck gives the

if

is-reported that Metro Is ready
earmark $500,000 lor the recordmaking venture, with Dorsey cut in
for an interest Mayer's interest was
further whetted by two illuminating
facts: that two other studios, Warners and RKO, are. interested in record firms, and that more records
were sold in 1941 than in any previous year. Warners has a small in-'
terest in Decca Records, and RKO
It

to

correspondent, worked with Sidney
Franklin and W. S. Van Dyke; came
back to direct. Outstanding picture
of season: 'Historia de Una Nochc'

and

Central America. Also big in stage
comedies. Has toured with her own
company in Spain, Mexico and
Central America.
Legrand Sisters: Although they've
appeared in only two films, Legrand
twins, Mirtha and Sylvia, are already among the most popular of
Latin stars.
Girls are often compared with the Deanna Durbin of
her earlier picts and now busily
learning English.
Angel Magana: Rising young Argentinean. Freelances with practical-

Disc Biz

:Continued from page 1;

with Metro,

in

enterprise a green light.

he went to Hollywood as a press
Picked up many
correspondent.
Outstanding pic of the seaideas.
son: 'Los Martes, Orquideas' ('On
biggest
b.o.
Tuesdays, Orchids'),
grosser of the year and rated a
precedent-setter for here.
Luis Saslavsky: Son of a wealthy

Argentine-

'

M-G

to

Sam Wood. Former newspaperman,

descent,
she's
beautiful,

Cuba

turned

Gaucho' (The Gaucho Priest').
Looks like
Maglca:
Francisco

and
in

then

producer,

a cutter, then worked in Spain and
Very U.S.-minded. OutFrance.
standing film of season: 'El Cura

in mellers.

It's the Lone Star, seats 700
born of Russian
managed by 'Victor Farrar.
Theatre here makes the 19th in the glamorous, blonde
chain of houses operated by the Wil- especially popular
is

liams, circuit in Arkansas

atrical

Specializing in money-makfilms.
ing comedies. Outstanding pic of the
season: 'Yo Quero ser Bataclana' CI
Want To Be a Chorus Girl') with
Nim Marshall. Big at b.o.
Lncas Demarc: Only 20, considered one of the most promising
young Latin directors, he started as

Hngo del Carrll: Juvenile who
gets I,atin women the way Robert
Taylor and Ty Power excite U. S.
fans.
Puts across tangos, selling
discs much as Bing Crosby puts
Recently
across U. S. numbers.
back from smash p.a. tour to Mexico
and Cuba.
Pedro Lopez Lagar: Spanish-born,
with
stage
comhe came to B. A.
a
pany. Made a hit on the radio and
then entered films. Handsome leading man in the C^harles BoyerRonaid Colman metier, he specializes

here.

and

.

paperman, he was a successful the-

beaten character. 'Napoleon,*' which
dealt With a theatrical boarding
houser his outstanding '41 film.
Dark, beautiful,
Delia Carces:
looks like Olivia de Havilland and
frequently plays similar roles; only
22, she was recently married to millionaire film director Alberto' de
Zavalia.

sContlnued from pate I6s

enough,

are getting the top'in-

No.

it's
good idea for their
be back In the United States part of
the year and in the hinterlands getting questions shot at them so that
they know what their reading pub-

Illamliutlng List

Editor, 'Variety':
Your current issue names on page
3? former FCC eniployees now coU
lecting counsel fees from broadcasting stations. This list was not complete, since It should also have included the names of employees of
thj former Federal Radio Commission.
We suggest you secure these
and print them, also. There is an
illuminating list.
U. O. Stevens.

rector-films.

,
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Eastman Motion-Picture Film Cans and Cores

MUST BE RETURNED

WAR

requirements have

sharply

curtailed

the

supply of metal and plastics needed to manufacture

35-mm. motion-picture film cans and
quently, the

cores.

Conse-

Eastman Kodak Company urges the

prompt return of

these essential supplies.

They

must be used over and over again.

Help maintain
film by seeing to

are kept in
to the

it

the supply of motion-picture

that all

Eastman cans and cores

good condition,

Kodak Park Works,

By doing your

collected,

Rochester,

and shipped

N. Y.

part in this emergency,

you

help yourself and everyone connected with the
motion-picture:- industry— as well as all those

who

depend more than ever on the screen for

vital

information and entertainment.

Wnte

for prices

and detailed shipping

inforTnation.

Motion Picture Sales Division

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

4,

1942

RADIO

SCREEN

Published •WMkljr at 164 West 46tti Straet,
BDtercd as Second-class matteV December

New

NEW

No. 10

Want That Film

.

11,

PRICE

CENTS

25

See Record Charity Gross ($140,000)

LILY PONS RAIED
10.

Wbm

Hollywood Is eyeing possible frontal attacks from the Pacific,
being sniped economically from the rear. Governor of Arizona,
ot Phoenix and various chambers of commerce beyond the
eastern border are using poUtical and business pressure on the film
industry to move into the desert regions across the Colorado river, far
from blackouts or possible air raids.
Land available for studios near Phoenix has J>een offered to pro-'
ducers. for free, along with guaranteed sunshine. California is nothing more than a claim jumper, according to historians of Arizona,
who point out that Cecil B. DeMiUe made his first -western. The
Squaw Man,' in their state more than 20 years ago.

.

1942

CONCERT STAR

1

Biz

Hollywood, Feb.

°

ALL RIGHTS BESEBVED

YORK, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

EDDY NO.
All

New

ORIco at

COPTBIOHT, IMS, BY VABlETr, INC.

VOL. 146

Annual subscription, 110. Single copies 2B cents.
York, N. Y., under the act ot March 3, 1879.

York, N. T., by Varlcly, Inc.

1906, at the Post

22,

S TA G E

MUSIC

2D,

It is

TOPS

mayor

For Navy Refief s Single N.Y. Show

WOMEN
.

Performers Monopolize
$5,500,000 Gross by Snaring About Half of ItHaphazard Existence for

Navy

Military Sellers

Thousands

MANY

Urge Dance Leaders, as Idols of Kids,

Fund

benefit

show

at

Square (Sarden, N. Y.,
10, in which name players
from every branch of the show busi-

March

The military songs that are
actually selling in substantial
lots are the old standards such
as 'Anchors Aweigh' (Bobbins),
The Caissons Go Rolling Along'
(Shapiro-Bernstein)
and 'The
Marine's Hymn' (Marks).
Piano copies of these numbers
have each been receiving as high
an overturn as 400 to 700 a day.

IN $1,000 CLASS

Relief

Madison

80

ness will participate, is expected to
hit an all-time high gross for any
single performance. Ticket sale may
realize $115,000, with another $25,000 possible from program advertis-

ing and sale,

meaning an over-all
toUl of $140,000.
Boxes are being sold for $1,000
per, while regular seats are scaled
to $16.50 top.
Several show biz
names have personally been push-i
ing the sales, with Eddie Cantor himself getting rid of around $25,000
worth.
Those selling tickets say
they've received as high as $100 for
a pair of $16.50 tickets, purchasers
tacking on the extra coin as an added
donation to Navy Relief.

^

'

To Ballyhoo

the

Need

Bandleaders are expected to line
to pressure the
youth of the country into taking
t>etter care of themselves physically.
Details of Nvhat leaders will be expected to do were outlined by John
B. Kelly, Director of Physical Fitness

for Staying Fit
Nifty Billing

up behind a plan

of the Office of Civilian Defense, at

a luncheon given him by Mannie
Sacks, of Columbia Records, last
Thursday (5) at the Astor hofel, N.Y.
Revealing that approximately 47%
of the selectees called

up

for

Army

duty since (^inscription began were
turned down for various physical der
Kelly took his listeners through
a 20-niinute discourse on the methods
of the Axis nations in strengthening
infanpower, and deplored the American machine age as a softening infects,

He asserted that jitterbugging induced by modern dance styles
Is a great conditioner, in his opinion,
but that in visiting ballrooms recently ha found too few dancers

fluence.

.

gyrating.
Majority of young idolof name bands and leaders
spent Ufeir time clustered around the
bandstand drinking In performances
instead o't dancing,
Accordingly he asked leaders to do
(Continued on page 47)

Of about $5,500,000 grossed by
thousands of concert performers in
the United States annually, about 80
perftrmers snare approximately half
of that amount, a 'Variety' survey re
veals.
Nelson Eddy and Lily Pons,
are the top earners, the former leading the entire

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Prize offered by -Mary Pickford for the best slogan for canteen at Fort MacArthur, San
Pedro, Cel., went to Bob Schiller, former screen writer now
stationed there.
Winning line was: Through
piss the best
these portals
damn soldiers in the world.'

the latter

is

the average about 25.
With the limited audience and boxoffice availability, the smaller singers and Instrumentalists are thus cut
to a bare living and it is doubtful if
more than 10% of those actually trying to make a living in concert earn
as much as $30 weekly.
The two biggest agencies in the
field,
Columbia Concerts and the
National Concert and Artists Service,
Inc., have about 225 artists on their

do about $4,500,About an000 business annually.
other $1,000,000 is picked up by independent managers, their artists and
those who book themsel,ves.
NBp
grosses about $2,000,000, Columbia,

SOLDeSTURN

Their

lists.

ANNOUNCERS

artists

$2,500,000.

Eddy ^ver^es

$3,000

Eddy's average of 30 annual condoes better than a $200,000

Cincinnati, Feb. 10.

certs

WL^

PAR PARD PROPOSES
CASH
TO

FORT BRAGG WOULD

BAND

DRAFT

ing to give $5,000 of his own money,
Plan went no further.
Several of the Par operating partners are extremely wealthy, rating

according to Katherine Fox, who
in charge of this patriotic service.

10.

strike

fund and savings account of the
Screen CartoonlsU Guild be Invested
in Defense Bonds was approved
Monday (9) night by the board of
directors.
•-

'AoipuDt not

-specified.

is

No Gag Now

into seven figures.

Banking with Uncle Sam
Hollywood, Feb.

For a time something

RACKETS
Hollywood, Feb.

of a tug-o'--

war was on between Walter Winchell
(N. Y. Mirror) and Ed Sullivan
(N, Y. News) as to which columnist
would retain most Identity with the
10.

New investigation of film labor
racketeering has been launched here,
said to be headed by FBI and Iiltemal Revenue agents who made the
first probe resulting in the conviction
of George E. Browne and Willie
Bioff.

Current investigation is reported
around records of 'the
in an effort to learn what

centered

lATSE

mammoth

variety, show,

Winchell

was first in the picture, then Sulllr
van tried to edge Into the spotlight
by suggesting that the Madison
(Continued on page 23)

Mutual

Network

Up

Chalks

Its

1st

of the millions collected by
Bioff on a 2% salary
all members of
lATSE. Understood the Government
Mutual Network grossed $1,024,512
is not satisfied witli the idea that In time sales for January, '42, or
were the only ones 102.8% better than the tally was for
and
Bioff
Browne
concerned in the financial tnllking of the like month of 1941. It also repfilm studio and theatre employees.
resents Mutual's first attainment ot
the million-dollar mark for any one

became

$1,000,000 MoBth

Browne and

assessment against

month.

SONG REINFORCEMENTS
FOR HERO MacARTHUR

The network's previous monthly
high was the- $958,935 it grossed last

Tin Pan Alley Is engaged in a race
to turn out songs celebrating Gen
MacArthur's valiant stand on Bataan

Tracy

November.

'

-

Recommendation that the

FILM LABOR

with

each,

MOTHERS OF

DIGS INTO

sec-

Reading of defense announcements gross. He has received as high as
and WSAI, Crosley sta- $7,000 for a concert and generally
on
Miss Pons re
tions, is being- done by mothers of takes in $3,000-$3,500.
ceives an average of $3,000.
rhen in Uncle Sam's armed forces.
Singers receiving $1,000 or over
This personal appeal idea was In- per engagement Include Jeanette
augurated Monaay (9K Four dif- MacDonald, Paul Robeson, RichCrooks, Helen Traubel, John
U.Si. ferent mothers are assigned to the ard
GIITS
Charles Thomas, Nino Martini,
task each day. They are Introduced
Gladys Swarthout, Rise Stevens,
identified as having a
Lansing Hatfield, Marion Anderson,
One of the Paramount theatre by name and
partners is reported to have recom- son in the designated arm of serv(Continued on page 47)
mended cash donations to the Gov- ice and 'having a message for you.'
ernment and was prepared to start Mothers are selected for activity in
the ball rolling if high Par execs as Greater Cincy's civic and social afwell as all other partners would do fairs.
In January, the two Crosley stathe same. Thought was a gift of the
money, not buying of bonds. This tions made 1,257 announcements,
ENTIRE
Par partner, not revealed, was will- double the number for December,
.

S.

ond and tops the women.
The top artists receive fees of $1,000 and up per engagement, which
may run from four to 90 yearly for

Izers

^

field;

U

Hollywood, Feb. 10. _
Gagsters who have had fun kidding
a certain film star about oversized
dogs should make merry with a $15,850 suit filed against the Chinese
theatre by Mrs. Julia Kaufman.
She charges injury when' she trapped over the footprint in the theatre's

famed, forecourt.

.

Ted

Duane,

arranger-tenor

sax

player, formerly with Jan Savitt, Is
soon to be inducted. Last week he
received a request from the commandant of Fort Bragg, N. C, asking him to try to round up enough

musicians
form an outfit and have them don
uniforms with him and form a
much-needed post band at Bragg.

about-to-be-conscripted
to

.

Duane recently was rehearsing

a

band of his own, but gave it up
probably because of his low draft
classification.

May Do Steinbeck

Play for Serlin on B'way

Peninsula. Among the titles involvSpencer Tracy may be seen on
ing songs on that theme which have
Broadway this spring if Oscar Serlin
already been filed with the regisis successful in his present mission
tration bureau of the Music Pub
on. the Coast.
Legit producer went
Ushers Protective Association are
been
Hats Off to MacArthur^ (PauU- to Hollywood last week, it has
learned, to attempt to get Tracy for
Pioneer), 'Fighting Doug MacArthur'
the top role in John Steinbeck's "The
(Berlin) and 'Here's to MacArthur,"
'God Bless MacArthur' and The Moon is Down.'
Tracy's commitments to Metro are
MacArthur March' (Shapiro-Bern
understood to be a principal factor
stein).
Pl^y is
in delaying his pacting.
The rationing sidelights of the war about Norwegian resistance to their
have also already begun to serve as
Nazi overlords
themes for songs." There's Mills Music's 'Don't Put Me On a Ration of
'
Thanks to Tanks
Love' and 'I Must Have Priorities on
Audrey. Morals, head of the JaYour Ixjve'; the Tobias Bros.' 'Who
Needs Sugar, When I've Got Honey' maica Theatres circuit, Jamaica, BritWest
Indies, has been successful
ish
Four
Music's
'Ive
Got
Broadway
and
Brand New Tires.' Other late en- in his campaign to get the Jamaica
tries to the war song list are 'I'm government, to use a special 'Thank
Building a Tent House in Ireland' You, America' cancellation on all
(Bob Miller), 'Sweetheart of the postage stamps.
Idea is to express gratitude to U.S.,
A.E.F.' (Bobbins) and 'Kickin' the
for part it Is playing in the war.
Panzer' (Crawford).
.

'

——

.

Tifanna-Buy-a-Tire Pitch Throws

Hollywood, Feb.

By Milton

his ap-

pearance In HoIlTWood and he

ain't

I*on Errol. He's suspiciously like
the same guy who was selling phoney
perfume
Juana.

smuggled
His racket

in
is

from
equally

Tia
as

gyppy and Hollywood as usual has
In fact several smart lads
at the studio and around the Bollywood-Vine sector have been taken.
They'd like to squawk, but who'll
fallen.

listen?

pitch is simple. From a corner of his mouUi, the peddler advises the boys that he has a hot tire.

The

brand new. The paper wrapping is still around it. Serial numbers and everything are right there.
Vou can see them yourself. Pal of
It's

truck driver for a big store,
crabbed it. All you have to do is
run a file over the serial number.
That" s to protect his paL The price?
The pal has a sick wife. Hell let it
CP cheap. Can you see the tire? Sure.
He'll have it out to your house toNo checks.
night -Cash, though.
his,

Simple?
Night arrives and so docs the guy
with the tire It looks like the McCoy. Wrapped in the original paper

Los Angeles, Feb.

10.

That retread job on Lou Clayton's schnoz, which blew up a
$79,500 damage suit against tha
plastic surgeon, was cosOy to
him in a professional way, it

was

testified

who

should

about

no.ses.

1942

Jimmy Durante,
know something
He said the beauti-

by

flcation project on the Clayton
such freproboscis required
quent hospitalization that he
(Durante) was forced to engage
other agents to negotiate deals
for him.
who
Ginsburg,
Josif
Dr.
bobbed Clayton's- beezer, also
made approaches to Durante for
a makeover of his smeller, but
Jeems chased him with, 'Whoddya want me to do, drive a

truck.'

J

Bcrle

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Finally wound up work on my picture. *WhisperIng Ghosts.'
In one
scene a fellow threw a hatchet at me and Just missed my head. A little
closer and thcre'd be chipped ham on the set.
My producer. Sol Wurtzel, said to me: 'Berle, 700 did a fine job— here's
a bonus.'* What am I going to do with 300 Elmo Uncoln pictures?
A reporter from a hig news syndicate came on the set and -said, 'I'm
here to interview you, Mr. Berle. Can you give rae a 2,000-word story
on Brenda Joyce?'
When the picture was in the can, the whole cast gave me a gift— just

Bugle's Sour Note

10.

II,

THE BERLE-ING POINT

Coasters; It's There, Now It Isn't There
The rubberlegger has made

Febnurj

Wcilnesdaft

MISCELLANY

Bonds cast as little as $18.75,
come a* low at 10
Defense bonds and
stamps can he bought at all
banks and postofices, and
stamps ca»i also be purchased
stamps
cents.

*

,

at retail stores.

what

I

needed—pcti-point kIccDcx.
Broadway Department

Harold Conrad writes me that Joe Frisco Is the cleanest fellow he ever
night Joe washes out his Racing Form and hanp It up to dry.
Georgie Jessel Is getting so worried he can't woric His baby Is almost
a year old—and still no marriage offers.
One of'LIndy's herrings has struck it rich. He now has a penthouse in

met Every

Leo's icebox.

Joe E. Lewis met an actor who is all ready for the opening of summer
he just put chased a pitchfork.

—

stock

Argentina Takes Steps

HoUywoodlani
Maxie Roseobloom put his application in to become a member of the
Intelligence.- Three days later he received a reply: 'Dear Sir— Are

Army

To Ban Fun-Poking At

You Kidding?'

George Raft has Introduced a new game to take the idace of gin-rummy,
You go to a studio, they give you a script, you turn
down, then run home and pout. (Such fun.)
Nazarro says an ibdependent company is going to make a sequel
to 'The Chocolate Soldier,' to be called "The Chocolate Soldier With
Fearful that forthcoming Carnival
Almonds,' or 'Hetshey Bar, 1 Love You.'
season— three-day pre-Lenten celeJerry Bergen knows a fellow who got in bad with his producer uncle for
bration which in Latin countries is
whom he worked so ho was demoted to an acting nephew.
the jamboree of the year may be
Maale Department
used by political elements, governHenry Busse had a contraption put on the edge of his trumpet that

Dictators During Fete

called 'Suspended.'
it

Buenos Aires. Feb.

Berlin

Still

Fancies

.'YipJipJaphankU'

Cliff

3.

—

—

ment hei-e has taken steps to strictly pops the corn as it emerges.
10.
was out here from control all merry-making.
Bob Crosby knows a songwriter whose tune lay on the publisher's shelf
Police have issued edicts banning for so long that when lliey flrslly decided to use It they had to ai'^putate
wrapping and everything. He'll tear New York last week to view 'We're
Ready,' musicomedy written, acted fun-poking at 'foreign officials,' meanoft some of the wrapping just to
the s<mg from the mahogany.
Tommy Dorsey says with, sf many musicians in the Army; the captain
prove what a bargain he is giving and produced by the soldiers, and ing those of dictator countries, alto revive discussion of a 'Yip, Yip, though that fact is not mentioned.
jou. He Just happens to tear off
in command has to give them a downbeat before tbey snap to attention.
Yaphank II.'
Rule states that costumes, disguises
about seven inches of paper right
Radla Dcpartaufi
First edition of 'Yaphank' in 1917 and colors affecting feelings of any
where the brand and serial number
Due to all the shortages in the cbuj>try. Clyde McCoy bad to change
was a tremendous success in two nationality will be prohibited. No
That's luck. That also clinches
Is.
his theme song from 'Sugar Blues' to 'Saccharine Blues.'
weeks
Boradway.
Berlin
wrote
on
masks or face covering of any kind
the sale. Here's the dough and the
Bin Goodwin knows a fellow who enters all the contests on the air and
and
acted
in
that
and
he
has
frewiD be- permitted, cops being afraid when he was divorced recently bis wife won the custody ot his boxtops.
acker promises to file off the serial
number pronto. .The deal is made quently mentioned the idea of doing that theyll be used to cover up
Got the shock ot my life the other day. I met a gag writer who didn't
and off goes the Krnd-Friend-in-the- another soldier show at Upton for criminal acts. Use of tubes of water have any flies, never switched a joke and wxt>te nothing but original
presentation in Manhattan.
and perfume, which merrymakers raateriaL
Great-Emergency.
have been accustomed to squirt in
-Sboitage
Hangnail DesorlpUsns
Mr. Beat -the- Rubber
the
eyes' of passersby during the jolCANT
BEEF
BACK
betto
garage
the
Electric Chair; Hot-spot
.
. , Western Film; Clactus with Sprockets .
.
hustles hack to
lity period, has also been banned.
Swimming Foot; Bathtub that made
Check Dodger: Little-Bo -C^eap
.
ter examine his smart buy. He tears
good.
•ff the remainder of the wrapper Lighten Qnits Me(r», Prefers
ing Four-Fo«ter>
ObservatiOB Dcparlment
and with-it gets a belly drop. There's
The new 'Zoot suits' the jitterbugs are wearing are really something.
about a 10-inch ."section, of new
Talking
Wynn
HoUywood, Feb. 10.
I saw one fellow with a jacket so long he didn't have to wear pants
rubber, serial and brand included.
Beef on the hoof is preferred to
just spats.
The rest of the tire is a broken
Deal, Sununer Musical
I understand they are going to hold the Academy Award dinner at
down alTair rescued from some tire beefs in the studio by Louis D;.Lighton, who resigned -as editorial superBette Davis' house so she won't have to leave the place to get her usual
dump.
About a dozen sharp lads have visor on productions at Metro to live
Ed Wynn sumiii.cmed his personal 'Oscar.'
If the American women are deprivei^ of any more articles of clothing,
teen taken, but they ain't talkin'. on his*- cattle ranch near Prescott, rep., George Wood, back from Miami

Camp Upton, N. Y., Feb.

Irving Berlin

.

.

.

Ra£o

—

Who's' going to listen?

CHINESE WIN JAP WAR,

Lighten spent Ave years on

Ariz.

the CuWer City lot, part of the time
as producer. Among his productions
were 'Captains Courageous' and
,

Test Pilot,' both money makers.
Exit from Metro is understood to
be over a disagreement with higher
execs on picture policies. Llghton is
moving into his new hacienda in
Halifax, N. S.. Feb. 10.
Arizona and has numerous cattle
Survivors of a torpedoing epic off holdings in California.
Nova Scotia participated in the first
Chinese stage production in the eastStar Billing for Berle
China'
of
'Refugees
em provinces.
was the title,, a medley of very mellow drama and musical comedy. It
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
was based on' the war between the
Star billing, no less, will be given
Chinese and Japs, the complete Milton Berle in 20th-Fox's ''WhisChinese, cast using the Chinese lan- pering Ghosts.'
guage only. An off-stage voice inHe made three previous pictures
terprets the action for non-Chinese at the studio as a featured player.
customers.
Ma Ming, formerly an actor in the
Hong Kong Chinese Theatre, and a
ctcamship steward the past year,
wrote, produced, directed the pro-

OK NOVA SCOTIA STAGE

for a radio deal now being discussed
via the William Morris agency.
Wynn also plans a summer book mu-

Lew Brown meantime is
working on the comedy material for

sical.

a

Wynn's marriage

radio report
erroneous.

of

Is

Helen Twelvetrees Gabs
Of Films on WMCA, N.Y,
Helen Twelvetrees, former film acstarts a weekly program of
film reviews on WMCA, N. Y., next

Monday

(16).

SheH

air

Lewis' fc
Afterpiece

Moore

you want'te beat the Japs. Defense-Stamp them eat.

LA/s Most
Award

to

SCHEDKRAUT TO DIRECT

Useful Citizen

Don Tliombnrgli DRUGSTOREITESl-ACTER

tiim«-if
distinguishes
above
all
others by his unselfish civic service
to the community.'

A
was

the

stage
production, the
Chinese win the war, and the cardboard dome ot the' beheaded Jap
generalissimo Is flourished overhead
wbUe a Chinese general stands with
one foot on the balance of the Jap
leader's body. The musical accompaniment for the "Refugees of China'
was by the Chinese Club ork of Hall'
fax.

Wni

.

Ketchem & Chcotem
If

Joseph Schddkraut will direct one
Los Angeles; Feb. 10.
,
Donald W. Thomburgh, Coast of the three one-act plays which the
head of CBS, was acclaimed. L. A.'s actor habitues of Walgrcen's drug
most useful citizen in 1041 by the store at 44th street and Broadway.
Realty Board and won the award of N. Y., win present to raise money
a gold watch at the annual banquet for the American Theatre Wing War
for
last Friday night (6). It marked the Relief. Date hasnt been set yet
the evening of plays, but they all
flrst time that anyone from radio
had been singled out for the kudos. will be about actors. Performance,
Award read, "To the citizen w-ho for which admlsh will be 50c, will

All the performers had been rescued from a ship sunk by a German
ubmarine alter drifting about on the
bosom of thi Atlantic for many days,
during which over ISO of the Chinese
crew perished from exposure to the
severe cold prevailing In open lifeboats and rafts.

previous winner of (he award
Rogers. Accolade has gen-

'Will

erally gone to civic blgshots.

Dcerlng

Qmercd

Houston, Tex., Feb. 10.
Francis R. Deerlng, manager of
State, has been 'named this
city's
outstanding young man of
1641 by the Junior Chamber of Commerce, and was awarded Its distinguished service key.
He has long been active in local
civic and fraternal works.

Loew's

High
Salary; Krims Left Out

Father's

imitation etch-

3:30-3:45

p.m. on a sustaining basis.
Actress was last in legit, with the
road company of 'Arsenic and Old
Lace' last spring.

wearing pajamas.

In

He even has

he cheap?

'Is

Eavesdropped at Merry-Go-Round: "How could anyone with such a
sweet tooth have such a sour disposition?'
My brother (the one who was left at the Emily Post) has turned phllapthiopist. He spend's til hi^time collect:.-);; cltl suits for homele-.- moths.
Whatever Became of
T
PilcCT, Douglas & Raft
Ting-a-L'mg
Hale & Hartv
Fun & Bubbles

tress,

duction, and' played two parts, that
of the Chinese merchant, wearing
the merchant's wife,
akirts, and

I

—

even pay bis bills.'
Eavesdropped , at Maurice's:
ings in his apartment.'

the radio series.
Incidentally,

due to shortages like girdles, silks, stockings and so-forth, they'll be walking around in sarongs which won't be bad.
Eavesdropped at Joe's barbor shop: "He must be a celebrity, he doesn't

Cites

be primarily for actors, although the
public will also be welcome.
Scbildkraut,
Night,'
started

who was

in 'Clash

which closed Saturday

Monday

Charles Jackson. It was presented
over ithe air on the Columbia workshop with an adaptation by Norman
Corwin. Third play hasn't been se-

yet
Music Box theatre has been ofby Moss Hart for a Sunday

lected

fered

evening performance of the oneactcrs, with Mrs. Martin Beck offering the Martin Beck theatre as an
alternate possibility.

Miami Beach, Feb. 10.
Milton Krims. Hollywood Writer,
was left out of his father's will, recently; flled. here, because 'he has an
fncome of more than $50,000 a year
On National ReleaM Fab. 13
and is not In need of an Inheritance.'
Writer's father, Robert, died Nov. 2
"RIDE •Em"cOWBOY"
end left ah estate valued at $28,035.
Chaie
Sanborn Hour, NBC-fl*<>
'Virtually the entire amount goes Univartal Picturts
,ito the. i/f!lgMy,-.Mrs^' Betty JKtilnw. . . m
EDWARD CSMBRMAN: j
e 1 Undrr ')Pa.r*«i>al; Manaaament oft

ABBOTT

and COSTELLO
A

1

'•

EDKA

BEST'S

BOT EiaiSTS

Vancouver, B. C, Feb. 10.
James Beard, 20-year-oId son of
English actress Edna Best, former
wife of Herbert Marshall, joined the
Royal Canadian Air Force here recently.

He was one

of six

American

players from Hollywood
for enlistment
1
( s j
,

"bit*

applying
:j

(

,'

;

;

:i

v

i

by
(7),

(9) to cast his play,

which is by Tennessee Williams.
Another one Is In rehearsal, being
It's
directed by Paul Seymour.
called 'Dress Rehearsal' and is by

Miami
BiU Steinke
Ted Collins
Kate Smith
A, M. Botsford
Rodney Bush

to N. Y.

Wednesday, February 11, 1942
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SURPRISE FLOP LEGIT CROP
DROP CAMP SHOW

B.O.

Never on solid ground, it would be strategic for USO-Camp
Shows, Inc., and Army and Navy authorities to immediately
drop tlie admissions charges to servicemen witnessing the camp
shows. Representations from USO contributors have already
begun to pour in; objecting to their relatives and friends in the
armed forces being forced to pay for something that was originally conceived and presented as strictly a charity.

STARS, AUTHORS, Widespread Sentimental Reaction

To Joe Cook's Announced Retirement;
Many Outstanding Legit

More squawks will follow and they may well culminate in
damage to the next USO drive for funds, scheduled
As it is, it's going to be difficult for the USO to
for June.
irreparable

persuade the general public to contribute to something the
boys in khaki and blue have h^d to pay for.

This highlights one. of the glaring omissions in this country's
hasty preparedness program, which made provision for billion's
of dollars in armament but virtually nothing for the upkeep of
Instead, this was left to private
soldiers' and sailors' morale.
enterprfse, with the result that the United Service OrganizaOf
tions was set up and the public solicited for $15,000,000.
this, a little over $1,000,000 has been handed over for camp
shows, and, incidentally, that was just about the amount the
USO collected via the theatre industry. It may be swelled to
$1,500,000

by .mid-March.

Unsuccessful

Propose Public Tribute to Comedian
Per-

With

sonalities Associated

Plays

This

Romance'*

Season—Not Enough Good
Scripts Around

A
last

flop legit

crop

is

the reasop for his decision
forth,

the talk of

Broadway, although failures are far
from unusual. Comment has been
aroused by the number of plays by
name authors, presented by name
managers, that have opened and
closed in short order this season.

Vaughn Paul May

A

number have also had star names.
Wrong psychology as to what will
attract playgogrs Is one explanation,
while a claimed script shortage is

another.

Join Service

was set
was nation-wide expressions

of regret. Cook ordered a page ad
in 'Variety' to explain why has been
the talk of show business, for it is
without precedent In the biz.
In his letter to the editor, which
was set forth in the page, the nature
of his illness was not revealed but
he readily explained his physical
condition, diagnosis Indicating what
Is technically called lateral sclerosis.
Cook wishes that known because, he
feels, it may reach the attention of
some physician, who has successfully
treated the ailment which affects .the
spinal chord and Is noticeable In hla

vantageously. It advertised:
'Reserve a booth for the blackout Fifteen minutes of uninterrupted romAncel'

WRONG PSYCHOLOGY
The

Reaction to the announcement of
retirement by Joe Cook that appeared in 'Variety' last week, when

'All Clear*

PhUadelphia, Feb. 10.
central city night spot used
Tuesday's test blackout ad-

'

As

Deanna Rejoins U

left

hand.

The Herald Tribune, N.

Y., crystal-

ized the public sentiment in an ediGeorge S. Kaufman and Edna
torial:
'Joe Cook's graceful and
Thus, what should have been a service to servicemen became Ferber fell down with The Land Is
brief announcement of his retire*
instead a charity. Only it was charity in quotes, so no wonder Bright,' which was expected to keep
Vaughn Paul, Deanna Durbin's ment will bring regret not only to
the complaints that the soldiers and sailors are paying for the Music Box lighted all season. young producer-husband, was last his friends but to all who had the
It's dark.
Previously Kaufman's resomething that was originally donated.
week
reported
heading
for Washing- good fortune to observe his ingenlBig'
swiftly taken

write of 'Mr.

Max Gordon

off.

was

produced 'Land'

ton to enter

some branch

(Continued on page 44)

of the U. S.

service. Paul's reported decision codoubt exists that servicemen's entertainment should and also 'Sunny River,' an Oscar incided with Miss Durbin's peace
Hammerstein,
Sigmund Romberg
cost, but there's even less doubt that it
pact with Universal,
operetta that was a more costly
BiU Murray Is Better
should not be in the guise of charity. Anyhow, if the means to losing venture, but the manager
Flareup which resulted In Miss
provide camp shows remain contingent on public charity, the stowed away a real hit in 'Junior Durbin's tiff with the studio for apSalesman
Home
The ad- Miss' (Lyceum) 'before lamming for proximately five months originated
entire entertainment program may be jeopardized.
from the actress' bumup when Unithe Coast.
and
war
long
nation
expect
a
warned
the
to
ministration has
Than at His Office
Somerset Maugham is also among versal execs turned down Paul's re(many sacrifices, not the least of which will be higher and the topflight writers who couldn't quest that top stars on the lot be ashigher taxation and more and more requests for donations to score, his 'Theatre' failing to hold signed to him for production of a
Injured vertebra, which has had
yarn he had {elected.
That the USO's camp shows on their present up on Broadway. John Golden pro- fllm
vital charities.
Miss Durbln reportedly returns to Bill Murray, radio head of the Wiladmissions-charge basis will be considered a 'vital charity' is duced, but latter still has 'Claudia' the studio without any change in the liam Morris office, bedded for six
Cornelia Otis Skinin the money.

Little

come

them without

to

m

That the USO's fund-raising drives

questionable.

may be

difficult is a likelihood

in the future

not to be ignored.

(Continued on page 46)

ner was the 'Theatre' star.
Dwight Deere Wiman, who does

much

This puts it up to the Government, which, by ear-marking
say $10,000,000, can insure a fulsome servicemen's stage entertainment program through two years, at least. This without
admissions. In World War I the U. S. completely financed the
camp shows.
not now?

Why

It

would be

future,

if

the

camp show program

USO
is

funds run short in the

curtailed.

That

will

While the high-salaried names from pictures, vaude,
poncert and radio are in the position to contribute their services,
the average actor's circumstances are such that he must receive compensation for any extended 'free dates,' or else break
the habit of eating. The little variety performer has already
Evidenced, however, via the sharp salary cuts in the USO-CSI
Units, that he is markedly patriotic and willing to make sacrifices for the men behind the guns.
Most of them can't afford
turther sacrifices, much less work for nothing, which they may
Oi called upon to do.
legit,

SERVICEMEN

LOEWS ICELAND NO GAG
Or

the RKO Blarney Stone— Settinf
Acts for Foreign Bases

Inc., Is going
-ahead with plans for the sending of

USO-Cafnp Shows,

Army and Navy

bases outUnited States, principally
North Ireland, Hawaii, the
Caribbean area and Alaska. Naturally,
because of possible leakage of vital
.information, tha names of acts, sailing dates and embarkation points are
talent to
side the
Iceland,

Show

Biz, Civic

Star Gypsy Rose Lee
Michael Todd

WJC^

mean

to donate his talent.

GATE FOR ALL

ByToddlnRY^Wodd

(Continued on page 43)

•

regrettable, should

PROPOSE FREE

$4.40 Burlesque Planned

.

more and more calls for 'free talent,' and it then will be sharply
emphasized that the average variety actor is not as affluent in
'42 as he was in 1917-'18, when he could afford and evidently

was willing

better witl) musicals, hasn't
been able to get into stride with
straight plays this season.
'Letters
From Lucerne' was' a war casualty,
while. 'Solitaire,' written by John

Participate in

Gala for Joe

for

Award

L

Lewis

a

Is

running his pVans

Gypsy Rose Lea theatre

In

New

York, which will be a dressed
up, $4.40 burlesque revue, with name
writers contributing sketches, Has-

sard Short staging, noted artist
Marcel Vertez on the scenery, and
One of those spontaneous galas John Fredericks for the costumes.
that, one couldn't pre-book or preMiss Lee will co-star in the show
judge occurred Sunday (8) night at
with Bobby Clark, currently in "The
the Copacabana, New York nitery,
Rivals,' Shubert, N. Y.
Carrie Finwhere Joe E. Lewis Is starred and
where a host of notables turned out nell win also be In the cast.
Dressedup burley revue Idea has
as a personal tribute. Eddie Cantor
and ex-Mayor Jimmy Walker alter- been Under consideration by Todd
He's speeding his
nated as m.c.'s. War production boss for some time.
Donald Nelson, Jim Farley, Danny plans now because of N. Y. License
Kaye, Maxie Rosenbloom, Sophie Commissioner Paul Moss' crackdown
Tucker, Eddie Davis, Block and on the regular grind burleskers,
which
lends
added
b.o. and publicity
Sully, Johnny Green, Pat C. Flick
and Henny Youngman were among values to a more lavish 'strip 'n'
those doing something on the floor, tease show.
Todd has not yet definitely set a
and Anally, after a solid 'three hours
performance, from theatre, but when he does it will at
of impromptu
midnight until 3 a.m., Lewis had to least temporarily be re-tagged with
beg off, 'Let me earn a living; I Miss Lee's monicker. It the idea
can't make a speech, but I'll do a clicks, the theatre might be institutional, with periodic changes of
song for you.'
highlights
were
The
several, comics and other featured players.
topped by Donald Nelson's participation in Lewis' new song, 'Can't
DUKE DALY ENLISTS
Get the Merchandise, Can't Get the
a tiptop, new priorities numThe war production boss graciously got into the spirit of that.

.

i

•

Trado Mark neglatored

FOUNDED BT SIMQ SILVERMAN
Poblbhed Wsehly by VABIETT,

ber.

The occasion was the award of
the N. Y. Mirror-Ted Friend medal

w

i

.

Inc.

Bid 0llv<;nnan. Proaldont
atreet, Naw Tork, N. T.

,U* Want itlh
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Bandman Husband

of Paola^ Stone
Into Canadian Air Force

31

Literati

18

Legitimate

Duke

|;]

Centa

26
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Stuff,'

husband of Paula
Stone,
gave up last week the
Buffalo, Feb. 10.
to Lewis as the top cafe star of this
kept secret.
band he had been leading around
year, and an extra $1.50 a head was
A bill requiring picture theatres being
Talent Is being signed for six- charged, realizing around $1,000 for New York and enlisted In the Royal
to admit uniformed service men free
month stretches, plus stipulations for split among three religious charity Canadian Air Force. He was a reserve officer In the RCAF for some
>ylU ba introduced this week Into 21 days of travel each way to and
funds.
\
time, an accomplished flyer, but
the New York State Legislature by from the point of entertainment for
hadn't been called to active duty.
etc.
Assemblyman Fred M, Hammer of soldiers, sailors,
He's currently in_ Montr'tal attendUnits will travel in convoys. PosDirecting
feck
Farrow
the Third District
ing an advanced' school of aeroused
sibility that warships might be
nautics.
According to a statement issued when heading in the same direction
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Daly's leaderless combination is
by Hammer, while some theatres as the shows has been ruled out, inJohn Farrow, invalided home from being held together by Warren
Me admitting service men at re- asmuch as the Navy's ships might be
duced prices others are collecting engaged in battle at any time. It's the Royal Canadian Navy, returns to Pearl, personal manager, who is en'Wake Island' deavoring to dig up someone suitfull ticket charges.
The free admis- possible, however, that for the Car- pictures as director of
Currently playable to take over.
sion bill will cover all amusements ibbean bases the talent may travel at Paramount.
Robert Preston and Macdonald ing relief for Vaughn Monroe at the
throughout New York State except- in Army bombers, as was the case
ing where reserved
Carey are slated for top roles in the Commodore hotel, N. Y, it's being
seat tickets are with a contingent of name players
Jbatonned'By tfumpeter Jerry' Ncary.
"se4 .story of MBrlrteihcroititi.
some months ago.
,u -11.1
i

weeks, has paradoxically upped tha
agency's radio business. Murray has
discovered that he's able to transact
more deals propped up In bed than
he could in his office.
Most of his clients come to. see hlni
at home and Murray has found that
the peace and quiet which reigns in
contrast to the bustle of the office
make it easier to talk business. He's
also been getting plenty of chance to
listen to the radio, which he got Insufficient time for before.
He'll be In bed a couple more
weeks.
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KORDA NOT

Have Put

to Enlist Could

declaration of

Krasna's

Comeback

by

it

will safeguard the business

and

Warner

publicity

000 against
late)

tures to earn

profits
estate.

his

for— at the highest salary the
writer-di-

cannot be replaced.
Francis S. Harmon, executive vice-

pact with

year
chairman of the film Industry's War starting last January, Is still hanging
Activities Committee, told 'Variety' fire, being pushed aside by matters
Monday (9) that the ruling merely of national defense in New Zealand.
indicated

ernment,

the American govthe British, recognizes

'that
like,

the vital Importance of motion pictures as an informative and moralebuilding medium in wartime.
But
where the Nazi and Fascist rulers

stepped In, took over and prostituted their screen, the American
government has simply recognized
the motion picture as a child of
democracy which should be aided
In doing a necessary a nd effective
job on a voluntary basis.

Harmon also stressed the fact that
the ruling does not grant a blanket
deferment from military service, but
that final decisions remain with the
local draft boards, and appeal agencies.

Question which the designation of
picture production as an essential
industry -solves, according to industry heads, is not whether a Gary
Cooper should be deferred but
whether a 'Sergeant York' is not
immensely more valuable to the war
effort than a Sergeant Cooper would
be, regardless of the actor's personal
'

Inclinations.

'No Need to Hash'
When Lowell HeUet arrived on the
Coast in January he became aware of
so strong a sentiment among large

numbers

of those employed at the
studios to desert pictures for the
armed forces that he told Industry
leaders to tell their people to stay
in the studios instead of rushing to
Washington or recruiting stations
until such time as they are needed.
Not generally recognized, In many
quarters from which criticism of

No

the'

how much revenue

will be al-

lowed to the eight U.S. major companies,
negotiations having been
further clouded by the fact that WalNash, Minister of Finance in New
Zealand when negotiating began, no
longer holds that office.
Nash now is the first envoy to the

,

To Join

RKO

Who

Left

Back Into the Fold

president; Roy Disney, vice-president; George E. Morris, secretarytreasurer; Oliver B. ,b>hnson, assistant secretary-treasurer, and Frank
Waldhelm, assistant secretary.
Directors are Walt Disney,, Roy
Disney, Gunther Lesslng, Jonathan
B. Lovelace and George E. Morris.
'

Hays Confab March 30

Two producers who, in the past
United Artists under strained circumstances to go to
RKO are coming back to the UA
fold after difficulties with the other
They are Sol Lesser and
studio.
Gabriel Pascal.
Both producers had contracts with
UA which the company denied their

Works Both Ways
Two

six months, left

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Hollywood agents bought

the contracts of two screen
writers and sent a doctor around
to examine the boys to see if
they were a sound investment
Scripters passed their physical
and then sent back another medico to examine the agents.
This time the doc was a brain

right to abrogate. There was much
arguing sind suit-threatening back
and forth in each case and finally
agreed to let the two men go
under agreements that at some fu-

UA

specialist

PAR-DeMILLE'S ^WIND'

MAY GO OUT AT

ture time they would be back to
make the pictures they owed. However, no one, including themselves,
thought the time was going to be lo
soon.
Lesser became exec producer at
six months ago and, now, with
reorganization of that studio under
way, is preparing to depart. He has
indicated to
he'll be back soon
to make 'Strange 'Victory,' which
latter company maintained, he still
owed it when Lesser left last summer. Lesser, when he au-revoired
UA, promised he'd make "Victory"
for the company despite the fact he'd
be working for RKO. There was no
indication that he was preparing to
start production, however.
only about three
Pascal left.

50;^ RKO

Paramount, which will sell 'Reap
the Wild Wind' separately rather

MPPDA

UA

UA

MPPDA

RKO

L. A.
Edward Arnold.
Mary Astor.

WUBY-KINCEY BIZ SO

he'd come back before expiration of
V.P.s
his pact in 1945 to make two pictures
Nasty things, however,
last week re- he owed.
old slate of officers and were said on both sides.
Pascal just about got started on
named three new executives as vicelot when he ran Into diffipresidents: Joseph R. 'Vogel, Charles the
culty with studio execs. He wanted
Moskowitz and Howard DIetz.
while
No dividend action on ' common to be his own boss completely,
they said that inasmuch as it was
shares is due for some time, and
their coin involved they'd have a
usual action on the preferred dlwy
bit of say too.
Pascal soon left
set for Feb. 15 will not be taken beNow the British producer is in
cause that is the date set for calling
New York and has tentatively arin- the outstanding preferred stock.
his return to UA, although
Due divvy, already declared, Is pay ranged aspects of that old bogie,
some
able on redemption of the shares on
financing, are still to be completely
that date.

3

elected

Bill Bivens.

GOOD, GIVEAWAYS OUT
Spartanburg, S. C., Feb. 10.
Business is so good the Carolina,
Wilby-Klncey's top local house, has
stopped bank nights and all other
giveaways. Heavy soldlbr and other
trade jams house day and night, so
manager Bob Tolbert figures bait is
not required.
All W-K units recently upped
admissions.

W.

T.

Powers ftetoms

To N.Y. From Aussie
William T. Powers, National Theatres v.p^, returned to N. Y. last week

in

New Loew

Loew's directorate

Peter Berilois.

under

Nate Blumberg.
Wally Butterworth.
Madeleine Carroll.
Maurice Cohen.
Dorothy Comlngore.
Richard Collins.

its

RKO

Cass Daley.
William Dieterle.
Helen Ferguson.
Ketti Frings.
Jack Gerber.
Henry Ginsberg.
Francis T. Harley;
Henry Henigson.
Henry Herbel.

worked out

Pascal said Monday (9) that he expected to get back to Hollywood in
two to three weeks and begin work

N. Y. to L. A.
Tom

Parks Johnson.
Jack Kapp.
Archie Mayo.
Ona Munson.
Richard Pattlnger.

Atkins.
Blayne Butcher.

on

Ruth Hussey.
Charles W. Koerner.

Sol Rosenblatt

Abe Lastfogel.
Edwin Locke.

Oscar Serlln.
Herman Shumlln.
Lelth Stevens.
Robert Taplinger.

Pare Lorentz.
Jean Muir.
George J. Schaefer.

Nate Tufts.
Crane WUbur.

Sam Welsbord.
Walter Wlnchell.

Tell

In the dailies anent ruling by Brig.
Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, Director of
Service, designating the

tales

he

make

for

Giveaway Contests

Raftery Back East

in Chi

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Ed Raftery, UA prexy, ends sixof it
week stay Wednesday (11), returning
Release of the declaration left im east.
.
He conferred with company ownpression that- the motion picture in
dustry was seeking unwarranted ers and producers on production setdeferments.
With
firemen
and up and company operation plans.
police not currently being granted

UJS.

deferment

(in

New York

at

WB Signs Sam Wood

any

rate), and many in other industries
also being, refused deferment, those
.

pjt.

>

'
,

Hollywood, Feb.

Upbeat;

Bonds and Stamps as Payoffs

condemned

it

Warners has signed Sam Wood
Man- an exclusive directing contract

to

ner In' which the news release -was
His first assignment is 'Corn Is
worded- and planted was considered Green' for Hal Wallis.
a complete flop, with one top industry .puljlicist saying, .'Thank heavens
Blumberg Back
I had nothing to do with it.'
[News
of the industry's exempt classificaNate Blumberg, U prexy, Is due
tion was made public via a press re- back in New York from the Coast
lease- by .the War Activities Commit- next Monday (16).
tee, following a meeting of the indus'While in Hollywood he set projdueUea podlcJei Ifor -1042-4& product;

Mon/

If

Did-98G

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Ina Claire got $98,205 kickback
from Uncle Sam. It represents a
refund on last year's income taxes.
Others on the receiving end from
the

Chicago, Feb. 10.
week which has transpired with the
number of audlence-Iurlng con- return of one game something like
has already been given in
tests have come back to town with ^4,000

We

Government'were Mary Boland,

$741; Fred Asteire, $721; Eddie Mannix, $3,055; L. B. Mayer, $4,132.

A

the halo of patriotism surrounding

10.

.th? .implications of the

to

slated

Yon Can't Get. It as

.

unaware

originally

Nice Refunding'

tial,
resulted, in a generally unfavorable reaction both in the trade

and out

a Love Story,' Paul
which appeared in the

was
UX.

Ina

Selective

motion picture industry as essen-

Me

Saturday Evening Post and (2) another story which he didn't care to
reveal but which may or may not be
one of the George Bernard Shaw

Bonita Granville.

Ed Raftery.
Edward G. Robinson.

(1)

Gallico yarn

Ned'E. Deplnet
Walt Disney.

break war.

ruling hastily

UA

than include it in a group, has not
Annual meeting of the Motion Pic- as yet quoted terms on the film but
ture Producers and Distributors Assn.
Will expected that 50% straight will be
has been set for JAarch 30.
Hays, head of the association, cur- the figure, with minimum admission
rently on the Coast, 4s expected back prices possibly specified.
Film has
U.S. from New Zealand. He has in New York early in Match or late been completed and was recently
arrived in Washington. Industry of^ this month to round out his complete
screened in New York for Par ex
flcials shortly wlU contact him to report on developments of
ecutives and certain buyers.
speed decision on the New Zealand during the past 12 months.
months ago. He was having diffiThere is a llkeUhood of a
money pact It's likely that no im'Reap,' produced by Cecil B. De
culties getting financing under UA'*
provement in terms from the old directors' meeting -Immediately fol- Mille, becomes the second 1941-42 setup and when he was able to make
agreement expiring last December lowing the session of association repby which the studio
release to be sold singly, the other a deal at
will be obtained by American com- resentatives.
participated generously in the finnnchaying been 'Louisiana Purchase.'
panies, because every local- dollar is
ing he pulled away from UA. There
going into national defense.
to N. Y.
was some vague arrangement that

Hollywood came from a six-month visit to Australia
the new classification.
Of during which he realigned the ex^ these studio workers, it is reported ecutive setup of Hoyts. circuit,, which
that there are less than 500 for is controlled by National.
It requined 32 days to make the
whom deferment would be asked, a
^ fraction over 1% of the total em- return trip by tramp freighter from
Sydney to the U. S. due to a cirployed.
cuitous route necessitated by the
Monday (9) morning's news
employed

Lesser and Pascal

ter

the 'essential' designation has emanated, is that although 193,600 were
last year employed in the various
branches of the Industry, only the
33,700

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
All officers of Walt Disney Productions were reelected for one year at
the annual meeting of the board of
directors.
Lineup is: Walt Disney,

intimation has been received yet

as to

end.'

$75,-

was cut in for 5% of the
which will be paid to the

OVER ANOTHER YEAR

OK HANGS FIRE
New U. S. frozen money
New Zealand, covering

Clark remarked, 'It is a strange irony that tills huge 'Industry, mad*
partly at least of foreigners, has been able not only to demand
exemption from serving their country in its armed forces, but li ap>
parently so financially powerful that it has been able to achieve it*

up

DISNEY OFHCERS HELD

medium

morale

(the

probe.

the domestic market.

U.S.-N.ICOIN

which the Government now recognizes as of vital importance in time
of war. Ford and Capra, with their
long string of b.o. and artistic successes, are regarded as stalwarts who

10% of the gross;
Lombard received

10.

General deferment of film people from military service, ordered by
Selective Service headquarter* 'in response to Industry plea,' was

denounced by Senator D. Worth Clark of Idaho, bead of last fall's war
propaganda witchhunt Suspicions that political pressure was axertcd
on Brig: Gen. Lewis B. Hershey also were voiced by Senator Burton
Wlieeler (Montana), who schemed with Isolationists to bring about the

bitsch drew a flat sum and shares in
with United Artists.
the profits
Based on advance bookings, 'To Be'
figures to gross around $1,750,000 in

ever paid a
If he finishes out his
rector.
three-year contract he will have
taken $400,000 out of the studio.
That's the saga of Norman
Krasna, one of the real success
stories of Hollywood.
studio

$125,-

For produclng-dlrectlng Ernest Lu-

$50 a week.

week he was back —sent

Last

Carole

000 and

staff

and told bluntly that he didn't
know enough about blurbing pic-

not gettlhg deferments but in keeping topnotch people. Many of them,
not Hkely to be called for years,

propaganda

the

off

from a near-collapse threatened via
the steady exodus of key directors,
stars, writers and technicians from
Hollywood to the armed forces. Big
problem that faced the industry was

talked of joining up either to avoid
being regarded as slackers or because they consider film production
futile and uninteresting compared
with playing in a real life drama.
Defection from the picture production ranks of John Ford, Frank
Capra, Garson Kanln and other such
names was considered a body blow
which, If followed by many more departures, could seriously cripple a

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Alexander Korda will receive no
cut of the gross or the profits from
•To Be or Not to Be.' His financial
interest ended when he was paid
$75,000 by United Artists for lining
up the director and top personnel for

Jack Benny dragged down

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Nine years ago he was tossed

flim Industry leaders as a life-saver
In that

Those Kids Are In i^ain

the picture.

motion picture production as an es
sentlal industry is aclcnowledged

ON 'TO BE'

Washington, Feb.

Pros and Cons on Hershey s Ruling
Government

IN

Benny's |1Z5,0M, Lombard's |76,eO«
Flos 10 and 5% Cats

hto HoDywood;

Serious Crimp

Official

' '
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Rush

—

'

'

it For several years all such games
in theatres have been banned as lotteries, and no amount of pressure

from exhibitor groups could obtain
an okay for these buy-a-ticket and
take-a-chance item&
The answer is the national emergency and defense bonds. Instead of
paying the winners off in cash, the
awards are in defense bonds and
stamps, and therein lies the municipal-okay on the game.

»

IsietttmatM tttbtnim

tHef.

tingle

the form of defense savings units.

A

Namerologist

Easy to Write In

ToM Me

Bill

Hollywood, iJFeb. 10.
Thomas, partner of Bill' Pine

in the indie production of 'Wrecking

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Crew,' is in New York to shoot
Thomas Z. Loring, who directed backgrounds on the wrecking of .tall
drama at the Kansas City Municipal buildings.
Playhouse under the name of W.
Script calls for the demolition of
Zolley Lerner, drew a film director a 20-story structure, which cannot
contract at 20th-Fox.
be found In this vicinity. The only tall
During his 10 months of appren- building in Los Angeles is the City
ticeship, Loring has directed one Hall, which Is too new
to be wrecked
"
picture,"^Wlw- Is -Hope SthUylw?'
' ^
Wi' a'fllhi BfebH^ouhdi"
'

-

'

'

—

:
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WAR JlmRS DOWN,
WASHINGTON PARADOX

Sales Spurt, Though Distribs

those strange paradoxes that, at the very moment
branches of show business are' bending every
effort voluntarily to aid the nation in war, the spotlight of Congressional debate and newspaper headlines should be focused
on incidents and personal efforts of minor importance compared with the scope of the industry's comprehensive war proPublic, Getting
gram.
It

is

one

UP

BIZ

Still

<jf.

when people

in all

RISE

18% OVER

Reluctant to Lower Their Terms

'41

,

to Radios

—

First

in February,

Good but

Slightly

Final Jan.

Week

Below

major.

on percentage.
Some companies, however, have been willing
to compromise with buyers in order
to move product

Capra completed editing 'Arsenic
Lace' at Warners last week.

ASK LABOR TO
DEFEND SHOW

character, Donald Duck, who is doing his very best to instill
in the public its obligations' and privileges as income tax payers.
Donald is working day and night from the screens of thousands
of theatres in a film called 'The New Spirit,' which Disney produced at the request of the Treasury Department. Secretary
Morgcnthau contracted to pay the cost of the picture, $80,000,

most

come down on terms,

this season invariably including pic-

Frank Capra
leaves tomorrow (Wednesday) for
Washington. He holds the rank of

one rightfully can find fault with Melvyn Douglas and
Old
TEXAS-DIXIE STRONG
Mayris Chaney (and Eddie Fox, her husband) for volunteering
Such compentheir services to the Office of Civilian Defense.
sation as it was proposed they should be paid is insignificant
While war jitters continue to poscompared with their professional earning power. The OCD sess the nation, people are getting
appropriation bill, as framed by the House and sent to the Sen- more accustomed to the situation
and instead of staying glued to raate, deletes provisions for their employment. Undoubtedly they dios or newspapers are apparently
can find useful opportunity in some other branch of war serv- breaking out in an amusement rash.
This is reflected in the fact that
Show people are not ieasily discouraged.
ice.

Walt Disney's famous

distributors to

ice in the Signal Corps,

No

Soniewiiat different issue concerns

of reluctance on the part of

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Called into immediate active serv-

and Newspapers

Week

Sales have taken a strong spurt
during the past two weeks In spite

Capra Reporting to D.C.

Accustomed

To War, No Longer Glued

,To the credit of leaders in show business is their excellent
display of good sense- in holding their own counsel and refusing
The champion of
to be drawn into acrimonious controversy.
siiow business is the public. It is yet to be heard from.

grosses at the picture theatres are
substantially ahead of last year,
with all signs pointing to -a strong

BIZIND.C.

quarter in 1942.
Business for films is away up in
sections of the country, while
not so strong in others, but estimated that the average for the
month of January runs around 15%
better than for the same month a
first

tures

On the. other hand, exhibitors
point out that they can't hold out
forever, regardless of deals which
the distributors seek to impose, and
they either have to buy and hope for
adjustments or close down altogether.
Meantime, the reissue gag has
petered out badly, exhibs having
found that they are usually worse
off with the oldies than if they. had
bought the poorer new product
available to them, or succumbed to
higher terms demanded earlier in the
season on top films.

Many accounts are said to be apEddie Cantor, Ole Olsen and Chic proving contracts calling for rentals
higher than they want to pay, in the
Johnson -have wired William Green,
expectation that if they lose on them,
head of the A. F. of L., and Philip or if the margin of profit is
out of
Murray, CIO leader, protesting at- line with the license fee paid, and
but the House appropriation committee has refused reimburse- year ago. The first week of Feb- tacks made by members of Congress adjustment will be obtainable, Cases
ruary was also good but slid a little
ment. The expenditure is modest. The service rendered is as compared with the final seven on the loyalty of the theatrical in- are known where buyers are^holding
up payment on films they have
more than generous on Disney's- part, since he has sacrificed days in January.
dustry.
played in an effort to force an adThe initial' week o( January was
any film rental return, fin fact he estimates he's $56,000 in the
Wire stated, in part: 'We also pro- justment Understood, however, that
National Screen Service, Inc., is comparatively light, as might be ex- test discriminating legislation isolat- so far there has been a minimum of
red on the whole thing].
pected on top of the holidays and
adjustments or rebates.
distributing the film without cost to the Government.
the big business recorded, but since ing people in the entertainment inSuch cases are rare, but underthen a fine level has been estab- dustry from their fellow-Americans.
'Need we remind the politicians stood some old customers are being
In some territories the adIt would be assumed that some sane judgment would pass lished.
only a week ago or so before permitted by certain distribs to play
on these matters in Congress. Instead, representatives jump vances shown are remarkable, not- that
ably in areas benefiting from de- this malicious attack upon the enter- film and set deals afterward. Blocks
and
to their feet and make smart cracks for their own chuckles,
fense contracts and training camp tainment profession the United States of five are also being broken down
If they knew the business.
the embarrassment of the Administration.
The entire Texas terri- Congress lowered its head in mourn- in some instances to permit the purtemper of the public they would be less hasty in their dialog. tory affords a very bright picture ing for our dearly beloved Carole chase of less than that numl>er,
with receipts claimed to be up as Lombard, killed while returning from eliminating a portion. Other films
some

a Government mission,'
much as S0% in some areas.
Submerged against the back-drop while the Clowns ar.e perThey're Marching In Dixie
Wire included an appeal to Green
forming down stage is a far more important move by the GovThe entire south is generally and Murray to lend their prestige
ernment and its attitude towards show business. By order of strong except for Florida, including and authority in 'Helping us defeat
that winter va- any attempt to segregate us from the
Lieut. Col. C. S. Dargusch, deputy director of Selective Serv- Miami, and despite
tionists now hardly have anywhere rest of labor's energetic role in the
ice, the motion picture industry assumes a major position ii^
else to go because of the war. Ex- war effort.'
the national defense scene.
Addressing the California State hibitors in that state are no less disDirector of Selective Service, the order quotes Lowell Mellett, appointed, however, than hotel owners, niteries, etc., who are not get'\\\ part

ting the play this year that was expected.
The state of the film business
throughout the nation on an average, regardless of spots like Florida
where it hasn't measured up to anticipation, is believed due in some
measure to the pictures that have
been on release and the fact that
slow selling in many sections has
Further: 'In view^" of such certification, the Director of Selecbanked up a lot of big films from
tive Service finds that the motion picture industry is an activity which the theatres have been able
essential in certain instances to the national health, safety and to select for dating. Among other
interest, and in other instances to war production.
The re- things, there has been less necessity
to stretch films in view ot the ample
sponsibility of making and presenting claims for deferment (of
supply.

'As a civilian activity I believe the industry is essential to the
national health, safety and interest, through the maintenance
of the national morale. As a war activity I believe the industry
is essential to the production of training and instruction films
for the armed forces as well as educational and informational
films for the civilian population.'

actors, directors, writers, producers, cameramen, sound engiGreater New York, which had
neers and other technicians) is upon the motion picture indus- been taking a licking all fall and
try, and the determination of nccessarj- men is one for tlie local throughout December, also staged a
good pickup during January with
boards and appeal agencies.'
the mean average running around
10% better than for January in 1941.
As chairm'an of the Hollywood branch of the war activities
committee of the' industry and as president of the Association

Motion Picture Producers, Y. Frank Freeman comments with
connncndable acumen as. follows:

KENT, KANE RUSH EAST;

MOTHER-IN-LAW DIES
Hollywood, Feb.

10.

Kent abruptly ended
his s^y on the Coast when word
was received on the desert, where
he was resting, of the death of Mrs.
Kent's mother, Mrs. John Higginbotham. Mr. and Mrs. Kent immediately planed east, accompanied by
Robert T. Kane and his wife, the
Sidney

latter

It

may be asking

too

much

of congressmen and the press

Reneral.ly to properly and accurately appraise the position of
the film industry in the war crisis.

The more reason why show people should understand their
opportunity and responsibility.

U Tops 10,000

Accts.

Universal exceeded 10,000 accounts
for the current year during the past
week, WiUiam A. Scully, sales manager, stated prior to his
departure on
a swing through
the

Giving the Lad a Lift

made amazing headway and

is

com-

pletely sold on four blocks except
for a handful of small indies who

always buy

Metro

now

preparing to sew up all accounts in the
area on its fifth and sixth groups.
late.

'

Is

R.

also

a

RKO BIDS FOR
TOP PROD.

daughter ot the de-

ceased.

Kent had planned

return to
2bth-Fox for further conferences
with studio execs but now is not
expected to return until April. Kane
is due back next week.

NAMES

to

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Big name producer-directors are
being sought by
to build up its
feature schedule for 1942-43. tieala
arc under way with Leo MtfCarcy

RKO

of

Stromberg-Metro Fail to Patch Up;

'Determination of those men whose work is indispensable to
our activities in carrying out the duties assigned to us by the
Government in the total war efiort will be carefully made in
each individual case. There can be no thought of requesting
categorical deferments.'

are b^ing sold singly;
Indicative of the jump taken In
were the 2,476 contracts received by Par two weeks ago, a new
high for any single week in contract
commitments since the lieglnning of
the decree Sept. 1 last.
While Par was delayed in selling
Greater N. Y. accounts, Metro has
sales

and Gregory LaCava for two picand feelers have been sent

tures each

to other top producers who
might be available. Mark Hellinger
also has been approached.

out

Selznick Invites

Him

to Join

UA

McCarey's legal
has one offer from United Artists,
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Final efforts at reconciliation hav- 'through David O. Selznick, for his
own unit and if a deal goes through
Hunt Stromhe would acquire an ownership
share in the organization.
Stromberg huddles this week with Selznick on projected plan to make four
or five pictures annually, and con-

ing failed. Metro gave

bcig his release after he tendered
his resignation last December. Producer ends 17 years on the lot today (Tuesday), washing up a thrccycar contract which is still unex-

fers

in

pired.

toward

At a session last Friday attended
representing
by Sol Rosenblatt,
Strombcrg, and L. B. Mayer, with
Nicholas Schcnck and J. Robert
Rubin on long distance line from
New York, it was decided by the

when

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
'Bundles for Freedom,' authored
by an amateur, Milton Holmes, will
be Gary Grant's next starrer at RKO. studio to give him his release rather
Holmes was a caretaker at the Bev- than meet his demands for certain
middlewest.
High mark recorded this year erly Hills Tennis Club when he sold freedom of operation. Arranging a
nearly four months,
enTlier than any the story ftp- Qf ant, fVlip ^Id it to nevv: afCilifition. for Stiomherg are
previous season ^mUVSisti^^.
the studio.
Myron Selznick and Rosenblatt. He

New York

with Rosenblatt

the end of
the attorney

this

month

returns

Mexico City where he planed

from
last

differences

with

Howard Hughes are holding up the
signing of a new contract. LaCava
is

currently doing 'Lady in a .Jam'

for Universal and has one more
commitment with that studio. If he
makes a deal with RKO it will not

be exclusive.

HORNBLOW BLOWS PAR
IN

MAY FOR M-G PACT

Saturday.

Stromberg today (Tuesday) personally confirmed his negotiations
with Selznick and denied reports
he also wa.<: discussinfi a deal to come
into UA via a partnership with Murray Silverstone.
He said he has
neither :scen: >ior ^talked; to SiWatistone.

Hollywood. -Feb.

Upon

10.

expiration of his Paramount
contract late -In May Arthur Hornblow, Jr., moves over to Metro as
a producer.
At Paramount .since 1933 as an
associate' 'producdi' h'*- tiirrtcd out
many of the company's top grosser*.

-

Anud
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WooMf RKO'ed

Brickbats at Douglas, Chaney,

1917 Tradmg-With-the-Enemy Act

Hollywood, Feb.

D.C. Back-Pats

Amusement Industry

But KiDs Budgets for

10.

Frank Woodruff, one of fllmdom'i
earliest recruits from radio, has b«en
dropped by RKO after directing tlx
pictures in two years.
His work as producer of Lux airshow attracted studio attention, and

Trivolities'

resulted

in

«everal

others

Places

Censorship On

All

Fdm

Exports; U.S. Cooperating With Biz

being

drawn from the ranks of radio for
directing jobs.

Washington, Feb. 10.
of Repreweek over the appointment of Melvyn Douglas as
head of the new Arts Section of the
InformaDefense's
Civilian
Office of
tion Division; the hiring of Miss
Mayrls Chaney (Mrs. Roosevelt's
protege and former nitcry dancer),
as Director of the Children's Division of the CCD's Physical Fitness
Division at $4,600 a year, and proposed payment of $80,000 to Walt
Disney for production of the Donald
Duclc cartoon, 'The New Spirit,' on
income tax; culminated in vote Mon-

Uproar

In

sentatives

Foy,

day (9) eliminating the
ney payment from the

$80,000 Dis$160,000,000

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Eddie Foy, Jr., draws a rare
role at Warners, playing the
part of his father, Eddie Foy,
Sr, in 'Yankee, Doodle Dandy,'
the life story of George M. Co-

appropriation for 'dancers, fan
dancers, street shows, theatrical perlormances or similar activities.'
But while Congressional brlckafter
lusty
wlndups,
throwers,
pitched tirelessly at Douglas, Disney
and Miss Chaney, the Industry as a
whole was heartily back-patted by
grateful New. Dealers for helping
make the President's Birthday a
huge success, ditto the Red Cross
drives, and otherwise boosting the
effort.

Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau, in defense of the Disney film,
he hoped 'everything we do in
the Treasury is as good as this pic-

.said

and Administration supporters
hoped that Douglas, Disney and Miss
Chaney would be taken care of when
ture,'

the

bill goes to the Senate.
Meantime, Douglas denied that be
to be paid $8,000 a year as Arts
Director and said he would work
compensation.
James M.
Landis, executive of OCD, on the
other hand, stated last week that
under a Government rule Douglas
might receive "$10 and subsistence'
($5) per day while on duty officially.

was

without

Not Wholly Axed

Amendment banning

'frivolities'

from OCD does not leave Douglas
bnd Miss Charley off the payroll,
however, since the bill to which the
rider was attached does not include
any money for compensation of personnel Revolt in Congress was intended, according to Representative
Ford, 'to establish a principle to
show we are not in favor of boon-

STUDIO

MONO
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Monogram Pictures Corp, bought
the Ralph Like studio for a price
reported at $250,000 and announced
an Improvement campaign on buildings and equipment for the same
amount, a total appropriation of

She WiU Continoe

Her Job Regardless
Philadelphia, Feb. 10.

$500,000.

Mayris Chaney, former member of
Company has been quartered on
team of- Chaney the lot under lease for two yeaw
and (Eddie) Fox, who was subject and finds itself cramped for future
Among the
production programs.
of attack by congressmen anent her
listed Improvements are a $100,000
$4,600-a-year job as head of chllsound stage on recently acquired
drens' activities of the Office of ground next to the lot, making a
Civilian Defense, last week said she total of four stages. Other items in
would keep her job whether she the enlargement of the plant include
gets paid or not
new administration and writing
Miss Chaney, a personal friend of quarters, cutting rooms, city street
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, said she felt sets and technical shops. City street
her work in the OCD physical flt- sets will be used chiefly for senes program was 'necessary' and she quences localed in New York, but
would do it whether or not Con- may be utilized as the average urban
gress votes her a salary,
thoroughfare in any part of tiie
1 feel that I must do something country. Another addition will be
for America,' said Miss Chaney at a dock scene. Company has already
would do it spent $30,000 for a projection theatre
'I
her office here.
not.
whether I received a salary or
and. a studio commissary.
If I didn't
I have a job to do here.
Old studio was purchased from
get paid I can still earn a living. Martha J. Like, who has been opI've been doing it for a long time.' erating it with her son, RaU>l>; on
Miss Chaney said she felt she had a rental basis. Adjoining property
a 'cleaner record' than some of her was leased for a long -term from the
She denied owner, Fred Gross.
congressional critics.

the ballroom dance

that she was recommended for the
Job by Mrs. Roosevelt, who Is Assistant Director of the OCD.
'I received my appointment from
John B. KeUy,' Miss Chaney said.
Kelly is National Director of the
Pl\ysical Fitness program of the OCD,
popularly known as 'Hale America.'

Lang Lingers

at 20th

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Walter Lang, director at 20th-Fox
since 1037, signed a new contract.
First job under the new arrange-

ment

is

'The Magnificent Jerk.'

Schreiber to Absorh Pettijohn s

i

as general attorney for Haysltes.

PAR MOUNT TO 18

Frank Butler, Don Hartman, Claude
Binyon, Warren Duff, Walter De
Leon, Melvin Frank, Norman Panama, Albert Maltz, Arthus Phillips,
Harry Tugend, Dalton Trumbo,
Muriel Roy Bolton, Theodore St.
John, Karl Tunberg and Darrell
Ware.
Two teams, Tess Slesinger and
Frank Davis, and Joseph Fields and
Joseph Chodorov, are working under special deals calling for two pictures annually for three years.

Harley in Coast Hoddle

With Chief Sidney Kent
Francis L. Harley, 20th-Fox managing director in Great Britain, went
to the Coast early last week for studio huddles with Sidney R. Kent. He
wUI likely be back In N. Y. this

week.
'
'

t,

f^-iSOfiik'm. he; returns, -Harle;;. will

.plan 'a return trip to London.

Jack Bryson
went to Washfrom Sacramento Is not a
barrister and handles only legislative
ington

matters in the Capital for the organization. Reported Bert New, who

was Pettijohn's Washington contact,
will be retired soon on a weekly
stipend.
Pettijohn's resignation is said to
be the result of Hollywood pressure.
Criticism was first levelled at him
when he opposed the selection of
Wendell Willkie as the industry's
counsel at the recent probe Into

'propaganda' films. Couple producers

burned at Pettijohn's attitude and
started dusting off the exit sign. Later,
when a committee of three attorneys

from here hit New York they went
after Pettijohn for not giving what
they rated proper inside coverage.
As result, legislation was pushed
through before industry leaders
icnew about it and were denied an
opportunity to fight it Main beef
was a wage and hour bill allowed to
pas^ without any attempt being made
to eliminate workers earning from
$100 to $5,000 weekly. Also roundly
criticised was the bill slipped through

banning filming Army officers in
uniform until the War Department
approved.
Previously, all studios
exercised their own judgment in

year contract

nwning

until

March,

1B45.

Sweeping censorship, which began
on newsreel shipments to
Mexico, has been extended to an
films exported from the U. S. under
a ruling of the Treasury Depart-,
ment The 1917 Trading-With-the
Enemy. Act has been invoked to
force censorship, which, of course,
hit the newsreels first.
U. S. Customs department is handling the in-

Jan. 30

spection of all films leaving the
country,
covering
the executive
function for four other departments,
the U. S. Army, Navy, State De-

partment and Lowell Mellett's diCustoms Inspectors must
consider the requirements of all four
!p passing on pictures.
Old Act still was on statute books
Plans for Brazil and began being enforced merely as
matter of routine, Industry first hearing about it when newsreel shipSeries of Technicolor shorts which ments were halted
at Mexican borWarner Bros, will shortly send Del der Jan. .30, with full scope of law
Frazier to South America {o film are explained later. No official
expla-.
being made at the Instigation of Jock nation has been forthcoming as
to
Whitney's division of the Office of why newsreels should be
censored
Inter-American Affairs. Unlike the again after getting military censorpicture which Orson Welles will
ing, or reason given why feature picshoot in Brazil, however, Inter- tures should be inspected. As
one
American will have no financial in- industry exec observed: The U. S.
briefies.
terest in the
has this statute and intends inspectFrazier heads a veritable expedi- ing all photographic material leaving
tion, which will shoot two of the this country, and we will cooperate
shorts in the Matto Grosso, vast and in all ways possible.'
In
the
jungle
almost impenetrable
Problem for foreign sales chiefs,
interior of Brazil. One pic will be
outlined at the meeting last week.
and as
animal

Whitney Tooches Off

Mayris Chaney Says

Haysite Duties; Series of Beefs

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Contract writer list at Paramount
has grown in one year from five to
18, not counting four scripters on
the lot under special term deals.
Contractees are Charles Brackett,
Billy Wilder, Virginia Van Upp,

snow

now

doggling.'

CONTRACT SCRIBES AT

From

to clear away enough
to permit the company to
shoot snow scenes.

plows

elder Foy and Cohan were
fast friends in the old days.

Debate took a satirical turn when
Congressman Bennett of Missouri
put into the record a proposal from
Sally Rand, fan dancer, offering her
services to OCD at $25,000 a year or
Hollywood, Feb. 0.
'gratis if the budget won't stand it.'
Although WUI Hays declares no
Miss Rand also offered to change successor to Charles C. Pettijohn has
the name of fan dance to. 'Nude been discussed, reported her^ Henry
BeaL' Bennett promptly observed Schreiber, general attorney lor the
that if Miss Chaney was worth $4,600 Hays office In New York, will take
a year, then Miss Rand is 'easily over all legal duties when Pettijohn
worth $25,000.'
pulls out March 5.
Several years
ago Schreiber succeeded Gabe Hess

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Snow In the high Sierras
blocked the filming of the Re'Girl
picture,
public
Alaska.'
It took three days for

SPREAD FOR

The

amendment. Same amendment, also
aimed, at Douglas and Miss Chaney,
prohibits use of any funds In the

OCD

$500,000

han.

deficiency appropriation bill via an

war

Nature's Sabotage

as Senior

Jr.,

the House

last

vision.

WB's Shorts Prod.

WB

wildlife in the region
Is to expedite the inspection with
the other on tribal life and customs .the minimum of delay. Carl MilUof the primitive people.
ken, Hays office foreign manager,
Later, Frazier will tour 16 I«tin conferred,
last week in Washington
American cities to gather material to make arrangements so there would
for a subject on sports popular in be the least possible delay.
the Good Neighbor countries.
Enforcement
of this censorship
Whitney, office's interest in pic
which Welles Is now in Rio to shoot poses a difficult problem for the film
extends to footing added, cost of business. Plans are being worked
whereby
the
reviewing of all
out
in
the
America
South
filming it in
event RKO demonstrates at the pictures for export can be done at
termination of the usual playoff time the point of origin. For all shipments going east out of the U. S.,
that money was lost on the film.
they would be Inspected in New
York while those destined for
Australia, the West Coast of Mexico,
Hope' Outside Pic
South and Central America, Orient
East Indies and Australasia would be
They Get Around to It censored In Los Angeles. This Is
being done because adequate facilities are available in these spots
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
whereas customs offices on different
Bob Hope, currently under con- borders are not equipped to look at
tract to star in one picture for films, creating delay in getting apSamuel Goldwyn \mder his outside proval for shipment
deal with Paramount, is slated for
Further difficulty for the film busianother through a roundabout agreeness, is that concession may have to
ment involving Gary Cooper and
be obtained when master negatives
Sam Wood.
are shipped, as to Australia, making
First Hope starrer under the Goldintelligent inspecwyn banner, following his Job in It impossible for
tion (negative showing the exact opl^ie Road to Morocco,' was arranged
posite of the normal positive print,
imder the comic's one-off-the-lot
a
his
home studio. delivered to exhibitors). Hence,
contract with
plan Is being worked out whereby
Meanwhile, Goldwyn Is lending
the customs inspectors can look at
Gary Cooper for Tor Whom the Bell
positive prints taken from the origTolls' at Paramount, which is deinal, negative submitted for shiplaying the start of 'Bell' until its
ment and certification given on the
director, Sam Wood, finishes his
negative film without actually prochore on Goldwyn's 'Pride of the
jecting it
This is an important
Yankees.' Second Hope starrer for
angle
American companies
Goldwyn will be on a loanout basis. ship becauseimportant foreign marto many
kets, such as Great Britain and
Australia, via only the master negative, positive films being printed up
Studio Contracts
from them when the negative arrives in those countries.
Utmost cooperation is being given
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
by the Government to the industry
Saul Kaplan inked pact as music
In preventing needless delays on this
arranger at Metro.

on

When

Pettijohn explained to 'Variety'
that he has wanted to step aside for
a less active position for some time
because of recent illness. He un'
derwent two operations within 14
months, and is just recuperating
from the last one. Pettijohn plans
going to the Coast after March B,
when he retires as general counsel,
for a visit with his son, and a rest.
With the Hays office since March
4, 1922, Pettijohn has been in the
picture business for around 28 years,
representUig the American Exhibi
tors Assn., Selznick Pictures Corp.,
EMiibitors Mutual Film Co. and In'
dependent Producers Assn. at different times.
Actual successor to Charles C.
Mary Scott's player option picked
Pettijohn as general counsel to the
up by 20th-Fox.
Hays office remains shrouded in
Arthur Cordova, Mexican player,
mystery, with the committee of six
attorneys temporarily going along signed by RKO.
with a makeshift setup splitting his
Spring
Bylngton
renewed by
former duties between Jack Bryson Metro.
and Henry Schreiber, Bryson presDorothy Dearing's acting option
ently is in Washington representing lifted by 20th-Fox.
the Motion Picture Producers
Robert Smith drew a player option
Distributors Assn. on legislative delift at RKO.
tails, and will continue as capital
Marjorie Reynolds inked player
man for the association.
Because Bryson is not an attorney, deal with Paramount.
Paul Jones renewed as associate
legal matters would fall Into the
hands of Schreiber, the general at- producer by Paramount
Felix Jackson moved into Metro
torney of
since Gabe Hess
on
a writing ticket
died several years ago.
Not clear
Edith Head penned new contract
so far just who ultimately would be
selected for the general counsel post. at Paramount as chief fashion de-

&

new customs

censorship.

^Aot also applies to film entering
America, but thus far this does not
especially concern U. S. distribs excepting on the few quota films
brought in from England.
Foreign managers also learned of
efforts being made through various
channels to locate different managers in the Far East, whose whereabouts has been unknown since the
U. S. entered the war.

Raft, O'Brien in U's

MPPDA

Schuster's 20th Solo

signer.
Bill Henry's player option picked

Remake

of 'Broadway'

Hollywood, Feb.

10.

Universal borrowed Pat O'Brien
from 20th-Fox to co-star with
George Raft in a remake of the old
stage and screenplay, 'Broadway,' to

up by King Bros.
Fred Kohlmar's associate producer
Harold Schuster signed a contract option hoisted by Paramount.
John Archer drew a player option be produced by Bruce Manning.
dressing military characters.
to direct one picture, still untitled,
to be produced by Ralph Dietrich at lift at Paramount
O'Brien has a two-picture deal
Lee Garmes inked cameraman con- with 20th-Fox speciftring that he wiu
Stays as Consultant
20th-Fox.
Filming starts in early At>ril tract at 20th-Fox.
Pettijohn stays with the Hays bfnot be loaned out without his conRegl^ ^opm^y signci^.term 4eal at: sent Understood he draws a boost
iflc6 <as pdvisQPi and< con^ltdnt.
As. when Leon I^^iti^mf^Pl't'^ screenParariiount
such he has been offered a three- play.
in pay for his trip to Universal
Hollywood, Feb.

-

.

10.

'
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ARMY CAMP
ONE-NIGHTERS
[A story of adventure in meeting the boys
in service during a whirlwind tour

camps and

of

stations]

By AL JOLSON

Miami Beach.

I

have

just

I

Naval Stations and Air Bases,

army

ployed

for

more than

70.000

boys in Service.

my

certoinly greatly

brief association with thQ

American and
I

I feel

coimot begin

I felt

in the

armed

I

By plane,

of spirit I

now

Any

feel

I'm prouder than ever to

forces.

and

train

night to meet engage-

from

be on

—

our boys

^the

cleanest, the nicest

and

the

hove ever seen.
the tour teors of gratitude

in the opportunity of

meeting such men.

demonstrote their welcome of the small thing

to

two-vireek

Army Camps,

in the security of our great notion.

to describe the pride I feel in

More than once during
honor

boys

—a

well over 3,000 miles.

overshadowed by the buoyancy

a renewed ossuronce

most able-looking men

me,

day and

me

ments 300 and 400 miles opart, on o journey which took
is

career

performances in a dozen different

li9

cars, I visited six states, travelling at all hours of the

personal fatigue

my

returned from one of the greatest adventures of

tour of the South during which

come

to

my

eyes because

6f the greot

Their sincerity in the greeting they gave
I

was doing

to

moke them o

little

happier,

could not be questioned.
There's nothing

emergency

wrong with

the morale of our boys.

but to

call for morale-bolstering,

fun, reloxation,

and perhaps

the

thrill

of

let

others

know

I'm not telling this story as an
that the

meeting personalities

boys need entertainment,

whom

they hove hitherto only

seen on the screen or heord on the radio.
I

we

know

the boys

need

their entertoinment becoiise they

The theatre housing

appeared.

fociUties

boosted obove that overage by standees.
But this

is

o

story of

American

spirit

overage

less

packed the house every ploce
than

3,000,

but attendonce

is

-

qs

I

foxmd

it

in the cohips, novol stations

ond

odr

bases, and not of boxoffice, outstanding pressagentry, nor voluminous clippings.

I

want

to

thank everyone

my accompanist, Martin Fried,
me on the trip.

who helped to moke
and the morole

and o

success, especially

Copt. John T. Carlton,

who occomponied

this tour possible

officer,

"

.
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Courtship of

Andy Hardy
in-odurtlon nnil iv-

>iolro.OoIilwyn-Mnyor
KculurCR Mickey Itooni'y, L^wIh
Cwllla Porker. Pny HoMfn, Ann
RulhorfonI Sam Hnilcn. Diinnu llpcil. DiScreeniilny,
Ijy
George II. Sillz.
ARnea Chrlndno Jobninon. ImHett'on chiiracteni rrvnled by Auranlu )louver*i»: comlM\a While; eilltor, Elmo Veron.
era,
Tradeiliown In L. A.. Keb. 10, Vl. Hunnlni: time, e4 MINS,
I-e»l« '^'o'"'
Judge Hardy....;

loaae.

Stono,

rected

.^Ilekey

Andy Hardy

"o"")'

Cecilia I'orkcr
'•nf Holden

Marlon Hardy
Mr». Hardy

Ann Uuvhorrord

Polly BonedU-l

ern rodeo climax in which the writer
and cowgirl gel together.
Episodes are conveniently set' up
for the Abbott and Costello routines
which click solidly for laughs. Best
is a corral sequence in which latter
is slipped onto a bucking horse, and
before things are over. Abbott joins
him in the action tor smacko results.
There's a chase— which is to be expected In a western- but neatly set
up for maximum of thrill laughs during its unfolding. A nightmare dream
sequence, with Coriello as the prin-

Miniature Reviews
•Courtship of Andy Hardy'
(M-G). Best 'Hardy' comedy in

two years. Boxoflice click.
Side 'Em Cowboy' (U)
Abbott and Costello
(Songs).
laugh capers to click solidly at
the nation's boxoffices.
This Time for Keeps' (M-G).
Poor family type programmer
in a smalltown setting.
The Night Before the Divorce'
Mildly amusing marital
(20th).
mixup for support in the duals.

cipal, is too silly and ridiculous in
comparison with other factors In the
and could easily have been
,V?'?*'','"°''"'J,'
deleted without loss.
Trledii Incwiorl
Olivia NtKlilt
On the musical .I'ie. Dick Foran.
Hnrvi^)- Slcphena
Roderick O. Noabit
the Merry Macs and Ella FiUgerald
good entertainment with
provide
start,
the
clip
at
fast
Developing a
Miss
presentations.
'Courtship of Andy Hardy,' rolls their respective
delivers her popular Tisalong with solid entertainment to Fitzgerald
good effect; the Merry
rate as best of the series released in ket, Tasket' to
tunes, and
two years. On that basis, it's a strong Macs are on for three
with
attention
catches
Foran
Dick
regular
the
boxoflice attraction for
Gwynne is an eyeruns to spread happiness among the two solos.- Anne

Aunt

""<"»'!

Mllly

Dimnu

Mclodle .Vesblt

IlCfd

Wllllum UinillKon

Je« Willie
Stewart DwiKht

theatre operators.
Picture is studded with laugh lines
throughout, and displays general
effervescing tempo for maximum reaction. Original screenplay by Agnes
Christine Johnston catches the spirit
of the presentrday mannerisms and
slang tossed off casually by the
young folks, with humorous transposition to the screen.
between adoMickey Rooney
lescence and manhood— successfully
balances the assignment in excellent
style. His is a strong performance
with accent on straight acting ability
and without recourse to the mugging
antics that he called on previously.
Story opens with Judge Hardy endeavoring to reconcile a couple with
an adolescent daughter. He invokes
the aid of Andy to date the girl and

—

picture,

is

menace

work on

to

Members

of

the

Hardy

fsimily,

Booney, Lewis Stone, Miss Parker,
Fay Holden and Sara Hayden, provide their usual competent characterizations.

Donna Reed

is

the girl

Andy

for re-

(PRC).
hidden

tine).

Arthur Lubin, who again directed
the two laugh-makers, turned in a
good job here, with production
mounting in keeping with requirements for a western dude ranch background. Of the tunes by Don Raye

and detours in aimless wandering
during the second section. Appears
and Gene de PauU 'I'll Remember that scripter Jerry Sackhelm forgot
April' has a chance as a romantic his major premise somewhere around
number, while the Merry Macs might the half-way mark, -and decided to
popularize their rendition of the toss in any episodes that were handy,
regardless of bearing on the original
rhythmic 'Beside the Rio Tonto.'
Waif.

foundation.

Jffirx production.

American small town.

Navy'
about

Melodias De America' (ArgenTuneful Argentine-made
musical lhat looks okay tor the
States with English subtitles.

re-

Costello's

the

comedy

treasure and sailors; fair as secondary dualer.

actions.

Sister
acquired sophistication of
Cecelia Parker get some deflation

sophistication backflring,
but in time to save her from a bad
situation.
Throughout, there's the
usually strong warmth of the' Hardy
family closely knitted in a typical

'Uuko of
Light

.

roll in

THIS TIME FOR KEEPS

neophyte

age.

Dumbrille

break her of a haughty complex and
Andy's campaign is successful in this
respect, but both he and the cityalong the line. Andy \/orks under
the pall of a court threat for car
while the sister finds her
theft,

.

Johnny Mnck Brown
foreman; the Merry
and out of the proceedminor way, while Douglass
is a most suitable Indian

ranch

the

ings in a

of the hardships of the frontier, or a
comedy. For instance, a scene in
which one of the central characters
is on trial for a murder he didn't
commit, and on which the entire explosive finale is hung, the judge
turns to a jury box full of beards and
opens his charge with, 'Gentlemen
of the jury— I hav« to call you that
to keep it legal.' Another bit of 18
kt. dialog, reading like a quote from
a pulp.' is a line assigned to Miss
She pops oft at Warren
Bennett.
William with, 'Listen, you tin horn
sport, don't go threatening me or I'll
forget I'm a lady and beat your
brains out with the leg off a chair.'

Wild Bill Htckok Rides' (WB).
Trite story of early west, capably performed by name players,
Blondle Goes to College (Col).
Switch in locale doesn't help
series much; biz prospect aver-

ful as the girl.

Macs

couple of rival construcbattle over range land and water, Tombes, a
even a runaway scene wherein the tion men, give standard performhero halts the chomping chargers to ances vying for the services of Lake,
save the skin of the lady fair. They who seems to have some revolutionwhich
strike the fancy of
ary
Ideas
rounded It all up tinblushingly,
pounded It and molded it into a the latter.
All in all, 'Blondle Goes to Colsmoothly running script and, under
be found enough of a reRay Enrlght's smooth direction, not lege' may
being able to get Inspiration tor even lief to family audiences who have
followed the series religiously, that
a new twist at the finale, cut it off
it will result In average, or belter
abruptly with a gun fight in the hills.
An.
Frequently it's hard to tell whether biz.
the film Is supposed tq be a drama

Lynn Bari, as the individualist
wife, provides a strong performance
to rise above the material at hand.
Player displays abilities that rate
better assignments in feature buildup. Mary Beth Hughes is the blonde
charmer, while Joseph Allen, Jr.,
okay as the husband. Truman Bradley is prominently spotted as the
mutual friend who realizes the
smashup is a mistake for the couple^
and Nils Asther is briefiy seen as a
concert artist Robert Siodmak's direction is standard for a programmer
Walt.
of this type.

Metro-Ooltlwyn-Mnycr rolonso of 5iamucl
Features Ann Iluthorlord.
Robert Sterling. Guy Klbbcc, Irene Rich.

^

Virginia Weldlcr. Henry O'N'elll. Directed
by Charica nelsnor. Uancd on chnmcrcra
created by Herman J. Mnnklewlcz; story
and ndaptatlon. Muriel Roy Ilollon, Rtnn
Jamos, Harry RuKkIn: editor. Frederick Y.
Smltb;' camera,- Charles T.<nwion.
Tmdoshown In N. T. Feb. G, '42. Running time,
71 MIN6.

Ann Rutherford

Katherlne White
I^e White
Harry Bryant
Mrs. Dryant
Horrlet Bryant
Arthur Freeman

Robert Sterling

Guy-Klbbee
Irene Rich
VUxlnla W'etdler
Henry O'NqIH

Wild

Bill

Warner

Bros,

Hickok Rides

(ONE SONG)
"This

Time

for

Keeps'

Is

a

fine

production

and

release.

example of how bad they can come, Stars Constance Bennett, Bruce Cabot,
Warren William. Directed by Ray Eiirlght.
generation, and how he Anally suc- even from the Metro plant. A fam- OrlKlnnI screenplay by Charles Orayiion.
ceeds is neatly contrived in the ily programmer with a capable but Paul Gerard Smith, Raymond Schrock;
screenplay, with substance in both lost cast, its market possibilities are camera. Ted McCord; editor. CAirencu
Best that can be said Koleter; speclnl ertects, Byron Ha!<kln. Wlllines and situations provided by the unpromising.
Van Eneer; dances, Matty KlnR;
Inrtl

who

is

turned over to

ccript
Director George Seitz deftly steers
thb latest adventure of the Hardys
with competent skill.
Production
layout is of standard calibre for a
'Hardy" release.
Walt.
.

RIDE 'EM

COWBOY

(WITH SONGS)
Hollywood, Feb.

7.

Universal release of Alex Gottlieb production.
Stars Bud. Abbott and Lou Costello:
featurea Dick Foran, Anne Qwynne, Johnny
Hack Brown, Merry Macs, Ella FItzKerald.
Directed by Arthur Lubln. Screenplay uy
True Boardman and John Grant; adaptation by Harold Shumate; erlRlnal story by
Bdmund L. Uartmann; camera, John W.
Boyle; editor, Phillip Cahn; asst. director.
Oil Vallee; music director. Charica Previn;
jnusic supervisor. Ted Cain; dances, Nick
Castle; aongs, Don Raye, Gene do Paul.
Previewed by Aleronder, Olendale, Feb. e,
'42.

Running

time,

Duke
Wllloughby

Bob Mitchell
Anne Shaw
Alaoam
The Merry Macks-

Tom

Dick

Hany
Dotty Davis

Buby

M

SUNS.
Bud Abbott
Lou Costello
Dick Foran
Anne Gw>*nno
Johnny Mack Brown

for the picture is that it's as clean as
a loser at Hialeah.
Homespun yarn is based on char'
acters created by Herman J. Mankiewicz, but it took three writers to
try to do something with them
Muriel Roy Bolton, Rian James and
Harry Ruskin, plus a director of
many years' experience, Charles
Reisner. They all miss.
The marital ups and downs of a
young married couple form the basis
for the thinly-pl6tted story, while
for added flavor additional characters figure.
These latter include
Guy Kibbee and Irene Rich as the
parents of the girl (Ann Rutherford).
Virginia Weidler is another daughter, tiirown into t.h<> action as a tomboy.
Robert Sterling, opposite Miss
Ruthertord, is conned into going to
work for his father-in-law but latter refuses to let him exercise any
initiative with resultant friction. The
comedy relief is extremely light

The Sterling-Rutherford team is a
good working combination, but It
they are going, to get anywhere in
Judd McMlchael double harness much better material
Ted McMlchael will have to be provided than in this
Joe McMlchael
instance.
Char.

Mary Lou Cook

Ella FItzRomId

Bam Shaw
Samuel S. Hinds
Jack Rainwater
Dounlass Dumbrille
Ace Henderson
Morris Ankrum
The Hl-Halters

The Night Before the
Divorce

Typical Abbott and Costello film
fare, which adds up to the same
Etrong boxoffice of the A & C duo as
displayed four times during the past
yeqr. "Ride 'Em Cowboy' will play a
merry tune at the theatre wickets.
Title and background of a dude
ranch out west are only props set up
to display the usual broadly burlesqued antics of the pair. There are
a numbef of slick sequences in which

Hollywood, Feb.

4.

20th Century-Fox release of Ralph Dietrich
Features Lynn Barl. Mary
Beth Hughes. Joseph Allen. Jr. Directed
by Robert Slodmak. Screeni^lay by Jerry
Sackhelm, based on play by GIna Kaus and
Ladlnlas Podor; camera. Pevercll Marley;
editor, John Brady.
Tradcuhown In L. A.
Feb. 3, '42. Running time, 64 MIN8.

production.'

Lynn Thomdyke

.Lola

May

George Nordyke

Abbott and Costello parade their
comedic abilities to the maximum,
and excellent timing 61 delivery re-

NIctor Roselle

furbishes some old routines sufficiently to get them over for a reprise,
Adding some musical numbers,
Universal endeavored to raise the
production value of this one over its
-predecessors, but if all ,adds up to
the same thing—the audiences want
to get as much of Abbott and Costello as footage will allow, and when
they're off the screen, interest in the
proceedings lags. This condition is
not the fault of those assigned to
handle the auxiliary duties— it's an
obvious fact as demonstrated with a
very favorable preview audience.
The two comics are picked up In
New York as a couple of peanut and
liot dog vendors at a rodeo' show
end are quickly shunted west to join
up as cowhands on a dude ranch.

Bert Harrlman

Bruce Campbell

Hedda Smytho
f*lKa

Judge
I'CO

Joseph Allen,

Captain Walt

Jr.

Nils Asthei

Truman Bradley
Kay Llnaker
Mary Treen
^huraton Hall
Soccer Charters
T.,eon

Jitters

'Night

Lynn Barl
Mary Beth Hughes

Belasco

Tom Fadden
"...Alec Craig

Before the Divorce'

Is

a

fairly diverting marital tarce structured along familiar lines to display

usual domestic bickerings and the
inevitable reunion of the couple.
Lightweight in both marquee strength
and basic fundamentals, picture will
slide through the duals as acceptable
supporter of average calibre.
Script is mildly amusing in Its set
up of the by-play between a husband
and wife. Her perfection and abilities in various fields gradually bore

her husband, who falls overboard
for a clinging vine type of blonde.

Every prop and backgrounH around There's

the

inevitable separation,
the place Is utilized for slapstick an- talked over sanely, and preparations
murder case in
tics of the pair; while romance is for the divorce,
(i.
generated between Dick Foran, noted which the wife Ls a suspect brings
author of western tales; and Anne the pair together tor a restart
Story holds together pretty well
Gwynne, daughter of the ranch
owner. It. all culminates in a west- for the first halt, but hits many ruts

Howard Jackson. At Strand, N, T.,
0.
RunnlnK time, 82 MIN8.

music,

week

of Feb.

Andrews
Bill HIcUoh
Harry Farrel

Constance Bennett
Bruce Cabot
Warren William
Petty Itrewer
Walter Cntlett

Belle

Jnney...
Sylvester Twigir
Sheriff

Rlngo
Martin

,

Peir

Julie Bishop
Lucia Carroll
Rusnell Simpson
J. Parrell Mocdonnid

Violet

Flora
Nolan.
^
Judge llathnway
Daisy
Keniey
Sam Bass.
Bart Hnnna
SsRcr
Beadle

LIIMnn Tnrbo
CIIIT Clark
Trevor llardette

.'

...'..Elliott Sullivan
\

Dick Botlller
Bay Teal

'Fea(::olumbla production and release.
Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake. J.nrry
Directed by Frank n.
Blair.
Strayer; produced by nol>ert Sparks; Htory,

tures

SImms, Janet

Warren Wilson, Clyde Bruckmon: screenplay,
Lou Rreslow; suggesteil by Chic
Ifoung cartoon strip; camera, Henry Frueeditor.

llch;

Otto Meyer.
Neb., dual,
t\ .UINS.

Rusty
Babs
Dixon

,

Mouse
Wadsworth

•

Larry Parks
Adele Mara
Lloyd Bridges
.Sidney Melton

Andrew Tombes
Esther Dale

Dill

with.

man

Film was reviewed by ''VaLondon last July 9. Of

riety' in

the picture and Howard, it reported:
'Actor
stars,
produces and
directs. He's customarily suave
as the vague Britisher, with a
courage streak a mile wide. He's
turned out a dressy job with a
neat eye to mounting. For direction, seemingly anxious not to

be dubbed arty In his first job
of guiding, Howard has recalled
all the bits of technique that

came

his

way while camera-

Nevertheless, it's topUne
entertainment.'
Running time of 'Mister 'V Is
97 mins. Original version, 120
mios.
acting.

Ilulph Dyrd

Vedn Ann Here
Stubby Kruger

Courtney

Tlerbcrt t'orthell
,.

.Margaret ArniHireng
Val .sinnton
Paul Itrynr

"
Snnnny Cohen
Red Knight

Murphy'
Tex'
'Peowee'

I.eHtor

Towns

bit as a

navy radio operator.

William Beaudine, Sr., directs with
pace and is credited as

fairly swift

helping Gerald D.
story,

which

Camera work

Adams

with the

is one of those things.
Wear.
is ordinary.

Melodias

Dagwood

De America

('Melodies of Amerltw')

(ARGENTINE-MADE)
(With Songs)

Buenos Aires, Feb.

3.

San Miguel production. DIslrlhuled by
DIstrlbuldoro Panomerlcnnn. starring .Iom
MoJIcn. Features Sllvana Roth. June Marlowe. Pedrlto Quartuccl and Maria Santos.
Jose Romlrez. Armando Bo and l.eonor
Lima. Speolal numbers by Annmarla Cenzaler, Bola de MIeve, Carmen Brown. Nelly

Omar. Antonio Molina and dancers nC Oenia
Conrsdo de Kohler; Ariel
Corinzo and Francisco' ChlorcHo; music,
del Castillo; story,

Rodolfo Sclnmarella, Agustin Larn. Dajos
Bela and Ber Rose. Directed by Edunrdo
Morera.
Reviewed at the' MonuinentaU
Buenos Aires. Running time, 9S MINS.

in

V

sponsorship. Title of American
release is 'Mister V!

Duke

'Cookie'
'Geuoral'

Mrs. John T. Duke.
'Snlfty
'Bunco' niebee

Danny Mummcrt

doesn't hit the postthe mid-section in a dash
amount of business wherever It'i for the bus, he doesn't get to his
played.
Constance Bennett, Bruce office once and the family stuff takes
Cabot and Warren William are neat a new tack.
marquee dressing, and the Hickok
Not that it makes a better pic, bename indicates action. There'll be cause it doesn't. The whole idea is
snickers and sneers at the corny story a little more looney than even the
but few will feel cheated. It has a C3iic Young characters can run
parallel with, but any change in this
few tense moments.
Writers (Carles Grayson, Paul Ger- series, which was being rutted badly,
ard Smith and Raymond Schrock is to be welcomed.
went through the book in laying it
Arthur Lake gets alL warmed up
out dragging in every situation ever over the idea of college when a
contrived for quickies of the same football lands in his lap at a crucial
breed. There are chases, gun duels, game. Fenny Singleton can't see it
but plays along with the idea, even
though It means p-tting Larry
SImms, their youngster, in military
'Mister
school, and keeping a deep secret

Great Britain
under
the
title,
'Pimpernel
Smith,* Leslie Howard's triplethreat, anti-Nazi spy meller, is
being released In U. S, by United
Artists, under Edward Small's

'-I2,

Broeze'

Maureen

Uirry SImms
HlmselC
Janet Blnlr
Jonathan Hale

'

Dithers
Alvln

Mrs.

«t

'

In

\

New

'il.

WB

Released

-

Thayer, Jr.; ramern, .Muck
York, N. T.. week Feb
duoled. Running Ume, «3 .MIN8.
V.

At

.stengler.

Penny Singleton
Arthur Lake

Baby Dumpling

Daisy

I,aum

Rt^vlewed
Feb. 1,

exhumed a time-honored sageA complete switcheroo in handling
brush formula for this latest tale built
around the legendary exploits of of Blondie's affairs in .fllmdom was
Wild Bill Hickok, peopled it with made for 'Blondie Goes to College,'
well known names who make up In and all the timeworn and familiar
performance what the script lacks mechanics of laughter production
In originality, and result is a pleas- common before have been dispensed
antly exciting session of American
frontier diiys that will do a fair

Guy

tor,

It all revolves around William's
'Bingo*
.Wllllnin nonuillne, Jr.
Zack Williams
attempt to grab Powder River Basin 'Congo'
pasture lands from homesteaders.
Implausible little yarn about a
He's in cahoots with Chicago stockyard owners and railroad men, but breezy sailor who's mistaken for a
Hickok, friend of the owner of the rich woman's son, and in turn bilked
biggest ranch which controls water by a scheming promoter, makes a
for the valley, repeatedly thwarts compact programmer, considerably
him. There's even a mortgage on the above the average tor this company.
latter, via which William eventu- It's geared for dualers, but strong
'When Hlck- enough only tor secondary feature.
ally hopes to win out.
ok's friend is lynched after cbnvic- Presence of Ralph Byrd, 'Veda .^nn
tion on a trumped-up murder charge Borg and Stiibby Kruger mean litformer goes on the rampage and al- tle for marquee trimmings, but trio
most single-handedly cleans out the chips in with first-rate performances.
Yarn is of 'Breezy' Duke, sailor on
mob, including William.
William's performance as the bad- furlough with his pal, 'CTookie,' both
die is neatly drawn. He's suave and of whom are invited to stay at the
slick; Cabot's Interpretation of Hick- expensive hotel suite of Mrs. John
ok is properly grim. Miss Bennett Duke, candy bar king, because of
is perhaps the best photographed and
the similarity in names.
'General'
costumed lady gambler who ever Courtney, faking his military rank,
moved her gambling palace west sells the gobs on a fake treasure
from Chicago. She starts out as Wil- island, hunt, with the sailors getting
liam's femme interest, assigned to their pals at the naval station to chip
disarm Hickok, and expectantly in half of the expenses. Of course,
winds up in his arms. It's all pretty the boys actually do uncover some
trite.
hidden gems. Action speeds up in
Few short scenes with music ?re the last 20 minutes, as the 'general'
set Iir Miss Bennett's dice snd faro and h's crooked stooges try to cop
joint She sings one tune, .?< t badly, the uncovered fortune.
while the camera wanders around
Ralph Byrd makes a likenble
picking up shots of bearded gents Breezy'
whlla
Stubby
Kruger,
joining her in choruses. Those and swimming champ, as his pal, steals
few others are only indoor sequences every scene in which he gets a
and se'/ appear inexpensive.
chance. 'Veda Ann Borg, cast as the
Wood.
phoney daughter of the 'general,'
contributes a tew romantic moments
and some spirit to several dull scenes.
Support is standard for films of this
Blondie Goes to College sort
William Beaudine. Jr., h»s a

Ward Bond State, Lincoln.
Howard da Sllva Running time;
Frank Wilcox Blondle
Fnyc Emerson Dngwood

Edmonds

DUKE OF THE NAVY
Producers Releaaing Corp. releiisc tit .luhn
T. Coyle production. -Fentures Ralph Ityrti

Veda Ann Borg, Stubby Kruger. Dlici ied
by William Besudlne. Story and screenplay
Gerald D. Adams, William Renudlnc; edi-

that she's about to have another
baby.
Lake wants it kept kosher,
so asks that they enter college as
single, instead of married people;
This provides some of the laughs
when the big college hero goes for
Blondie and Dagwood's curls interest Janet Blair.
Dagwood fails at
everything In athletics, but finally
makes crew.
College apparently has a way of
liking crew because it takes less
people to frame a cheering section
than it does tor a football game.
'

Attempting to get- two girls recently recruited from orch vocal assignments into the spotlight the
studio runs in Janet Blair, late of
Hal Kemp's band, and Adele Mara,
from Xavler Cugat's entourage, as
college girls. Miss Blair comes away
fairly well as the campus queen, but
talk is short tor Miss Mara, who is
pushed up front where her psysically attractive self is allowed to show,
Larry Simn)s makes things happen
more In this pic than any other o(
the Blondie group, and he has some
fairly funny material as a top sergeant In -his military school, as well
as his monkeyshines when presum
ably kidnaped by his own father.

Jonathan

Hale

and

'Andrew

Tuneful, light-hearted, and dene
with a. good-natured tongue-in-cheok
attitude, 'Melodies de America,' produced by the independent San Miguel
Studios, turns out to be one of the
most pleasing Argentlne-mades in
some time. Because of its emphasis
on music, not only Argentine but
Brazilian, Cuban and Mexican, not to
mention some U.S. jive, and the lightness of the plot pic seems like just
what the doctor ordered in the way
of Latin productions suitable for U.S.
audiences. With subtitles in English
It should be a natural in the States,
especially in houses accustomed to
playing Europeans and in such theatres as are looking for good-neighbor releases for north ot the border.
International aspect is further emphasized by the fact that' the star,
Jose Mojica, is a Mexican and that

supporting players include June Marlowe, only U.S film actress to
achieve top rating here; Bola de
NIeve and Carmen Brown (Cubans),
and Anamaria Gonzales (Mexican).
San Miguel Studios have capitalized
on the Pan-American aspect and the
Palacio de la Cultura Americana,
local hands-across-the-border outfit
sponsored the preem.
Story is not too original. It's about
a Mexican film tenor in Rio on his
way to B.A. who meets an Argentine

he believes to be rich but
actually is In the Brazilian capas a result ot winning a soap

whom

gal

who
ital

Gal Is Inf'l'-uated with him
and travels on the same boat to B.A.
Meanwhile, a B.A. studio, on its last
contest.

financial legs, Is trying to sign the

tenor in order to please a middleaged spinster who refuses to put up
the pesos to keep them going unless
the glamour boy Is contracted. Scries
of Incidents follow in B.A.: the gal
first decides to forget the singer,
then joins him and finally goes back
to

her real love, an auto mechanic
(Continued on page 21)
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PICTURE GROSSES

Rons on Broadway

First

Chi;

(Subject to Change)

Week

Dick Powell Bright $20,000 With

No B way Blues; Hlfoman' Spify

$im IQngs

of Feb. 12

Astor—Kings Row* (WB)

(2d

week).
(Reviewed In 'Variety,' Oec. 24, 1841)
Broadway 'Fantasia' (Disney)
(6th week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety,' Nov. 13, 1940)

Fine 22G Despite

—

lady', 'Bahama'-Stokes Orch, 3SG

Capitol

—'Design

for

U Big 5SG

Critics, 'SuDivan'-Miller

Scandal'

(M-G) (2d week).
Chicago, Feb.

10.

This we6lc's biz is burdened with
bad-weather breaks, weak Alms and

a lot of holdovers. The result is that
a couple of sta^e shows are getting
most of the money.
In the Chicago the Harold Stokes
orchestra is struggling against the
drag of a flicker which drew raps.
In the Oriental the Aim is rarely of
sufficient strength to mean
boxoflice, so it is strictly up to the
Indicated
personal of Dick Powell.
that Powell will turn that trick

wk). Moveover looks for bir $4,300.
Last week (20-40), 'York' (WB),
second run, content with $3,100.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 2030)— 'Smllln' Through' (M-G) and
'International Lady' (UA) (2d run).
Expect good $3,000. Last week, 'Unfinished Business' (U) and 'Badlands
Dakota' (U) (2d run), fair $2,800.

mvM

Blizz Clips Buff;

nlftily.

'Ball of Fire' is finishing up sixth
week of a smashing stay. Could stay

longer, but Universal is pounding on
the door with 'Hellzapoppln,' which
comes in tomorrow (Wed.).
Estimates fqr This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-53-65-75)
—'Babes Broadway' (M-G) (7th wk).
Going to fine $5,000, after smacking
them over with liot $5,900 last week.
Chicago' (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
"Bahama' (Par) and Harold Stokes
Strictly the band lor the
orch.
money currently, with Stokes a good
name from long radio buildup. Neat
^5,000 this week, tdst week; 'Son
Fury' (20th) and vaude, fair $32,100.

Tury' Potent

13(1,

woKra

Buffalo, Feb. 10.
Buffalo b.oj took two-day beating
blizzard, but are picking up
neatly on the home stretch.
Fury,*
at
Lakes, has de
'Son of
veloped strong wicket potency, with
'Remember the Day' making a substantial showing at the Buffalo.
Estimate* tor This Week
Qarrlck (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)
35-55)—
Boltalo <Shea)
(3,500;
—'Son Fury' (20th) and 'Cadet Girl'
Okay $5,500. Last week, 'Remember -Day' (M-G) and 'Gentle(20th).
'Died Boots On' (WB) finished four man Heart' (20th). Stacking up welL
with over $12,000 indicated. Last
weeks In loop to alright $4,700.
Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-33- week, 'Two-Faced Woman* (M-G)
44-55)— 'Lady for Night* (Rep) and and 'Blue, White* (20th), taSx enough
DickPowell headlining vaude. Powell $12,000.
Great Lake* (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)
accounting for money, which is bang—'Son Fury* (20th) and 'Right to
up $20,000. Last week, Clyde McCoy Heart* (20th). Should speU profitorch boosted 'Small Town Deb' (20th
able $13,000. Last week, 'Man to
to good $18,100.
Dinner* (WB), mighty fine $14,000.
PaUoe (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-86-75)
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)—"Man
—'Ball of Fire' (RKO) and 'Gay Fal- to Dinner* (WB) (2d run). Ciood

from a

•

Has $7,500.
Last week, 'Green Was
could VaUey* (20th) (2d run), nice $7,000.
Fine $12,000 curLafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-44)
rently, after scoring in fifth week
'Hellzapoppln' (U) and 'Cavalcade
with $12,200.
Aviation' (U). Zippy $12,800. Last
SooseT«lt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65- week, 'Bed Time Story' (Col) and
75) 'Blue White' (20th) and 'Rise 'Queen Murder Ring' (Col), nle*
~
and Shine' (20th). So-so combina- $8 300
tk>n will manage satisfactory $11,000.
2ath Century (Ind) (3,000; 30-56)
Last week, 'Intl Squadron* (WB) —'Ball Fire* (RKO) (3d wk). Final
and "Body Disappears' (WB), mild stanza droopy $6,500. Last week,

(RKO) (6th-flnBl wk).
con'
rolled up impressive score and
even stay longer.

(Reviewed

IMl)
Nov.
—
Criterion 'Lady for a Night'
(Rep)
Globe—'Lady in Distress' (Alliance)
Moslo Hall—'Woman of the

Upcurve In business on Broadway,
which has rolled up higher totals
during January than for the same
month in 1941, continues to produce
a good yield for pictures and stageshows where they possess any allure

Year' (M-G) (2d week).

'Kings Row* is a surprise grossgutter at the. Astor in view of the
bad notices it received, while also
showing plenty of b.o. power is
'Woman of the Year,* which is a
cinch for $100,000 on its week at the
Music Hall and holds over. Critics
gave this one the best they had, but,
although pouncing on 'Row,* that
film is drawing big night business

(7).

(Revleuied (n 'Variety,' Jan. 14)
Paramonnt 'Sullivan's Travels' (Par) (3d week)!
(Reviev.>ed In 'Variety.' Dec. 10. 1941)
Rlalto 'Our
Russian Front'

—

—

(Artkino).
Boxy- 'Son
(3d week).

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 35-55-65'Green Valley' (20th) (4th wk).
Picture getting great word-of-mouth
and getting $12,000 currently, after

nice $11,500.

—

76)

big $15,500 last week.
United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1.700;
35-55-75)—'Corsican Bros.* (UA) (2d
wk).
Action flicker getting fine
opening
after
currently,
$14,000
brighUy at $18,300.

Prosperity;

'BaU Fire' Big $11,500
Seattle, Feb. 10.
Barring adverse developments, all

signs are that b.o.s will sail along to
The
steadily
grosses.
improved
burg's population Is jumping by
leaps because of war production
activity
and more money is in
circulation.
Estimates for This Week

Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
30-40-58)
(800;
'Remember Day'
(20th) and 'Gentleman Heart' (20th)
(3d wk). Heading for good $3,000.
week, big $3,800.

—

Coliseum
23-40)

(1,900;

(Hamrick-Evergreen)

—

'Maltese

Falcon'

(WB) and 'Dumbo' (RKO) (2d run).
Expect fine $3,500. Last week, 'Sundown' (UA) and 'Chocolate Soldier'

(M-G) (2d run), nifty $3,400. ^
Fifth
Avenue
(Hamrick-Evergreen) (2,349: 30-40-58)—"flail Fire'
(RKO) and 'Fiesta' (UA). Indicates
great $llj500. Last week, 'Pulham'
(M-G) and 'Burma Road' (M-G) (2d

run), very nice $9,000.

^.Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-58)—
"Texas' (Col) and 'LaUns ManhatUn'
(Col). Lots of advertising counting
for big $6,800. Last week, fourth of
Corsican' (UA) and 'Miss Polly'
(UA), satisfactory $4,700.
'•o''
(Hamrick-Evergreen)
30-40-58)- 'Pulham* (M-G) and
(M-G)". Moveovcr exweek,
Last
$4,500.
Louisiana Purchase* (Par) (5th wk),

(850;

Burma Road*
pects
sweU
big $3,200.

(Hamrick Evergreen)
/n9£P''*°™
(2,800;
30-40-58)
Through the
<WB) and 'Body. Disappears'
Anticipates big $10,000. Last
week, 'Died with boots'
(WB),
garnered $6,700 in second week.

—

-

vSfiJ
(WB).

,n™omar (Sterling) (1,350; 23-35?i-38)— 'Bombay Clipper' (U) and
We Go Past' (20th), plus vaude.
Look

?S

.

to
'

reach good $7,500. Last
Duanes' (20th) and 'Steel

^^^^ ""^

$7 100

yayiAe.

good

(Hamrick-Evergreen)
'Look
Who's
jSMi'ng' (RKO) and 'Gay Falcoq'
fKA?!!"""'."""
(3,039;

30^0-58)

snnn?^.

'^

111 50o'"
5R?"";sevelt

of

Fury'

(20th)

(Reviewed in 'Variety.' Jan. 7)
Strand 'Captains of the Clouds'

—

(WB)

(13).

(Reviewed

of Feb. 19

Astor—'Kings Row' (WB)

(3d

week).

Broadway — 'Fantasia' (Disney)

(7th week).
Capitol 'Johnny Eager' (M-G)
(Reviewed In 'Variety,' Dec. 10. 1941)
Mnsit Hall— 'Woman of the
Year' (M-G) (3d week).

—

—'Bahama

Paramonnt

Passage*

(Par) (18).
(Reviewed <n 'Variety,' Dec. 10, 1941)
Blalto 'Our Russian
Front'
(Artkino) (2d week).

—

Boxy—'Roxie

Hart' (20th).
(Reviewed in 'Variety,' Feb. 4)
Strand ^'Captains of the Clouds'
(WB) (2d week).

—

'FURY,' $15,

HOT

—

Indicate

Eddy Slipping

IN FRIGID

(Sterling)

(800:

Mpls.

30-40(2d

10.

First five days of the

tanbark

show hurt by
away from

pulling 56,373 attendance

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)
—'Call Out Marines' (RKO). Solidly
plugged and tagged for okay $6,500.
Last week, 'Man Came Dinner*
newcomers in the shade. The flrst- (WB) (3d wk), smart $6,000.
named, after a terrific first-week,
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 30-35-42
Excepting 'Gone
still is out in front.
With the Wind,* 'One Foot in 55)— 'Son Fury' (20th). Spurting
Heaven' broke the Century boxoflice through the snow for healthy $15,000
record before moving over to the with h.o. in sight. Last week, 'Re.
member
Day' (20th), so-so $9,000.
World for an extension of its firstrun.
Lake (Warner (800; 30-35-42-55)Principal
newcomers are The 'Man to Dinner* (WB) (4th). HoldChocolate Soldier,' 'Sundown' and Ing up well, $3,000. Last week, 'Wolf
'Great Guns,' in the order of their Man' (U) (2d wk), okay $2,000.
importance.
Palace (RKO) (3,700: 30-35-42-5566)— 'Belong to Me' (Col) and stage
Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 17-28)— show topped by Laurel and Hardy
StarClyde McCoy's orch.
'Steel Against Sky' (WB) and 'Moon and
Over Shoulder' (20th), flrst-runs. spangled bill chilled a bit by zero
heading for good $1,200 in four days. winds, but climbing fast to swell
'Swamp Woman' (PRC) and 'Riders $25,000, mebbe more. Last week,
'Conflrm or Deny' (20th) and 'FoUes
(20th),
first-runs,
Timberline'
of
open today (Tuesday). Last week, Internationale* unit, quiet $18,000.
State (Loew*s) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
'Date Falcon' (RKO) and 'South
Tahiti' (U), flrst-runs, nice $1,500 in —'Design for Scandal' (M-G). A bit
Last
five days.
too fiulTy, but fair $12,000.
Century (P-S) (1,600; 28-39-44)— week, 'Bahama Passage' (Par), slow
Nelson $11,500.
'Chocolate Soldier' (M-G).
Eddy seems to be slipping here.
SUIIman (Loew's) (1,872; 30-35-42However, may stretch to pretty good 55) 'Bahama Passage' (Par) (2d
Last wedc, 'Foot in Heaven' wk). Ordinary $4,000 on shiftover.
$5,000.
(WB), very big $8,800.
Last stanza, 'Johnny Eager' (M-G)
Gopher (P-S) (998; 28-30)— 'Great (2d wk), good $7,000.
Guns (20th). Laurel and Hardy
have been away pretty long, but
laugh
fare
calcraving
for
general
'Screaming*, $15,000,
culated to boost this one along to
Last week, 'Tarzan's
sock $4,500.
Getting Over in J. C.
Treasure' (M-G), big $3,600.
Jersey City, Feb. 10.
Orpheom °(P-S) (2,800; 30-40-50)—
Showing The Corsican Bros.,*
Lacking
in
cast
'Sundown' (UA).
names. Gene Tierney not being Loew's is doing best business since
strong enough yet to carry marquee 'Boom Town.' 'I Wake Up Screamload. Okay $7,500. Last week, 'Sul- ing,' at Stanley, and 'Paris Calling,'
(Par)
and Les at State, doing nicely.
Travels*
livan's
Brown orch, $13,000, left house
Estimates for This Week
slightly in red.
Loew's (Loew's) (3,205; 30-35-55)
SUte (P-S) (2,300; 40-44-55)— —'Corsican'
and 'Boston
(M-G)
(2d wk.).
'Sergeant York* (WB)
(Col). Socko $19,000, neatNothing but raves for this one. Blackie'
est biz In a long time. Last week,
this
Stretching toward big $9,000
'Chocolate Soldier' (M-G) and 'Unweek. First week, $14,500, very big.
Partners' (M-G), sturdy $16,000.
Uptown (Par) (1,100; 30-40)— holy
SUnley (WB) (4.500; 30-35-55)—
First
'Louisiana Purchase' (Par).
Bob Hope's local 'Wake Up Screaming' (WB) and
nabe showing.
This set
popularity helping to carry this 'Gentleman Heart' (20th).
nice $15,000. Last
along to splendid $3,600. Last week, will probably grab
week. Through Night' (WB) and
'Pulham' (M-G), good $2,800.
(Col),' terrific
World (Par-Stefles) (350; 28-39- 'Blondle College'
pair

Minneapolis, Feb. 10,
of holdovers, 'Sergeant

York' and 'One Foot in Heaven,' stlU
are red hot boxoftice, putting the

—

(WB).
44-55)—'Foot in Heaven'
dandy Church element has gotten behind
this one and takings have soared sky

(WB)

Cleveland, Feb.

Grotto's annual circus at civic
auditorium and two-day Icy storm
flashed the red-light against most of
the de luxers at the beginning of

frame.

May

reach fine $3,000 here.
Last week,. 'Little Foxes' (RKO)
(2d wk.), pretty good $2,200.

$18,000.

State (Skouras) (2,200; 30-35-55)—
(U) and 'Playmates'

'Paris Calling'

Last week,
'Remernber Day' (20lh) and^ 'Murder
Ring' (Col) (2d wk), nice $i,000.

(RKO).

the tUl showed

(9)

Row' Is getting the women and
over the weekend the scales were
tilted to $1.10, with no squawks
registered.
Matinees for the film
version of the 1940 best-seller are
fair.

Another Warner picture, 'Wild Bill
Hickok Rides,' with Frankle Masters
on the stage. Is at the Strand. It's a
one-week shot but wUl show a fair
profit at $28,000. House is opening
'Captains of the Clouds' tomorrow
night (Thurs.), with Blue Barron
coming in the following morning.
Idea of the Thursday night preem b
to catch some of the Lincoln birthday business.
Paramount wotmd up Its second

week

Good

$10,500.

last night (Tues.)

van's

and

Travels'

with

Glenn

wk). On
while last
$16,000,

final

days

five

week

$10,000,

(2d) was not quite
'Mr.
(UA) opens
(Thurs.).

slow.

V

tomorrow morning

Boxy (20th) (5,886; 35-55-65-75-85)
—'Son of Fury' (20th) and stageshow (2d wk). Holding up remarkably well, th:., week (2d)
auguring a strong $43,000, and stays
a third session. Initial seven days
ran to g big $52,50C. 'Roxie Hart*
(20th) opens Thursday (19).

State (Loew's) (3,450; 28-44-55-75-

"Two -Faced Woman'
and Earl Carroll's
A smart $29,000
Last week, 'Men
(2d run). Three
Stooges and Carl HofTs orch, $22,000,

(M-G)

(2d run)

on

'Vanities*

stage.

seen for this show.

m

Her

Life'

'

(Col)

rather good.
35-55-75-85-

<2,758;

99)— 'Wild

Bill Hickok Rides' (WB)
and Frankle Masters. A one-weeker.
but o.k. at $28,000 with the nut held
down. Last week, second for 'All
Through the Night' (WB) and Bob

Chester, plus Georgle Price, $36,000,
vCTy good. 'Captains of the Clouds'

(WB)

preems

tomorrow

night

(Thurs.), while Blue Barron hits the
stage the following morning.
%

'Night'-Vaode, fl7,500,

'Sulli-

Miller,

taking in $55,000, and begins the
third stanza today (Wed.). Another
holdover that Is doing extremely
well Is 'Son of Fury,' now in its second round at the Roxy. It will get
a substantial $43,000; or thereabouts,
and holds a tbM' week.
'Roxle
Hart' was previewed Monday night
(0). but won't come in imtll Feb. 19.
Capitol had not Intended holding
'Desfgn for Scandal,' but, following
a stout weekend take and indica-

Neat

very good drawing card

U

b D.

'Sundown'

Not So Bright $15,000
Washington, Feb. 10.
flbns opened down-

Only two new

town, 'AH Through Night,' at Earle.
doing better than 'Sundown,' at Palace.
Latter item is being equaled,
however, by second week of 'Johnny

Eager,' at Capitol.
Estimates tor This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66)
Johnny Eager'. (M-G) and vaude
(2d wk). GetUng good $15,000, fol-

(19).

A

tfiis

night

compilation, comes in tonight (Wed.)
on a preview. Last week, 'Call Out
Marines' (RKO) (2d wk), $5,000.
Elvoll (UA) (2,092; 35-55-75-8599)—'Joan of Paris' (RKO) (3d-flnal

seven days ended

first

its

Monday

day

theatres.

A

and on

tions of a first week of good $28,000,
it will be retained a second.
This
sets 'Johnny Eager* back to Thurs-

CLEVELAND

two-week

high.

»»)-Died With BooU'

m

Bat Pretty Good $5,000

at all.

$22,000.
in 'Variety,' Jan. 21)

Week

—

$7,100.

Has

12,

(11).

—

Seattle

in Variety,'

the

State show of Two-Faced Woman'
(2d run) and Earl Carroll's 'VaniThe way people are moving
East the b.o. here, receipts should
it $29,000 or close, much above the
house average.
'Mr.
Is a Lincoln's birthday arrival
at
the
Rlvoll
tomorrow
(Thurs.). House has not done well
with 'Joan of Paris' on a run ending
tonight (Wed.) that totals two weeks

lowing

red

hot

$24,000

opening

stanza.

Colombia (Loew)

ties.'

Bugle

Sounds'

slighUy

flat,

Pulham

V

(1,234; 28-44)—
(M-G).
Moveover
Last week, 'H.M.
(moveover), solid

$4,000.

(M-G)

$6,000.

Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)—
TTirough Night' (WB) and vaud^.
,Ge«}ne good $17,500. Last week.
Bedtime Story' (Col) plus Sammy
Kaye orch. can thank latter for ex-

,

and five days.
^
cellent $22,500.
Estimates for This Week
Kf'Jh's (RKO) (1,830; 40-30-65)—
Astor (Loew's) (1,012; 35-55-85$1.10)—'Kings Row* (WB) (2d wk). Ball Fire' (RKO) (6th wk). Windmg up its run with handsome $8,500.
off on second week yesterday
foUpwlng fine $10,500 last week.
(Tues.), after coming through to a
Metropolitan (WB)
,

Teed

strong $22,000 on the first in spite
of roasting by the critics.
Broadway (Disney) (1,895 35-5575)—Tantasia* (HKO-Disney) (5th
wk). Continues here untU 'Bambi'
(RKO-Dlsney) Is ready; this week at
pop scales (5th) looks $10,000, or In
that neighborhood. Last week (4th)
was $11,500, in both cases okay.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,620; 35-55-85$1.10-$1.25)
'Design for Scandal*
(M-G). Not forte op other days, but
big enough on weekend to insure
$28,000 or so, good, and thus wins
holdover. Last week, third for 'Corsican Brothers' (UA), nice money;

—

28-44)

(1,600;

(moveover).
Third downtown week at .pop prices
heading for sizzling $8,500.
Last
week, 'Man to Dinner* (WB) (move-

w^Sisafd^eV""^'*
,„P»l»ce

(Loew)
(2,242;
28-55)—
Sundown* (UA). No sunshine with
,

W

pale 415,000. Last week, 'Green Val(20th) (3d wk). veo' good $11,-

-

was

getter

here,
satisfactory.

Calling'

'Paris

(U)

(4th-flnal

Finale will be about $6,500,
last

'SCANDAL/ $6,000, NICE

than $20,000,

less

Criterion (Loew's) (1,062; 35-44-9575)—'Lady for a Night* (Rep) opens
here today (Wed.), following fairish
week of $7,800 with 'Dr. Klldare's
Victory'
(M-G).
Preceding that.
'Yank oh Burma Road' (M-G) got
$8 000
Globe (Brandt) (1,250; 28-35-55)—
o.k.,

wk).
while

IN

HEALTHY MEMPHIS

Memphis, Feb. 10.
„
Son of. Fury' got mixed notices
but is pu ling heavily at Loew's State.
Not far behind is 'Design for ScanLoew's
Palace feature, which
*"L',.
nabbed raves frbm reviewers.
Weather okay and not much op*^
.

posish.

week

Estimates for This Week
(3d) was $8,000, very good.
(RKO) (1,700 28-35-44-55- •cJ^VS?' ^,^1 <2,000; 10-33-44)'I
Wake Up Screaming' 'Steel Sky' (WB). Cast doesn't mean
and 'Swamp Water' (20th). jnuch at b. o. Will be lucky to get

65-75)—

Palace

(20th)

;

.

both 2d run. Goes out tonight (Wed.)
after six days' gross total of $7,500,
mild. Last
eek, 'Man Who Came to
Dinner* (WB) (2d run) and 'Body

w

Disappears*
good.

(WB)

(1st run), $9,000,

Paramonnt (Par)

(3,664 35-55-85Travels* (Par) and,
on sUge, Glenn Miller (3d wk). Hitting fast gait at $55,000 on second
;

99)—'Sullivan's

week, concluded last night (Tues.),

and begins third today (Wed.).

The

BUI Hicklk'
not b&d.
,M»leo (Llghtman) (2,800: 10-33-44)
Sullivan's Travels' (Par). Favorable press and word of mouth may
hypo this one to $5,000, okay. Last
week, 'Appointment Love' (U), $5,900, good.
State (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—
Son Fury' (20th). Points to nice
$6,500 and second week. Last week,
'Joe Smith' (M-G I, $4,100, much bet(WB),

$4,600,

—

ter than anticipated.
Palace (Loew) (2,200: 10-33-44)—
'Design Scandal' (M-G).
RusecIIPIdgeon comedy might get good $6,Last week, 'Rtfmember Day*
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel- 000.
lers) (5,945; 44 -55 -85 -99 -$1.65)— (20th), $5,100, all right.
Strand (Llghtman) (1.000: 10-22'Woman of Year' (M-G) and stageshow. Mighty at the b.o., looking an 33)— 'Louisiana Purchase' (Par) (2d
easy $100,000, and holds over. Last run), three days; 'Confessions Boston
week, third tor 'Ball of Fire' (RKO), Blackie' (Col), one day, and 'Blondie
first

seven days was smashful $72,000,

highest for house on any non-holiday

week under

six

-

years

of

pltband

policy.

$77,000. fine.

(Mayer) (594; 28-44-55)—
Goes out
(Wed.) with six-and-a-half
accounting for about $5,000,
'Our Russian Front,' Russian

Rlalto
'Jail

House Blues* (U).

tonight

days
light.

Goes .College' (Col), three days.
Looks to good week at $1,900. Last
week, 'Pacific Blackout' (Par), three
days; <Slng Supper' (Col), one day,
and 'Secret Wasteland (Par), $1,800,
very good.
'
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A T>ifference of Opinion
about

"KINGS ROW.:.

Syndicated

of

Hollywood cplumnist
the N. Y. Daily News

KINGS
will certainly

of the

ROW

be one

Ten Best

writing

on films

in

The New Yorker magazine

KINGS

ROW

is plainly

for the

too good

Ten Best

I

Pictures of 1942."

\

AI«iN SHERIDAN
ROBERT CUMMINGS

Pictures of 1942.

...And, best of

all,

the paying

RONALD REAGAN
BETTY FIELD

,

in

"KINGS

ROW"

with

CHARIES COBURN
Claude Rains 'Judith
Anderson 'Nancy Cotemon
KAAREN VEKNE
MARIA OUSPENSKAYA
HARRY DAVENPORT
Directed by SAM

customers at the Astor Theater,
New York, think ifs terrific!

-

-

WOOD

,Scr«en,ftoy'by Cotey Robinjon
From th« Noval by Heniv.Bellomon
Muiic by tfich Wolloong Korngold

WARNERS!

'

9

.

.
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PICTURE GROSSES
Tamsliing Va.' Hefty

Frisco B.O. Perky; 'Suspicioff-Vaude

^,000

Wham $26M
San Francisco, Feb. 10.
Slreet fairly lively Oils week, with
pack.
Golden Gate «ealn leading fte
With SuspiciOB' on screen, biz Is topflie_money-in3kta«
i^ng eveii that ot
S^^ndrews Sisters last i^eek,

whidi

— •Vanishing

(2.000;.

Virginian'

35-40-

(M-G)

'Yank Burma Road' (M-G).
Looks for great $8,000. Last wedL
'Corsican'
(UA) and 'Hay F*»o?
(UA), second week, satisfactory

$251«M

fBoted on 13 theatres)
Total GrMi Same Week

$5,500.

Hay

last Tear
$379409
(Bated on 13 theatres)

t

a

I

(Parker

r

-

Evergreen)

35-40-50)—'Remember Day*
moveover from Paramount,

(1.500;

(20th>

with "Honolulu Lou' (Col), first-run.
$3,000. Last week,. "Two-Faced
Woman' (M-G) singled for four days
of second week for nice $3,000.
Orptaeiim (Hamrick -Evergreen)
(1,800; 35-40-50)— 'Confirm or Deny*
(20th) and 'All Money Buy' OBKO).
Okay $5,300. Last wefek. 'Playmates'
(RKO) and 'EUery Queen' (Col),

Poor

TORY* FROTHY
$13,000

IN

Pin

good

$7,600.

Paramennt

(Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,000; 35-40-50)— 'Bahama Passage*
Pittsburgh, Feb. 10.
(Par) and "Glamour Boy' (Par).
$24,500.
Big noise here this week is 'Son Well ballyed and in line lor strong
Orpheiun (Blumenfeld) (2.440; 35- of Fury,' which Is shooting for a new $8,700. Last week. "Remember
Day'
40-55)— 'Hellzapoppin* (D) (3rd
house record at Senator. Stanley is (20th) and 'Nine Lives' CWB), Tilgh
and 'Boston Bladde' (Col) (1st wk). doing very well with 'Bugle Sounds' $8,000.
With new second teatule, third frame and stage combo of 0)nnie Boswell
United ArUsts (Parker) (1,000; 3540-50)—'Johnny Eager' (M-G) and
holding up for around $9,000. last and Ray Bolger.
Queen'
iCo\).
week,' with '£Uery
'Mr. Nortti' (M-G) (2d wk). Fine
Estimates for This Week
healthy $11,900.
FidtoB (Shea) (1,700; 30-50)—'How $6,000. First week rousing $7,500.
PatanaoBt (F-WC) (2.470; 35-40- Green' (20th) (6th wk). This is the
55)— 'Bahama Passage' (Par), and wind-up for all-time
record holder
•Night Jan. 16* (Par) (2d wk), Will in coin, attendance and length of run
17,000
do about $10,000. I^ast wefek. way for Shea house. Will finiA pretty
ahead of expectations at $ie;000.
close to good $5,000, after last week's
St, Ftaada (F-WC) (1,475; 35-40- good $7,000.
B5)— 'Died With Boots' CWB) (movePena (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 30-40over). Third week on street may get 50)—
'Bahama Passage' (Par). Not
Newark. Feb. 10.
around $5,500. Last week. 'Johnny
even names (Madeleine CUirroU and
The Corsican Brothers,* at Loew's,
Eager* (H-G) and Devil Pays Off
Stirling Hayden) can salvage this is ^tting best b.o. in town this week.
(Rep), a little over $5,000. nice.
here. Will be lucky to get $8,000. Close bdiind is 'SulUvan's Travels,"
United ArtiiU OTA-Blumenfdd)
In Ijfe* (Col) poor. Last week. 'Man to Dinner* at Paramotnt.
35-40-55)—

wW

'CORSICAN' FINE f
IN

Ven

(1,100:

and Three Girls* iCaU VIA wk).
Looks like about $7,600. last week.

(WB),

$14,000. okay.

HEALTHY NEWARK

Eatlmato for

Thb Week

Bite (WB) (800; 30-40-50)—'Suspicion' (RKO). Tapering oft downWaificid (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-S5)— town &rst-run to satisfactory $2,700.
Last week, 'Johnny Eager* (H-G),
•You're In Army* (WB)°iind
same Penn-Wamer-Kitz
(WB).
Tropics*
$13,000.. following
average. Last (2d) week, 'Bemember course, got about $2,600.
Sentor (Harris) (1.750; 30-40-50)
Day' (SOth) and "Right to Heart'
—'Son of ' Fuiy' (20th). Tyrone
(20th), $10,000, good.

Adams (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-50-60)
—^Zis
Boom Bah' (Rep) and Gene

He-Men*s K. C. Allure

—

$9,400.

taw

AAnmd

L A.,

2 Spots; 'ScandaT

and

TUa Week

Fox <F-WC) aim, 35-W-55)—
Bugle Sounds' (M-G) and 'Mr. and
Mrs North" (M-C). Headed tot soUd
«0 000. Last (2d) week. 'Died With
Boots' (WB), satisfactory $12/MW.
GoUea Gate (HKO) <2*B50;
65)—'Suspicion' .(HKO) and vaude.
Heading for- smadi $26,000. last
Baby*
Spltflr?*3
'Mexican
week,
(RKO) and Andrews Sisters, huge

in

Dual N.G.21G, Dinner 2d 18G

Week

Estimate* for Th<

Broadway (Parker)
50)

Gran

lUs Week.

$23^

Portland. Ore, Feb. 10.
Northwest preem of "Vanishing
Virginian' took the spotlight at the
Broadway tliis week for great- 11.0.
"Baliama Passage' is strong at Para-

mount.

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Tata!

ui-

^catrme Hitchcockjlidc wfll ride
here tor about three weos.
Fox has been hostlSK tte military
on The Bugle
as part ol Its campaign
Rounds.' Only other nemomer is
WarTfou're In thi Army Now* at
EsUmatea for

liugle' Solid 2IIG

Deanna Bounces Back in

In Port Teeoff

11'

Krupa's orch. Nice $16,000. Last
week. 'Tragedy Midnlgtit' (Rep) and

Key

City Grosses

Brtlmated TeUl Grost
Last Week
$1373,606

(Based on 27

cities,

187 thea-

tres, chie/lv t^TSt runs, Incltuling

S. Y.)
Total Grmi Same Week
$1,573,909
last Tear
(Boxed on 24 cities, 1 68 theatres)

mGHr

BRIGHT

$11500 IN CINCY

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Deanna Durbin clipped $23,500 at
Pantagcs and Hill Street lor opening
week of 'It Started With Eve,' to
lead the town in present stanza. Durbin biz is 15% over inltialt sessions
of her past (wo releases.

'Man Who Came to Dinner' provides strong boxoffice menu in secat Warner's Hollywood and
Downtown and heads for good $18,-

ond week
000.

SUte and Chinese

lightweight dual of 'Design for
Scandal' and "Dr. Kildare's Victory'
for ordinary biz.

Move-over of 'Shanghai Gesture' to
Wilshire and United Artists wiUshow

weak

results.

Estimates for.lUa Week
Carthay Clroie iF-WC) (l.siU; 3344-55-75)— 'DumDO' (RICO) (dmwK).
Ads noting °iast tWo weeks' aha holding lor about $2,100,' Last week,
closed

Cincinnati, Feb. 10.

Fronting the film pack by a wide
currently Js 'Louisiana Purchase' at Albee. Also on bright side
is "AU Through the Night,' at Palace,
and "Vanishing Virginian,' at Grand.
General trade is at okpy level and
up several notches over last week.
Estimate* for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—
t.miijiami Purchase' (Par). Getting
smash $16,000. Last week, "Remember Day* (20th>. fairly good $10,000.
CapHol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)^

margin

.

Okay

-at $2,800.

Ckmcse <Urauman-WC)
44-55-75;

—'Design

Gland'Kildare

(2,034; 33for .Scandal' (Mvictory' (M-U). Aim-

ing for fair $9,000.
Last week,
'Snanghal Gesture'. (UA) and Perfect bnob' (20th), caught $10,500.

(WB) 11,800; 33-44-55)
—DowBtowB
Man Came Dinnei* (WB) (2d wk).
Strong b.

o. liere with good $9,500.
happy , matinees helped
up socko $1^000.

Last' week,
roll

Four Star (UA-F-WC) (900; 33-4455)— 'Vanishing Virginian' (M-G) (2d'
wk).

Just lasting two-week flU-in
stanza-fbr weak $2,100, First week

fair $3,300.

Hawaii (G&S) (UOO; 33-44-55-75)
wk). Move- —"Kane' (RKO) <17th wk). Final
to fortnight .session bounces up to $4,000, closing

(RKO) (2d
stay stretched
$4^00, after last week's big Tuesday (10) for run of 'HellzapopPic fetched great $16,500 in pin.' Last week, $3,000.

"Ball Fire'

over

feeling effects

of

f6,500.
Hsllywood (WB) (2.756; 33-44-S5)
Martha Raye in person, fine $18,000. mitial week at Albee.
Man Came to Dituier' (WB) (2d
(BKO) (1,000; 15-28)— wk).
Fatally
Branford (WB) (2.800; 28-33-44Holding steady for good $8,55)—'AU Through Night' (WB) and "Date Falcon' (RKO) and 'Stork 500. First week walloping $14,500.
Blondie CoUege' ((5oI') (2d wk). Pays' (Col). OTUt with 'Cadet Girl'
Orphenm (B'way) (2,200; 33^44-55)
(20th)
and
'BiUy
Kid'
Aver(PRC).
Power starrer gave house biggest Headed tor swell $13,000. Last week
'Public Enemies' (Rep), Hurricane
age ~$2,10D.
Ditto last week for
opening day in its liistory, about huge $18,000.
Smith'
(Rep), and stage revue.
'Blonde Singapore' (Col) and 'Sealed
$2,300, and blazing biz should result'
Average biz at $9,500. Last week,
Capitol (WB) (1,200; 20-28-39-44)
Lips'
divided with ;Forbidden
in new all-time record at close to
'Cowboy Serenade' (Rep), 'Body Dis'Pulham'
(M-G) and 'Skylark' Trails' (U),
(Mono) and 'Mn Celebrity' appears'
$13,000. Last week, 'Confirm or Deny' (Par).
Fair $2,600 in sight.
(Col), and Henry Busse
Last
(PRC).
(20th), considerably over-estimated. week, "Feminine Touch.' (M-G) and
band on stage, finished with $9,600.
30-40-50)—
Grand (RKO) (1,430;
Scarcely did $4,000, poor.
Tarzan's Treasure' (M-G), moderate
Fantages (Pan) (2,812; 33-44-S5)—
All "Started With Eve' (U), and iCon'Vanishing Virginian' (M-G).
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 30-44-60-66) $2,700.
right $5,000. Last week, 'All Money fejsstons Boston Blaekie' (Col). Dur'Bugle Sounds' (M-G) and on. stage
LltUc (Indie) (300; 33-39-55)—
Connie Boswell and Hay Bolger. 'Mystery Boom 13"
bin bounces bade after last pic for
(Indie)
and Buy' (RKO). fair $4,000.
Kelth'a (Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50) rousing $11,500.
Solid all around. Adding up to fine Terror' (Indie). ChiUers win problast wedc, "Sus$20,500. Last week, 'Tarzan's Seci^t' ably take in good $2,200. Last wedt. —'Remember Day* (20th). Switched Sicion' (RKO) (2d wk) and 'Ifever
(M-G) and George Murphy-Block '40,000 Horsemen' (Indie) (4th wk— from Albee for second week. Fair live Sucker Break'' (U), good at
Last week, 'Confirm, Deny' $11,000.
$3,500.
and Sully, tapered off to $17,000, all days), oJc. $1,500.
nnaawit (Par) (3,5a5; 33-44-55)
right.
Paramonnt (Adams-Par) (2,000; (20th), eight days, bad $3,000.
Lyric (BKO) (1,400; 33-40-50)— —Look Who's Laughing" (BKO) and
Warner (WB) (2,000; 30-40-50)— 30-35-44-55)
'SulUvan's Travels*
'Man to Dinner" (WB). Brought (Par) and 'Pacific Blackout* (Rep). 'Bugle Sounds' (M-G). Transferred Torpedo Boat' (Par)' (2d wk). Catehhere from Penn and looks like okay Dandy $16,500. Last week. "Men in from Palace for second downtown Ing around $10,500 for six days ot
Fair $3,200.
last week, second week.
First wedi:, tabbed
$5,000. Last week, 'Suspicion' (RKO), Life' (Col) and 'Honolulu Lu' (Ctol), stanza.
'Corsican Bros.' (UA) (2d nm). poor strong matinee trade for unexpected
ditto.
mild '$12,000.

—

—

^

OK; Tory' lOG, 'Bahama'

Big 8G, 'BootsMNtto —

'

.

Kansas

City, Feb. 10.
is alive with swash-

'

Theatre now
buckling male cinema magnets and
three flrst -run situations are doing
sound, biz with £itoI Flynn, Stirling
Baydeo and Tyrone Power, respectively. Leader ot the town, however,
Is the Tower, where Ted I,ewls and
band on stage win drag take up to
around $12,500, with 'Blue, White and
Perfect' as film partner.
Estimates for. Thb Week
Starter for
Esfolra and 'Uptown (Fox MidHollywood, Feb. 10.
west) (820 and 2,045; ll-30-44>—'Son
Fury* (20th), solo In both spots.
Adrian Samish, former director of
Looks for a good week at $10,000 radio shows In the east, draws 'Lady
combo and probable holdover. Last Bodyguard* for his Inltlaler as a diweek, 'Remember Day" (20th), sat- rector of Paramount.
^
isfactory $10,000,
Sol C. Slegel Is producing overMIdUnd (Loew's) (1101; 11-30-44)
—'Bedtime Story*
'EUery seer of Samlsh's debut Play Is based

Samish

.

1

(CV>1)

and

Queen' (Col).
Ll^tweight $8,500. on
Last week. "Bugle Sounds' (M-G) and
yelong to Me' (Col), favorable
$11,000.

yarn by Edward Haldeman.

t.

—

Proctor's

(RKO)

(2,400;

28-44-60)

-'Green Was VaUey' (20th) and
'Moon Over Shoulder' (20Uj) (3d
wk). These and five-act vaude bill
on Monday and Tuesday nights wUl
lead to sweU $13,000. Last week,

Palace

$17,500.

(RKO)

'All Through
$11,500.
Last

(2,600;

Night'

33-40-50)—

(WB).

Oiioi

week, 'Bugle Sounds'
(M-G). favorable $10,000.
Shubcrt (RKO) (2.150; 33-44-60)—
and Mrs. North' (M-G) and
'Meet People' revue on stage. Stage
show- accorded press puffs and good
notices, "Weekend Three' (RKO) and
Laurel and Hardy topping vaude
with Milton Britton's band and Judy
Starr, big $15(000.
'Mr.

great $17,000.

SUte (Loew's)

$2,500.

(2.600; 28-33-44-55)

—'.Corsican Bros.' (M-G) and 'Boston
.Blackie'
(Col).
Moving toward
hefty $17,000. Last week, 'Chocolate
Soldier* (M-G) and 'Unholy Partners' (M-G), nice $15,000.

30-44)

Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 11'Bahama
Passage'
(Par).
Heavy night play leading this one
to good $8,000. Last week, 'Glamour
Boy* (Pari with Ink Spots and Ers-

—

NATIONAL BOXQFFICE SURVEY

klne

Hawkins,

Hepburn -Tracy In 'Woman of Year' Enters Group of
Holdovers—Power In *Fury*, 'Purchase' and 'Valley' All Big

at

B5e.

top,

solid

114,000.

Orpbenm (RKO)

(1,600;

11-30-44)

—'Died With Boots' (WB). Getting
nice play at $8,000 and gets holdover
at that rate, with 'Obliging 'Sroung
Lady' (RKO) added to make up dual
BlU.
Last week, 'Ball Fire* (RKO)
and 'Date With Falcon* (RKO), fifth
consecutive week, fine $5,000.
Tower (Joffee) (2,110r 11-30-50)—
|Blue, White and Perfect' (20th) with
Ted Lewis' Revue on stage. TJpped
admission and magnetism of band
leader boosting this to $12,500. very
pleasant Last week, -Lady for Night'
(Rep) an d vau da at 30c., mild $5,500.

BKO Hllhtreet (RKO) (2,872; 3344-55JI—'Started With Eve' (U) and
'Confessions' Boston Blackie' (Col).
In high gear for $12,000. Last week,
'Suspicion' (RKO) (2d) and 'Never
Give Sucker' (U), good $10,500.
Slate (Loew-F-WC) (2.204; 33-4455-75')—"Design Scandal' (M-G) and
"Kildare Victory' (M-G). Lightweight
combo heading for $12,000. Last week,
"Shanghai Gesture' CUA) and "Perfect Snob' (20th), caueht sex-inclined
trade for surprise $15,700. United Artist* (UA-F-WC) (2.100;
33-44-55)—"Shanghai Gesture* (UA)
and 'Perfect Snob' .(20th). Moveover looks like weak $4,000. last
week.
'Babes Broadway'
<M-G),
soloed for solid $6,300,

VoRoe (Vogue) (920: 33-44-55)—
"Wolf Man" (U) and "Mad Doctor
Main St.' (U) (3d wk). Okay experiment of house as first-runner, fln>
ishins with $2,600. Second week to-

'

More than 30 films released over the past quarter for extended first runs. Still playing in the big time
are playing in the first runs currently, noX counting are 'Louisiana Purchase' (Par), doing smash business
the supporting dual attractions. Nothing could more in Boston, Cincinnati and Providence; 'Ball of Fire'
graphically visualize the radical change in national (Goldwyn-RKO), which has finished six weeks in
distribution and exhibition that has taken place within Chicago and Boston; 'How Green Was My Valley'
the flrst six months (since last September) of the (20th). six weeks in Pittsburgh, three in Newark, six
Philadelphia, five in Detroit and four In Chicago,
Consent Degree provisions, governing sales in groups
of five features or less and the old time national re- and 'Son of Fury' (20th) which is holding over in
lease date method. An individual film may be playing Kansas City, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Philadelphia and
CHiicago.
its second and third runs In some territories and still
'Woman ot the Year' is pointed to better than
be considered by public and trade as hot from the
Dress Suit to Gleaners
$100,000 in its first week at the Music Hill. N. Y.
studio in other sections of the country.
'All Thru the Night' (WB) is strong in half a dozen
Based on the health; showing of the boxolTice it
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
appears that misgivings earlier expressed as to the important spots. 'Johnny Eager' (M-G) is getting a
Tales of Manhattan,' the history practicability of territory release are completely dis- wide play to profitable figures in advance of its showof a dress, suit, wound up Its shooting in New York or Chicago. 'Vanishing Virginian'
pelled. It has even transpired that some of the deing schedule at 20th-Fox after 64
(M-G) has struck a popular stride. 'Corsican Brothlayed showings of the more popular films have prosdays of actual lensing with 16 stars,
pered beyond the earlier exhibitions. Word of mouth ers' (UA) IS a solid grosser. Others which are top17 featured players and 12 writers
comment has been partly responsible. Also, Improved ping the bills include 'Sullivan's Travels' (Par), well
gettmg screen credit.
advertising approach to films based on prior run ex- received on Broadway and in Newark; 'Hellzapoppin'
JuUen Duvlver directed under
(U), which hit $16,500 last week in St. Louis, 'Man
perience. Another angle that lias intrigued showmen
production
supervision
of
Boris is that many films have struck a fast gait at the Who Came to Dinner' (WB), a strong comedy, and
Morros.
wickets without benefit of highly successful Broad- 'Remember the Day' (20th), sufficiently popular to
merit a holdover in Omaha.
way, State street or Hollywood records.
EEPTJBIIC'S ENCOEE
'Bugle Call' (M-G) is timely and getting top booking
'Sergeant York' (WB) has been in release since last
summer but is only now playing first runs In Balti- in the duals. Through an error on these pages last
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Last year RepubUc made '10 Nights more (4th week), Washington (3rd week, pop prices), week it was reported as the supporting film in Indian|n a Barroom'
apolis.
under the title of Minneapolis and Montreal.
Citadel of Crime.*
"King's Row' (WB) has yet to show its draught outFrom indications. 'Woman of the Year' (M-G) is of
Studio will make It again this year the calibre to rate with the more popular films of the side the Astor, on Broadway, where the business is
under original title.
season which as a group has achieved notable records excellent, despite unfavorable criticisms in the press.

m

taled $3,500.

WllsUre (F-WC; 2.296: 33-44-55)—
'Shanchai Cteslurc' (U) and 'PerLIghtweieht in
Snob'. <20th).
moi^eover at *4JO0. Last week. 'Babes
Broadway* (M-G), played happy solo
fect

at $7,500.

Hecfat to Produce, Direct

His

Own

Scripts at 20th

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Into 20th-Fox
studio under a three-way contract
as writer, director and producer.
Writer recently completed the

Ben Hecht checked

screenplay for '10 Gentlemen from
West Point' and two episodes for
Tales of Manhattan' on the same lot.

Elihu Winer

West

eastern
.Winer,
assistant
Elihii
story editor at Universal, has been
named story assistant in Milton
Schwarlzwald's Universal unit on the
Coast.
Bernard Dworetsky, reader in U*a
eastern story department, steps int<i
Winer's former job as assistant to
editor Larney Goodkind.

'
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"FILM OF THE

YEAR— The

perfect picture."— Mortimer, MIRROR

"Screamingly funny
.
leaves
audience wealc from laughter."
—Cameron, NEWS
.

.

"SUPERB. FILM OF THE
YEAR.

'

-Boehnel, WORLD-TELL

'

"Into a gloomy world comes a
bright spot, a picture called
•Woman of the Year'."

— Creelman, SUN
"One

of the best pictures of the

year, irresistibly entertaining."
-Barnes, HER. TRIB.

'The
1,

first

Class

1

rI

honest-to-God Number

A smash of 1942."
-Mishkin, TELEGRAPH

"The movie comedy of the year."
-McManus, PM

"For the first time in months, this
spectator feels like tossing his hat

— Crowther, TIMES

into the air."

"Sure to be one of the pictures of
the year."-Pel*wick, J0UitN.-AA1£ft.

'S

GOT A MARK
OOTAT!

Watch

Play ''THE
SPIRIT/' U.

S.

sury short

100%

NEW
Trea-

—

it*s

entertainment

this

line of 1942

trophies

GROW!
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PICTURE GROSSES
Pays

W

Off' (Col). Ten
$2,000, n.s.g.
Last

BoifB.O.;'Woman'

Philly Stretching

Nifty $20,000,

Goes College' (Col) and 'Date Falcon' (RKO), five days, $1,000, fair.

Neat $16,000

¥<-

H.O^

.

•

•

'

'

•

-

—

Combo looks like satissonaling.
Not in same class
factory $19,000.
•with $21,000 snared by 'Four Jacks'
(RKO) phis Eddy Duchln's crew last
week
Fox

'

V

(WB)

(2,425;

35-46-'57-8e)—

•Son Fury' (20th) (2d wk). Continuing hefty pace with sock $16,000,
after slick $23,000 ikst

(WB)

Karllon

week.

.

(1.066; 35-46-57-68)

"—•Through Night' (WB)

(2d run).

Last
Meller getting good $5,000.
week. 'Suspicion' (RKO). fine $8.OC0
'lor efsht days of second run.
Keith's (WB) (2,220; 35-46-57-68)—
•'Johimy Eager' (MiG) (2d run). Neat
•but not gaudy $3,000.. last week,
'Man to Dinner' (WB), bowed out
third

Chukker of second run

with grand' $4,800.
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-68)
'—•Hellzapoppin' (U). Olsen-Johnson
celluloid version good for $16,000.
&st week, 'Through Night' (WB),
slackened off in second week to
'

$10,500.

SUnton (WB)

(1,457; 35-46-57-68)

—'Bugle Calls' (M-G) (2d wk).
Cheery $7,500. Opener ahnost touched
house record with $9,000 last week.

LANA TAYLOR TORRID

(R^or$3,ioo^go^s:''"^

OK L'VniE

'Bahama' Good $10,000,

Louisville, Feb. JO.
this

Couple of firecrackers in town

DENVER STORM CAN'T

STOPIAUGHING' $11,700

8iG,

in

Omaba

;

:

film houses.

Estimates tar This Week
(Fourth Avenue-Loew's)
15-30-40)— "Green Was Valley'
(20th) and 'Cadet Girl* (20th). Return engagement after week at
Rialto. Should cop nice $3,400. Last
week, 'Ball Fire' (RKO) and 'Carter
Case' (Rep), bumper $4,000.

Brown

(1,400;

Kentaoky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25)
—'Sundown' (UA) and 'Keep Flying' (U). Average $1,400. Last week.
•AU Money Buy' (RKO) and 'SUrted
With Eve' (U). okay $1,500.

•

Loew's State (Loew's)

(3,300;

15-

30-40)— "Johnny Eager' (M-G) and
.'Miss Polly' (Col). Making an eightday run, which should mean $11,000,

Last week,

fine.

'Design

Scandal

(M-G) and 'Queen Murder'
oke

•

(Col),

$8,000.

Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000.
15-30-40)— 'Through Night' (WB) (2d
wk). Rated by crix as best pic in
town. Heading for satisfactory $3,500,
after last week's excelIent-$4,500.
BUIto (Fourth Avenue) (1,000; 1530-40)— "Bahama Passage' (Par) and
yio Hands Clock' (PaO. Looks like
Madeleine Carroll - Stuart Hayden
combo definite b.o. clic'k as romantic
team. Aiming at juicy $10,000 and
probable moveover. Last week, 'Re.member Day' (20th) and 'Right
Heart' (20th), naat $8,000.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400;
15-30-40)— -Lady for Night' (Rep)
ana 'Mexican Spitfire* (RKO). Me.dlum $3,000.
Last week, 'Pacific
Blackout' (Par) and "Young America'
(20th) plus

March

of Time,

medium

$3,000.
TI

RENEWS BEOWN

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Johnny Mack Brown has been
given a new contract by Universal
for series of westerns.
.

Oliver Drake, veteran scrlpter of
open 'space horse operas, produces

Boston. Feb. 10.
'Louisiana Purchase.' at the MeL

is pacing Eddy Uuchln. on stage at
RKO-Boston, backed up by "Two
Latins from Manhattan'
on the
screen.
Bad weather cut Into
Thursday
and Friday biz here.
St. Louis, Feb. 10.
EsUmates tor This Week
Prospects for good biz currently

SlL

in Spotty

are spotty, with a race for leadership between the 5,000-seat Fox in

midtown and Loew's

in

,

.

Estimates for This

Orphenm
'Bahama

Passaee'

'^

(3,000)

—

and 'In
Good. $10,000.

(Par)

(WB),

Last week, 'Remember Day' (20lh)
2!?^-.'^°''y Disappears' (WB), fair
.

$9,100.

Omaha
—

(Tristates)

11-40-

(2.000:

dare's Victory' (M-G), $6,000, dandy.

(Col), $14,000, disappointing.

Week

(Tristates)

Army Now'

55)

$8,500.

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 30-40Keith MemorUI (RKO) (2.900; 30.
50)—"Skylark" (Par) and "Week End 40-44-65)—'BaU Fire'
(RKO) and
Three' (RKO). No more than $9,5()0, 'Obliging Lady' (RKO) (6th wk).
•

Last week, "Man to Dinner" Will get around $14,000, very good.
$12,200, good. ...
Fifth stanza .brought $15,500.
(F&M) (5,000; 30-40-50)—
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 30-4044-55) "Louisiana Purchase' (Par)
and 'Pacific Blackout' (Par-). DuaL

fair.

(WB),

Fox

"Hellzapoppin* (U) and 'Treat "Em
Rough' (U). Good $16,500 in sight.
Last week, 'Son Fury' (20th) and
'Gentleman Heart' (20th), swell $19,-

HEFTY

$7,200.

State

.

.

(Goldberg)

25-35)—
'Shadow Thin Man' (M-G) and
"Three Girls' (Col), spljt with 'All

Money

—'Bahama

Fair $5,000.

(2d

(Par)

Passage'

Buy',

(900:

(RKO),

'Two Latins

—

Last week, nice

$1,000.

Denver (Fox)

(2^525;

25-35-40)—

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)
—"Look 'Who's Laughing' (RKO) and
Nifty
(M-G).
Week,
'Chocolate

'Kathleen'

Last

$11,700.
Soldier'

(M-G) and 'Design Scandal' (M-G),
good $10,000.
Paramount' (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—
'Paris Calling' (U) and 'Steel Against
Sky' (WB). Alright at $^,500. Last
week, 'Wolf Man' (U) and 'Hayfoot'
(UA), good $6,000.
25-40)—'ReRialto
(Fox)
(878;
member Day' (20th), after week at
each Denver and Aladdin, and 'Six
Gun Gold' (RKO). Neat $2,000. Last
week, "Hellzapoppin' (U), after a
week at each Denver and Aladdin,
and 'Man Headquarters' (Mono),
ditto.

'Valley', $7,000,

Up in

Mopping

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Dick Powell, back from a long
stage tour, signed for the top male
role in 'Happy

Go Lucky'

at Para-

mount.
Picture, rolls early in March, based
on a screenplay by Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank.

My

Valley,'
Fire'

and

'Hellz-

doing a

money

'Ball, of

are both

10.

is

better

week.
Estimates tor This

PROV.

Providence, Feb. 10.
Strand's 'Louisiana Purchase,' Ma
Jestic's "The Man Who Came to Din,
ner,'

and Loew's

The

State's

will tally around $24,000, fine. Booked
in for two frames. Last week. 'Son
Fury'
(20th)
and 'Right Heart*
(20th), $20,000.

Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 30-40-4455)—"Chocolate Soldier' (M-G) and
Tarzan's

Treasure'

Secret

(M-G).

Heading for

$17,500, satisfactory. Lasf
wefek, 'Corsican Brothers' (UA) and
"Blondie College' (Col), $10,200, very

good.

Paramount (M&P) 1,800; 30-40-4455)—'Son Fury' (20th) and 'Right
(20th ), continued from Met.
Flirting with- $11,000, good.
Last
week. "Kathleen" (M-G) and 'Kildare's Victory* (M-G)j $12,200.^very

Heart'

good.

SUte (Loew)

(3,600;

30-40-44-55)—

'Chocolate Soldier

(M-G) and 'Tar-

zan's Secret' (M-G.

Indicates $12,500.

Last week, 'Corsican Brothers' (UA)
and 'Blondie CoUege' (Col), $15,000

Bugle excellent.

Knocked

MARTHA RAYE BOOSTS

off

.fine

in

$7,400

fifth

stanza,

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-39
Eager'
50)-T-'Johnny
(M-G) and
'Cadets On Parade'- (Col) (2nd run);
Holding steady pace for good • $3,-

'SING'

TO $18,000, BALTO
Baltimore, Feb.

,

10.

Socko biz Is being registered by
000. Last week. 'Two-Faced Woman' Martha Raye in p.a. at the combo
(M-G) and 'Boston Blackle' (CoJ) Hipp, which has film accompaniment
,(2nd run), nice $3,000.
of 'Sing Your Worries Away.' Good

28-39-50)— action also being reported
for 'All
and vaude. Through the Night,' at' Stanley. Rest
holding on pf town solid.
Last week,
Estlnutei tot This Week
vaude,
Centnry (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 17nifty $7,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-90)— 28-44)—'Joe Smith' (M-G). Steady
•Man to" Dinner' (WB) and 'Steel going to possible $12,000, Last week,
Against Sky' (20th). Among peppier second of 'Johnny Eager' (M-G),
added
nice $9,900 to healthy opening
bills and' standing them for. zowie
Last week, 'In Army Now' round at $15,400.
$13,500.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240:.
(WB) and 'Wild BiU Hickok Rides'
17-25-28-30.44-55-66)^'Slng Worries
(WB), neat $10,000.
MetropoUtan (Indie) (3,200; 44- Away* (RKO): plus Martha Raye.
55-65)—Claude Thornhill orch and Biggest teke In weeks at $18,000.
'Double Trouble'. (Col). Storm hurt Extra shows daily with six on SaturLast
this one plenty and landed only $5,- day helping to swell total.
week, 'Call Out Marines' (RKO) plui
500, poor, on three days.
SUte (Loew) (3,200;. 28-39-50)— vaude, good $15,700.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2.406; 17'Bugle Sounds' (M-C) and 'Kildare's
Victory* (M-G). Nice $13,000. Last 28-33-39-44)—'HeUzapoppin' (U) (2d
week, 'Johnny Eager' (M-G) and wk). Still going strong with possible
'Cadets On Parade' (Col), solid $15,- $10,000, after mopping up $13,000 on
strong exploitation of initial sesh.
000.
Maytair (Hicks) (980; 20-40)—
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-39-50)—
'Louisiana Purchase*. (Par). Finally 'Night Jan. 16' (Par). Catching oa
giving spot something to smile about, nicely at indicated $4,000. Last week,
with zowie $13,000 on the way in. 'Glamour Boy' (Par), fair $2,600,.
New (Mechanic)' (1,581; 17-28-3S.
Last week, 'Sullivan's Travels* (Par)
and 'Call For Queen* (Col), nice 44)— 'Remember Day' (20th) (2d
wk). Holding strong pace for $5,500,
$8,000.
after clicking nice $7,700 on first
to

(Indie)
Heart'

(1.400;

(20th)

Lively bill this week
for promising $6,800.
(20th)
'Last Duanes'

is

and

'

'Ball of Fire'

Bums

Los Angeles, Feb. 10.
Betty Rowland; burlesque dancer
billed as 'The Ball of Fire,' asks $58,-

500

damages from Samuel Goldwyn

a suit involving the picture of
that name.
Plaintiff charges that she was hired
last year as technical advisor on the
film, then titled llie Professor and
the Burlesque Queen,' and that she
in

paid, although Goldwyn
tise of her information about
dancing technique.

heat.

Boslyn (Levin) (800; 17-25-40-55)—
'Sgt. York' (WB) (4th wk). StiU goOn
ing well in this moveover.
strength of nocturnal trade, should
add okay $3,500 to pleasing toUl of
$13,600 for previous three weeks

Del Unemployed Go For Okay Pix;

Week

(Monroe-Noble-Federer)
Colonial
(750; 10-15-20)— 'Knockout' (WB) and
'Land Open Range*, (RKO), split
with "Shot Dark' (WB) and 'Royal
Mounted' (Col). Average, $800. Last
week, "Citadel Crime' (Rep) and
"Mysterious Rider' (Par), split with
"Strange Alibi' (WB) and 'Forbidden
Trails' (Mono), around $800.
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,<
503; 10-30-44)— 'How (Sreen Valley'
Runs through tomorrow
(20lh).
(11), which makes 11th day, and a
cinch for super $7,000 on stretch.
'Louisiana Purchase' was 11 days
ahead of it for swell $8,100.
Nebraska (JHC-Par) (1,236; 10-20
28)— 'Gentleman at Heart' (20th)
and 'No Hands Clock' (Par). Slow
$1,400. Last week, 'Buy Town' (Par)
and 'Bride C. O. D.' (WB). so-so

—

TraDslnx (Translux) (900; 17-35Soimds' are all on the sunnyside and
44)— -Tragedy Midnight* (Rep) and
only a heavy snowfall at the start
Three Cockeyed Sailors* (UA). Hitof the week is keeping them from
ting $4,000, good. Last weelf, 'Hono>
going higher.
lulu Lu' (Col). and 'Borrowed Hero*
Estimates tor This Week
(Mono). $3,300, so-so.
Albee (RKO) (2,200: 28-30-50)—
"Ball Fire' (RKO) and 'Date Falcon'
(RKO) (8th wk). Slowed considerslated
for
fair
$5,500,
ably, but still

'llight

Par

'How
and two new-

apoppin,*
drag. (General tone of biz
this

at

was never

Green Was
comers,

PoweD Lands

11-Day Lincoln Run made

Lincoln, Neb., Feb.
Four extra days are going to

STORM-HlT

IN

Fay's

$10,000.

"Belong to Me" (Col) and 'Men in
Life' (Col). Nice $10,000. Last week,
'Corsican' (UA) and 'Blondie College' (Col), ditto.

.

sector.

Manhattan' (Col) and 'Niagara Falls'
Fair $8,900.
(UA).
Last week,
'Skylark' (Par) and 'Look Lauehing'
(RKO), split with 'Our Wives' (Col).
'Unexpected
Uncle*
(RKO) and
'Cockeyed Sailors' (UA). ditto.
Town (Goldbern) (1,500: 10-20-25)
'Sierra Sue' (Ren), "Public Enemies' (Ren) and 'Look Lau''>''ng'
(RKO), trlDle split with 'King
Dodge City' (Col). 'Doctors Don't
Teir (Reo) and Texas' (Col), and
'Sun Vallev Serenade* (20th) and
•Lydia' fUA).
Good $1,100. Last
week, 'Outlaws of Desert' (Par)
'Lady Scarface' (RKO) and .'Coun<
try Gentlemon* (Rep), triple split
'Ball Fire'
(RKO) and 'Obliging with 'Billy Kld'.<i Roundup' (Cap),
Young Lady' (RKO). after two 'Navy Blue' (M-G) and 'Texas Manweeks at Orpheum, good $3,000.
hunt' fCap), and 'Susoicion' (RKO)
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25r35- and 'Pastor Hah' (UA), average

Denver, Feb. 10.
Heavy snowstorm Sunday- (8)
clipped most grosses, with least damage done to the (jrpheum, where
'Look Who's Laughing' and 'Kathleen' are headed for top gross of
town.
Estimates tor This Week
AUddln (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—
'Corsican Bros.' (UA), after week at
Denver.
Good $4,000. Last weelc,
'Remember Day' (20th). after week
at Denver, ditto.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-35-40)
—'Chocolate Soldier' (M-G) and 'Design Scandal' (M-G), after week at
Orpheum. Good $3,000. Last week.

30G In 2 Spots

Heliz' Popping Good

—

wk.).

Pacing Boston;

Boston (RKO) (3.200; 30-44-55-65)
—"Two Latins" (Col) with Eddy Dudowntown chin band. Pointing to $20,000, good.
Last weelc, "AU Money Can Buy'
Estimates for This Week
(RKO) and stage show topped by
Omaha;. Feb. 10.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 30-40-44)— Ray Kinney ork, $18,000.
Bahama Passage' and 'You're in
Army Now' leading town at the 'H. M. Pulham'- (M-G) and "North'
Fenway (M&P) (1,373; 30-40-44-55)
Orpheum. "Man Who Came to Din- (M-G). Biz acclerated after slow —"Son Fury' (20th) and 'Right to
ner,' single-featured at the Omaha opening and should touch $16,000, Heart' (20th).
Continued from Met
week,
wllji prices upped to 55c. at night, good.
Last
"Two t Faced and aiming at $6,000, good. Last
Woman' (M-G) and 'Sing Supper' week, 'Kathleen' (M-G) and 'KilIsnt gettmg auspicious play.

'Dinner',

—

40)

week, both copping substantial coin.
•'Johnny Eager,^ topper of a potent
double bill at Loew's State, and
"Bahama Passage* at the Rialto, are
.running a strong race for top money,
with a slight edge to the Robert. Tay'lor-Lana Turner opus at State.
Polack Bros. Circus under Shrine
auspices at Jefferson County Armory
Is drawing well. Weather is pleasant
Currently, and plenty of coin in. circulation, so the circus is not hurting

$24,000,

'Choc. Soldier'

$16,500

•

$11,000 IN

Turchase ,

'Man to Dinner' (WB). Fair
Last week, 'Johnny Eager'
(M-G) and 'Pacific Blackout* (Par), 50O.
very good $10,000.
MIssoorl (F&M) (30-40-50)— 'Son
Brandels CMort Singer) (1,500: 10- Fury' (20th) and 'Playmates' (RKO).
25-35-40)—"Through
Nlehf
(WB) Neat $8,000. Last week, 'Playmates'
(RKO),
repeat 'Corsican Bros." (UA) last and "Week End Three' (RKO). Good (RKOX and 'AH Money Buy*
$4,500.
Last week, 'Died Boots On' $5,500.
week garnered fair $2,500.
St. Lonitf (F&M) (4,000; 30-40)—
(WB), fine $4,100.
St. Denis (France-Film) (2,500; 3%
Paramonnt (Tristates) (3,000: 10- North Klondike* (U) and 'Sierra
40) 'Prete-Moi
Ta Femme' and
week,
Fair
$3,500.
Last
Sue'
(Rep).
30-44)
'Remember
Day'
(20th).
'Dame aux Camelias.' Fine $4,500.
from Paramount, and 'Maltese Falcon' CWB) and 'Green
Last week, 'Cas de 'Conscience' and moveover
'Taraet Tonight'
(WB) first-run. Was Valley* (20th), good $4,000.
'Avec Ic Sourire,' fair $3,500.
Healthy S8.000. Last week, 'Hellzapopoln' (U), moveover, and 'Glamor
Bov' (Par), first-run, pretly
good 'DINNER', $13,500,
H
J 8

•

.after

Slnart (JHC-Par) (1,884; 10-30-44)
—'Hellzapoppin' (U).
Doing very
nicely; $4,000 in prospect. Last week,
"Tarzan's Treasure' (M-G), went only
six days to $2,000, which i«i a lot of
kid dimes but not much total money.
Varsity (N-P) (1,100; 10-30-44)—
'Ball of Fire* (RKO). Ramming hard
at $4,000, which is something in this

IS

,

PhUadelphla, Feb. 10.
Best in Mont't
There's no slackening of the zingy
pace' set last week at the boxofflce,
IS/heaVy-hittlng product replete with
Taralier 2d $6,500
nrtA?*. continue to bring 'em in.
''showman are watching with interest
how 'Hellzapoppin' will fare playing
Montreal, Feb. 10.
M'ictfmpetlsh' with the stage version
'Parallel' and the 'Sergeant York'
'how at the Forrest The initial are still away ahead of the field here,
week's gross for the film is okay, even though both are h.o's.
lukewarm
greeting
the
considering
Estimates for This Week
by the crix.
Palace (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)— '49th
Riding the gravy train among the
other newcome*6' is 'Woman of the Parallel' (Col) (2d wk). Still clickYear.' 'Paris Calling,' coupled with ing and loolcs good for fine $6,500,
after
Juicy
$8,000 last week.
Auer,
Bob Chester's orch and Mischa
'Capitol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
also' doing nicely.
'One Foot HeaveH' (WB) and "UnexEsUmates for This Week
Pointing to
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 35-48-57-68)— pected Uncle' (WB).
(UA) (8th wk). average $6,000. Last week, 'Pulham'
.'Green. Valley'
Plenty lush, with gi^nd $8,000 for (M-G) and 'Weekend Three' (RKO),
Fifth round brought $6,000, good.
this round.
Loew's (CT) (2,800: 35-53-67)—
cheery $8,500.
Arcadia. (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57) 'Sergeant York' (WB) (2d wk). Pac—'Babes Broadway (M-G) (2d run) ing for nice $7,500, after fine $9,000
(2d wk). Bangup $3,400. Last week, last week.
•grand $4,000.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-40-53)—
Boyd (WB) (2,568; 35-46-57-88)— 'Wake Up Screaming' (Par) and
•Woman of Year' (M-G). Looks like 'Marry Boss' (Par). Another good
Last week, 'Paris
a winner with $20,000. Last week, $4,000 in sight.
'Corsican Bros.' (UA), wound up sec- Calling' (U) and 'Get Personal' (U).
ond week with okay $12,000.
good $4,000.
Earle (WB) (2,768; 35-46-57-68-75)
Orphenm (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)—
(U) with Bob 'Volga, Volga' (GN) and 'Miss PoUy'
CaUing'
'Ppris
.'Chester's band and Mischa Auer per- (UA). May gross good $4,000. Sixth
.

days altogether;
week, 'Blondie

'Boots' $20,000,

HemeniberlOG.

Detroit, Feb. 10.

With four of the five first-runs
offering fresh product this week, biz
geneltilly will hit well above averProduct is good, but it still
age.
doesn't account for the phenomenon
of Detroit, with its hundreds of thousands of auto workers laid off during
the conversion of their plants into
arsenals, continuing to hit a high
level.

Estimates tor This Week
Adams (Balaban) 1,700; 40-55-65)—
'Green Valley' (20th) (5th wk) and
'Melody Lane' (U) (2d wk). Pair
holding up nicely, with nice $7,000 to
$1,500.
add onto last week's $9,000.
SUte (Noble-Federer) (986: 10-20Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 40-5528)— 'Obliging Young Lady' (RKO)
65)— 'Hemiember Day' (20th) and
and 'Meet Again' (RKO), split -with
'Bombay Clipper' (U). Strong $19,'Stork
and
'Steel Ajidinst Sky' (WB)
.

000.

and

Nifty

Last week. 'Paris Calling* (U)
'Bedtime Story' (Col), trim

$18,000.

Mlohigao (United Detroit) (4,000;
40-55-65)—'Died With BooU' (WB)
and 'Mexican Spitfire' (RKO). Big
$20,000. Last week, 'Design Scandal'
(M-G) and Jimmy Dorsey band,

here.

SUnley (WB)

(3,280;

17-28-40-5S)

—'All Through Night' (WB). Looks
like $13,000. fine and an almost sure
h.o.
Last week, third of 'Man to
Dinner' (WB), added $8,100 to previous total of $28,600 for brace played.
Times (Baker) (740; 17-28r39)—
Mild
'Blue. White, Perfect' (20th).
$1,700.
Last week. 'Hitler, Beast
Berlin' (Indie), n.g. $1,300.

smash $3,500.
PaUns-SUte

(United
Detroit)
Meet at 'Crossroads'
(3,000; 40-55-65)— 'Among the Living'
(Par) and 'Smiling Ghost' (WB).
Okay $9,000.
Last week. 'Little
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Foxes' (RKO) and 'Army Now* (WB)
Hedy Lamarr and 'William Powell
(2d wk), choice $10,000.
team as co-sUrs for the first time at
United Artists (United Detroit)
Metro
in 'Crossroads,' a light drama
40-55-65)— 'H. M. Pulham'
(2,000;
with touches of comedy.
"North' (M-G). Big $11,-

(M-G) and

500.-

Last week, 'Two-Faced

(M-G) and

Woman'

'Kildare's Victory't
(2d wk). fair $7,500.

Jack

(M-G) Mon(jay
dudng.

Conway directs, starting
Knopf proc,
(16) witlv ^dy^ln
--

•
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Twin Harlem Preem*

Wise-Mich. Indie Theatre Ass n
Negotiating $1,000,000 Insurance

Toddy-Consolidated thought an
equal debut was due their Xucky
Ghost,'- eU-Negro production.
So it had a two-ply opening
yesterday (Tuesday) in New
York—at the Victoria and the
116th , Street theatres, both in
Harlem.

Madison, Wis., Feb. 10.
MacArthur's Stand Helps
Independent theatre operators are
Custer Bally in Detroit
(Tuesday)
Detroit, Feb. 10.
with Insurance Commission Marvin
Putting the accent not on history
Duel In an effort to obtain oSldal
but on current events, the Michigan
sanction for a blanket $1,000,000 pub- theatre socked over They Died With
Activities' Pnb
lic Uabillty Insurance policy cover- Their Boots On' by tagging it as The
MacArthur of Michigan. It Wasn't
Ing all organized houses.
Division Meets With
Will Ainsworth, of Fond du I>ac, a Fair Fight Unless the Odds Were
president of the Independent Theatre 100 to 1 Against Him.'
US. Treasury Aides
Protective association of Wisconsin
The picture was a natural for that
and Upper Michigan; Hairy Perle- kind of exploitation even if it meant
witz, of Milwaukee, business man- telescoping time from the Civil War
War Activities ad-publicity diviager of the organization; Ben Mar- period to the current war. General
sion of the film business swung Into
cus of Ripon, and D. S. McKiiuion, George Custer, hero of 'Boots,' was a
action last week when the group
of Milwaukee, fire insurance rate ex- Monroe, Mich, (nearby), youth, and
headed by Monroe Greenthal conpert, are representing the indies in his family continued to live there
ferred on Friday (6) with George
.what they assert is one of the most after the Little Big Horn massacre. Bufflngton,
to
assistant
Henry
far reacliing jobs they have yet On top of that, the Michigan 7th InMorgenthau,
and Carlton DulTus, anfantry, which Custer led, is frequenttackled.
other U. S. Treasury official. Session
Under a group insurance plan, al ly mentioned in the picture, which was on additional plans to keep the
ready worked out with one of the also was yanked out for emphasis. war unity spirit alive in the U. S.,
major companies, and only waiting The results of making a double- with details of a comprehensive
the state's O.K. before being put into header of yesterday's and today's
drive to publicize the sales of De'effect, it is figured the theatre ops heroism was that the picture was put
fense Bonds and Stamps mapped out
would make a saving of at least half across for a $20,000 figure.
Ad-publidty division of the War
on what they are now paying for 118'
Activities Committee of the Industry
billty insurance.
was set up the middle of last mdnth.
Premium to be paid In a lump sum GOLDENSON,
Active worlcing setup decided for
through the state organization would
the division was announced yester.be collected from the various thea'
day (Tuesday) by Greenthal These
tre owners on a pro rata basis,
groups will work on all War Acgauged upon the seating capacity of
tivities matters: Out-of-town plantthe houses each operates.
Annual stockholders and directors ing, Oscar Dooh, Harry Mandil,
While the great majority of indie meeting' of North Carolina Theatres, Rodney Bush; local planting, Al
operators in the state are now mem- Inc., Wilby-Klncey-Paramount cir- Wllkie,
assisted
by Joe Gould;
bers of the state association, it is cuit, will be held tomorrow (Tburs.) in charge of all radio news. Mort
figured that if the miUion dollar in Charlotte, with Leonard H.Gold- Blumenstock; ad copy, slogans, Si
blanket insurance policy can i>e put enson and Leon Netter from the Par Seadler; contact with Rockefeller
over it will boost membership to a h.o. attending.
Pan-American committee and Wilfull 100% of Wisconsin exhibitors as
Goldenson left N. Y. over the. liam Donovan's division, Ken Clark,
their premium savings will not only weekend to cover numerous North CHiarles R. Jones; art- layouts, Arpay all organization fees and assess- Carolina towns before checking Into mando; direct mailing to out-of-town
ments, but will give them a hand' Charlotte, While -Netter pulls out to- papers, S. Barret McCormick; reome profit besides.
lease dates of defense films and data
day (Wed.).
Goldenson and Netter will go to on playdates, David Lipton. GreenMiami together for conferences with thal will name out-of-town reps In
S. A.' Lynch and associates, then go 40 key spots later this week.'
to Atlanta for huddles with partners
there. Netter goes on to Birmingham and will make other towns in
PILOTS IN N.Y.
which Par operates before returning
Deal between Metro and National to the h.o.
'CAPTAINS'
Eddie Hyman, assistant to Sam
Screen Accessories for handling by
latter of M-G accessories has re- Dembow, Jr., who from the Par h.o.
portedly been set, becoming effec- acts as executive contact with Par
Group of 200 flyers of the Royal
partners in the northern states and
tive around March 1.
Obstacle to a deal for many years far west, left Saturday (7) for Salt Canadian Air Force, including 33
has been fact that M-O continued Lake City and Phoenix. He will be Americans, arrive in New York tomaking its own trailers. Shift in goite 10 days to two weeks, con- night (Wednesday) for a Lincoln's
with Par operators and
trailer production from M-G to Na- ferring
Birthday celebration tied up by Wartional Screen Service may be in- partners in the Utah and Arizona ner Bros, witji the preem tomorvolved, tliough Metro currently con- territories.
row (12) of its 'Captains of the
in a huddle here today

Fox-WC

With big Hollywood pictures
getting precms in two or three
houses in a town simultaneously,

War

NETUR TO

ATTEND W-K MEETING

PREUDETRAILERS^'roO

RCAF

FOR

DEBUT

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Watson, veteran Reglna projectionist
Broadway will be affiliated with
Charles P. Skouras, chief of FoxWest Coast, made 27 shifts in his Odeon. and Hex with Famous
managerial stall to fill the gaps left Players.
Jack Cununlngs, projectionist ll'
by the departure of young men
called to the various armed services. assiitaiit manaker of the Rex.
Since the beginning of the war 138
Roxy, Saskatoon, redecorated.
F-WC employees have moved into
Lloyd HoSoa, projectionist at the
active duty with the Arm:', Navy and DreamlarJ, RockgleA, Sask, added
Marines.
to the itaft of tha Victory, Saskatoon.
Outstanding shift was the forma- Franda Knopa rqilaces.
tion of a new North Beach area. InLeslie Howard scheduled for Calcluding theatres in Ocean Park, gary, Alta., April 38 or 29 during a
Santa Monlra and Venice, with Dick Dominion-wide tour sponsored by
Smith as cl^ manager under general the association of lUnsmen clubs.
supervision of Stan Meyer. Other
managerial switches to be made 'this
week in the Southern California dis-

trict are:

W.

Earl D.

Bany

to Fairfax,

Ricord to Belmont, Marty
to Rllz, Bill Rose to CarGordon Hewitt to Larchmont,
Dick Moss to Loma, Harry Wallace
to Melrose, George Barber .to Westem, Russell Potter to Embassy, Darwin Hertel to Ravenna, John Echols
mel,

to

make

its

own

trailers.

Understanding is that
between NSA '&nd

deal

accessory

Metro

is

under contract similar to those with
RKO and Paramount, said to be for
ive years.

BAMBERGER STARTS

C.

Schwartz

Egyptian,

Louis

Silverstein

to

Beverly, W. L. McBreen to Stadium,
Frank Martin to Carlton, all in Los
Angeles;' Ray Lindsay to California,
San Diego: George Zischank to State,
Pomona; Tom Mucbmore to Studio,
San Bernardino; Franklin Prince to
(^Ifomia, Glendale; Homer Skilllon
to Strand, Pasadena; John E. Bums
to Pasadena. Pasadena; William Scott
to 'Valley, North Hollywood; Charles
Mann to Park, Pasadena; R.
Rotherfelt to Redondo, Redondo; Les
'Whittemore to West Coast San Bernardino, and Dave Martin to Fox,'

C

'

Pomona.

x

Kearse^ Back to Dover
Pittsburgh, Feb. 10.

Gordon Kearsey, former assistant
to John Walsh, manager of Fulton,
has returned to his old post from
Dover, O., where he was assigned to
another Shea house for several
months. With return to Kearsey,
Elbert W.. (Buck) Smith has been
dispatched to Jamestown, N. Y„ by
Shea outfit Smith had been assisting Walsh since Colonial, in Wheeling,- W. V.a, which he managed, folded recently.
Hilda Alvln, head of M-G Inspection department, became a grandmother last week. A baby girl was
bom to her daughter. Norma, a for-

mer

film Inspectress herself.

Arthur Greenblatt PRC general
manager, in town for a couple
of days last week for conferences
with Milt .and Lew Lefton, local distributors, following company's sales
meeting In New York. Greenblatt

NEWJOBNEXTMONDAY
Leon J. Bamberger wUl take over
his new duties as executive secretary
of the United Motion Picture Industry simultaneously with resumption of UMPI meetings in New York
next Monday (H). Huddles will con.
tinue for purpose of working out
formulas to solve Industry's ills and
relationships amicably.
Extent of Bamberger's duites is not
fully certain yet.

depending largely
on the way the idea at Industry
peace and good will via cooperation
of all groups works out. The post la
expected to develop in scope as the
organization Itself develops. Temporary national headquarters, over
which Bamberger will preside, are
being established at the Hotel Astor,
N. Y.
RKO, with the departure of Bamberger, la disbanding the sales promotion department, which he headed.
Work which It had handled la being divided up among publicity, advertising, print and negative and
other departments. All of the employees will be retained in new jobs,
Bamberger 'was sales promotion
manager for the past 10 years. Ht
has been in the industry for more
than 30 years, behig associated with
Paramount and Famous PlayersLasky prior to- RKO.

sales

was on

his

way

to ItLtle

Rock for

Glenn Ford's 'Eden'.

Preem

m Quebec Mar. 7

similar regional confab.

Glenn Ford goes to Quebec March

;

tinues to

Armed Forces,

Makes 27 Changes in Managerial Staff

.

METRO-NSA DEAL MAY

Loses 138 to

BInmenfeld's

4lti

San Francisco, Feb.

10.

Clouds' at the Strand. 'Captains' is
about the training of Canadian ily-

7 to attend (Radian preem of Columbia's "Martin Eden,' in which he
plays title ..role.

Joe and Abe Blumenfeld admit to
Most of the residents of the town
an interest in the "nvoll theatre here.
F
Takes 0?er 2
House, last occupied by a light opera of Glenn Ford, where pic player- was
Among the Americans in the group company and dark currently, is un- born and from which he took his
Is Phillips R. Holmes, former stage
der consideration as a downtown screen name, will be transported to
More; Controls 30 and_screen player and son of Taylor subsequent. If they take over, it'll nearby Quebec for the opening.
Holmes. Holmes joined the RCAF be the fourth Blimienfeld unit in the Glenn Ford has no theatre of its own.
Already have the
a little more than a month ago. downtown area.
St. Louis, Peb. 10.
Esquire, Orpheum and (in partnerThe Fanchon & Marco Service Group will attend 'Clouds' opening ship with UA) the United Artists.
after formalities,
which include
Vancouver Snags a Preem
Corp. and the St. Louis Amusement presentation of
a flag to Mayor LaB. & BJa Takeover
Co. last week worked out a deal Guardia and an nfFlclal dinner. ,<VcVai)couver, Feb. 10,
KiUeen, Texas, Feb. 10.
with Bess Schulter, principal owner companying the' flyers will be a pre'Captains of the Clouds,' Waraersf
cision drill squadron and a 100-piece
A deal has been completed bein a syndicate owning and- operating
band.
tween Earl Massey, owner of the film about the RCAF, was originally
three indie flicker houses in St. Louis
Texas theatre here, and Robb Sc scheduled to have world premieres
and a fourth in adjacent St. Louis
Rowley-United circuit for purchase on Feb. 12 in just five cities ^New
County, whereby two of the St
York, Ottawa, London, Melbourne
of the house.
Bosses' Comeback
Louis hous& became a part ol the
R&R - United contemplates con- and Cairo—but Vancouver, through
struction of another house pending the efforts of the alr-mlnded TransSt Louis Amusement Co. chain,
completion
of an army camp here.
This increase;s the number of nabes
Milwaukee, Feb. 10.
portation Bureau of the city's board
owned by the Amusement Co. and
of trade, the Mayor's office, and
Hariy MacDonald, manager of the
operated under contract by F&M
Hartcog Back In Army
Fafnous Players Corp, managed to
Warner, just for a gag at the 'Hellzato 30.
arrange for the opening of the picMemphis, Feb. 10.

& M

ers.

-

CoL's B'way

Preem Of

Anglo-Canadian Pic

'

The

Invaders,'

made

partly

In

England and partly in Canada, will
be world-preemed at the Capitol,
N. Y., Feb. 28. Columbia, which Is
distributing the feature, Is planning
a big hoopla, debut Film was originally titled '49th ParaUel."

Film

Laurence Olivier, Les-

stars

Howard and Raymond Massey.
They are in portions lensed in Englie

land. Canadian parts were shot on
..a 50,000-mile location tour.

I

—

The houses taken over are the poppin' opening Friday night.. (6)
Avalon, one of the newer deluxe advertised free passes to all who
nabes In South St. I.ouIs and the arrived via horse between 7 and
in the county. The Roxy
7:30, and almost collapsed at the reand. Columbia, in the city, will re- sult
No one had any idea there
main in the syndicate in. which Mrs were that many horses left
in the
Schulter still holda a healthy chunk Milwaukee area. People
arrived on

Cut Theatre Taxes

Powhattan

Philadelphia, Feb. 10.
Several large film houses received
•bshes in their assessments by the
Board of Revision of Taxes recently.
Among them were the Mastbaum,
Stanley-Warner house closed for
more than five years, from $1,266^00
to $1,239,000; Erlanger, formerly le-

from

Idzal's

^Remember' Twist

now

under, lease to William
Goldman for a fllmer, from $605,700
to $567,000; and the S-W Stanley,
*it,

of stock.

$685,000 to $677,000.

"Detroit, Feb. 10.
.

Instead of having the school kids

writing essays,

aghig director

HELLZA' PBIZES
Prizes of $100 and two wrist
watches will be awarded to the RKO
theatre managers, in New York and
out-of-town, who put on campaigns
for 'Hellzapoppin' resulting in the
best business.
'

-

Judges wUl be

Jiiles

here,

David
of

the

came up with

9

Idzal,

Fox

new

man.

tlieatre

twist

by

having the teachers do it. He ran
off an essay contest for the school
teachers In conjunction with the

showing ol 'Remember the Day.'
Since the picture had a schoolteacher and pupils, the contest called
Levey, pro- for the teachers to write essays on

ducer of the picture; Lou Pollack,
eastern publicity-advertising director for Universal; Edward Alperson,
chief of RKO's film buying-booking
department and Harry Mandel, advertlsihg-publiclty head of the RKO
•
circuit

•Why

I

Remember

as

My

Out-

standing Pupil.'
On top of cosh
prizes with $100 as the top and a
plentiful dishing out of oaklles, he
also tossed a banquet for the win-

ning contestants and their former
pupils at the Hotel Statler.

horseback, in racing carts, surreys,
sulkies, hades, phaetons, buggies of
all sorts, junk 'wagons, milk wagons

Earle. Hartzog,

Vitagraph

office

ture here too.

manager here, has returned to active
It will be presented in a big
duty in the Army. Booker for the bration at the Orpheum but
Warner exchange here when he was open on Feb. 13, Instead of the

drafted nearly a year ago, Hartzog
had been released from service in
the early fall and had returned to the

branch as office manager.
Pearl Harbor catapulted him back
into uniform. He's a technical sergeant at Fort Oglethorpe.

celewill
12tb,

since Friday Is the theatre's regular
opening day.

The Transportation Bureau.. FF,
and manage^Ivan Ackery of the Orpheum are Cooperating to arrange
the ceremony.

and every conceivable Idnd of horse
drawn conveyance, even a taxi

B'way, Beglna, Reopens
UlterifHT Billing
Retina, Sask,, Feb. 10.
Closed since 1032, the Broadway
Detroit, Feb. 10.
here will reopen late this month
There's still plenty in a name.
uhder management of its owner,
flesh.
Having newly acquired the ChandHarry A. Bercovich.
Bercovlch,
Tire rationing era Is here with
manage, of the Rex, Reghia, for the ler theatre here from the Mellon Cira vengeance,' commented one on- past 23 years, has
severed his con- cuit, Edward Jacobson and A. .A.
looker.
nections with that house.
Rex is Moss are hanging a new tag on the
now managed by its owner, Jack house. It has been renamed the
Hardy— in honor of Andy Hardy.
irO
H. 0. BALL THIS T£A£
However, It did- not take in just
-Because so many homeoffice emRed's Collegiate Sneak
the factor of naming the house after
ployees are active in war defense
one of the top draws In Hollywood.
work, which takes their time several
There was another good angle. The
nights per week, Warner Bros, anHollywood, Feb. 10,
theatre is situated directly Across the
nual dinner and ball will not be held
Red Skelton, who came up the non- street from the big Harper theatre.
this year. It was originally skedded academic way from
burlesque, is 'Hardy' comes ahead of 'Harper' In
for March 14.
matriculating for a collegiate degree the alphabetical listings and now tha
Numerous employees are Air Raid at Metro In 'Mr. Co-ed.*
renamed Chandler takes over a
wardens, work taking them away
Irving Starr is producing the yaim preferential spot
in the classified
from home sometimes five nights with three writers—Kenneth
Earl, theatre advertising in the newsweekly.
Curtis Kenyon and M. M. Musselman. papers.
pulled by a team. An entire lot in
the re^r of the theatre had to be
rented to park the array of horse-

WB

.

'.

,

'
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HOUSE RETIEWS

MUSIC HALL,

N. Y.

Berry Bros. (3), Eleanor Tennla,
ShavXey,
Daks,
Robert
Murrow, John Tteber's Seals,
Hall Gtee Club, Rockettcs,
Rapee Hoiue Orch; "Wotnan of
in
reuieuied
Year'
(M-G)
the

Nichohu

Wvnn
Music
Erru>

•Variety,' Jan. 14.

Music Hall currently serves up a

such as 'Concerto In B' and 'Shrine
of

St

CecUia.'

Don Cornell, band's guitarist, is the
His best is
outstanding vocalist.
•You Made Me Love You' but he also
Joins in several other vocal combos.
Band glee club is also topflight, including a number of okay balladists.
Three Norton Sisters, heard as part
of the twin quartet In 'Cecilia,' register again solidly with How That
Rowboat,' one of sisters being called
back for several vocal arrangements.

who

Sunny Rice, whirlwind tapster
eye-fllllng stage extravanniteries. is a worthy
ganza.
It's spiced with inelodtous has been in
her score
Cole Porter tunes, highlighted by the vaude single judging from eye-filling
While stressing
brief, soclio terping of the colored here.
Berry Bros., backgrounded by mag- twirl routine, Miss Rice does neatly
Spanish tap
nificent sets and topped oft by smart- with her soft taps and
ly-routined Rockettes in gorgeous opening.
Del Rios, two men and an attraccostumes.
tive blonde, rolled up smash returns
John Tlebor's three seals, in a with their casually executed but inSpanish hacienda courtyard back- tricate hand balancing and stands.
ground, hang up considerable ap- Males wear summer tuxedos and
filause, first with fin-to-fin balanc- femme is in evening garb for the difng and then tooting 'Sweet Land of
colorful,

ficult feats.

Liberty."

Berry Bros, who clean up with
their sizzling taps, splits and canemake their second appearance on SOth street within the
past couple of months, having recently played the Roky.
Leon Leonldoff has built his entire
production around the tag 'Words
and Music' Cole Porter tune. Opening has Robert Shanley pleasantly
baritoning 'Still of the Night,' folmanipulation,

lowed by Eleanor Tennis and Nicholas Daks in a neal adagio routine enhanced by effective staging. Team
works imder floodlights on platform,
reminiscent of a boxin^'ring, which is

Mob went big for the Three
Stooges here. Wnacky clowns, now
standard In screen comedies, have
fresh material which goes across
But the older eye-poking,
nicely.
head-conking and knockabout stuff
continues to clean up. They finally
bowed off though could have stayed
longer.

Biz good at

first

night show, Friday
Vfear,

(6).

EARLE, PHILLY

Philadelphia. Feb. S.
gradually raised. The ballet girls,
Bob Chester Orch toith Betty
dressed in green, orange and mauve, Bradlev, Gene Howard, Cv Baker,
later emerge frorti the sides of the Mischa. Auer, -Joyce Hunter, Kay,
this
of
the
finale
huge block. For
Katyo & Kay; 'Paris Calling' (U)
'Design for Dancing' number, adagio

ability to sell himself

STATE, N. Y.

from any

STRAND,

stage.

N. Y.

possible to envUage a return of m.c IdolB as they existed 10
Franfcle Musters Orch (14) tolth
and IB years ago. Powell demonEarl Corroll's 'Vanities' viith SlaU strates what a theatre can dp to Phyllis Miles, SiointmuMters
(4);
Bros. (3), Al Norman, Wiere Bros.
vaude
a strong entertain- Robinson It Martin, -Chester Dolphin
George, make Its
(2), Buster Shaver & OUve &
ment and boxoffice anchor. This (2), Amauf Bros. ^(6), 'Wild Bill
Zerby & Wiere, Donny Scholl, Anno audience drooled over him, and de- Hicfcofc' (WB), reviewed in this
Devereaux,
L«c, Fay Carroll, Jean
servedly BO. For Powell turned on issue.
Charlene Kimberlin, Sammy /idler plenty of personality p p
e r ,
as special conductor of Ruby Zwerl- whammed home hard with a seriw
Stage show backing the mild 'Wild
ing's pit orch; 'Two-Faced Woman
of tunes that he started on the road Bill Hickok' film here Is pleasantly
(M-G),
to fame, clowned easily and show- diverting combo of band and vaudemanshlp-wlse with the customers ville. It's all in for one week only
complete
the
The promise, if not
and finished by killing 'em off vfith and, while it won't approach recent
fulfillment of a fulsome display of some sax and trumpet work.
grosses, should do fair business.
female cuticle is evidently still potent
All known and established support
Masters, who spent months at
This the Earl
theatre boxoffice.
Each act clicked niftlly. Five JugTaft hotel, now has a
Carroll unit is proving substantially gling Jewels are flashy as ever, nearby
greaiJy Improved outfit, a clean
the
run
at Loew's State, which has
Ftitchard and Lord go over easily on and
neat-toned
combination
of
N.T.G.,
to
Guinan
Texas
from
gamut
ballroom
various tap and
their
four
sax,
three
rhythm,
of shows of this type. On those oc- routines. Bob Evans Is a winner with four
trumpets and two trombones, that is
casions it has never been able to add
his ventriloqulal turn and Joe and musically better than its arrangeanything but a feature picture to
audience
rocked
the
McKenna
Jane
sound.
Too
much
ments allow It to
disassociate Its entertainment from
with their knockabout ballet hoofing. of the material is average, but if this
the same formula as at the hurley
Business excellent at the first is ever corrected Masters has a good
Gaiety across the street.
Gold,
show Saturday (7).
chance of accelerating the long
This week the featxfre is the racey
strides forward he has taken In the
Two -Faced Woman' and the censors
last two years.
evidently left enough to dissuade
S. F.
Styled as a sweet-light rhythm
mothers from grabbing their kids by
combo that does its best work on.
the hand and rushing the boxoffice.
chorused novelties like 'Goodbye
Once Loew's coupled p kid film with
San Frondsco, Feb. 4.
I'm Off to Yokohama,' with
a Tex Guinan unit but the current
Ames b Amo, The O'Connors (3), Mama
which it opens, and ballad tunes, the
stage-film combination shouldn't al- Reddlngtons
(3), Stames St Anavan,
low for a disparity of audience con- Leon Cethos, Peooy O'Weill Line group Is tucely handled by Masters,
tent and tastes. Thus the indigo of
who also does an Ingratiating job of
(12) , Charles Kafey House Orch
Perhaps the best arrangethe.
Indigo
of
m.c.lng.
the film complements
(13) ; 'Suspicion' (RKO).
the unit, and therell be no squawks.
ment used here is of 'Now and For-

Thus

Is it

.

w

'

GOLDEN GATE,

But that burlesque formula' and the
Gate has a hoofer's holiday this
carelessness in and about the stage stretch.
line's
Following house
presentation are other considerations. routine chore, Leon Cethas opens.
As the show is routined, the specialty Half-pint colored stepper puts a
acts look more like fillers between riveting machine to shame, machineburlesque
the dame displays. That's
inning some heel and toe stuff that
even if Carroll's name is important :s new here. In contrast to most
in the billing. As for the costumes, Harlem hoppers, Cethas is solemn
and some of the scenery, too, the but lands easily.
wear and tear of six months of
trampoline act,
Reddingtons,
trouping are too obvious. This goes
mother
especially for the costumes in the deuces. 'What appear to be
opening parade of the showgirls, the and daughter lead off, parent workaudience to
decolletage looking drab and faded. ing a mike and inviting
Most of the talent Carroll has come up and try the springs. Three
least
show
caught,
volunteered
at
at
spaced between the showgirls and
Legit
chorines is good, even if the three one being obviously a stooge.
laughs when
Slate brothers seem to be taking It neophytes okay for
looks.'
as a personal affront when the audi- they find it Isn t as easy as it
ence doesn% laugh at their oldies. Audience plant gradually works into
landing solidly. Trio
They're-, indulging in asides to one some nifty falls,
I

'

ever,'

pop based on Tschaikowsky's

Impressive.
It's
Symphony.
Phyllis Miles, vocalist is fair looker
with okay voice. She does several
pops solo as well as w^orklng as part
of the Swingmasters, a vocal group
the equal of any similar rhythm
Masters occasionally inquartets.
jects his voice into the quartet, dis-

Sixth

-

-

playing good vocal qualities.
Dance team of Robinson and
which
Another swing aggregation which
Martin is first of accompanying acts
Another
has been hitting the high spots via
to appear. They run through couple
eautitul set is one in which a group the jukes makes its in-person apof tap and high kick routines of
of phone booths is turned into a tre- pearance at the' Earle for the edisatisfying pattern, finishing in fast
mendous bar while Glee Club war- fication of the swing addicts. And
half-fiips,
etc, to good response.
Shanley and every one is agreeably surprised.
bles 'Let's Do It.'
Chester Dolphin's a juggler who has
Wynn Murray couple up to vocal
extraordinary
of
Chester's boys make music, but
set
devised
a
•Everything' in same number, Miss good.
All their arrangements lean
balancing stunts that earn him strong
Murray later soloing with 'I Qet a toward the faster side, while the
audience reaction. Beginning with
Kick Out of You.'
They
tunes selected me surefire.
stick-and-ball routine similar to
to
beg
off.
had
is
Last of the production numbers
should be, being taken .from the hit another when an omelet drops, which
Trixie's act he then trots out a
The orchestra is parade ladder.
also the best.
Band then breaks in with a jive variety of difficult upsidedown stunts
makes it all the tougher for their
raised on platform for spotting beneatly subsequent joemiUers.
Bradley
chants
Betty
showcasing of 'Blue Skies.' Trick that go over big. His is an interesting
hind an open veranda facing a court- •Winter Weather' and 'Do It Again.'
They appear to be the unit's Ughting, solo bits and showmanship turn.
yard scene. Rockettes appear for
The male singers are Gene Howard comedy foundation, but the standout generated by the boys pulled sponArnaut Bros, provide the sole
precision conga and tap hoofing. and Cy Baker.
Howard took Tis is the act of Buster Shaver- and toy- taneous applause en route, which is comedy note. Their stuff, standard
precision, Autumn' and 'East of the 'Sun' for
familiar
Close
with
to vaude-goers, is as strong as ever.
sized Olive and George Brasnow, nice going for a filler.
•traight stepping to big returns.
his baritone encore, while Baker particularly
O'Connor family then picks up. Starting with the echo routine to
the cute midgets. They
-House capacity Thursday night (5). got oft the bandstand for 'Stardust.' wham at every dance appearance John, eldest, on first, introducing the warm things up the four men and one
Mori.
Both lads have plenty on the pipes. and little Olive' cinches it with her kid brother, Don, who later brings girl run rapidly through a session of
Mischa Auer and his pretty wife, song takeoff in miniature of Carmen on their moppet sister, Patsy, late of straight and comedy violin scraping,
Joyce Hunter, hold down next-to- Miranda. Even after all these years, 'Panama Hattie.' Kids are on and playing the instruments from variclosing and had the customers laugh- it's EtiU startling to see so much off all over the place, with each tak- ous positions, then bring on the Iming. Although not the riot he Is In
from someone so. ing a crack at songs, dances and mensely funny bird pantomime. Each
talent emerge
hii screen appearances, with first- small.
funny sayings. They're troupers and uses a hidden mouth whistle to simurate material, Auer, however, proves
WeuMirfc, Feb. 8.
Also on the unif s credit side Is the sell their stuff all the way. Could late conversation, and the results
Gene Krupa Orch (16), tirith Anita 'to be superior to the tisual run of eccentric dancing of Al Norman, who have stayed twice as long. As It was, easily mark them as the click of the
Wood.
Johnny
O'Dav,
Desmond,
Rojj Hollywood act with a comic rendi- works in two separate spots.
His had a hard time getting away so the bill.
tion
of.
"Prelude'
on
the
piano,
holdEldridge;
Shea & Raymond,
comedy softshoe is slotted into an show could continue.
Ames and Amo, comedy dance
Catherine Westfield; 'Zis Boom Bah' ing a pair of grapefruit He singi a 'awkward squad" routine by the
couple of numbers In Imitation Rus- Slates; later Norman delivers
team, follow with okay knockabout
(Rep).
sian style.
His gags, on the other humorous delineation of the conga. Have been seen here before but appew
strictly com. Miss Hunter 'When, with the Slates>
or stooging parently are using considerable
Gene Krupa's band, with Roy hand, are
nicely with "Bhies in the around, however,
Lou Breese Orch (17) with Nita
Eldrldge's trumpet the standout, tops scores
Norman also ap- material with nif^ result Pair pull
Night*
pears to get careless on showman- a fiock of laughs and landed solidly. Norman, Barry Warren and Skip
current bill, balance of show being
Kay, Katya and Kay dick with ship. That's most noticeable In the
Line brings on the closer, Stames Moore; Rod Rogers, Adrian Rollini
mild and uneven in quality.
their now-familiar dance routines. sAldier drill
bit which all four boys and Anavan, combo acrobatic dance Trio, -Moore ond Revel, Slapsie
Orchestra starts oft with sizzling
The band rings the curtain down muff for most of the comedy value and hand-to-hand team dressed uj Marie Rosenbloom Co. (4); Shorts
•He's That Drummer Man,' followed
the zingy "Maine to California,' natural in such material nowadays. In ballet trimmings.
Gal is wel and Newsreels.
with hot arrangement of Thanks for with
which has the 'gators stomping.
The Wiere Brothers, now cut to built and act makes a satisfactory
the Boogie Ride' and a fair version of
House' was packed Saturday after- two because of Illness of the third flash.
Botched up presentation because
•Blues in the Night,' Krupa being fea'
jn.
Shal
Biz big at opening day supper of apparent disinterest of performers
and possibly funniest boy, are held
tured on the drums in the first
Wem.
for what approximates next-to-clos- show.
was manifested at the Flatbush' late
Eldridge, colored trumpeter, haning. They're now relying chlefiy on
Saturday (7) af-temoon. 'Whether it
dles a torrid brass and Is partlcular^r
the comedy fiddling bit, with little
HIPP,
was the approaching dinner hour or
effective with 'Let Me 'Off Uptown.'
George
Brasnow
lending
the small audience remains a moot
some
Katharine Westfleld's marlonets
capable if brief support The per
question as to the cause of the sloppy
•re cute, but act has little warmth or.
BalttTnore, Feb. 7.
sonable
ge^ over, but not as
performance turned in, notably by
humor.
Miss Westfield's figures
Martha Raye, Condos Bros. (2) strong asWieres
Chicago, Feb. 7.
when a trio and when their
dance all over the stage, director The Ambossodorettes
Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom.
Marty
(3),
Harold Stokes Orch (22) uiith
wonderful timing was more apparent
guiding them from a darkened back- Bohn, The Philhamtoniacs
On paper, the setup looks enter(4), FeOther specialties are the fair aero Berry Sisters (3)'; Hoi Behan; King's taining.
ground.
Dolls include a Spanish lice luUi ftouse orch
There are Lou Breese's
(13) ; 'Sing Your batic ballroom
Jesters
Eleaiior
&
Whitney
(4);
team
of
Zerby and
male dance, a swing-mad clown and Worries Aiuay* (RKO).
orch and Adrian Rollin's Trio for
Wiere, latter a sister of the brothers, Shirley & Olsen; Nonchalants (3); the musical portions; Rod Rogers and
a diick on skates, latter singing.
who
suffer In comparison with the 'Bahanui Passage' (Par).
Shea and Raymond follow with
Rosenbloom
for laughs and some exThis layout is completely built
ballroomology of the midgets; Fay
fast terping enlivened with humor. around Martha
cellent singing by Martha Burnett
Raye. Biz has been Carroll,
who sings a couple of songs
Harold Stokes, former musical di- who's with the Rosenbloom •turn. But
Two men, one towering above the big from the tee-oft.
other, mimic Spanish dancers and
With house orch on stage and nicely; Danny Scholl, combination rector of NBC here and WGN, has it turned sour for at least two reado a swell burlesque on jitterbugs. Marty Bohn, breezy, show-wise em singer-m.c, whose song interludes stepped into the orchestra field with sons: (1) Rosenbloom failed to get
are also very remindful of those a big band. Started his new career his lines straight in the comedy talk
Taller of the two gets laughs by cee, pacing
the works, opening niche
burlesque house tenors who space in the Edgewater Beach Hotel's with the audience plants and (2)
donning female garb.
is
filled
by, AmbaSsadorettes and
the tableaux, and JeanI Devereaux, Marine Room, where he scored so
Krupa's band has two vocalists, makes
the stooge in the box got dirty in
for a
Anita O'Day and Johnny Desmond, of tumbling tast, snappy start. Trio rapid-twirling ballerina who gets over well that he has been booked for a this, a neighborhood, family-time
femmes -sell well in despite an
baritone.
That
Gal sings 'He's
over-ambitious Introduc- quick return date.
house, where many in the audience
climax, with closing bit of
tion. Another specialist is Anna Lee,
Stokes' band makes good at all
Drummer Man' and IjCt Me Off UjJ' mounting
flashy tricks, while jumping through
youngsters.
town,' while Desmond vocals This
who evidently didn't complete her times. Received rousingly by this were
a swaying elastic Is a bellringer for
Basically the Rosenbloom act is
ZiOve of Mine' and "Keep 'Em Flying.'
dancing lessons. She's a contortlon- audience. Leader m.c/s, turning in
audible results.
good.
It
comprises a couple of
a fine job. .Outfit makes a great ap
Although both dngers are person•The Philhannonlacs (this makes istic high -kicker, but only got lessons
stooges,
Rosenbloom's dumb turn ana
pearance with 15 musicians, three
for the right leg.
able voices are mediocre In quality, two rather
corny appellations for
Miss Burnett
Latter is a brunct
girl
vocalists,
a
male
quartet,
femme
Ja#.
Slates
reprise
a
couple
of bits for
turns on this bill) are a quartet of
beaut with a fine dramatic soprano
and male soloists.
Carroll
that
they
once
did
in
N.T.G.
harmonica players who manage to
well
Outstanding are the three Berry that she shows off particularly
units.
One is the firing squad bit
whack out some good music.
of the
Set
Sisters, who have a fine singing on 'Begin the Beguine.' Most
matters for Bohn, who delivers with the femme victim exposing a
plant in the box
are
The
gags
good.
sense and showmanship. Indicate a
smartly and smoothly, (jaught here near-nude figure at the trigger-pull- plenty bright future.
is the focal point of a routine in
moment
The second has
previously in the better niteries, he ing
which the former llghtheavyweight
King's Jesters and Eleanor Whit
Charlene
Kimberlin
as
a
newly-made
McFarland Ttoins Orch (13) with has matured considerably and should
ney also give the band a sense of champ is generally heckled merciThree Norton Sisters; Three Stooges, be able to hold down more ambitious widow violently shaking her torso to authority. Jesters have been fea- lessly by the plants.
Sunny Rise, Del Rios (3) 'Honolulu assignments wltlj stronger material. 'St James Infirmary.' The punches tured on their own, and tied
comprising four
Breese's orch,
in here
Gags well and gl^es out some funny of both routines are now too with the Stokes group, theV form a rhythm, six brass and five sax, leans
Lu' (Col).
Impressions of Ted Lewis. Mayor La familiar.
Carroll
has a bevy of goodlobking solid basis for b.o. value In addition towards swing and, while plenty
The Three Stooges are the main Guardia and an uncanny revival of girls, adorned
to the Stokes music. Jesters turn in brassy, never obliterates the melody
In
well-ventllated
cosdraw here this session, although the the late Joe Penner, which he wisely tumes, but there's
The
their standard vocalizing, clicking from the neat arrangements.
little actual nudity.
McFarland crew is fairly well-known handles. Comic bears watching.
easily.
main fault with the outfit at this
also little actual ensemble
now with younger, crowd because of Condos Bros, next and sock with There's
For out-and-out comedy Stokes catching was the leader himself. He
dancing, and what there is is quite
Smooth-functioning a brace of swift routines uncorking
Its recordings.
has Red Hodgson. In addition io was inclined to rest on the piano
Scno.
band outfit, operated by twins Arthur some highly legit tappery, winding bad.
working regular trombone assign- while others were getting the spotand George McFarland at top speed. up with a tricky and result-pulling
ment, Hodgson does his usual musi- light. He was too obtrusive in inchallenge.
Make a swell spot for
Is a definite click' here.
cal clowning.
Hal Behan Is the jecting himself Into what vaguely
Orchestra varies little from the Miss Raye, on to a rousing reception
straight baritone and scored nlce^ suggested itself
to be a duo number
combo that played the Rainbow when caught end a solid beg-oB at
on appearance and tonsils.
with his vocalist, Nita Norman. He
Chicago, Feb. 7,
Two fine vaude acts fill the rest of
Room nearly four years ago, still the conclusion of her stint Laugh
Miss
Ju00ling Jewels (5), Pritchard fc the show. Shirley and Olsen are a was unintelligible 10 rows back. good
leaning heavily on the reed section getting, mugging and swift ad lib
Norman's voice and looks are
tor results, with the twins alternat- rounds out vocals of 'Great Day, Lord, Bob Evans, Joe & Jane new man and woman novelfy aero
enough
get
on their own.
to
by
JlifcKenna,
Dick Potuell; 'Lady for a batic team. Are sold from the fixst
ing between song, clarinet and'' oc- Manana.' 'Mr. Paganlni' and '5
Barry Warren, balladlst, and Skip
Nighf
(Rep).
on
O'clock
topnotch
ace
'Whistle,'
all
groove.
-wardrobe
in the
and appear- Moore, on the rhythmic trombone
casional vocals. Gordon DeWey,
ance. Follow up with some excellent
trumrat, Is in "the spotlight a lot Tops matters off with some brief
stands tor other satisfactory singing.
This Is a standard five-act vaude acrobatics. Nonchalants remain an
Outfit is beia^g down on the swing hoofery which Includes somfi nip
Early in the band's session It was
lineup topped by Dick Powell'; outstanding comedy acrobatic trio.
for this date, prvoing It Is as potent ups for strong audience appeal.
WarBusiness good at the last show difficult to detemlne whether
name. It's a winner all the way,
Biz best here In weeks.
with this type of music as with the
(Contlnued on page 47)
There's no question about Powell's Friday (6).
Gold.
Burm.
.sweeter, 'more conservative tunes

team works under

lighting

fives a crystalball effect.
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Paramount

to the Industry Kicks Off

upholding Its crystal liall reputation these days;
they're beginning to whisper on the lot that Buddy DeSylva keeps
• trance medium locked in a cupboard near his ofilcs lor consultation on production plans. This is not true. But it does look suspicious. Paramount, you remember, is the company that released
"Mystery Sea Raider" the day that headlines (year or so back)
broke nationally to the effect that a Mystery Sea Raider was oper.
ating off Florida. It wasn't a plant A month ago, Paramount
celled "Pacific Blackout"—a film inspired by test blackouts on
the West Coast, but released just as real Pacific Blackouts began.
In the next block-of-flve. Paramount is releasing the Bill PineBill Itiomas picture "Torpedo Boat"
. just as the Navy's Torpedo Boats are in headlines all over the country because of their
exploits in the Pacific. And now? Well, last week, newspapers carIs

.

.

ried a story from neutral European sources that Allies are disturbed by a sudden influx ot "vacationing" Germans in Lisbon.
And that, gentle reader, is the background situation of Paramount's "The Lady Has Plans," Ray Milland^Paulette Goddard
comedy which Is als<x a part of Paramount's fourth block!

BING CROSBY—EXTRA
men who book the forthcoming Bob Hope-Madeleine
"My Favorite Blonde" are going to get an extra
playing his quickest role since he broke into films. It's
don't put it on your marquee and don't say we told
you! It came about when the two road men (Road to Zanzibar,
Road to Singapore, Road to Morocco) were playing golf one Sunday. Bing mentioned he was free the next afternoon. Bob Hope
mentioned that he had to be on hand at the studio for a big scene,
involving extras, for "My Favorite Blonde." Result: Crosby, in a
Puckish mood, showed up among the extras.
Audiences will notice him, too. Hope saw to that In the course
of the scene Bob spotted Bing and walked over to him, asking him
for a light for a cigaret The camera followed. After getting his
light, Bob walked away . . did a double takem . . and then said,
"Oh no—It couldn't be!" The bit stayed In the film and on the
Theatre

Carroll picture
star

.

.

,

—but

Bing

.

.

sound track!

PARAMOUNT DISCOVERY

—

Preston (No Strikes!) Sfurges found him.

It

seems Sturges,

who

would quit writing for his director, Sturges, if he ever did anything the usual way, cast Vallee for a dramatic role with little or
no singing, in "The Palm Beach Story." Vallee, according to yips
from the Coast Studio projection rooms, delivered nobly. So now
Vallee has been signed for another forthcoming Paramount picture, "Happy Go Lucky," which will star Mary Martin, Eddie
Bracken and Betty Hutton.
*

•

*

BE PATIENT, BOYS
Every day, new returns come in to bring water to the mouths
of showmen living in those territories where Paramount's
"Louisiana Purctiase" hasn't played and can't be played until the
road show has passed. Latest returns are from Boston, New Haven,
Worcester and Springfield, Mass., where "La.P" opened in all four
spots to better business than that smasheroo "Caught In the Draft"!

—

—

Trade screenings for Paramount's
Huge Advance Campaign fourth block of five pix under Confor DeMille Technicolor sent Decree selling have kicked off
a tremendous buying stampede for
Epic'ReaptheWildWind' all Paramount blocks offered to
date, according to announcements
of Neil Agnew, sales chief. Sales

CALLED DeMILLE'S BEST
Paramount's biggest advertising,
publicity and _ exploitation wheels
started turning this week on behalf
ot Cecil B. DeMiUe's "Reap the
Wild Wind," Technicolor epic designated as "Paramount's 30th Anniversary Picture," in a recent state-

ment by Adolph Zukor, Paramount
chairman of the board.
All current advertising for every

production the company has on the
market began carrying special
slugs with the legend "Coming
Cecil B. DeMille's 'Reap the Wild
Wind'!"

for the week just closed will likely
shatter the record established the
previous week, when closing of
2,476 contracts set the second successive weekly record.
Sales in Block One were up 163%.
In Block Two, increase was 48%.

Block Three sales upped 18%, and
Block Four sales jumped 425% during this record week, Agnew revealed. Total contract sales have
increased from 20 to 58 per cent
each week since January 1,
Two causes are seen behind the
Paramount buying spree. First Is
that Paramount's fourth block has

Meanwhile, rumblings shown

the trade that this

c

* ;

I

.

company

has added
Stewart's

a Boolc-of-the-M«Hith Clnb
choice, and has l>een printed
condensed versions in
'Xiberty" and "Readers Di-

in

gest."

with a spy-angle played 100 per
cent for the fun therein. Paulette's
a newspaper girl whose back becomes an International front when
the diplomatic representatives of
three nations are tipped off that secret war plans are written on that
lovely dorsal epidermis.

—

—

.

.

Big Name Cast
"Reap the Wild Wind" has a cast
headed by Ray Milland, John
Wayne and Paulette Goddard. Like
North West Mounted Police" last

.

.

orchestra. Cass Daley, the gal with
the turbulent torso; Gil Lamb, who

has panicked Paramount Theatre
audiences (N.Y.) time and again;
Lorraine and Rognan, comedy ballyear, it boasts a huge cast of stars. room team, and plenty more are
Following the trio named pre Ray- also present. Half a dozen top tunes
mond Massey, Robert Preston, and specialties keep things pop-

Susan Hayward, Lynne Overman, ping.
"The Lady Has Plans" ]s a comCharles Bickford, Walter Hampden, Martha O'DriscolI and Janet edy-drama, with Ray Milland and
Beecher. The original story ap- Paulette Goddard as principals. It
peared as a Saturday Evening Post pans the panzers, mocks the mastervolk and ribs the Ribbentrops
serial by Thelma Strabel.

A BEAUT OF A

Boy, Oh Boy—Does that Betty bounce about, in Paramount's "The Fleet's In." She even scares herself! Wildcat
Hutton, known to the nation via Bob Hope's radio sbgw, enters films with a bang in this Paramount lun-festt
I.

Paramonnt

"The Remarkable Andrew,"
maintain the pace it took at the
were heard of possible mammoth can
outset—delivering the best and based on the book by the same
opening in Charleston and/or Holbest-balanced blocks in the induS' title, concerns goings-on when tha
lywood.
try. Second Is the nature of the spirit of Andy Jackson returns to
Double Thirty!
Paramount fourth block itself; it's help untangle romantic and other
Release of "Reap" marks DC' all-out entertainment, with fun as problems of a twentieth century
Mille's thirtieth anniversary as a the keynote and "without a cause namesake. "Handy Andy" brings •
showman, and Paramount's tbirtl- in a carload" or a frown In a single few pals George Washington, Ben
anniversary
the
oldest
comas
etb
frame. Company has indicated that Franklin, Jesse James and the like
to help him. It's one of the most
pany In the business. C.B. himself this will be policy "for duration."
"different" pictures of the year,
is reported to consider the picture
The pictures grouped In Parahis finest, and Paramount execs see mount's fifth block stand up to .this and it's solid entertainment from
eye to eye with him. Story is based keynote without exception. "The fade-in to fade-out!
on the activities of wreckers along Fleet's In" is gags, gals, music, fun,
"Fly By Night" is another topical
the Florida Keys early In the na- frolic' and fury. Dorothy Lamour number; it's strong on the meloand the fight to heads a cast picked for entertain- drama but the entire proceedings
tion's history
stamp out the vicious piracy of sea ment ability, including William are needled with laughs. Basic plot
captains who'd wreck their own Holden as the male lead; Eddie Is about a young interne who gets
ships for a cut of the salvage Bracken as his gob side-kick; Betty tangled In a battle for plans of a
money. Basically, it's a story of the Hutton (cf below
and cf defense weapon. Pace is the secret
.
.
emergence ot patrols protecting the plenty! ) Betty Jane Rhodes, Lelf weapon of this one!
U. S. coast
"Torpedo Boat," the Bill PineJimmy Dorsey and his
Erickson

BETTY ^'BOMBSHELL" HUTTON ... SHE BUMPS

'

"Storm" Brewing!
"STORM," George

best-scIIing novel, to its huge
list of top stage and publishing properties. "Storm" had
a 200,000 advance sale, was

—

I

Paramount, the old talent-uncoverer, has turned up « new star.
Young fellow who had been doing some singing around, but hadn't
much acting. Rudy Vallee maybe you've heard of him.

tried

For All Para Blocks-of-Five

Adolph Zukor's Statement

SWAMI PARAMOUNT, SEER

Thomas production in tho
block, Is not a war film despite Its
a story about the race ot
a speedboat enthusiast to develop
and sell the Navy on a mosquito
fleet of high-powered small craft
Racing thrills and a dual romance
highlight the story.
Bill

title. It's

Paramount's production schedule
forthcoming blocks of film

for

shows the same trend. Buddy DeSylva has shrewdly laid all his
production bets on films that havo
entertainment as their one goal

BUMP!

-
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PICTUBES
The

was to send it to owner Marshall
CUy News' Foldnp
Idea was later changed, howNews Association of New Field.
ever,
dossier on what the staff

N. T.
City

Vork, the cooperative agency which
24-hour
since 1894 has maintained
coverage of police stations, courts,
morgues, hospitals, airports
Jails,
and government administrative ofBronx
the
and
fices in Manhattan
up
for the New York dailies, winds
(Wednesday).
existence today
Its
Witlidrawal within the past few
weeks of two of the seven papers
and the AP, which supported the
organization, caused the other memdecision to discontinue the
service
David Josephs, city editor of the

bers'

'

Times, announced CNA's demise.
Resignations which brought it about
were those of the Herald Tribune

members

to a

thought 'the

managemenf was doing

wrong In running the paper. This
was to be presented to IngersoU.
Before it got to him Guild nixed the
whole idea as bad policy.
Meantime, however, it is said.
Field got wind of what was going
on at the employees' meetings and
it led to some sort of management
showdown with Ingersoll. IngersoU

convinced
Field of the .correctness of his handling of the paper and in the process
won himself additional power.
Whereas formerly all the business
and circulation end of PM was in
the hands of Charles Gushing, Oyster
Bay banker, IngersoU now has that
is

understood

to

have

'Big (Night) Train'

Did you notice the other day
that Jimmy Foxx said that in
night baseball the batter only
sees the top half of the ball?
Well, remember when Walter
Johnson was pitching and word
that he was to work invariably
brought on an epidemic of Indigestion amongst the other teamT
Opposing players always had a
why they
reasons
hundred
couldn't get up to the plate that
day.

But now it's 1042 and Washington has 21 night games scheduled at home. Imagine if Johnson were pitching today; Na
earned run average, his strikeouts, shutouts, one, two, three,
and no-hitters. Why, It's nine
to Ave the other team just
wouldn't show up.

and the Post Remaining
and is now expected
It is improvement
as well as editorial co'ntroL
•were the Times, World-Telegram,
month
of times to return to work in another
News, Sun, Journal-American and said that Gushing a number
press-run In- or two. Disease has been arrested
AP. CNA hit its high mark during refused to order the
gersoll
thought needed when a and condition is now being cleared
the last war with 21 members.
up.
It had first been feared that
Papers are now trying to work out special feature made increased cir- recovery would require a year or
to replace that culation appear likely.
their

own

coverage

News
Those who recently resigned are
of the approximately 90 City
Number or Weldon James, William Walton and
reporters and editors.
newsmen are expected to take over Sutherland Denlinger, all of the foror eign staff.
certain coverage poinU for two
covered
beaU
Many
more papers.
will be dropped by some of
Senlly'a Oroooh on Grouctao

CNA

by

the sheets.
Josephs promised

that as many
employees as possible will be
employed by the member papers.

CNA

pay
CNA has agreed to severanceunder
eoual to that given by the AP
contract with the Newspaper
Guild of New York. Nat JSinhorn,
is
that
Guild secretary, maintains
insufficient and is seeking higher
amounU. Guild recently has been
holding meetings with the National
Its

Labor Relations Board on
tion

for

certification

as

its peticollective

York,

home

Joscpbns Daniels Editor Again
Josephus Daniels, who resigned
ing, if at all, for $1. Including a one
fall as U. S. Ambassador to
page plug for himself, the book is last
Mexico, figures he's too young to reonly 96 pages. What does he mean
tire at 79, so has resumed his duties
'Many' Does he consider 96 pages
as editor of his morning newspaper,
for a dollar 'Many?'
News and ObAnd if you do plug his book for the Raleigh (N. C.)
server.
paragraphs, saying that it's funnier
He replaced his son, Jonathan, off
than the law allows, is more fun than
to Washington for civilian defense
a barrel of primates, and so forth,
duties.
what do you get in return? A oneline acknowledgement, Thanks Kid,His^

'Many Happy Returns*

between

I

'

staff

OOREN

say*:
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Show

Prominently
Hollywood, Feb.

Olivia Vs. Joan

10.

•

Fifty nominations In nine catego-annual award by the
of Motion Picture Arts and:

ries for the 14th

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
For the first time in Academy

Award history, two sisters vie
for the Oscar as the best actress.
Olivia de Havllland for her work

Academy

Sciences were announced today as
eligible for the eagerly sought

'Os-'

ears,' which wiU be presented Feb.-26 to the winners. Listings are from
the film industry's best output during

Back
"Hold
Paramount's
Dawn' competes with her sister,
Joan Fontaine, whose performance In RKO's 'Suspicion' rated

conducted by mall among Academy
members and workers in HoUywood.

the bid.

PoUing

In

Another oddity Is nomination
of two acrtessas from the same
plctur* for best supporting lob.
Patricia Collinga and
Teresa Wright ta Goldwyn's
liitUe Foxes.'

They are

Even Daylight

1941.

Voting for

final

choices will be

Is being supervised by pubUe
accountants.
The 10 pictures nominated (or the
'outstanding motion plctmre' award
were 'Blossoms In the Dust' Metro;
'Citizen Kane,' Mercuty-RKO; 'Here
Comes Bit, Jordan,' Columbia; 'Hold
Back the Dawn,' Paramount; 'How
Green Was' My Valley,* 20th Century.
Fox: 'Little Foxes,' Goldwyn-RKO;
Hilalteae Falcon,' Warners; 'One Foot
In Heaven,' Warners; 'Sergeant York,'

Warners, and 'Suspicion,' RKO.
Actors designated as candidates

Time May Become
Double Feature

for

the best performance award were
Gary Cooper for 'Sergeant York';
Cary Grant for "Penny Serenade,'
Columbia; Walter Huston for 'All
That Money Can Buy,' RKO; Robert
Montgomery for "Here Comes Mr.
Jordan;' and Orson Welles for 'Citi-'

zen Kane.'

Show

business,

squawked
time,

will

which has long

against dayUght
likely

find

itself

savhig

soon

faced with 'doiible dayUghf saving.'

Clocks probably will be moved up
another hour, In addition to the one
added Monday (9), on the last Sunday in April, just as has been done

—

Bctte Dsvla Again
Actresses nominated were Bette
Davis for The Uttle Foxes'; Joan
Fontaine tor 'Suspicion'; ,Creer Garson for. 'Blossoms in Dusf; Olivia de
Havllland for 'Hold Back Dawn,' and
Barbara Stanwyck for 'BaU of Fire,'
Goldwyn-RKO.
Miss Davis won
twice before, for 'Dangerous' in 1938

and for

'Jezebel' in 1038.

Candidates

for

the

supporting

award were Walter Brennan

actors'

for 'Sergeant York'; Charles Coburn
for The Devil and Miss Jones,' RKO;
Donald Crisp for 'How Green Was
My Valley'; James Gleason for 'Here
Comes Mr. Jordan,' and Sydney
Greenstreet for .'Maltese Falcon.'
Brennan has won the supporting
actors' award three times before,
in 1936, 1938 and 1940.
The best supporting actress nom-;
Inees were Sara Allgood for 'How
Green Was
energy.
Valley'; Mary Astor
How they wUl react to a two- for 'Great Lie,' WB; Patricia Collinge
hour advance in time is another for 'Little Foxes,' and Margaret
question, however.
It will mean Wycherly for 'York.'

My

brief lUness.

WUIard Brewer,

65,

former pub-

St Joseph (Mich.) Herald-Press and the Benton Harbor
(Mich.)
News-Palladium, died in
BatUe Creek, Mich., Feb. 4.
George L. Book, 64, president of
the SUver Burdett Co., New York
textbook publishers, died in Orange,
relations on N. J., Feb. 5.

CML VAN

1

Green', 'Fosei', 'York', 'Jordan'

with regular daylight saving in the
UTEBATI OBITS
past
Clyde H. Tavenner, 60, newspaper
Hint of such a move has already
writer and magazine publisher, xUed
Washington. And
Feb. 7 in Washington. He founded been given in
The PhiUppine RepubUc in 1023, a England has been using the 'double
he
edited dayllgbf system lor the past sevWashington monthly, which
until 1931.
eral years. Present 'war time' has
WlUard Brewer, 65, former pub- brought virtually no beets from film
lisher of the St Joseph Herald- exhlbs as they have recognized It
Press and Benton Harbor ](fews- as an emergency measure designed
PaUadium, died Feb. 4 in Battie to save hundreds of thousands of
Creek, Micb., hospital foUowlng kUowatts
needed
electrical
of

lisher of the

management are continuing, with
three more members of the staff re
signing in the past couple weeks in

I

'How

is sell-

and York to handle pubUc
Civilian Defense in the city. Guild
J. J. Gibbons, founder and presiwill maintain and mail without cost dent of the advertising agency that
to city a full-time publicity setup, bears his name, one of the largest
disagreements with publisher Ralph expected to start in about a week.
in Canada, died in Toronto, Feb. 3.
Manpower will be drawn from the
Meantime, Six editorial
IngersoU.
DongUs Chnrchlll, 42, New York
employees recently given 'leaves of city's newspapermen, who wiU vol- Times correspondent in Hollywood,
absence with pay' until they found unteer their time on a regular died suddenly in Phoenix, Ariz.,
other Jobs appear lUtely to be rein- schedule on their days off and dur- Feb. 7 of a heart attack. He had
ing
hours
when
they
aren't
at
work.
Newspaper
of
result
stated as a
been aiUng for several months and
Guild intervention. They were oul- Press for N. Y. ClvUlan Defense has was taking a rest cure on the desert
rightly fired last week after the been handled in sparetime basis by when stricken. He started in newsGuild objected to the 'leaves' as a Joe Lilly, prez of the Tax Commis- paper work as a reporter on the Los
subterfuge, but further negotiation sion and former World-Telegram Angeles Times and later was editor
led to indications IngersoU would reporter.
of three newspapers in the southtake them back.
west He had been with the N. Y.
Jack Gould Better
Another aspect of managementTimes since 1932. Deceased also conJack Gould, N. Y. Times drama ducted Redbook's motion
staff friction occurred recently via
picture
a meeting of PM staffers to draw up reporter, who went to Texas on a section.
• dossier of 'misfeasance and mal leave of absence last (aU because
feasance' by
IngersoU.
Intention of an eye ailment, has made rapid
Difficulties

•Kane',

nose, too.

bargaining agent. It claimed" it represented 75% of the employees.
Financial setup of CNA called ^or
morning papers to pay three-fifths
of the operating cost and the evening papers two-flfths. Cost to the Groucho.' That's his idea of largesse.
a.m.'s was about $800 a week ($41,He doesn't even mention that his
600 a year) and p.m.'s about $600 publishers
are Simon Sl Schuster and
This brought in,
($31,200 a year).
that Dorothy Ifarx, the bride of Jae
prior to the Herald Trib and Post Greenberg,
who started publishing
resignations, $291,000 a year. With
the same day as Essandess, is no rethe two resignations, the six remain- lation,
though much prettier.
ing members would have had to abHe doesn't even mention that Sogsorb $72,800 additional, or an averlow's cover, a feature which moved
age of about $12,000 each per year.
In Bed' into its 22d edition. Is
Two methods were proposed to 'Fun
also In there swinging (with a malcontinue operation, but agreement
let) (or 'Many Happy Returns.'
couldn't be reached on them. One^
No,
Groucho may be a comic, he
the
was to curtail the service so that
may be an author, but he doesn't
Eix remaining papers would have to
pay no additional assessment. The know a plug for a book from cheW'
Frank ScuWy.
other was to continue with the same ing tobacco.
service, but with the $72,800 added
GnUd As r. A. (or N. T. Defense
cost shared.
Mayor LaGuardIa has accepted the
offer of the Newspaper Guild of New
Three More of PM Staff Qnlt

PM

New York

last week and moved a
couple of days later to Redding
Ridge, Conn, occupying the summer
of Henry Senber, legit pji. currently ahead of the 'Com Is Green'
Editor, "Variety':
Gould is doing occasional
Headline revealing "Groucho Marx tour.
radio articles for the Times and may
Insists Variety Plug His Book' may
now be changed to 'Scully Insists join the paper's radio department
return to regular work.
Variety Plug Groucho.' Right on the upon his

New

'Oscar' Nominations

more.

He and Mrs. Gould (Carmen
Lewis) and their child Arrived In

:

daylight until almost midnight on
the longest days of the year, those
of the early summer. According to
the Weather Bureau, twilight in
New York during late June and early
July wiU last until 9:41 p.m. standard time, or 11:41 'double dayUght'
Sun, from Jime 25 until July 2, wiU
set at 9:35 p.m. 'double daylight'
Days lengthen by half a minute to
a minute as the end of June approaches and shorten by the same
amount as the summer wears on.-

Orson WeUea Nominated
Directors nominated were Orson
for 'Citizen Kane'; AlexHaU for 'Mr. Jordan'; John
Ford for 'How Green'; William Wyler for 'Foxes,' and Howard Hawks
for 'York.' Ford won twice before.
Writers chosen In 'the i>est writ-,
ten screen play' category were Sidney Buchman and Seton I. Miller (or

Welles
ander

'Jordan'; Charies Brackett and BUly
Wilder for 'Dawn'; Philip Dunne for
'How Green'; LUlian HeUman for
Boston exhibs will find daylight 'Foxes,' and John Huston (or 'Falcoa'
keeping patrons out of their the
original
best
Writers
in
the
atres even longer, with twilight on
screen play group, which includes
the longest days of the year extendpictxires whose original source was
ing until 9:54 standard time, or 11:54
contributed by the same authors who
'double dayUght'
wrote the scenario, were Herman J.
Manklewlcz and Orson Welles (or
Doping the Extra Hoars
'Citizen -Kane"; Norman Krasna (or
'DevU and Miss Jones'; Abem FinHollywood, Feb. 10.
kel, Harry Chandlee, Howard Koch
Switchover to wartime passed
'York*; Karl
with little confusion at studios. Small and John Huston (or
(or Tall,
CHATTER
indies figure the hour moveup an Tunberg and DarreU Ware
Alva Johnston In Hollywood as- advantage as it makes for longer Dark and Handsome,* 20th-Fox, and
sembling material for Satevepost shooting day on outdoor pictures. Paul Jarrico (or Tom, Dick and
yarn.
Some workers neglected to adjust Harry,' RKO.
Nominees (or the best original
John M. Courier, Jr., Mason (Ga.) tickers and straggled in at various
Telegraph staffer, off to navy for times, but generally there was little screen story were Thomas Monroe
Fire';
yeoman service.
of untoward nature to mar smooth and Billy Wilder (or 'BaU o(
Harry SegaU (or 'Jordan'; Monckton
Frank NeiU shoving oS (or Aus- operation.
Hoffe
for "Lady Eve,* Paramount;
traUa and the Dutch East Indies as
Theatre operators are still trying
Richard ConneU and Robert Presnell
war correspondent for International to figure what effect
war time wiU
Frank CapraNews Service.
have on biz, but no (aUlng off in for 'Meet John Doe,'
Stephen Slesinger closed deal for customers has been
Wamers, and CJordon Wellesley for
noted yet. How.
the syndication of a newspaper strip ever, it's
'Night Train,' a British production
too early to teU and diffl
'Night
bSEed on the George Bruce novel, cult to appraise
20th-Fox.
distributed
by
any dropoff, whether
picture
'Sons of the Sun.'
resulting from extra hour daylight Train* was the only British
Mrs. Virginia Waller Davis, Nor- or economy on tires.
mentioned in the nominations.
folk
(Va.) Virginian - Pilot news
'Oscars' also wlU be passed out for
One
chain operator opined the instaffer, has resigned to become State
the best documentary feature and
ceptlon waf-time in February, rather
the best documentary short, being
of Virginia press chief.
than May, wUl let the pubUc get
special awards.
Ted Irwin, newspaperman - and
accustomed to a~longer day during
novelist, has just joined the staff of
period

of good biz and, when sumLook mag as associate ed. He was mer
rolls around, they will have
formerly news editor of Cue.
been adjusted to longer daylight and
not head (or beaches and outdoor

Al Abrams, sports- writer on Pittsburgh Post-Gazette since 1926 and
founder of the Dapper Dan CHub In
that city, is resigning to become
general manager and publicity di-

spots.

This

may

react to benefit of

Of course, those rubber
bands on chariots will have a lot to
do with those trips to mountains and
rector for the Pittsburgh Steelers, beaches.
Naborhoods figure to pick
pro football team owned by Art up biz this summer due
to people
Rooney.
He'U also direct other getting educated to taking strolls to
Rooney-Barney McGioIey sports en- theatres Jn evenings and' give the
terprises, chiefly

theatres.

boxing promotions. old bus a rest

Ginsberg Due East
Henry Ginsburg, v.p. and general
manager of the Paramount studio, Is
due in New York Monday (16) fo'
home office, conferences. This wiU
be his

first

visit east since

joining

Par as second in command under Y.
Frank Freeman at the Par plant.
Freeman was himself east for a
week of H.O. huddles aJifl a Washington visit three weeks ago.
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Theatres, Etc.,

From

Albany, Feb.

Bcanted

L

10.

L&J.-PAR PARD DEAL

air raids,

soonsored by Senator

&

of Blnghamton, and EdDelaney, Democrat of New
The measure, one of two,
recommendawould carry Into effect
Governor Herbert HL
by
Sons made
CouncU
f~hnian, the State Defense
on
Committee
Legislative
the
jSl
It

ex-

Is

Lucas stopped

amendmenta the way

along

Mplse-St Paul

the lobby, for refuge,
and anydurhig a blackout or raid,
the language
thing happ«ied to them,

Page-Delaney bill would seem
exempt it from liability. The sec-

of the

other
ond bill provides, among
may acthings, tiiat municipalities
proaulre or lease property for the
air attection of citizens against

side
L.

off In

latter

R079,601
Warner

the

first

quarter of the

admittance scale slightly.

company's fiscal year, ending last
Running from 2 to 6c, tilts apply
Nov. 20, as compared with the first to all downtown houses and some
13 weeks In 1940. Company's earn- of the neighborhood theatres.
Cir-

Reagan's Advent

Augurs Exhib

ings statement issued this week cuit calls It a 'leveling off,' bringshows' net of $2,079,601 in tiie 13- ing scale up to even figures and elimweek period ended last Nov. 29 as inating odd pennies In nearly all
against only $1,276,316 In the correChildren's admissions, howcases.
sponding period of the previous year. ever, remain at 11c, including tax.
This Is equal to 53c per common
The biggest raise is for the three
share as compared with- 31c In the
downtown 'A' first-runs, the State,
first quarter of the previous fiscal
Orpheum and Century, which, for
year.
straight films, go from 44 to 50c, tax
Warner's fine showing on net profit
.

in Mpls.

BUnneapolls, Feb. 10.
With Charles Reagan, Paramount
tales exec, due here this week to
meet with a committee of Twin City
independenta. Northwest Allied
members, the Twin City Independents' group is almost ready to call
off its war against the distributors.
ReSgan and the committee will continue selling - demands discussions

for

the

Treasury Department

wlU

stand him a net loss of about $S6,000 even If he geta the $80,000 which
a Congressional conunlttee last week
Report of Atlas Corp., for year struck out of an appropriation bill
ending last Dec. 31, showing income
to pay him, Walt Disney declared in
of $1,950,088, issued yesterday (Tuesday) revealed the healthy stake of New York Monday (9). Production
this company in four motion picture Itself cost about $6,000 more than ha
companies.
Biggest holdings con- can possibly receive from the Govtifiue
to
be in Radio-Keith-Or- ernment
for the film, and he is losing
pheum, both common and preferred
about $50,000 in regular bookings of
List of securities in the
shares.

4 FILM COMPANIES

of
of
option warranta (valued at
market
31
$40,976 on Dec.
prices) and 1,266,253 shares of

RKO
only

common.
Next largest stake of Atias

In film

shares of Paramount common. Corporation also
reports holding 3,500 shares of 20thFox preferred, 17,928 shares of Walt
Disney Productions 6% preferred
and 10,000 shares of Madison Square
business

i;

40,000

Donald Duck shorts, he estimated.
Pen-and-ink expert explained that
many theatres had cancelled bookings of his RKO-distributed cartoons
so they could play the Treasury Department film, which Is supplied
them free and which they have a
patriotic motive in exhibiting.
It's
unfeasible, of course, for them to
show two Donald Duck cartoons on
the same bill. Most serious loss of
this type, Disney said, was at the

Radio City Music HaU, N. Y., which
Garden capital stock.
cancelled the second week of a twoAUas declared a 25c diwy on com- week cartoon booking to play The
mon payable March 12. Company New Spirit,' the Treasury pic.
The Minnesota Amusement and showed a net book loss for the year.
Exact cost of 'Spirit' hasn't been
its pool with Mort H. Singer started
determined by accountanta yet, Disincreased the general tilting by elevating the
ney said. The $80,000 was a 'guess

Net Profit

Bros, net profit

In.

Minneapolis, Feb. 10.
City independent exhibitors
yesterday (Monday) followed the
lead of the Minnesota Amus. Co.
(Paramount circuit) in raising admission prices, boosts ranging from
l-3c. Theatres charging 17c to 20c
(22c including tax) advance their
admish scale to 25-30c. Those with
33-39c scales jumped to 35-40c.

Twin

For 13 Weeks Spells

$803,285

The eight-minute cartoon he mada

ATLAS' BIG STAk£ IN

RKO

while

Atlanta,

WB $28,586,534 Gross

tacks,

Admish Scales

Interest in houses out-

downtown

of

Says He'D Lose 56G on U.S. Tax Short

AUas portfolio show 51.070 shares
F/:0 6% preferred, 327,811 shares

Washington on

& J. has no interest In the
group excepting the Fox.

19

Instead of Getting $80,000, Disney

'

Exhibitors Hike

up.

Par has no

a theatre management, for inpermitted persons on the

street to enter

Peace

going

Jenkins

L&J-Par partnership, returned to
AUanta yesterday afternoon (Tues.).

stance,

to

Permanent partnership for Lucas
Jenkins with Paramount continues
in the air, with Arthur Lucas and

under the terms of the old arrangement covering around 60 houses In
Atlanta and other Georgia situations.
Lucas, who was In New York for
several days but did not discuss an

J.

Interstate Cooperation.
pected to pass, although
may be Inserted.

AR

THE

IN

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Republic Is the first studio with
a completed war serial, 'Spy Smasher,' which wound up a week ago
with William O'SuUvan as associate
producer,
Cllffhanger script was practically
finished when the Japs struck at
Pearl Harlior. With a few changes
In dialog aiming direcUy at Germany
and Japan, the serial was rushed into
production.

up

Boy M. Jage, WUllam K.

^miblican

H

UP

STILL

some Immunity from llaba-

fatalities suffered
for injuriei or
air raids. drlU, and
during blackouts,
under the terms of a blU

^d
York

During Blackouts

Liability

of pubTheatres and other places
be
assembly would apparently

lic

They Don't Fool with 'Em

Would Be Exempt

.

was made

despite setting aside of
additional $300,000 as provision for
contingencies in respect of net aS'
seff of subslds operating In foreign
territories. Company noted that because of war conditions, the accounts
of subsidiaries operating in enemy

Jump from
Included, after 5 pjn.
1 a.m. is from 28 to 30c
and to 5 p.m. from 39 to 40c, or a
opening to

out of the blue' In response to the
Treasury's demand for a figure. It
Includes, as well as production, cost
of
1,100
Technicolor prints, 100
16mm. prints and advertising and
Chore publicity. Disney's- time for a full
Gov't Pix for
week's work and three trips to Washington was not charged to It.
Pare Lorentz's first production un'
Ordinary short this length costa
der his two-picture deal with RKO $40,000 for negative and one print
wiU be 'Name, Age and Occupation,* when it goes through the mill in thea saga of an American from 1017 to regular -sixmonth production time-,
1942. It Is scheduled to start shoot- he said. This was made In six weeks
ing in about two weeks, with Lorentz by paying time-'and-half and double
doing a three-way job as writer- wages for overtime and Sunday
Broadway ac- work. Pic is being distributed free
producer-director.
tor, to be announced in a few days, by
National Screen Service and
will make his screen debut in the transported without charge by regleading

Pare Lorentz May Bay

Back Some of His U.S.

RKO

A

The
single penny. Including tax.
Uptown, first-run nabe house', ups
role.
tilar film carriers.
from 28 to 30c to 5 p.m. and from 39
Some of the background footage
Following passage by the House of
to 40c thereafter, tax Included. Three
30c, In- for the production, shot by Lorentz the appropriation bill minus Disney's
or enemy occupied territories no other nabes (.'o. from 28 to
when
he
headed the U. S. film serv' $80,000, Secretary Morgenthau on
cluding tax.
longei' are consolidated. Hence, in'
docU'
Intended
use
In
a
and
for
Ice
Monday declared the cartoon 'one
Patrons express satisfaction that
vestmenta in and advances to such
purchased
mentary
picture,
may
be
the best Investmenta the Treasury
of
started In New York, with indications subslds amounting to $184,710 have the penny nuisance' has been elim'
the Government Other back' has ever made.'
may be been charged against reserve for inated. 'Whether Minnesota Amus, from
that further concessions
ground material will be filmed at
'I take full responsibility for It,'
Co. will up admissions similarly
gained from Warners and Metro for contingencies.
Edwin Locke, Morgenthau declared. 'I hope everyvarious locations.
probably
de
circuit
the
throughout
Minother
totalled
Minneapolis, St. Paul and
Warner Bros, gross Income
technical consultant, went to Detroit thing we do in the Treasury Is as
nesota exhibitors.
$28,586,534 in the 13-week period of pends on how the boosts work out In last week for preliminary work per'
good as this particular picture.'
Northwest Allied leaders now say the report,, after eliminating inter Minneapolis and St. Paul.
taining to the picture. Lorentz and Morgenthau said he would continue
This com'
they're 'extremely hopeful' that the company transactions.
his executive assistant, Tom Atkins, to try to get the appropriation appresent truce will lead to a peaceful pares with gross income of $24,934,'
•Painless* TUts
left Sunday (8) by train for the proved,settlement of the differences which 448 in the corresponding period conRochester, N. Y, Feb. 10.
In
stopover
with
three-day
Coast,
a
Disney said other Treasury pix are
have resulted from'lhe distributors' cluded Nov. 30, 1040.
City manager Jay Golden 'pain
Chicago.
In his stoiy department, but tiot In
allegedly 'exorbitant, unconscionable
Company's cash position improved lessly' raised prices at RKO Palace,
Tentatively set for the second pic- actual production yet
{n addition
and punitive' selling demands and in the quarter, cash on hand in the Regent and occasionally at Century ture under Lorentz's deal with RKO
he Is making shorta on South
the Twin City exhibitors' alleged in' U. S. as of Nov. 29 last year amount- and RKO Temple by moving ahead is satire on international diplomacy.
a
America in cooperation with Jock
ability to obtain an adequate supply ing to $9,064,967 as against $7,431
the 44c night rate to 1 p.m. on main It would star the Mexican panto
Whitney's
Office
of
Inter-American
of films at reasonable prices, 'forcing 248 on Aug. 30, 1941, conclusion of floor and extending it to balcony at mimist, Mario Mareno, who under
Affairs. Government Is contributing
exhibitors Into bankruptcy.'
the past fiscal year. Earned surplus 5 p. m. This avoided announcing the stage name of Cantinltas is
nothing toward these as they are beat the end of the quarter Just reported amounted to $M,221,797.
Report shows 99,617 shares of prC'
ferred outstanding on Nov. 29 last,
after deducting shares held in the

ASK DEAL WITH PAR

FOR

LL LAB WORKERS company's

treasury.

Company owes

sllghUy in excess of $33.68 on each
Claiming a majority of employees preferred share because of dividend
In the

Paramount lab

the only lab In the Greater

I.,

U

at Astoria,

New

arreas despite diwy distributions in
the last 12 months.
'

York area that Isn't organized, Local 702, Film Technicians, has made
a formal request upon Par to bargain
collectively In Ijehalf of the men.
Par operates the Astoria lab under
ah agreement with an independent
assoclatlMi which expires the end
of this coming May.

WB ANNUAL

Local 702 has not yet presented
a wage scale or other demands.

Wortzel Geaning

Up

Hollywood, Feb.

EARNINGS,

1930-41

Net
profit.

1930

t

•7,918,605

14,095,054

1933

'6,291,748

1934

•2,530,514

1935

674,159

1936

3,177,313

1937

5,876,183

1938

1*29,721

1939

1,740,008

10.

2,747,472
Sol M. Wurtzel, currentiy winding 1940
his 1941-42 production program
(1940 by Quorferg)
*t IB pictures at 20th-Fox, Is super-$842,129
First quarter
vising story work on the first three
376,368
pictures for his 1942-43 schedule.
Second quarter
Writers busy with three early
, 932,216
Third quarter.. i
starters are Jerry Cady on The Im796,759
quarter

Samuel G. Engel on Through
and Arnaud d'Usseau

Different Eyes'

on

'12

Men

In a Box'.
'

It-Won't-Hurt Epic
Hollywood, Feb.
Joel

10.

with dentistry and the discovery of
anaesthesia.

_,^ale deals with the career of Dr.
WUllam Morton, father of painless
aental work.
Director is Preston
sturges.

Picture

rolls

early

•

tract.

MARINES' STUDIES

Nor

AT NATIONAL SCREEN

^

Par Pep Clob Goes

Meanwhile, Lorentz plans to introduce Mareno to U. S. audiences with
a Mexican picture, 'Neither Blood
Sand,'

Into Baokiog

FieM

which he will cut and

give English titles. He will make a
releasing deal (outside RKO) with

Funds are being made available
by Paramount to take care of short-

some independent

term loans for ita own employes, to
be Arranged througl. the company's

distribution firm,
possibly Arthur Mayer. He doesn't

Complying with a request by Capt. intend to make a profit on the pic- own Par Pep club. No interest will
W. M. Nelson, U. S. Marine Corps ture, but would like to break even. be charged.
Section, Marine He later wants to set similar deak
Photographic
Following ratification of the plan
National for U. S. release of Mareno's other by the Par Pep club board of govQuantico,
'Va.,
School,
Screen Service has placed at the dis- Mexican pictures.
ernors, a loan committee has been
posal of the Instructors Its complete
Lorentz last week hired Henry T. set up to administer the short-terjn.
facilities in the graphic art of cam- Murdock, drama and film critic of
era animation.
Committee conslsta of J. J. Doughthe Philadelphia Evening Public

enlisted men have been as- Ledger until that paper recentiy ney, accotmtancy executive who has
NSS home office In folded, to publicize' 'Neither Blood been n'ateed chairman; Dr. Emanuel
York. Others will follow soon. Nor Sand' and probably future Lo- Stem, company pbysiclan, and Irene
will Include practical ex- rentz productions. Murdock will go Sullivan, secretary to Joseph Mcperience In film cutting, assembling to the Coast In a week or two. Since Laughlin, personnel-director. Dough$5,429,302
1941
and Illustrating. Each department the Philadelphia paper ceased pub ney is president of the Par Pep club.
head Is preparing details of the llcatlon Murdock has- had a publicity
(1941 bu Qaajtert^
various operations.
Job with Columbia Pictures.
$1,276,316
First quarter
Development of the idea will deRep's Fancy Badget
1,506,228
quarter
Second
pend upon the rate of progress of
1,650,90,1
the fijst studenta.
Shepperd's Torrid Topper
Third quarter. i.-.y:/

Fourth

Three

signed to the

New

The course

.

McCrea and Betty Field draw
at Paramount in TrlOver Pahi,' a story dealing

co-star Jobs

™ph

In the increase.

$7,074,631

1931

1932

tip

poster',

higher top prices and inci:eased the repertory theatre star In his native ing released commercially through
take for series of pictures starting country and a film Idol throughout RKO.
with 'How Green Was My 'Valley' Central and South America. Idea of
Studio Is also making 20 10-mlnute
and 'Man Who Came to Dinner' the picture would be to view U. S, pix for the Navy on airplane 'idenwhich did standee business,- moving and Pan-American diplomacy through tification at a flat contract bid rate
from the Palace to the other the- the eyes of Marone's lowly peasant of about $4,500 each and some picatres for continued first runs. Gol- character, which is said to resemble tures for the U. S. Army Signal
den's move is regarded in theatre Charlie Chaplin's tramp character'
Corps on a cost basis, cartoon chief
circles as a conditioning for gener- ization.
Lorentz has a tentative said.
ally higher prices,
agreement with Mareno, but will
Loew's, with larger capacity than have to get the okay of the Mexican
Palace, has made no gesture to Join government before he can sign a con-

995,857

Fourth quarter
(1942 by q.\ua.neT%)

.$2,079,601

First quarter
Second quarter...

Third quarter
Fourth quarter.

in

Dencit.

.'

Hollywood, Feb.. 10
John Shepperd teams up with
Linda Darnell In his first co-starring
job at 20th-Fox In The Loves of
Edgar Allen Poe'.
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Tale was originally on Bryan Foy's
Pat Casey, producer labor contact,
Warners and
'Victor production slate at
has his old sidekick back.
Clarke will assist Casey in negotia- bought by 20th-Fox when he moved
that lot.
to
unions
and
guilds
studio
tions with

Clarke Back With Casey

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Republic has earmarked $4,500,000
for production I'.uring the next three
months, cleaning up the remaining
22 pictures on the 1941-42 slate.
That's top coin lor any quarter In
the studio's history.

Outlay will be split among 11 feawesterns and one serial.

tures, 10

20
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20tH'S super-showmanship sells ''SONG

o •to
^
t**

"X.
^
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—
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New Defense Shorts Keynote

5

W

Hard

PICTUBES
for Sherman

SAG Wants No

Hollywood, Feb. 10,
Warners handed a new director
contract to Vincent Sherman, whose
latest pilot Jobs were 'Underground'
and 'AU Through the Night.'
First under the new pact will be

21

Special Plreference;

-

Films'

Worth

By BEBB GOLDEN
Tnsnlratlon and Instruction. They
contributions of the
are t^e major
American film Industry to the
effort.

Xhree of the pictures were made
hy the industry directly and the
other two are contributions from
Hollywood. Each proves that Se-

Service was not far wrong
designated films as an es-

lective

when

it

war

sential

industry.

Pictures— which are just a sample
many more which could have
been chosen— are:
Bomber,' produced by the Office

of

Emergency Management film
mii and released free to the theatres of the country last November.
lor

'Eyes of the Navy,' produced by
Metro and released commercially- to
their accounts.

,

'Safeguarding Military Informaproduced by the Research
Council of-the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences in Hollywood for the Signal Corps of the

tion,'

This was

War Department.
Intended

film for

being

made

—

Navy personnel.
Tanks,' produced by the OEM film
unit Just released by the industry's
War Activities Committee to the
country's

Commentary

theatres.

is

spoken by Orson Welles.
Unfortunately,

all-

the

around Instead of calling the enemy
a Jap or a Nazi doesn't have the
seme sock as the all-out psychological attacks made possible by the
declarations of war.
'Safeguarding Military Information' is probably the most interesting
of the quintet, although each maker
has a different technique and a
different

.

.

objective

to

achieve.

Ginger Rogers, Walter Huston and
Eddie Bracken, recognizable in unbilled bit parts, as well as the great
public consciousness now of the
Importance of 'safeguarding military
Information,' adds interest to the
film. It shows none of the imaginatlve genius of some of the English
?horts on this subject, but gets over
ts

The Bird Came C.OJ>.' (WB),
Merrie Melody cartoon.
'Better Bowling' (Par). 10 mins.
Grantland Rice,
Ted Husing
speaking,

S.

Army

SPG May

iVz mins.

Alaska's glaciers.

'Information Please, No. 4'
(RKO), 10^ mins. Regulars with
John (^unther, author.
•At the Connty Fair' (Par),
mins. Animal novelty, KTen
Carpenter, commentator.

B

'Three Blonde Mice' (Col), 16Vi
mins. Comedy.
'Safegaardlnr Military Information' (Par), 12 mins. Made

by U.

S.

Army

for

war commit-

tee.

'Melodies

(M-G) 11%

New'
and
Our Gang^
Land of Plenty'

Old
niins.

'Minnesota,
10 mins.

(M-G)

Fitzpatrick.

'Aqua Antics' (M-G) 8 mins.
Pete Smith.
'Saperman and HlUlon Dollar,
Ltd.' (Par) 8% mins. Cartoon.
The Greenle' (M-G) 11 mins.
Miniature.
'Fratdy Cat' (M-G) 9 mins.
Cartoon.
'Hollywood Detonr' (Col) 8
mins. Satire on stars.

humor and
technique which mark Disney as unparalleled as a creator of
entertainment.
Dick Heumer and
script
Oliver
wrote
Grant
the
Joe
Wallace composed the special score
The name of none appears on the

Picket

Roxy in Showdown

with choice nonsence and
ending on a note of high patriotism.
No other form of expression can
match in effectiveness Uits combine'
tion of animated cartoon.
'The New Spirit' is being distributed without compensation by
National Screen Service, Inc., and is
booked free to exhibitors, who are
urged to comply proihptly with shipping instructions in order that every
theatre will show the film within the
FHji.
next four weeks.
off

rele.iflo

of

;

run-

With U.S. forces currently engaged
mainly on the Far East battlefront,
10,000 miles away from N.Y., these
up-to-minute shots of the MalayaSingapore war zone are as timely as
a war bulletin— and definite box
Because so many spots men
office.
tioned in today's news are indicated
in this gripping story from the South
Pacific, little drab footage occurs in

Up Shop

McCarey

Torr for the past five years has
been publicity director for the National Maritime Union and for two
years was chairman of the strike
committee of the New York local

Newspaper Guild.

of the

of talents of actors, writers, directors,

The

International Alliance of

SUge Employees is In accord
with the warttrae no-strlke policy
and, except for unseen emergencies,
does npt look for any trouble for
the duration, Richard F. Walsh,
president, stated during the past
week on his return from Miami following an executive board meeting.
The board endorsed this policy of
•

the lA.

The

Move

actors will do them.
One of our
are grouped In Lbeal 669 of the lA.
number showed the spirit of actors
Local 669 recently settled on a new
when she carried on her Governdeal retroactive to last Ju^ 1 and
ment's
assignments
at the cost of her
1,which extends to Jan.
1944,
Relife.
She might have steyed home,
ports-had been that the lA had
but that Is not the actor's way—not
firmly denied a separate charter to

the

ASC, leaving them no alterna- the American
hook up with Local' 699
come under the lA

president

recently-elected

with the employer or
to

sUnd,

the lA.

Walsh

its

charter ob-

As

result

suspended

desiring to

Film Reviews

of

minimum

or

maximum

The election of Carl Cooper to a
vice presidency of the lA, filling the
vacancy caused when Walsh moved

up to the president's chair, was with
a view to giving Hollywood representation on the board, according

the to Walsh. Cooper, a representetlve
of the lA on the Coast who attended
the recent N.Y. labor negotiating
huddles, carries a card in Locaf 80,

charter of the exchange workers'
local at Indianapolis pending an investigation to determine whether
members of that union or its officers
are at fault in arbitrarily deciding
how -many reels should be inspected
Walsh stated that this prodaily.
vision is not a part of the contract
and that actually it has been impossible to determine what is a rea-

way.'

tive but to

U

roof.

also revealed that he will not stend
having any local of the lA nOt living up to its contractual obligations

sonable

graphic artists and others.
Ibn Appointment of Douglas, OCD
appointed a man with kind of experience needied to do the Job. While

some congressmen have been getting
publicity by making insulting remarks about actors, the actors have
been working to win this war. As
long as tiiere are war jobs to do,
The- three more yean, while cameramen

Policy; Front-of-House Org.

Hollywood. Years ago he
was production carpenter with
'Abie's Irish Rose' (legit) In N.Y.
Front-of-the-Honse
On the agenda of the lA and
likely to be discussed at the district
num- meeting of southern locals in Housgrips. In

Metro's 'Eyes of the Navy," made
theatrical
audiences,

for
regular
toeata of the

->>>»»(
New

:

could 'to his coimtry. In this war,
Melvyta Douglas Is giving up lucrative screen employment to work
without pay coordinating use of
creative telent to help sell Victory
Bonds, to carry on public Information work and otherwise aid war
effort.
Actors have done great deal

Is

ber of reels for an exchange em- ton March 17 as well as it the U.
annual convention to be held June
the military story punched up by ployee to inspect.
typical M. of T. narration.
Because of difficulty on the part 1, is a movement to organize frontNavy Air Service in
Importance of the delaying action of all exchange workers' locals in of-the-house theatre employees In all
highly
romantic fashion.
As a being fought by forces in Malaya and setting deals, excepting in Omaha parts of the cotmtry where they are
motion picture recruiting poster it elsewhere in and about Singapore is
not now organized. Including Greatdoes a highly-effective Job.
The vital war needs, where no problem was encountered, er New York. The lA objective inemphasized.
has been
such as rubber, tin and petroleutTi, the guidance of the lA
cludes ticket tekers, cashiers, .doorl-M-f
coveted by the Axis in their war asked for. The so-called 'backroom men, ushers,
eto., but does no take
effort, are shown to indicate that help' has asked, for increases in the
Other
Shorts
Japan is gambling everything on various exchange centers ranging In managers, asslstents and treasthe speed of its present blitz in the from 10 to as high as 50%, while urers who are presently being orHow the lighting Anzacs the distributors are offering a 5% ganized in N.Y. by the EntertelnPacific.
also
is
decisive
fac^r
the
ment.
Exhibition
and Exposition
may prove
The old contract ran out
boost
SPIRIT
Imperative need lor speed
stressed.
em- Employees union. Walsh stetes that
Walt DUney cartoon, atarrlnff Donald
reinforcements and sup Dec. 1, affecting around 3,000
front-of-the-house workers are well
Oudi. Pioducad on order o( U. S. Tr«aa- in getting
concludes the sub ployees.
JtT D«pt., for Motion Picture War Ac- plies to this front
organized
in
Philadelphia,
PittsASC Charter
Uvuiea Commute*. Script by Dlok Huemer Ject. Slick camera work and expert
burgh, other parts of Pennsylvania,
(nd Joe Orant; mualc, Oliver Wallace, editing make it measure up to finest
Other matters receiving the atgulrlbuted tratla to film theatrea by
Chicago, In various parts of New
Time releases. Wear,
tention of Walsh at the montent InIiatlonal Soreen Service.
Runntns of March of
Inc.
York state and elsewhere with abotit
time, 7H flONS.
clude the application of the Amer180 locals so far in existence,
ican Society of Cinematographers for
SOLDIEBS IK
Two months of war la a long time Warner Broe. production and releaoe. Di- a separate charter. While this has
Walsh stated he and Louis Krouse,
for the public to get along without a rected by B. Reevea: acreenplay. Ovren
not been granted, Walsh denies that general secretary-treasurer, planned
good laugh for. itself, and Donald Crump: nllh Vf. T. Orr, John Lltel. Eleanor
to hold the annual convention In
Duck gets credit for supplying the Parker. Ray Montgomery. Michael Amea: the request has been turned down.
In N. T. Projection He thinks he can satisfactorily ad- New Orleans June 1, but cannot get
mrst touch of risibles since Pearl In color. Previewed
Room. Running time, 20 MINS.
just the matter and will go to Hol- accommodations there and so far are
Harbor. .This is what everyone in
unsettled on a substitute city.
lywood shortly to delve into it.
Washington and Hollywood means
essential the Medical Corps is
when motion pictures are referred to to How
The ASC is made up of directors
In addition to doing everything to
the successful operation of the
as essential. The Industry can rest
who do not touch malntoin labor peace during the
U.S. Army is deftly -put over in this of photography
Its case right now.
patriotic short, but still manages to cameras but with whom the studios, war, the lA Is urging all its locals
This film was made at the instance
be outstanding, compact entertain- have a separate deal running for to buy defense bonds and In some
(and expense) of the U. S. Treasury
a
what
convey
to
Titla
fails
ment.
cases where locals have subscribed
•Dept.
It is forthright propaganda, swift-moving story has been crowded
effective because it does not seek to
Medical C^rps, where he to amounts which the lA believes Is
into the two reels—hence, it will (er to the
too low. It has asked them to dig
nide its purpose, which is to perhave to be sold by exhibitors. Rates resents Army life and everything deeper into their funds. lA itself
suade the average American that he as topflight briefle for .any type au
connected with it until accidentally
IS doing
sees
the
light
after
Then
he
has purchased $50,000 In bonds
injured.
himself a lasting patriotic dicnce.
_
.
cites the while Local 306, Nf
Mvor by paying his Income tax with
York operaPlot relates how a hospital staff said Medical Corps chief
buoyant spirit He Is also asked to head resigns to serve in the Army great things that the army medicos tors, has subscribed to the same
It now and not wait until the
pretty nurse, who have achieved in the past.
medical corps.
amount. Local No. 1, N. Y. stegePerfect color, snug direction and
fateful March 15.
always has admired him, .volunteeirs
hands, has bought $20,000 In bonds,
all
contribute
performances
while her pestiferous superb
.»:f ^ duacult to Imagine a tougher to go along
while Local No. 4, Brooklyn, has
'"'Pt, assignment. The Walt Disney sweetheart lands in the Army via to the excellence of this film.
purchased $10,000 worth.
Wear.
organization has done the trick with tlie draft route. Lad asks for trans

ration.

be. subject to same rules for
draft as rest of country.'

Board also rallied to support of
Melvyn Douglas and dispatched the
following wire to Dean James Landis
commending the actor's appointment:
'In thy last war Melvyn Douglas rata
away from home to enlist in the
army and to contribute what he

In war effort and want to do more.
'They have contributed their time
and talent without stint to war entertainment activities since Pearl
permitted to Issue t,Harbor; they have sold millions of
500 shares of no-par stock. In addollars worth of 'Victory Bonds; they
dition to McCarey, the directors of
have raised large sums for Red
the corporation are Lloyd Wright,
Cross, infantile paralysis fund, and
Hershel B. Green and Cherlef E.
other war and humaniterlan agenMlUlken.
cies. Defense agency which Douglas
will head will coordinate further use

Company

lATSE Favors a Wartime No-Strike

this

March of Time production.

10.

no special

eral Lewis B. Hershey, Selective'
Service Director, It was announced
Hershey advised Melle^, Coordinalast night (Mon.) following meeting
Government Films and liaison
of Screen Actors Guild directors.
of the Federal government
The following stetement was Issued:
with the film Industry, 'that the mo'Screen Actors Guild took no part
tion picture industry Is an activity
in requesting that the Motion Picessential in certain instances to the
ture Industry be classified specially
national health, safety and interest
for draft.
It does not agree with
and on other instences to war proclassification. It believes' actors and
duction.'
Directions
were for- everyone else
In picture Industry
warded from Washington to General should

Guild has been actively paving
the way for such 'economic action'
Sets
as it terms the picketing and other
Sacramento, Feb. 10.
pressure methods short of striking
in bringing the producers around
Leo McCarey Productions, Inc.,
for the past couple of weeks. Last was granted papers to produce mo"Thursday (5) it hired, on a full-time tion pictures, radio and ' television
in theatres,
basis, Ray Torr as 'activltlei ad- shows and to trade
ministrator in connection with ttie stories and other phases of the show
Guild's dispute' with the producers. business.

ligations

FAE EAST COMMAND
RKO

Previewed In Projection Room, N. Y.
nInK time, 17 UINS.

want

actors

preference from draft boards, despita
order of such consideration by Gen-

officer

Donovan,- State Director of Selective
Screen Publicists Guild of New Service In Sacramento, California,
a picket line around to apply this
ruling If deferment Is
the Roxy, with the opening there of
sought by Hollywood studios for the
20th-Fox's 'Roxie Hart' next Thursretention of men 'who cannot be reday (19) or at some other house placed because of
the shortage of
prior to the Fox picture's preem, unpersons of their qualifications and
less some sort of agreement on a
skill
and whose removal would
union contract is reached with the
cause a serious loss of effectiveness.
film companies before that time.

atrical

Cartoon is seven and a half min
utes of hilarious earnestness, start-

Hollywood, Feb.
Screen
.

York may throw

that unique approach to

ing

^^

'

WithM-Fox

skillful

screen.

t

try's top publicists at Hotel Astor,
N. Y., at the end of last week.]

tor of

flyers.

•Porky 's Pastry Pirates' (WB),
7 mins.
Cartoon.
'Secret Of the Fjord' (20th),

point solidly.

'Bomber' and 'Tanks' both show
the great amount of materials and
labor that go into making of modern
weapons. There will be little carping by taxpayers who have seen
these plcturlzatlons of the complexities that are taking increasing
bites, of their coin.
And the films
give visible
evidence,
too,
that
plenty of tanks and planes are rolling off the lines. Only defect in the
nuns is occasionally an overly selfconscious impresslveness to the nar-

Hershey's Ruling
^^Contlnaed from ptf*

'Popniar Solenoe No. 3' (Par),
Ski gadget; food can-

11 mins.
ning; U.

Also Votes Support to Douglas

rrhe Hard Way.'

B mins.

pictures-

were made before the United States
went to war and lack some of. the
punch of the post-Pearl Harbor
Sroduct, such as Walt Disney's 'The
lew Spirit,' which the Treasury
called on him to make to promote
early income tax payments. Beating

,

Effort

Cnrrent Short Releases
(Complted bv BESA SHORT)

origi-

as an instructional
soldiers only, but is now
available to theatres.
Prevention and Control,'
'Fire
6reduced by the March of Time for
S. Navy aviation service
le U.
Strictly Instructional for
schools.
nally

War

And

should Connation's
anyone else doubt how
ffress or
Effectively and fully the Industry Is
orovldlng Inspiration and InstrucUon
fo Mr. and Mrs. Publio-and their
should
sons in the armed forces—he
shorts
see the group of Ave defense
iomprislng fills week'? dally proeram at the film library of the
Museum of Modem Art, N. Y.

war

to the

THE NEW

sCoBtlnaed from pace

Melodias

i

De America

after the singer is persuaded to Join
studio.

Miss Marlowe,

who has become

leading player In local films. Is cast
as an American, doing her biurlesque
of a rich Yanqul who wants to get
in the films. She uses Spanish generally but occasionally breaks Into
English and sings one number, 'Swing
America,' In English.
/
Hot rhumbs' number by Bola de
Nleve (Snowball), Cuban sepia star. It
excellent as well as the dance episode

with Carmen Brown. Mojica sings
several songs fairly well, but his acting is affected, as Is that of several
of the other featured players whom
Director Eduardo Morera occasionally lets run away with the story.
Maria -Santos, Jose Ramirez and Pedro QuartuccI, in comedy roles, han-

dled parts well, but
dialog Is fairly weak.

some

of

the

Scene on the Argentine pampa,
shots of Rio and B.A., native dances
and songs all help give the film variety, and camera Is never allowed lo
stey overlong at one place, a fault
which, often slows- down nationalmades. Sound above average and
sets by Ralph Ptppler are excellent
Ray.

.

'

Joe Basson's Special

WSTTE

<

,

w

W

A

Rep Spot With lATSE
Joseph D. Basson, former president of Local 306, New York operators,
has been brought Into the
International Alliance of Theatrical
Employees on. a permanent basis as
a special representetlve of th^ union.
He will headquarter at the.N. Y.
offices of the lA and work on any
assignment delegated to him by Richard F. Walsh," lA president which
very likely will Include any matters
pertelnlng to Local 306 in which
the lA takes a hand.
Basson, president of 306 for six
years, was defeated for re-election

December when Herman Gelber
won out by a narrow margin of
last

votes.

1
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P^SHETY
Shorts

Negro Doorman

Bookers

Committee^ 1501 Broadway,' New York.
in all Iiranch offices are informed of the Individual

distributors.

territorial

,

Tower, for Defense,' Watlonal Defense Commission; 19 mins. Shows
Valley power is used to turn wheels of defense indus-

how Tennessee
tries.

'Army Beornltlnf Trailers,', War Dept.; 1 min. Twelve in this series.
Calls attention to need for skilled recruits.
<CalIlnc All Workers,' Social Secnrlty Board and National Screen
Service; less Uiaii I mIns. Points up federal census of unemployed
employables.

Feb.

local Harlem district, last week resulted in a fight and the fatal' shooting of the crasher, Cleve Edwards,
Negro porter. Held on a homicide charge for the action of the

is James Johnson, Negro
doorman who was nabbed by cops as
he stood with a smoking gat over

BMwards' body. To the cops Johnson said the trouble started wjien
Edwards refused to pay the jitney
admish fee, strode into the theatre
and began a fight when ordered out.

KAUFMAN AND DEAN

M

Goes
NEW VARIETY SaHyWithBenson
Her New Yorker

aUBTENTS

Year of Arbitration

Fffst

Exhibitors Not So Anxious

To

Complaints Vs. Distribs

Ffle

grand jury

medium bomber used by U. S.. Army. Commentary written by Carl
Sandburg.
Trem Pots to Planes,' OEM; 3 mlns. Hpw scrap aluminum was collected and converted Into fighting planes.
Women In Defense,' OEM; listed only as a shorl Partly played by
women in defeitse, with commentary written by Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and narrated by Katharine Hepburn.
'Bed Cross TnUIer,' Bed Cross; 2 mlns. Appeal for $50,000,000 War
Fund.
'Safegnardlng MUlUry Information,' Besearch ConncU; !• mln
Originally made for the U, S. War Department as a training film, it
has been placed In theat^-lcal distribution since America's entry into
the war in order to warn -civilians against careless statements that
might aid saboteurs and enemy agents.
Tanks,' Emerkenoy Management Film Vnli; 10 mlns. Depicts production of medium tanks In a great .U. S. arsenal, testing, firing and
final shipment to theatres of war. Narrated by Orson Welles.
'Food For Freedom,' OEM; S mlns. Film, using British illustratiotis.
Stresses need for all-out agricultural program to maintain health of
American citizens and as further aid to Sritain.
'Any^Bonds Today,' Warner Bros, for Trcasnry Dept.; 2 mlna. Bugs
Bunny'and 'playmates', sing' this patriotic song against background of
Spirit of '76. In color.
The New Spirit,' Walt Disney; 8 mlns. Shows Donald Duck struggling with Intricacies of his income tax statement and stresses the
iecessity of paying taxes promptly and cheerfully. Made by Disney
•t request of U. S. Treasury De'pt In $olor.

4

Fmds

27, a

The fisticuffs continued onto the
sidewalk where Johnson claims Edwards drew a four-inch bladed
knife and threatened him. Johnson
retreated to the theatre lobby and
from a candy case got the gat. He
said he fired twice at Edwards' feet
to stop him and when this warning
failed flr^d four more times directly
at him. Although hit by three bullets Edwards ran 50 feet before collapsing.
When cops frisked Edwards' pockets at the morgue they
found $1.50. The house is owned
and operated by Christ Zotos.

We

End of the

10.

Crashing the door at the Roosea 5c Negro flicker house in the

velt,

'America Preferred,' V. S. Treasory; 4 mlna. Trailer made by Metro
urging' purchase of war bonds and savings stamps.
rseven Tags/ Treasnrir Dept. Trailers, a^ running less than one
calling, attentloni to defense bond and savings stamps.
For attaching to end of a feature film.
<ioV,tl,S.O.\ Less than 2 mlns. Trailer made to pro'Where Do
mote drive for funds needed to iinprove recreational facilities of military forces.
Emphasizes the importance of sub'^'Jllts and Fleoes,' OEM; 3 mlns.
contracting armament orders, using 12,000 parts needed in airplane
mo(or as example.
'America Bnllds Ships,' OEM; 4 mlns. Portrays activities in ship
yards as U. S. builds vast merchant marine.
'Army in Over«|la,' OEM: 3 mlns. Summarizes the activities of
Civilian Conservation Corps in preparing landing fields, artillery
ranges, etc.
mlns. Outline production of a leading type
'Bomber,' OEM;

minute

2S

By

in St. L.

St. Louis,

To meet requests of exhibitors, 'Variety* lists herewith the titles and
brlet summaries of defe&se film shorts and trailers available in aU
exchange cities and authorized, by the Motion Picture Industry War
Activities

PICTUBES

Fatal Theatre Shooting

On Defense

Following a year of arbitration of
Cost of cases and time require(^
film disputes between exhibitors and especially on appeals taken, is andistributors under the consent de- other factor involved.
Exhibitors
have no complaint
cree signed by five major companies,
against arbitration as administered
exhibs remain unexpectedly aloof
by the American Arbitration Assn.,
from availing themselves of the elab- which has been, very careful in seorate machinery set up to grant them lecting arbitrators and with maintaining the system on a strictly imrelief under clearance, some run,
Arl^itration

etc.

last

problems

SCORE ONLY

1

POINT

ended

year

its first

in their

NEWSIW

COVERAGE

own way. Where

is lost, then also the more apprehensive operator feels that the

might be ired by the fact an
to embarrass the

was made

Not only the distributor is affected
in arbitration proceedings but almost
Invariably another e'xhib is involved
and in numerous cases such opposition operators have intervened in
disputes and, where awards were unfavorable to them, taken appeals.
Wonderfol

.Peace, It's

The average \exhib tries tq maintain the best possible relations 'with
the distrib furnishing him film as
well' as with the theatre across the
street or in the next block because
bad blood between exhibs doesn't get
so hot unless court or arbitration
action Is taken to stir it up. For this
reason, most theatre operators and
managers try to keep their arguments and opposition problems to
Other questions asked, but which themselves, with a distrib occasionwere not granted, were where the ally taking one side or the other as a
defendants conspired together; where means of preserving some sense of
they used force and violence; the peace.'
nature of the alleged threats made; - 'While distribs assertedly welcomed
the nature of the restraint placed on the filing of complaints by exhibs
the film industry; how such' threats and hundreds were expected even
if carried* out could have destroyed for the first six months ol arbitrathe industry; which victims were tion, only 168 were filed during
coerced into paying; and the times the entire first year, with managers
and places all these alleged acts took of tribunals and arbitrators in some

GET

.CUEONU.S.WAR

a case

distrib
effort
seller.

Louis Kaufinan and Nick Circella
(Nick Dean), former executives of
the International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage
Employees who are
charged with extorting over $1,000,000 from four film companies under
threats of calling s strike, won only
one question out' of 11 they wanted
the Government to answer. A bill
of particulars had been submitted to
the Government In January, and
Judge Samuel H. Rifklnd, in handing down his decision yesterday
(Tuesday) in N. Y. federal court,
ruled the Government must tell the
defendants in what other places outside of N. Y. state the overt acts
charged took place.

partial basis.

week.

In addition to expressing displeasure over the whole decree and arbitration, many exhibs are reported reluctant to bring complaints 'for fear
of reprlsab in one form or another.
Even if winning a case and perhaps
obtaining better clearance, they are
afraid in. many cases of disturbing
their relations with distributors and
thus seek to work out their own

Newsreel editors huddled In N. Y.
last Friday (6) with Claude Collins,
Industry newsreel liaison representative; a spokesman for the Lowell Mellett office and reps of the U. S. Army
and Na-vy, to settle future assignments of newsreel cameramen in the
war zones. The five U. S; newsreels
already have eight photographers
and outfits assigned, but four additional ones shortly will get assignments as part of the roto coverage
decided on by American military authorities.
Each newsreel is entitled
to footage taken by any and all ot
these assigned newsreel men.

The American newsreels now have
two men in Ireland, one in Panama,
two in Hawaii .nd three on roving
assignments attached to naval vesIceland, the actual fighting front In the South Pacific and
Indies, and South- America
likely will be considered for future

sels at sea.

Cast

cameramen assignments.
Under stipulations outlined so far,
the newsreel cameramen must be in

uniform, live under .conditions similar to commissioned officers and
every newsreel film will be rotoed
exchange keys having had virtually by the War Department Bureau of
nothing
to do all that time.
the
How- Public Relations. Similar setup exThe U. S. charges Circella, alias
series of 12 New Yorker stories Nick Dean, of the Chicago branch ever, many cases have been settled ists under the U. S. Na'vy control.
known as "Meet Me in St. Louls^ and of the lATSE, and Kaufman, of the prior to hearings. The number of And every foot of material is censigned tiie author. Sally Benson, to Newark Local, with extorting the cases brbught before the Appeals sored by the U. S. military sources
work on the screenplay. Group of money from Paramount, Warner Board has also been negligible,, with before l>eing released to the newsyams Is said to be something of a Bros., 20th-Fox and Loew's>.
only 17 decisions rendered to date. reel representatives.
mldwestcrn Xlfe with Grandfather.'
Seven of the stories have already appeared in the New Yorker and, folTheatres'
lowing the other five. Random
House will issue them as a book.
Miss Benson is best known for her
Estate In the Middle

Stories to Metro

place.

Metro

PENDING

last

week purchased

'

Showmen

In four cities are inter-

ested in establishing new Variety
Club;, with the request for a franchise for a Chicago tent getting the
nod from John Harris, National
Chief Barker.
Other cities Interested are New Haven, Seattle and
^ew Orleant.

Ho rwitz

'Junior

Miss'

stories

in

the

which have been transInto a current Broadway hit
considered highly likely, ol sale to

York Theatres

Yorker,

Houston, Feb. 10.
Legal action to decide control over
the Horwitz theatres is being held
films.
RKO last week paid around $6,000 here in local courts, with .no defor an English mystery novel. The cision being reached as yet. W. P.
Crime of Laura Sarelle,' by Joseph Hamblem, exec{itor of the Will
Shearing. Reeves Espy will produce Horwitz estate, moved in to operwith Maureen O'Hara tentatively set ate the theatres on the death recently of Horwitz.
discussions leading to the applica- to star.
tion for a charter.
R. J., O'Donnell, v.p. and g.m. of
Metro Is also understood to be purRenewed Tent activity in. Omaha chasing 'Some Portion of Paradise,' Interstate Theatres with which
and Kansas City Is also reported.
by Martha Cheavens. It appeared Horwitz was affiliated, and other

Preliminary discussions are under
in New Haven where a general meeting is scheduled around
Feb. IB when Harris Is expected to
attend and meet with the organizers,
-faul Short, assistant general chairman of the 'Hey Rube' drive, will
visit New Orleans this week to speed

^ay

New

New

formed

>

directors of the theatres, filed inDecember Cosinopolitan.
'Cross-Channel,' on which Metro junction suits seeking to prevent
a bid that was turned down, Hamblem from assuming control of
has been purchased by the SEPost. the houses. Hamblem filed countersuits seeking to prevent
injunction
It's
by Helen
Maclnnes,
who
authored 'Above Suspicion,' now be- the other group from assuming con-

OPENS
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FRI.,

POWER

In a

Kow Warner

Droii.

Hit

I'rodiicrd
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Plun

Big

aiaeo

Show

BLUE BARRON

STRAND

B'way

DARRYf,

},y

CLOUDS"

the

of

TIERNEY

'SON OF FURY'

with th« Roral Canadliin Air Forre
—In Person

"CAPTAINS

Cane

Tyrone

13

JAMES CAGNEY

ZANDCK

F.

Ontiiry-FoK Plctnr*

nOYV

ItJl

I

^

An.

gQfi,

SSH^Hk

&

47th

St,

HELD OVER
Frwh & Fanny—
M-O-M'l aaw

In

made

I-G-I

TITLE
CHANGE!

ing filmed by Metro.
Price of $10,000 has been quoted
David O. Selznick and 20th-Fox
'This is Neda Marsh,' a two-part

"NAZI
AGENT''
(Trade^hown under
title of "SabOe 'to

the

Courage**)

CITY

by Joseph and Adeline Marx,
which appeared in Good Housekeep-

serial

ing recently.
so far have

Pix

Two

interested studios
refused to meet the

may do

so.

Want Dinah Shore

•

PIOGEON

'DESIGNfor SCANDAL'

"WOMAN OF

|JOEL McCREA •VERONICA

THE YEAR"
Record Charity B.O.

UWEl

spectacular Stage Productions

-Continued from pace Is
Squaire Garden event be a jointly
charity affair for Army as well as

He finally withdrew
from the picture after his proposal
failed to meet with much enthusi-

Navy

Relief.

Dinah Shore Is being sought by asm.
Winchell himself was Injected into
Metro and RKO to star in her own
picture, with production to take sponsorship of the Navy Relief show
place this summer. In each case a by the USO-Camp ShowS, Inc. setup.
one-picture deal Is under discus- Last Dec. 15 it was suggested at
sion,
Eddie Cantor program, on USp-CSI that a benefit show be
which the singer Is featured, goes staged to implement the Joe Louisoff for the summer, as does her Sun- Buddy Baer match as a means of
day night series for the same spon- raising $100,000 for Navy Relief. At
sor, Bristol-Myers, so she would be that meeting It was suggested that
free to go to the Coast for a film Winchell would be desirable to head
assignment.
Singer goes Into the Wedgewopd
room of. the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.,
tomorrow night (Thursday).

HALL
MUSIC
HELD
0.'

to
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price, but

iVeio Title:
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the enterprise.
left Monday (9) for Holto line' up celeb talent there.
will be gone two weeks.
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G.WJOHNSTONE MAKES
Ontario Travel Series
REPLY TO OBOLER

McAn Shoes Reflect

Preificament of Retail Advertisers;

New

On Blue

DespiteTire Prohibition

York.

Editor, 'Variety':

In the current issue of 'Variety'
(Feb. 4) on page 3, in a letter addressed to you by Arch bboler, he
writes 'Johnstone.
.prematurely released publicity on GarlK),'

Both Cut Radio Campaigns

.

Recent buying rush of the public
on articles of wear and household
goods has begun to take a heavy
tool on local advertising, according
to reports that have been drifting
Into the

New York

oRices of station

among his radio acquaintances last week and came up
pitch

outstanding instances of this
description in the New York area

week concerned Tom McAn
Shoes and Bond Clothes. Both ac-

last

counts ordered their radio campaigns to be cut immediately in half. Graenberg, Maynard Aides
The two retail chains explained that
the buying of the past six weeks
Wilfred Roberts, NBC;
has cut their stocks to the point
where they are unable to take care
Nossbanm's Tag at Blae
of requested sizes and that they had
come to the conclusion that it would
be better to tone down their ballyAxel Gruenberg and George Mayhoo for trade than chance the crea- nard have been appointed assistants
tion of iU-will among disappointed to Wilfred Roberts, production head
customers.
Gruenberg
of NBC-Red (WEAF).
will
handle dramatic production and
An insight into Bond's present
Howard
predicament may be obtained from Maynard musical shows.
the' fact that whereas the chain's Nussbaum has been named assistant
main Broadway store has been ac- to Harry Frazee, production chief for
customed to carrying 32,000 suits at the Blue network (WJZ).
one time, the stock last Saturday (7)
Besides Gruenberg and Maynard,
was down to aroun^ 10,000 suits. the Red production stalT includes
Whatever copy the Bond chain uses Lester CKeefe, Lester Vail, Jack.
on the air during the next few Meakin, Ted Corday, Joe Daly, Bruce
weeks the stress will be on the Kamman, .Tony J,eader, Paul DuCompany's picture for the coming mont, Eddie Dunham, William
spring. Consumers will be assured Sweets, James Haupt, Dan. Sutter,
that they will be able to get the William Wilgus and Ijee Jones, the
same quality in woolens, the same latter producing recorded programs.
styles and the usual two pair of
In addition to Nussbaum, the Blue
pants.
staff includes Joe Bell, Cyril Arrabriste^, Norman Dicken, Devere En-

to

.

of our Hollywood radio representative who wired me on January 9th
as follows:

KIRO Pacts

pearance,

Mary

Dietrich,

thy,

Now

land, Thomas Mitchell, Merry
Macs and Dennis Day. Gordon

Publicity was released, from our
office on the basis of the
above wire, which, you will ngte,
made no mention of 'tentative' as
Oboler also states in his IMter to

New York

you.

G. W. Johnstone.

Ex-Chairman, Radio Division,
Committee for the Celebration of

.

(Oboler

is

News Spends 1 500
Of Swimming Event
New

Yale

10.

ponsor. Student paper will stand
not only line charges for eo-minute
•troke-by-stroke report but will pay
Expenses of trip of Phil Buxbaum,
r.,
WELt sports^ter. Estimated
cost about $500 over-all.
.

Iiocal

swimming enthusiasts conNews fund.

tributing to

Peter Grant Called

Up

Cincinnati, Feb. 10.
Grant, chief of Crosley's

Peter
stall
of
announcers,
underwent
physical examination for the ArthySix months, ago he received temporary deferment from his draft board.

Lowell Watts,
ef

WLW,

KOMO

Scale

Is

$55 per

Spec.

week

for

journeymen; $40 for beginners, $45
after three months, $50 after six
months.

Spielers will receive extra
pay for all commercials between S
and 11 p.m. and one day off for
each holiday worked. This in addition to regular two weeks vacation
with pay.

KOMO-KJR
and

Fold;

Of

IN

EXIT

•

.

.

,

.

ANNE NICHOLS' PARTY
Corned Beef Soiree Held at
lasher's In

May

.

PRlORITiES

Of Morris Ernst on Newspapers

,

Twice Saved by

all—Ed.)

DOG FOOD

^Mur (krfeld Hays Oppo^^

.

'Basin Street'

for $50 scale for all commercials on
Protests
and offvshitt All contracts call for
closed shop.
Vociferous Loyalists;
Announcers at KFPY, Spokans,
have signed up, and business agent
Leo Moen is in Spokane this week
Tonight's (Wednesday) broadcast
to complete negotiations with the
of .'Chamber Music of Lower Basin
management of the station.
Street,' marking the program's sicond anniversary on the Blue network,
IBEW's Deal With
may wash up the series. It is defLouisville, Feb. 10.
initely the finale in thejiresent spot,
First contract between WA'VE and 9-9:36 p.m.,
as Bayer asperin is movthe A.B.T. Local No. 1286, I.B.E.W. ing its 'American
Melody Hour*
was negotiated Wednesday (4) and ahead from 10-10:30 to occupy
that
signed by officials of 'the local and time.
'Whether 'Basin Street' is
the station.
William S. Blanton, moved to another location or
dropped
technician, stated that con- altogether is still
imcertain.
tract provides substantial increases
Although It has never had a sponin pay retroactive to Jan. 1, for staff sor or
a good rating, 'Basin Street*
technicians of the station.
Nate has maintained a loyal, if sm^l, audiLord, WA'VE manager, conducted ence, It
has also been a good pubnegotiations for the station, and Hcity-getter.
NBC has twice decided
Blanton and John Haefer. repre- to
fold the series, but each time has
sented the local.
continued it In response to listener
The technician group Is now agitation.
negotiating a contract with WINN.

Aldo J, Ghlzalbert, Gene
Rlchdrd Leonard, Roy
Lockwood, William L. Marshall, Edward Pola, Frank Shinn, Charles
WAVE
Warburton, Ed Whitney, Fred Weihe,
Madge Tucker and Robert Tormey.
Another producer is to be added to
the Red staff to fill the vacancy
caused by the resignation of Art
Hanna, who. this week joined the
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
agency.
WHAS
Joe Thompson, who is now temporarily a niember of the Red production staff after being drafted and
NBC
Network
has
lost
Its
first
acthen mustered out of the servibe, will
probably go back into the Army or count as the result of priorities.
take a Job with the National Assn.- With an embargo imposed on 'using
cans for dog food, John MorreU Sc
of Broadcasters, in Washington.
Co. (Red Heart Dog Food) has cancelled its Sunday matinee program
Jack Heiuy of YITBRY Is which features Bob Becker and his Town's other two stations, 'WHAS
dog stories. The series has been on
and WGRC have been operating unSecretary to Congressman the network Intermittently for seven der
a union contract' for several
years.
Waterbury, Conn., Feb. 10.
months.
Other packers with dog food
Jack Henry, studio director of
have likewise reacted to the
Lonrriew, Jex;—Harold C. JohnWBRY, goes to Washington this brands
week as secretary to Congressman- ban by ordering a halt to their spot son, station manager of KFRO, has
campaigns. Those dog food manU' resigned
elect Joseph E. Talbot, Connecticut's
to become commercial manfacturers whose product labels carry ager
first Republican Representative in
of
KTEM, Temple, Tex.
the legend, 'Fit for human consump
many years.
Thomas H. Putnam, at KFRO, will
Walter O. Howard ups- from pro- tion,' are still trying to prevail updh take over.
Washington
authorities
to
make
duction stall to head program dePaul Horton replaces engineer
partment of WBRY during Hehry's them exceptions to the rule on the Rudy Muckendorf, now with KHHV,
ground that the stuff has become a Sherman-Dennison.
absence.
staple table item for very low income groups In the South.

Hamilton,

set.

in
calls

is

.

.livestock specialist
has enlisted in the Army

Air Corps.

P

IBEW

final stages of negotiation,
St.

.

Haven, Feb.

Michigan

collegiate chamswimming meet Feb. 21 at
Ann Arbor wlll-v, be broadcast by
WELI with Yale Dallr News as
-

pionship

nouncers.

the United States entered

Ontario authorities became dubious
of the soundness of their American
project. If, they reasoned, Americans
couldn't get tires they certainly
wouldn^ undertake long distance
journeys during their vacations. The
Canadians also, wandered about the
possibility of gas rationing in the
states. A survey made in the meantime by the Ontario government developed data that was encouraging
and the original plan stands intact.
Colonel Stoopnagle will head up
the Ontario series, which will again
originate from Toronto.
Madeleine
Carroll will be the first guestee. The
program's permanent vocalists, each
Canadian, will consist of Dave
Davies, Georgia Day end Nancy
Douglas. The maestro is yet to be

Union Dicker

in

Contract with

Birthday.

Now—

When
the

Seattle, Feb. 10.
KIRO has signed a contract with
Local 77, International Brotherhood
of Electrical 'Workers, covering an^

Jenkins director orchestra of 50
of 16.
Oboler writ-

and chorus

Director of News
Features, Blue Network.

with

as the startling date..

war and Washington clamped
down an embargo on auto tires the

ground

For Announcers,

ing, producing.'

the' President's

.

through with the 15-week series of
programs for which It tentatively
committed Itself last November. The
contract which has been Issued to
the network through the Walsh
agency of Toronto calls for the Friday 7:30 p.m. period and March 20

.

Martin,

Diana Durbin, Charlie Chai>lin,
William Powell, Warner Baxter,
Ronald Colman, Olivia de Havil-

gelbach,

To Sponsor Broadcast

welding and burying
wires plowed up.

'For -Publicity January 14th
broadcast talent includes Garbo
making appeal in first radio apalso
Crosby, Hope,
Spencer Tracy, Charlie McCar-

10.

Texas farmers in this area are
taking the food shortage situation too seriously.
One plowed
so close to KFRO transmitter that
a row of 20 copper ground radlals
was torn up before the engineer on duty could stop him.
Entire engineering staff spent
the rest of the day splicing,
.

Both of the above stories were given
Jack Hellman of your Hollywood
by Arch Oboler In the presence

staff

To

Yale

Longvlew, Texas, Feb.

—

with the following entries:, donations 5; request for blood, 17.
In the latter group were mostly radio writers and producers.

Two

M.C

The Blue Network and the talent
involved last week received assurances from the Province' of Ontario
Travel Bureau that It will go

Farmer, Spare the Plow

—

Hollywood, Feb, 10.
Recenty named a blood donor
captain of the Red Cross, Paul
Rickenbacher, talent buyer for
J.
Walter Thompson, made a

reps during the past week. .Local
merchants, the reports indicate, have
decided to either cancel or sharply
curtail their advestlsing until they
have been able to replace stocks.

Stoopnagle WiD Again

,

In 'Daily Variety' of Hollywood
issue of Jan. 9 is a story stating that
Miss Garbo would participate in the
Marsh of Dimes program of Jan. 24.
Also in 'Variety' issue of Jan. 16
page 1 with a Hollywood date line is
a story captioned 'Garbo On Air As
Salute To Roosevelt.'

Users Vs. Donors

h U.S.;

.

.

Allistair

Kyle/H, Has

Admirers at Blue Net
Allistair Kyle, 11-year-old English
actor on 'House In the Country,' sustaining serial on' the Blue, may b«
spotted as lead

in a dramatic show.
Youngster, a refugee from the Nazi
on England, made his radio
on the 'Friendship Bridge'

air raids

debut

series

produced by

WMCA, New

York, and shortwaved to England.
He later was m.c. of the program.

Rep. Praises Fly,

lississippi

Gal.

New York

Calls Criticism

Stage, screen and radio casts of
Irish Rose' and the H. W.

Echo of N.Y.

'Abie's

Washington, Feb. 10
People In towns with only one
radio station and a single newspaper
are kept sufficiently abreast of world
goings-on, the FCC has been toldJiy
witnesses produced by the publisher!
broadcaster group.. At the same

Kastor

agency tendered a dinner
Thursday (5) at Gallagher's chop house, N. Y., with
Anne Nichols, author of the exchamp run comedy, the guest of
of drawing caste lines. The monop- honor. 'Abie' is now running serially
oly issue is something else again, he over the NBC Red network Saturday
evenings, sponsored by P. & G.
added, because 'if is hard
declared.
Restriction against the
publishers would Interfere with free
speech.
He opined that a 'very
fundamental' question of free speech
is presented by the bare suggestion

to see

how

party

time, more testimony was offered
Around 200- guests were on hand,
democracy can survive If there is
about the validity of any rule which
discrimination among people be- including a number of out-of-town
the regul'ators might adopt procause of their economic Interest.' radio editors who were introduced.
hibiting conitnunal Interests between
The A.C.L.U, veteran crusader con- Event^was held on the club floor of
the two media.
the
cafe, it being a corned beef and
tended the FCC cannot consider
cabbage party (understood to be
Surprise appearance was made by other economic interests
or predilecthe first time that Gallagher's ever
Arthur Garfield Hays, the militant tions in passing on applications.
counsel for the American Civil LibRights of publishers, to have radio served that dish). Party was appropriately spotted, for the place has
erties* Union.' His ideas were dia- connections also were
defended by an 'Abie's
Irish Rose' restaurateurmetrically opposite those of his college professors. Dr.
Paul Lazarsbuddy In arms, Morris Ernst, who feld, of Columbia University, and Dr. ship, Helen Gallagher, for whom the
appeared months ago as a Commis- Frederick S. Seibert, of Illinois '.tife is named, being married to Jack
Solomon, who was the general host
sion witness to bolster the idea that University, registered opinions
that
Arrangements were handled by
the press and radio Industries should the newspaper Industry is wellTom FIzdale and his aide Marge
tie fenced off so the people would
qualifled to serve 'public interest,
have dfflerent means of ascertain- convenience and necessity,' 'denied Kerr with NBC's cooperation.
ing what goes' on in the world.
there would be any economic or so•

Washington, Feb.

last

10.

tempts to 'regulate the Industry*

In-

After all the riding and hazing, stead of permitting the Industry to
L. Fly heard 'regulate* the
regulators,
Rankin
good words about himself from an- opined. He commented 'for the first
other staunch New Dealer.
Rep. time in history, the Commission Is
John E. Rankin of Mississippi, being run In the interest of all the
power-trust-hater and foe of 'big people of the United States instead

FCC Chairman James

'

business' generally, praised the Com- of in the interest of the half-dozen
munications Commlssfon boss In the Interlocking corporations best known
last week as 'a most valuable as the Radio Trust.'

House

public servant.'
Opposbig the Idea of a special Investigation of the Commish as advocated previously, by Rep. Eugene
E. Cox of Georgia, the Mlssissippian
declared that the 'radio trust' Is trying to get Fly's scalp.
Until 'this
rangy Texan began to administer
the law without fear or favor,' the
alleged broadcasting industry mon.

RCA's Quarterly Dividend
Regular quarterly dividends on
outstanding shares of Radio (Corporation of America First Preferred
and 'B' preferred stock were declared by the directorate last week.
Dlwy on the First Preferred Is 87%c
per share, maintaining the annual
$3.50 rate, while that on the 'B' preferred is $1.26 a share, regular rate
on this) stock, Dividends cover the
quarter ending next March 31.

opoly had everything its own way,
Rankin said. Now they're trying to
the Commish chairman
because he is endeavoring to 'eventually end the unholy dominance of
A newspaper lias the same right cial or political injuries from con- niu Chase will address town Talks the
industry by two New York <or.
io go on' the air as a preacher, a tinuance of press-radio relations, Club
The distributions will be made on
of Junior League in Wichita, poratlons.'
April 1 to stockholders of record at
theatre^ or a departtnent store, Hays and echoed Hays' free speech idea.
Kan., Wed. (11),
Criticism of Fly is due to bis at- the close
of business. March 6.
.

•bUtzkrleg*

'

W
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RADIO

DEMOCRACY SHOWS FTS
MacLeish Focal Point of Morale;

Researd

Research Will Cue Programs;
Industry

10.

Though not yet open for business,
the office of facts and figures Is preparing to recommend to broadcasters
themes that should be hainmered
home to American people as part of
Machinery
psychological warfare.
Is

just being set

Is War' Series Arranged
and Financed by NBC,
Blue, CBS and Mutual at

HATCHEn TO

JOHN PEARSON
Hines Hatchett

is

Estimated Cost of $4,000

CO.

leaving the John

elapse

throwing

Weekly

— Watched

Hinto

Will Give of

It

Government

station rep organization
after five years. He will be the eastern manager of John E. Pearson,
another station rep.

for

12,333 ADMISSIONS

War

CORWIN

Untimely;

Washington, Feb.

TO

NATIONAL BARN DANCE

What

Wants Em-

phasized In This

and

Shepard, Angell Both Skeptical

This

up and sometime H. Perry

starts
outfit
before
Instead
out suggestions.
of beating bass drum Itself Federal
government expects networks, agenwill

HMS

Programs

Into Kids'

Called Dnneeded

Know-How Esteemed

'^^hington, Feb.

25

10.

Definite action on idea of setting
up permanent research and service
agency to improve children's programs was deferred Monday (9)
after day-long parley called by Fed,

Buffalo, Feb.

10.

radio

eral

education

committee.

Alka-Seltzer National Barn Dance Broadcasters demurred at idea of unin one-nighter here (31) grossed $11,- dertaking ambitious program about
'890 for largest paid 'draw to Mem- kid shows at time when war is uporial Auditorium.
Turnstile count setting operations and presenting so
was 12,333 admissions.
many headaches. As result, only ac-

Pearson now has eight stations inDIRECTS
cluding KCMQ, Kansas City and
Nut for Smokes-for-Soldlers Fund, complishment was decision to have
cies, and individual stations to assponsored by Buffalo Evening News, another committee investigate to see
sume responsibility of mailing peo- 'WEW, St. Louis. Additional stations
are expected to be added March 1,
if it is feasible to adopt the recomple realize seriousness of the war.
In addition to their regular and ran to $6,677.
Hatchett was' fonnerly general usual contributions to various projmendations of the Ohio State School
coipprising
Advisory committee
manager of WGAL, Lancaster, Pa.
broadcast evaluators.
ects of the Government, the four
representatives of four networlo and'
Question of financing was sideAmerican networks, NBC, Blue,
several major agencies will huddle
stepped though proposal to be
CBS and Mutual, are inaugurating
frequently with MacLelshers about
weighed Included budget of $65,000
this Saturday night (7) a special and
tone of programs. Project is still In
which would be raised from broadunusual donation to wartime morale
research stage which currently Incasters,
agencies and advertisers as
in the form of a four-network joint
volves monitoring four key stations
well as social groups and charitable
effort that will cost them around
In- different regions as part of quan-

pro-ams

of

analysis

titative

af-

fecting national morale. Before concrete plan is inapped government
psychologists desire to make certain

how much time

la

WHEELOCK UP
ONTAITff

aside

from

occasional

speeches.
Conflict of ideas and need for consistency was behind last.week's move
'

.

,

actual expenses.
stations of the
Is War,'
all inde-

700 stations) to a 'universal audience'
in broadcast history.

charges that Miss Holt
signed the deal in good faith and
was put to work on the 'Martha
Webster' serial in the belief the concontract.

It

have Archibald MacLeish give eye

to all official

NORM

industriously tp awaken the pojjulac^ and government units should
redouble efforts to stage more interesting
shows. Archibald Mac-

Leish has assured Industry he will
stick to 'rigid truth' poUcy.
Code committee's chief accomplishment' last week was agreement
on vadous recommendations for
handling news broadcasts besides
approving .. suggestions
of
John

FOR

m

Norman Corwin

his

'Bill

laboration of private enterprise with

its known in advance.
Norman Corwin is directing

as far as

all

got the individuthis year's

of Rights'

of war news are imperative.
Industry people are waiting for MacLeish to establish some priorities for

government programs. But
headway has been made in

little

this

direction so far. Cooperative spirit
on part of numerous bureaucrats is
reported from the MacLeish* head-

quarters prompting belief some more
orderly system will be perfected.

Through Lewis, Industry will have
opportunity to
make suggestions
about changes in type of govern-

On

joining the

OFF

in

capacity qf

.

Cleveland Station
Cleveland, Feb.

10.

the lead role in Pirandello's Tlie
Wise' over WGAR, Feb. 18. She re-

Broadway.
be produced
and portrayed on WGAR by students
of Western Reserve University.
tired after 'Tovarich' on
series of plays will

A

directorate

will

advise

Kpvernment traffic manager. George MacLelshers what themes it feels
«ulkner, scripter. Flelschman Yeast needed most, and what should be
show Is being retained on consultant soft-pedaled besides trying to keep
basis.

Creation of committee on war in'ormatlon including delegates from

the government team from straining
in too many directions simultaneously.

slogans..

.

Reminders and

40 seconds
only will be Imbedded in the music.

Voice with flght
chosen by Menser.

in

it

will

be

N. W. Ayer, Corwin and John
DrlscoU of B.B.D.&O., has two researchers, Robert Heller and Olga

Orthman,

and a publicist, Allan.
Meltzer, formerly of CBS. Offices
have been donated to the committee

network negotiators shared
skepticism about the possibility of
any constructive achievements.
Evidence of the doubt in industry
mjnds was seen in non-appearance
of. Dr. James Rowland Ajigell of
NBC who displayed, in letter addressed to the group, his disbelief
that, the Ohio State, idea would
bring any worthwhile results.

Margaret Cothbert Has

'CIuiigeofDesk'atNBC;
Aide to Clarence Menser

by the National Assn. of Broadcasters in Washington, Broadcasts will
originate in New' York City, but
gathering of material and organizational detail requires close contact
at the Capitil
'This Is War' will be shorlwaved
to England, Australia, New Zealand
and also beamed at Latin America..7
.

Margaret

Cuthbert,

veteran

.

bf

many years with NBC and .probably known to more clubwomen than
any other she-broadcaster,

.

will re-

port to Clarence L. Menser, program
chief of

NBC

under the. new

dis-

pensation at Radio. City, New York.
Her new job is described as, 'primarily a change of desk.' She win
do program counsel and contact on
women's and other activities which
will be absorbed into the total activity

of

the'

program department

rather than segregated.

for

Sunday

Breslin scripted
'Author's
night's
(8)

Playhouse' )}rogram on NBC. Although the piece didn't completely
realize the comic possibilities in the

Marta Abba, European actress now subject, it provided a genuinely
married and living here, will play funny
and effective propaganda

unofficial

and

comment running 30 and

Kids Mortality of German Generals

Howard and Howard

government agencies, directly
all
ment programs. As well as better conducting war effort. Is concrete
scheduling, to handle the bookings step toward more uniformity about
and keep time tables, Harry Glazer what can or should be said. This
Is

sages'

resentatives. Peter commented crit-.
ically on past qnestion-answerlng

some pug- and

program of

Abba

There was general reaffirmcalm delivery, carefu]
verification,
and serious handling
that

doctrinate citizens with

NBC Program Turns Satire on Gestapo;

Dec. 15 entitled 'We Hold These
Since Pearl Harbor made it posTruths.'
Shepard group about handling com- ^ Other radio recognitions were to sible for the networks to go after the
,mercia1s, committee endorsed idea 'The Aldrich Family,' to the PepsiAxis nations, all the anti-Nazi £.-id
of more strict control over plugs In cola and Pall Mall spot campaigns;
been cast
middle of programs. Webs and sta- and to Texaco for its sponsorship of anti-Fascist programs have
angry attacks. Aptions should insist on right to refuse the Metropolitan opera broadcasts. in the form of
parently the first attempt to use
to break continuity and also the
satire as a weapon was 'The Funeral
right tp
dictate where the puff
of Gen. Von Blatz,' which David
Retired Marta
comes.
ation

WEAF

ter-hour, "Let's Fight,' designed to in-

nacity as they prepaid for the day,
quarter-hour at 7:45 a.m. on Tuesdays,
Thursdays, Saturdays will include
military marches and short mes-

MEDAL

which
is
Advertising
Awards,
financed by AdverUsing & Selling
Magazine. Author-director got honor
last Friday (6) at Waldorf-Astoria
presentation banquet. It was based

on

SLOGAN

OF RIGHTS'

medal for radio from

al's

organizations.
'Whether the sponsors will kick in at this time was
questioned by Paul Peter, spokesman
for National Assn. of Broadcasters,
while John Shepard demurred that
radio industry 'ought not be expected to pour out more money
when future is cloudy.'
Clarence Menser, production head
Hope that the research, if underlaunching tomorrow taken, will be along more practical
of NBC,
is
morning (Thursday) a
quar- lines was voiced by broadcaster rep-

of this war are eagerly awaiting the
new series for hints of the 'line' to
be taken. It is felt that the col-

.

with W. B. Lewis. Federal attitude
was everybody must pitch in more

MENSER'S

IS

Those interested in the nature and
quality of the psychological aspects

Government auspices is promising
Union brought, action against to start with. The thematic apWheelock for alleged violations of proach of the series is also liked

ficers,

.

in

member

the programs and writing the first
one this Saturday (14). William N.
oratory of cabinet ofHowever, Rob'son Is writing the second prowas
binding.
commission heads, adminis- tract
trators
and 'other administration Wheelock failed to sign the pact, gram based dn The White House
and iafter a couple of weeks Miss and the War.' Maxwell Anderson
spokesmen.
will do. "Your Navy' and Stephen
dropped.
(Fear that & system will be estab- Holt was
Agency offered a settlement when Vincent ^enet "Your Army' on suclished to throttle wartime criticism
AFRA, but the ceeding weeks. The air force will
has been voiced by some legislators. she complained to
have a session of its own; as will
At least one Republican already is union seeks paymeht in full. It is
our good neighbors in South Amergrumbling about 'attempt' to stifle claimed that Miss Holt refused other
ica and our allies in the United
him by stalling on request for radio offers on the basis of the contract Nations.
Clifford Odets will conshe had with Wheelock.
time until OFF flashed green light.) she believed
tribute 'No Danger—Men at Work'
Dissatisfaction
with propaganda
and Donald Ogden Stewart "The
job or both the industry and govCurbstone Colonel.'
emment agencies , flared Friday at
CORWIN'S
The special production conunittee,
huddl6 of N. A. B. code committee
headed by H. L. McClihton from
to

.

week

of

pendent non-network stations that
may wish to join the hook-up. Tliis
morale program will thus represent
the nearest approach (perhaps over

.

propaganda

a

-650

.

CHARGE

people .will
concentrate

from week to week on different asArbitration hearing was held last
Emphasis will week on the dispute between the
pects of war effort
be shifted as contitiuing research American
Federation
of
Radio
suggests need for wh(9f)Ing up senti-- Artists and the Tlaxi Wheelock
Produc- agency over a contract involving
oient along various lines.
tion people will be asked to stress Vivian Holt, a radio actress.
Departicular subjects In both sponsored' cision is expected late this week or
and sustaining shows, Government Is early next week, Henry Jaffe hannot likely to originate any packaged dled the case fer AFRA.

'

Some

networks themselves will carry the

program^ 'This
supplemented by any and

being devoted to

such as bonds and
manpower, production, etc.

Eventually Federal
broadcasters
suggest

$4;000

series

different subjects,
stainps,

\m FIGHT'

show.
Idea of the script was to ridicule
the recent wave of deaths among the
Reich generals. Without the usual
introductions, the yarn opened with
a switchboard operator intoning in
typical phone-girl style, 'Office of the
Hell
Reich Propaganda Ministry.
Hitler.'
Action then unfolded via
dialog, phone calls, simulated special
events broadcasts and sound effects,
but without announcements or dePlot inscriptive scene-changes.
volved the scheduled military funeral of Gen. Ulrich Von Blatz, who's
identified as one of the Reich's top
military leaders and a close friend of
However, when the coffin
Hitler.

arrives in Berlin the undertaker discovers that the General's corpse is
missing.

There were goofy references to
the wholesale fatalities among Gergenerals and various gags about
aspects of the Nazi regime, including
much sarcasm about the Gestapo.
Payoff on the tale was that Von Blatz
was merely a fictional person created
by another general to keep hinuelf
from being purged because of a Russian break-through.
Tag had the
real general about to follow Hess's

man

Miss Cuthbert will be associated
mostly hereafter with Menser and
with Burke Miller.
This follows
breaking up the. 'Public Service' beIweert NBC and the Blue.
Another NBC feminist, Mrs. Doris
Corwith, spends most of her time
on road lecturing on 'Radio in a
Democracy.' Currently she's doing
a protracted stay In Grand Rapids
giving talks before nearly every organization in town. Will appear In
Detroit and Manchester, N. H., on
way back to New Yor^.

KXOK RENEWS AFRA,
SPIEERS GET BOOTS

example by

flying to England, this
time with another potential purgee
trying to thumb along for the ride.

Heavy Teutonic

gutteral
of the lines would have
heightened the absurdity of many of

many

of

the situations. Still, it was an amusing program and, if satire can be of
hindran'ce and discomfort to the
enemy, 'The Funeral of Gen. Von
Blatz' should help.

Closing announcement stated that
the characters on the program

all

St.

Louis, Feb.

10.

The St. Louis Chapter of AFRA
readings last week signed a new one year con-

NBC

tract with KXOK, the
Blue outlet here, owned ait'd operated by the

Under the
Louis Star-Times.
terms of the new pact seven gabbers
each receive a $5 per week pay increase, or plus 11% over what they
St.

received under the old 16 montlu
contract which recently expired,
Nellie Booth, executive secretary

were imaginary and added, 'If they of the local AFRA Chapter handled
resemble any living persons it is a the entire deal on her own. All of
striking coincidence.'
What was a the other stations here are operating
coincidence was th« fact that ilmul- under existing contracts, the first of
taneously with the broadcast Maj. which does not expire until next DeGen. Fritz Todt was reported dead. cember,

-
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Not the Cigar

'MASTER CONTRACT SYSTEM' OF LEVERS

AIMS TO HOLD MAXIMUM TRADE DISCOUNT

CAB. TO CHART

Philadelphia, Feb.

10.

National
Philadelphia
The
League baseball club yesterday
announced that hereafter It will
be known as the 'Phils' and not
the •Phillies' as It has been
called heretofore.

Through Four Advertising Agencies Hillman-Clapper Earlier;
Manner As To Get Full Bookkeeping MacDonald to WJZ, N.Y.

3plits Billings

In Such

Number of changes will probably
be made in the news commentator

^

Advantages

Reason for dropping the
lies'

tag,

fact

that

officials said,

'Phil-

was the

'commercialized' on the air by

with a monthly index of listening so
that the^ can observe the trend of

Bayuk

listening periodically

this

name

has

been

(Phillies) cigars.

Gen. Electric (Radio Sets)

week, arc

May Sponsor Newscasts

Work

ba<;iness.

at 10:30-10:45 flve-nights a

assigning

of

Chicago, Feb. 10.
slated to be moved up to the 7:30-7:45
John W. Clarke, a local securities p.m. spot across the board, replacing
Oo CBS Thrice Weekly
v.p. and treasurer various
sustaining musical shows
agencies, but each of these agen- man, has become
Inc., and he now in that niche.
Hammond,
WHIP.
of
Radio set division of General Eleccies will go on planning spot orders
financial advisor
Another
as
commentator
will
will
specialize
be
Through the
for its own brands.
tric has given its agency, Maxon, an
studios in added
in
the afternoon,
besides
master contract the account will be to the station. WHIP has
Baukhage, who airs from Washing- okay for a network campaign.
able to maintain the maximum fre- Chicago.
This is the outlet which Marshall ton at 1-1:15 p.m.
And James G.
The current discussions with CBS
quency discount rate, «ven though
acquire as anj MacDonald, former Foreign Policy is for a 15-minute news program
the campaign on a particular Lever Field is expected to
adjunct for his Chicago Sun daily. Assn. head, went in the 4:45-5 p.m. three times a week.
Bros, product may have expired.
Frazier Hunt is believed to be
For Lever Bros, this master con- WHIP operated at 5,000 watts on lime across the board locally on
WJZ, New York.
probable choice.
tract will serve as a control opera- 1,520 k.c.

master

these

spread

has

contracts

among

equally

its

been
ad

four

I

j

I

and compare

the volume with the previous month
or the like m4Wh of the year be-

WHIP FINANCE COUNSELOR lineup on the Blue network (WJZ).
Hillman
and
Raymond
Lever Bros, has applied the master John W. Clarke In On Frospecllve William
Clapper, now heard from Washingon
contract system to its spot broadcastField Radio SUtlon
ing

TUNE-INCURVE
Co-operative Analysis of Broadcastiac! will furnish Its subscriben

There will be two chart forms,
one.,for night and the other for dayfore.

time listening.
In announcing the additional chart
service the C.A.B. stated that 'there
is a strong indication that the January, 1942, nighttime index will be
higher than either the January or
December, 1941, index, and that daytime listening for January, 1942, will
be about the same as the 1941 Jan-

uary daytime .figure.' The final three
months of 1941 saw listening take
somewhat of a slump as compared

'

The list of stations slated to
get the contracts has been split up
tion.

among Young t Rubicam, RuthrautI

i

&

Ryan, B. B. D.
O., and J. Walter Thompson, each of -which agencies handles Lever Products. While,
Rubicam
instance. Young
Sc
for
would place all master contracts in
the New York territoiy, the other
agencies would continue to issue
'Insertion'
orders for their own
Lever brands to the vaTious contracted outlets in that area. RuthraulT Si Ryan, lor instance, would
go on being billed hj the stations
its Lifebuoy placements and the
stations would continue to receive
payment from the same .source. But

for

if any mention about the terms of
standing of the contract came up it
would have to~ be referred to the
agency that placed the blanket
agreement, which In this Instance

would be Y&R.

Spuu ito Lalls
Under this system a campaign on
Rinso or Spray <R&R) cotild come
to an end on oiie of these master
contract stations, but the original
rate remains intact, even though
there is a lull while YjcR is readying a spot campaign on Swan Soap
or B. B. D. ti O. one on Silver Dust.
One agency services the master contract, but all four service their individual brands.
Two Lever, products that are due
for a considerable ride along spot
lines this year are Lux (Thompson),

and

Vimms,

'

(B.

B.

D.

&

a
O.).

vitamin

product

The Thompson

agency is currently engaged in preparing Its recorded Lux blurbs, while
the Vimms campaign will take a
more intensive course in March via
one-minute transcriptions and chainbreaks. The Vimms plugs got their
test in Providence and Cleveland
and recently they received their

New

England debut

SOCONY-VAC

IN

^ SPORTS, NEWS
9
HUNT
Stirling Getchell agency is
J.
looking around the middle west for
news and sports programs in Socony's behalf which would start In
Account is also interthe spring.
ested in local rights on baseball playby-plays.
C. A. Snyder, the agency's radio
director, win tour that area during
the next two weeks to see what Is
available In these lines.

CARUN MAY BRING

IN

scon BISHOP OF WKY
Scott Bishop, who authors TDark
Fantasy* and the musical 'Southern
Rivers', programs over WKY, OklaCity, and the NBC-Red net-

homa

work,

may be brought

to

New York

by Phil Carlln to write a new show
for the 'Blue network (WJZ). Carnow program head of the Blue,
put 'Cark Fantasy* on the Red while
he was program chief of that netlin.

work.

Before joining WKY, Bishop wrote
several network shows.

with the parallel quarter of

'40.

RADIO
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& GAMBLE POUCY

PROCTER

Raymond Knight 'Cuckoo'
Show May Be Revived

ASKS BLUE FOR

'MARCH

OFK

"The Cuckoo Hour,' goofy comedy

COZY CORNER
Walter Thompson agency has
advised the Blue Network that It
would like to have another evening
J

ipot

made

for

available

Beer show.
The program now

Bal-

the

lantine

the
Friday 8:30-9 p.m. niche, with the
Kate Smith show and 'Information
Please' as opposition.

occupies

show on

NBC

27

lome years

ago,

may

be revived by Raymond Knight as a
filler for the 8-8:30 ipot Thursday
nights on the Blue network, being
vacated by the move of 'March of
Time' to Friday night. Modernized
version of the program has already
been auditioned by Phil Carlin, Blue
program bead, and will be given a
trial airing In the next week or two.
Meanwhile, one-timer shows will be
used to fill the opening Thursday
night niche.

Knight is
currently
Sylvia Lenson resigned last week
from Hearst Radio Sales to Join pro- 'House In the Country,'
serial on the Blue.
duction department of the Blue.

OFF COFFEE
'March of Time' gels away

week from

the opposition that

it

'DRUMMOND' GOES ON
George Coulourls' Road Tour Won't
Interfere With Series
George Coulouris,
'Bulldog

title

actor

CHECK COPY BUT

on

Drummond' on WOR, New

York, will continue to head the show
when his Broadway play. 'Watch on
this

has

the Rhine,' goes on the road the end

received from the Maxwell House of next week. He will return to
Coffee show.
New York for each Sunday night's
It has pulled out of the Thursday broadcast while
the legiter plays
8-8:30 p. m. period for the Friday
eastern stands. When 'Watch on the
9:30-9:55 p. m. segment on the same
Rhine' gets to Chicago, the program
Blue Network.
shifted
there
may be
by the Redfleld-Johnstone agency,
Brad Simpson, WKRC, Cincinnati,
'Drummond' is sponsored by Howicripting program director, is In New York ard Clothes on some Mutual stations
austalner this week on a talent search and and is fed sustaining to the rest of
for a biz confab with Mutual execs. the network.

Seek to Avoid Advertising
Confusion Between Various Soap Products No
Immediate Prospect of
Adopting 'Repeat' Technique Between Competi-

—

tive

Networks

LESS VERBIAGE
Procter

&

Gamble, biggest spon-

sor of daytime programs,

is

realign-

on commercial copy.
department was established not
long ago at the company's home ofing

setup

its

New

°rcsfice in Cincinnati to supervise.
system of announcements on
consecutive programs will probably
be revised.
Account has for the last four or
five years been steadily decreasing
the length of its advertising announcements. At the time the Naenl

Association of Broadcasters'
code v;as established about three
years ago, most daytime commerciils
ran upward of five minutes in a
quarter-hour period, while tlie P.&G.
copy had already been whittled
down to average about three minFirm's plugs have since been
utes.
reduced slightly to an average overall time of two-and-a-half to Iwoand-three-quarters minutes for a
regular 15-minute show.
Unlike most other large manufacturers
with
numerous different
brands, P.&G. has always followed a
policy of comparative independence
Thus, the
for its various products.
Ivory soap and Camay divisions,
or the Ivory Snow and Ivory flakes
divisions, etc., have been allowed to
work in competition with each other,
ev^ though this has frequently resulted in the advertising copy for
certain of the brands offering direct
comparison with competing types of
product under the P.&G. label.
However, a reSent study by the
copy department in Cincinnati revealed that in some jn.stances, the
commercials for such brands as
Ivory soap and Camay soap have
(Continued on page 30)
tional

^

T
i

best

testimoniat

ever
eve

invented

Uents

asumtnaty

U

customer.

the satisfied

long list,

«neol our
^epolntptoudlytoone^^^^^^^^,^^^^^
ten or
thetn to

olNBCRedMetw
of frlday

nlgW*'

^

The

best

testimonial

.atlsftedcusto"*"-^''

spe-

claU*e»l«»^*'"-

EXIT DETROIT.

A ZERO WHILE

WAR LASTS

NBC

With

practically all the Detroit
branche.s
of
advertising agencies
now shut down the various station
rep organizations have decided to
switch the managerial and sales
staffs from that city to their other
offices.
Each of the reps have,
however, left some clerical personnel in the Detroit office. Men will
continue to travel this territory out
of the Chicago or New York offices.

R. H. Boiling, who managed the
Detroit branch of John Blair & Co.,
has been transferred to the company's New York office, of which
headman.
is
his brother, George,
Paul Ray, who was also of the Blair
Detroit office, is now quartered in
Chicago.

Arthur Sinsheimer, Peck,
With Civilian Defense
Sinsheimer,
radio
diArthur
rector for the Peck agency, has been
named associate director of radio
for the Civilian Defense Volunteer
Office of Greater New York.

He

will

work with Co-Director
in centralizing
radio activities.

Robert Spafford
the

CDVO's

all
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The D(M>r-Die

Fears Censorship by Tright' of

Spirit

Chicago, Feb.

10.

Orln Tovrov, author of 'Ma

Owners and Personnel
Detroit, Feb.

The

10.

Admlnstration
has no in-

Washington

should declare that

COMPTON PAK WED;

It

tention of establishing a radio

McMULAN BEST MAN

mon-

opoly or radio censorship except In
matters of military necessity and
radio station managers should cease
trying to be censors themselves.

of Stations

'On the whole 1 admire the way
radio In this county has kept open
the channels of information," Thomas
'They have done even better
than the British and in all other

said.

countries radio is entirely the creature of the government.

Isobel'

publicity

who

Olmstead,
the

for

depends on an informed democracy.
.

,

.

Outside

the

military-in-

the
In the Cooperative Analysis of
Broadcasting ratings issued the
following Monday, 'Ma Perkins'
to first place among the
daytimers.

does radio

Compton agency,

Cincy Callers to

WNEW-NewsDeal

formation field there's a terribe lot
of territory to consider in questions
of censorship. It's possible that the
present rules could be interpreted to
protect the Government against the
consequences of Incompetence.'

Feb.

Buffalo,

Curtain

down

rang

week on WSVS, one

last

moat

PROGRAM

WMC

WSVS,

Tiny

Gerber department store.
struggled along In recent yehrs unW. C. Teague, editorial writer for
der indifferent eye of a school board
lukewarm to radio education. Housed The Commercial Appeal and regunews analyst, will emcee.
lar
in a high school, staffed by technical
station Martha Sheaffer, society editor for
non-commercial

ByWMCA-rimes

students,

ground out old recordings and hand- same rag, will handle women's fashCommercial WBNY ion chatter.
out speeches.
Singing duo of Wilson and Jane
shared Its time, gradually absorbing
refused, to open Northoross, brother and sister, and a
It -all when board

WSVS
War
WSVS"

at start of this school year.
radio plus
restrictions on
inability to polic<- itself with

N. Y., debuts its news student staff .was given as a reason
tieup with the N. Y. Daily News this for its shutdown.
system
New
Sunday (15), presenting a five-min- to cost $10,000 will beam its signal at
ute news period on the halt hour city's high and grammar schools,
every hour (such as 1:30, 2:30, etc.) board claims.
during the entire round of the clock
The arrangement Is a
(24 hours).

FM

Under
for time.
the schedule the station will for the
first time cut Into its 'Make-Believe
trade-off of

news

Ballroom' with something other than
music.

WMCA, N. Y., has had a similar
alliance with the N. Y. Times since
early January, but in this case it's
three minutes of news on the hour
(1 p.m., 2 p.m., etc.)

Starts

Temple

'Jr.

March 4 for

Miss'

P&G;

Ransom Sherman Moves

Robert Wamboldt Joins

Temple in 'Junior Miss,'
Sc Bowles has bought

&

HOLLYWOOD

Compton Agency

in

N.Y.

TO THE WIND
Starring

trio, will

on CBS, opposite

the'

'THAT BREWSTER BOY'
Serial

Eddie Cantor-

show on NBC-Red
(WEAF). Ransom Sherman program, now heard 10-10:30 Friday

MURROW WINDING
UP LECTURE TOUR
Kansas

10.

by PanUna Hopkins on CBS
for Qnarker Oats

Bristol-Myers

Shlrer Into Dixie
Spartanburg, S. C, Feb. 10.
William L. Shlrer heads into deep
south this month for lecture series.
Majority of dates set for CBS radio
commentator and author are in
Carolines and Georgia.

He win
Chicago, Feb.

talk

on 'Inside Germany.'

10.

Quaker Oats goes on the Columbia
network March 4 when 'That Brewster Boy' starts a weekly 30-mihute
period over the web. Program will

WBBM

originate in the
studios here.
Will be at 7:30 p.rri. EST, with a
rebroadca^ to the Coast at midnight

Mexicans'

Written by Pauline Hopkins and

Counsel

a
public relations counsel in the

United States.

& Mann

EST.

US.

The Mexican Government has

new

Its

Baldwin, Munson

whom

of

Baldwin

is

Republican Congressman from

York

Gregory
press

the

New

City.

Dickson, film company
has joined the firm's

agent,

staff.

&

Ed Wolf
a

with

MORAY

Meanwhile, various picture offers
are reported for the legit version of
'Junior Miss,' current at the Lyceum,
N. Y. Max Gordon, producer of the
play. Is one of those angling for the
screen rights, with the idea of. doing
the picture under bis Columbia Picture deal. Edward Small Is also reported dickering for the show as a
United ^tists production, starring
Shirley Teipple, with whom he holds
a one-picture contract.

NBC Red Network
Starting

Sunday Evening, February

1

5th

WSAI'S

"ti thai

your product

1. Street car

2. Neon Signs
3. Display Cords
4. Newspaper Adi
"That's becaui* of WSAI't groator

popularity PLUS an aggressive
Carroll O'Meara Succeeds at Meeting Allergic BPA President

—

Hollywood, Feb.
Carroll O'Meara of

The James Parks Co.
Chicago,

Illinois

and

bin cards

i*llt fatter If H's

WSAIdenilfled,

5. TaxJcab Covers

'IMPEACH' HOLINER

Sales Representative

.

SALES AIDS
anneuncct Sui y our Sleno,

Ho. 2254-2255

Taft Building

N. Micftigan Blvd.

City, Feb.

R. Murrow, CBS' London
drew crowd of approxi-

reporter,

'Junior Miss' will be produced by
Associates, which will open
Coast office to handle the show.
Director will be chosen In a week
or two. -Doris Gilbert will adapt
from Sally Benson's New Yorker
sketches, with Miss Benson having
script approval. Latter goes to the
Coast shortly on a Metro contract
to do the screen treatment of her
current series in the New Yorker.

JOHN WAYNE

333

deliver musical

mately 3,800 persons to his lecture
Robert Wamboldt, formerly with at municipal auditorium Tuesday
NBC (n Chicago and the Texas State night (3). Artists Bureau of KMBC,
network, joined the Compton agency local CBS link, sponsored lecture at
Monday (9) in a program supervisory 29c, 56c and $1.12 admission fees,
Murrow's tour closes Feb. 20
capacity.
He may be sent to the
Coast in a few weeks to handle pro- whence he will go to Washington for
duction of the Ransom Sherman several days before returning to his
show from there for Procter Sc London post via clipper and Lisbon.
Gamble. In that case, Gilbert Ral- Bob Trout, CBS news analyst. Is curston, who was sent out to launch the rently holding down the London
series, would be brought back to the post.
agency's home office.
George Crandall of the CBS pubBesides his NBC and Texas State lic relations staff is making the jumps
jobs, Wamboldt for a time operated with Murrow.
his own independent program pro-

Product to be plugged by 'Junior produced by Owen Vinson, cast inMiss' will be Ivory Snow, with Dreft cludes Eddie Firestone, Jr., Hugh
Dossibly getting the mention over a Studebaker, Connie Crowder, Louise
lew stations. Ransom Sherman will Fitch, Bob Bailey, Bob Jellison,
continue to ballyhoo Ivory soap,
with Ckimpton the agency. In moving the Sherman series to the second half of the Wednesday hour,
P. Sc G. is relinquishing the Friday
night time.
Account had considered holding the Friday spot and
filling it with an additional show; but
decided that future network cancellations by other sponsors ,may create open time when and If another
P.
G. progi^am should be desired.

"THREE SHEETS

HELGA

Gamble, starts March
for Procter
4 in the 9-9:30 spot Wednesday nights

nights on CBS for P. Sc G., moves
over to the 9:30-10 p.m. time Wednes
That
days, also effective March 4.
fills the 9-10 span Wednesday nights
being vacated by Fred Allen, who
moves to the 9-10 p.m. time Sunday
nights on the same network when
the Ford program folds.

presents

vocal

portions.

Edward

duction firm.
Shirley

which Benton

RADIO PRODUCTIONS

new

WNEW,

Shirley

TAY GARNETT'

STORE

DEPT.

10.

finally

of radio's

conspicuous cases of long-term neglect, when Buffalo Board of Education formally relinquished the 60watter's license and all claim to 1400
A few days later, FCC
kc. band.
Memphis, Feb. 10.
granted a construction permit for an
Biggest local talent show yet set
FM outlet on 42,900 kilocycles with during
1942 takes to air via
one k.w. power, which board will
Program is 30-mlnute vatonight.
operate instead.
Mating from 1924, riety Item sponsored by the John

WMC

Swap

Similiar to

Tampa

Cincinnati, Feb. 10.
Waite Hoyt, WKRC's new baseball
miker, will accompany the Reds to
Tampa Feb. 20. He will put in three
weeks there, making recordings for

programs
15-minute
nightly
'But there is a tendency in the his
Doepke, deUnited States to set up unofficial sponsored by Alms &
store.
censorship, largely on the part of partment
WSAI's Roger Baker and WCPO's
the people who are afraid of what
also go to Tampa.
Baiter,
Sam
the Government might do rather
than on what has been done.

There are, however, many stations which have taken a broad attitude and it is important that this
should continue since all our future

serials.

jumped

was married Jan. 31 to Storrs
Both recommendations were put Haynes. script editor of the same
forward here by Norman Thomas, firm. She continues her Job. Beperennial candidate of the Socialist fore entering radio, Haynes was a
Party for President Thomas form- legit and film actor.
erly was heard Sundays over WXYZ
John McMillin, Compton radio
on a hookup of 13 stations, but said head, was best man at the ceremony.
that the Detroit station had canceled his contract He received another local outlet through WJLB.

daytime

among

WMC MEMPHIS'

&

for Procter
Gamble, made a speech at a
party for the cast at the Racquet
Club here, pledging himself to
lift the program to top rating
serial

Perkins'

LONG NEGLECTED WSVS
FINALLY DISAPPEARS

Young

Sc

10.

mer-

6. Downtown Win-

dow
chandising program that keeps lelilng

a. "Meet the Sponsor" Broadcast

Rub-

icam agency is the new president of
Radio Producers Association.
He
succeeds Mann Hollner of Benton &
Bowles, who failed to show up for
his 'impeachment,' not having called
a meeting during, his- tenure of of-

Displays

7. House-organ

your program and product from broadcast to point-of-sale."

IT

SELLS FASTER

IF

IT'S

fice.

John Swallow,

NBC

western diwas voted

vision program director,
secreiarv.

CINCINNATI' S OWN
STAT
WAT
DAY AND

NtC-RtD AND BLUE

•

5,0 0 0

r s

I

0 N

NIOHI.
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CANADA RADIO CONVENTION
casting equipment' was' one of the a callous attitude on the part of the formation was sent to editors and was obtained by use of service men
most troublesome problems ot the public. It was not only an inefficient greatly assisted in forming healthy in confidential matters.
Bannerman reported. way of getting money but also li- public opinion,
year,
checking
comMiller Talks
Many technical points were in- able to affect success of the really placency on the one hand arid too
Neville Miller, president of Na-

past

RAIL REFORMS

volved in the importation of materials from the U. S. But recently,
A. A, Walker, in charge of priorities at Ottawa, informed him that
the entire problem has been simplified and he thought C. A. B. members would be pleased with the poto sition that would now be accorded

Broadcaster* Told 'HinU
Editor*' Principles Could
Be Adopted to Provide in a week or so.
Also bullish was statement
no
Valuable Off - the - Record future advertising campaign that
by the
" Guidance on Public Opin- Canadian government is planned
ion—^Third Wartime Con-

without

taking

broadcasting

.

into

consideration.

Too Much Charity
B. W. KcighUy, advertising manof Canadian Industries, Ltd.,
and past president Association of Ca-

'Friendly' to

ager

Indies

nadian Advertisers Assn., said there
U.ere too

MILLER TALKS
By

C.

many

appeals for charity

and near-war work going out over
the radio. They were building up

Montreal, Feb.
'

with

'

much pessimism on

the other.

This

erative basis it would cost stations
Wishful Thinking
G. Herbert Lash, director of pub- all over Canada about %l per week
information at Ottawa, told the per station.
convention not to count too much on
Uniforms Help
the Russian campaign. He had not
K. W. G. Clarke, director of Deheard much of great captures ot partment of National Defense and in
Germans as the result of pincer charge of public relations for the
movements and there was no de- army, navy and air force, said that
moralization that he knew of in Ger- in Great Britain and Canada there
many. As to Japanese and other was a very great use of uniformed
matters it was part of the business officers on the staff, while in the U.
of radio to check wishful thinking. S. only civilians were used.
It was
As to use of news services Lash his experience that much more and
said that much 'off the record' in- more detailed accurate information
lic

tional Association of Broadcasters ot
the U. S. A., was the luncheon speaker.
'Some day the guns will be still,
the last Unknown Soldier will be
buried, and the nations of the world
will gather around the peace table,'
said Miller.
'On that table will be
laid the list of those nations, and
those leaders, who tried to destroy
civilization, and radio— as used by
them will be listed as a powerful
Also on that
tool of aggression.
table will be laid the names of those
their leaders
nationals and
who
fought to
save civilization,
and
radio will be on that list, and it is
your job, and my job, to see that it
is written in letters of gold.'

—

—

San Diego. William A. Evans has
been named commercial manager ot

KGB, Don Lee outfit
ing Dan Donnelly,

here, succeedtransferred to

Santa Barbara,

of

EVERY MIGHT AT 9:30
OVER THE MUTUAL BROADOSSUNG

62 members
delegation of

hotel
present and B large
guests from the United States. It
was the third convention in wartime
for the association and the first for
the paid president. Glen Bannerman,
after his year on the job.

Windsor

essential

10.

Association

Broadcasters opened its annual conhere yesterday at the
vention
'

The

W. LANE

Canadian

The

appeals.

problem of the day outside the war
effort was how to build up the nation against the stresses and strains
now being imposed on it. In this
he thought radio was one of the most
invaluable remedies. Radio could

-

Hears CBC I*
Commercial

vention

necessary

news was strictly censored, but
helped editors guide opinion.
He
thought radio should make arrange,
ments to enjoy this tip stuff as does
the press. There should be a radio
correspondent established at Ottawa
also help greatly in preparing the to get this very special news which
them for getting replacements. De- country for the great change that could be used indirectly in guidtails on this point will be available must follow the end of the war.'
On a cooping public opinion.

MEET PROTESTS

.SYSTENV COCA-COLA PRESENTS

A SPOTLIGHT

BAND—

Bannerman got compliments but
pet project, a study of 'The
Standardization -of Rate Structures'

his

was subject to an unexpected attack
Monday, causing its deferment until
today. It is Bannerman's view that
and standardized rate
simplifled
cards as between all stations ought
to be approved as present complexity

is

a nuisance involving
other frustrations. Ad

and
agencies would be more
congenial to Canadian radio if it
were easier to do business, he holds,
With resamptlon of discussion on standardization of rate

clerical

vertising

(Tuesday), the
whole matter went over until
next year's convention. It was
the clansc barring frequency
discounts on spots that was opstructures today

'

posed. Gordon Love ot CFCM,
Calgary, and J. N. Thivlerge of
CHRC, Quebec, won a close vote
after seven hours of discussion,
16 tor postponement, 15 against,
Tardstick' tor
21 not voting.
measuring local station audiences was approved. It will be
.

set

up by a committee

prising

broadcasters,

com-

agencies

and sponsors from the respective trade associations.
A fund
ot 15,000

Is

Convention

avalUble.
first

heard Bannerman

report
on negotiations covering
various business details between the
Canadian
cmmercials and
the
Broadcasting Corporation, Govern-

ment

agency having jurisdiction
all stations. Its own and its
CBC Board of
Governors meets again in March and
some favorable action is hoped for,
especially on transcription regulaover

indie contemporaries.

tions.

Association also wants change in
official
ruling that an advertiser
not use more than, one station
any given centre. In effect this
prevents sponsors using, the CBC's
network (the only one allowed in

may
in

Canada) from making supplemental
use of local stations in towns getting
CBC .network broadcast for same
advertiser. And where certain con
tracts are cleared, the CBC adds 15%
to the 15% agency commission, the
latter item
also being a C.A.B,
grievance.

Bannerman

told broadcasters the

CBC

displayed a friendly attitude on
most of the moot points.
Sponsored News
With regard to commercial spon
shorship of newscasts the Canadian
publishers'

News,

has abated, it
subsidiary Press

hostility

was declared.
Ltd., is

A

now prepared

to fur-

nish a ticker service to stations,
l^is gives Canadian broadcasters an
other source of news apart from
British United Press.

Bannerman

is

urging that the ban on advertising
sales of news periods be rescinded
'Priorities in respect of securing
replacements and repairs for broad

"BUTVOU CAN BET YOUR.
JUMAO IT Wia BE A -W WGVn
BAND BECAUSE 18 OUT
OETHE TOP go PADIO DAILY
DANCE BANDS WERE IN
.
'
SPOTUCHT THE FIRST I3WEB<S
•••

m
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.

the Production Centres

p.m.
stress women In defense activities. .. .now heard Sundays at 3:50
much-delayed Random House book by Arch Oboler will appear soon.,
Peabody Awards Committee Is groaning over the volume of presentaUons
,Radlo Executives
this year.... hundreds of records from NBC alone. .,
.Eddie
Club, Manhattan luncheon group, is also giving an award soon. ..
Cantor turning 60. .Mildred Fenton, Bates agency daytime radio superVan
visor back on job after hospital treatment for back ailment. .. .C. N.
Auken, formerly of the WOR purchasing department, now in charge of
Monroe Benton transferred from the mall room
the station's mail room
vocalist-pianist, back
to the purchasmg department. .. .Beth Rayborn,
City
Oklahoma
months
In
after
two
with series on WPAT, Paterson, N. J.,
.

IJV

mW

YORK CITY ...

The Radio Tbade is Discussing: Fred Allen's spoofing of the visual
stunts perpetrated by other comics to make studio audiences taueh
Joe Cook's full page ad in 'Variety' last issue announcing his retirement
from show business the Aduertising Au;ards tagging of an author,
Norman Corwin, for its annual most useful man honor Anne iTtchols
corned beef and cabbage parti; Prospectiue appearance of Maxim
Litvinoff at the Overseas Press Club banquet later this month.

—

—

—

Frances Chaney. femme lead of 'House in the Country' serial, subbed
Miss
for Irene Winston in the Broadway legiter, 'Brooklyn, U. S. A.'
Winston, also a radio regular, has an injured leg
Blue network is inviting the .deluge by asking for the submission of new scripts and script
and program ideas
The Celanese show is directed by Joe Hill, who

Helen Brooks, in the cast of the legit comedy, 'Arsenic and Old Lace'
and Mutual's "The Timid Soul,' joined the 'Aunt Jenny' cast this week
Paul Chief!, for CBS pageboy, upped to desk assistant in the CBS newsroom
Dudley Connolly, WWRL program director, on leave of absence,
Ben Pratt resigned from
with Fred Barr, night studio manager, subbing
Blue network publicity department and will become a talent manager and
Howard Haycraft, author of the whodunit novel, 'Murder for
p.a
Pleasure,' guested Friday (6) on 'Mystery Man' via NBC-Red (WEAF)....
Meeting of the script writers and producers' committee of the American
Television Society will be held today (Wednesday) at the Woodstock
hotel, to discuss possible ATS package-production of television programs
Waverly Root, former foreign correspondent and Mutual rep in France,
started a six-weekly comment series Monday (9) on WINS. .. .Richard
Liebert, organist at Radio City Music Hall and on various commercial
programs, has opened a restaurant. The Encore, in East 48th street
Larry Elliott is announcing the new recorded show for the Treasury
Henry J. Taylor, foreign correspondent for NANA, dplng
Department
twice-weekly series on WHN.
Robert Heuberger, formerly pan^lman on the Helen Hayes show and
"We, the People,' transferred to technician duty at the WABC transmitter.
....William Busch took over the dials on 'We, the People,' and the Hayes
Connie Ernst will be the William Morris office contact for
show folded
the four-network morale show being produced by Norman Corwin
Lester HatHeld the panelman for 'Man I Married' and 'Life Can Be Beautiful' shows on CBS
Adolph Gobel,
musical director, doubling as
organist at the Park Terrace cafe, Brooklyn
Edward Malcolm the technician for 'The World Today' on CBS for United Fruit
Charles Newton
adapting the 'Great Plays' series on the Blue network.'. .Roy Lockwood

ROCKEFELLER GROUI

.

Jack Runyon, until recently radlt
head of the Ted Bates agency, hat
joined the
Rockefeller

American

WOR

publicity bead,
Eleanor 'Pat' Hurley, secretary to Jerry Danzig,
Helen Dunlop, of the
added to press staff in charge of photographs
department's secretarial staff, becomes Danzig's personal secretary.
Waldorf-Astoria
Eddy
the
20
at
held
Feb.
ball
to
be
AFRA's annual
Brown, musical director of WQXR, elected head of the Green Room Club.
Hank Keene has completed his first 13-week series of recordings for
Liggett & Myers (Velvet Tobacco) and is now starting on his second batch.
They're tagged 'Hank Keene in Town.' Newell-Emmett is the agency
Arthur Zipser, formerly with the siory department of Paramount Pictures,
Zipser, who Is also a
is -the latest addition to NBC's Script Division.
lawyer, replaces Kirk Quinn, who is leaving the network.

John Dillon, formerly sports and special events director of WFAS,
Isabella White Plains, N. Y., has joined NBC-Red as assistant to BUI Stem
also does 'Manhattan at Midnight,' both for Young & Rubicam
Beach, who left to take an educational radio job
Beach, who formerly aired for General Foods on NBC and for Hecker He succeeds Hugh
'Aunt Jenny,' daytime serial on CBS for Spry, being rebroadcast via wax
series
on
WINS
Products on Mutual, started Monday a six-weekly morning
Aubrey Posey, WOR engineer, will be married Saton WOR nightly
for women
Sandra Michael, author of 'Against the Storm,' to Chicago urday (14) to Jeen MacGowan
Norman Tokar added to 'Front Page
last week and after about a week there proceeds to Palm Springs, Cal., FarreU' cast
J. R. Poppele, WOR chief engineer, left Saturday (7) for
for the balance of the winter.

JACK RUNYON WITH

Florida vacation
vocalist, guests this week on 'Lower Basin Street'
Kay Lorraine,
Neil O'Malley
over the Blue (WJZ) and on 'Accent on Music' via CBS
Arthur
and Marjorie Anderson joined 'Orphans of Divorce' troupe
Hanna directing the 'David Harum' repeat on CBS, with Richard Leonard
continuing to handle the original on NBC-Red (WEAF), as well as the
engineer, on leave of absence
Ed Scatterday,
'Stella Dallas' series
Jay Meredith newcomer to 'Young Widder
to take defense assignment
Dick Widmark, Arline Blackburn and Carl Eastman added
Brown' cast

WNEW

WOR

to 'Just Plain Bill'

company.

Jo Ranson doing a 'Travel Talks' series Saturday mornings on WINS ....
Gene Tierney and John Piiyne are tentatively set by Charles Martin for
Walter Houston guests
the Feb. 20 edition of Philip Morris 'Playhouse'
this Friday night (13)
Edward O. Robinson will m.c. and play the lead
Sunday night (15) in an adaptation of 'Blue Chips Haggerty,' with George
The Andrews Sisters will al«o guest on
Murphy, on 'keep 'Em Rolling'
the show
Claude Rains appears on the same program the following
week (22) in a repeat of 'Valley Forge'
'Helping Hand' goes back on
CBS at 4 p.m. daily
'Renfrew Valley Folks,' dally series on the same
network out of Louisville, goes off
Reshuffle of the Saturday night
schedule on the Blue (WJZ) to make room for the Government's 'This Is
War' series forced 'Little Ol' Hollywood' off the network.
Tommy Velotta, formerly NBC-Red program assistant to Phil Carlin,

radio

division

Committ-ee

of

on

York

the

Inter-

Affairs.

After a few weeks In the

New

to

familiarize hlmsell
with the organization's work he will
set up and manage a branch office
In

office

some other

P

&

city.

G Policy

rnntiniifii

from page 27;^£

taken near-Identical sales slants con,
but slight variation. While
the account never spots programs foi
two similar-type products (that Is
two hard soaps, or powder or flak«
soaps)
directly
adjacent on th(
schedule, it was observed that Ir
some cases the more or less similarly-aimed copy for such products
as Ivory flakes and Ivory Snow U
heard on programs separated by onlj
a 15-mlnute span.
With P.&G. buying solid-houi
talning-.

blocks of network time,
casionally results in two

this

oc-

pairs

ol

programs with fairly similar sales
approaches occupying four consecuon the same
network. It's known that many daytime listeners let their -dials stay unchanged for periods of an hour oi
tive 15-minute periods

more at a time. Hence the closei
over-all supervision of copy.
Breaks

Another plan being worked out by
the department is to make a slightly
different use of the breaks between
programs on each of the account's
solid-hour blocks of network time
Short plug, somewhat like a 'hitchhike' announcement, would be Inserted for a third product between
the regular closing blurb on one pro-

moved to Blue network news and special events, as assistant to Johnny
Johnstone
The latter's secretary, Ellen Heagerty, came along with him.
.... Jack Dfempsey 's quiz show Saturday nights oii WOR for Piel's beer
forces the first hall of the WGN operetta series out of New York, with gram and the opening commercial
Col. Robert R. McCormick's talk in the clipped portion. .. .Phil Carlin is on the next. Despite the addition ol
looking for a mystery show to go in the 10:45-11 p.m. spot across the board the extra announcement, the tota!
on'the Blue
'Daughters of Uncle Sam,' new all-girl band series Sunday amount of commercial copy, would
Is directing.
Betty Shay, remain the same, as the regulat
Henry 'Dobe' Carey, son of actor Harry Carey, joined NBC pageboy nights on the Blue, will originate at the Vanderbilt theatre
blurbs for each program would be
staff
He's studying for a concert singing career
Fred Vlckert han- production assistant and in charge of auditions for the NBC production
department, is also assisting Axel Gruenberg on the direction of 'Abie's shortened. Furthermore, It's figured
dling the dials for the Lanny Ross program on CBS
Irene Kuhn, of the
Irish Rose' for Procter & Gamble
Leon Goldstein of
had a that by breaking up the commercial
NBC promotion department, planed Sunday (1) to Mexico to gather mawarrant
officer on his trail last week for failing to answer a summons copy Into shorter units, the total
terial for a radio series to start Feb. 26.... Louis Pelletier, free-lance
for
smoking
In the subway,
commercial time may actually seem
writer, added to CBS script department
William

WWRL

.

WMCA

Gage the technician
on 'Take It or Leave It,' 'Pet Milk' and the Philip Morris 'Playhouse' and
•Crime Club' programs, all on CBS
Scott Kilgore engineering the
and

£d

news

Glenn Miller programs on CBS.
Paul Sullivan's 10-minute news spot Tuesday nights on CBS Is being
dropped by Liberty mag
WABC is selling participation spots locally on
iU 12:05-12:30 midnight band. show. .. .'Shsfter Parker and His Circus,'
formerly heard on Mutual out of KHJ, Los Angeles, folds. .. .It had three
local sponsors. .. .William Shirer's news sustainer Thursday evening
goes off the air
And StudebaKer Is ending its temporary sponsorship
of Eric Sevareld's news series
Miriam Wolfe is the.femme lead on both
'I'll Find My Way' and 'Miss Meade's Children,' six-weekly seritJs on
Mutual out of WGR, Buffalo. .. .National Farm and'^ome Hour, also on
the Blue, shrinks from 45 minutes to a half-hour, with Baukhage taking
over the odd 15-mtnute spot for a news series from Washington
Allan
MelUer, of CBS pubUcity, wlU dnuiv-beat This Is War,' the forthcoming
four-network morale program for the Office of Facts and Figures.
Baroness Jlelen« de Polenzska varying her WBYN commentaries to
Hill

shorter to the listener.

HOLLYWOOD

IN

.*.

of

Tbe Radio Trade is Discussing: Orson Welles /tnallv making good his
threat to hie away to South America, come what may in Academy
awards the draft and how it will strip the studios of up-and-coming
youngsters and whether air comics toill be given pre/erentlal treatment
.

—

to,

CBS

P.&G. recently added
.

keep the country's fttnnybone iumplng.

Kay Kyser started his tdtii year for Luckies, every one of them a full
John Swallow putting the NBC production shop in order up
52 weeks
Frisco way
Bill Danch switched over from Chase .& Sanborn to 'Fibber
and Molly' gag liatchery
Trudy Erwin, Kay Kyser's thrush, will marry
NBC engineer
GInny Simms working Into the regular vocal spot on the Bob Bums souper. . .Bill Morrow and Ed Beloin
took time out from Jack Benny scrivenings to write themselves an acting
part with W. C. Fields in Tales of Manhattan' at 20th-Fox
Chet Lauck
(Lum of L & A) running two of his nags at Hot Springs in his home state.
One of the hayburners from his stable will fljr his silks In the Kentucky
Derby
Lawton Campbell returned to N.Y., leaving Pete Barnum here
to keep tabs on Ruthrauff Sc Ryan shows here.... Jim Barry shifted from
to KFI barking staff
Russ Johnson In Washington on leave from
KNX. Hal Hudson warming the swivel until he gets back..,. Lou Silvers'
now prefacing the Lux themer with the musical- counterpart of the Morse
code's victory symbol, the first four notes of Beethoven's Tlfth Symphony.'
It remains until the war Is brought to a victorious finish. . .Clete Roberts,
announcer, now heading the blue network's news and special events
department here
Rollie Thomas came over to KFI from KHJ to replace
Enlistee Phil MacMurray
Truman Bradley Army-bound soon.... KFI
tumed over to service bands more than 9,000 scores of pop tunes and
marches
John Wolfe down from Frisco to line up talent for a transcripMurdo MacKenzie,

its

NBC-Red (WEAF)

repeats

serials, 'Vic

and Sade' and 'Mary Marlin.' These
were Isolated moves- as experiments
have indicated that in certain exceptional instances a repeat show on another network gets almost as large
an audience as an additional program
on the second hookup.
There Is no P.&G. expectation now
of

dropping

all

CBS

'originations'

and using that network only for repeats.
This would require a complete switch in the traditional P.&G.

'.

KFWB

of permitting its brands to
operate semi-Independently of each
Such a change in jiollcy
might Involve a saving of $15,000 or

cpolicy
other.

more a week in script and production costs. But It's figured that the
confusion
ucts, plus

of programs with prodthe necessity for a drastic

revision of P.&G. operating policy,
makes any such change unlikely, at
least for the

next couple of years.

.

KMPC

tion series.
^

8-H

^-f

=s=^^=s^^^^^=

NUei Trammell,

who was

NBC

president,

operated for appendicitis

at Roosevelt hospital, N. Y., a couple

weeks ago, was reported yesterday
(Tuesday) as steadily improving.

AT RADIO CFTY IS
BEING OVERHAULED

studio 8-H, In Radio City, N. Y.,
used for symphonic programs and
other shows requiring large space,
is being renovated and getting neW
equipment,
starting
this
week.
Among the innovations will be a
sound-reflectlng'stage and more comfortable chairs for tiie audience.

Improvements will be similar to
those in the company's two new studios on the sixth floor of the building, 6-A and 6-B.

Robert Mosher West For
Edgar Bergen Program
Robert Mosher, who has been -writing both program material and commercials in the New York office of
the J. Walter Thompson agency, was
transferred last week to Hollywood
where he will work on the Edgar

Bergen show.
Mosher joined the agency four

Ull>

—
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AI Steele of D'ArcyAgcy.

WhUe

To Mexico for Coca-Coh
Discs

Native

of

Mnsic

Al Steele, radio supervisor of
D'Arcy aeency, left New York for
Mexico City Saturday (7) to spend
six weeks overseeing recording the
native Mexican, Venezuelan, Colombian and Cuban talent for CocaCola transcribed programs used in
those areas. Coca-Cola is to cut 156,
15-minute platters used on 44 stations.

While in Mexico City recently
with George Zachary, director of
Coca-Cola's Andre Kostelanetz series
on CBS, Steele became interested In
the wealth of native talent he came
across. Current trip is the result.

RADIO

Rooney Krafts

Bing

for

HoUywood, Feb.

10.

Chicago, Feb.

10.

Fred Kress was elected regional
with Bob Hope.
Junket vice-president of the Radio Writers
opens at Phoenix and then leads to Guild at the organization's annual
the links at San Antonio, Houston membership meeting Jan. 28 at the
and Dallas. Meanwhile Hope is Drake hotel. He succeeds Courtenay
under treatment for both throat and Savage.
Members of the regional council
eyetrouble.
Coin for the exhibition matches elected at the same time are Leslie
Edgley, Dan Ryan, Orin Tovrov,
goes to the Hed Cross.
Jack Payne, Pauline Hopkins, Madelalne Clark, William Costello, George
Roosen and Jack Mitchell, with
Hobart Donavan and Jim Pease
golfing

HOCKEY ANNOUNCERS

FORMASSOCIATION
St.

alternates.

Expect Coca-Cda

and

also doubling as 'Farmer Gray'
for station's 'Farm Page.'

now

braces

St. Louis,

Kansas

City, Dallas,

Fort Worth. Omaha. MinnePaul and Wichita.
St. Louis was
Daly, WOW,
Omaha and Tee Casper, KGKO,
Fort Worth, vice-presidents; Frank
Eschen. KSD, St. Louis, secretary,

Stuff-Radio

Coincident with the 20th-Fox Miami Beach premiere of 'Song of the
Islands' last week, Irving Kahn, radio exploiteer for the film company,
revived the standard that the Chamber of Commerce should defray
line-charges for big-name radio programs as a means to induce more
broadcasts from the Florida resort. It's a seasonal yarn, and looks good
on paper, since many a radio celeb might like to originate from Miami,
instead of N.Y. or Hollywood, were it not for the costly line charges.
Kahn used the Kate Smith show as a peg, since the Ted Collins-Kate
Smith entourage was brought to Florida to tie in with the 'Islands' premiere. Betty Grable and Jack Oakie, stars in the film, participated on
the Smith show.
Incidentally, Collins
ting his next Friday's

is crowding in an extra week in Miami Beach, setshow there, and hopping in Friday noon for the
broadcast from N Y., thence to the Michigan Naval Base the week after,
followed by other military training stations.
/

In relating the performing rights clearance problem that the Carnation
Milk account encountered following the decision to include ASCAP num-

Louis. Feb: 10.

The Association of Hockey Broadwas formed here last week
officers were elected. The gabCllfl Gray, on WSPA, Spartanburg, bers spiel
on the games in the Ameribaritone,
newscaster,
etc.,
as
S. C,
can Hockey Association which emcasters

Inside

Succeeds Savage In Chicago Badio
WrlUrs Guild

Mickey Hooney will be headman
on Kraft Music Hall Feb. 12-19 so
that Bing Crosby can go charity

,
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KRESS HEADS WRITERS

Latter on Swing

To Quit Memphis

bers in its transcription series a story in a recent issue of 'Variety'
noted that the American Association of Advertising Agencies had cautioned its members against directly assuming any obligations for performing rights clearances. The caution from the Four A's, it was pointed
out by that organization last week, applied only to mechanical rights.

Tulsa,

apolis. St.

Cy Casper of KXOK,
named president; Tom

and

Duerney, WIL,

Bill

St.

Louis,

treasurer.

A

BasebaHonWHBQ

Trimount Clothing Co. would like to resume the weekly quarter-hour
with Raymond Clapper and William Hillman on the Blue Network, but
on the condition that the 'America's Town Hall Meeting' program is moved

up 15 minutes.
Account used
Memphis, Feb.

off
10.

Priorities will take their heaviest

to be in the Thursday 9-9:15 p.m. niche, but after
the Blue assigned the 9 to 10 p.m. stretch to Town Hall.'

Jean Tennyson (Mrs. Camille Dreyfus), soprano and guiding

it

went

spirit of

dozen gabbers became charter local radio toll if Coca-Cola follows the Celanese-sponsored 'Great Moments in History' program (Young &
through on its reported intention to Rubicam), expects to add some operettas and lighter pieces to the series
after the current heavier items. She has been discussing the details with
drop sponsorship of Southern League

members

of the organization which
will present a Sportsmanship Award
to an outst?.£^ing player each season
beginning with the current season.

WAYS, CHARLOTTE, STARTS

many

broadcasts

baseball

play since

U)30,

sUUon

WNBR

since 1938 with

Charlotte, N.

The

mm

Charlotte's

came

off

10.

opening

of

begin

to

Station originally

was

to

getting materials all contributed to
force delay.
Station had been completed for
three weeks, but was conducting
tests required by FCC prior to be
ing granted authority to begin op
erating.

Station opened with NBC Blue
network and is to add Mutual on
Sunday (1). This gives Cliarlotte
major networks,
since NBC Red is carried by WSOC
and CBS owns WBT.
Harold H. Thorns is general man-

local coverage of all

the 203*

and

ager, Robert'Riggby

and Ron Jenkins

is

is

chief engineer,

program

director.

regional
Acme Lead Buys

advertisers

Chicago, Feb. 10.
'Breakfast Club', variety show on
the Blue network gets its third advertiser, with Acme White Lead taking a twice-weekly 15-minute shot
over 65 stations, beginning Feb. 17,
in a deal set through the Henri,

1941

Hurst & McDonald agency here.
Other two sponsors are Swift

our biggest

strictly

In

local

&

which recently renewed for 52
weeks its three-a-week 15-minute
series and Cream of Wheat, which
Co.,

year to date
la

Into

Chicago Breakfast Club

who helped
to make

*And the 174 advertlsors wboae

buBl<

nature.

has a twice-weekly 15-minute piece
of the show.

Opelika on Motnal
WJHO, Opelika, Ala
station
joined the Mutual network Sunday
bringing the niunber of af
(8),
filiates to 198.

Outlet operates on 1400 kc, with
250 watts in the daytime and 100
watts at night.

Charles Kucker's New Job
Chicago, Feb. 10.
Kucker has Joined the

Charles

& Marquette
manager.

Sherman
ANIItbd

>llh thi

Rillibr

Repreient«d by

ud

Dn

WCPO, Cincinnati (Scripps-Howard) has crashed through to second
place in the latest C. E. Hooper daytime hours listening index for the city.
Achievement is without benefit of network programs entirely on -a local
with Francis
programming Job of news, sports, etc.
via the old

(now WMPS) and
Alfred Ryder played opposite Olivia DeHavilland in the first 'Plays for
Bob Alburty spieling Americans' broadcast Sunday (1) over NBC. Raymond Johnson was

over WHBQ.
credited In 'Variety's' review, he having been originally cast for the part
Rationing of sugar has whacked and so announced.
re-

anG. W. (Johnny) Johnstone, who last week joined the Blue network ai
other sponsor in view of probable director of special events is an oldtimer at NBC, having joined WEAF,
Everett Pidgeon, soft New York, March 23, 1923, when It was still A. T. i T.
cancellation.

have opened in fall, but a string of drink magnate, is away in Florida at
bad luck, set off by collapse of a this time and final decision undoubtSomething exceptional in Inter-network and inter-star courtesy is the
300-foot tower, in which steeplejack edly awaits his return.
buildup that Jack Benny Is according to Fred Allen's forthcoming switch
miraculously escaped death, which
Deal was probably largest single to a Sunday night hour on CBS. Benny started the buildup series last
was followed by refusal of superstl contract handled locally.
Sunday night (8).
tlous steeplejacks to work, along
with bad weather and difficulty in

/|^

nua

in the trade.

season

new 1,000-watter, coke output badly and station is
when authority ported already casting about for

here

came through from FCC
operations.

especially

national

C, Feb.

much-delayed

WAYS,
finally

first

Chamberlin handling

Has Bine and Mutual Programs
Harold Thorns Manager

this

Memphis branch of soda pop firm
has aired Memphis games play-by

Molnn

Tribuna

The Katz Ageacy

office

agency

Kucker was formerly office
Lord & Thomas agency

of the

as

chief
here.
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had not omitted the first 'B' flat.
Peerce has no difticulty with a 'B'
flat, and why he chose to omit it and

Follow-Up Comment
Freddie Martin's orchestra took
over Monday nifiht (9) for Lady
Esther in lieu of Orson Welles, who
Martin
is going to South America.
plays with a lar.y, melodic charm the
kind of easy-flowing nostalgic tunes
that are associated with this formula.
as an
ornate
It's as warming and as
old lady's shawl. He gave out with
a modernized sample of Grieg's A
Minor piano concerto. This, among

Hope's script kept him talking about
himself and all the other players'
lines cQptered on him was anything
but attractive.
'Club Matinee' on the Blue, the
program where they sing the world's

slowest songs, hit a new high the
other day. Curly Bradley even made
a ballad out of '^Vhy Don't We Do
This More Often?" On this show
they think nothing of singing the
Not easy, hundred in 20 seconds, flat.
others, was easy hearing.
as usual, are those commercials by

that over-unctuous saleswoman, with
'The Man I Married' is being writher phoney 'sincerity' that is the
can posessence of insincerity, and is Imbued ten these days so nobody
One gal has apwith everything slick and successful sibly miss the idea.
a critical
and burpy about old style radio parently just survived
illness, but still doesn't want to re'selling.'
cover, as her death would provide
insurance money for her kid sister.
Lenore Ulric on Sunday (8) did a Her faithful friend, with the subtlety
amall role for 'Inner Sanctum Mys- of a circus parade, is determined to
teries' (Blue) and the opportunity it make her want to get well by giving
{[ranted
Miss JUlric's talents was her an interest in life in this case,
The script in itself by promoting a romance with the
quite limited.
was a shoddy piece of incredulity young doctor. But he, the thickand Miss Ulric had little to do but skulled male, is blissfully unaware
break into the dialog occasionally to what the friend is drivmg at, alexpress concern over the mental though she does everything but
aberrations being shown by her whack him with a baseball bat to get
switchman husband whose post was the idea across. It's Itinda funny in
on an isolated mountain pass. The an unabashed, unintentional way.
Intended overtone of the story was Serial is on CBS for Campbell's
one of supernatural dread and Miss soup.
Ulric's reading contributed aptly to
'

—

this

mood and was

at all times re-

strained and precise.

Bob

Hope

originated

his

last

week's (3) broadcast on NBC-Red
(WEAF) from March Field, Cal., and
the result was dire for t:.e listening
audience. There was remarkable (if
unintentional) candor in the closing
announcement, 'Our broadcast from
for the
entertainment of the Army Air
Corps personnel.' Gags, nearly all
specialized for the visual audience,
were labored and obvious.
Of
course, the soldiers almost tore down
the joint over every feeble line.
That apparently fooled 'Hope and
his cast into thinking the material
was getting across, for they all
founded pleased, though the performance was distinctly rough. Nobody expects a radio personalitycomic to be bashful, but the way

March Field tonight was

Radio* » Latin American

Ambatsador of Good Will

Tuesday,

•B's.

Weakness of this operatic excerpt
remains the Jerk- continuity
on which the standard pieces are
scries

George
radio.
skeletonized
for
Sebastian directs \he 65 piece orchestra.

AsperUne commercials on the
John B. Hughes comment show on
Mutual from the Coast totaled only
two minutes and 25 seconds as heard
Wednesday (3). That's a great Improvement on the previously overlong copy, but the repetitious copy,
plus the direct, pounding style of
writing, still make the announcements seem long. Hughes continues
to be an enlightening and absorbing
commentator, particularly as the
Coast point of view he expresses is
infrequently heard in the east.

if he were afraid the listeners might
not get the fact that It's a comedy

Red Skelten had an uneven show
unnecessary and slightly last week (3) on NBC-Red (WEAF)
(4) chapter for
Raleigh cigarets.
Comic is
standard for the series, unique In his ability to create laugh
but there were a number of fluffs characterizations, and his juve pest
by the cast
in the final skit was good. First two
It's

Wednesday's

Marsli, Jack

Audrey
30 Mlns.

-

irritating.
was up to

Bay Block Oreb, Chorns,

lonrls,

Miss Tennyson shows Improvement.
Once past the treacherous coloratura

'David Haram' is frankly a rube
show, broadly written and broadly
played. Heard Wednesday (4) on
NBC-Red (WEAF), it dealt with the
hero's efforts to fix up the growing
complications in the lite of Mrs.
Goodbody, a kindly widow who
raises carrier pigeons and is currently being courted by a hayseed
Coca-CoU commercials on the named Ezekiel.
Pretty
ordinary
'Spotlight Bands' program on Mu- stuff, apparently aimed at the corn
tual are now virtually anti-sales. consumers.
As heard Tuesday night (3), the copy
explained that because of sugar pri'LInooln; The War Tears' (Carl
orities Coca-Cola output is due to be Sandburg
boiled into 27 minutes by
drastically cut, so there will be less Robert
Sherwood) was repeated
of the soft-drink available for pur- Monday night (9) on NBC for the
chase. Copy then stressed the prom- third year by Dupont.
Raymond
ise that Coca-Cola quality will be Massey again did Lincoln, the hamaintained.
rassed president It was less vivid
In the re-telling perhaps, but the
Tommy Cook, boy actor on Arch irony of the two apple-eating, cropOboler's 'Plays for Americans' series discussing farmers beyond whose
on NBC contributed a brilliant bit idle words can be heard the Gettysof acting. It was ho easy load that burg address remains a slabber.
had been delegated to the boy, but
he carried .it like a seasoned trouper.
'Our Gal Sonday,' after all these
The emotional nuances were cut
with crystal clearness, his enuncia- years, is going back to Silver Creek
and the two gruff old miners who
tion was exemplary and his balanc
ing of the poignant moments added raised her there. Although her marmuch to the script's impressive les- riage to 'England's richest and handson in war morale. The theme dealt somest lord' is almost pure bliss,
with the determination of a nine there's trouble In the offing, as her
year-old to find something that he friend. Cynthia is about to be tried
could do In aiding America in its for murder. Wednesday's (4) epipresent trouble and the effect that sode on CBS contained a glowing
this quest had on some adult Ameri- farewell scene between Sunday and
Lord Henry. Two following bits of
cans.
Suggestion for the morale-build thought sequence, by Sunday on the
ing boys in Washington: Recorded departing train and her nusband
copies of this particular program back at the railroad station, were
might be made available to every in tenderly written but the technique
dependent station in the country. It is essentially artificial. Production
conveys a terrific message in a ter- was generally effective, but more extensive and expressive use could
rific way.
have been made of music.
Oeorfc Pntnain, reading the news
for RCA-Victor last Tuesday night
Elsa Maxwell handed out a lot of
(3) on NBC-Red. (WEAF), had an supposed inside on the graciousness
unusually well-written script. Ma- and affability of the British royal
terial was presented directly and family In her 15 minutes of chit chat
clearly, with neat touches of vivid for Ry-Krisp over WJZ-NBC, New
ghraseology that gave it^interesting York, Friday night at 10 p.m. Also
ighlights.
included buildup for Gertrude Lawrence.
Miss Maxwell spoke about
Ed Boberls, announcing the 'Vic Alexander Korda and Merle Oberon,
and Sade' serial from Chicago on Deems Taylor's new opera opening,
NBC-Red (WEAF), always reads the Rosalind Russell holding hands with
closing spiel with a little chuckle, as her husband, all too, too entre nous.

show.

With Vincent Price, George Cou- With Benald Coiman, WlUlam Ad-

otherwise
spoil the effect of an
brilliant aria Is a question.
of the recitative of the "Bird Song'
her delivery of the aria was quite
good. She g9t off several good high

THET LIVE FOBEVEB'

TALLCLAH BANKHEAO

Smith

PHILIP MORBIS CIGABETS
8

Lyn Murray

WEAF-NBC, New York

Sunday, AO:SO p.m.

Opening stanza of new scries was
marked by Miss Bankhead's authoridelivery and the excellent
support of Vincent Price. Under
Charles Martin's direction the compact 'Philomel Cottage' piece, based
on an Agatha Christie yarn, moved
smoothly and held attention. But
whether the splicing of a morbid
horror talc into a half-hour musical
program adds up to sound showmantative

Is

something else again.

Skits

about a

woman who

I

Blue Network, Saturdays, 10 P.M.

MUZAK TRANSCRIPTIONS
BaoklntlH- DELL

PETER3, HCA

months-wed

route upon
Bluebeard,

fugitive

ivith

murdered wives to his credit.
Miss Bankhead read from a diary
as the story opened. It was all done
with impeccable artistry and telling
effect. George Coulouris did a small
bit of a discarded suitor.
For the rest show proceedings

were much as

usual.
Ray Block's
orchestra provided a couple of pleasant musical interludes, opening with
a salute to Georgetown University.
Audrey Marsh, warbler with the
band, sang 'You Made Me Love You'
in appealing style, while Jack Smith,
vocalist,
wound up the session
nicely with a Latin-American samba
rhythm, backed by the Block orch.

Commercials were

straight, deal-

ing with sales statistics and quality,

THE ONBILLS'
By
i^lOVV

.Ia^JF

n.'iDIO'S

;-AM!!.V

wEJ

MOST

QRING5

was

POPUI.AM'

Y^:!]

9:30 p.m. Blocki, who in addition to
producing the operetta also wrote
the script in collaboration with Fran
Coughlin, wisely placed the accent
on music, using dialog in a properly
subordinate fashion only to maintain
the story .thread. Orchestra, under
the direction of Henry Weber, and
the singing ensemble, blended skilfully.
Robert Weede sang the Franz
Schubert role, and Marion Claire

Mitzi.

Life Can Be Beautiful' was a
weepy show Wednesday (4) on CBS.

MORi:

It

happens that Steve

new

job-

Is

to take a

away somewhere and thus

'break the charmed circle.'
didn't

PfGSOniedbyivofySoap-99"

ictcmtwice
NBC Red

IN
(

-1)

<i:

:

ouro

Network, 12:15 to 12:30 P.M,

EW

WABC—6:30-5:45 EWT—CBS
•

•

COAST TO COAST
COMPTOM ADVEBTIBINO AOBNCI

MdT.i'EOPWOLF— R<COr BLDG.

to

Chichi
but Papa
Mayor La-

go,

David told her about
Guardia (whom he called 'Butch')

daily

Dir.

want him

NEW YORK 'CfTYf

^

and how firemen have to respond to
alarms, even if they'll probably turn
out to be false. Although the reasoning
wasn't
entirely
clear,
that
seemed to convince Chichi that
Steve should take the job, so she
sobbed through the balance of the
script.
Procter & Gamble's coijimerclals plugged a testimonial 'coA-

half-hour

atizations of bits about the slain soldiers and sailors, an impersonation
of President Roosevelt reading a
pled- e to the nation, dramatized Incidents of Jap treachery, dramatized
capsules of armament production,
quotes from 'Mein Kampf,' pleas for

sugar conservation, an excerpt from
a church service, various anthems
and marches, a Detroit pickup of
several brave sentences by the actual
mother of a dead young soldier and,
finally, a Hollywood pickup of Ronald Colman reading Gene Fowler's
The Finest Hour.' It was mani.

festly sincere, impassioned and allIt was on a theme of
inclusive.
tremendous potential emotion and
inspiration.
Yet it was generally

while Miss Bankhead was plugged confused and incoherent, and only
two or three times as 'one of .the 'momentarily affecting. In short, it
actresses' on the American was unsatisfying and disappointing.
Given material in harmony
A few aspects of the show were
with the general program idea she
notable. There was the vigorous, it
should be a more potent asset
great

stage.

Mori
$100 a
plus a $5,000 cash

test offering a flrst prize of

month

for

life,

bonus.

Borlion, the
Story of
West,' has modlBed
Its
hero's characterization considerably,
but still Is a labored serial. Originally an embittered young fellow,
'Brlfbt

Michael

Michael Is now the compassionate
husband of a gal whose child by her
former husband is threatened with

On the Wednesday (4)
episode on CBS the mother swamped
the ' studio
with anguish, while
Michael was a bulwark of sympathetic strength. It was. of the intense melodrama brand of writing,
apparently on the theory that femme
blindness.

But Michael
no longer sings, which Is something.
Silver Dust commercials stressed the
'suds-sational' angle, with a Walgreenish ingenue used in the dramadialers like to suffer.

insufficiently centered, writing.

The

sobering effect of the casualty lists
and the dramatized bits by relatives
and acquaintances of the dead men.
There was the almost cruel predicament of the bereaved Detroit mother,
talteringly reading about her 'solemn
pride that he died for you and me,
that we may have freedom," then
after a pause concluding, 'My son
gave what he had. He lived up to a
mother's expectation." There were
the jarring contrasts ot calls for revenge against the enemy and dramatized war industry, of jibes at tha
Japs and ringing calls of patriotism.
There was, finally, Colman"s curiously subdued reading of the Fowler
paean.
Obviously the program ia
due for .drastic sharpening and
smoothing.
Script was written by Howard

Teichman

and

Jerome

Lawrence.

Charles Vanda directed and the suggestive score was composed and conHo be.
ducted' by Lyn Murray.

tized closing plug.

RADIO BACKSTAGE'

Roy Shields Is offering a pleasant With Louise
program of concert and concertized- Sustaining

Hill

Howa

—

pop music Tuesday midnights on 5 Mlns. Local
NBC-Red (WEAF) from Chicago. Dally, 3 p.m.
As heard Jast week (3) it consisted KSL, Salt Lake City
of tricky arrangements and orchestrations of standard selections, with
'cute' light continuity by Jim Pease.
Finale of the show was his smallorchestra version of the last three
movements of Beethoven's Seventh
Symphony. There's a new novelty
on the series, a woodwind and brass
group called the Savants.

WOR-Mutual

(from WGN, Chicago), provcd a rich,
melodious radio Saturday night 8:30-

new

"They Live Forever,' was
launched Sunday night (8) by CBS
in the 10:30 spot formerly occupied
Opening
by Ck>lumbia Workshop.
stanza announced. This Is a program
of fact, not fiction. This Is a pledge
to these dead that we will not for-

get.' In a sort of iiedlcation, it promised, 'You who have given your lives
for us, win live forever' and 'We
swear to you gallant men, America
will avenge its dead.'
he is a
Show ranged from solemn recitaseveral tion of actual casualty lists to dram-

Philip Morris continues to have
CJharles Martin, adaptor and director
of its 'Playhouse' series on CBS, 'inwere inferior material, troduce' each week's show, but still
however, and weren't redeemed in takes the edge off his spiel by having
performance. Program Is improving the announcer say it for him
just
in general. Harriet Hilliard is okay a moment or
so previously.
Madfoil for Skelton and Ozzie Nelson's
Silvio
and sang an abbreviated choice of oldie tunes for his orches- eleine Carroll, guesting on Friday
version of the Prologue in magnifi- tra Is shrewd programming for the night's (6) edition of the series,
cent style climaxed by a high 'A* late hour in the east. Raleigh's com- played the Ginger Rogers part in a
condensed
version
of
'Vivacious
flat of brilliance of tone.
Baritone mercials are skillfully pointed, but
exhibited smooth legato effects and the sponsor and agency men must Lady.' It was tricky casting, as Miss
Carroll sounded like anything but a
a long line in his duet with Jean have had apoplexy when an apTennyson. Jan Peerce as Canio de- parent visual mishap Ignited a studio nitery singer, and her comedy playlivered himself of an excellent 'Vesti laugh during the second blurb on ing was only fair. But her straight
romantic scenes were effective and
la Giubba' sung with powerful dra
last week's show.
the script was artfully condensed to
matic intensity and golden quality.
'No, Pagliaccio non son!' could have
Frilz Blockl's radio production of include all the essential incident and
the yarn's comedy.
been just as effective Jf the tenor 'Blossom Time' over

BOB RIPLEY'S
BELIEVE IT OR NOT SERIES

With the intention of 'promoting
victory-thinking," this

her threehusband via the arsenic
discovery that
kills

sketches

and His Orchestra

WABC-CBS, New York

series,

warmer, more cheerful vein would
be more appropriate with a band
show of this type. The play is
in

Celanese's
'Great
Moments In
Music' had presented 'Pagliacci' last
Wednesday (4). Robert Weede appeared in the roles of Tonio and

D'ARTEGA

ohoros, orchestra

Snstslnlng

(Blow)

ship

ams, Ed Mayehoff, Don Donglas,
Vlokl VoU, Manrlee Tarplln, Ted
Osboro, Gny Bepp, Berry Krocger,

30 Mlns.

p.m.

—

Lawrence, Mass. Arthur A. Newcomb, formerly commercial manager
of WOCB, Hyannis, Mass., has joined
WLAW, as assistant sales manager.

This Is KSL femme commentator
Louise Hill Howe selling radio to
the listeners. Miss Howe has good
mike technique, rendering lines with
an easy intimacy. No 'Hollywood'

and glamor here; no reof radio star's favorite
toothpaste. Rather, a few unusual
sidelights on radio personalities but
mostly generalities of the radio busiglitter

counting

applied
specific
cases.
to
written,
and
balanced,
nicely presented.
Scripter Is Gladys Wagstaff Pinney.
June.
ness

Smoothly

PPllllllllliumiJuu*^

NEW

WBNX YORK
THE MOST

INTI-

TO

SALES APPROACH
AMERICA'S LARGEST]
MARKET.
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CONCERT-OPERA
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Koussevitsky Pbilharmonic Dates

JAN PEERCE-DCSOLINA GIANNINI

Tenor-Soprano
Carnegie Hall, N. T., Feb. 3, 1942
Jan Peerce and Dusolina GianninI
•Ballo In Miudierft' Thursday (B) French diction was excellent and his
certain figure was manly.
were both in excellent voice at their
was uneven vocal^, In that
oyer
sharply
out
Richard
BonelllCarnegie
stood
delivered
better
Hall joint recital.
a
artists' efforts
the Serformance than In the opener, and
The tenor's low notes showed off
S^se of their coUeagues. It was this
is tones became firmer and more
to particular advantage, and his exmera's first Met -presenteUon
Opera , was to have been resonant as the evening grew older. cellent phrasing, diction and treseason.
dropped from the repertoire but was Llcia Albanese showed a brilliant mendous 'B' flats in 'Cielo e Mar'
MiTled when Giovanni MarUnelU ex- high voice, terrible costuming— and from 'Glocpnda' won him an encore
perienced phenomenal- success In It not much else, Norman Cordon was of Rossini's 'La Danza.' Latter was
November, leading to an impressive Mephlsto. vocally and sung with sparkle and spirit. Two
In Chicago last
even more so dramatically, where French and two English songs also
lead part.
his being assigned the
six feet five towered over the were done in top fashion and encores
The tenor assumed the title role his
Luclelle Browning was an of 'Rachel quand du Selgneiir' end
26 years in N. Y.. others,
for the first Ume In
uninspired Slebel,' and Sir Thomas 'La
donna e mobile' followed.
delivering a splendid performance.
Beecham conducted frantically.
several
In
voice
Peerce then joined Miss Giannlni in
best
the
In
He was
duets from 'Cavallerla Rusticana,'
He also dominated with his
vears
Tosca' was given one of its best Tosca' and Travlata.' all of which
Bctine John Charles Thomas ran the presentations
of the season Satur- were delivered with his full-bodied,
his first Met
tenor a close second in
day
afternoon
Frederick
(7).
Jagel,
rich quality, impeccable line, excelappearance of the year, stopping the heard for the first
time this season
show twice with 'Alia Vita' and 'Erl as Mario, was in exceptional voice lent musicianship and ringing top
The American baritone's voice and his 'Recondita Armenia' and tones.
•Tu
phrasing Is
The soprano opened with a group
It still luscious, and his
His acting could have 'E Lucevan le Stelle' stopped the of seven lieder oy Brahms, two of
Sipeccable.
show.
It
was
pleasure
to
listen
a
alwhich were encores sung in superb
been more vibrant, but he was
to a tenor whose voice was not
German and with magnificent inways in character.
dwarfed by the powerful tones of terpretation.
ungeneraUy
a
gave
English and Italian
Roman
Stella
Josephine An- Grace Moore.
songs followed, but her best work
even performance.
In the title role, and just out of a
and sparwas in a fine rendition of 'Pace Mio
toine delivered with zest
and Saper sick bed, the soprano was superb. Dio' from 'Forza Del Destine,' clikle The 'Volta la terra'
The
voice
had.
clear,
polished
a
are
maxed by a terrific top 'B' natural.
Vorreste* while not great music,
luster in the upper register which
outsUnding arias in bravura style was thrilling, and the savage in- At times her voice took on an edge
Anon top, but for the most part it was
for a lyric-coloratura, and Miss
and big- tensity of the second act was painted under excellent control, especially in
tolnl had style. flexlbUity
ol stark and vivid against its somber the upper register, where the B's
ness of voice to make the most
background.
Alexander
again
Sved
for
and C's flowed with Immense power,
them. Anna Kaskas, substituting
was
the-stumbling
trying
hard
block,
Inadeclarity and ease.
an 111 Bruna Castagna, was
and but ineRectually vocally and draauate, as she lacked both the top

An

Pardon Me, Bud

Even

symphony

Y.. Feb. 10.

Someone took abeatlng here
Friday (6), when a local newspaper wrote item in connection
.with recital of Sergei Rachmaninoff befoi;^ ^Ivic Music audience
of over 1,600.
Story referred to Rachmaninoff as 'the composer of Concerto
in F, which fills the taverns and
the air as Swing America's leading hit number.

bottom required for 'Re dell'abiso.
In ensembre work she was drowned

""worman Cordon and Nicola Moscona made much of the mocking
laughter scene in the third act, and
Ettore Panizza struggled with. an orchestra which had plenty of life, but
varied from true pitch.

•Samson et DalUla,' presented last
Friday, found Kerstin Thorborg singing Dalilia for the first time this
season. The contralto does not possess a seductive figure, and her actInc lacked conviction.

Scarpla.
Alessio De
Faolis, in the minor role of Spoletta,

matically

as

and Salvatore Baccaloni almost stole
the show.
Ettore Panizza

conducted

with

fire.

'Carmen' was far from outstanding
second performance of the season. Lily Djanel, in the title role,
again danced well and swayed seductively.
But she was brassy on
top, short on bottom and uneven
throughout her scale. Miss Djanel's
interpretation, was again vulgar in
spots and wholly undlstinguisned.
Charles KuUman's tenor had no
ring and lacked the power to be
heard above a full orchestra. Leonard Warren could be heard which
In its

Vocally she performed best In 'Mon
coeur s'ouvre a ta vol' and 'Printemps qui commence.' The 'Amor
viens Aider' found the low 'A' flat was regrettable and he still looks
lacking in resonance.
too ponderous for a bull-fighter. Llhis
Rene Maison, as Samson, was
cia Albanese again stole the show
best voice of the year. The 'Arretez with her 'Je dis que rlen,' but her
0 mes Freres' carried power, and his makeup was poor.
•B' flat at the end of the duet with
Sir Thomas Beechson's conducting
Dalilia in Act II was true to pitch. was distinguished by his loud-voiced
His actip.g and French diction were urging of the orch and singers. He
of the highest order. Lansing Hat- 'does not aid his singers with cues,
field, appearing for the first time as
and they must sink or swim without
Abimelech, lacked power and bril- him.
He was feeling his
liance of tone.

—

—

m

Leonard Warren
was an Impressive High Priest vocally and dramatically, and Nicola
Moscona an adequate Old Hebrew.

way

as

an

actor.

Pelletler

Wilfred

conducted

bril-

PHILA.BOWFOR

Uiantly.

an adequate Alberlch. Emmanuel List and Nadlne Conner did
well, and Karin Branzell, while finding much of Erda's music too low,
Olitzkl

sang creditably.
Erich Lelnsdorf

conducted

with

spirit

'Lohengrin,' repeated

by the Met

Monday night (9), saw a familiar
cast delivering a good, routine performance.
Again, Lauritz Melchior, who has
sung eveVy Wagnerian role this winter at the Met was in superb voice.
Tenor reached his greatest vocal
'heights with the 'In femem Landt'
of the last act, and In his bridal
chamber duet with Astrid Varnay.
The young soprano repeated her excellent portrayal of Elsa, singing with
the calm assurance of a veteran.
Karln Branzell was forced considerably to make some of Ortrud's music
but her authoritative 'delivery and
acting made up for it Herbert Janssen was so-so as Telramund vocally,
and Norman Cordon was dominating
as the King.
Erich Lelnsdorf conducted brilliantly— as usuaL
'

Fanst' Saturday evening (7) was
featured by an extraordinary titlerole portrayal by Raoul Jobin, appearing locally for the first time in
that part
It was the second performance of the Met season for
.

Taust'

Jpbln's

top

^nes

are

about the

wrt the Met possesses; his 'C in
Salut demeure^ was brilliant.
He
tossed 'B' flats and 'B' naturals
around

evening like child's play,
While his lyric voice shaded to a
point when necessary, his
,
all

TAYLOR OPERA
Deems

Philadelphia. Feb. 10.
Taylor's new opera, "Ra-

America's finest

vocalists.'

-

•

l?ddt/w

CBS

Is

the Public
permitted to broadPhilharmonic
which Serge

New York
concerts

Koussevitsky is slated to conduct at
Carnegie Hall N. Y., Feb. 22 and
March 1, the network will refrain
from giving him any billing on the

Nor will it mention his name
any publicity releases. Columbia
Is under instructions to
all inquiries on the subject

air.

In

personnel

answer

of the Koussevitsky dates with the
remark that the network is not announcing the designated conductor
for those two Sundays.
This situation is an outgrowth of
the latest drive by the American
Federation of Musicians to unionize
the Boston Symphony orchestra, of
which Koussevitsky is the regular
conductor. James C. Petrillo,
prez, several weeks ago withdrew
his objection to the bringing in of
Koussevitsky individually as ^est
conductor for the 100% unionized
Philharmonic, but, according to the
statement of an.
aide Monday
(9), the question of whether peimisslon will be granted for the broadcasting of the two dates will have to
await the return of Petrillo from
Miami, where he is' attending a session of the AFM's executive board.

-

AFM

SETTLEMENT
OF DISPUTE

AFM

.

spective

presidents

of

AGMA

and

AFM, signed pact ending the battle,
which Involved jurisdiction over
concert instrumental soloists. Row
Carnegie Hall, N. T., Feb. 7, ]<)42
Alexander Brailowsky's recital at had dragged through various court
Main points of pact
Carnegie Hall Saturday afternoon. proceedings.

ALEXANDEB BBAILOWSKT

MET

75G IN IITH

Pianist

(7) was bglliant. It was Impossible
to single out any group of selections
as being best Each was played with
so complete a technical mastery and
with so much fire and spirit, as to

'

'AFM
by

jurisdiction over all concert
instrumentalists is recognised

gram.

to enroll

the

term

near-forbidden

The Chopin

$5^

AGMA.

group, a series of 12
etudes, was probably best of the pro-

warrant

'perfection.'

WK, DROPS

are:

solo

'But AGMA's position as exclusive
bargaining representative for such
artists is granted by AFM.
.'Each recognizes the other's right
solo instrumentalists,

and

both groups are to notify the concert

The Metropolitan Opera Co. of
N. Y. lost approximately |5,500 In its
11th week ending Monday (9) night
Company grossed an

estimated $76,The N. Y. Daily Critics Said:
management agencies of agreement 000 out of a possible $103,000 on
Times (Straus): 'Playing was so
'AGMA's lawsuit against AFM Is seven performances.

superb

it is difficult

to select

one as

superior to another.'

'Stupendous
Tribune
(Boehm):
technique. .tonal loveliness...
breadth of style. .genuine feeling.
unerring accuracy of finger at a vertiginous tempo.'
.

.

.

MABOARET SPEAKS
Soprano
Hall, N. T., Feb. 3, 1942

Margaret Speaks possesses a voice
that's small but accurate as to pitch
it has a fine lyric quality and is used

by its owner with intelligence and
Miss Speaks' top notes
discretion.
are not her forte, but her singing in
the middle and upper middle reg-

Her interpretai.sters was excellent.
world-premiered
muntcho,'
night (Tuesday) by the Philadelphia tive abilities were splendid; in fact,
Opera Co. at the Academy of Music everything she tried went well. Rehere, proved that the first great— cital, if anything, became monotonor even good—American opera )ias ous because of its general clarity and
yet to be written. Taylor, with the lack of daring.
best reputation of any American
composer, has had two works preThe W. Y. Daily Critics Soid:
sented by the Met.
Post: 'Lovely voice, attractive stage
Opera, in three acts, takes place personality, careful manner of singIn the Basque village of Etchezar In ing. Occasionally faltered to a slight
IBth
late
during
the
the Pyrenees
from the correct pitch.'
the degree
concerns
Libretto
century.
World Telegram: 'Intelligent contragedy of a youth born out of wedception of the music'
lock pnd a girl whose mother violently opposes their love. When the
TOTENBEBG
SOMAN
mother
conceals
boy goes to war the
Violinist
his letters until the girl, in despair,
Hall, N. T., Feb. 3, 1942
enters a convent. On his return he Town
Disclosing firm, cleancut technique
attempts 'to make her repudiate her
and excellent style, Roman Totenvows, but she refuses.
still
From this story Taylor has manu- berg, however, showed that heartist.
factured a series of bombastic epi- has to arrive as a finished
yet
sodes, none of which is very enter- Some of his bravura work has
The opera drags inter- to be consolidated and he leans backtaining.
minably and resembles operetta, or wards so far from sentimentalization
bad musical comedy, rather than that bis work suffers at times from
grand opera. The few high notes a lack of warmth. But he's definitely
Eddy.
tossed in for members of the com- a comer.
pany do not constitute grand opera.
The W. Y. Daily Critics Said:
Much of the music is very poor.
Times (Taubman): 'Violinist was
There's continual repetition in the
baritone,
'O,
for
dramatic
One aria
music.
at his best in passages of a
beer is good,' is suggestive of Tve or virtuoso character.'
Got Plenty of Nothin'^' from George
Tribune (Lawrence): 'Recital of
Gershwin's 'Porgy and Bess."
Played with fine techdistinction.
From a presentation standpoint, nique and aristocratic style.'
Dorwell.
the young company did
othy Barnoff, as the girl, disclosed a
WILL IBTBO FIANO STTTCE
firm lyrico-spinto of considerable
Belle Penstock, who has had a
power and good control. Her acting
was satisfactory. William Hess, the number of her instrumental composi'
tenor, an expert musician, has a tions published by Witmark, will inbrilliant lyric tenor of extraordi- troduce her latest modern piano
narily luscious quality, a fine even
suite, 'Moods in Color,' in a guest
legato and powerful top tones. The
Met has few tenors who can supply appearance at the National Opera
the clarion ring he gives to a top Club of America's concert at the
His acting was excellent, Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y., Feb. 12.
'B' flat.
bilt he Is so youthful looking as to
look ahnost like a cherub.
St. L. Symph Tonrs
Howard Vanderberg disclosed a
St Louis, Feb. 10.
resonant, powerful baritone, Frances
The St. Louis symph orch, under
Watkins an excellent coloratura in
the making, Gabrlelle Hunt a good leadership of Vladimir Golschmann
mezzo-soprano, while minor roles is on tour, with a sked of 16 concerts
were In good hands. Sylvan Levin in 11 cities in five states, the most
conducted with authority and got ambitious treking In the symph's
the most out of a poor score.
last

IN

The Itf. Y. Daily Critics Said:
Two-year-old jurisdictional dispute
Times (Taubman): 'For sheer qual- between the American Guild of
ity of vocal tone, dramatic soprano
Musical Artists and the American
and tenor have seldom been heard Federation of Musicians was settled
to better advantage.'
Monday (9) in New York. Lawrence
Trlbnne
(Thomson)
"Two
of Tibbett and James C. Petrillo, re-

Town

'Slegtrled,' in its first seasonal presentation Friday afternoon (6), was
fair, with the feature being the first
appearance on any stage of Elisabeth
Bethberg as Bruennhllde. The soprano did an excellent lob. If not
suited by nature to the exacting dramatic requirements, she at least
Her acting
didn't force her voice.
was excellent throughout
Lauritz Melchior was apparently
as fresh at the end as the beginning.
Though the role Is not his happiest
he sang well. The first-act forging
song went very well, but his attack
on the dragon was somewhat hammy.
Frledrlch Schorr found the Wanderer's music within his metier. The
veteran baritone's acting was unsurpassable. Karl Laufkoetter made
and Walter
an excellent Mlml,

AGMA, AFM

if

the

cast

Jamestown, N.

'

'

From

Official Secret

withdrawn.
Tliere will be no travelling or
residence restrictions upon concert
appearances of solo artists nor shall

unreasonable

either- union Impose
dues or initiation fees.
'AGMA will not claim jurisdiction
over accompanists, conductors, composers,
arrangers,
instrumental
groups or orchestras. Piano accompanists win not be subject to travelinging or residence restrictions while
on tour£ with solo artists. Minimum
fees and conditions for accompanists
to be established only by joint agreement. AFM agrees not to withdraw
piano accompanists from AGMA
members for a period of five years.'
Although the agreement contains
several contradictory or inconclusive
angles. It Is considered the clearest
-

settlement obtainable after weeks of
Apparently both Penegotiations.
are anxious to
trillo and
work harmoniously so a minimum of
disputes are likely. Indications are
that the two unions now may cooperate in dealings with concert and
opera managements, and on other
matters.

AGMA

Estlmaies for the Week
Wednesday (4), 'Carmen,' $13,000;
proflt.$l,000; Thursday (5), "BaUo In
Maschera,' $10,000; -loss, |2,000; Friday afternoon (6), 'Siegfried,'- $6,800;
loss,
Friday evening (6),
$5,600;
'Samson et Dalilia,' $11,000; Ipss, $1,000; Saturday afternoon (7 >« Tosca,'
$12,500; profit $500; Saturday eve'

ning (7), 'Faust' $9,000; profit, $500
($4.40 top); Monday (0), 'Lohengrin,'
$13,000; profit, $1,000,

Stokowsid to Lead Orch

Of 100; 200
U.S.

The Cosmopolitan Opera Co. under

Max

Rablnoff will present the

StokowskJ.
An orchestra of 100,
either the NBC Symphony or a handpicked group of men, will play.

to Stress

The veteran manager

feels

had

the past two seasons for his productions of 'Barber of Seville'

and 'Don

Pacquale' warrant this emphasisl The
to

be added

Is

'Boheme'.

Frances Greer, of the Philadelphia
Opera Co., has been added to the
'Boheme' cast and her husband, Robbe understudy
to Marcello in the same company.
Wagner's other artists will Include
the Farbman String Symphony, with
Edith ShiUer as piano soloist,' and
the Pan American quartet Other
singers include Jeanette MacDonald,
Jan Kiepura, Alexander Kipnis, Lucielle Browning, Jean Tennyson, Victor Laderoute and John Gurney. He
will have two instrumentalists, Joseph Battista, pianist, and Howard
Boatwright, i^y^liqiat(,< <ve;'
< A
ert Gay, baritone, will

composed

unit

St.

that the sold-out tours he has

Y.,

of 160 Russians, will backbone the

On Road Bookings

new opera

number 200 and will
The People's Phil-

harmonic Chorus of N.

Charles L. Wagner will .concentrate the majority of his bookings on
his three touring opers companies
fall.

will

sing in Russian.

3 Opera Troupes

next

first

performance in America of Serge
Prokofleff's opera, 'Alexander Neveky,' on April 28 at the Cosmopolitan
Opera Hiiise, N, Y, under Leopold

Chorus

Wagner

m Choms At

'Nevsky' Premiere

Loo Symph Angel,
By U.S.

Violinist Drafted

St. Louis, Feb. 10.
Oscar Johnson, III, prexy and
angel of the St Louis symph orch,
and Virgil Elsenberg, flrst violinist
in the orch, have been Inducted Into
the Army.
This is the second trip to a training Camp for Johnson, he was mustered out of the service after five
months' training when the rule exempting thos^ over 35, was adopted.
Johnson, 36, was recalled when the
order was re'jcinded.
Elsenberg, 22, is the first member
of the pit boys to be called to the
colors.
A native with five years'

membership in the symph orch,
Elsenberg was a member of I,eopold
Stokowskl's
troupe
All-Amerlcan
which toured South America last
year.

Gay with Memphis Symph
Memphis, Feb. 10.
Robert Gay has signed as guest
with the Memphis Symphony

soloist

|CAdb^tri)'q ^bird|4onc<i4i

March

9.

Wednesday, February 11, 1942

ORCHESTRA GROSSES

84

JEAN

CE Tops Theatre

Stokes 35G In

WALD DISBANDS

at Hotel B.O.'s

Bands

Leader of Girl Orchestra Joins Frederick Bros. Office

Bands; Masters Fair at $28,000

Estimates tor This Week
Bob Chester, Philadelphia (Earle;
35-46-57-68-75).
Abetted by
Jn-person shot of Mischa Auer and
Netting satis'Paris Calling' (U).
factory $19,000. with credits splitting three ways.

On

the Upbeat

2,768;

Eddy Dochin, Boston (RKO-Boston; 3,200; 30-44-55-65). Leader has
a 'local boy' rating here and that is
helping jack up the take to an estimated $22,000, Rood. Two Latins
From ManhatUn' (Col) on screen
getting little credit on the draw.

Gene

(Adams:

Newark

Kraoa,

With 'Zis Boom
Most of credit for okay

2.000; 25-35-50-60).

Bah' (Rep).

Krupa unit.
Ted Lewis, Kansas City (Tower;

$16,000 to

With 'Blue, White
11-30-50).
and Perfect' (20lh). Ted Lewis' unit
the chief macnet here and anticipated strong $12,506.

2,110;

New

York.

Masters,
(Strand; 2.756; 35-55-75-85-99). With
'Wild Bill Hickok Rides' (WB). Oneweek shot but $28,000; lower nut
than usual makes this mean a fair

Frankie

.

profit.

Glenn
mount;

New York

Miller,

(Para-

With
35-55-85-99).
3.66v;
Combi'Sullivan's Travels' 'Par).
nation of b.o. band of Miller's and
the Joel McCrea- Veronica Lake film
accounting for Very hefty trade;

week through last night
(Tues.) a smash $55,000, while first
seven days were $72,000. Begins
third week today (Wed.).
Clyde McCoy, Cleveland (Palace;
second

Evelyn Tyner combo shifts from
Waldorf hotel, New York, to Essex
House, N.

Johnny

'Scat'

Davis band to

Okeh.

for

.

in Pittsburgh territory.

Les Brown,

(Thurs.).

Amy Arnell,
Tommy Tucker
owner

half

vocalist with the
orchestra, became
of florist shop on Sunset

George Mazta, ex-Artie Shaw
trombonist, joined Gus Meyers' Connecticut Colonials, studio band at

Roly Rogers

OK

WICC, New Haven.
Sunny
Miami
Jones,

Clapp

My

songwriter-tromClapp,
own band,
heading his
Restaurant,
Terrace
at
Isham
replacing
Beach,
songsmith-maestro.
another
best

is

known

for

'Girl

of

Dreams.'

Les Brown (U. of Wisconsin, Feb.
According to school dance com-

Hotel Utah,

into Empire Room,
Salt Lake, for an in-

definite run..

Jack

Plels,

Jan Savitt pianist-arArmy Friday (6),

ranger, goes into

Baod

IJttle

Savitt's at

Sherman

hotel, Chicago.

Nlta Norman replaces Jean Williams as Lou Breese vocalist,

4th Year Hotel Astor
BUI

BailCT Woa't Yoo
FI«M C«nie Home' on

mittee
to

Brown drew

what's believed

be the largest prom attendance

in school's history; 1,700

per for

Room

LOU BREESE
OBCBESTBA

WINDSOR THEATRE
Feb. 13-14-1B

MUSAK TRANSCRIPTIONS
Feb. 16

DECCA RECORDS

Pittsburgh, now
brass section.

Ina Bay HuUon band booked into
Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh, for week
beginning Friday (13).

Band

Los Angeles

'ex-

$665.

Woody Herman (Keith's Roof,
Herman went
Baltimore, Feb. 8).
into percentage here with 1,800 at
eOc-90c. Last week (2) he set a new
attendance mark at National theaRichmond,

tre,

with 3,800 ad-

Va.,

missions in four shows, at 50c.

Tommy Dorsey (Palladium; 5,000; 65c-$I). Floor has had little rest since
Dorsey moved in and the counting of noses nudged 20,000. Band's setting
an attendance mark tViat won't be touched for some time to come.
Bob Crosby (Trianon, South Gate; 800; 5Sc-75c). Topped 6,000 customers
for another hangup week. That's slightly ierrif for a band that's been
around nearly four months.
Horace Heidt (Casa Manana, Culver City; 2,500; 55c), Catching his second wlhd before turning over the stand to Jack Teegarden (13); past week
bountiful at 6,500.

Harry James (Arena, Trenton
N. J., Feb. 1). In two shows James
played to great 3,600 admissions at

Paul Whlteman (Florentine Gardens;

.

Saturday for good gross of $1,920
considering bad weather.
Boly Bogers <Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., Feb. 2-7). Considering that Rogers' local crew had
to buck severe snowstorm he did
amazingly well in pulling 6,600
hoofers In four days at $1.45 pair for

brisk and the

Al Dlehl has left Mickey Alport's
orchestra (Cocoanut Grove, Boston)
and taKen his trombone along to -join
the Army
Frankie Carlson, drummer, quit
Fillmore I^ospital, Buffalo
(2), minus his appendix to rejoin
Woody Herman's band.

room counting

Feb. 17

Maxle's 3 into Club

Feb. 18

General Amusement Corp.

LUTZ

Per. Rep'.i.8AM

51,

PltUburgb,

Fattl Gene (Baldridge), formerly
with Al Kavelin, now vocalist with
Piccolo Pete at Club Petite, Pittsburgh.

Bernle Sandler reorganizing band
in Buffalo before opening Wednesday
(18) In Millford, Conn.

Lee (Leo

Symphony

Strini, Pittsviolinist)
band

TOMMY
TUCKER

Lea Szora, senior In Carnegie
Tech, has just been added to
ranging staff of Baron Elliott's band
to work with Lee Richly and Bill
BlckeL Szura goes on the payroll
on part time basis until he graduates
in June, when he Joins staff perma,

Doean't want to aet tht world on
ha juat wanta you to hear

fire,

'Caned the Flowers'

On Okeh Record

Merry-Go-Round, Pittsburgh,

at

No. 6466

Eddie Wlltstein orchestra plays
Yale U. Freshman prom with Mitchell Ayres band Feb. 27.

George

DnSy band

from

shifts

Syracuse hotel to Gibson hotel, Cincinnati, Feb. 18.

Gerald Freshaw, of Six Hits and
Miss vocal combo, in Army at Fort
Riley, Kansas.

Gene Erwin, currently
Freddie Packard, band leader,

tel

Hollenden,

at the

Cleveland,

WUh

TBEAT TIME
CBB

the

still

10 Best Sellers

on Coin-Machines

(Records beloto are grabbing most nickels this toeek in Jukeboxes
throughout the couritry, as reported by operators to 'Variety.' frames
of more than one band or oocalist after the title indicates, in order of
popularity, tohose recordings are being played.
Figures and names in
parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the listings

and respective

publishers.)

1.

White

2.

Blues in Night

Cliffs of

Dover

(Sammy

Shapiro
*^

(6)

Rose O'Day

3.

(5)

Remlck

Remember
I

No

Said

S?**^
Woody

j

Pearl Harbor

Republic

(5)

Paramount..

Shepherd Serenade

7.

TIs Autumn

(7)

Columbia
Bluebird
Decca

JImm.

Decca

Johnny Long

.Decca

iLes Brown

Okeh

Woody Herman

You Made Me Love You

Chattanooga Choo-Choo (16) Feist

(18)

No Laughing Matter

Victor

Dorsey
iBlng Crosby

Witmark

9.

This Is

Herman

'(Eddy Howard
^Ivlno Rey
1

Mayfair

(13)

8.

10

^l''?
Okeh

Columbia
Decca

Sammy Kaye

(

(

8.

Decca

^mith

(2) Tobia.

(2)

Victor

Dor.<;ey

J?*""""
\n°^^K
( Cab Calloway
I

4.

Kayi

Jimmy

(

Broadway..

(1)

Block.

Decca
Columbia

Harry James
i

Bluebird
Decca

""i"'
Andrews Sisters

Okeh

Splvak.

..

\
]

i*"""^ Kay
Sammy

>!.

Victor

.

OTHER FAVORITES
(These records are directly belotii first 10 in popularity.
number of weeks in parenthesis are fading, others gaining.)
Phis

Love

3hrine

Of

Tune

Blmer's

larged liis band to 11
tained a CBS outlet,

Ho- Deep

has

en'

men and

ob-

Lee Gordon, musical director of
WTAM, Cleveland, will baton a 17-

'Mtuic

pace

St.

Mine

jTo^-^

(Embassy)

(17)

(

(19) (Bobbins).

^^^r

Tunes with
'

Glenn Miller

(Andrews Sisters
(Vaughn Monroe
(Andrews Sisters

m^>lln^
Cecelia (8) ^'"^*""'"'

WW^^
Bluebird

Decca,
Bluebird

Decca

nently.

writing and directing defense training films for the U. S. Air Corps at

BOB STRONG

The

Paul Baron (Rose Room, Palace Hotel; 500; S0c-$1.S0). Baron's draw is
proving a surprise, inasmuch as he can be classed as unknown in Frisco.
First week pulled just short of 2,000 covers, whicli had all concerned walking on air.

I

New Gary
burgh

picked up for four additional weeks

$1-$1.25).

1,000;

a nice profit on 6,800 payees.

San Francisco

Millard

COCA-COLA PROGRAM

Cugat

admissions

$4,500.

of Plantation Club.

at Bill Green's,
in Orrin Tucker's

bOO; $3-$3.50 min.).

rates powerful here, even considering added strength of conventions at
hotel. Scored fourth week with 4,000 patrons.
'Fats' Waller (Downbeat Room, Garrick Stagebar; 200; no min.). In second week Waller continues bright attraction in room which has become
jive and jump haven of Chicago; packed in 2,500 buyers.
Boyd Raebnrn (Chez Paree; 500; $3-$3.50 min.). With Morton Downey
and Willie Shore as headliners on the show, Raeburn Is giving and getting
good help to fine 4,300 visitors.

SUnnay Ennls (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Replacing Ray Noble, Ennis
Bobby Byrne (Chermot B., Omaha, opened to sprightly business. Pulled close to 1,000 covers In two nights.
Phil Harris (Biltmore; 1,500; minimum $1-$1.50).
Byrne was 'disapThose graduation
Neb., Feb. 7).
parties
piled up through the week for a heaping 6,500 tabs.
for
pointing; with 887 dancers at 75c

Al Dooren from Bud Freeman's
Joe Triscarl, former trumpet with band joined Al Donahue's sax section

Brad Hunt band

the

ceptionally well received.'

$4,785.

Mr.: U.C.A.

is

davs.

second

Two Dallas night spots changed
Carol Lofner's
bands last week.
orch and a floor show into baker Wright Field, Dayton, O. He has
Hotel's Mural Room and Tony di also taken over a town band for onePardo band moved in at the Cactus night bookings in the territory.

DECCA RECORDS

MUTUAL NETWORK

9,000
25,450

week.
Art Cassftl (Walnut Room, Bismarck. Hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.). Kassel
continues neatly here. His is one of few bands to make good in this tough
floor room, dragging in 2,000 diners last week.

6).

at $2.50

Lee

Glenn

600

1,725
1,900

Jan Savitt (Panther Room, Hotel Sherman; 700; $1.25-$2.S0 min.). Savitt
scoring well on his second visit here and clicked fine 3,900 during first full

(Estimates)
bonist,

800
600

Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although' the band

week, fourth.
Xavler Cngat (Empire Room, Palmer House;

Tops Wise. Prom;

Blvd. in Hollywood last week.

opened

7,075
32,850
1,850

1,925

Del Coorlney (Continental Room, Stevens Hotel, 400; $1.50-$2 min.).
Final week for Courtney, who has done great here and will be back after
theatre and 6ne-nighter tour. Last week nice with 2,500 people.
Johnny 'Seat' Davis (Blackhawk, 400; $1.25 min.). Not much longer for
Davis, who is doing so-so trade here, bringing in fair 2,400 customers last

$4,500,

'

Badio

17

(400; 75c-$l)

1,900

Chicago

1,400

In

VaughnMonroe*. Commodore
*

Flynn orch, back in $1.10.
Buffalo, N.Y., on one-nighters before
Johnny MoGee-Bed Norvo (Raymoving into Chez Ami, which re- mor-Playmor B., Boston, Feb. 6-7)
opens in about a month. Closed after
Coupled with new Norvo combo,
Xmas day fire.
Friday and 1,800
McGee drew

BiKMt

3
17
2
0
4

major draw, 2

Lanl Mclntlre replaces Ray Kinney in Lexington hotel. New York,
Hawaiian Ro,m tomorrow night

Tommy

The

EnricMadriguera..BIltmore (300; $1-$1.S0)
Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
Lanl Mclntire
Charlie Splvak. .. Pennsylvania (500; 7Sc-$1.50)

mercial for several weeks.

Dorothy Otterman Is new singer
With "You
30-35-42-55-66).
with Tee Ross orch playing in the
Belong to Me' (Col) and Laurel
Youngstown, O. area.
and Hardy on stage. Good $25,000
despite stormy weather.
Harold Stokes, Chicago (Chicago;
Bill Bardo band, at the El Dorado
With 'Bahama Room, Commodore Perry Hotel, To35-55-75).
4,000;
Passage' (Par). Stokes' radio build- ledo, O., has had Its original fiveup in midwest Is counting heavily in week engagement extended two
overcoming mildish film draw; biz weeks more, until Feb. 22.
will be okay at around $35,000.

and His Orchestra

Coven 'totiii
Weeks
fast
Cov«n
PUred neck On Onto

Hotel

Freddy Martin*... Waldorf (400; $1-$1.50)
Benny Goodman*..New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50)

Since then she's had two or three
different orchestras, last one having
been recruited only a lew months
ago. Band's last date was at a Corecord lumbus, O., cocktail lounge, where
Miss Wald likewise had a radio com-

3,700;

.

holidav price.)

Ray Norton.

replacing

Y.,

(Presented hereuiith, as a weekly talwlatlon, is the estimated cover
charge builness beinp done by name band* in variotu Neto York hotels.
Dinner businew (7-10 P,Af.) not rated. Figures after name of hotel give
room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates tueekend and

Pittsburgh, Feb, 10.

Jean Wald, local girl who started
her first all-femme band here 10
years ago, has disbanded her outflt
to join Frederick Brothers Music
Corp. in its New York booking department. Miss Wald organized her
original crew here in 1932 while she
was secretary to Sol Hankin, then
district manager of WB's nabe houses

lnN.Y.;McCoyOK25GInaeve.

STRONG AppeaP

His Orchestra
CNCLE WALTER'S DOO HOUSE
MDO - BED

BCauvemoDt}

HCA

orchestra during the local
of Icecapades show at the
Arena, starting Sunday (15).
piece
stand

Frank Marti, Latin maestro at the
Copacabana, N.

Y.,

I

Heart of Texas (Melodylane)

in

Don't

Want Walk Without You

Madelaln.

i-

•

l

••

Tills

I

j

^^^i^hn'Z'nrieV.i'^Btefu!^

{|^%S::::V.BiS
Place (Shapiro).,

Ev'rytblng I Lov. (ChappeU)....

j

^S^Mo^gl^.'."

{

?/ry*SorJ^.\\\\-^'.D^'^

{

KVmer'.lV.BVu^eblJd

•

Tim. Dream's On Me (Remlck)

recorded a Bra-

album for Decca under Wally
.<>
'
Downey's direction.
zilian

My

J^^/,/rcs".::::.\\^'.Decca

(Param'nt).

(Sahtly).,.;

Somebody Else Taking

{

Got

It

Bad (Robbins)

(Duke

Ellington

(Jimmy Dorsey

".Decca

Victor

Decca

"
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ORCHESXRAS
Fawcett's

New

GaD

In Disc Jockey

35

Band Fan Mag

Name Bands Keep N.Y. Ifotel Grosses

Lannched 'Experimentally*
Fawcett Publications, publishers of

Bandleadeis who Jiave played Detroit recently ka'^e been oOered
'sponsor* their own recordings by a record jockey conthe chance to
nected with a ncaxtay Canadian radio station. Several leaders, burned
aAed to finance the broadcasting of their own
at the Idea of belnc
'would help their popularity In that
nlatteis under the idea that It
their booking agencies.
liea have complained to
According to one leader propositioned he was to be guaranteed
of records made by his band, and nine qiot
four lS-inlnut« sessions
return
in
for $100 a month. He turned it
week
emiy
fonouDcements,

-

a quartet of film fan'magazincs^ has
released the first Issue of a dance
band fan sheet, titled Dance Band
Album. Devoted entirely to pictures and biographies of outstanding
leaders and vocalists.
Initial

'

down

1^ Pitch; Monroe's Surprise Draw

At

Autograph Stuff

issue is a test to^ deteradvisability of monthly
It assertedly had a

publication.

Kansas City, Feb. 10.
Autograph seekers mistook

guaranteed circulation of 300,000.

cold.

Jon Tost,

MORE BANDS

Switch to Gabriel

Army Takes Bus,
Joe

So Harry James

Tommy

enlisted In the
at

LosesaDate

WDAF

announcer, for

Russ Morgan. Yost obliged with

IN

his

own

signature as he, too,

occasionally besought

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Bushkin, pianist with
Docsey's band, recently

March

Army

asked one.
Tes, but he must not have
been thinking,' was the answer.
1 got his real name, 'Jon Yost'

military band, Joe will play a

trumpet

AtlanU, Feb.

ii

col-

Later two autograph hounds
were overheard comparing notes.
Did you get Russ Morgan?'

ARMY SHOWS

There being no piano In a

by the

lectors.

CAMPS'

DIXIE

air corps

Field, Cal.

10.

With the spring and summer, as
the big bands start hitting the onenlgbters, the Mason-Dixon territory
will get more band entertainment.
This is in answer to observation that
the south seems neglected, because
of geographical remoteness, whereas
motion date at Old Dominion Club
For the second time wittun two the North Atlantic seaboard camps
for Jerome Gordon. When it came years General Amusen>ent Corp. and get more than their share of stars,
tinte to hop aboard the Greyhound, Al Donahue \Vill oppose each other units, bands, etc.
James' road manager before N.Y. local 802 of the AFM.
however,
That is partially- true although the
found that the Anqy had comman- Donahue transferred the booking morale oSicers now take the position
deeied It.
privileges on his band to William that the major function of army
Unable to get al>oard a train James Morris agency again last wedc and camp life is military, aud tlie schedsquawked so loud and long that a GAG is contesting the move, alleg uled two traveling units per month
Theory that recording companies
bus was released for their use, but ing that Donahue owes it another are adequate. However, these will
will be hampered by lack of matenow and ice made tough going and year on a two-year contract.
)>e supplemented witii the warmer
rials that go into the making of a
the train out of New York was
Contract between leader and GAC weather.
record is laughed at by an execumissed. So the band went right on is supposed to guarantee Donahue
further south for dates in Georgia, so many weeks of .bookings with air
He
tive of one of the companies.
Phil
and Old Dominion' Cluli stand was time, which he claims
didn't get
points out^ to substantiate his claims
lecheduled for Feb. 25.
him, thereby abrogating the agre^eBandnran's
that war priorities on shellac, etc.,
ment GAC claims that since DonaCarrying out the plans of the 'Sec won't disturb production, that if
band
six
.The Army made Harry James miss
News, Va, Thursa date at Newport
ny (5). Alter flnlsfaing at Syracuse
University, band was to have taken
then hop a
York,
New
Into
i bus
protrain for Newport News for a

AL DONAHUE AGAIN

Priorities

Not

BEFORE 802 WTTH GAC

Worrying Disc

Manufacturers

.

MUSIC FOR SOLDIERS
SeatUe, Feb.

10.

Seattle local of the American Fed
eiatlon of Musicians is dpnatlng the
services of an orchestra oCe night a
week for a dance at the local Service
Hen's Club. All men In armed forces
fire invited.

Dances are held Wednesday nights
Wally
from 8:30 to 11:30 pjn.
Bowen's Wasbingtonlans set the ball
rolling on Feb. 4.

even whUa
he had Glenn MlUer as opposition
at the Penn.
JInuny Dorsey followed Spivak at latter spot Monday
consistently strong, too,

(9).

Another spot Vaai seems to have
ts the Hotel BUtBAom with Enrio
Madriguera and an ice show. It's
chased the Uuea
more's Bowman

Hfhlng.
Freddy. Varth). at the
Waldort, and Eddy Duchin bctoi*
him, also is d«riiig and did well
there.

Truex and Ex-Dnchin

GAC

UNION DEADHEADS

While biz of certain snooty cafes
New Yortc lias fallen oft the last
four or five weeks,, the business dun«
by name bands Is the various hotel
rooms has- bees consistently good.
Since a week or two t>e(ore th«
holidays, when cover charge figures
in 'Variety's' Bands at Hotel B.O.'i
began moving upward, the puU tit
the name jivesten has remained at
a consistently high level
Perhaps the most surprising is th*
gradual build of Vaughn Monroe's
orchestra
at
the
out-of-the-way
Century Room of the Commodore
hotel.
Since opening there last
October B, Monroe's pull has shown
weekly Increase from approxiII
mately 900 covers to a consistent
average of 1,500 and better. Another surprise was the draw of
Charlie Splvak at the Pennsylvania
hotel, N. Y.
One week he topped
Benny Goodman- at the nearby New
Yorker hotel; Goodman has been
in

mine the

Amy Shows

about
hue broke up his
monttis ago and retired for three
months they were unable to secure
the bookings they promised because
spot owners knew Donahue's was a
reorganized band and some wouldn't
take a chance on it not being up to
par. Therefore GAC claims the con-

ond Corps Area (New York,

New

to
in

establish soldier theatrical units
every camp, two members of the

Muskian^ It's Too Miich

made plris

Camp

Upton, N. Y., entertainment
group have been transferred as the
nucleus of similar setup at Fort Tilden, N. Y.
tract is still in force since it was
They are Private Philip Truex. son
Donahue that made the desired
of Ernest Truex, and Private Milton
bookings tough to Secure.
Saunders, formerly in Eddy Duchin's
band. TTuex, veteran of 10 years in
the theatre, was last seen on Broad
w6y in 'Man Who Came to Dinner.
Band Bookings
Hell be in charge of production at
Tilden, while Saunders will organize
a post orchestra.

Herbie Kay, Feb. 14, Stambau^h
Aud., Youngstown, O.; 15, Trian
Toledo; 16, Broadway Hlnk,Glas»port, Pa.; 17, Aragon B., Pittsburgh;

Demands.$30Week^for

Decca, Victor or Columbia
were worried neither would have
either

Jersey and Delaware) morale office

to Increase capacity. CoJackson, Miss., Feb. 9.
lumbia vlthtn the last' couple weeks
Jackson is without live musicians
received part of an order for 60 new In its two night spots, the Hotel Heipressing machinei; Decca is said to delberg roof and tlie Rotisserle,
pending settlement of the demand
have recently installed more of the by the local
unit of the American
same, and Victor is enlarging its In. Federation of Musicians for a $2.94
dianapolis plant to a point where it boost in -scale. For the Heidelberg
will nearly equal the capacity of its it would be $30 a week per man
main Camden. N. J., plant which is and for the RotIs$erle, $25.
credited with being able to press t>eThe Heidelt>erg has meanwhile
tween 20-25,000,000 records yearly. shut down' its roof 'for renovations'
Eli Oberstein, head of new CUssic and the other spot is providing dance,
Record Co., claims that .his outfit music from a jukebox. The loctd.
won't be hurt. Scranton HiZcord Co, union's secretary, Wyatt Sharp, gave
which presses his stuff, recently re- the rising cost of living as the rea>
ceived delivery on a stiipment of son /for the increase and pointed
shellac that was .aboard a freighter out that Jacksoti's scale was lower
torpedoed in the Atlantic, but which than any other town of contparable
.

'

Theatrical unit idea of the Second
Corps Area, incidentally, was given
high praise and proposed as a model
INE
in other territories by Major Marvin
Pa.;
AUoona,
theatre,
Mischler
19,
Young, of the Morale Branch in
Girl with' Page Orohestra' Vnngled 20, West Virginia U., Morgantown;
Washington, at a recent meeting in subsequently made port. Oberstein,
with Ez-Clggle Saleslady
21, Wcnango C. C, OU City, Pa.; 22,
the capital of morale officers from incidentally, claims that his Elite
Kleinhans Music Hall, Buftalo.
camps throughout the country.
Two-Hits-of-the-Week label has sold
Memphis, Feb. JO.
Jlmmie Lanccford, March 2, Troc300,000 copies in seven weeks of opRuth Luka Mansfleld, singer- adero C, Wichita, Kan.; 3, Memorial
eration and. that with the addition
Chi Redates Les
dancer with Paul Page's orchestra, Hall, Joplin, Mo.; 4. Crystal City
last week of 2,200 Philco dealer outwas fined |20 in city court here on Par, Tulsa, Okla.; 5, Trianon B., Okia-.
Chicago, Feb. 10.
lets his February total will be 500,
charges of disturbing the peace and City; 6-7, Agricultural-Mechanical
Blackhawk nitery has Les Brown 000 alone.
assault
and battery on Tbelma College of Texas, College Station; 9, orchestra booked fpr long term stay,
Bradley, former cigaret girl in the Community Center, Jonesboro, Ark.; and
will probably be here entire
Balinese Roomr at the Claridge, Church Aud., Memphis; 12, New fall and winter season
Davie Harris, original member of
of 1942-43.
^here Miss Mansfield has been ap City Aud., Little Hock; 12 City Apd.,
Orrin Tucker orchestra opens this Raymohd .Scott's Quintet has formed
pearing.
Birmingham; 13, City Aud., Chat- week for stay until April, and -will small comlio debuting on NBC's
The girls tangled in front of the tanooga; 15, Paradise Hall, Nash- be followed by the Art Jarrett or- 'Lower Basin Street' program toClaridge, in the street, and across ville; 16, Dixieland, Lexington, Ky. cliestra.
n.'rHt (Wed.>'
the way at a small restaurant.
Bob Chester, Feb. 14, four days,
Singer said ex-ciggie gal, at that Strand theatre, Brooklyn; 19, week.
time a customer of the nltery, tossed Central theatre. Passaic, N. J.; 27,
Ice cubes on the floor during her
Rensselaer Poly. Inst., Troy, N. Y.;
hula. Antagonist admitted this, but
28, St George hotel, Brooklyn.
said she apologized, got punched for
Alvino Hey, Feb. 15, Arena, Trenher apology.
ton, N. J.; 16, Masonic B, Scranton,
Insiders reported tlie two had I>een Pa.; 18, Paramount theatre, N. Y.
It cost Charlie Bamet $400 in salaries to experiment two days with the
dating the same musician.
Del Courlney, Feb. 20, week. Riv- idea of adding a quartet of strings to bis band. Leader rebuilt bis outfit
Miss Mansfield was billed as a
erside theatre, Milwaukee; 28, 1^- last month, lowering its number of brass and using two violins, 'cello and
Hawaiian princess.
Claire theatre, Moline, III.; ]\darch 4, viola. After two days he tossed ttie strings' out'and went back to his old
B.,

f

RUTH MANSFIELD $20

size

III

the south.

NX BUCK AND WHITE

.

Brown

TWnJGHT HOUR JAM
Town Hall, New York, will be
scene of a jam session projected by
outstanding- livers, ynder ttii title
'Chiaroscuro of Jazz Concert byEddie Condon* (Chiaroscuro is used
to indicate colored and' white muscians will take part), program is
to run off Feb. 31, 5:30-7:30, pjn. and
If successful may t>e repeated frequently.
It's planned and financed
by Condon and jozz-minded a';soclates. Including KTiest Anderson of

'

.

Inside Stuff-Orchestras

Uses Dinner Mosic

CBS.
Teddy
,

Bobby

Wilson,

Max Kamlnsky,

'Hot

Hackett
Page

Lips'

George WetUing, Pee-Wee Russell,
Sidney Becfaet, Brad Gowans, Willie
(The Uon) Smith, John Simmons and
several other top Jazx musicians are
Coliseuip, Burlington, la.; 7, Pal- Instrumentation.
to participate in a program of varlace theatre, Fort Wayne, Ind.; 11,
String players, however, seemingly didut go for the Idea of being ous jaa moods. Smith wIU play,
Capitol theatre, Manitowoc, Wis.; 12, brushed off in favor of brass. They squawked to the AFM that they had
on piano, little known 'Jazz Music
Venetian theatre, Racine, Wis.; 14- been definitely hired, not on trial, and union regulations called for two
Hackett,
by George Gershwin.'
They settled for $100 apiece.
15, Stratford theatre, Chicago, 111.; weeks' notice.
cometlst with Glenn Miller, Is to
17, Bay theatre, Green Bay, Wis.; 18,
alternate with Max Kaminaky in InOshkosh theatre, Oshkosh, Wis.; 19,
There may not be a resumption of the RCA-VIctor Dance Caravan of terpreting favorite numben of the
Rio theatre, Appleton, Wis.; 20, Ken- last summer, which was supposed to resume road' work' late this month legendary Blx BeUerbecke.
osha theatre, Kenosha; 21, Sheboy- or early in March. Several bands, including Glenn Miller, have t>een
in a new tour, to promote Victor<s
gan theatre. Sheboygan; 22, Para- approached on the idea of taking
NEGR04JNION ELECTS
mount theatre, Hammond, Ind.; 28. Victor and Bluebird record labels, but it's understood they turned it down.
White City B., Hcrron, m.
Reluctance to play in opposition to one-night ballroom promoters is said
.

Memphis, Feb. 10.
The Parkview, Memphis' largest
apartment hotel, .now has dinner

.

A

music.
four-piece string enseinble
recruited by N6el Gilbert, concertmaster for the Memphis Symphony
orchestra, is playing froin e-JO fa
8:30 each
nlng.

Idea
clicks,

Thursday and Sunday eve

p^

Bobby Byme. March

might
says

be expanded
Manager Charlie

wright

to

have Influenced

Jbluuoii in

Navy

Aud., Fliilt,.Mi<!h.;
atre,

Erie.

Pa.;

Feb.
16,

17,

14,

Philadelphia. Feb.

Alexandria

B..

Worcester, Mass, Feb. 10.
Hamilton, Ont., Can.; 18, Arena, LonJohnson, vocalist with Herbli don, Can.; 20-26, Palace theatre,
orchestra, left here last week Cleveland; March 2-4, Plymouth theenter Naval service: Has been atre, Worcester, Mass.; 6-12, Boston
jslgned to Norfolk where Gene theatre, Boston.
ney wiU be his boss in the athJohnny Lone, Feb. 28, Castle
«Jf

Bm

w

department

He's brother of Rita Johnson, flhn

F9rms, Cincinn:.ti; March 4, Arena,
London, Can.; 6-12, Buffalo theatre,

'Buffalo.

Local 214, last week. Other ofticera
chosen were: Frankie Fairfax, secretary; Harry Monroe, vice-president; Ike Ctrngiea, assistant secretary, and Levi Bostlc, treasurer.
'
Raymond H. Jackson, international
rep of the Negro footers, spoke at
meeting. Also attending the session
were A. A. Tomel. former prcxy of
Local 77, and A. Rex Riccardi,

AFM

.

Into Decca and Victor records
Inquiry by N. Y. Local 802 of the
failure to deduct social security sunu from payments to bands that record
for each company, was deferred until this week or next. Rcpresentative.<;
of the two outfits were supposed to appear before 802's executive board
i

fast

week

(5).

i

.

I

•

';

.

j / >

^

1

i i^-,:-.: i.-.:-.%7^i

.

10.

George H. (Doe) Byder was reNegro Musicians,

elected president of

Art Thorsen, after an illness, recently resigned as personal manager of
Horace Heidt and has left the band to assume a position as resident manager of Coonamassett Ranch, Cape Cod, Mass. .Among other things he'll
oversee the booking' of name orchestras, which the resort uses during the
summer months.
Split with Heidt was amicable.

IMA

Columbia the-

Kays

letic

Ocerge Hydcr Again Heads Philadelphia KnslcUns

decisions.

Milton Pickman, g.m. of last year's short tour with Tommy Dorsey and
Shep Fields' bands. Is in California with Dorsey with whom be's supposed
to be Involved in MGM's plans for -a new record company.

6-7,

lujnbia, S. C.

Woody Herman,
Bill

2-5, Capitol

Citadel,
theatre, Atlanta.
i.
if
Charleston, S. C; 8, Lucas theatre.
Cart- Savannah; 9, Carolina theatre. Co-

Ga.;

'

.
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MUSIC

36

Unknown

Nine Filmusical Tunes Submitted

Hanl^ Wlw Wrote llack

Publiahei'

h

Irwin Dash and Reg Connelly
being kidded B3 the Unof a

PAINE REPORTS

Victim Of

lofliana'

are

known Publisher because

For Year s Academy Award
placed in nomination, 20 for draHollywood, Feb. 10.
Academy Award for the best song matic Alms and 10 for musicals.
written for a motion picture during They are:
'You'll Never Get Rlch,''trpll)m-.
1941 will go to oi^e pt nine- tunes
nominated by tlie sartfe number of bia; musical director, Mort'ls^olofT;
Ditties, ^writers, pictures arrangers and musical collaborators,
Etudlos.
L<jto Arnaud, .Leq. Shuken, Carmen
and companies aje: ,,.
Kissed" lily Baby GotMJi,, pragon, Charles Bradshaw.
.

'Since
bye," by

.

.

I

supplement
the ConneJJy firm name, put In

marked

'Dash,'

to

a long-dash, instead of crediting
the song, to Dash-Connelly.
P.3.—this Is a free ad aa a

.

Cole

Porter, ' for
Get Ricti,' Colurnbia.
~

'Ydii'll

'Dumbo,' Walt bisn^; music by

Frank Churchill.
'Chocolate Soldier,' Metro; adap'Baby Mine,' by Franlt Churchill
and Ned Washington, for 'Dumbo,' tation and direction, Herbert Stothart, Bronislau Kaper.
Disney-RKO.
'Birth of the Blues,' Paramount;
'The Last "Time I Saw Paris,' by
Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammer- Robert Emmett Dolan.

Never

•typographical error In 'Variety*
last week in the- radio plug
breakdown. In connection with
their current plug song, 'Well
Meet Again.'
A too literal printer, when a
typo correction came through

stein n, for 'Lady, Be Good,' Metro.
'Dolores,' by Lou Alter and Franlc
Loesser, for 'Las Vegas Nights,'

'HITPARADE'

'Ice-Capades,' Republic; Cy Feuer.
Wilcox-RKO;
Herbert
'Sunny,'
Anthony Collins.

Rainbow,' Republic.
'Out of the Silence,' by Lloyd B.
Norlind, for 'All-American Co-Ed,"

Hal Roach-United Artists.
'Chattanooga
Choo Choo,' by
Harry Warren and Mack Gordon, for
*Sun Valley Serenade.' 20th-Fox.
'Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy of Company B,' by Hugh Prince and Don
Ray, for 'Bucic Privates,' Universal.
'Blues In the Night,' by Harold
Arlen and Johnny Mercer, for 'Blue;
In the Night,' Warners.
Special award to Walt Disney for
"Fantasia' was recommended by the
music branch of the Academy because of the 'all-round outstanding
quality of the picture,' and because
of its contribution to the musical
education of the public. Group explained that 'Fantasia' does not fall
Into the scoring categories set up
In the music rules for tl^e annual
Awards because of its unique nature.
Thirty Masleal Scores Nominated
Total of 30 musical scores were

A

Sure-Fire Hit

On Decca Records No. 4101
'Cancel the Flowers'

TONY
MARTIN

Em'il

Blonde,'

Warners;

Heinz Roemheld.
'Ladies In Retirement,' Columbia;
Ernest Toch, Morris Stoloff.
'All That Money Can Buy,* Dieterle-RKO; Bernard Herrmann.

The

Little Foxes,'

Goldwyn-RKO;

Meredith Willson.
'Ball of Fire,'

fred

Goldwyn-RKO, Al-

Newman.

'Lydia.' Korda-United Artists; Dr.
Miklos Rozsa.

Woman

Is

Hanley's best

known

ASCAP

tunes Include

now

Is

waiting to hear

'Back Home in Indiana,' which has from the Kansas attorney-general In
gone over 2,000,000~ copies, 'Just a connection with several legal quesCottage Small by a Water Fall,' 'If tions affecting the lifting of this
You Knew Susie Like I Knew Susie,' barrier. Under the Kansas law as
'Wlio Do You Love?,' 'Song of My It now stands ASCAP would be reHeart,' which he wrote for a John quired to pay to the state a tax of
McCormack film; 'Honeymoon Lane,' 3% on all licensing fees collected
'Rose of Washington Square,* 'Con- in Kansas.
tented' and 'Second Hand Rose.'
Representhig the Kansas broadHanley had completed just before casters in last week's discussions was
his
death, with Vernon Crane as co- Ben LuSy, of WIBW, Topeka.
Major music publishers are exauthor, the score of a new show,
pressing themselves as now con'The Band Plays On,' but for which
on
songs
ratings
of
the
that
vinced
Tobias Set in Nebraska
there is not as yet a producer.
the 'Lucky Strike Hit Parade' are alLincoln, Feb. 10.
Surviving are his widow and five
most solely determined by the agFully corrected, Charlie Tobias' filgregate performances that they have children.
ing of 'Rose O'Day' Is now okay
received on the networks. This situunder Nebraska's anti-ASCAP law.
ation, say these publishers, has a
He has been In biz in Nebraska since
tendency to encourage more than
last Thursday (5), and between 20,000
ever the practice in the music inand 30,000 copies of the number are
dustry of staging plug drives.
being £ent into the state for sale.
Through the latter device a pub-

WIDOW, KIDS

Frank lisher so marshals the delivery of
Lloyd-Universal; Richard Hageman. his promised plugs that his current
'So Ends Our Night,' Loew-Lewin- No. 1 song makes the top of the list
within the period of 'a week. The
United Artists; Louis Gruenberg.
'That Uncertain Feeling,' Lubitsch- publisher figures that once his tune
heads the plug list it is bound to get
United Artists; Werner Heymann.
re'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,' Metro; recognition on the 'Hit Parade,'
gardless of whether the song has
Franz Waxman.
'Citizen
Kane,'
Mercury-RKO; appeared among the best sheet
sellers.
Bernard Herrmann.
'King of the Zombies,' Monogram;
Edward Kay.
"Hold Back the Dawn,' Para- Chi Downbeat Sets
mount; Victor Young.
Stuff Smith Orch
'Mercy
Island,'
Republic; "Cy
Feuer, Walter Scharf
Chicago, Feb. 10.
'Suspicion,' RKO; Franz Waxman.
Stuff Smith orchestra has been set
'Tanks a MUUon,' Hal Roach- through the Joe Glaser office to open
United Artists; Edward Ward.
In the Downbeat Room of the Gar'How Green Was My Valley,' 20th- rick Stagebar starting Feb. 21 for
Fox; Alfred Newman.
four weeks with options.
'Back Street,' Universal; Frank
Smith orchestra follows the, cur'This

KANSAS-

IN

DRIVES

Newman.

'Buck Privates,' Universal; Charles
Previn.

'Strawberry

PEACENEARER

49

INFLUENCE ON

'AU-American Co-Ed.' Hal RoachParamount.
Artists; Edward Ward.
'Be Honest With Me,' by Gene United
'Sun Valley Serenade,' 20th-Fox;
Autry and Fred Rose, for 'Ridin' On
ll

squarer.

Heart Attack at

James F. Hanley, 49, composer of
numerous hit songs, died Feb. 8 In
his Douglaston, N. Y., home from a
heart attack which had been brought
on by a blood clot, Before he tool^
to writing Hanley played In vaudeOn his return to New York from
ville around the middle west, later Topeka last week John
G. Paine
going to London to do a music hall ASCAP general manager,
reported
Hanley
sketch with Sam Llebert.
that substantial progress had been
did the scores for such Broadway made with the Kansas
attorney-gen>
'Big
Jr.,''
Cruso,
shows as 'Robinson
eral's office In. finding a solution tor
'Geo^e White's Scandals,' the statutory barrier
Boy,'
which now
'Honeymoon Lane,' 'No Foolin',' and prevents ASCAP from
doing busl.
Thumbs Up.* He worked for. 20th ness in that state.
Century-Fox from 1931 to 1034.

Mine,'

Tobias Is charging for only four
uses $1 for dance orchestra, hotel,
or ballroom, and $5 for commercial

WINCAPEHART

—

radio.

•

Whfen Tobias

first sent his number
to the secretary of state with his 25c
filing fee, he neglected to state under
his signature that he owned all
rights, and What prices he wanted

SUIT

.

Fort Wayne, Jnd., Feb. 10.
Royalty suit begun more than a
year ago against the Capehart Co.
has' ended with Judge Harry H.
Hllgemann of Allen County Circuit
Court ruling that a royalty of $5 for
each orchestrope manufactured by
the Capehart firm was due the heirs
of the late Ralph H. Erbe, inventor
and chief engineer for the firm un-

the tune sold for. That had to be
taken care of before accepted as

proper.

To

'

date,

&

Tobias

Lewis are

the

only author-publishers having complied.

Peatmao,

til his death.
The suit was filed by
Ida M. Erbe as guardian of four Erbe
offspring and in her own name, askSkinner.
rent Fats Waller orchestra, slated to ing for an accounting.
'Sergeaqt York,' Warners; Max return within a few months.
Judge Hilgemann in his ruling
found that Erbe, besides inventing
Stelner.
the devices, used in manufacture of
'Sundown,' Wanger-United Artists;
Dr. Miklos Rozsa.
Al Donahne's orchestra set for the Capehart products, entered into a
'Cheers For Miss Bishop,' Richard Palace hotel in Frisco May 5. He contract-with the company, authorizRowland-United
Artists;
Edward has a previous date at the Trianon ing use of his patent and subsequent
Improvements at a royalty of $5 for
Ward.
in Los Angeles Feb. 19.
each instrument manufactured. He
also served as chief engineer for the
company, under the agreement, and
royalty payments were to be made
by the firm to him during his lifetime and after his death to his heirs.
The action was marked by a volume of highly technical testimony
submitted late in 1940, and briefs so
voluminous that they were submitted
to Judge Hllgemann only last fall.
Trial had been transferred to the
U.S. District Court, but Federal
Judge Thomas W. Slick had ruled
there was no federal jurisdiction and
remanded the action back to the cir-

CCNY

Teacher,

Makes Research Proposal
To Music Publishers
of

John G. Peatman, the City College
New York psychology instructor

who formerly ran a plug checking
service for Broadcast Music, Inc., Is
now trying to sell the music publishing industry on the idea of cooperating with him on the formation
of a music research foundation. His
latest project calls for underwriting
by sources outside the industry.
Peatman would like to set up a
board whose basic functions, as he
puts it, would be to encourage research grants and allocate^funds for
research projects that would deal
with such things as policies for logging performances, and reportin'K
trade activities with regard to sheet
and phonograph record sales. The
board that he has suggested would
from
consist
of
representatives
ASCAP, the Music Publishers Protective Association, the National Assoclatlo)^ of Broadcasters and the
Apierlcan Association -of Advertising
Agencies.

cuit court.

Music Notes
Pan! Whlteman has re-signed to
record exclusively for Victor.
/
Freddie Bloh composing and conducting the score for 'I Live On
Danger' at Paramount

GEtrrNG BIGGER EVERY DAY
,

Morris Stoloff scoring The Adventures of Martin Eden' at Colum-

'Cancel the Flowers'

On Okeh Record

No. 6509

bia.

THE

Garrli

Sid
front
cleffed

and Bill McCrystal,
office employe*! at Metro,
ICheatin' the Sand Man.'

CHARIOTEERS

Betty Jtaoa Bhode* disked 'I Said
No' and '1 Dotft Want to Walk Without You' for Decca.
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BC fflSCS CARRY WB TUNES
One Drive

at a

Time

Broadcast Music Trims For Future;

With more orchestra leaders than ever doubling as publishers and
the Industry further congested with Arms that bobbed up during the
ASCAP-radlo flgbt the old line ol publisher has come to the conclusion that the day of being able to plug more than one song at a time
These veterans of the music business hold that the
is virtually over.
combination of competitive factors which was nurtured during that
fight will remain with the industry for some time to come and that
during that period It will be both impractical or uneconomic for the
average firm to press the exploitation of more than one new song at

o

a time.

Formerly a publisher could afford tc play with two or three songs
concurrently, one of them, of course, being his top song, so that he
could get an idea of whether he had something that would be worth
concentrating on later,

DEAL WITH PUBS
Will Add Other ASCAP
Catalogs to NBC Library
As Deals Are Closed
Harry Fox 'Corrects' Lloyd
Egner On One Point

—

OTHER LIBRARIES

Arranger Working Outside Fublishers
Offices Cls^sed

to

Music publishers are not required
pay unemploymenf insurance

taxes on arrangers, autographers or
copyists who do their work outside
the publishers' premises,, according
to an opinion handed down last week
by the Unemployment Insurance
Appeal Board of the State of New
York.- The finding was the result
of -a test case that the New York
musicians union had brought against
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.
The' decision pointed out that a
music publisher does not maintain
'

Jurisdiction

over

who

any person

performs an arranging, autographing, etc., assignment away from the
publisher's own offices and such
person actually occupies the status
of an independent contractor. Marshall H. Rosette, counsel for Shapiro-Bernstein, had contended to the
appeals board that the persons involved in the case also did work
for other publishers and that at
no time did these persons come
under the direct supervision of S-3
'

executives.

.

Those in whose behalf the union
had brought the appeal were Jack
Mason, George Briegel and Paul
Weirick,
A.
arranger;
William
Starmer, title page artist, and Edward Duvelsdorf, music engraver.

15 Best Sheet Mnsic

Sets

Up Disc Company

In N.Y. for Educationals

Sellers

(Week cndtno Feb.
White Cliffs
Rose O'Day

of

Dover
'

7)

Shapiro
Tobias

Blues In Night.
^emick
Shrine of St. Cecelia
Braun
We Did It Before
Witmark
Remember P. Harbor. .Republic
Elmer's Tune
Robbins
Chattanooga Choo Choo
Feist
.Madelaine
Santly
I Got It Bad
Robbins
This No Laughing Matter. .Block
Deep in Heart Texas. Melodylane
This Love of Mine
Embassy

Meanwhile, Harry Fox, agent and
trustee for publishers on mechanical
rights, has challenged one of the
statements made by C. Lloyd Egner,
v.p. in charge of the NBC recording
division, Jn a press release which he
issued last Friday (6) on the subject
of ASCAP music availability.
The
Tis Autumn
Witmark
paragraph to which Fox took exAngels of Mercy
Berlin
ception stated, 'Heretofore, we were
required to pay publishers and to
charge our subscribers 25 cents, and
in some cases 50 cents, per use per
Rnss Morgan's Stunt
selection on certain sponsored pro
grams using Theasurus. These fees
Chicago, Feb. 10.
were charged in addition to the
Russ Morgan orchestra
introbroadcasting license for which the
ducing new series of songs written
station paid directly to ASCAP.
by service men. First tune is tagged
These
copyright fees are now elimiOnly Know' and scribed by Bill
'I
nated.'
Demand, petty officer with the
Fox declared that the Thesaurus
Ninth NavAl District. Lyrics were
was
never
under its licenses with
written by Bill Bruns.
Demand also wrote theme song of him required to pay the 25c fee in
'Night of Stars' benefit show, tagged the event the library were used by

For

Herb Borchard of Paris

As Contractors

On the basis of a wholesale mechanical rights contract it made with
the Warner Bros.' publishing group,
NBC's Radio Recording Division has
begun release to its station subscribers
some ASCAP numbers
in the Thesaurus library. The recording division had previously obtained
from ASCAP for a nominal fee a
blanket license which makes the
ASCAP numbers in the library
available to non-licensed stations for
a period of from 90 to 120 days.
ASCAP is 'willing to give the
Thesaurus' subscribers all this time
to decide what form of ASCAP
license they would perfer.

the Good Old U. S. A.'

TIED
ON

(Continued on page 38)

F

O

No Arrangers Now Employed;
Separate Publishing, Performances
PSEUDO-MORT DIXON
IN ST.

LOO DOPE JAM
St Louis, Feb.

10.

Harold Alex Simon, 46, musician,
saying that under the name of Harold Dixon he composed 'Bye Bye
Blackbird,' 'That Old Gang of Mine,'
'Call Me Back Pal o' Mine' and other
songs, was arrested here Thursday
(5) by Federal narcotic agents on a
warrant issued in New York City
charging violation of the Harrison
Drug Act. Actual author of 'Blackbird' and the other tunes claimed
by Simon is Mort Dixon, prominent
.

ASCAP member, who

is

currently in

Mount Vernon, N. Y., where he lives.
Mort Dixon is 50 years of age.
Federal 'men here say that Simon
using the name of Ton! Dixon, sold
drugs

to

Federal

agents "In

York and ducked town
a trap was to be sprung
and discover

his source

ness entity.

Meanwhile

Simon said he figured the man a
sucker, took the money and went to
Jersey City where he boarded a bus
In. 1939 Simon,
then using the name of Harold
Dixon, was batoning .a dance band at
a local downtown hotel, when he
this city.

nailed on a narcotic charge.

Lo-

cal people became interested in the
case, persuaded the judge to permit
the prisoner to take a cure instead
of sending him to prison.
Simon
was discharged after three months in'
a hospital. He was again jailed six
months later on a similar charge
and sentenced to two years In the

Federal penitentiary, but sentence
his promise t/>take
a cure at Lexington, Ky.

was suspended on

BMI

has

completely

cleared

its payroll of arrangers.
At
it carried 75 of them who
specialized on public domain music.

one time

With the view of keeping' Its afpublishing firms in business,
has instituted the system of
guaranteeing some of them annual
sums of money against royalties, providing the partners in these affiliated
firms put a certain amount of their
own money into the business.
filiated

BMI

Under

Ft.

Worth Decision

To Recapture 12th

Street'

Acting on a decision which had
recently

opium.

was

that
the
organization's
licensing
functions be separated from its publishing operations. If the latter continues it will be as a separate busi-

New Shapiro-Bernstein Acts

just before
to nab him
of supply.

Simon denies the charges, asserting
that he met a man in an automat
restaurant on upper Broadway who
gave him $65 for a dozen tins of

bound for

Broadcast Music, Inc., last week
look another step toward minimizing its operations as a publisher.
BMI's board of directors ordered

been handed down by

(Continued on page 38)

FIRST!

THE RADIO PLUG LIST IN THIS ISSUE OF VARIETY

Herbert Borchard, formerly Paris
qf Polydor, has organized
own recording setup in New
York, the Host Record Co. For the
time being he will specialize in educational albums.
Two of these will consist of LatinAmerican folk music and early

manager
his

American songs.

Irving Kahal Dies at

40

Irving Kahal, 40, who was the i writer of a nu;nber of hit songs,
died of uremic poisoning In his New

York home Feb. 7.
in for a long time.
Kahal's better

He had been

known

tunes were

'By a WatcrfaU,' The Night Is Young
and You're So Beautiful,' 'Moonlight
Saving Time,' "Let a Smile Be Your
Umbrella,"

Can Dream, Can't I?'
and 'Nobody Knows What a Redheaded Momma Can Do.'
'I

Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
Alice Kahal, and a daughter, Ethel.

EVERYBODY'S CALLING FOR
'Cancel the Flowers'

On

A DOZEN

Bluebird Record

GREAT RECORDS

B11392

RELEASED

No.

MITCHELL
AYRES

AND NOW WATCH

.a

Fort Worth federal judge, Shapiro,
Bernstein & Co. yesterday (Tuesday) served notice on the Leeds
Music Corp. to discontinue the publication of '12th Street Rag' and to
cease licensing any other rights of
the song. Shapiro-Bernstein's letter
also demanded that Leeds turn over
to It all the copies and' plates connected with the number. Leeds became the tentative- proprietor of the
song's renewal rights by virtue of a
catalog deal It 'made last year with
the Jenkins Music 'Corp., the original
publisher of '12th Street.'
The decision affecting the ownership of the song's renewal rights was
handed down by Federal Judge

FRANK HENNIGS
Gen. Prof. Mgr.

THE SENSATIONAL PROGRESS OF THE MARINES*

HYMN

.
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BEN EDWARDS SETS

In^de Stuff-Musk

DP AS PUBLISHER
Ben Edwards has quit the management of the Red Star Sonfs. Inc^
to enter ttie publishing business on

Bros, publlsliing group has eomplaiiied to the American Totiacco
Co. about the non-inclusion to date' o'. "We Did It Before and We Can Do
IX Again' on the Lqdcy Strike Hit Parade <CBS). Hie publishing company, in calling attention to the omission, stated that the song has been a
bes' seller for three weeks and had received' plenty of neiwork plugs
during the past four weelcs.

Warner

Ifs the Edwards Music
his own.
Co.. with Paul-Ploneer as the Belling
agents.
Of the two songs he is starting
While the subml&.sion of war songs by professionals bas slowed down in
*And
So It Ended,' Is by recent weeks, the trend has been the other way in the case of amateur
with one,
his dauRhlcr and son, Joan and Jack entries.
Music publishers Bgure that seven out of every 10 songs they
Edwards. The other number is '10 now receive from, amateurs are of war Inspiration, So far nothing
with
Million Men and a Girl, a Salute to promise has been uncovered from this mass of manuscripts.

1^

Miss

I.il>ert;.'

STAR HITS/

i

'Humpty-Dumpty Heart' ^Southern) -was inadvertently omitted from
the list of 'most played' tunes for the week ending Feb. L The number
received 10 network performances that, week, and this came into the
brackets of 10-and-al>ove.
.

*12t1i St.

Rag*

BtJoaea from pace

»^

A VARIETY OF HITS
F0« EVERY TYPE OF PROGRAM

James

C.

of

.Vilson,

district of Texas, the

last

the

northern

week before

Jenkins had sued

to

NeCrCBS,Hntiial-Piiig$

restrain

L. Bowman, writer of 'I21h
from assigning his renewal
rights to Shapiro-Bernstein, but the
court ruled that Uie renewal com-

Euday

Street.'

Following tabulation ot popular tntisic pertorrmmces embraces alX ttirtt
ntlwoTks—.llBC. CBS and Uviuai—es represented bv WEAF—WJZ. WABC
mitment which Bowman had given and WOR, Jl. V. Cotnpilation herewith covers week bepinntng Mondai/Jenkins on July II. 1916. was In- throu0h Sunday (Feb. 2-S), Jrom 5 p.in. to 1 ojn., and is based on data
valid, because the composer had no provided iy Accurate Reporting Sertrice, regular checMnp xource for the
right in the renewal period at the miislc publishino iTidiistru.
time. The song actually became reTITLE
PUBLISHER
TOTAL
.
newable Jan. 30. 1B41. or a year be- Blues in the Nignt t'BUies in Night'..
Remick
32
fore the expiration of the original 'Lamp of Memory
Marks
32
28-year copyright and it was Judge Fooled
ABC
28
Wilson's opinion that the composer How About You? t'Babes on Broadway'
Feist
25
had no authority to convey a right •This Is No Laughing Matter
Block
25
which the law had not as yet made Mandy Is Two ,
BVC
24
available to him.
White CliSs of Dover
Shapiro ....
^
24
Santly
21
Enunciation of this principle by Miss You
Melodylane
20
the Texan has caused much surprise •Deeij, in Heart ot Texas
Xliappell ...
20
and comment among New York Everything I Love t'Lefs Face It'
t
'Sweater Girl' .'..Paramount
20
copyright 1 Don't Want Walk Without You
music publishers and
Tobias
19
A N. Y. federal Judge, Rose O'Day
lawyers.
Berlin
19
Edward T. Conger, took the opposite Sometime?
3. Campbell.
18
,
position in a decision which he Angelipe
....Witmark ...
18
handed down in the "When Irish We Did It Before— t'Ban jo Eyes'
-.17
We're
Couple
in
Castle
t'Mr.
Bug
Goes
Town',..
Famous
to
several
case
Eyes are Smiling'
Rinker
IB
months ago. This action Is now up Dreamsville, Ohio
Embassy
10
,
on appeal before the Circuit Court *I Think Of You
"Broadway .
15
of Appeals. Judge Conger held that You Made Me Love You
...Mayfair
14
the law does not prevent the Anniversary Waltz
14
....
. .\ Robbins
writer from assigning his renewal Elmer's Tune
JIarms
14
;
rights *when and If they accrue' Who Calls?
Shapiro ....
13
and that such advance assignment Somebody Else Is Taking My Place
12
Advance
does not violate hie renewal ri^is Someone's Rotkin' My Dreamboat
Embassy
12
-under the copyright law and is not "This Love ot Mine
Day -Dreaming
.T. B. Harms.
11
against public policy.
Humpty Dumpty Heart t 'Playmates'
Southern ...
11
In his conclusions of law Judge
10
Wilson did not include any refer' Chattanooga Choo Choo— fSun Valley Serenade*. ..Feist
•JDear
Mom
Republic
10
....
ences to the -copyright law or dte
Galaxy
10
any decisions bearing on -renewal Fire Dance
I Got It Bad
Robbins ....
10
rights.
•'Shiine of St. Cecelia
Braun
10
Somebody Nobody Loves
Robbins
10
'There, Tve Siald It Again
Radiotunes
10

The best-wrrtten song of the year
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Lyric fey Paul

Music by Ou1c« Ettlngton

Webster

.
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.

.

—

—

.

.

A novpHy one-step In the tempo of
"Ferry-float Serenade"

IF

I

—

COULD ONLY PLAY

'.

.

.

A CONCERTINA

.

.

.

.

,

.

—

Music by Jo* Buri*

lyric iyAiSffflman

.

.

.

Vanning perlonn&ncet on

its

own mertt

NBC

.

Discs
'Indicates

sContlnaed from pace 37
local advertisers

SOMQODY NOBODY tOVES
Wordt and music by Sy

and that

if

BMI

licensing; **

indicates

SESAC

licensing: others are via

ASCAP.

NBC

t Filmusical.

t Legitimate.
had ever remitted such fees it was
because it apparently did not under.sland how the liconcing contract op- ASCAP. Even though the Warners
erated. The. only time that payment deal Includes the use of 'its works Jonie Tap*' Swingaround
of a 2Sc fee was made obligatory, on the programs of local advertisers
Jonle Taps, general manager for
added Fox, was when Thesaurus it Is still necessary for a station- Shapiro-Bernstein,
today
leaves
records were broadcast for a national subscriber in such an Instance to ob- (Wednesday) lor a totir of the Ann's
account, and this arrangement Was tain a license from ASCAP.
The Pittsburgh, Cincinnati. Cleveland and
Interposed because a like fee pre- blanket license extended to The- Chicago branch offices.
vailed -when national advertisers sauroa subseribecs Is limited to susHe will be gone a week.
used copyrighted music for custom- taining use.

Millar

'

The

surprise hit of the season

made

transcriptions.

Deal
The deal which the Thesaurus has
with Warner Bros, does not include
the ri^t to make the latter's music

WE'RE HAVING A BABY
(M) 111) iii Mt)
c

by HanU Mamson
Mtmc by y«rn»n DuVa
twn Eddia CaiAor't munca) smash, "Banjo Eyat"

Lytic

available to njktional advertisers. If
such desired use should arise, it will
be necessary for i3ie station-subscriber to get in touch witii Warners direct]; and to obtain a speciflc license.
Hie WB-NBC contract
lor the library extendi to this recorder the Tight to use several htmdred numbers for a flat annual sum,
Tte term ot the deal is three years.
Begardless of the number of
compositions the Thesaurus releases
In any year up to the maximum
amount the JTiniiai payment remains
the same. It is understood that the
guarantee Involved ia almost tantamount to what the Warner catalogs

WB

The Nation** No.

I

Favorite

I

ELMER'S TONE

(Harms, Witmark and Bemipk). derived from the same Uluary in 1940.
The use rights cover sustaining pro-

grams and local-advertiier
dali. Warners li making

By Elmer Albredif,

S«mmy Gdlo|>. Did

Jurgent"

fibe

same

type of deal- available to all o&er
recorded libraries.

Egner in hli statement declared
that its Thesaurus will continue to
negotiate -with other ASCAP publishers on the same basis and that
as rapidly as his dividon
to conclude satisfactory

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
799 Seventh A venu* • New York, N^Yy
ABE OLMAN, 6*ii.Mr>

MURRAY BAKER, MMg^

ments with them
their

it

compositions

was able

arrangewould include
in
Thesaurus,

Egner also ezplafaied that his arrangement with ASCAP does not
permit Thesaurus' subscribers to
broadcast ASCAP mtulc on com'
mercial progVams, but if these subscribers wanted to do so they could
be made under a local commercial
per program or bIr-Vet license from

Fox said yesterday (Tuesday) that
he was leaving for the Coast next

week

new

to discuss

licensing con-

with the operators of the
Standard Radio and MacGregor &
Sollle libraries.
Fox has contracts
in eftect covering the libraries of
the World Broadcasting System and
Assodated Music Publishers, Inc.
tracts

.

Baggy .Cayka
ren's Triangle

left.

Charles War-

Made

to contact for

Harry Goodman's Regent
Charilc

baUad

heaven by

thii side of

band

the aweeteBt

this side of

heaven I

Xancd

the lowers'

outfit.

Gormen has become promanager of Radiotunes,

fesslanal
Ina, hi New York.

Have yon heard the iweetest

On Dacca Record No. 4105

-

In 1941 Mfo

now

gave you INTERMEZZO'
w<9 give you

DARLING, I LOVE YOU
from Tschaikowsky concerto, part

LOVE'S

2

RHAPSODY

a dream melody
AND

DID YOU DID IT
(or did you didn't did

Orchestrations by

it)

KENDALL.BURGESS

EDWARD SCHUBERTH & CO.. INC.
11 EAST 22nd STREET, NEW YORK

Wedsesday, Febrnary 11, 1942

VAUDEVIIXE

USrie/ty

UKEY

NATl AGVA REORG
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Philadelphia, Feb. 10.
local nitery m.c. appeared before his local draft board last week
end asked that be be deferred from active military service on the
ground that he was needed to keep up the morale of the civilians.
'In times like these,' said the alleged 'comic,' "people lieed laughs,

A

and

I

supply them with

my

Poor Tourist Biz In Havana Seen

PROBES

Partially Offset

UNI0N1I1IQES

Havana, Feb.

—

Wle

Howard

Continuously Stormy Situa-

Practically

tion Rapidly Reaching a
Climax
Silverstone to
Los Angeles to Straighten
Out Tangle

Lou

Holtz,

Phil

Baker,

Prime

Willie

Paul Draper, The Nonchalants and Simone" Simon are set
as the first headliners of an allthe
vaudeville policy going into
46th St. theatre, long a B. G. Dc-

Ham

musicomedy

Sylva

Vaude

house.

CUfford C.
setup starts March 8.
Fischer, veteran producer of old
variety and more recently production revues, is the impresario, but
also
reported
in.
Shuberts
are
the

Shows will be two-a-day, in orthodox Keith's Palace style, with a
former veteran Palace pit conductor,

Lou Forman,

batoning.

Scale,

be booked

will

for

is billed as 'Keith's

Union Square

Old-Time Variety Show.'
McDonald has had little

rest

performhours com-

since, claiming the a.k.

ers call him at all
plaining about the spelling of
their names, billing, press notices, etc.

$1

Show nut
mats and $2 nights.
around $11,000 to $12,000 and 12 to
15 acts
periods.

RKO

Charles B. McDonald,
division manager, now regrets the
idea that culminated in a unit for
the circuit's nabe theatres. Unit

Moss Just

Ain't

indef

Keynote of the shows will
be accent on comedy. A Merriel
Abbott line of girls will back up the
-

HeptoaThing

sale

Fischer

wanted Jane Froman, who

due

into the Hotel Biackstone,
Chicago, after her current Royal
Is

'

About Burlesk

engagement Similarly

Palm, Miami,
Kitty

Carlisle

Chez

Paree,

is

committed to the
and likewise

Chi,

New York

Moss

also didn't

know

(1)

If

the

spring

this

from

sugar crop.

wide-open gambling, the

Despite

ago when spots such as the Casino,
which had previously paid top dance
teams $750 weekly, cut budget to
$250-top for a dancing turn or single
attraction.
This year even the $250
figure could not be maintained for
long.
Niteries with $1,500 weekly
talent payrolls reduced operating
nut to $1,000 a year ago and dropped
still lower during past season.
surefire
Casino, operated by A. BattistI,
resoundc<1

lEAN SABLON

—

Group Honors 30

by the Four

A's.

One

of these

would

Show

Biz People

troubles,

Room

OWN
.

the Seville-Biltmore hotel,

months ago cancelled an
unit,
including Chester
Hale line of 12 and a featured songwhile opening ot.a new airconditioned nitery, first of its kind
here, in the Seville-Biltmore, has
now been postponed reportedly until March, due to delay in getting
equipment from the U.S.

American
stress,

Understanding is that U.S. producers such as Chester Hale will
prepare pocket editions of U.S.
nitery revues, with smaller line, for

Cuban

spots.

Sugar revenue,
send

it's

felt here,

may

Cuban spAders trekking

in

large numbers to Broadway, reversing the trend of yestaryiear. Estimates are that some 16,000 Cuban
bankrolls will be fattened by the
sugar crpp this spring.

Colorful street fiestas, formerly
Certificates of Honor, awarded to
held once or twice weekly during
citizens by the Chicago Commission
February, have been called off on
National Defense, have been
account of the war but business in
given to some 30 people in Chicago
native taxi dancehalls and Cuban
show business.
niteries operating with local talent
Awards thus far have gone to continues fairly good. Most promWillie Shore, Ethel Shutta, Victor
inent among native talent spots are
Moore, Danny Thomas, Merriel Ab- Kursaal, Jiggs, Montmartre and the
bott, Griff Williams, Lawrence Welk,
Rhumba-Palace. San Souci, a few
Mark Fisher, Art Kassel, Joe Sher- miles outside of Havana, is still
man, Frank Olsen, Jack Irving,
using lower-priced American acta.
Charles Hogan, A. Warren Jones,
Harry Gray, Mort Infield, Dan
Graham, Harry Greben, David P.
O'Malley, Dick Jurgens, Irwin Barg, Albert Johnson Pays
Fred Crow, Abe Cohen, Ray Jones,
Virginia
Henry Mandel,
Payne,
Performers, on Floppo
Alexander Balm, Barney Hochstader,
Sam Roberts, Charles Teischner and
of Last Year
Ice
to the board of Chicago Federation
of Musicians.
These citations are awarded 'in
Albert Johnson, who produced the
appreciation of patriotic coopera- ill-fated 'Stars on Ice' for showing
tion with the Chicago Commission on at Luna Park, Coney Island, last
National Defense, established to co- summer, has begun paying off the
ordinate defense activities in the cast of 30 through the American
City of Chicago.'
Guild of Variety Artists. Ice show
ran into financial difficulties and
never opened, the cast being owed

Froman

French

who owns

a couple of

on

Monte Carlo, Gaiety license expiring around the be a revamp of AGVA's constitution
to give the national office more conhas been ex- end of this month would be renewed;
(2) whether he was aware of the trol over the actions of local officials,
but
fact that petitions were being cir- without, however, impairing the auplans to continue indefinitely. Gene
culated along 42nd street asking for tonomy of the out-of-town branches.
Cavallero, of the Colony restaurant, the reopening
of the Eltinge and ReIs the backer and
co-portner, with public theatres; (3) whether there is Eleanor FYench Set
For
some $50,000 reported outstanding. any chance that the darkened houses
Georgie Jessel and Lois Andrews, can get their licenses back if promPlaza's Persian
Jesscl's wife, hypoed biz for
a spell ising to behave.
and some $1,100 is still due him, but
Eleanor
French,
and
possibly
No action has yet been taken by
the comedian says he's
Booked
unworried the VRTA on the cash bonds of $1,- Sara Ann McClabe later, follow The Jane
about payoff. The Jessels were to 500, deposited by each of the 'follies' Barrys, dancers, and Jane Winton.
nave played the spot 17 days in all, houses, which are liable to forfeit songstress, into the Persian Room of
For Biackstone, Chicago
out pulled out after 12.
the Hotel Plaza. N. Y. The spot,
for infraction of 'regulations.'
Chicago, Feb. 10.
formerly strictly formal and $1.50The Monte Carlo Beach (annex)
Jane Froman comes into the .swank
$2 couvert, is now informal and
WUI be closed; that's been a loser,
Mayfair Room of the Biackstone
sars civcr. But biz is still n.s.g.
^ne mam room is continuing with
Gallic Talent Void Stalls
Another class room on the b.o. hotel starting March 10. Room, reled Straeter and Bob Knight's
bands,
cently opened by the current Hildedownbeat
is the St. Regis' Iridium,
l-y Walter's
combo had held forth
garde. has caught on excellently.
•n the Beach.
Free
Benefit where an ice show held forth for Miss Froman is currently at the
some time. The Hotel Biltmorc's ice
""'fjel has just been advised that
Miami, and Miss Hilde,.
revue,
plus
Enric
Madriguera's Royal Palm,
jne $1,800 due him from
another illUnavailability of certain Gallic band, seemed to kayo the St. Regis. garde returns to the Savoy-Plaza.
"ted nitiry venture, the Theatretalent,
notably Jean Sablon and
Another future possibility for the N. Y.. in March.
westaurant,
Chicago (formerly a Simonc Simon, stalled a big Free Persian Room is Lois
At the sister Camellia House at the
Andrews
MiKe Todd operation, but not
Drake
hotel, the new booknorthside
the
at
French benefit show that was being (Mrs. Geojge Jessel). Dick GasJune of Its demise), is not deemed
ing is Milton Douglas, who comes in
lined
up for a Canadian tour. parre's band holds over.
necessary wage earnings,'
under a Cynda Glenn was set, she havinp
The class Cotillion Room in the this week for a fortnight with
Weal ruling.
In other words, ac- been a star in the 'Folies Bergercs,' Hotel Pierre, like
options.
the Plaza, has
™rs, unlike beverage
vendors, wait- in Paris, although an American.
gone 'informal,' with Ella I^gan
^'•' ^i^e not 'necessary labor,'
„„ ;
Sablon was rushed to the Brook, and Stanley Melba the sole enter-lessel's
coin is being Miami, to succeed Norma Terris who tainment.
Hold Over Cu^at in Chi
stalled
didn't click; and Miss Simon is also
-Jessels out of the Monte tied up, among others.
r Jfi'"'
SKILES OPENS
NITERY
Chicago, Feb. 10.
Andrews is again acppnr
San
Antonio,
Feb. 10.
Xavicr Cugat orchestra has proved
nT?K."^J'"*« sol"' She opened last
'Dude' Skiles, former trumpeter big click in the Empire Room of the
Pago Pago In Port., Ore.
for two weeks at
">e Club
with Fred Waring, recently opened Palmer Hou.se and has been held
Portland, Ore., Feb. 10.
Charles, BalOmore. Belle
jMKer wiU follow
the
Shadowland
night
club
here.
over
through
month
of March.
nitery
has
opened
downtown
A new
her In, also for a
Skiles has formed his own 12'„?-;veek stand, both dates being here, the Pago Pago. Has the island
Eddy Duchin orchestra returns to
agented by the WlUiam
piece combo for the spot
the room April \.
Morris office. motif, manager being Fred Wilkie.
cafe,

creditors'

in

3,000,000-ton

decline in Havana nitery attendance
became noticeable more than a year

AGVA

Felix (Fefe) Ferry's

New York

a

of

may also close, is indicative of the war blues.
Most of
the tourist bag, of course, has come
from the U. S.

been determined, but a complete reorganization of
is likely.
AGVA's three-year career, since
displacing the disenfranchised American Federation of Actors, has been
continuously storiny.
'Sablon's repertoire Is
A succession
of national executive secretaries and the staid Persian Hoom
'power-hungry' local executive sec- time and again with' Insistent reretaries have not been conducive to quests fpr encores' ilbel, Variety.
Current at the
inner peace. LaTest explosions have
Brook Club, Miami Beach, Fla.
been caused by the position in which
Exclusive Decca Recordings
Gerald Griffin, current exec sec,
Direction:
found himself as a result of a Tommy
WILLIAM
MORRIS AGENCY
Dorsey party brawLlast fall, and 'insurrections' by the Los Angeles and
Chicago locals, under Leslie Litomy
and Jack Irving, respective local
executive secretaries.
Silverstone (o Coast
As a possible maneuver to jget the
L. A. branch in line, Jonas T. Silverstone, AGVA's counsel, left N. Y. for
the Coast Monday night (9). However, AGVA's national board has not
yet taken action against that branch,
which a few months ago passed a
resolution stopping the per capita
tax paymenta to the national until
there was a change in the national
Chicago, Feb. 10.
administration. Resolution was spe-

Carlo

class

10.

business,

sibility that it

Internal situation of the American
Guild of Variety Artists Is fast approaching a climax, and the Associated Actors and Artistes of Amercia,
parent organization of all talent
unions, is taking steps to whip the
recurrently recalcitrant variety performers' setup into line. What steps
the Four A's will take has not yet

License Commissioner
couldn't be booked; ditto The HartPaul Moss has several city firemen
mans and Dinah Shore. Joe E.
the anxious seat. As long as the
Lewis may come in later; he's com- on
Commissioner won't talk about the
mitted to Loew's State on Broadway
burlesque situation, which has alafter his current Copacabana run.
ready shuttered three New York cifically aimed
Incidentally,
at Griffin.
priorities
kayoed
'follies'
shows, firemen, most freAction by Irving in countermandFischer's plans for a cabaret-theatre
quently in the wings catching the ing a couple
atop the 44th St. as his proposed
of orders from the nastripper's
strippings,
won't know tional office, one of which
policy, which was well set with the
pertained
Astor estate (owners of the prop- whether they're to remain homeless. to overlapping contracts held by the
Meantime Commissioner Moss re- Callahan Sisters (2) for the Chez
erty) and the Shuberts, called for
certain necessary
motors, cooling mains 'blissfully ignorant' about the Paree, Chicago, and Bali Club, Miburlesqiie situation.
Asked if the ami, has likewise not yet received
plant, extra fancy chairs, etc.
'follies'
houses had been warned national board attention.
Nor has
about their shows before they were the participation of Morton Downey,
refused license renewals, the Com- national president, currently at the
Fefe Plans to Continoe
missioner said he didn't know. Asked Chez, and Henry Dunn, treasurer,
if the Mayor's own commis<:ion. tl^"
also appearing in Chicago last week,
Variety Revue Theatres Assn. of in Irving's reverse action received
Monte
Despite
New York, had made any complaints official treatment.
the burlesk shows. Moss said
Several steps to reorganize AGVA
Trouble With Creditors about
he didn't know.
are said to be under consideration

periencing

tourist

Meantime, shuttermg of Sloppy
Joe's and operation of the Casino
only three times weekly, with pos-

Chicago Defense

acts.

rolling

starts

CHI RUCKUS

Howard,

zero

which has hit hard at Cuban niterles,
will be partially offset when money

—

Set

(M Fischer's AD-Vaude Policy

For

by Big Sugar Crop

gags.'

One of the board members asked the guy to give out with a sample
After listening to about 15 minutes of the patter, the
of his 'gags.'
chairman of the board announced:
'Deferment denied you're in, budl'

Holtz, Phfl Baker,

39

Show

aroui^d $2,000 in rehearsal coin.

Johnson's trouble really started
his backers backed out at the
The producer promminute.
AGVA that he would personally
make restitution as soon as possible.
It was the first time Johnson was
ever known to be involved in such
a predicament.

when
last

ised

Burke
In

StiO

GAC

With ApoUon
Booking Switch

Dave Apollon, in going over to
General Amus. Corp., has not left
the management of Benny Burke, as
reported last week. Burke has been
Apollon's rep for some 20 years.
Deal merely calls for GAC to agent
the dialectic musician.

GAC is figuring on building
Apollon up, possibly for a spot in
'roiSt of a band.
Comic has worked
mostly with Filipino musicians, and
the one time he essayed a pop crew
he didn't hold it long.

'
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Rainbow Room Among Few Class N.Y.

For Royal Palm, Miami

Spots Doing WeD; Other Cafes Spotty
By ABEL GBEEN

Dr. Sydney Ross with

The New York niteries are looking
to the picture business as a hopeXul
boxofTice barometer, since the general theme is escapology, and the
belief persists that the masses, despite the Japs, taxes, etc., will contmue to seek divertissement But, so
far. It's not adding up quite that
way. Film grosses are good, but
cafe biz is spotty— in New York, as
well as In Miami (see roundup of the
Florida situation herewith).
Casualties among the class rooms
have been surprising, and those mass
spots holding on still are doing so in
haphazard manner. It's expected
that as we approach the March 15
tax deadline it will be on the down.

beat,

hotel's Trianon Room
the Pierre's Cotillion
slated to shutter, but Is

Ambassador
has

folded;

Room, was

open; the St. Regis' Iridium
Room oas had to abandon its ice
revue, and transferred the modest
goor show, from the downstairs
atlU

lalsonette Russe

(damaged by

Are),

Into the more formal Iridium; and
go on down the list.
John Roy, however, at the Rainbow Room seems to have found a
happy formula with his present
show. The 65-story high cafe is a
natural draw for tourists and natives
alike—the tourist traflii seems keynoted by the many officers' uniforms
seen here and the present lineup
gives plenty of good value.
Carmen Cavallaro's new band
(Band Reviews) is a highlight, and
with the colorful, brunet Dacita at
the helm of Clemente's Rhumba
band, Uie RR seemingly has found
an excellent dansapatlon formula.
Cavallaro's is the best band the
Rockefeller nitery has had since Ray
Noble debuted here several seasons
back.
Returners are Elsie Houston with
her Brazilian vocalisthenics; and
Walton and O'Rourke's clever pup-

—

peteerlng.

ISiese

men

'expose' their

marionet manipulations, and thus get
Siore out of 'Lazy Bones,' the hotcha
ulalst and the cdonshoutln'
'St
Louis Blues.*
New are Charles Weidman (New
Acts), aided by Katherine Lit: and
Peter Hamilton, and holding over,
seemingly a fixture with the lease. Is

PHIL

deal.

„
Jimmy Durante and Martha Raye
.

are also' being dickered for.
able between pictures.

If

avail-

the

in

new face to the proceedCavallaro merely introes his
own specialties. Dacita, who heads
the Clemente Rhumbalsts, incidentanother ex-hoofer gone
ally
is
maestro. She now contrives a little
terping as an incidental while handling the claves and maracas, backed
by the male quintet, and continues
a formula set by the Velero Sisters
with their band, thus giving the
Latin department a little extra s.a.
(Latter just opened at the Clover
Club, Miami.)
presents a

OPENING FEB.

24

LOOKOUT HOUSE
COVINQTON, KY.
Penonal Reprasentatlvei

FRANK VINCENT
Hillt,

Calif.

Herewith appears a "VarletV revieto o/ a M. V. Palace bill o1 20 vean
The intention is to reprint these weekly using the relative week of 1922
with the current date of issue. No special reason in reviving these reviewi
other than the infereet they may have In recalling the octs ujhich wert
playing at that time, the manner of putting together a big time show (boolcing), which radio stations tnav find pertinent, and as a resume of the style
ago.

of vaudeville retrtetving of that day.

across-the-hall

Rainbow Grill) introes the dancers,
which makes for a nice touch, as he

MOVE TO ERASE

(Reprinted from 'Variety' of Feb.

PALACE,

ings.

the

Rainbow Room

program now features an announcethat a steel and concrete build-

RCA

Building affords
ing like the
the best protection In the event of
air raids, and emphasizes that all

AGCY.

1922)

Holdovers, returns, 'names' with little but past performances to back
up, and one or two good and healthy old-style flops combine to make
week's show one of the sort that makes a 'regular' appreciate a rocking chair near the radiator, his own wife, and a thrilling trade paper or
a snappy seed catalog. It surely doesn't encourage vaudeville patronage.
Wilton Lackaye in a medieval French panto complicated by modern
motion picture methods qualified as the 'tone' of the bill. 'The Greater
Love' is far from brilliant. It is credited to Henry Rldgeau, who Is still
unheard of. It Is an unsubtle, silent skit with letters and pictures flashed
on a screen upstage to point the progress of a story such as a sophomore
might deem dramatic and emphatic— the tragedy of a man past middle age
about to marry, who finds a letter from his fiancee to his young chum
saying she loves the younger man, but will marry the old one because he
can support her; the brldegroom-not-to-be makes preparations to have it
appear ah accidental shot, then plunks himself in the ribs and leaves a
$25,000 insurance policy to the girl, so, presumably, she can marry the

them

Lawyers

for

New

York's leading

talent agencies met Monday (9) to
discuss a plan for solving the prob-

lem periodically created for the letter's business by Assemblyman Harold Ostertag's Introduction of a theatrical agency licensing amendment
to the N. Y. state employment agency
law. The legislator has been offering the same bill for almost 10 years.

One

nearly got through' last spring,
but was killed at the last minute by
a strong lobby.
It was suggested to the group of
lawyers that they try to work out a
bill which would be satisfactory to
Miami Cafes Spotty
License Commissioner Paul Moss and
Miami, Feb. 10.
business
continues other municipal licensing commisLocal
cafe
spotty. There are a number of rea- sioners as well as their clients,
thereby
ending the complaint which
because
the
it's
not
all
of
sons, and
gambling tabu. Incidentally it looks Ostertag cites as the cause for his
like no dice, either, for the wheels, repetitious actions on the agencycraps, etc., after it appeared cer- licensing issue.
Among the agencies represented at
tain that a 'deal' would be wo^ed
out whereby Ave or six selected spots the Monday meeting were the Wilwould operate casinos, and the com- liam Morris office, General Amus.
petitive syndicates and mobs would Corp., A. & S. Lyons, National Conwork out the split among them- cert and Artists Corp. (NBC), Muselves.
But, essentially, the Miami sic Corp. of America and Myron
season is tepid. For one thing, the Selznlck.
men come in for a quick week or
•two, and thence back to defense orders, etc. The women folk and families remain behind perhaps another
fortnight, but then also return home.
Then, too, mild war jitters, fear of
travel, etc., contribute to the genRockefeller Center personnel is well
trained to conduct guests to shelters,
etc., in the event of alerts, practise

10,

N. Y.

SQUAWK

blackouts, etc.

AGENT GROUP TO AID

USO TALENT ROUNDUP

eral picture.
Certain hotels are doing well; the

Group of

rank-and-file are not and unless
things pick up there will be heavy

Camp Shows

21 agents has volun
teered as a committee to assist USO
in lining up talent to
perform for free at special entertainment programs for enliste^ men
In the New York area.
These are
soldiers and sailors about to leave
for duty outside the United States or
bar license costs $1,500; another stationed in forts where leaves are
$2,000 goes for a cabaret. Some $900 restricted.
more for special fees on seats,
Agents' commltee Includes Herkitchen, ^etc, with result the nut is man Citron, chairman; Abner GreshBusi- lar.
$4,400 for basic taxes alone.
Jack W. Miller, Emil Lowe,
ness thus is spread thin.
Mark J. Leddy, Harry Lenetska,
On top of that the highlight spots Lester Laden, Phil Coscia, David
don't seem to get any repeat busi- Jonas, Harry Ames, Herman Fialkoff.
ness because there's nothing to draw Matty Rosen, Arthur Shields, Sam
them back. Gambling is the usual Rausch, 'Vlto Melfl, Dick Henry,

casualties.
As for cafes, there are too many on
the Beach. Statistics show 161 spots
have bar and cabaret licenses.

A

this

buddy.
This

little panto was originally written for Mme. Rejane, the classic
actress, with the woman's role the single acted one; she rejected
with the sophisticated observation that turning a man over to one's room-

French
it

mate and furnishing the capital besides would not be popular with Frenchwomen.' With men It's different. They wouldn't do it, but they don't so
much mind seeing another man do it, especially a famed Romeo like Bill
Lackaye. They- liked him in it Of course, he executed it with Lackaye
finesse, dressed it to immaculate perfection, graced It with his distinctive
punctuations. He made a little address In 'one' to follow, stating that he
did so to refute a rumor that he had gone into pantomime because he had
lost his voice 'a fond hope of my friends and a vain dream of my
enemies,' as he put it
Beyond that there was nothing important except Nancy Welford's
dimpled knees. Miss Welford is one of William Rock's accessories. The
child works like Frances White and is as stage-smart as Maude Fulton.
Rock keeps picking them. Somebody wiU be buzzing a bee into Miss
Welford's off ear very shortly. She is scarcely for a vaudeville act long.
She has the niftiest little figure that has rippled before the glad eyes of
a tired buncb of Broadwayites in moons, her voice is clear, she has a
broad and cute sense of comedy, she dances, she knows how to demurely
flirt with -a whole audience, and she is 'over.'
Helen Eby, Rock's other staff, has the best trained hair on earth and
is a valuable straight support as well as a young woman who commands
distinction.
Rock is as young as he has been in years, and will probably
go on until he can play his a.k. parts without makeup. He stages everything smartly end has keen theatre sense as well as cunning judgment
The act is a Palace holdover and did well.
Charles Withers, now billing exclusively himself on the attraction card,
did not do so powerfully with 'For Pity's Sake' In an early spot. The
laughs were irregular and the applause was weak for this many-return
turn. Miller and Capman, second, got nothing for their first two numbers,
including the dance so similar to Stanley and Byrnes' drunk double, and
got going only on the taller man's superlative ankle eccentricities; two

—

.

bows.

The Stanleys did a good melange of handstanding and balancing, but
stalled too much for 'class,' which Is not regarded as essential in an opening act and which they can safely let go by the boards; they murder their
finish by putting on hata and coats and strolling off, whereas they ought
to work biff-bang, as nature and tradtiion intended them to; do their
What they do of their tricks is great the
stunts and drop the drop.
parlor stuff Is dragged in and looks it; doesn't get over and slows up the

—

but when Charles Rapp, Nat Dunn, Fred Marparade.
the casinos operate there's usually tens,
Roger
and
Harry
Green
Aileen Stanley, with a poor pick in songs and too many of them, did
an attendant upbeat in entertain- Murrel.
not wow the Palace bunch, as it has been reported she has done elsewhere
ment quality, due to the economic
of late and of yore. She has a sympathetic note in her throat and a thorbalance in favor of ln(;reasing the
oughly acceptable personality, but it is all singing; number after number,
general overhead.
It's the reverse
without
a thrill, and, Tuesday night, without a laugh except twice on blue
Saranac
now. While the class joints aren't
gags. Miss Stanley is billed as a phonograph artist, and she sings about
cheating on shows, they're franlcly
By Happy Banway
herself as such. The phonograph companies, though, probably don't let
conservative.
her pick all her own songs. She needs a director who can animate her
Saranac, N. Y., Feb. 10.
performance and a song chooser who knows when old ones are through
Aiken (S. C.) grand jury has recAfter a year of bed siege Percy and when new ones will never begin. She has herself, which is a great
ommended state-wide legislation Wenrlch, song -writer, is back in nucleus for a fine act; now she needs someone to capitalize her with a
authorizing authorities to control drculatlon, allowed up for meals.
few highlights and a lot of material.
roadhouses and night spots.
Connolly,
his
frau,
is
ttUl
bed
Dolly
Florence Nash and her company in 'A Breath of Fresh Air' missed
dding.
creating the Impression that an artist of Miss Nash's caliber might have
Earle Larrimore ex - Broadway been expected to make. Last week this reviewer blamed the Colonial
mastered the 'nerve' audience for not rising to this act; this week the neighbors from up that
legit actor,
operation. He is now at the 'Whor- way must have flocked to the Palace to see her again, because again it
ley cottage, 110 Main St
was a milk-and-water affair, a laugh or two, a scant four curtains and
James (Lambs Club) Marshall, this stsribe still Insists Miss Nash Is a baby bear and 'A Breath of Fresh
who has bzoned here, shot Into New Air' is a good comedy—but he doesn't know what's the matter. Maybe
York to attend graduation of his it's her support, which la terrible enough.
youngest daughter. Jimmy Is schedHarry Watson, Jr., re-repeated his oft-repeated repeaters, the pug bit
uled to graduate from here soon and the 'phone bit. Nothing happened to him
that hadn't happened bewith an O. K.
fore and won't again. It's like the small town reporter who came back
Steve Gregory, of the old Gregory to his office after most of the town had burned up, and when his frantic
troupe of jugglers, here for an o.o.
editor asked him why he didn't tear off some 'copy,' he answered: 'Aw,
Raymond Steams, musician, who what's the use? Everybody saw the flre.' What's the use of reviewing
ozoned here years ago, writes he ia Watson again? Almost as much goes for Roscoe Alls and Kate Pullman—
somewhere In Iceland with Uncle they're here again. If both these turns weren't good they wouldn't be
Sam's army.
booked back and back and back. But how can a guy flnd new words to
Little Marie Froom, who did It discuss them' every time when they boomerang in
so often?
here and resumed In New York, reCansino Brothers and Marion Wllkins, the gifted younger boys of the
cently made member of the Catholic noted tamale dancing family, and a spirited girl closed.
LaiC.
Acton Guild.
Sneak thief walked out of Saranac
proval at the funny scene, the
Study and Art Guild with box conbrasses in the orchestra blared as
taining the collection for the In- Bert Marks, 41, Passes
the curtain fell on the blackout snd
fantile Paralysis fund.
Doing Barley Bit the hawkers in the aisles cried their
Emig Honig, ex-Universal film
wares.
representative, shot Into the Rogers
Bert Marks failed to pick himself
from Spain, a recent arrival, ShowMilwaukee, Feb. 10.
up.
flre department rescue squad
ing improvement and a mess of
Bert Marks, burley comic, playing worked over him for half an hour,
added poundage.
but to no avail. He had died inscene
at
the
a
Empress
W.ednesday
Write to those who are III.
stantly, as he got his last laugh.
matinee (4), was buying 'concenSamuel
offset for Indifferent talent,

REGAN

Beverly

Ashbums

Room and ment

(Waldorf-Astoria),
pluj some of the other hotels, ap§ear to be the few big bir getters;
Fefe's Monte
le others are n.s.g.
Carlo is quite bad; the Plaza's
Persian Room had to drop its couvert
In favor of a $1.50-$2 minimum; the

expert

Georgle Price may go into the
Royal Palm, JUiaml. The Ritz Bros,
are cold; they've a Universal fUm

legerdermain at tables.
Harris Ashbum (of the dancing

Incidentally,

and then perk again.

Highlight spoU like the Stork and

El Morocco, tne Rainbow

Wedgwood Room

his

May Be Booked

Lake

'

'

Away

A

Jack Lenny Drafted

Bert Marks, 41, was born
pills' from the straight Siegler.
and for 25 years played
man, Hughey Mack. After each pill vaud and burley with James Barton, Joe Yule, Clark and McCullough and many others who became
trated liquor

agent, is the first (actually raisins) Mack queried:
member of the Artists Representa'Do you feel anything now?'
tives Assn. of N. Y. to be drafted
'No, I don't feel anything,' replied
into the Army.
Marks several times, then suddenly
Lefiny, 32, has been closing out his he toppled over In a complete passbusiness during the past week.
The audience roared Its apout.

Jack Lenny,

—

He was

famous.

BAA

and

New York
by

his

his

a

member

of the

remains were taken

for burial.

He

widow, Gladys.

is

to

survived

—
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chorines wearing red-white-blue abbreviated costumes after the stripperoo. Line also has a high-hat routine, a parade in nightgowns and a

Night Club Reviews

I\ew Acts

partiotic finale.

COPACABANA,

his aide) jealously guard the portals,
so that cafe patronage is likewise as
much under wraps as is the hotel
register where,' if you're technically
non-'Aryan'
as
it's
laughingly
called—you can't buy a room and
bed.
new high (or low) in snobbishness are the ads in the dailies,

N.Y.

—

and Fronk Marti's Samba Bond; $2.50
and $3.50 mini mum.
Highlight

of

talent-studded

this

show is Don Leper's genius for costume designing. Evidently catching
Monte Proser on an offbeat, Loper

got permission to- shoot the worlis.
Plus his own glod taste and origivery evident is some $14,000
that was spent in executing Loper's
designs into sill<s and stuff. That the
getups drew applause at each new
Sppearance opening night (5) was
voluble praise for the dancer's excellent Job.
^ ,
,
Besides the designmg, the male
half of the fine Loper and Barrat
dance team did a good job staging
the Copa's new show, and the team
continues as an important part of the
'Fly.nitery's entertainment itself.
ing Down to Rio—and Back' is a twopert extravaganza, the depiction of
the trip south of the equator coming
with
return
the
dinner
show,
at the
to the states at suppertime. For the
i a.m. performance, the cast is in a
melange of both parts. In toto, it
capably cashes in on the congarhumba fad as well as serving as another manifestation of goodwill opernality,

.

ations.

close to carrying book
everybody except Joti E.
is aloof from the South
American hiatus, but not as the cus-

Show comes

roles for

Lewis,

who

In a
tomer's favorite' entertainer.
spot of his own at the finale, Lewis
continues to smack through a remarkably high laugh average. The"
terriflc business done and bemg done
at the Cope since his opening some
weeks ago stamps Lewis as the No. 1
As
cafe entertainer in America.
comedy talent, with or without his
Seat stock of special song material,
:wis needn't take a back seat for

anybody.

For the new show Proser went out
and signed three new (for the Copa)
acts, and all of them are in the smash
Betty Jane Smith, an alcategory.
most toy-sized blonde, cute, pert and
pretty, is a hoofing and toe-dancing
sock, working as vis-a-vis for Walter
Long, good-looking ]uve who is himself one of the better tap dancers
around. They're a cute and expert
team and look like cinch clicks in
stage or flim musicals, either
or Individually.

teamed

Third newcomer Is Carol Dexter,
blonde who has
Sulchriludinous
lose boudoir-type eyes and voice to
match. She has a good delivery for
the torch-type pops and is a fresh
face for the nitery scene.
Copa's holdovers, besides Lewis
and Loper and Barrat. are Fernando
Alvarez, suave Spanish-slinging m.c,
and Estelita, the Latin-American fireball who puts a good part of her
muscles into most of her songs. She
gets over, per usual, but an added
asset In this production Is an especially striking costume designed for
her by Loper. In skin-fitting white,
with one large floral effect, Estelita
can never hope to look better. She
wore this outfit for the 'Carioca' number, which also featured the Samba
Sirens, now augmented to
seven
beauts, who drew particularly loud
applause on their entrance because
of their standout costuming.
Proser has presented a series of
fine shows here, but this effort by
Don Loper may rate as the Copa's
best to date. Credits are given in a
special program for the contributions
of all the hired hands and all the
music, with a special note for Billy
Heed, Proser's special production as-

for a new patriotic tune,
'Swing Out for Victory,' which is
the midnight show's finale.
tunes are standard pops,
chiefly from former stage and film
sistantt

Jised as

Other
hits.

If business here continues as big
it Is now, the Copa may corral all
the nitery customers in town. As Is
already the case, most of the nitery
ops are crying the blues and wondering what It is thai Proser has that
they need. Joe E. t,ewis Is one answer.
Another is the Copa's top-

M

notch service, decor and other at-

mospheric
Include the

effects,

Samba

which importantly
Sirens.

Scho.

HOTEL VERSAILLES
(Gnltstream Room)

(MIAMI BEACH)
Miami Beach, Feb. 5.
_
Dwlght Fiske, Estelle & LeRov,
Sara Ann McCabe, Charles Murray
O'ch (8); $3.50 minimum.
,

a paradox cafe. Featuring
J?,?."nartest divertissement, coupled

wiin an extraordinarily
good cuisine
un a resort where the kitchen facili" problem), the Hotel Verwith
its
unpeculiarly
American policy of restricted clien«le easily has the best show
ff.ll*'' JJ'ami. Housed in the Gulf"'ream
Room, Bruno (and Albert,

Siiiif'®
«"les

m

'

Lou Salazar's band plays the
show with polish while this csmbo CHARLES
WEIDMAN
3 GUESSES
and Machito's rhumba crew alterWith Katherine Lltz and Peter Ham- Mlmlc^
nates in furnishing music for the
ilton

dancing.

Joe Frisco, from his 52nd Street Ballet
went over trimly with his fa- 12 MIns.
comedy routines when called Balnbow Room, New York
on at the opener.
This Rockefeller nitery has introWear.
duced a number of ballet dancers
Recommendation.'
into the cafe division, and it's worked
of whom?
out well on almost every try. It's
However, that curiosa Ameria frank endeavor for something origcana is frankly rampant in Florida
inal in nitery entertainment end
(MIAMI BEACH)
where It's a state law that Negroes
culling Cherles Weidman, who, with
in public conveniences, like buses,
Dorothy Humphrey, constitute one
Miami Beach, Feb. 6.
must ride in the back, and 'Gentiles
of the topflight ballet exponents in
Mvlcs
Only' is a frequently seen billing on Kruger, Bill, Jerrv & Turk, Jerri concert, again proves no mistake.
Kretlow
Girls
Pat
(6),
certain 'restricted' hotels.
Weidman, who heads his own
Clayton, 3 Guesses; Jack Eby's Band
So far as this bolte is concerned,
of dancers, has Katherine
(5) featuring Flea Madden: no cover school
it's the best $3.50 to $4.50 buy in
Lltz and Peter Hamilton as aides in
Miami Beach. The dinner is superb; or minimum.
his cafe act.
Highlight is a clever
and the selective scale is worth it
routine, along triangle lines, to RayRobert A. (Mother) Kelly is a mond
alone, sans the class entertainment.
Scott's 'Penguin,' with the trio
product
Under the law, dance music must
of the prohibition era, and aping
the penguin style -of walk in
stop at midnight in hotels, so it's there s nothing maternal about him their
terpsichorean interpretations.
strictly a one-show job. Spot is a though he has a fatherly interest in
A flnal routine of Three Brazilian
cinch for the acts, doing their stuff his customers and his joint on Dade
Sketches sees the trio attired In unat around 9:30 or 10, and thence to Blvd. in Miami Beach.
His billing usual,
bed or the other whoopee parlors. was born of a catch-phrase to lone Elsie authentic native dress, with
Houston, herself a Brazilian,
No wonder the kiddies get up early Volstead gals that 'I'll mix you a singing
the accompanying lyrics in
for that sunning, thus making it the drink just like your mother would
Portuguese.
It makes for a quite
healthiest saloon job in the world.
like It,' and thus did Mother Kelly
With Dwight Piske's advent, the cafes in Saratoga, an abortive at- different conclusion. Weidman can
management staggers the show to tempt in New York three seasons go into eny class room like the Palkeep them on the scene. He comes ago, and his institution here come mer House, Waldorf, etc., and click
as he does at the Raintiow Room.
on at around 11. First Estelle and into being.
Abel.
LeRoy, nifty dancing couple, do their
Acts work on a platform flanked
stuff. They've progressed far. Their
by a huge circular bar, akin to tlie
orthodox
ballroomology
is
now Bill Jordan's Bar of Music idea, LENORE LEMMON
punctuated by the proper light which is another local spot (also in Slnrlng
touches, such as that conga jitterbug Hollywood ). Tables, on a raised bal- S MtDs.
routine on the heels of 'Por Que? cony, are for the rltz trade. No cover Beachcomber, N. T.
tango, and an unusual Neapolitan or minimum, but the tariffs average
Lenore Lemmon, cafe society debwaltz. Estelle is a looker, flashing up well around $1.50-$2 a head
utante, looms as a likely songstress
a nice back and an erect carriage, which is standard in Miami.
and mimic for smart niteries. Even
while LeRoy (who's a double for
Show is no cheater. In Myles Bell, on her first appearaace, with plenty,
Max Hoffman, Jr.) Is an equally a suave emcee. Mother Kelly's has
of
her Park Avenue coterie in the
a
personable vis-a-vis.
good conferencier.
The band is audience, she hinted at being a promSara Ann MoCabe (since shifted headed by saxist Jack Eby and his ising new personality. She gained
to
the class Whitehall in Palm Ave men, including featured
drum- notoreity as Mrs. 'Jakie' Webb, soBeach) is fine for this room. Of ex- mer Flea Madden, and t&ey produce cielite, from whom she quickly
cellent
personality
and finished a good brand of dansapatlon, beside; parted.
voice, she clicks with her spirituals, playing
Miss liCmmon has a lyrical, if
the show well.
a Friml medley, 'I Said ^fo' (cute
General theme of the room is a small, voice, leaning toward balfilmusical excerpt), 'You Are Every- r09d company
Her quick repartee with
'Hellzapoppin,' with lads.
thing' (Cole Porter) and 'I Am An
much madcap and zany comedy, Youngman helped sell her with the
American.'
This latter seems a blackouts, etc. In these Bell works initial night's crowd.
curious clash in its American Way with
Miss Lemmon packs e wealth of
Pat Clayton, ex-Howdy Club
lyric
content
with the general disciple, the latter doing
the dames. personality, chooses her clothes with
atmosphere of the Versailles^ hotel The blackouts are rough, but not too discriminating taste, and employs inpolicy. That likewise goes for the
telligent makeup. Simple white everaw.
billing
which accompanies Mme.
Surrounding everything are some ning dress with white beads and
Claude Alphand, who's heralded as excellent acts, notably Jerri Kruger high neck accentuate her coal-black
'the voice of Free France,' her hus(she spells it with a final 'i' now), hair worn In a long bob.
band, Alphand, having been a preFurther set herself in solidly with
who
is making progress as a song
Vichy official in Paris. Aflso in^
e quickie imitation of Katharine
coming is Russell Swann, but hold- stylist with her special arrangements. Hepburn.
Wear.
Neat looking brunet is easy on the
ing over are the dancers and the
and ears, which isn't a bad partiptop
Charles Murray orchestra eyes
for
anybody's
lay
saloon.
(Band Reviews).
Kretlow Girls, sextet booked out EDDIE MANSON
Fiske, zany of the Steinway, with
Chicago, break it up with their Harmonica
his frankly ribald style of son^alogs, of
ensembles.
Also present ere Jerry 7 Mins.
is more risque in his polite inuenLeon and Eddie's, N. J.
does than in actual lyrics, with and Turk, whose standard comedy
Manson Is a harmonica player who
in this
result he can play the smartest and some how doesn't get over
has worked In radio. Style Is famost conservative rooms without room; and then come the Three miliar and hardly effective on night
finale.
for
the
(New
Acts)
Guesses
offending.
What the customers
new club floor. Flays a few pops, at one
choose to read, into his wordage. is Disciples of the Radio Rogues,
point .using . two harmonicas alter
something else again. His 'Clarissa trio 'has "a bright' filture. Incoming nately. Then uncorks a routine that
& Par'
the
Flea.'. 'Mr.
Webster,'
'Why as new headliner are Owen Abel.
might have been done '35 Years
Should
Penguins
Fly?',
'Riding ker, local faves.
Ago.' Onl(r change is' that he wears
Hood' and the like, with their litera Ted Lewis topper, without any
ate phrases and observations, are
apprecieble difference In pace or de
smart-spot delights, ideal for soEDDIE'S, N.Y. livery.
*
Mori.
phisticated and cosmopolitan audiences. Fiske long made the SavoyPlaza's Lounge Cafe in N. Y. a seaEddie Davis, Susan Day, Noel Toy, SUSAN DAT
sonal stop and, with his new ma- Spencer & Foreman, Eddie Manson, Songs
terial,
looks likely to play the Letitio, Eric Thorson, Don Scott 7 MIna.
circuit all over again.
Abel.
Dancers (6), Bobby Sanford Line Leon and Eddie's, N. 'Tr
Blonde vocalist. Introduced as a
(8), Lou Martin Orch (6); minimum,
$3.50 week days; Saturday and Sun- Celifomlen, is a distinct asset for.

•Flying Down to Rig—and Back,'
rffloed and costumed by Don Loper,
with Joe E. Lewis, Loper and Maxine
A
Barrat, Walter Long, Estelita, Betty
Jane Smith, Carol Dexter, Sambo 'Reservations by
Sirens (7); Not Brofldu>»nne's Orch Recommendation
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124Iins.

Mother

The

spot,

miliar

MOTHER KELLY'S

-

_

.

-

March

a

of Time, Hitler, Rainer, et aL
it is staccato, concise, pithy

All of

and punchy. The two boys are the
bulwark of the turn, by majority of
numbers, anyway, plus native ability,
but the girl, Shirley Martin, is no
slouch. She does her stuff with authority and is not merely a decorative addition.
Roy Davis is the
straight of the boys; Stanley Sheer
does Groucho and kindred comedy.
Davis is not to be confused with the
vaude pantomimic of the same name.
Sole missout Is a needless, unfunny
and distasteful emphasis on Castoria
in a commercial plug, utilizing Raymond Gram Swing, and Is probably
out by now. Act Is doubling into the

Mami Paramount theatre, the
Olympia, end is just es edept for
presentetion house bookings as lo
niteries.
Can't miss in the letter.
Abel.

local

LETITIA
Danclne
S MIns.
Eddie's, N. T.
Letitia is introduced at this spot
for a numbeir called a 'Hot Night in
Harlem' and described es an. 'exotic'
dancer. It's e gross understatement
on both counts. The Minskys have
another word tor it.
Letitia,
who arrives decorously
covered in a fiowing evening wrap,
quickly comes to the point, throws the
wrap aside end goes into slick cooch.
She's shapely in bra and G-string
and displays all the 'finer' points of
torso-manipulation. Her future is restricted to the less-subtle type of

Leon and

cafes.

Went

.

.

Miami Beach
Guesses— two boys end

Kelly's,

3

nice-looking girl— are protegees of
llie Radio Rogues, out of 'Hellzapoppin' and 'Sons o' Fun,' and work in
a bright end original style with their
mimicry of radio end screen personalities.
They do standard stuff like
Vallee. Groucho, Billle Burke, Boyer,
Bing, Bette Davis, Bergen-McCarthy,
Bonnie Baker, Donald Duck, a somewhat devastating rib on Dick Powell, ditto on the Inksoots, Henry Aidrich, Johannes Steel and R. G. Swing,

big at

show taught Mori.

DON SCOTT DANCERS

(6)

Dancing
5

MIns.

Leon and Eddie's, N. T.
Mixed hoofing sextet essaying ballroomology were perhaps handicapped
by' small floor space when caught
It's a moderately effective unit however, with a chicky flnish; Opening
routine is merely a time-killer.
Group consists of three boys and
three girls, former in full dress and
latter also uniformly gowned. Mori.

'

Unit Review

LEON &

BEACHCOMBER,

N.Y.

GAGS AND GALS
(BROADWAY, CHARLOTTE,
Charlotte, N.

N. C.)

C, Feb.

8.

Three Kings, Prince & Princess of
Selandia, The Cirillos, George NeiNo distinctive sen, Joanne Rich, Trudv Russell Girls
spots of this type.
style of delivery but has pleasant (7) Frank Silvo's Bond; 'Moon Over

day, $4.

lineup

not

voice.

Her Shoulder'

(20th).

Current
She clicks with such tunes as 'Don't
Hennv Youngnuin, Lenore Lem- alienate affections of out-of-town Let
Love Go Wrong,' 'How About
Trudy Russell'^ 'Gags end Gals'
mon, Manor & Miffnon, April Ames, trade.
Eddie Davis remains the You' and
'Can a Lady Resist.' flash- features Prime and Princess Selandia
Lee
Sullivan,
Beachonners
(8), hinterlander's delight and his deLou Salazar Orch, Machito Rhumbo livery on occasion extorts squeals ing smooth delivery. Appearance Is in smooth ballroom turn with takeMori.
good.
Band; $2.50 minimum after 10:30 p.m. from native New Yorkers as well.
off on stage and screen celebs. They
satisfled.
They open with e faultever,
continues the
as
Davis,
of a standard ballTopped off by the Initial profes- talent mainstay of this 52nd street team of tap dancers, and Bobby less performance
room whirl and come beck to draw
sional appearance of Lenore Lem- bistro, selling his double-barreled Sanford line of eight fill in.
laughs with their Impressions of Mae
mon (New Acts), debutante person- blue gagging and lyrics with inEric Thorson has a comparatively
West dancing with Kay Kyser, Garbo
ality from cafe society, and helped fectious enthusiasm. He achieves the negligible assignment as emcee, with
vastly by Kenny Youngman, the spot's major objective, which is to Davis handling the major portion of with Stokowski, Carmen Miranda
with a Latin. Hitler and a girl friend
*
Beachcomber packs appeal for so- keep the laughs rolling hard enough the show.
Mori.
and Snow White with Charlie Mccialites as well as all-round trade. to lure 'em in at three and end a half
Carthy. Both have pleasing personPlenty of show is wrapped up in simoleons a copy weekdays, four on
alities.
the current array (well over an hour holidays. What would happen withDownbeat Room, Chi
One of best balance acts to show,
opening night because of celebs and out Davis is something else again,
here,
the Three Kings stopped the
guest
appearances).
Manor and but meantime he's surefire with a
(GARRICK STAGEBAR)
show with a sock turn. Team conMignon, April Ames and Lee Sulli- fetching repertoire including such
sists of man and two girls.
The
van also are featured in the 'Beach- tidbits as 'Deficient in Vitamin E,' 'In
Chicago, Feb. 6.
Cirillos^ two men end a girl, draw
comber Nites' revue.
Additional Argentina.' an a.k.'s lament, and a
Fats Waller Orch
Jimmy laffs with their zany routine. It's
(7).
potency, is given by the eight Beach- comedy tune about 7-Up, the soft
drink, with operatic and pop musical Noone Trio, Sinclair Mills, Ascot plain old song-and-dance stuff, but
armers, line of lookers.
handled cleverly. Spiced with a little
'Rollin' Boys & June Price (4).
His
stock
interpolations.
Much of Youngman's repartee is
clowning and slapstick, it scores well.
at
confined to good-natured banter with Down the Mountain' was cut short
This Is a new room and may well Their tap at the flnish is plenty okay,
vociferous inguests. The few nifties he employed show caught owing to
George Neisen scores solidly in a
high. become the jive heaven of the terclick neatly and the veteran emcee terruptions from an audience in
Davis more than made up for any ritory. Since Fats Waller opened at comedy solo, although some of his
and comic handles the whole per-naterial was too fast tor this auDownbeat
Room
it
has
become
the
lapse here, however, with his staging
formance with eclat.
dience and his tendency to muffle
'Boomps-a -Daisy' number hangout for the town's musicians.
the
Manor and Mignon, ballroomolo- of
Waller, of course, is tops in his delivery detracted. His monolog was
he brought McCoy soldiers,
when
glsls, lend plenty of class, brunet
But he's something more than too lenghly. He wound up with a
sailors and aviators from the Amer- line.
impressing with her looks and grace.
ican, Australian and British forces on a great pianist and musician; he is an demonstration of doughnut dunking
Besides the waltz opener, mixed
partners for the showgirls. outstanding performer and a natural that started off In an orderly depicteam does a tango conceit and a stage as
In this intimate room tion of the various schools of doughagain apparent showman.
speedy twirling finale. They were The martial theme is
Waller has a perfect setting for his nut dunkers and wound up in a
'God
'England'
and
in
warbling
of
forced to bow off. April Ames, forblaring talent And when his boys let them- hilarious sloshing and splashing riot
merly of the stage 'Louisiana Pur- Bless America,' as also the
that left audience limp from laffing.
loudspeakers prior to start of show selves go the walls hum.
chase,' Is solid. Her deft tappinf! and
Trudy Russell Girls please in three
Jimmy Noone is a fine clarinetist
national dedaring whirls are combined with a urging patrons to buy
and with his trio dishes out a high standard turns. Girls are trim lookfense stamps on way out
fanciful routine. Good looks.
ers and dance passably. Joanne Rich
For the rest, Susan Day (New quality of jive at the interludes.
'High
doubling from
Sullivan,
the
Sinclair Mills is another pianist- vocals pleasingly, selling 'Blue Moon'
Kickers,' current Broadwajr musical, Acts), nifty vocalist, is about
Dover' In an
impresses with his rich voice, doing most interesting turn on the lineup. entertainer, working at the Stagebar and 'White ClIlTs "of
'You're Walking in My Sleep,' 'White Noel Toy. Chinese fan dancer, a upstairs. He has plenty on the ball, opening single and comes back later
for obvious with an exceptional ability to hold with the line to pipe 'Montevideo'
Cliffs of Dover' and' 'All in Favor long-time holdover, is in
Say I' for solid returns. Unbilled reasons as is also Letitia (New Acts), an entire barful of customers with in costume on conga number.
G-string.
attired
in
a
just
his
piano
and
his
solid
jive
vocal
Show
carries
seven
musicians,
two
dancer
elso
two
specialty,
semi-strip
trio does a
Beach- Eddie Manson (New Acts), har- style. Ascot Boys are a standard in- OS spares In preparation for draft
of girls being toe dancers.
armers' opening number starts out monica player. Don Scott Dancers strumentel trio, with June Price es blow. They back up acts nicely.
Good house oh show caught.
as a typical tropical dance and then (New Acts), mixed sextet. Spencer vocalist Girl particularly Impresses.
Just
Cold.
swiftly shifts to a strip, with the and Foreman, conventional mixed
is

likely

to

.
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Variety Bills
WEEK FEBRUARY
hi

connection with

how, whether

fall

(rcnJaa Boom)
Dlok Oaapftrre Oro

Bryant
Winnie Johnson
Audrey ft Phil

Naldl
Hotel Booaerelt

Raye

-

Dukea

nenny Corter Oro
fll Clnb
Carolyn BIddle
Marlon Joyce
Iria Karyl
Waoneta Batea
Francos fxislle

13
of

Wllmu Novak
Kaye

Irene

HARTFOHD
State

Fanmoont

Martha Raye

A

C&lRary Broa
"Lublna Mellna

& Ro^nan

Lorraln'b
TrJxIe

lokapots

Maud

& L« Roy

.Johnny Downs

Orpheum

(Two

Howard

(13)

Jomnlra (13-17)

Willie

Plnnonth

& B

riTTSBUROU

CITV

Stanley (13)

Stmiid (13)
Blue Barron Ore
Carole & Sherod
Weittwn Broa

Ina

M

>Ialaon

Ray Hutton

i

Hunter
Martin

.1

(Two

Stanley

(17-lD)

(Ono to

(A)
Eddy Dochln Ore
Joan. Jack &. Judy
Auer & J Hunter T>ob Neller
Kay, Katya & Kay
T Wonder & BeHy

Freddie Townu
Clna ft Cortea

Naab

H

Cnpltol

Jnck & Snna

(One

M

Sr

Mack

Capitol

Cabaret

(IS)

Mlsnon

Jay St Lou Seller
Dorothy Keller
Lew Parker
Davldaon & Forirle

BOSTON

Johnny Wooda

April

Boatoa (13)
Lime 3
Duke BlUofftOD Ore Connie Boawell
Ivy Anderson
(6)
'Meet the People'
-Herb Jefferla
CLBVELAND
Marie Bryant
^
Al Cuater
raUuw (13)
Sk'llet

B Wonder

St

St

Judy

.

CINClN'NATl
Shabert

(13)

Dawn A Human'eH
Bellltt

St

Oro

Smart Gla

3

(0)

Jean, Jack
Bob Nella

Sammy Kaye

Manor

Sue Ryan

Ethel Waters

E^dy DuchlQ Ore
June Roblna
Tony Drake

Eds Broa

(6)

Clyde McCoy Ore

Dawn

Hotel Amb:iHKiidor
(Trinnon Koorn)

Bifls

Amea
ft

MIgnon

(6)

'Hawaiian Nlrhta*

Menya Del Ray
Owlll Ardmore
Taabel Drown
RoTC WIthum

(IBowmoD ^.RoODi)

Irene Carroll

Hcaaley 2 Hazel Franklin

VKW YORK

i

K
^

CITY

Happy Lewla

Co-Bda

3

(Ono

to nil)

ASTORIA
3

Drewa

Bob Bannon
Aca.demy (9-10)
Bront ft Hareoni
Barr ft Eate
Blendera

HALTniOBB

Hippodrome
Suaan Miller
Al Slogel

Paul Remoa

Wood

(12)

Lillian Fitzgerald

Madrlguera Ore
.

Wella ft 4 Faya
Johnny Leonard
Wlndaor <18-1S)
Maxle Roaenbloom
Lou Breeoo Oro
Moore ft Revel

Louise Beavers

Adrian Rolllnl
Rod Rogera

Lewla

S

Britt

Wally Brown
Boyal (18)
Claude Hopklna
Cata ft Fiddle
Lee ft Ha^Iey
ft

Van

Jay James
Apolto (IS)
State (15-18)
Ella Fitzgerald Oro

Bobby Evana
5 RlfTa

Johnny Mack
Zephyr
6 Fftludya

BROOKLYN

Flntbnah (12)
Continental Rev
Boalta Royce

-

Bldgewood (11)
Al ft J Johnatdna
Bank, the Mule
Jack Bright
Anthony ft Bogera
Robt ft M Clayton
Marine (15 only)
Robt & M Clayton

RobertI Roberta

B

Anthony

Rogera

ft

8 Co-Eda
(Ono to fill)
(11 ODljr)

The Heraheya
'Robert Field
Sons Purple Sage

(Two

to All)

UAyfalr (14 only)

M

Clayton
Robt A
Bobortl Roberta

Anthony

ft

Rogera

CASIDBN

RLIZARETH

liberty

Buddy

(I2-1fi)
ft Judy Alleii

MarJorle Garretaon
Burton ft Janet

Bnrna ft Moore
Mia Mylea Co

FALL RIVER

Empire

Hotel

(10-12)

Dick Robera Ore
8 Btoogea
Prlmroae ft Gold

'

DoMarloa
Guy Kodlan
Fay Marde
Penny Bancroft
Burton Qrona Oro

.

Hotel i,eaIngton

Kny Kinney Ore

I

Meymo
LollanI

'

Jane Mann
Delia Llnd
Qoo Fontana
Gllda Gray
Cbarlea King

Mangean

Chantielecra
Dan Parrlah

Modenw

Charles Francia

John Llvio

Johnny Moaanor
Hotel

New

On

Yprkei

Benny Goodman
Peggy Lee

O

Tommy Taylor
Adele Inge
B ft B Wade

Sla

Ice Ballet

Grace Harvey

Lyon Clare

(Cocoanot Grove)

Dora Maugham
Robert Raymon
Geoffrey Hale
Roehello ft Beebe

(Bhomba Boom)
Joan Donrlguea Ore
Julia Gerrlty

Flah

ft

Gold

The Three Deba

Padllla Sla
Terealta Oata
Victoria Barcolo

Hotel PlccndUly
(Georgian Boon)

Uortfcco

Korry Ena
Hotel Pierre
(CotUlIon Boon)

Cblqulto Oro

Evelyn Johnaon
Trotter
'

George Jeaael

Duke McBale
Nnno Rodrlgo Oro
Lylo Carlyle Oro
Kitty Davta

Jack Shea
Alan Carney
Lenny Kent
NJ.rmci Cardova
Poll

Mar Dane

Johnny

Gloria Belmonte

L

E

ft

Roberta

Nina Or la
La Mnrqnloe
nuth Winchcll
Dorothy Tanner
Conauelo Flowerton
Frances Connolly
Al Carr Ore

La Mnrtlnlai^e
VInrent
Victoria

Pomn

Mata ft Karl
Val Olman Oro
Martlnlqueena
llertMrt O^irbello O
I.e Petit Pnlnla

C Alphand

Julian Fulis
Sula Lott'er
iMn A iUdle'a
Lou Martin Ortf
Nerldn Ore
Eddie Davis
Spencer ft Forman

Mnnson
Suzanne Dae
ISddle

Scott Sextette
Eric Thorson

Noel Toy
Bill

Mataon l,onU
Drye

Carrie

M

Bevllle

Malaon Pierre

Elatelle ft

LoRoy

Royal Palm Clob
Gertrude NIaen
Six Wlllya
Helene Gardner

Abe Lyman Oro
Manchlto Ore
Jack Cole Dane

Boachoomber
Dr Giovanni

(Pomp Ro4»n)
Datterr

Ray Benaon Oro
Blamarck Hotel
(Walnot Boom)
Art Kaaael Ore
Gloria Hart
Wilfred DuBola
Lydla ft Jorearo
Hadley Gla

(Tavern Boom)
D&ve Prltehard Ore
Dick Ware
Bob Marshall
Annette Shlelda
Blaekliawk
Orrin Tucker Ore
Jose Rosado Oro
Ulnckatone Hotel
(Bollneee Bm.)

BniHa

BnU

Boom)

Urowo Derby

Pllner

ft

Earle

Magda Loy

6

Madcapa

Chung. Te
6

Wha

Can-Can Ola

Gaaton
10th Hole ClDb
Teaa Gardella
Johnny ft George

Angel Velez Ore
Snub Moaely Ore
Not Clnb
Belle Sloane

Lamour

2

Jack Reynolds
Little Joe Little

Place Elegante
Phil Dante

William Roaa
Conrad
Locke

Clirr

Blartln

Manya Borodkin
Jeannolto GnrretiiErnest Franz Ore
Qncena Terrace
Frankle Bclascc

Blother Kelly
Raymoh. Martini*
3 Queasoa
Pat Clayton

Rlea Martlnea
Griaha ft Urona
Andre ft Delphlne

Blayla

Ruth Craven

Kex Owena
Red Thornton
Harrla
Latin Quarter
ft

Sla

Jade Ling

Diamond Broa
Martell ft MIgnon

Willie Shore
Kitty Carlisle

The Smoothlea
Cliandra-Kaly Dane
Boyd Raebum Ore

Bobby Ramoa Oro
Evans Gla

Clnb Ai'ibnm
Dernlo Adler
Mary Earle
Paulette LoPlerre

Alan Rogera
Harriot Norrla

Jane Jordan
Del EatoA
Allan Coe
Davo Unell Oro
Bddle Roth Oro
Colony Club
Peter Hlgglno
Colette L>'ona
Carloa ft Carlto
La Fleata Dane
SIdellOB Ore

Joao Morando Oro
Colo aim oa
Chryatlne Tromaym

Ruaaell

Oro

Prraldent Hotel-

Pedro AJbanI Ore
Blta CarltAQ Hotel

(Herry Go Bound

Room)
Eddy Morgan>.Ore
Tray more Hotel
Wm
Madden Oit

Nnn DeMar

Hurley ft Radford
Larry Stewart
Pqtch ft Deauvllle
Paul Wlnehell
Phil Harris Oro
Coaa Blanana
Kitty Kallen

Grace I^yee Lodge
George Lloyd
Jack Malone
Ineclto

Tex Jim r.ewla
Lono Star Cowboys
Hollywood Tropica
Maxlne Lewla
Burton 2
Dick Thomaa
UooM or Morphy
Bob .Murphy
Jean Meunler
Beth Itevnolda
Frankle Gallagher
Gordon Blahop
Little Troc
Kathorlne Dunham
r>ena Horne
Garland Wilson
Art Crlppen Oro
Bddle Steele

Uacambo

Cafo

Phil Ohman'a Oro
Clint Jarvln
Palladlam
Paul Colllna
Toir,my Doraey Ore
Jack Toagnrden Ore
PIratea Dad
Coconnot Grove
Don Kent
Sklnnay Ennia Oro Reggie Dvorak
Carmone
Betty Yealon
Earl Carroll
Black Andy
Nick Cochran Ore
The Debonalra
W Weal ft McOlnty
Seven Seaa
Dick ft Dotty Reray Bonny Kaha
Gall Onll
Puanani
Mathewa
Wlllla Weat. Jr.
Prlnceaa Luana
Alee Morlaon
Chief Sautlnl
La Venn Moyer
Stanley Wheeler
Rue .WlUIe
Malua
Merino Howell
Charlie
Openal
Beryl Wallace
Eddie Bush Oro

Jimmy McPartlenc

Monica Moore
Hermanoa 3
Faith Bacon
Senor Wencea
•

Law

The Reyotlda
I^H MIdlltettea
Sonny Kendla Ore
Joae Cortex Oro

.

Don Lang Ore
Prognaph Gla
Congress Hotel

(Glaw Unt Bn)
Barry WIntoo Oro
Red Duncan

Jo Anno Hubbard
Drake Hotel
(Camlllla Uoaae)

Ramon Ramoa Oro
EdgewHter Beaeb
Hotel

(Beach Walk)
Ruaa Morgan Oro

St Clair ft Day
Marc Dallero
Bill

Brady

Ben Dlue

Florentine OardOn
N.T.G.
Prof Larabertle

Benny Lcsay

Phyllsa Lynne

Murtah Sta
Vera Sloane
ft D Roberta Pred Scott
Alyce Cerf
Kay Mnyneld
NIghtbawka
Sugar Gelae
Dorben Gla
Ozzle Nelaon Ore
Charlie Foy'a Clnb
085 Clnb
Charley Foy
Janice Dale
.

Dean a

T^a Burnett

Berry.

Phil Sllvera

Vie Arteae
Julio Garcia Oro

Jack Gardiner
Margaret Whiting

Leonard^uea
Dick Harrla

Red Stanley Oro

Heidelberg Octet
Kathakelbir

Sla pay Blaxlei
Allegra

Michel Ortiz Bd
Manny Strand Ore

Jana
Freddy

Hana Muonzer Ena

Billy

Gray

Paulp Oale
PnttI

Moore

Sam Lewla
Jerry Bergen
Joe Plumer Ore
Streeta of Pnria

Lola Bright

Betty Van

WIngy Manone Oro
Sivonnee Inn
Vivian Dandrldge
Shelton Brooks, Jr
Bddle Beal
Joe Turner
Trianon
Bob Crosby Or**

PHTLADELPHIA

0100 Clnb

Danny Thomaa
June Caraon

Dob O Uo Gla
Mark Fisher Oro
Gnrrick StagebaV
Ascot Boya

Jimmy Noone

3

Juno Price

Duke lollman On

.

Roger Roland
Dick WInslow Oro
Blltmore Bowl

Sinclair Mllla
O rue mere Hotel
(GluHi Uoaso Bm)

Ted Smith

Ann Triola
Felix do Cola
Ken Stevena

Rampna Room
Arthur Blake
Conauelo Flowerton

Hofrman

Sla

Paddockeera Ore

Penn Atlontlc Hotal
(Palm Room)

Pete Miller Ore

Bund Box

Stellta
Billy Lankln
llnr of Mnsle

Paddock Clnb
Frank Murtha

Mildred'

Ore

Mnrley

rat Patrick
Poio Snyder
Dllly Snyder
Goorgo TIbbleo Ore
Al Stone

Jack Eby Oro

Hudson

Sol Lake
Tripoli 3

Gnblea Inn
(Black llorae Pike)
Hotel Conclilta ft Antonio
Waller Waltera

Intn

Bell

L

Mylea Bell
Marlon Joyce
Muriel Dane

RIngo

Elaine
flor. Gla
Dolly Sterling

LOS ANG£LES

Throe Ryana
Sonia Czar
Sherry Darlane
Cookie Soldel
Antoinette Ens
Beth Kurrell

Cummlnga

Bob

Barbara Belmore
Ralph llotger Oro

Janeen
Marlon Miller
Mnxlne DeShon

Elliott

Pnddom

Urrvuort Motel
(Ciyotal

Tuny ft Ueorge
Verna Ray
Dob Dllllngs
hddle Koth Oro

3

M Montgomery

Ken Thompaon Ore Johnny Honnert
Mary Jane -Howard
Eltel'a
Mike Riley Oro
Klarlon Mlllor

Van

CoarnQpollfan
Al Miller

CHIGAOO
Ambaaaador Botol
Emile Petti

Tommy Lyman
Capitol Lonnge
Oaaton'a Monte Carlo Maurice Roeco
Margo ft Mann
Pierre Beaucalre
Joe de Salvo
Midnight Gypaloa
Nona Montes
Louis Jordan Ore
Hotel Park OattaJ LeCarlos
ft Granada
Ghee Farce

Hotel Pennaylvanla
Jlmniy Doraey Ore
Bob Bberly
Helen O'Connell
Buddy Schuts

n

Sonla Cqrtes

Hotel Navarro
(Midnight Club)

Cbanncey Grey Ore Ella Logan
Stanley Melba Ore
Fefo'a Monte Carlo
(Cafo Plem)

Darling Sla

Cornel Tftnaasy Ore
Kelly's Stable
King Cole 3
Pete BroWn 4

Ronny Roberta

Clyde Hager
Noble Slaalo Ore
El Cblco
Don Alberto Oro

Antonio do Cordova

Oro
Cbin Leo'a

Ira Spoctor

Peggy La Plant
Joe Capcllo Oro
Jean Claire

Mme

Hotel Lincoln
LIncolnalrea
Hotel MoAlpIo

Dlosa Coatello
Billy Vine
Carol Vance

Charloa Murry Ore

Oscar Karlwel.i
Saaeha Taahoff

Lehua Paulaon

Sirens

Hernandez Ore
JKrollo Club

Jeannle Waltera
Glooda Hope

laea

Nam Todd

Clover Clah
Adelaide Moffait
Anita Alvarez

Ambuaandor Hotel
Bert Eatlow Ore
Chelaen Hotel

Tiny Kayo
Anna Pnstora
Manny Dnvla Oro

Tomae Ore

Vance

Jerl

Lorraine Wcatfall
Peter Mllnlkoff

Al

Casanova Clnb
Doreo

Ann FTownrd

AXLAimC CITT

Clnrldge Hotel

Doria Elliot
Peggy Price

'

600 Clob
At ZImmoy
Ginger Brltton

Xavler Cucat Ore

(UnyCnlr Boom)
Marty Magee Oro
Clnb Nomud
Helene Francia

Ueth ChallU

Don Tannen

Cardlnl
Dl Gatanoa

Billy

Wlanle'a
Paul Mall

-

Rhnmba Caolae
Pan<Am Dane
Tito Galzar

Chuck Foster Ore
Don DIFlavIo
Ynr Real
Geo Scherban Ore

Pulmer Hooae
(Empire Room)

Ray Bngllah
De Cast roe
The Warnera

-

Mnrx

Carl

Atevena Hotel
fContlnentnl Room)

Gloria Knight
Cal Herbert

Clnb BnU
Luba Mallna
Carla ft Fernando
Blanch Bow
Dell Caalno Ore
ft Rankin
Canny Ore
Five O'clock Clnb
Ruth C*iyton

Snmao

Fair

ft

Margo Wade
Yvonne Nova

TnngQatd

Loadbelly Nero
Josh White

Jose

Gamble

Inez

Froderico

Silver Ore
Venmlllea Hotel
Sara Ann MeCabe

Faith Arlen

Holt

NapuB

Diamond Honeahoc Elaine Jordan
Nlta Naldl
Betty Compaon
Carlyle BlaokwoJl
Joe n Howard
Boaa Wyao, Jr

4

Ray Worth Ore

Slrana

Walter Long
Betty Jane Smith
Carol Dexter
N Brandwynne Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Clnb Frlaco
Patricia Brent
Vleki George
Mlaa Victoria
Co« Bongo
Dick Wilson Ore
Bela Blzony Oro

CemtU'a

Oeoi^rle

Ave

Caaa Franklin

Eatellta

Mao Darnea
Haywood & Allan
Chatoan

fith

(Baton Sladrid)

Femandd Alvarez

Murray Miller
Dolfy Margena
Leo Pleakow Oro
Coaa Blartn

R Ambroae

Evalyn Tyner Oro

Clnb 101

Samba

ft

Charle Carrer
Marylln Duke
Hotel EdIaoD
Blue Barron Oro
Hotel Easex HouHe

Connie Harrla

Aeta Sven
Antoinette Severln
Helen Honan
NIokeraon ft H Ola Tony ft Eatrella
Hector Del Vlllar
Maud Hilton Co
Mo on II to
(12-14)
Taylor GlorlOed Rev Juan Dimttrl Oro
BRIDGEPORT
Ooalno Boaao
Lyric (9-11)
Nina TaroBova
Johnny Long Oro
Gypey Markoff
Tost Mimic Men
Michel Mlchon
Nan Rae ft Davia
Nad la ft Saaba
IfloAks Novy
Maw."
Bo Jenklna
Miacba
Dmitri Matvlenko
DrFFAT.0
Olga Vadlna
Century (12)
Nlcholaa Matthey O
Le Ahn Sla

Towera (13-10)
Major T)oirrt<«

Tlllnire

Dick Bauer Ore
nilly Carr
Wolter & J Brown
Sophin Parker

Fernando

Hotel

Beverly Lane
Joyoe ft Ginger
Midge Fellows

100 Clnb

Dobby Beat
Ann Roblnaon

Rene

Danlta Rivera
Margaret Grey

Sabby Lewis Ore
I^ Conga
Hotel Commodore
Noro Morales Ore
(Century Kooui)
Jack Harrla Oro
Vaughn Monroe Ore Leo Dixon
Peter Rotunda Ore Harris Co

Rosalie Grant

Cafe Madlaoa
Billy ft Ann
Jack Goldle
Gypsy Markoft
Muriel Aache Co
Marlynn Michael Co
Clnb Samoa
Lea Parker
Cafe ' Montpamaeee Chlng
Elmer Snowden Ore
Alleen Cook
Loa Chamacoa Ore
Jean Dmnseco
OInb WhlUker
Cafe Sodotj
Maxlne
(Uidtown)
Roily Rolls
John KIrby Oro
Lorna ft Mario
Hazel Scott
Arthur Knoller
Golden Gate 4
Alex Batkln Ore
Eddie South Ene
Gnfe Society
^Copacabana
Joe E Lewla
(Vinocei
Loper ft Barrat
Teddy Wilson Ore

Kenneth Spencer
Connie Beri7
Roae Dexter
Cafe- Tlenna
Ruth Barr
William Hoffman

Hotel Boaaerf
(Brooklyn)

Haya
Nye Mayhow Ore

Virginia

VI Bradley

Albert Ammona
MIdgeta Pete Johnaon

Joan
Helen Holmea
ft

Kem'a

Llttlo De-Icera-.
Patricia Gllmore

4

Allan Colo Ore

Stclnwny (13-15)
Jacks
At Roblnaon
3

Nlcholaa DaVta
Mirth ft Mack
Glee Club
R Talavera Dane
Rockettes
AKRON
Corps de Ballet
Palace (13-le)
Erno Jlapoe Symph
Clyde McCoy Oro
Boxy (12)
Bob Evana
Dave Apollon
Hudaon Wondera
Carr Broa
Rao
ft WaterCalt
Oowor ft Jeanne

4

New Boon

ft

Raymond

Maureen Holmea

Haxel McNulty

Lulu Bates

Ucrtolottl'a

Kelly 'a

Howard 'Lally Ore

Frankle Hyera
Vlneo Cnrran

Strollera

Bill

KeKtanninl

anny White
Ernie Arno
C Oroya
Joan Drandon
TeU Eddy Or«
Angelo Ore
•lack Dempaey'a
B'way Reatanrnnl
Milt Herth 3
Llndn Lark
Irv Carroll Ore
Mario wcs
Montmarte Boys
Joe
George

.

Moya 01 fiord
Don Sylvio Oro
BlU'a Gay 9V»

DeVal. Merle A. Let Lynn ft Marianne
Laurel & Hardy
Claire Wlllla
DAYTON
Virginia Glbaon
Colonial (131
'Meet the People*

(Plcoidlllj Circle)
3 Knighta
Billy Meyers
Jim Marvin
Rocky Elaworth

Ban-

MTATtfT

Loretia Fischer

Richard Lane
Hotel Aalor
Dick Kuhn Ore
Hotel Dolmont
PInzM
(Glana Hat)
Covert ft Reed
Barbara Perry
Margaret Scott
Belmont Balladeera

Roy Bed ley

Steve Murray Rev

Berry Broa
John Tlobor
Robt Shanley
Eleanor Tonnia

The Place
Irene Berkley

tieno Sheldon

Jimmy

Joe Pafumy Ore
Hotel Blltmore

Snoan Lang
OInb Frlaco
Leila Gaynea
Dlano Fontaine
Helene Arthur
Frankle Froba Ore
Patricia Joyce
Vlckl George
Club Oaaolio
Ida Rodriguez
Carmenclta

Guy Howard
Freehmen
Harry Stevena

Arena

ft

•

CUchy

Walter Lynch
OInb IB
a Andrewa Oro
Erto Oro
Roberta Welch
Jack White

Machlto Ore
Heo Marden*g
Winter Boona
Yvonne Douvler
Marie Atklnaon

Itntler'a

I

Ore

Dill

Joe Santiago
Ethel Gilbert
Alberto Franco
Spike Harrlaon
Don Carina Oro
Harry Donelly
Billy Lorraine
Clnb Hldnlgbt
Gay 90'a Quartette Ramona

Moalo HaU (12)
Wynn Murray .

Onice llcllly
Bob Grant Oro
Frank Curhollo Oro

Itay I'urker

Eric Victor

Ann Gale

Salazar Ore

Human'oa

ik

VUIage

Hnrry Rose
Cabot ft Dresden

Iccliiiid

I

Ginger Wayne
Larry Bennett S
Turner

NEW JOBS. CITY
llenchcomber

Arne Darnett Oro
Al Milton Oro

Tana

Smith

Clnlro

Rhythm Rockote

.

Murphy

Shields

Starleta

Paul Dartels
Ver-Slgha

Bheman

Don Orlando Oro
Jack Rodreguez O

MarJorle I<ane

Hank Seeraon

Six

Norma Lucoro
l.yda Swan

Romuy

Malguellto
Abhutt Dnncera

(C<«lo Cafe)
Gone Kerwln Ore
J&roa Sla
(Panther Room)
Jan Savitt Ore
Ruth Robin
Jeanne Blanche
Nilah Brooks Rev

^

Phil T^vont Ore
Pierce ft Roland

Joan Jordan
Malo 3

AreadI Stoyanovaky Jnne Benlley
Mualo Hall novr
Adia Kuznetcoff
Virginia Vaughan
Nastla Pollakova
Zeke Lock wood
Maruala Sara
Coualn I/om
Mlaoha VcanofT
rnrnella Cedolbao O Claytons
Palmer
Ore
Stork Clnb
Trlnl Ore

Mn6l{ Pepper
Honey Chiles
Balllettes
Davo Dennis Ore
Tony Numez Ore
T^llta Cardnba Ore

Julea Lando Ore

Henny Toungman
Lenore Leromon

Tom

Hnrrleane

Jimmy

Carol Ooyd
Rollln

WASHINGTON

State (12)

Pan &

Larry Dennett
Merccdea

BID

Bob Evana
Hudaon Wondera
Rae ft Waterfall

Sla

Armuodo'a
Geo Morrla Oro
Poggy French

Pot.

Sapde Williams Or*

Maya Ore
Don Gllberto <ire
Hickory House
Norma Sltcpard
Hoot Howley

(17-19)

Metropolitan

&

to

Clyde McCoy Oro

PFOVinENCB

Martella

VIrkI Clenrgo

Hector del Vlllar
l^lcanor Greece
Movltft

Evanb

Milt Brltton Rd
4 Skating Marvelr>

(13-14)

P.rllt

*

ft

Payaee Dane

Palace (lS-ie>
Laarol ft Hardy

fllU

SOrTH RIVER

FUon

Fa-ro1i

.

Kretdina

New Yorker
Jaokle Green

Talla

Waller Waltera

Georffo

Rotalna

Llna

I/Alglon

Splroa Stamoa Oro
Owondolya Veaaoell
Mnrray ft Cumming
Cbangl Ctob
Savannah Churchill George Deveron
laobol de Marco
ft Smilea
Hardin Broa Co
Ln Conga
Jaan Bid rid go
J Mansanarez Oro
Babe Wallace
Heriiandez&Car'iUa
Roaetta Lo Notro
Alfredo ft Dulce
Helena Smith
Lollta
Pauline Bryant
la
Salle Hotel
Jackie Mabler
(Pan- Am. Room)
Socaraa Oro
Rio ft RIU
WUol
Ambaoaadora Oro

Smiles

Houston
Walton St O'Rourke Connie Joyce
Carmen Cavallaro O Baron ft Bemay
Clemento Oro
VenaOleo
Hntmn Bleu
Bergere Oro
Panoblto Oro
Olga Coelho
Billy de Wolfo
Wally Boag
Jane Kean
Petera Sla
Harold Bamoa
Mnbel Mercer
Kirk Alyn
Herman Chlttlaon
Blale

BEVERLY HILLS, CAL.

YOUNGSTOWN

riare,

roley Worth

Bector & Pale
Adrlenne
Pred- Sanborn

Rainbow Boom
Charlee Weldman
Katharine Lltx
Peter Hamilton

Fat Ring
Evelyn Brock

SKeoto Tolbert

Enill

LeBrun Sis.
Hirry Savoy Co

M

CITY

Sylvle St Clair

Hotel Wnrwlrk
(Ralrlgh Rooml

^

NEW YOBE

it

Bob Cheater Ore

VrW YORK

Aahbnma

EDWARH SHERMAN AGENCY

to nil)

rarmAn (IS)
Wayne * Marlln

A 3

uncA

.

Grooverneera
Balobow GrlU
Ruaa fin^^b Oro

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

PATRRAON

Diane Dnvla

Earle (13
Earl Carroll Vnnltlea

Playmates

Bpple

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT

Steve Evana
Grandma Perklna

Al. Gordon
HarriB, Claire

FUILADELPHIA-

3pordnorf)-De

Bruce
Healy St Bvang
Agnea Dwyor
Jack Allyn
Ned Harvey Oro

.

(8)

Oordon'a Dok*

•43'

Mal'^rio ^13>
Blnekstone Show
PH?».ADF» »»HIA
Fay'a (It)
Phllharmonlcaa
Alphonae Berg Co

Roxyettes
The Maxolloa

Ml 11a Bros

Johnny Taylor
Savannah Chureblll Freddy. Martin Oro
Mlaclia Borr Ore
Reeve Sin

only)

(13

Robert Field
Sona Purple Sage

WASHINGTON

The Colatone

Hotel WnlilorfAatorta

Julio Rlrhards
Corrlto ft Coral
KIkl
Felipe de Floroa

The HcrRheya

I

(6)

Room)

PASfiAIC

KRRBPORT

Freeport

Earle (1»)
Strand (13)
lleKnrland 2 & Ore Roxyettea
Park & Clifford
8 Stoogea
A Carney
Sunny Rice
Kay. Kutya £ Kay
Del Rloa

Bob Chester Ore

WOODSIDR

Vlcl'n

(«)

Frankle Mnntors Ore The Shyrotloa
ArnantQ & Sis Nellie Cappy. Barra Boya
Cheater Dolphin Co (*onnle BoswcH
Roblnaon & Martin Ray Bolper

IIROOKIA'N

Perrln

Hartmane
Dinah Shore

llQvnnn-Madrio

Sannjfllde (14-in)

Central (IS)
'SplcM of

-

&.

Mack

Ford Harrlaon Oro
llotH ST. Regis

Ucebo'a Bears

Oj'

Auer
Bob DupODt

RoblnaoD

(6)

(0-11)

Ravelllea

ft

Harold Cohko Ore
notel Si. Morlti
(Cnte de l» Palx)
Paul 1.0 Paul
Jack Si Jill
Peggy Norman

(Irldlom

Dolibo Caaton
Phil ft Audrey

Gil Lamb Co
4 Samuels

Betty

John Hoysradt
Krnle HolMt Ore

Columbod Ore

Howard

C Marx

Francis King
Henry Noble
Hotel Saroy-PUin

Prlnceas Valda

WOBCKSTRR

& Marconi

Brent

Victorias Tr
(Ono to nil)
(10-1£>

Trumpet 2
S Drewa
Nanh St Evans
>faud Hilton Co

Hotel Sheraton

(Murray Boon)
Ruth Lowe
Salr l^e

Kdna Mae

'

Con d 08 Bros
Linda Ware

Dolls
3 tone ft. I^eo

Guy Lombardo Oro
Kenny Gardner

llHrlem

11'ATERIU.rRY
PoU'a (13-13)
Louis Prima Ore

JAMAICA

Ted Lew la Bd

ft

Cnrroll Chnppoll
Hal Saundera Ore
Patricia Porker
Mme C Alphnno
Ijorna Rhodo
Hotel Taft
Oone Monet Ore
RendeavoMa Vlnoent Lopez Oro
Hiirrla
Sonny Skyler

(13)

Earl HInes Ore

to All)

3

Gil

Henry Arthur
Vera Neva

WASHINGTON

Sons Purple Sage

OMAHA

MendowH

Al Green
Greenwlfih Tillage
Inn

Hilton Co

Crackerjacka
(One to nil)

LYNHROOK

Nelaon

NKW YORK

(14 only)

Helen Honan

O

3

Frtinklo

Chlcaxo (13)
(14 onlyj Joyner Si Foster
Lawrence Wclk Ore lo^btonk
The Heraheya
Sun ft Sunny
Geo RoKers Pane
SahJI
Robert Field
Novelettoa

MIAMI
OlrmpU <13)
« WlUyfl

Don Zelnya
Estelle

(IS)

B'waT

.

*

Lionel Hampton
Peters 3 la
Peg^ I'*9 Bates
Buck S: Uubblea

CHICAGO

B«ltBl

Delmar

PITMAN

Judy

Adaraa {izy

CITT
<tl)

Lamb

Oil

Bob Keller
Jack
Ray Bolser

NKWARK

KRWTORK

St

Eddie Duchin Oro
Jean,

Glonn Miller BA

Grooverneera
nobby Bernard
RavHIIos DiPh Lewla Orf
Co
D2d Swing riob

(IS-lfi)

C Marx

(18-15)

Plan

Hotel

Willie

below Indicate opening day
or spilt week.

bllla

Imogepe Carpenter

Oenlse Mavlty
Dorothy Calahan

Willie

Nnmerals

Charlie Murray

Lola Andrews
Cy "Walter
Fkimoaa Doer

Downbeat

Bm

Fata Waller

Cruaadora Ore

Mary

Sinclair

Dorothy Tlmnilos
Grand Terrace
Cootie Wllllaraa

Loose Nuta

O

Billy Nightingale

Loula Bacon
Baale Bros
Mltzle Mitchell
Lovely Lake
Helaingn

(VodvU lounge)
Northweat Mountlea
Paul Burke
Jack Herbert
Hope Lawrence
Jeanne ft J Wma
Chat Roble
lU Uat
Everett Weet
Ralph Cook
Jean Bltle
Lonette Sla

Eddy Fona Ore

H Martinez Oro
Winnie Hoveler nix
Ivnnboe
Florence Schul>eri
Al Trace Ore
Holly Swanaon
Vlerra Hawallans
Helen Sumner

Clnb BuU
Los Caballoros
Robert B McDonald
Jose Gonzales
Penny Davis

Music Hall Ola
Lillian

Fitzgerald

Jero' Dolmar Oro

Embnsy

Al Richards

Rhythm Boya Goo

Delta

Clifford

Mildred Penton

Hal ft Honey
MacArthura

Dllly

Hey

William ft Regloa
Alan Fielding Ore
Claire Wlllla
Val Irving
Tanya Tamara
Pat Sherlln Ore
ten Franklin
Evergreen Coalno
Galanlo ft Leonardo
Vivian Vance
Holone Standlah
Mildred Porlee ^
Anita Jnkobl
(H Walton HooO
Mae Allen
Diane
Barhara
Henry Klng'a Ore
I'enrI Robbings
Dalllooltoa

Benny

Bllllo

Petor
Billy

(lie
In>e

Bnm*a

Chan
Woods

Eduardo Candovel
Jack Glbaon
Cadillac Tavern
Gordella
Jack Gibson

Jack Lane
Glamour GIs
Helen Ilooth
Chnvoz Ore
Nell Fontaine Oro

Rose Onllo
Castalne

Jnm

ft

Barry

Beaalon

Billy Kretchmer
Goorgo Lulz

St Clair
Bill

Romano

Hopklna'RathBkeller

Henrlouettee

Cy White
Dave Gold Oro

Harry Dohba
Carrnira
Gaines Ore
Wilbur

Flash Lnne
Anita James

Banco

Margy Smith
Grace Gordon
Jean Ware
Irene Dalo
Charles Boblnaon
Lunatrlx (3)

Ann Maasey

GI»

"

Bornlcc King

Chang l.ce
Rosemary Clark
Nancy Payne

Lexington CaaloO
Paul Kane
Crandnll Sis
4 Oelavca
Frank Diirrow
De Lloyd McKny
Garvin Uuflcholi O
(Continued on page 46)

C^arrnllftvllea

•

(^7t

College Inn
Virginia Lowls
Mario Holz
Scary Gavin
Helen Martin

-

'
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Surprise Flop Legit Crop
;

TO GEORGE M. COHAN

Continued from page 3;

at the
Plymouth.
G«orge Abbott also has a doubt-

Van Druten, looks doubtful

Right Formula

MEN PAY TRIBUTE

that manager's 'Best Foot Forward,'
musical, is one of the good things on
the list.

Broadway producer received
a letter from a play broker, latter mentionmg the names of
prominent
dramatists
whose
plays have flopped this season.

managerial company in

His concluding comment was:
'Looks like there arc only two

guys around who know how to
shows Olsen and Johnson.'

reads:
'A man's, worth

a play by

elite

A

Doo

Flop

The

Hudson,

Samson Raphaelson, but

misstep Includes Gilbert Miller, who
offered 'Lily of the Valley' so briefly.

Ben Hecht wrote
the critics.

It

'write

lier this

—

and then blamed

Same manager was un-

and achievement
In life are measured by the esteem
which he is held by his fellow
men. That you have reached the
in

lucky with 'Anne of England' ear-

Atom

Talo and Mighty

season.

rewrote
MacArthur
Charles
'Johnny on a Spot," another fast flop,
which John Shubert produced. Lattest play by a name writer that came
a cropper is 'Flowers of Virtue,' by
Marc Connelly, which was yanked

Too Much

of

a

Clash,

So Rose Ends

•

Rose,

and respected by

The members

all.

of the Treasurers Club of America
to record their deep and lasting
affection and regard for you, their
friend. God bless you and grant you
health
and contentment always.'
Signatories were: Allen J. Schnebbe,
president; Saul Abraham, vice-president; Irving L. Engel, treasurer: Lep
Solomon, financial secretary; Thurber Wilkins. recording secretary; Jed
T. Shaw, Harry B. Nelmes, past
presidents, and Sidney
Flelsher,
counsel.

'Clash' wish

For a time last week It looked as
though 'Cash by Night' would continue at the Belasco, N. Y., but the
mutual hatred society of Tallulah
Bankhead, star of the play, and Billy

at the Roy ale Saturday (7).
Maxwell Anderson's -Candle in the'
Wind' was not, the critics' idea of a
good play, but is a money maker.
Helen Hayes was the star of 'Candle.'
Sophie Treadwell's 'Hope for a Harwas a disappointment on
vest'
Broadway after doing very well on
the road. Both were presented by
the Theatre Guild, with the Playwrights as partner in 'Candle.' Fredric March and Florence Eldridge

pinriacle of the theatre is as nothing
beside the fact that you are loved

producer, prevailed. Only
about two hours elapsed between the
time it was stated the management
Cohan, who Is recuperating from
would go on and the subsequent telephone call from Rose, who is in an operation performed last fall, reFlorida, ordering company manager sponded with a telegram addressed
Emmett Callahan to. 'slough the to Schnebbe: 'If ever a 'fellow was
(Mrs. March) were 'Harvest' cast
works* Saturday (7).
made happy, believe me yours tnily
toppers.
Clifford Odets, who 'wrote 'Clash,* shed tears of joy when I came home
'Clash by Night,' by Clifford Odets,
appears to have nearly gotten Rose last night and saw that most wonderordered
Joined the losers when
to change his mind about shuttering. ful tribute from the club hanging on
closed Saturday (7) by Billy Rose.
Something
occurred
after the author the wall... where all visitors might
Bankhead and Joseph
Tallulah
got off the line, and whether it was see and read the remarkable mesSchildkraut were the play's outa caustic message from Miss Bank- sage. .please convey to the full
standing names. Guy Bolton is still
head to Rose was not revealed. Her membership that I consider it the
another name author who couldn't
opinion of Rose is quite deflnite and finest compliment ever paid me in all
Wings'
'Golden
get his play across,
colorful.
However, Rose lsn*t the the years I have spent In the theatre
been
ditched
having
('R.A.F.')
only manager she has told off, mak.sincerely and honestly from the
pronto.
ing speeches about Herman Shumlin heart I tell you that my appreciation
Taboo Subjects
when she played in his 'The Little is beyond expression. .again thanks
No manager or author has ever Foxes.' That ended when Equity told and thanks again.'
been 100% successful, but there are Miss Bankhead to be a good girl.
times when the best producers forInsisted that 'Clash' has been earnget to- remember that certain topics ing an operating proflt approaching
Misce- $2,000 weekly and that it could have
cannot click as stage fare.
genation theme has been tried many run into spring, probably touring
times, but playgoers have not ac- successfully thereafter.
Report that
cepted it as diversion. That is the Rose would have withdrawn the closevident reason why 'Little Dark ing notice provided the cast took a
Horse' failed. Guild put it on be- cut was denied.
In light of the
cause as a French farce it was a hit. claimed proflt, it is doubtful if Equity
Few managers would take a chance would have okayed the slice. Feawith a play set In a morgue but that tured under Miss Bankhead were
was' the locale of 'Lily,' with sup- Joseph Schildkraut, Lee
J. Cobb and
posed dead persons walking about.
Katherine Locke.
Correlated topics may click If
treated differently, an example bePittsburgh, Feb. 10.
ing 'Arsenic and Old Lace,' which
its

R

.

.

.

.

.

PITT

HEADED

FOR

.

40-WK.

SEASON

MANAGERS, DRAMATISTS

fashioned strictly for comedy.
Ghosts in Noel Coward's hit, 'Blithe
Spirit,' are also comic.
is

hff on royalties for
pubuc domain music

FINALLY CLOSE DEAL
'

Amended

basic pact

between the

Town's only legit playhouse, Nixon,
reopened last night (0) with l/julsiana Purchase' in for fortnight, after
only its second dark week since season started middle of September.
From now on in to, annual summer
shuttering, Nixon should be in continuous operation, with spot headed
for first 40-week season in its his-

Dramatists'
managers and
Guild has Anally been consummated.
Although the extended pact was
agreed on about two months ago,
there was a delay in formal acceptRoyalty percentage the author of ance by the managers because the
an operetta should get when the required nunvber of. okays from tory.
Counting 'Purchase's' two weeks,
music-comes from the public domain them had not been corraled.
house will have played 21 weeks
is the problem now being batted
Principal change in the pact so
already since 'Doctor's Dilemma'
back and forth by the Dramatists
far as the' managers are concerned
opened Sept 15, which was full exGuild and John P. Sheppard, Jr.
pertains to plays written by foreign
Sheppard has Just optioned for pro- authors. All British authors of plays tent of season last year. Line-up to
follow musical is almost completely
duction of 'After the Ball,' a musiproduced here must belong to or
solid. Chi company of 'Angel Street'
cal fantasy with book and lyrics by
Managers may objoin the Guild.
Edward Eager and with music from tain scripts on their own terms from comes in Feb. 23, with 'Rose Burke',
'Claudia', 'My Sister Eileen', "Watch
the works of Offenbach, Strauss,
other foreign dramatists as in the
On Rhine' and 'Macbeth' slated for
Von Zeppe and others.
past, but the American translators
March and 'Corn Is Green' set back
.Usual royalty arrangement is for
or adaptors must be paid one-third
until April 26 on account of extenauthor of the book, composer of the
of the royalties.
sion of Chi engagement
music and writer of the lyrics each
.to get 2% of the gross.
That totals
Still remaining after that| although
6%, but Sheppard cut Eager In for
no dates have been set yet, are Theonly 5%, giving him only half credit B'klvn Amateur Group
atre', "High Kickers' (George Jesselon the music.
Dramatists Guild
Sophle Tucfc'er tentatively slated to
claims he deserves the full 2% for
take
to road in few weeks); KathIn $1.65 Top Pro Bid
the music, as he selected it
arine Hepburn play, 'Without Love',
.'Ball' was tried out two summers
annual visits of 'Tobacco Road' and
'Of V We Sing,* presented as an 'Blossom Time', and possibly return
ago at Alexander Kirkland's strawhat in Clinton, Conn.
Sheppard amateur revue at the Barbizon engagements of 'Hellzapoppin' and
hopes to produce It in the spring. Plnza hotel, N. Y., and other little 'Panama Hattie' on strength of standtheatre spots at weekends, will start out biz these shows have already
tonight (11) on a Ave nights per done here this year. Should all add
week basis at the Concert theatre, up to biggest scasor in house's hisTheatre Wing Providing
on 58th street, west of Seventh ave- tory, with total grosses for 19 weeks
nue, formerly the John Golden.
Canteen for Servicemen 'Sing' is a Brooklyn outfit which already around $295,000 mark.

American Theatre 'Wing War
Service, Inc., has taken over the
premises formerly occupied by the
Little Club, under the 44th Street
theatre, for use as a canteen for
servicemen. It is expected to be In
operation in a few weeks under the
name of the American Theatre Winp
State Door Canteen, with 200 younp
actresses already registered as hostesses.

Spot
icemen

is

'designed to provide serv-

with

and
dancing, in addition to free grub and
Mift drinks.
Jane Cowl and Selena
Roylc, co-chairman of the canteen
entertainment

cortmittee, said that theatre people
.Will do.aU, the

work, around the

place,

legit

aspires to become professional at
Matinees will not be at$1.65 top.
tempted at the start, it being claimed
that m"<!t r-f the "-ast have office jobs

during the day. Equity has assented
to the present performance setup,
with the restriction that if more
than two flve-day stretches are
played, consideration ot^)xe outflt
going under professional j^gulations
will be in order. That would mean
posting a salary bond with Equity
and minimum salaries of $50 weekly
'Sing' is being financed by Alexander H.' Cohen, summer theatre
manager interested in several Broad'They
including
way ventures,
Should Have Stood in Bed,' due to
open at the MansfleJil, N. Y., Friday
(13).

Freedley Trying to Clear
'Face

It'

Fihn Status

up the

By

Liquidated
Army Comes

First

amination In Newark, N.

J.,

on

a Thursday morning, his matinee
day. With several hundred others he was ordered to undress
and await his turn for examination.
After waiting .some time
without any indication that his
turn would come very soon, he
became worried that he might
not get back to New York hi
time for his scheduled perform-

ance.

Finally spotting a sergeant
Rogers approached him and explained that he is an jictor and
had a matinee that afternoon.

The sarge was unimpressed,
marking,

made any

re-

'You shouldn't have
other plans for today.'

'Arsenic' Jan.

Melon

Sweet 45G, But Angels
Get Income Tax

Hmt'
I,ace,'

Broadway.

The melon for January
totalled $49,600, with the backers
of the fact that they have received six times as much as they put
in and plenty more to come. 'When
remittances were made last week,
aware

—

the accompanying note from Russel
Grouse's co-producer, Howard Lindsay, reminded them of their Income
tax returns and that the (Government
is In on the play without having put
up a dime.
The 21 backers cancelled the anniversary party they had planned,
but held a little celebration of their
own anyhow. At that feast the
clean-up kids agreed to donate
$1,000 to the Red Cross. They also
travestied the play, Boris Karloff
appeariiig as one of the old dames
who give a.k. men elderberry wine
sweetened with arsenic, while Josephine Hull appeared as the neurotic
doctor.

same terma

New York, but a hitch
Sb(»niiai\ ii l^;;t}3eki
week.

"

m

Helman and Bergman. Other houses
including Erlanger's Buffalo, and the
Blltmore, Los Angeles, are said to
have a similar status. New Amsterdam, N. Y, one of the jnost valuable

was disposed

ago and

is

some years

of

now a

grind

picture

house.

HASTY PUDDING BOWS
TO WAR, CANCELS SHOW
Boston, Feb.

10.

Hasty Pudding Society of Harvard
U. has called off

for what
96th annual production this year. Most of the talent
for these shows is drawn from the
senior and junior classes; and in 1942

would have been

all -plans

Its

Uncle Sam is doing some bookhig
and some of the Harvard boys are
signing themselves up for the Big
Show with Army or Navy production. Cancellation leaves a blank
in
this season's collegiate
theatricals
here.
'Hey, Mr. Hayes!' was the title of

the musical for '42, with book by
Robert Benchley, Jr, Coles Phinizy
and Arthur 'Vine. Music had been
Robert Coleman, last

Mgrs^ Stagehands

large share of the salary of Boris
Karloff, the actor, you can imagine
how mixed his feelings are.'

To Meet This Week
Scheduled parley between N. Y.
managers and
stagehands
Union over a new contract, with the
latter seeking a 15% wage. Increase
and virtual doubling of crews for
one set shows, among other points,
Tegit

BROKERS ON CARPET

FOR DELIVERY CHARGES
The legit ticket code enforcement
board was in session Monday (9) for
the first time in months, ticket
brokers being called to the League
of New York Theatres for inquiry.
While specific charges of excess
prices were not admitted, it is understood that the principal complaint was the matter of fees for de-

was held over until
committeemen

week

this

cause
posed.

were

be-

indis-

While immediate agreement
between the factions is not anticipated, the contract will be retro-

active to Feb. 1.
That does not Include the matter
of additional men, if the union wins
Its demand.'
Managers are asked to
Code permits charging 25c per put on three assistant department
delivery
is
actually
made
to
ticket if
heads carpenter,
electrician
and
offices or homes, objection being to property.
The present scale for
exacting such fees when envelopes such assistants Is $72.50, instead of
^re left at box offices for customers. $62.50
as
previously
mentioned,
Stated that patrons are often asked heads getting $82.^0.
If the union
to pay for deliveries at the theatres. gets what it seeks, it would mean a
Brokers' side of it is that they boost of 69% In backstage operating
often buy tickets from other agencies costs.
Managers say there is little
paying 83c (75c premium plus eight for the present crews to do during
cents federal tax) then send such performances not requiring scene
tickets to the boxoffice. They admit changes.
making a charge of 25c per ticket,
but lOc is payable to the Government and, what with telephone calls
Ailing Actors
to complete the transactions, profit
liveries.

—

margin

is

slim.

Maplewood Plans

plan

to

reopen

the

Maplewood

theatre, Maplewood, N. J., Memorial
which 20th-Fox controls.
Day for .their third strawhat season.
Spot will again operate on a guestMatter was supposed to have been
in

ably exceed the assets, but dividends
are payable to creditors when asturned into cash.
Contrary to general information
there is little left of Erlanger properties. Only theatre owned outright
by the eitate is Ford's, Baltimore,
but there are stocks, bonds and other
realty holdings yet to be sold. The
Nixon, Pittsburgh, is not estateowner but is operated, by Marcus
sets are

You may have mixed

feelings about, this, but since Mr.
Karloff, the investor, has to pay a

Cheryl Crawford and John Wild-

late this

estate.'

The memo from Lindsay con- written by
cluded with: "We have renewed our year's lead.
contract with Boris Karloff at the

berg, co-producers of the 'Porgy and
Bess' revival at the Majestic, N. Y..

town

by the creditors of the

Erlanger died In 1930 and since
that time Julius Klein and Leonard
£. Bergman, the administrators, have
been trying to liquidate the estate.
Stated that the liabilities consider-

holdings,

Angels of 'Arsenic and Old

at Fulton, N. Y., and on th* road,
continue to jget gravy from the hit
that should span a second season on

status of

occurred.

Surrogate Delehanty
the estate of A. Ij.
Erlanger has been ordered liquidated. In particular, an offer to sell
the estate's controlling interest in
the National theatre, Washington,
was approved, opinion being that
'sufficient time has been devoted to
the effort to obtain a purchaser for
this property and the court sees no
utility 4n getting any further
appraisal of its value' ...
the odministratprs have done 'all that can
reasonably be expected of them
-

currently in
the cast of, 'Papa Is AU,' at the
Guild theatre, N. Y., recently enlisted in the army and was notified to report for physical ex-

the film rights to 'Let's Face It,'
which he presents at the Imperial,
book of the play is based
N. Y.
on the comedy, 'Cradle Snatchers,'

arranged

N. Y. Surrogate

On order of
of. New York,

Emmett hogers,

Vinton Freedley went to the Coast
late last week on a short visit with
the idea of clearing

4S

Erlanger Estate Ordered

George M. Cohan has been accoladed by the Treasurers Club, the
organization having so honored en
individual for the first time. Cohan
was touched by the message sent by
boxoffice men, not usually regarded
as demonstrative.
"The testimonial,
set forth on parchment and appropriately framed, was delivered to
Cohan's home while he was out It

ful entrant In 'Jason,' at the

L

A.

with

Raymond

director,

policy,

l^se^ jf^

.ppssibilltjT' to ^stage

oi^V

Illnesses continuing to hit Broadway shows. Jean Adair, featured In
Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton, N.Y.,
has returned to the cast after missing about two weeks due to the flu.
Lucia Seger subbed for her. Heilry
Herbert has pneumonia and is out
of 'Arsenic,' with Doan Borup standing In for him.
June Allyson and Kenneth Bowers, leads in 'Best Foot Forward,' at
the Barrymore, N. Y., were out last
week because of colds. Mary Ganley

«0i Dinny panftls; Were
,

production and guest-star In another, spectlve replacAnen'ts.

'

•

fllfe/if

-n.

are*

.

'
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London

the

Plays Out of

Cast

blitz.

Is

large,

ollering opportunities for numerous
Players
reaction; under bombings.
outshine the script In their portrayals

Town

Inside Stuff-Legit

noteworthy performances are evident.
New reduced ticket service for commissioned officers, ranking not higher
Gertrude Musgrove, British actress
her soft voice and ailments (some
stage debut, than captain in the Army or senior lieutenant In the Navy, Is v.-orking
real, most imaginary) she wins the making her American
out
excellently with the cooperation of managers and boxofftce men. Most
sympa liy of every one, including the plays Judy, a songstress who refuses
She's in
Proctor's brother and their eight- to let events get her down.
of the hits are available and officers can secure slips from the special
Brent),
year-old daughter. She finally falls love with Tommy (Romney
doesn t office at the Commodore hotel entitling them to buy tickets at half price.
victim to one of her own phobias in songwriter of the outfit, but he
ranges
of
tickets
so
disposed
of
from
six
Number
to as high as 30 nightly.
return it, going Instead for syma surprise ending.
Treasurers see to it that the service men get locations well down front
Miss Anderson scores heavily In pathetic Rosalind (Beverly Roberts).
into an overnight whenever that is possible.
the difficult part she essays, although Latter is swept
Paul (Richard AinAlthough the tax ruling on such reduced rates has not been obtained!
in some points one finds it hard to romance with
Tommy goes boxoffices are charging 10% on the actual price paid, so that a $3.30 tic^
hate her too much. Others who stand ley), RAF flier. When
out the
Wording of the admissions tax statute exempts men In service
out are Leon Ames, who plays a to a nearby pub to drown
is $1.65.
follows and
softy magazine illustrator; Louise loss of Rosalind, Judy
from the tax, but so far that has been applied only to free admissions. If
Campbell, the wife; Pert Kclton, a the two are killed by a bomb. Play officers are accompanied by civilian escorts, tax on the full boxoff
ice price
over
hard-boiled artists model, and Kath- closes with Rosalind taking
for a rendi- is called for, under the regulations.
erine Emmet, as the wise aunt who Judy's spot in the show
composition.
puts the home-wrecker In her place. tion of Tommy's last
George Murphy, M-G actor launching short p.a. tour In Pittsburgh last
Casting is excellent, even to bits
Little Joan Spencer, who plays the
dauehtei-, also does a workmanlike contributed by Bertha Belmore, as week, told reporters there he's a firm believer In fact, that everything hap.
Shal
job
the house charwoman, and Miriam pens for the best. Pointed out that 10 years ago he was cast as the juve*
Goldina, doing an Italian cafe owner; nile in a -Peter Arno musical, 'Here Goes the Bride,' with Clarlc and Heai«r) SIcclton Knaggs, as a cnViboy. Cullough, and while show was trying out on road,
he was replaced by
Musgrove handles her.telf com- Roy Royston, who. in turn, made way for Paul Frawley.
Rally 'Round the Girls Mi"-s
Actor retumetl
petently and gives a flCNible perHollywood, Feb. 5.
Miss Roberts does well, to New York and was immediately signed for another musical, 'Bride'
tormr.ncc.
add- came in and was major flop of that season. The other musical was 'Of
Revue In two srls (.10 scenes) and pro-, bo'h in appearance and acting,
Sing,'
which
weeks.
lyrics
Thee
I
ran
for
66
warbling
muslr
and
acceptable
Ross:
variety
by
ip"
dueed by Gertrude
bv Walter jurmnnn. Harold Spina. Paul of a solo. Margot Grahame fits as a
Murphy,
incidentally, grabbed lot of spice in Pittsburgh, not only In
Webster. Ray Henderson. Ual T^orne. Ar- semi-hardboiled trouper and tosses
drama sections, but also on sports pages 'due to fact that he's the son of the
thur Ross. Fred Saldy: sketches hy Rom.
in an offstage ditty for good measure. lat: Mike Murphy, celebrated trainer of teams at Yale' and Penn.
p,ildy and Webster; slaced and directed hy

and .several

PLAN

M

Drnina In Uirea ftcU by James Rdwnrd
Grant. DlrMted by Marlon Qorlnic: BCttlnir
hy Lflmuel Ayera. rpo«entod by AWrlrh £
Mycra at thB rinyhoime. Wilmington. Dtl.,
niHtlnee and ovcnine, Feb. 7,. '•12; $2.30 top.
Guy Sonull
Private Stuart
Tha<M«UB SuskI
rrlvatf Russell
A. P. Kayo
Orderly Hnrtnn
Joanna Duncan
Mrs. IlodleiKh
Anno nunMnrjbrle Bnrr
Kent
Staplcton
Colonel ClerB
WInff Commnndor Rnmbenu. .ElUes Irvlnp
Margery Maude
Mra. Bnrr
rhnrlen norrnrd
Rear Admiral Sprlnn
Nell FlliOerald
Brlpradler Husleil
I-en noyle
neneral Sir Hurb Winston

Lumsden Hnro
DouKlas Ollmore

Dr. Hawes
Colonel Corliss....../
Private Thumton

T*athrop

SHtrhell

Edward T-o Comie
McCoy
Stuart Casey
Elban Poy...^.
Admiral Fnrneworth.. .Reynolds Dennlston
Private
Sir

James Edward Grant has dreamed
up as fantastic a plot as one could
hope to And even in a nightmare. A
dull and much too talky first act is
relieved by plenty of excitement in
the second ahd third. However, the
dialoe still needs a judicious blue
pencil, and at best the play can expect only a moderate reception on

Broadway.

'Plan M" deals with a German plot
Nazi spy ring
to invade Britain.
murders the war minister and installs a doi'Me, also Nazi, in his
place to direct the British war efThey also substitute a fake
fort.
'Plan M.' supposed to be the master
strategy to defeat German invasion

A

Carlos Romero: musical srranKements by
Phil Moore.
.
,
Cnsl: .lean TiBbe. Sidney Melton. Jack
Finch. Cbnrles Gibson. W.inle Tnlum. Paul
Dubov, TiUcllls Lambert. Judith Landon.
Lorraine Ilfrey. Pattl Drllhante, David
Street. Hal Belter. Mcl Ferrer. Arthur Ross,
I»ls Paul. Pamela Caveness. Sally Loomls.
Dorian Johnston, Oean Scott. Rarbarn Lee,
Julie TiVnn; at Assistance Leanue Playhouse. Hollywood, Feb. r.. '42. $l.tllS top.

attempts.

ThInRs look pretty bad for England
head.

The

That long hoped-for double

light-

pretty
the foUow-upper of "Meet
fake war minister goes on the make ing strike,
.the People,' isn't even a flash in the
for his pretty secretary, 'which- leadspan in this amateurish opus. Only
to his undoing and he is exposed in
things it has in common with 'Peotime, it is supposed, to save Britain.
Gertrude Ross, the preare
that
ple'
Play has its tense moments, but
senter and producer, was onetime biz
Its appeal as a war play is on the
Theatregoers hardly manager of the local surprise hit,
doubtfi|i side.
their
wish to be reminded of an almost and both revues first poked
Also pertness across the footlights at Assuccessful German invasion.
League PJayhouse, 400r
there are now too many dull stretches sistance
end of
and there is practically no humor to seater that has housed no
modest promotions that lant^uished
relieve the dramatic situations.
All the action takes place in the and died on the site.
'Rally' flops hard on the one angle
war minister's office, and Lemuel
Ayers has designed an attractive set- that distinguished 'People'—cleverMarion Gering's direction ness. Skits and blackouts are sophting.
try
leaves little to be desired in this omorish and the unknowns who
make something out -of them
field, although many of the speeches to
are delivered in an undertone, which flounder around hopelessly. No less
keeps most of the audience in the than seven songwriters dished up the
outstander
dark as to just what is happening score, and it there's an
among the dozen or so ditties it is
and why.
The cast is good. l«n Doyle plays list in the rendition. Vocalists lack
the dual role expertly; Douglas Gil- professional polish, and the twomore Is properly sinister as the Nazi piano accompaniment from the pit
leader; Anne Burr Is both attractive doesn't help.
Hollywood picture scouts were out
artd dramatically efficient as the secforce for the opening and it Is
retary, and other roles are well handled by Margery Maude, Lumsden doubtful if they made any serious
Hare, A. P. Kaye, and Joanna Dun- memos. Jean Tighe, recently in the
Klep/er.
Earl Carroll chorus. Is more of a
can.
looker than performer, and that goes
too for Lois Paul and Pemela Caveness. Among the malei'there's a fair
in the
comic In Sidney Melton. Rest of the
Philadelphia, Feb. 9.
assortment Is strictly of the little theDrama 'In three acts, six scenes, by Hasor atre stripe.
Wilde and Dale Eiinson. from story by KatbThere's even little here that can be
•rlns Albert; directed by Reginald Denbam;
capsuletl into a vaudeville unit Just
flettlni; by Raymond Sovey; produced by
Helm.
Stephen and Paul Ames; presented at Wal- waste motion all around.
nut Street theatre, Philadelphia, Feb. «. '42.
CsmptMll
Louise
Ann Proctor
Joan Spencer
Proctor, hor daughter
'
Hlldred Price
Hilda, the maid
Beck
Rev,
Show
Waller
The
Dr.
Katharine Emmet
Aunt Martha Proctor
New Haven, Feb. 5.
Pert Kelton
Miriam Blake
Drama In three acts, elgbt scenes, by
William Prince Lesley Stoi-m; settings. Harry Homer; InDan Proctor
Leon Ames cidental songs by George Posford. Eric
Douglas Proctor
John, Iho butler
Oscar Sterling Maechwitz and Harold Purcell; arrangeRvelyn Heath
Mary Anderson menta and orchestrations by Alesander and
Frank Dow
/.Richard BnrlMie Roland V. Hoas; staged and presented by
Mrs. Dowi
Helen Stewart Gilbert Miller at the Shubert, New Haven.
Frieda Altmnn Feb. 11-7. 42: »Z.75 top.
nho<tes, a reporter
Cam Trocy. a photographer. .Sully Michaels Judy
Gertrude Musgrove
Frenchic
...Jean McNally
brand new team of producers Belly
Terry Fay
Virginia Bolen
with authors, fresh from Hollywontj. rtubliles
I,eone Wilson
are trying their hand at this thing Dlann
Ann
Cora Smith
called theatre and the result is a Pamela
Augusta Roclond
dramatic package which may click Tonl
Margot-Grahame
on the boards, but looks like better George
Skollon Knaggs
Valerie
Frances Tannfhlll
picture material.
^
until sex rears

its

,

Guest

House

HEART OF A CITY

Wm

A

I

Mary Anderson, who. appeared in
the Henry Aldrich films, is on leave
from the Paramount lot for the occasion. She plays the part of a young
neurotic v.'i:o sets out to wreck the
lives of a pleasant couple (the Proctors) with whom she's come to live.
Miss Anderson is a combination of
the scheming dame in 'Little Foxes'
and the brat of the 'Children's Hour,'
and before long she makes a shambles of what once was a happy
household.
In successive scenes the gal takes
over the house, destroys the family
affection, aiid when the hasband and
wife finally get wise and order her
to leave, she almost ruins the family with scandal-mongerlng.
With

^

Pntsy

'.

Ro!<nllnd

Jean
T.eo Satlillo (L.S.)

Tonmiy
Mrs. Good
.\nno

r

June
Officer

"Polish Officer
Wing C-oinmiin,ler

Group Captain
.•iergennl

Paul Lundy

When

Beecrott

Peter Boyne
Bertram Tanewcll
Fred Btowarl

Richard Stevens
Edward Langley
llarda

Pilot

Bob

Nermann

John Iroys
Rodney Stewart
Jonathan Harris
Robert Whitehead
Austin Falrman
:I.ouls Meslln
Richard Alnsley

drama defending physiBroadway finish their con-

the

cians of
sultation on 'Heart of a City' there

probably won't be enough adrenalin
around to pull it through.
Plot is about backstage life during
the 1940 bombing of London.
It's
not that the play is too bad, or poorly
presented; it^; just'too meagre to fill
the bill as far as Broadway is con
cerned.
With a little more type
writer target practice its chances

would be enhanced but there's little
time for that before its skedded N.Y.
preem.
'Heart' will probably go in the sea

"THE MAN WHO CAME TO DINNER"
"YOU'RE IN THE ARMY NOW"

play
shortcomings,
Its
Despite
holds possibilities for film elaboraBone.
tion.

Play on Broadway

son's record as the play that started
out with something to say but developed an Impediment in its speech.
That's too bid, for a lot of time and
money was put into the presentation

of the script.
' Mdjcn' SHows'*l)it *<Jes
bSfck-.
Stage life'd* ft fSvue^trotite 'duVing

WIA

J. P. Mulier agency has changed its Identity, clients of the ad firm having been informed that the office is now called the Shorlane-Benet Co,
Inc.. effective Feb. 1.
Though a reorganization Is indicated. It was announced that no change in personnel has been made.
At one time the Mulier agency handled practically all amusement copy
on Broadway, specializing in newspaper space. Late head of the outfit
planned to hold the organization together indefinitely by sharing profits
with the staff. However, individuals split away from the Mulier office,
some starting their own agencies. Senior member of the staff, Herman
Schnitzler, is still active, in charge of theatre and attraction advertising.

Referendum ballots on Equity's anti-ism ameiidment to the constitution
are due to be mailed out to the whole membership this week. Those not
in .favor of the amendment concede that it will be adopted, though not by
a wide margin, and claim the issue Is being forced by a minority alluded
to as having a 'Communistic complex.'
They contend the amendment Is
unnecessary, since Equity has existing rules which can apply to members
acting in a manner prejudicial to the association.

Communist Is a bone of
amendment demand it be on the record.

Difficulty in clearly identifying a

,

but proponents of the

FLOWERS OF VIRTUE
nrm by Marc ConFenturcs Prnnk Cmvpn. Tsobel El*

CornotVv-drftmft In throe
nelly.

*om. VIndtmIr SokolofT. StaRrd by the euhor; BCttlnff by DoTinIO OenHlaRer; cos"mpB hy Joo Fretwell. M; prMcnted hy
PhTyl PmwfonV nt ihf* Royale. N. "T..
Kch.

'^2; $.1.80 lop (f

5.

<^rT! -tin

oprnlnc).

». If>

Isobfl

Garcia

Eleom

Mnrin Forrflra
Martti Morales
JoBf Barker

Pemflnrx

Tomiinlnn.
Shrhlon WMIIomB
n-fftH Carcld
Mfimlo nomls.
Fxequlel

Chnrles Boll

Knthryn Glvney
T^on Tlclaoco
drmelltn Fortson
Fmnk Craven

Tonn
Crov'^r nemis
Trlnld-id perer

S>.

ThoninB Oomcz

Pnco VoTtr.
**nTip" Prmis

Peter Boanvnln
Vintlnin T^wterer

Cen. OrlJns
Firm OrlJlM

Vl'»rtlmlr Sokoloff

Wllllnm Roerlck

JoM

P-'-ond OrlllntA
Th'rd OrlJIntA
Col. nome«
Fonrth OriJIstA

Willie

..Kumar Ooshnl
Rmiiion Qordnn

critic of

there.

Harry Benson has replaced Willie Schneider as company manager of
with Father,' touring the southwest with Louis Calherti and Dorothy
Gish heading the cast. Schneider was severely injured in an elevator
accident in Oklahoma. City.
Show played several small stands and topped $18,000 last week, biggest
take being in Wichita, where the statement -was close to. $10,000.
'Life

Tom Wenning, filip critic of Newsweek, Is doing the mag's drama reviewing during John O'Hara's absence in Hollywood.
He is not bylined.
is doing the screen treatment of his 'Pal Joey.'

O'Hara

After an extended film-scripting
in Hollywood, Marc Connelly
his return to legit with 'Flow-

his life, 'Cook Book,' as reported in
'Variety.'

Joe Cook
; continued

makes

from page 3;

ous

dramn about an abortive Nazi putsch
in a Mexican hamlet.

stage. Ill health forced him to quit
at the age of 52 a time when . ,
he would be at his gayest and most

Subject matter, said to have been
suggested by Cornelia Otis Skinner,
appears to offer material for a timely,
provocative drama, but despite all

Connelly hasn't managed to Inject suRicient action or life

his rewriting,

the script.
There's a slight
flurry in the third act (with the vital

into

•

Yankee industrialist thwprts him.
There's an endless amount of chatter, much of it in Spanish and nearly
all of it inconsequential.
An added
factor opening night was that most
ct the actors were inaudible.
Connelly's direction seems as stilted
as his script and, with virtually no
material to work with, the cast is
generally unable to create any dra
matic interest. Frank Craven, as the
visiting bigshot from the States, Is
helpless, as are such normally competent players as Isobel El.som. Kathryn Givney and Leon Belasco. S.
Thomas Gomez, with almost the only
actable part in the show, makes the
a

lifelike

character.

Vladimir Sokoloff. despite a vigorous
performance as the vest-pocket Hitler, has the oddest Mexican accent on
record.
Virginia Ledcrer at least
looks attractive in a colorless in
genue part.
'Flowers' is Connelly's first play
since his collaboration with Arnold
Sundgaard on 'Everywhere I Roam.'
That, In turn, was his first attempt
since 'The Farmer Takes a Wife.'
Cheryl
Crawford,
presenter
of
'Flowers,' is co-producer with John
Wildberg of the current his revival
Hobe.
of 'Porgy and Bess.'
(Withdrawn Saturday after four
pef^drjiilinf^s; pf-tn(<d /i>r the rec'

.1

'10

and

Infectious

on the

antics

—

.

prosperoi^.
Every one who ever
or saw him hope that one
these days he can come back.
All of us need Joe Cook. He was,
without doubt, one of the finest of
all our comedians ... he had a sly,
intelligent brand of humor that cut
deep into the human scene
his
.
feeling for the right pace, was
magnificent ... we want him back.'
Burns Mantle in the N. Y. Daily
News wrote: 'We won't ever forget,
any of us, the first time we heard
you tell the story of the four Hawaiians, and so far as we're concerned
it will always be your story .
we'll be seeing you and thanks for
everything.' Jojin Chopman, in his
Daily News column from the Coast:
'I
devoutly hope both retirement
and ill health are temporary, for
Joe Cook is one of the great men in
show business and just about the
nicest, deccntcst comedian of our

knew him
of

.

.

.

.

.

time.'

about Joe Cook.

my copy of 'Variety'
heartbreaking
It

seems

to

Leo Brady, co-author of 'Cook Book'
and the portrayer of 'Joe Cook,' and
six other of our actors and played
the evening show at the Esrie for
a week.
Joe was as pleased with
the Brady acting job as George M.

Cohan was with our Jimmy Graham's 'George Cohan' of the year
previous. Joe said of Brady: 'He's
as good as I am.
He's better than
I am.
He's even taller than 1 am.'
Our Kerr-Brady production had
pleased him.
Like all persons associated with.
Joe Cook, we deeply regret his retirement and hope and pray that a
few waves of happiness which
fiowed from him over millions ot
Americans will roll back to fill h'S
days on the other side of the fooldoctor

Chicago.

'

Let's

hope

there's

a

somewhere who can

go«<J

bring

people in these times
needed.
Sincerely yours.
(Ret).) Gilbert V. Harlke, O.P.

Joe back
when he

ad

me

that the theatrical profession should
sort of 'colossal' demonstration to honor Joe Cook.
The guy has been a personttl friend
of mine for 30 years. He is one of
the grandest characters show busi-

night,

April 23, 1941, to see himself as
others see him and to receive a citation from the University for his contribution to the American Theatre.^
(incidentally, you should have Joe
let you read that citation).
Joe
came back for three more peeks at
the show.
He was playing at the
Earl theatre in Washington. When
the University show closed, Joe took

lights.

Advocates Joe Cook Fete
Editor, "Variety':
I just received
and I saw the

was present opening

Joe

ers of Virtue,' an uneventful comiidy-

liberal

contention,

the Boston Herald, came to New York
last week especially for the opening of 'The Flowers of Virtue,' which
closed after four performances at the Royale. While in town she saw several other performances.
With only one play in the Hub last week. Miss Hughes took occasion to
point that out to N. Y. managers and' suggested that more shows be sent

drama

Elinor Hughes,

term

local

-

Tony Mnnnino

i

...victor

First Pilot Officer
second Pilot Officer..
Thlnl Pilot Officer
C/.c<h Officer
Fourth Pilot Officer

color.

happenings taking place offstage),
but the only appeal of the piece is
its undeniable atmosphere.
What plot there Is deals with an
^attempt by. Gen. ..Orijas. would-be
Caroline BenOi'
H'tler of the Mexican village of Las
Beverly Roberts
Virginia Peine Flores de la Virtud. to murder the
Dennis Hooy leading local liberal and set up a
Romney Brent dictatorshio. In cahoots with Nazi
Bertha Belmore agents.
However, a vacationing
Miriam Coldlna

Gloomy

Fifth

I...-,

Atx-n-r the male contingent, Dennis
Hoey injects vitality into the part of
the revue producer: Richard AInley
makes a likable RAF man, and
Romney Brent did a satisfactory Job
as the songwritinp Tommy (followinc the breaR-in, Brent stepped out
and was replaced by Lloyd Gough).
They've assembled an attractive
group of girls for the line, nudes,
Harry Horner's
etc., in the revue.
.•sets give a hefty lift to the production, and costumes add substantial

to the
is

Director, Speech and Draitia.

make some

ness has ever known.

At Mitchell.

Play on Verdi
"The Life of Guiseppe Verdi,' an
Italian play concerning Italy's gi'e«test composer written and directed

by GIno

who broadcasts
of the composers life
N. Y., will be presented

Caiffli,

radio serial

over
Catholic V'b 'Cook Book'

WOV,

Venice, N. Y.,'for two performances Sunday (5).
Editor, "Variety':Arias from a number of operas
Just for the sake of keeping the by the composer are incorporated in
record straight, we tthe Catholic the' play.
Caimi is preparing »n
University of America] would like English version of the play, which
to tell you that Joe -Cook -did not. he hopes to, present on .Brpp^^v^y ^i
appear In our production b2^fedW>n' lat^ JVptll 'dr lai'lj' Stay.

Washington, D. C.

at the

—

!
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TMA's New Tag; Renews

Chi Dips, But Hattie .

And

'Coin', $16,000,

Chicago, Feb. 10.
Business took a slight dip laat
week, but the big winners still have
between profit
Plenty of leverage

was

Shows

off

*'^iaudla' wiU go one more week
and then leave after 22 weeks of exceUent business here.

EsUnutea for Last

Selwyn

Week

(21st

week)

One more week for
(1000; $2.75).
smash entry, and on 'last weeks'
iotice held bright at $10,000.
Grand (4th week)
Joey,'
•Pal
Can't stay around
(1300: $3.30).
much longer. Sagged last week to
this

116,000.

Battle,'

•PaBaoi^

(1,400; $3.30).

week)

but

slipped,
$22,000.

•The

Com

Erianger

(3d

Smash musical

a high-scorer wlfli

still

la Green,'

Harris

(3d

week) (1,000; $2.75). Ethel Barrymore powerful currently, and, with

the finish of the fortnight's low-rate
subscription ducats, the gross lifted
to $16,000^

miZ'

FINE $30,500

7TH PHULY WEEK

IN

Outside-N.Y. Organizing

Both Strong
Rehearsal

in

when

Eddie Dowllng.
'A KIsi For CIndereUa' (revival)—Cheryl Crawford, Richard Krauker,
'Hy Dear Fnbllo'—Irving Cae-

Weather Chps B'way Legit B.O,s;

Title of the Theatre Managers &
Agents union has been changed to
the Association of Theatrical Agents
& Managers, which was the original
name in which the charter from the
American Federation of Labor was
Issued. Switch to TMA Was made

$30m

'Banjo'

But

Sfip,

the treasurers were taken in

about our years ago, but was never
actually recognized by the parent
union.
Treasurers withdrew and
formed their own union about two
years ago.
Outfit is again proceeding to organize house managers and press

Tcan'

'Love, Laoghter and

Ind loss. 'Panama Hattle' the pretrom Its smash capacity of
whirlwind
vious week, but still a
long
and due to stick around for a

'CUadla'

$22,000,

Kickers $15,000,

agents outside of N. Y. They were Only one new play, Tlowers of 'Virstopped from such activity through tue,' last week; lasted but three days.
the influence of George Browne, the
Estimates for Last Week
stagehands' head who is in jail on an
Keys: C. (Comedy), D (Dromd),
extortion
conviction
along
with CD (Com«dv-Dram«) , R (Retme),
(Aftisical), O (Operetta).
WUlie Biofl. SUted that the AFL
$30,000,
recognized
ATAM
has not formally
Angel Street,' C^olden (9th week)
Little variance last
jurisdiction outside ,of N. Y., but (D-780; $3.30).
word to go ahead has l>een received. week and claimed only Monday
BIG IN
DET.
night (2) was under capacity; around
$13,000 provides excellent profit.
Detroit, Feb. 10.
Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton
In its second week at the Cass
(56th week) (CD-938; $3.30). Slipped
Thiursday, but week not materially
here, 'Louisiana Purchase' topped its
dented as indicated by gross not
first week's figures to round out the
much under $14,000.
stay at near capacity figures. With
the price scaled up to ^.80, musical
'Banjo
Eyes,'
Hollywood- (7th
clicked through for estimated $30,000,
week) (M-1,S63; $4.40). Eased off
to total approximately $S7,(>00 for
around $1,000, but the count quoted
two-week stanza.
at $30,500 still spots this musical
Shubert-Ijafayette fared well last
well up with leaders.
week with Ann Corio in 'White
'Best Foot Forward,' Barrymore
Boston, Feb. 10.
Cargo,' taking approximate $0,500
(19th week) (M-1,104; $4.40). Slipped
"My Sister Eileen,' in its sixth a bit; quoted around $19,500, which
with the top at $1.65. This house
goes dark again, but CgISs Is con- stanza here, paced return engage- is very good money for th(s musical
in limited capacity house.
tinuing with 'BUtfaa Spirit,', which ment of 'Student Prince' last week.
'
Estimates for Last Week
opened Monday (0).
'Blithe
Spirit,'
Morosco
(14th
'My Sister Eileen,' Wilbur (6th week) (CD-936; $3.30). Moved upweek) (1,227; $2,75)— Enjoying good ward several hundred and quoted at
steady trade, aiming at eight weeks better than $17,000; best money
Corrent
very
anyway. Last week $11,500,
among straight plays.
good.
'Brooklyn, U.S.A.,' Forrest. Sud(Feb. 11-21)
(1st
'Student
Prince,'
Shubert
denly stopped Saturday (7 ) after
week) (1,590; $2.20)—Getting a fair
Ford's, play after polite pats from the press. playing seven mild grossing weeks;
'Angel Street' (2d Co.)
down aroimd $4,000.
Baltimore (11-14); National, Wash- Initial stanza around $11,000. One
•Cafe Crown," Cort (2d week)
more week, including two performington (16-21).
(CD-l,0e4; $3.30).
Picked up and
'Arsenic and Old Lace' (2d Co.)— ances Sunday (8).
approached $8,500 mark; most of the
American, St. Louis (11-14).
pam was on Saturday and Sunday;
'Blithe Spirit' (2d Co.)—Cass, Dein face of downward trend appears
troit (11-14).
to have pretty good chance.
'ClandU,* Booth (52d week) (CD'Blossom Time' Civic Aud., Pasa712: $3.30). Dipped under $8,000 for
dena, Cal. (11); Civic Aud., Fresno,
$1,500 IN N.H. first time since pre-Christmas; passes
Cal. (12); 'Munic. Aud., Sacramento,
year's run
tonight
(Wednesday);
Cal. (13-14).
due to go on tour after Washing'Candle In the Wind' Hartman,
New Haven, Feb. 10.
ton's birthday.
Tryout of 'Heart.of .a-Citylxracked
Columbus, O.(ll); English, Indianap'Heart of a City,' Miller (D-940;
new
(5-7)
a
low
here
last
weekend
olis (12-14).
$3.30). Presented by Gilbert MUler;
at the Shubert. At $2.75 top, show written by Lesley Storm;' drama of
Claudia' (2d Co.)—Selwyn, Chicafell below estimated $1,500 on four London
theatre
under bombing;
go (11-14).
performances.
opens Thursday (12).
'Com Is Green'—Harris, Chicago
Preem of Katharine Hepburn In
'High Kickers,' Broadhurst (14th
(11-21).
Philip Barry's 'Without Love' has week) (M-l,142;.$4.40).
Expected
Walnut, been held up. Originally set for to play through March, with key
'Gnest In the Honse'
Feb. 10-21, opening has been tempo- cities toured thereafter; around $15,Philadelphia (11-21).
'Hellupoppln' (N, Y. Co.)—For- rarily callea off due to castmg 000, which gets this one by with redifficulties.
vised operating, nut.
rest, Philadelphia (11-21).
'It Happened on Ice,' Center (reMunic.
'Hellxapoppin' (2d Co.)
sumed engagement) (63d week)
Aud., Savannah, Ga. (11); Aud., CoClaimed higher
(R-3,026;
$1.65).
lumbia, S. C. (12); Erianger, Atlanta
Foreign Play
figure than credited previous week,
(13-14).
but dipped to around $22,500; plenty
'Junior Hiss' (USO)—Camp Stewfor rink revue.
'Jason,* Hudson (3d week) (CDart, Ga.
(11); Naval Air StaUon,
Ay, Cantinflas,
te
Limited draw so far;
1,094; $3.30).
Jacksonville, Pla. (12); Camp Wheelunder $5,000; staying chances not so
(13-14); Ft Benning, Ga.
er, Ga.
good.
Raj es
(16-20); Ft. McCleUan, Ala. (21)
'Junior Miss,' Lyceum (12th week)
'Life With Father' (2d Co.)
Mexico City, Feb. 6.
(CD-1,004; $3.30).
Approached the
Revue featuring 'Canttndae* (Mario Mo- $17,OO0 level again, but was slightly
Chateau, Rochester, Minn. (11-12);
reno). AUKUBtIn L4im, Andrea Falinie. Cbelo
Munic. Aud., St Paul (13-14); Ly- Oomez, Willie Howelln. MarKorltA Mom, affected like most others; however,
Oscnr 1.0PCZ nnd Daniel Hcrrcre. Book and one of few straight shrw standouts
ceum, Minneapolis (16-21).
muele by rranclfico nenltcz and Federico this season.
'Life With Father' (3d Co.)
Ruiz. Troilurcd by Ramofi Renchl. At Tea'Lady In the Dark. Alvln (reMusic Hall, Kansas City, Mo. (11-15);
sar.

'Under This Hoof
L«wis, Rita Hassan.

—

Russell

M

TURCHASE',

WK.

2D

mm,

$11,500,

STEADY IN HUB

'

Philadelphia, Feb.

10.

'Hellzapoppin,' still without competish, went up last week to hit
estimated $30,500 for its seventh
week at the Forrest. Engagement
will definitely extend into March.
Last night (Monday) found both
the Walnut and Locust unshuttering
over a month.
after being dark
Former house got a tryout, 'Guest
while LOcust has
in the House,'
Tobacco Road' for 11th PhiUy en-

gagement.

Road Shows

—

'HEART' BEATS OUT

—

Cornell Big

LOW

$22,600 In

Portland, Seattle

Split

Seattle, Feb. 10.

'Rose Burke,' with Katharine Cornell, piled up .a gross of $22,600 last

week

a

in
this

split

between Portland
It was a four-day

and
stand.
date here, with takings approximating $15,500 at $3.45 top.
The 1,500-seat Metropolitan here
drew standees at all performances.
Star was the real, draw, opinions on
the play being varied.
'

Saroyan-O'Casey

'Life'

Gets Springfield Preem
Springfield, Mass.,

Nov.

10.

The Saroyan-O'Casey hybrid, "Life,
Laughter and Tears,' will have its
world premiere at the Court Square
theatre here

Feb. 25, according to
Maloney, managing direcPlaygoers of Springfield.
Now in rehearsal at New York, the
Eddie Dowling production is made
up of William Saroyan's 'Coming
Through the Rye' and 'Hello Out
There,' and Sean O'Casey's 'End of
the Beginning.' WiU hit N. Y. March
2, after stops in Hartford and New
Haven, following the local premiere.
Dowling will appear in all three
plays, while Julie Haydon will be
featured in both Saroyan shows.
Daniel

J.

tor of the

>

BaUet N.G. lOG, Mont'l

—

—

—

no

—

—

Shrine Aud., Des Moines, la. (17);
Iowa, Cedar Rapids, la. (18); Orpheum, Davenport la. (19); Orpheum, Waterloo, la. (20); State,
Sioux Falls, S. D. (21).
Nixon,
'Lonlslana Porcbase'

—

Pittsburgh (11-14).

'My Sister Eileen* (2d Co.)—Geary,
San Francisco (11-14).
'My Sister Eileen' (3d Co.)—Wilbur, Boston (11-21).
'Native Son'—Empire, Syracuse, N.
Y. (11); Erianger, Buffalo, N. Y.
(12-14).

Iro Follies
(.Mei.) top.

DcrgereH,

Mexico City;

$3.50

new

version of the revue
'Cantinfias,' top tramp comic, and
Ramon Reachi premiered here last
Dec. 5, is definitely socko. Smooth
and swift this is easily the leading
stage attraction current here. 'Cantinflas' is, of course, the outstanding
player. Gales of mirth are prompted
by his pantomiming and cracks
about politics, politicians and current
events.
Another big lift for biz Is the engagement of Agustin Lara, No. 1 romantic song composer, just returned
from a long visit in South America.
He does his standard act— singing his
latest compositions, four each show,
to his own piano accompaniment.
This time, though, Lara is supported
by a string orch of eight and Chelo
Gomez, comely warbler. It's a neat

This

Montreal, Feb. 10.
'Out of the Frying Pan' (USO)—
S. Hurok's Ballet Theatre, at His
Camp Roberts, Cal. (11-12); Ford
1,600-seater,
last
week,
was a disappointment at estimated Ord., Cal. (13-16); Naval Air StaUon,
Seattle (18); Ft Lewis, Washington
$10,000.
Maybe Montrealers have had (19-21).
enough of Ballet in past three
'Pal Joey' Grand Opera House.
months, or. perhaps previous week's Chicago (11-21).
turn.
Ice Follies' emptied fans' pockets,
Erianger, Chi'Panama Hattle*
Willie Howells, diminutive Negro
nut result here little better than flop.
harmonicaist, only American now on
cago (11-21).
National, Washington the bill, regularly stops the show
'Plan M*
with his playing and pantomimic
(11-14).
Andres Falgas, the Argen'Candle' 12G in Buff.
'Rose Borke' (Katharine Cornell) ^comedy.
tango singer, who has become
Lyceum, Minneapolis (11); Aud., tinian
a standard act here, is a new attracSt Paul (12); Davidson, Milwaukee tion in this production and Is doing
Buffalo, Feb. 10.
Candle In the Wind.' with Helen (13-14); Cass, Detroit (16-21).
very weU. Oscar Lopez, Cuban colnayes, at the Erianger last week got
'Student Prince'—Shubert Boston ored tenor, has become a definite
standing room and a gross approxifeature of this entertainment Daniel
(11-21).
mating $12,000.
'Theatre' Cox, Cincinnati (11-14). Herrera, doubling as stage manager
Show was in for four performTobacoo Eoad'—Locust Philadel- and support for 'Cantinflas,' conances.
tinues to turn In a good job in both
phia (11-21).
Teamed with this pair
Playhouse, departments.
'Under This Eeor
is Margarita Mora, okay comedienne.
Sues
for
Wilmington, Del. (13-14); Plymouth,
Chorus well trained and costumed,
ZIta Johann filed suit Thursday Boston (16-21).
directed by Rafael Diaz and super(5) in the N. Y. Supreme court
vised by Reachi, is a big contribuagainst John
to the success of this show. This
Houseman, seeking
•Native' 6 "/J in Toronto tion
division comprises six soloists and 18
*«,000.
Actress claims she lent the
Gals get the show off to a
liners.
Toronto, Feb. 10.
producer the money AprU 15, 193i
With principally balcony trade, smash start with a colorful opener,
It has not been
returned.
disappointing with medley of pop national tunes and
was
Son'
'Native
Alleged loan was for the producestimated $6,600 at the Royal Alex- dances, featuring a number by six
tion of a play
called 'Lovers, Happy andra here last week.
lookers in sightly Mexican costumes.
written by Houseman In
Two shows nlgb^lyn wiUi ? Supd^y
.S.cpled: at
.The. ,l,5^).-EeatM
H
^
Graham^/.
clnjfahdddri Wittf I^W)s lqa1i|iitlere:
and holiday' Vnat.
'$}!S0.iop.
Majesty's,

—

—

—

—

—

Houseman

—

8G

,

-

,

sumed) (43d week)

tM-1,387: $4.40).
night trouble, too,

Had 'Thursday

with the gross Shading $23,000: still
very good for long run musical.
'Let's
Face It,' Imperial (15th

week)

(M-1450;

$4.40).

A

few

empties on Thursday, but capacity
all o;ther performances and the gross
claimed around $34,000.
'Life with Father,' Empire (117th
week) (CD:1,082; $3,30).
Slipped
along with most other shows, but
still playing to well-paying attendance; around $12,000.

'My Sister Eileen,' Biltmore (59th
week) (CD-891: $3.30). Vlas running
ahead of previous week until wet
weather affected business; held

own at
Papa
(C-956;

$9,500.
la All,'
$3.30).

Picks

'Cafe', $8,500,

Business In general along Broadway was off, real boxoflice wallop
coming rainy Thursday' evening (5).
Even capacity - gaited musicals
dropped that night, although they
claimed sell-out figures on week.

its

Guild

(5th

With

subscription

week)

has been doing moderate
business;
attendance
this
week
should indicate staying, chances;

Up

go to road after another week; excellent

with

run; rated around $lA,000,
better .figures expected for

finale going,

Bevtvala
IHaobeth,* National (12th week)
(D-1 162; $3.30). Slipped last weak

under $12,000; has another two weeks to play, then goe*
on the road.
The RIvak,' Shubert (4th week)
slightly

to

Not faring

(C-1,402; $3.30).

as

weU

as expected; around $13,000, but
opening weeks were better; extended stay not likely.
'Porgy and Bess,* Majestic (3d

week) (M-1,175; $2.75). Definitely
aimed for money engagement; again
got around $22,000, with virtual capacity except midweek matinee.
Gilbert and Sullivan, Joos Ballet,
St James (3d week) (1,520; $2.20).
improved last week with

SlighUy

favorable press on 'Mikado'; around
$9,500, which may better even break.
'Hedda Gabler,' Longacre.
Got

very

little;

week and

withdrawn

after

one

a half.

TATHER' GETS OVER IN

MHW? FOR

BIG $28,000

Milwaukee, Feb.

10.

That

this town goes for comedy in
way was demonstrated again
week when "Life With Father,'

a big
last

with Percy Waram and Margalo Gillmore, came into the Pabst for eight
ninhts and two matinees. Practically
sold out before it onened. the final
count-up Saturday night (7) was estimated $28,000 at $2.75 top, in 10
performances.
Next show due is Helen Hayes in
'Candle in the Wind' (26-28), already
a sell-out.

Schenectady Denies

Sonday Legit Shows
Schenectady, N. Y., Feb. 10.
A plan to legali:^ Sunday legit
shows, in order that Schenectady
defense workers at the General Electric Co. and the American Locomotlve Co. laboring around the clodc
six and, in some dases, seven days a
week, might attend, has been rejected by the City Council. D. H.
Jones, head of a^theatre group which
proposed a winter stock program to
entertain defense help, was opposed,
in his plea by several church groupr
,

public hearing.
With three
members absent, the council voted
4 to 0 against the idea. Councilman
William H. Dunn explained that it
was necessary for the council to be
guided by expressions of the clty'i
at

a

residents.

Schenectady has permitted Sunday films for years.

Koad' $17,000,
In

Solid

7th Balto Date
Baltimore, Feb.

10.

Seventh return' of Tobacco Road'
to Ford's here last week scored with
estimated $17,000 In 11 performances
at $2.22 top In 1,500-seater.
Current Is 'Angel Street' with
Sylvia Sidney, Victbr Jory and
Ernest Cossart

support

$8,000 estimated,

Plymouth

week)

(2d
quite
Looks
(CD-1,075;
$3.30).
doubtful; first full week around
$4,000; indicated it is staying this
week for picture rights:
'Spring Again,' Playhouse (13th
week) (CD-8e5; $3.30). Claimed to
'Solitaire,'

have picked up and shaded

$9,000;

was reported ready

for touring, but
Intention is to play into spring.
'Sons o' Fun,' Winter Garden (10th
week) (R-1,519; $4.40). If any variance in attendance It was sllght-and

front-runner

again

approximated

Hurt
Rain and Blizz

'Theatre', $11,000,

By

St. L.

St Louis, Feb. 10.
Theatre,' with Cornelia Otis Skinner In the top role, wound up oneweek stand at the American theatre
Saturday (7) with only fair b.o. record.
Eight performances, at $2.80
top,
grossed approximate $11,000.
Rain and wind storm on one night
and near blizzard on another hurt
biz and offset raves by crix.
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' opened
one-week slay Sunday (8).

$40,000.

•The Flowers of Virtue,' Royale.

Opened

Thursday (5) and drew
mild press; was withdrawn Satur-

I

'Clandia'

Troooe FoUs

day.

^They Shonlda Stood lo Bed,'
Mansfield (C-1,050; $3.30). Presented by Sam H. Grisman and Alexander H. Cohen; written by'Leo Rif-

Frank Tarloff and David Shaw:
opening postponed twice; announced
kin,

for Friday

(13).

(iTCe^^-jm-^^onuTta

Kansas City. Feb. 10.
'Claudia,' with- Elaine EUIs in th*
role, folded here after four
performances In the Music Hall of
Three
the municipal auditorium.
night performances and matinee (9-

name

7) brought,esHri)^t*(J so^ry, $4,200
"
.
$2 ton.
'

.'

'

•

-
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46
of Consolation,' of which
the Bing Crosby recording is a big
seller on the jukeboxes, died in
Harlem Hospital, New York, Feb. 6.

One Word

OBITUARIES

[

KAHAL

IRVING

Irving Kahal, 40, songwriter, died
of uremic poisoning at his New
Yorlt home Feb. 7.
Further details in the Music section.

JAMES

F.

HANLET

James F. Hanley, 49, songwriter,
died Feb. 8 in his Douglaston, N. Y.,
home from a heart attack.
Further details in the Music section.

HABRT
Harry

J.

J.

Holliday, 86, retired actor

played in Jarrett & Palmer's
productions at the Niblo and Booth
theatres, New York, died in a sanatorium in Amityville, L. I., Feb. 3.
previously been living at the
had
He
Percy Williams Home, East Islip,

who

L.

I.

L.

ditions.

LILTAN dAVILAND

Buffalo Bill (Cody) in wild west
Mrs. Lawrence Haviland Georger,
shows, died in Pawnee, Okla., Feb. 3. 52, known as Lilyan Haviland, conLUlle had been ill for several years, ductor of children's radio programs,
ever since he was in an auto acci- died Friday (6) in Buffalo. She was

dent that killed his wife. May Lillle,
rifle marksman and equestrienne.

52.

ing county supervisor for 15 years
and president of the Erie County
Agriculture Society.

TholmHS
TliunderboUa
Ulum Oro

3

C<l<lla

Llltis Rathakellet
Kiiiy McKlnley
Harriot Croaa
Sally Keith

ness.
- LiUie, the last of the leaders of

Oklohoma.

BILLT LANDON

Milwaukee.

vaudeville

Father of Leonard

of Tommy Dorsey,
Feb. 5 in Wilmington, Del.

manager

died

Linda Llet

Geo Marchotti Oro

MARRIAGES

Tnylora (S)

Paramount

of

theatre,

Old tYills TareiB
Jack Spaiigler
Ruth Hale

GOOLD

&

Anthony

Oscar F. Gould, 82, pioneer showand former theatre manager
in Dallas, Fort Worth and other
ciUes, died Feb. 2 at a Fort Worth
hospital after a long illness.
'Governor' (Sould, as he was

CaU

l>oor

Joanneties (10)

actress.

Julia

Cummlngs

Blltmorettes
Henry Patrick

ducers Releasing Corp.

3

Yvonottea

BIRTHS

LaVon

Urbanskl,

Los Angeles. Father

heads Don Lee transcription depart-

ment

there.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hall, daughNew York, Feb. 8. Father is

ter, in

general
Eyes,'

stage manager of 'Banjo
Broadway musical; motlier

was formerly Gertrude Cole

of the

stage.

Glen Ridge, N. J., Feb. 3. She
also done extensive writing for
music publications.
Husband and son survive.

known

to the theatrical world, quit
Gelling groceries as a youth to play
in a band. Soon he be-

e trombone

came

a theatre manager. Later he
took his own opera players to the
road, offering such old melodramas
es

The

Little

Outcast'

and

'Nellie

the Newsgirl'.
Survivors Include three sons,
Harry, manager of the Palace theatre; Dan Gould, chief projectionist
at the Worth theatre, and Oscar C,
bead of the Palace art department,
all of Fort Worth.

JOHN

MacINTTRE
71,

poet

terms of her

U

contract.

Del

Bob Copfor
CInb

Eldorado
Jghnny Kaalhua

O

FRANK B. WILLIAMS
Abe Steinberg, 63, veteran PittsFrank B. WlUiams, 73, blind lyricburgh theatre supply man and
Qrm ist iWljo;-'Vvj:ot^ "t^fe v/pt^ Ipr
founder, vti fi?^f.:9^f\'^^-

be

salary

around

is

currently reported to
$4,000

Betty Barlow
Ginger Harris
Gibson Co
Suzz Carroll
Betty Carroll

Bin Behney
Norma Racine

Temple City (4)
Dave Pleraon
Pen Bannerman
Jules Ftacco*s Ora

Syd Golden
Raths'r Eldoradlans
ConnleiNolan
mllaoB'e
J6e Hough
Art Mat hues
Ross & Ross
Jones & Rea

Diane Cooper
Goo Baquet Oro
Yacht Olab
Harry Holly
Tacht Club Boys
Victor Nelson Oro
Josephine

Yvonne Kerr

Mary Love
Al Gold

Buddy Blaine
J Comorada

weekly

when

Garwood

Kokomo

Ray Raysor
Sue Sanders
Hal Simpson
Bfoaaco's Cafe
& Jftcques

Judith

Chan'e Lambertson
Jullanna
Mario's Ore

Regal CInb
Ducky Malvln Oro
3700 Club
Joey Bishop
Bert Gilbert
Don 'Walsh Oro

Weltz Oro

I-:ddle

Oerry Richards
Eddie Peyton*!
Kenny Clark Oro
Kl Club

Lyda Rodnok
Ray Enclert
Pat McCauley

Neblolo'a

Fay St Andre
Johnny Policy
Laskey Bis
Clem Hawkins
Leonard Seel Oro
Northwood Inn
Dale Rhodes
Theresa Rudolph

Singing Weavers
Congo Oro
Earl Dancer
Corktown Tavern
Don Harrla
Hart St Allison

Panchlta Villa
Pbll Sklllman Oro
Flatter Raocb.
Denny McCurtln

Don Amato
Ray Carlln Oro
Olde

Wayne Club

Charles Costello Ore
McColl Sis

Palm Beach
lies

Palmer

Clark

& Van

Harbera St Dale
Monnle Drake
Madelon Lewis
(Lenox Arms)
Tucker St Tremaino Don Pablo Oro
Geo Dell
Penobscot Clab
Rancberos Oro
Patricia Mrillls
Irving Specter
Diane Dale
Grand Terrace
Pamela Britten
Gloria Parker Ore
Don Royain Oro
Barl Parchman
Hack's Bedford Ian
Haymarkct
Mao McGraw Oro
Dick Hughes
Boyale
Phelps & Cullenbino Alice Dawn
Starr 8t Maxlno
Tip Top Dano
Dick Drake
Pleroe St Harris
Charmetto^ OtQ * r. ^afcello flloan" M it
Gloria Shayne

Hlllcreet

Rudy Gale Oro

Oasis
Charlie Laun Ore
Pines

Don Ruiter
BUI LeRoy Ore
Bqnirrel Coop
Tiny Miller
Joey Reynolds
Dale Harkneas
Ted Delmonlco
Eddie Miller
Taeht Clab
H Middleman Oro
Jackie Heller
Van Kirk
-

Sandra
4

Adorables

Birdie Dean

Frank Marlowe
Shirley Heller

Bky-Vne

(Silver OrilI>

Dorothy Matthews

Clyde Knight Oro

Fran Elchler

Escorts

(Gay M's)
Dorothy Nesbltt
Hotel 1th Arenoe
Mike Barker 4
Uotel Booserelt
Art Baker 4

Janet Lee
Dnion GrIU
Walters

Sammy

Frank Natale
Mike flandretto

VUU

Madrid

Etzl Covato Oro

Jole

Carole Daye
Hotel Bchenley
Billy HInda Oro
Joy LInd
Hotel
Penn
(Chatterbox)
Baron Elliott Oro

Mark Lane
Michael Strange

Tommy

Texas

-

Wonder Pony

Wm

Sherry Marsh
•

Beach coEal>er
Harry Morrlauey Oro
Chico Simons Oro

Burns

White

St

Purnell Dane

Nick

Ada

St

VIckl Collins

Her Pals

St

LIbby Holman
Roily Rolls

Harry Marahard O
Hotel Statler
(Terrace Boom)

(5)

Leighton Noble Oro
(Cafe Rouge)
Salvy Cavlcchio Ore
Hotel Veadome
(Fife

ft

Jolene
Victory

Dmm

Terry Pepin

John Boles

Jan

Mildred Law
Luclenne St Ashour
Club Vanity Fair
Joey Masters Oro
Madoro Harrington
Stella

Ray

Crawford lionae

Crawfordettea
Sally Keith
Lam on t
St

Tracy

Bobby Bornard
Marya Breon
Fox St Hoonda
Milton George

Oro

(Bhnmba Casino
Room)
Charles Wolk Oro
HI-Hat
Pete

Herman Ore

Terry Andre
Frank Potty
Jlotel Bradford
(Olrcas Room)
Lucille St 3 Moloney

Hotel Bmnswlok
(Bormnda Terraoe)
Olyde Lucas Oro
Hotel Bases
Ken Travera Oro
Jack Manning Oro
Billy Kolly

Ada Marova

Groin
Vln Daley
Jean Monti
Eleanor Boland
Bill

'Hotel Lenox
Bob Hardy Oro

Kay

Ivors

Hotel Hlnerra

Bunny MoVey Ore
Barbara Douglaaa
Hotel Soraemet
I

InternntloBuI Cafe

Ted Crowley Ore

Norman

Bolster
Stalling

George Allen
Billy Hunt
Ken Club
Farren Bros Oro
Rusa Howard
Jerry St Lillian
Latin Qnarter

GInnIo O'Keefe

Vera
York

Bm)

3

St Consuolo
Club Mayfair
Ranny Weeks Oro
NIok Jerret Ore

Artlnl

&/R Jcnklna Freddy Rubin Oro

Bob Parrlah
Candy St Pepper
Margaret Watklns
Tondelayo & I^pez

4

Uerry.Qo-Booad
Gary Lee Ore
Jeanne Uoaz

McKaya
Don Oatro Ore

Hotel rovt Pitt

Ken Bailer Oro
Johnny Mitchell
Hbrry Walton
Jessie Wheatley
Hotel Hrnry

Meagher

La Temple

Ray Vincent
DeloroB I^amont
MIckeyottes
Joe Banket Oro

Leo Walters Oro
Club Congo
Tiar^y Steele

(Continental Bar)

Frank Andrlnl

BOSTOH

La Cmga CInb
Freddie Carlone Ore
Lindsay's Blgrbar

Billy

Billy DouRlaa

Pee Wee Loula
Sonny Falgen

Ian

Dag mar
O'Man
Jack St Z/orralne
8t Moro
Golden Pair
Nevada
Beach-charmera
Sammy Watklna Oro
Bllnstrub'a
Hotol Statler
Peter Bodge Oro
Clint Noble Ore
Boyd Heathen

Charlea

8t

Mary Krieg
Jaokle McCarthy

Babe Rhodes
Dick Mack

New

Peggy

Charlie Carlisle

Drlgo

Uoogle-Woogle CInb Hankane St Lonya
Boog Sherman
Benton Sic
Maxle Simon
DeU Ohrel
Harry Comorada
Kretlow Dane
Orchard

VIckl

Johnny King

Jessica

Her de-

working, with her five-months layrepresenting loss 0% ;0V9ii 460,000.

oft

Camdea
Kramer

&

Benny Burton Ora
Betty Lee
Skip Nelson
Nixon Cnfe
Al Uarlsco Oro
Bob Carter

Sylvia Starr
^

Sally

Diberi Oro

M9 CInb
Dale Rhodes
Dl Giovanni

Bill Shaffer

Carmlcbael
Brad Hunt Oro
Bine BIdge Inn
Lou Lucky Oro
Bonny Austin
Harry Manning
Cornell Cooper

Cocoanat Grore
Mickey Alport Oro
Don Rico Ore
Busier Kolm Rev
Billy Pntne
Marianne Francis
DETBOIT
Evelyn Martin
Fay St Wellington
Haad'i
Booli-Cadlllao Hotel
Harold St Lola
Sun Val Sorenaders
(Book Casino)
(Melody Lonnge)
Loadon Chop Uonae Gertrude Woodaum
Meta Stauder
Connie Barieau
Frank Gagen Oro
Herb Lowla
Chet Everhart
(Motor Bar)
Copley Plaxn
Ruby Ore
Dick Rock
(Bhemton Room)
Bowery
CInb UayfolrTommy Tucker Ore
Marty Joyce
C Diplomats
Amy Arnoll
Carol Crane
4 Franks
DonoJd Brown
Rochollo St Bebe
Mervin Jensen
Kerwln Somervllle
Dorothy Gerron
Dolores St RoBSlnl
Dr Rolf Paaaer
Paddy curt
Phil Olsen Oro
(Merry-G o-Boond
Don Arden Dana
Mickey's
Mark Gilbert 8

Darnett
Annette Rosa

.

Her

Bros

Peppers

Rmbaasy Boys
La Mar

Bill Green'e
Jeannle Resal

L.ester

Kay

Willie Matthias Ore

Blair

Summit, mand to make one outside picture a
N. J., Feb. 8. He wrote the lyrics f6r year remains unfulfilled.
Upon return from a tour of army
'Hearts and Flowers.'
Surviving is widow, daughter and camps in Massachusetts, New Jersey,
Delaware and Pennsylvania, she is
two brothers.
slated to go to the Coast to resume
work in They Lived Alone,' yarn
WM. E. GABBETT
William E. Garrett, 64, for several for which Miss Durbin was slotted at
years engaged in theatre and amuse- the time she walked off the lot.
ment enterprises, died Jan, 29 in
Following 'Alone' she may appear
Greensboro, N. C.
in a remake of 'Phantom of the
Opera' with either Lon Chaney (the
ERNEST SPBAGUE
jr. has been dropped) or Charles
Ernest Sprague, 58, retired theatre Laughton in support
In approximanager, died in I.os Angeles, mately five years with Universal
Feb. 7.
Miss Durbin has made 10 pictures.

ABE STEINBERG

'

Uot«l HolIendeB
Carolyn Marsh

Mickey King
Orpha Towlo

Bonny Resh Oro
CasanoTa
DeMUo St Marr

Vaughn Paul
Continued from page 3^

J.

Olive Osborne
Billy

Rhythm

'

liar

Horace Houck Oct

Aneborage
Maynard Dean Oro

Coram

Alpine Village

N.Y.

Mrs.

Keys

Sla

of Ohio.

and

S

Notes of

Jess Altmlller.
Earl Denny Oro
SOtb Centarr

Sammy

Delia

Flash I^ano
Arlington Lodge
Carol Carre
Phil Caveasa Oro
eeth St, Ra<hakcll«r June Gardner
Fran Rago
Bill Atkinson
Balcoaadee
Perlota
H FrltHChle Oro
Elton Brotrn
Don Andre
Ethel Whyde
Oble Oblnauft
Holen Olcott

Grace Hewaon

'

fr-lno

Wonder

Josephine Campbell

Manuel Lopez Ore

FITTSBUBGH

CliEVELAKD

Mr. and Mrs. James Porter, son,
in Kansas City, Jan. 17, Father is in
publicity department of KMBC, K.C.
Cooleemee newsMr. and Mrs. Harold Bernstein,
paper publisher, he trouped with
Father
Sells-Floto, John Robinson, Hagen- son, in Cincinnati, Feb. 2.
beck-Wallace and the Ringling cir- owns Plaza theatre, Norwood, O., and
is director of Independent Theatre
cuses.

Mr.

Betty Hoffman
Agaea \7llllfl
Don Anton Oro

-

Poppers

'

son, Jan. 30 in

& Danny

Beatrice

Whlttler Hotel
(Gold Cub RoeS

Herman

St Ooodr
Dottle ArO
Jean Moore
Joy St Junnlta

Condy

Eddy Shepherd
Jack Tbomea Uro

Club l*etlte *
Piccolo Pete Oro
Pattl 'Gene
Conchlta & Antonio Goorgle Claire
PoRiry Ilonvens
J & L Marka
IVarwIoh Hotel
Cork and Bottle
Roger Stanley On
Nelson Maplea
Weber's llof Bna
Colonial

Kaye & Greys
Banks St Fays

Johnny Cahlll

St

Great Solgfreld

Boa Rar OardeM

Myers

Edith MUcheu"
Jack Nelson Ore

Good

Btevadora

Good

Joe Altoe
Zola Gray

.

Philadelphia Hotel
Mae Sepes to Baskett Moss, In Vera
Cruz
Evanston, IlL He's with NBC Central ClIR A Carmody
Division Special Events department. Inabello Johnson
Dick Wharton Oro
Carolyn Raybum to Milton KevPowelton Cafa
reson, Feb. 7, in Mitchell, S. D. Bride Doo Smith
Frank Ponte
is a singer on WJR, Detroit
Nan O'Rourhe
Charlie Ray
Doris Marphy to Wingy Manone, TloM Jovlnelll
in Las Vegas, Nev., Jan. 26. He is Newt Parker Ore
Red Hill Inn
band leader.
Vatdez ft Peggy
William
Dorothy O'Neil to Earl Frederictai, Billy
Pat Purcell
Bride is con- Suzettea
Jan. 30, in Seattle.
Rllz Carlton
tinuity writer at KIRO, Seattle.
Howard I.anin Oro

Owners

Al Alexander Ore

Blanche Saunders
A Strohman <3)
Vealca ariU
Nick Varallo Oro

Prnnkle Schlutb
Viola Klalas Oro
Palunbo's

Adele Palmer to George Batcheller in Santa Ana, Cal., Feb. 7.
Bride is Republic Pictures stylist;
he's production supervisor for Pro-

of J. C. Sells,

John James Maclntyre,
and songwriter, died In

Annette

Arvin

Cliff

Rusty Sachs
Eddie Dolan

3

Hayes' Oro

Open

Joan Williams

Sally Payne to Arthur F. Kelly, In
Los Angeles, Jan. 31. Bride is film

had

man

St

M Norman

St

The Tropics
Johnny PInoappu a
g
Tapu
Vernes
_
Billy Muriln
Ruth Mum.
Carlotta

Buddy Leater
Georges

Ron

Holon Jerrico
Continentals (4)
Carol Phillips

ThompMn

Al KIrkbrlde

Jnn
Billy

Braddock, Pa.

in

F.

Rhythm

Lake loa

Monya Alba
Alico Lucrty

Snaa Clab
Guardsmen & Mar'n Buddy Lewis

.

OSCAR

King's
Sliver

Col OoD Roed

Tony Bennett Oro

Norma Krleger
Rhythm Maniacs

Josephine Dural to John Sklenar,
in Pittsbiirgh, Jan. 21. He's assistant

manager

Curt Weller (4)
Nell Dteghan'*

W. SELLS

County.
Clara St. Pierre, 76, stage and
Deceased got into trouble the day
Germany invaded Poland. A Polish screen actress, died Jan, 30 in Santa
bartender and waitress whipped him Monica, Cal., after a long illness.
Into such a fury, he blasted away at Most of her early drama career was
them with a shotgun, inflicting spent in her native Canada. Later
minor wounds on the bartender. she toured the United States in stage
Landon was convicted in Albany plays and entere-" "'tis 20 years ago.
County Court of first degree assault
MRS. FAT SIMMONS DAVIS
and was sentenced to a term of five
Mrs. Fay Simmons Davis, organist
He was
to 10 years in prison.
composer and music teacher, died
paroled last October.

Pancho Ore
Bnka

Mae Laurie

Mayo*

Freddie's Cafe
Irving DorenAold
Margie Ray
Manhattanettea
Ross Oro
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pirosh, son, Herb
MME. JENNT NORELLI
Qourmet CInb
Father Is' Royal Hawallana O
in Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Buffalo Bill's Wild West Circus and
Madame Jenny Norelli, SwedishJules & "Webb
performed with the Boston Sym- born opera singer, - who sang with Paramount film writer.
Uotel Allerten
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Alsop, son. Joe Baldl Oro
phony Orchestra, was found dead in Enrico Caruso, at the Metropolitan
Hotel Carter
bed In Albany last week. He had re- Opera, died in' Seattle Feb. 2. She In Hollywood, Feb. 5. Mother is Thixion
Spronger
cently closed, for the winter, his made her debut at the Met in 1904 Martha Scott, film star; father is Arabnoaadora Oro
Charles Wick
roadside inn, Landon's Music Box. and later ran a vocal studio in radio producer.
Hotel Clerelaad
In recent years Xjandon, a native of Seattle for 20 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Cohen, son, in Art Jarret Ore
Hotel
Feaway
band
Germany, had been a one-man
Brooklyn, Feb. 7. Father is an at- Poison Gardner HaD
at this spot in Westerlo, Albany
torney for Paramount home office,
CLARA ST. PIERRE

Billy Landon, 68, trap drummer,
played in many legitimate and
toured with
theatres,
John Philip Sousa's band and

who

Smith Dane

Max £ Gang

•

C. W. ('Red') Sells, veteran circus
the 'Oklahoma Boomers,' organized
clown, who left home at -Cooleemee,
the 'Cherokee Strip Boomers' in 1893
N. C, as a youth to join the Sparks
end led the opening of the strip, a
narrow section of land in northern. circus, died Jan. 28 In Chicago.

Son

11

Ch'lotte Lamberton
Marian Powers
Duchess & Hermnn r^onard Seol Oro
James W. Wood, 33, with Horace
Comenrlta
Ban DIefto
l>olta Rhythm Boya Carlos &
Krank Hansel Oro
Heidt's orch for several years, and Victor Huso's Oro
Gene Emerald
Olenn Dale
Stamp**
who for a time headed his- own or- fxia'fl Chancellor Ba?
The Bordens
Mickey Houm
Marty Wayne
chestra, died Feb. 1 at his home in Don ItenoMa (4)
Dotty Sloan
Helen Laurie

WBEN

C.

from page 42^

Ayleno Mason
Skeoter Palmar Ore
Btntler Hotel

Virginia Lewla

Tour
Dabe
Miriam Allen

Mrs. Cicorger ran the first chilMajor Lillle's name was common- dren's series in Buffalo over old
Sarah Cunningham to John RanRoman Grille
ly associated with such other famous
Later she was on
dolph, in Chicago, Jan. 6. Both are Al Capron Oro
June Van
frontiersmen as' Wild Bill Hickok and WEBR and her scripts of chil- legit players.
Arietta Dare
of
one
He
had
Masterson.
and Bat
dren's programs were syndicated
Dave McHarrIa
Isobel' Olmstead to Storrs Haynes, Gloria Dale
the largest privately owned buffalo over many stations.
Jan. 31, in New York. Bride handles Billy Kelley
herds in America on his ranch near
Survived by husband and a daugh- radio publicity tor Compton agency;
RendeaToas
(Hotel Sanalor)
Pawnee, where -he spent his last ter.
he's script editor for same outflt.
Internationals (37
years after retiring from show busi-

WMAK

Next Week

J Continued

Bo&lo St Boys
Bam'e Cafe
Qr«at Lester

KrLLET

Holliday appeared in New York in
Previous letters from him to his
1885 with John T. Raymond in a
mother told about his being at Pearl
play called 'In Chancery.' Later in
Harbor during the first attack; later
the 80s, in New York with A. M.
Wake Island, so his shi|. was in the
Palmer's Madison Square Theatre
thick of it until torpedoed.
Company, he played in 'Saints and
and
the Penman'
'Jim
Sinners,'
EDWARD MASSET
•Heart of Hearts.' He also appeared
Edward Massey, 46, playwright
at Wailack's with Daniel Frohman's
company at the Lyceum, N. Y., as and stage director, committed suicide
well as in support of Richard Mans- by gas Feb. 8 in his N. Y. apartment.
He had authored two plays, 'Plots
field, E. S. WiUard, E. H. Sothern
and Olga Nethersole. Holliday ap- and Playwrights,' produced in 1917
peared at the Standard, N. Y., with Katharine Cornell in the cast,
around the turn of the century in and 'Box Seats' in IB28. Among
with
touring
later
Virginian,'
plays
he directed on Broadway were
The
this play for about nine years. He 'The Moon Is a Gong' and 'The Belt.'
performed with Frances Starr in His last N. Y. venture, in 1938, was
•Marle-Odile' and with Grace George the play 'Michael Drops In,' by William du Bois.
In 'Legend Of Leonora.'
Massey's widow, actress Mary Fair'
Widow and daughter survive.
Williams, told police he. husband
had been depressed by world conPAWNEE BILL

Major Gordon W. (Pawnee Bill)
frontiersman and wild
81,
Lillle,
west showman once a partner of

Bills

George B. Abbott, 84, father of via EarlaoD
Udo Venice
George Abbott,, producer, died in
Hamburg, New York, last week. He Cnnnon TorronU
Bort Uogmar
was leading citizen of the town, be- Hnrry McKay

Dotty Gaynor
Sholla Starr
Mother of Barney Qerard, screen Jnnlce
Rooae
writer and one-time burlesque ope- Babo LaTour
.Ronald L. Kelley, 28, until last rator, died yesterday in Jamaica, Loula Wriebt Oro
Ulnetrel TnTen
June manager of the Music Box, N. Y. She was about 84.
Barney
& LonJIe
recently
Seattle, was killed in action
Ed HcQoldrlck, Jr.
when the tanker, Neches, was sunk
Jue Lonegan
William Dehe, 56, cellist of the Anita
by the Japs.
orchestra, Margie March
Kelley grew up with the Hamrick- San Francisco Symphony
ffnily Foy
Evergreen circuit, advancing from died there Feb. 8. Surviving are Slaay GInnle Loftui
Ed McGoldrlck, Sr
doorman to manager. Last year he widow and two daughters.
Moravian Diir
enlisted in the naval reserve and
Kenny Shafor (3)
was called in June for active service.
Vannerson, i)lz UIck Wade

RONALD

HOLLIDAT

]

of A. & S. Steinberg, Inc., died in
that city last week after a long illSteinberj had been a wellness.
known figure along Pittsburgh's Film
Row for nearly a quarter of a censcratch and
starting from
tury,
building one of the most successful
supply businesses in tri-state area.
In addition to his widow and one
daughter, Norma Jean, he leaves a
sister and two brothers, Manuel and
Samuel, both of whom were in business with him.

(HfalipMBOIaolb)

Anthony Bruno Ors
Rhumbollera Oro
Don Richards
Walter Donahue
Sibyl

Bowan

Mazzone-Abbolt
Bqullto Bros

D

Wally Wanger Gls
(LooDge Bar)
St Strum
Oscudoro St La Plata
Miami Grove

Hum

Jimmy McHale

Oro

Lennle Fltz
Chatea
May Watere
Si Breea
Charles Homer
Georglne Stevens
Arthur Martel
Rio Casino
George Harris OrO
Kay Doyle
Harrison Aulger
Barbara Lee
Tom Brooks

Tom
Ella

Phillips

Carl Hoffman
Patrick Rogers

Louise Shorwooa
Jans Glddlngs
Don Muckel
Benny Drohan
Al Ferguson
Helen Carrol ^
Buater Kolm R«V

Maro

St

Chita

France & I^P«1L
(Garden Ixinnge)

Mai

St

P

Dearbon

Btenben's

(Vienna Booai)
Lew Conrad Oro

Don St Darrow
Nancy Day
Doria Abbott

Jimmy Marr

Adele Corey
The Care

Don DlBona Ore
jMCk Fisher
Tamara Derive
Sally Dobba
Plr-ettes (6)

Adele Corey
TIc-Too
Les HIte Ore
Tiny Sinclair
Duranta

Howard

Fuller

.

A

Tremont rini»

8t»

Daktf Lorenaot Ore
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past 12 years, back in his native
Havana, with family,
Amado Trinidad, cigaret manufacturer and owner of the RHC
radio chain, is now an exhibitor also.
Has taken over the Campoomor

CHATTER

House Reviews
from pace I6s

theatre.

combo

Bnndwaj

of Ethel .Waters

EUington'a band.

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

and Duke

Miami Beach

Gene'Autry booked

spring

plans

Carroll

Into the Garr
dens with his rodeo for six days be-

ginning April

Husband' for Dwight Deere Wiman,
remains just about the best eccentric
dancing star in the business today.
He combines the best features of
Will Mahoney and late Jack Donahue with considerable of his own to
put on a display of legmania that's
tops in anybody's glossary of the
hoofing great
Only a Connie Soswell, who follows him, could turn the trick, and
at that Bolger gets away merely because he introduces her following hit
smash turn. First time for the singing star at this house (for that
matter, her first time la Pittsburgh),
and gal's husky, haunting contralto
ttom tlie stage- Is no letdown to those
whose sole acquoiidaoce with her
has been made via the air waves.

*

ren, in his guitarist seat was belr^
carelessly boisterous or whether it
was just part of a comedy gag with

16.
Bill Brandt here.
Breese.
Harry Richman bolstering the lateDr.' Kenneth AKen Gardner, husRod Rogers' comedy is rather tame,
band of Wahneta Gardner, of M-G hour biz at the Latin Quarter.
office, died recently.
Lord T^ileton hotel broke the although he shows considerable talent Best thing that he does is a
Monogram manager Mark Gold- newsrcels; along with the Latin March of the Wooden Soldiers' rouBarney Balaban too busy to take
vacation this year.
man down more than 20 pounds Quarter, on the President's Ball.
tine that, however, is not as good as
e Florida
Abe
Lyman,
Jennie
loyal
to
GrossMward G. Robinson spending a since his recent illness.
Inger, a resident at latter's hostelry. that done for many years by Emile
Sgt. Fred Welker, former NBC
tw"week vacash In New York.
The joints hollering, 'Give u.i a Borea He's also' a comedy singer
Jean Muir trained to Hollywood man on the Coast, is U.S. Marines' few sets of dice and a few tables, and gagstei. Lack of material seemsone-plctnre deal.
new piAlicist in this district.
never mind the headliners, and we'll to be his biggest snag.
on a tentative
Harris and his mother have do business.'
Jobmv
Mooie and Revet are stilt click
Engel
Lehman
conductor
Svmpb
left for Florida. She'll st^ aA wiaaround
the
Aimor
In
Ben Gaines Is emulating the Lord 'With their novelty ballroom routines.
drafted
be
will
ter; hell )>e back in 10 days.
Tarleton's show. I>iz techniiiue and Their opener, a cavalcade of ballChuck Stein, receptionist getting some of the show bunch Into room dancing, is particularly sock.
"john Mullens, formerly of the A. H. in Midget
official
masHarris
office,
named
The comedy stuff is deft, also over
Woods office, gravely 111 at St. Eliza- cot of Marines, Pittsburgh division. his VanderbiK hotel.
Ted Collins (Kate Smith) flashing big. The Adrian Rollini Trio re_
beth's hospital. „
.
^
Cliff Daniel, program director at pals that he c.wht a 67 and' 81- mains an entertaining masical com, Cy
Mann, ex-XavIer Cugat manWCAE, back on job again after be- pound tarpon In Florida waters; has bination of bass violin, Rollini at the
Bcer, now aide to Wally Downey in
ing hospitalized several weeks with the certificate, photos, etc., to prove vibes and guitar. Their attire, howhis booking agency.
strep throat
ever, should be switched for northit
Victor Mature-Martha Stephenson
Etzi Covato pulls out for Miami
ern winter booldngs; it just isn't
Kemp splitup no surprise to their vacation
as soon as his Villa Madrid
tropical enough presently iJn BrookStork Club intimates.
Mike Morra, returns from
lyn for white dinner jackets.
Tim Gale, Moe's brother and prez partner,
of Gale, loneymoon there.
Keka.
of Gale Agency, a subsld
Gray Carpenter, son of Braddock,
Army.
Inc., due for the
Martin
Harry
By
in
officer
petty
now
chief
Coast Fri. Pa., exhib.

Earl

.

miltlc&l

biz barrister
Sinai hospital.

Show

jl'

Lee Blelch

In

'

Oscar Serlin planed to
day (6) in search of leads for his
Diay,

The Moon

Is

Down.'

Jack Allman out of Dwyer's

.

Navy's public relations department

Jack Dalley

at Jacksonville air base.

Golden

Broadway nitery, to open
own place at Brighton Beacfa.
dust Trail,

,

.

_

H. Allen Smith goes to Hollywood
next montii on assignment Inr. Saturday Evening Post to do story on Bing
Crosby.

from Edmond (yBrien.
Johnny Mack Brown on six-wedc

stage tour of southern states.
EdmiHid O'Brien sued for ^0,213,
the result on an auto crash,
Dick Mealand, Paramonnrs eastDave Chandler checked out of
ern story editor, leaves' tonight
publicity department
(Wednesday) on skiing vaettijpB in Warners
Ellen Drew to Washington to Join
Canada.
Bartlett
Grad Sears away from bis desk her husband, Capt Syeastern
Joan Crawford bade fro
at Unit el Artists until next Monday
vacation to resume picture work.
(16) while be visits bis. 01 son in
H. A. McDonnell. Columbia studio,
Palm Beach.
his ton sil s.
with
parted
manager,
horticultural
Carl Leserman has
Sidney R. Kent 20th-Fox prcxy.
problems at his -Harriscn, N. Y..
Springs.
manse, now that his gardm er looks soaking up sunsliine at Palm
Bessie Love filed $30,452 Inck aliset to be drafted.
Edward J. Miller, lATSE repre- mohy suit against William B. Hawks.

m

-

sentative for the

'

Texas

tenritorjr at

Houston, left Saturday (7) after conferences in New York.
Don Higgins, publicity head at the
t-March ol Time under Al Sindlinger,
ad-publicity chief, may be called
into active military service shortly,

Gloves

slugfests

K. C.

getting

Kansas^ CHm, Feb.

nice play.

Heil|W(NMl
Music Box slated to rellcht next
month with Tevival of TCia f«K- Cinstarring Luise Rainer.
Judy Garland laid up with throat
Leda Bauer, RKO's «8steni stoiy trouble.
editor, is recuperating in the Ftencb
Hedy Lamarr'f mother arrived
hospital from an appendix ^sMcing last
ftom Europe.
week.
Jinunie Kdlcr's column dropped
Gloria Safler, former press agent,
has joined the ranks of tbe agents. by' the L. A. Times.
Now associated with Faiil Smalrs
Nancy Kelly granted a- divorce
derella,'

office.

TOWER,

in to bally 'Sullivan's

Travels.'

Saw

Col. Nathan Levinson back at Warners after four wedcs in Wakington.

,

.

Sally Rand touring at the head of
a unit through Utah, Idaho and Colo
rado.

St Valentine's Day marlcs the 25th
anniversary of Rose and Julian T.
Abeles,
theatrical
attorney,
and
they're celebrating it at 'heir Green
wich manse.
Jules Levey plans pulling' out this
week for several southern points
where. 'Hellzapoppin' is playing or
booked, a Miami date with the sun
shine to follow,
Dick
Walsh, president of the
lATSE, favors a drink made of
grenadine and soda which he hit
upon in the first w.orld war in France
as a substitute for water.
Johnny Green salvaged four tunes

.

from his original George Uarion. Jr.
score,

which Mike Todd was to have

but which becom^ Gwirge Abbott show in the falL
Some of the unknown characters
on "Dream Street' (44th) whom Bob
Sylvester glorified so ex,
pertly ih a recent Satevepost have
"ow gained stature as neo-celebsL
° °'
Lombardotf wives
1
looked forward to a Miami Beach
vacaUon, but a band booking deal
there feU through; the- band conRoosevelt nntn April
nif.^
Began, now ' hibernating m
„f"H
MJami Beach where he closed at the
oiympia, shuts into the Lookout
House, near CincinnaU, Feb. 2* for
two weeks, as forerunner of
a series
produced,

•

.

Of nitery bookings.
Carl E. MiUiken,

acting

nwnager of

foreign

the" Motion Picture Pro& Distributors Assn., back
n-om Washington where he represented -the fUm business In negotia..l^i" progress on new trade pact
with Peru.

ducers

By Hal Cohen
Arthur Levy in town ahead of Ch:

eompany
s Jl'.i .

of 'Angel Street'

resigned as press
Reggie Wilson at Roosevelt

^H"'

hot^
p,Sf«r Jane CoryeU has joined
^Thouse stair as assistant to Mary

'

carrying a newer specialty^ 'Leader

"ound

tri-stete territory for series

""personals.
Btanltoi- cdiaherliig

booker, entering

'

.

Eddy Concert Top

fat t stage » art it

Grcgor

I

'

.

and

Feuerman

Piatlgorsky, cellists; Andres Segovia,
guitar; Carlos Salzedo, harpist and
offices.
1
Wanda Landowska and Yella Pessl,
Juan Mencndez,.. Metro foreign harpsichordists. ^ publicist at 5tha home office' for the.

"

'

'

'•

'

'

'

'

sci'een

EMBASSY,

N.

(NEWSBEELS)
Kevsred

spectators
now have
their first. tens-witness account of the
attack OB Pearl Harbor. The U.S.
Naray- Depastment has released eecrpts ttom the film that Al Brick,

Movietone staff cameraman, took tm-

mcdtatdr

after the attack. The pictralat recital of the havoc Is made
the more harrowing by its obvious
omjfwiww What the clip does show
is 'the battleship Arizona enveloped
in fire and smoke, a mas.<! of twisted
sted: the destroyers Casslh and

.

Dowries destroyed,

OUUioma

the battleship
capsized, the target .ship

Ctah

on

aitso

side,

its

and wrecked

I^meats- aad planes. The Pearl HarbOT- dip is prefaced with a vli;nett«
OB the perfidious diplomatic ramlAcatfoec of the attack, showing that
while Tap emissaries In Washington
ta&ed peace the Jap navy was movOB Hawaii.
Of the other war clips one carrying. SI esational' impact is Paramount's pfeee on the Lockheed airplane plant which has adopted tlie
policy of 'giving immediate employment to the widows of Pearl Harbor
easndtles.
One of these employed
widows soeaks Into the mike. RKO
offers still another Pearl Harbor sequel by way of shc>'- showing distribution of gas masks among civil-

mg

ing

'

—

ians of Hawaii
ase.
.

and general clown-

<dogy. parodying

on

Sounds'

7.

My Lawyer* Feb. 26-27, White and Perfect* (20th).
Robert Jones directing.
Barle Crotchett, Universal n«\nSince 191^ when he ^yed as a
red cameraman, joined Uncle Sam
blackfaced comic in burlesque at the
for active photographic duty.
old GaTctr. Ted Lews has been
Sonthwestern University drama
playing KuEsas City almost annqa^y.
prof; H. Barrett Davis, plainioe
aSs present stand comes less than. IS
show tor tour of neighboring- Army monifas after his- last previous apcamps.
pearance hcze. and itTs a tribute to
Glen -Garr band did one-night Red this pcrexmExI performer that he
Cross benefit in Cl^ridge Hotel F
again had them eating oat vt his
Bnese room evening before regular hand Flidsty night (6>. The SI
opening there.
minntes are generondy sprinkled
',
Herb Pickman three-sheetinc "Re- with vocal and instrmnaital pop
member tlie Day.' Visited by brother. music, did and new. talented
Milt Pickman, Ted Lewis' manager, specialty perfonncis and the tin^
heading west for business confab tested. TOWtalgir stock oC LewisT own
tricks. Pr esent show tops somewhat
with Tommy Dorsey.
his bst stand here and is rinai _
merriest tmie hoxoffice Taas bso in
many vnxks,
Minneapolis
, As m.eL or in putting over his old
familiar songs. Lewis is onstage
By Leg Reea
thnntt^ut Sie hour, beginnine with
his "Bat with the Silver Lining
Betty Phelps of Paramount
through 'When My Baby Smiles at
bride.
Twin City Variety club to stage Me' near opening and "Me and My
Shadow' with dusky Charles 'Snowaffair for Red Cross benefit.
Lowell Kaplan, Welworth circuit ball' 'Whittier nearer closing. Also
will lie "See

Emanuel

'Bugle

Charles 'SnoabalT Whtttierr 'BCim-,

England.
Cliff
Gill,
20th-Fox exploiteer.
Eddie Featherstone. film actor, selling "S^^wamp Water* as horror
signed up for his second war with picture.
the Nairy.
,
Twin City Variety club held party
Hugh King joined the Myron Selz- for June March, Hirsch-Katz burnitk agency to handle story material lesque star at Alvin.
and writers.
Orpbeum has Jan Savitt and
Gregory La Cava's step-daughter, Sammy Kaye underlined for Feb. 27
Jane, making her film debut in 'lady and March 6, respectively.
in a Jam' at UriiversaL
Norman Pyle, M-G exploiteer. put
Broderick Crawford back on the on invitation prevue showings of
days
job at Universal after' several
'Vanishing Virginian' at Rochester
off with an injured bock.
and Duluth. Minn.
Joe Rivkin donning an Army uniWith Bobby Riggs 'and Frankie
form and turning over his clients to Kovacs out because .of iHnes,
Dave Thompson for the duration.
Budge-Perry tennis show at AudiSam Wood hosting kids from or- torium drew only 1,200. After exduring
park
ball
phdhages at the
penses less than $200 for performers
filming of 'Pride of the Yankees.'
remained.
John Farrow to Palm Springs to
recuperate from illness incurred
while serving in the Canadian Na-sy.
Herbert GibsAi. veteran stunt filer
in picttires, was Iianded a flight lieu^sConUnued from page
tenant's commiffiion in the Royal
Canadian Air Force.
Jan Peerce, Lauritz Melchior. Ezio
Dolores Del Rio returned to the
Lotte Lehmann, Jan Kiepura,
cast of 'Journey Into Fear' at RKO- Pinza.
fbr
a
Helen Jepson, Alexander Kipnis,
Pathe after holding up filming
Bidu Sayao, Josephine Antoine.
week through .illness.
Babe Rutb arrived in town to play Elisatieth Rethberg, Giovanni Martihimself in the Samuel Goldwyn film, nelli, Richard Bonelll, Allan Jones,
'Pride of the Yankees,' depicting the Salvatore BaccalonI, Rose Bampton,
career of Lou Gehrig.
Dorothy Maynor, Frederick Jagel,
James Melton, Charles Kullman, Jarmila Novotna, John Brownlee, Donald Dickson, Igor Gorin, Bruna CasHavana
togna and Lawrence Tibbett
Pianists in this class Include Sergei
Spanish
of
distributor
Cltesa,
Rachmaninoff, Vladimir Horowitz,
films, out of business.
Josef Hofmann, Harold Bauer, Ethel
Metro holding Its annual Arthur Bartlett and Rae Robertson. AlexLoew drive beginning in March.
ander Brailowsky, Rudolf Gain, Jose
'Gone With the Wind' setting new Iturbi, Igor Stravinsky, Egon Petri,
marks in several neighborhood thea- Robert Casadesus, Josef and Rosina
tres.
Lhevlnne, Moritz Rosenthal, Artur
Almost the entire staff of CMQ Rubinstein, Artur Schnabel, Rudolf
artists appears in new Cuban film,
Serkin, Walter Gieseking, Guiomar
'Romance Musical.'
Novaes. Percy Grainger. Fray and
Hellodoro Garcia back from South
America. Brought print of Mexican Braggiotti and Vronsky stnd Babin.
Violinists would include YehudI
picture starring Sofia Alvarez.
25lh
Menuhin, Jascha Heifetz, Joseph SzlParamount will celebrate its
the
during
Cuba
in
anniversary
geti, Mischa Elman, Albert Spalding,
months of April and May, 1942.
Morini.
Milstein.
Erica
Nathan
Manuel Alonso .now producing the Adolph Busch, Rotiert Virovai.
Noticiario Nacional (newsreel) after
Toscha Seidel, Ruggiero RiccI and
breaking away from CMQ-El Crisol
include
Others
Zimballst.
Efrem
reel

Warner Club wlU hold annual dinCandido Galdo and Samuel BenWilUam Penn hotel
°*
Marcb°2"
new Monogram franchise
susan,
-..?*^,^"'®r and his cowboy troupe holders, opened .spacious and modern

M-G's

(he's always b.o. here), was demonstrated by the activity of the house
rope all day despite a cold, chill
downpour.
Coheii.

Ted Leuris Orch with Certnide
Eddy Howard orch follows Dick
Erdev, Geratdina ft Joe. Dorothv Ted,
Himber at Hotel Peabody Feb. 18.
Civic Theatre's next {^eduction June Edioarda, Btoir Sisters 0>,

armed forces.
Harry
Hirsch
again
handling of an Army Band,' which incJodes
Herman Wobber and Tom Connors
Policemen's benefit show at Audi- medley of 'Last Time I Saw Paris'
and 'Berkeley- Square,' leading into
Owen Davis, Sr., operated on in touring 20th-Fox Pacific Coast ex- torium.'
New York for gall bladder condition changes.
Star Journal again sponsoring .shadow number with Whittier and
Harry Hamm resigned from the
yesterday (Tuesday). Owen Davis,
Glove
Golden
tournament
at
Audi- latter's 'Bojangles' mimicry. All emMyron Sclznick agency to return to torium.
bellished with Lewis' usual monJr., takes physical exam tor Army
next week.

Two other turns are in the groove,
Shyrettos, two men and an sa.
blonde built like Betty Grable, get
the show off like a house afire with
their nifty stunts on bicycles. Cappy
Barra harmonica ensemble is bit of
a letdown but tioys quickly demonstrate their mouth organ wizardry to
keep the layout rolling in jig time.
Marquee potency of combination,
together with Wallace Beery in
too.

and training

ih their
>

Newsreel coverage of the war on
oar domestic front Includes the
roanduD bjr the FBI of enemy aliens

Early in the show Gertrude Erdey
does taps, a conga routine- and
modem tan, and next to closing siie
has a shoulder and hip-shaking turn,
Following Miss Erdcy's first entrr
Dorothy Tdl sings a brace of times,
Lefs Be Buddies' and 'My Mother
Will Love You,' from 'Panama
Hattie.' Midway, Geraldine and Joe
take over in a s^ni-eccentric sailor's

in CaQforraa (M-G), the arrival of
survivors of ships that had been torpedoed by U-boats off the Atlantic
and PactOc coasts (U and Par), the
a'ward of a posthumous medal to
Ninninger, with an imLieut
pressive commentatry by his tether
(Par), and the presentation of a
Navy
to a Brooklyn shell-manufactcurin? firm for the speed with
been turning out. orders
wikicfa it
(RKO>. The tire problem feceives,

R

.

E

tap. an intensive acrobatic .turn by
Joe, novelty vocal.'tiy Geraldine and
a comedy conga by both that winds
up with Joe in a spinning headstand

that clinches it.
foms lens comment from Paramount
Nearer closing June EdwardsT ionwestera rancher figures he can outtortioos aie' qiotted.
She's acwit tire- thieves by putting his cattle
complisfacd at the regular torso -brand on his tires. An added entry
benoer's stunts and features back- on the lighter side Is RKO's disbending It's solid audience appeaL closure of what the fcmme factory
Blair Sisters' trio, who work in worker win wear. None other, it
Odec.
baclcgiaund throughout show, get seems; bot blue jeans.
their own. inning on 1-A in the

A

-

:

Army.' Toni Todd, who works duo>
of conga songs in finale, has been

known locally as Thrima Whitten.
Band itself has various innings on
St Loois Bhies,' *Hi Nelghb<$r' and

'Anvft Chons;' and some- boys make
up an ensemble to work out a Dixieland Band routine. The long -standard peanut vender torn leads into
Quin.
the Latin-rhythm finale.

STANLEY, PITT
Pittsburgh, Feb.

Max Aikhis House Orch

6.

(16),

Connie fioiwcll^ Aav Bolger, Cappy
Barra. Boys. (S), Shyrettca (3); 'The
Buirle 5oundj' (M-G).

Second straight week of vaude for
which for several
Stanley,
the
months has concentrated exclusively

on name bands, and
straight

crack

it's

the second

too.
Plenty of
as well as plenty

bill,

marquee strength

entertainment in the Connie
combination,
Boswell-Ray Bolger
and with a couple of additional
socko acts, ifs a snow tbat rides ojit
an hour to solid returns. When
caught at last performance this eveof

Maestros' Bally
MaesI

t

>uetf

food by Joe DiMagglo.
Sacks, who is to be 'Coordinator of
Music' of the drive, that is, supervise the work of the bandleaders,
also Invited music publishers to- the
luncheon. They are expected to dig
up tunes to further the 'fltnes^
theme. Sacks Is to leave N.Y. April
7 to ^ct up supervisory boards under
his

direction

it

was playing

like a

had been together tor
months. Reported unevcnpess of the
afternoon getaway had disappeared
unit

that

completely.
Bolger, winding up p.a. tour prior
to going into Rqdgers. .and part
,

.

,

iWuSiicarvcrifo'fi

\t

^He' VfnrcloA

CHiIcago

in

and Lot

Angeles.

-

nings (Friday)

from pace is^s

utmost on one-nighters, on the
air, etc, to spread the gospel of
physical fitness. He pointed out that
name leaders like the Dor^eys, Glenn
Miller, Goodman, et al, are looked up
to the same as outstanding sports figures are idolized and that a word
from them would have the same
effect as an endorsement of breakfast
their

S. C.

ISa

mUry

Beanfoit. S.

Fire

C Feb.

10.

Golden Qgle tavern, well known
South Carolina coastal pleasure
gutted by fire.

Damage
Hotel

spot,

$15,000.

Adolphos

Century

Room,

new 'Ice Time' revHic b-^'n'n'in'eloihbfrW tTl'--'*'''-v>
Dallas, will offer

.

Wednesday, February

48

11, 1942

on the
Coca-Cola Saturday Spotlight

Show

VICTOR and BLUEBIRD RECORDS

SAMMY KAYE
3-tiine winner,

with

"Rememh^T

FREDDY MARTIN

Pearl Harbor"

Victor Record No. 27738

4-timewinner,withT8chaikowsky's "Piano Concerto"
Bluebird Record No. Bl 1211

14 Wins out of 14 Programs

MORAL:
The World's Greatest Artists are on Victor and Bluebird Records
A SERVICE OF THE RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
In Canada: RCA Victor Company, Ltd., Montreal

SCREEN

STAGE

Published TViMkly «t lit West 4Sth Str««t,
Second-cUu matter December

u

Entereil
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No. 11
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WAR FORCES PK
WB Challenges Soundness, Integrity
Of

'Hit

Single coploa.IS cents.
act ct March 3. 1879.

BY

1942,

YORK, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

PRICE

;8, 1942

25

CENTS

RATIONING
Theatres 52-Week Co-op on Defense

Parade Basis of Song Picking
II

Bonds; Radio s Beef on Hearst Drive

NECESSITY

fr-

In a letter

(16) to Lord &
on Lucky Strike
head oi the

Monday

Thomas,

agency

cigarets,

Herman
Bros,

interests,

.

against.'

According to Starr's flgures the
network performance count for the
two songs during the past six weeks
was 'We Did It,'. 101, and 'Pearl
Harbor,'

12.

As

Patriotic Brawls

U.

Starr,

publishing
music
questioned the soundness
and integrity of the survey used for
determining song popularity ratings
on the product's 'Hit Parade' (CBS).
Using 'Remember Pearl Harbor,'
which has been bn the 'Parade' for
several weeks, as an object of contrast, Starr submitted data showing
that 'his 'We Did It Before and We
Can Do It Again' had, as he termed
been 'deliberately discriminated
It,

Warner

for

the

sale

Philadelphia, Feb.

starting a nice brawl.
They come into a taproom anif
slip a nickel into the juke, picking the 'S.S.B.' record. Then they
look around for anybody who
isn't standing.

Strips

of

—

credited member of the social set
of Highland Mills, N. Y., little village in the Ramapos about 40 miles

TO from
The

AID 'SERIOUS'

MUSIC
Some phonograph

record

men

are

of the opinion that the classical and
semi-classical disc will be subject to
a sales boom of huge dimensions by
the end of the current year. They
anticipate that as America becomes

more deeply absorbed by the war the
trend in musical taste will be markedly toward the serious types and
that those who have sons, husbands,
brothers or sweethearts in the service will this time turn to the more
somber types of music for solace.
These phonograph record men figure that the American mutation in

moods

will follow the British and
In these two countries, they say, the demand for serious music records rose as the sale
of dance records receded.

French patterns.

Legs' Legiter
Marlene

Broadway.
erudite G-string slinger has

had a farm home near Highland
Mills for some years, but the clanbluebloods acknowledged that only in the tax reports.
But then came the war.
Highland Mills pitched in by setting for itself an $800 quota in the
Red Cross War Drive. Fulfilling it
was another matter, which Gypsy
(Author) Lee discovered when, in
offering a contribution, she asked
about the state of Highland Mills'
nish

village

was around $600 from its
few days to go in
the drive and only a village dance

effort.

It

goal, with but a

at 3Sc a
raiser.

head as the remaining coin-

was where Miss Lee virtook over the Red Cross
the towns[>eople and junior
and senior leagues. First she raised
the price of the dance to $1, then
This

tually
drive,

(Continued on page 47)

NEW DEAL

WITH JELLO NEAR SET
General Foods may clear up its
1942-43 deal with Jack Benny in another week. Price of $22,000 a week
under the latest contract has been
pretty well settled and it has also
been agreed that he may be absent

be
quite enthusiastic' about appearing
on the stage in U. S.
Her debut for four out of the 39 broadcasts
will be in Oscar Wilde's 'An Ideal entailed.
Benny broadcasts his coming SunHusband.' While plans are not definstallment of Jell-O
(22)
inite, film star is slated to play road day's
dates during the spring, with Broad- from, the Presidio, San Francisco's
way appearances next season.
army reservation. Still in abeyance
Miss Dietrich will be presented by is his plan for making up a USO
Alfred Fischer, refugee producer unit and traveling it around the

known

in

Dietrich

is

said

Berlin and Paris.

to

army camps and naval

—

INEVITABLE

stations.

Sabotalk

Cafes, hotels, eateries

and

all

other places where groups congregate to drink and chat are
campaigning towards a 'no sabotalk' objective.

The bad war news

recent
days has driven many to extra
drinking, with much disgruntled
comment which borders almost
on verbal sabotage. Hence the
cautioning
cooler heads
are
against any unpatriotic gab. In
other words, chin up and button-your lip.
in

.

Slash suggested by U.S. priorities
officials of as

much

as

50%

in cel-

luloid available for films in the next

months

is

expected to result

Not only are double

to

bills likely to go,

following drastic cuts in the

Washington, Feb. 17.
While broadcasters were viewing
with bewilderment the Secretary of
the Treasury's personal slapdown of
a high-pressure defense bond and

stamp

sales

campaign

by

WJSV,

Washington, Secretary Henry Morgenthau, Jr., this week was asking
the film industry In

New

'York and
theatres to

Hollywood to lend all its
a continuous, S2-u^eeks-a-year
and stamp drive.

,

bond

Radio men were griped by what
they charged was a 'monopoly on
patriotism' awarded the Hearst papers by the Treasury Department.

They saw

In the exclusive rights
Hearst sheets to plug bond
'Buy a Bomber' campaigns
reason behind the secretary's
squelch of the drive initiated by
WJSV and the Washington Post to
sell bonds to 'Buy a Bomber for
MacArthur.'
Meantime, Carlton Duffus, of the
Treasury's Defense Savings staff, on
(Continued on page 47)

given

in

exhibitors.

sales via

the

Dot Thompson's Nazi

number

Fracas No Press Stunt

of prints available, but extended
playing time will become a necessity.
But Helps 'Cafe' Legiter
Certainty of the downbeat in quantity of studio output is already giving exhibs something to think about.
Martin Gabel, who produced- Hy
Point No. 1 on the agenda of the an- Craft's 'Cafe Crown' with Carly
nual meeting of National Theatres Wharton at the Cort, N. If., says it
(Fox-West Coast) circuit execs in wasn't a press stunt, but at least two
(Continued on page 46)
persons got socked at the Cafe Royal,
play's locale, one night last week
after
performance.
Dorothy
a
Thompson, after seeing the show,
It' Sale
Freedley's
went to the lower Second avenue
coffee house to see what the original
For Par's
was like. In barged an unidentified
blonde, who heiled Hitler and made
Kaye, Eve Arden aspersions about the regular customers.
That steamed 'em up, especially
The 'Vinton Freedley sale of 'Let's Isadore Cashier, a Yiddish actor, who
Face It' for $225,000 to Paramount, socked the. blonde's escort. Cashier
created
for a Bob Hope starrer, has
it not known to have ever punched
Danny
Kaye,
between
strain
much
anybody before, but this tiitie he
star of the Broadway musical, and
may have had a horseshoe in his mitt,
Same goes for Eve for the fellow had a bloody nose and
his impresario.
Arden, featured therein, who, not some persons swear he lost a tooth
having a run-of-the-play contract as or two.
does Kaye, is reported ready to bow
Miss Thompson exited during the
out next month.
excitement and was on the pavement
Kaye believes that Freedley had when the blonde came out rather
used him as a trading point in the hurriedly. Columnist reproved the
'Face It' sale, at the same time curbwoman, who tried to kick Miss
ing his own film negotiations, but
Thompson in the tummy. Whether
that the producer disregarded the
the girl writer tried a left hook on
stage star when finally closing for
the offending female isn't certain,
to
goes
this.
$125,000
Of
the 225G.
but Miss Thompson Is credited with
Freedley, his librettists Herbert and
knowing how to handle herself.
Dorothy Fields, and songsmith Cole

PROBE ENEMY

,

ALIENS IN

Tace

Hope Bums Up

Danny

Porter.

BENNY'S

K.O.

No

on Celluloid

rationing of product

phonograph records, the Decca verFor Red Cross, Melting
sion of 'Pearl Harbor' has had a
turnover of 74,000 copies, while the
Home-Town Society
same brand's 'We Did It' has gone
68,000 copies. Sheet sales on the two
songs has been about neck and neck.
Patriotism or charity especially
Starr uses the Decca recordings
a combination of both— are great
probably because he's more familiar common denominators, which
is a
with actual sales flgures since WB succinct explanation of how Gypsy
owns a piece of the firm.
Rose Lee- last week became an ac-

WAR LIKEY

DUALS

12

Gypsy Rose Lee

S. Priorities

National
the
Reason
Theatres Convention This
Week to Study Plans for
Maximum Runs of Product

17.

PhiUy jukebox operators have
banned the playing of the 'Star
Spangled Banner' on their machines. It seems that exuberant
service men, looking for a little
excitement, have hit upon the
anthem record as a means of

The

$100,000

differential

goes to 20th-Fox, which owns the
film rights to 'Cradle Snatchcrs,' on
which the musical is based. Latter
while having the inside,
studio,
couldn't utilize 'Face If for films because of having no suitable stars.
Par grabbed it for Hope.

Blonde got away and is unidentified.
Story on the battle in the dailies
hurt the show, for business
again improved last week.

didn't

G.

W. HILL, JR. JOINS UP;
RESIGNS HIS 230G JOB

Gambarelli as Pavlova

George Washington

Hill,

Jr.,

has

as $230,000-a-year v.p. in
charge of- advertising for the American Tobacco Co. to join the Air Corps.
His $700,000-a-year father, who is

resigned

Maria Gambarelli may play the
title

role in the 'Life of Pavlova' in

Hollywood this summer. Dancer's
managers are conducting negotia- president of the company,>will keep
tions with RKO and Paramount and. the post open and double as adverthe story may be rctitlcd 'Flight of
the Swan.'
Miss Gambarelli is the leading ballerina of the Metropolitan Opera Co.

tising head.
young Hill

has received a commission and he goes Into the service this

week.

Hollywood, Feb.

17.

The enemy alien situation In the
picture industry Is to be combed by
a general assembly committee on unAmerican

activities,

headed

iiy

As-

semblyman Jack Tenny. onetime
songwriter now collecting royaUie5
on 'Mexican Rose,' among other
numbers. Committee is going ahead
with its investigation despite refusal
of Governor Culbert Olson to ap-"
prove a budget. Understood investiin
gators already are checking certain
nd
studio personnel end may demand
surrender of membership rolls of
flint Guilds, unions and the Centrat
Casting registration.
reports
Being flnecombed
are
anent one studio department, and
that at another major plant technicians are sendii)g huge sums to relaOther
tives in the German army.
allegations of alien activity by subversive elements are also pouring
into the committee. Committee hearing to be held after all the evidence
is

rounded up.

A.&C.'s350G Bomber Tonr
Hollywood, Feb.

17.

Abbott and Costello will make a
theatre tour late in April to help
raise $350,000 for the purchase of

bomber.
They'll pay their own expenses
and turn their earnings over to the

bomber fund.

i

I
1

MISCELLANY

2

Commandos

Wednesday, February 18, 1942

THE BERLE-EVG POENT

Coincidence

By Milton Berle

««««» M MMM

London, Jan. 17.
remarkable coincidence occurred in making of the Soskin fllm,
'The Day Will Dawn.' It was written months ago and Includes a big
raid by British soldiers on the Norwegian coast, which in almost every
detail compares with the rerent raid by British Commandos on Norwegian islands.
The 'Story was plotted some time ago and the striking coincidence is
that whilk the actual Commando raid was in progress the producer was
shooting practically identical scenes, with the British rounding up the
Germans and Quislings and releasing Norwegian hostages.

A

Nearer

Home

'

Bonds cost as little as $18.75,
stamps come as low as 10
cents.
Defense bonds and
stamps can be bought at all
banks and postofflces, and
stamps can also be purchased

Cedar Point Sees Automobile Loss as Compensated

By Other
Sandusky,

Feb.

O.,

Factors

at retail stores.

Does Berle Say So?

17.

CHICOMARX

G. A. Boeckling Co., operator of

Cedar

Point, will

summer

this

use

starting

name bands

June

the past, each booking

As

13.

\^ill

in

be for a

ueek's engagement of seven evenings
plus a Sunday matinee.
Officials of the company look for
a good resort season despite curtailment of automobile traffic, for,
though it will reduce the tourist
trade, it will also force local vacationists to stay close to the home

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Parkyakarkas may return to
radio as dialect comic on 'Three
Ring Time.'
If

deal

worked out

is

he'll

PIC TEST

Cedar Point thrived before the
days of the motor car and expects to
do it again the same way, namely by
railroad and boat excursions. Cleveland steamer. Eastern States, and the

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Tay Garnett will use radio as a
guinea pig for his adventure series.
Detroit boat, Put-in-Bay, make daily Three Sheets to thaJVind.' After
trips to the resort
the program concludes its run on
NBC and providing the public reaction is favorable, he and his

UNaE SAM
SEL BONDS IN PHILLY

SJl HELPS

Philadelphia, Feb.

17.'

touch to the patriotic finale in

his nitery at the spot bearing his

name

In

writers will whip It Into screenplay
form for picturlzation, with Garnett
as director-producer. Leads in the
air series, John Wayne and Helga
Moray (Mrs. Garnett), also would

head the screen

Frank Palumbo has added a practical

South Phllly.

The

stunt

males

in the

Man

a great success, the

Is

audience finding It hard
to turn down a good-looking doll.
The take for the first two nights was
more than $400.

N. Y. Nllerles' Commitment

New York

niterles

have agreed

Action taken by the Cafe Owners
Guild also embraces plan for contribution of

other week at Central theatre^ Passaic, N. J., if not cancelled, may set
the picture's tee-off back a week.
Detroit, Feb. 17.
Band will be at work six weeks.
Folding of Ann Corio's 'White
Betty
Cargo' with the engagement here Film is as yet untitled.
was attributed to the draft Both Grable is cast with the band.
the producer of the show and Hayden Rorke, the leading man, were

Charges His Dove Phcked

an additional $25,000 a

Attempts were, made to find a rer
placement for Rorke, but when no
suitable choice could be found the

show went

PAE'S

Los Angeles, Feb. 17.
Columbia and Gregory Ratoff are
being sued for $150,000 by Walter E.
Thiele, writer, who charges plagiarism In the production of "The Men

off.

VAUGHN MONROE HC

Vaughn Monroe has a deal pendby their 20,000 employees
through the Treasury Department's ing with 20th-Fox.

week

in

Her

Life.'

picture

'

story.

was

lifted

The Black

the

name bands

from

his

.

L.

HOWARD HEARD FROM

Sbortwaves to Ilka Chase

HIghpoint of

British film, 'Mister V.'

already

V

new

film.

Film and stage actor Rex Harrison cabled Lieut Robert Montgomery, U.S.N.,, last week that he,
Harrison, has Joined the Royal Air

Carradine's "Richard'?

Force.

John Carradine, who arrived in
last week from Hollywood, is a possibility for the title
part in a revival of 'Richard III' on
Broadway.

Miami

Bob Musel.
Jack Robblns.

Ed Sullivan.
Dan Topping.

latter

(13),

ABBOTT
Brown Leaves M-G
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Clarence Brown has left Metro
after 17 years as a director.

He

will freelance.

N.Y.

Harold Conrad.
Sonja Henie.
Matty Malneck.

on 'Information, Please' and the following day (Saturday) on "Lincoln
Highway.' He also does a second
appearance within the next few
weeks on the Philip Morris 'Play^
the

to

INCOMINO

Carradine guests Friday night (20)

Friday

picture

'Mister
was made despite interruptions from air raids and that he
expects to be over to U. S. soon with

a

New York

He guested on

The

has just been released in the United
States. The two-way shortwave exchange was carried on. In a light,
airy pitch during which Howard revealed that he was hard at work in
London as a film executive, how

lined up.

last

half-

NBC last Saturday matinee
(14) was a transatlantic Interview
with Leslie Howard which did nice
service In plugging the letter's new

Instituting
payroll
savings plans
their personnel are Guy

house.'

Chase's

Ilka

hour on

Lombardo, Eddy Duchln, Jimmy
Dorsey and Freddy Martin. Others,
namely Benny Goodman and Vaughn
Monroe, are getting their people

and COSTELLO

Currently on National Releag*
In

"RIDE 'EM COWBOY"
Universal Pictures
Under Personal

Chase

Management

of:

&

Sanborn Hour, NBC-Red

EDWARD SHERMAN

EARL CARROLL'S REVUE

—Bex Har-

FOR MEXICO, MAYBE

rison in Alrtorce

own

among

chow

Johnson have made so nuich money with their 'Hcllznpeppln'
bills-to remove their makeup.

ever saw.
Eavesdropped at Charley Foy's: 'His eyebrows are so bushy he keeps
a gardener on full time Just trimming them.'
Eavesdropped at Mocambo: 'When they broke up she wore her heart
and his bankbook on her sleeve.'
Eavesdropped at Mike Lyman's: 'What a writer; he couldn't ad-lib an
exclamation point'
My brother, the one who has money tatooed In his wallet, has turned
explorer. For a slight fee he helps you locate the chicken in chow mein.
Afterpiece
Buy a BOND If you're FOND of liberty!

Dove.'

sallies.

Among

&

Jack White, talking about a certain Broadway phoney, exclaimed: 'He
wasn't false enough—he had to get a mouthful of new teeth and a toupee.'
With the summer stock season approaching, the cows In the strawhat
sector are becoming worried. You would, too. It you were a cow and they
threw you out of a bam to make place for a batch of actors.

claims material for the

Plaintiff

Discussions are for a single picture
payroll plan.
Among N. Y. niterles and res- commitment with options.
taurants participating are L'AIglon,
Armando's,
Colony Club, Capacabana, Coq Rouge, Cotillion Room,
El Morocco, Bill Hardy's. Gay '90s,
Jack White's Club 18, La Martinique,
LaRue's, La Salle du Bois, Leon and
Eddie's, Marguery, Monte Carlo, Radio Franks, Stork Club, Theodore's
Toots Shor's, TrouviUe, 21, and Ver.
'

Broadway Department

Hollywoodlans
Chico Marx, currently leading his
Met a very unusual girl the other day. She never wore slacks, never
own band through a series of eastern
theatre dates, is on the lookout for a imitated Veronica Lake's hair-do, and thought an agent was attached to
suburban roadside spot to buy as a the FBI.
Read where Gene Autry has been busting boxoffice records wherever
permanent location for his. name and
Does anyone know where I can buy
outfit. He has been making inquiries he appears on personal appearances.
lately about northern New Jersey a nasal twang cheap?
Jackie Gleason has a picture of Betty Grable that he cut out of a
opportunities.
Ben Pollack, who
built Marx's current orchestra, pre- magazine that should be worth a lot of money in a few years. It shows
sumably acting for Marx, was in- Betty's legs hidden by a pair of slacks.
Lew Ayres has played a doctor so often In the Klldare series they're
terested In the Four Towers, Cedar
Grove, N. J., until he found that now paying him oft In thermometers.
Moslo Department
It
was directly opposite Frank
One of Abe Lyman's musicians, who -is very thin, gave a pint of blood
Dailey's
Meadowbrook and was
to
the blood bank. They in turn gave him a pint of borscht and he Imowned by him.
Marx's bookings have been length- mediately gained six pounds.
Sent a copy of my new song, 'April Is Here,' to my publisher in New
ened well into March to cover houses
York, and he wrote back, 'It May be April In Hollywood, but it's Febin New England.
ruary here and I'm freezing.'
Badio Department
Glenn Miller
West
Jean Hersholt has played a medico In the 'Dr. Christian' series for so
lonj that whenever his script suffers a cut he personally applies first aid.
March 16, Cancels Theatre
ObserTOUon Department
The caste system has finally hit the domestic help, A maid whose emGlenn Miller was advised Monday
(16) morning that the starting date ployer works in 'A' pictures wouldn't think of talking to another maid
on his second picture for 20th-Fox whose employer works In 'B's'.
Went to the Palladium to see Tommy Dorsey's orchestra and the place
had been set for March 16. Ac
cordingly he has cancelled theatre was so crowded the Jitterbugs were dancing piggy-back.
Passed a Jeweler's window on Vine street and he had the most unusual
jobs at Met, Providence; Plymouth,
Worcester, Mass.; State, Hartford, ring in the window. It was pure platinum surrounded by little diamond
chips,
and in the center was the most flawless piece of cube sugar you
Conn., and week at Buffalo.
An-

called up.
to

defense stamps with object of
raising in the neighborhood of $25,000 weekly for the U. S. war chest.

«cll

broken windows?
Georgle Price tells about the amorous broker who couldn't bear to be
separated from his lady love for a moment so he bought a love seat on
the stock exchangi*.
The Theatrical Pharmacy manager almost passed out the other day.
An actor walked in for something to eat and didn't ask to open a charge

Due

cast.

Meanwhile NBC is trying to package-sale 'Three Sheets' for sponsorship and also will have an interest
in the filming.

The gals, dolled up In red-whiteand-blue costumes, go through an
•Any Bonds Today?' number. When Draft Took Stripper's
they finish, they put on cigaret trays
loaded with defense stamps and go
Leading
and Prod.
through the audience selling them.

'

.

my

account
Olsen

MAY BUY CAFE

'3-SHEETING'

ON RADIO AS

area.

my

show they are using $10

have Milton Berle as straight
man.

GARNEn

«<

my

that

—

Vacations Foreseen

<

Hollywood, Feb. 17
picture, 'Whispering Ghosts,' Is finished, I haven't got
a
thln^ to do but write this column, my radio show, three or four songs lo
benefits and,
Income tax.
Went to Palm Springs to get away from everybody and ran Into every.
body I ran away to Palm Springs to run away from.
Went for a canter on the bridal paths the first morning there and tried
to ride English style, but failed miserably— I ]iist haven't got the accent
for it
Just didn't sleep at all. In the morning 'I got up on the wrong side of
the fire escape.
Tried to get
dally rubdown in the hotel massage parlor but due to
ell the shortages In effect, they didn't have a rubber In the place.
Took my bride (Joyc^,^Matthews) on the rifle ran^e to show her my
marksmanship. Where does that hotel come off charging me $200 for

Now

Major Albert Warner.
Mark Woods.

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Earl Carroll Is preparing a budget
for the production of a girl show,
similar to his 'Vanities,' to be staged
at the Palace of Fine Arts in Mexico City in May, at the behest of the

Mexican government.
During his recent trip south of the
border, Carroll was asked to submit
a figure on a four-week show. His
own; services^ will be complimentary.
Budget calls* for headline acts and
a line of 36 girls,' totaling about $80,000, against a possible yield of $125,000.
Production would be sent intact

from Hollywood.

American Theatre Wing's
Canteen in Little Club
American Theatre Wing

KAY ETSEB'S CAMP TOUR

OUTGOING
Lou Baltimore.

Moe

Gale.

Milton Meyers.
Harry Moss.
Irving Zu£sman.

will open

Ita canteen for service men in the
former Little Club, basement of the
44th St. theatre, on Monday, March
Entertainment and rest center is
under direction of Jane Cowl and
Seleha Royle.
Leading players from Broadway
productions
have volunteered
Comseries of special programs.
mittee In charge of entertainment
includes Radie Harris, chairtnan;
B,eitty,Lawford, Arl^ne Francis, Mrs.
Danny Kaye, JohnnSr Gi'een. Richard Rodgers and Hassard Short.
2i

Hollywood, Feb.

17.

50
is making a tour of
as far east as Chicago.
will visit camps that have had
lltUe entertainment, starting out Feb.
25 at the Marine Base in. San Diego.

Kay Kyser

army camps

He

Wednesday, Febrnary 18, 1942

MISCELLANY

MORE

STILL

Slowest Broadway Play Season

Buys

And

the

it's

first

of the 1941-42 crop

which film rights have been sold.
'Watch on the
acRhine,' which Warner Bros,
quired, was a holdover from last

to

Previous purchase,
I

year.

Current season Is the slowest in
several years in number of Hollywood buys. It's a reflection, of
course, of the high number ot quick

Lieut.

Stork, Club now
tary objective.

'Lady in the Dark.'
bt the $225,000, however, $100,000
went to 20th-Fox. Producer Vinton
Freedley had failed, prior to pro-

duction, to clear .the film rights to
'Cradle Snatchers,' on which the
book for 'Face It' is based. Fox owns
'Cradle Snatchers.'
20th made Freedley a $100,000
buy-or-sell proposition for 'Face It.'
it would either sell out its 'Cradle
$natcher' interest or buy up the
Tace It' rights for that amount.

Freedley immediately, however, got

OnNabor's Beef,Bnt
Judge
Joe Laurie,

Leash

Snips
the

Jr.,

dog fancier,

was a guest (by request)

in

West

54lh street Magistrates Court, N. Y.,

week (10) in answer to a comby Mrs. Claudio Frigerio,
whose husband is an ex-Metopera
It seems that Laurie's four

last

plaint

baritone.

bulldogs

who

disturbed

Mrs.

Frigerio,

an upstairs neighbor in their
street brownstone, while
Laurie claimed that the dogs couldn't
help but. bark after hearing Mr.
is

West 46th

be bought because author Noel Coward is still sore about the treatment
Hollywood gave his last legiter. He's
understood planning to film 'Spirit'
himself in London.

He asked Mrs. Frigerio
whether the dogs had disturl>ed her
lately and she answered that they'd
been quiet for the past week. Here
(Continued on page 47)

pros.

'MADE ME LOVE YOU'

PLAHERBUG'S DELIGHT

TOMMY DORSEY DUE TO

CANTOR

chine

Best

Sellers

top

10

tor

19

James' recording
straight weeks.
Negotiations are under way which did more than anything else to get
will put Tommy Dorsey's orchestra his band started, giving it a push
on Eddie Cantor'*
program for that's still carrying it upward. Last

NBC

Columbia Records shipped
Ipana-Sal
Hepatlca.
It
goe.s week
it
through Cantor will not dispense 50,281 copies ot his disc to dealwith the services of Edgar (Cookie) ers, which included a backlog ot orFairchild, conductor, who has been ders, and so. far, Columbia claims,
with him for seaionsl Dorsey rather the work has sold 356,000.
James' success with the number
would work alone, and possibly
would become the summer replace- started a belated bunch ot other

ment

for Cantor.
Dorsey would Join show some time
In April, when he comes east to. play
Paramount theatre. New York, and
open annual stay at Astor hotel.

platters.

Jimmy

version two weeks ago, which Decca
says drew 60,000 advance orders beBing Crosby
fore it hit counters.
made it recently, too, as did Ina Ray
Hutton for Elite. All told there are
new 10 recordings of it by bands

New

pion ot the prize ring, returns to
pictures under contract with Hal
Roach, calling for service, in 'Brooklyn Orchid,' with options for possible

Marks Baer's second
a Hollywood actor.

series.

venture as
He debuted In
L«dy' at Metro.

'Prizefighter

and

LA GUERRE

series

Tommy

expected to still further
spur the rush toward unit production which has marked the Hollywood scene for the past few months.
That scene, with most companies
continuing actively on the hunt for
capable heads for further units, will
be considerably changed by spring.
Virtually all ot Hollywood's important pictures will be coming from'
these more-or-Iess independent pro-

Coort Extingaishes Diosa

Up

Miami Night Clnb

Miami, Feb. 17.
'Puerto Rican
Bombshell,'
Costello,
made good her

The

.

in

Diosa

and Jack Cum-

Dorsey

mings, latter a Metro producer and
of Louis B. Mayer, each receive a 20% stock interest and also
participate in the profits.
Dorsey
will get $2,500 for every record ha
makes (plus royalties).
On that
basis he should net around $100,000
annually for the 30 platters he

nephew

After 'Bombshell' Blows

ducers.

'

U

scheduled to wax.

Cummings' new

duties will not in-

terfere with his production activities

marquee boast Wednesday (11) at at the studio.
Company after company has the Frolics, local nitery, by exMilton Pickman, former business
swung away from the system of ploding with sufficient concussion in manager tor Ted Lewis, who looked
front-office assignment of producers,
which they have used for years,
toward the unit idea. It followed
quickly after initial experience with

the direction ot operator Joe Moss.
She copped a suspended sentence in
city court and cost her husband a
$25 fine and costs.
According to Moss, Miss Costello
started a slow burn, which quickly

consent decree selling, which put the

(Continued on page 44)

developed into a fast sizzle, when
on the evening ot the blitz, her turn
was delayed by an Impromptu exchange on the floor between Billy
Vine and jockeys Don Meade and
Eddie. Arcaro.
Trio did a hurley

FLOCK OF NAMES

Vine's 'Sadie Thompson' sketch.
fol-de-rol.
Miss
Costello
This
claimed, left the customers in no
mood to properly appreciate her hot
hipology.
At this juncture, the stories told
before Judge Cecil C. Curry tailed to
jive.
Moss insisted that he poot

SET FOR NAVY
BENEFIT

litely,
but flrmly, informed Miss
Miss
Bette Davis and Tyrone Power Costello that she was fired.
have been okayed and flock of other Costello, according to Moss, renames from studios are be- plied:
'It I don't appear tomorrow you
ing lined up by Waltef Winchell,
who went to Hollywood, to swell won't live.'
At this moment her 21-year-old
the total of 32 headliners already
husband, Jacinto Campillo CPupy'),
listed to appear on the Navy Relief
the
Benefit
Fund show at Madison clipped Moss on the conk from
rear.
Square Garden, N. Y., March 10.
Miss Costello, on the other hand,
Among those definitely set tor the
only
Campillo
that
contended
Jolson,
show are Al
Eddie Cantor,
latter fell
George Jessel,
Wynn, Kate 'pooshed' Moss and that

stellar

RCA

after Dorsey's
tour,, will scout
new talent and handle band contacts.
Platters will be pressed at

plants to be erected in Culver City
and New York. Studio singers not
tied up by other recording companies will be used for early output.
Previous to releasing the first

batch ot discs Metro will launch an
extensive publicity campaign.
Studio is expected to cash in heavily

on exploitation for Its pictures by
(Continued on page 47)

GEORGE

KAUFMAN'S

S.

13-WEEK OEM CYCLE
George S. Kaufman, m.c. 'for ths
two Sunday nights on 'Keep 'Em

last

OEM

Rolling,' the
show on Mutual,
will continue the stint for the next
II shows.
It is his first regular radio series. Clifton Fadiman had the
assignment the first 13 weeks.

Guests on the show Sunday night
(22) will be Lt. James Stewart and
Claude Rains in Maxwell Anderson's
Mary Jane Walsh

'Valley Forge,' and
as.vocalist,

^

Ed

Sophie Tucker, Gertrude over her.
Miss Costello and 'Pupy' aren't
Lawrence, Chico Marx, Abbott &
working at the Frolics any more.
Costello, Tallulah Bankhead, Jimmy
Ethel
Merman, Carmen
Olsen & Johnson, Dick
Murphy, Benay
Powell,
George
Venuta, Joe E. Lewis, Ella Logan,
Bill Robinson, Hazel Scott, Rosario
Antonio, Dinah Shore, Jim Barton,
Connie Boswell, Diosa Costello, Billy
Wolfe,
The Hartmans. Paul
de

Durante,
Miranda,

EX-'SAND-HOG' GETS

LORENTZ-RKO

No Friday

A former Chicago tunnel-digger
with a total of five weeks' experience on Broadway and none in Hollywood has been pacted by Pare Lorentz to star in the producer's initial
Hollywood picture. Film is 'Name,
Age and Occupation,' which Lorentz

the 13th

Sammy

For

is

Kaye;

Gets 20th-Fox
Cleveland, Feb.

17.

Twentieth Century-Fox is offering
kaye's orchestra the musical
assignment in the Sonja Henie-Jack
Oakie feature, 'Iceland,' which starts
skating before cameras April 13.
Kaye got wired bid from studio
on his opening day at HKO Palace
in his own home town last Friday,*
breaking all the hoary superstitions
that Friday the 13th is a jinx day.
Both the RKO de luxer and the
the

timely

making for RKO. Robert Ryan

rubllKhtd

did Hllvermatt,

Went 4llh

PrdHhtent
York, N. T.

New

Foreign

Capita

ainicio

No. 11

INDEX
40

Bills

Chatter

45

Concert-Opera

30

Exploitation

14

Inside

Prinif ft -Bike

Cole Porter'.s 'Pot-Pourri,' he
doublp with the Versailles, and
returns to the Rainbow

Room, N.
.show

|

bling.

Y.,

there,

April

he

will

I,

in

the

new

continue dou-

41

Music

33

Acts.

39

Night Club Reviews

Pictures

when he

1.6

44

',

picture contract virtually set through
MCA. Martin Jurow; of the agency,
i.t
working out the details.
When Dc Wolfe opens in the new
Shubert (Harry Kaufman) stage muwill

oi

Legitimate

Obituary

.'ical.

8

42

International

De Wolfe, mimic at Club
Ver.'ailles, N. Y.. has a Paramount
Billy

18

-38

—Orchestras

Literati

New

De Wolfe

fll

Cenia

2t

Vol. 146

With an urc;e to acP
since he was a, kid. he worked as a
'saf)d-hog,' diggini; tunnel^ and as a
sailor, until he had sovfd enoueh
spring.

coin to attend the Max Rcinhardt
thesp school on the Coast.

I

tlO

leaves New York today (Wednesday) for Chicago, where he'll make
a 10-day stopover with his family
prior to heading tor the Coast.
Ryan. 32, came 1o New York only
la.st

;

Slreel,

SUBKCniPTION
Annual

Film Booking Chart
Film Reviews
House Reviews
Inside— Legit

coincident

drums for Cleveland
bandleader who began juggling a
baton at old Danceland here in 1933.
when he 'was still attending Ohio.
his
original men are
Five
of
U.
still with him.
Although he has two niore vaude
dales and an engagement at Frank
Dailey's Meadowbrook on his skcd.
ESTABEOOK'S 'WILL EOGERS' Kaye said he may have to either
change their dates or cancel them to
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
being get out to the Coast on time. While
is
'Lite ot Will Rogers'
screen scripted by Howard Estabrook here he bought a 400-acre country
estate tor his folks, renaming it
at Warners.
'Harmony Farm.'
Hal Wallis produces.

Tmdo Sfark Regliiter«<]
BT SIMB SILVERMAN
Wnktr bjr V.tRIRTT, lac.

l-'OUNDED

is

the player selected by Lorentz after
a test made by Arthur Willi, RKO's
eastern talent chief, in New York.
Ryan was in 'Clash by Night,' which
closed several weeks ago after a
five-week run at the Bclasco. Actor

Nod

Sammy

press seized
to beat the

PAQ

114

(Continued on page 47)

Dorsey released a

No, Dorsey Freres Pic
"
and singers.
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Deal for Tommy and Jimmy Dor•ey to do a picture at Metro is reCoward 'Cavalcade'
ported off due to" Jimmy Dorsey's
coin demands.
It Is understood he «sked $100,000.
Noel Coward is reported having
another 'Cavalcade,' this
written
time dealing with War II.
Baer's 2d Pic
This Is. separate and' apart from
20th Century-Fox's idea of remaking
contempowith
'Cavalcade'
his
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Max Baer, former playboy cham- raneous scenes added.

Max

backer,

The

Smith,

'You Made Me Love You,' tune
'Cafe Cl-own,' currently doing fair
completely overlooked when it was
business, is considered too specialrevived by Judy Garland in a Metro
(Continued on page 46)
flimusical about two years ago, is
gathering steam, despite the
still
fact that Harry James' recording of
it has been in 'Variety's' Coin Ma-

JOIN EDDIE

radio

is

Frigerio's singing.
It was pretty early in the morning when Laurie appeared in court,

$200,000 offer

for the second halt of the season to
lee more purchases than the first.
Gimmiclcs involved in a number ot
•hows this year is one of the causes
of the slow buying. 'Cradle Snatchers' confusion, for instance, held up
the 'Let's Face It' sale.
'Blithe
Spirit,' one ot top comedies, can't

its

Gamble.

terprise.

War

but he was flanked by Harry Hershfrom 'Samuel Gold- fleld and Senator Ford, his two sidewyn and sold when Par upped It an- kicks on the 'Can You Top This?'
other $25,000. 'Face It,' with music program (WOR).
Hershfleld said
by Cole Porter, is the season's top he couldn't be sure about Laurie,
musical.
but he was present as a character
Fair Crop of Potentials
witness tor the dogs, while Senator
Despite the lack of buys from Ford merely took notes on the gags
groad way, there's a fair_ crop of the court attaches insisted on telling
oily wood potentials. It's expected the trio.
Magistrate Richard McKiniry had
that a number of them will be purchased before the season officially evidently been awake for some time,
because he was funnier than the
qlo-ses at the end of May. It's usual
ft

for

&

12.8.

Doghouse

Laurie In

.

last season for

well

off

Procter
went on NBC Jan. 24 and the first
C.A.B: rating is 12.2.
This is quite strong considering the fact that it's competing
with Guy Lombardo (ColgateCBS), whose concurrent rating Is

Billingsley's
rates as a mili-

C'EST

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Metro hai an okay from Nick
Schenck to go Into the record business, and David Bernstein, vice-presU.
dent and treasurer of Loew's, Inc,
hai been delegated to work out th«
financial setup. The studio hopes to
have a catalog and the first batch
ot pressings on the market by early
Initial outlay of $500,000
autumn.
has been earmarked for the new en-

'Abie's Irish Rose' has started

—

Sherman

that

is

'AbieV Good Start
of Inde-

pendent Unit Setups on the
Horizon
Top Producers
Can Pick Their Own Distributing Channels

Commander

Walter Winchell and other uniforms making that East 53d
street (N. Y.) bistro a popular
hangout, the gag around Gotham

the new shows,
even those by topnotch playwrights,
since last September. By this point
In the season film rights to halfdozen or so legiters have usually

been sold.
Paramount paid $225,000 foi 'Let's
Face It,' not much below th: $285,000
fecord price the same studio gave

Number

Increasing

among

fatalities

Military Objective

With

Its

New Record Biz; T. Dorsey a Partner

OyANTIIY

VS.

New

Metro Earmarks $500,000 For

F

In Years; Only 2 Hoflywood
With more than half of the legit
leason gone, Paramount's purchase
la^t week ot 'Let's Face It' marlced
only the second Broadway show to
be bought by Hollywood to date.
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W

Dooglas' Showmansbip

Weflesand'Kane'Doped to Win Flock

Of Oscars Next Week, But

And Tork'

(Cooper) Hot Faves Also

Scores D.C. Bias as Exemplified

By Hidlabaloo Over Douglas, et Al.

.

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Orson
gives
opinion
Unbia-scd
Welles an excellent chance to cop

money in at least two events
and possibly more Academy awards
at the annual dinner a week from
Welles' fate,
Thursday (Feb 2G).

ABen

first

pretty much in the hands
of 6,000 extras who hold the balance
If he fiets a substantial
«\f power.
block of extra votes, he may make a
clean sweep of the fleld.
His 'Citizen Kane' holds No. 2 post
In nominations for the most outstanding production, but in thh event
he's believed to stand less of a chance
than in others where it qualined.
It's generally believed to be a race

however,

is

.

Registration
Washington, Feb.

14,

Editor, 'Variety':

As you undoubtedly know, the Department of Justice is requiring all
aliens of German, Japanese or Italian
nationality to file applications for
Certificates of IdentiflCJrtion at their

were

nearest postoftices.

The

identification
concluded in

program

is

Washington, Feb.

the organized motion picture
and
is subjected to the slurs
Conjibes of partisan and political

When

industry

gressmen, because one of Its stars
was assigned to help out the war etthe time
fort, it strikes one obsei-vcr
has arrived to meet the challenge
and speak out in behalf of plain jusUce.

in prospect.

HUNGER MAY

26

Through the medium of your publication you can do a great deal to
between 20th-Fox's 'How Green Was help us acquaint your readers with
My Valley' and Warners' 'Sergeant the requiremenU. Although most of
York,' with smart money going on your readers are citizens, a number
or
'Valley' to finish first.
of them may have alien friends
Welles is also up for the best per- relatives who are subject to the reformance by an actor, but will have quirements of the identification proto overcome the popularity of Gary gram.
Homson,
'Serin
performance
Eorl G.
Cooper and his
geant York,' or Robert Montgomery's (Special Asst. to Attorney Gen'H
(Department of Justice)
work in 'Here Comes Mr. Jordan.' It
looks like Cooper, with Montgomery

RETURN TO WB
Mark Hellinger's return to War
ner Bros., which lot he left for his
20th-Fox deal,' is a possibility now
Hal Wallis heads his own unit
and not the entire WB production
that

setup.

Like Bryan Foy, Hellinger and
clashing,
reported
were
Wallis
PROTESTS SLUR;
which caused both him and Foy to
switch to the Zanuck production or.
and John Ford for 'Valley.'
RADIO'S PATRIOTISM ganization, although at intervals.
Welles and 'Citizen Kane' should
have a walkaway for the black and
white cinematography by Gregg
No greater sales force was ever
Toland. Main opposition will come
Agency
venture in this Open A&C, Morris
from Walter Wanger's 'Sundown.' assembled for any

(landing an outside chance.

.

Race for the best achievement in
directing is strictly between Welles

AFRA

'Citizen Kane' also should be an easy
in fllm-edlting classification.
'Kane' also should cop first money
for best original screenplay. Credit

country" than the radio performers
.who 'every hour of every day are
urging the purchase of defense

winner

bonds,'. American Feddivided between him and Herman stamps and
of Radio Artists declared last
J. Mankiewicz, but 'Sergeant York' eration
telegram of protest at
will be pushing hard. 'Kane' is also week in a
the entertainentered for best achievement in art Congressional slurs on
direction, sound recording, and best ment industry.
Emily Holt, exec secreUry of
scoring of dramatic picture (but
Senator Carto
believed to be outclassed in these AFRA, in her wire
-Senate
events).
ter Glass, chairman ot the
is

Acting Laurels a Tossup
'My Sister and I' entry looks like
a winner in competition for best performance by an actress, with Joan
Fontaine probably taking the Oscar
for her work in RKO's 'Suspicion,
Other half of entry, Olivia Dc Havilland, will receive some play for her
showing in Paramount's 'Hold Back
the Dawn.' Only entry that stands
chance of upset is Barbara Stanwyck
in 'Ball of Fire.' Greer Garson is
dark horse and might upset all ad

vance dope for her performance
'Blossoms m the Dust.'
James Gleason looks like cinch for
best performance by a supporting
actor in 'Here Comes Mr. Jordan
Donald Crisp will furnish stiff op
for

position

his

showing

in

"How

Green Was My Valley' and Walter
Brennan will get a lot of votes for
supporting role in 'Sergeant York.'
Two from the same stable are

Hearing on Coast Today
Hollywood, Feb.

the William Morris
agency and Abbott & Costello arfe
Here from New York to supplement
local

looks

like

Mary Astor

in

The

Great Lie' and Sara AUgood, 'How
Green Was My Valley,' may nose
out a win.
'Here Comes Jordan' should take

award

for

best written screenplay,

battery of barristers tor the
he^r ing before Screen

arbitration

Guild' of dispute between
comedy team and the commission
Heading the vanguard from
Men. and women
their
making
are
for the opening session to...
Gotham
industry
ment
day (Tues.) was William Morris, Jr.,
full contribution to the war effort
and liecause of their profession are followed shortly after by attorney
in the entertain

Actors
house.

Michael Halperin, Abe Lastfogcl and
Weisbord. Halperin and Martin Gang will handle the legalistics
J. Robert
for the Morris Office.
the House to the appropriation for Broder came in from New York to
the Office of Civilian Defense are share the A." «s C. arguments with
unworthy and unjust to these Ameri Nate Freedman.
Arbiters are M. C. Levee, agent,
We urge that the Senate
cans.
strike out these amendments which for the Morris agency; General Jodo not reflect on the dignity or con^ seph O. Donovan, head of state Setribution of professional artists, but lective Service and who served in
regrettably they do reflect on the many arbitration hearings involving
dignity of the Representatives who vaudeville artists in the lush days
introduced and voted for them.'
of olios, for Abbott & Costello;
Amendments referred to are those Irvin Stahlmaster, onetime Nebraska
labor arbitrainserted by the House to prevent judge and occasional
third party.
coin going for 'dancers, fan dancers, tor, as the impartial
Morris office is contesting a distheatrical perform
street shows,
anccs or similar activities,' and were missal order by the comedy team.

to render special services
conveying messages and information
to the public and sustaining morale
...The amendments introduced in

able

Disney.

Much Ado Aboat
80G; Got

It

Disney's

Weeks Ago

with Goldwyn's 'The Little Foxes'
^^flnlshing close up.
Best ori*ginal motion picture story

Walt Disney weeks ago received
^Rls hard to figure but best guess is his highly-publicized $80,000 from
Department
and
Treasury
'Night Train' (20lh-Fox-Britlsh), by the
Gordon Wellesley. Paramount's 'The whether Congress approves the ap-

^
i

Lady Eve'

I

I

for

Appropriations Committee, stated:

Sam

competing for the best performance
aimed directly at appointments
by an actress in supporting role,
Melvyn Douglas and Mayris Chaney
Patricia Collinge and Teresa Wright,
and Treasury fllm made by Walt
tn 'The Little Foxes.' Here, however,
It

17.

With picture contracts carrying a
value of around $250,000 at stake, attorneys

will be in running all the propriation or not is of little con
way, and 'Jordan' might score an cerii to him. Receipt of the coin
upset.
was confirmed on the Coast Monday
Best achievement in special ef- (16) by Disney's brother, Roy, \yho
fects winners named by committee, serves as his business manager.
(Continued on page 20)
Disputed $80,000 which the House
of Representatives deleted from an
appropriation bill two weeks ago
Ginsberg, Gillham Baclc
was merely to reimburse the Treasury for the coin it had already paid
In N.Y. for H.O. Huddles out ot an emergency fund. Money
Henry Ginsberg, vice-president and was turned over to Disney for The
general manager of the Parnmoiint New Spirit,' an eight-minute Mickey
etudio, who arrived east Monday Mouse he made on order from the

(16) on' his flrst trip since joining Treasury.
par, \yill remain until the end of the
week huddling with home office executives on studio matters, prbduc
Starts Duties
tlon plans, etc. He is also expected
Washington, Feb. 17.
to discuss 'The Major and the
Frank Capra arrived here over
Minor,' forthcoming production on
to begin active duty
the
weekend
the Par roster for which the company has obtained Ginger Rogers. with the U. S. Army Signal Corps.
commissioned a
Latter came east Monday (16) also, He was recently
and
will
be attached 'to the
major
Bob Gillham, advertising-publicity
general staff.
head, who had been at the Par studirection of
completed
Capra
just
campaign.^,
dfscussing
weeks
dio two
seeing new product, etc., came east 'Arsenic and Old Lacs! for Warner
Bros.
«n the same train with Ginsberg.

Capra

13.

Editor, •Variety':

al-

eight western
else.states and will be completed
where in the United States on Feb.

ready

HoDywood'

Tolitical Friend of

Washington, Feb. 17.
prelude to his
By a
prepared remarks, Melvyn Douglas
grabbed a lot ot good will— where it
counts— last week. As speaker at
the weekly luncheon ot the National
Press Club, the maligned actor won
would
his audience by explaining he
as
have preferred an Introduction
•Melvyn Hesselberg Douglas' because his father was one of the
from
come
greatest pianists ever to
his
of
ashamed
not
Russia and he Is
family background.
But the advertised on-the-record
talk on 'What It's All About' turned
out to be an in-the-room affair, because President Roosevelt had Just
named Dean James M. Landis head
of the Office of Civilian Defense and
major changes in the framework
forthright

Certain members of the House of
Representatives,* in my opinion, are
deliberately sabotaging the effort at
national unity, to the end of discrediting the administration, and casting
reflections on the wife of the Com-

mander-in-Chief. As Al Smith says,
let's look at the record and analyze

Nate Bluinberg.
George Bruce.
Sidney Buchman.
Leslie Charteris.

Ken Dolan.
Jimmy Durante.
Glenn Ford.
Jean Gabin.
Robert M. Gillham.
Leo JalTc.

the facts.

Otto Kruger.

John Maschio.

Raymond Mcssey.
Abe Montague.

'

Hesselberg
sons he changed it to something more
euphonious, a practice as common as
political speeches on the floor ot
Congress. Congressman Leland Ford
of California, by continually stressing this name-changing, leaves the
inference that the practice is reprehensible and implies the purpose is
concealment. I wonder if that was
the Congressman's real purpose?
Instead of being rewarded for making a patriotic gesture with willingness to sacrifice energy and money,
Mr. Douglas is accused of being a
parlor pink. Conveniently overlooked
is the fact that he was a zealous
worker on the Fight for Freedom

toonist

political reasons.
Indeed this frontal assault

who

took part in

its

production; that

he has responded generously to every
effort by the Government to enlist
the motion picture industry in the

promotion of defense and the war
effort

Douglas a Scapegoat
Congressman Leland Ford will
never forgive Dean James M: Landis
of the Harvard Law School (now
director of the Office of Civilian Defense), because that conscientious
official recognized that even Harry
Bridges has rights under the Ameri^
can Constitution. So he attacks Call
fornia's principal industry, and makes
Melvyn Douglas his scapegoat. He
charges that public sentiment kept
Mr. Douglas from accepting a com

Oscar

S^erlin.

Herman SHumlin.
Dorothy Spencer.
Spencer Tracy.
Walter Winchell.

N. Y. to L. A.
Robert Ardrey.
Gene Buck.
H.

Wm.

Fitoison.

Monroe Greenthal.
'

Earl McGill.
E. C. MiUs.
Pola Negri.

John O'Connor.
John G. Paine.
ElUot Paul.
Bill Powers.
Si Seadler.

SpyroE Skouras.

Aubrey Schenck.

in

the California

National

'pink and Red'
facts, as Congressman Jerry Voorhis explained,
was that when Mr. Douglas was offered the commission by the Gov<)rnot ot California, he declined it anfi
gave as his reason that he did not
believe he was qualified.

A

'.-j'

upon the

motion picture Industry should be
belaughable, it it was not baffling,
cause ot what thU branch of the entertainment world has done for the
war effort Let's enumerate:
the sale of Defense
(1) In
Bonds for the Treasury department Carole Lombard, a real
glam(»ur girl, sacrificed her life.
(2) Dorothy Lamour used her

Committee; that he was co-starred
with Greta Garbo in 'Ninotchka,' a
picture boycotted by the Communists,
with a general condemnation for all

(3)

Ritz Bros.
Ginger Rogers.
Abe Schneider.

his

woe

leader in the assault upon

Mr. Douglas was Congressman Clare
Hoffman of Michigan. Here is the
self-appointed defender ot Henry

Ralph Morgan.
Robert Poole.

is

Not even when he was

business.

Guard because of his
activities.
The real
*

What

(1) Melvyn Douglas, a first flight
shown to be wrong in his charges
leading man in Hollywood earning
against Mr. Douglas would he retract
well over $100,000 a year in his pro
one word ot his indictment.
tession, is asked to organize certain
No Fan-Dancer
gi-oups to help out civilian defense.
The wholesale condemnation of
job (without compenIt is a
Does leaving a $100,000 or Mayris Chaney was accompanied by
sation).
Hollyin
the same kind ot falsification and
more established rating
She is a professional
wood for a non-salaried federal desk distortion.
indicate avarice, selflshness or any dancer, and never, as far as the recdesire for a Government handout? ords show, engaged in fan-dancing.
newsIn all the controversy which has de- Not one ot the enterprising
veloped, nothing i^ said about the papers that took part in this editorial
fact that Melvyn Douglas is sacri
bombardment at the outset took the
she
ficing both time and income to serve trouble to find out what plans
of
the Government. Overlooked are his had submitted to the Office
they
capabilities, and that he Is generally Civilian Defense, nor whether
recognized as one of the most able were practical. The attempted efinbe
and intelligent men In show busi- fort to show that OCD was to
fanand
-teasers
vaded by strip
ness.
car(2) Melvyn Douglas' legal name is dancers was pure ieditorial and
invention, fostered for purely
and for professional rea

mission

.

York.

record? He was against the Rooseand voted
foreign policies,
velt
against the Lease-Lend bill. He voted
against the price control bill to curb
profiteering, twice tor the Smith bill
to strangle labor, and always favored
the tax bills which would give the
wealthy special privileges. He has
hammered hardest at relief agencies,
like Works Progress Administration
(WPA), and National Youth Administration (NYA); has also opposed
Tennesssee Valley Authority (TVA),
and others that were encroaching
on private enterprise. In short, he is
the perfect reactionary, a chronic
antl-Roosevelt member of Congress,
an extreme conservative, a good representative ot monopoly and big

'

L. A. to N. Y.

New

Taber ot

studio vacation to work for the
Special Services branch ot the
department and sold

Treasury

$2,000,000

worth

ot

Defense

Bonds. Incidentally she paid all
of her own expenses, includirtg
those contracted in aiding the In-

Paralysis Foundation
Washington Celebration.
another
Oberon,
(3) Merle
glamour girl, gave her time and
spent her own money to help
fantile

organizing efforts ot the Office of
Civilian Defense.
(4) Scores ot Hollywood actors have taken part without
compensation in the radio programs for the Office ot Emergency Management, in the Bill ot
Rights network hookup on which
the President ot the United
States spoke.
(5) In the United Sen-ice Organization drive Hollywood far
the
In
exceeded its quota.
various Red Cross campaigns
that humanitarian organization
has had the full cooperation and
financial support ot industry personnel.
ot Hollywood
(6) Hundreds
personalities have given their
time and talent to the entertainment ot soldiers and sailors in
establishnaval
the camps and
Only recently a large
ments.

group ot Broadway and Hollywood personalities made a 15-day
trip in army bombers to entertain the enlisted personnel in the

Caribbean area.
Disney

.

Ford's early labor policies, who was
Yet Hollywood is subjected to
left stranded on a limb when that in- ridicule and contumely by memdustrial genius signed up with the bers of Congress, with more than an
United Auto Workers. Mr. Hoffman intimation industry personalities are
also told the world, and Incidentally endeavoring to fasten themselves to
Mr. Hitler, via the floor ot Congress, a federal payroll. Walt Disney's conthat the President ot the United tribution to Income tax stimulation,
States was to be protected by
undertaken at the invitation of
bomb shelter. Notwithstanding that Secrctei-y ot the Treasury Morganeditors and radio stations agreed to thau, is branded as a raid upon the
conceal this information, Mr. Hoff- Treasury, though the picture was
man objected to such protection and made at cost and Mr. Disney paid
,condemtied it.
He overlooked the his personal expenses. The Donald
fact that the precautions taken to Duck income tax comedy is showing
guard the White House and its occu in the theatres of the country and is
pants also safeguard his own Con- expected to reach at least 7,000,000
gressional person and that of his people in the lower Income brackets.
family, Mr. Hoffman also sneers at For responding to the Govenment's
tlie tour sons ot the President who invitation Mr. Disney is abused, and
are serving in the armed forces. In some would withhold his legitimate

the press galleries Hoffman ot Michigan is as popular as a nagging wife.

production expenditures.
Not one individual so

(4) The other rabble-rouser against
Mr. Douglas was Congressman John

vilify

eager to
Melvyn Douglas took Ih*
(Continued on page 44)
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PIGTUBES

WOMEN TO MAN MAIKES
Despite

Booming &oss Incomes, Pix

FEMME

Cos. See Big Taxes Chopping the Net
While most major Aim companies
reflected huge writeoffs for Federal
final

in

taxes

quarters

last

War

Is

the excess profits tax scale, now beout in Washington,
ing worked
doubtlessly will go into effect before
the end of 1942.
Majority of picture companies expect' gross revenue to continue on
the upbeat at least for the first half
of 1942 despite higher labor charges
and greatly increased cost of ma'
However, financial execU'
terials.
tives on film company boards are
convinced that the outlook for maintaining current net profit levels is
far from encouraging because of the
tax increases.
Aside from Federal taxes, majors
with theatre affiliates are confronted
with higher taxation in nearly every
state In which their circuits operate.
Excess profits sock thus far has
proved a real thorn in the side of
^distributing companies which only
recently emerged frpm the financial
woods. Reason, of course, is that this
tax must be figured on average
profits over years when gross was

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Young male stars who radiated
glamor a year ago have become
a pain in the neck to studio
Winning a polo match,
fiacks.
hooking a 400-pound tuna and
kindred athletic achievements
don't go any more, with warlike
deeds on the front pages.
Studio

writers

publicity

More Avenues

much below what

running

it

is

presently. This makes the film company appear to be operating at an
excessively
high net profit, and
penalizes such distributor for show-

ing such profit.
Universal
recently reported
with a $1,500,000 hike in earnings
for the year before Federal income
and excess profits taxes, only to
show a mere $100,000 Increase in net
profit after such taxes had been
paid. Warner Bros, and Loew's, reporting recently, also showed big tax
deductions.

KORDA MAY RESUME
PRODUaiON ABROAD
Alexander
here

New

this

London, Feb. 17.
Korda, who arrived
by clipper from
make no announce-

week

York, will

ment regarding future production
plans for

several days.
Since his
he has been conferring
with Arthur Rank.
Korda's principal mission on this
trip is to settle with Prudential insurance,
insiders'
according
to
opinion.
He is reputed to owe this
firm around $2,000,000.
After this
has been adjusted, Korda may ally
himself with Rank for extensive
film production.
It is possible they will make at
arrival
quietly

.

[

least
stars

two pictures here.
and

studio

space

Lack
will

of

not

having

are

S.A.

tough

time aggrandizing handsome heroes who are
of military age but not in uniform.
a

PATRIOTISM
VIA SHORTS?

No

Productioa.. Code

Nolhin;

—Also

Kevise

On Breen

manpower

in the-

war and de-

of

defense and wartime

as-'

sistanls,

treasurers-cashiers,
chiefs
of service, ushers, etc., women for
these poste begin to loom large on
the exhibition horizon, with operators expressing the view that they
probably will have to look to the
femmes to keep going.
The Loew circuit, which unlike
others has always favored employment of women, and have severU on
theatre payrolls as managers or assistant,

Number

17.

lean-looking, bushy-haired
gent strode across the dance
fioor of the Palladium, home of
the hepcats, and mitted maestro
Tommy Dorsey. That's a great
outfit you have there,' the 1-1,
-

to loss of

fense work, including managers,

OVERDOING PIX

Hollywood, Feb.

A

b-h gent remarkes.

Due

atres as result of the

Dorsey gave him a fast take and
then beamed. His congratulator
was Leopold Stokowski, out for
an evening among the Mainstreeters.

DIWY

-

War Move

company's

$18,000,000

worth

of

Week s Grosses For
Montreal, Feb.

Grosses of

17.

all first-run theatres, as

second-run Imperial and the
Newsreel theatre, which are operated by Consolidated, will be inThe company, which ranks next to vested in the Canadian Victory Loan
Eastman as a film source, employs for the six days Feb. 16-21 which indoes
about cludes start of new pic Feb. 20 and
persons
and
,OnO
$60,000,000 worth of business an- a Saturday night take. Estimate is
nually, the Treasury said. Ultimate for a $40,000 investment in the loan
proved.
disposition of the sequestered prop- on a total of seven houses.
Hays remains here until the first erty is termed an 'open' question,
Loan is for $600,000,000 or better,
week in March before returning implying that the United States may and drive is from Feb. 16 to March 2,
east.
He stated that no negotiations peddle the paper locally. Any in- or later, according to amount of subof any kind are under way for Joe dividual contending he has been in- scriptions.
Breen to return to the Production jured or is not the national of a
Code administration. Latter is on country with which the U. S. is at
Hollywood's Co-op
brief leave from top production berth war can file claims for return of theHollywood, Feb. 17.
at RKO battling sinus disturbance.
Hollywood Victoi-y Committee is
paper.
debentures, though more than 95%
of the common and preferred was
held by foreigners.

best plan.
In connection with forcing of
shorts forbidden by the decree, adjustment of individual complaints
and of territorial complaints, these
matters have been turned over to a
drafting committee preparatory to
presentation to the general committea when it has a meeting.
This
drafting group
includes
Howard
Levlnson, of Warner Bros.; Felix
Jenkins, representing 20th-Fox; H. A.
Cole, fonner president of Allied
States Assn., and Max A. Cohen,
president of .Allied Theatre Owners
of New York.
•

.As

spokesman for distributors on

a substitute sales policy, William F.
Rodgers, Metro sales manager, rej>orted yesterday (Tues.) that due to
absence from the city of several
principals more time was. necessary,
but ttiat distrib recommendations
might be presented during the current session of the subcommittee,
possibly today (Wed.).
On6 proposal that is said to have
been presented is the selling of pictures twice annually, wlith a 20%
cancellation

privilege.

Most

ex-

hibitors, of course, are strongly in
favor of unresrticted blockading
with cancellation clauses, but while
they also prefer Identification of
films for an entire year, this probably would never be agreed to.
Should various elements represented at the subcommittee meetings
evolve a united selling and arbitration plan, it will be submitted to the
UMPI for approval by the main
body.
Any new sales-arbitration
plan conflicting with the consent decree would eventually have to be

approved

by

the

Department

of

Justice.

Leon J. Bamberger, new executive
secretary for the UMPI, is attending
the subcommittee meetings. A. W.
Smith, Jr., of RKO, is substituting
for Ned E. Deplnet, RKO v.p.;
otherwise all subcommittee members
are on hand.

Breen Plays Safe, Picks

Montreal Theatres Donate Full

Up Options Early

Victory Loan

.

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
There will be no Coast meeting to
map a general welfare campaign
for films, according to Will Hays, due
to the fact that the Unity meeting
in New York recently covered every
phase of proposed industry action.
There is no reason for revision of
the Production Code either, says
Hays, because moral aspects in films
and in picture advertising have im-

Jack Kirsch, president of Allied
Illinois and chairman of the
subcommittee, stated yester-

day (Tues.) that he had received
such a volume of suggestions that
postponement of action with regard
to expansion of arbitration was the

,

REPORTS

managerial posts or other
is rapidly nearing the
promotions.
saturation point in the matter of
Because of the war and the InWarner Bros.' net profit of $2,079,audience appeal, judging by the roads being made on men, which
601 in first quarter of its current
number of complaints received in will intensify as the confiict con- fiscal year has revived reports that
New York from exhibitors. VTiether «iBBSSiJ(a?»;?.4i-aJso..E.eady. ta.toA-.. the company is giving more considsider the applications for theatre eration to paying up dividend aror not audiences actually are start
jobs, up to that of manager, from rears on its preferred.
Fropostion
ing to complain about the sameness women who have the proper
quali- has been dusted off from time to
of numerous defense films is not fications. Chain is also leaning heav- time in the last few months withknown, but the number of squawks ily toward use of girls for ushering out any tangible plan set.
purposes, with 50% of the houses
Fact that the company's cash pounofficially admitted as coming from
now using gals instead qt boys.
sition improved by about $1,600,000
exbibs has been increasing lately.
Attitude of liOew's toward women during the quarter, and that the
Running - time requirements of
many theatres having double fea results in a large part from the re- funded debt is gradually b^ing results the circuit has obtained from -ditced, are contributing to talk of
tures Is said to figure in most of
experiments in using the fairer sex paying preferred diwy arrears.
these complaints. In the last World
as managers or assistants.
Warners owes slightly less than $34
War, many theatres used 4-minute
per share on its preferred despite
Loew's Fcmine Manafcra
speech-making programs and colA veteran is Mrs. Louise Leonard, resumption of dividend payments
lected money for defense and Viclast year.
tory Loan bonds. Thus far none of who has managed the Astor, N.Y. (a
Paying off half of this divvy arvery important operation ordinarily
the films has linked up the actual
rearage would cost the corporation
fund collection idea, but it may be a playing pictures on roadshow engagements) for many years.
She slightly less than $1,700,000.' Warswitcheroo from the present pro
was formerly an assistant at the ner Bros, funded debt now is around
cession of armament manufacturing
$57,000,000,
which is about $9,000,000
theatre.
briefies.
Grace Niles manages the Lexing- less than two years ago. Also the
ton,
an important neighborhood, company would benefit from adwhile Phyllys Paige is in charge of ditional unfreezing of distribution
the Sheridan Square, N.Y., as man- revenues in Great Britain and other
Agfa Parent Corp.
ager.
Miss Paige was formerly an foreign countries. Coupled with reassistant manager at the Century, cent strong boxoffice pictures, the
Taken Over by U.S.
Brooklyn. Mrs. Bessie Dove, who Warner outlook is for substantially
cashiered at the old American, N.Y., sturdy revenues in the second quarTreasury;
is assistant at the 77th St.
A more ter ending around the end of this
recent female managerial appointee month.
Washington, Feb. 17.
by Loew's is Molly Stickles, who beControl of the second largest came assistant manager of Poll's,
Fadhnan's Studio Meet
Conn.,
last
September.
source of film raw stock has been Waterbury,
At a recent managers' meeting at
taken over by the Treasury as a war Loew headquarters, Mrs. Leonard,
William J. Fadiman, Metro's eastmeasure. On the grounds the real Miss Niles and Miss Paige got up as ern story editor, leaves New York
owners are Germans, all but a frac- a trio to register a vote of thanks Friday (20) for 10 days to two weeks
giving the women of confabs at the studio.
tional part of the shares of General to the circuit for
He'll discuss current and coming
a chance to run theatres.
Aniline & Film Corp. of Delaware
The RKO circuit, major opposition literary material with Kenneth Mac(Agfa parents) from now on will be to Loew's in the Greater New York Kenna, Coast story editor, and with
various producers and execs.
(Continued on page 19)
voted by Uncle Sam.

delsbekagen, Chemo Maatschappij
voor Chemishe Ondernehmungen,
Eidgenossiche Bank, the lata Dr.
and Dr. Hermann
Carl
Bosch,
Schmitz has been confiscated in action intended to protect the investment of American bondholders.
Secretary Morgenthau disclosed that
Americans own about 95% of the

powers of the American Arbitration
Assn. for a more suitable means of
handling disputes, is contained in
suggestions made by exhibitors to the United Motion Picture Industry. Subcommittee of the UMPI
met yesterday (Tues.), but in order
to correlate the recommendations
made it adjourned at noon to meet
again today (Wed.).

many

UMPI

PROFITS

INSPIRE

making

a check on all its
women cashiers, usherettes, -matrons, etc., to determine their suitais

Proposals to submit a new selling
plan to the Dept. of Justice to replace the present blocks-of-five, plus
an expanded arbitration plan enlarging the scope as well as tha

of

WB

BIG

bility for

activity shorts

worry him because he has Vivien
Leigh, Laurence Olivier and Ralph
Richardson all under exclusive contract to him and they are here.
Although stuijlio space is unavailable, it is figured that the RankKorda infiuence will enable them to
get space at Denham.
Paper registered in names of I. G.
Korda, whose 'Jungle Book' goes
Chemie, Osmon Aktiengesellschaft,
Into U. S. release April 3, probably
Maatschappij voor Industrie en Hanwill be here for three months.

HAYS CLARIFIES

SLANT

Happy

Stoki Gets

—Not

'

Selling

Methods; One Idea: Twice-a-Year

Loss of Manpower to the
National Defense Opens
for the Gals
Just Cashiers and
Usherettes, But in Top
Spots

Exhib

New

Bodies on Possible

6II0WINC VOGOE

Like That

year,

most financial men In the industry
expect even further and more sweep
Ing inroads into, gross revenue this
year. Giant tilts In income taxes and

UMPI Subcommittee Meets

MGIiS. A

also

sending four stars to Canada to help
the Dominion raise $600,000,000 in the
new loan drive launched last week.
Players are Brian Aherne, Greer
Garson, Sir Cedric Hardwicke and

at

RKO

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Joseph L Breen, vice-president in
charge of production at RKO, picked
options ahead of time on six heads
of studio departments.
Renewed contractees are Walter
Daniels, production manager; John
Aalberg, chief sound engineer; Constantin Bakaleinlkpfl, music department; Albert D'AgostIno, art department; Vern Walker, camera effects;
and Darren Silvera, chief property-

Adolphe Menjou.
Fred Bectson has been succeeded
man.

as chairman of the Hollywood Victory Committee for Stage, Screen

and Radio by Kenneth Thomson, executive secretary of the Screen Actors

Guild.

Howard

Strickling,

Metro publicity director named vicechairman.
Beetson resigned over committee
protests because his increased duties
as exec. v.p. of the Producers Association allowed him too liltU time
for other duties.

Cabin's Big Shake
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
20th-Fox picked up Jean Gabin'i
option as result of his first American picture work in 'Moontide.'
Next job Is the star spot in 'Ths
Night the World Shook,' with Nunnally Johnson as nroducer-writer,
starting in June.
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PICTURES
Churchill,

Delivery Services Face a Serious

Smgapore, Sunday-Monday

Registering, All

Combine

Based on figures so far obtainable,
operating exeiAitives and exhibitors

to

Dent B.O.

Lobitsch Starts Xindy'

report that business during the past

Hollywood, F4b.

17.

Hollywood, Feb. 17,
Anne Baxter's player option picked
up by 20th-Fox.
Horace McCoy Inked a new deal
at Warners.
Edward B. Powell's arranger-composer contract renewed by 20th-roii.
Irving Brecher drew new writing
ticket at Metro.
Dorothy Dearlng's stock player
pact renewed by 20th-Fox.
Joan Merrill drew player ticket at

week has showed signs of weakening
Ernst Lubilsch reports at 20lhwith Sunday (15) notably off due to Fox tomorrow (Wed.) to start 'Self
Made Cinderella,' first job under his
the draft and the bad war news.
producer contract
RKO.
Theory so far as the war is con- new
Ginger Rogers goes into the top
Altwrto Vila, South American star,
cerned is that while people were role.
signed by Metro.
getting away from their radios and
Fay McKeniie's player option liftgoing out to amuse themselves in
ed by .Republic.
Robert Thoeron Inked scrlpter deal
one way or another, the sudden seri- ESTIMATE U'S FIRST
ous turn of events during the past
week has at least momentarily
$700,000
thrown them back to the ether
wcves and newspapers. Also on SunDespite increased taxes Universal's
day (15) when Americans were
quarter
of the
first
for
the
shocked to learn of the unconditional net profit
surrender of Singapore, a lot of mati- company's fiscal year, ended last Jan.
nee trade was no doubt lost by those 30, is expected to be around $700,000,
who wanted to listen to Prime Min- or approximately the same as comNoted parable quarter in the previous fiscal
ister Churchill of England.
U showed $703,795 in the first
in this connection, too, is that many year.
who heard Churchill's quarter ending in January, 1941, beof
those
speech were not left in any mood to fore tax deductions, while earnings
in the recently concluded quarter are
dash to picture theatres.
While it is not yet. possible to get a reported as holding right up to that

QUARTER AT

clear picture of the entire country as level.
Universal's real upbeat in earnto the state of the boxof flee nationfirst quarter of the 1041ally and. the apparent effect war ings of the
year came in January, the
news, Churchill's airing and the draft 42 fiscal
month
of December being particuhas had during the past week, it's
larly poor because of America's engenerbelieved that^usiness was off
trance into the war and ensuing war
ally.

jitters

Larger centers are likely to have
suffered more because of the draft
than smaller communities due to the
fact larger numbers of meif in the
cities had to register and people had

for

to wait anywhere from an hour up
Registration took
to be recorded.
place for most of the country on
Sunday and Monday (15-16), with
estimates placing the number of men
registering at approximately 9,000,000.
In New York City about 74% of
Ihose required to register did so on
Sunday (15), one of the best theatre
days of the week and especially in

weeks prior

at Universal.
Rafferty,

Frances
by Metro.

,

dancer,

Up

Baby'

Before N. Y. Stote

Censors Once More

were open from 7 a.m. until 9 p.m.
but most of the crush was lald to
Albany, N. Y., Feb. 17.
have occurred during the afternoon
'The Birth of a Baby,' cause
when they were lost or partly lost to celebre credited with effecting the
matinees. In N. Y. business was not change which made the Board of

U

PIX AWAIT

S.

JAP COIN HELD
IN FRISCO
U.

major film companies are
awaiting around $500,000, due
S.

still,

December

and February payYokohama Specie
Bank, San Francisco. Vhls is the
remaining amount due on nearly
$1,000,000 representing the American
film company revenues collected in
Japan over a period of more than
18 months several years ago.
Other coin has been paid, starting
with distributions by the bank last
on

falL

The payments, due on Dec.
also Feb.

6

and

6,

U

the case

MPD,

attended the session.

many years. Mild
temperatures and absence of bliz;* 's and heavy snowfalls, blocking
in this territory in

h..:;hways,

have been a tremendous

stimulus to

grosses

all

along

the

line.

Only complaints have come from
the
ors

understood that eliminations
which might bring a green light for
the widely-publicized picture were
discussed. Appellants asked for permission to submit a version different
in some details from the one previously nixed. That had been strongly
endorsed by Dr. Thomas Parran, Jr.,
U. S. Surgeon General, obstetricians,
some social-work leaders, etc. The
Legion of Decency supported the
Education Department and Regents.
The appeal will be rediscussed at a
Regents' meeting Feb. 20. Whether
the deletions will satisf;- them is not
It is

Minneapolis, Feb. 17.
The finest weather breali within
memory, as well as greatly Improved
economic conditions, has resulted In
the most prosperous theatre business

Twin City independent exhibitwho have suffered because the

42

was 're-examined.'

Irwin Esmond, director of the

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
New speed record for literature
was established on the Universal lot
with the signing of 15 writers in 24
hours as part of the campaign to
build up the scripting staff to meet
Newnext season's production.
staff to 42, the
highest in years.
Incoming scriveners are Robert
Andrews, Allen Boretz, Oscar BrodBoardman,
Gerald
ney.
True
Geraghty, Dorothy Bennett, Paul

comers increased the

Huston, George Plympton, Kurt
Siodmak, John Klorer, Olive Cooper,
Otho Lovering, Jay Dratler, Edward
James and Edwin Kelso.

Minnesota anti-consent decree law known.
has delayed them In obtaining newThe sequence depicting the actual
season product However, downtown
WB's Onrsler Flay
first-run houses In Minneapolis and delivery of a child is the one to
which Esmond, former SuperintendSt. Paul benefited at the Independ'
ent Frank P. Graves and the Board
enls' expense and have been enjoy
Warner Bros, is reported putting
of Regents objected in the past. All
Ing record business.
coin into 'The Walking Gentleman,'
conceded that the flir.
possessed
horror play by Mr. and Mrs. Fulton
clinical value. In fact, the Regents
Oursler, which Al Lewis will pro.

Coslow's

20 Soondies

went so

far as to offer the issuance
of special permits for screenings before certain
groups,
including

I

- Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Parent-Teachers.
offe:- was not
Sam Coslow signed two deals for accepted, while This
the Regents rea total of 20 soundles for distribu
mained adamant in their opposition
tion by Roosevelt-Coslow-Mills Proto the showing of 'Birth' in theatres.
ductions, 10 with Josef Berne as co
A
tendency
towaru
a more 'liberal'
producer and director at Fine Arts,
and the rest with Herb Moulton in attitude on the Regents' part has
the same capacity at the Hal Roach been detected by Capitol Hill observers in two decisions— one of
studio.
In addition to the 10 soundies them 'close'— reversing Esmond durBerne closed a deal to direct the first ing 1941.
of a series of a dozen musical shorts
to be produced by RCM for Par-

amount

release.

Hechl's Far-Off

Hitched to a Star
Hollywood, Feb.

First job for

17.

Alan Ladd, young actor who has
been hanging around pictures and
radio for a few years, cl<mbs to starat Paramount in The Man in
Half Mood Street'
" New job is the result of Ladd's
wock In This Gun for Hire,' which
was recently s'-e-'k-previewed.

Yam

Hollywood. Feb. 17.
Ben Hecht under his

three-way contract as producer-director-writcr at 20th-Fox is 'A Yank
in China," a lot of m.-les from Chi-

dom

cago and

New

York, where he wrote

his '1,001 Afternoons.'

'

Chinese play is a Tyrone Power
starrer, under general production
supervision of r,-rryl Zanuck.'

A

effect

that

Government

parts

priorities

der to this effect
pending.

Is.

re-

pnr

film delivery

throughout the
United States preparatory to a meetfilm

all

carriers

ing In Washington to discuss priori-

with respect to this branch of

industry activity.

A

committee of exchange man-

agers and delivery service

RAISING

%m

and from

theatres, a questlonalre is being tent

ties

or-

understood

go

man

will

Washington when properly

to

armed with the information being

AFTER 6-MO. STALL

for a time

stood

it

group

was

generally under-

planned

to

pay

and

shelve.

GOOD WEATHER

gents,

to

quested cannot be repaired.

signed

probably will be forthaffected In the downtown Broadway Regents,
than the State coming as soon as cleared through
rather
area as much as In the nabes on Superintendent of Education, the ap- the U. S. Treasury Department
Sunday-Monday (15-16).
peal authority on rulings by the di- which is passing on all such details
rector of the motion picture division, since the war started with Japan.
is again before the Regents for consideration. The American Maternal
Welfare Committee, Inc., and Sam Literati Speedup At
Citron lost in previous appeals to
the Regents and to the courts. HowRaises Staff to
ever, at the last meeting of the Re-

SPEU^OKRO.

ment

by

services in getting film to

sought through the War Activities
Committee. Mimeograph questlonalre forms have been made up following ia meeting held last week In
N. Y. with the WAC, attended by
representatives of exchanges and

Pittsburgh, Feb. 17.
Merrick's
player
option
'Citizen Kane' has finally been
lifted by Republic.
booked into Pittsburgh after more film carrier organizations.
Maureen O'Hara's joint contract than a six-month wait It goes to
The questlonalre going to film dawith RKO and 20h-Fox renewed for
Fulton, independently-owned Shea, livery companies, when filled out,
one year.
house, opening an indefinite run will show the territory covered, size
March 4. Picture's been owned lo- and number of trucks employed in
cally by WB-Loew pool but they've carrying film, capacity of the trucks,
consistently refused to play it and average mileage yearly per car,

ments, from the

'Birth of a

Because of the intense wear and
tear on trucks tised

Reported that, in futura, replacement parts for motion picture theatre equipment will not
be available for purchase unless
accompanied by verified atate-

Lynn

to

since these writeoffs often make the
net total vary by thousands of dollars.

Registration places

neighborhoods.

several

Christmas holidays. November was
not particularly good but about even
with the same month in 1940. Tax
bite recently has been so severe no
film companies are figuring even estimated earnings after tax deductions

No

Spai^e Parts 7

at Metro.

Roland Drew's actor option picked
up by Warners,
Marjorie Lord handed a contract

Mlem on Trucks, Tires

Priorities

of

tires

and

their

sizes,

battery Information, etc.
Meantime, delivery services

are

—

'

Report Covering '41
Annual report of 20th-Fox covering 1941 will be delayed this year
because of slowness

In getting financial reports from different foreign
nations.
Even Great Britain this
Is a month or more behind
usual schedule in turning In financial statements, company reporting
that so many key men have been
duce. It is not certain yet how big called into military or government
service the 'same speed in getting
a chunk
will take.
Warners is currently backing the returns Is not possible. Generally
Eddie Cantor musical, 'Banjo Eyes.' reports from Britain come in at the
Virtually all other studios have been same time domestic returns are
seeking acceptable legit properties available.'
for investment, but very few have
Actual net profit will not be
come along this season and Holly- known until these foreign statements
wood's angeling coin has been left come In. Also the profit will vary
snug In the grouch-bag.
according to whether or not 20thFox includes its second payment
(due next April) of the impounded
Leveling
revenues tmfrozen by new pact with
Great Britain. Company naturally
St. Louis, Feb. 17.
Fanchon & Marco has leveled the will add $1,500,000 received last fajl,
admish scale in 30 houses in St. Louis but the additional $1,500,000 to be
and adjacent St. Louis County. In remitted next April would be inthe seven-day second run houses the cluded only if the company decides
flat rate will be 40c, Including tax, the sum should be added te earnings
while in the subsequent run houses for 1941.
the rate will be 20c for adults, with
Because the pact unfreezing some
the tax included.
$16,000,000 for eight U. S. major disMost of the indie houses In the tributors was made last October, insubsequent run bracket have leveled clusion in the past financial year
their prices and it is expected that might be possible. Both amounts are
the St. Louis area will have a 100% aside and apart from any part of
price level policy within the next $20,000,000 the eight majors will get.
few weeks.
from Britain this year.

WB

number

Exactly what took place wasn't apprehensive concerning their busldetermined but Fulton's announce- nes in view of the punishment their
ment last week was like a shot from trucks receive In constantly desNews grabbed theatre patching film to theatres and picking
the blue.
page spreads In Press and -Post-Ga- it up for return to exchanges.
In the Greater New York area,
zette, with
Hearst's Sun-Tele, of
course, falling to take aniy notice which includes 16 film delivery orwhatsoever. For a long time. Art ganizations, some of them service acCinema, tiny Liberty avenue house counts as far away as Albany, also
formerly devoted exclusively to for- an exchange center and, according
eign pIx, had tried to land 'Kane.' to delivery executives, on the long
promising RKO eight-week run, but pulls two trucks yearly are used VPBelieved Fulton For the others, wear varies accordit was no soap.
got It, in preference to Cinema, as ing to the territory covered but it is
result of that house's record-break- pointed out trucks are put to the
ing four-week engagement recently toughest test because it has been the
policy of the services to also pick up
of 'How Green Was My Valley.'
accessories to be dropped off at theatre accounts on their books, even
Set In Phllly Too
PhiladelphU, Feb. 17.
if no film is going along with it on
'Citizen Kane,' the hot potato of the same trip.
Service
the film industry. Is finally coming
one year after it
here nearly
Because time is an important eleopened in New York and other ment trucks are driven hard and
The film, which has frequently require repairs; tires at
large cities.
been scheduled and yanked here on the same time taking a severe beatat least two occasions In the past, ing. Whereas a. lot of film is shipped
Will open at the Aldlne in three or by express with 'missouts' occuring
four weeks (depending on the run as a result, in the cities where film
of the current and- next filn)) and delivery companies are in existence
will be shown under the auspices of exhibs for as far a distance as they
the distrib, RKO, on a lease ar- can get service, utilize these comrangement of the house with War- panies.
ners.
As result few missouts happen.
apparently Film delivery trucks pick up picThis
arrangement
winds up a headache for Warner tures at night and If not too far
officials, who have had plenty of away from exchanges have them
squawks from their patrons and bacic in the branches for inspection
film crix because of the long delay at 2 or 3 a.m. Services also are in
in unveiling 'Kane' here. The pan- constant touch with exhib accounts
ning became extra loud recently and sometimes lay out their own
when 'Kane' was voted the top film money for pictures In order to get
of '41 by the N. Y. critics and was required film to theatres on time.
mentioned as leading contender for They also occasionally arrange bookthe Academy Award.
ings and stand expense of telephone
calls and the like in that connection
in cooperating with their accounts.
Foreign B.O. Returns
Since the film delivery outfits
represent a very important function
in the Industry, it is probable that
Stall
20tfa's
Annaal
all these phases of that branch in

year

pictures will be stressed when priorities are discussed in Washington.
Meantime, service Is continuing and
the delivery companies are acquiring what used tires they can obtain,

reconditioning

them where neces-

sary, and keeping trucks In repair
as far as possible.

Delivery service men state that If
delays occur on tires and truck repairs or replaced cars, they will attempt to continue service in some
manner or other. This could Include
use of taxis for nearby delivery such
as was resorted to when the exchange workers struck in New York
branches three years ago. At that
time also film was routed from one
exhib to another after cursory and
somewhat unsatisfactory inspection
without its return to exchanges for
th^t purpose between bookings.

No

Move Admish

TIresr

Springfield, Mass., Feb. 17.

The Film Exchange Transfer of
will probably be able to
deliver the goods. Though the state
rationing authority this week upheld the refusal of the Springfield
boa/d to let the company get new
this

city

there has been a relaxing of
the regulations governing common
tires,

carriers.

Chairman Joseph Cushlng was informed that if the company would
submit a new plea, it would be approved providing need is shown.
Transfer. Co. services to western
Massachusetts.
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Despite Beefs to Uncle Sam,

Both Par, Pathe Got

German

Jap

Fix (Oldies) Are Being
With UFA, their principal prejMo. T (ource of new Nazi films, in

Tain't Funny

Ge; man-language

urj agents, four

New York

have resumed

years-old product.
Altlwugh the spectacle of theatres
playing films made in a country
with which the U. S. is at war has
eaused numerous protests and has
been called to the attention of the
FBI, operators of the Germanlanguage houses have gotten no official red light.
All 12 of the theatres throughout
the country using German film beshut
fore open hostilities began
down or changed policy with the
declaration Of war Dec. 11. Of those
that remained open, one made a
complete about-face to Russian product, while the others pieced together

with

operation

programs of Hollywood reissues and

Hollywood, Feb.

lost

UFA

UFA

DFA

to ascertain what assets UFA has
and If there are any hidden. They
are also determining to what extent
carrying on propaganda
activity. UFA'S film is all padlocked
for the duration in a Government-

bonded warehouse.
The only one of the

To Contest

ODLUM

men

That Ain't Mush
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
William K. Howard esUblished
a record for Hollywood dogsled
directing when he mushed across
the finish line with 'Klondike
Victory' six minutes ahead of an
eight-day shooting schedule at

assigned

to

duty- in

Ireland,

Panama, Canal Zone and elsewhere
with U. S. military forces, this arrangement having been worked out
to provide full coverage and. at the
same time, reduce overhead since
every reel gets the identical material after it is photographed.

Under the interpretation of roto
coverage In wartime, any military
photographed belongs to the
Army, Navy or other branch of
service involved.
As such. It goes
to all reels, the Government theory
being that It can play no favorites.
Also if it Is good enough to use
widest coverage via all the news-

U.S. Action

'Monogram.
King Bros.,

producers,
holding stopwatches.

METRO'S

were

$25,000

plcttire

STILL

BUYING UP RKO
Washington, Feb. 17.
Floyd Odium's entrenching move'
ment Included some of the biggest
1941 purchases of film stocks, accord'

ing to the Securities & Exchange
Conunission report on December
operations by insiders. More transactions in picture paper than have
been recorded In a long period
showed up in the most recent state
ment, covering the year-end.

FOR SPY STORY

Is

HOLDUP

NETS THUGS

to give up certain theatre acquisitions
which Is returnable today

(Wed.) in Federal court. New York,
before Judge Henry W. Goddard.

One account is
panies which are
decree may ask
the Government

that the two comunder the consent
for deferment of
action on divorcement alleging violation of the decree until the suit to bring the socalled Little Three under the c.d.
Is disposed of one way or another.
These dlstribs are Columbia, United
Artists and Universal.

Defense of both Par and 20thIn upholding validity of the

Fox,

to

PITT

In order to obtain more time to
prepare their defense and assemble
data. Paramount and 20th-Fox are
reported planning to ask for a postponement on the order to show
cause why they should not be forced

theatre

'Fire In the Night,' novel by Helen
be desired.
Maclnnes, was purchased by Metro
Real yen of,the newsreels now is on Monday
.
(16) for around $25,000.
to get all the news coverage and Story is of
a British secret agent
out fast, whether rotoed or not
operating In France. It will be published in the Saturday Evening Post
and then released in book form in
the fall. Title may be changed before then.
Curtis Brown agency
handled the deal.
'Footsteps Behind Her,' mystery
novel by Mitchell Wilson, bought by

reels

That Would

Enforce Divorcement of Theatres

Rucker represented Paramount and Mervyn Freeman Pathe
The other newsreels have camera-

Padlocked
Odium's Atlas Corp.
acquired
pieces
of
Radio-Keith
Day later, the Treasury depart-, 144,500
ment's Division of Foreign Property Orpheum common and his American
Control stepped ih and took over the Co. added another 16,700, the re
UFA offices in the RKO building in view showed. All of the Atlas buys
N. Y. Agents have been there ever were on Dec. 1 while American was
in the market two days later. Added
since, going over books and records

UFA was

Par and 20th Asking for More Time

Joe

execs had looked over miles of
footage. Idea was to hire two
experienced comics to increase
the boxoffice status of the newcomer.
Rough cuts showed that the
oldtimers were grabbing every
scene from the fair-haired boy.
Now they are re-shooting gags,
at heavy expense, to make the
new comedian more comic.

which

as a source of supply the day after Pearl Harbor, even
before the U. S. had ofTicially gone
George
to war with the Nazis.
head, was taken into
Nitze,
custody at once. He's now at White
Sulphur Springs, Va., interned with
the Reich's diplomatic and consular
oorps awaiting arrangements to be
(hipped back to Germany in exchange for American officials caught
by the war in Berlin.

They

'

17.

filler.

or four one-man exchanges
continue to operate.

Newsreels

obtained dramatic screen
material. The other three American
newsreels will get duplicate material after It Is cleared by Navy au
thorities under the roto or, pooling
arrangements set up by the govern
ment.

Buildup for a young film comic
at a major studio, with the aid
of two elder clowns, skidded
down into a lot of red on the
original
budget after studio

Business fell to almost
nothing and they have been gradually returning to old German pix
they are able to get from the three
Indie

Blitz

Both Paramount and Pathe newsreels had cameramen with the U. S,
naval forces which attacked the
Japanese mandated island strongholds several weeks ago, and apparently

the hands of a force, cf U. S. Treastheatres In

Shown Here

&

It's a Liberty mag serial
will also be published by Simon
Schuster as a book. Price was

around $5,000.
Hollywood writers Jay Dratler and
Gina Kaus earned themselves about
$500 a page for a screen original
they sold to Columbia at the end
Pittsburgh, Feb. 17,
of last week. They got around $10,In the most daring theatre holdup 000 for the 20-page story about
tickets give Atlas a total stake of
ever staged here, two bandits got guerilla warfare in Yugoslavia. It
981,323 shares, with American now
$7,537 at WB's Stanley early yester- was sold under the title 'Knights
having 284,930.
day morning (Monday). At 9 a.m.,
Atlas also picked up 2,000 shares Charles Eagle, manager of the house Without Armor,' but that will be
switched because of infringement on
of RKO's preferred, raising the total reported for work as usual, walked
the 1937 United Artists fihn of that
holdii)gs of this security to 51,671 In
through the dark foyer to his office.
addition to 127,812 unexercised warAs he opened the door, a man stood

$7,537

rants for common. The S.E.C. fur
German- ther revealed L. Lawrence Green of there pointing a gun in Eagle's face
Eagle slammed the door shut and
language houses in New York that
New York unloaded 2,000 common, ran down one of the aisles, yelling
SCRAP TNFO'
has shuttered is the 96th Street
hanging on to 250 ducats.
for help.
That was the most outright exhibiOne of the Warner boys tightened
Half way down the aisle. Eagle
tion place of plain-and-simp'e propTICTURE' SHORTS
aganda pictures, such as 'Sics >"< his grip on their company as 1940 found himself staring into the muzWesten' ('Victory in the West') and faded. Albert Warner, over a period zle of a gun held by another bandtt,
RKO is planning to shelve two
Teldzug im Polen' CCampaifjn in of nine days, acquired 28,100 pieces who suddenly stepped out from beof $5 common, but his brother Jack hind a pillar and ordered the man- series of shorts 'for next season, with
Poland').
Under FBI surveillance
dumped 9,400 in approximately the ager back into his office. As they 'Information Please' and 'Picture
for a long time, operators of the
same period. Leaving Jack with were entering the room, Eagle broke People' mentioned most frequently
house apparently figured it best to
common
and 14,884 pre- loose once more and screamed for in discussions to date. Latter has
133,460
shut down completely.
ferred. while boosting Al's poke to help. But he was overpowered and been on the skids for some Ume and
Vodka
five

RKO MAY
AND

against

which

The Par circuit Is largely made
up of party-owned subsidiaries, with
Its Interest In -the many companies
trol.

involved varying considerably.

LIghtman and Blank

20th-Fox.

and

acquisitions

the Government complains. Is expected but not officially knowji to be,
pending hearing, that som6 houses
were built or taken over to protect
Investments while others were acquired by partly-owned subsidiaries
over which the distributor companies do not have complete con-

Two of the Par partners In whose
territories are acquisitions which the
Government attacks as violations of
the consent decree, have been insince the action was
ostensibly to discuss the
M. A. LIghtman, heed of
the large Malco circuit in the south,
was up last week, while A. H.
Blank, large Par partner in the midwest, checked In at the Par h.o. two

New York
brought

situation.

weeks ago.
In the ^'ederal suit brought, 20this asked to divest itself of 20
out of the 40 theatres It has acquired
since the signing of the decree while
Par is attacked on 16 out of the 19X
acquisitions It has reported.
This,
however, includes the 110 houses of
the All-Florida (Sparks) circuit in
which Par Increased its interest
from SO to 90% last, spring. Government has no complaint with respect to the AU-Florlda deal.

Fox

'

Films NG B.O.
Most important of the houses
which continue to operate with Nazilanguage films is the Casino, in Manhattan's

Germanic Yorkville

sectcr.

It turned to Russian films a few
days after the war started and tried
them up until about three weeks ago,
when it finally gave up the idea that

anyone Interested in patriotic Soviet
product could be attracted to Yorkville.
Resumption of German pix
hag helped biz, although it's still not
too good.

Joseph Scheinman, principal owner
of the Casino, also operated the next
largest exchange to UFA.
He piously told •Variety' the week after
tha war started: 'Our prints have
all been placed In dead storage for
the duration.'
Storage wasn't so
deadj
however,
that
Scheinman
hasn't dug out prints for his own
house and perhapo some of the

others remaining open.
Casino's chief competition,

Garden, a block away from

in

house

which surround him.
Picture which Krulick is currently
playing is one he showed 11 years
ago.

Other two houses using German
are in Brooklyn. They are the
Wagner, operated by Albert Schieb«r, and the Mozart, run by Frank

^ms

Hohenreiter.

Another theatre trying the switch
from German to Russian product is
Uie former Little theatre in Buffalo.
It has been renamed the Fillmore
Playhouse and inaugurates the new
policy this week under the banner
of the
Buffalo
Cinema League
French and American documcntariealso wUl be shown, it was announced.

JOE nSHER HARD HIT

BY FALL OF SINGAPORE

RKO

On

Nears Washop

RKO

RKO

common,
14,415

the
it

Yorkville, followed Scheinman back
Into the German policy.
Joseph
KnUlck, operator of the house, found
the reissues and indie stuff he was
able to get insufficient attraction
against the two Loew's and one

RKO

renewal long in doubt.
102,648 common in addition to 14,884 dragged back into the office.
Samuel Carlisle mar
preferred.
'Information' has reputedly held
One gf the bandits told him to be
keted 400 shares of common in De- sensible 'and we won't shoot.' Eagle up well on quality but
has excember, keeping 600.
opened the safe and the robbers took perienced difficulty In selling ,it In
Henry Ginsberg picked up .200 out six money bags containing the recent months.
shares of Paramount common, giving Stanley's Saturday and Sunday rehim 900; Dyncan G. Harris acquired ceipts. Then, using adhesive tape,
by exchange 180, making his total they bound Eagle's hands behind his
AHied Relief Film
1.180; and Austin C. Keough, in the back, strapped his legs together and
same fashion, added 378, making his put a piece of tape over his mouth
Britain
pile 1,937. Harris turned In 200 pre- The robbers slashed open the canvas
ferred and Keougn 416. Keough still money bags with a knife, overlook
has 5 preferred tickets.
ing one sack containing $944. They
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Belated report showed Alton A took only bills, leaving several bags
'Forever and a Day," a film caval
Brody of Hollywood, a Monogram of change.
cade of the British Empire, made by
snared 4,077 shares of
Police believed that the bandits
director,
Charitable Productions to be distribMonogram Pictures common.
hid themselves in the theatre after
uted
by
for Allied relief, goes
the last show Sunday night and
Other transactions were:
into its sixth and last sequence
Loew's picked -up another 29 waited through the night for Eagle's March 16.
How
shares of Loew's Boston common customary 9 o'clock arrival.
Picture started out as "This Changmaking 'the total 118.803; J. Robert one of them got into the manager's
ng
World'
and
was later known as
mystery.
Rubin bought and then gave away office, however, remained a
Let the Rafters Ring.'
is pro24 hours later 400 shares of Loew's Apparently the men fled through a
ducing and distributing at cost.
not affecting his pile of side emergency exit, although James
raised

Miller, porter, who was polishing
brass outside, said he saw no one
either leave or enter the Stanley.
After the bandits had left, Eagle
managed to work the tape loose from
his mouth and his cries of 'I've been

shares; Samuel J. Briskin
holdings to
his Columbia

shares of common by adding
more; Benjamin B. Kahane
bought 300 Columbia common, giving him 800: Abraham Schneider unloaded 100 Columbia tickets, reducing, him to 2,004; Charles D. Prutz2,700

700

cleaned the slate by selling his
pieces of Universal Pictures
Jerome B, Ross
preferred:
first
doubled his Trans-Lux stake by
adding 1,000 shares of common; and
Walter Slemers picked up 800 T.L.
last 20

making

his total 2.000.

Stevenson Pilots 'Eyre'
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Director job on 'Jane Eyre' goes to
Robert Stevenson, starting in April,
with Joan Fontaine in the title role.
David O. Selznick, who has had
Stevenson under contract for some
lime, loaned him out for three pic'Jane Eyre' will be StevenUire.'--.
.
.•!jn's flrst picture for Selznick.

Despite Everything

Despite the desultory stock market Monday (16), picture company
an electrician, who summoned help. shares and bonds attracted more atEagle suffered several cuts and tention than in numerous weeks.
bruises in his scuffle with the bandits In spite of small volume of the enand was treated in a downtown hos- tire market, fllm stocks were in acpital.
tive demand most of the day.
The
stress placed on entertainment for
BandlU Grab $268
morale and general public consumpColumbia City, Ind.. Feb. 17.
tion under war conditions was held
Two bandits held up Arthur Han- responsible for this renewed intercock, manager of the Columbia, in est by traders.
the theatre office Feb. *2, escaping
Loew's. long the bellwether of
with $268, but overlooking another amusement shares, headed the adsack containing almoiit that much vances with a net gain of 62i4c on
cash. Hancock said4he men entered the day to $39.75, or close to the
the office, forced him to open the year's high.
Paramount also adhand them the money. vanced fractionally during trading to
sate, and
When they asked if that was all. climb near the 1942 peak, while
H.-incock told Ihem it was.
Warner Bros, was up a minor
Then they forced him Into the the- amount.
Par first preferred also
He showed a gain. 20th-Fox preferred
atre basement and bound him.
worked himself loose and called po- advanced SOc. Bonds of several picture companies were stronger.
lice.

robbed' were heard by Joseph Kurtz,

man

tickets,

Pix Stocks Strong

'

,

San Francisco, Jan.

17.

Fall of Singapore means loss of
his home, 31 theatres, several restaurants and a profitable Import-export
biz, Joe Fisher, president of Fisher's,
Ltd., of Singapore, told 'Variety' this
week. Known as 'Singapore Joe' and
currently lecturing on the Coast with
his 16-mm flick, 'Pacific Aflame,'
Fisher Is philosophical over the blow
which wipes out the results of 24
years of hard work. 'What are a few
material possessions in times like
these?' he comments.
"Unless we

win this war and win it right, they
will be of no use anyway.'
His business stopped (9) when the

government took over his theatres as
hospital and first-aid stations.
His
key houses are modern, reinforced
concrete and air-conditioned.
List
word he had from his brother, Julius, whoiis running the biz at home,
was a cable (9) telling of the govt
takeover.

A

Barrymore and an Ice
Skater Latest to Join

Up

Camp Upton, N. Y., Feb. 17.
Inductees into the Army here last
of

week included Samuel Colt, son
Etlftl Barrymore and an actor in

own

right,

his

and Leon Kosofsky. for

10 weeks a member of the 'Four
BruLses,' iceskating comedy team.
Colt,
32.
volunteered and will

with the Air Raid
section of the Signal Corps.
serve

Warning

He has
appeared in numerous Broadway bit
parts and in Paramount and RKO
pix.
Kosofsky recently substituted
for Geoff. Stevens In the 'Bruises'
quartet in 'It Happens on Ice' at the
Center theatre', N. Y. He is former
instructor In winter sports at West
Point, where his father runs the
commissary.

'
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FDLM REVIEWS
outline of one— a very
TO BE OR NOT TO BE comprehensive
war
important one—

'Target' was an episode; 'Blockade'
is something that had been going on
for some time before war was declared and will continue long into
Thus, it should have
the future.
definite appeal for Americans and all
countries not a.'uociated with the
Nazi regime.
Production was adequately staged
without undue ostentation, with many
film stars and featured players contributing their services. Full assistance was given by the Ministry of
Economic Welfare, including the personal appearance before the camera
of the present minister of this government's
'blockade'
organization,
Hugh Dalton; its former minister.
Sir Ronald Cross; the Hon. David
Bowes-Lyon (brother of the Queen);
then comes Frank Owen (editor of
the Evening Standard) as a forceful
commentator, reinforced by Quentin
Reynolds, who, via the medium of
dialog, unofficially presents the attitude of the U. S. in its blockade assistance in the Atlantic aeain.<it Germany. In addition to the large cast
programmed there are many other
distinguished faces recognizable.
There is an ab.iorbingly interesting
plot, based on the almost forgotten
fact by the man in (he street that
Britain applied blockade methods
some time before ^he was at war
with'Girmtmy by puttlffg into operation the system of navicerts whereby
she restricted the importation of all
sorts of essentials to the Nazi war
preparations, interfering with contraband, etc. Story starts with the
observation that the British navy
could not at that time, destroy what

Rudolph Hate; editor. Dorothy
Bpencer; art. Vincent Kordn; music, Werner
special eltecte, Lawrence Duller;
aaal. directors, William Tummel and William
McGarry. Previewed at Wcstwood VlUase,
MINS.
Feb. 17, M2. Running time.
Carole LomlMird
>Jarla Turn

Heymnn;

M

Jack Benny

Roliert Stack

Bressarl
Lionel Atwill
Stanley Ridges

Fi-llx

Professor Slletsky

-.Slg

Ehrhardt
Bronekl
Producer Dobosh
Actor-Adjutant
Col.

J?",?""

Maude Eliume
Armand Wright

Anna
Makeup Man

Urno Verebes
.Halllwell Hobbes
Miles Mander
I-elle Drnnleon

Stage Manager
General Armstrong

Major Cunningham
Captain
Polish Official

J^™"'' J'fl'^'",!
Caldwell

Peter

William Kunze

.

.Wolfcnng 7,llier
Olnf Hylten

Man In Bookstore
Polonlus In Wnrsnir
Reporter
Second Reporter

ChKrles Irwin

Leland Hoilgiion
Craig

Alec

Farmer

Scottish

Rumen

Charles Halton
.Ocorge Lynn
Henry Victor

Capl. Schultz

James Flnlnyson

Second Farmer.
Prompter
Gestapo Sergeant

''I'';''

"''It"

RolMjrt O. Davis

YWtyX

Co-Pilols
.

Polish R.A.F. Flyers

Roland Vorno
5 Helmut Dnntlne
Rolrhow
X 0;to
TMnurlrp Ihirphy
Ocne R1«l
I

Paul Pnrrt'tt
(John Kellogg

1

To Be

or Not

To

Be,' co-starring

Lombard and Jack Benny,
expert guidance of Ernst
Lubitsch, is absorbing drama with
farcical trimmings that will rate a
quotient.
boxoffice
high
Carole

under

Due
ing,

it

trade,

Germ&ny

already posseted in supplies, but had in operation a navy at
work preventing further imports.
Information is imported, .by mearis
of situations in the film, such as the
fact that four out of five German
sailors are rejected for U-boat service for lack of courage. All of which
is vividly presented in a manner to

for attention in best key datwill get heavy play from adult
hit holdovers generally.

and

the last made by Miss
Lombard before her untimely death,
and although there is a conscious
feeling of her passing in the first
scene in which she appears, this is
only momentary and quickly vanishes for the balance of the story.
an acting triuihph for Miss
It's
Lombard, who delivers an effortless
and highly effective performance
that provides memorable finale to
her brilliant screen career.
To Be' is typically Lubitsch in
dramatic setup and satirical by -play,
and one of his best productions in
number of years. He's responsible
for the producer-director and original writer chores, dovetailing all into,
a solid piece of entertainment. Story
recounts the adventures of a legit
stock company in Warsaw, before
and during the Nazi invasion, from

Picture

is

make

for instructive propaganda.
Inclusion of comedy, not to mention
intensive drnmr. also enhances the

FRISCO LIL
Unlver^nl relense of.Pnul Mnlvcrn prwlucFenturca Irene Hcrvoy. Kent Tnylor.
W''nt8on, Joronift Coxviin. .Samuel 9.
Dlr«ol?<] by Ertc C. Kenton. Story.
Arthur V. Jonc!« find Dorcr« '^oohmn: adaptation, George Brli'kor iin<l MIrlmcl Jrtooby:
pdlt6r. Otto Ludwij?: earner?.. Charles Van
Enper. At Ulalto, N. V.. dunl. week Feb.
11. 42.

JRunnInK Hmc

Llllinn

Gmyson

Ircno Horvoy

Poier Brewster

Kent Taylor
Minor ^'alflon
Jerome Cowan
Snmur) 3, Hinds

Vlnco

James Brewbtcr
^Hke

ex-

and Henry Victor

spotlighted.
Lubitschls guidance provides
tense dranjatic pace with events developed deftly and logically throughout.
The farcical episodes display
Lubitsch in best form, and click for
utmost audience reaction. Screen-.

^
H
^

.

play by Edwin Justus Mayer is ex
pert craftsmanship, while Rudolph
Mate's photography is high' standard,
picture gets advantage of top mount
ing to round. out as an excellent box
office attraction,

Walt.

THE BIG BLOCKADE
(BRmSR-MADE)
(Docomentary)

London, Jan.

19.

I7nlted Artlala rolense of Michael nation
production.
.<;tani
J,e«llo Banka.
Michael
Bedxrave. Will Hay. Dlrei-led by Charles
Frend. Screenplay. Annus MePhall: cam«ro, noy Kellino, Douslas Slocombe.

ClTll Servants
IloyttI

Morland Oraham

NB\-y

will
-

J<'''''_MI"»
X

Anchael Rennlo
Itevnolds

(Cyril Chamberlain

XnuUn
^laliDgs.

Hay

(Bernard Miles
John Stuart
(

Merchant Navy
Royal Air Force...

Freosmen

O^rmana

Bonlo

f..
I

.

Michael Redgrave
f Robert Morley, Frank Celller
IMnrlue Oorlng, Austin Trevor
{Bernard* Rebel

Oeorge WoodbrMfe

America took kindly

to
is

Target for
a far

more

Lyon-Ann Dvorak

with chuckles. Franklin Coen, Bob
Churchill and Bernard Rubin,
service at Ft. Monmouth, N. J, concocted and produced, giving It trim

m

starrer, BritIn Engr
ish-made, should do

OK

land and the U. S.
'Oar Russian Front' (Artkino).
interesting compilation of
shots, including the war, taken
by Soviet cameramen.
Sbeep of Whilehall'
'Black
British-made Will Hay
(UA).
comedy; mostly kid amusement
(SwedishMelodl'
'Hennes
comedy-romance
Musical
made).
the best Swedish-made picture

win welcome him, but

Mystery-meller starring Rlcardo
Cortez okay dual supporter.

the American girl and emerges from
the fray with no bones broken plus
a prospective bride.
Action takes place during the
period wh^n France was sold out to
the Germans, with realistic Parisian
and French country scenes serving

Lyon was a good
as background.
selection
as the journalist; Miss
Dvorak looks pretty and is smartly
caparisoned, while Jones is a manly
hero. Among the other sterling arthe standout! are Robert Morley.
Harold Huth. Miles Mallcson ond

Mary Maguire.

Mnttv Fain
Whltne^

OUR RUSSIAN FRONT
Artkino release of I.^wl8 Mllestonc-Jorls
Ivcns produrtinn made under auKplcen oC
RuHsInn War. Rrtlef, Inc. Comment.iry by
Elliott Paul, delivered hy Walter Huston;
editor, ^foroe^ Craven: phoiopiranby by IVnn
BHynkov. Roman Karmen, Dmitri Rymnran. ArkadI Rhafmn. Mark Troyanovjiky.
Vladimir T'^thurln. At RInlto. N. T.. dun),
42, Runnlnft time. 40 MINS.
week Feb.

n

WAS

PARIS

London, Jan.
Wnrner

Bron.

.production

and,

19.

Walter Huston.
At the beginning of the film
Averill Harriman. who maSe a re-

W

Dort on the F'issipn situation ."ome
time ago for President Roosevelt is
culled
It's
flies.

seen.

release,

Ann Dvorak. Ben Lvon, OrlfTlth
Jonea.
Directed by John Harlow. Screen
play and tllaloK. BrocI: Wllllame. Kd\var\1
Druyhiiret. from story by Cordon WolleBler,
IlaeU Woon; camorn. llanll Rinnmtt.
At
Warner theatre, London. RunnlnK time,
«S MINS.

fitani

Private Potts, leading figure of story.
Deft scripting and production and
all-around novelty make it a worthy
addition for most' bills.
Kitchen Qolz No. 3'- (Quiz Reel; 9
mins.) Pop radio combo Of Ed East
and Polly clean up In this novelty
briefle which Incorporates hints on
time-saving In the kitchen and new
methods for preparing food. All of
'em are shown as feasible as worked
out right in front of the fudience, as
witness the stunt of splicing bacon
so it won't curl when fried. Crisply
put over by East and his spouse and
well staged by B. K. Blake. Femme

Corrent Short Releases
(Compiled by Besa Short)
The Playglrls' (WB) 10 mins.
Filmusical featuring Catherine
Lewis, Georgia Carroll and the

Ryan

Sisters.

'The Gay NlneUes' (U) IS
Filmusical with Johnny
mins.
Downs, Clyde Cook and JRhythm

from

American

newsreel

Char.

Black Sheep of Whitehall

Do

rji

VnKue

(BBITISn-MADE)

7%

mins.

Ptippetoon in

color.

The Hollywood MaUdor'
IVi mins.
'Plato,

(U)

Ben Lyon

Hobert Morley
Harold

Huth

(HKO)

mlns.

(7

Cartoon.
'Who's Who In the Zoo' (WB)
^V^ mins. Cartoon.'
Because' (M-G) 10
'We Do
mins. Tradition of customs narrated by John Nesbitt.

n

•Rodeo
mins.

Bonndnp'

Cowboys

(WB)
and

Aleha

Hooey'

8Mi

bronc

bustin*.

m

(WB)

mlns. Merrie Melodie.
'Qali Kids' (Par) 9 niins. No.
3.

(Reviewed this Issue.)
'Swing Frolics' (U) 19 mins.

15.

7 mlns.

(20th)

Terrytoon.

audience members can't

fail

—

showing champs

'

.

PARAMOUNT

A

ment

and

suit-

Qois Kids' (No.

3; 11 mins.)
radio entertainbiit has missed as film fare,

first-rate

is

probably because the production and
direction are so bad. All. the informality of the air show has been
sacrificed for a settiri;; that is austere

Children are very selfand although they know
the answers (as will every child
the audience), they do their stuff
without the spontaneity of their radio
show.
Joe Kelly, the quizmaster,
wears a collegiate cap and gown, distinctly out of character. This should
Flin.
be a smart reel. It isn't.

and

cold.
con.scious,
all
in

GANG BUSTER"
Universal aerial In -13 epiaodee. baaed on
Phillips H. Lord's radio program. Directed
by Ray Taylor. Noel Smith. Camern; William SIckner. John Boyle.
Cnat: Kent Taylor. Irene Hervey, Robert
Armstrong. Ralph Morton. Richard Davlea,
Grace Cunard. FIrat three chaptere reviewed In projection room, N. T..
Feb. 17,
"

Smith.

The Phillips Lord broadcasts
have laid a sound barrage for
customers of theatres which go in
for serials, or chapter-play films, as
Universal has renamed them. Earlier
reels unfold a broad background of
police heroes, gangster hoodlums,
and newspaper reporters for leading
characters, all defined.
At least two threads of story are
well
established,
concerning the
determination of Kent Cooper, de-.
tective, to locate the murderer of his
brother, and crime detection by

Irene Hervey,
rapher.

femme news

photog-

Robert Armstrong, Ralph Morgan,
Richard Davles and (^race Cunard
complete list of principals.
Pistol marksmanship on both sides
pretty bad in early reels. On the
theory, perhaps, that it's too earTy.in
the yarn to knock off the leads.
Flin.

'American Anniversary' (Par)
11 mins. Commercial.
'Pietore People No. 6' (RKO)
8 mins. Hollywcod inside.
•Sappy Birthday'
(Col)
16
mlns. Andy Clyde comedy.

'

.". .

The

—This

is

Ted Weems' band..
'Fanny Bnnny Bnslness'

to like

this one.

London, Jan.

United ArtlHta releaao of Ealing StudloaBalcon production.
Stara Will
Hay. John Mllla. Basil Sydney.
Directed
by Will Hny. Basil Dearden.
StoiT and
screenp)ay. Angus McPhnll. John Dlghton
eamora. Gunther Krampf. Bria Crort. At
^llchael

figures on ice. Smart reel
able for big first-runs.

'

Cartoon.
Jr.'

Ann Dvorak

...Orlrtlth Jones

how they work up their
make special playback re-

of

cordings and monitor their voices tor
their various characterizations. Finish off with a' four-character sketch
In which each plays a dual role. It's
good entertainment. Several other
personalities on the reel, including
Will Williams, who raises Shetland
ponies down In Texas, and Twinkle
Watts, six-year-old, who cuts fancy

'

'College Champions'
(World of
Sports; 9 mins.) Compact 'package
in different fields of
intercollegiate sports, with Bill Stem
making the picture click with his
nionxoin I.oroy
Itni-y MaKUire
clipped narration.
Newsreel clips
Pornyth
Harry Welchman
Entwhinlle
show U. of Penh; vs. Pitt In the Penn
Frederick nurtwell
Watson
MUCH Malleson Regal. J.ondon. Running time, BS BUNS.
Relays; Washington Huskies training
Propnsanda Officer
Dornard MIlea Professor Davia
Will .Hay for
another
championship
boat
Bobby
John Mllla racing year; swimming and water
Costella
.Baall Sydney
This is the third major pniductlon Profesaor Davys
.....Henry Hewitt polo at Michigan State; Army playof Warners from its Teddington stu- Crabtrce
Felix Aylmer ing Annapolis Middies at LaCrosse;
dios. Judged from British standards, Jnnsbach
Frank Celller th champ Long Island U. basketball
Sir .lohn
Joss Ambler team in action at Madison Square
ifs okay.
It stars Ben Lyon. Ann
Frank Allenby
Dvorak and Griffith Jones, with an Onslow
llnrman
Owen Reynolds Garden; Dartmouth's crack skiing
athletes; ice hockey with Loyola
excellent cast whose supporting roles
playing Southern California, and
are equal to the performances of the
Not much in this except its topical Notre Dame's wonder football team
luminaries.
The film should score
strongly here and, coasidering the theme and good old slapstick com- battling Georgia Tech. Not a dull
Considered one of the best of moment.
Wear.
relatively little marquee power of edy.
the stars in the U. S., it should still Will Hay's starring vehicles, it is faracquit itself creditably across the fetched nonsense that should amuse
kids and provide sparse moments of
Atlantic.
'Lure of the Sarf (Grantland Rice
The' picture lacks inspiration, but mirth to adult Will Hay fans.
Sportllght; 10 -mins.) Right up to
phoney correspondence-course high
is a first-rate production job, crisply
standard of this series,- produced
directed fpr speed in most instances, tutor, known as Professor Davis, calls- by Jack Eaton. Ted Husing narrates
clearly photographed without resort at the Ministry of International Com- the natural beauties of some of the
to trickery, with the technical de- merce to collect a fee from his only choice seo-coast vistas on both AtBobby,
employed
there.
tails intelligently handled. .Also in- client,
lantic and Pacific.
There are encluded is some neat dialog.
The Through a mistfnderstanding he is trancing views of Santa Monica, Sea
machinations of the boche Are also mistaken for a professor of econom- Island, Daytona, Cannon Beach, Ore.
ics bearing the same name, due in
admirably depicted.
High spot is a series of gorgeous
Despite unusual scenes, the story from South America to advise the camera sea-scapes of Montauk Point.
government
on
affairs
in
Latin
lustreless.
Is
Hie three stars have
The weather-beaten lighthouse winks
commonplace roles.
Ann Dvorak America. He Is rushed into an in- a defiant eye at European enemies.
plays- an American girl who drives terview on the air and his asihlnb re- Bates a place on any theatre's proa French ambulance in -the eatly sponses reduce the quiz man to a gram, anywhere,
days of the war and 'is the 'innocent limp collapse when the broadcast Is
'Blander Below' (Popeye Caitboii;
tool of the Nazis; B«n Lyori Is the
(Continued on page 19)
7 mins.)—Single handed, the tough

Anne Morsan

Butch
mil Hnmlllon
Van Der Stuyl

—

~
41.
Rascals.
•Flag of Mercy' (M-G) 10mlnSf-~
This Is familiar cops and robbers
Third of series of stOry of Clara
formula! but distinguished from rouBarton, founder of the Jled
tine by a cast of well known feaCross.
tured players and some exciting di'Jasper and the Watermelon*'
rection by Ray Taylor and Noel
(Par)

Clnlro

(BRI'nSH-MADE)

scripts,

-'Under the Spreading Cbealnat
Tree' (Col) 8 mins. Cartoon.

Jolo.

A

THIS

side

—

regulation, hard-drinking star newspaperman on whom the publication
for which he works depends almost
entirely; Griffith Jones, as a British
Intelligence officer, falls in love with

(10

—

boys

done
because
effective
doubly
humorously, for entertainment, of
service men. Bob Churchill portrays

That Man' (Mono).

•Hedd« Bopper'i Hollywood'

plea,

He

the

Windup, all the more pointed
the laughs ahead, is a plea for
back home to write oftener to
in service. Also an eloquent

laugh when the 'U-boat periscope
stretches its neck into enemy gun
turrets and other forbidden places.

after
folks

given a

even reading in
shade of a tree. His pals In
barracks spoil his effort to write his
other radio sets
girl friend, and
drown out his favorite program. Also
his disappointment at failing to get
any mail.
can't find comfort

in months.
'Code or the OntUw' (Rep). Revamped Three Mesquiteers shows
unexpected strength.
'Lady In Distress' (Times).
Listless British-made meller, for

the duals.
'I
Killed

Is

cold shoulder at a nearby home.

Very

captures a
fuy
ap submarine. Good flller-in. Also
some smiles and, perhaps, a good

mins.) ^About as silly as the whole
category of screen shots of the picture colony. This is No. 3 of the
series and Is a respite from the usual
fawning, inasmuch as Miss Hopper
gives vocal support to scenes in and
around Carl Spitz's dog-training institute. Canines do their tricks intelligently. Novelty shot is of a Newfoundland that carries a small radio
receiving set and performs by remote
control. The kids will like this one.
'Unasoal Ocenpatlons' (Magnacolor;
11 mlns.) Of particular interest because of intimate and amusing section devoted to Charles Correll and
Freeman Gosden, the Amos 'n' Andy
of radio. Gives the audience an. In-

authenticity. Shows typical day of a
soldier, tracing his personal ventures
and mental reactions at reveille,
dressing, relaxation and efforts to
amuse himself. He's told that citizens

Ben

(WB).

-

.

Tonisbt,' but tbla one

Paris'

With the Russians turning back
Minor programmer that Is only for Hitler on the eastern front and the
the smallest of double bill houses. Allies saluting them for the valiant
The cast offers little aid for the mar- battle being fought, this is a parquee.
ticularly timely and interesting cornIrene Hervey and Kent Taylor head Dilation of shots taken oh Soviet soil.
a large but unimportant coihpany of On marquee the title should mean
players who move awkardly through business for the boxoffice, and being
a series of trite situations, with the that the film runs only 40 minutes
dialog of virtually no help to them it's ideal for double bills.
as they travel through the 60 minhalf dozen USSR cameramen
utes of action.
are credited with the material asA gambling casino backgrounds, .^embled i-nder the auspices of the
with Miss Harvey joining the estab- Russian War Belief. Inc., by Lewis
lishment as a dealer in an effort to Milestone and Joris Ivens, Scenes of
clear her father of a murder charge. Soviet Jife and fichting, including
The romantiC' side involves Taylor, women in action, have beeii Dieced
who plays an attorney, while the together expertly and hold the ingirl's father is done by Minor Wat- terest all the way.
Some of the war
i»
Char.
shots are excellent.
The commentary, written by Elliott Paul, is delivered effectively by

cellent throughout, with Stack, Felix
Bressart,
Lionel
Atwill,
Stanley
Ridges, Sig Ruman, Tom Dugan,

Charles Halton

MIN9.

Mtlhum Stono

Gerrliv
Xell BrewAier

—

is

ftO

Gmy

J^'ff

St the actress
Lombard for Polish aviator Robert
Stack, who escapes to England to
fight for his country, and then returns to Warsaw to waylay a Gestapo
agent bent on exoosing the aviator's
relatives and underground at home
Always the actor, Benny impersonates the Nazi, agent in meetings
with the Warsaw Gestapo chiefs and
army officers, always to the latters'
continual discomfiture.
Benny, in
portraying a straight role, displays
top abilities as a farceur, and catches
major attention along with Miss
Lombard. It's a new Benny in cinematic form, and a key.for future pic-

Support

Was

New Shorts
with, the big biceps

Time In the Army' (Pano12% mlns.)—Depicting the

lighter side of a private's life at an
training camp, this Is filled

army

HlnUn.

flirtation

assignments.

ramic;

The BIf Blockade' (UA).
British-made documentary on
blockade of <3ermany; OK for
U. S.
Poor pro'Frisco L«' (U).
grammer running 60 minutes.
'This

COLUMBIA
-'Sparc

dividends.

Minor

August, 1939, to December, 1941.
Miss Lombard is the femme lead,
with Husband Jack Benny a hammy
matinee idol with penchant for playAll the stock group,
ing 'Hamlet'
except Lombard, is typical ham,
strutting at drop of a hat. After the
Nazi invasion, the company proceeds
to upset the German officers and
Gestapo
by fmperson:\tions and
maneuvers that even bring Tom
Dugan in as a pseudo Hitler to foil
the occupying Nazis. It all results in
the group's escape via the Fuehrer's
plane to England.. Interwoven is an

ture

To B« or Not to Be' (UA),
Carole Lombard-Jack Benny In.
drama for high b.o,
farcical

tists

llon.

•

amusing

Jolo.

film's potentialities.

'

—

This Week's

forts.

17.

Camera,

Joseph Turn
Weut. StanlBlav Boblnskl
Oreenberg
Rawltch

Miniature Reviews

ef-

of Britain's

Hollywood, Feb.

United ArllatB release of .Alexander KordaLubllHCh production; directed by Lubltech; screenplay by Edwin Juetufl Mayer
from atory by lAibltecb and Melchlor Leng,Stars. Carole I«nibard. Jack Denny;
yel.
Felix Bressart,
features Robert
Staok.
Lionel Atwill. SUnley RldRCs. Slg Human.

Kmet

—

NEWSREEL DISTBraUTOBS
'Kaltenborn Edits the News' (Free
status, .Argentina and Axis,
Dictatorial Powers and Roosevelt; 5
mins.) Per his usual routine, H. 'V.
Kaltenborn analyzes and answers
three questions asked by Embassy
theatre audiences In previous' week.
The ticklish interrogation regarding
the justice of the Free French take-,
over of the island colonies off Canada

French

—

is

summarized without attempting to
whether 'Vichy France

state outright

or the Free French are in the right.
Kaltenborn gives perhaps the best
explanation thus far for Argentina
sticking with the Axis, citing the
present regime's desire in that country to dominate South America and
that a free election might change the
government in power. He also goes
into a question posed by a patron as
to what dictatorial powers should be.
given Roosevelt. Kaltenborn claims,
that the power to halt criticism
would never be tolerated by thj
American people that they dont
.

—

need or want a dictator.
Whole topic is done In the usual
Subjects
affable Kaltenborn style.
aiia
discussed
are
well chosen
•

reasonably

news

well

explained,

with

clips fitted to the explanations.

Wear.

FEHHE

ifOB.

CABBIES ON

Arcade, N. Y., Feb.
Virginia
seller

of

manager

17.

.

Blakesley, former ticket
Arcade theatre, became
when John C. Hartley,

former boss, joined the Coast Artillery.
Mfes Blakesley Is first woman
manager in this area and flrst woman
taking over a soldier's job'.
Th.eatre. Is, operated by the Martina Circuit.

Wcdnesdaf, February 18, 1942

W

PICTURE GROSSES
(Subject to Change)

Week

Powerful $21000/Blues'

Bright

$m

'

Oriental,

the

Welks orch

proving a hypo for

is

Week
(B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)
—'Bahama Passage' (Par) and

(WB) and 'Body
(2d wk).

two grabbed a big
Palomar

Great
Last week, the

$9,700.

(SterUng) (1,350; 23-35S«-5e)—'Pardon My Stripes' (Rep)
and 'North of Klondike' (U) plus
vau^e. Big $7,500: Last week, 'Bom-

bay Clipper' (U) and 'We Go Fast'
(20th) and vaude. Modest $6,600.
Paramonnt (H-E) (3,039;. 30-40-58)
Tarzan's Treasure' (M-G)
and
'Kathleen' (M-G). Solid $8,500. Last
week, 'Look Laughing' (RKO) and
'Gay Falcon' (RKO), five days of

—

$3,200.

'

'Glamour Boy' (Par).

'Passage'

S4,400.

Chicaeo

(B&K)

'GoneV 15th Cincy

is

Chicago;

from

movcovcr

the
'Clamour' is new entry to give
added weight. Combination weak,
Last week,
however, at $4,000.
'Babes Broadway' (M-G), finished
great seven-week stay in the loop to
(4,000;

35-55-75)—

and
(Par)
Travels'
Lawrence Welk orch. Band a Chicago favorite and accounting for
good part of the fine business this
Last
Looking for $39,000.
week.
$33,300.

Garrick

(B&K)

—'Son Fury'
(20th)
$4,500,

(900; 35-55-65-75)
and 'Cadet Girl'

(20th)

BosweD-'Sing/ IIG

Oriental

(Iroquois)

(3,200; 28-44((:oJJ_and Del

orchl plus Buddy Clark.
Strictly the stage again for the business this week; looks for good $19,000.
Last week, Dick Powell in

Courtney

person was the power that pushed
'Lady for' Night'
(Rep) to big
'

(RKO)
—Palaoe
'Hellzapoppin'

(2,500; 33-44-66-75)
(U) and 'Sealed
(U). Great selling job pushing take to nifty $21,000. Last week

Lips'

'Ball Fire'

(RKO) and 'Gay

(RKO), finished great six
excellent $10,60D.

(B&K)

Roosevelt

Falcon'

weeks

to

$14,000 Last week, 'Blue,
(20lh) and 'Rise and Shine'
satisfactory $9,900.

White'
(20th),

SUle-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 35-5565-75)— 'Green Was Valley' (20th)
(Sth wk).
Riding along on great
word-of-mouth; nifty $10,000, after
fine $13,200 last week.
United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1,700;
35-55-65-75)— 'Corsican Bros.' (UA)
(3d week). Holding up well and in
bright,

(21),

(Reviewed in 'Variety,' Jan. 7)
Moslo Hall— 'Woman of the
Year' (M-G) (3d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety.' Jan. 14)
Paramonnt 'Bahama Passage'
(Par) (18).
(Reviewed In 'Variety,' Dec. 10. 1941)
Blallo— 'Our Russian Front'
(Artkino) (2d week).
(Reviewed in current issue)
Koxy^'Roxie Hart' (20th) (20).
(Reviewed In 'Variety,' Feb. 4)

—

-

State— 'Mr. Bug Goes

to

Town'

(Par).

(Reviewed In 'Variety,' Dec. 10, 1941)
Strand
'Captains
of
the
(WB) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety,' Jan. 21)
Week ot Febraary 26
Astor— 'Kings Ro-at" (WB) (4th
week).
Broadway—'Fantasia' (Disney)
(Sth week).
Capitol—'Johnny. Eager' (M-G)
(2d week).
Mask) Hall—'Bedtime Story'

—

Clouds'

(Reviewed in "Variety,' Dec.

—'Bahama

Paramount

rently.

hamas

Of the fresh releases, 'BaPassage,' Albee, Is slightly

the Grand's foggy side.
Vaudfilm Shubert, with 'Sing Your
Worries- Away' -and-Connie Boswell

the stage topper, is having
so-so week in a row.

Estimates for This

its

1S41)

(Par) (2d week).
RIallo— 'Our Russian Front'
(Artkino) (3d week).
Roxy—'Roxie Hart' (20th) (2d

—

'Captains
of
(3d week).

the

(WB)

Clouds'

Cincinnati, Feb. 17.

Returning for a second time and
for its I5th week at the Capitol, 'Gone
With Wind' is pacing the burg cur.

10,

Passage'

BOGART SWEET

The Sunday-Monday

third week of 'Joan of Paris' (RKO)
was $10,000, light.
Roxy (20th) (5.886; 35-55-65-75-85)
—'Son of Fury' (20th) and stage
downtown New York business a show (3d-final wk). Satisfactory
little,
but seemingly had greater $37,000 this week (3d), follows very
effect in the neighborhoods.
With healthy $42,500 last stahza (2d) for a

Lincoln's, birthday (12) included in
the current week for most all films
on Broadway, and the Saturday (14)
take going into high figures, the
tallies are generally excellent. Rain
beginning early in the evening Monday (16) interfered to some extent,
but that day of late has been below

it
as guests.
On the first
week, including the preem, the gross
looks a big $48,000.

attend

IN BUFF.

Week

Sharp

or thereabouts. This holds over, as
does 'Captains' and Barron.
In the holdover division, 'Woman
of the Year' is the big talk, since it
will do around $102,000, beating the
first
seven days' $99,000.
While

where it's
anywhere
on Saturday (14),

ordinarily the Music Hall,
current, opens its doors

from

9:30 to 10:30,

the theatre started letting 'em in at
8:30 and did five stage shows on the
day, seven of the picture.
'Kings Row' is another holdie that
continues a fine gait. Starting its
third week yesterday (Tues.) at the
Astor, the second through -Monday

was $19,000.
Par sailed through another strong

(16)

with 'Sullivan's Travels'
and Glenn Miller, with the till show(3d)

ing $45,000 last night (Tues.). House
opens 'Bahama Passage' and the
Alvind Rey orchestra today (Wed.)

session
after

will

snappy

nab

$11,000,
$14,200 last

week.

it

has played the

smash

returns.
Will hold indef. Last week, 'Ball of
Fire' (RKO), second week of moveover run, at regular 33-40-50-cent

okay $4,500.
Family (RKO)

to

scale,

15-28)—

(1,000;

'Boston Blackie' (Col) and 'Melody
Lane' (U), split with 'North Klondike'
(U) and 'Borrowed Hero'

Normal

(Mono).

week
'Stork
'Cadet

$2,100.

Same

last

for 'Date Falcon' (RKO) and
Pays' (Col), divided with
Girl' (20th) and 'Billy Kid'

(PRC).

Grand (RKO)

(1,430;

30-40-50)—

and Shine' (20th). Hazy $3,500.
Last week, 'Vanishing Virginian'

Heart' (20th), pleasant $11,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)
—'Shanghai Gesture' (UA) and 'No
Hands Clock' (Par). Solid $12,000.
Last week, 'Son Fury' (20th) and
'Right to Heart' (20th), outstanding

the

picture big

'Wild Bill Hickok Rides'

(WB) and

Frankie Masters, on 6^ days, waa
slow but okay.
$27,500,

Turchase/ $21,000,

Wham in Healthy
Del;

'Hellz,'

19G

Detroit, Feb. 17.

Pleasure-car production may hav«
ended, but picture product still moves
through Detroit for healthy biz.
Comedy is catching the coin in the
two biggest houses, with 'Louisiana
Purchase' and 'No Hands on the
Clock,' at Michigan, and 'Hellzapop-

pin' and 'Man Who Returned to Life'
Former bill probably will
at Fox.
With 'Babes on Broadway' (2d get the top grosses, but both are
on the screen ani* George above average.

Murphy

in person, the State is doing

'

Since then

strong support tor

run)

;

suburban theatres

—

(M-G) (2d run) nnd George Murphy
ou p.a. With Murphy acting as

Another new starter this week is
which is clicking strongly at
the Rivoli for an indicated $35,000,

Alkee (RKO) (3,300 33-40-50)— wickets is lifting current numerals a sock $35,000, or above. Roxy winds
up its third week tonight (Wed.)
'Bahamas Passage' (Par). AH right to impressive levels.
'All Through the Night,* at Cen- with 'Son of Fury,' good profit
Last week, 'Louisiana Purtury, is the stanza's nigh scorer, getter, with about $37,000 indicated
chase' (Par), wham $18,000.
while
'Bahama
and on the blowoff. 'Roxie Hart' moves
Capitol
(RKO) (2,000; 40-55)— 'Shanghai Gesture'Passage'
are delivering in tomorrow morning (Thurs.).
'Gone With Wind' (M-G). Encoring mighty potent pesos in
duals at the
Estimates for This Week
with four-a-day grind to terrific $13,- Buffalo and the Lakes.
Astor (Loew's) (1,012; 35-55 95000.
Pic's initial run of nine weeks
Estimates for Tbls Week
$1.10)— 'Kings Row' (WB) (3d wk)
in this house, terminating in late
Buffalo
(Shea)
35-55)—
(3,500
February, 1940, grossed $189,000 at 'Bahama Passage' (Par) and 'Castle Ointinues to do very well, with the
second
week ended Monday night
75-$1.50 scale.
It returned here for Desert' (20th). Nabbing nice money,
a 30-day engagement at 50-55-65-cent around $12,000. Last week, 'Remem- (16) getting $19,000, while first seven
scale for the start ot 1941 and pulled ber Day'
(20th)
and 'Gentleman days drew $22,000.
$42,000.

(Thurs.).
Stale (Loew's) (3.450; 28-44-55-7590-$1.10)
'Babes on Broadway'

'Mr, V,'

second
Buffalo, Feb. 17.
activity at the main stem

big profit on the 21-day engagement.
'Roxie Hart' (23th) opens tomorrow

normal anyway.
$35,000
is
indicated.
Last week,
'Captains of the Clouds,' with the 'Two-Faced Woman' (M-G) (2d run)
Blue Barron orchestra on the stage, is and Earl Carroll's 'Vanities,' hit
one of the new shows. It opened at $30,000, smart takings.
Strand (WB) (2,750; 35-5S-75-85the Strand Thursday evening (12) on
• special premiere which had the 99)— 'Captains of Clouds' (WB) and
backing ot an elaborate Warner pro- Blue Barron. On the first week,
motional stunt involving over 200 with a special Thursday night (12)
members of- the Royal Canadian Air premiere thrown in, standout $48,000
Force, who were brought down to will probably be recorded. Holds.

week

$15,000

(15-16) draft

and discouraging war
news, plus Churchill's Sunday afternoon speech on the air, cut into
registration

;

(1,500; 35-55-65-

75)— 'Blues in Night' (WB) and 'In
Army Now' (WB). Heading for fine

m,

m-.V* Nifty SSCloman' 2d 102G

$11,000.

$23,000.

current

-(20th)

week).
Strand

Looking for oke ahead of 'Son of Fury,' at Palace, for
(2d wk).
top take, while 'Rise and Shine' is on
after nice $5,900 last week.

55)— 'Boston_Blackie'

Kds;

10. 1941)

Criterion—'Born to Sing' (MG).
(Reviewed In 'Variety,' Jon. 22)
Globe— 'Gentleman at Heart'

(Col).

Wh. Great $aOOO;

'Sullivan's

week, Harold Stokes orch hypoed
'Bahama Passage' (Par) to okay

week).
(Revwuicd In 'Variety,' Dec. 24, 1941)
Broadwmy—'Fantasia' (Disney)
(7th week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety,' Nov. 13. 1840)
Capitol—'Johnny Eager' (M-G).
(.Reviewed (n 'Variety,' Dec.

Through Night*
Disappears' (WB)

$6,500 in six days.

the big Chicago.
Estimates for This

Apollo

Rain Nick N.Y.

Xaptains'-Barron Orch Big

.

Duals on Upheat

second stanza, big $6,200.
Boosevelt (Sterling) (800; 30-40-58)
—'Died With Bciots' (WB) (4th wk).
Heftv $3,500 for fourth stanza. Last
week, same opus big $4,400.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 20(RKO).
30)— 'Never Rich' (Col) and 'Smiling
Bands are getting the other Im- Ghost' (WB) (2d run). Good $2,800.
portant coin currently. Del Court- Last week, 'Smilin' Through' (M-G)
ney band and Buddy Clark are okay and 'Intl. Lady' (UA) (2d run), good
while Lawrence
at

Draft, War,

ot Febraary 19

Astor- 'Kings Row' (WB) (Sd

- +Chicago, Feb, 17.
Tain crimped the openlag days of this week, and again it's
going to take plenty ot latter day
to overcome the
energy
boxoflfice
get-away handicap.
Palace managed to avoid the bad
get-away weather break by getting
•^ellzapoppin' o& on Wed. (10).
Comedy is getting big money.
Double featured continue to expand in the loop. There used to be
one first-run dual house in the loop;
now there are five, with B. & K.
doubling in the Roosevelt, Garrick
and Apollo, the RKO Palace firmly
established as a twin-biiler, and now
the EUsaness Woods, which tomorrow' (Wed.) starts dualling first-runs,
with 'Playmates' and 'Jacks and Jill

Snow and

Rons on Broadway

First

Slush Sinks Chi Fihns Getaway;

Estimates tor This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 40-55-65)
—'Remember Day' (20th) and 'Blondie
College' (Col). Former moved over
after strong week at Fox. Fair $5,800
here.
Last week, 'Green Valley*
(20th) (Sth wk) and 'Melody Lane'
(U) (2d wk), good $7,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 40-55-

65)— 'Hellzapoppin^ U) and 'Man Re.
turned' (Col).
Good $19,000. Last
week, 'Remember Day' (20th) and
'Bombay Clipper'

—

Mlclilean

(U). ditto.

(United Detroit)

(4.000;

Broadway (Disney) (1,805; 35-55- 40-55-65) 'Louisiana Purchase' (Par)
75)— 'Fantasia' (RKO-Disney) (6th and 'No Hands' (Par). Big $21,000.
wk). This week (6th) on return date Last week, 'Died. With Boots' (WB)
pop

account

should
about $11,000, oke, while
at

scales

fifth

for
stanza

and 'Mexican

Spitfire'

(RKO), strong

$20,000.

Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,was $14,800, good.
With Boots'
Capitol (Loew's) (4.620; 35-55-85- 000: 40-55-05)— 'Died
Hipp (Shea) (2,100: 30-45)— 'Son $1.10-$1.25)— 'Design for Scandal' (M- (WB) and 'New Wine' (UA). Choice
Fury' (20th) and 'Right Heart' (20th) G) (2d-final wk). In thu lightweight $10,000. Last week. 'Among Living'
Probably $8,000, hefty. class at less than $20,000 on hold- (Par) and 'Smiling Ghost' (WB),
(2d run).
Last week, 'Man to Dinner' (WB) over, while first week was close to okay $9,000.
$15,000.

(2d run), fine $6,500.

Lafayette (Hayman)
— 'Hellzapoppin'
(U)
(2d

Lips'

(U).

good

enough

bumper

'Rise

wk.).

$6,500.
$12,000.

(3,300; 30-44)

and 'Sealed
Repeat canto
Last week,

'Johnny Eager'
$30,000, fairly good.
(M-G) comes in tomorrow (Thurs.).
Criterion (Loew's) (1,002; 35-44-55Sing' (M-G) opens
to
here this morning (Wed.), after seven
days of 'Lady for a Night' (Rep) got
good $9,000. Preceding that 'Kildare's
Victory' (M-G) got $7,800, fairish.
Globe (Brandt) (1.250; 28-35-55)
—'Lady in Distress' (Times). Eng-

75)— 'Born

United

(2,000:

Artlsis
40-55-65)

Detroit)
—(United
'Puiham' (M-G)

and 'North' (M-G) (2d wk).

Good

$8,000, after big $11,500 in first stanza.

Twentieth Century (Ind) (3,000:
30-55)— 'AH Through Night' (WB) (8
'Babes' $8,000, Mont'l
(M-G), (air $4,500.
Humphrey Bogart getting
days).
'Night' $6,500, Both H.O.
probably
play,
$15,000.
Keith's (Libson) (1.500; 33-40-50)— powerful
Leader; 'VaUey'
'Louisiana Purchase' (Par). Switched Last week. 'Ball of Fire' (RKO) (3d
lish-made will show .sotisfactory lake
from Albee for second week on main wk.), fair $6,000.
In Seattle; 'In Life'
for this house at $8,500 but won't be'
stem. Great $7,000. Last week, 'ReMontreal, Feb. 17.
held, though some films are at this
member Day' (20th) (2d run), mild
Severe weather clipped takes at
'Paris
fourth
for
figure.
Last
week,
SeatUe, Feb. 17.
$3,000.
St.L. B.O.sPickUp;
Calling' (U) was $8,000, very good. start of the current week, but retiet
Biz holding steady with holdovers
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 22-40-50)—
came Sunday (15). 'Babes on Broaddoing surprisingly well. 'All Through
Palace (RKO) (1,700: 28-35-44-55Move'All Through Night' (WB).
'Dumbo' Dual $9,000 65-75)— 'Hellzapoppin' (U) (2d run) way' is In lead at probable $8,000.
Night' and 'BaU of Fire' are standout
over from Palace for second week.
on their second stanzas.
'Men in Slow $3,000.
and 'Obliging Young Lady' (RKO) Green Valley' next best.
Ditto last week on
Estimates for This Week
Her Life' is a strong new entry.
(1st run), dualcd. This pair will fin'Bugle Sounds' (M-G) (2d run).
St. Louis. Feb. 17.
Palace (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)
Estimates for This Week
ish with approximately $9,000, suitA slight pickup in biz for the de- able.
Palace (RKO) (2.600; 33-40-50)Bine Monsc (Hamrick-Evergreen)
Last week, 'I Wake Up Scream- 'Green Valley' (20th)., Clicking after
currently.
in
sight
good $10,- luxe film houses is
(BOO;
and 'Swamp Water' slow start, with good $7,500 in sight
30-40-58)
ing'
(20th)
'Look Laughing' 'Son Fury' (20th). Fairly
figure
last
week
for
'AH
Estimates for This Week
(RKO) and 'Gay Falcon' (RKO) (3d 500. Same
(20th), both second runs. $8,000.
Last week, repeat '49th Parallel'
wk).
Loew's (Loew) (3.172: 30-40-44)—
Hot from Paramount for a Through Night' (WB).
Paramount (Par) (3.064; 35-55-85- (Col), fair $5,000.
clicky $3,500. Last week, 'Remember
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 33-44-50)— 'Bugle S/ inds' (M-G) and 'Kildare's 99)— 'Bahama Passage' (Par) and AlCapllol (CT) (2,700: 30-45-62)
Day' (20th) and 'Gentlemen Heart' 'Sing Your Worries Away' (RKO) Victory' (M-G). Should get nice $15,- vino Rey, plus King Sisters and Gil 'Sullivan's Travels' (Par) and 'Pa-'
(20th), neat third sesh at $2,800.
and Connie Boswell topping vaude. 000. Last week, 'Puiham' (M-G) and Lamb open this a.m. (Wed.). 'Sulli- cific Blackout' (Par). Pacing for nice
ii's
Travel."!'
(Par) and Glenn S6.500. Last week, 'One Foot Heaven'
Coliseum (H-E) (1,900; 23-40)
Fair $11,000. Last week, 'Mr. and 'Mr. and Mrs. North' (M-G), okay
'Keep 'Em Flying' (U) and 'One Foot Mrs. North' (M-G) and 'Meet People' $14,500.
Miller, big at the b.o. from the gun, (WB)
'Unexpected
Uncle'
and
Heaven' (WB) (2d run). Fair $3,100. revue on stage, tame $10,000.
Amba-ssador (F&M) (3,000; 30-40- got $45,000 on the concluding (3d)' (RKO), good $5,500.
50)— 'Dumbo' (RKO) and 'Danger- round, while the second was an
Last week, 'Maltese Falcon' (WB)
Loew's (CT) (2.800; 35-53-67)—
and 'Dumbo'
ously Lived' (WB). Neat $9,000 for equally powerful $55,000.
(RKO) (2d run),
'Babes Broadway' (M-G). Pointing to
Last week. 'Sltylark'
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke- good $8,000. Last week, repeat 'Serthis dualcr.
around $3,600, big.
Fifth Avenne (H-E) (2,349; 30-40Back With Ghosts (Par) and 'Week End Three' (RKO), fellers) (5.945 44-55-85-9n-$1.65)— geant York' (WB), good $6,000.
58)— 'Ball of Fire' (RKO) and
Woman of the Year' (M-G) and
good $9,600.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-40-53)—
Fox (F&M) (5.000: 30-40-50)— 'Bed- stagcshow (2d wk). Smash current Wolf Man' (U) and 'Jail House
Fiesta' (UA) (2d wk).
Wonderful
Hollywood, Feb. 17,
time Story' (Col) and 'Lady for a (2d) week of $102,000 will beat the Blues' (U). Average $4,000.
$8,000.
Last week, same duo hot at
Last
Last initial seven days, when $99,000 was
Fair SU.OOO.
$12,000.
Horror stuff is going to get a ruh- Night' (Rep).
week. 'Wake Up Screaming' (20th)
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-58)— around in the next Abbott and Cos- week. 'Hellzapoppin' (U) and 'Treat recoi'dcd. Remains third stanza.
'Marry Boss' (20th), fair $3,500.
and
Elalto (Mayer) (594; 28-44-55)—
Men in Life' (Col) and 'Go West' tello picture at Universal, with the 'Em Rough' (U). nice $16,400.
Orphcum (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)
Missouri (F&M) (3.570: 30-40-50)— Our Russian Front' (Artkino) and
,(Col).
Slick $7,000.
Last week,
shoving a gang of ghosts 'Hellzapoppin' (U) and 'Man to Din- Frisco LU' (U), dualed. Ends fir.st Shanghai Gesture' (UA). In line for
Texas' (C^ol) and 'Latins Manhattan' two comics
around in a shady-film titled 'Candle- ner' (WB). Set for $7,000. fine. Last week tonight (Wed.) at excellent piping $6,000. Last week, 'Volga,
^^^^
"'"^ ^^y^>
and 'Miss Polly (UA),
light.'
week, 'Son Fury' f20th) and 'Play- $11,000, with most all credit on Volga' (ON)
$7500
given 'Our Russian Front.' good $4,000.
MoBlc Box (H-E) (860 30-40-58)—
Story is a frightwlg-gangster yarn mates' (RKO) (2d wk). neat $6,500. draught
Si. Denis (France-Film) (2,500; 30SI. Louis (F&M) (4.000: 30-40)— Holds over. 'Jail House Blues' (U)
Puiham' (M-G) and 'Yank on Burma by the writing team of Robert Lees
'L'Embuscade' and 'Francois
40)
'Died With Boots' (WB) and 'Re- on 6',i days was $5,000, slow
Road' (M-G) (3d wk). Mighty fine
Pick up to $5,000, good.
and Fred Rinaldo, who originated member Day' f20th). Set for good
RIvoll (UA) (2,092; 35-55-75-85-99) Premier'.
.takings at $3,800 for third session.
Abbott $3,700. Last week. 'North Klondike' —'Mr.
(UA). Pulling very well Last week, also good $5,200 on 'PreteLast week, same pair wonderful Hold That Ghost,' the first
and Costello horror drama in Holly- (U> and 'Sierra Sue' (Rep), nice and will get $35,000 or thereabouts, Moi Ta Femme' and 'Dame aux
?4,600.
i.'l''
holding over. Final five days on Cameltas'.
'//oli.'l
$3,800.
Ortheuni (H-E) (2,600;'^l(J-«-58 )-- wood. >

'Ball of Fire'

Hot $8,000,
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P!:GTUBE grosses

War Savings Time No Pain

'Woman

in Frisco;

of Year' $9,000

'Night'

Tory'

San Francisco, Feb. 17.
week of war savings time

First

has had no visible effect on Market
street b.o.'s. Take Is healthy on the
whole. Days are still short enough
so that the extra hour doesn't-mean
much, and many figure that by the
time the long afternoons set in the
tire shortage wlU keep folks home
and offset the exodus which otherwise might be anticipated.
Most Important newcomer is 'Son
of Fury* at the Paramount. Arrival
of 'Sullivan's Travels' means only
little more than average at the War'Bedtime Story' is okay at the'
field.

Orpheum.

(F-WC)

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gron
This Week...
$3S7,»M
(Based on 13 theatres;
Tout Gross Same Week
l*»t Tear.
$388,70*
fBosed on 13 theatres;

3S-40-S5)—

(5,000;

$26,500

—

'Suspicion' (RKO) and vaude
Last
Still big at $17,500.
(2d wk).
week, socko $23,000, although not
as big as first indicated.

Orphenm (Blumenfeld)

(2,440; 35-

40-55)—'Bedtime Story' (Col) and
Moving along
'Go West' (Col).
nicely for $11,000. Last (3d) week,
and
'Boston
'Hellzapoppin'
(U)
Blackie' (1st wk), okay $7,000.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,470; 35-4065)—'Son Fury" (20th) and 'Perfect
Snob' (20th). Hefty $19,000 in prosLast (2d) week, 'Bahama
pect.
Passage* (Par) and 'Night of Jan. 13'

(F-WC)

Franols

St.

'Night

Jan.

Boston, Feb. 17.
My Valley'

(M-G)

and

(M-G),

and moved

Road

'Fiesta'
fair

—

(M-G)
(M-G)

(moveover

from

Last week.

$4,500.

(20th) and 'Honolulu Lu' (Col) (2d wk), fair $2,700.

Orphenm

(Hamrick - Evergreen)
"Through the
Night' (WB) and 'Go West'^ (C:ol).
High $7,200, second best in town.
Last week, 'Confirm, Deny* (20th)
and 'All Money Buy' (RKO), nothing
to

is

hauling in hefty coiq at the Keith
Memorial and looks good for threeweek run. Next best bet is Duke
Ellington and Ethel Waters on stage
at the RKO-Boston supported by
'North to Klondike.'

35-40-50)

brag about,

m

City Grosses

'Yank

took satisto Mayfalr.

(Parker - Evergreen)
'Vanishing Virand 'Yank Burma

33-40-50)

Remember Day'

(1,800:

Key

in 2 Spots, Setting

in Dull L.A.;

Slipping,

Last week, 'Vanish-

$6,000.

Virginian'

Burma Road'

Broadway), Good

HUB

'How Green Was

and

Pace

$aOOO

Estimated Total Groir
This .Week
$1,78 MDt
(Based on 29 cities, 176 theatres, chiefly first runs,

(ncludlno

W. Y.;

Sana Week

Total Gross

Last Tear
(Based on 24

$1,694,70*
cities,

168 theatres)

—

UUGHING'SOUR

—'Bahama

(1,475; 35-40Passage' -(Par) and
(Par) (moveover).

13'

Third week on the street won't do
over $5,000. Last (moveover) week,
'Died with Boots' (WB), $5,500, satisfactory.

Fenway (M&P)

—'Dangerously

Passage'
(Par)
and
'Glamour Boy' (Par) (2d wk). Fell
off to mildish $4,700.
First week,

30-40-44-

(1,373;

Live'
(Rep).

'Shanghai' Mild

(WB) and

•Lady for Night*
Marking
time at $5,000 gait Last week. 'Son
Fury'
(20th)
and 'Right Heart'
(20th), continued from Met, $6,000,

Despite

—

Little

$8J00
Opposish
\

good.
Kansas City, Feb. 17.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900 30Town Is having one of its oc40-44-55)—'Green Was Valley' (20th) casional holdover sessions, and only
and 'Niagara Falls' (UA). Opened two new film bills are on tap. Midto standee biz and pointing to socko land is dualling 'Shanghai Gesture'
$26,500 and holdover.
Last week, and 'Hay Foot,' while Tower is offersixth stanza of 'Ball of Fire' (RKO) ing 'A Gentleman at Heart' as half
and 'Obliging Young Lady' (RKO), its stage-screen combo. It's a low
total all around.
$13,500, very good.
Indicated. Last week, 'In Army Now'
Metropolitan
(M&P)
(4,367; 30-40Estimates (or This Week
(WB) and 'Law Tropics' (WB), $10,- 44-55)
'Louisiana Purchase' (Par)
Esqnire and Uptown (Fox Mid000, 'mild.
and 'Pacific Blackout' (Par) (2dwk). west) (820 and
2,043; 11-30-44)— 'Son
Aiming at $18,000, good. Combo tal- Fury* (20th) (2d wk). Probably
lied $23,000 for initial week.
strongest of three holdover films in
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 30-40-44- town and combo $5,800 currently
'EVE'-TED
NICE
55)— 'Shanghai Gesture' (UA) and will go satisfactorily
with strong
'Mr. and Mrs. North' (M-G). So-so $10,000 in first week.
$15,000 IN
$16,000 indicated. Last week, 'ChocoMIdUnd (Loew's) (4,101; 11-30-44)
late Soldier' (M-G) and 'Tarzan's
'Shanghai Gesture' (UA) and 'Hay
Secret Treasure'
(M-G), $18,000, Foot* (UA). Due for mild $8,700 deOmaha, Feb. 17.
good.
spite light opposition.
'It Started with Eve,' which drew
Last week,
Paramoont (M&P) (1,800; 30-40- 'Bedtime Story' (Col) and
rave reviews, ia proving an equal 44-55)—
'Ellery
'Dangerously
Live'
(WB) Queen' (Col), low $6,500.
magnet with Ted Lewis and band at
and 'Lady for Night' (Rep). PointNewman (Paramount) (1.900; 11the Orpheum. 'Corslcan Brothers'
and 'Right to the Heart' are okay at ing to $10,000, medium. Last week, 30-44)—'Bahama Passage' (Par) (2d'Son Fury' (20th) and 'Right to wk). Five-day h.o., bringing house
the Omaha.
Heart' (20th), continued from Met, back to regular Wednesday openEstimates (or This Week
$11,500, very good.
ings, adding $4,000 to first week's
Orpheom (Tristates) (3,000; 11-40State (Loew) (3,600; 30-40-44-55)— fairly good $8,000.
80-65)-'Started with Eve' (U) and 'Shanghai
Gesture' (UA) and 'Mr.
Orphenm (RKO) (1,600; 11-30-44)
Ted Lewis band. Good $15,000. Last and Mrs. North' (M-G).
Rather —'Died With Boots' (WB) and
week, 'Bahama Passage' (Par) and
pallid, around $12,500.
Last week, Obliging Young Lady* (RKO) (2d
'In Army Now' (WB), good $9,800.
'Chocolate Soldier" (M-G) and Tar- wk). Average $5,000. Last week,
Brandels (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10zan's Secret Treasure' (M-G), $14,- 'Boots' started solo but second fea25-35-40)— 'Bedtime Story' (Col) and
300, good.
ture was added Tuesday (10). Combo
TEUery Queen* (Col).
Fair $4,500.
Tranaioz (Translux) (900; 17-35- got $7,500, nice.
Last week, 'Through Night' (WB) 44)—
'Death at Broadcast' (FA) and
Tower (2,110; 11-30)— 'Gentleman
and 'Weekend* (RICO), so-so $4,100.
Heading for Heart' (20th) and vaude. Average
(U).
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 10-30- 'Mad Doctor'
week. Tragedy $8,200. Last week, 'Blue, White'
44)— Corslcan' (UA) arid 'Right to $3,800, okay. Last
Midnight' (Rep) and 'Three Cock- (20th) with Ted Lewis Revue at 50c
Heart' (20th).
Nice $8,500.
Last eyed Sailors' (UA), $4,400, good.
strong $12,000.
top,
week. 'Man to Dinner' (WB), fair

United ArUsa (UA-Blumenteld)
(1,100; 35-40-55)—"Men in Life' (Col)
'3 Girls About Town' (Col) (3d
wk). About $6,000 in the tUl here.
Last week, average $7,000.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-55)
'Sullivan's Travels' (Par) and 'Road
Happiness' (Rep). Average $13,000

;

and

—

—

LEWIS

OK OMAHA

SllOOOINCLEVE.

(Par), both second run.
$8,300 indicated.
Last week.
Remember Day' (20th), second-run,

SUt'e
•Little

Tonight'

(Goldberg)

(M-G),

spilt

Woman'

(M-G)

Shadow

—

waltz at Hipp.
Estimates
Allen (RKO)
'Son o£ Fury'
Going for fine
'Call
Marines'

(or This
(3,000;

(20th)
$7,000.

Money

running.

To Be

War Time No

Man*

Effect

On

$5,000.

nipp

(Warners)

Big

(3,700;

30-35-42-

(20th), favorable $15,000.
Lake (Warner) (800: 30-35-42-55)

Niagara Falls' (UA), $800.

Town.

yfoU' (Col)

and 'Unexpected Uncle'
with 'Wyoming
(M-G)
and
Wind' (RKO) and 'Our
Wives' (Col) and 'Belle Starr' (20th).
triple split

Wildcat' (Rep), 'Mata Hari'
'Riding

Fair $1,000. Last week, 'Sierra Sue'
(Rep), 'Public Enemies' (Rep) and
Look Laughing' (RKO), triple split
with 'King Dodge City' (Col), 'Doc*0" Don't TeU'^ (Rep) and 'Texas'
(Col), and 'Sun Valley Serenade'
(20th) and 'Wdia' (UA), fair $1,000.

Pegasus Gets War-Minded
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Universal shifts iU three hardridmg buckaroos, Leo Carillo, Don
Terry and Andy Devine, into an
Oriental background in 'Escape From
Hong Kong,' which started today
(Tues.) with Marshall Grant as associate producer.
Film is the first of a new series
dealing with war in the Far East.

at least three weelcs.

Estlmaiea for This Week
Carihay Circle (F-WC) (1.516; 3344-55-75)— 'Dumbo' (RKO) (Olh wk).
Final six days light with $1,900. Last
week, caught $2|200.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,034; 3344-55-75)—'Son Fury' (20th) and
•Gentleman at Heart' (20th). Normal
$11,500. Last week, 'Design Scandal'
(M-G) and 'Kildare's Victory' (M-G),
below par, $9,200.

Downtown (WB)

(WB) (2d wk), satisfactory $10,500.
Four Star (UA-F-WC) (900; 33-44(UA). Good teaser
advance campaign; getting nice $5,800 for initial week. Last week, 'Vanishing Virginian' (M-G) (2d wk),
got $2,200 total as flU-ln booking.

V

getting
comedy assistance from
stooges operating in audience and
foyer.
Last week, 'Citizen Kane'
Sammy Kaye's a home- (RKO), finished 17th week with good
towner whose band got swell pub $3,200.
licity
breaks on its homecoming,
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 33-44-55)
pointing for smart $19,500, or plus,
-'Wild Bill Hickok' (WB), 'New
despite opposish. Last lap, .'Belong
Wine' (UA). Nominal combo aimto Me' (CJol) with Laurel and Hardy
ing for $9,000. Last week, 'Man to
and Clyde McCoy's orch, dandy Dinner'
(WB) (2d wk), caught just
$20,000.
under $10,OQO for nice profit:
State aoew's) (3,450; 35-42-55)—
Orpheom (B'way) (2,200; 33-44-55)
'Gone with Wind' (M-G).
'Third
visit of epic whamming out great —'Mob Town' (U), 'Harvard, Here I
Come'
(Co\)
and vaude. Average $9,$19,000.
Last week. 'Design Scan
500.
Last week, 'Public Enemies*
dal' (M-G), fair $12,000.
Stillman (Loew's) (1,872; 30-35-42- (Rep), 'Hurricane Smith' (Rep), and
55)—'Design Scandal' (M-G). Above vaude, hit good $10,200.
customary mark for moveovers: $6,
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 33-44-55)—
000.
Last week, 'Bahama Passage' 'Started with Eve' (U) (2d wk), and
(Par), okay $5,500.
Treat 'Em Rough' (U). KToderata
$7,400.
First week, with 'Boston
PontUe'i Addition
Blackie' (Col), excellent $11,600.
.

Detroit, Feb. 17.
Paramoant (Par) (3,595: 33-44-55)
F. L. Ketzler and F. C. Bonford
'Sullivan's Travels' (Par) and 'Bug
are building the Huron In Pontiac, to Town' (Par). Mild $13,000. Last
Mich., 1,000-seater, to cost in the week. 'Look Who's Laughing' (RKO)
and
'Torpedo Boat* (Par), garnered
neighborhood of $79,000. A $30,000
profit with $11,000 on six days of
theatre is being erected in Benton
second week.
Harbor, summer resort center, by
EKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,872; 33Julius Foder.
44-55)— 'Started with Eve' (U) (2d

—

FUms As Hepburn -Tracy,

weeks.

'Valley' has finished off six weeks in Philadelphia,
is in its fifth in Chicago.
'Ball of Fire' (Goldwynis red hot in first runs.
Opened tardily in Baltimore at $16,000, and is on third week in Buffalo.

and

RKO)

Others strong enough for extended first runs are
'Bugle Sounds' (M-G), held in 'Frisco; 'Corsican Bros.'
(UA). second week, Chicago; 'All Thru Night' (WB),
best in Buffalo, and held in Cincinnati and Brooklyn;
'Louisiana Purchase' (Par), retained in Boston and
Cincinnati, and good in Detroit.
'Ride 'Em Ckiwboy'

started after the holidays. The big films are bigger;
the fair ones are good.
Out in front among the holdovers are 'Son of Fury'
(20th), 'How Green Was My Valley?' (20th) and 'Hellzapoppin' (U). First named is finishing three big weeks
at the Roxy; opened at a terrific $26,500 in Boston, has
held three weeks In Philadelphia, and two weeks each
in Chicago, Cleveland, Kansas City and Pittsburgh.
It leads Los Angeles, $29,000 at two houses.
'Hellz' is credited with a smash $21,000 the first
week at Palace, Chicago; is big in Detroit, holdover
in Philadelphia, and scored good openings in Brooklyn

(U), with Abbott and Costello, is showing heft.
Two cartoon, full-length features are competing.
They are 'Dumbo' (RKO), good $12,50L in Philadelphia
and big $7,500 in Pittsburgh, and 'Mr. Bug Goes to
Town' (Par), mild $5,000 in Denver.
Leslie Howard in 'Mister
(UA) Is just starting at
Rivoli, N. Y., and Four Star, Los Angeles. Too early
for accurate appraisal, but encouraging.
Two other
potentials showing strength are 'Kings Row* and 'Captains of Clouds' (both WB), flaying only at Astor and
Strand on Broadway, N. Y., respectively.
Circuit bookers report audiences inctessingly receptive of plenitude of shorts and trailers issued by
War Activities Committee. Disney's 'The New Spirit,'
booked gratis through National Screen Service, is of
marquee quality.

Emd Los Angeles.

(1,800; 33-44-55)

vaude.

sturdy figures during opening weeks of season last
autumn.
There Isn't a downbeat comment In the week's survey from 'Variety' corespondents that wartime dayOn the
light saving has affected receipts anywhere.
whole, the national boxofflce is holding the fast pace

Showitaen are warned to hold on to their hats with
news that 'Gone with the Wind' (Selznick-M-G) is
starting its third season to remarkable business. Hav-

Hollywood and
picture good for

Palace (RKO) (3,700; 30-35-42-5568)—'Wild Bill Hickok' (WB) and

ing played previously at advanced admission scales,
it still excels most of the new releases the third time
out Score: Cleveland, $19,000; Cincinnati, $13,000,
first

(21) at
figuring

—'Call Out Marines' (RKO). Good
BawaU (G&S) (1,100; 33-44-55-75)
$2,800 expected. Last round, 'Man -'Hellzapoppin' (U).
Booming to
(WB) (4th wk), nice big $9,500 first stanza, with picture

Power, Cagney and 'Gone' Score Heavily
of the Year' (M-G) looks sure for a spot
high on the list of big grossers of the year. The Hepburn-Tracy starrer is tearing things wide open at the
Music Hall, N. Y., where It moved into century figures
At the Penn, Pittsburgh, first
for its second week.
week take exceeds $20,000, and in Portland, Ore., It has
opened to $9,000, in a small capacity house. Holdovers
Only 'Sergeant York' (WB) hit such
are certain.

and

WB

Downtown,

to Dinner'
$2,000.

(Col), split with

'Woman

(19),

week continues solo at
for Indefinite run.
brings in 'Captains of the Cnouds'

55)— 'Look Who's Laughing' (RKO). 55)—'Mister
Sour notices and not such trade; ordi.nary $11,000. Last chapter, 'Son Fury'

(M-G)

and
'AH
Can Buy' (RKO),. 'Two
Manhattan'
(Col)
and

or Not to Be' gets triplepreem at State, C^iinese and

first

Carthay

Week

good

25-35)—

(1,500; 10-20-25)
— SUge (Goldberg)
Coach' (U), 'SecreU Lone

<KKO),

which Three Paynes from vaude
perform comedy antics in prolog
and among audience during picture's

30-35-42-55)— —'Wild Bill Hickok* (WB) and 'New
(moveover). Wine' (UA). 'Hickok' pulling action
Last frame, trade here, but indicates only $9,000,
Last week, "Man to Dinner
pleasing fair.

(RKO),

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY

with
"Two-Faced
ancT 'World PreFair $900. Last week,

Thin

rrhree Girls'
Latins

(WB),
(900;

(RKO) and 'Pulham'

Foxes'

miere' (Par).

vious Durblns. 'Hellzapoppin' opened
to solid $9,500 at Hawaii.
It has
supporting screwball carnival, in

wk) and

(Tristates) (11-40-55)—
to Dinner* (WB) and 'Bahama

Good

and^^'Target

Los Angeles, Feb. 17.
'Son of Fury,' at Loew's Stale and
(Jrauman*8 Chinese, tops the town

this week with combined gross of
$29,000.
State Is catching big por<
tlon of the total with $17,500.
Deanna Durbln Is" showing a slight
drop in popularlhr at Pantages and
Hillstreet, with houses under tho
combined two-week totals for pre-

Saturday

Paramount

Man

Whaddng Out

after

$8,100.

Passage'

$15,200,

Carthay startlne Thursday
(3,000; 35-40-50)

mightx_6pod $8,700.
United ArUsts (Parker) (1,000; 35Cleveland, Feb. 17.
'Gone with Wind' is still new to
M. & P. reopened uptown Reper- 40-50)—'Woman Year' (M-G). Solo
tory under tag of Esquire Saturday well plugged all around, and soaring surprisingly large percentage of loa terrific $9,000.
Last week, calites, who are Jamming the Statft
(14) with 'Sergeant York' at 55c top. to
'Johnny Eafer' (M-G) and 'Mr. and and beating up an extra heavy gate.
Estimates (or This Week
Mrs. North' (M-G), closed two-week Return engagement at higher matinee
Boston (RKO) (3^00; 30-40-55-65) stay at grand $6,000.
prices Is clipping wings of next-door
—•North to Klondike* (U) and Duke
Palace, where Sammy Kaye's orch
Ellington band and Ethel Waters.
and 'Wild Bill Hickok Rides' are
Will garner around $21,000, good.
having a tough time trying to nab
Last week, Xatins From Manhattan' H.O/S Load
K.C^
$20,000.
'Look Who's Laughing' be(Col) and Eddy Duchin, $21,200.
lieing its monicker by slowing to a
55)

Deanna,

barreled

$5,300.

Paramrant (H-E)

Down

(Par), $12,000, nice.

05)—'Bahama

enough
ing

LUSH
IN

<M-G)

Tyrone,

Under expectations but

factory $6,700
(1,500;

'Bugle Sounds' (M-G) and 'Mr, and
Mrs. North' (M-G) (2d wk). Holdover rolling. up healtliy $12,000, after
excellent first week at $20,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850; 44-5565)

(UA).

ginian'

'VALLEY'

$730 m Port

Portland, Ore., Feb. 17.
'Woman of the Year' Is topping the
town at the United Artists, aided by
heavy mag and newspaper exploitation.
'AH Through the Night' is
riding high at the Orpheum.
Estimates (or This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35-40fpT^rr'^'i!?'*'"'

Week

Estimates (or This

Fox

UG, Okay

$19,000, 'Bedtime

II

'Treat

'Em Rough'

(U).

Light $7,800.

Last week, 'Eve*' (U)

wk) and

'Boston Blackie' (Col),

(1st

clicko $12,000.

State

(Loew-F-WC)

(2,204;

33-44-

55-75)—'Son Fury" (20th) and 'Gentlemen at Heart' (20th). Action trade
and IVrone Power followers rolling
to big $17,500. Last week:~^eslgn
Scandal' (M-G) and 'Klldare Victory'
(M-C), normal $12,500.
United Artiste (UA-F-WC)

(2.100;

33-44-55)— 'Design Scandal' (M-G)
and 'Kildare Victory' (UA). Light
marquee combo for downtown moveover struggling to reach poor $2,900.
Last week, 'Shanghai Gesture' (UA)
and 'Perfect Snob' (20th), so-so

i

$4,300.

\

.

Vorne (Vogue) (920; 33-44-55)—
Wolf Man' (IT) and 'Doctor Market
(U) (4th wk). Holding steady,
with $2,300 on added holdover week.
Last week, tabbed $2,600 for good
St.*

profit.

Wllshlre (F-WC; 2.296; 33-44-55)—
'Design Scandal' (M-G) and 'Kildare's Victory' (M-G).

Weak

$4,500.

Last week, 'Shanghai Gc.<!lure' fUA)
and 'Perfect Snob' (20th), ordinary
$5,000.

Rangers Ride Again

V

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Authentic tale of the Texas state
police goes Into production at Republic with Edmund Grainger producing and John Butlep'wrlting on
high budget.
Story, titled 'The Saga of th*
Texas Rangers,' Is being worked out
with full cooperation of official historians at the University of Texas,
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TWIN PREEMS FOR HOLLYWOOD
The Good Old Days

Happy Holiday Greetings

'WOOD PAR GETS

Herewith are excerpts from a Paramount press boofc issued just
twenty years ago this week. Because of the peculiarly appropriate nature of the copy, in view of Paramount's 30th Anniuersary observance
ond the selection of Cecil B. DeMille's 'Reap the Wild Wind' as Paramount's 30th anniversary picture, uie are stealing, uiith apoloeies and
thanhs, the heading and ideo from 'Variety.'

'REAP' PREMIERE
Paramount's 30th Anniversary Pic to

*

Make

wood Bow March

(Reprinted from a Feb., 1922, Paramou>it Press Book)

When New

Holly19

Hollywood

Theatre Unveils
When

the

name

of Cecil B, DeMille

identiSed with a Paramount

Is

picture as producer, it is to be expected that the highest possible degree
of perfection has been attained in the production. To millions of motion picture lovers, the name of Cecil B. DeMille means the utmost in
photoplay artistry, the last word in opulent beauty and dazzling luxury,
and the highest and best in screen drama. To the exhibitor it means
unprecedented box office prosperity and the guarantee of the continued
patronage of his theatre's guests,
Cecil B. DeMille's name today is the magnet that draws all classes,
rich and poor, old and young, to the theatre that presents his screen
dramas. His name possesses this magic quality because the exhibitor
and what is far more important the great theatre-going public knows
that each Cecil B. DeMille production marks the pinnacle of photoplay
perfection a mark that is surpassed only by succeeding Cecil B. DeMille
productions.

—

'

—

(That was written In 1922

. . .

yoa can mark

It

STET

LAST OF THE 'GALAS'

'Reap the Wild Wind,' were set early
week as a result of conferences
at the Paramount Studio last week.
First

details

—of

new

HI-YO,

high

STARDOM!

year's

]

j4

Three
productions
top
that
oft the sound stages and
Into scoring and editing last week
were Preston Sturges' fifth, "The
Palm Beach Story'; the new
Crosby-Astaire
musical,
Irving
Berlin's
"Holiday
Inn";
and
Mitchell Leisen's latest Fred MacMurray and Rosalind Russell starr-ir,
"Take a Letter, Darling."
Sturges film co-stars Claudette

moved

zon,"

'

'Technicolor

Lamour

island

New

productions to roll during
February include a Thelma Strabel
story (she wrote "Reap the Wild
Wind" for the Satevepost). Titled
•The Forest Rangers," it went before the Technicolor cameras last
week. Fred MacMurray, Paulette

Hollywood Boulevard Property Owners Association, and the Affiliated
Chambers of Commerce of Southern
California. John B. Kingsley, president of the Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce and honorary mayor, is
general chairman for these groups.
Judge Harlan G. Palmer, publisher of
the Hollywood Citizen News, is

We think the fact that this Is the week between Lincoln's and
Woshiniton'a Birthdays shonld be ezense enough for our Introdoolng yon to the Fourth of July flrls you'll see In Irvine Berlin's
'Holiday Inn,' now shootlnr with BInf Crosby and Fred Astalre on
the Paramount lot. It you don't agree, wire your congressman and
have your head examined. Those things on their hats are flreorackers, which the tunes of 'Holiday Inn* are hotter than.

Smash LP.'

Biz

dates,

Home

swung into
Paramount Exchange
giant

silk

"—:— Days

BIG

Reported From

(oodbye boota and aoddles for

Marjorle Beynolds,
starred with Binf

tlie little

(al

Croiby and
Fred Astalre In Irvinf Berlin's
Inn." Hsrjorie appeared

"HoUdAy
In

Weatcms

another
company before movlnf to Faramonnt, where she won this role
and a seven-year contraot.
thirty

for

Carolyn Lee... "The Glass Key"
with Brian Donlevy and Alan Ladd
..."Henry Aldrich, Editor," with
regular Aldrich cast... "The
Road to Morocco," starring that
boxoffice road gang Bing Crosby,
the

New

banner

last

to the World Premiere of
B. DeMille's "Heap the Wild
Wind.' " Provision was made for applying hew numerals to the banners
daily, until openi;ig. Outgoing mail
at Paramount carried a similar le-

gend; special stickers were attached
every letter, with the proper numeral inked in.
Meanwhile a triple advertising
campaign was in preparation, with
ads, posters and the works in three
styles.
All three will be tested in
conjunction with the preem.
"Reap the Wild Wind," like Deto

"North West Mounted Police,"
boasts a big star cast. Tops are Ray
Milland, John Wayne and Paulette
Others near the top of the
lengthy billing are Raymond Ma'ssey,
Robert Preston, Susan Hayward,

Mille's

Goddard.

—

the rule of the day.

"Purchase"

became

available Feb.

had

tivities of wreckers off the Florida
During the past few months Keys. High spot of the dramatic acbuilt up a big res- tion comes during a battle at. the botervoir of story properties, grabbing tom of the sea, between principals
Goddard, Susan Hayward, Lynne the cream of Broadway shows and and a giant squid lurking in the
Overman, Oscar Dekker and others best-selling novels. At the same wreckage of a ship. Scenes of this
have billing. Six more; starters time, the Studio's contract staff of battle are reported the most sensaInclude "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab- script writers has been added to tional underwater Technicolor ever
bage Patch," with Fay Bainter and heavily— and they're all busy.
tensed.

Bob Hope has been awarded the
Movie-Radio Guide Magazine "Elmer" trophy as the ."funniest man
on the screen during 1941." "Elmer"
is
own
the
magazine's
"Oscar" award. .made of wood for
.

reasons of national defense.

Harry Tugend, who screenplayed
'Caught in the Draft" and "Birth
after first week biz topped the sen- of the Blues," and Johnny Mercer,
sational Fourth of July take of song writer, are cooking up the
"Caught in the Draft."
Strand, screenplay for "Thumbs Up," Para
^
Providence, where "Draft" also musical.
played the Fourth, duplicated the
Maxwell Shane is writing the
story and held.
Holdovers, with
business topping "Draft," also were screenplay of "Interceptor Command,"
forthcoming
Bill Pine-Bill
the verdict In Worcester (Capitol).;
New Haven (Paramount) and Bos- Thomas action drama.
ton (Metropolitan).

Robert Benchley is one of the
"Purchase," opening last weekbusiest guys on the Paramount lot.
Allyn, Hartford, also
Benchley just completed roles in
business
of
two pix, "Out of the Frying Pan"
ahd "Take a Letter, Darling," and
has now moved into a spot in "I
a Witch," new Sturgess
Par Buys let's Face It' Married
film.
Meanwhile he continues to
Paramount announced at the close make shorts for Paramount.
of last week acquisition of screen
rights to Broadway's top musical
Karl Tunberg and Darrell Ware,
hit, "Let's Face It," Vinton Freedley
20th Century-Fox
writing team
smash with Cole Porter songs, as a who did "A Yank in the R. A. F."
Bob Hope vehicle. Price was re- and "Tall, Dark and Handsome,"
ported as "one of the largest sums will move to the Paramount lot
ever paid for a theatrical property,"]. after April 1.

smash
from Zanzibar and Singapore and Janet Beecher. Story is from a "Draft's" opening.
..."Across the Border," a Harry Saturday Evening Post serial by
Sherman "Hopalong" with William Thelma Strabel, concerning early acels

nationally

1; previously Parabeen barred under
terms of its purchase from booking it in areas where the stage production had not played off. New
England exhibs grabbed it fast—
and held on!
Paramount, Springfield, held over

mount

Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour, Lynne Overman, Charles Bickford, end at he
plenty of shek
Walter Hampden, Martha O'Driscoll topped the

Boyd.

music plugs.

made more boxoffice news
week as the red tape with-

drum- holding it from certain theatres
Every was cut. Six new dates showed
unfurled a business above Hope's "Caught in
proclaiming the Draft" and holdovers were

who brought back

Paramount has

Dates

PLAY ON JUKES

Two tunes from Paramount's forthcoming musical-thriller, "Sweater
Girl," have moved' in for a stay on
the Coin-Machine Best Sellers list.
They are "I Said No" and "I Don't
Want To Walk Without You," both
published by Paramount Music
Corp. "I Don't Want to Walk" is
also up near the top in network

Office
high.

Cecil

It's

'SWEATER GIRL' GETS

chase,"

Theatre.

Immediately following setting of
the big
beating

of

Idyl; "Out of the Frying Pan,"
frpm
the
stage
hit
(William
Holden, Eddie Bracken, Robert
Benchley, Susan Hayward); "Mr.
and Mrs. Cugat" (Ray Milland and
Betty
Field);
"My
Favorite
Blonde," new Bob Hope, Madeleine
CarroU comedy ;"The Black Curtain," with Burgess Meredith and
Claire Trevor, and "My Heart Belongs to Daddy," with Richard
Carlson and Martha O'Drlscoll.

—

the 'galas' for the duration

Chamber of Commerce; the Hollywood Merchants' Association; the

wood

and Joel McCrea, with
Mary -Astor and Rudy Vallee. Mark

I

premiere

Six

Colbert

Readying for release and wind'
Ing up on final scenes are "True to
the Army," with Judy Canova and
Jerry Colonna (sneak previewed
Bt the N.Y. Paramount last week
to a round of swell audience com'
mentj; "This Gun for Hire," costarring Veronica Lake and Robert
Preston; "Beyond the Blue Hori-

big

forming an additional central plans
committee. Commander A. J. Bolton, Navy press relations officer, has
promised cooperation.
Hollywood Boulevard, from Vine
to the Roosevelt Hotel, will be bannered and all shops will come
Paramount's
"show that has
through with tiein displays.
The
premiere will mark the formal open- everything," the Technicolor Hopeing of the newly completed Holly- Zorina-Moore hit "Louisiana Pur-

shooting.

Sandrich is producer-director
the Berlin musical.

the

the war.
Backing has already
been lined up from the Hollywood

frwill hit a

production activity
during February, when cameras
will start turning' on a total of
seven new pix. At the same time,
the Studio now has eleven, top
major properties either editing or
the

of

of

More Now Shooting or Shaping

Paramount

mammoth

a

30th

this

gest

In

for

19, for ParaAnniversary Picture,
Cecil B. DeMille's Technicolor saga

mount's

were revealed in New York today.
Paramount plans to make the
Reap' premiere the last and big-

for 1952)

Par to RoD Seven 'Naturals in Feb.;
11

plans

Initial

World Premiere, March

PICTURE GROSSES
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Hfoman
Tops

of Year' Smasheroo $20,000
Pitt;

Hutton-Tlapates 21G

PltUburgh, Feb.

17.

upswing again, with

Biz on the

TIRE' PLUS

VAUDE FINE

$16,000 IN BALTIMORE

which will likely stay there
Baltimore, Feb. 17.
two weeks, unusual at this house,
while stage combo of Ina Ray Hut'Ball of Fire' is rolling the combo
ton and Miscba Auer is .boosting Hipp into a town-leading gross this
'Playmates' to healthy take at Stan- week as action here continues bullish
ley. H.o.'s of 'Son of Fury' at Sena- all around. Good response also re>orted for 'The Bugle Sounds,' at
tor and 'Man Who Came to Dinner'
Year,'

^
at Rltz both going well. 'Dumbo' is joew's Century.
a sock Warner entry.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for nils Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 1730-50)— 28-44)—'Bugle Sounds' (M^G). Nice
(Shea)
(1,700;
Fulton
•Lady for Night' (Rep) and 'Cadet going at an indicated $13,000. Last
Twin bill, although week, 'Joe Smith' (M-G), held steadGirl' (20th).
panned by crix. Is cashing in for ily to $11,800.
okay $4iZ00. Last week, sixth of
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.240;
•Green Was Valley' (20th), ilne 17-25-28-39-44-55-66)— 'Ball of Fire'
around $58,000 for (RKO) plus vaude.
giving
it
$4,500,
Mopping up
the run.
good $16,000. Last week, 'Sing Wor.

Away' (RKO) owed it all to p.a.
'Wbman of Year' (M-G). Hepburn- of Martha Raye (or one of biggest
Tracy/ comedy collected ga-ga re- takes here in moons at $18,900.

—

(3,300; 30-40-50)

Memphis, Feb.

Sporta

ries

including Golden
Celtlc-Oshkosh pro

events,
finals,

$im

Bright

HELLZ,' $19,000, NICE

basketball series, and Perry-Kovacs
tennis exhibition are among competi-

IN B'KLYN; H.O,s

GOOD

tive drains.

Estimates (or This Week
Warner (WB) (2,000; 10-33-44)—
'Dangerously Live' (WB). Heavy ad
campaign might get this weak sister
over the $4,000 mark, but doubtful on
adverse press. Last week, 'Steel Sky'
(WB), $3,300, lucky at that
Malco (Lightman) (2,800; 10-33-44)

in

IS

My

Opener; 'Heart' Plus 'Vanities' 18G

17.

'Hellzapoppin,' at Malco, has little
competish from other Main street
houses this week, but outside opposish Is pretty heavy.

Gloves

grosses on the rise everywhere. Penn
has a smasheroo in 'Woman of the

Fenn (Loew's-UA)

miT WHAM $7,500 Wo'

SPORTS CLIP MEMPHIS;

Brooklyn, Feb. 17,
Two holdovers In downtown
Loew's Metropolitan with
'Babes on Broadway' and 'Yank on
Burma Road.' and Fabian Paramount with '.All Through Night' and
'Glamour Boy,' are getting the biz.
RKO Albee also strong with 'Hellza'Hellzapoppin' (U). Looks to nifty poppin' and 'Paris Calling.'
Estimates (or This Week
$7i500. Last week, 'Sullivan's Travels' (Par), $4,600, about as expected.
Albee (RKO) (3J274; 30-40-50-55)
State (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—
'Hellzapoppin' (U) and 'Paris Call'Son Fury' (20th) (2d wk). Will be ing' (U). Nice $19,000. Last week,
satisfied with probable $2,500 on h.o. 'Wake Up Screaming'
(20th) and
Last week, $6,300, swell.
'Swamp Water' (20th), okay $15,000.
PaUoe (Loew) (2,200; 10-33-44)—
Fox (Fabian (4,023; 30-40-50-55)—
'Bugle Sounds' (M-G). Beery no 'BiU Hickok' (WB) and 'Kildare's
treat shakes here; might take weak Victory' (M-G). Satisfactory $15,000.
3,500.
Last week, 'Design Scandal' Last week,
'Louisiana
Purchase'
(M-G), $5,500, nice.
(Par) and 'Devil Pays Off' (Rep) (3d
Strand (Lightman) (1,000; 10-22- wk), good $12,000.
33)— 'Great Dictator" (UA), re-run,
Met (Loew's) (3,618; 30-40-50-55)
three days; 'Call Ellery Queen' (Col),
'Babes
Broadway'
(M-G) and
one day; 'Cowboy Serenade' (Rep), 'Burma Road' (M-G) (2d wk).
three days. Three-way sp]Mer ought Healthy $20,000. Last week, firstto get Strand okay $1,600. xast week, rate $22,000.
'Louisiana Purchase' (Par) (2djrun),
Paramount (Fabian) (4,126; 30-40three days: 'Confessions of Boston 50-55)— 'All Through Night' (WB)
Blackie' (Col), one day: 'Blondie and 'Glamour Boy' (Par) (2d wk).
Goes College' (Col), one day; $1,500, Good $17,000. Last week, Bogart pic
good.
coupled with 'Mr, and Mrs. North/
sector,

—

—

PhlUdelphla, Feb. 17.
Holdovers hold the spotlight this
week. Best returns are coming from
second turn of 'Woman of the Year,'
while 'Son of Fury' is in third sock
week.

Among

the

newcomers

Is

'Dumbo/

okay at the Aldine; 'Wild Hlckock
Rides,' hea-7 at the Stanton, and
'Gentleman at Heart,' fairish at
vaudfilmer -Earle, coupled with Earl
Carroll's "Vanities."

EaUmatcs (or This Week

(WB) (1,303; 35-46-57-68)
—Aldine
'Oumbo' (RKO). Getting most of
business during the afternoon,
the moppets come. Totalling
about $12,500, good.
Last week,
'Green Valley' (20th), bowed out
its

when

weeks with good $7,000.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57)

after six

—'Look Who's Laughing' (RKO) (2d
run).

Fair $2,500. Last week, 'Babes
solid $3,300 for

Broadway' (M-G),

second week of second run.
Boyd (WB) (2,568; 35-46-57-68)—
Woman of Year' (M-G) (2d wk).
Dropping a little, but still good $15,000. Bow-in, great $21,000.
Earle (WB) (2,768; 35-46-57-68-75)

it's blazing along to great
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 17$20,000. Last week, 'Bahama Passage' 28-33-39-44)— 'Hide 'Em Cowboy' (U).
(Par), not too^ood at $10,000.
Opening today (Tues.), after two and
BItz (WB) (800; 30-40-50)— 'Man to a half weeks of 'Hellzapoppin' (U).
Dinner' (WB). Plenty Oeft for this Got gala total of $22,700 for the run.
—'Gentleman at Heart' (20th) with
one, coming here after successive big
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-40)—'Go
Vanities' unit. Fairish $18,000. Last
weeks at Penn and Warner. Looks West Lady' (Cbl). Good action at
week, 'Paris Calling' (U) plus Bob
like at least $3,300, Bne. Last week, possible $5,500. Last week, 'Night of
Chester orch and Mischa Auer, fared
(RKO), playing same Jan. 16' (Par), fair $3,400.
'Suspicion'
worse with $17,000.
route, off to $l,90O.
Fox (WB) (2,425; 35-46-57-68)—
New (Mechanic) (1,581; 17-28-35fine $20,000.
Son Fury' (20th) (3d wk). Still
Senator (Harrb) (1.750; 30-40-50) 44)— 'Remember Day' (20th) (3d wk).
Strand (WB) (2,800; 30-40-50-55)- plenty neat $12,000. Second Week
'Son Fury' (20th) (2d wk). Taper- Fairy steady to $4,000, after strong
'No Hands Clock' (Par) and stage was fine $15,500.
Ing off some after setting new house total of $11,600 for previous brace.
'Boots' $10,000, Denver
show with Mills Bros, and Bob
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68)
record last week, but getting $6,500,
Roslyn (Levin) (800; 17-25-40-55)
Chester's orch. Okay $8,000 for four
—'Corsican' (UA) (2d run). Check>
which isn't bad. Getting couple of
'Sgt. York' (WB) (5th wk). Movedays.
Last week, "Honolulu Lou' ing
In with nice $5,000.
Last week.
extra days so Senator can get back over from nearby Stanley still going
(Col) and McFarland Twins orch,
Through Nlghf (WB), satisfactory
to regular Friday opening (20) with strong, with all right $3,000 in the
fair $7,000.
$4,500.
•Men in Her Life' (Col) and 'Gentle- making after swell total of $15,700
Denver, Feb. 17.
Keith's (WB) (2,220; 35-46-57-68)man at Heart' (20th). Last week, for previous four weeks.
Considering the stormy weather
'Green VaUey' (UA) (2d run). Get'Fury' got big $12,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,280: 17-28-40-55) business was good here over the
ting $4,400, not bad In view of long
'AU Thru Night' (WB) (2d wk). weekend. Cessation of storm MonStanley (WB) (3,800; 30-44-S0-66)
run at Aldine. Last week, second
—'Playmates' (RKO) and Ian Ray Maintaining good pace to $9,000, after day made things shape up even betrun of 'Johnny Eager* (M-G), n.s.h,
ter.
Huttoh's band with Mischa Auer. fine first round to $13,800.
$4,000.
Times (Baker) (740; 17-28-39)—
Considerable marquee value should
Estimates (or This Week
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-68)—
$1,300.
(Par).
Modest
Vampire
Bat'
add up to fine $21,000. Heavy preAtaddin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—"Be'Hellzapoppin' (U) (2d wk). Bogging
mild
White'
(20th),
week,
'Blue,
Last
resultopening campaign for Hutton
long to Me' (Col), after a week at
down for $9,000, after okay $16,000
ing in best biz she's ever done here. $1,400.
Denver. Good $3,700. Last week,
for opener.
'Captains of Clouds*
Last week, 'Bugle Sounds' (M-G)
'Corsican Bros.' (UA), after Denver
(WB) opens tomorrow (Wed.).
and Connie Boswell-Ray Bolger,
week, good $4,000.
Stuton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57-66)
$20,000, good.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040 25-35-40)
-'Bill Hlckock* (WB). Action plx
—'One Foot Heaven' (WB). After a
Warner (WB) (2,000; 30-40-50)—
continue to lure customers here for
week at the Paramount, fair $2,500,
hangup $8,000. Last week, 'Bugle
"Dumbo' (RKO). Reviewers turned
Last week, 'Chocolate Soldier' (M-G)
handsprings for Walt Disney's' latest,
Calls' (M-G), nifty $6,500 for holdand 'Design Scandal' (M-G), after
over sesh.
which has been a long time arriving,
Minneapolis, Feb. 17,
Orpheum week, good $3,000.
and stand-out matinee trade should
Fine lineup of films has the b.o.i
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35
insure at least $7,600, great. It's first
40) 'Mr. Bug Goes Town' (Par). going at top speed.
time in years house has single-fea'How Green Was My Valley,' acMild
week,
$6,500.
Last
'Bahama
$14,000; HELLZ,'
tured a picture that hasn't been a
Passage' (Par), oke at $5,000 on sec- claimed on every hand, leads the
Last week,
moxeCLver from Penn.
procession. It's comparatively closely
ond week.
'Man to Dinner' (WQ), second week,
IN
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40)— followed by 'Johnny E;'ger.' Not enaround $7,200.
'Died with Boots On' (WB). Solid tirely lost In the shuffle Is 'Inter
Squadron.'
national
Both
of
the
$10,000 for single feature. Last week,
Providence, Feb. 17.
'Belong to Me' (Col) and 'Men In holdovers, 'Sergeant York' and 'One
'Hellzapoppin,' at RKO Albee, and
Louisville, Feb. 17.
Foot In Heaven,' are in their third
Life' (Col), good $10,000.
'Cowboy'
'Son of Fury,' at Majestic, are zoom$4,100;
Abbott and Costello are repeating
Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 25-35-40) week and still going strong.
their b.o. punch, currently mopping
Weather conditions are highly ing to big biz. 'Shanghai Gesture' Is
'Look Laughing' (RKO) and 'Kaththeir latest, 'Ride 'Em Cow- leen' (M-G) (2d wk). Excellent $6.- fav,Srable and help, along with the bright at Loew's State, and T/iulslana
Lincoln Opposish up with Rialto.
Purchase' doing nice'/ in second
boy,' at
500 for second sesh. Last week, power of the- entertainment, to offweek at Strand.
'Man Who Came to Dinner' rated 'Look Laughing' (RKO) and 'Kath- set the bad war news.
raves from the critics and b.o. is leen' (M-G), nice $11,700.
Estimates (or This Week
Estimates (or This Week
Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 17
good at Mary Anderson. Stage pliy
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 17-28)—
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—
Albee (RKO) (2,200: 28-39-50)—
Initial pace of 'Ride 'Em Cowboy'
was here at Memorial Auditorium a 'In Army Now' (WB) and 'Call El- Small Town Deb' (20th) and 'Boston 'Hellzapoppin' (U) and 'Fathei: Takes
Indicates a couple of extra days over
few
weeks
ago and buildup is help- lerv Queen' (Col).' Nice $6,400. Last Blackie'
first-runs.
Good
(Col),
Wife' (RKO). Hypoed by Intense
its scheduled week. It's bucking no
ing the pic.
week, 'Paris Calling' (U) and 'Steel $1,500 in five days. Las' week, 'Steel campaign which had town papered
particular opposish, so should get
Sky' (WB) and 'Moon Shoulder' four weeks before opening. Sailing
Estimates (or This Week
Against Skv' (WB). good $6,500.
good money all the way.
RIalto (Fox) (878: 25-40)— 'Corsi- (20th), split with 'Swamp Woman' to zowle $13,500 and sure holdover.
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; 15Estimates (or This Week
'Riders
Borderline' Last week, 'Ball Fire' (RKO) and
and
30-40)—'Johnny Eager' (M-G) and can Bros.' (UA). after a weejc at each (PRC)
Colonial (Monroe-Noble-Federer)
in 'Date Falcon' (RKO) (6th wj<), nice
Miss Polly' (UA). Pair had good the Denver and Aladdin, and 'Jail (Par), all first-runs, good $2,500
(750; 10-15-20)
'On Your Toes' week at Loew's State, but Indications House Blues' (U). Trim $2,200. Last nine days.
$5,500.
(WB) and 'Code Outlaws' (Rep)^ are for medium take on moveover, week. 'Remember Day' (20th). after
Century (P-S) (1,600; 40-44-55)—
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400: 28-39split with 'Sunset Trail' (Par) plus
Moved here from 50)— 'Man Dinner' (WB) and 'Steel
probably $1,700. Last week, 'Green a week at Denver and Aladdin, and 'York' (WB).
'KiUed Man' (Mono). Poor $500.
after two tremendous weeks Against Sky' (20th) (2d run). Paced
Was Valley' '(20th) and 'Cadet Girl' Six Gun Gold' (RKO), okay $2,000. State
Good
Last week, 'Knockout' (WB) and
there
and
still going strong.
at steady $3,000. Last week, 'Johnny
(20th), splendid $3,400 on return en'Land Open Range' (RKO), split
$4,000 indicated. Last week, 'Choco
Eager'
(M-G) and 'Cadeta Parade'
gagement.
with 'Shot in Dark'^ (WB) and 'Royal
late Soldier' (M-G), good $5,200.
(Col) (2d run), nifty $4,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25)
Gopher (P-S) (998; 28-30)— 'Inter
Mounted Patrol' (Col), not too good,
Wings for Dead Enders
Fay's (Indie) (1,400; 28-39-50)—
(U)
and
Love'
'Appointment
Well 'Treat 'Em Rough' (U) and vaude.
(WB).
national
Squadron'
$600.
Indicates
(20th).
Water'
'Swamp
youngcatering
to
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1.503;
spotted in house
Looking for neat $6,500. Last week,
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
10-30-44 )-r-'Ride 'Em Cowboy' (U), good $1,500, with steady trade from
sters. Nice $3,500 in prospect. Last 'Right to Heart' (20th) and vaude,
Last week,
Four Dead End Kids, who made week, 'Great Guns' (20th), good good $6,800.
Fancy $4,100, probably holding a main-stem shoppers.
couple of extra days. Last week, 'Sundown' (UA) and 'Keep Flying' life miserable for fifth columnists in $4 200
Aajestlc (Fay) (,200; S9-39-50>—
Orpheum (P-S) (2.800 30-40-50)- 'Son Fury' (20th) and 'Young
'Green Was Valley' (20th), 11 days, (U); average $1,400.
the Universal serial, 'Junior G-Men,'
15Cashing
In
'Johnny Eager' (M-G).
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300;
$7,000, vpry nice.
America' (20th). Great $14,000. Last
are climbing into the clouds to do
Nebraska
Cooper-Par) 30-40)— 'Bedtime Story' (Col) and the same thing in 'Junior G-Men of on cast names and merits. Nice week, 'Main to Dinner" (WB) and
H.
(J.
$7,000. Last week, 'Sundown' (UA)
(1,236; 10-20-25)— 'Kathleen' (M-G) 'Joe Smith' (M-G"). Opposish is pretty
Against Sky' (20th), knockout
'Steel
year's cliffokay $8,000.
and 'Right to Heart' (20th). Only potent and this pair looks like weak the Air,' a sequel to last
$13,500.
30-40-55)—
(P-S)
(2,300;
Last week, hanger.
State
fair, $1,600. Last week, 'Gentleman entry; medium $7,000.
Metropolitan (Indie) (3.200; 44-55Henry MacRae produces, starting 'Green Was Valley' (20th). Review- 65)— Martha Raye and Chlco Marx
(M-G) and 'Miss
at Heart'
(20th) plus 'Hands on 'Johnny Eager'
overboard
gone
have
dandy
public
days,
Huntz
and
eight
ers
(Col),
Billy
Halop,
Clock' (Par), so-so $1,500.
Polly'
Feb. 23. Kids are
and his orchestra, and 'Double
looms. Last Trouble' (PRC). Stalled allghUy by
SUte (Noble-Federer) (986: 10-20- $11,000.
Hall, Gabriel Dell and Bernard Pun- for this one. BU $12,000
week. 'York' (WB) (2d wk), great cold spell, but got fine $10,000 over
26)— 'Wild Bill Hickok' (WB) and
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000; sley.
$10,400 on top of hefty $14,500 first weekend.
'Invisible Ghost' (Mono).
Average 15-30-40)— 'Man to Dinner' (WB).
week.
$1,300. Last week, 'Obliging Young Pulling class trade; fine reviews, and
State (Loew) (3,200; 29-39-50)—
Uptown (Par) (1,100; 30-40)— 'Shanghai Gesture' (UA) and 'DisLady'
(RKO) and 'Meet Again' the kind of comedy that patrons are
'Babes Broadway* (M-G). First nabe trict Attorney* (Rep). Good $11,000.
(RKO), split with 'Steel Against hungry for. House is taking care of
showing. Fine $4,000. Last week, Last week, 'Bugle Sounds* (M-G)
Sky' (WB) and 'Stork Pays Off' all the trade possible with a small
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
(Par), good and 'Kildare's Victory' (M-G), nifty
'Louisiana -Purchase'
(Col), 10 days, $1,900, fair.
capacity, so looks like sure thing to
'Snuffy Smith, Yard Bird.' became $3,600.
Stuart (JHC-Par) (1,884: 10-30-44) run -three weeks. Current pace in- 'Private Snuffy Smith' at Monogram.
$13,500.
World (Par-Steffes) (350; 30-40-45Strand (Indte) (2,000; 28-39-50)-—'Through Night' (WB). Won't take dicates socko $7,000.
Last week,
Republic switched from 'Moon- 55)— 'One Foot Heaven' (WB) (3d
Bogart here; slow $2,500. Last week, 'Through Night' (WB) (2d wk), fine struck' to 'Moonlight Serenade.'
'Loulslana Purchase' (Ptr) (2d wk).
wk). Continues to click and should Looking for nice $6,000. Last week,
'Hellzapoppin' (U), dipped badly at $3,500.
"Three's a Crowd' is release tag on reach healthy $2,000.
Last week, fine $13,000.
finish, $3,400.
15Avenue)
(1,000;
"The CSentlemen Misbehave' at (Co- fine $3,000 after nifty first week at
Elallo (Fourth
Varsity (N-F) (1,100; 10-30-44)
30-40)- 'Ride 'Em Cowboy' (U) and lumbia.
Century.
'Corsican'
Average $2,200, 'Bombay Clipper' (U). AbBofl and
(UA).
'Nazi Agent' is new handle on 'SaLast week, 'BaU Fire' (RKO), 10
Costello aiming at high mark hit on lute to Courage' at Metro.
Prod. Horns at.Col
days, $5,000, swell.
Should cop
showings.
'Mokey, Delano' reduced to 'Mokey'
previous
handsome $12,000. Last week, 'Ba- at Metro.
Loew-Lewin on
Hands
TALE OF DECOLLETE
'No
release
tag
and
Stewarts'
Is
(Par)
'Meet
the
Passage'
hama
Hollywood, Feb, 17,
on 'Something Borrowed' at ColumClock' (Par), sweet $10,000.
Hol^wood, Feb. 17.
Three new pictures, added to flv«
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Boris Morris switches from dress
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400, bia.
high proFilming schedule on the' Universal already in work, will set a
'Pal o' Mine,' at Renublic, now tisuit to evening gown for his next 15-30-40)— 'Call Out Marines' (HKO)
Columbia before the
peak
at
duction
Loew-Lewln
Trail.'
lot is so heavy that the
and 'Valley of Sun' (RKO). Mc- tled 'Sunset On the
picture.
'Mexican Spitfire No. 3.' at RKO, unit has moved Into rented space at end of February.
are proving
Having completed Tales of Man- Laglen-Lowe in uniform
the shooting schedon
Spitfire
Sees
a
Newcomers
'Mexican
became
Culver
holiday
st'Jdlo
in
had
HKO-Pathe
Kids
the
real b.o. pullers.
hattan,' which is a yarn about the
ule are 'He Kissed the Bride,' 'SweetCity,
Monday (16), with schools used for Ghost.'
adventures of a dinner jacket, he registration, which helped b.o. OutRKO shifted from 'Mrs. Lone Next picture by I,oew-Lewin Is heart of the Fleet' and 'Miss Subnext pitches on the distaff side with look is for swell $4,500. Last week, Ranger' to 'Mrs.' Trail Blazer.'
for United marine,' all of which will be shootto 'The Moon and Sixpence,'
changed
Victory'
'Klondike
scheduled filming of Victoria Wolfs 'Lady Night' (Rep) and 'Mexican
ing by Feb. 25.
Artists release.
Monogram.
Fury'
at
'Klondike
$3,000.
'White Evening Gown.'
Spitfire at Sea' (RKO), average

views and
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—
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—
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'valley;

$12,000,

mopping up
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;

$12,000
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New Vitagraph m-,

Walsh's

Pitt Coloiniusts

WB

Pittsburgh, Feb.

17.

Stunt arranged by James Totman,
advertising chief, and Scripps-

WB

Roy Haines, eastern Canadian sales- ment for men in the armed forces. Howard Press in connection with
manager for Warner Bros.; Arthur
Joe Ancher, booker for Warner 'Woman of the Year' at Penn' not
Sachson, home-office sales executive, 3ros..
elected
secretary-treasurer.
and AI Schwalberg, supervisor of Members of the executive council o;ily attracted a lot of attention but
the company's exchanges, have been
elected vice-presidents of Vitagraph,
Inc., the Warner sales subsidiary.
General salesmanagcr Ben KalmenEon is president of Vita.
Walsh's Prairie District

are:— W. P. Grossman, Nevada,

Film Delivery.

The so-called Prairie District of
Warner Bros, has been restored by

Ben

Kalnienson, general salesmanwith Hall Walsh, St. Louis
branch manager, placed in charge.
As result of the appointment,
Walsh will have charge of the
ager,

.

Omaha,

Louis. Des Moines and
branches, while Rud
Lohrenz, who formerly had these exchanges in his district, will be restricted
to
Chicago, Indianapolis,
Milwaukee and Minneapolis. Al Oxtoby, salesman from the San Francisco
office, succeeds Walsh in
charge of the branch at St. Louis.
St.

Kansas City

WB

la

Milton Goodman, Columbia Pictures;
Myron Blank, Tri-Statcs Theatres
Emil
Joe
Manfree,
Paramount;
Franke, manager of Orpheum, Des
Moines, and H. E. McKmncy, Iowa

Sherman

to

New Haven

Montreal, Feb.

17.

Philip Sherman, manager Warner
Bros, exchange this city, transferred
to

New

here by

Haven,

Conn.

Succeeded

also

grabbed tor review of picture

twice the amount of space

it

would

have ordinarily corralled.
In film, Katharine Hepburn and
Spencer Tracy play roles of a
woman columnist and a sportswriter,
so Totman got Kaspar Monahan,

drama editor of Press, to pass up his
notice in favor of one by
Maxine Garrison, femme columnist,
and another in rebuttal by Chester
usual

Covil.

I.

Film

sports editor.
Howard Knevels, formerly Famous- Smith, paper's
couple of
Players manager of Loew's and was screened for them
Imperial theatres here, appointed days before opening. They compared
manager Valley theatre, Toronto. notes before their columns appeared
Knevels has been ill past six months. or. day after Penn prcem.

Loew's Reopens Norwich
Poli-Broadway, Norwich,

Par-Rlckards-Nace Bnlldlne
Paramount, in association with
Bickards-Nace, is building its first
suburban house In Phoenix, Ariz.,
deal having been closed for the site.
Circuit has five houses in Phoenix
at present, while Harry Nace,, partner of Paramount's, has houses of
Johnson's Mpls. Berth
his own in the Arizona territory. Par
Harold B. Johnson, formerly manwith Nace only In
Is Interested
ager at Universal's Minneapolis exPhoenix and Tucson,
change, made Omaha manager by
William A. Scully, company's sales
chief. He succeeds William H. SherF. i M.'s Bcallcnments
St. Louis, Feb. 17.
Numerous changes made among
Anderson Vice Egberts
managers of Fanchon & Marco and
Jersey City, Feb. 17.
St. Louis Amus. Co, houses here.
Alexander Anderson has replaced
The biggest switch sends Harry
Crawford from the Ambassador to Arthur Egberts as assistant manager
the Missouri, replacing George Rix- of Loew's Jersey City theatre. Annor, who has joined the U. S. Coast derson was previously student-assistGuard service. Henry Riegel, man- ant at Loew's here. Egberts Is now
ager of the St. Louis, replaced Craw- manager of Loew's White Plains
ford, and Dick Fitzmaurice upped (N. Y.) house.
from second-run Granada to the St
.

20TH-FOX

SETTLES

CHARLIE McCarthy

E

Charles
McCarthy, now in
charge of publicity for the fllm division of the Office of Coordinator of
Inter-American Relations, received a
settlement from 20th-Fox under his
unexpired contract with that com-

pany which called for payment of
six months' salary up to March 1
next.
He was reported receiving
$600 a week 'from 20th.

Contract with 20th had 25 months
go when McCarthy left in September following disagreement over
authority with respect to all publicity-advertising-exploitation
matto

ters.

Mundstnk Switched
Pitsburgh, Feb.

Jack Mundstuk, M-G salesman here
Tun houses Robert Heinig has been
bamed manager of the Granada; for five years before being transDave Kinzler switched fron\ the Lln- ferred to Cleveland last summer,
named city salesman In latter office,
replacing Jack Sogg, upped to branch
Don Norling from West End to manager with resignation of Frank
Bhady Oak; Ray Parker from Shady D. Drew. Before coming to PitsOak to Avalon: John Heflinger from burgh, Mundstuk was member of
Lafayette to West End; Howard Har- Metro sales force in Cleveland, movris from Yale to Lafayette; Victor ing up from head booker's berth.
M. Serventi transferred his LibTramel, treasurer, Missouri, to manage Powhatan; Knute Broxton, from erty, Sligo, Pa., to Joseph Troese,
relief manaeer to manager of Yale, latter taking over the management
and Beryl Carlew from assistant of last week. New owner had worked
for Serventi sinctf 1927.
the Lafayette to relief manager.
Jack Kohler, one-time head booker for Columbia exchange here, has
Eddy Beads M. P. Clob of la.
Just joined Washington branch of
Des Moines, Feb. 17.
W. H. Eddy, exhibitor of Indlanola, PRC outfit as office manager.
Lieut. Jerry Roth, manager of his
la., elected president of the newly
organized Motion Picture Club of father's Penn here, has returned Jo
Iowa.
The organlzatlpn has been the army and la ftatloned now at
formed to assist the government In Camp Lee, Va. Over 28, he was rewar work and In providing entertain(Contlnued on page 46)

dell to the Union; George Riegel from
relief manager to manaeer of Lindell;

.

Rep's

Mag Tieup To
Plug 'Spy Smasher'

17.

Hollywood, Feb.

17.

Republic has tied up with Fawcett
Publications
for
an
exploitation
angle on the serial, 'Spy Smasher.'
The serial is taken from a cartoon
published by Fawcett.

CREATES
EM WITH

U.S. STAMPS
.

Milwaukee, Feb. 17.
After Louis Orlove, exploiteer for
tried out the idea of giving out
defense stamps for tips, Sam Shurmen, manager of the Milwaukee exbox was installed.
change, was so hopped up over the
plan and its possibilities that M-G
reps throughout the United States
are being urged to adopt the idea.
There is nothing exclusive about
the plan and other local exchanges
have taken it up with surprising results, not only In building good will,
Si (Metro)- Seadler almost stole a
but really running into real money
gag on Monroe (UA) Greenthal's
for patriotic purposes.
'Mr. V Is Coming' campaign, excepting that the competitive pictures
.

M-G,

SEADLER'SPLANTOCOP
CAMPAIGN FAILS

T

Seadler was going to place subway cards, etc., right next to the
'Mr.
campaign, adding, 'Yes,
and. it's already here 'The Vanishing Virginian.'
Latter fllm hasn't
opened as yet on Broadway.

V

UA

•

Louis.
In the second-run and subsequent-

TIP

didn't quite jell.

The

Conn., an old house formerly under
lease to Warner Bos. but given up
by latter, has been rebuilt by Loew s
and tomorrow (Thurs.) officially
opens as another link In that circuit.
Capacity has been lessened to a little
under 1,000 seats and becomes one of
the smallest seaters In the Loew
chain.

A.

P.
St Louis, Feb. 17,
A novel manner to accelerate
the sale of defense stamps has
been cooked up by J. R. McCullough, manager of the Balaban & Katz-operated Majestic,
East St Louis. A huge jukebox
has been placed in the theatre
lobby and the instrument may
be played with dimes and quarEach customer who plays
ters.
the box receives stamps equivalent to the sum placed in the
box.
Brisk sale of stamps since the

Give 'Woman' a Break

Exchange Briefs

Prairie Zone;

Stomping the Stamps

Help

WB

—

PUTS SOMES.

A.

INTO 'CLOUDS' BALLY

A major promotional stunt for a
picture employing men of the armed
forces was put on by Warner Bros.
In inviting 200 memberrof the Royal
Canadian Air Force, plus officers, to
attend the premiere Thur.<:day night
For
Det. Space (12) of 'Captains of the Clouds' at
the Astor, N. Y. Air Marshall L. C.
Breadner, chief of the RCAF, headed
Detroit, Feb. 17.
A crackpot jackpot of press agentry the list of officers.
stood most of the expense of
broke loose here this week, when a
having the RCAF men down for the
phony press agent mixed with the
colorfully-military preem.
On the
regular 'Hellzanoppin'
representanight of the 'Clouds' opening,
tive and the Fox theatre's drum200 Powers models in seats that
beater to harass the press into plenty had
were roped off, They were seated
of attention. Stunt was so successful
two seats apart from each other,
Milt
Crandall,
Universal
praise
thus sitagent probably will keep it going In with each ot'the RCAF men
ting next to one of the models who
subsequent rounds.
evening.
Series of gags on the press were became their date for the
This included at the party thrown
launched through Pete Mack, former
vaude agent and now a pro-ribber, after the premiere at the Starlight
who in the guise of a press agent Roof of the Waldorf, with Warners
entertainers from night
visite^ the newspapers with art, promoting
elsewhere.
stories and three <ihickens. Feigning clubs and
A luncheon was held the day of
deafness and talking in
several
members
'double talk' languages, he tangled the preem and the RCAF
by Mayor LaGuardia
were
received
with managing editors, rewritemen,
Pete

Mack Ribs

'Heliz'

Mock

WB

WB

'

society eds, movie crix and reportIn recent issues of Whiz Comics ers, all trying to figure out what he
Stunt created- so many
and Spy Smasher Comics, two of the wanted.
biggest
sellers, laughs that fcrandall and Harry Rempublishing
firm's
coupons have been placed which ington, the Fox's regular press
youngsters fill out, giving the name agent, followed. up with a series of
of the house they usually attend and other odd characters, ranging from
their home address. This informa- Daniel Boone to King Lear, to sell
tion is being turned over to individ- the picture.
ual exhibitors, who will have a
ready-made mailing list for advertising purposes when the serial Is reGreentbaFs Coast
leased.
Fawcett lias 30 field men
who are working with 700 magazine
Monroe Greenthal trained-planed
distributors and exhibitors throughto the Coast from New York Monout the country.
day (16) night in an effort to be at
the press preview of 'To Be or Not
to Be' last night (Tuesday) and at
the three-theatre preera
in
Los
Angeles tomorrow (Thurs.). United
Artists pub-ad chief will also confab
on the advertising campaign for the

Hop

reissue
Rush.'

of

Charles

Chaplin's

'Gold

'Gold Rush' is slated for release
April, but will be given a prerelease run in Montreal, probably
in about two weeks, to test the ad
campaign.
Greenthal expects to
have details worked out by the
in

weekend and be back
by Monday (23).

In

who. In turn, was presented with a
medal.

East Also Decides To

Avoid Preem Conflicts
Copying the plan of Coast studios
to avoid confiicts In dates of preems,
previews and press parties, eastern
publicity directors last week decided
to notify a central source in the
future of the dates of these events.
Cooperative move is being worked
out in the framework of the United
Motion Picture Industry, recentlyformed organization for industry
unity.

Action was decided on at one of.
the weekly meetings now being held
by the New York ad and publicity
constituted
have
directors,
wl'O
them'selves a committee in UMPI.
Dates will be reported to the committee's secretary. An exec
tary Is to be named later.

While

New York

It's Still

secre-

News

Hollywood, Feb.

A

Ripley Coincidence

Hints by radio commentators that
saboteurs may have planted gasoline
in fire extinguisher tanks aboard the
Normandie strangely coincides with
the

17.

To take advantage

script

for

'Saboteur,'

finished

about two months ago.
This calls for Robert Cummings'
pal, in the picture, to use a fire extinguisher in putting out a factory
blaze, only to find gasoline planted
In it Instead of the extinguisher
chemicals.

of Its front-page
value, 'Secret Agent of Japan' will bt
pre-released by 20th-Fox along the
coast as soon as the prints are ready.
Original date for national release Is

March

27.

Recording of the picture is being
rushed with an additional budget of
$12,000 for Oriental music arrangements.. There is an added appropriation for quick exploitation.

.

Ballyhooing U.

S.

Pix

Publicity men to handle Governpictures are being appointed
for every one of the 31 exchange

ment

STORY BUYS

centers in the U. S.

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Exploitation men will be under
Edward H. Griffith bought 'My the direction of the Publicity DiLove for Byron,' by Daniel Mather,
vision (of the War Activities ComBritish aviator; recently klllea
Joseph McDonough took a 30-day mittee) headed by Monroe Greenthal.
option on Beniamin Othman's
war
novel. 'Rough Sailing.'

acquired

screen

Wynn't Disney Contact
Behold the Bridegroom,' stage plav
*
by George Kelly.
Ted Wynn, handling RKO exploipurchased 'My Wife Has tation In Albany and Buffalo terriI f^
j^""?''
Bradbury
''y
tories. Is being brought into the
p^ilt*^*
Foote,
for independent production.
Robert Buckncr sold his historical home office as direct contact man
between
.short,
Walt Disney office and
America's Greatest Soldier.'
to Warners.
RKO.
Republic bought 'Swing It Sister,'
He stays in New York to handle
by Henry Morltz and Roy Golden,
'Fantasia,' later returning to Albany.
.B u 9j

rights

to
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Stodek Celebrate

U.S. Film Companies, Soviet Negotiate

Cape Town, Jan.

Product Deal; Yanks See Good Market

Red-Tape Machinery to Hasten

Oiling
18.

pioneer South
African showman, and his wife celebrated their golden wedding anni-

Harry

Stodel,

J.

Export

American Fdms

Facilities of

versary Dec. 28 at their home, here.
Distinct

much more

trend towards sending
feature product to Rus-

and likelihood that tHe Soviet
Union may develop into a sizable

PRATCHEn LEAVES

tions

is

seen

between U.

in
S.

FOR

SO.

AMERICAN TREK

recent negotia-

major

film

com-

A. L. Pratchett, Paramount's Latin-

panies in N. Y. and representatives
trading
Russian
official
of
the
agency.

American sales chief, left for Mexico
City, where he headquarters, and an
Uses FrozeD Coin
With Russia as an American ally, extended trip through his lerritoy
point
to
weeks
evidences in recent
To Boy Theatre From
over the weekend. He had been in
a completely changed attitude by
with John W.
many American companies towards N. Y. for conferences
manager, and
Melboume
Fullers
While Hicks, Jr., foreign sales
Russia as a product outlet.
on personal business.
several small product deals were
Pratchett's inspection tour will exmade by major companies about a
Sydney, Feb. 17.
tend all through South America.
year ago, the Russo m.irket for
Metro has purchased the St. James
American films still was just a minor
theatre, Melbourne, from the Sir

M-G

m

afTair.

Two

have
apparently
worked towards making the Soviet
an improved market as far as U. S.
One is that
films are concerned.
the old problem of having to screen
pictures in Moscow for Soviet executive approval is being swept
Pictures currently are being
aside.
Other is that
screened in N. Y.
Russ trading company reps have
displayed willingness to pay in
American dollars in U. S. as well as
a general aptitude towards meeting
factors

American terms.
Another factor

in the switch on
U. S.-Russo picture relations is the
demand Tor American
increased
product by the Russian populace.
With millions of American dollars
pouring into Russia for its defense,

ELCOCK

i BID

spot for the Fullers.

FOR STOLL LOOP

new

trend.

Yen

to learn

more

•

is

Odeon chain of theatres. Elresigned his Odeon directorupon the death of Oscar Deutsch,
Odeon head, when oftered the joint
managing directorship. He felt that
he was entitled to the solo honor.
the

cock

ship

of Sir

Oswald

Stoll.

about Yank life and institutions has
been on upbeat ever since the first
U. S. bomber planes landed in Moscow.

Elcock wants the Stoll chain as
the nucleus of a new' circuit which
he is forming. It would comprise
100 treatres, with the Halifax BuildThus far, foreign managers in N. Y. ing Society, backers of the Odeon,
claim that only certain types of behind the scheme.
screen productions are suited for the
Russian market, as judged by trading reps. However, with some 500
Camroack Goes Dixie
features and almost as many shorts
annually to pick from, plus a big
Ben Y. Cammack, former South
backlog of older fllms^extending over
several years, product deals on a American Bupervisoi: for RKO, has
much vaster scale than heretofore been named by the company as manseem certain. To date, It Is largely ager of the southwestern district of
a matter of- screening the suitable the United States. He'll headquarter
product and arriving at satisfactory In Dallas. Appointment became effective

terms.

Actor Ian HoLarcn
lieutenant In the

RAP.

now

a flight

Metro recently bought the St
James, Sydney, from John Fuller.
These two recent deals Indicate that

the American film company Is sinking funds frozen here into theatre
London, Feb. 17.
ownership rather than continue
Latest bidder for the Stoll circuit leasing theatres.
George Elcock, who helped found

Elcock is constantly in talks with
the Soviet film commission admit- the chairman of the Stoll theatres.
tedly is cognizant of much greater Latter
was appointed apparently
anything
concerning only temporarily to look after the
Interest
in
America. Films are the forerunners Stoll family interests after the death
in the

Ben Fuller interests, it's reported
The house was leased to
Metro, formerly being known as the
Apollo when it served as a topflight
here.

Monday

(16).

Loretta

Young

in 'Men'

Okay $3,000

in

Havana

Havana, Feb. 10.
'Romance Musical,' Cuban film at
the America theatre, led the field
here last week, grossing about $4,000
with the help of Pedro Vargas, Mexican tenor, who made personal appearances the entire week. A good

showing was made by "Men

Her

in

Life' (Col), starring Loretta Young,
at the Fausto, where it did approximately $3,000 after having played a

week

at the Encanto.

'No Time' Quits London
London, Jan.

17.

Actor Rex Harrison has joined
RAF.
As a consequence 'No Time
Comedy' ended Its long run at

the
for
the

Haymarket.
4

More Mex. 'Cinemas

Mexico City, Feb. 17.
Cammack most recently was RKO
Four more cinemas are skedded to
manager for Argentina, Uruguay and
Paraguay and had also served the open here soon, bringing the number
company In Africa.
of such active centers to 73.

BOMBED

5 THEATRES

for African Consolidated
Theatres for several years, retiring
in 1931, when his son. Jack, took
over the position.

manager

sia,

market,

N.Y.

Couple wedded 1891 In Johannesburg when it was a mining carnp.
Stodel was Cape Town branch

IN

SOUTH AFRICA

Johannesburg, Jan. 13.
Five cinemas In Pretoria were attacked by hoodlums using incen-

ager, acting for the film busiiicss,
hopes to smooth out several moot
points in. connection with the customs department censorship when

he is in Washington this week. Mechanics of this censoring on ell mo-

diary bombs and fire alarms, causing tion pictures leaving and entering
some damage. A panic was pre- the country likely will be crystal izcd
vented In all theatres by prompt while he is in the nation's capital
action of house staffs.
because such routine is of utmost
The Ave spots were attacked al- Importance to the industry's shipmost simultaneously, and other at- ments of films to the foreign market.
Not known thus far what is to be
tempts to wreck theatres are reregarding setting fixed rules
{lone
ported in scattered spots throughout
main South African cities. Nobody for those Inspecting motion pictures,
but understood that the trade favors
was arrested.
a definite set of regulations if the
censorship is to be as strict as implied. This would clhninate leaving
the customs censorship to chance besides Informing producers in advance on what Is okay and Wh.nt is
taboo. Reported that there is some
anxiety over customs inspection if
It is to be left to some individual inspector's judgment because of the
broad phraseology of the Act. One
stipulation Is that anything detriWarners has made i short-term mental to
the U.S. must be elimiproduct deal In New York whereby nated. Such regulation in the hands
Hoyts circuit. in Australia will use of industi7 executives familiar with
Understood that the censorship for the foreign market in
its pictures,
pact is experimental. It's the big- years past might work out satisfacgest, sales deal Warner has made in torily but exact tulcs would be preAustralia since Its long-term con- ferred.
As stated in 'Variety' last week,
tract with Hoyts was concluded last
arrangements have been made to
faU.
New product arrangement is re- have the customs department look at
ported to cover only Warner pictures prints in New York and in Los Annow available in Australia, both par- geles, rather than at the border
where facilities for screening arc not
ties feeling that this was the only
feasible plan presently because of as good.
Meohanlcs of Inspection
war conditions and difficulty in getting new product to that country.
Mechanics of inspection still are
Understood that Hoyts circuit need- being worked out for final okay.
ed the additional pictures and War- Two details arc vital to the indusner was seeking additional outlets try. One is that of obtaining certifiIn Australia.
cation on duplicate prints after titc
original or single one has been in-

WB, HOYTS IN

PRODUCT DEAL

spected.

'DRAGON' NEAT $6,200

AS BUENOS AUIES PACER
^uenos Aires, Feb. 10.Three outstanding grossers marked
film boxoilice picture here during
the past week, while the rest of the
continued
in
the
flrstrunners
'Reluctant
hot-weather doldrums.
Dragon' (RKO) at the Opera boxed
a olicko 25,000 pesos (approximately
$6,200) partly because of its own
draw and partly because of local
Interest in Walt Disney, whose recent p.a. here hypoed interest in
•verything relating to his cartoon
factory. 'Appointment for Love' (U)

week of 'Suspicion'
also went Into the money.
Other tstimates, all given in ArOentlne pesos, curreiitlj/ at about
24c. /oUou>;
and

second

(RKO)

Ambassador

(Lautarat

and

'

Ca-

vallo) (1,400; 2.50-2 pesos)—'Law of
the Tropics' (WB).
Nothing particularly to recommend this one,
6,000 pesos shows it.
Last
third stanza of 'Dive Bomber'
got a fair 6,000 pesos.

week,

(WB),

for the theatre.

Bei (Cordero, Caballo and Lautaret)
(3,303; 2.S0-2)— The
Penalty'
(M-G).
N.s.h. 10,000 pesos.
Last
week, Teople Vs. Dr. Kildare'
(M-G), off.
Normandle (Lococo) (1,400; 2-1 50)
—'Blood and Sand' (20th). Still going; 10,000 pesos for the second week
of the second run ain't hay.
Opera (Lococo) (2,400; 2-50-2)—
"Reluctant Dragon' (RKO).
Socko
25,000 pesos. Last week, 'Ladies in
|.RetIrement'

(Col),

did

nice

18,000

The other

is

to

get

ap-

proval of a system whereby a positive print (used in the theatre) can
be inspected and the original or
dupe negative of the master print
then okayed for shipment. This is
essential for .shipments to such coimtrics as Great Britain and Australia,

where positive prints ai"e made up
laboratories In those lands from
the original negative shipped in.
Reported in New York that several pictures are awaiting approval
on the Coast, indicating that there
has been some delay in getting
prints inspected and certified for
shipment. However, customs department officials have been told to expedite all Inspection work bccau.'se
delay In making a boat during wartimes may mean a delay of a month
or more in getting product to the
foreign market.
Speed is particularly pre-rcquisite
on newsreels on which the time clein

.

ment

is

vital.

Industry officials have expres.'scd
no opinions on the why and wherefore of the 1917 Act or why it Is

being enforced. They are just going
ahead, complying with it and hoping

meet requirements

to

Ideal (Lococo) (970; 3-2.50)— 'Appointment for Love' (U). Hefty 21,000 pesos on the opener Indicates
this one will have an extended run.
Last week, fourth stanza of 'Lydia.'
had an all-time low of 4,000 pesos

I

With the old 1917 Trading-Wilhthe-Enemy Act in operation, Carl
Mllllken, Hays office foreign man-

laid

down.

Unofficially it Is stated that the
1917 Act has been invoked in hopes
of plugging any possible loophole

through which subversive elements
might hope to get across sonic unfavorable mention of the U. S. or reveal natianal secrets. While admitting such Is a possibility, as viewed
by the Government, those in the
trade hardly think It possible after
previous Army and Navy censorship.

Additional Information as to the

sweeping extent of the U. S. customs department censorship on all
motion pictures leaving or entering
this country was given major company foreign managers Monday (16)
by Carl Milliken, foreign manager
of the Motion Picture Producers fi
Distributors Assn.

Htesos.

T

Broadway (Lautaret and Cavallo)
Censorship blockade laid down by
2.50-2)
'Dark Command' the Federal customs department will
mean setting up of supervision by
Weak 4,000 pesos.
Salpaolu (Lococo) (950; 3.00 and every' company in numerous sepa2.50)— 'Suspicion' (RKO). Excellent rate departments. The customs in18,000 on second week after smash spection
will cover advertising

—

(1,868;

(Rep).

23,000 the first Indicates this
set for a long run.

one

is

matter,

mats, stills, all publicity,
etc.
Collector of the Port
Los Angeles also attended the
confab to outline some additionni
problems.
scripts,

at

BOG

for

War Fund

Johannesburg, Jan.

13.

Mrs. I W. Schleslnger, wife of the
16 Mm. Mex. Fllmcr
South African Theatres head, raised
Mexico City, Feb. 17.
18,000 pounds (over $50,000) for the
The first exclusively 16-mm filmcr
South African GUU an(} Comforts here is soon to be inaugurated in the

Fund

for Allied troops.

heart of the

downtown

belt.

.
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Michigan Variety

Gub Honors

Re-elect

12

Local Picture Pioneers This

Same

Week

ILM BOOKING CHART

Quiet

Memphis Censor

Bi

Vawety presents
(For in/ormatton of theatre and Jllm exchange hookers
distribuflTiB comMemphis, Feb. ly.
a complete chort of feature releases of all the American
Dote of reviews at given in
period.
City fathers have voted to con- ponle* for the current Quarferly
Vabibty and the running time of prints are ittcludeo.)
tinue same censor board for another
Re-elected recently (3) were Key to Type Abbretiiation*:
year.
Comedv;
Comedy
MeloBrama;
Homantic Drama;
Lloyd T. Binford, retired insurance Drama;
Musical.
Drama;
Western;
man and church leader, chairman;
Figures herewith indicate date of Vamety's review and runnino time.
Mrs. Madeleine V. Smith, prominent
Mrs.
young divorce attorney, and
WEEK OF RELEASE—12/26/41
AsW. H. Fisher. Parent-Teacher
C 83 L. Tonng-F. Maroh
12/10
Bed Time Story (CoU
sociation official.
85 B. Jones-T. McCoy
years, Forbidden Trtlla (Mono) 12/31
Trio, in office past several
CD 95 B. Hope-V. Zorlna
Lonlsluu Pnicluse (Par) 11/28
MU 95 K. Kyser-J. Barrymore
was virtually inactive In 1941 ex- Playmates (RKO) ll/2«
D 85 C. Colbert-J. Payne
cept to ask for iadvance screening Remember the Day (ZOth) 9/24
Green Was My Valley (2«th) 10/29 D 120 W. Pidgeon-M. O'Hara
and give clean bill of health on Hon
C 82 Olsen and Johnson
Hellupoppln (U) 9/24
Garbo's "Two Faced Woman.' Chair- The Gold Rnsb (UA) (Relsiue)
C. Chaplin
CD
C
M. Woodworth-J. Bogeri
man Binford once drew ire of Lunts Dudes Are Pretty People (UA)
79 J. Durante
12/3
by announcing, after 'Idiot's De- You're In the Army Now (WB)
140
E. Flynn-O. De Havllland
11/19
his Died With Their Boots On (WB)
light' had played here without
attendance, that in future he would
WEEK OF RELEASE— 1/2/42
demand scripts on all Lunt shows
B. Elllott-T. Ritter
Lapsed into silence Lone Star VUUantes (Col) 9/24
in advance.
C
J. Downs-G. Storn
comes Home (Mono),
following subsequent horse laugh Freckles
CD
O. Garbo-H. Douglas
10/22
Two-Faced Woman (M-G)
HZ J. WelssmuUer-M. O'SnlllvaB
11/19 M
and board remained dormant there- Tanan's Secret Treasore (M-G)
121
on
still
M
M. Rooney-J. Garland
though
12/3
Babes on Broadway (M-G)
after for two years,
64 T. Holt-M. Donglas
9/10
public payroll at $30 monthly for Riding the Wind (RKO)
C M- H. Herbert-A. Gwynn
each Don't Get Personal (U) 12/31
'

Detroit, Feb. 17.

Close to 350 years in show biz is
going to be honored by the Variety
Club of Michigan, which on Feb. 19
will start off the first annual 'Pioneers Banquet,' which each year will
honor veteran showmen of the slate.
Twelve have been selected to take
the bows this year by the club, which
recently changed its setup from be-

mended by Los Angeles Tent

25

after a conference with military
authorities.
instead of the annual convention.
Variety Clubs will devote their time
to organizing new tents throughout

the country.

Local Variety Club, Tent 25, took
over responsibility for the selling
Defense saving stamps and
ing strictly Detroit to a state-wide drive on
in Southern California theabonds
basis.

James J. Walker, former N. Y.
mayor, will be the toaslmasler, and
Senator Claude Pepper will be the
principal speaker for the first of the
annual 'honoring' bailquets.
Those singled out for the honors,
none of whom has had less than 25

tres.

Assignment was accepted by Dave

Bershon, chairman of a special committee named by Variety club, after
a conference with Howard D. Mills,
Southern California administrator
for the Treasury Department DeBershon
fense Savings Committee.
years in the theatre business and is appointing a committee consisting
most closer to the 30 mark, are Paul of two representatives of theatre cirSchlossman, circuit owner in Mus- cuits and two of independent exkegon, Mich.; Bob Peltier, Mt. Clem- hibitors.

W—

D—

M—

CD—

C—

BD—

MU—

w

M
M

W
W

chairman and $20 apiece for

WEEK OF RELEASE—1/9/42

of his colleagues.

tbeatre owner; Ray Branch,
M. K> C. Morrts-H. HlUlard
12/10
Confessions Boston Blackle (Col)
C
W. Ford-T. Wing
Here Come ttie Marines (Mono)
president of Allied Theatres; OUie
Cbl's T«Dt No. 2S
D. Barry-L. Merrick
Arlzoua Terrors (Rep)
Johnson's Testnnony
Brooks, of the Butterfleld chain; Ed
Chicago, Feb. 17.
D 110 B, Stanwyck-G. Cooper
BaU of Fire (RRO) 12/3
Kirchner, manager of the Family;
D S8 J. BlondeU-J, Wayne
Lady for a NIeht (Rep) 12/31
After several attempts in the past,
Copresident
of
74
L. Nolan-U. Reynold!
Fred DeLodder,
Blue, White and Perfect (2eth) 9/24
Minneapolis, Feb. 17.
it appears that the Variety Club will
MU
N. Pendleton-A. Gwynn
Jail Hoose Blues (U)
operative Theatres; Ed Beatty, head
Anally get started in Chicago, with
Testifying in his $1,670,500 con- AU Tbrouch the Night (WB)
107
H. Bogart-C. Veldt
12/3
of the Butterfleld chain; Jim Ritter,
a franchise meeting having been ob- spiracy charges against the Minneowner of the Hialto, Detroit; Harlan tained for Tent No. 26 for Chicago.
OF RELEASE—1/16/42
(Paramount
soto Amusement Co.
Starr, associated with Monogram in
John Harris thus acknowledged the circuit), the independent Wei worth
C. Starret-B. Haydon
Detroit; Glenn Cross, out-State theWest of Tombstone (Col)
Henri
franchise
from
disrequest for
circuit and Minneapolis major
c 611 G. Allen-W. Post
12/17
Mr. and Mrs. North (M-G)
atre owner; Tom Ealand, owner of
c 67 E. Kennedy-B. Duncan
Elman, veteran indie film distributor tributors. Art Johnson, Sioux Falls, Snuffy Smith, Yard Bird (Mono)
the Femdale, and Jacob Stocker,
c 67 H. Henry-S. Ryan
Pardon My Stripes (Rep)
of Chicago.
S. D., independent exhibitor, in Fed60 R. Rogert-B. Bayei
Detroit theatre owner.
Man From Cheyenne (Rep) 1/28
Some 20 top showmen of Chicago eral court told of inability" to ob- Date
63 G. Sandert-W. Barrle
11/12
With The Falcon (RKO)
Each year the honored guest posts are being contacted to serve- as charD 67 c. Romero-C. Landla
1/7
GenUemaa
at Heart (20th)
tain product for his two theatres.
will be rotated among the older men
D 93 R. Scott-E. Bergner
12/10
These include John
ter members.
claims the defendants con- Paris Calling (U)
He
12/24
D 97 G. TIemey-W. Huston
Shangal Gesture (DA)
In show business in _ Michigan. The Balaban, Jack Kirsch, Ed Silverman,
it away from him.
keep
spired
to
tag for the banque't in .the Hotel James Coston, Emil Stern, Aaron
RELEASE
WEEK
OF
1/23/42
Book-Cadillac has been set at $7.50
Jones, Harold CostcUo, Tom Gorman,
per person, will be open to the pubCadets on Parade (Col)
F. Bartholomew-V. Lydon
Frank Smith, Clyde Eckhardt, .Allen Omaha was in previous years one of Man
D
From Headquarters (Mono)
F. Albertson-J. Woodbnry
lic, and proceeds will go to the orUsher, Arthur Schoenstadt
CD 82 R. Bussell-W. pldgeon
Design for Scandal (M-G)
11/12
the most active Tents.
ganization's charity fund.
CD 90 J. McCrea-V. Lake
SnlUvan's TraveU (Par)
12/10
New officers are D. V. McLucas, Woman
C IIZ S. Tncy-K. Hepburn
1/14
of the Tear (M-G)
United Artists branch manager, Cowboy Serenade (Rep)
Increased Omalia Membership
C. Ao^-B. Burnett*
C «T R. B«lgcr-A. Shirley
Variety Clubs'
Making a big play for mass mem- chief barker; C. W. AUen, RKO, as- Four Jacks and a JIU (RKO) 11/12
D 71 B. Joyce-C. Wilde
Right to tbe Heart (20th)
1/14
bership by reducing the fee to $6 a sistant; S. J. Francis, Monogram, sec- North of the Klondike (U)
B. Crawtord-L. Chaney
Convention Blacked
year, Omaha Variety Club has just, ond assistant; M. L. Stern, PRC, Man Who Came to Dinner (WB)
1/7
C 112 B. Davls-M. Wooley
completed reorganization which let$ treasurer, and Edward Shafton, atLos Aipgeles, Feb. 17.
OF RELEASE—1/30/42
Directors are
Wartime conditions on the Coast in everybody in the local show torney, secretary.
M. G. Rogers,
caused cancellation of the annual business flim men, theatre em- Frank Hannon, WB;
W. ,Gargan-M. Lindsay
Close Call for EUery Queen (Col)
Joe Kinsky, Trl- A
B. Jonct-T. McCoy
Below The Border (Mono)
convention of Variety Clubs, origi- ployees, musicians, etc. In a sud- Film Transport;
65
manager; Joe Jacobs, Yank On the Barma Road (M-G)
L. Day-B. Nelson
1/14 RD
nally scheduled here around May 20. den spurt of activity the Omaha Tent states district
D DO J. Carroll-E. O'Brien
Obliging Young Lady (RKO)
11/8
Veto on the. 1042 meeting was recom' has added over 50 new members. Columbia; R. T. Ballantyne.
D 98 T. power-O. TIerney
Son of Fury (20th)
1/7
C 74 E. Albert
Treat >Em Rough (U)
1/14
C
G. Brent-J. Bennett
Twin Beds (UA)
82
G. Bennett-B. Cabot
WUd BUI HIckock Rides (WB) 2/11

ens

W

M
M

WEEK

w

w
M

M

W

Hoflywood

M

Out

-

WEEK

M

W

W

WEEK OR RELEASE—2/6/42
The Man Who Returned to Lite (Col)
12/3
Dr. KUdare's Victory (M-G)
Law of the Jungle (Mono)
VaUey of the Sun (RKO) 1/14
Young America (20th) 1/7
Bombay CUpper (U) 1/14
Sons of the Sea (WB)
9/17
The Prime Minister (WB)
Tragedy at Midnight (Rep)

IT.

D
D

K

C

79
7Z
60

RD

94

M
M
M

A

WEEK OF RELEASE
2/18
Our Russian Front (Artkino)
The Lady Is Willing (Col) 1/28

Blondle Gots to College (Col)
Bom to Sing (M-G) 1/21

Western IWale (Mono)
Mr. Bug Goes to Town (Par)

t/U

D
C

HU

W

.

12/10

M
M
M

withers-W. Tracy

J.

P. SIngleton-A. Lake
V. Weldler-R. McDonald

Tom Keene

81
82
69

M

W
C
w

Stagecoach Bnckaroo (D)
1/14
Out the Marines (RKO)
Riding the Wind (RKO)
9/10
Lady In Distress (Times) 2/18
Mister V (UA)
7/9
Dangerously They Lived (WB)
Call

L. BaU-J. Crale

w. Gargan-I. Hervey
M. Redgrave-V. Hobson
J. Glelgud-D. Wynwarff
J. Howard-M. Lindsay

2/12/42
(Documentary)
M. DIeUlch-F. MacMurray

40
93
74
82

D

Bahama Passa«e (Par) 12/10
On the Sunny Side (20th) 2/4

.

J. Howard-L. Ford
L. Ayers-L. Barrymora
M. Moreland

66
64
62
120

(Cartoon)

M. Carroll-S. Hayden
J.
J.

Darwell-R. MacDowcU
Mack Brown-F. Knight

V. McLaglen-E. Lowe
T. Holt-R. Whitney

M. Redgrave-S. Gray
L.
J.

Howard-M. Morris
GarBeld-R. Hnssey

WEEK OF RELEASE—2/19/42
Shut My Big Mouth (Col)
Johnny Eager (M-G)
12/10
Mr. Wise Guy (Mono)
(20th)

J. E.

*:

M

M

D
D

Joan of Paris (RKO) 1/7

Boxy Hart

2/4

196
70

93
72

Brown-A. Mara

R. Tayor-L. Turner
East Side Kids

M. Morgan-P. Henreld
G. Rogers-A. Menjon

MU
G. Jean-Andrews Sla
M 113 J. Cagney-D. Morgan
WEEK OF RELEASE—2/26/42
Adventures of Martin Eden (Col)
M
G. Ford-C. Trevor
Rock River Renegades (Mono)
W
(Rangebnsters)
Castle In the Desert (20th-Fox)
M
2/4
S. Toler-A, Whelan
The Mad Dr. of Market St. (U)
M
U. Merkel-C. Dodd
WEEK OF RELEASE—3/6/42
Arizona Roondnp (Mono)
w
T. Keene
Sing Your Worries Away (RKO) 1/7
MU 71 B. I>ahre-J. Havoc
Night Before the Divorce (20th-Fox) 2/11 M
67 L. Barrl-M; Hughes
Ghost of Frankenstein (U)
M
L. Chaney-E. Ankers
To Be or Nt>t to Be (UA) 2/18
C 99 J. Benny-C. Lombard
Bullet Scars (WB)
M
R. Toomey-A. Longmlre
What's Cookln>, SoldlerT (U)
Captains of the Clouds (WB 1/21

C

Sleepy Time Gal (Rep)
Stagecoach Express (Rep)

J.

W

Canova-T. Brown

D. Barry-L. Merrick

WEEK OF RELEASE—3/12/42
W
C. 6tarrett-K. Hayden
M
E. Norrls-E. Lawson
D
J. Cotton-D. Costello
MU 73 B. Grable-V. Mature
M 00
Hervey-K. Taylor

Lawless Plainsman (Col)
Man With Two^ Lives (Mono)
The Magnificent Ambenons (RKO)
Song of the Iilands (20th-Fox)
2/4
Frisco LU (U)
2/18
Heart of the Rio Grande (Rep)
Yokel Boy (Rep)

J.

W

G. Autry
A. Dekker-J. Divls

C

TRADESHOWN AND FOR FUTURE RELEASE
D
RD
D
M
D

Kathleen (M-G)
11/12
Cadet Girl (20th) 11/12
Vanishing Virginian (M-G>
12/1
Sealed Lips (U)
12/3
The Bogie Sounds (M-G) '12/17

W

Land

of the Open Range (RKO)
12/24
Thundering Hoofs (RKO)
12/31
Come on Danger (RKO) 12/31

Kings Row (WB)
12/24
We Were Dancing (M>G)

W
W
D

1/21
Salute to Courage (M-G)
1/21
Torpedo Boat (Par)
1/21
The Fleets In (Par)
1/21
Fly by Night (Par)
1/21
The Lady Has Flans (Par)
1/21
This Time for Keeps (M-G)
2/11
The Courtship of Andy Hardy (M-G) 2/11

C

M
M
MU
M
M
M
C

88
69
101

62

.

101
60
60

58
127
93
83
69
90
74
77
71
94

s.

Temple-H. Marshall

c. Landls-G. Montgomery
F. Morgan-K. Grayson

W. Gargan-J. Clyde
w. taeery-M. Main
T. Holt-R. Whitey
T. Holt-R. Whitey
T. Holt-F. Neol

A.
N.
G.
R.
D.
N.
p.
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Back-Pay for Bonds

Film Reviews

lATSE

^Contlnaed trom pige 8;

something

Black Sheep of Whitehall
suddenly Interrupted by an official
rushing In with the real professor.
Only it isn't the genuine man ol
learning but a Nazi agent substituting to gum up a projected pact be-

tween

Britalii

Its

kept intact.

if

Trouble In

the past has been that various members were dropped and replacements
made, pic to pic, until the regular
followers lost interest.
Of course, Tom IVler and Bob
Steele do what amount to a western
standard act. They've been turning
in sagebrush performances for years,
and as individual stars, they had
their quota of followers. Rufe Davis
is better equipped than most of the
semi-hick comics who are always a
part of westerns today, and he has
had many years of stage and film
experience in mugging and singing
corny, amusing ttmes.
There's nothing too new about this

and South America by

The real
advising wrong tactics.
Professor Davis has been discreetly
kidnapped at thfe dock and imprisoned In a country sanatorium. The
correspondence
professor
bonehead
and his pupil dash off hot on clues,
assume various disguises and land
the nursing home as patient and
nurse, rescue the prisoner and dras;
him back to town, trailing in a bath
chair attached to a ramshackle car.
Here the old Keystone technique
runs riot, with Hay still in nurse's
uniform, careening wildly thrau!;h
traffic, upsetting carts, etc.. to arrive
In time to prevent the phoney signature on a vital document
A funny idea, reminiscent of a
Chaplin touch, is the method employed by the sleuths to delay the
signing of the agreement until their
unmaking of the plot. They phone
some street musician pals to stand
outside the Ministry and play very
loudly and slowly the national an-,
them of each country, comoclling
each representative in turn to rise,
while the others follow suit out of
respect,' thus putting off the actual
signing of the pact.
Many good old-timers of legit
bring good character performances
to support the star In his usual stage
and screen characterization. A little
more subtlety and less slapstick

m

Barry Shipman original, but it has
its action
and adventurous points,
getting slightly away from the rut in
which most outdoorers are confined.
Bennie Bartlett as son of the outlaw, played by Weldon Heyburn, is
told by his father that there's nothing worse than a squealer. Heyburn
gets knocked off, and the kid is im-

has

10 studio

recommended
locals

that

lATSE Prexy Cautions Boothmen
to

back-

pay under contracts retroactive

negotiated here two weeks ago,
thus call for slightly more than
six months in boosted salaries.
The contracts run through to
Jan. 1, 1944.
While the amount of money
to be paid members of lA studio
locals by the producers will run
into a sizable sum, no estimate
is available as to how much it
will be.

Mnx

Europa Film production nnd

Store

Manager

RAffllSH'SHUU

Roc

Glen Alyn

Telephonist

release. Stars
WIgert, Sture LnRerwall; fonturea
Bllda BorKBtrom. DoKmnr Eljbeson, Mnrlanne Amlnoff. Directed by Tlior L. Brooks.
Original atory by Torsten Floden; musk-.
Kal Gullmnr, Nnthnn Goerling, Krik Daumann. At ^Sth St.. New York, week Feb. 7.
'ii. RuDnlng time. OS MIN'S.
Sonja Lnraen
SonJ.i WiROrt
Curt Strange
flture I>ager\vnll
Bonja's Grandmother
Hilda llor^strom
WIcandar. Jr
llnknn WesterBren

Consul Qenerat....'

Patricia

Andrea
; , .

.Gertrude Musgrove

Constable

Tiny

Foreman
M.VnnKer
Reporter
Klinberley

THEATRE 0.0.

George Carney
Brian Coleman
Alf Goddard
Wilfred Walter
Geon^e Merrltt
John Salew
Pamela Randell

Nlghtwatehman

Bonja

Gray

Sally

Paul Lukas
Hartley Power

Preston

I'.it

(With Music)

Oonaul Qenarnl'a Wife

Michael Redgrave

Peter
Vlvleiine
Zolllnl

(Her Melody')

Kajsa
Uncle Bcrglund

DISTRESS

piny, Inn Dalrymple, B. Cooper:
bert & Marei: camera, cnsnj^cWIIIIams;
At Olobn^. T.,
editor. Plilllp Chariot.
Feb. 14. 'i'l. Running time. 62 HINS.

(SWEDISH-MADE)

Page

War

Dull meller based on a clumsily
fashioned yarn is strictly filler mateMarianne AmlnofT rial. It's a rambling, unconvincing
Co.*it.-\ Cederlund
story further handicapped by unDnKtnnr Kbbesen imaginative direction. Michael RedGcorg Punkvlst
grave is not believable as the rugged
Torst.in WInge

Romeo in overalls, while Paul Lukas
manages to make the best of a flimsy
role as the husband-menace.
Some
of the ill-conceived dramatics bring
laughs.
Sally Gray and Patricia Roc photograph nicely, with the latter, who is
not featured, the more impressive In
the femme division.
Story is about an illusionist insanely jealous of his wife, and a

Swedish; English Titles)
Well-knit Swedish production that
shapes up much better than the plot
reads because of ingratiating performances by Sonja Wigert, one of
Sweden's best actresses, and Sture
Lagerwall, polished young player of
countless Scandinavian films.
'Her
Melody' often comes near being a
musical, lacking only a chorus; at
other times it's straight comedy-romance. It is far above ordinary fare
(In

working

crane-driver

on

crane-driver Redgrave begins making a play for the illusionist's wife
and nearly commits murder.
Opening has Redgrave on way to
work looking through window of the

Otherwise, film is too tedious to follow, via the sketchy English titles,
for average U.S. audiences.
Plot is a Cinderella-sort of fable
about two young people who pretend to extreme wealth, while all the
time barely escaping detection as to
their working-class status.
Nothing
especially new in such story but it
possesses great charm as worked out
by this capable Swedish production
crew, main laurels going to Thor L.

may have

and parts, which are

306'slO%Cntin'32

issued

Los Angeles, Feb. 17,
in Hawaii have

restrictions

caused Adolph Ramish, own^r of a
string of theatres on the Islands, to
shove off for Honolulu to check up
on the situation. Since the Jap at
tack the picture houses have been
confined to operation between 10
a.m. and 4 p.m., ruining the nightly
income.
Ramish and Consolidated Amusement Co., chief operators in Hawaii, have asked exchanges for reductions amounting to 65% to meet
the

war

conditions.

a

10-point

program
and salvage of

theatre

for the conservation

Increases granted during Intervenyears, together with provision

difficult to get,

are handled with care Richard Walsh,
president of the lATSE, last week

materials vitjl for defense.
Conservation program, which currently
applies only to theatre operation but

more than
for the 10% cut taken in is to be extended to cover both dis1932 by Local 306, Moving Picture tribution and production, followed
huddles by union officials and the
Machine Operators of New York, In
motion picture industry's War Acthe opinion of sources familiar with tivities Committee.
W. P. Haoul was

make up

the

long-pending

restoration

of

the

suit

of

306

for

of the old suit

still

the

lATSE

rep in discussions while

depression-time Simon

reduction agreed upon by the union.
This will probably be the defense
in the courts, if

H. Fabian headed the subcommittee of technical experts from
various branches of the industry.
Walsh's message to stagehands,
projectionist and maintenance men

going to trial, as well as the position stated that 'It is vitally Important to
to be taken meantime In conferences jnaintain your projection, sound and
stage equipment in good operating
that are under way.

A meeting was held recently be- condition. Only In this way can
tween theatre operating executives your theatre be kept open to do Its
and Local 306 officials to discuss the vital job of maintaining morale. Conserve, salvage, eliminate waste.'
situation, and another is slated to go
into the matter further. Initial session was attended by the recentlyelected president of 306, Herman
Gelber; Steve D'Inzillo, v.p. of the
union; Major Leslie E. Thompson, of
RKO; Frank Phelps, representing
Warner Bros.; Robert M. Weitman,
for
Paramount, and Charles C.
Moskowitz, of Loew's.

Women Mgrs.
:

Continued from page i-

and other spots, does not
employ any women managers or assistants and has usherettes in only
two houses, the Palace, N.Y., and
Proctor's, Newark.
However, th«
way the war is taking men, an of-,
flcial of RKO opines that it might
have to put on some women as asterritory,

Suit on which action Is sought by
Local 306, but In connection with
which a settlement is not unforeseen,
was. brought In October, 1939, against
RKO, Paramount, Loew's, Warner sistants and, to a much greater
exBros, and the Roxy theatre for tent than
now, replace boys with
restoration of the 10% cut taken girls as
ushers.
by the union In 1932.
Pointed out by operators that so
At that time it is claimed that the far as ushers are concerned the
circuits in question, plus the Roxy, turnover is terrific and suitable male
agreed to restore th« reduction for ushers are very hard to find, espeboothmen provided conditions im- cially during the school season, and
proved, with negotiations to be en- as result of the draft, plus more lutered Into to re-^tablish the old crative jobs to be had in defense
scale.
work. Another angle noted is that
While that was not done, in 1939 after all, usherettes- may be belter in
Local 306 demanded a 25% increase the long run than boys, since folks
in scales. The Greater N.Y. theatres generally are not so quick to push
affected settled on a sliding-scale in- girls around in the theatres.
Throughout the country among
crease of 10-12Vi-15% boost under a
contract which runs to 1945. At that major as well as independent extime, however, disposition of the hibitors women are used here and
suit for restoration of the 1932 cut there, while also in quite a few inwas not made a part of the settle- .stances femmes own as well as run
ment, although' felt that the in- theatres, doing their own buying,
creases granted, plus vacations with booking, etc. In some cases y/omen
pay, are more than equivalent to have taken over operation of hpuse.i
the 10% cut taken nearly 10 .years after their husbands have dled.'leavago when times were bad.
ing a theatre on their hands.
'

new

a

bridge, also married. For no apparent reason, other than obvious pretext that his attractive young wife
works nights as a telephone operator,

Swedish language theatres, and
okay for many arty sureseaters where
they like foreign-language vehicles.

for

Warning boothmen that theatres
to close unless equipment

and Paid

Tilts

Vacations Offset N.Y.

for vacations with pay,
that

°

HENNES MELODI

Wage

ing

will provide okay supporting
fodder in the duals. More economy
in the footage would make it still
better, eliminating the slow spots.
Ricardo Cortez is given star billing, playing the assistant d.a., who
solves the ingenious crime.
Cortez
does a capable job and is given nice
support by Joan Woodbury as a
mediately, in the interest of the law, pretty newspaper reporter and Correpresented by the Mesquiteers, and tez's vis-a-vis.
the gang his father led. Youngster
Setting for the murder is a death
gets batted around between reform chamber, with a flock
of newsmen
school and adoption, liking the Mes- and others waiting to
witness an
quiteers, but not wanting to go back execution.
Executee is just about
on his pappy's admonition about to reveal who paid him off to do the
chattering to the law.
murder for which he is about to die
Girl is lightweight in the piece, when he himself is mysteriously
and doesn't have much promise. murdered by a small barb. NewsDavis, papermen and other witnesses,
Name's Melinda Leighton.
inwhen cluding Cortez, are, of course, all
the
chuckles
considering
caught, seems to come off most favor- suspects.
ably of those in the cast.
Story is an okay mystery yarn,
A few more like this and the series but doesn't have quite enough hurArt.
will catch on again.
dles to the denouement to make it
run 72 minutes of screen time. By
would have balanced this one more
a combination of padding and atStill, the kids will like it.
tempts at gaining suspense, director
evenly.
IN
Phil Rosen has done the yarn seriespecially the fadeout, where the dud
(BRITISH-MADE)
ous damage. There are too many
schoolmaster, promised a 'hish' posipoints where the suspense becomes
tion in the Ministry, is seen perched
aloft the building putting out incenTimes release of Josef Somlo production. a stage wait.
Stars Michael Redgrave, Paul Lukas, Sally
Production is of the better-grade
diary bombs during a heotic blitz.
Screenby
Herbert
Mason.
Dliected
Gray.
Clem.
Indie variety.
Herb,
story, Her-

LADY

To Conserve Projection Material

to last July 1, calling for increases, be used for the purchase of defense bonds. Deals,

AUU THIS

when he spots girl in one of
It
the tenements being stabbed.
turns out to be a rehearsal for the
Lukas act. Having once met the
illusionist's partner, the crjne-driver
continues the chase which winds up
on top of the bridge with gal kissing'
Redgrave chastely on the forehead
and sadly going away to join a vaude
train

Brooks for his comparably crisp, if
sometimes too painstaking, direction.
Sonja Wigert injects spontaneity
and youthful vigor into a characterization which readily could have
been overdrawn. She's a bright lit-

When Lukas

unit.

the

ill-treated

gal

is

thought dead

returns to their

apartment ostensibly to be alone
with her memories, only to be shot
dead for the finale, this time permanently, by the husband rescued
tle actress of considerable potential- from the Thames.
ities although some close-ups fail to
Camera work is okay and running
flatter.
Sture Lagerwall, as the vio- time is conveniently short for dual
linist-orchestra leader, carries a part
not unlike numerous others he's done
In Swedish pictures.
Fits nicely in
the role of the inake-believe rich
boy,
Hilda Borgstrom and Dagmar

Mori.

spotting.

KILLED THAT

'

I

Ebbesen are the better known players in support, while Mprianne.Aminoff Is forte in a secondary femme
bit
Wear.

Monogram
duction,

release of .Maurlro King proItlenrdo Cortex: features

.-'liir.'i

Joan Wonilbury. Pnt Olenson, George Pemby PhU
Directed
Adrlsn.
Iris
broke.
Sereenplny bv Henry Biincrofl
Rosen.
frmn original IK' T^onanl Fields and David
.

Sllverstein:

earners.

of the Outlaw
(WITH SONGS)

Republic

UIghton, Donnld Curtis. John Ince. Ken
Duncan. Kmll Dunham, Max Wnlilnum.
Chuek Morrison. Carlcton Ynung.

Regaining strength each time out
the Three Mesquiteers, revamped
from the original set of character.';,
a

b.o.

Ailrlnn

Verne Dnike
King

release of I-ouls Gray producthe Three Mes(|ulleers (Bob
Tyler and Rufe Dayls). DlJohn English. .<^rccnplay. ,n:irry

Cenrge I'eniliroke
Herbert RowUnson

Wnrileit

Tom

..

Nlek Itoii!!!!
CiUlnn

Shipment; camom. Reggie l..annlng; editor.
Charles Croft. KcTlcwed «l Colonial. Lincoln, Neb.. Feb.
M2, dunl. Running
12.
time, on MINS.
Cast: Bob ."itcile Tom Tyler. Rufo Dnvls.
Jveldon Heyburn. Honnli- nnnlctl. Mellnil;i

to

York
Run-

"I""'". C';iie7.
Joan Woodbur>-

Phillips

tion.
Stars
Bteela,

show signs of amounting

Neumann:

ning time: 78 MINS.

Opi-I

rscted by

Harry

At (he .New
editor. Miirtin C. Cohen.
'<2.
thrnlre. N. Y.. st.iilInK Feb. 11.

Code

,

MAN

..:

Drunk."..'.'
,]

Hred

I)islili-(

'Aliorney

Gleai^on

.

Rn"
Jack Mullmll
Vlnre linrnelt

Cavln Gordon
John Hamilton
'"'">"

T.i, nnli:).'

'

previous surprise pictur for Monogram, have turned out another that
rates well above the general run of
indie product. 'I Killed That Man'
i.s
a mystery mellcr with a pretty
and a quantity of action
tail- cast
:

i

'

'

Holmn

King brothers, who produced one

O.SOQ^LO\(f
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Twin

City Indies Give

Up

Battle

% Pix, Now Favor Peace

Against

PARKSDE, DEIHOrr,
SCORES IN PIX SUIT
Detroit, Feb. 17.

In one of the most important dehanded down thus far in ar-

cisions

Minneapolis, Feb. 17

.

Despite the fact that the Twin
City independents' group o{ North
west Allied has failed in its efforts
to eliminate four percentage pictures
from the Minneapolis and St. Paul
indie deal and that present indications ore that Warner Brothers, too
will stand pat on its demand for

three percentage films, the group
seems disposed to bury the hatchet
and end hostilities.
A meeting is
for this week, however,
if the loving up shall be
quaffed and the proposed campaign
for film price fixing and the threatened anti-trust prosecutions abandoned.

scheduled
to decide

Charles Hcagan, Paramount sales
manager, broke the sad news to the
City group that his company
would not back water on its percentage demand. At the same time,
he said, the deals would permit the

Twin

exhibitors to cancel the four percentage pictures if they so desired.
Inasmuch as these pictures, however, will be the company's ace releases, this concession didn't appeal
to the committee representing the
group which pointed out that if the
exhibitors wanted to play these outstanding productions they'd have to
pay peTcntaee.

The Reagan conference here was
a

continuation

started in

of

the

New York by

a

meeting
commit-

the
tee representing
group.
Nothing further has

Twin

from Warners and

accepted in

City

been heard

it's

trade circles that the company is
standing pat on its three percentage
pictures. In reducing the percentage
.

from 40 to 35% of 'Sergeant York'
and from 35 to 30% for the other
two, however, the company has offered a compromise acceptable to
many of the Twin City independents.
Twin City independent exhibitors
are clamoring again for a lessening
of clearance now enjoyed by Minneapolis and St. Paul downtown
first-runs over them.
With 20c difference in admission

By

Loew's, Inc;, Sued

Its

Partner for Conspiracy
A

Pic Technicians

suit by the Theatre Development
Corp., holder of 50% of the stock
(non-voting) of the North Pergen
Amus. Corp., operators of the Embassy theatre. North Bergen, N. J.,
against Loew's Inc., Marcus Loew

prices, the loop Qrst-runs have 56 bitration cases, Wilbur M. Brucker, Booking Agency, Loew's Theatre Sc
days clearance over the higher- former Governor of Michigan, has Realty Corp., nine officers of Loew's
nabes.
and the North Bergen Amus. Corp.,
(50c). independent
scaled
ordered distributors to sell product
was revealed Monday (16) in N.Y.
However, it's pointed out, this frethe Parkside and four other In- supreme court when the plaintiff
quently Is stretched out an addi- to
merlU in asked permission to examine Loew's
tional two to six weeks longer be- volved theatres on the
cause of extended downtown runs. each case without consideration of officers and directors.
Theatre Development points out
One goal of the independents is combined or circuit buying power.
Brucker's decision is believed to that the other stockholder of the
to set a maximum number of days
award was Embassy Is Loew's, which controls
for clearance, with anywhere from be the first in which the
At present, entered under Section X. It also all the voting stock. It claims a con20-40 days proposed.
for- spiracy to cause it to lose the theatre
the films do not become available held that, although the Parkside
Mutual The- and says all the defendants got tofor the nabes for 56 days after the merly was a member of
conclusion of the downtown run, atres, it was to be regarded as an gether and charged the Embassy exeven though such engagements may independent in all future dealings. horbitant prices for film, unreasonbe of two to eight weeks' duration. He upheld the contention that the able and discriminatory film rentals,
Independent suburban exhibitors house's inability to get the run it gave product to competitors for less,
complain that, in consequence of sought was becau.^ the opposition gave the Embassy 'B' pictures and
current clearance schedules, most of houses named were members of cir- worse, gave preferred time to comAn
the nearby small towns get the pic- cuits and argued that Section X does petitors, withheld rebates, etc.
not force the arbitrators to restrict accounting and injunction are asked.
tures before them.
a case to two feuding houses if it can
Officers sought to be examined are
be shown that more houses are in- Nicholas. M. Schenck, William F.
volved.
Moskowitz,
Rodgers,
Charles
C.
Minn. Theatre Jrastees
Other high points in his findings David Bernstein, Leopold Friedman,
was the consideration and emphasis Jesse T. Mills and Charles K. Stern.
Start Conspiracy Suit of such factors as that the Parkside,
built less than two years ago, was
in one of the fastest growing secMinneapolis, Feb. 17.
Friday the 13th Indeed
Trustees in bankruptcy for the de- tions of Detroit and 1.7 miles from
funct $2,000,000 4,000-seat Minnesota any other theatre and that its slightFor WatervHet, N.Y.,
smaller seating capacity made no
conspiracy
ly
have filed a
theatre
runs.
selling
difference
in
Minnesota
the
against
damage suit
Theatre; $15,000 Fire
Brucker held that the opposition
Amusement Co. (Paramount circuit)
and major film distributors. In his Harmony, which was rebuilt as the
complaint, Kenneth Owens, attorney Admiral, was given the product
WatervHet, N. Y., Feb. 17.
for the trustees, asks the Federal sought by the Parkside although the
The Strand theatre was gutted by
court to fix the damages suffered older house was rundown and had a $15,000 fire which flared out of the
and to assess triple damages against decreasing revenues, regarded as a projection machine an hour after the
He alleges that, short-sighted distributor policy.
doors had been opened for the evethe defendant.
The point was madd that under the ning performances. It was Friday
in consequence of the conspiracy,
Minnesota consent decree, public interest de- the 13th, and an unlucky one for the
interests operating the
that features be shown new lessee, Samuel E. Rosenblatt.
theatre have been unable to buy manded
major screen product with a few un- promptly in the more populous areas. Operating under the corporate name
In order to hold up the decree, he of Ruth Theatres, Inc., he took over
important exceptions.
the house last fall from John
It is claimed that the major dis- ruled, distributors arc not allowed
tributors have refused to service the to contract an exclusive run policy Christie, a pioneer exhibitor, and
for their own affiliated houses but had reopened it the previous Sunshowhouse on any terms.
Built in 1927, the theatre was must grant the same run to inde- day after a remodeling and reoperated by Paramount up to a few pendent houses' if they are other- furbishing job that, took more than
years ago.
When grosses dropped wise qualified. By holding up the two months.
presence
nufrom a $45,000 peak to as low as $3,000 Parkside's product for six months,
Despite
the
of
in a week, and operating costs con- the usefulness of the picture was de- merous children, with their partinued so high as to preclude profit- stroyed as effectively as if the thea- ents, none of the audience was hurt
James
able operations^ the chain relin- tre were absolutely refused the and no panic developed.
product, Brucker declared.
projectionist,
was
quished the house.
Purcell,
chief
burned slightly about the face and
hands, his hair was singed, and he
was blinded momentarily. Bruno

Draft

Protest

Deferment Rule
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Conference of studio unions, representing

film

6,000

technicians,

adopted a resolution protesting Brig.
adIer-General Lewis B. Hershey's
draft deferment ruling on personnel
in the motion picture industry.
Herbert Sorrel, president, wired
General Hershey: 'We protest your
ruling and reject the Idea of blanket
exemptions in this industry, as we
would in any other industry, since
we believe exemption from armed
service should be based solely on
merits of each individual case judged
by already existing rules set up by
.

the selective service boards.'

.

.

'

Chiero,

assistant

projectionist,

as-

Purcell
from the
booth
sisted
(closing the door) and helped him
reach the lobby. Purcell was treated
b.
a physician. Harvey Baker, an
usher, and the last person to leave
the theatre, narrowly escaped a falling timber.
Several young men
helped him in handling the depart-

ing patrons.

'Oscars' Dope
:L'ontinucd from page 4;

but hard to see how committee could
overlook 'A Yank in the R.A.F."
Best achievements in black and
white art direction looks like anybody's race, but best guess is 'That

Hamilton Woman'

and

first

'Little

Foxes' second.
Metro's 'Blossoms in Dust' looks
like winner in race for best achievements in color art direction, with
'Louisiana Purchase' and 'Blood and
Sand' in contention.
Payoff for best achievement In
sound recording should go to Metro's 'Chocolate Soldier.'
Oscar for best cinematography In
color should go to either 'Blossoms
in Dust' or 'Blood and Sand.' Winner in best scoring of musical production lies between 'Chocolate Sol-

and 'Sunny.'

dier'

'Sergeant York' should collect for
scoring of dramatic picture
with 'How Green Valley' running
strong all the way.
Best song triple-threated by 'Last
best

'

Time

Saw

I

Paris,' 'Blues in Night'

and 'Chattanooga Choo Choo.'
Major interest in this year's event
centers around Welles and his 'Citizen Kane.' If he gets the play from
extras on best production, and as
'best actor' he may make a clean
sweep of events. On other hand, he
will have to get sizeable block of
these votes to overcom;: popularity of
his competitors and vote trading that
is already under way. There is considerable jealousy over acclaim his
picture
throughout
has received
country, which makes it difficult for
advance prediction as to the final
outcome in main events.

I>

New

York Theatres

2ND WEEK

GINGER ROGERS
HART"

JAMES CAGNEY
In A

New Warner

"CAPTAINS

of

as "ROXIE

CIOTOS"
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I
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SHORTWAVE TIME BUY-OUT
Frank Talk Not For Export

Comwallis Paddison of Australia

Raymond Gram Swing Not Heard on Shortwave

WRUL,
Gram

Boston,.
broad-

Send Back

suspended until further deshortwavlng out of

New

Raymond
casts are

Swing's

Orleans, Feb. 17.
Radio fan, who figured he had
waited long enough for premium,
could stand It no longer, so wrote

WRIIL, Boston. He continues as
He decided, and
usual on Mutual.
Washington morale officials concurred, that there was some hazard
that foreigners might misunderstand
Swing's blunt speaking at this time.
Remarks primarily intended lor
domestic consumption were not ideal
for export to other contries, whose
citizens would lack the essential
background to hear pep talks to
Yankees without thinking them un-

My Box Top! Rockefeller
Would

from

cision

in:

yoxi'rt not oble to send
heart locket, please return
'//

boi

my
my

Prefer

.Outright

—

DX

Stations in Nation
TwoThirds of Clock Reserved
for Europe, Africa, Asia

top.''

TALENT POOL

home

lot exclusively.

Net

For 1941 Represents

duly pessimistic.
Swing did not have the time to
prepare separate scripts, so is sticking to his

H800,000

$2.80 Yield Per Share

week

issued

showing

Sponsors Fidler

preliminary

consolidated

net

figures

earnings

for 1941 totalled approximately $4,800,000 as compared wit"h consolidated net of $5,006,600 in the year
ended Dec. 28, 1940. This Is equiva.

On 100 Bluesies

That'll Cost

You 50
17.

They

didn't turn out the street
enough in the town's
.first blackout to
suit Stewart
Hamblin, radio cowboy crooner,
so he took things into his own
hands. Whipping out his trusty
six-shooter, he blazed away at
six lamps.
City is now suing him tor $50
for reviving an old western cuslights fast

lent of $2.80 per share as compared
with $2.91 a share in the previous
year.
These preliminary figures indicate
that CBS gross Income In the past
year was higher than in 1940, corporation earnings before Federal In-

Committeemen

think
this doesn't go far enough and favor
a complete lock-stock-barrel takeover to get at the basic problem of
establishing narrow, high powered
beams against present tendency in'
shortwave profession to over-diffuse
by attempting coverage that produces a broad beam and a propor-

CHICKEN WIRING TO

BE SOLD

AND

Thompson On

WBYN

Directors'

Board

Thompson has
is a member

B.

and

Board of Directors of Station

new

a
of

the

WBYN,

Brooklyn, N. Y. This is the merger
on 1430 kilocycles of four former

borough broadcasters.

Thompson

Is v.p.

and general man-

tions

Commission,

week.

He

left

resigned

become

to

last

assistant

general counsel in the Office of
Price Administration.
He joined the FCC staff last May,
succeeding Joseph L. Rauh, Jr., who
quit to join the legal staff of the
Lease-Lend Administration.
No successor has been appointed
as

ager, too.

yet

to

Harris's

post.

CBS Second 50 Kw Shortwaver Starts
Now 'Testing'

Network

Its

Proposed Latin Loop of 76

Stations
CBS

Thursday

last

(12)

puts

its

second 50,000-watt shortwave transmitter on the air and began regular
'tests'

of

its

network of 76
is

WCBX,

day of sustaining service and any
commercials between the hours of 4
and 11 p.m. dally. Now the stations can pick up for rebroadcast as
a

new Latin American much

New outlet
stations.
of
sister-transmitter

or as

ScheduU
tions

little

of

as they want.

three

the

Its

old 10,000-watter.

WCBX

and the network

WCDA.
Tests of
will continue for

by which time

about three weei-j,
expects to un-

CBS

transmitter and web
with formal ceremonies unless the
Government has taken over programming of the stations by that

veil

the

new

—

timfe.

When the network begins official
opcratipn, affiliated stations will be
,>JlWr|fi*i.o:ltaftt:|tl)'eqs}';onft^^

CBS

sta-

is:

WCRC— beamed
WCRC, which went to work Jan. 1.
CBS Is also continuing on the air North Africa from
regularly with

to

American system.

RADIO

Tom

Griffith

any move by the Government

The opinion held by the majority
sterling
and American Home of top executives of commercial
Products will decide within the next broadcast organizations is that the
week whether they want tO' renew advocates of nationalization will tall
to obtain the necessary support from
their daytime schedules on the Blue
Parliament.
and Mutual networks. In the case

.

contract

time radio, Paddison declared that

Up

Rockefeller

COLGATE WONDERING

ABOUT

17.

Comwallis Paddison, operator of >
major commercial network, last
week assailed the suggestion from
Government sources that Australian
commercial radio be nationalized.
Appearing before a Parliamentary
committee delegated to probe war-

Contrary viewpoints continue to
imitate, the British non-advertising
exist with regard to policies governbroadcasting system here would fall.
ing American radio shortwave. As
Paddison stated that the BBC Ittom.
on earlier issues the Donovan Comself ranked as a sorry example of
mittee (Europe, Africa, Asia) does
bureaucratic control. He charged
not see the problem in the same
control was responsible for
AmAripan IlAma -1^**
terms as the Rockefeller Committee Sterling,, milCI Itau IIUIUC
notoriously duU programs. Paddison
(South America).
Latest division
said that the most effective way
concerns a Donovan-advocated plan
Currently; that Australian radio could be opRenewals
to buy the time, not the stations, of
erated was on lines similar to the
United States shortwave operators.
Blue, Mutual Involved competitive, privately • sponsored

of the Blue there are four quartertioijately weaker signal at the rehours involved, while Mutual's stake
ceiving end.
The Donovan Committee does not is two quarter hours. The present
need the assent of the Rockefeller contracts for the strips all around
(Committee.
I.t
probably will push expire March 20.
spot Is Monday, 7-7:15 p.m., and it come and excess profits taxes run- through this week its proposal to
The Blue strips are 'Orphans of
will te filled by Jimmie Fidler, film ning $1,375,000 higher In 1941 than take over 16 hours daily of all the
Divorce,' 'Honeymoon Hill,' 'John!s
gossiper, from" Hollywood.
in the previous year.
nation's
11
shortwavers,
leaving
Program Is set for a hookup of 80
CBS statement to stockholders eight hours daily for Don Fran- Other Wife' and 'Just Plain Bill>' and
the Mutual pair Is 'Front Page FarAmericBi) and 20 Canadian stations, shows that $3,800,000 was set aside cisco's office.
Donovan plan is alwith a rebroadcast at 10:30 p.m. EWT. for estimated Federal income and ready before the U. S. Director of reir and John B. Hughes. BlackettSmall & Seiffer is the agency for excess profits taxes In 1941 as Budget. It reportedly requires some Sample-Hummert is the agency.
Carter Products.
against $2,425,000 provided for such $1,250,000 for the first year, a sum
ta\es during the previous year.
believed available from contingency
Manner in which the net profit funds. State Department approval
dipped also is indicated In the way is necessary but assumed.
the directorate last week reduced Its
Time Cut-Up
VIA
dividend on Class A and B shares.
Division of time on the stations
'BACH' Directors declared a 30c dividend on calls for Office of the Coordinator
'BESS'
both class of shares, payable March of Inter-American Affairs (RockeB.B.D.&O. I>a9 become active In
Feb. 20. feller) to get from 4 p.m. to midColgate-Palmolive-Peet, which re- 6 to stockholders on record
behalf of the chicken wiring diviDec. 5, and night at the Office of the Coordicently named a new advertising CBS paid a 65c divvy on
quarters had nator of Information (Donovan) all sion of the Tennessee Coal ti Iron
director. Is up in the air about what in the previous three
Co.
It's for a spring campaign In
the rest. This gives each office the
disposition it wants to make of its declared 45c payments.
rural areas.
best (evening) hours in respective
two daytime shows on NBC, namely,
The quest is for news and other
spheres of the world.
'Bess Johnson' and 'Bachelor Chillocal programs.
Control of programs Is the pill
dren.'
Harris Off FCC
on which some of the broadMatter of renewals comes up at
casters are gagging. They do
the end of March.
not fancy any sltuatloa where
Washington, Feb. 17.
Irna Phillips in Arizona
they must send oat, willy nllly,
Thoma.-; E. Harris, assistant general
whatever Is handed them and
Griffith
counsel to the Federal Communica-

deodorant, becomes a
Blue Network account March 2. The
the

Arrid,

By ERIC GORBICK
Sydney, Feb.

Hollywood. Feb.

•

Although the annual financial report does not go to stockholders until
around April 1, the Columbia
Broadcasting System directorate last

Arrid Deodorant

America Best Radio Model

Denounces /Bureaucratic ControF

Committee

Takeover of All 11

.

CBS'

Calls

TO CENTRALIZE

For Tim* Being

to Europe and
6 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

each day and to South America in
Spanish from 4 p.m. to U p.m.
WCBX—beamed to Europe and
North Africa with the same programs as WCRC from 6 a.m. to 3:45
p.m. each day and to Brazil In Portuguese from 4 p.m. to 11 p.m.
WCDA— beamed to Europe and
North Africa from 3:30 p.m. to 4:45
p.m. each day and to Mexico and
Central America from B p.m. to 11
p.m.

It

joins

WCRC

of.Span'IshT.I''.^ .

for the six hours
•

.

Chicago, Feb.

exactly

as written.
Formula for working out payments for time to each operator is to
absorb the total loss incurred in
operating the station on a 24-hour
Donovan with two-thirds of
basis.
the total time is to pay two-thirds of
Biggest coin will £o to
the cost.
and CBS, each of which has
estimated a $600,000 a year operating
loss on its international setup. Donovan office should give them $400,000
each, with, the Rockefellcrites theother
put up
the
oretically
to
$200,000.
Inter-American for more than a

NBC

year has been exploring every possibility for gaining further control
and helping to absorb some of the
And,
cost of shortwave operation.
in fact, as long ago as last June entered into a contract with WRUL,
Boston, to buy time on a somewhat
similar basis to that contemplated
by the Donovan group. Don Fran-

Irna

17.

author of 'Woman
'Road of Life' and 'Right

Phillips,

in White,'

Brass Band
Under Goldman

On
Because

Fitch

Show

the tempo ot
the times the brass band led by Dr.
Edwin Franko Goldman Is to be the
March 8 'discovery' ot NBC's Fitch
its

style

fits

Bandwagon program.

' It's first time
the broadcast has. used any but a
dance style orchestra.
Columbia Records has an agreement with Filch whereby it releases
two times played by each ot Its
bands on the program, under a Fitch
Bandwagon Special label. However,
all of the tunes used by (Goldman
will ba incorporated In an album to
go on sale ImmediatSiy after the

broadcast.

Margaret Willie Joins
Blackett Agency, Chi
Chicago, Feb.

to Happiness' serials tor Procter It

17.

Margaret Willie has resigned from
Gamble, has gone to Phoenbc, Ariz., J. Walter Thompson agency as time
tor the balance of the winter.
buyer and Is joining the BlackettShe will continue her work there, Sample-Hurnmert agency here.
keeping in touch with her office
She win handle budget details tor
here by phone.

'Sabotage

Procter.

&

Gambia

account.

Remark Angers Navy

Demands, Gets Admiral's Rebuka of Burnet Hershey
on Air Over WMCA, N. Y., Same Night
Burnet Hershey, news commenta- Admiral had
on WMCA, New York, In a ref- sabotage and

definitely denied any
the Navy regarded
Hershey'a comment as 'speculation.'
Broadcasters Immediately questioned
mended
week, alluded to the possibility of whether
Hershey's
remark was
set
up
to
asGovernment
be
by the
sume operation of the stations. 'Vichy-minded Frenchmen' having 'speculation' or 'opinion.' The InIn
Francisco's insistence on the Gov- sabotaged the ship. This broadcast adequacy of the censorship code
ernment's taking over the stations Is at 9:45 p.m. elicited a strong reaction reference to such a predicament and
based completely on his desire to get from the Third Naval District com- the blunt resentment ot the Navy
thrust the whole matter Into sharp
their beams changed. He's distressed
cisco, in

a report last April, recomthat a company controlled

tor

erence to the Normandle disaster ot

Admiral Adolphus An- relief.
over the poor reception and slim mander.
audiences that current surveys show. drews, who Insisted upon and got
While
Transmission is much simpler to from the station on its 1 a.m. broad- the

Europe and North Africa.

beam covers everything

A single
right up

through Scandinavia, while another
beam from the West Coast covers
.

Asia,

Donovan plan provides for at
program

partially-centralized
Number of
eration.

studios

(Continued on page 46)

least

op-

have

.the

WMCA

Navy was displeased by
comment, the French ofNormandie

ficers and staff ot the
the. same night the following
were congratulating themselves on
comment under the signature ot the the lucky accident that excluded

cast

Admiral:
'Weither tlie oommentaloT nor the
station is playing /air ball mith the
Navy in permitting such statements!
What apparently irked the Navy
was that-an earlier statement of the

them from the ship three weeks before the fiasco and kept them on the
dock throughout the fire. No complaint was filed with the station by
the French ogain.it the allegation
that they 'might have' set It afire.

—

'
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Helen Menken Heads

AFRA Comm.

From the Piroduction Centres
MM «««»««*«*«««»««««»««<«««*>«»»«« MM
NEW YORK CITY ...

'

To Plug

Book Via Discs

Patriotic

The American Federation of Radio
up its own unit for
wartime activities, In charge of
Helen Menken, with a committee

Artlsti has let

Watson, Heading

Rep

Including Sid Walton, Felix Knight,

Outfit,

war work for radio artists.
First undertaking will be the production of a series of 13 half-hour
recorded programs to plug the sale
of a new compilation of state papers, 'America Goes to War,' on
unit will get a
which the
share of the proceeds, to be devoted to war work. Programs will

creating

AFRA

be produced by Lloyd Rosamond,

The new 'This Is War* series
IS DISCUSSING:
by McClinton and Cortcln The chattv bulletins irom the Broadcasters
Victory Council uiritten by DIcfc Dorrance of F-M Broadcasters, Inc.—
The conWnuinff bod loste of many locol fponsau. .o/ newscasts
Further curtailment of radio news in N. Y. Sun and dropping of Mo«
Entler after 19 v'otj Sanica switch from 'We, The People' to 'Duffy's

—

Own

Takes Over

—

IRS Offices, Personnel

Tavern.'

occupant. Watson last week
closed a deal for the takeover of
IRS' office fixtures, lease and personnel,
International
Radio
and
Service, as a station representative
sideline of the Hearst operations goes
into the discard at the end of t^is
month. Watson, who has already set
up his own rep organization by the
charter route, namely Spot Sales,
Inc., will acquire some of the sta'

of Air Features, Inc., with various tions on the. IRS list WBAL, Baltihandling separate pro- more, has aligned Itself with the
directors
be
will
platter
Initial
grams.
Retry office. KYA, San Francisco,
'Camille,' with Merle Oberon, with stays
with Watson. The question of.
Robert Montgomery, Walter Huston the rep affiliation of the two other
and others slated for subsequent Hearst outlets, WINS, N. Y., and
name
guest
will
be
a
shows. There
WISN, Milwaukee, will be settled
commentator on each stanza. Re- within the coming week.
cording is being done at World
Spot Sales', which was incorporated
Broadcasting, with all talent paid
Production cost Is being un- in Albany last week, is a project that
scale.
derwritten by various AFRA mem- Watson had been working on since
last December.
It's a co-operative
bers.
Other activities to be handled by proposition with himself, the Crosley
the unit will be supplying speakers interests of Cincinnati, and WOL,
for public luncheons and meetings, Washington, as the stockholders, and
aiding the service men's canteen to James D. Shouse, v.p. in charge of
be set up in Times Square and ob- Crosley's broadcasting Interests, Bill
taining, talent for non-radio pro- Dolph, head of WOL, and Watson as
grams. Miss Garde will have charge directors. Watson took over the repshortly after
Of the latter activity, while Andre resentation of
Baruch will head the announcers' leaving IRS and WSAI, Cincinnati,
Crosley
station,
comes under
unit and Bea Wain the singers' unit.
Entire project will be carried out his representation March 1. WSAl
in cooperation with the Associated has been with IRS for ilie past two
Acton & Artlates of America co- years.
ordinating committee handling
Other stations set with Spot Sales
talent
•re WMUR, Manchester, N. H, and

WOL

Radio Importance

War-Enhanced

Watson had

al-

ready taken under lease quarters in
• Madison avenue building when he
was suddenly called In last week by
Hearst officials and offered the physical assets of

IRS

its stations.

He

day

'

as well as some of
closed the deal Fri-

(13).

HARVEY HARDING
BARITONE
PIANIST
WNBT, New York—Talevision
Management

NATIONAL CONCERT AND
ARTISTS CORPORATION

SADDENS KQW.

FRISCO

For Alaskans

A

off at 12:30 a.m.

recent

survey

shows

that

listening
audience
has
greatly Increased since war was declared.
Alaskans located as far
away as Nome on the Bering Sea
and in Dutch Harbor In the Aleutian
Islands, look to KINY for news and
defense data.
Governor Ernst H.
Gruening,
civilian
defense chief
Frank Metcalf,- Army, Navy and

KINY's

Coast

KINY

Guard

officials

are

has practically reconciled Itself to being 'unable to increase Its
facilities in the San Francisco area
The
for the duration of the war.
current move by the Federal Communications Commission to freeze
the commercial broadcast picture Is
the
network
as
tough
blow
seen by
a
particularly for KQW, which has
been seeking to have its power
boosted from 5,000 to 50,000 watts.
became Columbia's release for
the San Francisco market Jan. 1,
The matter of issuing the freezing
order is now in the hands of the
Defense
Communications
Board.
When the FCC met last Tuesday
(10) to discuss the issue it was not
clear whether the shutdown would
apply to Frequency-Modulation and
television as well as'standard broad-

KQW

V
^ule

of entertainment special reports

Resident engineer W. R. Nichols
Is now on a business trip to Seattle
In connection with the Installation
of KINY's new 5,000 watt transmitter
which is expected to be in operation
early this summer.

f

WINSTON O'KEEFE ENLISTS
'

.

Kekh

liCaTes 'Amanda' for Cavalry; George

Lambert Beplaees

John Gibbs, producer of 'Against the Storm' and 'Lone Journey,' has
Stefan Schnabel,
acquired the serial rights to 'Mr. Deeds Goes to Town'
son of pianist Artur Schnabel, has joined cast of 'Against the. Storm'. .,
Cora Witherspoon has replaced Florence Malone on the same serial ....
Henry M. Neely
Walter Huston guests Feb. 27 on the Kate Smith show
and Anne Teeman added to. cast of 'Woman of Courage'. .Guy Lombardo
show goes on the road in about six weeks, when the band closes at the
Roosevelt hotel, N. Y., and embarks on a string of theatre dates.... Ben
Grauer now handling the New York end of the Libby-Owens news show
Saturdays on NBC-Red
He continues his 'Service with a Smile' series
for Clark candy, plus the Winchell and 'Battle of hte Sexes' programs....
.

moves from

.

11:30-12

p.m.

to

Judith Evelyn, femme lead in the Broadway chiller, 'Angel Street,'
joined cast of 'Help Mate,' serial on NBC-Red (WEAF)
Richard £.
Redmond, assistant to Robert A. Schmid, Mutual sales promotion director,
leaves next week to join Pan-American Airways, in Equatorial Africa.,.,
No replacement set. .. .William J. Slocum, Jr., CBS special events and
sports director, back from five-week stay in San Francisco, where he set
up a news bureau and shortwave listening post
Henry Morgan no longer
heard on Mutual, but only locally on
Theodore Healy the technician on the Frank Parker program on CBS
Earl Janes dittoing the
'Vox Pop' show and Albert de Caprio on 'Duffy's Tavern'
Elmer Davis,
suffering from a severe cold, twice in recent nights has had coughing spells
that forced him to bow off the air in the midst of his news program, letting the announcer finish the script.

WOR

W71NY (FM) as salesman
Victor
as ditto, replacing Robert Garver, who recently reNew York.
Carpenter and Ara Gerald have jointed the cast of 'Front Page
Farreir.
.John Connery added to 'Young Widder Brown' troupe....
Maurice Rappel, director of Yiddish programs at WWRL, suffered relapse
and unable to resume series as expected
King Neisen, Yiddish commentator on WEVD, continues as sub
Lewis Charles doing a new twohour recorded series five afternoons a week on WINS.
Richard Stewart is technician on the 'Gay 90's' and Major Bowes' programs on CBS
Charles Grenler ditto on the Helen Menken show and
'Death Valley Days'. .. .Dick Janaver taken over the lead on the current
Mystery Man' story, replacing Alan Hewitt, who dropped off because of
a conflict
Lt. Ray Forrest NBC television announcer, called for active
service with the Army Signal Corps at Ft Monmouth, N. J
Thomas
D. Connolly, CBS, doing a swingaround
Herb Sheldon has chatter and
platter series five evenings a week on WINS. ,. .Three additions have been
made to the sales promotion staff of the Blue network: Seth Daniels, John
J. Sullivan and Joseph Seiferth.
Bob Emery using WOR's F-Mer, W71NY, to break in couple of program
ideas, 'Let's Look at Music' and 'You Liked Them When'. .. .Charles J.
Rolo's book, 'Radio Goes to War,' will be given the critical once-over
Friday night over WGY, Schenectady.
William Stedman, from Macy's, with

WOR

A. Bennett with
signed to join WJZ,
Cliff

. .

.

.

.

Pat Flanagan vacationing in Florida while waiting for the baseball trainIng season to start
John Carlson takes a place in the
publicity
department replacing Don Danielson, who is now with the army
Billy
Idelson added to cast of 'That Brewster Boy'
Jim Covert, advance man
for 'Service with a Smile' show, was married in Pensacola, Florida, when
the show played the Naval Air Station there on Feb. 5.

WBBM

Jack

Dodman new

addition to

WBBM

engineering staff

Walter Pres-

WBBM program chief, named air raid warden of Glencoe Bob
Duane now with 'Stepmother' daytime serial
Charlotte Manson recouping from flu siege
Fran Allison doing a special show of 'Sister Emmy'
program at Fort Sheridan
William Jolesch, formerly with WBAP, Ft
Worth, joined publicity staff of Blue Network here
Garry Moore, Joe
Bradley, Marion Mann, Four Vagabonds and Dinning Sisters making personal at Warner theatre, Erie, Pa., this week
Robert Venables, former
assistant stage manager of the Chicago Opera Company, is new announcer
of the 'Perfectionist's Hour,' Marshall Field program on W59C
John
ton,

Arbitrators Rule Against Wheelock
Vivian Holt to Receive $1,000 on Contract She Signed
But Agency Didn't

WFBR, BALTIMORE,

NOW

WITH JOHN BLAIR

CO.

WFBR,

Baltimore, Mutual
affiliate, is switching from Edward
Petry after, eight years. Station
goes to John Blair as of March .1.
Purnell Gould, commercial manStation

ager, was in
to set details.
Is

•

Winston CKeefe, male lead on the

.

WLW IN CHICAGO

daily to transmit instructions

and news.

I

WLW's

using

and information to the thousands of
isolated families In canneries and
L towns, as well as the new defense
Bsettlements which have sprung up
^Bilong the Alaskan coast
KINY still continues Its fuU sched

.

,

'Maudie's Diary' repeat Thursday nights
12:30-1 a.m.

CBS

ttie

Juneau, Alaska, Feb. IT.
With Alaaka rapidly developing as
one of the major key defense posltloni of the United States, KINY,
located In the Alaakan capital,
Juneau, finds Itself the only medium
for direct dissemination of defense
Instructions from Territorial headquarters.
Aa a result, manager
Walter R. Carl has Increased the
hours of operation from IB to 17%.
KINY now goes on the air at 7 a.m.

.

of 10,000.

WAR FREEZING

not known what disposition
Hearst organization will make of cast facilities.
X. M. Stoer, who as head of Hearst
Radio, Inc., overseered the station
Cbantanqna Acts
rep subsidiary. Stoer will likely
supervise the installation of WINS'
new B0,O0O-wBtter plant
Cincinnati, Feb. 17.
WLW's
series
of Sunday afternoon
fpot Sales will have offices also
In
Chicago,
Washington, Cincin- programs from the Miami Valley
nati and San Francisco.
Officers Chautauqua, near Dayton, inauguof the company are Shouse, pres' rated last summer, will be repeated
Ident; Watson, executive v.p. and this year. The deal was closed last
general manager; Dolph, v.p. and week by George Biggar, the station's
treasurer, and E. M. (Peggy) Stone, program director.
First of eight broadcasts is schedsecretary.
uled for June 21 with Rev. E. Howard Cadle and Homer Rodeheaver,
song leader. Each program will run
Tyler In Seattle
an hour and include songs by
Seattle, Feb. 17.
staffers, including Ronny Mansfield,
Dr. I. Keith TVler of Ohio State Lucille Norman, Dorothy McVItty
University wUl participate In the and Virginia Hayes.
first of a series of vocational guidWLW's l^iternational news com'
ance programs over KIRO.
mantatoTs, Carroll Alcott and Gregor
Beginning tomorrow (16).
Zlemer, will top separate programs,
It Is

Ed East had the miseries all last week with tooth extraction trouble...
Sheldon R. Coons, now in biz as a biz counselor, has added Robert H.
Leding from Dept of Commerce to his office. .Vlnce Callahan, radio
director of U. S. Treasury, cited for defense stamp and bond campaign
by National Assn. of Publicity Directors of New York.
After Inaugural broadcast Saturday (14) of 'This Is War' at Radio City,
group of 25, Including Robert Montgomery, had chinfest in private dining
room. .Saturday Review of Literature has Norman Corwin's mugg on
the cover this week with a piece on him by Albert N. Williams. .WGY,
Schenectady will hold a clinical review of Charles polo's new book 'Radio
Goes to War'. .Edward Weeks, of the Peabody Awards has gone to California for a fortnight. .Jim McConnell of NBC, whose wife is Jane Holt
of the N. Y. Times, has bought a farm in' Dutchess County .. .Darrell V.
Martin, Uie Pittsburgh ex-radio columnist Is bringing out his long-organizing Radio Weekly on March 4
it will be a fan paper with Initial run
.

1 as the

WMPS, Memphis.

t'

m THE BADIO TRADE

Florence Freeman, Betty Garde and
Alan Bunce, with George Heller as
Loren L. Watson, who 'resigned'
consultant Group will work with several months ago as general manthe American Theatre Wing, and ager of International Radio Sales,
returns to the same premises March
In
own
Its
also will be active on

and signs

,

its

New York

this

week

He reported station
grossing within $1,000 monthly of
former NBC pace.
Novelty Act on

WTAH

'Amanda of Honeymoon Hill' serial
Cleveland, Feb. 17..
on the Blue (WjZ) for Phillips
The Americhords,' is Cleveland's
chemical, has ,enlisted in the army
8nd left Monday (16) for duty with latest novel musical group heard
a cavalry unit at Ft Riley, Kans. over WTAM. Piloted by Lee GorHe was periodically on other pro- don over WTAM, the group includes

Claim

the American Federa
Artists against the
Ward Wheelock agency. Involving
contractual obligations to actress
Vivian HoU, was sustained in full
by the American Arbitration Assn.
last week. ' Decision of the threeman arbiter panel was unanimous.
Henry Jaffe, AFRA attorney, represented Miss Holt.
Under the AAA ruling, Wheelock
must pay Miss Holt the $1,000 bal
ance on a contract totaling approximately $1,100. Arbiters upheld the
actress' claim that in signing an It
week exclusive contract for the
'Martha Webster' program, she had
consummated the deal, even though
Wheelock subsequently failed to
signature the pact. Miss Holt was
dropped after a week's work. When
she protested through AFRA, a partial settlement was offered and retlon

of

of

Radio

.

Conrad, formerly with NBC and later with KTSM, El Paso, back in Chicago with Navy public relations
Kastor agency has made arrangements
to record the 'Meet the Navy' show as broadcast by WLS and is offering
the platters to any station in the country free of charge
Happy Jack
Turner renewed on WLS by Sherman K. Ellis for McLaughlin coffee
company for 26 more weeks of flve-a-week 10-minute morning shots.

IN

SAN FRANCISCO ...

Milt Samuels leaves this week tor Hollywood to take charge of Blue
publicity In the west
Ben Harkins has resigned as program director of
KFRC to go into confidential government work
with the Don Lee unit
five years.... Sandy Spillman, KSFO announcer
and brother-in-law of
Phil Lasky of
also gave notice. .. .becomes a naval aviation cadet
....SpiUman, a veteran of the KSFO staff, went back to school to get
credits for the commission. .. .To<h Foster, radio
editor of Shopping News,
recovering from a rink injury incurred when another's skates cut him
over eye^...Bob
of KSFO will conduct a radio production course
at University of California this summer.
KFRC has picked up a new sponsor for Fulton Lewis, Italian Swiss

KROW

Dumm

—

Colony wines
handled by Leon Livingston agency ... .Alfred Crapsey
has been named KPO salesmanager by Al Nelson, Red chieftain here....
comes from KOA, Denver. .. .Howard Sipe, radio editor of the Berkeley
graiAs and appeared In various a feminine trio and nine male voices.
Gazette, promoted campaign which netted
1,000 pounds of tea for boys
Bob Kopfer and Gordon organized fused.
Broadway shows and in pictures.
cruisers.... Llncohi Miller, formerly program director
*
"Martha Webster' has since gone at KFAR, Fairbanks, Alaska, is a new
George Lambert succeeds him on the choir while Paul Beresford does
addition to the KSFO announcing
the arranging.
off the air.
staff.
thfe program.

,
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'BIG

Reward

Is

Eyebrows went up around New
Vork radio row thU week with the
news that Al Rlnker and Margaret

Show to Success,

Loss of Positions
Ike Levy's

CBS Stock

featured.

Discharge of tha pair has been
explained as an economy move.
Frank McMahon has an Independent
with
the
status
producer-agent
sponsor and will succeed them as
.

Trade talk on the situation Is of
the lack of legal protection to talent
that takes the bumps and the long
patient development period only to
be scratched oft the payroll. It
eeems generally conceded by all, ineluding U. S. Tobacco, that the director and writer were largely responsible for the upbuilding of the
,

how.

•

'

which he has an

the pair.

Harry Sedgwick
Again Chairman

For Canadians

president, and of T. Arthur Evans
as secretary-treasurer.
The new directors of the trade asJ. W. B,
sociation for 1942 are:
Browne, CKOV, Kelowna, B. C.
H. R. Carson, CFAC, Calgary; Geo. C.

Van Lood's Coca-Cola Tane

—

Guest on the Coca-Cola show tor
1 will be Dinah Shore, her
Golden Gate
first date on the series.
Quartet guests March 8 and James
Melton the following week, March

March

OTHERS PRAISE

interest.

15.

PRESS BIAS
CURBS WAR
POBUCITY
New

the
dooper,

program,

The unfavorable viewpoint summed
up with the

taunt, 'Big

Talk and

No

The favorable viewpoint
argued that certain things must be
said and the Norman Corwin-dlrected series was saying them. ^ It was
Victories.'

Haven, Feb.

17.

Straits.

While the all-out-from-way-backwere calling Corwin's starting
program too tepid and tame, the
ers

religious
types
including
voices
that are quick to prattle of 'Ameri-

can imperialism' were expressing
shock and disapproval at the 'extreme' views and phraseology.
There also has developed the
broadcasts.
possibility that appeasement, nego'Failure of New Haven newspapers
tiated peace and Roosevelt-hating
to publicize radio programs of the
elements are out to discredit the
local Defense Council is a slap at
program because of Its supposed
'Radio is
the public,' Milne said.
endorsement by the President.
only trying to do its part, but it has
Some observers thoaght they debeen blocked at every turn here in
-

tected

Haven.'

-

Mayor Murphy and Thomas W.
Farnam, Defense Council director
and controller of Yale University,
were delegated two months ago to
see publisher about printing emerNothgency broadcast, schedules.
ing has been don.e about It, but Far-

line

FOR TRIP

were 'Communist

favorites.'

RIVALRIES SUBMERGED

Government's own" war propaganda on the air this woald presumably be .sabotage in the best
Nazi manner.

Victory Committee is said to be
besieged by the demands for the
stars in the talent pool it administers.

16 YEARS WITH WEEMS,
GIBBS

A RADIO EXEC

Version

IN CIVILIAN DEFENSE

Murphy,

NBC-Red (WEAF),
14,

Benton

&

effective

Akron,

Three

March ment

Akron

O.,

Feb.

17.

Parker Gibbs, one of the standard
veterans of the Ted Weems orchestra, is quitting the 'band business to
join the NBC production department
here.

to

here.

Bowles agency.

17.

consideration

are

WHDH, WMEX,

WEEI and WLAW,

the last being located in Lawrence, 30 miles outside
of Boston.
Network officials figure
on making a quick deal -once the
necessary data has been compiled.

WBZ

becomes allied with NBC
June 15, which date coincides with

it

is

that

it

is

strictly

Candi-

CBS)

the expiration of the contract which
John Shepard, 3rd, holds with NBC
and the Blue for his two Boston outlets,

WNAC

will

then

and

WAAB.

WNAC

betome exclusively Mu-

CBS, which has had WEEI under
for

the

past

five

years,

some dickering with WLAW
WLAW was at the time a

year.

the Idea of renovating the FCC. Any
hearings are 'far in the future,' 'Variety' was told, and the prospecti
tor action 'get worse rather than

Northwest Blues

ToRaperFrom
Petry Office
Seattle, Feb.

17.'

A

change in national sales representation applies to the Blue network stations in the Pacific Northwest. KJR, Seattle; KGA, Spokane,
and KEX, Portland, are switching
from Edward Petry to Paul H. Raymer.
Petry

retains' representation for
outlets in the area

Red web

KOMO, Seattle; KHQ,
KGW, Portland.

KEX

Spokane, and

has been represented by Ray-

since Jan. 19, and KJR's contract vrent into effect on Feb. 19,

mer

KGA

switches on March

1.

Shaw and

WMCA,N.Y.

Priaulx.

LQ. Dae at Houston
Buffalo, Feb. 17.
Dr. I.Q. quiz for Mars, Inc., wound
up at Shea's Buffalo theatre last
night (Monday) and moves Feb. 23
Houston, Texas, for six-week
to
hitch at Metropolitan theatre.
'Dr.' Jimmy McClain punctuated
his visit here with stretch of pneumonia, which sent him back to Methodist Hospital In Evanston, III., for
treatment between his last few broad-

casts

from Buffalo.

Des Moines.
of

—Bob Miles, announcer

KSO-KRNT

to

join

Normal
will

fill

has gone to Arizona

the Air Training Corps.
Jolly of KGLO, Mason City,
the vacancy.

did
last

like-

WHDH

ly candidate for 50.000 watts.
getting
Is still in process of

5,000
Lallcr's

watts full time on 850 k.c.
current status Is 1.000 walls
time on the same wavelength.

part

Announcer

Staffs at Blue

and

NBC

already done enough drum-thumping
on its own behalf and the time has
Diaz Supervises Spielers at Blue Reginald
arrived when we must either show
our military might or shut up
Stanborough Ditto on Night Trick
As a result, the Corwin script was
completely rewritten and toned down
in the translating process. Most blaRay Diaz has been appointed su- (WEAF) includes Ford Bond, Bob
tant of the propaganda was deleted
Costcllo,
Engaged to produce the Spanish pervisor of announcers of the Blue Denton. Don Cordray, Jack
RadclilTa
and Portuguese versions was Aldo network (WJZ), with Reginald Cliff Engle, Ben Grauer,
Stanborough night supervisor and Hall, Ed Hcrlihy, Dick Dudley,
Ghisalbert of NBC.
Lewis Julian assistant announcing Clyde Kittell, Graham McNamee,

—

Ray

tual.

lease

derson,

of disastrous American and British
defeats, Rockefellcritcs and CBS and
NBC experts feel that the U. S. has

Affiliates

WLAW, Lawrence — Other
WHDH, WMEX, WEEI (Latter Now

The Blue Network is making a
survey of the Boston station situation with the view of lining up a
successor affiliate to its present WBZ.
The stations that the Blue has under

numerous
pondering
Currently
measures of far greater importance,
the House group has failed even to
make a tentative date to take up

domestic propaganda and not the
type of stuff to be sent to Latin
America. Following several months

Might Consider

Boston, Feb.

Who

WADC—

Blue Auditions Boston

dates,

17.

of

back.

Gibbs has been with the Wcem.s
orchestra for 16 years as saxophonist
and vocalist Will be a producer,
handling pop musical shows.

stations

radio

White-Sanders Idea a pat on the

the

Chicago, Feb.

Last-minute decision by sources
close to the White House resulted in
Spanish and Portuguese versions of
'This Is War' show being transcribed
Saturday (14) afternoon for pumphave ing by shortwave throughout the Who's
WAKR, WJW, and
at
joined together for the first time. country to Latin America Saturday
CKTB, St. Catharine's; Phil Lalonde, Will broadcast a weekly program for night and Sunday. Production labor
It's okay with the FCC for WMCA,
CKAC, Montreal; Narcisse Thivierge, the Summit County Civilian Defense and expense was shared by the
New
York, to be WMCA, Inc., inCHRC, Quebec City.
Council. Programs will originate at Office of Inter-American
Affairs stead of Knickerbocker Broadcasting
WAKR.
(Rockefeller committee), NBC and Co., as under Don Flamm, former
C. Neil Starr is in charge of the CBS.
owner. Edward Noble, new licensee
Network Renewals
broadcasts working with S. Bernard
Both the Rockefeller organization appears only on the board under new
Berk, of WAKR; Bob Wilson, of and the two networks opposed send- corporate
set-up.
WADC; and William O'Neil, of WJW. ing the show to South America, but
Philip Morris 'Playhouse,' CBS, ef
Officers are: Earl E. Anderson,
the pressure on them was from places
fectlvte Jan. 27, Biow agency.
Buffalo— Thomas HIckey leaving too high to be denied. 'This Is War' President; Donald S. Shaw, vice"Maodle's Diary,' CBS, Continental
president; C. Nicholas Priaulx, sechas been dubbed in radio circles 'The retary-treasurer; Harry
Baking, effective Jan. 29, Bates WBEN copy desk to join navy.
L. Morgan,
Charley Bailey exited WGR-WKBM President's Own Show." It will be
agency.
Jr., assistant secretary-treasurer. The
Tincoln Highway,' Shinola polish, sports staff to join sports depart- aired regularly to S. A.
board includes Edward J. Noble, Anmorning Courier-Express
Objection

CJOR, Vancouver; A. A.
CFQC, Saskatoon; Jack
Cooke, general manager. Northern
Broadcasting Co.; Keith S. Rogers,
CFCY, Charlottetown; N. Nathanson,
CJCB. Sydney, N. S.: E. T. Sandell,

FCC at this stage.
The war has upset the whole legislative schedule.
It was apparent
last week that no radio measures
Vill receive attention for a long time
to come unless President Roosevelt'
surprises everybody by giving tha

.

Latin

Chandler,

Commerca

Interstate

Cohlmittee has no thought of delving into radio matters or hearing
views about possible changes in tha

available to send.

The

nam

House

the

better.'

Washington, Feb. 17.
William B. Lewis, radio head of
the Office of Facts and Figures, said
today (Tuesday) that he had been
requested by the Hollywood Victory
Committee to come to the Coast to
straighten out the hundreds of requests pouring in for film names on
radio defense shows.
Lewis declared, however, that he has no time
to make the trip and no deputy

In

Implication slyly conveyed is that
the program's propaganda with its
blasts against the Axis Is somehow nn-Amerlean. If there Is a
conscious campaign against the

said he will take action before
next council session.

BILL LEWIS
HASNOUME

the pleased
whoops following disclosure yesterday that a singing torn on the
broadcast,
Almanacs,
first
the
this

Washington, Feb. 17.
Any Congressional consideration
of the Sanders bill, counterpart of
the
overhaul measure originally
sponsored by Senator Wallace Whit«
of Maine, Is far in the distance.
Despite reports of wishful thinkers,

—

super-,

morale-building

'This Is War,' produced a sharp division of opinion among psychological
warfare experts and radio critics.

held that critics did not review
Saturday's "This Is War' broadcast
but instead emotionally reacted to
the Normandie, Singapore and Dover

New Haven's press-radio fight
broke out again last week when
manager James T. Milne of WELI
charged that Mayor John W. Murphy sides with publisher John Day
Jackson of Journal-Courier aQd Register, both of which dailies won't
break boycott of local broadcasters
even for listings of Defense Council

New
Montreal, Feb. 17,
Association
of
Canadian
The
Broadcasters completed its annual
^convention here last week on Wednesday (U) with reelection of Harry
Sedgwick, of CFRB, Toronto, as
chairman of the Board, reappoint
ment of Glen Bannerman as paid

for

Made Against Much
Gerard Willem Van Loon, songCounsel
One Viewpoint writer-son of Hendrik Willem Van
Holds That Yankees Loon, has written a new set of
lyrics" for the Largo from Dvorak's
Should Talk Less and Act New World' Symphony.
Barry
Wood will sing it on Coca-Cola.
More Just at Present

Latins

Now

Radio-Investigating Bill Just

OrTHISISlI)'
Version

Sanders or Any Other

Inaugural Saturday night (14) of
four-network-sponsored,

•

Tha Columbia Artists Bureau sold
the program as a package. Including

Little Chance for

Last-Minute

Lewerth, who nursed The Gay NineWashington, Feb. 17.
ties' over a three-year period up
Family transaction cut Isaac Levy's
to a 17 C. A. B. rating, had been stake in Columbia Broadcasting durrewarded with dismissal. Rinker as ing December, according to the yeardirector and Miss Lewerth as writer end report of the Securities & Exstayed with the show to years while change Commission.
He reported
it was a CBS sustalner. They moved the sale to his wife of 19,400 pieces
with the show a year ago when o{ Class A common, while keeping
United States Tobacco began spon- 22,819 shares of the B paper.
which
Joe
program
in
soring ol'the
William C. Gittinger reported purE. Howard and Beatrice Kay are chase of 20 shares for an account in

writer-director.

23

TALK AND NO VICTORIES'

Director, Writer Bring

Their

RADIO

Cooper Razor For Radio

supervisor. Blue anouncer start includes Bill Abernathy, George Ans-

Milton
Browning,
Douglas
Jack Eraser, George Hayes,
Cooper Safety Razor Corp. has George Hicks, Don Gardner, Hufih
turned over its advertising account James, Gilbert Martyn, Jack McC. H, Carthy, Ray Nelson, Charles Nobles,
to the Hcffelflngcr agency.
Glenn Riggs. William Sporgrovc and
Pcaison is the account executive.
It is intended to make extensive Bob Waldrop.
Announcer staff tor NBC,-Rcd
use of spot radio.
bro,

Howard

Petrie,

George

Putnam,

Dave Roberts, John Simpson, Bol»
Stanton and Lyle Van.

Cross,

Philadelphia.— Charles Stahl. former general manager of WPEN, ha*
sales staff.
joined the
Charles Freed, formerly of WKIP,
Poughkeepsle, N. Y., has joined th«

WDAS

announcing

staff of

WIBG.

RADIO
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WHIP DEAL SLOWED

A|I-Night Operation for WIND, Chicago,

Marshall Field Takeover Not GoId(

Wife Bars Hubby From The Air

Throurh

On

Basis of Mandei's Bulk Contract

WMAS,

Chicago, Feb. 17.
Springfield, Mass.,
Station WIND goes on a 24-hour
daily schedule starting March 1, fol910
Seeks 1,000
lowing the consummation of a 24Springfield, Mass., Feb. 17.
hour deal with Mandel Bros, departJockeying for first place on the
ment store for a flve-minute newscast every hour on the hour around dial among Western Massachusetts
the clock.
radio station, WMAS, Columbia outDeal was arranged through the
let, has filed a new petition with the
Schwimmer & Scott agency, here,
which sold the program idea to Man- Federal Communications Commission.
Station wants to ^change fredei's cold, without having had previous contact with the new account. quency from 1450 to Bjp, to install
With the addition of this schedule directional antenna for day and night
use, and to increase power from 250
WIND will have some 219 news to 1,000 watts.
broadcasts each week, In addition to
Manager Albert W. Marlin filed.
the regular news and sports commentary programs. WIND carries
Associated Press and Transradio
Del
to
Press services.
Ralph Atlass has made arrangeChicago, Feb. 17.
ments for the installation of a 30Russel M. Seeds agency is sending
kilowatt Diesel generator to assure
Del
King
from
Chicago, where he
virtual continuous operation in' case
has
been
casting director, to Hollyof regular power line failures.
wood, where he will work on the
'Capt. Flagg & Sgt. ^uirt' show with
Mel Williamson.
Horse-Yard Fraud, Using
Watson Humphrey becomes radio
director here and continues to proRadio, Earns
In
duce 'Uncle Walters Dog House' and

W on

King

.

Terms

Calaboose for Pair

Chicago, Feb. 17.
Snag has apparently been encountered in thie proposed deal for
the take-over of WHIP, Hammond
(Ind.), by Marshall Field as a tie-in
with the Field morning Sun paper
here.
Understood that the Field
group has called a sudden halt in negotiations for the station after it
had put up $75,000 in escrow for 45%

Chattanooga, Feb. 17.
Joe Engel, president of Chattanooga baseball club, owner of WDEF
to call off his amateur show on his own station

and showman, had

here after setting up whole works.

Show was titled 'Joe Engel's Ham Amateur Hour,' with Engel as
emcee for surrounding hillbillies, etc. Proi^ram had sponsor lined up
and was ready to go until Mrs. Engel got wise. He had to cancel it to
appease her.

She said

it

was beneath the ballyhooer's

dignity.

interest in the outfit.
Field, however, continues to be in

earnest about obtaining a Chicago
area transmitter and the WHIP deal
may yet be concluded satisfactorily,

though

probably

,

on

a

Lawyer, Stock Broker Enter Radio

different

financial basis.

WSRR, STAMFORD, SEUS

LOCAL DEPT. STORE

DePasquale Brothers Committed to Morning and
Evening Periods on WBYN, Brooklyn
Ralph and

Nicholas

DePasquale,

Hollywood

previously identified as an attorney
Stamford. Conn., Feb. 17.
and stock broker respectively, have
has sold C." O. Miller, local
a deal with WBYN, Brooklyn, to
department store, full a. m. hour
Italian language programs
produce
five days a week. Program includes
'Women in Defense' guests, shopping 'along American lines' each morncomment by Ann Davenport, fashion ing from 9:30-10:30 and each night
talks and light classic discs turnfrom 8-10 p.m.. This bulk time puts
tabled by Gale Smith.
Time deal is station's biggest since the DePasquale Brothers in a profitit went on air last fall.
sharing arrangement with station.
Joey Nash, former Richard HlmRecordingif of Italian music, stress'Plantation Party.'
Monte Randall ber warbler, comes from Brooklyn ing operatlcs, will be used nightly
is appointed assistant to R. K, Jeffers, to handle daily participation show but for Sunday night there will be
Seeds agency press chief.
on WSRR.
a live show built around Alfredo

WSRR

Salmaggi's pop-priced opera at the

Brooklyn Academy of Music.
Morning series will compete with
which has a big .daytime Ital-

WOV,

WOV

ian audience.
goes English
speaking entirely after 6 p.m. daily.

New York

—

Robert I. Garver,
account executive at WOR, New
York, has resigned to Join the sales
department of WJZ, New York. He
was formerly with "Tide mag.
Marion E. Crane, who headed guest
relations at WOR, New York, has resigned following an extended illness.
No successor has been named.
City.

Akron, O., Feb. 17.
•Two Akron men who beat the
races at Thistle Down track, near
Cleveland, by unlicensed shortwave
radio, were given federal reformatory sentences for violating the federal
communications act.
Judge
Emerich B. Freed sent Robert C. Betteridge, 36, to Milan, Mich., reformatory for six months, while David

B. Wolf, 48,

who

spent three months

in county jail waiting trial, got a
three-month term at Milan.
The fraud plan called for one man
to be parked in a car near the track
where he could spot the apparent
winner. He then flashed the news
by shortwave to another who got his
money to the bookies before the
books were closed on the race.
Defendants claimed that the Government must prove they intended to
fend signals which could be heard
out of the state, but Judge Free^
held It made no difference what
they Intended, that radio signals by
their very nature are Interstate,
.

WNYC DENIAL BY FCC
PLEASES OFFICIALS
Minneapolis, Feb.

,

17.

There was considerable Individual
rejoicing in Minnesota when FCC
announced its denial of the petition
of Mayor Florella LaGuardia to
have New York's municipal station,

WNYC, enjoy afterdark tenancy of
wavelength of WCCO, CBS outlet
here.
State of Minnesota officially had
Intervened In the case. After the
decision, Gov. H. E. Stassen and the
Minneapolis

mayors

and

of

Immediately sent telegrams

man

St.

to

Paul

Chair-

commending the Commis-

Fly,

sion on

Its

action.

Payne

to Dissent

Washington, Feb. 17.
Even though Mayor P. H. LaGuardia has threatened to stir up a

rumpus

In Congress, the FCC does
not think It wise to break down the
830 kc channel.
Proposed findings
last week Indicated a top-heavy denial for WNYC's application to operate nights on this I-A frequency.

The Commish held that the La-

I Guardia proposal

to operate until 11
p.m., instead of quitting at sunset, at

Minneapolis, U a violation of existing rules and contrary to the principle of distributing facilities equitably.
Commissioner George H.
Payne, who from the outset has insisted the municipal transmitter deserves better facilities, announced he
will dissent

WSRR Farm for CBS Pages
Stamford, Conn., Feb.

17.

Three CBS pages^ohn Mulliken,
Jr., John Thpyer and James Andrews—allotted WSRR time to experiment with 'Playhouse of the
Future,' progressive radio drama.
Mulliken and Thayer commute to
N, Y. from New Canaan and have
.

to

make connections

anyway.

at

Stamford,

PASIC

STATIONS — COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

RICHARDS,

PRES..

Vedneaday, Febrnary 18, 1942
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CONSEQUENCES OF TREEZING'
New

By-Product of Soap, Qves

Glycerine,

Makers of Latter War Assurances

Cincinnati, Feb. 17.

are:

Hadla Goes

to War' by Charles.
Rolo (Putnam, $2.75). A detailed account of the uses of
shortwave propaganda by the
various warring nations.
•This Freedom' and Other Radio Plays by Arch Oboler (Random House, $2). Oboler's tale of
the Nazi takeover of America
J.

budgets wiU
Soap advertising
probably be litUe effected by prioriAccording to present Indicaties.

tions,

there are

ample stocks

ma-

ol

Fact

substitutes.

or

terials

production of explosives. It's figured
the Government will not allow
shortages of materials to curtail the

manufacture of soap.

that

a soap by-product, is esthe manufacture ol exensures maximum producsoap during the war.
may presmanufacturers
Some
ently be hit by Inability to obtain
cocoanut oil from the East Indies.

elycerine,
sential In
tion of

WHK

from Africa,

ported

But From Akron

or,

Bercovici

recently

'Thirteen by Corwin' (Holt,
A collection of scripts
written by Norman Corwin. Introduction by Carl Van Doren.

$2.75).

White

of

Who, What, Why

married

obUinable in sufficient quantity,
soybean oil or some other substitute
There is also a possiwill be used.
bility ol shortages of certain chemicals (as in P. & G. Dreft, Teel and

the
former Katherine Hahn of Cleveland and took up his residence in
Akron, where he originates his dally

Drene).

Mrs. Bercovici Is a sculptress who
maintained a studio In New York
for the past six years.

In any case, with a maximum supply of glycerine necessary for the

plus selected Items.

Cleveland, Feb. 17.
B. S. Bercovici, Mutual news commentator, has been sold dally over

to manufacturers
may be Im- WHK
Dove Mattresses.
If that Is un-

In that case, palr.i oil

On

B. S. Bercovici Airs

plosives,

by Robert

Radio?'

Is

Landry, radio edi'Variety' (George P. Stew-

tor,
art,

WJW,

network programs through

FUU OF GALS
FOR MAN-ON-STKEET

PARLOR

Radio Books

Four new books on radio have
recently been published.
They

J.

$1.50).

First

In

'Radio

a

House' series of books of uni-

form format, thia one Is described by the publisher as 'a
definite preface' to broadcasting.

Mike
Street'

Hunnicutt's
series

'

on

'Man-on-thehas been

WKRC

a weekday studio
'Mike's
Luncheon
Party,' in which six
are selected for participation in parlor

OFF FOR

OORIITI

supplanted by
show,
labeled

^men

games.
After close of 15-minute stanza,
the femmes are given a pound of
coffee and dine in the Hotel Alms,
headquarters of the station.
Dot
Food Stores sponsor the series.

Meantime Broadcasters Fret
As to Whether Mexico,
Cuba and Canada Can
Cash In Under Havana
Treaty While Yanks Are
Shackled by DCB Order

Hazel Kenyon's Panel

CENSUS OF TUBES

Seattle, Feb. 17.

Hazel Kenyon, director of public
Washington, Feb. 17.
service programs on KIRC*-, will head
Veritable freezing of the domestic
a panel on the relationships between
schools and local broadcasters at the broadcasting industry at Its present
first national convention of the Assostage of development, plus confiscaciation
for Education by
Radio.
Meets in San Francisco on Feb. tion of supplies stored by product
operators, looms as a result of Fed21-26.
eral moves to prevent dissipation of
critical materials needed for war
production.

The
Defense
Communications
Board recommended last, week that
no construction be permitted unless

VOICE behind the men

[he

there is convincing proof the rebe to provide service for
areas not currently getting reliable
from existing transmitters.
Even though permits have been issued, work in progress will be halted
But the FCC does not propose, on
the other hand, to stop holding hear-

sults will

signals

behind the Guns!
mymd

At the

\

Voice of Radio speaks with

the

rat,

raiposefiil
nisty

From

authority.

ocean wastes,

nt convoys,
)at

fronts of this mighty

its

above

far

messages direct

warn against enemy

raiders.

mighty armored forces are linked

command through

nth their

space-

its

them the news, good or bad, which sends
sales

of Government bonds and

Red Cross

stamps, sends the

drive "over

the top." Its voice causes countless

and women to present themselves
services

of

for;

workers to thelr^tasks^in piling "uip

batteries

—

itpiadrons

all

and attack

fighters,

depend on Radio for

construction permits.

Censos of Tubes
Anti-hoarding campaign

enemies of Freedom.

and

unification.

with the

'spirit

rectly

is

on the war

»dy to serve

helping our arms

fronts,

them on

irty

no

less

the home, front,

hioughout the nation, one

|eir

it is

hundred and

million Americans, eager to play

are already obtaining their

part,

formation,

direction,

and unification

rough radio broadcasting.

united, determined.

Freedom

home

front.

metica's citizens
leir

Radio brings to

the dynamic voice of

Commander in Chief. It unites them

ibind his

plans and purposes. It brbgs

before,

and

willingly

do

it

You can hear the singing hearts of
men and women who, at any cost,''will

defend their American way of

life.

Thus, on every batdefield and front-^in
twill,

of Radio

factory

is

and

serve without

once more

home—the Voice

the world

accordance with

efforts to break the so-called major
network 'monopoly.'
The provisos that construction may
be allowed If the project will produce 'substantial new primary service' are the cause of most uneasiness.

It will continuc^to:

$tint,' until

in

ditions appear to have been framed
with the thought in mind of further

helping to~\mite ''the vast

power 6f America.

the

desires of the War Production Board.
So far there has been no clue how
the Federal authorities will go about
calling in the spare parts which
foreslghted broadcasters may have
tucked away in their stockrooms.
Nor any hint what the Government
may consider unwarranted stocking
up.
The FCC Is agreeable to the policy
suggested by D.C.B., -though differences of opinion existed about all of
the conditions imposed. In Industry
chrcles, however, great dissatisfaction exists, chiefly because the con-

again.

every
^ the

You can sense in it
who have fought

the courage of a people
for

In

hand— chiefly tubes— is under way

of agnation 'aroused,

by the D.C.B.

while Radio

fet,'

Is

making, as next move to keep the
radio Industry from consuming materials which the military could employ profitably. Census of stocks on

in-

iThe voice of America's free Radio surges

btmation, direction,

Latter batch

includes 125 authorizations for new
plans, all of which now will havi
to be re-examined to see If they are
necessary to deliver to poorly served
areas.

sorts. . It 'speeds factory

all

weapons of war with which to crush the

shore

bombers,

Latest check showed the Commish
had around 170 requests for new or
improved facilities on the hook,
while there were 147 outstanding

men

and landing

)uties,

Exact number of individuals who
will suffer under this policy cannot
be ascertained, but approximately
300 candidates and station owners
will have to revamp their plans.

'

pyramids

nnsuming magic. Battleships and suh-^
natines,

ings.

them, crowding into recruiting'offices,-

is

free.

Strictly interpreted, these will per-

mit erection of stations in the radio
desert west of the Mississippi and in
a few islands In the East. Likewise
present plants on the fringe of the
poorly-served regions may be able
to wangle more wattage and Improve
their competitive situation. But the
operators who would be plunged
Into more torrid rivalry will be entirely unable to take a defensive
step.

if*

Great confusion has resulted In
the ranks of 'radio lawyers, in view
of the Commission's determination
to go right ahead on a business-asusual method of receiving and passing on applications. From now on,
though, a new Issue will be injected
whether the proposed construction
or improvement will give added
service to a substantial audience
which will over-ride all others in

—

Importance.
Candidates henceforth
pass all the established tests of
fitness—legal, financial, and technical
still flunk the examination.

may

>ward

retry

and

company,

inc.,

national

representative

—but
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THIS

IS

WAS'

XET'S FIGHT'

Robert Hontcomery. Benny Slogans, Military Moslc
House Jameson, Ted 15 MIns.— Local
Kroeger,
JewlU, Theodore Goctz, Stefan Snstalning

ytUh

JACK DEMPSET'S SPORTS QVIZ 'ALL OUT FOB VICTORT'
<BED BTDER'
Emenon Smith, Ed Stoker Or
With Beed Hadley, Tommy Oook, With Hark aeodsln, Caswell Adkns, With
ohestra. Stoker 'Clinkers,' Dorolh*
Ned Brown, Dlok MoCann
Charlie Lnng, Frank BUrtln, VloLeonard, Joe Klrkham, Bob tuttL
tor Rodman, Larene Tnttle, Fred SO MiBS.—Loesl

Shields, Will Wright
7:45 a.m.
30 MIns.—Beglonal
BAKThis program because of its sim- LANGENDOBF
ERIES
plicity and cheapness (an announcer
T-T-S, 7:30 p.m.
Archibald MacLelsh
shouting captions of a patriotic na- KECA-Blne, Hollywood
Morale Show
(Rnthrauff & Ryan)
ture interspersed with martial music
INDUSTRY-SrONSOBED
Cut from the same bolt as The
from phonograph records) is easily
Saturday, 7 p.m.
Lone Ranger,' this saga of a flghtin'
All Stations
susceptible to widespread local adap- cowboy from Painted Valley was
"This Is War' is not for those tation. It is the easy way for local only
a blurred stencil on the
charming people who consider it bad
know-how and takeoff.
form to spealc too harshly of the stations that lack the
The similiarity Is too patent to be
Nazis. This series is apparently de- the personnel to emulate more pre- overlooked.
The kids who follow
termined to be downright hostile to tentious national morals efforts such the adventures of Ryder in the funour enemies, rating them as consid- as TTiis Is V/ar' (see the adjoining nies, and they're the ones this is
There
erably worse than misguided.
aimed for, will have to have more
was no lace on the Valentine with column).
stuff than on the opener
Idea of 'Let's Fight' is to start peo- red-blooded
which Norman Corwin inaugurated
if they're to chase the elders away
the series Saturday (14) over the ple off in the mornings (7:45 ajn,
and take possession of the receiving
four major (and bill-paying) net- just before departure for work) in
set.
works. Instead, Corwin and nis col- a pugnacious frame of mind. Such
From the day the bread bakers
leagues seemed dedicated to the idea stuff contrasts with the dreamy diet
hitched up to this Fred Harmon
that we could use a littlfe more peev- of sweetness and light which has
been dished out to the American paneled pageant of the great open
ishness in the U.S.A. just now.
spaces there has been no end of
Many perhaps looked to this public for years.
bickering.
First the sponsor deWhile this sample of 'Let's Fight' manded a week's free trial, which
'Presidential' program for clues as to
policy, strategy,, specific proposals left a lot to be desired production- he got.
Then Hec Chevigny, after
arresting
to
is
as
program
are
the
Such
expectations
wise,
for action.
turning in 14 scripts only to have
wholly naive. The enemy was look- forihula and purpose. It is a straw most of them rejected, packed up his
ing forward to this program quite in the wind of early 1942 as the typewriter
and went away from
(Enthu- U.S.A. begins to be jolted out of its
as eagerly as any citizen.
there.
Little thought was given to
siasm for the future and power of kindly ways and soft good nature.
fact that Chevigny wrote the
radio has recently produced some Like 'This Is War,' the slogans and the
fantastic notions that radio ought to the grim, blood-scented talk will successful audition and is now a
screenwriter at Warners.
Chief
take over the war and run it.)
horrify the squeamish who cling to
Written, acted and directed with their rosy ideas that wars can be obstacle, however, was that Stanley
angry intensity, the program re- fought In gentlemanly style as when Langendorf, headman of United
minded Americans that this was no in the 16th Century a French chev- Bakeries, couldn't quite make up his
war of American desire, that the alier stepped above the breastw rks, mind whether to have each installstruggle was inevitable because Ger- made a sweeping bow with his ment a complete chapter in itself or
many willed it so, and its toady, plumed hat, and addressed his Eng- let the thing hang from Tuesday-toJapan, provided the episode. There lish adversaries in these stately Thursday-to-Saturday, in the apwas a macabre roll call of the 'dead words: 'Will the gentlemen of Eng- proved manner of the daytime
dead and the living dead' to testify land have the goodness to begin heartwringers. It's still too early to
tell whether the George Washington
to the bestiality of the Nazis. There shooting.'
Hill of the West Coast bakers will
were grim allusions to hunger gnawThis NBC quarter-hour (Tuesdaysing In the bowels and of coarse jokes Thiursdays-Saturdays) shouts "You ve let it run cliff-style.
Reed Hadley, choice of many
following rape. It was not a program
a job to do a darn big job. Right for the Ryder role,
may yet snap out
that used euphemistic words. They now we're losing the war. That's a
of his lethargic heroics and run
said "bowel' and they said 'rape.' The fact.
Let's go, let's wake up, let's
those baddies out of Devil's Hole.
program was obsessed with the sim- fight.'
On his first ride Cgit goin'. Thunple idea that our enemies are not
more
The program needs a lot
nice people.
der') the script held the whip hand.
Coming at the end of a week that script attention and thought than it He was more pushed than pushing.
saw the Normandie disaster, the is presently getting. But the program Chappie has a warm drawl but his
Singapore tragedy and the Dover coincides with sound advertising and locomotion needs better traction. By
Straits heartbreak, this program was propaganda nations that ideas need the time he got hep to what was
a hypodermic of emotional vitamins. repetition and that copy should reg- going on, the U. S. Mail was rifled
Saying which, it is perhaps good ister simple thoughts and blunt lan- and a stage driver done in. The
Land,
realism to add that no radio program guage.
chase, when it comes, may last for
can make a news-sick people feel
days unless the scripters put a little
suddenly gay. These broadcasts have
fire into Red and Thunder.
the inestimable
an
attitude-conditioning
function broadcast Dec. 15,
Supporting
cast
is
rate.
first
of
author-director
vital to the long pull. TiTiey cannot advantage to the
There's Tommy Cook, an able small
skillful, original muimaginative,
an
compete with gloom in '72-polnt
provided by fry air trouper, as Little Beaver,
headlines. But they are not less use^^ sical score, in this case
mounting, pound- Charlie Lung, Lurene Tuttle, Fred
ful because of what they cannot st- Lyn Murray. The
Shields
and
Victor
Rodman,
.mathrough
complish, or because those who fear ing, emotional effect came
a
because of, or despite, soned vets who can play any of
'hatred' worse than they fear the primarily not
dozen roles. Atmosphere and mood
Nazis will decry the tough-talking, any specific technical elements. It music lopes along in rhythmic premessage,
the
force
of
sheer
the
was
spade-calling, splne-walloping propaLacking cision from special recordings by
the explosion of feeling.
ganda of pugnacity.
Robert Armbruster. Don Clark proThis program began Its 12-week basic sincerity, the mere microphone duces and has a hand in the writing.
career not only in the gray haze of know-how could easily have been It seemed bad judgment to have Ben
'art.'
?;rim events but at a moment when shrugged off as routine radio
break into a suspenseful
A ball of fire and a piDar of Alexander
he word 'complacency' has threat
sequence to prattle about the merits
ened to become a national obsession, strength to the program was Robert of the Langedorf loaf.
the Government taunting the Public, Montgomery, a fugitive from HollyAfter nearly 30 ininutes of choppy
the Public flinging back the same wood, who acted the narrative part action, cliche and mildew, and
NBC's
charge against oiticials.
'This is in the imiform of a U. S. naval lieu- signoff kid
moving stealthily toward
War' is not going to satisfy the ex- tenant. A large cast (many to speak the
microphone, a voice rings out
tremes of conservatism or the ex- lines in German, Italian, French,
tremes of radicalism. But it may Japanese) -was brought together un- 'be sure and tune in Thursday night
and learn what will be Red Ryder's
well be potent for the average der expert control. Benny Kroeger,
who doubled several roles, stood out fate when he faces the angry mob
American.
outside.'
It needs to be recalled, too, by for his tingly reading of a crushed
those who say 'not strong enough' dispirited, wailing Frenchman.
(furiously typical Americana came 'SWOP NITE'
that too much too soon In emotional
terms may produce a hangover as toward the end, when a lively group With H. Allen Smith, B. A. Bolte,
DIanne CQurtney, Jack Fraser
evil in its way as too little too late called the Almanacs translated this
war into hillbilly terms, singing and Audience Participation'
In mechanical matters.
Technically, the Inaugural program guitaring a spontaneous folksong, 30 MIns.
was standard Corwiniana. It used 'Round and Round Hitler's Grave.' Sustaining
his free-transition system of jump
This brought much that had been Saturday, 8:30 p.ni.
ing from narration to sound effect to said in more flowery terms down to WJZ-Bloe, New Vork
musical bridge to soliloquies In i the level of the bam-dance public.
The Saturday 8:30-9 p.m. period
sepulchre. There was, as with Cor- As a script touch It was a floodlight can now be considered as having its
Land.
win's medal-winning Bill of Rights of understanding.
full quota of exhibitionists.
It also
may be considered as the silliest cor
ner of the week. With the Blue's
entry of 'Swop Nile' the past weekend (14) there are three network
programs bidding for that element of
hsteners that enjoys watching the
'life of the party' cut parlor capers
with lamp-shades and women's headgear.
At this same time there's
'Truth or Consequences' on NBC and
'Hobby Lobby' on. CBS.
The Blue's candidate has as m.c.
H. Allen Smith, a newspaper humorist and the author of 'Low Man on a
Totem Pole,' and the device it offers
for inducing the folks to let down
their hair is the ancient game of

Schnabel, Carlo Desantis,
Racqnello, LIU ValentI,

Edward T-T-S,

Gerald
Kean, Edward MayehoO, Almanac
Singers,

Lyn Murray

WEAF, New Tork

UNITED

PIEL'S

,

—

—

'

'

.

BEEB

^

30 Mlna.

Satorday, 8:30 pjn.

EIMCO COBP.

won, New Tork

Monday,

KDTL,

(Sherman K. EIHs)

Orchestra,

Jack Dempsey is a member of a
sports quiz panel. He Is the best
known rather than the guiding

6:30 pja,

Salt

Lake City

This soldier's quiz, audience-tur.
ticipatlon show, on the whole, rates
hl^h from the standpoint of enter
tainment for He boys themselves and-

member, the whole program having air audience as well. This achievement would obviously require no
the usual affinity between names little jockeying from the
script and
and radio and sports and beer. On production departments since ttro
the inaugural broadcast last Saturday (14) the entertainment results
were meagre due to production
slowness. Caswell Adams, boxing
writer of the N. Y. Herald Trib.

other

objectives

could easily have

dominated: that of selling defense

bonds, to which the show is dedicated, and that of pleasing a sponsor
who Is new to the airwaves. Not
only is sponsor of this show new to
proved glib at this sort of thing. radio, but it's first time in this
area
Question-putter Mark Goodsln was for a mining or related
industries to
pretty stiff, seemingly lacking the bankroll a broadcast.
(About onenecessary bounce and nimble cere- half of this listening area's
wealth is
bration required, although some al- from mining.)
lowances should be made since it
Program is outgrowth of the siiswas, after all, the first time out.
tainer, 'You're in the Army Now,'
Program is ostensibly Dempsey's, which was similar in format and
but he's shrouded, as one of the completed a 14-week run. Originasportswriter experts, in the melee tion is from Reception. Centre at Fort
of questions and answers. There was Douglas, Utah. Opens with E. Stoker
even the suggestion of prompting a orchestra, bang-up rendition of 'Any
couple of times when he ventured Bonds Today?', followed by anan answer. Ned Brown, Dempsey's nouncer John Woolf Introducing the
literary medium, was among the stars and the sponsor.
first-night
'experts'
in
the
exEmerson Smith handles the quiz of
champ's comer.
the soldiers. It's complete hoke, the
Questions are sent in bv the listen- boys win a dollar, right or wrong,
ing audience, with $5 in defense and have fun doing it. Smith feeds
stamtis
going
those
whose questions so that answers are often
to
questions are used and a $25 defense laugh-getters.
bond to those whose questions canJoseph Rosenblatt, official of the
not be answered. A different panel sponsor, gave a capably presented
of sportswriters Is planned for each speech, a la Cameron on the Ford
Nako.
week.
hour. Earlier in the program, Smith
gave forth with a longlsh speech
concerning Eimco's merits which
HELEN TWELVETREES
should be halved once the series is
Film Bevlews and Gossip
set, leaving the plentifully sprinkled
IS MIns. Local
'Eimco' announcements to carry the
Snstalning
load.
Dally, 3:30 p.m.
Mildred Baker, John Woolf and
WMCA, New Tork
Alvin Pack did a business-like job
Miss Twelvetrees, former film star, of presenting two 'resolutions' from
displayed a refreshing and charming what was called their 'Decalog lor
called 'I Resolve to
delivery on this quarter-hour stanza Americans,' one
Be Brave' and the other 'I Resolve,
ostensibly devoted to gossip about to Be Strong.' So that nothing should
pictures and thumbnail reviews, but be missing, air audiences were treatcluttered up with vegetables. After ed to the actors joining the boys in
an outline of the new Leslie Howard pledging allegiance to the flag.
picture, 'Mr. V,' and a supposed perAdding these all up and not forsonal message from Howard in which getting the plentiful and always too
he told of some of the difficulties drippy dialogs plugging defense
encountered in shooting 'Mr. V' in bonds, it was clear the talent was
England in the midst of air raids, and struggling against too much Eimco,
how these difficulties were overcome, too much conversation and over-done
the program, close to two-thirds of sentiment. It tended to stay sentithe total time, devoted itself to a list- ment and never developed into good,
less interview with T. H. Everett, of honest emotion.
the New York Botanical Gardens.
Bob Reese, tenor, wowed the boys
This dealt with vegetable gardening with 'Brahm's Lullaby.' The 'Stoker
and shortage of onion seeds. Object Clinkers' (quartet Including Bob
of getting people to grow their own Reese, Pappy Parker, Joe Kirkham
vegetables as a means of aiding the and Max Anderson), also did a good
war effort is doubtless worthy, but Job of 'A Gay Rancheroo.'
Just how the finer points of gardenAlvin Pack scripted the show and
ing fit into a film gossip program is helped John Woolf with Emerson
mystifying.
Smith to produce. Tlie entertainMiss Twelvetrees should devote her ment part of It was first rate. J uiie.
time and unusually good voice to pictures, -the theatre and Broadway. •MOONLIT MUSIC HALL'
She might be one of the best, for With Ross Molholland
delivery, on the air In that field.
Disc Jockey
JWori.
20 MIns. Local

—

CHEWS

WIBG Sidewalk

Philadelphia, Feb. 17.
started last week on
studios in central-city
Philly. Plans call for a sidewalk
studio as well as regular broadcasting rooms, reception and recreation
rooms and business offices. The new
10,000
watt transmitter will be
erected on ground adjoining the
Marble Hill golf course, Conshohocken. Pa,

Work was
WlBG's new

WIBG, now broadcasting at 1,000
watts In Glenslde, Pa., is expected to

move

Into its

—

Dally, 11:40 p.m.

Studio

new home June

1.

WCAU,

Philadelphia
has unveiled

WCAU

new

disc

from
MulhoUand,
jockey,
Ross
Detroit's radio row. Not just another record .spinner but has plenty
of zing in his voice, lots of punch Inhis delivery. Pilots turntable music
caravan in such a manner that he
creates the Illusion that the listener
Is tuned In to a live show.

Mulholland uses sound effects of
cheers, applause, etc., 'talks to the
bandleaders,' has a swift line of
palaver and appears to be an expert
ad

His commercials for
(sponsoring the first Ware lively and woven

libber.

Chews
minute

strip)

right Into the chatter.

SUA.

WINNER^

communal

trading.

The

program

runs along at a leisurely pace, Smith
and B. A. Rolfe swop wisecracks that
occasionally bring a smile, a band
contributes a tune and Dianne Courtney spans a stagewait with a torch
number. The introductory Installment suggested that it's not going to
be easy to keep the listener interest
at fever point for much of that half

0^

hour.

The mechanics of the stanza have
been pretty well organized. Swoppers don't litter the studios with
their offers. They merely state what
they want to trade for what, and
Jack Fraser, the announcer, calls off
the article's registration number and
explains that those interested can
effect a deal by communicating with
'Swop Nile's' clearing house located

SCORES.

The trade offers
that were reeled off during this session included 25,000 bees for an airdale, two evening gowns for a blue
evening chair, a Florida alligator for
a wooden Indian, a pair of new iceskates for a -Carmen Miranda hat, a
stuffed tropic fish for a stuffed bear,
and (this from a 10-year-old boy) a
camera for a six-shooter.
Odec.

WFBR briifi yoa r^party win thil iH Miryhid listoRi in oi
A network within a network! That's the biggest radio news andbuy today in Maryland. 3 top stations, covering the entire State,
wrapped up in one big, economical package . . . Baltimore,
Hagerscown and Salisbury ... all fanning out from
... the network Maryland listens to!

all

WFBR

at Dublin, N. H.

Catfrg* P. Hollingbery

Cemp«ny

N«wTorlc -I- Chloifl* -l- Atlmta
San Pran«llco -i- l«l AiHI*t«f
.

WFBR
AlTIMOai

*

WBOC,

Salisbury

«*LCS

WJEJ, Hagerstown

ami Marylond Covarag* NHworia
M E A D QU A W Tg R S I WFI
B aLtI M O R g.
Mtffuol

*

\Pe<IneBday,
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company as a member of the sales
larvice department of the Blue net-

t

t

t

tttt

t t

Toledo— Bill Stevens, formerly ol have joined the sales staff
Indianapolis, has become an Hearst outlet In New York.

iviHC

navton— Harley Lucas has Joined
Minounclng staff of WING, comfrom
at

added

WLOK,
WING

Also

O.

Lima,

Josephme
from

is

writer,

continuity
Dubois, Pa.

Andrews,

WCED,

Memphis— The

Chilton at
Stanton succeeds Winston
Latter moves to KTOK,
VRIC
Oklahoma City. Stanton comes to
after serving ten years as ship
ladlo

operator for Sinclair

oil.

Louis— Jim Hennessey,

SI.

Harold P. See, NBC engineer, has
been appointed senior television
supervisor, succeeding F. A. Wankel,
recently named New York division
engineer. See continues as television
Held supervisor, but will have A. E.
Jackson as field assistant

I

WINS,

KXOK

the U.S.N.
gabber, has enlisted in
continuity
Charles Barnhart,-KXOK
WJ4BD, Peoria. III.
editor, go;je to
Dorothy Woodward, of Rader and

woodward, a vaude team, currently
the Days' cast at
In Those Were

KMOX:

Kenneth

San LniB Obispo, Cal. Laurence
P. Lansing, announcer-writer-producer at KVEC, San Luis Obispo, has
resigned to assume active duty as
Second Lieutenant In the infantry.
He will take a brief vacation in Los
Angeles before reporting.

Texas— Engineer Ernest piano team over

Beaomont,

I

—

has resigned.

the

of

I

Karl Nelson

aTouncer at WTOL.

New SaOi-Watter For Waterloo, (owa

work (WJZ).

Traffic

t

Blue, Mutual Bid for DuMond-Blair Lohnes-Fetzer

Station

Greene, assistant research director of the Blue network
(WJZ), has been upped to assistant
director of research of NBC. J. Robert Myers, formerly with NBC and
recently with the NAB, has rejoined

—But

May Mar

Priorities

the Outlook

E.

Lowell Thomas Airing

Helps

Intense bidding is on between th«
Blue network and Mutual for an atflliation with the proposed new 50,'

WGY Observe 20th

000-watt station In Waterloo, la. Th»
Schenectady, Feb. 17.
grant for the outlet, on 1,540 k.c,
Lowell Thomas comes to Schehas been Issued by the Federal Comnectady Feb. 20 for a meeting of
James Boozer, formerly with the service clubs
municatlOAE Commission but there'*
Rotary,
Kiwanis,
still the question whether the equipWashington News, and Edward Wal- Lions,
Professional
Sc
Business
lace, formerly in the South AmeriWomen and Zonta— marking the ment ordered for the newcomer will
can department of the Associated 20th anniversary of WGY.
be affected by the FCC's freezing
Press, have joined NBC news and
Originating his Sun Oil Co. news- order.
Financial Interest In the proposed
special events staff.
They replace cast here that night.
50-kilowatter Is split up among quit*
Bob Eisenbach and Paul Husserl,
a few persons. These include actorwho joined the Army.
Flo MacDonald Injured
announcer Joseph DuMond, who was

NBC

as chief statistician.

;

—

Cats on the Keys'
(Jack Mor-

WMPS

gan and Berl Olswanger) breaking

Morgan training in WichiU
Falls for aircraft mechanics division
of the Army Air Corps.
Olswanger
has enlisted In the Naval Air Corps.
up.'

WMPS

Another
staffer. BookkeepBuffalo, Feb. 17.
known on the air as 'Josh Higgins,;
er Phil Cole, has also left to join
Cincinnati. Margaret Dotson, from
singer,
Florence MacDonald,
John Blair, the station rep; Horace
the Navy.
Replacing is Volney E. Southern
California,
has
joined rccuping from injuries suffered when
Lohnes, Washington attorney, and
Edwards, who also becomes office WCKY's promotion department.
car skidded on icy pavement and
John E. Fctzer, of WKZO, Kalamanager.
smashed into a tree.
Seattle. June
von der Hellen,
Singer was doubling back from
New lork City.—John Flynn, who publicity department of KIRO, personal appearances at suburban
resigned from the NBC mail room Seattle, has joined the editorial staff Williamsville Glen when accident
Bob Bradley, staff vocalist KLK,
staff some^time ago, has rejoined the of the Seattle Times.
Denver, has Joined army.
occurred.

—

WGR

.

'

—

'

—

FhlUdelpbIa

William

J. Bailey,

formerly of NBC announcing sialt,
has joined KYW.
are
Other new additions at
Jane Durnin,. Claire Kelly, program

KYW

department, replacing Walter Smith
and Walter Feeley, who have joined
Otis, added
the Army; and Beatrice

program department.

to

with
has joined the

Raymond- Rogers, formerly
Eastern Air Lines,
engineering staff of

F-M

W53PH, WFIL's

station.

—

Brooks
has
Pittsburgh Nancy
been appointed music librarian at
KDKA, replacing John Kresge,
Mary E.
called up by the Army.
Henderson

is

her

—

Rod O'C o n n o r
announcer, has resigned to go
William Galstation.
formerly of WLB, University
Minnesota station, replaces him

Minneapolis.

,

eastern

to

braith,

of

with

A NEW SALES SERVICE

WCCO.

Detroit.—Shifts

among

mike-

local

men here include the transfer of
Charles tarrell, former program director of WJLB, to the announcing

WWJ

wHfere he replaces
of
Jack Wyatt, now at
Charles Gussman, after an absence
of' several years in Chicago radio,
and
also
has returned to
James Eberle moves from the announcer post to the newly created position' of program supervisor under
staff

WNEW.

WWJ

Mel Wissman, program manager.
at
Richard
announcer
Slade,
W45D, the Detroit News F-M stahas resigned to go to WKWK,
Wheeling, and is being replaced by
Beipard Ladendorf, formerly with
tion,

WJLB.

—

Wilson

Bridgeport. Eileen
Bridgeport Post writer, gets femme
fare chore at WICC, succeeding Vir-

moved

to Washington,

Hal Lynch,

ex-Times-Star,

ginia Miller,

D. C.
Joined

WICC

EXTENSIVE study

of the

Cincinnati.— Kurt W. Stelnbrenner,
who Joined the Crosley publicity
he was
.

Enlisted
Reserve Corps via the 28-yfiar limit
ruling, returned Tuesday (3) to ac

movemenl

of con-

Marlon Moore, announcer and m.c.
from Florida, where he worked on

Monday

WLW-WSAI

(2).

William E. Meredith, radio direc
for Presba, Fellers Sc Presba,
Chicago, for the past two years,oioins
WLW next week. He will write and
check mail-order copy and do script^g for the general run of shows,
especially
dramatics,
under Van
Woodward, continuity director.

— William

Shaw

WDZ,

has re-

Tuscola,
Ml.
of sales staff of

Knapp
signed

to
become merchandising
">Mager at WIBC, Indianapolis.
Bob McCracken, former sax and
elarinet player and arranger with
Benny Goodman and Frank Trumbauer, has Joined the announcer staff
of WDZ.

Bob Williams, engineer, into radio
division of the

Army.
„^*nny Paul Is a newcomer

"OZ announcer

to the

ranks.

L—

New York City—Philip Fuhrmann,
lormerly with
New York,
las joined the
national spot sales
stwf of the
Blue network.

WMCA,

Jack Woods, formerly New York
manager of the Newark Evening
"ews and previously with the N. Y,
Journal, and F.
Lawson Bennett, formerly head of his
own bond firm,

.

.

new

.

service. These studies reveal that -'whether'

oampaigns.

a manufacturer

sells

through jobbers, sales

agencies, brokers, or direct -there are times

when

there

is

a decided need for short, in-

lensivb selling campaigns.

However, a manufacturer who decides on
is faced with the problem of

such a course

securing capable sales personnel, at prohibitive cost. Hence, Specialty Sales has

been

organized as a sales service agency available, eventually, to manufacturers operating

special deals

. . .

pioducti

sales support for special

...

or

any

other sales, distribution, or dealer lelatloni

Specialty Sales 'will employ only men with'
proven sales records, high type men who
oan secure and keep better salary jobs. Its
services can be bought at one-half or lesf
the usual man power cost, and it offers the
additional flexibility of having a one week'
to 90 day coiUraot. Specialty Sales will nof
handle more than fotir non-competing •»
counts at one time, and costs ean be oonv
puted on a per oall or weekly flat rale.

Furthermore, Specialty Sales

ginia.

Lou

is

E

drug and grocery selling

years with Harold

F.

field

'will

have

full

access to the findings of a large research
Saigent,

a veteran of twenty-five years In the specialty

. . .

Kentucky and West Vir-

in Ohio, Indiana,

- fifteen

department on the movement of drug and
food products and the attitude of dealers

toward manufacturers:

and Company,

Ritchie

Speoialty Sales

'will

function as a sepaiata

with one of the major national
manufacturers, and with a ranking

organization but will work in coopeiadon

manufacturer of a food product sold In both

with 'WLW, The Nation's Station, 'with ilnan-i
cial security guaranteed by The Crosley

Inc.,

later

drug

drug and grocery
perience
of this

fits

stores.

Mr, Sargent's ex-

him admirably

new type

for leadership

of sales organization.

tor

•

on new packages

oampaigns or seasonal drives

duty.

several stations. Joined

efforts

sumer goods in both the food and drug
over a long period of lime, has brought
to. light the need for a new type of tales
fields,

Heading Specialty Sales

sales staff.

staff in November,
when
transferred to the Army's

live

Announcing:

assistant.

WCCO

27

Specialty Sales has no resemblanoe to sales

agencies as they have been
past.

Neither

is it

known

in the

intended to replace the

established sales organization of any manufa:cturer.

ment

Rather,

its

purpose

legtilar sales efforts or

Is to

supple-

supply a short-

term sales organization for intensive selling

Corporation.
Initial

operation of Specialty Sales will

oover the trading area of Greater Cincinnati.
ttfund expansion is made, nine majoi

As

markets of the four-state area

'will

be added.

Opporturdlies for your profitable use of
Specialty ^ales are many. For details of
operation, or a suggestion as to

might use our services,

oall or

its

how you

wire

. .

1329 Arlington St,

SPECIALTY SALES

CINCINNATI; OHIO
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Mary Hunter's Lead In

Stahlman a Reluctant Show-Closer;

Proposed Gibbs Series

Detroit

Mary Hunter, of the 'Easy Acei'
and Henry Morgan, an an-

nouncer, have the leads in a new
half-hour comedy series, 'Nica Couple," which John Gibbs haa recorded
Show Is
for agency submission.
scripted by Ed Sherry.

See FCC 4-3 In Opposition to Ties

Between Press and Broadcasting

The Blue Paychecks

Axel Gruenberg directed it and
Meeder supplied tha organ cues.

The hearings recessed inmits.
definitely Thursday (12) after James
G. Stahlman, former president of
American Newspaper Publishers Association and owner of the Nashville
Banner, appeared on the stand under
instructions from the District of Columbia Court of Appeals.
Parade of witnesses on

behalf

publisher - boadcaster group
did not make a single
convert, though they furnished
a mass of valuable raw materials for
a dissenting opinion in ease the
Commish majority decides to impose
a prohibition on newspaper -radio

of

the

seemingly

MBS CONSIDERS

New York ad agencies
week put up official posters

loose talk about America's war
The poster, which is
efforts.
signatured by the Oitica of Facts
and Figures, the FBI, the Naval
Intelligence and other like servreads:
ices,
"The Enemy Is Listening. He

Wants
Know.

to

Know

Keep

It to

'42FOOTBAU

You

What

Yourself!'

HARRY WILDER

WOR,

DISCOUNT

last summer agree the
gives every indication of

lining up this
In favor of

way

a rule forcing pubunload their radio interests: Chairmai^ Fly and Commissioners Walker, Durr, and Wakefield.
Against singling out the newspaper
industry as 'unfit' to operate stations:
Commissioners Case, Craven and
Payne.
Not Impressed
The semi-legal arguments about
dubious constitutionality of a ban
do not seem to have impressed the
Now Dealish element which takes
the view that 'public interest, convenience and necessity' are more
powerful than free speech and free
press guarantees in the Bill of
Rights. While ostensibly undecided,
the quartet headed by the Chairman
lisliers

to

repeatedly disclosed by the tone of
questions and casual observations a
strong conviction that public interest
be promoted if all links between
the two media are severed.
Siral
larly the Case-Craven-Payne wing
reflected equally deep -feelings that
such a policy will be undesirable besides unquestionably a direct viola

•will

tion of the Constitution.

week that he
explored the sub-

last

ject and come to the conclusion that
this trade practice deserves the sup-

port of the broadcasting industry.
Also that it is better to put the item
on the rate card than show discrimination by granting' It only under
pressure.
Wilder is also of tha opinion that
the trade shouldn't carry on con.
troversiei
seller

business

between the buyer and
tlmea, even though

la

network's

CHICAGO'S

OWN

key

PRODUaiON

AWARDS
Chicago, Feb.

good.

committee,

FRITZ BLOCKI JOINS

BENTON & BOWLES,

the

N.Y.

writer
Chicago
Fritz
Blocki,
director, has nloved to New York

award

station has already

Oglethorpe, Ga.

added

to

permanently anolias joined tha Ben' casional use of outside talent or loton Sc Bowles agency radio staff cation win be overlooked.
under Kirby Hawkes. Deal was
Another agency exeo qulta the pending soma time but delayed for
Blocki to pinch-hit at WON, Chi
field ;or tha duration, ttobert Wen
BEING
ban i> leaving tha Shannan St Mat- cago, on a couple of operettas.
Blocki will work on scripts for
quette agency hara for larvlca with
SHELL OIL DISCS
tlma being.
Will probably direct
the government.
later.
Wenban wai y^. of tha outfit.

SONOVOX

USED

ON

Walter Thompson

introduce

is

250

\

24

Keith Kiggins Chides Fred

Weber For

Comment On

WATTS

HOURS A DAY

WJ BK

'Flagg-Quirt' Switch

Keith Kiggini, stationi ralationg than four outlets and which in a
head of tha Blua Network,, last week number of cases also take Mutual
answered by way of a memo to af- programs. Weber wrote these stafiliated stations soma oomment that tions that it seemed to be quite a
Fred Weber, Mutual'i general man- coincidence that the same week in
ager, had mada in oonnactlon with which the Blue announced its sepatha network caraar of tha 'Capt. ration from NBC and that It was
Flagg and Sergt Quirt' serlei. Lat- going to underwrite the 'Capt. Flagg'
ter program had bean on tha Blue series on a sustaining basis this
for Mennen's and It's now on NBC turns up as a sponsored article on
Friday nights for Blown & William- NBC. Tha situation, added Weber,
Waber'i

him as peculiar in light of
what was supposed to be a complete
divorcement of tha two networks.

struck

son.

oommant had bean
'

di-

rected to tha la stations on the Blue
which are in oonununltlaf with less

In his letter Kiggins stated that
the point which Weber had raised
was childish and void of sound reasoning, Kiggins remarked that undoubtedly it would have been perfectly all right with Weber had the
program gone from the Blue to Mutual and that it was obvious, according to Weber's intended jibe, that It
was not mete for a program to go

from one independent network structure, such as is the Blue, to

Bcstor, orchestra leader, filed
(13) in-the N. Y. su-

Friday

preme court against Jack Benny,
NBC, Young & Rubicam agency and

'

staff.

Covers Pelroid 2^4 Million
People Representing 57%
of Michigan Poptdalion.

suit

17.

Charles Gulllckson

announcing

Don

presentation to eight network
shows and three local programs.
Programs must be wholly produced in Chicago, although an ocits

J.

re.

time, has

narrowed down

Wenban With GoveTnment
Chloago, Feb,

which

DON BESTOR SUES
ON 'JEUO' SIGNATURE

WBBM

is out to capture
for sure this year, and the

ing the Sonovox' device In

Chattanooga.—John Gray, WDOD
chief announcer, has been caught in
the draft and reports Feb. 21 at Fort

17.

Radio Awards committee, headed
by Stu Dawson, WBBM-Columbia
assistant program director, ha^ set
to be an outstanding game, only to plans for annual contest held by Chihave other networks subsequently cago Federated Advertising Club to
arrange play-by-play accounts of pick up outstanding local programs
the same contest. In most such cases and network shows produced in Chilast fall. Mutual then withdrew and
cago.
took other games, rather than dupliEntries are to be submitted to the
cate broadcasts.
Federated Advertising Club by March
13 and awards will be made by April
15.
With Dawson at the head of the

war

In

the

Problem arose last fall when, in
certain instances. Mutual had scheduled the broadcast of what promised

Harry Wilder, operator of WSYR,
Syracuse, and other stations, will
add a cash discount to his rate cards,
It will be 2% on
effective April 1.
payments made within 10 days.
Wilder stated
had thoroughly

'

Intention is to try to solve in advance the question of whether. In
cases where a major grid contest is
being broadcast by one or more other
networks. Mutual should cover that
game or take another and possibly
important one. Matter was
less
raised at a meeting of the affiliate
program directors last November.

ADOPTS 2%

which started

Y.,

station.

ties.

Regular attendants at the sessions

N.

17,

saved the stations but the situation
will become a corker when Detroit
and its suburbs remains on Eastern
Wartime while the rest of the State
goes on Central Wartime.
Complaints by the stations and indus<
trialists have staved off the Governor's signature to the law which
would put Michigan in the Central
Wartime belt but the farmer Legislature packs enough votes to override him.
The odd situation here is that
Michigan lies on the eastern fringe
of the Central 'time belt.
Back In
World War days the State went on
Eastern time as a convenience since,
on true sun time. It was as close to
one time zone as the other. When
the Federal lime change was put in
recently, it moved Michigan two
hours ahead of its theoretical time.
The farmer legislature felt that
two hours ahead of the sun was too
much and last week passed a law
which would have caused the citizenry to turn back their clocks Monday (16), one week after they had
turned them ahead.
The new time change would have
removed all Detroit stations from the
convenience of being on the same
time as Eastern stations and caused
extensive losses on all time buying.

Much kidding that nearly all
employees getting tha new kind
of check! made a speedy trip to
tha bank to get them cashed.

filiate

Council,

from the State on

belled

ink.

directors of Mutual afstations are being asked for
early consideration of the problem of
bi'oadcasting college football games
next fall. Circular letter was sent
them last week by Tom Slater, sports
and special features director of

Program

Common

troit

Instead of the- usual
checks on grey-green stock, tha
Blue network checks were on
white' paper, with vivid blue
printing and signed with blua

NBC.

cautioning the personnel against

FCC

Commish

Employees of tha Blua network
were paid in tha new company'a
own pay chacki Friday (13), tha
first time slnca the split from

The Enemy's Ears
Several
last

Detroit, Feb.

/

Michigan's freak tlma changes
to costing the radio
stations In this area an estlniated
At the moment the De<
$500,000,

have come close

Bill

Washington, Feb. 17,
With the line-up from all appearances still 4 to 3 in favor of a ban,
the FCC last week wound up its
eight-month probe into flnalrs of
the newspaper industry and airing of
views on the desirability of forbidding publishers to hold radio per-

on Eastern Wartime But State

Farmers Force Central Zone Time

cast,

General Foods Corp. seeking $50,000 damages for the alleged misappropriation of the musical signature
'Jell-0,'
used on the defendants'
program. Plaintiff claims he created
the musical signature.
Bestor was first employed on the
show as orchestra leader in 1034.
Besides the money damages he asks
an Injunction.
'

its latest

one-minute transcriptions for Shell
Oil.
Disney soundtracks have been
using this combination of the human voice and sound affects for
some time, but this makes tha first
time that the mechanism has been
adopted for a radio commercial series.
Advertisers had heretofore
shied away from tha thing because
of what was described as its welrdness, such as words fashioned to the
sounds of a locomotive whistle.
Sonovox's royalty arrangement is
$1 per station per use.

1"
SALI8 APPHOASH

MARKET.

5000 WATTS

THE ONBILLS
NOV>.'

iJADIO

S

MOST POPULAR
YOU iViORt

i-AM!LV BRINGS

jAUGHTER Tears

^.^d

|-jEART-THR03S

another

network of similar integral makeup,

Presenled oy Ivory Soap

99"

i:?

:

du'C

such as NBC,

In the Intermountaln Market
it's

KDYL ...

the Btatlon that

12-YEAR ACCOUNT LOST

BY WGR TO WBEN

brings the programs people

COAST TO COAST
Sic.

look for

I

BuSfalo, Feb. 17.

Kendall Refining Co. moving

Km-

^

fALT LAKI CITV

^nlR

sportcastj

WBEN

from

WGR

Thursday

WelU

COSfFTOM ADVEB'nSINa AflENCT

WOLF— RKO BLOQ. NEW YORK

CITY

(19)

where it will bankroll Jim
seven days a week. Taking
6:15-6:30 slot on weekdays and 6:45
on Sundays. Ralph Hubbell was its
sports voice on WGR, which up to
last weekend
had found no new
backer to take over Hubbell's comments.
Account placed by Landsheft, Inc.,
ran almost. 12 years on WGR.
Claims a nation's record for longest sports 'run by one sponsor.
to

MOT. ED

its

WANTED -A

WHO

W* want

IS

VICE PRESIDENT

WILLING TO WORK!
—

an announcer or someone who would like to be
V.P. In charaa of the "Two o'Clock Hour," or someone who
would Ilka to ba Assistant to tha Assistant General Manager, but virho !• also willing to announce 40 hours a week.
In other words, wa want a good announcer.
Write Ed Yoeum, manager Radio SUtion KGHL, Billings, Montana

'

1
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USriety
Bfae Has 115 Stations

Sally s Furs Radio Ballyhoo

29

Radio Set Mamifacturers Given

With the addition of WAGE, Syraand KFEQ, St Joseph, Mo.,

cuse,

$500,000 Stock

—

Wa^hineton, Feb.

17.

represenUtlon over the radio and
media.
through other advertising
bennies were
Claims that the fur
were
or
designed in Hollywood
originating there,
copies of models
respondent owned a
and that the

were
Rcpreuntrue Commlsh contended.
owned and
renUtions that the outfit
were
operated its own factory also
worth

Factory or work

—FTC Demands
Reformation
—

New York fur shop, Sally's Furs,
grief Friday (13) when
Inc came to
Commission
Trade
the" Federal
charges of miscraclted down with

stock of furs

the affiliation

Own

Hollywood Designed, Didn't

Plot

$500,000,

FTC

declared.

'The gar-

or styled
ments were not designed
nor were they copies
In Hollywood
style models, and the
of Hollywood
respondent was not a manufacturer
but obtained the
of fur garments
advertised from outside
coats so
sources in the open market.*
days to
Sally's Furs was given 20
answer the charges before a ceaseand-desist order Is Issued.

HARRY ACKERMAN EAST
FOR YOUNG & RUBICAM
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Harry Ackerman, for the past
three years producer of Gulf Screen
RublGuild airshow for Young
cam, has been elevated to the post
of supervisor of radio production for
the agency, which duties he will

&

;

He
share with Jack Van Nostrand.
succeeds Adrian Samish, who joined
Paramount Pictures as a director.
Tailing over production of the
Screen Guild show will be Hendrik
Booraem, transferred here by the
agency from New York where he
produced March of Time and 'ManHe relieves
hattan at Midnight.'

Ackerman,
after

who heads

March

1

for
broadcast.

Mark Woods

New York

to

4 Months to Switch 100% to

becomes effecand KFEQ's, as a basic
supplementary outlet, March 15.

March

1

Worm

'ASTWIGISBENT

.

columns as evi-denced when George Frazier,
music critic, wrote about trumpeter Andy Secrest on the Kraft
Music Hall program.
Frazier as well as radio ed
Alice Quinlan have repeatedly
mentioned Ford, Coca-Cola, etc.
editorial

its

Felix

Adams

Fran Heyser, Caroline
Return to Kansas

In

OFFWAXTOCBS

And hung
General Foods has given CBS
through the Young & Rubicam
agency an order for the 2:30-2:45

17.

Switchboard calm at WBEN
was punctured by irate dialer
who gave receptionist no time
for her cheery hello.
'Modern design,' he shouted.
Whoo-o!
'Whoo-o!
Whoo-oo!
How do you like it?' ,
up.

Teen-Age Pianists Hired

spot for the 'As the Twig Is Bent'
This strip
serial starting In April.
has been on disc for over a year.
Same account will at the end of
March be faced with the problem of
Ellis deciding what it wants to do with
the three serials which currently fill
City gut the balance of the 2 to 3 o'clock

By

KMBC;

Quits

War Work

Washington, Feb. 17.
Long-threatened order ending all
manufacturing of radio receivers
came from the Wai- Production
Board Friday (13) with the whole
industry instructed to shift over to
war operations within four months.
Despite repeated declarations by the
industry that it would keep turning
out at least some product for civilian
consumption, the Federal authority
clamped down a complete prohibition on such production and warned
it
will take over plants which are
not voluntarily converted by May

Turns

Buffalo, Feb.

Boston, Feb. 17.
Boston Herald, local daily, has
no compunctions about using
commercial sponsors' names in

The respondent corporation

Dcared.' the

of the Blue net-

115 stations.
WAGE'S alliance

tive

Names Sponsors

challenged.

$500,000 worth of furs
did not possess
the advertisements apat the time

list

now been brought up

has

or June.

WWSW, Pittsburgh,

For After-School Shows
PilUburgh, Feb.

17.

Couple of local high school kids,
stretch.
Renewal time comes up Judy Shepfer, 16, and BUI Parsons,
then. Only product connected with
Kansas City, Feb.. 17.
tin package is 17, have been taken on by WWSW
Felix Adams, program director at the trio that uses a
as
a two-piano team for a regular
Coffee.
Station KMBC since 1939, has re- Maxwell House
series of broadcasts.
They'll do a
Nothing
signed effective March 1.
15-minute show once a week on
Don Roberts From Blue to CBS
Don Madefinite as to his future.
Tuesday evening, specializing in the
NetBlue
Roberts
quit
the
Don
has
recently elevated to assistant
sales- music of Kern, Gershwin and Porter.
force
become
a
work
sales
to
takes
over
as
the
program director,
Program will be announced under
administrative head of the program man for CBS:
He had been servicing the J. Wal the title of 'Judy and BUI and their
department.
pianos.'
Fran Heyser, who has been in Chi- ter Thompson agency.
cago handling Arthur B. Church productions, has returned to Kansas City
and will handle production work. Re
I,

R. R. Guthrie, assistant chief of
the agency's bureau of industry
branches, notified 55 companies to
preparing for the day when
they will fabricate nothing but war
materials. Large part of the trade

start

probably wUl be hahded assignment
of producing various typfs of elec-

equipment for

trical

and

ships, aircraft,

tank.s.

Jack BIchardson's Change

CMcago, Feb.

Co.

cently he has divided his time between Chicago, where he produced
Caroline's Golden Store' with Caro-

and Hollywood, where he
helped the Texas Rangers turn out

line Ellis,

a library of 317 transcriptions, 100 of
which are original compositions by
members of the group.
Heyser for the present is producing the Brush Creek Follies, CBS
Saturday afternoon sustainer.

Caroline

KMBC

has

Ellis

returned

on her afternoon

to

gab

local

show.

MOYLAN SISTERS GET

NEW SPONSOR PRONTO

to Florida

Mark Woods, president

of the Blue

With the

cancelled

girls

oiit

by

Network, left for Florida Sunday Thrivo Dog Food because of the
His wife has been ill and he shutdown on tin cans for the prod(15).
uct, the Moylan Sisters, who are on
decided to take her South to re
the Blue Network Sunday matinees,
cuperate.
He will be back at the end of this will obtain a successor sponsor in
Hecker Products.
week.
The Clements agency, of Philadelphia, which has the Thrivo account,
induced Hecker, which was not on
Clements list, to take over the sister's

sponsorship.

Pedlar

&

Ryan

Hollywood, Feb.

irs coLOSSM
r.v'^^Co-ne.U-t
family 4.1*i
tlve

j,„
„°

Buying

1

even cooes
other iUte

CBS

»«»*JJ*THMtlor

Connecticut.

17.

William Lawrence closed the Pedlar Si Ryan agency here and hiked
lor New York, where he will handle
production of the Freddy Martin program for Lady Esther and look after
two of the firm's soap operas. Eastern hitch Is for three months.

P&R lost Its
Orson Welles
series to

other

Office

Lawrence East

Closes,

only Coast show when
chucked the Esther

make

a picture in South

America.

Bartunck Clothes signed to sponsor 'Strikes and Spares,' 19-minute
liowling program, WHK, conducted
by Sam Levine, editor of the Cleveland Kegler.

AGENCIES, ADVERTISERS, please note

Composer

Conductor

Arranger

PAUL LAVAL
and His Orchestra
Conducting and Arranging for the No. 1
Popular Girl Singer of America

DINAH 15H0RE
Currently on tho WJZ Network at 8:46-10:00 P.M.
Coa8t-to-Co«Bt for Brlatol-Myera

EWT

VICTOR RECORDINC ARTIST

WOR comedy show

This unique

now

snaring more than 15% of the

listeners

when 30%

of

New

radios are being used.*

Henry has done
a matter

we

York's

What

our

for Adler Shoes,

Trommer's Beer and
is

is

discuss.

The

price?

very low
buys!

Dear

—

...

Our address is 1440 Broadway, in
New York. Our phone number is
PEnnsylvania 6-8600. Our facts on
"Here's Morgan" are something
you should

really

knowl

many others

are very willing to

*No< to mention the fact that Henry
was found to have 21 listeners to
every ten homes checked by personal

Sirs, it's

so very,

interviews.

considering

ijohat it

income groups
homes.

17.

Jack Richardson has resigned from
Russel M. Seeds agency, of
which he was vice president.
Is joining the Chicago Recording

the

He

also appeals to

in

ALL

ALL

kinds of

'

Wednesdaf, February

CONCERT-OPERA

80

Buenos

Aires, Rio

Opera Bookers

N. Y. Concert

Kemm

There have

PHILADELPHIA ORCH

Seek More Americans; Grace Moore s
Boxoifice Results Impressed^Them

ALIENS

recurrent reports of late

— reports

with a

that a number of foreign-born concert and opera
have deigned a sneering criticism of The American
More specifically, those of Italian and German extrac-

With Arturo Toscanini

basis of truth

Carnegie Hail, N. Y., Feb. 1$, 1942
The first appearance in N.Y. this
season of Arturo Toscanini, with the
Philadelphia Orchestra, resulted in
the finest local orchestral concert of

artistes

Way.

beeti

—

18, I942

AND THE WAR

tion.

the season.

The

and

financial

achieved

artistic success

summer

last

Most Italians and Germans who have pledged allegiance to
the American flag have been honest in those convictions. For
sixth symphony refuted those who
question of simple mathematics. With democinsist the- Italian master cannot play it's been just a
Russian music, for in this work, and racy as the common denominator.
Perhaps the best-played work was
Debussy s 'Le Mer.' Tschaikowsky's

Kipnis Nixes B.A.

South

in

America by Grace Moore has begun
throughout the evening, the extraorto
pay dividends for American
Alexander Kipnis, basso of the
cpera and concert performers. Mind- Met, who has sung for the past dec- dinary metronomic abilities of TosBut what about those who merely profess allegiance? What
canini were always in full display.
ful of Miss Moore's tremendous popade at the Teatro Colon, Buenos Unerring tempi, despite the white about those who would accept the benefits of our
democratic
ularity in Latin America, where in
Aires, will not return there this heat of the passion Involved, were
principles but sneer in their own circles at our ways and cusa 28,000-mile, six-weeic tour, she sold
Eddv.
summer lecause of difficulties in- always in evidence.
out nearly everywhere, two southThis good-natured land of plenty and of welcome is
toms?
volved in transportation.
of-the-border bookers are in New
ELSIE
HOUSTON
plenty tougli, once riled.
Kipnis is not desirous of flying and
York lining up as many Americans
Soprano
hazas possible for their four-month considers travel by boat too
Tow; Hall, N. T., Feb. II, 1942
ardous.
With i. limited range, excellent
It is unfortunate that honest aliens must also feel the finger'
seasons beginning in June.
quality and superb interpretative
of suspicion. For it is they also who must bear the rashness of
Presently represented in Gotham
abilities.
Miss Houston won her
from the Colon Opera Co., Buenos
audience at Town Hall. The Bra- flaring tempers quick to suspect, in these times of stress, anyAires, is Ferrucclo Calusio, while
zilian's English was hardly suffi- one whose birthright carries the foreigner's Seal.
auditioning singSilvio

Piergili

is

ers for the Teatro Municipale, Bio
The Colon and the
de Jaheiro.
Municipale are the largest opera
companies in South America.
Miss Moore's tour last summer had
the sanction of the U. S. State DeThe Office of the Copartment.
ordinator of Inter-American Affairs
(Rockefeller Committee) contributed
$8,000 and made possible the use of
en American bomber to facilitate
her trip. Her American reputation
she ranks third among the topsalaried concert stars in the U. S.,
right behind Nelson Eddy and Lily
Pons— was a contributing factor to
her sellouts. She is among many
Americans slated to sing in South
American opera and concert this

—

season.

Another pertinent factor in the
desire for Americans in Latin America is the shutdown of the European
market, upon which, in normal
America could depend
However,
considerably for talent.
war conditions have presently made
these performers unattainable. Miss
Moore's click emphasized the Ameriyears. South

•an

outlet.

MET DROPS 5G
IN12THWEEK
12th week of the Metropolitan Opera Co.'s season in N. Y. found
an atiproximate loss of $S,000, with
an estimated take of $76,000 out of
Company, at
a possible $103,000.
the three-quarter mark, has thus far
lost over $50,000, it is estimated.

The

MET DROPS

11

cient for her nc. :ds, but when she
delved into Spanish, Trench or her
native Portuguese misic, the expressiveness and charm of her delivery, plus the brilliant coloring
effects of her voice, were tops.
originally
(jrace
Moore
was
skedded for the concert, but her
illness forced the substitution.

OPERAS THIS
SEASON

Met Opera Reviews

Gotterdacmmerunc' Thursday excellent vocally and dramatically
afternoon (12) was the fourth and as Marcello, while Salvatore BaccaThe N. Y. critics said:
Times (Straus): 'Offerings deliv- last presentation by the Met in its loni dominated the acting and sing-,

gifted annual cycle of the Wagner Ring. ing throughout in a dual role. NorThe opera, in its flrst Met hearing man Cordon was fair as Colllne,
Tribune (Thomson): 'Musicianship of the season, was one of the best while Annamary Dickey sang and
acted poorly.
Paul Breisbach dis.repertory distin- from an all-around standpoint.
Starring vocally and dramatically torted tempi and made a general
About the only thing she
Assuming the shambles of conducting.
to be dropped. Those operas not be- does not do well is to sing normally. was Helen Traubel.
role of Bruennhilde, Miss Traubel's
She vocalizes verbally.'
ing given this season are 'Cavaltremendous brilliant tones, as fresh
leria Jlusticana,' 'Manon,' 'Alceste,'
at the end as at the start, were at
"Toscs,* repeated by the Met Friday
'L'Amore Dei Tre Re,' 'Pelleas et GTORGY SANDOR
their best. Her interpretation of the (13), was a thoroughly excellent perPianist
Melisande,' 'Louise,' ^Tristan,' 'Firole was superb, and she reached formance. Grace Moore, in the tide
Town Hall, N. Y., Jan. 22, 1942.
greatest heights with her sing- roTe, though recovering from a cold,
delio,' 'Don Pasquale,' 'Lucia' and
A brilliant technician, with thun her
ing and actinp of tlje Immolation sang magnlflcently, doing what wag
protiably "Trovatore.'
dering power and a flood of virtu
It was the finest thing she perhaps the best 'VissI d'Arte' of her
scene.
'Manon and 'Louise' are elimi- osity, is Gyorgy Sandor. His pro has done among her many achieve- Met career.
She stopped the show.
nated because Grace Moore, their eram swept through every type of ments at the Met.
The soprano's brilliant high voice'
literature for the piano with the true
principal, has taken on other roles
Lauritz Melchior and Irene Jess- was rich and full, and her acting has
fiair of the virtuoso and with lyric
and
neither
opera
does- much expressiveness of -the highest order. ner were both in excellent voice. improved immensely over the perHerbert Janssen was a satisfactory formance she gave at the beginning
'Alceste'
lost
more
as a draw.
It was only in the great Beethoven
heavyList
a
Emanuel
and
money than any other opera at the Sonato, Opus 3, that Sandor was not Gunther.full-bearded Hagen. Kerstin of the season.
voiced,
Frederick Jagel also was in superb
Met last year, 'L'Amore Dei Tre quite equal to the demands, but even Thorborg
made much of Waltraute's voice, the tenor drawing much apRe' was not a draw, 'Pelleas' can- here it was only by comparison with music, while Walter Olitzki grunted plause for his two arias,
and he was
Eddy.
not be cast properly, Tristan' and flawless work elsewhere.
and souealed properly as Alberich. especially effective in the savage
Leinsdorf
Kirsten
Erich
Fidelio' lack the draw of
The conducting of
'Victoria Victoria' of the second act
was outstanding.
His acting was excellent.
Flagstad and 'Don Pasquale' was
The N. Y. dailv critics said:
After a
bad beginning Alexander Sved got
Post: 'Owner of a prodigious facildropped because Salvatore Baccaloni
has his hands full covering other as- ity and little more. Playing was dry
'Barber of Seville,' presented for his big tones under control in the
second act, and sang a creditable
and unimaginative.'
signments.
the first time this season Saturday
Scarpia, but his makeup was faulty.
Sun: 'Even in a town with the opNo revival of 'Mignon' is as yet portunities thr.t, New York affords, it (14) night, featured the Dr. Bartolo Salvatore Baccaloni dominated the
Baccaloni. The bassoforthcoming from the Met, but it is is a rarity to hear piano playins as of Salvatore
stage continallv in his minor bit,
buffo was also making his season's'
reported the company will definitely vital, poised and well-balanced as last Met appearance, since he leaves while Alessio De Paolis was equally
Ettore
Panizza
conducted
present the opera with Irra Petina Gyorgy Sandor offered.'
Dramatically he good.
on tour shortly.
lackadaisically, which is unusual for
singing her first performance of the
stood head and shoulders over the
him.
title role the last week of the season
rest of the cast. Vocally he stole the
IIEIDA HEBMANNS.

ered with rare fascination

The Metropolitan Opera Co.

season

eliminated

has

this

artist

'

operas

10

given last year and an 11th

impeccable.

is

likely

.

.

guished.

.

^

show repeatedly.
Pianist
in a benefit.
was Fausto
Baccaloni
Behind
The Met will present 13 operas in Town Hall, N. Y^ Jan. 21, 1942
Hcida
Hermanns played with Cleva, Met conductor for the past 22
Boston between March 19 and 28. abundant technique and absorbing years, taking over a conducting post
Season opens with 'Lohengrin' and brilliance, but the youthful pianist for the flrst time at the Met due to
closes with 'Rigoletto.' It's the first still has not solved the intricacies of the illness of Frank St. Leger. Cleva
did a splendid job, being always in
leg of a- Met tour.
the works she tried to interpret.
Her playing, therefore, took on the complete control of the situation.
Other operas will include 'Magic
Estimated Grosses for the Week
earmarks of a succession of beauti- The Met should use him more.
Wednesday night (11), 'Boheme,' Flute,' 'Traviata,' 'Barber, of Seville,' fully played notes, none of which
HiMe Reggiani had the top ones
Orfeo,' 'Walkuere,' 'Rosenkavalier,'
Nino
for Rosina but little else.
$12,500; profit, $500.
Eddy.
had an inner meaning.
'Faust,' 'Carmen;' 'Boheme,' 'Aida.'
Martini's Count was adequate as to
Thursdajr afternoon
'(lOtter-

—

(12),

The Met

wind up

tour in
daemmerung,' $7,000; loss, $5,000.
Cleveland April 6-11, when eight
Thursday night (12), 'Rigoletto,' operas will be presented.

serious

$8,500; loss, $3,500.

design

Friday night

Satnrday

afternoon

2
(14),

$9,500;

For 2

(14), 'Barber of
profit, $500
($4.40

top).

night (IG), "TraviaU,' $14,

000; profit, $2,000.

ARTHUR KENT

ARMY
BUT STILL SINGS AT MET
IN

young

Kent,

American

baritone of the Metropolitan Opera
Co.,
a
second lieutenant in the
Army rejerves, was inducted into
active service Monday (16) in New
York. Appearing for service with

the^Second Corps Area, Manhattan,
early Monday morning, he was able
to complete his duties in time to

make

what

was

Troupes Set

Ballet

Satnrday evening

Arthur

The N. Y.

presumably

his

farewell appearance, at the Mel the
night.
He barely made the
opening curtain.
He appeared as

same

Wk&

at

apolication
color.'
Post: 'Excellent technique,

highly
Not sufficient physipower.
Played prettily, precociously and in a way that was
obviously an exercise of love. Much
of the playing was too patently af-

Met O.H.

commendable.
cal

The- Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
and the Ballet Theatre will be presented simultaneously in a two-week
season at the Metropolitan Opera
house ApVil 6 by S. Hurok. Both
ballets, currently touring, will arrive
for rehearsals at the end of March.

fected.'

STUART GBACEY
Baritone

Town

Hall, N. Y., Feb. 1, 1942
Stuart Gracey's debut recital at
Hall was a decided success.
The young baritone possesses an excellent voice of big range which he

Over 35 ballets will be offered.
Tl c N. Y. premiere of 'Russian Soldier' and the world premiere of
'Pillar of Fire' will be presented.

Lining

Up

Town

uses, with distinctive artistry and
knowledge. His is an operatic voice,
and his phrasing and handling, in
general, of this type of excerpt on his

Fall Seasons

program came off best, but the lieder,
Out-of-town managers and impreFrench and Italian songs were all
sarios in N. Y. lining up their fall uniformly
good.
Some of his proseasons are Gaetano Merola, San duction methods marred an occaFrancisco Opera Co.; Fred Gee, Win- .^ional line but this was a minor fault
nipeg; H. E. Voegeli, manager of the in an otherwise splendid rer-i)al.
Eddy.
Chicago Orchestra; Aaron
Richmond, Boston; and Loran Berry,
The N. Y. dailw critics said:
Buffalo.

Baron Douphol in the troupe's fifth
Tbey Bccall This One
and last 'Traviata' of the season.
Trying to impress an orchestra
John Carter, Met secondary tenor,
has also be.en called for service, but with his marvelous hearing, a conmay be allowed to finish the season, ductor (well known) changed an 'E'
natural
to 'E' flat in a violinist's
which ends March 15.

'Music for Morale'
.,

Buffalo, Feb. 17.

Philharmonic Orchestra
opening 1942 fund campaign under
Buffalo

slogan 'music for morale.'
This year's goal is $54,200.

4ailv critics said:

World Telegram: 'Promising debut,
intent, intelligent grasp of
and worked out structural
problems with mathematical thoroughness. Passages could have been
more expressive and had a richer

'Tann-

haeuser,' $13,500; profit, $1,500.

Uonday

its

(13), 'Tosca,' $11,000;

loss, $1,000.

Seville,'

will

score in the midst of a triple forte
with brass and percussion going full
blast
At the rehearsal he stopped
the orchestra and accused the player
of playing the tone flat.
The violinist

fool

yawned and
changed

my

the score too well
natural.'

said,

'Some damn

copy but

—

I

I

know

played the

'E'

the acting, but small-voiced and
while on top. John Brownlee was
insdsquate vocally and dramatically
Figaro..
Norman Cordon burlesqued too much, but was okay vocally.
Irra Petina
repeated her
almost - perfect characterization of
Berta, also being tops vocally.

as

BIgoletto' received its last presentation of the Met season Thursday
(12) night.
The opera for the most
part was
Inadequately cast and
poorly sung. Best of the cast was
Jan Peercc, who warmed up after
'Questa O quella' and in" the third
act delivered a superbly sung and
phrased 'Parml veder le lagrlme.'
Tenor's acting of the role continues
to improve arid he imbues it with

warmth and

Tannhaeaser' was given a fine performance, probably its best of the
in its Saturday afternoon repeat (14). Again led by the indefatigable Lauritz Melchior, whose tones
boomed forth with great power and

year,

resonance, the cast delivered right
the line.
Astrid Varnay sang a superb Elizacting with simplicity and
Both the 'Dich teure Halle'
and the last-act prayisr were comparable with her best in vocalization.
Herbert Janssen was a vibrant, fullthroated Wolfram, whose acting was
alwavs in character, and. while Kirstin Thorborg might not have looked
like a Venus, her warm, powerful
tones sounded like one. Alexander

down

abeth,
grace.

Kipnis added another laurel to his
already overcrowded wreath with a
maiinificent portrayal of the King.
Erich Leinsdorf conducted in his
Eddy.
usually brilliant manner.

METFAIISTOUSEZO
CONTRACTFD SINGERS

color.

Hilde Reggiani outside of a couple
of high notes was inadequate as
Gilda.
Her pitch varies, her musicianship was sloppy and inaccurate
and her acting careless. Francesco
Valentino, as Rigoletto, tried hard,
but his violent vibrato marred many
climactic
effects,
and
continual
forcing threw the voice out of line.

Bruna Castagna was

in

very bad

voice as Maddalena, while Lansing
Hatfield made Monterone a powerful figure with a small voice. Nicola
Mo.<!cona was adequate as Sparafucile.

Ettore Panlzza did his best, to no
Sun (Thompson): 'Much forlrlRht
good sinpinc Voice Is vibrant, manly avail, in the pit.
and well disciplined. Diction was
'Boheme' flopped vocally In Its recipar and he phrased well.'
World Telegram (Bagar): 'One of peat Wednesday (11) night. Only
r-cmber of the cast to deliver well
tho.se rare birds, a successful debut,
thanks to the singer's fine voice and was Licia Albanese, appearing as
Mimi.
The soprano's acting and
his artistic and adult use of it.'
singing held the audience spellbound.
Nino Martini, appearing for the
BACOAIOm ON DISCS
flrst
time this season as Rudolfo,
Salvatore Baccaloni recorded four could be seen but not heard. When
records for Columbia Records Corp., the orchestra was down to a fine
point, the liny, sweet lyric tones of
Monday (16).
The ba.s.so made arias from 'L'Elixir the tenor carried across the foot-

With 14 weeks of the 16-wcek
resident season of the Metropolitan
Opera Co. completed, 20 singers who
were listed on the company's prospectus at the outset of the year have
not as yet appeared. Some have had
difficulties with
the management,
others were carried for courtesy purposes, one has died, and the nonappearance of others is shrouded in
mystery.
Those who have not as yet sung
are Jean Dickenson, Muriel Dickson,
Susanne Fisher, Dusolina GianninI,
Zinka Milanov, Rose Pauly, Mar-

Lawrence, Grete Stucckgold,
Josephine Tuminia, Kathryn Meisle,
Gladys Swarthout, Paul Althous^
Charles Hackett
Jussi
Bjoerling,
TiU)
Marlowe.
(died),
Anthony
Schlpa, Carlo Morelli. Virgilio LaZ"
zari,
Leon Rothier and Pompilw
jorie

Malatesta.'

.

'

D'Amorc'

'Boris Godunov' and "Falstaff' with the Met chorus.

lights, but. for the most part, he was
completely drowned out in the orchestration.
Richard Bonelli was

WAE

TOLL

m SAVANNAH

Savannah, Ga., Feb.

17-

oi

War has resulted in cancellation
Festival,
Music
National
School
scheduled here May 6-9.

~

Vednesday, February 18, 1942

ORCHESTRAS

Inside Stuff-Orchestras

STOP DANCE PROMOTERS, UWYERS,

Missed signals between Camp Shows, Inc., Music Corp. of America and
Oriental Beach ballroom, N. Y., left 1,500 Coast
Arthur French, owner of
Guard trainees without a sUmps* of the show that was to be put on for
Coast Guard recently took over nearby Manthem last Tuesday (10),
resort as a training center and Oriental had schedsummer
Beach
hattan
for them the hrst of a weekly series of entertainments to work In

uled
conjunction with whatever band French had on tap. Denny Thompson's
Wallington was to m.c.
crew was current. Jimmy
that seven acts of vaude
CSI notified Russ Lyons of
It seems
would be shipped; Lyons notified French. Lt Commander McCabe went
through same procedure later, but French, misunderstanding that the
show and the CSI show were one and th« same, told him to cancel the
was sending Its own layout None showed up. Wallinglatter that
time.
ton filled the

MCA

FROM PAWNBROKING BAND FUTURES
RIGHT BAND OR NO BAND
That's Policy of Maria

Kramer

at

A.F.M. Implements Proposals Heard in Miami
Bringing All Band Owners Under Union Jurisdic-

Edison and Lincoln Hotels

tion

MCA

MCA

Benny Goodman Is another of the top bandleaders facing conscription.
selective service board to take his physical.
He has been called by his
Goodman band has been at the New Yorker hotel, N.Y., since last
October, but exits March 12 in favor of Woody Herman.

Duke
mated

Ellington's gross at the Oriental, Chicago, recently

was

ur.deresti-

Actually the band, playing the house on a guarantee and per-

centage, tallied close to $22,000.

Name

Preserve Leaders

as Dance

Units Continue After Boss Is Drafted
f-

Omaha, Feb. 17.
Effort is being made by the Vic
Schroedcr agency, In Omaha, which
books heavily in Nebraska, Iowa,
Minnesota, the Dakotas, and Kansas,
from the office
to keep every band
under its leader's name, regardless
Ofof whether he's drafted or not
all clients
fice has been informing
of the office of the likelihood of all
the attractions losing leaders, before
the emergency is over, but that the
manpower of the band, along with
style, will be kept as nearly the
same as possible.
Agency is now practicing, having
rostrum
hottest
its
withdrawn
the
leader, Paul Moorhead, from
front of his outfit making an office
booker of him, while the band goes
Gene Pieper,
on under his name.

another batoneer, has retired from,
his fronting job, keeps 40% of his
band, and the remainder is owned
by Mai Dunn, who leads it and Jay
Jackowski, sax.
Extremely vulnerable to the army
call at the moment is Larry Herman, and such others as Leo Pieper,
Sklppy Anderson, and Eddy Dunsmoor, who served in the army before, are possibilities in the near

Army Ahead

of

'Em

Detroit Feb. 17.
Sanuny Dibert's orchestra has
lost three pianists in a row to
the draft with one of them getting the army call even before
he had a chance to start on the
job. Jack
Rosevear was the
to go, and shortly afterwards his successor, Jack Hill,
was called.
Dibert's employment of the
pianist, Freddy Busch, was
by long distance. On the day
that Busch was to arrive the
band leader received a wire
stating that he (Busch) had just
been assigned to the Army Air

Green Room

New
down

Corp.

Organized by Fredericks;

Twist on Draft

Room, in a shutband can be

Reverse on the now common

until a suitable

.

experience of orchestra leaders
being called up for army servwas failure of Harold Oxley
in New York to get a confirma-

found to replace current Blue Barron.
Currently doubling between
the Edison and Strand theatre, N. Y.,
Barron leaves town after completing
latter booking and room' is to be
darkened for supper. Dinner is to
be played by a small combo.
Maria Kramer, owner of the two
spots, did the same thing with her
Lincoln stand recently.
It's been
dark since Harry James exited early
in January. Tony Pastor's supposed
to
in

come

in late this

month or early

March. Selection of a band to
follow Barron at the Edison is made
tougher by fact Mrs. Kramer demands a sweet outfit for it and good
ones of that style are tough to find.
Lincoln's a swing band job.

ALL IN ARMY
RETAIN AJJM.

first

Negro Music Battle Stunt

of the Edison hotel,
York, will join the nearby Lin-

coln hotel's Blue

STATUS

next

Femmes

Under a new rule put into effect
Feb. 3 by James C. Petrillo, president of the American Federation of

ice

of
a Jimmy Lunceford
date in Boulder Dam,
Colorado, from dance promoter
Jim Marshall.
Latter finally
wired:
tion

dance

'Can't close
r

hear

how

I

contract until
stand tulth draft

t?ic

board.'

Benny Goodman Promotes

Army

Relief Benefit Hop;

Set for Sunday Matinee
Benny Goodman has secured the
donation of Manhattan Center, N. Y.,
for a Sunday afternoon late in April
or early May where he will run off
the first known solo attempt of a
name band leader to help war
charities.
Goodman and his band
will contribute their services gratis
for a matinee dance out of which
they expect to realize about $3,000
for Army Relief.
At 50c. general
admission, higher for boxes, leader,
who's handling all details himself,
figures he can pyramid that much in
the 6,000 capacity haU.
Only expenses to be taken out will be for
tickets, ushers' salaries, etc.
If the date eventually set is convenient
NBC's Symphony, conducted by Frank Black, may participate in a 'Swing-Symphony' concert.
Interest in playing opposite

Musicians, all members of the union
that enter the armed services will
be retained on the rolls of their respective locals with all dues and assessments marked paid in full until Goodman has been expressed, but an
such time as they receive their hon- okay hinges on the date, which beorable discharge.
cause of certain Goodman commit-

This rule sets aside one which was ments cant be set yet.
passed after the last World War
which required memtiers entering
Frederick Bros., band bookers, the services to t>e considered honorLima Taxing Jnkes
are setting up a 'battle of music' ably dropped from the union's roster
future.
VSA is a sort of family-spirited idea for one-nighters, etc., using the pending their return to civilian life.
all-female 'Sweethearts of
Lhno, O., Feb. 17.
concern, and a great many of the 18-piece,
against Fletcher
bands pushed by the office were Rhythm' orchestra
The
City Council, herv has apare
outfits
BnB
Domestle
Hoofs to
-Jive
flenderson's band. Both
actually backed by office capital to
proved an annual tax of $1S on each
Paired groups are being
Buffalo, Feb. 17.
get started. They are also lucky in colored.
juke box operated in the city, with
if
currently
and
promoters'
offered
to
that they play back around the same
Buffalo firemen passed up lure of an additional tax of $1 for each coin
finds sufficient acceptances
territory about every two or three the idea
a name band for their annual ball receptacle placed at tables.
begin a tour around
months, and the personnel of the they will
last week.
The levy is expected to bring in
April S.
outfits is known almost as well as
Shindig hired instead two local about $3,000 a year, thus reducing to
'Sweethearts' outfit composed of
the leader.
outfits.
Bob Armstrong's WBEN about $7,000 the difference between
southern girls, one Chinese, two
house band and Gene Regan's crew,' anticipated revenues and anticipated
Puerto Ricans and a Spaniard, beto
make
the
music.
expenditures
for the year.
gan about a year ago as a school
Jinniy Dorsey Gaester for
band at Piney Woods School, Mis-

From Regular

Inckies

Stand

Okay With 802

Vs. Henderson

$15

Its first professional work
sissippi.
in the New York area was at the
Eddie
Savoy Ballroom recently.
Durham, violinist-former bandleader,
has become its arranger.

Jimmy Dorsey's orchestra will do
'DON'T INTERFERE'
I guest shot on the Lucky Strike
Hit Parade program on CBS next
A.FJW. Kales Oberstcin Mustn't Mess
month, but won't move off the stand
With Bine Barron
the Pennsylvania hotel, New
York, where it's playing.
Dorsey

at

has secured

permission from N. Y.
AFM to do the pro-

802 of

Mu-

Federation
has upheld Blue Barron's
complaint against Eli Oberstcin In
a dispute over a recording contract

The American

of

sicians

gram.
His own dialog and three
numbers by the band will be cut Barron went to the AFM when
into different slots In the 45-minute Oberstcin allegedly broke up a deal
former was making to record for
Though the details are set the Columbia Records, letter was served
date is not
with notice that Barron's band was
tied to Oberstein's Elite Records.
Barron denied an agreement Oberstein admitted not having a signed
VALLEE'S
DISCS
contract, but avers that one had

broadcast

VICTOR

FIRST IN
Rudy Vallee

SOME TIME

for RCA-Victor
Mc label. Hasn't made records for
several years. Cut lour tunes on the
Coast .under new deal recently. He
Jia A Letter from London,' 'Vagais set

bond Lover,' "My Time I» Your
™ie,' 1 Just Couldn't Say It Be-

niey were mads with a Victor
°'^'***'» conducted by Lou

been verbally okayed under the
terms of which four sides had already been cut
After Oberstein's letter frightened
Columbia, Barron squawked to
decided that the former
interfere' as his verbal
contract wasn't recognized.
off

AFM, who
'shouldn't

Okay

to

31

Deadhead Music

Springfield, Mass., Feb. 17.
Springfield local of the Musicians'

Bus Scarcity Gliey re Moving Soldiers)

Makes Orchestra Jumps Hazardous
Already hard hit by the rationing forced to hunt up and hire a sightof rubber, which eventually will seeing bus last week to haul his outfit from Washington to Philadelphia.
mean the shelving of all movement Glen Gray's Casa Lomans
had a like
by private car, travelling orchestras experience in Pittsburgh.
Before
are being" additionally slapped by a that Harry James was forced out of
scarcity of busses. Armed forces are a date at Newport News, Va., by
trouble in holding on to the bus he
requisitioning much of the rolling
was using. Saturday (14) Claude
stock of various charter bus com- Thornhill had a bus virtually moved
panies for troop movements, making out from under him, and as a rethe use of a bus, in some instances, sult he was more than an hour late
a hit or miss proposition even in at Sunnybrook Ballroom, Pottstown,
cases where a conveyance is re- Pa.
Greyhound rounded up a reserved in advance.
placement at last minute and got a
Pennsylvania Greyhound, one of new driver out of bed to move the
the largest services and the one vehicle out of New York.
bigger
by
used most frequently
Bus hauling Jimmie Lunceford's
bands, has almost dropped out of orchestra between Baton Rouge andcompletely. New Orleans tangled with
business
charier
the
the Army,
Other lines, though they haven't Sunday (15) afternoon and wound
been forced to cut availability of up in a ditch upside down. Lunceequipment to the same extent, are ford's New York office isn't too clear
strapped by a lack of rolling stock yet on details, but it seems the
to take up the slack.
vehicle was following a train of
What it all will mean to roving Army trucks closely and when the
bands as the tempo of war increases line halted suddenly was forced off
It's not often that train
the road, where it turned over. None
is obvious.
schedules and definite playing hours of the musicians was injured.
Bus wasn't out of the running
dovetail, even in key cities along
major railroad lines. And too many more than a couple hours and the
by
touched
arc
not
road
crash didn't delay band's scheduled
the
Jobs on
'

'

Acting on complaints submitted
during its recent session in Miami,
the executive board of the American Federation of Musicians will
take imn'Cdiate steps to abolish the
practice of dance band financing by
promoters. Ownership of pieces of
a name band by persons outside the

band's playing "personnel has been
declared to be In violation of union
regulations and
members found

AFM

to be involved in such trafficking
will be subject to either a heavy fine
or loss of membership.
The board has also decided to
bring personal managers or representatives of dance bands within the
control of the union by making it
mandatory for them to obtain licenses from the AFM. This licensing
system has prevailed for years in
the instance of band agents and
bookers. The new rule also circumscribes a personal manager's percentage of income. The limit is 5%
off the top, but if the band Is sold
for scale plus booking office commission this cut does not apply.
The order against out.«ide ownership of a band through financing
or any other methods is wide
sweeping in its effect. It takes in.
dancehall operators who maintain a
•pawnbroker'
relationship
toward
newly organized or up-and-coming
orchestra, lawyers who function in
the dual capacity of personal managers and band financiers, hotel
managers, etc., who have made it a
practice nf acouirln.'; a piece in a
band in return for giving it work,
and established band leaders who
have been unr'erwriting newcomers
in their own field for a nercentage
How much
of the lalter's income.
time the leaders rnd their financiers
will be allowed to untangle their
partnership relations is yet to t>e
determined by the union.

Miami Heettnr
At the close of the Miami meeting the. board vjted to submit all
suggestions for enforcing payment of
social security taxes by musicians'
employers to its chief counsel. Gen.
Samuel Ansell. ,The board felt that
these suggestions presented so many
problems that it would be prudent
to have General AnsSll study and
analyze them before electing to Issue any more rules on the subject
The dilemma in which the union
finds Itself on the question of social
security is that while it has so far
been able to enforce tax payments
in the case of theatres and hotel location jobs the union has yet to devise a metho;! for making such
payments binding with ballrooms,
colleges and other one-nighters.
The board failed to take any action in the matter of fixing the number of miles that a band may travel
between dates. It had been suggested that the federation reduce
the maximum from 409 to 300 miles,
with a view of reducing the possibility of auto-road accidents, but the
board figured th-'. the tire restrictions caused by the war will tend
automatically to solve this problem.

PHONEY SPUD MURPHY
JAMMING THE McCOY
Spud

Murphy,

arranger

former bandleader, and

affd

New Y^k

local 802 of the American Federation of Musicians are diligently trying to nab an impersonator who has
gotten
Into
numerous
Murphy
scrapes last month or so. Murphy's
room at a midtown N. Y. hotel was
broken into just after the holidays
and cash, an expensive watch and
ail identification cards, etc., stolen.
Among the lat'er was his

AFM

union card.
Since that time Murphy has had
more than a dozen complaints lodged
against him with the union, for
things apparently perpetrated by ths
thief.

One was

for stealing

money

from a member of Glenn Miller's
band; another by members of >
small band~ at a Long Island cafe,
who quit their jobs and reported to
Community
F»«ool, drummer,
them
T.!l
routes
to
Army
NBC for work (Murphy was once an
stop
at
Rhythm
Club,
N.O.
An
are
the
if
they
rail;
janies Pakone
First two leaders to volunteer
with Les Brown,
use
the
make
wrecker
was
in
the
convoy
and
it NBC conductor) at behest of Imposto
as
devious
are
so
Walwown also took on Billy Butterfleld were Ed McEnelly and Jimmy
was
pressed
into service to right the tor, who told them they were 'too
Impossible.
almost
trains
of
capacity
"Place of trumpeUr Don Jacoby, dron, and dances drew
Sammy Kaye, for instance, was jaloppy and set it back on the road. good' and should be on a network.
"no
hall.
Bring

Union has voted to permit members
to donate an avening a week to

playing
replaced Catholic

Went Into Navy.

crowds

in

for

dances

Memorial

National
of
Service.

—
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Center, White Plains, N. Y., at 40c$1.10

Blue Barron, $48,000, Has Cagney

Herble Kay (Trianon B., Toledo,
Feb. 15). Kay turned In "very
good' total of 1,682 hoppers at 50c

Bands

18, 1942

Hotel B.O.'s

at

O.,

In N.Y.;

Kaye

for $841.

Nifty Wi/zG. Qeve.,

Johnny

Long (Lyric theatre,
Bridgeport, Conn., Feb. 9-11). Good
enough $4,800 for three days, with
50c ceiling Long then came back to
Ritz B., Bridgeport, Sunday (14) and

Welk,39G, Hot In Chi, Band B.O. Good

drew socko
Estimates for This

Breaking In Names

Week

New York

Bine Barron,

(Strand;

35-55-75-85-99).
With 'Capol Clouds' (WB) on screen.
While Cagney on screen is strong
boxoffice, the Barron orchestra is
providing what is regarded as good

8,756;

tains

support for a

socle first

week's take

Ot $48,000, this

including a special

Thursday night

(12)

preem

for the

Lincoln, Feb.

Bob

Chester, Brooklyn (Strand;
•8,800; 30-40-50-55) with 'No Hands on
Clock' (Par) on screen and Mills
Bros, for added stage support. Stage
show mainly responsible for okay
18,000 in four-day stand.

Del Courtney, Chicago (Oriental;
'Boston
28-44-55).
With

8,200;

Blackie Confessions' (Col). Courtney playing first Chicago theatre
date, but solid after six months in
Continental Room of StWens hotel

Johnny McGee-Jaok Senard (Raymor-Playmor B., Boston, Feb. 14).
Coupled to well-known local band

it

was taken over by Don Shoup.
he played
Pla-Mor, Kansas City, as Marvin Dale; played Hastings, Neb.,
as Don Lee, and is booked here

McGee drew

In short order then,

as

picture.

17.

It's a name a week for the
Marvin Dole band. Dale left it

recently to join the army, and

Don

Alvlno Bey (Valencia' B., York,
This spot, owned by
Pa., Feb. 13).
Sadie Tascia, hasn't been operating
lately, which makes Rey's fine $1,800
more remarkable. At $1.10 per.

Reid.

Charlie Splvak (Caroline theatre,
Columbia, S..C., Feb. 11). Surrounded by soldier camps Splvak cracked
record here with day's gross of $1,655, topping old mark by $300.

write.

Draws

Claude Thornhlll
(Aragon B..
Cleveland,' Feb. 15).
Liked tremendously by 1,200 troopers, who
waded through snowstorm, piling up

$7,430

In2Nites;Spivak

$1,080 at 90c. each.

Rudy Wallace (Totem Pole B„ Au-

'

here at

$19,000.

Boston (RKOEllington,
30-44-55-65).
Band
Boston; 3,200
gets most credit for an indicated

bumdale, Mass., Feb. 11-14). Waldrew 5,200 hoofers
here, for four days gross of $3,770
at usual $1.45 pair. Fair.

Duke

lace, local outfit,

Tops

;

$21,000, but Ethel Waters, co-starred
stage, counts in the tally, too.
'North to the Klondike' (U) on
screen isn't much help.

1,900 at 75c-65c for big

S.C.

holiday price.)

Ina Ray Hutton, Pittsburgh (Stanley; 3,800; 30-44-60-66) with

Auer and

First

Stand

Michaud Attachment

(Estimates)

Van

Alexander - Johnny MoGeeNorvo (Raymor-piaymor B.,

Boston,

Feb.

Alternating

13).

•

in

time for Miss Hutton here in two twin danceries three semi-names did
and she's being given lion's fair, drawing 1,800 dancers at 75cshare of credit for excellent $21,000.
An especially strong campaign was 65c for $1,260.
Connt Basle (Aud., Kansas City,
launched in her behaU several days
before opening.
Feb. 11). Basie accounted for great
Sanuny Kaye, Cleveland (Palace; 5,687 admissions at average 90c for
9,700; 30-35-42-55-66) with 'Wild Bill approximately
$5,110 here; next night
Hlckock Rides' (WB). Kaye playing
record ail "Castle
In his home-town and drawing smart (12) he cracked
business. Strong opposish in town, Ballroom, St. Louis, with 2,968 hopbut house coming through with good pers at 75c and 00c for $2,320.

jrears

,

$19,500 regardless.

Ted Lewis, Omaha (Orpheum; 3,with 'It 'Started
Film got raves, so.
both the stage and screen are given
fequal credit for good $15,000.
Glenn Miller, New York (Para'
mount; 3,664; 35-55-85-90).
With
'Sullivan's Travels' (Par) on screen

pOO; 11-40-50-65)
Jffith Eve' (U).

CoTen

1

34,879

1

1,500
2,875

18

1,750

Dttt
9,179

3,100
2,100
2,679

27,200

Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the band
mo;or draw. 2 doys.
*

the

is

Chicago
Del Coortney

(Continental Room, Stevens Hotel; 400; $1.50-$2 min.).

first date here Friday (13); came through with
Courtney finished good sojourn and is current in Oriental

Chuck Foster opened the
good

start.

theatre.

Final

week

excellent 2,600 customers,

Orrin Tucker (Blackhawk; 400; $1.25 min.). Tucker had great opening
and looks for strong stay. Johnny 'Scat' Davis wound up with 2,200 on
week.
Xavler Cugat (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.50 min.). Ciuat
enjoying splendid money run here and continues fine draw at 3,700 in his
fifth week.
Jan Savllt (Panther Room, Hotel Sherman; 700; $1.25-$2.50 min.). In
third visit to this room, Savltt remains a bright modern music mark. Runtiing smoothly second full week to excellent 4,000 people.
Art Kassel (Walnut Room, Bismarck Hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.), Kassel
about the only band able to do well consistently in this tough room ahd

fifth

last

week pulled

--^

in 1,900 diners.

Lob Angeles

Mischa Red

'Playmates' (RKO).

4
18
3

Enrlc Madriguera..Biltmore (300; $1-$1.50).

Tot«i

Faat

2,100
1,829
1,250

Week On

Played

Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
LanlMcIntire
Jimmy Dorsey
Pennsylvania (500; 7Sc-$1.50)
Vaughn Monroe*. Commodore (400; 75c-$l)

on
'

Coven

Weckt
Holal
Band
Freddy Martin*,.. Waldorf (400; $1-$1.50)
Benny Goodman*..New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50)

$1,330.

He sends his wife window
cards at their home in Pittsburgh, so she'll know who to

Basie

1,900 at 88c.

Frankle Masters - Mitchell Ayres
(Sports Arena, Rochester, N. Y., Feb.
Between them Masters and
13).
Ayres grabbed 'terrific' $17,150 from
11,000 dancers at $1.65.

(Presented herewith, at a weekly tabulation, is the estimated cover
charge business being- don« by name bands in various New York hot«l»Dinner business (7-10 P.M.) not rated. Figures a/ter name of hotel gi^i
room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount deslfitnates weekend and

(Aud., Kansas City,
With Count Basie as hot
room of Aud.,

AI Donahue
Feb. 11).

opposition In another

Donahue played

to okay 600 dancers

at 75c advance, $1 door.

by KCKN club.
Donahue, on way

Sponsored

Next night

(13)

to Coast, played to

wound up third strong, week last close to 900 U. of Nebraska twirlers
night (Tues.) at $45,000, while -sec- at $1.50 pair, grossing $625.
ond was an equally big $55,000.
Harry James (Muehlenberg C, AllAwrence Walk, Chicago (Chi. lentown. Pa., Feb. 13). Alraut 250
?ago; 4,000; 35-55-75). With 'Sulll- couples attended Junior Prom at $4
van's Travels' (Par). Welk orches- pair, for $1,000 gross.
Next night
tra local favorite and going great (14) Jam^ did outstanding $5,000 in
guns for $39,000.
two shows, mat-evening, at C!ounty

Vs. Chester Vacated

Attachment order secured by Arthur Michaud against Bob Chester,

which

tied

up

latter's

Sklnnay Ennis (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Getting settled on twoweek stint and should account for around- 850 tabs on second week.
Phil. Harris (Bilfmore; 1^500; minimum $1-$1.50).
Getting good play
will push the count up to 6,000. Likeable and

night

from Hollywood mob and
danceable.

two-weeks'

salary while at Strand theatre, New
York, recently, was vacated Friday
(13) in Appellate Division, N. Y.
supreme court Decision to vacate
was based on a technicality. Jus-

Eder found no evidence to disprove Chester's contention that at
time warrant was issued he was a
resident of N. Y. Michaud contended
he was a non-resident. Verdict has
been appealed.
Michaud secured the attachment
without a prior judgment, '^e had
previously filed a suit against Chester to recover monies loaned and
unpaid commissions on work secured
for Chester's band, but the case has
not been adjudicated.

San Francisco
Paul Baron (Rose Room, Palace Hotel; 500; 50c-$1.25). Rain hurt the
second frame but still good at 1,016 covers.

LOCATION JOBS, NOT

tice

Chester's salary at Earle theatre,
Philadelphia, has been tied up by an
attachment secured there, in the
same dispute.

HOTELS

IN

(Chicago)

Fats Waller (Downbeat Room, Garrick Stagebar; 200; no min.). Waller
continues fine pace, with room established as jive joint of the town; third
week brought 1,100 patrons. One more week for Waller.

Boyd Raebnrn (Chez Paree; 500; $3-$3.50 min.). Raeburn is doing fine
job here and can stay from, now on. With Willie Shore and Morton
Downey on the floor show clicked okay 3,500 patrons.
(Los Angeles)
Dorsey (Palladium; 5,000; 65c-$l). The Dorsey name continues
be magic with the youngsters. Aided by a 4,000-tlcket sale for a B'nal
Claude Thornhill comes in Feb. 24.
Bob Crosby (Trianon, South Gate; 800; 55c-75c). Doing alright near end
of long stand and the count will be around 6,000. AI Donahue takes over

Tommy

to

B'rith benefit, soared past 20,000 stubs.

Feb.

19.

O'Neill Spencer, cured of illness
Jack Teatarden (Casa Manana; Culver City; 2,900; 55c). Did okay beforced him out ot Louis
Armstrong's band, is to return to fore and should woo back his old following for this stand; 5,500, good.
John Kirby's combination at Cafe
Ozzle Nelson (Florentine Gardens; 75c-$1.25). Oft to a solid start and
Society Uptown, N. Y.
should manage 6,000 on his first week, aided by Nils Granlund's new revue,

which

Band Bookings

sov

Ella

April
Mass.

Fitzgerald,

Plymouth

1,

March

31,

30,

theatre, Worcester,

Glenn Miller, March 1, Masonic
Temple, Scranton, Pa.; 2, Geo. F.,
Pavillion, Johnson City, N. Y.; 5Capitol

11,

D.

C;

saic,

12-18,

N.

mouth

J.;

Washington,
theatre,
Central theatre, Pas-

March

23,

14,

25,

Ply-

theatre, Worcester, Mass.

Charlie Splvak, March 6, Yale U.,
Haven, Conn.; 9-11, Lyric theatre, Bridgeport, Conn.; 13, Strand
theatre, N. Y.
Lucky Mllllnder, March 1, Aud.,
Reidsville, N. C; Palais D'or, Norfolk, Va.; 3, Aud., Charlotte, N. C;
4, Aud., Savannah, Ga.; 5, Aud., Waycross, Ga.; 8, Grant's Park, Charleston, S. C; 7, Textile Hall, Green-

New

and

KAY KYSER

his

orchestra

Kay's pulled another hit out of the
bag ... a new sock tune with tricky
lyrics and a catchy melody that's

Jack give the lyrics a rhythmic
treatment that will have the fans
jumping from the opening bar. And

sure to head straight for the hit

what

parade.

Here's

a moneyrmaker

.that will pull profits in

every

ma-

chine

in the country.
Sully Mason,
Harry Dorothy, Trudy, Max, and

lyrics!
Screwy but sure-fire.
Here's a nickel-grabbing combina-

tion for every location

because on

the reverse side there's

WHEN THE ROSES BLOOM AGAIN.

(Contlnued on page 45)

On

the Upbeat

Veitree's Pennsylvanians
the Tropics, Youngstown.

Joe

to

Bernle Sandler at the Yankee Lake
Ballroom, Brookfleld, O.

Teddy Powell lost vocalist Dick
Judge and trumpeter Jimmy Morlalli to

COLUMBIA

RECORD 36517

Army.

Duke Ellington brings his band
into Symphony Hall, Boston, Feb. 23,
for a dinner.

Sammy Watklna

at

William Penn

Elliott,

Pittsburgh, replacing Baron
Later one-nights until mid-

dle of

March when he checks

Hotel,

(Continued on page 45)
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LEGAL BLOW TO WRITERS
WLL NEVER KNOW

Yea, Verily

VRLUE UPPtD

Business slogan which Frank
Capano, Philadelphia publisher,
has picked for his latest subsid,
the Miracle Music Co., is proving a source of smiles around
the music industry. The slogan
reads:
'If It's

Publishers Stand \o Benefit
Notably from New Deci-

on Renewal Rights

sion

Individuals Seen at Greater

Disadvantage Hereafter

a Hit

—

It's

a

Jtfiracle.'

INJUNCTION TARGET

on the song 'You'll Never Know.'
Song belongs to plaintiff, having been
assigned to It by the three compos'
Henry
ers,

William Mitchell,

son and Fred Wise,

it is

Organoiogs Again

Levin-

claimed.

Fort Worth, Feb.

is accused of publishing it
The Sheldon-Mitchell Publishing
without permission and having given
flled suit Friday US) against
it to Loew's for use In the film 'Lady
nection with the regular bill. AudU
Leo Feist, Inc., and Loews, Inc., in Be Good.' Feist In an answer claims ences will
be asked to Join in singthe N. Y. supreme court seeking an on June
13, 1941, plaintiff licensed
songs that will feature war and pa-

Corp.

injunction and accounting of profits

the song to

It

for exploitation.

triotic

numbers.

SUDDEN SLUMP
HITS SALE OF

HOPE FOR APPEAL

—music styled by stokes-

SHEETS
The value of many an old music
publisher's catalog will be increased
tremendously as the result of a decision

U

on renewal rights which the
court of appeals in this
handed down last week. The

S. circuit

district

Eyes Are
case involved 'When Irish
Sons
Smiling' with M. Witmark
and
plaintiff
as
(Warner Bros.)
George Graff, Jr., co-writer of the

&

The majority
upholding Judge Edward

defendant.

song, as
decision,

of the
A. Conger's interpretation
copyright which favored Witmark,
that writers- have
is the hardest blow
law in
of
court
hi.qh
in
a
received
years in the matter of determining
a copyright issue.
Affirmation of

was by

finding

the

a

two

lower court's
to one vote,

because of the dissent the way is
open for the loser to take the case
to the U. S. supreme court, but it is
'Still up to the two affirming judges
to grant permission for the appeal.
If the interpretation of the majority
jurists, Augustus A. Hand and William Clark, stands such catalogs as
Witmark, Rcmick and Feist, will automatically take a big jump in value.
These catalogs involve the possession
of hundreds of outright bills of sale
In which the writers likewise signed
away their renewal rights. By virtue
of the circuit court's decision these
assignments can be exercised, as the
renewals become due, by the' publishers themselves without the necessity of entering into any further arrangements with the writers con-

Sheet music business last week
showed a continuance of the strong
pace of recently but on Monday (16)
the inflow of orders to the jobbers
took a marked drop. Jobbers and
publishers were divided in their
speculations about the latter event.
Some thought that the slide reflected
dealer and consumer reactions to the
recent scries of bad turns suffered
in the war by the United Nations
while others ngurcd that the slump
was merely due to the fact that the
dealers were amply loaded with
copies of the top tunes, which in this
instance have been vip there for

several weeks.

The war songs were still doing
'White Cliffs of
last week.
Dover' accounted for 35,000 copies.
'We Did It Before,' 12,000 copies and
well

'Remember Pearl

Harbor.'

AN IMMEDIATE BOX-OFFICE

HIT!

HAROLD

8,000

'White Cliffs' has now
reached the 400,000-copy mark, with
representing Ca55,000 of these
nadian sales. 'We Did It' and 'Pearl
each gone slightly
have
Harbor'
better than 100,000 copies.

copies.

JUKE MEN BAN

SMUT AND ADS

STOKES
and His Orchestra

cerned.

Case of Irish Eyes'

Witmark for a lump
all his future rights
number including the right
for a second 28 years. Sevyears ago Graff assigned this
same renewal right to the Fred Fisher Music Co. when the right to renewal became available in August,
1939, both Witmark and Fisher filed
applications in Washington.
Shortly afterwards Witmark brought suit
to restrain Graff and Fisher from
conveyed to

sum of money
in
to

WITH

,,,Philadelphia, Feb. 17.

In the case of 'Irish Eyes' Graff
had, when the original term of the
copyright was only in its fifth year,

the

renew

eral

The Phofibgraph Operators Association of Eastern Pennsylvania and

New

Jersey voted unanimously last
week to bar the use of smutty and
double entendre discs from their
machines. A-lso voted (o ban all ad-

3 BERRY SISTERS

vertising records.

HAL BEHAN
MARCY McGUIRE

In recent months pornographic
stealthy
records had been making
appearance in some taverns and taprooms. Dealers had also been ap-

proached

by

who wanted

whiskey

companies

records bearing com-

mercials for their product to- be
placed in juke boxes In saloons.

(Continued on page 34)

Including the
The Most Publicized Record
Of The Tear
.

.

.

COUNT BASIE
And

His Orchestra

WITH

'Coming Out Party'
.\N1>

'Harvard Blues'

On OKEH Records
Per.

Mtt:

A

MILTON EBBIN$

CHIAROSCURO
THE DIRECTION OF

EDDIE

CONDON

'EATURINO lOBBY HACKETT • PEE WEE
• OEOROE WEnUNO •
HOT UPS
MAX KAMINIKY • WIlllE-THE-llON
WITH . SIDNEY CATUn • JOHN SIMMONS
RUSSEIL
JAOIE •

RAD OOWANS « SIDNEY

lECHET «nJ

Taps,

New York

talent

olh«ii

'laying • Progiare Including Itimi by

BEOROt OERSHWIN ond BIX BEiDWBECKI

TOWN HALL-FEBRUARY 21st

Billy Shaw's
Billy Shaw has been

Change

shifted out of
oneCorp. of America'a
nightcr department to take up the
booking of location dates under

4

TOP NOTES.

6

JIVING JEEPS

•
Just

Completed Sensational Engagement

Marine Room, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago
(NBC BLUE NETWORK COAST-TO-COAST)

Box-Office Smash

BALABAN

&

Week

at

KATZ'S, CHICAGO, Chicago

Music

Sonny Werblln and

MCA
ing

v.p.'i.

Monday

Bill

Goodheart,

He began latter bookwhen Harry Moss,

(16)

boss
one-nighter
Florida vacation.

returned

from

Werblin left Friday (13) for threeSaturday Aft«rnoon-5:30 P.M.
comh.ned business and pleasSWt lmil|Vi0-.75 A $1,S0 PlUi TAX week
ure trip to Mexico and California.

All

CAMPUS CHOIR,

booker,

has flled a claim against Isham
Jones with the American Federation of Musicians. He seeks to collect $620 in commissions he says
Jones owes him for work "secured
for Jones'' band at Terrace RestauAccording to
rant, Miami Beach.
the booker, he mau< a short term
deal with the leader and booked
him on the Terrace Job direct. MCA
handles Jones.
Jones' stay at Miami spot started
about Dec. IS and finished Jan. 31.
He drew $1,100 first four weeks and
$900 each' the remaining two.

JAZZ CONCERT
UNDU

ISHAM JONES OWES $620,
TAPS TELLS THE UNION

17.

The Worth theatre has dusted off
its organ and will immediately begin
presenting organ programs in con-

Feist

MANAGEMENT

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

—

I

:
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Disk Reviews
Best Release of the

Johnny Long: "Couple

Oh

In Castle'

Long's

Boy" (Decca 4145).

rangement of "Castle"
best.
At medium tempo

it's

good

played

smoothly,

geared

Tune

destined for first 10, but
Bob Houston's vocal is

it'll

isn't
sell.

for

sales.

polished. Reverse title is a fooler.
Houston vocals.
fair fiagwaver,

It's

Hal Mclntyre: 'I'll Never Forget'—
Mclntyre's
Tooled' (Vic. 27777).

unknown, but quality's there
end he won't remain in dark.' First
record, stamped with- muted brass
style he seems to lean toward, is
atill

exceptionally

good

starter.

esting.

Using

two good

tunes, sung well by Carl
Denny, band interprets them in way
That they're
that belies its youtl..
on 50c label will hurt at beginning.

Mlllsr: 'When Roses Bloom
Again' — 'Always in My Heart' (Blue

Glenn

Miller is first with 'Roses,'
1143S).
ballad by writers of 'White Cliffs,"
and likely to be almost as big.
Miller's clarinet lead
version is
brimful of possibilities, a simple and
strong arrangement.
Ray Eberle
vocals. Reverse, another, new ballad.
Is fair tune done similarly.
Eberle

Piano
'Grieg's
Freddy Martin:
Concerto' - "Serenade for Strings'
(Blue 11430). Martin's 'Greig" adaptation may not be as successful as his
Tschaikowsky's 'Piano' arrangement,
but it's a fine foUowup and should
gather full share of box-counter atAt medium tempo appealtention.
ing melody is smoothly played. Reverse is nice, too, at waltz speed;
may do something on its own, but
coupling is heavy competition.

Benny Goodman: 'Somebody Nobody Loves'-'Lct's Give Love Chance'
(Okeh 6562). Goodman's is best release of first so far and if tune moves
this and
Dinah Shore's will go.
Rocking rhythm and very tasty
clarinet

work are

its

n\ain points.

chance; also arrange-

gives

it

little

ment

is

unexciting.

tl at
the transfer of renewal rights
before they become due is against
public policy and that it was the
intent of Congress that the writer be
protected from disposing of something that might years hence have
vocals.
a much greater value.
The majority opinion holds that
Jimmy Dorsey: 'You Made Me. by Tucker and ensemble chorus it
there is nothing in the copyright law
bright
Eddie
Rice
hits
tempo.
Love You' 'Sihner Kissed Angel'
which deprives the writer of the
vocals
'Mama.'
(Decca 4142). Hary James success
right
to transfer his renewal rights
with first is prompting others. While
Sammy Kaye: 'Seeing You Again"- whenever he wills and that the amDorsey can't hope to catch up. his
"Somebody Else Taking My Place" biguous provision in the copyright
is a work that will sell plenty. Sales
First is geared dealing with renewals has fairly unipoint is Helen O'Connell's vocal, (Victor 27757).
with neat backgrounds and trumpet mostly for counters. Arranged and formly been interpreted this way
and sax solos butting in. Reverse is played neatly, but tune shows and presumably acted upon the same
way. On the question of what might
(Continued on page 45)
passe tune, done bit too fast. Bob
have been Congress' intent the opinEberle vocals.'

Orrin Tucker:

data provided by Accurate Reporting .Service regular checking source
the music publishing industry.

in Heart of Texas
Everything I Love t'Let's Face
Rose O'Day

•Deep

Blues in the Night

Mandy
White

CAROL KAY SUES

Joe Rclehman: 'Giiess I'll Be On
Way' 'Autumn Nocturne' (Vic. Injured En Bonte to First Date,
Reichman hasn't been active Wants Doctor Bills Paid By Dnnham
on records lately. These won't help
much. First, good tune, is fair arCarol Kay, vocalist who was hired
rangement and Jane Fulton vocal but never worked with the Sonny.
n.s.g.
Best point is leader's piano, Dunham band,' is suing Dunham and
whit:h stands out better on reverse. Tony Bastien, his tenor sax, for an
His tasty stuff and better Fulton undisclosed sum as result of an auto
vocal
make it best side.
For accident last summer.
Miss Kay
'counters.
was put to work, but on her way
to her first date with the band at
ErsElne Hawkins: 'Sometimes'
Mahoney City, Pa., last September,
Don't Want Walk Without You' was injured in the crash of a car
(Blue (11439).
Hawkins and pair driven by Bastien. She suffered ingood pops is unusual, but lie built juries that kept her hospitalized
two interesting arrangements. 'Some- about a week.
times' is weirdly smooth in his style,
According to Carlos Gast^l, Dunat easy tempo with slurred Jimmie ham's manager, the suit was begun

—

27773).

ion states:
'All toia^

DEL COURTNEY
ORCHESTRA
Extanda Sincar* Tha'nki to

In

.

jj

14'

'larks

Campbell
Embassy

1

,

••

liccnsinl;,'

indicates

SESAC

.

14
'13

13

12

n

11

.

Santly

11

BMl

11

—

Somebody Nobody Loves

BMI

14

Shapiro
Block
Shapiro
J. Campbell.

Think Of You

(ndicotes

15

""erlin
'.i'eist

Braun
Green

11

—

;

Robbins

10
10

licensing,' ollicrs are via

ASCAP.
t

}

Filmtuical.
Legitimate.

Congressmen interested

copyrj^t law seem to have taken
for granted that an author could
agree to assign the renewal to some
one. If they went that far, undoubtedly they would agree that an author
could authorize some one to act in
his name when the renewal period

10 Best SeDers

on Coin-Machines

(Records below are grabbing most nickels this week in jukeboxei
throughout the country, as reported by operators to 'Variety.' Names
of more thnn one band or vocalist after the title indicates, in order ot
f'igiircs and names In
popularity. u>hose recordings are hr'iiig plai/ed.
parenthesis indicate the number o( tn rks each aonfi has been in the listingi

and respective publishers.)
1.

While

2.

Blues

Cliffs of

I

Dover' (7) Shapiro.

I

Night

in

(6)

Remick
1

it

3.

Rose O'Day

Remember Pearl Harbor

5.

I

(3) Tobias

I

This

arrived.

'Tis

can eat their cake and have it too.
Only in the future would such a rule
be fair all around.'

(8)

,
(21 „,
Block

Columbia
Decca

Kaytr.

\
I

Charlie Spivak

|

Victor

.

.

.

.

Bluebird
Decca
.

.

.

Okeh

g^^^^^

vi^,^,^

Okeh

Les Brown
(Woody Herman

You Made Me Love You

(19)

Chattanooga Choo-Choo

(17) Feist

B.ondway

Decca

Columbia

Harry James

Bluebird
Decca

l^'*'""

J
Melodylane
,

(1)

Decca
..•.'.•.•

\

Witmark

,

Victor

Alvmo Rey
Jimmy Dorsey.

\

..
,
Matter
No Laughmg

Autumn

Kayi
Dor.'itfy

Woody Herman

Sammy

lO) Rcniiblic.

Paramount

(3)

^
Heart Texas
Deep „

,

j

Andrews

(

Alvinc Rey

|

g^^g ^^^^^^

Sisters

.

Bluebird
^ecca

OTHER FAVORITES
Tunes

first 10 in popularity.
in parenthesis are fading, others gaining.)

(These records ore directly beloui

,

plished by legislative declaration,
not by judicial flat.'
'True, it would be nice for an au
thor to look forward to more money
when the renewal time comes. But
he can do that by not assigning.
What we could be saying is that all
authors who have already assigned

No

Jimmy

S^^r?;:".

(Kate- Smith

4.

Said

Sammy

number

o)

,
This Love

weeks
.

of

,,„,

,,.
Mine

(Tommy Dor;ey
Tommy Tucker

_
Embassy

(18)

Elmer's Tune (16) Robbins.
1ou
o. ^.
Shnne St.
Cecelia
-

I

v•>^

(9)

i

D
Braun

Don't Want Walk Without You iP:iiam"t).

EVrything

I

Love (Chappell)

Moonlight cocktails (Jewel,
String of Pearls (Mutual)

Mom

(Republic)

Bluebird

Glenn Miller
.

1

]
<

Okeh

(Andrews Sisters. .... .Decca
Vaughn Monroe .. Bluebird
Decca
(Andrews Sister.-;
Columbia
Harry James
Vaughn Monroe. ...Bluebird
I
I

Madelaine (Santly)

uiilh

Victor

>

l^'^e^!

!

{^^y^^,

! !

-•-V-^^n

:

{^^^^.er::::^"^
Bluebird

Glenn Miller

\ltri^::::::c^iZ

Decca Stock Disposal

th«

Room

Frank Schraibar ef WGN-Mutual for

recent Securities & Exchange Commission report on insiders' transac
tions.
Not a gift or a sale just
transfer with no quid pro quo.
Lloyd reported that on Nov. 24 he
handed over to an undisclosed recipient 5,000 options for common, in
two 2,5pp-piece batches. This wiped

—

awell cooparation

(WE'RE

'do'.

Memory

Washington. Feb. 17.
Whiteman's 'New' Disks
Uncompensated disposal of Decca
paper by George Lawrence Lloyd
Tunes recorded by Paul Whitemaii
was disclosed last week in the most to begin a new recording contract

STEVENS HOTEL, CHICAGO
moat anjoyabla fiva-month angaaement

Now ON A THEATRE TOVR)

Manavenunt:
WiriLIAM MOBBIS AORNCS

Southern
.

Valley Seic

Miss You
Popocatepetl
••Shrine of St. Cecelia
A Zoot Suit

Dear

General Manager JOSEPH B. BIISNS and
Retident Manager' JAY JONES

alao, to

"Shapiro

'Playmates'

— t'Sun

tAngeline
•As We Walk Into Sunset

—

Thanka,

Dover

Cliffs of

Somebody Else IsJttTicing My Place
•This Is No Laughing Matlrr
When Roses Bloom Again

•

22
20
20
20

"^VC

Humpty Dumpty Heart-^t

I

23

Harms
Remick

In Night'..

Chattanooga Choo Choo
of

26
'.'.23

T. B.

— t'Blues

Sometimes

Lamp

29

Chappell
Tobias

It'

in

'Our society still rests on the
theory that men can ordinarily make
free disposition of their property
rights.
We are perfectly willing to
uphold a Copgressional declaration
that public policy forbids assignment
of a copyright renewal; but we expect something more than ambig'
uous inferences, drawn from a committee report (Congress, 1909) exonly for contin
Mitchelle vocaL It's okay. Reverse, when Miss Kay turned over to him plicitly arguing
uance of an existing statutory
at same tempo, lacks inspiration in doctor's bill that he refused to pay.
scheme with a new renewal period
playing.
Ida James vocal la fair. He asserts he paid various sums for
property rights are to be rendered
Muted, melodic trumpet does good her treatment, but balked when If
into
untranslatable
immediately
work. These seemingly are experi- handed others he alleged were money or money's worth in order to
ments; colored bands don't often cut padded.
protect remote or contingent future
gains, that result should be accom-

Continantal

Two

Is

30

Paramount

..

Melodylane

—

Day Dreaming

for

TOTAL

Feist
Girl'.

'Goodbye Mama'-

.

fop a

PUBLISHER

TITLE

How About You?— t'Babes on Broadsvay'
Don't Want Walk Without You— t 'Sweater

I

'You're a Sap Mr. Jap' (Col. 36502).
Flagwavers are picking up slowly
except 'Pearl Harbor." Tucker will
hit nice sales reaction' with these,
but his best work is on 'Jap.' Sung

—

My

WEAF—

WOR

WABC

U

Peggy Lee's vocal is fair. Stiff vocal
work of Art London on reverse lyric

Foltou>in0 tabulation o/ popular music per/omanccs embraces all three
networks NBC, CBS, Blue, and Mutual— as represented by
iVJo
and
N. Y. Compilation herewith covers toeeJe beginning
Mondav through Sundav (Feb. 9-15) from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m. and is based on

—

Theory upon which Graff's counJohn Schulman, had built his

Sales results should be inter-

pops.

com-

sel,

one of

is

13

renewal

defense was that his client had no
right to dispose of something that
become his property (the
didn't
right of renewal) until the end of
the 27th year of the original term of
copyright. Also that it was the intention of the Congress which passed
the 1909 copyright law containing the
renewal provisions to disenable the
author from making any transfer
of his renewal rights until the original term of copyright had run out
and thereby give the author an opportunity to recover from an unfavorable deal that he had made (or
the original use of his work. Copyright lawyers have differed on this
issue for many years and this makes
the first time that a high court has
adjudicated the issue.
33-Page DIsSent
The dissenting opinion was written
by Judge Jerome Frank, a comparatively new appointee to this bench.
His written finding which runs 33
pages, as compared to the
pages
of the affirmative opinion, provides
a scholarly thesis on the question of
laissez-faire (let-alone-ism) as contrasted with the duty of the Government to protect the creator from
unfair exploitation.
It is his view

and well played.

t

from page

their

pact

Week:

Vau(hn Monroe: Seeing You Again Did Me No Good'—'Arthur Murray Taught Me Dancing" (Blue 11441). Monroe's vocal of first Is good
and tune okay, but side rating attention is Ziggy Talent's humorous and
commercial version of the 'Murray' novelty. Band background Is help-

'Boy

NBC, CBS, Bine, Mutual Plugs

Legal Blow
= Continued

consummating

ful

.

PetMfial Bepr«MntHtlrc:

SAM LCTZ

out his holdings.

Guy Lombardo

Says:

"My

1

with RCA-Victor are indicative ol a

new Whiteman. His band made

Alvino Rey-King Sisters
Set for N.Y. Astorin July
Alvino Rey-King
tra follows

Sisters'

orches-

Tommy Dorsey onto the
New York, about mid-

'Did
I Get Stinkin', at tho Club Savoy,'
'A Zoot Suit," 'Well-Digger's Breakdown,' 'Golden (Cowboy.'

Astor Roof,.

playing at the Florentine Gardens.

Astor, his third straight season.

July. It's first New
for Rey and Kings.

York hotel stand
They started at
Rustic Cabin, Englewood Cliffs, N. X,
Records were made in Hollywood, almost two years ago.
where Whiteman's newest band 4s
Dorsey opens about May 22 at the

Biggest Request Song in Years"

(HI-DIDDLE-DIDDLE)

SAILBOAT IN THE SKY
RECORDED BY: GUY LOMBARDO (DECCA) • WAYNE KING (VICTOR) • BOB CHESTER (BLUEBIRD) • ALSO ON ALL TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE
" HAPPY GODAY, Prof. Mgr.
LEEDS MUSIC CORP., RKO Bldg., Radio City, New York, Circle 7-2670

MUSIC
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YEARS TO COOL OFF

18
Attys.

Encourage Ballroom Owners To

Regard ASCAP

Fees as Uncollectible

Lincoln, Feb. 17.
Ballroom men of .Nebraska have
organization
met and formed an

by

ASCAP withdrew its
cerned.
representation from the state
when the Nebraska passed its

were guid-

antl-ASCAP

who

fought
Hotz
iDg spirits. It was
side in
the case for the anti-ASCAP
where
the U. S. District court here,
lost. He later took it to the U. S.

the action
state

one

and because
an intra-

statute

strictly

is

WOW

ASCAP

must

first find

or attache
within Nebraska before service
can be mad.e
Meanwhile ASCAP publishers
have declined to file th» necessary license applications with
Nebraska authorities lo that
they can do business in that
Instead they have set up
state.
performance checking posts
within the state preliminary- to
bringing infringement suits.

some

he

supreme court, and there the deHe talked to
cision was reversed.
the ballroom men during their or-

ganization meeting and told them
ASCAP had always been bluffing,
and its threats of suit against music
users were more of the same thing.
He said, unless they registered music
In Nebraska and did business on the

official

•

prescribed by Nebraska law,
usable for the
purchase price of the sheet music
regardless of the job It would be
basis

ASCAP music was

WOW. Omaha, Sues

queries

ASCAPforBack

Society
alism

Realizes

Be Continued on Payroll

Emotion-

Among
Now Has 15

Still Persists

Broadcasters

—

-FILES IN
last

White

to the

Kansas attorney general in Topeka
a copy of the form of application
that the Society is prepared to file
in
order that it may resume
licensing Kansas users of music. It
is the Society's intent to register all
the numbers that it licenses in that
state and to pay the percentage on
the fee collections for such numbers,
as is required by the Kansas statute.
ASCAP's home office reports that
it has licensed over 80% of the stations which are affiliated with the

has decided on •
Its publication

it

policy of restricting
14)

Cliffs of

Dover. .Shapiro

Blues in Night

Remick

.

Rose O'Day

KANSAS

week relayed

(Week ending Feb.

activities

Under License

ASCAP

Even though

Best Sheet Music Sellers

565 Commercial Stations

Tobias

Shrine of St. Cecelia
Braun
Deep in Heart Tex. .Melodylane
Remember P. Harbor. .Republic
We Did It Before
Witmark
Elmer's Tune
Robbins
Couple in Castle
Famous
Feist
Chattanooga Choo Choo
Dear Mom
Republic
Moonlight Cocktail
Jewel
This No Laughing Matter.. Block
I Got It Bad
Robbins
Chappell
Everything I Love

to

those

numbers

that

It

figures has a chance of accumulating

an appreciable number

of

network

plugs weekly, Broadcast Music,
will maintain

its

Inc.,

present professional

New York and other key
These publishing operations
will be carried on through BMI's
two subsids, Radiotunes, Inc., and
Greene & Revel, Inc.
BMI's payroll has carried as many
staff

in

points.

as 330 persons. It Is now down to
160 persons with this total representing both the licensing and the
publishing divisions.

BEILm BACK WITH REMICE

Phil Kornheiser is no longer with
Radiotunes, where he held the title
of business manager. BMI last week
lost
its Detroit manager, Bob Miller,
four national networks. The total
through death and no decision has as
local licenses issued by the end of Ingham.
For several months Beilln had been yet been made about his successor.
last week involved 565 commercial
stations and 35 non-commercial out- general manager of M. O. Wells Miller was struck by an auto while
crossing a Detroit street.
There ere still quite a number Music firm.
lets.
of major stations that have not obtained local commercial licenses.
Some of these are waiting to see
what concessions ASCAP will offer
them in settlement of music fees
that have been due since the end of
1940.
One of these stations owes
ASCAP as much as $20,000, while
another is on the Society's books for

Chicago, Feb.

17.

Al Beilin returns

for

as manager here
Remick Music, replacing Nelson

$14,000.

Fee Papents

ASCAP has made no move to press
any of them for the debts, preferring to let these stations as well as

once a song Is sold, all
rights go with it, because it is known
that it's destined to be put to some
court said

Alleging triple

use.'

all other radio licensees have ample
time to get over their anti-ASCAP
Omaha, Feb. 17.
emotionalism. ASCAP's new philosdamages suffered ophy in treating with its broadcast

I

,

of

ciety

Publishers

made under protest

(ASCAP)

.

.

became

fe/5t htt the

Top Picture Hit
Sis

HOW ABOUT YOU?

through payment of royalties, the customers is that since the present
contract will run, with renewal, for
Woodmen of the World Lif« Insur- 18 years the Society and the radio
here,
ance Society, with headquarters
Industry should avoid any annoying
in dis- tactics that might prevent them from
last Thursday (12) Med fuH
Sogetting
off on the right foot ASCAP
American
trict court against Tha
this policy will eventuComposers, Authors and hopes that

Hotz wanted the ballfoo^i men
and other music users t(v-tre In line
behind the WOW, Omaha, suit, because, It is his belief that hotels,
other radio stations, theatres, and
ballrooms will also be able to sue
and recover license charges and fees
tor the period of four years in which

payment was

Are Radiotunes, Greene & Revel;

WITH miDIO BIZ

WOW

eet

This was in answer to some of the
by ballroom men about the
for Inpossibility of being sued
fringement by using an ASCAP
member's music, even though he had
not complied with the registration
law.
Nebraska's
format of
That was one of the points specovered by the supreme
ciflcally
court decision,' said Hotz, 'and the

of

expected to get with the action
since its counsel must know that
is in a complete void as
far as service of papers are con-

ballrooms in Nebraska represented
the organization.
William J. Hotz and Halney T.

used for.

technique

implied

monopoly suit against
They said that they
couldn't see where the station

ASCAP.

In

attorneys,

the

WOWs

Lincoln

(Turnpike Casino), secretary; and
Lincoln (Pla-Mor),
Matt Kobalter,
Although only about a
treasurer.
to
dozen attended, it Is Malec's hope
a strong percentage of the 350

Omaha

BMI's Active Houses Hereafter

PIITIENT

160 to

associated with the
music Industry expressed themselves Monday (16) as puzzled

president; H. F. Glover.
ony Park),
baUroom),
Grand Island (Glovera
vice-president; R.H. Pauley,

IISCIIP

Don't Get the Pitch
Lawyers

Music Users Association,
Omaha (Pe»nd elected Joe Malec,

tailed the

Wells,

35

I-

Lyric

ally result in the elimination of the

M-G-M

starring

and lugene belligerency and nastiness that has
and attor- accompanied the two factions' relaThe Woodman tions since the Society undertook to

Music by Burfen Lane

by Ralph Freed

from the

Picfure,

"Babei

On

Broadway"

r..-3

Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland^

i

Blazer, as resident agent

ney, for $298,319.94.

Tommy Oorsey opens

a week on
license broadcasting.
the owner of WOW, NBC
Golden Gate, San Francisco, society is
claims, it If re(25) with Horace Heidt, who affiliate. Intervenors
damage
the
once led the house band, moving in ported,
bring
will
March 4.
$1,000,000.
amount to around
The petition was filed by Attorneys
W. J. Hotz and Ralney T. Wells, and
others simiis also on behalf 'of all
may
larly situated' In Nebraska who
It Should
in
enter the litigation as intervenors.

r

the

i

• •

became

Feiit h»t the

Top Show Hit

-

rtage

HAPPY

ASCAP EXECS

TO HOLLYWOOD

Be

Your Books

It

is

WOW

It Is alleged that the statute
permits liability of triple damages
and interest besides. It U further

Cherio Music Pub. Inc.

studios.

1585 Broadway

Nebraska statute was
upheld by the United States Supreme court on May 26, 1940.

stated that the

New York

In 1941

we gave you "INTERMEZZO'
now we

LOVE

IN

Music by

by Jack Yellen

Sam

L

Fain

from Olsen and Johnion's "Son» O' Fun"

alleged In the petition that

from May 7, 1937, when a state law
Gene Buck, John G. Paine and
was passed barring alleged monopNe- John O'Connor, ASCAP officials,
olistic practice of. ASCAP in
Friday (20) to
braska, to the present, the Insurance leave for Hollywood
the Coast memsociety paid ASCAP, under protest, attend a meeting of
and bers the following Tuesday (24) or
$87,724.92 for use of Its songs
Wednesday (25) night. Also due to
other music originating at

'Cancel the Flowers'

Lyric

give you ....

DARLING, I LOVE YOU
from fschaikowsky concerto, part 2

LOVE'S RHAPSODY
a dream melody

is Louis Frohlich, of
counsel The general meet
ing will be the first of the two an
nual gatherings on the Coast that
the Society's new
by
are required
The amendment specifles
bylaws.
the attendance of the president, the
general manager and the chairman
of the executive committee. O'Con
nor fills the latter post.
The meeting concerns some 250
writer members who make the

make

the trip

ASCAP

Coast their permanent homes. These
include many of the country's top
songsmiths. The visitors from New
York win apprise the writers of the
progress made by ASCAP in repair
ing its radio fences and in readjust
Ing the organization's International
The meeting will be
operations.
preceded by a dinner at the Beverly

|HH

.... became

Feiit has the

most timely novelty

hit

THERE WON'T BE A Hi
M
SHORTAGE OF LOVE
Words and

Carmen Lombardo

music by

and John Jacob Loeb

The Songs from Two Spectacular

Watch

M-G-M

"SHIP

"RIO RITA"

Pictures!

A-HOY"

for release dates

Wllshire.

AMD

DID

YOU DID

(or did you didn't did

Orchestrations by

IT

it)

KENDALL BURGESS

EDWARD SCHUBERTH & CO., INC.
11 EAST 22nd STREET, NEW YORK

FEIHMAII BANKRUPT
Rudolph Felnman, musical and
booking agent, filed a voluntary petition of bankruptcy in N. V. federal

Wednesday (11) listing no
and $1,080 In liabilities.
Most of the money owed is

court

1629 Broadway
H^RIMHINK,

with $150 owed Lora DaVinci
and Renee Wilde for breach of con

rent,

tract.

LEO

as-

for

sets

FEIST, Inc.

Gen. Prqf. Algr.

•

New

York, N. Y.

LON MOONEY,

Prof.

Mar.
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36

U.S.

CAFE TAX

VERSAILLES INFLUENCE
MIdg*

Midge Fielding is blending part of
her former Versailles nitery (N. Y.)
stuff and costumes into the Clifford
C. Fischer straight vaudeville show
it opens March 11 at the 46th

when

MUSICIANS

St.

NVA BENEFIT
The Good Old Days
>«>««««««»»>« GROSSES

Fielding's Mtcry Costames,
Line for Fischer Vaade

theatre on Broadway.

While the

71/2G
HeretDtlh oppcors o 'Varleti;' ret>leu» o) a N. Y. Palac* bill of 20 yean
The intention is to reprint these weekly using tht reiativt week of 1922
with tht current date of issue. No spedal reason in revtvini; thes* reviews
National Variety Artists' annual
other than the interest they may have in recalHno th« act* tohich tnert
topether
time
show
(bookputHnp
a
manner
biff
time,
the
of
benefit, at the Imperial theatre,
playing at thof
NY
ing) uihich radio stations may find pertinent, and as a resume of tht ttylt Sunday night (IS), was a financial"
as
well as an entertainment success.
of vaudeville reviewing of that day.
Gross from ticket sale and program
advertising was around $7,500
(.Reprinted from 'Variety,' Feb. 17, 1922)
with
the net figured at $4,Qpo, the
'club's
ago.

12 acts will perform twice daily, in
the old Keith's Palace tradition, a
line of 18 girls, including six Fieldfirst
ing Ver - Sirens from the
Versailles edition, will punctuate
the variety proceedings.
N. Y.
Martha Raye is newest hcadliner
for the debut bill. It breaks in for
The holiday crowd Monday (Lincoln's Birthday) matinee was apathetic.
three days in Boston prior to the Usually the bunch that gathers on a day off Is wound up like a spring to
Broadway premiere. It will run in- smash hands together. But there were no smashes scored. It was the
changing bills as business show's fault more than the humor of the audience, which left some empty
def,
warrants.
spaces in the boxes but filled the house otherwise. Th« program billed
nine acts but the performance held ten, with many changes noted in the
running order as first laid out.
Anna Wheaton and Harry Carroll (New Acts) reunited, probably sent
SIR
in to make up tor the absence of Belle Baker, who was listed for the show
but was reported out through illness. Miss Baker would have mopped up;
70;
the show really needed a wallop. Carroll was recently at the Palt^ce with
his revue, but it is possible the reformed Wheaton and Carroll turn may
The Great Sir Joseph Ginzberg, shove the revue out for a time.
whom Sime built up into the most Frank Mclntyre and Co., whose 'Wednesday at the Ritz' farce turned up
recently as a novelty at the Palace, which hadn't had a playlet in many
prominent non-working ^ stooge in
moons, was in the going as a- repeat. The Bostock comedy, listed after
show business, died yesterday (Tues- intermission, was switched into closing intermission,
day) in French hospital. New York,
Joan Storm looked excellent as the wife who hated her 'five-cent cigar
following a long illness with heart salesman husband.' All the three male assisting roles are slight, but the
chap who takes a ducking in the bathtub at least earns his salary. The
disease. He was 70.
house liked the turn, without undue enthusiasm. It was a pretty quick
Sir Joseph (he got sore if called
return for this type of sketch-act.
Sir Joe), self-styled 'king of the
Thelma and Marjorie White, juvenile entertainers, went on In the fifth
radio,' of vaudeville, the drama, conspot (six turns lief ore intermission) and scored the first of limited hits of
cert and opera, attached himself, or
the afternoon. Before them the scoring iwas negligible. The White kids
vice versa, to Willie Howard more
look tender in years. They are reported hailing from the northwest and
than 30 years ago, and remained with
were
taken on by Flo Ziegfeld for the 'Midnight Frolic' with Will Rogers.
the comic to the end. He was the
They did open with that show in Philadelphia but didn't fit. Several
first of the genre of non-working
stooges who connected themselves to weeks ago the children were tried out in a three-a-day house and big
time
booking
resulted.
w.k.s, later emulated by such charThe little Whites .showed themselves perfectly at home. They have an
acters as John McCormack, Jr., and
air of sophistication that is disarming. There was humor in their opening
more lately Broadway Rose.
number, 'Those Days Are Over,' for Thelma and Marjorie are just the
Howard picked up Sir Joseph at
age the lyrics tell of. The kids surprised with a duet dance that, folthe Black Cat, a Frisco nitery, where
The Great one was singing Irish lowed, the kicking in particular drawing attention. The eldest singling
songs—of all things. From then on with "Heeland Mary' in kilts tossing out an astonishing Scotch burr. Then
the smallest trotted forth in all Russian, the dancing not being so diffiSir Joseph was as inseparable from
cult as surprising. The White Sisters are strongest perhaps in their singthe comedian as he was from his
medals and press clippings, chiefly ing, harmonizing finely tor children. The eldest works in the harmony
portions. They are perhaps the future successors to the Duncan Sisters,
stories and 'retractions' about Joe
that were written by Sime and built The kids encored twice.
Mabel Ford and Co. (New Acts) made a strong follow up of the
up into something of a series for
Whcaton-CarroU offering, which opened the late portion of the bill. After
several years.
Intermission the running was much stronger but yet did not measure
Nothing that was written about Sir
up to the usual standard here. Pressler and Klaiss were down next, to
Joseph pleased him. If It was stated
closing though programed No. 3. The spot was much too late for them
that 'he is the king of radio,' he
would storm into the 'Variety' office on this bill. Pressler's mop of bleached hair and his wabbly legs started
the laughter, but the value of Miss Klaiss' songs contribution was disand threaten suit for libel unless a
foUowup story mentioned that he tinctly brought out.
Maryon Vadie and Ota Gygi furnished the class of the opening section.
was also 'king' of every other phase
of show business.
When he didn't Mary Izant is the piano accompanist, but the Cakewalk number by Miss
call in person, he wrote. And some Vadie called' for the orchestra, which seemed' in difficulties several times
Gygi caught the matinea crowd with plaintive metbof his letters, printed by 'Variety,' during the dance.
were classics in unconscious humor, dies, softly played. He was not on at the close of the act, which had
Miss Va'die and the Portia Mansfield Dancers in a classical number, proIf anybody dared doubt Sir Joseph,
gramed 'Rondo Capriccioso.' The Mansfield dancers are four In number,
that person was subjected to a flash
the girls replacing the special musicians carried last season. The bareat The Great one's medals and clip
legged contributors are Flavia Waters, Frances Hartsook, WUlette Allen
pings and a couple of hours of seUand Jeanne Fuller.
pralse to boot. The medals mostly
Ed Lee Wrothe and Owen Martin, listed on the program to close intercame from pawnshops, but one didn't
dare bring that up, no mora than mission^ appeared third. The routine, which is billed 'Now,' might be
anybody could address Sir Joseph called 'Janitor Higglns at tht Track.' The spot was too early, the house
either not getting the racing slang or not being warmed up yet.
The
without "The Great' prefix.
He was a. 'guest' in Willie Howard's elephant line won a real laugh, but there were little returns at the finale
Great Neck. L. l.,.bDme for the past for their first Palace appearance.
Few if any present had not seen one version or the other of 'Cutting
10 years, and some localltes were
under the impression that he was a a Woman in Half.' Yet virtually no one left the house until it was over.
That was a tribute to the showmanship of Horace Goldin. His film bit In
relative of the comic.
So far as Is known, Sir Joseph had itself is well carried out. Then the details of the 'surgical problem' make
no survivors. The Jewish Theatrical It much more of a problem. He proves that the feet projecting through
Guild will announce funeral plans the box are real by removing one shoe and snipping off the end of the
stocking with scissors. The wiggling toes are a 'convincer.' So U hli
today (Wednesday).
completed 'operation,' which has him sawing through the platform entirely. Therefore, when the two halves are puUed apart, the entire platform is separated.
Milllcent Mower, evidently from the concert field, was No. 3, whila the
Cvene Troupe opened.. The settings are unusual for a wire aot, and at
the opening the raised cafe idea looked like the restaurant setting In the
'Music Box Revue.'
ihet,
,

Milwaukee, Feb.

17,

With the Government making
first

its

serious effort to collect the re-

5%

imposed

cently

cabaret tax in

taverns in this area, there are not

only plenty of squawks from the
cafe keepers themselves, but muare fearful it may mean
curtailed employment for

sicians
greatly

them. Tavern men feel that they
have already been the targets for all
the taxes it has been possible to devise, and say they will be forced
out of business with the imposition of any additional levies.
Under the newest interpretation of
the law, any night spot employing an
orchestra is subject to the cabaret
tax of 5% of its gross receipts as

long as the band is working there.
To the cafe men, the obvious way to
duck the new tax is not to hire musicians and to depend for music upon
the jukeboxes, which are on t^e
premises anyway and taxed regardless but which do not come under
the cabaret tax ruling.
Vollmer Dahlstrand, head of Local No. 8, American Federation of
Musicians, has been on the receiving
end for the tavern men's squawks,
but there isn't much he can do about
it,

for

it's

a

Government measure

and not a union ruling; the musicians are simply the ones who are
caught in the squeeze.

COLONY CLUB, CHICAGO,
IN

SUDDEN

E FOLDO

Chicago, Feb. 17.
Colony club closed Thursday (12)
after less than one month's struggle
in a reopening attempt. Peter Higgins and Colette Lyons headed the
floor show.
Difficulty

AGVA.
Expected to reopen shortly, but
full week's bond will be insisted
upon by AGVA for all talent salaries.

PHIL

REGAN
OPENING FEB.

24

LOOKOUT HOUSE
COVINGTON, KY.
Repratentatlvai

FRANK VINCENT
Beverly

Hilli,

Calif,

PIONEER STOOGE

mwieus

LOEW
BOOKING

AGENCY
ofNHAi fxtcuMvi orneii
LOEW BUILblNO ANNEX
;t«e W.

4M

highest benefit profit in years.

Fred Allen fronted for the show
but couldn't appear because of
a
death, in his family Sunday
(16)
An aiint who reared the comedian
passed away and Allen rushed to her
home town near Boston. The NVA
had planned presenting him on the
stage with a life membership In.

JOE GINZBERG DIES

AT

-

with musicians at one
time forced acts to go on without
music of any kind. All acts were
paid off through intercession of local

Personal

PALACE,

St.,

N. Y.C

•

MyoiK *.7M0

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Patrick

Saranac, N. Y., Feb. 17.
Rogers, dramatic tenor

who saw

service with Neil O'Brien's

and the Guy Bros, minstrels, recently licked arthritis. He saw service here, but Is now active again in

Boston theatricals.

-

Harry 'Slipfoof Clifton took the
frenio operation with a smile. He's
mastering a nifty comeback at. the

scribed on a silver card, but, in his
absence, the award was made via

Alan Corelli, of Theatre Authority.
Show was laden with names. Including Willie Howard, Barry Wood,
Danny Raye, Joe E. Lewis, George
Jessel, Lanny Ross, Smith and Dale,
Vaughn Monroe, Bill Robinson, Tamara, Phil Baker, Noble Sissle, Mary
Small, Yorke and King, Joe Laurie,
Jr.; Harry Hershfleld, Senator Ford,
Dave ApoUon, Lorraine and Rognan,
the St. Elmo and Eve Jessye CPorgy
and Bess') choirs.
Paul Gerrlts,
Henny Youngman, Marty May and
Corelli alternated as m.c.s.
Benny Roberts, of the Palace theatre when It was two-a-day; Johnny
Green, composer and bandleader,
and Paul Ash, who came over from
the Roxy with Apollon and the
Roxyettes, batoned the pit orch,

BUFFALO NITERY MAN

HELD

IN

BONDS THEFT
Buffalo, Feb.

River street. His frau Is doing the
nursing routine for him, being with
the Raybrook sanatorium.

traced to Buffalo.

STANLEY. PITT
Week Feb. 13
LATIN QUARTER
Boston
Feb.

—

^Weeks
8

22—Mar:

CENTRAL PASSAIC
Week Mar. 19
EARLE. WASHINGTON

Week Mar. 27

BOB
DUPONT

Ella Montgomery, who mad* tht
grade here, In tor a o.o. and « general checkup. She got her O.K. and
went back to Buffalo to her niteclub

The Comedy Juggler

Job.

Frankia Carter, Les Brown's trombonist, who lost his appendix some
tlma ago, Is pencilled In tor another
stomach operation.
(Writa to those who are lU.)

Management

MU8I0 CORP. OF AMERICA

Will Rogers,

Carl (lATSE) Kern, Fairmount,
West Va., hillbilly, pencilled la for
pneumo-thorax routine. He Is .on
the road to recovery.

Highlight of a real comeback:
ex-N.V.A. staft
worker of years ago, who mastered
four stages of that rib operation, Is
now driving .a truck anil collecting
scraplron.
Vows it's easier than
buck dancing.

Tommy "Brady,

John Louden, one of. the last of
the old timers to be let out of the
sanatorium, Is now 'successfully continuing the ozone routine at 69

17.

George CDoc') Shuman, 58, former
operator of the Hollywood Inn here,
was arrested In Chicago last week by
FBI agents and hes been returned to
Buffalo on a Federal warrant charging attempted grand larceny.
According to the FBI, Shuman was
arrested following an investigation
In which stolen bonds from Nev
York and midwestern brokers were

GIL

MAISON
in

"DOGGONE NONSENSE'^
NOW New York Strand for 3 Weeks
Direction—WILLIAM

MORRIS AGENCY

—
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War Fears Deplete Frisco Talent,

Jessel Suggested as Paid

MCA Forced to Use Mex Performers
San Francisco, Feb.
nlterles
ejhortrge ol acts lor

and

S

-

'

MIAMI NITERiES

lEAN SABLON

USE GIMMICKS

war

Although dearth of turns is a headto bookers, it also puts the
the odd spot of passing up
which are doing-a hefty
It's virtually impossible to get
biz.
reservations weeltends in the better
ache

talent in

situations

bistros.

Slein, who went through the early
bombings of London, postscripts that
current boom has the boys paying
off on a flocic of bets he made just
after Pearl Harbor, when receipts
dropped to zero and club owners
wanted to cancel all contracts. Havit

happen

able to forecast

in

London, he was

the present upswing.

Caose Auto

PrioriHes

Dealers in Philly to
In for Nitery

Go

Operation

Philadelphia, Feb. 17.
The Park Casino, one-time swank
roadhouse on Philadelphia's East
River Drive, will be reopened about
Apr^ 1 by Jack and Charles Goldner.
The Goldners, Philly automobile
dealers, turned to the nitery field for
investment following the Government's bah against the sale of new
motor cars.

The Casino, shuttered for the past
months, was formerly the
Anchorage, operated by Arthur H.
three

to tiie continuously spotty business, every nitery Is
going in for 'birthday,' 'welcome
back.' 'opening,' 'gueststar' and 'testimonial' nights! There are frequent
talent interchanges, the Idea being
that some of the business will Uius

be spread and perhaps some spot
enjoy at least a brief hypo.
Meantime, the Ritz Bros, finally
look set for the Royal Palm, opening
there Feb. 25. Harry Richman has
been added to the Latin Quarter, the
mammoth Lou Walter's-Harry Heller
nitery, which has the highest minimum tariff ($3 dinner or supper),
with a view to hypoing the late-hour
business. Lou Holtz followed Sanimy
Walsh into Emile Boreo's Club Casanova (another Walters-Heller operation); and Cross and Dunn have
gone into the Beachcomber. A new
revue is at the Clover Club. All
opening this past week, making four

premieres in one night, all doing
well with exception of the no-name
Clover show.

Mme. Clauije Alphand date at the
Versailles hotel, following Dwight
Fiske. flivved.
The Brook is likewise getting nowhere.
P.S.

—Still

no gambling.

HARRIS' PRICE PEEVE

It

SHOBERT, CINCY, GOES

STRAIGHT

PH FEB.

27

Cincinnati,

Vaudefllm

Shubcrt

Feb. 17.
goes straight

screen Feb. 27. Stage shows this
season extend over 22

weeks, three
more than for 1940-41, with the average take ahead of last
season.
B^t figure for the current stretch
was during New Year's week, when
Martha Raye, favored by upped
prices for

M

New

two reserved-seat shows
Year's Eve, magneted $18,-

Harris thinks he has a
last fall.
tentative commitment for Price to
return to th'e Conga in March. Instead he opens Feb. 25 at the competitive nitery.
Price had been in retirement for
years as a stock broker, but AI
Sandler, his associate, now continues
his seat on the exchange while the
comedian is trouping. Price may
head the new Ben Marden's Riviera
show in the spring and summer.

Prior to Theatre Date

Key

MCA

manpower

at Music Corp. of
wneriea has evidently begun. First
"iportant letout, for economic reasons only; is Dave Jonas, in the
irauae

agency

l^retarial help
lave been

is

also

reported to

would sooner or later
was a foregone con.lusion after
the agency acquired
ast year
the CBS Artists Bureau

V
''^

staff

;,

,°.'atter's
Implication

-f^ men

A

entire personnel.
of work by
and
was apparent from the

MCA

P'"s also, tremendous
'verhead lor MCA,

18.

Alfalfa

added

San Francisco, Feb.

AGVA

MWXSPOT

wide acquaintanceship with
prominents in all walks of life an
added asset to the union. So far as
is known, however, Jessel has not
been approached on the subject*
Jessel's

Detroit, Feb. 17.

appears that Mayor Edward

Jeffries, of Detroit,

who never

J.

has

seen a burlesque show, finally will

MONTE CARLO

have to drop in at the Empress since,
by virtue of his executive post, he
will become manager of the theatre.
Detroit

Wm.

Morris' 10 Already

In Service; Lazar, Troch,

taking over the house
John Lastfogel
Next
through the foreclosure of $12,000
tax ir .lebtedness and, with it, the
The William Morris agency Is
headache which comes through beefs
that there is more strip than tease virtually fighting the war, from the
Feram, Inc., operators of Fefe's going on in the house. Whether the extent of Its manpower already In
Monte Carlo, swank night club and mayor will view it from backstage, the service, with several more soon
restaurant at 49-51 East 54th street, wiUi a manager's prerogative, or will to go. Thus far the agency has proN. Y., filed a voluntary petition of drop in quietly in the guise of a vided the U. S. armed forces with
bankruptcy in N. Y. federal court cash customer, has not been de- nine boys, while the merchant
marine got a 10th. Three others In
Friday (13), listing $130,876 in lia- termined.
A He can't send the police, from all the N. Y. office alone are in the 1-A
bilities and $121,932 in assets.
plan of reorganization, accompany- reports, since the boxoffice knows rating and expecting momentary
call.
ing the petition, offers to pay credi- all the loop detail at a quick glance
The 10 already In service are
tors 42%% of their claims, 17%% which has led to the report that
the
secretarial
staff,
the
on confirmation of the plan, and there is a buzzer running backstage from
25% in equal monthly payments for with a signal to clean up the show Morris office having made it a policy
a period of three years, eliminating when these gents arrive. Songs take to employ young men rather than
the months of June, July and August on new lyrics and performers more women and thus insure Itself with
manpower trained in theatrical
of each year.
clothes when the cops come in.
agency work. However, with the
Among the secured creditors are
It poses quite .a problem for the war
deeply cutting Into Its secreFelix (Fefe) Ferry, Waldorf-Astoria, mayor who at least has shown
him- tarial ranks, office may have to
$664; Gene Cavallero, $1,800; Frank self to be open-minded about this
switch
to femme stenos for the duraVogel, $1,800— these are the three phase of show biz by asking, 'What's
tion.
principal partners and backers Ted burlesque supposed to
be like anyfar only one of the agency's
Thus
Straeter and orchestra, $1,230; Rob- way?' The problem is 'iiat if they
tor 'ght men is scheduled to be
ert Knight and orchestra, $515; Cy kick out t''
cur "nt burlesque, who fitted for an army uniform. Irving
Walters, $125.
Loat s payable in- is going to pay tiie rent?
Lazar was last week put in 1-A ratclude some of the same men, such
ing, but figures he won't be called
as Cavallero, $18,275; Ferry, $6,141;
for six to eight weeks. He Has not
Vogel, $10,047; Austin Gray, $3,333,
yet undergone the army physical exand Bob O'Donnell, $1,500. Taxes to
amination.
city
and state and government
Those secretaries already in servamount to $5,084. Amonf the unVS.
IN
ice are Lew Weiss, George Burns' (&
secured creditors are' ASCAP, $587;
Allen)
nephew, now a corporal
Brooks Costume, $808; Colony Resstationed in Panama; Max Klein,
Detroit, Feb. 17.
taurant, $2,058 (which Cavallero also
Melvyn
Marx; Sam Sax, a lieutenant
operates); Carolyn Laundry, $669;
A strike threat against the BowMeyer Davis, $100; the Journal- ery, huge Hamtramck nitery here, who was in the agency's Coast ofBakal, Harold Relfer, Bob
fice;
Sid
American, $1,000; Music Corp. of was settled after State Labor MediLaird, who enlisted in the merchant
America, $72, and the N. Y. Sun, $38. ator William H. Rooks Intervened.
marine; Hyman Ijevlne, from the
Rosenblatt & Jaffe, attorneys, are
Chorus line of 15 Don Arden girls
owed $5,399. Also owed is $6,134 in had threatened to shutter the club Chicago office, and Leonard Krupp.
'Two boys expecting immediate
wages, while secured debts total $13,- unless it received the 15 days' pay
call are John Lastfogel, nephew of
017 and unsecured SI 05.639.
lost while the Bowery was closed by
Abe Lastfogel, agency's v.p. and
Assets include $9,797 in liquor and the State Liquor Control Commisgeneral manager, and Leo Troch.
groceries and $100,000 in fixtures. sion for after-hours and too-blue
Agency intends rehiring all the boys
Cash on hand totals $1,086 and ac- shows.
when they leave the service.
counts receivable $8,304.
The mediation developed that
Among some of the name person- while Frank Barbaro, owner of the
alities in the last list are Norman
nitery, said he was willing to 'make
Bel Geddes. $21; John Barrymore.
it right with the girls,' they techni$116;. Phil Baker, $14; Frank Chapcally were employed and paid by
man, $18; James A. Farley. $28; Mrs. Arden.. Following this conference,
IN
FIRE
Dick Foran, $54; Errol Flynn, $18;
Les CiClden, executive secretary of
Tito Guizar. $60; Raphael Hakim,
American Guild of Variety
the
Omaha, Feb. 17.
$31; Mrs. W. R. Hearst. $11; FredArtists, admitted this was a misunCl2^z Paree, Omaha's largest night
erick Lonsdale, $15; Henry Lustig,
derstanding and rescinded the strike
club, was destroyed by fire Wednes$48; Percy P. Melville, $131; Louis
threat against the place.
day (11) in blaze that started from
Shurr, $52, and Herbert B. Swope.

BANKRUPT

Due

is

.

SETTLE STRIKE THREAT

'

BOWERY

'

DETROIT

DESTROYED

$34.

The night club is paying $14,000
yearly for rent on a lease expiring
Oct. 1, .1951, plus 6% of the annual
Expenses in
gross above $350,000.
salaries next month will be $10,000,
with an additional $5,000 for operation. ,It is estimated that an even
break can be secured. Officers would
receive no salary during that period.
Ferry meantime plans to produce
a musical comedy, 'Beauty for Rent,'

17.

Old Roumanian, N.Y.,
In 1-Day Talent Strike
Old Roumanian, nitery on New

40G

defective wiring.
^'V
All Instruments of the Don Roth
orchestra were also destroyed. Loss
set at $40,000.

by Geza Herczeg and Pat C. Flick.

east side, had a one-day
talent strike early last week, when
the American Guild of Variety Artists demanded pay for the acts and
12 chorus girls during the five days
the spot was shut recently because
of a police department complaint.

Benny

When owner Jack Silverman refused churchmen, the Rev. H. J. Soltau,
payment for the forced layoff, the vice crusader and Minnesota Xjaw
chorus and two principals, Freddie Enforcement
Antl - Saloon
and

Come-On

Some

department

dropped,

•ut

March

George Jessel, One leading entertainer proposed that
set Jessel as Its prexy on a salary basis,
though not hindering him from accepting theatrical engagements, with

HIZZONER'S IN

It

.

LOOKS LIKE

IT

CHEZ PAREE, OMAHA,

Joe Lewis to Vacation

Joe E. Lewis will wind up his recSave for the $15,000 pulled last ord-breaking biz run
Monte
at
week by Laurel and Hardy's p.a., Proser's Copacabana, N. Y., March
bands outstripped vaude and
revues 15. wfien he'll take a two-week
on b.o.
Horace Heidt fetched $17,- Miami vacation before opening April
«0, Phil Harris, $15,500; Ted Lewis, 2 at Loew's State on Broadway.
14,500; and Ben Bernie,
Lewis, who opened at the Copa just
$13,000.
before the New Year, is also set for
two weeks at the Mayfair Club, Boston, starting April 15.
Retrenchment
Besides Lewis, the William Morris agency has spotted Belle Baker
To
in
the Hub's Mayfair for two weeks
Dismissals
starting March 4, with Frances Faye
Long-expected weeding-out of sur- following for a fortnight beginning
P'us

FEFE FERRY'S

Move

San Francisco, Feb. 17.
Headquarters for American Guild

—

BOOKING SNAG KEY TO

follows
Romo
Price
Georgie
was leased last year to
San Ottenberg,
Harry Drob and Vincent into' La Martinique, N. Y„
John Hackett.
They closed after a whereby hangs a peeve from Jack
series of bad weather
Harris, boniface of La Conga, the
breaks.
Broadway spot where the comedian
marked his comeback as an actor
Padula.

—

HYPO

As a further hypo

fears.

ing seen

BIZ

Associated Actors and Artistes of
America, via special committee, la
probing the problems of the turbulent American Guild of Variety Artists.
Several from AGVA were
queried yesterday
(Tuesday) by
of Variety Artists, Actors Equity,
Walter Greaza, of Equity; Mrs.
American Federation of Radio ArtFlorence Marston, Screen Actors
ists and American Guild of Musical
Guild's eastern representative, and
Artists has moved to new address
Ruth Richnriond, of Chorus Equity.
at 26 O'Farrell street.
What steps will be taken to rePrevious quarters taken over by
organize AGVA, into a better knit
USD as a clubhouse.
and more smoothly operating union
have not yet been determined.
Meanwhile, in the trade, it's suggested that AGVA's chief problem
of finding an executive head who
Is both a w.k.- personality and business head could be solved via

Frisco Unions

crlUcal here, ac- Ben Toit Slnceri In 11th Date in
,.ude has become
American Guild
Last 18 Months at N. T. Boxy
Mriing to the local
Draft, 'steady
Variety Artists.
Industries and fear
Ben Yost Singers, male Mxtet,
defense
In
Sobs
are blamed, com- open Feb. 19 at the Boxy, N. Y. It
if JaD bombings
Frisco area scram- will be the 11th engagement by a
binaUon leaving
Yost group at the house In the last
bling for talent
would be 18 months.
Acts which ordinarily
Combined engagementi total 45
reportedly have deheading this way
war zone. Biz weeks.
toured to avoid the
here continues brislt,
In Itey nlteries
still off in
however, although it's
plenty other spots.
from
With war scaring acts away
Music Corp. of America is
the Coast,
to
'Sablon's repertoire Is surefire
importing Ulent from Mexico City
La Fieste nitery here.
the staid Persian Room resounded
ail booliings at
Hector,
of
team
and
time and again with Insistent reTaissco Trio
12quests for encores.' Abel, Variety.
on
a
open
(25)
Ramon
Amelia y
guarantee.
Currant at the
weelc
Brook Club, Miami Beach, Fla.
Herman Stein, in charge of the
Exoluaive Decca Recordihga
MCA office here, brand» timidness
*
Direction:
as
inasmuch
'ridiculous'
acts
the
of
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
war has
Fristo's nearest approach to
been a couple of blatfkouts. Several
due to
Miami Beach, Feb. 17.
acts, he says, have cancelled'

AS

AGVA Prez

As Move to Smooth Union s Problems

NO 'SITUATIONS WANTED'

17.

37

Fields

Heads

Sir Francis Drake hotel is experimenting with 'Country Store'
night as a Saturday 'comc-on in the
No cover, with a
Persian room.
$2.25 minimum sUrting at 6 o'clock.
Sam Moore, NBC actor, is 'storekeeper' with Bill Wood, web announcer, as m.c. Acts are headed by
Rosie and her guitar, also from the

Montreal nitery. El Morocco, opens March 11, with the
William Morris agency doing the
.show booking.
Benny Fields will top the opening
show, playing for two weeks, with
Belle Baker and Jean Sablon follow-

network studios here.

ing in that order.

Mont'l Cafe's Opener

A new

York's

Soltan Must

Sene

Jail

Term, Petitions Denied
Minneapolis, Feb. 17.
Despite petitions signed^ by many

Bernard and Jejnnette Garrettc, leagues' head, has been compelled
walked out. Third principal, Sadie to go to Stillwater prison to serve
Banks, said
spot, stuck,

to own a piece of the a year's sentence for perjury In
but no show was given. connection with one of his numerous raids.

Following day, however, Silverman agreed to deposit the money in
question in .escrow pending arbitration by the State Mediation Board.
Hearing was scheduled for- yesterday
afternoon (Tuesday).

The

petitions

were sent

to

Gov,

H. B. Stassen and to Judge W. W.

Bardwcll of district court, who senfenced the minister ,and to the stat*
pardon board.

-

—
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HOUSE RETIEWS
Gags are whiskered, he punches too
hard and whole impression is one of
a guy trying to be funny with

N. Y.

;

,

STATE,

with Ray
snake-hips

N. Y.

sings

Nance,
aahcer.

two numbers

trumpeter

and

Herb

Jeffries
with fair results,

APOLLO,

N. Y.

Ella Fitzgerald Orch (IS) tolth
Sanborn; being a better radio than stage perBlue Barron's Orch with
Emtc Barefleld; Johnnv Mack; 3
J
,
Adricimc; 3 Martels k Miffnon; Hec- sonality.
Charlie of the turn, he's
Broion,
Jinitnv
Coi'cr,
Miss Waters enjoyed a nice wel- Rifft; Faludyt <6); Moore & Burdwho Is tor & Pals; 'Babes on Broadway^
Fischer (3 Blue Notes) ond Tiny Joyce Hunter. (Mrs. Auer>.
come from the matinee customers Vivian Barris; 2 Zephyrs; Bobbu
decorative In black and has a {M-G).
Wolfe; Wessort Bros. (3); Gil & plenty
scored in four tunes and an en
and
Evans;
'Cadet GirV (20th).
voice.
UnWeather.'
Bemie Maiaon, Carole & Sherod; fair
core of 'Stortny
For a closer, band beats out a hot
Five-act bill Is headed by George
•Captains 0} the Clouds' (WB), refortunately her manner of selling
Ella Fitzgerald's band and a suc'Bugle Call Rag,' featuring Bill Watt Murphy, who means boxoffice, judgviewed in Variety,' Jan. 21.
this old standby ruins its melodic cession of intermittently good
at the drums and with La Hutton go- ing from the capacity business Friand
the
quality.
A femme trio assists
mediocre vaude acts- make this
ing to town from tips of her toes to day night- (13) and the way the audineatly in 'Bread and week's stage work' here an in
Gil and Bcrnie Malson and the too of that shock of long blonde hair. ence ate him up, especially the star singer
and out
Gravy' and 'St.- Louis,' then alone affair. But on the whole It's an enWesson Brothers, two variety acts, Max Adkins" house orcl- back in pit younger element.
honors on a spiritual tertaining 80 minutes.
Miss Fitzare the foundation- of the current again after two weeks on the stage
Murphy, who's been in several film they do the
which provides a breether in Miss gerald's poorly balanced outfit, four
stage show at WB's Broadway flag- playing for acts.
musicals, got a terrific hand on takSinger opens trumpets,
Waters' repertory.
three
Cohen.
trombones, four
They are the sock audienceship.
Biz okay.
ing the stage and a still bigger one
"Ain't Gonna Sin' and follows saxes and four rhythm, works
pleasers, backgrounded by Blue Bargoing off after 16 minutes. He could with
and Johnny,' tricked stage, coming up front between onron's orchestra, which is only lair
have done more. Although some of with 'Frankie arrangement.
acts
with a novel
up
for
various
instnimentals under
musically and perks audience interand
songs
his talk is weak, his
HIPP,
Good trade on second show. Fox. direction of sub -leader Eddie Bareest best via the singing of the 'Three
dances are dicky. He Includes the
field, clarinetist-arranger.
Blue Notes, Billy Cover, Jimmy
title number from the film playing
Brown and Charlie Fischer, indiwith him here, 'Babes on Broadway,'
It's probable that the combination
Baltimore, Feb. 14.
vidually and collectively, and has
well sold.
A fine dance routine
makes a clean hit on one-nighters
Susan Miller with Al Siegel, Wally closes him stoutly.
cellist Tiny Wolfe.
with, its overloaded brass section and
Brown, Paul Remos Si Co. (3), Britt
For light, effective comedy the
ive arrangements, but its work
Tlie Maisons have one of the best Wood. Lew & Oliue Caits (3), Felice
Bob Chester Orch (14) with Betty s not entirely satisfactory here
comedy dog acts around, with a luin House Orch (13; 'Ball of Fire' show has Fred Sanborn, pantoand
xylophonist, working with a straight firadlev & Cy Baker; Mills Bros. (5)
evoked no particularly favorable remonkey who is violently allergic to (RKO).
For a Al Gordon's Racketeers; The Col- action. Only one or two of its arman.
His act is familiar.
the name of Frank Buck the laugh
flash finish there are the Three Mar- stons (2); 'No Hands on the Clocfc' rangements, led by Bnrefield's able
standout. Gil Maison is now domg
layout.
standard
good
(Par).
This
is
a
his
tels and Mignon (New Acts).
clarlneting, make an Impression; best
most of the stage work, with
bit
one
spotted
only
diminusong
stylist,
for
his
Adrienne,
is
on
Brown,
without
Wally
is
Bernie.
'Broomstreet,'
wife,
an interesting work
with a tiny chihuahua. The business tive femme partner on this trip, second, where she registers big. Her
Strand last weekend mixed a in good tempo.
selling ability Is reminiscent of hey- fairish potion of music, song and
Miss Fitzgerald herself, however,
with the dogs is chiefly on the 'cute
weaves in and out as emcee and day vaudeville, when singers didn't
solid with vocals.
side, notably the routine with the
comedy to please the Brooklyn paSurprisingly
microphones.
Nor does trons of its four-day vaude policy. slim since last caught, and costumed
lazy bull, and the act's strongest holds down a potent spot of his own. require
of
line
Maison's
mike
view
the
Adrienne need a
in
of
asset is nersoiiable
Large house was better than three- with good taste, she clicked easily
House orch is on stage.
apparent power of her voice. She is quarters of capacity when caught with 'Hey Now,' 'I Got It Bad'
patter, all good.
Fast opener with considerable apThe Wessons have a clever mimicry peal is the hoofing duo of Lew and the daughter of the opera prima (last show Friday), with the audi- 'Atisket,' "Blues In Night' and "Big
routine, one of the boys doing the Olive Caits. Following some tappery donna, Margaret Matzenauer. A tall, ence considerably more on the a.k. Fat Mama,' last two being encores.
physical impersonations while the to good response, 'our dad' is brought glamorous type, she's doing four nabe side than the crowd brought She works in closing spot and doesn't
numl)ers here.
They
out in Manhattan by such bands as appear until then.
other imitates the voices.
on for a round of very legit stepping
Opening turn Is Hector and Pals, the current Bob Chester crew. Show
Johnny Mack (New Acts), excepwhammed Friday night (13), finally in which Lew joins for some very
was nicely built to limit the band in tionally fine tapster, leads off and is
having to beg off. after excellent smart precision stuff to a bell-ring- dog act that's been around a long
Char. — favor of the other acts, which the followed by the Riffs, vocal -dance
satirical takeoffs of Edward G. Rob- ing finish. 'Dad' looks like one half time. They get across well.
Brooklyn hausfraus and their men trio whose work is just fair. At
inson. Wendell Willkie, Edgar Ber- of act recalled by this reviewer as
this showing they won a hand that
clearly enjoyed more than the jive.
gen and Charlie McCarthy and Car- the Caits Bros., of vaude's heyday
men Miranda
K. C.
That's not to belittle Chester's ag- brought atf- encore, but the latter
and several Shubert revues. New
gregation. It's a neat outfit with Its was inspired more by their finishing
Third act In the show is the sister twist is good showmanship adding
brand of sweet swing, adorned by the footwork in true Harlem style than
team of Carole and Sherod, two considerable appeal and a possible
Kansas City, Feb. 14.
pleasant-looking maestro. Among the by the vocalling. One arrangement
good-looking willo^lry blondes doing spot in whatever playing time there
Cliff Arvin; Beulah Bryant; Claude instrumentalists, Cy Baker clicked of 'Poor Butterfly* is good, however.
nice tap and soft-hoe ballroom danc- is around.
Ic Andree; The WaUcmtrs (3)
Jimmy handily with a turn at hitting the
Six Faludys, tumbling act, are
They are enhanced by nifty
ing.
Britt Wood, In the deuce, socks Bunn, Herb Six House Orch; 'A Genhigh ones on his horn. On the vocal third though essentially an opening
costuming.
with his country bumpkin routine of tleman at Heart' (20th>.
act
They conflne themselves to
side, Betty Bradley scored better on
Barron's orch Is sectioned In four gagging, song and dance and extrasight appeal than pipes. She's sim- somersaulting off a springboard to
reed, Ave brass and four rhythm, lat- ?ood harmonica stuff. Susan Miller
two, three, then fourhigh as finale.
This
one
Is a formula variety bill ilar
in
some
respects
Bonnie
of
ter including two pianos, at one of
ollows.
With some background in with four standard acts and the reg- Baker, but without the melody in her It gets monotonous, but Is well done.
which Is Cover, who nicely delivers a plx and radio, Miss Miller is a local ular house perforiners, Jimmy
Bunn throat Her 'Hawaiian War Chant' Perhaps the limited space, with a
good part of the yodels. It's appar- ite who has appearance, wardrobe and the Herb Six band. It
band also onstage, holds them to the
has too was best.
ent why Barron's prch Is okay for
one-trick groove: after all, a sax
and personality, backed by sophisti- many ins and outs. There Is some
Sock applause-getter of the show player could hardly
dancing, but his arrangements are
his best with
cated arrangements of Al Siegel, who compensation in return to the. regular
was Al (Gordon's Racketeers, one of an acrobat In his. do
hardly showy enough to make the
horn, and vice
is at the piano.
She
presents
a
dis- 30c. any seat, any time, with the
work.
stage
those dog acts In which obstinate versa. Moore
aggregation standout for
and ^yrd, straighted
tinct possibility In the quest for new screen fare also having more for the
mutts refuse to do anything or re- by Vivian Harris, work in
Just as well then that he puts so
a lone
Has an appealing voice and marquee than the iisual film entry spond In reverse. Gordoh milks it
much stress on the singing, though It faces.
comedy
sequence thereafter.
here.
It's
of plenty of laughs, but would do
might be advantageous to have a good diction for tricky improvisa*
The 45-minute bill
some better better to break it up more and pre- okay.
femme vocalist break up the proces- tions of 'Delilah,' 'China Boy,' 'White moments toward the has
Two Zephyrs haven't changed their
end when Bunn clude monotony by more frequently
sion of men. Midway In the show Cliffs of Dover' and a new tune by takes
pantomime dice game turn much,
off on the pop song vocals and
Siegel
titled
'That's
Why
MacInmedley.
having
the
pups
really
do
a
stunt
good
uncorks
a
Barron
and It's still a solid sock. It anythe Walkmirs put In their eight minThey get In a few of them, inci- thing, they get better. Duo
cluding "Night and Day' among other Arthur's There Now.' For audiences utes of acrobatics.
and
But until then dentally, like back somersaults from
standard poos, and has a strong flnale here, best results were obtained with it's all pretty
much so-so. The Six a standing position, that are really solo dancing Is used fore and aft of
Jn Irving Berlin's 'Any Bonds To- the simpler melodic structures of the band opens with
the slow-motion dice 'argument' that
a medley of sweet- pips.
day,' which, however, Is over-staged. latter two. Ought to prove a bet in
winds up In a 'slashing.' Bobby
heart tunes In line with the St ValBarron himself Is a good front and more sophisticated company, particu- entine's
Mills Bros., who differ from the Evans, billed as fresh from Marlene
Day season. Bunn Is then
larly in the plushed-up bistros.
clear m.c.
on to route the standard acts, call- days of their earlier popularity and Dietrich's Tlame of New Orleans,'
Biz good, the film being a strong
Brown keeps his material fresh ing first on Cliff Arvin, who
takes a greater fame by the addition of a hasn't much to talk about beyond
Scho.
draw.
and with his distinctive style of halt- turn at manipulating marlonets In guitarist and the substitution of their that
He Imitates Cab Callc;;'ay,
ing delivery gets the most out of a okay fashion.
father for one of the lads who died, Rochester, BUI Robinson (with taps),
gag. Throws in a vocal and Is enIn the deuce, Beulah Bryant, col- ran through repeated encores.. They then contributes a fair medley of
tirely at home in this company. In- ored singer, has a turn at shouting haven't the old socko quality, although past Harlem dance faves.
tros Paul Remos and his two acro- 'Old Man Mose.' 'Shoe Shine Boy still plenty listenable. Part of what's
Biz fair opening night (Friday).
batic mites who score solidly with and 'A Good Man Is Hard to Find.' missing is strong arrangements comr
Wood.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 13.
smart hand-to-hand balancing and Gene Clayton does sleight of hand, bining straight vocalizing with the
Ino Say Hutton Orch (14); Mischa cute comedy. Supplied a rousing finof poorly selected gags, and a Mills* unique ability at instrumental
Auer b Joyce Hunter; Bob Dupont; ish for this layout when caught and stock
Boys did 'Basin Street,'
short semi-acro terp to close. If his imitation.
Robitison & Morttn; Stuart Foster; attracted a legitimate series of curmagic doesn't offer the Customers "Lazy River,' 'Lucy Brown,' 'Million
'PlaymatesT (RKO).
Dollar
and
others.
Baby,'
tains.
anything he'll dance for them, but if
.(•CONTINENTAL REVUE')
Biz very good.
Burm.
his dancing fails as it does, then
Filling In the comedy angle were
First time for Ina Ray Hutton
what? Act of Claude and Andree The Colstons, pair of ballroom terpRoslta Royce, Bob White, Jock
around here in a couple of years,
classes strictly as an oddity and Is ers. Turn Is only mildly funny, beMossmaTt, Sparky Kaye, Norma Jean
and there've been some changes
played for little else.
The nearly ing too far on the straight slap-her- Beck,
John Leonard, Florence Hin
made. In first place, she's batoning
seven-foot Miss Andree with her me- in-the-puss-for-a-laugh variety and
Low, Leon Miller, Latasha and
an all-male orch now instead of a
dium-sized male partner try some not satirical enough.
Herb.
Laurence, Juchlteeo .Trio, Ed Mcfemme crew and It's all for the
dance routines for laughs, but it's
CMcago, Feb. 14.
better, too. Secondly, she!s a vastly
Curdy, Harold Boyd and Hi* Jigdoubtful
humor.
Del
Courtney
Orch
Buddy
(12);
Gal, up
Improved show-woman.
saws, chorus Albert £. Coleman,
Bunn baritones for some hearty
N. Y.
there in front In a slinky silver Clark; Rosillianos (2) Vatson Sisters audience reaction as
directing orch; shorts ond newsreels.
he sings "White
evening gown, fairly drips s.a. and (2); 'Confessions of Boston Blaclcie' Cliffs of Dover' and 'Shepherd's Sere(NEWSBEELS)
keeps that body weaving rhythmi- (Col).
Current stageshow Is an A. B.
nade.' Closing Is the Walkmir balcally enough to satisfy the most arMarcus unit tagged 'Continental
ancing turn. Balancing by the male
Landing
of
the
first AEF In Eudent devotee of the figure terrific.
Del Courtney orchestra is sure of of two femmes on turning apparatus
rope In World War II tops the new Revue.' Show runs about 75 minIn days gone by, however, the business, based on fine reputation mounted atop a long pole Is certain bill here as an
Item of history, in utes, somewhat longer than usual for
Hutton band was mostly sex deco- gained partially during six-month for registering thrills.
the making. It Is magnificently han- the house, and although lacking boxrated by music. C^irrently she's got stay
Any biz turned In this week will dled by Paramount, with Intimate office names, is better entertainment
at
the
Continental
Room,
an okay outfit as well. Layout of Stevens hotel, and WGN-Mutual be mostly on strength of film, but it
closeups of the doughboys coming off than normal. There's not much atthree trumpets, three trombones, hook-up. Business excellent at
Quin.
last looks for light going.
the ship, being greeted and then tempt at pacing.
four saxes, guitar, bass, piano and show Friday (13), and so
Acts run on and off without introwas
the
marching off to undisclosed barracks.
drums is pretty solid and the lady's patrons' greetings.
Flight of refugees from Malaya duction or buildup. But there's amboys play a lot of music. Arrangethe
Courtney orchestra belongs on the
(Fox), and activity of the American ple talent and, although some of
ments are big-time, and with the
material Is stereotyped. It all adds
fleet In the Paciflc (Universal), are
visual aspects looked after more musicbox side of the business. It's
up
to a good show. Albert E. Coleamong the echoes of current newsAnd
than adequately bv the maestress, small, tinkling and melodic.
man, who travels with the unit, comBoston,
Feb.
13.
it
can
paper
headlines.
Normandie
con
play
on
any
stage.
No
fanthe audible ones are on a par.
Ethel Waters; Duke Ellington Band dagration is treated as a matter of posed the score, which Is effective
WkHot band number opens, followed fare, no abundance of production,
but lacks catchy tunes. He conducts
by good-looking dance team of Rob- no 32-piece string section.' Just (15), with Ivie Anderson, Herb how much can be salvaged and how the house orchestra.
m- Inson and Martin, who go from con- simple music played with good man- Jeffries, Marie Bryant. Al Guster, soon it can be refloated.
Opening with a fairly elaborate
'
Fox Movietone mentions the
ventional musical comedy routine ners and solid effectiveness by a Pot, Pan and SklUet; 'North to the
first
*
Klojidifce
(U),
well-knit
'scorched-earth' plan of the British product; 3n number, the bill
group.
Thus Is the CourtInto some sock high-kicking, spins
act by
In Its retreat before the Japs In comes to life with a comedy
and cart\vheels for a flash finish. ney band something of a novelty
This has been a big band season Malaya, but camera shots fail to bear Jack Mossman, a fast-talking straight
Hutton vocalist, Stuart Foster, with and certainly something of a relief
for the Keith stand, and this week this out. The battle in Libya, caught somewhat in the Bud Abbott manpipes a la Bins Crosby, on next and from the blaring jive outfits.
bewilshort,
ner,
and
Sparky
Kaye,
mops up at the start with 'White
Ck>urtney works nicely throughout the jive fans get a doubleheader with abo ty Fox, shows many destroyed
In
Nazi planes, tanks and trucks, but dered low comic not di.sslmilar
Cliffs of Dover' and then tapers off as m.c.
Vocals by members of the Duke Ellington and Ethel Waters.
LauEllington boys open in a swell this Is a bit dated in view of the style to Lou Costello.' Owen
with 'Dear Morn,' and 'Night and band, with Dick Dildine standing
rence follows with a skilled softmedley, of the lead's compositions, Nazi counter-offensive.
Day,' which shows off band ad- out.
after
with solo players and the maestro
Remainder of bill, with the usual shoe and acrobatic routine,
mirably but not Foster, who doesn't
for
Rosillianos are a dance team that
which Norma Jean Beck vocals
f;lve those swell Cole Porter lyrlcS has played much In Chicago theatres highlighted. Very effective production clips about defense, bathing beauties, another production numbci.
Like
prize fights, etc., seems, dull by comheir due.
and niteries. But they do less here and a good start-off for the shojv.
Band offers little in the melody line, parison. Universal has some neat the others, it Is marked by rather
Bob Dupoot, who's been around so than normally. Work
hard to get but
pumps out plenty of jam -smash photography of a Buffalo-Pittsburgh ambitious staging and costumes. of a
often he's eligible to vote in Pitts- over the Polish theme
of their
John Leonard, a huge tub
stuff. Best trick is a specialty featur- train wreck, with rescuers working
burgh, hasn't failed yet at Stanley to dances, but there's too
much strain- ing Ivie Anderson, vocalist, in a in a blinding snowstorm. Same reel man, is on next with a steady drumtie a show into knots with his
ing for ballet stuff.
funny.
novel arrangement of 'Give Me a plugs St. Valentine's fashions at the fire of comic gab, much of it
comedy juggling, and It's the same
Then the Juchlteeo Trio, two men
Solid and standard are the Watson Man Like That,' In which several Hotel New Yorker, N. Y.
story this time. That encore finale,
and a woman, do a Mexican dance in
Sisters, who registered mightily with band members
Embassy
back
her lyric.
•when he handles
has

Middle
Interrupted by

Billv nothing to be funny about.

George

Murphy;

Fred

,

,

•

BALTO

-

STRAND, BROOKLYN

.

TOWER,

;

STANLEY, PITT

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

ORIENTAL, CHI

-

.

EMBASSY,

;

KEITH'S BOSTON

'

^

,

a plate, apple and
bite out of the

napkin and takes a

apple every time It passes his mouth,
makes It tough for Dupont to
get off. The Hutton gang follows
with a crack version of 'Dark Eyes,'
which at the end goes off into a
conga rhythm, with the pleader
still

their comedy crossfire.
Hokum .at
all times, but sold with experienced
showmanship that had this audience

with a flag-waver song

howling,

for the wlndup, this act did everything but walk off with the seats.

Buddy Clark remains one

of the

pounding the bonga and the stage natural pop singers of the day. He
darkening for the boys' phosphores- got over quickly despite a particucent gloves, which spell out Ina Ray larly tough assignment when caught,
Button. It's a good novelty and following a mess of male vocalizing
by the Courtney orchestra. But be
very effective.
'

Next-to-closing c 0 me s Mischa
Auer. His act's stricUy from Dixie.

made

the grade without the least
> ''
Goltt

troable,

<

•

'

•

'

•

talk
to
also
H. V. Kaltenand
Also scores with 'Rocks in My Bed' born and Tex McCrary again, former which the men clash long knivesordiand '1-A In the Army.' Landed ex- doing the best job of commentary send off sprays of sparks. An
marital
tra bows when caught. Al Guster, a Added short this week is 'Defense of nary comedy sketch about
'0"'',°'
slick tapper with a bizarre style, is Moscow, an exciting pictorial closeup triangles follows, and then
skctcn.
the
card-game
comics
do
a
another pip turn, grabbing hefty that's badly edited, poorly backMcCurdy
plaudits.
grounded with music and badly nar- familiar In -burlesque. Ed
Pot Pan and Skillet, featured rated. Numerous excellent battlef ront sings 'Chloe' rouslngly and K*'-^,?"
Miss
dancers of the imlt, come In next-to- shots are marred by Inane verbiage. encore, followed by another
Oriental
close for a whammo session of soft- Instead of a straight-forward recital, Beck vocal introducing an
an acrofeaturing
production
number
shoe eccentric and aero. Their tech- which would have been doubly effecLow.
nique Is screwball and they get real tive because of current Interest In the batic routine by Florence Hinresponse
Loon Miller got a nice
results with their horseplay on the sturdy Russian fightr/s, sugary and
with an album of dances from anhoof.
Marie Bryant torso-twister, blunt propaganda Is employed.
(Contjnued on page 44)
clicks In a solo and later In a duo bit
Weor,
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N. Y.

(HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA)

REVIEWS

Reviews

well, ballied.

Show

kicks off with

band
parading
between
tables,
drum-majored by Lou Ashe and

Midget Tiny DoUita. Musicos are in
red circus coats and mount stand to
Jimmy Dortey Orch (18) with tootle entrance
music for the line,
Helen O'Connelt, Bob Eberly, Pftil stepping
as drum
Wflshbum; cover 75c. weekdays. tines are by Ernie majorettes. RouRaeburn.
Saturdays, no mimmum.

$1,50

As

This

Is

Jimmy

Dorsey's

straight Ixjoltlng in as

many

fourth
years at

the Pennsylvania's Cafe Rouge, and
his best from several
It figures to be
Doints of view. Firstly, because this
stand here since his
first
IS his
heavy-gro.ssing recordings of the last
half of 1941, which made him the
top man among record-selling bands
of last year: secondly, the usual
musical excellence of the combo has
been Improved still further; thirdly,
business in New York hotels has
been great during the last couple of
months and appears likely to con'

New York's Strand
few weeks ago Dorsey has
added a fourth trumpet, fourth
trombone and a sixth sax. Though
payroll, they add
the
skyrocket
they
a fullness to its sharply clean playing that's bound to have a happy
effect on the fans. Too, the group's
tempoes arc better, more rounded
and flowing than they ever have
been, and the impact they make was
very noticeable when caught. Dance
floor was laden every number.
Of course, jumping instrumentation to 18 pieces poses a problem in
room such as this, where check*''since leaving

theatre a

,

grabbers aren't likely to react favorably to having their ears blown off.
but Dorsey carefully avoids making
things uncomfortable via intelligent
arranging for brass. During dinner
hours matters are kept under wraps,
as expected. Arrangements are tasty,
and always
written
beautifully
InteresMng, ballad or jump.
Bob £berly and Helen O'Connell,
perhaps the outstanding vocalists in
the band business, are major cogs in
thi Dorsey combo. Miss O'ConneU's
constantly improving voice, combined with traffic-jamming looks,
easily accord her the No. 1 position.
Elierly's strong baritone and deft
shading, also backed by physical
appeal, has been outstanding for
some time. And there Is no letup
Phil Washburn, new tromhere.
bonist, handles novelties, heretofore

gals break.

Bud Hughes

conies

on with a dog single, working two
pooches in succession. Hand-to-paw
aero stuff is plenty neat and landed
big.
Smiley, clown, pantos next,
using femme stooge who poses as a
limp dummy. Act may be okay but
is lost to all save ringsiders who can
see what happens at floor-level.
Ashe himself then lakes over.
Initial vocal selection, 'White Cliffs,'
is an abrupt change of pace and an
odd contrast to his ringmaster getup,
but guy has plenty of personality
and sells. Encores with a medley including 'Top Hat,' 'Blue Skies,' etc.
Duets with Dollita at end.
Eight gals follow
in
panther
briefies, going through a feline routine on and off stools, with Ashe
cracking the whip. Novelty is okay.
Two other gals frisk about in
monkey suits and another in black
does a jungle specialty.
Awkward stage wait while Spiller's seals set up, but act is worth
waiting for and easily collects top
honors. Spiller and spouse work
three fish-eaters which are excellently trained for both comedy and
trick stuff. It's their first date since
being bombed out of Scofi'eld Barracks, Honolulu, and apparently the
experience hasn't hurt anything.
Line's next turn
routine, with

horse

prancing

a

is

gals

in

two

okay, followed by Lady
Godiva on a stuffed steed for a
climax. Latter gal showed nothing
at early show.
Wem.
Biz good.
teams,

'

SOGER STEABNS
Pianist
1-2-3 Clob,

onStartofN.Y.Booldiigs

New York

Roger Steams

is a socialite pianist
long presided over the Barberry Room and Is now at the helm
of the new 1-2-3 Club, an East 54th
street boite which borrows its billing from the No. 123 street address.
Patterned along the Barberry lines,
it's an intimate, tastefully decorated
room with accent on food, pianologs
and gin-rummy. Such is the evolution of 'smart' N. Y. cafes drinking and playing gin-rummy.
One

who

N. Y.

Romo

Vincent, Rositd Rios, Mota &
Hori, Line (Adele Jerpcns, Audrey
Wesfphal, Jerry Lowe, Iris Marshall,
Normo Richfer, Chorloftc Lorraine,
Vera Devine and Betty Apple), Val

—

Stearns' pianology is expert, refined, but professional. Socialite pal
of
Dwight Deere Wiman, Cole
Porter, J. J. Hill II, Mrs. Paul Mellen
and Leonard Hanna, all took one of
those South Seas cruises a couple
of years ago, jiist before Porter

came up with 'Panama

Hattie.'

And

now that a zombie is the sole civilized heritage of anything South Seas,
their friendship resulted in the 1-2-3
Club, where Stearns is prime host,
aided by Paul, former maitre at the
Cafe Pierre; chef Fred Mahlke, late
of the Rainbow Room, and a staff
that
knows the Stork-MoroccoMonte Carlo customers, and is thus
getting them into this spot.
The
room itself has had bad experience
when it was the Club Cuba, the
9 o'Cloc>: Club (which even Sherman Billingsley couldn't put over),
Le Mirage, etc. But woo knows
what miracles will be wrought by
courtesy of the U. S. Playing Card
Corp. and gin-rummy? Right now,
as a 'new' spot, it's getting the ever
curious niterounders.
Abel.

BUTH CLAYTON
Miami Beach

5 o'clock Clnb,

Possessed of a well-trained voice,
the personable Ruth Clayton has
been pleasing 'em at the 5 o'clock

lacking.

Dorsey's is a polished, rounded orSanization that should remain among
lie top few for a long time. Wood.

line of eight beauts

Vincent for laughs and a
who equal anytown as eye-fillers top a
very pleasant revue at the Martinique currently. Nat Karsor, who
designs the productions for Radio
(HOTEL SHERMAN)
City Music Hall, N. Y., has both designed and produced the show, makChicago, Feb. 13.
ing it equal in its own way to anyJan Savilt Orch (16) tuith Ruth thing he has taken off his drawing
Robin, Bon-Bon, Jeanne Blanche, board
for the giant Rockefeller
Miami Models (9); $1.25-$2.50 mini- operation.
mum.
The avoirdupois -ridden Vincent is
plenty corny in spots, but plenty
Jan Savitt remains distinctive for funny, too, so there can be litUe obmodern tempoes based on genuine jection. He .doesn't m.c, merely fillmusical ability.
He's thoroughly ing a spot and handling the flnale.
established with the modern rhythm His i^ugging, educated stomach and
addicts, for they appreciate his fine pleasant voice, with which he runs
musical flair. For that reason be re- off some standard but mostly special
mains one of the best bets for the tunes, sell him neatly. Gagging and
Hotel
Sherman's Panther Room, vocal stint won him plenty of enwhich has become synonymous with cores.
the best in swing.
Karson has bedecked his line of
This makes it the third time in gals in some beauteous costumes.
about two years for the Savitt Couple of the femmes do minor
orchestra in this room, and the cur- specialties in the opener, which is on
rent band is the best that Savitt has a circus theme.
Choreography is
yet presented in Chicago. He is do- very simple and mild, but few cusing a fine job currently and should tomers expect the lookers to be able
leave the spot with an even larger to dance, too.
Chicago following than ever.
Carrying out the circus theme is
Savitt's orchestra is fine for the
and Hari with its
jive stuff; yet, it can switch easily to the turn of Mata
and aero peruie softer rhythms when the occasion satire on high-wire
tights, the couple
demands, particularly for the dinner formers. Clad in
imaginary tightrope on the
session, when it gives out with a uses an
floor, doing all the usual stunts genreally ^weet stanza of melody.
high up in the big
Vocalists with the orchestra are erally performed
Ruth Robin, a rather straight singer top. It's a good giggle-getter.
of pop tunes, and Bon-Bon, colored
Filling out the vocal side of the
singer, who has over-developed his show is Rosita Rios, Spanish warbler.
emotionless style to a point of cold- She does 'Begin the Beguine' and a
ness.
number of other tunes in Spanish,
Floor show is small currently. but seems unable to hit a stride.
Jeanne Blanche holds over with her Audience attention wavered badly
fine tap work.
Miami Models are when caught.
manikins with not much to offer as
Show is closed unusually for a
entertainment, with even the femmes nitery with 'Star Spangled Banner.'
In the audience choosing their soup
It's followed by Vincent doing 'Any
Instead of ogling the fashion parade. Bonds Today' and the line gals cirGold.
culating through the audience selling
Defense Stamps and Bonds. It's a
in.

PANTHER ROOM, CHI

CLUB LIDO, FRISCO
San Francisco, Feb.

11.

Circus Follies' with Capt. Spiller's
geals

(2);

Smiley (he Clown (2);
Pals; Tiny Dollito; Lou

Bud Hughes &

^she; Panther Girls (12); Rolond
orayer's Orch (6); $2 mimmum.

Animals In a nitery are a bit
ainerent for Frisco but latest Music
x>'P- of America concoction by
Herman Stein has okay possibilities.
8ood

first-show

mob

dis-

'^^P
played
surprising enthusiasm for the
oeasts despite raggednesS of the
opener and fact that nitery is so
constructed that nearly all save
nngslders have to sUnd to see what
« gomg on down on the floor.
Spot has been decked out in bigtop motif and the 'Circus Follies'
wi

.

good stunt, especially as the femmes
use no high pressure salesmanship or
embarrassing tactics on those who
jdon'l care to buy or those having
acquired their bonds and stamps
through other channels.
Music for the revue is contributed
by Melvin F. Pahl and lyrics by
Leonard Gershe. Tunes are rather
mild and the lyrics frequently definitely n.s.h. Val Olman's crew does
a nice job of playing the show and
Herbert Curbelo's rhumba thumpers
Herb.
fill the lulls.

Club.

Amidst a floor show
Mort Dennis' band,

that embraces

the Albins,
dancers; Joey Rardin, m.c.-mimic,
and the DeCastro Dancers (6), Miss
Clayton^ gives substance to the show.

Reminding

'

like Tom Barrat, playing in vaudeville as far back as the
'803, display a sense of timing, jgrace,
stage presence and generally excellent delivery which many moderns
could well emulate. Their material
is,
and must necessarily be, passe,
some of it dating so far back that It
possibly stirs only the memories of a
few graybeards. But there's a sentimental appeal which more than
compensates for lack of new material.

juggler,

is of a good unit, despite several
glaring weak' spots which will doubtlessly be sluffed-oS in time.

of

;

;

Lorettii

-

Young

in

she could eschew the mike,
having enough range and power as
evidenced when she does 'Remember
looks,

some of them,

surprisingly fast and good.
First 3f the hoofers on the bill is
76-year-old Texan
Klein,
slightly moth-eaten tux failed
handicap bis speed. He cleaned
up with an Irish jig and some- fancy
taps. Kennedy, alternately solo and
with Miss Francis, flashed a nifty
soft-shoe routine following a drunk
is

Harry
whose
to

of Billy

New York
Johnny Mack seems to have been

Apollo (heotre,

around, one gathers from the excellence of his tap routines. Not listed
in the 'Variety' files, he's thus duly
recorded. Good looking and trimly
outfited in tails, the nimble-footed
dancer runs through a variety of
cleverly done patterns, frequently

evoking spontaneous applause at

this

reviewing.

His

is

.

a

rapid-fire,

close-to-the-

and toe style of dancing,
air very neatly worked out. There s
no accompanying chater, but none is
needed. His feet do their own talk-

floor heel

ing.

He can do
and

Is It' and 'I
Know by Now.'
Miss Dupre, billed as former star
Watson burlesque shows, also
registered with comedy numbers
such as 'I Miss My Husband,' 'Sum-

Oughta

Dancing
5 Mlns.

well in both theatres

niteries.

Wood.

THREE MARTEL8 AND MIGNON
Adagio Dancing
7 Mins.
Slate, N. Y.

Although this flashy adagio turn
isn't fresh from the workshop, it isn't
in the 'Variety' New Act files, consequently it's included .here for the
record.

Three Martels and Mignon (three
men and a woman) do very fast,
cleverly conceived adagio routines,
with the running time only seven
minutes. But its a big seven mincolorfully
entertainment,
utes
of
performed.
When caught here they went over
Char.
in a big way.

Shirley

Deane Act

lands with both feet.

CHUCKLES OF

Lookin' Around,' 'Why

JOHNNY MACK

who

A comic slapabout duo. Cora Le«
and Kay, are next with a rapid pantomime act which harks bad: to tht
best in heyday vaude.
Had them
well in hand and panicked a cold
house. The fact that one is a pert
looker enhances the turn's value.

Orchestra takes over for a medley,
scoring with effective lighting which
spots each section of the band In
turn.
Next is contortionist Ruby
Ring, whose handstands and platform
As a surefire audience winner it stuff is right down
middle. Cgul^
would be difficult to top white- stay longer in viewthe
of the length ot
haired Emma Francis, who, after 52 some
of the other acts. Earns a fin*
years on the stage, tied up the show mponse.
(11) in less than three minutes with
By
way
of change
an energetic terp routine which selection is dished of 'bace, a harp
up by Margaret
wound up with flve (count 'em) cart- Neal, who also doubles
as band
wheels clear across the stage. Miss leader when
Mrs. Dahl is off.
Francis, exact age not revealed but
In the top slot and earning it every
reputedly between 88 and 75 years step of the
way Is Ginger Manners,
old, after her solo bit returned a few billed
as 'America's Screwball No. 1.'
minutes later with Harold Kennedy Not much
of an overstatement, at
to panic the house again with more that
It's a 'Wild, ad lib clambake
cartwheels and a nifty cakewalk. that begins where Martha
Raye and
She could be used to advantage as a Cass Daley leave off. Sure to please
novelty attraction on any stage. everywhere, although slightly
blue in
From accounts. Miss Francis, in con- spots. Does a Lionel Barrymcre
imsideration of her age, was told' in personation that
ranks with Uie best
advance not to do too much, but ap- and engages in a novel panto treatparently the thunderous applause ment of an Andrews Sisters recording.
was too much for her. This was true Apparently anything can happen ui
of others also.
this act; girls in the band were rollUnit holds an unusual number of ing in the aisles along with the cushooflng turns, considering that the tomers when caught.
Werk.
average age of the guys and' gals is
over 65. Barrat, of course, is terHe's been In vaudeville for
rific.
1942
some 62 years. Attired in- a neat blue
suit, he opens with a song he did
(BROADWAY CHARLOTTE, N. C.)
over 40 years ago, 'Obedeliah' ('I'd
like to Steal Ya'), and then goes into
Charlotte, W. C, Feb. 13.
buck and wing and tap terping which

Vienna,' 'Everything I Love,' and the bit.
like.
Her penchant for Viennese
Vocal department held Dora Pelairs, capably backed by Mort Dennis' letier,
Anna Kent and Jeanette
crew, is commercial, especially the Dupre.
Miss Pelletier, a buxom
way she does it, even though the dame with golden curls, attired in
automatic association of present-day feathered hat and gold-colored jown,
Austria is not the most palatable does Imitations of old-time minstrel
thought in a cafe. Miss Clayton is singers.
Anna Kent, one of the
a uifty entry for the better-gtade youngsters (reputedly only 63), in
clubs, and will make the major the red-hot-mama style sang some
leagues in short order.
Abel.
of her own songs to big returns. She
cashed In on such tunes as 'I'm Still

Shirley Deane, under contract to
20th-Fox for past few years, is being primed by the William Morris
agency for a- vaude unit including
San Francisco, Feb. 17.
Ted Lewis opens a retura date at several other Hollywood starlets.
Act may first go on a p.a. tour and,
the Bal Tabarin March 5.
Previous commitment will mean thence Into niteries. Meantime she

TED lEWIS' FRISCO EETUItN

here

—

—

Despite its billing, it's a
nitery, although the tag was born
of the idea that if you get there by
5 p.m. the first drink is free and on
the house. For the management, it's
Olm4in and Herbert Curbelo Orch; a good trailer to get 'em in early,
minimum, $2.50 weekdays; $3.50 so that many linger Into the dinner
Saturdays.
hour, etc.

Romo

Union Square Old-Tijne
Variety Show' with Lee Barth, Frank
'Reckless' Lynch, Dora Pcllettcr, Tom
Barrat, Anna Kent, Harold Kennetly,
Emma Francis, Harry Klein, B:ll
Brownxug & Al Bracken, Jeanette
Dupre, Prof. Bruce Healy & Brass
Band (6) 'Swamp Water' (20th) and
'Wake Up Screaminp" (20th) at RKO
'Keith's

Toplined and emceelng Is Edith
Rogers Dahl, gal whose letter to Gen.
Franco saved her ex-husband from t
Spanish firing squad. Mrs. Dahl at*
tempts a violin medley, n.s.g., and
vocalizes a swing version of 'Clri
88th St. theatre, N. Y.
Biri Bin.'
Hardly terrific. Chatter
about Whltey Dahl could well b«
can remember 'way back when just
snipped, but her clowning and cosdrinking gin period! was the main
.Shaping up as a flrst-rate novelty,
changes are okay.
objective of a saloon.
Oh well, this lineup of a.k. vaude faves of a tume
Three Glamorettes, tapsters, lead
tempus fugit.
bygone era packs a tremendous wal- off solidly,
followed by Winnie May,
lop. On the whole these performers,

—

Soprano

MARTINIQUE,

thing

S9

Old-rmie Vaude with A. K. Names

June Corr & Hahn Ormond, Jo«
Carol Whitney; Carlylt k
Johnny Dove; Barne i
Brenda; Charles & Vero Raymond;
Evelyn Cedar; Chuckles Girls (7);
Chuckles Band (5); 'Right to tht

May &

Mamba;

Heart' (20th).

A little more show than this terriaccustomed to, 'Chucklei^
Is
packs an hour and 10 minutes ot
comedy, dancing, acrobatics, novelties and one of the best-trained Una
of ponies caught here this season.
tory

Show, if anything, is too long, and
could be trimmed to advantage for
showing on this circuit, which la
used to 55 -minutes. June Carr and

Rahn Ormand, owners and producers
of show, are on twice In knockabout

comedy turns. First appearance is a
skit built around a super transformer
which doctor, played by Miss Can,
uses to transfer ails of patients to
stooge, played

by Ormand. Act ends

in a blue blackout
plenty
mer Time," 'Yip-I-Addy' and 9 com- laughs. They returnforlater in ox
a
paratively new song (for her), 'East
hodge-podge comic turn which InSide, West Side.' Frank Lynch, jugcludes a fe\v gags, song?, a bullfight,
gler, still agile and effective, scored
knockabout comedy and a burlesk
with the wine-glass and lightedr fan dance by Miss Carr. Although
cigaret tricks while balancing him- material is good for
lafls and Miss
self on a board placed across a cylin- Carr
and Ormand are good showmen,
der.
turn could be trimmed
advantage,
Browning and Bracken, In black- A quiz skit, conducted toby Ormand,
face, with one of the "boys' dressed
also could be dropped.
as a femme, did well in the comedy
Carlyle, assisted by Mamba, from
division.
They handled tepid ma- the line, is vital and Impressive in his
terial with skill and what they could
dance, 'Satan and the Virgin.' Hiis
do given adequate dialog is obvious. is set up by an elaborate parade
Lee Bar^h, functioning as emcee, also number by line and Is deftly and
scores in fiext-to-shut with a -comedy sensitively executed by the nimble
turn. He climaxes with a parody on Carlyle and his partner.
Irish, Bronx and Italian gals singing
Joe May and Carol Whitney score
'Ma, He's Makln' Eyes at Me.' Bruce pleasingly in another comedy turn.
Healy's band, some of whose mem- May, a vet showman, handles the
bers are in red-striped blazers, is in gags for plenty of laffs, while Miss
the pii
Whitney, who is a plenty good
Unit impresses chiefly as a novelty looker, stooges and does some sock
booking, for one or possibly two singing of There'll Be Some Changes
shows a day. Age of performers Made.' Although material is good,
precludes three or four-a-day. Fol- act is a little long for this circuit.
lowing one-day stay here (11), ijhow
Barrie and Brenda are pleasing in
goes on other metropolitan bookings: a .standard balancing act, stressing
Coliseum (13), Fordham (19), Alden grace and smoothness in some dif(Jamaica) (20-21-22-23). 58th St. (27- ficult turns and lifts. Charles and
28), Hamilton (March 2), and Rich- Vera Raymond turn in some nifty
mond Hill (8).
hoofing in a tap appearance, clicking
Billy Jackson Is the producer.
up and down stair props and conMori.
tributing some neat precision terping
in a showy number.
Johnny Dove
whizzes over the sta^e in a skate
single backed up by line. Good for
.

PLATINUM BLONDES

(PARAMOUNT, ANDERSON,

IND.)

Anderson, Ind., Feb. 12.
Edith Rogers Dahl; Ginger Man3 Glamorettes; Winnie Moy;
Ruby Ring; Marge Neal; Cora Lee &
ners;

Kay; Blonde Belles of Rhythm
'Freckles

Comes Home' (Rep)

(14)

plaudits.

One of most entertaining bits Is a
snappy production number featuring
girls from line. Opens with Ormand
bringing on Evelyn Cedar, featured
in the billing as 'the strip that didn't
off,' for laff!) and followed In
quickly by girls from line in quick-

come

change parade numbers, winding up

This all-girl unit, booked by Jack with patriotic military tap. During
Fine out of Chicago, broke in here presentation, Peter Howard bariwith a two -day stand Wednesday and tones 'It Takes Beautiful Clothes to
Thursday (11 -12) preparatory to tour- Make a Lady.' He also comes back
Hurrithe
of
tonight
(Wed.)
at
run
opens
clicko
terminating the current
ing.
Twenty-five, fempfi^s are in- later to sing 'This Love of Mine.'
Just.
cluded. Over-all impression gleaned Nice voice.
'Grandfather's Follies' at that time. cane, Broadway nitery.

Wednesdaj, Februarj 18, 1912

40
Audrey

ft

Hotel Plat*
(Pertlaa Boom)

Phli

Dukes
Bonny Carter Oro

Willie

Variety Bills
WEEK FEBRUARY
Nomerftli In oonneoUon with

full

Howard-Pnyseo Dan

(Two to fill)
JA3IAI0A

rnOVIDENCE
HelropolltAn
(20-23)

I

h'jcw

cm

TOBK

Southern Sli

CHICAGO

8T VWJ.
Orph^nm (S0<3a)

Chlcnco (2e>

Andrews RIs
Johnny Lonff

.

SOUTH RIVKK

Wctis

Chlco Marx Ore
Masters ft Rollins

(19)

Bd

Fays

4

PASSAIC

TOKK CITV

Central (10)
ClioHter Ore
Ailrlnn HoMlnl 3

Bob

PITTSlllJt(;H
Slaiilry

(20)

Lawrence Welk Ore Moore

Done

Roffcra

Alan Carney
Earl Carroll Vanities Kay, Katya ft Kay

JlmmyvDurante

Olaen

3

ft

K

WOBCRSTKH

Gons&lea

.

PaUc« (20)
Woody ITerraan Ore
Connto Boswell

Johnny

\V|^ods
Sis
(13)

Dawn

Sammy Kaye

COLlplBVS

Ethol Waters

Jack White
Irene Carroll

Frankle Hyers
VlQce Curran

Roy Sedley
Hazel McNulty

DAYTON
Colontnl

Lemmon
Ames

Mlgnon

ft

WinteV Room
Gyp8>' MarkofF
Yvonne Bouvler
Marie Atkinson

(20)

Bill's Gay
Lime 3
Befi Walton
Lulu Bates
Humane'os Luclennft ft Ashour Ethol Gilbert

Smart Gls
ft

English

B

iohnny Woods
Ime t

NEW YORK

Berry

CITY

Carlson ft Grae
Haytttir (21 only)
Al ft J Johnston
^

Bros**

3

(Two

Ilobt Shnnlcy
Eleanor Tonnis

Erno Rnpoo Symph

Apollo (19)

Henderson Ore

r Men of Rhythm
S Rhythm Debs
iKIt Knts

ynamlte Jofferaon
Cats ft Fiddle
(10-17)

Elton Brltt
Valentino Vox
Keaton ft Armflald
{larten Bros ft F
Aororaunlacs
IVIndHOr (20-28)
Continental Rev
Roslta Royce

2 Jacks
Robert Field
O'Neal ft

Tom

(Slldtown)

ASTORIA

Stetnway (20-22)

Buddy ft J Allen
Bob Douglas Co
-

BROOKLYN

flntlrasb (19)

Raymond Scott Ore
Barry Wood

(Vlllnge)

Ammons

Albert

Hampton

Rose Dexter
Zero MoHtcl
Cnfe Vienna
>

Pops & Louis
Katheryn Perry
Howard Boys

BRIDGEPORT

.

X^rrlc

(le-lA)

Chlco Marx Ore
Carroll

ft

Howe

4 Samuels
Sue Perkins
Tllggy T^no

BITn-'AT^
Centnrr

(20)

Martha Rnye
Condos Bros..

CAMDEN

Towera

(20-22)

Rutli Barr

William HoffmaD
Murray Miller
Dolfy Iklargons

Leo Pleukow Ore
Casa Marta
Antoinette Severln

Tony

ft

Saflha Pollnoft

Dmitri Aratvlenko
Kris Kay Ore

KA8T0N

ft

Sasha

Ceraltl'i

Mae Barnes
Haywood ft -Allan

Easton (20-21)
Earl Carrol. Vanities i Chanllclcors
Tip, Tap & Toe
Dan Farrlsh
BLIZAH'bTII
rasters ft Rollins
liberty (19-22)
Acromanlacs
Omtcnn Uoderao
]larin« (22 only)
Al Robinson
Francis
Al ft Jean Johnstoo Robt ft M Clayton Charles
1 Co-Eds
Danny ft Lee Chang John Llvlo
Ira Spoctor Oro
Btoart ft Taylor Co
Carlson ft Orae
(Tfro to All)
(18 only)

Tbe Cards
Harry Stockwell
Bllzabeth'fl Canines
(Two to All)

<m

Bldir«wood
T^^o Hersheys
pave Franklin
Anthony & Rogera
Sons of Purple Sf^se
'

6

Demons

B

Stote (2a-2A)
Carroll Vanlllos

HARRlflBURG

HARTFORD

State (20-23)

Harry James Ore
Dick Todd

FREEPORT

Frcepori (30 only)
TJiq-^aijls.
,

•

Cliln

Paul Bortels
Six Vor-Slghs

W'Innle Hovelcr Ole

Stoynnovsky

Village

Virginia

Bam

Vaughan

Keka Ix)ckwood
Cousin I<em
Claytons
Edward ft Diane
Pnlnxer Ore
Trlnl Ore
'

HILLS. CAL.

Village Tanimanl
Burl Ives

Leadbelly Nero
Josh White

Uollln

Smith

ft

.

Arena

Bolmont Balladeers

Howard Lally Oro
Joe Pafumy Ore
Hotel Diltmore
(Downinn

Boom)

Heasley 2
Hazel Franklin
Ariel Perry

Maureen Holmes
4

Snnde Williams Ore
Borr lea n«
Cabot ft Dresden

Little De-leers

Patricia Gllmore

Madrlguera Ore
Hotel Bossert

Jane Matthows
Dave Dennis Ore
Lollta Cnrdoba Oro
Restoarant

Iceland

Greys
Joan Brandon
Ted Eddy Ore
Angelo Ore
Jack Dempsey's
6

B'way Bostaumnt
Milt Herth 3
Linda I^irk
Irv Carroll Oro
Jimmy Kelly's

Mario we »
Montmarto Boys
Joe

ft

George
ft Jonn

Raymond

Helen Holmes
Dnnlta Rlvora
Margaret Grey

Rone

Ann Jung
Jennnle Walters
Olenda Hope

Mehya
Gwlll
Isabel

Sid

Prosor Rov

Ray
Ardmore
Brown
Del

Rose WIthum

Peggy Ln Plant
Joe Capollo Oro
Kern's
Jean Clalro
Cornol Tanassy Oro

Hays
Nyo Mayhow Ore
Kelly's Stable
Hotel Commodore
(Centnry Boom)
King Colo a
Vaughn Monroe Ore Pete Brown 4
Sabhy Lewis Ore
Peter Rotunda Ore
B ft R Ambrose
La Conga
Charlo Carrer
Luba
Mallna
Marylln Dulio
Chaz Clinse
iDotel EdlBon
Ray English

Harry Rlchmnn
Diamond Bros
Martell ft Mlgnon
Monica Moore
HerraanoH 3
Sonor Wencos
5 Morgan T)nno
Carol King
Jado Ling

Hernando: Ore
Cnrronsel

Mildred

The Reynolds
Les Mldlnettos
Sonny Kondia Oro
Jone Cortez Ore
(Pago-Pago Rm)
Frances Foyo

Denlse

Clarissa

Deano
Six

ft

Del Campo
Slrons

Samba

Ralph Rotgor Oro
live O'clock
Jooy Rardin
Ruth Clayton

The Alblns
De Castro Dano
Romoni Ore

.

Cllcby

,

.

3

Hank Seomon
Starlets

Arne Baroott Oro

AmbOHsador Hntol
Bert Estlow Ore
Chelsea Hotel
Billy

Von

8

Clnrldge lintel

(May fair Room)
Marty Mngce Ore
Clnb Nomnd
Holeno Francis

Sherman Hot^
(Oeltkt CaS)
Gene Kerwin Ore

Jams

Sis

(Panther Boom)
Jon Savitt Ore
Ruth Robin
Jeanne Blancbe
Nilah Brooks Rey
Carl Marx
Cntlae

Tito Gulzar
Don I'annen
Phil Levant Ore
Pierce
Hotand
ft

Don Orlando Ore
Jack nodreguez 0
600 Clab

Don Harris
Alyce Cerf

Ann Howurd
Vanco
Beverly Lane
Jcrl

Marlon Miller
Maxine DeSlioo
Elaine
606 Gls
Dolly Sterling
Sol Lake Or9
Tripoli 8

Stevenn Hotel
(Continental Boon)
Chuck Foster Oro
Don DlFlavIo
Tar Best
Geo Scherbnn Ore
Lorraine WostrsUPeter Mllnlkoft

Paddoekoors Oro

Fenn Atlantic Ilotel'
(Palm Room)
Elliott

Russell Ore

President Hotel

Pedro Albanl Ore
Bits Carlton Uelel
(Merry Go Boaai

Room)
Eddy Morgan

Ore

Al ('uniniliigs
Troy more Hotel
H Montgomery
Madden Ore
Tiny Kaye
Anna Pnslora
Gnbles Inn
Manny Davis Oro
(Block Horse VOn)
Cosmopolitan Hotel Conchlta ft Antoillo
Walter Walters
Al Miller
Marloy
Paddock- Int'l
Nan DeMar
Pete Miller Ore
Bob Bell

Paddock
Jaohio MllcB

LOS ANQELES

Bee Kalmus
Jerry Turk

Ogden
Paddock Ponies
Patricia

(12)

Riptide
Flfl

D'Orsay

Ben Perry
Screwy Huey
Carroll Dane
Royal Palm
Dean Murphy
Jane Fpoman
Jack Cote Dano

Band Box
Pat Patrick
Pole Snyder
Billy Snyder

Peggy Goodwin
George Tibbies Oro
Al Stone
Billy

Lanldn
of Musle

Bar

Ann. Trioln
Felix do Cola

Grace Huyes Lodge
George Lloyd
Peter IJnd Hoyef
Mary Hoaly
Jack Malone
Inecltn

Tex Jim Lewis
Lono Star Cowboy*
Hollywood Troplei
Maxino [<e\v[s
Burton 2

Paul Nolghburs On
6 Willys
Roger Roland
Dick Thomas
Helcno Gardner Co Ken Slovens
Rose Blalno
Dick Wlnslow Ore
Uonse or Morphr
Billy Sho^an
Blltmore Bowl
Bob Murphy
Abo Lyman Oro
Jean Mounter
Ruth
Craven
Ramon
Monchlto
O
Patricia Hall
Both Reynolds
Hurley ft Radford
Wally Wanger Line
Bluo Barron Oro
NItza ft Ravoll
Vemallles Hnt«l
Frankle Galtagbex
Larry Stewurl
Lylo Carlisle Ore
(Gnlfstrenm Rm)
Hotel Essex House Noro Morales Ore
Gordon Blsbop
Fetch ft DeauvlUe
Nano
Rndrlgo
Ore
Jack Harris Ore
Rosalie Grant
Paul WInchell
Little Tree
Il'woMl Itrncli Hotel Mme C Alphand
Evalyn Tyner Ore
Phil Harris Ore
La Marquise
Russell Swan
(Uaraboo Rm)
Katherlne DuDban
Estello ft I:KiRoy
Hotel Sth Ave
Cnsa Mannna
nuth WInchell
Lona Home
Dr Mnrcus
ChafloH Murray Ore
(Saloti Mntlrld)
Dorothy Tanner
Garland WItsoo
Kitty Knllen
Consuelo Floworton
Cass Franklin
Clint Garvin
Art Crlppen Ore
Frances Connolly
DoMavlOH
Steele
Eddio
Jimmy
McParlland
CHIOAGO
Al Carr Ore
Guy Rodinn
Paul Collins
Mncnmbo Caft
Fay Mardo
La Hartlnlane
Ambassador llotol Bobby Ramos Oro
Jack Teah'ardon Ore Phil Ohnion's Ore
Ponny Bancroft
(Pomp Room)
Evans Glq
Romo Vinrcnt
Cocoannt nroro
PalladloD
Burton Gross Oro
Emllo FettI
Roslta nino
Clob Atnbom
Dorsey Ort
Tommy
Sklnnay
Ennis
Ord
Hotel LeiliigtOD
Mata ft Harl
Bnttory
Carmcno
Bernle Adler
Flmtes Den
MoJtlne
Val Olman Oro
Ray Benson Ore
Ray Kinney Oro
Mary Earle
Roily Rolls
Earl Cnrroll
Martlnlqucons
Don Kent
Moymo Holt
Bismarck Hotol
Paulette LaPlerre
Lorua ft Mario
Reggie Dvorak
Herbert Curbello O
The Debonairs
Napua
(Wnlnnt Room)
Alan Rogers
Arthur Knoller
Yeoton
West
McGlnty
Betty
ft
Lellanl Ihca
Lo Petit Palais
Harriot Nnrrls
Alex Batkin Ore
Art Knssel Ore
Dick ft Dotty Reray Black Andy
Nanl Todd
Ginger Wood
Mmo C Alphand
Gloria Hart
Gall Gall
Copacabnna
Nick Cochran Ore
Lohua Paulson
Del Eatea
Oscar Karlwcl.<i
Staples ft Cemy
Wlllts West. Jr
Joe E Lewis
Seven Seas
Hotel Lincoln
Allan Coo
Sascha Tashoff
Gaynor ft Ross
Alee MorlKon
Leper ft Barrat
Llncolnalrcs
Davo Unell Oro
Julian Fuhs
Benny Kaha
Badloy Gls
La Vonn Moyer
Fernando Alvarez
Eddie Roth Ore
Sulir Lester
Puananl Mathews
Hotel McAlpln
Rue Willie
(Tnvem Room)
EstelUa
Priitcess Luana
Johnny Messnor Ore
Colony Club
Morlne Howell
I<eon ft Eddie's
Samba Sirens
Dave Pritcliard Oro
Sautlnl
Chief
Beryl Walloro
Hotel New Yorker Lou Martin Ore
Peter HIgglns
Walter Long
Dick Ware
Stanley Wheeler
St Clftir ft Day
Betty Jano Smith
Col.etto Lyons
Norlda Ore
Bob Marshall
Benny Goodman O
Malua
Marc Ballero
Carlos ft Carlto
Carol Dexter
Eddio Davis
Annette Shields
Poggy Lee
Charllo Oponul
Bill Brady
I*a Floatn Dane
N Brandwynne Orr Tommy
Spencer ft Forman
Taylor
Eddio Bush Ore
Dlackhnwk
Michel Ortl7. Bd
Sidelloa
Frank Blartl Ore
Oro
Eddie
Mnnson
Adele Inge
Manny .Strnnd Ore
SInpsy MoxK«
Orrin Tucker Ore
Jose Mornndo Ore
Suzanno Dne
B ft B Wado
01 Qb Frisco
Lorraine Bonson
Florentine Garden
Scott Soxtctte
Aliegrn
Kenny Roberts
Coloalmoe
Patricia Brent
Whitoy RoborlB
Eric Thorson
Ben Blue
Ico Ballet
N.T.G.
Vfckl George
Dolly Kay
Doris Dupont
Noel Toy
Billy Gray
Prof T.an\berllo
Graco Harvey
San Sued Dane
Miss Victoria
Jose Rosado Oro
Pnule Galo
Lynn Cluro
Murtah Sis
Rubyat ft Don
Ualson Lools
Coq Ronge
LessjBlaokfltone
Bonny
Hotel
Vera
Slonne
Hotel Nnvnrro
Kny Boley
Bill Dryo
Patll Moore
(Bnllnese Bm.)
Fred Scott
Dick WllHon Ore
Olga Ward
(Midnight Club)
Carrie M Bovllfe
Sam Lewis
Kay Mayneld
Bela Blzony Ore
Ken Thompson Ore Jack Waldron
Margo ft Mann
Jerry Dorgen
Sugar Geifle
Mary Jane Howard NIU Trindall
Diamond HorwslMif Midnight Gypsies
Malson Pierre
Joo I'lumer Ore
^
Ozzio Nclwon Ore
Lang Ore
Tommy
Don
Lyuian
Brass
Ball
Nita Naldl
Streets of Faru
Hotel Park CcntnJ
Congress Hotel
CImrlle Foy*s Clob Lois Urlpht
Betty ConipBon
(Cocoonul Grove)
Gaston's Monte Carlo Mlhe Riley Oro
(Glass Hat Bm)
Carlyle Blackwell
Charlbtto Morer
Marlon Miller
Charley Foy
glaino Jordan
Pierre Boaucaire
Joe B Howard
Ruth Reynold* Off
Txia Burnett
Barry Winton Ore
DrevAort Hotel
era Maugham
Nona Monies
Mnnoae
Ross Wyeo. Jr
Wlngy
Phil Slivers
Rod
Duncan
(Crystal
Room)
Robert
Raymon
LeCarlos
ft Granada
Jone Mann
Swiiniiro Ino
Jack Gardiner
Jo Anne Hubbard
Geoffrey Hale
Magda Loy
Tony ft George
Delia Llnd
Luomol MorRon
Margaret Whiting
Roohelle ft Dcebe
Dmke Hotel
6 Madcaps
Verna Ray
Trionon
Geo Fontana
Leonard Sues
(Camlllln House)
Chung Ye Wha
Bob Billings
(Bhnmba Room)
Oilda Gray
Al Donohue Ort »•»
Dick Harris
6 Can-Can Gls
Ramon Ramos Oro Red
Eddie lloth Ore
Charles King
Harris ft Jonc>
Juan Donrlgues Oro Gaston
Stanley Oro
Edgevater Beach
Mangean Sis
Drown Derby
Julia Gorrlty
Hotel
Clyde Hagor
Fish ft Gold
IBth Hole Clob
Three Ryans
PHILADELPHIA
(Marine
Rm)
Noble Sluslo Ore
The Three Dobs
Sonla Cxar
Aunt Jemima
Russ Morgan Oro
E] Chlco
Sherry Darlane
Hotel Pennoylvonla Stove Murray
Henry King's Ore
CiDb Dnl>
Phylisa Lynno
Hoffman Sis
(Cnfe Rouge)
Gerrl White
Don Alberto. Ore
il«nny llio
Los Caballoros
Jana
Cookie Siel^el
Storey Als
Trio Mextlco
Jimmy Dorsey Oro
Freddy ft B Roberts Robert D McDonald Bllllo Lee
Antoinette Eos
Rita Ronaud
Maria Morales
Bob Bberly
JoBO' (Gonzales
Peter Chan
George Henry
Beth Fnrrell
Johnny ft George
Maria X^pez
Holon O'Conncil
Penny Davis
Woods
Billy
Clarence
Malter
Ted
Smith
Angel Velcz Ore
Carlo Lugo
Phil Washburn
Delta Rhythm Boys Jack Gibson
Duko Yellman Ore NJghthawks
9.nub Mosely Ore
Ollvero Del Ducu
Honey
Hal
ft
Dorbon Gls
Hotel TlccndUly
Cadllloc Ta«i»
Capitol Lonnge
MacArthurs
Morocco
(Georgian Boom)
Nut Clnb
B8S Club
Gordolln
BnllloollcH
Maurice Rocco
Chauncey Grey Ore Kerry Ens
Belle Sloane
Gibson
Jack
Janice
Dale
Alan
Fielding
Oro
Joe
do
Salvo
Chlquito Ore
Hotel Pierre
Lamour 2
Deans Berry
St Clair
Val Irving
Louis Jordan Oro
(CotllUon -Room)
Jnck Reynolds
Fefe'a Monle Cnrlo
VIo Artcse
Bill Romano
Hen Ftnnklln
Chex Pureo
Ella Logan
Little Joe Little
110 Ilea
Cy Walter
Jnllo Garcia Oro
Galante ft I.eonardo Hdnrlq Dohbf
Stanley Melba Oro
Willie Shore
Johnny Honnert
Harry
Famous Door
Helene Staudlsh
Placo Elefante
(Cafe Pierre)
Kitty CarilHle
Carroll'!
Anita JakobI
Stel'fl
Denlse Mavity
Carol Rhodes
Phir Dante
The Smoothies
Ore
Gaines
Beldolborg
Tommy
Smith
Octet
Dorothy Calahnn
Pllnor ft Earle
William Ross
Carmen Antonio
Wilbur Ranee
Mae Allen
Willie Bryant
Charlie Jklnrraji
BathakeOar
cute Conrad
Cffiandra-Kaly Dano
WlDUlO ,J9h^90|li.
{m^i^eqe.Cai^entcr
Martlf .LocHo
Boyd Raoburn Ore
(Continued oB page 47)
Hau Aluonzor
Frolic Club

Billy Vine
Lillian Carmen

Cappella
Tudolla

Patricia

ft

•

'

'

^

Cardlnl
DI Gatanos
Llna Rom ay
Malguellto
Abbott Dancers

Wm

Law

Benny Fields
Al Sernlo

Dan Tales Ore
Juan Pineda Ore
Cneanovs Club
Emil Borco
Lou Holtz
Baby Rose Marie

Wade

ATLANTIC CITT
Oio

Silver

Latin Quarter

Raul ft Eve Royes
Del Casino Ore
Canay Ore
Clover Club
Adelaide MofCett
Anita Alvarez

ft

Male

Marjorte I<ane

Tomack

Mayla
Johnny

Beachcomber
CrOKS ft Dtinh
Dr Giovanni

DeMar

Salle Hotel

Rols Bros

Patty Ortell
Folle Miller

Faith Arlen

lA

Joan Jordan

Ball-ottes

(14)

George Deveron
Isobel de lilarco

Jackie Green

Ruth

Uargo.

Tvonne Nova
Gloria Knight
Cal Herbert
Palmer noas#
(Empire Roam)
Xavler Cugat On

Spires Stamos Oro
Joyce ft Ginger
Gwendolyn Veausell Midge Fellows
Murray ft Cummlng Janeen

Ambassadors Oro
New Torker

-Landl
Oarron ft Dennett
Bobby Baxter
Eddie Oliver Oro
Kitty Davis

^nchez Ore

Danny White
Ernie Arno

Ivanhoe
Florence Schubert
Al Trace Ore
Holly Swanson
Vlerra Hawallane
Helen Sumner
L'Alglon

(Fan-Am. Room)

MIAMI
Ball

Martinez Ore

Rio ft Rita
Conchlta

Radio Aces
Archie Bobbins
Renee ft Root
Stan Ross
3

Dlok Baner Ore
"
BIMy Carr
Walter & j Brewn
Sophia Parker
Inex Gamble
Fernando ft pafr

Pan -Am Dano

Lonetto Sis

H

Jim Marvin
Rooky Elswortb

Bhnmba

Mary Beth Sires
Eddy Fens Ore

n

L«e'i

Darling Sis
Evelyn Johnson
Trotter

Goorglo

Ray Worth Oro
Ann Onle
Walter Lynch
Club
Andrews Oro

Ralph Cook
Jean Blue

Billy do Wolfe
Jane Koan
Harold Barnes
Kirk Alyn

•

Michel MIcboo

Nadin

3

Marty Bohn
Alphonse Berc Co

diet Roble
HI nut

.

Eelrella

Hector Del VUlar
Monallto
Juan Dlmlirl Oro
Casino BosM
Nina Tarasova
Nicholas Matthey

Wayne

ft Marlln
Helen Honan
Le Brun Sis

Arccidl

'

Kretchmn

Mltxle MItohell

W

Teddy Wilson Ore

T^arry Daniels
Mills, Loe ft P
4 Fantlnofl
Boyal (20)

Lionel

I

Carol Uoyd

(Brooklyn)

Ramona

Howard-Paysc4 Dan Pete Johnson
(19-21)
Konupth Spencer
Manshlnos
Connie Berry

John Leonard

Nash ft. Evans
Mia Myles 3

90*1

Eddie South Ens
Cafo Society

K

Norma Lucere
Lyda Swan

Bernay

ft

VerMlllei
Bergere Ore
Pancblto Oro

Olga Coclho
Wally Dong

Hotel Warwiek
(Rnlclgh Boom)
VIckl George

Chester Dolphin Co

Virginia

Clnb Midnight

VI Bradley
Clnb 181
Spike Harrison
Connie Barrls
Harry Donolly
Billy ft Ann
Billy Lorraine
Gay SO's Quartette Jack Goldlo
Muriel Aacho Co
Butler's New Boom
Clob Samoa
Steve Murray Rev
Mabelle Russell
Happy Lewis
Linda Cnstro
Cnfo .llndlsoB
Denlse Mavity
Ruth Le Brun
Allart Colo Oro
QyjtBy MarkoS
Muriel Taylor
Marlynn Michael Co Joy Umlamnka
Lcs Parker
Ruth Martin
Ann Reove
Cafe Montpai
Evelyn Hannons
Allecn Cook
Snowden Ore
Jean Drunneco
Clob WliltAker
Cafe Society

(10)

Wally Brown

Stote (23-20)

-

Smith

Grae

-

Peters Sis

Jimmy ^mcs

Sliopard

Hoot Howley
r^arry Bennett
Mercedes

Strollers

Joe Santiago
Alberto Franco
Don Carlos Ore

KIrby Oro
P Remos ft Midgets John
Hazel Scott
Brltt Wood
Olive ft Lou CaltOB Golden Gate 4

(19)

Johnny Burke
Jeanne Brldenn
Bob Hannon
Jore McMiihon
Rae ft Rudclls
Murray Leonard

Aondemy

ft

to nil)

BALTIMORE
nippodrome

Daks

Nicholas
Qlce Club
Rocket ten
Corps do Ballet

Cyril

Co-Eds

Carlson

John TIcbor

Boxy

Mills Bron
(18)
KTcet the People

Musk Hall (19)
Wynn Murray

Lillian Fitzgerald

Susan Lang
Clnb Frisco
Leila Oaynes
Diane Fontaine
Helens Arthur
Frankle Froba Ore
Patricia Joyce
Vlckl George
Club Goncho
Ida Rodriguez
Carmencita

Ben Marden'e.

Claire Willis
Virginia Gibson
Moya Glfford
Don Sylvio Oro

Orpliebm (20)
Meot tho People

CINCINNATI
Bltabert (20)
Sammy Kaye Oro
Sue Ryan

Hickory Uooso

Norma

Richard Lane
Hotel Astor
Dick Kuhn-Ore
Hotel Belmont
Plaza
(Glass Uat)
Covert ft Reed
Barbara Perry
Margaret Scott

Roberta Welch

Lenoro

Guy Howard
Freshmen
Harry Stevens
BUI BertolotU'o
Lynn ft Marianne

Ore

Duke Dlllngton Oro Sue Ryan
8 Smart Gls
ivy Anderson
>ot. Pan ft Skillet

Maya Ore
Don Gllborto Oro

Ginger Wayne
lArry Bonnolt 3
Dill Turner Ore
Hotel AmTmMindoT
(Trianon Room)
Jules Lando Oro

Bills

Henny Youngman

UachUo Ore

CLEVELAND

(13)

elett ft

3

Erie Ore

Salazar Ore

Connie Boswell

(20)

L^wle ft Van
Lorraine ft Rognan
a Miller ft A Slegel
Laurel & Hardy
Tbo Jansloys

3

WIW0D8

Flynonth (10-18)
Unrlha Rnvo
Dlck^Offom Ore
Shea A Rnymond

NEW YOBECITT

Manor

Eawn

Ward & King

(Ong to HID

Armando*!
Geo Morris Oro
Peggy French

April

BOSTON
Boston

Baron

CleiHonte Ore

O

Loose Nuts
BUlr Nightingale
Loula Bacon
Basle Bros

(Vodvll I.onngt)

Helen Arthur
Connie Joyce

O

Carmen Cnvallaro

ItasHlan

Bm

NIok Lucas
Paul Burke
Jack Herbert
Hope Lawrence
Jeanne ft J Wms

WUel

Daclta

Debhy Beat
Ann Robinson
Art

llcuchcomber

Oautler- Bricklayers

Monteft
Alexis Dollnoff

Rnban DIen

Downbeat

S

Lovely lAke
HelalDgo

Jackie Bfabley
Socaraa Oro

Linda Ware

Monna

Mabel Mercer
irernmn Cliltdson

BEVERLY

Clalro

Shtrloy

ft

Hotel WaMorlAstoria

Helena Smith
Pauline Bryant

Balnbow Room
Henry Scott

HartmaiiH
Dinah Shore
Freddy Martin Oro
^flsclia Borr Oro

NEW YORK

Eric Victor

George M\irphy
Anita Boyer
Fred Sanborn

Room)

Jimmy Noope
June Price

Cootie Wllllaroi

Notre

Rosetto

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

Jaclcfl

Rhythm Rockets

finlly

MovltJi

(Irldlom

Smllea

ft

Hardin Bros Co
Jean Eld ridge

Billy Jieyers

100 Clob

Ascot Boys

Fata Waller

Babo Wallace
DImas ft Berlin
•

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY

Cnpltol (20)

Stnto (18)

Ford Harrison Oro
Hotel SI. Regte

Smilea

Sylvle 8t Clair

BOOKING THE NATION'S I£AOING INDEPENDENT

Cabaret

The Abdullah Qls
Msrjorlc Knapp
Stuart & Lea

Perrin

Grooverneers

RiUnbow OrOl
Russ Smith Oro

Ashbums

,

WASIUNOTON

CKCy

Maok

Al Milton Ore

Bob O Un Gla
Mark Fisher Oro
Oonlok Btafobor

Sinclair Ullts

June Bontloy
Muslo Hall Bpvs

R'niiy (21 only)
3

NKW YORK

Uorlts

St.

Olob

Juno Caraon

Skeets Tolbort

.

PITM.IN
Robert Field
Tom O'Neal

&

Hector del Vlllnr
KIrnnnr Greece

Dogs

Ina Ray lluiton Ore
RBOOKLTN
Strand (30-23)
M Auer & J Hunter
(One to nil)
Ina Ray llutton Ore Bob Dupont
KobUison & Martlo
<?0-23)
S Maxolloa
M'AAIIINfiTON
3lnc(M-'s MIdcots
Pat Honntnir
Earle (^)
Burns 2 £ B Price
riiii.ADELrinA
(13-16)
Roxyottes
Cnrmon (20)
—
Bob Chester Oro
Don Arrcs
Anitn JnkobI
Mills Bros
Uarquota &. Pawho 3 ReedR
Al Gordon's Doga
IjOW l>nrk«r
Batista
ft\^ Colstons
Walter Daro Wahl
Juggling Jewels
r]l4LADELPHlA Peplta Sc Lucia
Fny's (19)
Earle (20)
Town & Knott
P/iul Sydell
(13)
Huo Shoe
Tor»niy Tucker Oro
Little Touirh Guys
Noel Toy
Roxyrlte;*
Arnaut B ft S Holly Park ft Clifford
Brook!) ft Phllson

Block

WOODKIIkE
Snnnyshle (Sl-;2)
3 Tangetten
Mnrjorle GnrrelKon

PATF,RSON

<1S>

Reeve SIh
Spordoe-0*De
llavanA-MNdrld
Julio Richards
Corrlto ft Coral

Kikl
FoIIpe d* Floren

Miijesfk (24-20)
MarJorlf« Gnrotson
Ihtrry Daniels

(13)

Gone Monet. Ore

notel

Danny Thomoa

Oroemero Botol
(GkM Houio Bm)
Evelyn Brock
Crusadors Oro
Mary Sinclair
Vbanvl Clob
Dorothy Tlmnilni
Savannah Churchill
Grand Temco

Epple Bruce
ft Bvaoo
Agnes Dwyer
JncU Allyn
Ned Harvey Oro

llealy

Itevel

ft

Al Oonlnn'0

Alan Carney

,

i Samueln
Sue Perkins
ZIggy Lnno

Howe

«^

(19-30)

Poll's

NEWARK

Adams

Cnrroll

>'£U'

WATKBHI'RT

to nil)

All-Anicr Gls
Genr/Tle Prico
Hal r.pRoy

Strand
Blue Barron Oro
Carole & Sherod
Wowton Bros
ail & B UalBon

Rhode

Harold Cooke Oro
(Cafo de In Palx)
Paul Le Paul
Jack ft Jill
Peggy Norman

Ellxaboth's Canines

(Two

^faJo^ Boiv-es

Henry Arthur
Vora Neva
Carroll Chappell
Patricia Parker

Henry Noble
Hotel Savoy-Ptan
John noysradt
Hrnle Uolst Ore

«1H

Naatla PollakoVa

Tbe Flaeo
Irene BarkUy
Pat Ring

Phil Forster

Francis King

Hal Saunders Ore
Columbos Ore
Bohbe Cftston
Hotel Toft
Phil ft Audrey
Vincent Lopea Ore
Johnny Taylor
Savannah Church'*l Sonny SUylor

(20-21)

Joan Ellis
Lee Reynolds
Dill Glass Oro

Bair Lee

Harlem HendeKvoiis
Kdna Mne Harris
Princess Valda

Capitol

Cortez

ft

Uatle Bartell Co
ft D Morgan
Jack Carter
LYNBROOK
Lynbrook <21 only) I Bees
Bobby Carr Co
The Carde
(One to nil)
Hnrry Stockwell

Shelta Barrett
John Bolen

Brofi

Frenkle Meadows
Al Green
Oreeawloh TIHag*
Inn

rx)rna

Sonny Tufts
Chlqulta Veneilo

Qoeeno Tenrnco

June

CIna

3nAMI

OirnplN (10-39)
Larry Adler

Sl»

t^amb

Clyde Lucas Ore
MJscha Auer
Maxle Rosenblonm
Prlmrone ft Gold

JnnulcK (29)
C Worth ft Marots
3 AcromanlHCs
Jed l^ooley Co

Shea £ Raymond

rmmmoant <U)
Bd

Oil

Lano

(Mumy Boom)

Ann Franclne

Ruth Lowe

Bobby Bernard
OIck Lewis Ore
B2d Swing CInb
Delmar S

or split woofc*

Harry Stockwell

KInK

Hotel SieralOB

dla KonatioB
Harosla Bava
Mlsoba Vsanofl
Comslla GsdolotB O
Storli Clob
Graoo Hellly
Bob Grant Oro
Frank Curbello Oro

QOMD BU17

Guy Lombardo Oro
Kenny Gardner

Wllma Novak
Irene Kaye

Mnnya Borodkln
Jeannette Garretto
Ernest Frann Ort

Naldl

ft

Hotol BoOMTOlt

Grooverneers

Elizabeth's Canines

Alvino ney

Carolyn Blddle
Marlon Joyce
Iris Knryl
Waunota Botes
Frances Leslie

below Indleat* openlnf day of

bills

how. whciher

Raye

Bl Club

20

Dlok Oasparre Oro

..

•

-

.

Ens

.
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Goiden, 23-Yr. Holdout

LEGITIMATE

From

Brown

Mgrs.'

On

Leape With Reasons

Assns, Joins

fr
for quite a
After thinking It over
exact, John
while 23 years to be
manGolden wiU join with feUow
New York
of
League
aeers In the
In a letter to Marcus
raeatres.
managers
the
of
president
HeUnan,

Golden explains why he
so long
was something of a lone woU
changed his mind.
and why he has
SUtlng that he organized the
Managers Assn.,
original Producing
which was "blown apart' by the ac(191B), he found It made
tors strike
more enemies than friends:
Because a few producers broke
important Issues.
their promises on

association,

.

without some punitive authority no
managers' group could have real
power, force iJr influence, as have
dramatists. I felt it
the actors and

would smell no sweeter under whatever-name it be organized, so I determined, vowed and resolved never
again to be a member of a managers'
league, association, society, federagroup, guild, clan,
tion, chamber,

U. of N.C.

Show Win

Play N.C.

Anny Camp

Fort Bragg, N. C, Feb.

Hill,

the very foundations

affect

of the

theatre have for years been the subject of serious criticism from groups,
not only from outside but inside the
theatre as well.

knows

better than I that
aside from the very few, the great
majority are outstanding, depend'No one

W

HOLIDAY NITE

TAP TAPS

Though it went to a new high at
the Winter Garden, N. Y., last week,
attendance at 'Sons o' Fun,' Broadway's front-running show, was materially aiTected at at least one performance for the first time since the
The drop came
revue opened.
Thursday (12) night, with plenty of
empties on the lower floor. Reason
Is ascribed to the Shuberts' Insistence on raising the top to (5.50.
Regular top is $4.40 except Saturday evenings, when

That

it is $5.50.

price also applied on the eve of
That the
Lincoln's birthday (11).
higher scale was made for a holiday
night, when business invariably is
off, was regarded as an error in

Takings
able, patriotic men, who, when call judgment in ticket circles.
than
came, have always stood by and done on the holiday night were less
After all it must be a tallied usually at the regular prices,
their share.
but with the trio of five-flftyers last
fairly good group of men since they,
picture theatre week and an extra matinee, the
with the motion
owners and other entertainment pro- claimed gross on the week was
ducers around New York have al- $44,000.
Olsen and Johnson, who are in on
ready given admissions (free) to
over 600,000 soldiers and sailors. the show, express willingness to lay
These have not been benefits. ..but odds that 'Sons' plays through the
have been made available through year and longer.
the generosity of the managers and

—

no one else.'
Golden is co-chairman of the
mayor's committee on entertainment
of men in the services who are quartered near N. Y. and here on furlough.
The tickets are distributed
through the United Service Organisation. He also organized the service
for commissioned officers to purchase theatre tickets at half the boxoffice price and a number of front
locations, even for the leading successes,

are to be

had for

all

perform-

ances.

Golden publicly thanked the managers for their cooperation in a paid
page ad which appeared In 'Variety's'
recent SOth anniversary issue.

He regards them as an excellent
general' cross-section and will utilize
their reactions as a barometer.

'Chump to Champ

Last-Minnte Effort

To Stop Referendom

On
A

last

Anti-Ism

Law

minute attempt

to

Fails

prevent

amendment to Equity's
constitution going to the membership
was made at the council meeting last
week. Those in that body who are
opposed presented letters from a
number of members requesting that
their signatures be stricken off the
petition requesting the referendum.
Although others present were In

the anti-ism

sympathy with the sudden- move,

Granman Group for 105G
Hollywood, Feb.

17.

Hollywood Playhouse, legit theatre
on Vine street, goes into new ownership May 1 through a $105,000
deal

between the Guarantee Liqui-

dating Corp. and a syndicate consisting of Sid Grauman, C. E. Toberman, Matt Alien, Lloyd Bacon and
Joshua Marks.
Deal calls for an
advance payment of $15,000 and
monthly payments of $1,200, half of
which apply to the principal. To-

berman and Allen were long

identified with' El Capitan, entire staff go
Ing to new spot
Policy of the hew outfit calls for
straight legit following the fashion
of El Capitan, once the outstanding

Hollywood, but recently taken over by Paramount as
a first run film house. There is talk
of changing the Playhouse name to
El Capitan. Grauman, In addition to
legit theatre of

his position in

an advisory capacity,
•"ay produce shows of his own.

'Ladies' at

$2

San Francisco, Feb. 17.
A $2.20 top has been set for the
world preem of 'Good Night Ladies'
which kicks off March 2 at the Cur.
ran,

Petition had 104 qualified signaHad the number of names
attached to the letters been removed,
there would have remained less than
the required 100 signers. After considerable discussion, however, the
proposal to recognize the letters was
voted down. Argued that the 30-day
time limit had expired and the signa-

B way Saga

Tefls

Of Traube s Click
How a Broadway success, can
change the status of a young showman over night is proven by the
click of 'Angel Street' at the (Solden.
N.Y., where it is presented
by
Shepherd Traube. They didn't pay

much

attention to him before that
here or on the Coast, in fact, he was
kicked around out there. Soon after
'Angel' scored he was greeted with:
'Hiya, Shep,' by the same class of
people that had formerly passed
him up.
Reported that Traulie is rather in
in

Hollywood now, but be-

fore being tied up he alms to clear
It is
the play's picture status.
a&eady in film form, made in England under the original title of 'Gaslight,' Columbia having the picture
in tins. 'Angel Street" cannot be
used on that picture ancl a deal pends
whereby Traube and associates may
iip

buy the Columbia film.
Understood they have offered $80,'
000 for the 'Gaslight' reels, plan be
irig to then sell the 'Angel' rights.
Stated that 'Angel Street' was
among 20 titles suggested by Patrick
Hamilton, who wrote the play, after
secured

Traube

showman

is

the

known

to

rights.

The

have changed

but few of the lines of the original
script, but what bits he put in
changed the performance from the
ordinary to the exceptional.
Traube has been around for some
years. He was in on the production
of a play for Jane Cowl which did
not succeed, but Is said to have had
a piece of 'Men in White,' a hit
Manager for a time was press agent
for a radio chain and devised a plan
to getting name talent on programs
for little pay in exchange for show
plugs. Traube drifted to Hollywood
and was a sort of protege of Darryl
Zanuck. While on the Coast he renewed contacts with studio writers
and' directors whom he formerly

knew

in N.Y.

and

it

was from them

that he got the backing
'Angel' production.

He
Want
some

for

the

wrote a book called 'So You
to Be a Actor,' which attracted
attention among actors.

REPAIRS

'alterations

stars

Gallagher.

affect reconsideration of a basic
casters, which

agreement with the

Equity tabled some weeks ago.
Fact that Knight did not actually
receive 10% was not a factor in the
'EXCESSIVE'
council's action and there was no.
proof that he collected more than
London, Jan. 17.
5%. George Blackford, Doris PatsMinistry of Supply is investigating ton, Hope Emerson, Leone Wilson
latest West End theatre repairs.
and Peter Boyne said that the agent
Repairs allowed to theatres told them the amount of salaries at
damaged by air raids must not ex- Maplewood, but that Knight advised
permit
ceed $400 without special
each a deduction of 10% was for
understood
it's
from the MOS, but

and renovations.'

Under the rules, had the
himself.
actors paid him that percentage they
would be subject to punishment by
Equity.
Actors are known to have admitted
paying 10%, or the willingness to
do so, if the agent could get them

Howard Lange and
Houses In question include Palace,
is by Cyrus Woods which spent $12,000; London Hippo
engagement.
Buddy Ebsen and Skeets drome, over $24,000, and Leicester higher pay or even an
or

Presented by
Al Ros^ni piece

Md

Square theatre,

$16,000.

press release with

performance of 'II
Trovatore' will be' sung in the
company's

original Italian, the leading role
will be taken by a 100% American
Mobley Lushanya, an
American Indian.-

—

GinU) SNEAKING

Despite the bad news from th«

war

fronta and the flock of flops that
tarnished the winter period, ther«
is

optimism for spring legit producBroadway managerial circles.
at a time whei)

tion in

Such opinion comes

^ow

business faces the likelihood

of tumbling grosses over
definite period
of weeks.

in-

Dour

Also in the offing is Federal income taxes, plus Lent. The latter
has not hurt attendance to noticeable
extent for the past dozen years,
but tax-paying Ijas always dented
grosses.
As the March 15 deadline
approaches it is almost certain that
takings will steadily decline, more
so than heretofore because the Federal levies are much higher than
ever, witi) even the lower salaried

now

citizens

lOVE' IN BOSTON

an

events overseas are expected to react at N. Y. boxoffices this week.

included.

Last year managers were hopeful
would be a mecca for

that N. Y.

workers from defense plant districts,
but the influx never eventuated.
There ia no doubt that residenta in
Boston, Feb. 17.
those localities have earned plenty
The sneak preview, a Hollywood of money, but present outlook is that
device, is apparently being adopted those engaged in war indus^ies 'will
by the Theatre Guild for its one- not take time away from their jobs'
week tryout of 'Without Love' at the to visit the metropiolis. All have
Colonial, opening March 2. Actually, been urged to strive their hardest
it appears as it the Guild were tryso that the nation's war machina
ing 'to keep the booking a secret may reach the record proportions
Although ads' will be taken in the sought by Washington.
dailies, they'll be limited to miniManagers who plan continuanca
mum space and won't use mall order of production say that they will precopy.
There'll be little marquee sent the lighter
types of shows,
lighting for the engagement and the comedies and musicals,
as escapist
boxoffice staff at the Colonial will attractions.
They figure heavy

work unusually short hours.
Explanation is that with 13,500
Boston subscribers, the duild is In
a spot with its single-week booking
of the Colonial, which has ia total

drama
that

most

fell

down

reason, but
of
which

badly, possibly for
so did comedies,

were

not

-

good

enough.

capacity of only 12,864 seats for eight

performances.
Although 'Without
Love' is not a subscription play,
subscribers may buy tickets at the
usual reduced rate, so there will
probably have to be an extra per'
formance it it wants to avoid dis'
appointing many regular patrons.
Guild is In the predicament be
cause of the postponement of the
tryout

date.

It

was

originally

planned to open 'Without Love' in
Boston next Monday' (23), but the
Philip
Barry (Jbmedy, featuring
Katharine Hepburn and Elliott Nugent, could not be readied in time,
so the local opening was set back to
March 2. Ordinarily, Guild shows
play two-week stands in Boston, but
the town is already booked solidly
the week of March 9,' with 'Kiss for
Cinderella' at the Wilbur; 'Tobacco
Road,' Plymouth; 'My Dear Public,'
Colonial; 'Louisiana Purchase,' Shub-

Guild Sending Hivals'

To Road, Where

It

Has

FomuHlealthier B.O.
With The Rivals' going
from the Shubert N. Y.,

to the road
at the end'
of the revival's seventh week, Feb,
it completes a quartet of showa'
which the Theatre Guild presented
this season that fared better on the
road than on Broadway. The others'
were 'Candle in the Wind,' 'Hope for
a Harvest' and 'Papa Is All,' the lat-'
ter current at the Guild theatre. Indications are that the Guild's out of
town subscribiers were chief factors
In the better grosses.
28,

'Candle' Is an exception. It played
much bigger figures before comto New York, where it was
slapped down by the' critics. Despite
that the drama was rated moderately,
successful, playing three months at
the Shubert. It had been figured the
play, starring Helen Hayes, «ould
have remained on tour successfully
through the season and that la supported by the show's draw since
starting on tour again. The further
'Candle' gets from Broadway, the
better the business. 'Harvest,' which
also drew a mild press, was the outfit's biggest disappointment. According to the road figures, it. too, might
have cleaned up on tour, with Fredmake charges, they have Invariably ric March and Florence Eldridge.
refused until last week. That actors
Guild has two more new plays
would really testify- about violating
which
are expected to score. In rethe 5% rule was a surprise around
Equity, too.
As for agents, some hearsal with Katharine Hepburn Is
Philip Barry's 'Without Love,' and
have remarked that 10% conunission
due
to start soon ik 'The L<<;ht of
for legit engagements is not infre
Williams'
English
Heart' Emlyn
quently paid but 'not by me.'
which will bring Paul Muni
Because of the limited number of drama
back to the boards.
jobs and the indicated crowded
'Rivals' will start its second road
agency field, the casters have asked
Equity to okay the higher commis- jaunt in Chicago March 2, with eastsion, which applies to engagements ern stands following.
secured in pictures, radio, night
Equity has consistently
clubs, etc.
refused this.
JESSEL
Whether the agents' organization
will seek Knight's reinstatement has
'HIGH KICKRRS'
That
not been Indicated as yet.
Intend
reconsideranot
Equity does
tion of his case Is evident by the
George Jessel is now operating
formal demand for the return of his 'High Kickers' solo. Al Bloomingpermit and removal of his name dale, of the department store family,
from the accredited list of casters. although a sizeable investor, has
Knight's activities in other enter'
bowed out but retains a \Vh% cut
tainment fields will not be affected
In the profits, if any.
by Equity's action, which the agent
Under the new hookup, Jessel can
feels should not have been taken bemake money at the $13,000-$14,000
cause he made no demand for pay
the maiical has been grossing, with
ment of l0%.
cast, under
Earlier this winter the permit of only a' 20% cut to the
his
Equity understanding. He himfor
revoked
Chamberlain Brown was

and "The Rivals,' Opera House,
'Thus the Guild Is trying to sneak
'Without Love' into town without
giving the non-subscriber public
time to buy tickets.

ert,

to

ing

On

Gaim He Asked 10% Commissions

may

managementa have been
certain
getting away with expenditures far in
excess of that amount by builders
charging amounts under heading of

is

publicity.

Equity Revokes Agent's Franchise

For the first time Equity has retures stand as verified.
voked a casting agent's license beReferendum ballots are due to go cause he allegedly violated its 5%
into the mail today (18), deadline commission rule.
Al Knight who
week
one
March
20,
being
for returns
has been in the agency field for
jn advance of the next quarterly around 30 years, was ordered to turn
meeting (27). Committee on elec- in his permit. Five players testiof
tions suggested that the new idea
fied
before council that he had
nominating 50% more candidates sought 10% for getting them placed
than posts to be filled be again fol- in musical stock operated at Maplelowed. Plan was used, for the first wood some weeks ago by Frank Mcthe
time last year and will apply at
Coy. Knight is treasurer of the legit
next annual meeting..
agenta' association and the situation

BRITISH GOV'T PROBES

and

'Although the San Carlo Opera

it

tories.

Way

Spartanburg, S. C., Feb. 17.
San Carlo Opera Co., currently
filling Dixie dates, is emphasizing America angle strongly in

Example

failed to get' across.

H'wood Playhouse Sold to

The American

art:

demand

Legit

Mgrs. Optimistic on Spring Production

advertising

directs.

gang or tong.

But times have changed and
brou^t a necessity for a concentraand strange
tion of forces unexpected
groupings, Today we find ourselves
bappUy going into huddles and Joining hands with Dutchmen, Russians
and Chinamen— and if these can
work harmoniously for their common benefit, why, one may argue,
These gentlecan't the managers.
men whose business sense and ethics

scripter, Is
readying 'Johnny 2x4,' his first
Broadway legit production, and will
save on out-of-town break-in by invitation
audiences to servicemen
only in N. Y.

Musical is one of few local telent
shows okayed for army booking.

$5

Glum War News, Some

Despite

41

Soldiers' Reactions

Rowland Brown, screen

17.

'Bagdad Daddy,' University of
North Carolina Sound and Fury
Club's most ambitious production
with 200 players, will be presented
at Fort Bragg, March 1. Producer
is George Grotz, 3rd, Elmhurst, N.
Y.,
with sets designed by Harry
Bob Richards,
Held, New York.

Chapel

Gauge Play

to

When

asked to put

it

In writing,

NOW OPERATING

SOLO

different reasons, but one was Issued
to his brother, Lyman, partner in
the office.

self

draws $1,000 and co-star Sophi*

Tucker's share under her deal hits
around $1,200 a week.
'

:

.

..

,
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Shows

Plays on Broadway

Rehearsal

in

Inside Stuff-Legit

IVKhoat Love'—Theatre GiiUd.
•Johnny 2x4'—Rowland Brown.

HEART OF A CITY
Dramn
Miller's.

Miller:

In Ihroo nets in-CM-niciI nl llt-nry
by Ollltert
N.V.. Fob. i:;.
written \*y [,o»«lpy Sii>rm; ninnptl
selilUKfl by Unrry Hnrnci

by preeontcd;
93.30 top.

rather thinly, having

micro-

no
phone aid. Also the-e are The London I Love' and a bit of 'Lambeth
Walk.*
All but the latter are by
George Posford, Eric Maschwitz and
ibec.
Harold PurceU.
504,*

MunKrovp
Jennne .McNnlly

Judy

Certruil<»

Fronchic

Terry ['ny

Bony

Vlrglnin

Dubbles
Dlnnn

.

. . .

^

ni»li*n

Com

Pftmelit

Augdi'tn

Marvol

h
Ili'verly RoliertK
Vir :lnl:i V> \nf
ncnnlx lluey

Rosalind
Joan.
Loo Saddle (L.S.)

Tommy

I".

f.lnyd (tni>Kh
lierihu Oelmiir*^

Mr% Good
Anna
Gloomy

.Mlrhm '"uMl-i
It.

Second Pilot Orflrt^r
Third Pilot OITIcor..
Czech Officer
Fourth Pilot orrit cr.
June
Fifth Pilot orriipr.

.

.

Fred Ste'-vnrl
.Hlrhnrd .'^trven.i
Kilwnrd r.inKley

. .

.

. .

.

..,

Boh

.

Wing Commander....
Group Captain
Sergeant.

Hnrdii .N'lirmnnn
Joht rreyf

Uoilney S ''WHrl
.
Jnntilhim
hirrlh
.Ilohrri Wlill^^hfJMl
.
Au.HtIn ralrmnn
.

PollHh Officer

rrm'l

VIrtor
Teier riovno
.Det'irnm Tanswell

First Pilot Orrirer

.

.

.

I

.

.

.I^uls Mehlln
nirhmd Alnley

Paul Lundy

Kiirre In thrco acta preHentcd ai llio
H.
MnnMileld, N. T.. Feb. 13. '42. by
(Jrlnrntin In asuoclntlon with Alex 11. Othrn;
written by I^o lllfkln. Frank Tarloff nml
D.ivhl Sh:i\v; Kt.iK'e^l by f.uiher AdUr; MllinscK by SnmuiM La'vc; ?3.30 lop.

Sum

Grnnt Rlchnnli*
Jack alltonl

llnnmnn

A1

I'.iii'n<»y

SntHlPker.

Snm Slmpklnn
•Mr.

.SAi>rord

ll'irry

l>rlwoll.

Vlviitn

I.owc

.

.

Hpnry Aneor

OurKC Jcnnon
.lulluH

1>.

Cluiirli'lil

A Pollrcmmi
Klllor Knnp
.11

,1'

\»iin,»

ITIKV rhitnclil
Announcer
Ileforee...^
rinil Mnn
Sorotiil

Miin

Miin
Hon?tilon-er

Tlilnl

.Mclsnor

Ltnol Opcrll
Uuwwil Morrison
Florcnre SundBlrom
...

rtH»!i(*r
,

Edwin

Phlllpi*

John Cnll
RIchnrtI Irvlnt:
Robert WIMlaniH
Tony Cnnionerl
Wllllnm Foriin
Knlhfrlne MMklll
nnn<lolph

PrMlon

ArnolO Spcctor
.Gconre ilullh»w»
Morlln RItt
Norinan Budd
Top|M»r Jordan

A war play, the first since America
entered the conflict, but set in LonThere may be a public for this new
don, is well produced and acted. Infarce, but it is probably not one that
teresting, though episodic, 'Heart of
will pay $3.30. Tony Canzoneri, fora City' ordinarily would get across,
mer lightweight boxing champ, is in
but impression is that it costs too
cast and, although he was a rint
much to operate in intimate Miller the
magnet at much higher prices, his
for more than a limited engagement.
name means nothing as a theatre
There !sn*t much in story content, boxoffice draw.
but atmosphere abou ds, illusion
The curious title, slightly revised
being that of a musical show amid from the crack of an illiterate fight
Nazi bombings, yet it is a melo- manager, is hardly suited to attract
drama. Most first nighters liked the class patronage, while the characperformance and departed from the ters in the play are akin to those
theatre with, the idea that the people generally associated with the soof Britain can take it with chin up.
called fight racket, persons of lowr
That goes especially for the band character. That they can be funny
of actresses in the little Windmill, the authors prove. It is also likely
which is accredited with being the that the double-crossing schemes of
only theatre in London that re- the play are no less preposterous
galned open throughout the blitz, lhan some of the reported 'in the
ecent reports were that most thea- bag' stuff that has been alleged to
tres are now lighted. 'City' has the exist within the fistic 'profession.'
going on without interruption,
Four 'wonderful characters' plan
ven when there were but two front to open a restaurant, with Killer
rows -occupied.
Kane the ciiamp, to be front man.
There was some facetious com- One of the boys, Sam Simpkins, sells,
parison betwem Miss Storm's play 'hot' suits, otherwise stolen clothes.
and The Wookey,' which fared well Al Hartman, the chief schemer, has
imtil the Japs raided Hawaii. While desk room, so has Barney Snedeker,
there Is the same constant threat a lawyer without clients, while Harry
from the sky, the two works are en- Priscoll thinks he's a private detecLatter gets picture of Killer'
tirely different.
'City' is essentially tive.
a girl show, femmes predominating together with Peggy, wife of boxing
In the revue, as indicated in one commissioner Chatfield, and through
little setting that slides away at the
a little blackmail they plan to raise
opening and bacic again at the close. the coin for the cafe.
Curiously enough, another war play,
They count on Henry Angel being
'Journey's End,' with an all-male the chef, but through a mix-up he is
cast, was a sock success, also at the proclaimed a crack fighter fromrthemier.
sticks, and he phallengea the Killer
Principal scene is the dressing for the title. In some way they raise
room of the femme principals back- 10 G's for the eatery arid each one
(tage at the Windmill.
In wander bets the poke on the Killer, aware
Tommy, stewy composer of the that Angel hasn't a chance. That
icorea, who is smitten with Rosalind, leads to the play's funniest bit, which
the star,
Saddle, the carry-on has one of the conspirators trying to
manager, and George, the call-boy. jump out of the window.
Now and then the wardrobe mistress,
The pseudo dick comes along with
comically cockney, tells the girls of a dictaphone which he had spotted
what is happening, and there is the in Peggy's hotel. Record reveals the
spirit of There'll always be an Eng- Killer and the woman romancing, he
That
land,' although that phrase is taboo. oromising to throw the fight.
Tommy pleads with Rosalind to creates a -panic among the quartet
mary him, but the girl demurs. It is on ways and means to call off the
when she meets Paul Lundy, one ol bets, placed with Big Louie- Little
the R.A.F. aces, that she falls in Louie, and Just Louie- There is a
love. It is a fast romance, a feature ring scene supposed to be at Madison
of the story that will probably have Square Garden, but most of the go
more audience appeal Scene in the inirs-on are in the shabby office.
officers' mess at a bomber station is
Canzoneri has two lines in the first
animated and introduces a number act, when he says he will 'molder
of fighter. pilots. Fact that they do the bum,' meaning Hartman. He has
not reappear thereafter, with one none in the second act, but makes an
exception, seems a fault of the play. aopearance in street clothes. ThereEither the author wastes her charac- after he Is in ring togs. Impression
ters, or did not find a wav to write was that he will never become a
them in further. In the end Tommy thespian, an opinion the producers
strolls to the pub at the corner, doubtless have, too.
with Judy, the soubret, going after
Sanford Meisner. as the handler of
him, and both being killed by a 'hot' suits, is the show's main laughdirect hit.
Scenes whc:i raids are getter. He gets so exasperated that
on may be authentic, though the he starts through the window, after
sound effects are not as emphasized carefully removing his watch. Grant
as in 'Wookey.' Courage of the girls Richards, as Hartman, is in action
when bombs tall nearby and their often and gets all there is from the
promptness In rescue work is inspir- part. Jack Gilford has his moments
ing from the front.
as the cllentless lawyer, throwing
Hollywood and London are well a fit when learning his partners also
represented in the cast.
Beverly bet the b. r. Russell Morrison com
Koberts is the pretty Rosalind, easily pletes the quartet well enough.
the most pleasant of the revue girls,
Katherlne Mesklll Is the amorous
and her love scenes with Richard Peggy, while Florence Sundstrom Is
Alnley, the flyer, are very good. He a secretary, sweet on Angel, played
Is a personable English actor, little by Edwin Phillips.
Latter, when In
on Broadway. From over there training togs, looks more like a
feen
Gertrude Musgrove, making her featherweight fighter than a chef.
)
r.S. debut and scoring distinctly.
Richard Irving Is the boxing official
Margot Grahame, who scored in a part that could have been comic
The Informer' and other Coast-made if written in double-talk, a specialty
films. Is always bowing In on ^road
of one of New York's fight commisway. She has some o the serious sioners.
lines and h:mdles her part with
Luther Adler directed.
Ibee
Dennis Hoey, who has
surehess.
.

how

.

'

.

been on

this side for

many

seasons.

the likable manager of the theaLloyd Gough is Tommy, giving
another good performance. Frances
Tannehill 'ls amusing as a girl given
to affairs with varied men: Virginia
Peine is decorative .but her part is
Is

tre.

Bertha Bellmore also gets
laughs with her chatter.
limited;

'niere are 31 players listed in the

program, a majority having speakProduction seems excep-

ing parts.

tional for such a play, with the operating cost certainly above average,
lliere are four songs in the performance, but the numbers are incidental.

Miss Grahame

sing's

'Goodbye Picca-.

diUy' end Miss Roberts does 'Room

Pnbllc'

for

—

Irving

Cinderella'

WE

OF V

In Bed'

Smith

CnroMne

Pnta>'

Dear

(re-

They Should Have Stood

lluclnnd

GrJihamc

Pheltnn Knnii(:j«
Frnncea Tnnnohlll

Valerie

'My

Caesar.
'A Kiss

vival)— Clieryl Crawford, Rickard Krakauer.

Wllwm

I*conc

Ann
TonI
Georce

'Love, Laughter and Teari'—
Eddie Dowling.

.

ENGAGEMENTS

SING

Revue In l«*o ni-lb <1*5 a-enos): niunlc by
Genrue KlelnMlnirer. Hcftu nt-rKerson. Toby
.Snrhfr.
Lou Coomr. Xeil T.ehock. AlcM
Norlh; lyrlCBby Alfred Hayes, Sylvin Jhrki.
Lewis Allnn. Roslyn llnrvey. Mike Strntton. Nnrmnn Corwin. Renlrlre Goldsmith,
Joe nnrlnn. Wiill Whitman. Arthur ZIpser:
nketrhes by Al Octo. Sam D. Locke. M«l
Cooper:
T-ou
Tolkin;. muiilrnl direction,
diinre dlre*-tlon. Susnnne Remon: stnued
nnil directed hy Perry Bruekln; piano iieruuipnnlinent hy T.ou Cooper and Saul Dnvla: prejtenled hv Amerlenn Youth Theatre.
In nnoclntlon with Alexander II. Cohen, at
Concert theatre. N. T.. Feb 14. •41 at
»1.(",

top.

Adele

Cast:
Giirrelt.

Letty

Lee nnrrlc. Oetty
RemoH. Kleanore DoKely.
Connie Itaxter.

Jerome.

.'^upnnne

.*-*tever.

Xtwry Titus.

Ann" Gnrlnn. Phil Leeili*, Perry Rruskln.
John Wynn. Buildy Vnrus. Daniel Xagrln.
Curt Conway. John Klemmlnp. nubert Sharron. nyron KCIIHcon.

liObby of the Mansfield, N.Y, was jammed on the opening night Frldar
(13) of "They Should Have Stood In Bed,' the crush being occasioned^
people calling fqr passes (60c per pair), more such admissions beloii
issued than for any debut in years. Because former lightweight boxioi
champ, Tony Canzoneri, was in the cast press department thought Ita
good Idea to ask sports writers to see the show. Some witnessed a pre.
view because of the Billy Conn-Tony Zale match at Madison Square Gar.
den Friday (13). Management used poor judgment in spotting others in
the rear of the balcony on opening night
Stanley Woodwarti, sports editor of the Herald-Tribune, was one who
attended then. He remained for the first act only. In his Saturday (14)
column Woodward gave his opinion of Tony's acting ability in one word,
then went on to explain the title, credited to the late Joe Jacobs, also
called 'Yussel the Muscle,' who managed Max Schmeling.
Jacobs, who
once yelled, 'We wuz robbed,' when a decision went against his fighter
witnessed a world's series ball game In Detroit some years ago. Weather
was cold and during a snow flurry, he complained: 'We should of stood
In bed.'

Francis Wallace heard tbe remark and relayed It to Dan Parker, sports
editor of the N. Y. Mirror, who columned it humorously and thereafter
pinned it on Jacobs. Woodward, saying that Canzoneri was a credit to
the profession, concluded with: 'Knowing how good he was and how much
he earned, we are a little sorry to see him out of character In "They
Should Have Stood in Bed.' As a matter of fact he should have, they
should have and we should have.'
Canzoneri, who once held three ring titles, ^was reputed -to have beeo
worth $400,000 some years ago. Understood he dropped most of his bankroll in business ventures, which included a cafe, liquor and clothes stores.
It's indicated he exi>ected to find on the stage a new means of livelihood.

'Of V We Sing' immediately suggests 'Pins and Needles,' the specHarlow D. Savage, who died in White Plains, N. Y., last week, was
tacularly successful intimate revue
presented several seasons ago by the an officer In a number of Industrial concerns but was thrust onto Broad,
International Ladles Garment Work- way and for a time was supposed to be a factor in the theatre ticket field.
ers union. It's also topical and satir- In 1931 the League of New York Theatres decided to control tickets alical In flavor, also frankly amateurloted to agencies and adopted the curious suggestion of engaging someish., with the freshness, eagerness and
engaging youthtulness that marked one entirely outside of show business to handle the job, that of keeping
the ILGWU show. -It's likewise a tickets from gyps and eliminating excess prices.
Tlieory was that such a person could not be 'reached' by the brokers.
t>argain offering, able to operate on
a negligible budget and with a likely Ticket men viewed the move skeptically and it was soon discerned that
chance of making a run of it on that the plan was not effective. Savage knew none of the many angles of
basis.

the agency ticket business.
After several months at various
It was decided to give 15 agencies the bulk of the allotments and It
spots' off Broadway,
revue was was that group that ultimately paid off a bank loan of $25,000, with which
brought last week to the Concert the- the League financed the plan. Most of the coin was used to pay Savage's
atre (formerly the Filmartc), in West
58th street, just outside the Times
Square theatre district It opened
Wednesday night (11), but the critics weren't Invited until Saturday
night (14).
Show Is presented by the American
Youth Theatre, non-Equity group

whose members have various daytime jobs outside show business.
Alexander H. Cohen, associated

In

salary.

The Windmill theatre, London, locale of 'Heart of a City,' which opened
at the Miller, N. Y., Thursday (12), is a little house In back of the better

known

Lyric.

It is

credited with continuous performances throughout the

months when the British capital was bombed day and night whether there
were a few persons out front or not, and for a time was the only legit
house lighted in London.

went backstage many

who wrote

Lesley Storm,

the drama, states she
of the girl princi-

room

times, visiting the dressing

pals.

the presentation of 'Angel Street' at
One of the features of the Windmill performances was the use of nude
the Golden, N. Y., has a share In the
production.
Schedule calls for five show girls. They were posed upstage in the tableaux form as used by
performances a week, Wednesday Ziegfeld in his 'Follies.' Other London show shops used nudles In the
through Sunday nights, with no mat- manner originated over there at the Windmill.
inees. Scale is $1.65 to 5Sc.
'City' was produced by Gilbert Miller, by arrangement with T. Hayes
Within Its admitted limitations, the Hunter, former London talent and play agent
show is entertaining. Some of the
comedy is quite original and some
Sampson Raphaelson, who wrote 'Jason,' Hudson, N. Y., and stated that
of it genuinely funny.
few of the the drama critic of the play was supposed to be himself, not Bill Saroyan,
.song numbers are fairly good and
many -of the performers are bright has a yen to be an actor. He staged the comedy, his first directional job,
and pert, with a shining, infectious and when Alexander Knox left the cast Saturday (14) It was the author's
enthusiasm. However, revue sulTers idea to step Into the part but just could not needle himself to the point
from its lack of sock music, dance of doing it. Raphaelson has told friends that he always visualizes himself,
numbers, enough strong personalities as a character In his plays.
and, chiefly, from variativ of apMrs. Raphaelson (Droschka) also hankers for the stage and has underproach. All its comedy and topical studied the femme lead.
comment has a sameness that pres'Thus,
ently becomes monotonous.
Phyllis Perlman, press agent for the George Abbott shows, has been ill
while the first half of the evening
for
several weeks. She was In her office one- day last week, but was reand amusing, the second
is lively
portion Is more or less repetitious moved to Mt. Sinai hospital, where tests evidently did not result in a defiand increasingly tiresome.
nite diagnosis. However, she felt well enough to leave the hospital early
Among the funny skits Is a trav- this week.
esty, 'NBC Goes to Broadcast,' which
Marian Byram recently joined the Abbott press department
Is crammed with comment of radio's
more ludicrous manifestations. 'Ivan
the Terrible!, makes fun of an Adolf Miss Garrett Is a looker with skill
that while wars differ the problems
Hitler broadcast but is weakened by and style at handling
a song. Other and emotions aroused by such conthe inclusion of serious matter. In cast standouts are
Miss Jerome, Miss flicts remain the same. Many of the
'Sisters Under the Skin,' Lee Barrie,
Barrie, Curt Conway and Buddy Civil War lines could be used in a
Betty Garrett and Adele Jerome suc- Yarus. Sets are simple
but adequate, World War II drama.
cessfully satirize sister acts, but in while
the costumes are effective.
The central character is Cornelia
'You've Got to Appease with a Strip

A

Htibe.

Tease,' Miss Jerome and Miss Barrie, with Phil Leeds, fail to combine
elements of the comic and the serious.

'Brooklyn Cantata' is ai) amusing
sketch about the ball fans' familiar
'wait till next year' slogan, while
'One Way Passage' bilingly lampoons
Congressman Dies. 'Mother Love' is
a takeoff of a:k. vaudeville acts, with
comic references to Jessel and Jolson.
'Belinda Blue' giggles at Hollywood's
trumped-up glamour; 'Juke Box'
makes fun of jitter-bug record fans,
and '2 Plus 2' offers ironic comment
about nepotism in the film industry.
There are also slightly macabre,
slightly mad comedy capsules. 'News
Story,' at the beginning of both acts.
"You Can't Fool the People,' the
show's opener, is not entirely clarified.
'Don't Sing Solo,' a vocal by

Miss Garrett is expertly handled, but
is an ordinary song. 'Freedom Road,'
a plea for racial tolerance, sung by

John Flemming, Negro baritone.

Is

also only a mild song. 'Take a Poemi'
Robert Sharron's reading of a Norman Corwin verse, with • musical

Play Dot of

Town

UNDER THIS ROOF

Warren, played with fine restraint
and sure dramatic power by Barbara
O'Nell.
She refuses to accompany
her sweetheart, an anti-slavery radical,
to
Missouri, and marries a
cousin, a smug business man who
scorns ideals and becomes a success,
Boston banker.

ful

Del.,

Feb.

14.

and four scenes by
Herb«rt B. nhrmann. Stase<l by Russell
Lawls; sotting by Perry Watklna; costumea
by Ernest Shmpps; pr«senled by Russell
Lewis and Rita Hassan at Playhouse, WllmlnKton, Del., Feb. IS-M, -42; %iM top.
Oranny Warren
Louise Galloway
Abner Warren
George Spauldlng
Cornelia Warren
Barbara O'Nell
l^zra "Warren
Russell Hardle
Horace Drury
Howard St. John
Mora
Hilda Bnico
Glbeon Warren
Peter Kobbs
David Warren
Frederic de Wilde
.Mr. Gaswiwoy
Harlan Briggs
Senator Flower
Watson White
Eileen O'.Stiaughnessy... Alexandra Brackett
Shawn O'Shaughnessy
Waller Burke
Sidney Snow
James O'Neill
In

Sincerity

th>«e acts

is

the chief virtue of a
fact s^ark drama—

new drama— in

background by George Klelnsinger. by Herbert B. Ehrmann, Boston atfails to come off, as does a Walt torney.
The author has delved into
Whitman poem offered as prolog for the case history of an old Massachu-

Later their

son,

a pi>etlc type, defies his father, enkilled in battle. Banker
in a shatly
railroad deal and meets disaster in
the panic of '73. He returns to the
old homestead, and the inference i»
the couple are reconciled by adversity.
The third act is more or
lists,

Wilmington,

Drama

and

Is

Waren becomes involved

less

static,

providing a background

more weighty
the author's
speeches.
The cast Is excellent. In addition
to Miss O'Neil, Russell Hardle, ai
the banker; Lpulse Galloway, Harlan Briggs, Howard St. John, Frederic de Wilde, and James O'Neill are
Perry
all superior to their roles.
Watkins" setting helps create the

for

proper atmosphere.
Play looks more like Hollywood
fare

of

type.

the

long-suffering heroins
Klepfer.

'

the flnale.
otto Kruger, Ralph Morgan. WhitOther moderate numbers are 'Priford Kane, Joseph Sweeney, "The orities,' the second-act
opener; 'Queen
Moon Is Down.'
Esther,' sung by Miss Garrett and
April Ames, Mark Plant Kitty chorus; the over-strident 'Gertie the
Mattern, Grac6 McFornahan, 'My Stool Pigeon's Daughter.' and 'We
Dear Public'
Have a Date.' Only real dance numCecil Humphries, Luise Rainer, ber of the show is an effective
Edith King, Doris Patstoni 'A Kiss rhumba by Susanne Remos and Daniel Nngrin although there is a 'Vicfor Cinderella.'
Katharine Hepburn, Barry Thomp- tory Conga' closing the first act.
"There Is considerable talent in the
son, Elliott Nugent, Audrey Christie,
cast.
Phil Leeds is a laughable
Robert Chisholm, Ellen Morgan, comic though his clowning
hasn't
Emily, Mc^ey, Don Briggs, ."^l^^.qut enough variation to cover his presLove.'
ence as lead In almost every sketch.

family thoroughly. The result is
a play that sometimes- reveals fine
setts

writing, sometimes commands close
audience attention, biit Is too heavy
and slow moving to meet success on

Broadway.

Schneider's Condition

~

Schneider, manager ol »
With Father' road company,

Willie
'Life

critically injured in an elevator accident in Oklahoma City, u
reported as 'comfortable as could be

who was

It's rather badly knitted, with the
audience apt to get restless in trying
to follow tne not always interesting expected.'
Both legs were broken
career of a woman who married Uic and
Transfusions wc™
crushed.
wrong man, sacrificing love and per- given him and infection has subsonal honor for comfort and security. sided, although one fracture is lo be
The story covers a space of 27 years reset
in the lives of the Waren family,
Schneider is In St. Anthony's hosincluding the Civil War period, in
which Ehrmann attempts to prove pital.

.

.
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'Corn $16,000,

LEGITIMATE
HIGH IN BALTIMORE

Xlaudia9y2G,0(rJoeyl2aToGo
fr
Chicago, Feb. 17.
Chicago
'Claudia' finally closed iU
after hitting th*
run SatuKlay (14)
run mark with 22
Kfflson'a high
Selwyn reUghts tonight
veelu.
Spirit;
(Tuesday) with 'BUthe
slipping and will
"Pal Joey' U
town on Saturday (21). 'Candle

leave
la
In the Wind'

due to replace.
Eailnutei tor Last Week

TURCHASE,' $29,000,

enough with

up brightly
Tal Joey,'

Grand

Pittsburgh, Feb. 17.

"Louisiana

smashed

Purchase'

through to Nixon's top regular gross
of season in first staiua of fortnight
run last week, grabbing estimated
That's around $3,000 under

$9,500.

week)

Sagged again, gettmg
Leaves Saturday (21).
•Puuuna Battle,' Erlanger (4th
This is the
week) (1,400; $3.30).
of .the season here.
smash
musical
Hough slipped slightly last week,
(1300; $3.30).

112,000.

was

still

out front of all shows at

$20,000.

Is Green,' Harris (4th
Originally
$2.75).
(1,000;
for a short stay, this show

The Corn
week)

Smred

long
has caught on so solidly that a
JSS Tnov, in view. Got fine $16,000
last week.

HAYES SRO
IN

WOO

COL. INDPLS. SPLIT

Popularity of Helen Hayes on the
load was again demonstrated last
week, when the star grossed applaying two
proximately $20,500,
elands in 'Candle in the Wind.'
was Columbus and InSplit
dianapolis and it is stated that capacity plus standees applied at all

performances in both spots.

'Eileen'

$10,000,

'

Rather

adventurous

booking

HoMs

'GUEST;

ask that much
since opening of season.
'Purchase' got off fast, preem being sold out to an organization for
charity benefit at better than $3,000,
and rave notices in all three, papers

$3.85, first legitter to

mm,

SURPRISES
PHILLY

Immediately were reflected- at the
window next day.
'Angel Street' follows it in Feb. 26,

ticket

with 'Tobacco Road' next,
engagement at Nixon.

its

OK

$13,000

healthy biz,

'My Sister

Eileen' got

on its fourth and final week
Geary here.
Comedy, with Guy Robertson topping, was solid at b.o. all the way
$13,000
at the

here.

Theatre'

lOG

in Cincy

Cincinnati, Feb.
Legit revival in this burg last

17.

week

Mter a three-week recess was dissppointing for Cornelia Otis Skinner
to Theatre' at the 1,400-seat Cox.
Gross for six night performances and
two matinees at $2.75 top was estimated less than $10,000.
Next road show here will be
Katharine Cornell in 'Rose Burke' at
the Cox, Feb. 26-28 at $3.30 top. Then
Angel Street' In the .<!ame house,

week

of

March

W

1,

at $2.75 top.

$14,500

In

Del

Detroit, Feb. 17.
e
Second
company of 'Blithe Spirit"
wound up its eight performances at
the Cass theatre here with good flg>^e, approximating $14,500 at $2.50

.-'^J''"l°e Cornell followed It in
on Monday (16) with 'Rose Burke'
for SIX days.

.

SL

THREE STANDS

L

—

Shows

—

'Gnest In the Hoasc'—Walnut, Philadelphia (18-21).
•Hellupoppin' (N. Y. Co.)— Forrest, Philadelphia (16-28).
'Helltapoppin'
(2d Co.)—Ryman
Aiid., Nashville (18); Memorial Aud.,

Chattanooga

Temple, Birming-

(19);

(20-21); Munic. Aud., New Orleans (23-24); Munic. Aud., Shreveport (25); City Aud., Jackson, Miss.
(26); Aud., Memphis (27-28).
(USO)— Ft. Ben'Junior Miss*
ning, Ga. (18-20); Ft. McClellan, Ala.
(21-23); Camp Forrest, Tenn. (24Keesler Field, Biloxl, Miss.
26);

ham

(28).

Uinghter and Tears' (OneBill)—Court Square, Spring-

•lilfe,

Act

Mass. (25); Bushnell Aud.,
field,
Hartford (26); Klein Aud., Bridgeport, Conn. (27); McCarter, Princeton, N. J. (28).

With

'Life

Father'

Lyceum, Minneapolis

Co.)—
(2d
(18-21); Gar-

rick, Duluth, Minn. (23-25); Fargo,
Fargo, N. D. (26-27); Dakota, Grand
Forks, N. D. (28).
'LUe With Father' (3d Co.)—Iowa,

Cedar Rapids (18); Orpheum, Dav(19); Orpheum, Waterloo, la.
(20); State, Sioux Falls. S. D. (21);

enport

Orpheum, Sioux City, la. (23); Capitol, Grand Island, Neb. (25); Rivoll,
Hastings,

Omaha

Neb.

(26);

Highschool,

(27-28).

•Lonlslana Purchase'-Nixon, Pittsburgh (18-21); National, Washington
(23-28).
'My Sister Eileen* (2d

Co.)—Bilt-

Sister Eileen' (3d Co.)—Wilbur, Boston (18-21); Ford's, Baltimore (23-28).
Baltimore
Son' Ford's,
'Native
(18-21); Walnut, Philadelphia (23-

Buffalo, Feb. 17.

approximately

Btows at the

Play was In at $2.75 top.

—

28)

•Ont of the Frying Pan'

Naval Air SUtlon,

-Seattle

(USO)—
(18); Ft.

(D-940; $3.30) Premiered Thursday
(12)
with moderate notices, but
looks like audience show; more thin
$4,500 flrst four times, including a
$5.50 opening; may pick up.

•High

Elckcrs,' Broadhurst (IStli
week) (M-1.142: $4.40>—Sunday matinees at reduced scale very well atr
tended; nights fairly good; aroimd
$15,000.
•It Happened on Ice,' Center (resumed engagement) (64th week)
(R-3,02e; $1.65)—Quoted over $29,000; no extra performance, but matinee on holiday helped up the gross.

Hudson

•Jason,)
1,094;

tinues;

(4th

$3.30)— Mild

week) (CD-

business

con-

Ballet Theatre So-So

m

$11,800

Toronto

Toronto, Feb.
Ballet Theatre chalked up so-i
estimated $11,800 at Royal Alexandra
here, with '1,551-seater scaled at

$3J0

top.

on wordweek
be
back for two extra performances on
Troupe

built up- steauUy

of-mouth toward

latter part of

to such an extent that Ballet will

Saturday

(21).

This

expected to

Is

had been expected to vUk. up, give a satisfactory return on engagefollowers knew
again somewhat shy of ment here. Ballet

but gross

the group's reputation, but the gentheatre-goers didn't (general
•Jnnior Miss,' Lyceum (18th' we^) opinion Is, however, that Ballet
(CD-I,004; $3.30)—Virtual oapacUy nieatre visit next season should do
for laugh show,, which pbyed nine excellent business.
$5,000.

eral

performances and was quoted getting
$18,700;
Year*s.

•Lady

In

since

highest
Dark,'

the

Alvln

sumed) (4(th week) (M-1,S87;

—About

(18-28).

•My

.cifSj've Son' tallied
w,DOO, good, in four
firlanger last week.

$3.30)— Rated around $12,had successful engagement
and tour is promising for Shakespearean revival with names.
The Rivals,' Shubert (5th week)
(C-1,402; $3.30)— Going to the road
ing Indecisive.
'Solitaire*
was a after another week; business has
sudden withdrawal.
slipped; estimated around $9,000 last
week.
Estimates for Last Week
'Porgy and Bess,* Majestic (4th
Keys: C (Comedv), D (Drama), week)
(M-1.175;
$2.75)— Different
CD (.Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), here; bigger than ever; surprise click
M (IVfusical), O ((Operetta)
jammed 'em in most performances
'Angel Street,' Golden (10th week) and topped $23,000; new high.
(D-789; $3,300)— Although dramatic
Gilbert and Snillvan, Joos Ballet,
plays are hazardous in these days, St. James (4th week) (1,520; $2.20)—
English thriller is set for a run; Announced into mid-March, but rerated over $13,000 in small house.
ported going to road before them;
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton $9,000 estimated.
(57th week) (CD-838; $3.30)—Slightly better, gross quoted over $14,000; well up with straight show leadBIG $18,600
ers and looks a cinch for balance of
(D-1,162;
000; has

Philadelphia, Feb. 17.
season.
After a stagnant period, Philly's
'Banjo
Eyes,'
Hollywood
(8th
IN
bookings are now as consistent week) (M-1,563; $4.40)— Also a bit
as they've been any time this season. better last week, with .takings ap'Arsenic'. Gets Raves,
Katharine Cornell contlmies to
Walnut and Locust, which relighted proaching $31,000 level; expected to
play
through
spring
or
longer.
draw excellently in 'Rose Biurke,' the
last Monday (9) after extended dark
Big $19,000 in
period, now seem comfortably fixed
'Best Foot Forward,' Barrymore Henri Bernstein play on tour, but
for a month and a half to come.
(20th week; (M-1,104: $4.40)— Should
whether the play will be a spring
play into warm weather; not selling
Estimates for Last Week
St. Louis, Feb. 17.
out all times, but holds to excellent presentation on Broadway will prob'Hellupoppin,'
Forrest
(8th
week)
oneclosed
Lace'
•Arsenic and Old
money; up last week, nearly $20,000. ably not be decided until after the
week stand at American theatre Sat- (1,800; $3). ^till powerful despite a
Blithe
Spirit,'
Morosco
(ISth current date in Detroit.
urday (14) with swell b.o. showing. few weaknesses e:-«ly in week and
week) (CD-936; $3.30)—One of the
Last week the star grossed estiPrice battled plenty of stiff opposish, at Wednesday matinee. Last week,
few standouts among the season's
but grossed estimated $19,000 for in nine performances, galloped to productions, with
mated $18,600 in six performances in
the gross varying
nine performances at $2.80 top. Crix fine $30,500.
three stands. Takings in Milwatdcee
little from the $17,000 mark.
were lavish with raves.
'Guest in the House,' Walnut (1st
•Cafe Crown,' Cort (3d week) for three shows were $8,200; in MinHelen Hayes in Maxwell Ander- week) (1,700; $2). Crix liked this (CD-1,064; $3.30)— Improved
further neapolis, in two performances, the
son's 'Candle in Wind' opened one- tryout, with most of them raving and approached
$10,000 level; can count was
Biz built
$6,800, while one performweek engagement last night (Mon- over Mary Anderson.
operate to some profit at that figure
steadily to surprising $10,000.
day) at $3.30 top.
ance in St Paul grossed $3,700.and should make the grade.
'Tobacco Boad,' Locust (1st week)
Following Detroit,
three
more
•Claudia,'
Booth
(53d
week)
(CDstill
okay
Perennial
(1,500; $1.S0).
here, with nearly $6,000 reported last 712; $3.30) Going on tour after an- split-week dates are booked.
Current Road
week at $1.50 top. 'Watch on the other two weeks; has bettered year's
run and should flourish out of town.
Rhine' in Monday (23).
(Feb. 18-28)
'Heart of a City,* Miller (1st week)

more, Los Angeles (18-28).

'Native' $5,000 in Buff

grosses picked up by virtue
of Lincoln's Birthday, but only a few
gave extra matinees.
Complaint

legit

m

Stand with

For 'Banjo* 31G. 'Crown' $10,000
Some

CORNELL

eighth

'Angel Street* (2d Co.)—National,

San Francisco, Feb. 17.
Held for an extra week due to

Up

Highs on B'way; Biz Also

nearby Washington, where the pro- over weak attendance Thursday
nights again registered.
Two new
duction will not be presented.
plays last week .chances of both be-

Washington (18-21); Nixon, Pitts- N.Y/ClaDdia' Co.WiH
burgh (23-28).
flob; Trince' 126
Up
'Arsenic and Old Lace' (2d Co.)—
Open Tonr in Pitt Mar. 9
Convention Hall, Tulsa. Okla. (18);
Boston, Feb. 17.
MajesUc, Ft Worth, Texas (19);
Pittsburgh, Feb. 17.
'My Sister Eileen,' in next-to-clos- Melba, DaUas (20-21); Tyler, Tyler,
Original Broadway company of
ing week, showed good strength, and Tex. (23); Paramount, Austin (24);
'Student Prince' won a holdover to Texas, San Antonio (25); Music Hall, 'Claudia.' headed by Dorothy Mc'Under This Roof
a third frame.
Houston (26-27); City Aud., Beau- Guire, Donald Cook, Frances Starr
came In Monday (16) after opening
and Olga Baclanova, was pencilled
mont, Tex. (28).
In Wilmington, Del., last week.
into Nixon for March 9, at which
Blithe SplrH' (2d Co.)—Selwyn,
Estimates for Last Week
time It begins a brief tour. Show,
Chicago (18-28).
'Stadent Prince,' Shubert (2nd wk)
which celebrated its first birthday in
'Blesaom Time'—Curran, San Fran- New( York last week (12), will wind
Chalked up around
(1,590; $2.20).
$12,000 and that's okay for an extra cisco (18-28).
up its engagement there March 7 and
week,
'Candle In the Wind'—American, come here two nights later.
Hy Sister EUeen.' Wilbur (7th St. Louis (18-21); Parkway, Madison, Engagement will probably be for
Comedy has Wis. (23-24); Pabst, Milwaukee (25wk) (1,227; $2.75).
two weeks, with first under subscripplayed a very successful run here.
tion auspices, same as recent 'Ar
One more 28).
Ijist week around $10,000.
'ClaodU' (2d Co. )—Davidson, Mil- senic and Old Lace.' 'Claudia' book'
week.
waukee (18-21); Lyceum, Minneapo- Ing for Nixon at first called for Chi
lis (23-28).
company, in which Phyllis Thaxter
•Com Is Green'—Harris, Chicago and Lila Lee have the leads.

'Eiieen'Ends4-Wk.S.F.

$44,000,

New

48

Torgy* 23G. Hft

of

'Native Son,' In currently at Ford's,
has the second balcony opened to
colored trade with some effort being
made to attract that patronage from

$20,000.

Wound

(5th

Baltimore, Feb. 17.
'Touring company of 'Angel Street,'
with Sylvia Sydney, Victor Jory and
Ernest Cossart In the top roles, drew
healthy response at Ford's last week,
building to estimated $13,200 at $2.22

Ton'

top.

isTPrrrwK.

BIG IN

previous high, set by 'H:llzapoppii1,'
'CUodU; Selwyn (22d and final but that musical played New Year's
This winds up week with an extra New Year's Eve
week) (1,000; $2.75).
John Golden eeason here. midnight show. On other hand,
the
many weeks 'Ptirchase' also got the higher scale,
'Claudia' was smash for
ran steadily throughout.

$13M FLIES

'ANGEL'

Growing In Chi Run;

held

Its

own

last

New
(re$4.40)

week and

credited with gross around $22,900;
earns good profit at that figure.

Greenfield Discharged

(leth
Xet's Face It,' Impcriol
in N.Y. week)
(M-1,450: $4.40)—Aimed for
Jean Greenfield, prompter in the the summer and may play through
N. Y. Jewish theatre, who filed a that period; attendance is sellout

From Bankruptcy

voluntary bankruptcy petition in the
N.Y. federal court Oct. 16, 1941, listing $600 in assets and $11,497 in liabilities, was discharged from bankruptcy Jan. 16, 1942, by Referee RobIn 1939 he earned
ert Stephenson.
$540 and in 1940. $780.

A

story

that

most of the owed

money was due on promissory

—

notes

funds the largest
being owed to the He
brew Actors Union of which he was

and

borrowed

sum,

$4,200,

—

correct.
not
president was
long
None of Greenfield's obligations
was due on personal notes, biit he
was a co-maker on accommodation

loans for others

who borrowed

the

money.

plus standees, and the grois aroimd
$34,000.

I

'LUe with Father,' Empire (118(h
week)
(CD-1.082;
$3.30)—Rarely
plays extra matinees and held to
eight performances last week, but
gross picked up to $13,000.

•My Sister Eileen,' Blltmore (OOth
week) (CD-891; $3.30)—Also played

Papa

Guild (Oth week)
(C-956; $3.30)— Business just fair
from the start and length of engagement not definite; estimated around
Is

(19-24);

Ft.

Warren,

IN

TO DINNER"
THE ARMV NOW"
IROS.

LOD GLATTOM

All,*

SAMUEL FltENCH
SINCE

lejo

AUTHORS' RIPRESENTATIVt

$7,000.

'Plan M,' Belasco

(D-1,000: $3.30)

Plan It SUM.

—Presented by Richard Aldrlch and
Richard Myers; written by James

Edward Grant; war meller only
Wash.

WHO CAME

WARNER

lUt.

lately.

rival this

Lewis,

"THE MAM
"YOU'RE

regulation number of times; registered $9,500; grooved at that level

25
•II

ar-

Wmt

Wtit 7Ul

Knn ud
ainft

4nii

Nn

Yirli

ttmt Lm A>id«

week.

'Solitaire,'

Plymouth—Withdrawn

Saturday (14); played two weeks
Wyo. (27-28).
less than one night
'Pal Joey'—Grand Opera House,
'Spring Again,* Playhouse (14th
Chicago (18-21); Cass, Detroit (23- week) (CD-865; $3.30)— Slated Into
28).
spring with road set back until next
'Panama Battle'- Erlanger, Chi- season; moderate grosser better and
rated over $9,000.
cago (18-28).
Sans o* Fan,' Winter Garden (Uth
Rose Bnrke' (Katharine Cornell)
With three
—Cass, Detroit (18-21); English, In- week) (R-1,519; $4.40)—
$5.50 top performances and an extra
dianapolis (23-25); Cox, Cincinnati matinee, new high claimed, gross ap(26-28).
proximating $44,000.
'Student Prince' Shubert, Boston
They Should Have Stood In Bed,'
(18-21).
Mansfield (C-1,050; $3.30)—Opened
'Theatre*— Cox, Cincinnati (18-21). Friday (13), drawing doubtful pre.<a!;
'Tobacco Boad*—Locust, Philadel- better line on chances this week.
•Watch on the Rhine,' Martin Beck
phia (18-21); Lyric, Richmond (23—Final
and 47th week; with nearly
Del.
Wilmington,
Playhouse,
25);
a year's run to its credit should do
(26-28).
well on tour; jumped on final perBoor Plymouth, formance announcement and cred•Under
This
Boston (18-21).
ited with, nearly $14,000.
Locust,
Bevlvals
'Watch on the Bblne'
'Macbelh.' Nation?! nsth «">'>
Philadelphia (23-28).

AL SHEAN
IS

LOOKING FOR A PLAY
1746 N. Cherokee Avcf.
Hollywood

—

—

—

SAMUEL SELDON
Public Accountant
Income Tax Returns Prepared

Certified
Sporlal

i*»w

raton

and Blorekpepern

for

waB« earners

Odlco houra: MonSaturday
and by

ilny to Friday, 5 to 0 p.m.,
nnil .S!indii.v. 1
lo 6 p.m.,

appnintmonl.
jni

llroiiilM-ay,
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Y.

CO.

7-1188«
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Balletin Bids for rUlly Ledser
The Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, in en obvious attempt to forestall any competition in the evening
field in PhlUy, told the U. S. District Court Monday (9) that it would
submit a bid within the next couple
of days (or the name, goodwill and
Associated Press franchise of the defunct Evening Public ledger.
The move, which came as a surprise, caused the Philadelphia Inquirer to withdraw its offer of several weeks ago to purchase, the AP
iranchise for $10,000. The Court accepted the Oder temporarily pending the approval by the board of diInquirer's atrectors of the AP.
torney said that the paper would
make another offer. Meanwhile the
Inquirer will continue to publish the
'token' paper to keep the AP franchise alive, while the Bulletin will
pay the weekly $1,305 assessment. A
final hearing on the liquidation of
the Ledger's assets will be held Feb.

Scribblers

As Statesmen

to
'Join the Fourth Estate to Get Into the Diplomatic Service' seems
be the slogan in South America, as the result of rapidly increasing
expansion of Yanqiii diplomatic missions south of the border. Speed
with which the State Department has augmented its forces in Latin-

America has made the move necessary.

for RKO,
Pascal, after quitting
are going back to UA. Alfred Hitchcock has made a deal with UniBen Hecht has signed with
versal.
Fox to produce, direct and write,
while RKO has recently added Pare
*
Lorentz.
RKO and UA Rosters
RKO's long list, incidentally, includes Harold Lloyd, Welles, Disney,

level.

out a couple of months ago for having an 'attitude not in keeping with
Jack Lockhart As Censor
the nme-Life picture.*^ Guild mainJack Lockhart, managing editor of
tains it was for union activity.
Guild this week is sending to the Memphis Commercial Appeal
every congressman a letter charging and its one-time drama-film critic,
that Time, Inc., is 'violating public has taken leave of absence from his
It is also tying post to head the night staff in the
policy' in the case.
up with the typographical unions, Press Section of the Office of Cenwhich have their own squawk sorship in Washington.
Lockhart
against Henry Luce publications be- joins John Sorrells, executive editor
cause they are printed in part by a for th£ Scripps-Howard chain and
non-union shop, the Reuben H. Don- publisher of the Memphis paper, who
nelly Corp., in Chicago.
also took leave recently to chairman
the Press Section.
Shuptrlne Heads Memphis Golld
H. F. Paine, Jr., son of the late
one of the
Paine,
Craig Shuptrlne, news editor for Uncle Bob'
Memphis Commercial Appeal, de- Scripps-Howard founders, has been
feated Igor Ivan, WMPS news com- promoted from the cdpy desk to actmentator, for presidency of the ing managing editor of the Appeal
Newspaper Guild of Memphis, suc- ill liOckhart's absence.
ceeding Kenneth Moifett, promotions
'

The Press-Scimitar.
Gyp's New Yorker Series
ViceOther new officers are:
Baby June and Her Pals,' series
Dick Breese and Ida
Gypsy Rose Lee,
Clemens, telegraph and fashion edi- of six pieces by
March 26 in the New Yorker,
starts
Comtors
respectively for The
biz background.
mercial Appeal, and Pete Swim, Deals with show
be Miss
apparently
would
'June'
Press-Scimitar reporter; John Rogers

editor for

.

_

June
and Emory Grinnell, reporters for Lee's younger sister, actress
The Commercial Appeal and Press- Havoc,
Mik^ Todd, who manages Miss Lee,
jSclmitar respectively, named secre-

has in mind a series of 'family' pictures from the series, rather tiSan
plank a play as has become a New Yorker
bonds custom. Many of its series, starting with 'Life- With Father,' have
wopnd up on the Broadway boards.

tary-treasurer and recording secre-

Memphis Guild voted to
on line for defense

$1,000'

from

its

reserve fund.

AP

Vice N. T. City News
of New York City
News Association ^ast week. Associated Press took over coverage of
most of the beats the local cooperative organization formerly handled
Many of them were consolidated and
AP hired only about 30. of the almost 100 former City News em
ployees.
City News' leased wire circuit -was
abolished Ev<d local reports are be
ing fed the papers on the regular
AP system. It is understood that
no additional assessment has been
madfe on the N. "Y. papers yet for
the additional AP coverage, but it is
likely increased fees will be levied

With demise

Three Texas Papers Sold
Sale of the Brownsville, Herald,
the Valley Morning Star of Harlingen and the Valley Evening Monitor of McAUen, all in Texas, to Leo
E, Owens of Carmel, California, was
announced by the widow of Hubert
R. Hudson, who bought the three
papers in 1937 and died two years
ago.

Owens formerly published the St.
Paul Pioneer Press and Dispatch.

newspaper

reporter for 37 years,
died there Feb. 12. He had covered
the courthouse run for the HeraldExpress for 26 years.

CHATTER
George Jessel and publisher Ralph
Ingersoll of PM (N. Y.) have been
talking about a 'Last Night in New
York' chatter column the comedian

may do

for the. Sc tab.

Jim McClean is ex-Vadig editor of
Miami News, upped to feature

the
ed.

AP

has transferred T. S. Adams,
Rock (Ark.) bureau chief, to
Chicago. Pugh Moore shifted from

Little

sell,

:

WB

UA

editor of Click magazine.

Succeeds

Bob Rogers.
Bennett Cerf, prez of Random
House, which publishes most of the

Broadway plays

in book -form, complains that the paucity of new dramatic hits has curtailed his output.

Gene

Roper,

red-haired

House ReviewTl

UA's

list

I

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN
other generation, after which h.
does a prizefight travesty.
RosS"
Royce follows with impersonatiSS
of strippers Ann Corlo, Margie HaS
and Georgia Sothern, climaxed b»
her familiar dove dance. Then comJ;
another production number toDttS
by an Interesting adagio routined
Latasha and Laurence. Next to uS
act comprises knockabout comedy^
Harold Boyd and His Jigsaws good
for several solid laughs. Closer
isi
Lntln-Amerlcan production number
House was about two-thirds full at
the final show Friday (13).
Hobe.

COLONIAL, DAYTON
(1HEET

William Hawks, Damon Hunyon,
Jack Votion and William Dieterle.

THE

PEOPLE')

Daj/ton, O., Feb. It

includes Chaplin, Selznick,

Jimmy Alexander, Joev Foye

Sn.

Korda, Edward Small and Hal Roach.
Murray- Silverstone, former chief of
world-wide UA operations, in4y get
on the UA bandwagon of producers
Harold Hurley, who was
shortly.
set, left a couple weeks ago because
UA execs felt his budgets should be

RoMn, Elizabeth
Tolbot - Mortiii.
Buddy Pepper, Lorraine Krueger
Marion Colby, Hoiuari Blaine, Jacic
Albertson, Dorothy Roberts; 'Blondie
Goes to College (Col).

higher.

ple' provides an entertaining hour,
though some of the material is not
worthy of the participants' talent

Charles Boyer is said to be arranging an indie unit to work at
Universal, where Frank Lloyd's outGoldwyn
fit is already established.
is currently in the air, having completed his recent deal with RKO
and not certain whether he'll stay

Memphis, Tenn., as successor.
Allen Chellas, formerly managing on or depart.
'Although Metro doesn't use the
editor of Parade Sunday supplement
unit system directly; it has for years
of PM, N. y. tab,' dally, has become

in
considerably latitude
picking stories and players by its
top producers, including such men

allowed

as Stromberg, J. Walter Ruben, Pan-

dro Bermen and Edwin

KnopL

Political Friend

singing

Tabloid version of 'Meet the Peo-

A

number

of the principals of the

Coast and Broadway 'People'
sions are current.
Jimmy Alexander, back in

verbig

home town

for his first professional
appearance, pleases mightily.
He
has the lead straight-singing role,
and in that capacity opens the show
with Sue Robin as 'Miss Hollywood.'
He 'appears several times throughout the show.

-

For Alexander's 'Stars Remain'
song a pretty stage setting Is provided. 'Fellow and a Girl,' also sung
with Miss Robin, pictures two youngsters looking for the break the world
owes them. Both songs are burlesqued in swing by poker-faced
Marion Colby,

niftiest looker in the

outfit

copyboy for Memphis Commercial

; Continued from pat* 4;
Accomplished on impersonations Is
trouble to see why Dean Landis in- Elizabeth Talbot-Martin, who uses
Had they such notables as Katharine Hepburn,
vited him to join OCD.
Zorina, Bette Davis and Garbo to ilsippi for training.' Roper last sum- made the slightest research they
lustrate how they might sing 'When
mer was in supporting roles for would have discovered that the very Has
Little Dog Gone,' concluding
operettas at the Memphis Opert Air things which MelVyn Douglas will with a. rather broad aping of Eieaoor
direct were considered essential to Roosevelt
Theatre.
«
civilian morale in London and the
'Same
Old South' is given a probombed areas of Great Britain. duction number in the style of the
There, in its darkest hour, the peo- old song-and-dance acts by Jack Alsome
or
entertainment,
for
ple^cried
bertson and Buddy Pepper, while 'In
diversion while' hell rained from the Chi Chi Castenango' is given a colorjConUnned from pate 3;
skies, and ENSA' provided this re- ful Interpretation by Miss Colby and
on
quality laxation.
The creative arts were the ensemble, affording opportunity
decidedly
emphasis
deemed essential to the prosecution for the inevitable rhumba and tango.
rather than quantity pictures.
Cleverest of the skits is one In
War, with rising costs, priorities of the war effort The organizaand increasing shortage of help, is tion of cartoonists, artists, writers, which Howard Blaine lectures to Hitdepartment store employees, appealaccelerating the quality vs. quantity dancers and all who had some Goding to their intellect on the subject
trend and thus, with it, the move given talent has been thorough. And 'Shall we or shall we?' In this th^'
toward the units. Although studios these people are doing their utmost young folks face Uie audience sitting
have felt the pinch of priorities rel- to keep Great Britain cheerful. 'Why on a long bench and the fun comes
atively little so far, the draw-string should, college dramatic societies, from their patomimic expressions recomposers flecting the speaker's thoughts.
is being pulled tighter and tighter singing groups, writers,
on everything for civilian use and it and others of like ability be denied
Joey Faye gives evidence of com.their place in the war effort, espe- edy talent, but most of his stuff looks
is figured only a matter of time be
fore there will be a definite demand cially as they have cheerfully volun- as if it has been rescued from burlesque and given a bath.
that fewer pictures be inade. Fewer teered their services?
I make no defense of Mrs. FrankThe full-stage rendition of 'Elmer's
pictures mean more personal attention to each and the best way to lin D. Roosevelt, whose nichi in the Wedding Day, with the entire combreezily
achieve that is by the unit system. hearts of humanity is established pany in bucolic costumes, is
and secure. Her sympathy, kindness, done and leads into the finale, in
Coin Angles
energy and brains have ever been which Alexander gives a punchy iaHow independent a production applied to helping the under- terpretation of the 'Bill of Rights'
unit is varies greatly.
Hinge is privileged and the weak of the song.
Pepper is a flip little dancer but
mainly whether a producer can pro- world. By affiliating actively with
vide his own financing or whether OCD she gave the office dignity and hardly has opportunity to show that
he must depend* on studio coin. Be- importance, and I have yet 'to hear he can tap before he's succeeded by
U)ryond that, independence allowed her voice on the radio, or as ex- another act. He teams with Miss
raine Krueger on the hoof.
any producer, even'those completely pressed in her daily column, except Lorraine
also teams with Alexander
dependent on the studio for money, that it was directed to helping those in singing, and contributes a brief
varies directly with his ability and who need encouragement and as- solo tap.
Kany.
reputation.
If he can walk out at sistance. The First Lady of America
any time and pick up a job at a is the greatest woman of this genrival studio, he's plenty independent. eration. All the combined efforts of
Typical of the first class are Samuel carping political critics fall to mar
Goldwyn and David O. Selznick; of her record of achievement. / Nor can
the second class. Hunt Stromberg the amusement Industry ever, forget
Chlcaoo, Feb. 14.
and Orson Welles.
that she has been the staunch friend
Welle Orch (15), uj*
Although that old adage about a of its stars and lesser personalities. Jayne Walton, Williom Taylor; Boo
producer (or actor, or writer) being
This letter -is prompted by irrita- Belmont; George Rooers & Co. (3j,

Appeal, has been accepted for technical duty' in the Air CorVs and
shipped to Camp Keesler in Missis-

My

Pix Unit Prod.

Literary Thief Pleads Guilty
Gulseppl Roselli, alias Joseph Rusformer Ohio State prison inmate, pleaded guilty last week in
Federal Court in Buffalo to. using the
''mails to defraUd.
Brady In Dong ChorcblU's Spot
Thomas F. Brady will continue on '"'He had' been charged with thefta 'semi-permanent' basis as Holly Ing previously published stories and
selling
them to national magazines,
-wood correspondent for the New
York Times. Brady, former assist- including Reader's Digest, under his
ant to Douglas Churchill, took over own name, as well as with selling
when Churchill died several weeks faked stories of interviewers with
prominent officials and. celebrities.
ago.
Times' has been flooded with ap
plications for the Hollywood post,
Hearst Bows to Advertising
both from New 'York newspaper and
For the first time in its long hisfilm men and from Coast correspond
tory as leading evening paper in Los as good as his last picture presents
ents from other papers and mags, Angeles,
Hearst's
Herald-Express too many fiuid considerations for any
Mcnagement, however, has deter- gave over the bottom half of page incontrovertible listing of the top 10
mined to let the present situation three to a display ad for a class unit heads, thoje rated by a quick
industry survey of past performcontinue indefinitely, or- at least until women's wear shop.
: there is some clarification of Brady's
Sheet's P. 3 has rated as second ances include ' Goldwyn, Selznick,
draft status, which is now clouded,
show window, running heavily to art Jesse L. Lasky, Cecil B. DeMille,
Walt Disney, Charles Chaplin, Orson
layouts and news features.
Welles, Preston Sturges, Jules Levey
PosUmmons Memoirs
and Alexander Korda.
Philip Goodman, erstwhile theatrl,
LITEKATI OBITS
cal producer, publisher and adman,
Many Moves
James P. Sooney, 35, Springfield,
who died in 1940, will have his Mass., Evening Union sports reporter
Hollywood has become such
Tranklin
Street'
published
this and columnist, died Feb. 10 at his checkerboard of jumping producers
month by Alfred A. Knopf. Henry L. home in Springfield following a that it's almost impossible to keep
Mencken, who got hold of the un- heart attack suffered' while olTlcl up with the moves. Recent changes
published manuscript, turned it over ating at a basketball game.
have seen William LeBaron leave
to Knopf, his own publisher.
Mrs. Alice Hegan Bice, 72, author his berth at Paramount to head a
It deals with Goodman's ribald of the novel 'Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabunit at 20th-Fox; Howard Benedict
youth in Philadelphia.
bage Patch,' died Feb. 10 in Louis- leave RKO for Universal; Reeves
ville.
Book was published in 1001 Espy leave vice-presidency of SamNewsprint Frodaotlon OK
and was her greatest achievement, uel Goldwyn, Inc., to join RKO;
Althbugh there is currently talk of although she subsequently wrote Charles R. Rogers transfer his unit
a threatened newsprint shortage,- re- many other stories and articles. It from Columbia to United Artists;
ports from the huge newsprint mills was produced on the legit stage and Arthur Hornblow leave Par for
In Canada show that tonnage is be- as a film.
Metro; and Hal Wallis switch his
E. Allen PbUllps, 84, IjOs Angeles pact with Warner Bros, to make him
ing maintained at an unusually high
later.

He may hook up with UA.
James and William Cagney have

berth.

important posts.
In many Latin republics U.S. newsmen assigned to the spots are the
only Yanquis available for such work, possessing the qualifications
which include knowledge of the country and language even without
the ivy school background. More progressive officials have welcomed
the new life being Injected into good neighboring by the newshawks.
Many who have. long been telling what should be done in articles are
now getting a chance to prove what they can do.

rather thaqi supply problem.

tary.

only to
at the studio) scrapped his contract
with Metro and la arranging an indie

18, I942

^=Contlnned from pa^e m

Hunt Stromberg (whose
1941 made him second
Louis B. Mayer in earnings
in

organized a unit and are talking
and UA.
things over with both
Latter has the inside track. Walter
Wanger recently left UA for Universal.
Sol Lesser and Gabriel

St. Lawrence Paper Mills,
Three Rivers, Quebec; Price Bros.,
Consolidated Paper, Donnacona Paper, Abitibi Power and Paper in OnGuild's New Time Strategy
Bathurst Power and Paper,
With Time, Inc., refusing to arbi- tario,
New Brunswick, and International
trate and the staffs of Time, Life
Power and Paper, Newfoundland,
end Fortune said not to be. 'strikecontinue at a high rate of operations
minded' at this time. Newspaper
calculated to cover all newsprint reGuild is trying other methods to
quirements in the U. S. A.
induce the management to return
Shortage, if any, would materialAnna Goldsborough to the staff of
ize
from transt)ortation priorities
Miss Goldsborough was let

President,

nection.
$337,000

In several capitals Embassies unable to get men from Washington
have raided the ranks of correspondents and press service men and
found the newshawks make ideal aides. Some are being used for investigating work for which their training as typewriter chauffeurs
makes them particularly adaptable, «ind others are getting even more

80.

Life.

a unit head instead of studio production exec,
Mark HeUinger has left 20th-Fox
and is understood setting a new con-

-

CHICAGO, CHI

hammce

tion that the organized industry- Dorothy Hlld Dancers (16); Sumbarring the protest of 'Variety,' the vans Trauels' (Por)
Screen Actors Guild, aiid the personal pleas of Eddie Cantor and
Lawrence Welk remains an outOlsen and Johnson has kept silent standing Chicago orchestra favori»
solidg
under a scurrilous and contemptuous He has become established
music and the ligj'
attack.
It seems to me that the in- with his polka
has made tw
dustry is big enough to have a mili- treatment of tunes
orchestra dlstlncUve and listenabie.
tant policy, instead of the usual fear,
to aienough
His type of music has
timidity and
indecision.
Melvyn tract both oldsters and youngsters.
Douglas was just the symbol of this
Band has a flock of novelties fuU
bUtzkrieg at the Capitol, its under- of
Vocauso
showmanship.
solid
currents lie deeper and closely resem- with the outfit are excellent, wun
ble some of the very things that Jayne Walton particularly indicabM
America Is girded to overthrow in plenty of sockeroo. William Taywr
this battle to sustain freedom
baritones capably.
(Editor's Note: The above was
Bob Belmont clicks with luj
written by one who prefers to be marlonet act, as usual.
y*°™S
ane
acknowledged as 'a polltloal friend Rogers Trio Is a splendid adagio in»
some tosses
of Uollywoad.'
He reqnestcd that acrobatic turn, with
had this audience on the edge of
his name be withheld.)

—

seats.

,

Dorothy Hild turns in her usuauj
coming W
lee-Capades of 1942' booked for excellent job with line
routines m a poiw
days at Will Rogers Memorial with outstanding
and military precision number.
Coliseum, Fort Worth, beginning
Business great at first show Satur
April 12.
G"'*
day (14).
five

'
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CHATTER

expected at the AMPA
luncheon In the Hotel Edison to>

the. service, Is

Broadway

states that the frau, Jeannette MacH. W. Nevinson, journalist and show, 'Green Grow the Lilacs.'
Nat DorJman vacaUon- Donald, offered her services gratis war correspondent, left around
University of Pittsburgh Players
tor a Red Cross fund tour, providing $60,000.
in Florida.
will close their season next month
her basic R.R, expenses were deIs general manager for
Walter Landauer, of the piano duo with production of "The Women."
Nick
frayed
by
the
Red
Cross,
but
the
latof
Rawlcz and Landauer, married in
Fred Kelly, Gene Kelly's brother,
•Johnny 2 X4.'
ter couldn't see it that way.
London
due
back
Jan.
12.
who
Marks
subbed for him In Time of
B.
Music pub
Lou Mindllng, ex-CBS and last
Firth Shephard anxious to gel Your Life' on toilr, off to the army.
Miami Beach In a fortnight
Xavler Cugat's manager, now at Flanagan
Milton Golden, former assistant
In
and Allen for his next muA LIghtman, Par partner
.Great Lakes (Mich.) Naval Training
manager at
Squirrel Hill theatre,
sical in the West End.
past week.
Station in the band booking office,
Memphis, in town during
Not generally known that Maurice in army air corps at Maxwell Field,
In made his first visit back to Broad•Stanton GrifEls, who has been
Alabama.
Mexico, due back this way this weekend when his sister Evan? used to work in the accounts
misunderstanding
at
Backstage
Florida and
got married.
Mindling's superior department at Chappell's.
'Louisiana Purchase' last week alweek.
Joe Friedman, head of Columbia most brought Charles Laskey, Zoofficer is Lieut. E. E. (Eddie) PeaHumphrey Doulens. of Columbia body,
Pictures, finally here from America rina's ballet partner, and a Bulletinformer banjoist-emcce.
Nelson
ConrerU Corp., on tour with
after nine days' interim in New- Index photographer to blows.
Eddy.
foundland.
Another N. Y. theatre to Brandt
Joe Loss beat all-time attendance
the Arcade on upper
operation,
record at Green's Playhouse, GlasSt. Louis
Broadway.
gow, showing $12,000 for first week
^
Baenos Aires
,„
By Sam X. Hnrst
the Warner art
In January.
Victor Steibel, of
By Ray Jesephg
Tom Bostock, Jack Hylton and
depirtment, leaves today (Wed.) for
Joe Erber, vet showman and William Mollison to Manchester and
Camp Upton.
to take a glimpse at the
'Ar.senic and Old Lace' passed ISOlh
Paramount Picts has picked up booker, has consolidated with George Libcrpool
paniimimes
and shows thei^e'.
and Cass Daley Bentley, another local >iaokcr.
pciforinance mack at the Astral.
options on Gil Lamb
Windmill
theatre
celebrated
its
year.
Oscar Johnson, prez and angel of
Cnrloa Borcosque finished new pic
lor another
with the St. Louis symph society, now as- 10th anniversary Fob. 8 with its for Sono and already working on anJacobson^ back
Clarence
present policy of non-stop revue. It
other.
(Majestic), lost signed to- morale office at Camp
Torgy and Bess'
never- closed through all the air
Crowder, Mo.
Baires finished 'Vldas Marcadas'
brother last week.
raids here.
Charles Mound, owner-operator of
Columbia Pictures claims that ('Marked Lives'), starring Mecha
Rebecca Brownstein, of Equity
Florida, but still the Manchester, Manchester, Mo., re- from all indications George Form- Ortiz and Jorge Rigaud.
counsel, back from
cently damaged by fire, will give the by's latest, 'South American
A.sociacion Productores Pcliculas
George,'
has throat irritation.
entire house a facelifting.
will gross 40% more than any of his Argentinas asked Banco de la Nacion
John Maschio, of Leland HayWalter Light in town adjusting in- predecessors.
for
for aid in setting up Credito Indusward's office on the Coast, east
surance loss in connection with the
Douglas McCraith, director of StoU trial to facilitate futuVe bank loans.
stay.
a couple of weeks
blaze
that
Joy
circuit
destroyed
his
theatre,
for
the
13
Luis Saslavsky, back from Hollypast
years,
has
beOne nitei'y, in trouble Onancially, Chester, 111., at a $40,000 loss.
come chairman of the corporation wood, signed with Artlstas Argenhas inspired the wheeze, 'Let's go
Exhibs shopping in film row in- as successor to Sir Oswald Stoll. He tinos Asocidados to do one, and posover to Blank's Gay 77b.'
clude Caesar Berutt, Rolla, Mo.; Ed succeeded
his
father
as
family sibly more, film. 'Much interest in
retrade
paper
Golding,
Fellis,
DavW
HUlsboro, 111.; J. Meyer, Cuba, solicitor.
his account of new Holywood Aim
will be inducted into the Mo.; Tom Baker, Bunker Hill. 111.;
porter
Evelyn Dall is to be leading femme developments.
Charles Rudolph, Troy, Mo.; I«o in Arthur Askej* pic which GainsJacques Constant putting flni.'ihing
.army tomorrow (Thursday).
Publicist Seaman Jacobs pencilled Keller and Harry Moore, Paducah. borough is making. Supporting are touches on 'Sinfonia Argentina' at
Ambrose and Ann Shelton, with Pampa. Film already being praiseBenny' Goodman Ky.
In for the draft
'Michael and Mary,' current at the Manning Sherwin and Val Guest to a.acnted as outstanding local-scene
also took his physical t'other day.
tunesmith.
Louis'
St.
Little
theatre.
Cast,
dieffort
of '42, slanted especially for
Bmanuel Cantor back with 'They rected
Tom Arnold dickering with Alfred foreign audiences.
by Gordon Carter, includes
Should Have Stood in Bed' (MansEsdaile for lease of Prince of Wales
Diplomats returns from Rio conJames P. Davis is agenting. Charles Sclwyn, Ellen Peltason. John theatre. First show
field).
will be 'Happl- ference were given special presentaTodd, Jr., Charles Belman, Al Miller,
'Banjo
Eyes'
Into
Lyons
Collette
Al Hohengarten, Betty Jordan, Dale drome,' vadi6 feature, which is to tion of opera, 'La Dolores,' at the
replacing
Audrey Douglas, Bebe Wiggins. Jeanne have several West End names in- Colon's open-air theatre,
(Hollywood),
Fidela
Christie, who is going into 'Without Fevre, Dorothy Bird, Lucieii Simon jected for this showing.
Cnmnina and Antonio Vela, who deLove.'
Max Milder has signatured Joe buted, made special hit.
and George Splevin.
Loss, Oscar Rabin, Vera Lynn, Max
(jcorge Jean Nathan wanted to see
Olinda Bozan going strong in MonMiller and the Ambrose Octet to tevideo, Uruguay, with play, 'Los
the Jessel baby so George brought
play from one to two weeks at Re- Flojos no Tienen Historia' ('The
her Into the '21' lobby, her first visit
gal,
Marble Arch, where cine- Weak Have No History'). Has own
to. a saloon.
variety policy is being introduced.
company, including Aldlta Luz, Hilda
Harry (MCA) Moss back from
Continued from pare 32
Cyril Maude to celebrate his BOth Sour, Oscar VallcelU and Roberto
Florida; also band booker Moe Gale
who scrammed to Chi pronto to o.o. vUle. S. C; 8, Aud., Asheville, N. C; birthday April 24, with a special Escalada.
matinee at the Haymarket theatre,
EFA finished 'La Novela de Un
his Inkspots.
for which he is gathering a host of Joven Pobre' (The Novel of a Poor
9, Armory, Atlanta, Ga.
Monday
.Ginger Rogers arrived
Count Basle, Feb. 21, Castle Farms, star names. He will donate the pro- Young Man'), starring Hugo del
She's housefor vacation.
(i6)
Cincinnati; 27, week, Oriental thea- ceeds to the RAF Benevolent Fund Carril and Amanda Ledesma. Sentiguesting with the Bennett Cerfs, Mrs.
and A6tors' Benevolent Fiind.
mental comedy adapted from the
tre, Chicago; March 6, Palace theaC. being her. cousin.
Naiinton
Wayne jumped from novel of Octave Fcuillet, directed by
Now it's the Air Raid Shelter Res- tre, Cleveland; 13, week. Palace 'Black Vanities' into O'Bryen, Lin- Luis Bayon Herrera.
taurant, new pop-priced eatery on theatre, Detroit; 20, week. Regal the- net & Dunfee's 'Good Night ChilCarlos Hugo Christensen started
W.'52d, with Sonya Corday, formerly atre, Chicago; 27, week. Riverside dren,' the new J. B. Priestley play, work at Lumiton on 'Su Noche des
theatre, Milwaukee.
which opened last week at the New Bodas' ('Her Wedding Night'), comin films, managing it.
Will Bradley, Feb. 27-March 1, theatre. He replaced Leslie Banks, edy with Paulina Singerman, Irma
George Gilbert, ex-'Varlety' copycommitments.
Cordoba, Enrique Serrano, Felisa
boy, now in the Navy, was among Raymor B., Boston; March 7. Carle- who had picture
Mary. Dario Cossier, Aurelia Ferrer
the sailors hospitalized as result of ton C, Northfleld, Mini.; 10-23, Tuneand Ricardo Pessano.
the Normandie disaster.
Town B., St. Louis.
Lumiton reorganized, with exhib
Jack Robbins, Bob Musel and HarDuke Ellington, Feb. 24, Dover C,
Joaquin Alberto Lalitaret named new
old Conrad, latter two newspaper Toronto, Can.; 25, Memorial Aud.,
Cesar Jose Guerrico, former
prez.
By Les Eccs
pals of the music pub, to Miami Buffalo; 27-March 5, Howard theatre,
head, became a v.p, and directors inBeach this weekend for a quickie.
Washington, D. C; Boyal thaatre,
clude megger Luis F. Romero, Adolfo
Bob Fleischer resigned from office Baltimore; 13, week, Earle theatre,
Major Bowes unit Into St. Paul Canale, Raul Orzabal de Quintana
staff of Authors' League of America
Philadelphia; 20, week, Stanley the- Orpheum.
and Frederlco Oyarazabal.
and joined Army Air Corps. He is at
Barclay McCarty here ahead of
atre, Pittsburgh; April 2, indef, TriJefferson Barracks, Mo., being trained
'Life With Father.'
anon, Los Angeles.
for ground service.
Moishc Oysher, Yiddish star, here
Resfie Chllds, Feb. 20, Purdue U., for one-night singing date.
Save-thc-rubber manifesting itself
•

a

J?
M

WB

•

•

.

.

Band Bookings
^^

.

a-plenty among showfolk, industry
Mecs, et al„ who normally drive
their cars the year round.
they're up on jacks,

Now

.Coast

writer Paul Jarrico and his

New

Wife vacationing in
York. He
and^Ted Collins jUst- sold 'Wonder
Boy' script to Universal. He's not
the radio Ted Collins.
Fefe Ferry's closing down of his

Monte Carlo Beach, and concenon the Monte Carlo main
nitery— the Beach was the annex—
«aves him a $400 weekly loss.
Al DafT, Universnl's Far East
Jipervisor, has arrived in N. Y.
airect from the active fighting zone
Singapore and Batavia, after
about 45 days on a tramp steamer.
trating

Plenty of U.S. bonds and stamps
being sold in the class cafes.
The
Versailles got its first free party of
lour last week, a bonus to any quartet buying a
$1,000 bond on the
premises.
It- may
be Lieut. Commander
Ijfo^e Jessel soon. He's taking his
Pnyslcal for a commission.
Major
«oy Post (mystery scrlpter for
radio) takes charge in
D.C. next

week

also.

Lafayette, Ind.; 21,
Boonesville, Mo,

Kemper M.

Hank D'AmIco, March
Youngstown, O.
Earl HInes, Feb.

B.,

23,

10,

Harry Slebert, of Columbia Pix,
joined U. S. Naval Reserve.
Both sons of 'Kelly' Evidon, of
Nu-Elm
Warners, now with armed forces.
Policemen's all-star benefit show

now set for Auditorium in April.
Cambridge, Md,; 26, Music Hall, CinShriners' annual Indoor circus set
cinnati; 27, Nu-Elins B., Youngs- for week of March 2 at Auditorium.
town, O.; 28, Memorial Hall, Dayton;
Ruben Overmoe of Twin City VaMarch 6, Paradise theatre, Detroit. riety Club joined U. S. Medical
Red Norvo, Feb. 21, Shubert the- Corps.
Warners reports big exhibitor deatre. New Haven; 22, Laddin's Terrace, Stamford, Conn.; 26-March 4, mand for 'Red' Skelton short reissue,
'Seeing Red.'
Adams theatre, Newark, N. J.
Twin City Variety Club staging
Ted Lewis, Feb. 20, Dcnham the- midnight
show at Orpheum for Red
atre, Denver; 2S-March 1, Paramount Cross benefit March 10.
theatre, Salt Lake; March 5-April 15,
Guthrie McClintock here with
Bal Tabcrin, San Francisco.
Katharine Cornell, smoothing out
Panl Wblteman, Feb.' 21, Sweet's 'Rose Burke' at Lyceum.
Hal Home had four men In Twin
B., Sacramento; 22, Sweet's B., OakCities for 'How Green Grows My
land, Cal.
Valley' exploitation and publicity.
Fitty-two Minnesota Amus. Co.
(Par-imount

On-the-Upbeat
: Continued

Disc Reviews

A.,

Elk's Casino,

from pace 32;

Chicago's O'Henry Ballroom for four
weks.

.J'ving Zussman, who sold out in
{2?,.""rricane, plans reopening Gay

Teddy Powell band replaces Ray
as a Bowery (Detroit) Herbeck's at Log Cabin, Armonk,
or Latin
Quarter (Boston) nitery. N. Y., for a date which, with options,
Welters of the latter wouId.be may keep it there 20 weeks.
if"
associated.

wmte Way

circuit)

collected

sContlnned from page 34;
little

warrant

to

Tommy Ryan

box

vocals.

well.

Harry James: 'AH for Love'-'Blucs
Night' (Col. 36500). Not as-strong
as recent James work, but muteand-string arrangement of first is
good and boxes will find it worthwhile.
Sonny Saunders' vocal Is
Reverse sounds like it was
fair.
done in a hurry. Straight instrumental, studded with James open
in

it's

bit too fast for

of

former HoUywoodites

now

in

and may play mellophone.

for

with

Herbert J. Yates to Houston for
regional sales meeting.
Jeanette MacDonald to San Diego
to sing for the Marines.
Jeffrey Lynn, Warners contract
player, moves Into the Army Feb. 28.
Ralph Murphy directing at Paramount from a wheel chair, following
a foil.
Errol Flynn ordered to pay additional taxes of $5,962 on his 1940
income.

Humphrey

Bogart

two

cracked

ribs in a rocking chair accident at

Warners.

De Hnvilland

Olivin

work at Warners

reported for

New York

after

vacation.
Virginia Shelley, actress, filed suit
for divorce against Frank Albcrt.-^on,
film player.
Roy Rogers laid u:> with a knee
Injury after two horses bumped on

Republic location.
Oscar Serlin in town seeking
talent (or his forthcoming Broadway
Moon Js Down.'

production. The
John Huston,

who fell from a
horse, is back at his director job on
the Warners lot after a minor operation.

Howard, Fine and Howard (Three
Stooges) back at Columbia after
seven months of personal appearances.

Dr. A. H. Giannlnl, chairman of
United
Service Organizations
In
Hollywood, appointed to the national directorate.

Dickie Jones, moppet in Edward
Small's 'Annie Rooney,' withdrew
from the picture with a broken leg,
sustained in an accident at school.
Old Metro studio, landmark of the
early film- industry in Hollywood,
has been turned over to the California State Guard as cavalry headquarters.

\

-

-

Miami
Orson Welles paused en route

to

S.A.
Fifl
tide.

D'Orsay thrushina

Gene Austin back

at the Rip-

Don Lan-

at

ning's,

Octavius Roy Cohen
the Lord Tarleton.

NBC

relaxing at

announcer Nelson Case here

trying to acquire a tan.
Al Jolson back at the Lord Tarleton after tour of army camps.
John Blair in town for checkup
on spot announcement situation.
'The Man Who Came to Dinner*
doine great In local film houses.
Billy Rose and frau Eleanor Holm
have taken a chateau for the season.
Dwight Fiske makes return appearance at Versailles within week,

Henie

Sonja

Topping

and husband

Dan

sun-seekers

this

joining

week.

Lee Mason, chatter columnist

WKAT,

is

out.

No

for

replacement set

as yet.

Johnny Downs

set for brief vaca-

OlympU

appearance

week.

Louis Sobol ,and Danton Walker
mailing their pillars in from local

cabana

Tad

offices.

WQAM

writer,

Darling,
has shifted

staff of

WFTL.

Yehudi
Feb. 24
Russian

to

continuity

announcing

Menuhin's local conCci-t
be charity affair for

will

relief.

Frances Faye shelved 80 pounds
prior to training in for session at

Pago Paeo room.

WIOD

Bill
Hightower, former
spieler, has resigned to join radio
sports staff of General MUls.
Kitty Davis shilling for customers

by planting ads announcing she'll
personally
chaperon
unescorted
women in her joint

sults.

Philadelphia

$4,-

March of Dimes campaign.
Marie Gale, former dramatic stock
woman here and widow of

Dinah Shor«: "Blues in Night''Miss
11438).
(Blue.
'Sometimcs'
of
'Blues'
arrangement
'Buzz'
Bainbridge,
appearing
in Shore's
Edylh Bush Little Theatre produc- should be solid box and counter
despite headstart- of other
seller,
Women.'
tion of "Die
versions.
At good tempo and with
good, accomp she turned in a great
Reverse is a good ballad just
job.
starting.
It has merits all its own.

velt

Brad Cowans, trombonist, currently at Nick's In Greenwich Village, joins Roy McKinley in March

up

laid

best re-

leading

WB

who weds Pat Howell
on Saturday
(21).

K "Sent from the Army's Traincf„£'lm Production Unit at Fort
Momnouth, N. J., including a num™r

Miami

to

O'Reefe

003.61 for

Nita Norman, Lou Breese's new
^banon, N. J., last
"
week.
1940.
vocalist, used to sing with Herman
Seadler to the Coast this weekMiddleman at Nixon Cafe.
«na lor h s annual Metro studio
Tommy Tucker orchestra opens
Van Kirk out of Yacht Club after
o.o.
win attend wedding long-delayed stay at Essex House, four-week stay for engagement at
of Sally "j?*
2'
Mlllhauser, his niece, thi New York, March 31, slaying until Club Charles in Baltimore.
oaufihter of
Art Barker group at Hotel Roosescripter Bertram Sammy Kaye returns.

In,

Dennis

this

attention.

Kaye's slow

ballad version of reverse is surprising since all others are rhythmic.
It's good but tune's at its best unAlan Foster vocals
der rhythm.

horn,

Damon Runyon
vacation.

throat infection.

tion here after.

By Hal Cohen
Gene Krupa: 'All Through Nlght'.Billy de WoUe
Rosey Rowswell up and around Ball of Fire' (Okeh 6503). Krupa's
(Club Versailles)
Cab Calloway orchestra goes to again
after battling Hu.
?"|J>P an old 'Artists and Models'
normal fiery pace is sidetracked for
Casa Mnnana, Culver City, Cal.. for
"25
Phil
Davis,
continuity chief al
edition,
and
showed
?f2PJ?',
First WCAE. .standing by to don khaki any first; an appealing tune, he does It
Oakie, guest that evening in six weeks, opening July 9.
tS? nitery,
neatly and It's vocallcd fairly well
that both were chorus date on coast for Calloway in years. day now.
?t
boys in the same revue.
Yacht Club has booked In a regu- by Johnny Desmond. Tune's possiBland Johaneson (Mrs. Leonard
Frankle Masters goes into the lar vaude unit, "Fun for the Money,' bilities, however, stand out ;ibovr
ijaynor) former film critic of the
Reverse Is jump stuff
its treatment.
Roosevelt Hotel, N. Y., again April week of March 8.
Lambert
in
Dick
healing
has
town
from 'Ball of Fire' film, a repetitious
turned
playwright.
He
replacing Guy Lombardo.
«k
3,
original sketches and stays until summer closing. Masters drums for eighth local engagement riff that will appeal only -to followers of hot jive.
C™?n'n"v°' tl^e Civilian Defense replaced Lombardo similarly in of 'Tobacco Road.'

MilUiauser,

Holywood

Ray Hutton's band at Stanley.
Bill Thunhurst and Mary Evelyn
Ducey have leads In next Playhouse

vacation.
soencer Tracy east for

wf^tjA.
Holde

4^

Jack Purcell and BilW Wat, In Ina

London

morrow (Thtirsdi^).
Gene Raymond, In town now,

down from foursome
Daye leaving.

to

trio,

ace.

Bill
to

singer Carole

Baron

Elliot's

trombone

Douq'as. turned down an offer
join Orrin Tucker la.'sl week.

Three

local

lads.

Eddie

Zandv.

Barry Wood: 'I Paid My Income
Tax Today' - 'President's Birthday
This record Is
Ball' (Vic. 27760).
set for heavy promotional push by
Tax Department, probably to soften
impact of collections. Wood docs a
ingratiating vocal of It and machines

that

use

Reverse

is

ne;;lible

backing.

will

find

it

good.

bit late salute to F.D.R.,

Arthur Simon, g.m. of WPEN, has
returned from Florida.
Jack Surrick, sales manager of
WFIL, on an auto tour of the south.
WIP's entire staff has signed up
payroll purchase of defense
for
bonds.
Elaine Barrle's opening, at the
Club Bali has been moved back to
Feb. 20.
Ray Morton opened bis fourth .engagement at the Warwick hotel's
cocktail room.
Gus Van heads the new show at
Jcck Lynch's Walton Roof which

preemed Monday

(16).

Eddie Gray, of the dance team
will be feted Fri-

Gray and Harlow,
day

(20)

prior to his induction into

the army.

Major Edward Davles, WIP vlceprexy, has resigned as public relations boss of the Phllly civilian defense setup.
Val Irving, comic m.c, has had his
option lifted at the Club Bali for the
fourth time.
He was originally
booked for two weeks. He's now In
his seventh.
Jack Lynch will head for Miami
next week to attend the wedding of
Nell (Sonny) Fontaine, his ex-bandleader and son of Evan Burrows
Fontaine, to Marjorle Dale, formerly
nt th« 'H*1l»Dnnnir' trniins
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BIRTHS

OBITUARIES

[

EDWIN MILTON BOTLE
Edwin Milton Royle, 79, died In
Yorlc Feb. 16 alter an illness
of more than a year. Listed as one
of the first collegians to enter show
business, soon after graduating from
Princeton in 18S3, he appeared in
vaudeville with Selena Fetter and
wrote many sketches for old-time
variety before the turn of the century.
lull-length
outstanding
Royle's
play was 'The Squaw Man,' produced
In 1905 by George C. Tyler, and that
drama, originally • curtain raiser
when
attention
wliich
attracted
played at a Lambs Gambol, raised
the late William Faversham to a poition of star and matinee Idol. After
a long Broadway run, 'Squaw Man'
toured for seasons and was done in
London as 'A White Man.' Besides
his early vaudeville appearances,
Royle acted in Edwin Booth's
Ehalcespearean repertory.
Quite some time before 'Squaw

New

Man' he wrote 'Friends,' in which
he appeared with Miss Fetter, whom
He said that play
he married.
to pay

brought him enough royalties

the rent for many years thereafter.
In 1912 he wrote The Unwritten

Law,' other plays including 'Marry-

and 'Moonshine' for
ing Mary'
Marie Cahill, "These Are My People,'
"The Struggle Everlasting,'
•Aftermath,' 'Her Way Out,' TTie
Winning of Barbara Worth,' "The
Conqueror,' 'Barberry Bush,' 'MexAmong
ico,' 'Launcelot and Elaine.'
his books Were 'Edwin Booth As I
Knew Him,' 'Peace and Quiet' and
The Silent Call.' 'Squaw Man' is
credited with being the first Holly'Cleo,'

'

wood motion

num

picture,

Dustin

Fr.r-

playing the lead.

Widow survives, also Selena Koyle,
prominently theatrically now; Josephine, another daughter, and a sister
residing in San Francisco.
Royle
was prominent in the activities of
Lambs

the Players and
F.

clubs.

BAOCL CLEAVER

F. Raoul Cleaver, 62, film distributor, died Feb. 10 at his home In
Saginaw, Mich., following a long illness.
Formerly the manager of
legitimate theatres In England, he
was identified with the film industry
in Michigan for more than 30 years.
He served as publicity man, sales-

man,

i;

manager,

branch

franchise

holder and state's -right distributor
for Universal, and also as manager
of several houses. Prior to bis retiienient two years ago to open a
cafe in Saginaw, he was manager
for Imperial Pictures and Powers
Pictures in Michigan.

Widow and son, James, formerly
associated with father in the film
business, survive.

ALLEN

L.

MoCOBMICK

Mr. and Mrs. John Wolfe, son. In
San Francisco, Feb, 8. He's head of
recording at Photo & Sound; she's
sCOBtlnoed from pai*
Camilla Romo, NBC singer.
Angeles,
starting
tomorrow producUon of pictures at the present
Mr. and Mrs. Jonas Rosenfleld, Jr., Los
LOU WISWELL
son, in New York, Feb. 14. Father (Thursday) is a discussion of ex- rate. This is because many ingredi.
tended runs and other policy changes ents needed for manufacturing
Louis C. Wiswell, 77, suicided in his Is ad copy chief at 20th-Fox,
picBeverly Hills apartment Jan. 29. He
to offset the coming shortage of ture stock are needed in
production
Mr, and Mrs, Adolph Schlmel,
formerly,
general
manager
for
product.
was
of smokeless powder, an essential
of
daughter, Feb, 13, in New York,
Hollywood, too. Is fully cognizant modern warfare. Both need
the late Henry W. Savage and went
cotton
Father is Universal Pictures attorof the cut in. its output which will linters (purified cotton) and
to the Coast more than'lO years ago.
nitrate.
ney.
be forced by chemicals needed in
Wiswell, who was the husband of
Although there is a large surplus
Mr. and Mrs. Milt Samuel, son, in celluloid production being switched
Zelda Sears, actress and author who
of cotton Just now in the U.S., no
Father is to gunpowder industries.
died in 1935, was well known to old San Francisco, Feb. 16.
It's this such great supply
of purified cotton
timers.
His theatrical activities in- press chief for the Pacific Blue Net- shift in emphasis from quantity to is available, and, of course,
tha
quality, in an effort to get greater in- source of part of
cluded managerial posts in Cincin- work.
the nitrate supply
nati and London. A son and daughMr. and Mrs. Mack Gordon, son, come from fewer pictures, that is has been cut off by the
Japanese
ter survive.
Father Is partially responsible to the present invasion.
in Los Angeles, Feb, 14,
the unit production
songwriter; mother is former Eliza- changeover
This and ether requisites of the
system, as detailed on page 3 of this film business
WILUAM BIOGEWAT
beth Massey of N. Y. stage.
will be presented in the
William (Bill) Ridgeway, 65, died
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Salerno, son, issue of 'Variety.'
report by Harmon.
Although Government priorities
of heart failure in New London, Feb. in Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Father is
officials have suggested that 50%
11, where he had been employed in
Metro cameraman; mother was forOn the Afcndm
formerly
was
a defense plant.
He
merly one of Albert twins of BroadLos Angeles, Feb, 17.
treasurer of the Cort and in the box- way musicals.
Facing possibility of reduced film
office of the Blltmore, both Ne^
Speeding
output due to war conditions, NaYork legit houses.
tional Theatres circuit execs at an'Ridgeway, who had been off
Film reviews of Coast prenual meeting opening in. Los AnBroadway for several years, was reviews as recorded by 'Daily
ported ill for some time.
geles Thursday (19) are scheduled to
^^ConUnued from page
Variety' on Feb. 3-4, totaled
discuss extended run and other polr
five pictures, all 20th-Fox. That's
AL
icies designed to offset lower proized for films, being about a Second
not unusual, but note these runAl Sittig, 50, m.c. and proprietor avenue, N. Y., restaurant Inhabited
duction schedules which may go into
ning times: 'Roxie Hart,' 74 minof an entertainment bureau, died by Yiddish actors.
effect at studios later on.
'Papa Is All' is
utes; 'On the Sunny Side,' 69;
Feb. 13 in .the Sailors and Soldiers in somewhat the same category, beThat some of the circuit houses
hospital in Utica, N. Y. Starting as ing about the Pennsylvania Dutch.
'Castle in the Desert,' 63; 'Song
may in future be obliged to go single
of the Islands' (musical), 75, and
bill is among other eventualities to
Too Topical
'Night Before the Divorce,' 67.
be taken into consideration. From acOthers have suffered because 'war
Allowing
that the clocking by
counts, NT execs have already been
either made them too topical or too
obliged to take {he single bill policy
the reviewers is correct the
dated.
'The Wookey,' for instance,
H. Brown, Jr.
under consideration due to film
point is that here are five films,
was backed completely by Metro, but
booking and buying difficulties reA's or B's, none of which runs
the studio never picked up th«
cently encountered which left cirand
quarter.
over
an
hour
a
1911—1936
rights.
'Candle in the Wind,' 'In
cuit houses dangerously short of
'Why, it's like the good old days.
Time to Come' and 'The Land Is
product while deals were being arA trend? A cycle? The war?
Bright' were pretty mi^h in the
gued.
Maybe, but it certainly seems as
a vaudeville performer, Sittig had same class.
District operators will likely be
though someone has cracked a
Of the current crop, best chance
developed orchestras and taught muadvised to watch bookings carefully
whip somewhere.
sic.
He Was a former president of of seeing celluloid probably is held
so as to be able to keep houses goby 'Angel Street' mystery meller,
the Musicians Union of Utica.
ing should any delays on product
Survived by his wife, two sons, a although there's a gimmick in that, slash in raw film, it is thought hardly deals develop in future.
too.
It has already been filmed in likely that the reduction will be that
daughter, mother and two sisters.
England under Its original title, great. This Is regarded in the trade
Spyros Skouras, NT prexy. Bill
'Gaslight,' and Columbia owns Amer- as an opening offer, subject to disLOUIS WEADOCK
Powers and Aubrey Schenck, left
Louis Weadock, 62, writer, died ican rights to the picture. These cussion and likely of modification.
for the Coast yesterday (17) for the
Feb. 11, in Los Angeles, after a fall must 1>e gotten out of the way before
National Theatres execs in their confabs.
or leap from a hotel window. For- 'Angel Street' can be sold.
Los Angeles discussibns will seek
merly a newspaper man, Weadock
Others with good chances are means for greater milking of picmoved to Hollywood 20 years ago as George Abbott's musical, 'Best foot tures.. They'll also go into the possia film writer and later turned to Forward,' 'Life With Father' (the bilities of the single billing to save
magazine work. For a time he was perennial that producer Oscar Ser- product.
jContlnued from page ziconnected with the Federal Theatre lin and associates refused to sell)
More National Beleasca
Project
and 'Junior Miss' (which producer
Problem now is mainly to appor- just been constructed in the CoSurviving are three daughters.
Max Gordon will undoubtedly sell to tion shorter rations with least pos- ordinator of Information's offices at
Columbia when he's ready, as he's sible dislocation of industry. Pos- 270 Madison avenue, N. Y,, and it is
under a producer pact to tlie studio). sibility
SIB JOSEPH OINZBEBO
understood most of the programs
is foreseen in informed cirThe Great Sir Joseph Ginzberg,
'Spring Again,' in which C. Aubrey
would originate there, A central
cles that policy of simultaneous na70, first in the genre of stooges to Smith and Grace George are curtional release of product may be pool of announcers and talent In all
attach themselves to w.k.s„ in this rently starred, is considered doubtabandoned in favor of the stagger languages would be available to all
insUnce Willie Howard, died Feb. ful for films. George Jessel's 'High system.
New York metropolitan stations. There are only, at most
17 in French hospiUl, N. Y., of Kickers' created some film interarea, where 70 or 80 prints are sent a few good announcers in each lanheart disease. He had been ill for est for a while, but it has faded.
into cirbulation simultaneously, may guage available in the United States
some time.
'Plan M' is seen as a slight pos- be allotted 30 or 40 prints, with
an and the difficulty now is for six or
Details in vaudeville section.
sibility.
'Guest in the House' and even lower proportion in other parts eight stations to air in Turkish, for
Burke,'
coming,
likewise
'Rose
both
instance, with only two Turkish gabof the country.
LALLA SALLBINI
have small chance.
Switch to the stagger release ^s- bers available altogether.
'Jason' is claimed by author Sam- tem is but one of many palliatives
Lalla Sellbini, former vaudeville
Government spokesmen demolish
cyclist died Feb. 12 in Bangor, Mich. son Raphaelson to have a couple' of under consideration.
Efforts will two. objections often cited against
She had retired from the stage 12 companies talking terms. 'Solitaire,' likely be made to maintain as large Government operation of shortwave
closed
Saturday
is a volume of pictures
(14),
years ago, having appeared with which
as possible so by saying:
vaguely possible as a
director's as to provide sufficient product
Bert Nagle until then.
1.
It doesn't matter any longer If
for

War Forces

Fix Rationing

w

Up

Slow Play Season

simo

CaMweH

Short Wave Time

Allen L. McCormick, 59, founder
She was a member of the third story if one of the Hollywood name smaller
and president of Cinecolor, died Feb.
houses
where frequent
14 in Hollywood following a brief generation of an English vaudeville meggers can be interested In the changes are necessary.
Both Govscript.
ernment officials and industry heads
illness.
Identified with pioneering family specializing in cycling.
are agreed on necessity of keeping
days of autos, he Invented weather
ALBERT C, OBCUTT
strips which were used, on early
the small theatre business alive.
Ford models and which netted him
Indications are that some plan will
Albert C. Orcutt, 86, last survivalso be formulated to keep running
a sizeable fortune. At one time he ing member of the original 'Old
held world's speed record at 68 miles Homestead' quartet, famous during
sContlnned from pace 14 ^_^^| time of films down to a reasonable
per hour in a Ford stock car.
level, combining with this ptuise of
the '90s, died Feb. 11 at his home In
leased
from
the
service
several
Previous to founding Cinecolor 10 Mattapan, Mass,
curtailment a plan to avoid double
months ago, returned to civilian life
years ago, he developed two-color
and was married. Upon his recent takes and re-shooting of entire seprocess used by his firm. He leaves
quences.
Mrs, FrederlduJLnfsky, 97, mother recall, he took his bride with him.
widow, son and daughter, latter the of Marshall P., fiutist, died Feb. 10
Additionally cutting into film supFrank Strayer Jones, son of Marwife of John King, film actor. in Milwaukee. She was connected garet S. Jones, of Niles, O., and the plies will be Government films of
Services and cremation in Holly- for 35 years with the old German late Paul B. Jones, Wilkinsburg exhib which the industry is producing an
for many years, who enlisted in the ever-increasing supply.
wood Feb. 18.
theatre, of which her husband was
Exhaustive
army several months ago, has just report on industry
treasurer.
requirements is
been commissioned a second lieutenEDWIN MOBDANT
scheduled to be taken up with the
ant at Aberdeen, Md.
He's named
Edwin Mordant, 74, legit and
Mrs. Dorothy N. Grlffls, 49, former for his uncle, Frank Strayer, direc- Government priorities division of the
screen actor, died in Hollywood wife of
motion picture industry this week.
Stanton Griffis, chairman of tor of Columbia's 'Blondie' series.
Feb. IS.
He began his career in the executive committee of ParaNeeds to Washington
Baltimore in 1891 and then toured mount Pictures,
War Causes Cbanfes
Inc., died Feb. 12
The film industry's needs in rela-'
for five years with Charles FrohJacksonville, Fla„ Feb. 17.
in Tucson.
She had been divorced
man's road companies and a decade since 1937.
Guy Kenimer, district manager, tions to Government priorities on

Exchanges

I

in stock.
Florida State Theatres, Inc., has announced managerial changes. Milton
Among the plays In which he ap
Slater, 34, of Joe Galkin, manager Langford, manager,
Roxy, has joined
peared were 'The Great Divide' in
of the Tommy Tucker orchestra, navy
intelligence.
Robert Ewlng
1908, 'White Slave' in 1911, in which
died unexpectedly Feb. 13 in Macon, succeeds via transfer from Brenthe toured with his wife, Grace
Ga., following an operation for ap- wood house, which he managed. CarAtwell; 'Business Before Pleasure'
men Tufano, assistant manager of
pendicitis.
and 'Spanish Love.' Since 1932 he
Capitol here, shifted to his post
had appeared in many film produc
S. S. Barksdale, manager, DeKalb
Mrs. Hannah Grossman, 64, mother
and Strand theatresi Port Payne,
tions.
of Paul Small and Arthur GrossAla., and reserve lieutenant, called
Surviving Is his widow.
man, both agents, died Feb. 14 in to duly and assigned to Fourth Corps
New York after a long illness.
Area chemical warfare department,
FELIX

POWELL

Felix Powell,

60,

composer

Atlanta, Ga,

of 'Pack

Up Your Troubles in Your Old Kit
Bag,' died Feb. 10 in Brighton, Sussex, after having been shot at the
headquarters of the Home Guard,
Peacehaven, Sussex, where he was a
staff sergeant It was not explained
he sustained the fatal wound.
Powell's on« hit song was first put

how

•way

as a failure, the;i entered In a

music publisher's song contest. It'
became one of the outstanding song
hits of World War I.

Bob Lippert opened

This

Is

imaginary distinction to them.
essential that international radio
be under strict expert supervision.
2.
Domestic radio requires no
such controls as shortwave and tha
an

It's

DX

takeover of
does not presuppose
any domestic takeover. Most Government officials would oppose domestic operation as vehemently as
the radio industry itself.

MARRIAGES
Nathalie Krassowska to Werner

Gebauer, in Los Angele.s, Feb.
Bride is a ballet dancer; groom

L
10.
Is

concert master,

Douglas
Crosby Gourlay, in Vancouver, Feb."
14.
He is announcer at KPO, San

Audrey

M.

Reifel

to

Francisco.
Gloria Joy "Casanave to Robert
William Cease, Mamaroneck, N. Y,
Feb. 7. Bride is daughter of ^Charles
of L, Casanave, 'former
v,p. of National
the picture business' War Activities
Committee, He will submit a 100- Screen Accessories.
Doris Allen to Wheeler Davis, In
page summary of actual picture industry pre-requisites directly to Don- Detroit, Feb. 11. Bride Is daughter
ald Nelson, chief of the War Produc- of Wade Allen, film circuit owner;
groom Is manager of the Fine Arta
tion Board,
one of Allen's Detroit
This summation of the industry's theatre,
houses.
needs was complied by
certain metals, materials a;id equipment will be carried to Washington

today

(Wednesday) by Francis
Harmon, executive vice-chairman

Donald

S,

E.

Hyndman, of Eastman Kodak) especially loaned for this purpose;
Si
LIpperl'a Preera
Fabian and their aides during the
San Francisco, Feb. 17.
last 45 days.
his new 700Besides theatre requirements unseat Grand, In Richmond, Cal., across
the bay from Frisco, Saturday (14) der wartime conditions this survey
Jacob Israel, 51, long associated after a record construction
job which covers essentials needed by film
with Vitagraph, Inc., prior to his re- was completed in 97 days despite
laboratories, studios, exchanges, film
tirement two years ago, died Feb. 10 war. Although he's the third house
manufacturers, etc.
in town, managed to snag a first run
at his home in Milwaukee,
While there appears to be little
on 'Citizen Kane' (RKO) for the
likelihood of any shortage of raw
Mother, 73, of Jack Miller, orches- kickoff. Lippert will operate the
house himself nights, and will con- film stock for the present, the film
tra leader on the Kate Smith broadtinue to operate his Affiliated buy- stock situation looms ai the most
casts, died In Boston Feb. 6.
ing-booklng office in Frisco daytimes. immediate problem lor continued
Carolyn B. Carter, 84, formerly associated with Oliver Morosco in
show business, died Feb. 11, in Los
Angeles, after a long Illness,

DXERs

foreigners think American
are not privately operated.

Margaret Grant

to

Hans

Conried,

Jan. 31, in Hollywood. Bride is NBt;
secretary in Hollywood; he's a Coast
radio actor.
Sally Millhauser to Pat Nowell
Shes
21 in Beverly Hills.
of Bertram Millhauser,

Feb.

daughter

Warner Bros,

scripter.
Barbara Bennett to Addison RanHe's
in Los Angeles, Feb. 14.
film actor; she's former wife of Mordall,

ton Downey. It's a second ceremony
on top of a previoui Mexican wedding.

,

;

.
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Wednesday, Febrnary 18, 1942
ft J Maloney
Hotel Braavwick

Lucille

(Bermnda Terrace)

Next Week

Bills

Charlie Bamet Ore
Hotel Bases
Ken Traver* Oro
Jack Manning Ore

^^^^sContlnncd from p»ff<

Kddle Innei
VIC HaHen

TTonettea
'ft Grey*
Johnny JealoU
BlUmoretUa
Denry Patrick
Johnny CabUl

Kay*

(">

cirrnllovllo*

C«nece lB»

8

Pepper*

Cnw

Vera

RctxJ Gavin

Carmody

Cliff ft

»» nichBida
Oflo ciirrord

Howard Lanin Ore

Tom

Charlie Ray
BltB CarllOD

Thompson

Arleiie

Roman

Reilna

WimaS*

Tanya Tamara
Pal Shorlln Ore
(U n'aUoD Roof)
Gus Van
Mnd«lyn \VhIt«
LIU Unrbour

Readeavona

Alexander
Connie Honeon
Joan Arlen
Cecil

BcafdoD

Cy White
Dave Gold Oro
Tool Sorrel I
Cleo Valoultne

Geo Krlnog
Morcle Drummond

&

Caslmlera GIs
Lonnle Vale
Helen Jerrico

Norma Krleger
Whalen

Continentals (4)
Carol Phllllpa

Jackie

Frank Darrow

Ds Lloyd McKay
Garvin Buechell O
LMo Venic*
Joan Mauris
Cannon Torrent*
Bin Joy
Bort Dagmar

Sob Bay Garden*
Beatrice A Danny
Valdez ft Peggy
Pbella Starr
Cordlnl

Blum Oro
Batfaakeller

Eddy McKlnley

Cbancellor Bar
(4)

Bonnie Jacoba

Grace Howson
Tony Bennett Oro
Bwas Clnb
Chick MuUery
3 Key*
Mltal Oroff

3

Rmbassy Boys
La Mar

Sally

Blanche Saunders
A Strohman <3)
Veak* OrlU

Jr.

Joe Loncgan
Anita

Margie March

Nick Varallo Ore
Olnnl* Loftus Joe Altee
Zola Gray
Ed UcGoldrlck, Br
Lloyd Maon
.Moravlaa Bar
Peggy Hooven*
K«nny Shafer (3)
Warwick Hntel
Dick Wade
Roy Morton Ore
Curt Weller (4)
Key

-

Hdttk)'

Bhythm Bar

Pay Ray
Botty Behrle

Mickey De Luca
P^^gy Panlon
Edna Roblnaon
Vemle Lee

Weber'* Hof Bra a
Cacades
SI* Kraoior
Betty Barlow
Ginger Harris
Gibson Co
Suzz Carroll
Betty Carroll
'

Dotty King Oro
Frod Thompson (3) Bill Behney
Norma Racine
Nell Dtaghan'a
Temple City (4>
Hnle Hamlltou
Dave Plenion
X^onard Cooke
Pen Bannermon
Mags ft Karr
Jules Flncco'a Ore
•

-

Rom
Guardemen &

9yd Golden
RathK'r Eldoradlanr
Mar'n Connie Nolan
Gro MarchettI Orr
Wlleon'*
Il0S8 tt

Rhythm Manlnra

Old nilla Tnven
Jack Spangler
Grace

Hough

-Joe

Art Mathues
Jones ft Roa
Diane Cooper
Geo Baauet Ore
Yacht Clab
Harry Holly
Dolly Parker

Steele

Al KIrkbrlde
Jan ft Anthony
Hayes* Oro
Open Door Cafe
Joan Wllllame

Billy

Jeannetten (10)
Grace aHara
Prankle Gchlutb
Viols) Klalsa <A-o

Foye Morrill

Dawn

Lovely

Victor Nelson Ore

Al Gold

Orpha
Del

ToV\-le

Kay

Matthias Ore
Boh CopCor
, Eldondo Clab
Johnny Kaalhue O
Freddie** Car*
Loaches
Janls Dover
Mftnhattanectes

Julen

ft

Webb

Uotel BoUendes
Carolyn Marah

O'Man
ft Moro
Nevada
McCune Ore

Lester

Thlxton Sprenger
Ainbn?aadora Oro
Charles Wick
Hotel Clereland
Art Jarrot Ore

•I>lck

Rock
Bowery

noiw.

Lane

Jay jQson

}*ad(ly oilff
I'on Ardt^n

ft

Ro»j«

Dane

Hal Simpson
Monaco's Cafe
Jullanna
Mario's Ore
Rosal Clab
Duoky Malvln Ore
3700 Clnb
Joey Bishop
Bert Gilbert
Don Walsh Oro

••Minny KInir
'

OaaanOTa
Maurice ft Andre

Anna Lyle
Don Amato
Rose Thurson

horlle rnrllflie

"enny Rt-Bh Ore

Lee Walters Oro
Clab Congo
Larry Steele
Margaret Watklnii
Dlllle Holiday

Johnny

& Goody

Iludglnit

Miller ft Boogeo
Coniro Oro
Enr) Dancer

ft

F DearlMn

Seven Seas
EMlroMIta
ft Relna
Huccnnecn)
ScaH Hawallana

paign.

r^w Conrad Oro
Darrow
Nnncy Day
Adein Povev

The Cave
Don DIBona Ore
JACk FIslior
Tnmara Dorlva

Anthony Bruno Ore
llhumbollorii Oro

.

Adele Corey
Ttc-Toe
Les Hlte Oro

Don RIcharOn
Waller Donahue

j'Jny Sinclair

Sibyl

Howard

Fuller

ft

Baron Elliott Oro
Mary Krieg
Jackie McCkrthy
Babe Rhode*
Dick Mack
Billy Douglas
Fee Wee Loul*
Sonny Falgen
(Contlnenial Bar)

Bill Shaffer

New nuicrest
Benny Burton Ore
Betty Lee
Skip Nelson
Nixon Cafe
Al Marlsco Ore

Bob Carter

Goorgle Claire
J ft L Marks

Cork and BottU
Neldon Maplea
Colonial

Woltx Ore
Ocrry Richards
Eddie Peyton'*
Kenny Clark Ore
51 Clab
i:ddle

Lyda Rodnok
Ray Eiielort
Pat McCauley
Hotel Fort PlU
Ken Bailor Ore .
Johnnr Mitchell
Hhrry Walton
Jessie Wheatley
Hotel Ueniy
(HUver Grill)
Dorothy Matthew*

4

Uotel Roo*eT*U
Art Bnker 4
Jolo

Don Rutter
Bin LeRoy Oro
Squirrel Coop
Tiny Miller
Joey Reynolds
Dale Hnrknes*
Ted Delmonico
Kddio Miller
Tacht Clab
H Middleman Ore
Jucklo Heller
Van Kirk

McKays

Sir

Trcmont FItixa
Duke Lorenzo Oro

;ConUnaed from paE«

Sky-Vae
Fran Elchler

Mike Sajidretto
Villa Madrid
Btzl Covato Ore
Mark Lane
Michael Strang*

Tommy

Wonder Pony
Sherry Marsh
Burnit ft Whit*
Purnoll Dano

Hinds Oro

appalled,

Lee said she would throw

own

in

her

specialty.

acts as

stripping, plus such standard
Frank and Jean Hubert, Gil

noach-eharinors

(6)

Bllnstnib's

V

PIckert
Golden Pair
Artlnl ft Coniuelo

Rollo

ft

Club Mayfalr
nanny Weeks Oro
Nick Jerret Ore
Krlk RhodfB
Bob Williams
Red Dual
Del RIon
Claire Francis

Boots McKenna Rev
Club Vnulty TbAt
Jooy Masters Ore
Madol'e Harrington

In chewing the
fat later, Miller confessed that he
was a former theatre musician who
exercised

tume was a

ringer.

his

specialty

mostly

the Columbia Burlesque Wheel.
other show biz oldtlmer present

on

An

was

Walter Brockbank, who was with
Miss Lee on Broadway in 'Melody'

few years ago. He tossed in
'Mandalay' in vigorous fashion to
open the Highland Mills show, which
Gil Maison expertly m.c.'d.
Success of the town's Red Cross
drive, and Miss Lee's major part in
it, has prompted another movement
to cash in on her business acumen.
Some of the Highland Mills tycoons
arc suggesting- she accept a directorship In the local bank.
a

Laurie In Doghouse
^^^S Continued

the judge broke the court's laugh
meter with the sally:
They must have heard about the

court proceedings.'
'Bis Only at Night'
Frigerio claimed the

dogs
but Laurie denied this.
He said they looked big only at
The
night, when he let them out.
magistrate then tossed out the complaint and Laurie lost the stripes
Mrs.

were

all big,

.

Stella

Ray

Milton George Oro

(Rhnniba Casino

Room)

Olnnle O'Keefa

Coconnut Grove
Mickey Alport Oro
I>on Rico Ore
ISnstor Kclm
Ullly Pnlne

Vera Lament
York ft Tracy

Bubby Bernard
Mnrya Broen
Fox ft Honndfl

Rev

Marianne Francis
Evelyn Martin

Charlen Wolk Oro

Hl-Hnt
Pete Herman Ore
Terry Andre
Frank Petty
Hotel Bradford
(Circus Room)

bond

arrangements were

receipts.

The Treasury Dept's

exploitation

tain.

In addition to the Coca-Cola spac*
Relief exploitation departalso secured 150 24-sheet

Navy
ment has

the

locations
vertising

from General Outdoor Ad-

and may also obtain another Times Square location facing
the Paramount building.
Plans currently are to sgueeze
every one of the 'entertainers listed
into the show, a program having
l)€en drawn up with specific spotting for every turn.

MSG

box bftice reported ticket
totaling over $2,000 over th«
to any general advertising on the show.
Marvin Schenck, head of the en-

sales

weekend prior

tertainment committee for the

Navy

Madison Square
Garden March 10, called an emergency meeting of his associates yesthe
voiced army pleasure, applauding terday (Tuesday) to cope with
Response
time.
running
show's
the drive as a great public service.
great,
But the second day the campaign from name talent has been so
was on bigher-ups In the Treasury outlook is for a six-and-a-half-hour
nixed the whole proposition. Secre- show.
Schenck's group is faced with the
tary Morgenthau personally objected
on the ground it was bad psychology. problem of confining the show Into
Hard-to-get explanations why the a reasonable running time.
idea was doused include the com
ment the Treasury 'didn't want to
chief

of

the

air

forces,

Relief

Show

at

publicly

make

the people think it was that
easy to help MacArthur.' Further
explanation is that the receipts from

Metro's Discs

specifically give approval to the idea
of asking the general public to 'buy
a bomber' or 'buy a tank.'

in with Victor records, this at first
Interested Metro. The film company
also favored the Idea of possibly a

-^^^Contlnned from page J^^^bI
bond sales cannot be earmarked for
thousands
any special purpose but have to go putting a plug on wax for
country.
into the general pot for whatever of jukeboxes around the
use the financiers want to make of
Since Warner Bros, has a direcand the
Decca;
In
interest
torial
them. Nevertheless, the people who
nixed
the
MacArthur campaign RCA affinity gives RKO Pictures an

from page

This was not the first time that
His late
Laurie had dog-troublc.
police dog, Chief, some years ago
bit a couple of people, one of whom
was Jack Pulaski (Ibee), of 'Variety,'
Pulaski
Copley Plaza
after which the dog died.
(Slirrnttm Koom)
filed a complaint against Laurie for
Tommy Tucker Ore harboring a wolf, but Laurie also
Amy Arnell
Donald Brown
denied that He said. the do« had
Kerwln Somervnie
merely carried a gag too far. Laurie
Dr Rolf Passer
(3lerry-(io-Boand)
had taught Chief to growl every
Mnrk Gilbert 8
time he heard the name 'Pulaski,'
Crawford House
and the dog took it too seriously
Freddy Rubin Ore
when he Anally met Pulaski face
Crawfordottos
Sally Keith

Special

to sell bonds and stamps, with
local banks agreeing to use distinctive blanks and to allocate the
stamp sale proceeds to the Mac
Arthur fund in ratio to the special

crew enthusiastically cheered WJSV
and the Post, suggesting that each
MacArthuT bond be specially designated.
The scheme caught on imshow, plus square dancing to' the mediately, and sales in the day
Catskill Mountaineers, three jivin' and
half
a
of
the
campaign
a.k.s., and a country store auction
were at a rate that would have
that netted well over $100. Besides yielded over $200,000 inside a n-cck.
this, Miss Lee sold autographed pic- Eleven of 60 banks participating retures of herself for 25c-and-up each
ported sales of $70,000 worth of
with this adding an additional $30.
bonds and stamps for the MacArthur
Auction was conducted by the fund, while the street booth set up
village postmaster, Ed Miller, in traby the station took in $1,500 In less
ditional hayseed getup, but the costhan 36 hours. Gen H. H. Arnold,

r.iy ft 'Wellington
Beachcomber
lI;iroia ft T^lu
Harry Morrleeey Ore
(Melnily lounge)
Chleo SImone Ore
Gertrude Woodsum
Dog mar
Herb Lewis
Jack ft Lorraine

Peter Bodge Oro
Boyd Heathen

more cash

made

and Bernie Maison and Nelson and
Hart, drew a capacity attendance of
around 400 in the liny Town Hall.
They gave the villagers a hangup

in front of his eyes.

BOSTON

set.

—

Advance sales for the show topped
they can do to help bring $60,000 Monday (16) before the vast
to bridge the huge gap ticket selling exploitation campaign
between revenues and expenditures. was properly under way and the
Bewilderment comes about in this paint not yet dry on the Times
in

husbands weren't when Miss the

their

Adorabtea

Texan

Carole Day*
Hotel Bchealey

were

committeewomen

Doan
Frank Marlowe

Janet Leo
Union Grill
Sammy Walter*
Frank Natal*

the war financing so that broadcasters and even
the Treasury's
bond sales promotion division don't

Square billboard sign, donatad by
Two weeks ago WJS'V, getting the Coca-Cola, listing the names of persupport of the Washington Post and formers to appear. Total gross of
the Junior Board of Trade, launched more than $125,000, Including prothe 'Buy a Bomber for MacArtbur' gram advertising, is considered cer-

1;

Don Ostro Ore

Clyde Knfght Ore

Navy Benefit
jCoDtlaued from page 3s

know what

she suggested a show in the town
h?Il and then she got the acts. If the drive.

Dlrdle

Shirley Heller

plan.

way:

Gypsy Rose Lee

Sondra
4

Defense Savings Committee now
has drive under way to enroll theatres and film exchanges in payroll

every-week-in-the-year
camPlan which the WAC sub-

—

PurantJi

Bowan

Mazcone-AbbotI D
Equlllo Bros
Wally Wanger Gl*

apolis.

Latter Is en
in mind is setting up Draper and Winchell.
booths in lobbies, accompanied by route back to New York.
Mayor F. H. LaGuardia is to lead
a trailer on the screen.
plans. Among
according
band,
to
a
Bewilderment
leaders slated to appear
On the Washington incident, radio orchestra
are Jimmy Dorsey, Benny Goodpeople have been assured vehementman, Guy Lombardo, Freddy Marly by treasury higher-ups that notin, Vaughn Monroe, Fred Waring
body has a 'monopoly on patriotism.'
and his Glee Club and Andre KosNevertheless, broadcasters say. Fedtelanetz and OO-piece band. Chorus
eral officials seem to be following
from 'Best Foot Forward,' 'Let's
two very contradictory policies.
Face It,' 'Sons o' Fun,' the Gae FosTechnicalities have been injected
ter girls and the Rockettes is also
into

Jjon ft

Sally DobbH
Plr-ettes (5)

Tfork.

O committee has

Jimmy Marr

Farren IJros Ore
Ruse Howard
Jerry ft LUIIan
Ltttln Quarter

Saving Committee. Companies participating are Metro, RKO. 20thFox, Warners, Paramount, Columbia,
Universal, United Artists and th»
Minnesota Amusement Co.
(Par
subsid), with home office in Minne-

Special events group approved the
idea and recommended it to the
parent committee, which must give
its
approval before the can^iaign
can get under way. No details were
discussed, except that the secretary
wants no flash drive, but a continu-

ous

I^Koche
7

Capacity Attendance

Frank Andrlnl 4
Merry •Go-Bonnd
Gary Lee Oro |
Jeanne Boas

Sylvia Starr

MMto Barker

Mai

Doris Abbott

Bolster

Her

Wm

Hotel
Fena
(Chatterbox)

Boogle-Woogle Clab Hankane ft Lonya
Roog Sherman
Bonton Sis
&faxie Simon
Dell Ohrel
Harry Comorada
Krotlow Dane
Uuddy Blnlne
Orrhard Ian
J Comorada
Rudy Gale Oro
Club Petit*
Oaals
Charlie
Laun Oro
Piccolo* Pete Oro
rinee
Puttl Gene

Statlor

Clint Noble Ore
Lo Conga Club
Freddie Carlone On
Llndaoy'a Bkybar

Julie Hewitt
Jessica Garwood

Jonnlo BaUer

.

Brad Hunt Ore
Bine BIdge Inn
Lou Lucky Oro
Uenny Austin
Harry Manning
Cornell Cooper

Dllly

OETEOn
Book-Cadlltao Hotel

(Book Caaino)
Meta Stauder
Frank Gngen Ore
^, (Motor Bar)

Frltschle Ore

Joy LInd

llotol

Giovanni

.

H

Oble Oblnaurr
Olive Osborne
Dili Greeo'*
Jeannle Resal
Ullly Carmlchael

Vlckl

Kokomo
Ray Raysor
O Sue
Sanders

Uotel Allorton
.
Joe Daldl Ore
Hotel Carter

Anchorage
Maynard Dean Ore
ArllngtOD Lodg*
Phil Cavezza Oro
June Gardner
Fran Rago

Peggy
Bill

1>I

Dottle Ard
Jean Moore
Joy ft Juanlta
Delia ft Drlgo
Horace Houok Oro

Hotel 7tb ftvena*

Coram

^'lllle

Alanuel Lopez Oro
Sammy Dlbert Ore
009 Clnb
Dale. Rhode*

Good

(Gay M's)
Dorothy Noabitt

Hotel Fenway Hull
PolooD Gardner

-

B«rb Ross Ore
Gourmet Clab
Royal Hawallans

Wayne Clab

Don Andre

Helen Corrol
BuHter Kelm Rev
(Ganlea l^ange)

Stienben'a

Jan Stalling
Gporgc Allen
Ullly Hunt

Wonder Bar
Madelon Baker

Don Amato
Ray Carlln Oro

Esoorts

CLEVELAND
Alpine VllUg*

Hap Hazard
Ulckey King

ft

New

(Vienna Room)

Intematlonal Cnte

FirTSBUBa^

Victoria Spevy
Joan Olcott

Earl Darny Oro
eotb Cent Dry
Peppers

Babe LaTouf

Jolene
Victory 3
Terry Pepin

Ted Crowloy Oro

Norman

(1:6) transmitted to the film
industry's home offices Morgenthau's
request that every theatre launch a
continuing campaign to sell bonds
and stamps. Duffus presented the
request to a meeting of the special
events subcommittee of the film Industry's War Activities Committee in

(O'old Cob Boom)
Herman Fine

Charles Costello Ore

Babe Camming*

Bbella Starr
Janice Rrcoe

Louie Vrrlgbi Oro
Mlaatrel Tarera

Knily
Sissy

Cooley
Jack Kelson Oro
Whlttler Hotel

Mortliwood Inn
Dale Rhodes
Theresa Rudolph

Olde

Dram Km)

Ken Club

Great Selgfreld

Curtis

(Terrace Rnnm)
Leighton Noble Ore
(Cafe Ronge)
Salvy Cavlcchlo Orr
Hotel »ndonie
ft

Monday

Benny Drolmn

Roily Rolls

Contloiicd from page 1:

;

Ella May Water*
Phillips ft Dreen
f^harlea Homer
Goorglne Stevf^n*

Jane OlOdlnge
Don Muckol

Harry Manthard O
Hotel Stader

Theatres Co-op On Bonds

Lennle Fltz
Chales

Tom

Carl Hoffman
Patrick Rogers
Louise Sherwood

LIbby Holman

(Fife

liar)

Strum
ft La Plata
Miami Grove
Jimmy McHal* Oro
ft

Bscudero

Arthur Mnrto)
Rio Casino
George Barrla Ore
Kay Doyle
Harrison Aulger
Barbara Lee
Tom Brooks

Hotel Bomemet
(Ballnese Room)

Goody

ft

Eddy Shepherd

Whyde

Bthel

Benee VUloo

Delta Rhythm Boya
Viator Uuco'B Oro

Romanes
Ed MoGoldrlck.

SteTadora

Good

Mickey's

Perleta
Elton Brown

Harriot Crooo
Seauvelle £ Tova

Ulckey House
Son Benolda
Uoyoa

Al

Mervln Jensen
Dorothy Gerron
Phil Olsen Ore

McColl Els
Agues Willis
Doo Anton Oro
Palm Beach
•Mh St. EathakellM Pat Palteraon
Ray Steven*
Gardner Ols
Billy Adams
Monnle Drake
Bin Atkinson

Tbelmoe

J^ou's

Lamberton
Sun Val Sorenadera Marian Powers
London Chop Hons* I^eonard Seel Oro
Ban Dlc^
Connie Barleau
Chet Everhari
Gene Emerald
Ruby Ore
Glenn Dale
The Bordona
Clnb Uayfalr
Dotty Sloan
Marty Joyce
CUft Arvln
Carol Crane
Alexandef'Oro
Ch'lott*

Pay ft Andre
Johnny Policy
Loakey Sis.
Clem Hawkins
Leonard Seel Oro

Chang Ijee
Dick King

Lexlnvtoa Coal no
Craodall Sis

Little

Georgea ft Annette
Hlnton Bl*
Bill ft M Burns

Keblolo'a

Marlo-

Kanoy Payne

£dOl«

Buddy Lester

ntUy Meagher
BUver Lake loo
Charlos ft K Jenkins Jack Thomas uro
Col Geo Reed
The Tropic*
/<n Tomple
Monya Alba
Merrlu Lamb Oro
Ray Vincent
Alice LucAy
Verne*
Oeloros Lament
Ducheoa ft Hermnn Mlckeyettes
Margie TruUard
Carlos ft Comunclta Joe Banket Ore
Reggie Sake
Frank Hassol Oro
Danielle

Georc* Luu
Hvpklna'B** Hake Uei

iTarlo

Charles
Phelp* ft CuUenblne
Dick Drake
Charmettes Ore

Rhythm

King's

Kreichmer

Billy

Ifaymarkri
ft Earl C^*

Jean

Tip -Top GIs
Aylene Mason
Skeeter Palmer Ore
Btatler Hotel
Panebo Oro
Baka

flund'e

(Uotel Beniilor)
Internationals (3)
Beat* St Boys
earn** Car*
Dave Stelner

H'wood Hlondcfl (3)
Casianc & Barry
Glamour Gle
H«len Heath
Kail Fontaine Oro

Jan

Grill*

Sally Sawyer
Gloria Dale
Billy Kelloy

Duk«

Geo Moore

Oraad Torrae*
Gloria Parker Oro
Earl Parchman

Irene Burke

Al Capron Oro
TooU ft Slim

Clalro Willis

I'aul

Leota Lee
Ranchero* Ore
Irving Spector

GabrloUe
Emily Anl«n

Bin Groin
Vln Daley
Jean Monti
Pamela Brittoo
Eleanor Boland
Don Royale Oro
Hotel Lenox
Hack'* Bedford Inn
Uao McGraw Oro
Bob Hardy Oro
Kay Ivors
Royale
Hotel Mlnerra
Everett West
Bunny MrVey Oro
Consolo ft Melba
Barbara Douglaos
Uartez ft Dellta
Diane Dale

FVentler Baach
Denny McCnrtln
Starr ft Maxln*
Andy Arnold Co

Johnson
Dick Wharton Oro
Powelton Cafe
Doo Bmltb
Prank Pont*
Nan O'Rourk*
Inabelle

l'lt««'*^
D«lm«r

Lillian

jjrry

Penobscot Clob

Ada Marova

Patricia Willis

Hart ft Allison
Pancblta Vtlla
Phil Sklllman Ore

FhOadelplila Hotel

Holr

>larl«

Billy Kelly

Don Pablo Ore

Cortrtown Tavera
Don Harris

ralonbo'a

Honto Andrew
uarrr Boaa
5"ci OordoB

(Lonnge

Hum

Hearst Tle-Up
Insiders are further mystified by
tie-up between -the Treasury
front office and the Hearst newspapers. In each city where Hearst
operates, exclusive rights to plug
ging bonds in 'buy a bomber' fashion
are tied up. No other newspaper can
help put over the sales in this way,

the

The Treasury higher-ups deny

this

Hearst monopoly entered into their
considerations here since W. R. H,
has not published In Washington for
several years. At the same time, the
impression received at WJS'V was
that certain people in the Treasury
felt the WJSV-Post campaign was in
conflict
with the Hearst efforts.
Not only the Post and WJSV are
miffed,
but the Treasury's own
exploiters blew their tops. One ex
ecutive
directly
responsible
for

.

plugging

bonds

and

stamps

let

superiors know he'll walk out if
there is another instance of overriding their actions.

Mickey Rooney band; other artists
like Nelson Eddy, Jeanette MacDonald, et aU ultimately waxing for
iU own label; and also as a great
talent-delevoper.

Talklnf with Deutscb

New

York, Feb.

17.

Counsel for Metro has been negotiating during the past week for •
pressing plant In Scranton, Pa., in
connection with the film company's
contemplated plans for going into the
phonograph record business. -There
have also been discussions with
Percy Deutsch, of the World Studio,
about using the latter's cutting facilities for this project.

Idea of Metro extending its interests to the phonograph record field
sold to Louis B. Mayer by Tommy Dorsey. Mayer later had Harry
Link, professional manager of Leo
Feist, Inc., fly out to the Coast so
that he (Mayer) could get Link's

was

viewpoint on the proposition.
8 Majors and 1 Chain
Final decision on the matter will
Adopt U.S. Bonds Plan be made by Loew-Metro Prexy Nick
Schenck.
been caused by the frequent times
Payroll savings plan, for voluntary
he threw things at Chief when the
salary reductions at source to buy
back window of his apartment on
Joe Masdea, formerly with Clyde
West 45th street fronted on Laurie's U, S. defense stamps and bonds, has
been adopted by eight major film Elliott band, has Joined Herman
backyard. C^hief was usually most
theatre circuit, Middleman's sax section at Yacht
voluble when Pulaski was most companies and one
Club, Pittsburgh, taking over chair
Laurie wouldn't move, so accdfding to an announcement yessleepy.
Jack Leary, who has switched to
of
Richterday from John Whitney
finally Pulaski did. But Chief never
mond, of the- New 'York.' Defense Al Mar?!ro nt Nixon Cnfp. Ti't.
forgot him":
to face.'

Pulaski later Insisted that the
dog's attack could not possibly have

Wednesday, February
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THE WHOLE INDUSTRY HAS
ITS EYE

SHOmiN
NEW YORK

ON MISTER T.

M SMASH

ARl WAKHINC
Rivoli: Off to

CITY

motd

BUSMSS...

long run as opening week-end pioy$

more !hon $0,000 odmUsions. Held over.

to

..

.

Now

in

its

2nd week

of in-

definite long run!

AMGELES ~ Four Star: Gets owoy to S.R.O. business as critics give "MisterV"

10$

rave ovotion. iooks set for a

full

month at

SHOmtH ARE RiADm
A

and mognetic motion picture
cracklet with su$penserHoward portray*
m&sterful

this

THl GRlAT REVIEWS...
"Excitingt

O

o character of true heroic stature.

oce house!

;

nicely

Howard

plays the

title

role with
;

balanced sense of the comic and

-Sew York Daily Si-u-a

dramatic.

— New York Herald Tribune

melodrama
Howard is tops.

"Enormously entertaining
V'Decidedly excitifig melodrama.: 'Mister
is

a gallont figure

and

stir

V

enjoy; fhiS:;One.

_ Sew York Times

the blood.

"Gripping melodrama, packed with suspense
will

sospenseful, amusing.

to copture the imagination

make your

heart jump.

Howard

:

SCALE AS

m AS

THEIR

LESLIE HOUlflRD

TAXES TO BEAT THE AXIS!

suspense, humor ond

AilO

Play Walt Disney's Treasury Department Short, "The

DI,T[CT[D BY LESLIt

New

Spirit," starrin£

drama

in

this

btend of romance and odventure.

CAMPAIGNS ON A

THE PiaURE ITSELF!

presents

PHODUC[0

Voo'll

Icuntal-yimeriiaH

— W^ortil-Telearam

SHOWMEN ARE PLANNING

EDWARD SMALL

thrills,

artful

is

— New York SUrrar

superb!"

—

"Tingling entertainment. Speed, excitement,

HOWARD

Donald Duckf

10,

I942

'

RADIO

SCREEN

Publtsheil Weekly at 1S4 Woat 46th Street,
Entered aa Second-class matter December

COrVBIGHT,

VOL. 145

NEW

No. 12

New

STAGE

Tork, N.

by Variety, Inc.

T.,

1905, at the Post Office

22,

1IM2,

BT TAKIETX,

IXC.

at

New

Annual aubscrlpllon, (10. Single copies ts cente.
York, N. T., under the act of Marcb 3, 1879,

ALL BIGHTS BESERVED

YORK, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

BANDS NO.

'picture
niteries,

cafes,
houses,
danceries, bars,

eateries,
etc.

then the Blg-LuU again from

—and

Time Qashes With Our War

Mon-

War Can Wait

The Sat.-Sun. milling

of the

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
checking up on Santa
Monica's blackout drill for Feb.
20, Tom Treanor, L. A. Times

ures in 'Variety' Boxoffice
Reports Dramatize -New
Role of Orchestras Now
30 to 40 Weeks of Theatre
Dates Available for Them

—

columnist, was told that it had
been called off. His why was
answered with, 'It was bank
night and we didn't want to
make the theatre manager mad."
Santa Monica is on the ocean

ASTOUND SHOWMEN

front.

By JOHN

mobs

EVER DinOED

leaves for men In uniform, it's a
day for the pop-piiced amusements, from pix to drinks. It also
Sunday legits,
spreads Into the

OVER HERE

field

which have been booming, and
the class nlte clubs.
Another post-Pearl

ChorchiD's Audience In

k\% For

Sunday Matinee Record

has ordered a probe into the songplugging graft. He has instructed
English music publishers to furnish
monies paid out to
all details of
bands and crooners for plugging

over a number of years.

A

conservative

amount
since

collected

the

racket

estimate

by these
started,

of

or booked supplemenare available.
That dance orchestras earn a substantial part of their income from
film houses is not a discovery, but it
has not been generally noted that
their presence on stage
or hydraulic platform can jump average
(Continued on page 46)

according to the Cooperative
It was
Analysis of Broadcasting.
•ired over the four major networks,
vith several recorded local rebroad41%',

Air Corps' Takeover of
Several
Hotels

Not

London Cops Powerless
In Fight Vs. Gambling
London, Feb. 1.
Police are seeking new powers to
private gambling joints, of
which London's night lite is now

close

May Hypo Resort
Miami Beach, Feb.

Hypo
here

Sure-Bait

Army
which

For the Air Advertisers

casts.

Prime Minister's address Dec. 26
(Friday) before a joint session of
Congress, irew a CAB ratine of 44.7.
Three previous speeches, all delivered Sunday afternoons, got ratings
of 23.7 (Feb. 9, 1941), 16.5 (June 22,
1941) and 26.1 (Aug. 24, 1941).

Miami Beach

more

Baseball Without Weather

Conunent

to

summer

biz

is

24.

expected

year. WSIX has not inked pact for
rights with local club, and Holsum
Bakers and Socony Vacuum Oil have
not been offered an option.
Several- reasons are given for holdairup. Chief reason is fear that by
ing games, Axis agents could get vital
information about weather conditions
Since baseball is
Tennessee.
In
weather
excellent
played only in
then broadcasts may be taboo to prevent enemy from planning possible
blow at vital defense plants in area.
night
of
curtailment
Possible

conserve TVA power has
lull.
Operators of these use a
been given as another factor in reasocialite stooge who sends out inson for holding up definite baseball
vitations and acts as host.
This
commitments.
>nakes the parties 'private,' and so
outside the present gaming laws.
PRIEST-SONGWRITEE
They use a fresh spot each night
BO as to duck the law relevant to
Father J. W. Connor, of Cliffside,
gaming houses. Pay anything from N. J., parish, is an ASCAP songsmith
Pierre
$300 up for a night's hire of a room under the nom-de-plume of
In
semi-private
hotels
and big Norman (also Pierre Connor).
houses, bring their own booze and
His latest, 'The More I Go Out
cuisine. Hotel manager gets around with Somebody Else, the More I'm
pubbeing
is
You,'
?75 as a tip Walters figure to make in Love With
$30-and-up a night.
lished by Crawford Music.
to

Thesps have to spend much
time traveling from camp to
camp and want to spend the tew
remaining hours In cheering up
the privates rather than entertaining the colonel's friends at

.

.

mer was

released by Paramount In*
1933 and starred Carole Lombard.
reissue is generally to take ad-

tea parties.

Its

ASCAP URGES

vantage of the publicity on Miss
Lombard's death, with most exhibs
not cognizant of

war

character.

its

violently antiwas re-

'All Quiet',

BROADCASTERS

by Universal in 1930 and is
being billed now as 'The timeliest
picture ever made.'
Coincidence In the, showing, of

TO HELP Bl

'Eagle and the Hawk' at the Alden
on upper Broadway, N. Y., recently,
were pictures of Pearl Harbor in the

leased,

newsreel.
24.

manager, pulled a fast switch at the
district meeting of the National Association of Broadcasters on Monday
(23) by making a plea for more dollar support to BMI. He Said if BMI
continue to compete with
to
is
ASCAP on basis of material It must
have better support than has been

Commentator

Graham

McNamee declares, 'Look at these
pictures and get mad and stay mad.'
pic is also designed to make
people mad— but against war, not
(Continued on page 18)

WCni Maps Ad
To Revive

Drive

Prohibition;

given by the broadcasters.
The Implication is clear, however,

Use of Radio Uncertain
with establishment by the
of an officers' training school that he wanted station owners to
will hit a top enrollment of pay more coin to BMI so that betIt was reported around advertising
ter songwriters can be hired and re- agencies last week that the Women's
(Contlnued on page 49)
Christian Temperance Union, claim-

4,000 men around June. School was
set up here at the invitation of the
City of Miami Beach and the hotel

Nashville, Feb. 24.
association, which made a furious
With baseball season only seven pitch, figuring on getting business
weeks away. It is still doubtful if not only from the cadets, but from
Nashville games will be aired this stream of relatives and friends who

games

Film players returning from
tours are complaining that too much of their time
is being monopolized by high
officers and their wives for social
events and too little is devoted
to entertain the soldiers.

Army camp

Hollywood, Feb.

than $5,000,000.

Winston Churchill's U. S. audience
for his address Feb. 15 established a
new high rating for Sunday afternoon broadcasts, jetting a rating of

protests

anti-war films of the past 20
years. Feeling is that while on one
hand studios are attempting to cooperate with the Government by
planning films to make the public
fighting mad, they are, on the other
hand, taking the exact opposite
course In reissuing oldie preachments against war.
Two of the anti-war films which
have recently been or are being
exhibited around New York are
The Eagle and the Hawk' and 'All
Quiet on the Western Front.' For-

John G. Paine, ASCAP's general Feature

the

grafters,
is

in film thea

tarily,

London, Feb. 24.
Income Tax Commissioner

British

FLINN

C.

Dance bands playing

tres are the strongest boxoffice items
in American show business today.
The uptrend of recent years has
From 30 to 40
lately intensified.
weeks of fairly regular bookings for
name orchestras, plus singers
dancers and comedy turns travelling

Effort

Individual

the

24.

with them

Into

Harbor phe-

(Contlnued on page 45)

U.S.A. Soars to

IF U.S.

Hollywood, Feb.

of

have been lodged with major companies against reissue at this time of

Examination of Recent Fig-

—In

OH BOY!

Number

Misdirected Cheer

day through Thursday.
and the concentrated biz gives Times
Sq. and the environs a New Year's
eve aura.
The answer, of course, is war and
Between defense
work.
defense
workers getting fun only on weekSaturday-Sunday
the
ends,
plus

B. 0.

Reissue of Tacifisf Films At This

Hayseed Comers; N.Y. s Big Weekend

"

CENTS

25

+

B way Lookmg More and More Like

The most cosmopolitan city In the
world, New York, Is today as bucolic in its general pattern 83 the
average hinterland community. It's
become so dominantly a weekend
town It's a phenomenon with
which the city slickers haven't yet
reconciled themselves. The influx
of population from Friday through
Sunday taxes capacities of the big

PRICE

1942

THEATRE

1
+

:

25,

will visit them.

900

men

cording

to

Lieut.

Stowell,

commanding

About

are here now, acCol. James T.
officer of the

Propose Shostakovitch

Tour U^. as Boost to
Soviet

(Continued on page 21)

PHONEY BENEFITS FOR
SOLDIERS BURN A.F.M.
.

Good

Will Ties

Dallas, Feb. 24.

DImitri Shostakovitch has been inby the Dallas

vited to visit the U. S.

Symphony Orchestra

as

part of a

S.S.

Nonnandie

Now

Part

Of N.Y. Rubberneck Tour

campaign to
Firi-eaten hulk of the Normandie,
strengthen the cultural ties between lying on its side in the Hudson, has
become a major point for New York
Russia and the U. S. The 35-yearpeddle
proposed

good

will

Philadelphia, Feb. 24.
old Russian Is considered that counPhilly musicians are getting a littry's greatest composer and has detle fed up over the rash of so-called
Organiza- clined offers from Hollywood and
service men's benefits.
tions that invite a half dozen sol- other symphonic organizations In the
diers or gobs, call the affair a bene- past.
Present effort is being made by
fit 'for entertainment of the armed
Jacques Singer, musical director of
forces' and demand cuffo music.
The Musicians Union here, fear- the Dallas Symphony, who has sent
ing to be tagged unpatriotic, has letters to Cordell Hull and Maxim
new
granted many requests, but It's Litvinoff on his proposal.
reaching the saturation point Last work of Shostakovitch commemoweek there were 15 of these so- rating the battle of Moscow last fall
called benefits, according to A. Rex recently premiered at the Soviet

A

Riccardi, secretary of Local 77.

ing to have a sizable banlcroll at
hand, is Inviting agencies to submit
for
presentations
an advertising
drive urging the establishment of
prohibition as a war measure.
Whether the WCJTU proposes to
use radio In the campaign was not
indicated by the officials who extended the pitching invitations.

capital.

sightseers.

Hawkers

who

rubberneck tours on Broadway and
around Radio City are making a big
thing of shouting that their buses
will provide a view nf the ship. It
was going -great with the yokels over
the holiday weekend.
Buses aren't permitted on the
West Side elevated highway, which
provides the best view of the liner
and are prohibited by police from
stopping under the highway. They
roll
by slowly, however, giving
plenty of opportunity for a gander
at the saddening sight.

'
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THE BERLE-ING POINT

Enemy Bombings Step

Anticipated

Berle

Theatres Air-Raid Precautions

>«<
Hollywood, Feb.

Intensification

SCHNOZ AT $3,500 PER

with recent warnings from President
Roosevelt and other high officials
that the United States may expect at
least a couple of enemy bombings and
shellings has brought near completion a uniform air raid precaution
scheme for use in all theatres
Air raid
throughout the country.
and blackout plans, already lined up
substantially in form v/hich they are
to be presented to theatre operators,
are based largely on observations in
England. Methods are designed so
as to be adaptable in houses of all

Two most important points stressed
In instructions are need for speed in
detecting danger and issuing warnings and that 'the show must go on.
Properly handled theatres will have
a complete blackout in two minutes.
is

lighting necessary to prevent confusion. Theatre men are
Instructed to prepare signs and directions within theatres so that pa(Continued on page 45)

CONTINUES HIS AGENCY
now

serving with
the War Production Board, but is
continuing to operate his talent and
authors' agency.
He's active with
the iron and steel branch of the
Government agency. Returned from
a Mexican trip late last week and
is

Chester Morris,

Menjou

Start

Chester Morris and Adolph Menjou leave the Coast this week on
two-week tours of Army camps with

In

Enemy

Alien Purgfe

Hollywood. Feb. 24.
Investigation into the employment
of alien enemies in the motion picture industry is getting full support
from the Producers Association,
which has volunteered to open its
books and personnel records.
Jack B. Tenney, chairman of the
California Assembly Comn tee on

units.

tive v. -p. of the Producers, that everything possible would be done to
cooperate with weeding out of enemy
aliens in the flint business.

is

set for

also

0!e and Chic Are Jnst

A

Coopla Softies After All

on Monday (23) went to Washington.

Leggett Brown, associated in the

Joe Cook Nixes Several
Testimonial Proposals
Joe Cook, who announced his retirement from show business, has declined a number of proposed testimonial functions in and outside New
York. Proposals sketched plans for
such affairs, proceeds of which would
be devoted to war aid and other
funds, but Cook stated he could not
make public appearances at this

Danny Kaye Film on Fire
Sylvia

Fine

(Mrs.

Ole Olsen and Chic Johnson will

make a personal appearance with
the 'Old Time Variety Show' imit
58lh St theatre Friday
at the
(27) for the matinee performance
only.
Screen will have 'HcUzapoppin,' in which O-J are starred.
Understood that several theatre

Danny Kaye)

and Max Liebman are going

RKO

to 'he

Coast this week to talk film story
ideas with a couple of studios dickering for Danny Kaye.
If a plot
jells a deal for the comic will be
made.
Sam CrOidwyn is reported interested in Kaye, currently starring in
'Let's Face If at the Imperial, N. Y.

operators around New York have
been trying to get O-J to appear in
conjunction with 'HelU' but comics
turned down all oflers, accepting the
58th St. booking, from accounts, because of the sentimental value attached to oldtimers in the RKO unit.

Chico Hits the Road
Chico Marx has a deal pending to
go into the Midway Rejt, roadhouse

on Route 29 on way

Would Include
which

has

the

been

Major Zanft, Agent

to Easton, Pa.

new Marx band

Hollywood, Feb.

24.

Nat Wolff trained east to Install
Major John Zanft as New York manMarx is also angling to sign Vi and ager of the Lyons Sz Lyons agency.
Comedian proposes to open a road- Vilma Vernor, NBC singing twins.
He is due back in a week.
house not too far from New York,
playing

theatre

dates.

time.

not with the intention of reaping profits but more to keep himself occupied. If and when the place
is secured it will include many of
the mementoes and tht vast collection of beer mugs which he removed

home

from

his former
Hopatcong, N. J.

at

were

There's a new type of theatre just opened In Hollywood. They show no
pix, no giveaways, no nothing. You just go in and pick gum off the seats.
Saw a sign In front of a beauty shop which said, 'We don't like double
features either, come in and let us work on yours.'
Now that Humphrey Bogart has signed a seven-year contract with
Warners, he's given up all hope of ever receiving a pardon.

Muslo Department

Mack Gordon was so excited while awaiting the arrival of his new bom
son he only knocked out four hit songs in the hospital's ante-room.
Lots of musicians who are in the Army now and who used to keep
nights while they practiced on their Instruments, arc now
being awakened every morning by a bugle.
Artie Shaw has a new idea for a band that he will shortly put into
rehearsal. The band will feature six drummers who will play counter
melody to twelve Scotch bagpipes.

ceptacle for old razor blades.

Two hundred citrus growers in California are getting together and are
sponsoring a new program called, 'The March of Lime.'
Add embarrassing moments: Can you in>agine Abbott St Costello forlines of their favorite 'Flugle Street' routine?
Hanenall Descriptions
Kaywonh: Warm-form
Henri;
flito
Bettv Grable: Slick-chick
Fonda: Lank-Hank
Tiorsey's Jtftisic: Sweet-heat.
Observation Dept:
Saw a sign attached to the spare tire on an automobile which said,
-'Dear-Buick, Please-Don't Talk About Me When I'm Gone!'Ran into a cigar store Indian in front of a smoke shop. How times have
changed. He no longer sported a feathered headdress, but a pork-pic hat!
This Is a wonderful world of invention. Now If a housewife is short of
a few vegetables for the evening meal. Instead of running out to the
market for them, she just whips them oft her hat.
Eavesdropped at Hotel Mirador: 'She had a poker face and the chips
to prove it!'
Eavesdropped at Colonial House: 'Even people who know nothing know
more than you!'
Eavesdropped at Racquet Club: 'She's the sweetest thing since Social
Security!'

Anna Whcaton
Frank Mclntyre

with

last

Jack Kapp

week

Lake

Wake up

100 Miles to

vehicle,

band members began

Myma Loy will guest in an adaptation of 'Another Language' on the
March 23 stanza of 'Cavalcade of
America,' via NBC-Bed (WEAF)
for Du Pont.
Not yet decided
whether she will do the show from
the Coast or come to New York for
it.
Bette DavU. is tentatively set to
guest Marcb 9 In an original story
about Clara Barton, founder of the

end of the nitery date and a fourday booking at the Olympia, vauder
In Miami proper.

American

Red Cross.
Madeleine
Carroll is the probable guester for
the March 16 edition.
Homer Fickett produces for
B. B. D. & 0.

Gam Art?

Hollywood, Feb.

24.

Army camps

throughout the country will get the
kind of Hollywood reading they
want through a news service being
organized by Publicity Directors
Committee.
" Action
is the result of requests
from camp publications asking material of interest to soldiers.

ABBOTT

N. Y. to Miami

COSTELLO
''-'^onal Raleaie
— ln-»

Jack Bertell.

COWBOY"
.Chaie & 8«nborn

Hal Hackctt.
Al Trahan.
Paul Haakon.

and

Currently on

Universal Picture!
UnAr Pergonal Managtment

of:

Hour,

Mayris Chaney Nixes
Post-Pablicity Offers
Philadelphia, Feb.

NBC- Red

EDWARD SHERMAN

Patricia

Bowman.

24.

Publicity resulting from the fracas

Congress over Mayris Chaney's
defense job h3,s led to a
fiood of offers from niterie."; and
presentation houses for the return
of the blond dancer to the spotlights.
She has turned them all down, liowin

civilian

ever.

Miss Chaney's terp partner (not
husband, as reported), Eddie Fox, is
ill on the Coast and she won't acShe recept dates without him.
signed last week from the $4,CO0a-year Job to which she was appointed through her friendship with
Mrs. Roosevelt,

Echo

to

Garbo Incident

since Greta Garbo got an undeserved black eye through a cliarity
and
'refusal' some weeks ago actors
actresses of foreign nationality

are

extremely jittery when requested to
make gratis appearances. Lost week
Leonora Corbett, English player in
3Uthe Spirit,' sent her personal
check for $100 to the Actors' Fund
accompanied by a letter of regret for
not being in its benefit performance
and expressing the hope that the
fund would invite her directly next
time.

Miss Corbett sought by this geslura
any criticism. She was
asked fpr the benefit at the last
momSfit by Clifton Webb, only after
it had been
publicized that Webb
and Peggy Wood, her colliafiues,
would appear without her.

to forestall

"RIDE 'EM

Martin

Make a Date

Charlie Spivak's band hitch-hiked
in twos and threes almost 100 miles
from just outside of Baltimore into
Philadelphia early yesterday (Tuesday) morning, then caught a train

Bette Davis, Madeleine' Carroll Also
Set for 'Cavalcade of America'

Stripper left N. Y. yesterday
(Tuesday) by auto for a week's engagement at the Casanova, Miami
Bea'ch nitery, opening Saturday (28).
A three-day layoff will space the

400

we

Spivak Band Hitch-Hikes

MYRNA LOY FOR DU PONT

set a
to

her peeling.

in

America.'

7

&

Ben K. Benny
Mabel Ford & Co.
Afterpiece
need is a Defense Stamp-ede!

(Decca)

four sides for a special album.
author-stripper will collect a
flat royalty of V%c on each record
sold. Miss Lee will record the special songs she uses to accompany

fans

Co.

cars.

wax

What, No

Whatever Became of
Harry Carroll
Wrbthe

&

catching rides on trucks and private

The

Film

S:

Tarupm Vadie & Ota Gygi

ment

Gypsy Rose Lee

Radio Department
Rudy Vallee did with the megaphone that he used
through and which made him famous. It is now a handy re-

Just found out what
to sing

into New York.
Outfit played in
Balto Monday (23) evening and left
for a Coca-Cola broadcast (from
N.Y.) last night (Tues.) but had only
gone a few miles when its bus
caught fire.
Instead of waiting for a replace-

Gypsy Rose Lee Discs
On Special Strip Tunes
deal

soldiers of a camp where Maxie Rosenbloom recently did a benefit
so pleased with him they hung a set of chevrons on his cauliflower

ear.

Martha getting the

being
Raye, although it won't get under
(Continued on page 46)

un-American activities,
was informed by Fred W. Beetson, execu-

agency with him, recently joined the
Army Air Corps and is going to
cchool in New Orleans for training
as a bombardier.

—

Ann people awake

York, probably will start on the military circuit this week also, although a delay
has been caused by Metro, through
a misunderstanding, calling her back
to the studio after a tour had been
all worked out and approved by the
War Department. Studio' countermanded the order, however, on.Monday (23) and new set of dates is being arranged.

Tour

cried, 'Milton' you're the pic-

Hollywoodloiia

On

Army Camp Tour

USO-Camp Shows, Inc.,
Rutherford, now in New

—

budget.
Jessel is feeling very bad these days he just can't understand why his
year-old daughter can't deliver a lO-minute monolog.
Harold Conrad wires that Tommy Manvllle woke up one morning and
got the shock of his life. Not a newspaper carried a story about an

The

Producers Aid Probers

minimum

Jack Benny, who Immediately

impending divorce.

W6

mentioned
one that theatres prepare an emergency lighting system such as will
not spoil the blackout but provide

John Moses

at retaU stores.

anticipates no difficulty
in setting back any dates, should he
be called to the Coast, especially
since he'd undoubtedly be worth in
excess of the $3,500 salary, as evidenced by the fact that before he
made his last two pictures for
—'Man Who Came to Dinner' and
'You're in the Army Now*— his salary as a vaude single was pegged at
$2,500.
The extra $1,000 came following the Great Schnozzle's clicks
in the two flicks.

Flash.'

JOHN MOSES, WITH WPB,

Bonds cost as little as $18.75,
stamps come as low as 10
Defense bonds and
cents.
stamps can be bought at all
banks and postoffices, and
stamps can also be purchased

Comedian

Instructions for fire fighting, organization of theatre personnel and a
special group designated as 'Army

Into

too bad you're out of focus.'
Broadway Department
Leo Lindy has become very strict during these sugar rationing days.
If anyone wants another lump of sugar they must have a co-signer.
Jay C. Flippen just found the star sapphire ring he lost 10 years ago.
He just combed hb hair— and there It was.
Jack White finally lost that beautiful cement complexion of his. Jack
had some suntan tattooed on his kisser.
Olsen & Johnson have made so much money with their shows Henry
Morgenthau is thinking of backing a few musicals to help balance the

ture of health

Durante, who Is on an optional termer to Warner Bras., is
going ahead with some 12 weeks of
He's
vaudeville at $3,500 a week.
current at Loew's State, pn Broadway, thence to Newark, etc. Twothirds of the old Clayton, Jackson
& Durante act has been reunited
with the addition of Kddie Jackson whom Durante repatriated to
Broadway with the State booking.
Jackson was doing a hideaway in
an obscure nitery in Akron, O.

Jimmy

Plan, which is likely to be in nnal
form for submission to the Office of
Civilian Defense this week, includes

provisions

Ran

0N12-WK.VAUDET0UR

capacities.

Among

24.

—

war combined

of

Still at Palm Springs enjoying a well-earned vacation.
Went around
the golf course in the low 70'g then, I stepped my car up to 00.
Bet my bride, Joyce, that I could beat her score in a golf game and the
loser would carry the golf bags. (Why don't I keep my big mouth shut.)
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THEY JUST WANNA LAUGH
'VARIETY'—and BENEFITS

for the

Mayor LaGuardia

Mrs. Roosevelt and

TOP GiSSERS

Several requests have recently been made for 'Variety' to
lend its support to certain charities, especially in the promotion
of benefit shows. All these were refused, and the unquestioned
worthiness of the various causes did not enter into the. reasons

Radiocast

turndown.

Plugs

for

Poat-Pearl Harbor, American
'

'Variety' for years has maintained a policy of viewing beneas an interested and often sympathetic observer. For the

fits

worthy causes, notably those aimed

especially

for.

the welfare

of performers, it has always attempted to contribute construcFurther than that, neither 'Variety' nor
tive trade publicity.
any of its staff members can or should function.

Film Fans Seemingly Want
Their Celluloid to Tickle
the Risibilities

HOWEVER, DRAMAS

Hollywood, Feb.

One

-fi-

Toronto, Feb

24.

With five patriotic revues touring
Ontario to whip up public fervor In
Victory
$800,000,000
current
the
Loan campaign, prominent names in
America's entertainment world are,
freely contributing their services as
headline attractions in the touring
hows which are now doing oneBlghters in every town and city in
the province. Theatre operators are
^operating and, where a theatre
'does not exist, school auditoriums,
church halls, town halls, etc., are being utilized in the patriotic drive for

G. B.

S.

on U.S. Radio

Elsa Maxwell, on her Tarty
Line' program over the Blue net-

quoted George Bernard
as exclaiming to her:
'America, tuhere sane people
are put behind bars and lunatics
before the microphone.'

work,

Shaw

Berle's Radio Troupe to

funds.

conare
and Johnson
Olsen
tributing three of their Monday eveOthers already here are
nings.

Gracie Fields, Janet Gaynor, Brian
Aherne and Clarence Nash. Latter
with a dummy of Donald Duck, »jsed
e la McCarthy, is nightly losing his
temper over the Japs and Nazis in
Victypical Donald Duck fashion.
tory Loan drive has been underway
a week, with negotiations now in
progress for the appearance here of
Tibbett,
Lawrence
Grace Moore,
Mary Picktord, and Hilda Burke,
(Continued on page 47)

Improve

Dial

Among

Writers Elected

To ASCAP Membership
ASCAP

board

of

directors

last

approved the admission to
membership of 23 writers and Ave
weelc

if the deal aoes through in
(Continued on page 18)

Matty Fox in Wartime

Composers.

Lucille

Norman

of

WLW

Heads For Metro Lot
Cincinnati, Feb. 24.
Lucille
Norman, contralto, on
for the past two years, leaves
for Hollywood to
whom she recently

WLW

Wednesday (25)
join M-G-M, 'for

(Continued on page 47)

but the producers of the revival,
Cheryl Crawford and John Wildberg.

Despite the heavy lead held by
the comedies, the pictures in No. 1
and 2 positions in the b.o. ranking
according to 'Variety' reports,, are
the two dramas. First is 'Sergeant

have grown somewhat cold on entering into a picture deal, having figured that there would be comparatively little net to them after the
authors' and backers' shares were

York' and second 'How Green Was
My Valley' (20th-Fox). After that,
in order, they are:

comedy

(Continued on page 46)

Fox

is

Comics Stay With Agcy.

LaHiff's Tavern, formerly one of
the most popular chop houses in
Times Square, has closed down.
There are plans to resume with sevwell knowns mentioned to
eral
operate the spot on 48th street, east of

Broadway, but it has been known tor
some time that the restaurant was generation.
heavily involved financially.

Since

Billy LaHiff died in 1934, the Tavern
had a succession of managers, none
able to keep it on a paying basis.
Tavern dates from the early days
LaHiff had the
of prohibition.
Strand chophouse on 47th street,
west of Broadway, present site of the
the
Understood
Hanover bank.
Tavern was financed from the money
paid LaHiff by the bank to surrender
(Continued on page 16)
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Academy Banquet Twice Booted After Years

of

Hard-to-Make
fr-

HoUywood, Feb. 24.
Academy Awards banquet, blue

Mary

relief.

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Private Carl Laemmle, Jr,
One-time studio exec and
producer was inducted into the
ranks last Saturday (21). He is 33
and his five feet, three inches barely
met Army requirements for heigbt.
Before leaving for the induction
ceremonies at Fort McArthur at 6
a.m., he gave orders to keep the
Laemmle estate in Beverly Hills
open during his absence as he did
not want to work a hardship on
the servants, who have been in the
family's employ for more than a
film

Once a B'way Landmark

ribbon event of Hollywood, long has
ago.
been an untouchable Insofar as putting it on the air was concerned.
This year it's the other way around.
Pickford to Donate Two networks, the Blue and Don
gave it the boot but
House to Canadian Drive Lee-Mutual,
CBS finally hooked on for a coast
Toronto, Feb. 24.
NBC, only net with remote
ride.
Biltmore Bowl,
Toronto-born Mary Pickford is equipment at the
Derby-will be held
negotiating with local patriotic com- where the Oscar
even proffered
mitee on a draw from an eight-room Thursday (26), wasn't
occurred to Don
dwelling she owns here. House, which the event. It hadn't
Gledhill, Academy negotiator, that
is in splendid condition and at prestwo and when he was
ent rented,- is part of Miss Pickford's NBC was now
Blue figured
the
down
by
is
Plan
turned
here.
real estate holdings
up the Radio City situto hold a lucky draw at two-bits a that cleaned
ticket, with proceeds to be turned ation.
CBS will have its mike at the
over to some Canadian war charity.
table but whether it will
Same plan was used a few months speaker's to remain after Wendell
be allowed
ago when "Miss Pickford donated a
Winkle's speech' is still a moot quesdiamond and sapphire evening bag,
John Swallow, NBC program
valued at $2,000, with the lucky new tion.
here, has graciously conowner getting this for a quarter. director
fabrought in nearly $30,000 sented to permit CBS to use its

war

JR.,

INDUCreD AS PRIVATE
It's

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Arbitration hearings on the contract dispute between Abbott Sc Costello and the William Morris agency
ended abruptly after three sessions
when the comics and Morris counsel
announced that a settlement of difTeam
ferences had been effected.
stays with Morris, with certain reservations which were not divulged.
Settlement releases some $25,000 of
commissions being held in escrow.

v.p. of Universal and served

passed screen tests in New York.
Her bow in radio was made in
1B37 as winner of $100 and a spot on
KLZ, Denver. Two months ago she
was in New York for one of the
Metropolitan Auditions of the Air
programs. While working here Miss
•Norman continued her study' of music at the Cincinnati Conservatory of Campaign
Music.
for Canadian

CARL LAEMMLE,

now.

LaHiffs Tavern Folds;

satire.

'brains.'

as exec assistant to prez Nate Blumbury Music Corp., Musette Publishberg, his brother-in-law. He started
ers, Inc., and O'Kay Music Co. Jewel,
work in Washington about 10 days

responsible for 'Sunrise Serenade'
and the current 'Moonlight Cocktails,'
waa formerly a member of Society
of European Stage Authors and

J

sical

Stephen Richards, Victor Selsman,
the planning committee last week,
Winston C. Tharp and Frank Trum- announced that it was to be his

The new publisher members are
Joe Howard, Jewel Music Co., Mer-

With 'Porgy and Bess,' MajOiitic.
N. Y., among the best draws on artists and musicians who always
Broadway, interest in the picture give so generously of their time and
But a preference of escapology at possibilities of the revival have talents to charitable and civic instithe wickets is nothing new and the perked up.
When the musical was tutions of the nation,' Mrs. Roosevelt
mixture of pictures that are catch- first produced in 1935 the film rights said. 'It is apparently all right for
ing big money is probably little were priced at $100,000. A $10,000 business men to come to Washington
different from what it's been for the option was paid, but when the show to give their ervices on an expense
past 25 years. No matter what the did not fari^a$ well as expected the basis, but not for an actor.
We
subject matter, it's apparently still option was allowed to lapse.
should be grateful
these business
how good any particular film is that
A much higher price is now sought,
escapist.

ironed out to the satisfaction of the
'Son of Fury' (20th )—costume adWalter Thompson agency, the
J.
venture.
sponsor (Ballantine) and the prin
'Keep 'Em Flying' (0)— Abbott
cipals. Completing the triangle will
(Continued on page 21)
be Shirley Ross and Bob Crosby.
Idea is that by showing them off
from the stages of deluxe theatres it
Settle;
will hop up their radio popularity. A.j[C.-Wm. Morris
So far the Thompsonites are con-

created

economy the age-old fight for the
privileged few against the good of
the many.
'It seems to
that we in this
country should have
feeling of
deep gratitude to the writers, actors,

Fibn Interest In Gershwin

Work; Old Price $100,000

—

Paramount in New York and Brooklyn, and Chicago in the Windy City.
Route would be extended if all goes
Unique situation would be
well.

—

Mayris Chaney and Melvyn Douglas
—to 'a small but ver> vocal group
of unenlightened
men,' renewing
'under the guise of Patriotism and

Torgy's' Click Renews

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
'Ball of Fire' (9KO-Goldwyn )—
Milton Berle's 'Three Ring Time'
pure farce comedy.
troupe will make a brief tour
mu'Louisiana Purchase' (Par)
through the east if all details are

Braintnist Job in D.C.
publishers.
The writers consist of
Ebner Albrecht, Fred Astaire, Jack
P. Betzner, Ruth Cleary, Lynn F.
Matty Fox has taken leave of
Cowan, Bide Dudley, Jack Ellis, Ar- absence from Universal to accept a
thur Farwell, Albert Gamse, Harry
job in the defense setup in WashGilbert, William G. Hammond. Edington.
He is understood to be
ward J. Lambert, Tom Lemon ier, working on the staff of Robert
Carroll Loveday, Estate of Andrew
Nathan on the War Production
Mack, Jay Milton, Alfred M. Opler, Board's Planning Committee. WPB
Mischa
Reisner,
Portnofr,
Alois
chief Donald Nelson, in setting up
bauer.

have grabbed top
coin at the nation's b.o.s since Dec.
7.
Five of the top 10 grossers during that period have been comedies.
And apparently the slappier they
are, the better they like 'em.
It's not only the out-and-out laughgetters, however, that are leading
the parade, but escapism as a whole.
Along with the comedies, the big
10 include adventure and romance,
but only two dramas.
'Sergeant
York' (WB) is the sole one among
the lot that couldn't be classed as

air

sidering only three picture houses,

Fred Astaire, Bide Dudley

assistant director of the Office of
Civilian
Defense,
around
which
much of the recent Congressional
hullabaloo over actors and 'fan
dancers on Government payrolls
centered.
President's wife, cefinitely angry
and minus her usual ability to overlook her .-ttackers, laid the attacks
on her aroused by appointments of

Under
C. Siegel at Paramount
his contract as head of the story
department on the same lot,
Dozier is restrained from profiting on film yarns.
The case note, which sealed
the non-profii; transaction, is being framed to hang over his
desk.

1-2

counts.

Plan Stage Tour of

to

'Block

not a question of being hard-boiled, but merely a reiteraWar or no war, America prefers
This includes its credo of to laugh when it goes to the films.
tion of 'Variety's' independence.
That's clear from a survey of the
not as king favors.
pictures which

Canada's $600,000,000 Victory Loan

24.

was the award

Dozier for his story,
That Kiss,' to be produced under supervision of Sol

William

It's

5 Patriotic Revues on Tour to Pep

dollar

Show Business

Both Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and
Mayor LaGuardia took time on their
regular radio shows Sunday (22) to
speak a good word for show business.
LaGuardia recently resigned
as director and Mrs. Roosevelt as

For Being the Boss

cilities.

Aitkens Moll Comeback

Bills

40

Chatter

45

Concert-Opera

33

Exploitation

14

Film RevlC ATS

8

House Reviews
Inside Music
Inside— Legit

16

—

Milwaukee. Feb.

24.

Harry and Roy Aitken, who.

or-

ganized the bid Triangle Film Co.
for which D. W. Griffith produced
"The Birth of a Nation,' and who
have been living modestly in Waukesha, Wis., are mulling a comeback.
They are seriously considering a
reproduction of 'Mickey,' the Mabel
Normand hit of other days.

Thanks

31
42

—Orchestras

Inside

35

Inside—Pictures
Inside— Radio

21

Legitimate

42
36
41
41
46
34

28

Music
New Acts
Night Club Reviews
Obitutry
Orchestras

fot the Lift

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Active on the Universal lot last
week were the option 'picker-uppers
who -picked up six options ranging
through six departments, as follows:

Lon
Cummings
and
Robert
Chaney, Jr., actors; George Waggner.
producer, director and writer; Ford
Milton Krasner,
director;
Beebe,
cameraman, and John Fulton, chief
of the special effects staff.

Pictures

4
22
26
8
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Radii Reviews
Shorts Reviews
Unit Reviews
Vaudeville .«
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Glenn Condon Charters

Film Biz Taking National Press Rap

Hey Rabe, Inc^

For ni-Timed Gen. Hershey Opinion;
England Did Same Thing Much Better

Priorities Office

Reviewii^

Producers' Needs for Coming Year

Tulsa, Okla.
Editor, 'Variety':

The enclosed clipping from the
Tulsa World pretty thoroughly explains our organization and it.s pur-

Nevada, Here

We Come

poses.

We were

Tlie picture business

is

result of the publicity given Brig.Cen. Lewis B; Hershey's ruling regarding exemptions for essential
workers in the fllm industry. Col-

umnists, editorial writers and .<!pecial news stories mastly took Herchey to ta^k for showing apparent
preference to nim people.
Others
linked his order up with previous
blast<! on Melvyn Douglas and hLs
OCD job and the hullabaloo over
Mayris Chaney. formerly dance inslructess on the Government piiyroll.
Where tied up to Dmirlas" pubthe OCD. many
job with
writers took an opportunity to poke
Few
fun at the 'glamour' angle.
of the scribes felt that actors needed
deferment a.ny more than firemen or
policemen.
Hershey's ruling generally was misinterpreted because, as
DOW viewed, it merely recommended
that local board's could give consideration to screen players or film
technicians when it was shown that
they were essential tn the indiLStry.
Industry quite generally feels that
not only was it an unfortunate time
ruling
for announcement of the
(right after the harpoons tossed at
Douglas), but that it was given
publicity, intentionally or otherwise,
out of all proportion to its real
significance.
Even editors who admit the film business is rs-iential to
public morale leaped at the opportunity tn follow up attacks on film
player Douglas with kidding comments or lusty slaps at the whole
industry.
Dirty Linen

getting organized and
had not selected a name when we
read about the movement along the

Slant-Eyed Scowl

taking the

rap [rom the nation's press, eilhcs- in
a Itidding or scathing fashion, as

same

their customrestrictions, are

ary jobs by war
volunteering as Oriental heavies
Ever since 20th-Fox
in films.
produced 'Secret Agent of Japan'
the boys of Nipponese ancestry
have besieged the studio for picture jobs, no matter how villainous.

turning over the applications to Central Casting.

Studio

i.<

what

annually at

New

York's Radio City

Music Hall, this official is credited
with expressing astonishment that
most theatres could not nei alonn for
12 months with only at-out 40 features.
Basing his summary of industry requirements on such reasoning, said exec thought the number
of feature? made annually should be
icut In half.
Majority in the film business who
understood the Hershey statement
on draft deferment consider it fair,
but one that p.nme out at an inopportune time. They point to the fact
that Great Britain ori-jinally -n the
war permitted screen stars and other
Industry workers to ?ct out of tours
of duty when called to the colors,
it was done quietly.
Even
certain
screen
players are
given leave of absence to. appear In
screen productions, and a certain
number of picture technicians are
excused from military duty.

but that

now

.

Britain's
government
from the outset the value

admitted
of

motion

pictures in maintaining public morale.' and has carried on as much as
possible without disturbing the film
business.
President Roosevelt prek viously has stated that the motion
I picture must remain tree and that it
a very useful contribution to
f, has
make during the war emergency.

up along these same general lines.
Tulsa is one of the many very active defense centers in the nation
and wc feci we will have enough
to do right iiround here to keep us

'41-42

films.

Meanwhile, four pictures on the
new year's schedule go before the
cameras in the next two weeks.

They

are

Thunder

writer

Dynamite,' "The Loves of Edgar
Lovely
Allan
Poe'
and'
"Them
Bums.'

Kanm

Picks Soldiers

Off B'way for Gov't Film
Unsuspecting soldiers, chosen by
Garson Kanin from crowds wandering along Broadway, provided much
of the cast of the former Holly-

wood
Office

director's initial film for the
of Emergency Management,

'Ring of Steel.' It's a history of the
Army from the Minute Men to the
soldiers of today.

Vaudeville News' away back yonder
when Winchell was a member of
staff and getting free tuition in
the racket from Sinve and the others

on 4Cth

into" considerable .difficulty getting
the Hollywood 'Victory Committee,
which must okay all free appearances by players, to give its stamp
of approval. Wallace Russell, whom
Kanin met when they were privates
together In the Army's Training Film

Production Unit at Fort Monmouth,
N. J., wrote the script. Picture will
be presented for the industry's War
Activities Committee .'cal next week.
OEM film unit also has two crews
currently in Detroit making 'Factory Front,' on the conversion of
the auto industry to armament production. They'll be there a month.
George Gercke is in charge, with
Bob Jahns directing and Carl Pryer
and Louis Tumola at the cameras.

radio

in final stages.

Added

President.

Committee.— Ed.]

WB HAS A PIECE OF NEW
PLAY, 'GUEST IN HOUSE'

Big Indies Incorporate
Sacramento, Cal., Feb. 24.
Society
of
Independent Motion
Picture Producers filed papers of
incorporation, listing Mary Pickford,

Samuel Goldwyn. Alexander Korda,
David O. Sclznick and Roy Disney

fice.

Paramount, sold 3,700 shares of $1
par common papers In four different
transactions but cut his total dump
ings to 2,700 shares by purchasing
1,000 shares in the midst of his sell
ing transactions. Most of the other
Par dealings involved three separate
trust funds bearing the Griffis name.

The

cutters.

stock was discarded by the N. Griftrust, which
fis
hung onto 3,400
shares, while the W. W. Griffis trust
sold 600 shares and kept 5,400 at the
month's end. A fourth trust fund
T. G. LaTouche sold 1,500 shares,
retaining
5,400,
Director
Griffis
wound up at the end of the old year
with 4,8()0 shares of the $1 par.
Activities of Harry Cohn, president of Columbia Pictures Corp.,
were considerable during December.
In 11 different transactions Cohn

—

purchased eight blocs of common no
par value stock in the company,
totaling 2,700 shares, and sold— in
three transactions of 800 shares
each 2,400 of the same type papers,
resulting in a net gain of 300 shares
and bringing his total holdings to
75,249. He also picked up 100 shares
of $2.75 convertible preferred stock
and handed in a belated report for
November showing purchases totaling 1,000 shares of the common no
par value tickets.

—

Holdings of Universal Corp., top
of Universal Pictures Co.,
8% cumulative 1st preferred,
were erased in October by The
sloughing off of 220 shares, the SEC
belatedly was advised by Daniel B.
Sheaffer, Philadelphia director and
beneficial owner of more than 10%
of the registered equity securities.
Report showed, however, that at the
end of October Universal Corp. held
230,927 shares of $1 par common and
20,000 shares 7% cumulative 2d preferred in the company.

company
in

Not So Funny

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Weather Man, often the subject of
ducers,

J.

A. McFadden.

Ralph Morgan.
Troy Orr.
Walter Pidgeon.

Buddy Rogers.
Gilbert Roland.
David Rose.
Alma Ross.
Anne Shirley.
James Stewart.

U

,

,

jibes,
would' be welcomed
to the air waives by film pro-

back

Constance Bennett.
Samuel Bronston.
Leonard Corey.
Boyd Crawford.
David J. Flavin.
Thornton Frecland.
Greer Garson.
James R. Grainger.
Monroe Greenthal.
Milton Holmes.
Otto Krugcr.
Lastfogel.
Mitchell Lcisen.

Now

public

Edward Alpcrson.

Abe

F. K. Griffis Trust cashed In

2,000 shares of the.$l par common,
to reduce its holdings to 3,000 shares
at. the end of December.
An additional 1,600 shares of same type

L. A. to N. Y.

.staff of the OEM recently have
been Gene Miliord and Mike Lu-

24.

dis-

tribution and exhibition for the
coming year, which have been submitted
to
Priorities
officials
in
Washington, are based largely on*
consumption during, the past year.
Detailed report on IndLstry needs is
now 1 ing studied by A. Julian Bry.
lawskl in Priorities division of War

Production

office,

and

appears
likely that definite formula: will be
arrived at in about two or three
weeks.
Industry last year used approxiit

mately 1,800,000,000 feet of positive
film plus 100,000,000 feet o^ negative
raw stock, representing total cost of
In compiling production
and distribution estimates for coming year, various film companies
are bidding for enough film stock to
maintain normal flow of product for
smaller theatres requiring frequent
program changes, with Priorities
$21,820,000.

Film stock transactions for De
cember were confined to three com
panics,
Columbia Pictures, Para
Office finally to determine what promount and Universal, with unload
ing of considerable Par securities
portion of requirements arc to be
mostly by trust funds the most im- granted.
portant change recorded by the SeHumor last week that all copper,
curities & Exchange Commission in
brass and aluminum supplies were
Its report.
being called in for national war
Stanton Griffis, New York exec of needs was quickly squelched after

<

Brian Ahcrne.

to

Joan Fontaine is being considered
for the fenimc lead and Pat HitchHollywood, Feb. 24.,
cock, 12-year-old daughter of Alfred
Universal signed Jeai
Renoir, Hitchcock, for the part of Jane Eyre
French director Imported by 20lh- in childhood. Robert Stevenson diFox last year.
rects the picture, to be filmed for
Vevf contraet call- for r minimum United Artists release on the RKO«f one pilcttire a year.
Pathe lot in Culver City.

Washington, Feb.

as directors.
Group recently organized to function independently of the Hays of-

the

Hollywood

BIG

Glenn Condon,

[Condon's 'Hey Rube' organization
will act not only as a clearing house
for benefits in connection with the
war effort, but will provide shows
ai)d otherwise aid in success of those
First
benefits which it approves.
major event will be a civilian defense show and dance at the Tulsa
Coliseum April 18. Proceeds will go
to the Tulsa County Civilian Defense

'Jane Eyre.'

to

of

has been marvelous and would indicate that similar groups around
the country might be worth while.
We have no idea or intention of
branching out, nationally, however.

COLMAN

Moves

editor

us a story in your columns as the
reaction of the public and defense
authorities here to our movement

Another one-reeler, 'Battle of the
Great Lakes.' story of the ore boats
which bring iron to American indus-

now

HARRY COHN'S
PAR, COL TRADINGS

GRIFHS,

Tentative estimates of material re-

quirements for film production,

—

street.

am now news

1

KTUL, correspondent for the
United Press, etc., etc.
I thought you might want to give

station

Kanin -recruited his players by
Warner Bros., last week reported
standing on Broadway and picking
out passing servicemen whose faces putting coin into legit production of
and physiques suited his purpose. Fulton Oursler's 'Walking Gentle
When he had the number he needed man,' is also said to have a slice of
for a day's shooting he took them to 'Guest in the House,' which was slated
Fox-Movietone studios in Manhattan, to open at the Plymouth, N. Y., last
Producers are
where much of the one-reeler was night (Tuesday).
made. Afost of the soldiers hopped Stephen and Paul Ames.
at the chance 'tor.be in pictures' and
WB is the only film company which
were rewarded with a dollar or so. has put coin into legiters recently,
Spencer Tracy last Thur-sday (19) although all companies have prorecorded the commentary for the fessed interest in Investing money if
film in New York after Kanin ran the right script comes along.

ciano,

.Renoir

of your staff may recall the
as editor of a thing called

'Strictly

Birds,'

plenty.

busy.

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Production schedule for the fiscal
year of 1941-42 at 20th-Fox winds
up with The Magnificent Jerk,'
which went into work yesterday
(Mon.) with William Perlberg producing and Walter Lang directing.
It is the company's 50th feature for
the year, in addition to two British-

made

On
California before March 2.
that day the state levies taxes on
personal and real property. Including Qnlshed productions.
Companies caught with taxable films in their vaults pay

then

set

Hollywood. Feb. 24.
Fourth picture on the Hal Wallis
production .schedule this .vear at
IN 'EYRE'
Warners is 'Now. Voya-rcr.* built on'
novel by Olive Hiy-iins Prouty. Draws SUr Male Part: Joan Fontaine May Also Be Set
with Ca.sey Robin.son scripting.
First on the Wallis slate is 'Desperate Journey,' Errol Flynn starrer,
Hollywood. Feb. 24.
now shooting. Others arc the LilRpnal(I (7olman draws the male
lian Hellman legjter. 'Watrh. on the starring role
of Rochester in David
Rhine,' and The Corn Is Green."
O. Selznick's forthcoming picture,
'

We

PROD. SLATE AT 20TH my

try, is

WaHis Slates 'Voyager'

headed by William Morwrote him and told him

we contemplated.

Some

50TH PIC CLEANS

I

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Studios arc putting on their
annual rush to complete films
and ship the negatives out of

applied for, and just (oday received,
a charter from the Secretary of State
I have advised Morof Oklahoma.
ris that wc will be happy to affiliate at the proper time with any
national organization that may be

licity

Some, of the barbs even extended
to a sweeping attack on the film
business, waste of double features
and other dirty linen. Such editorial
blcsts, charging that there is too
much .film production, is in keeping
with the popular misconception of
average theatre needs.
Such misconception, according to a story now
current in the trade, even extended
at one time to Government officials
considering
industry
priorities.
Pointing to only 25-30 features shown

Jr.

ris.

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Japanese- farmers and fisher-

men, moved out of

lines

Fib

in Okla.

on

who have lost plenty of coin
futile location trips-slnce advance

reports on rain or storms are prohibited by wartime restrictions.
Several studios have guessed at the
weather and sent out location ti-oupes
in the last few weeks. In most
cases

they

made

the

wrong

N.Y.

Edward Arnold.
Sally Benson.

Gene Buck.
Willlffm Dieterle.

Hprry Fox.
Louis Frohlich.
Doris Gilbert.

Richard Whorf.
Nat Wolff.
Herbert .'.-Yatei.

Klrby Hawks.
Danny Kaye.
Max Liebman.
Harry Murdock.
John O'Connor.
John G. Paine.
William Thomas.
Wendell Wlllhle.

Major Zuiift

Ed

Mrs.

Wolf.

guess.

to L. A.

giving a couple of studios the
Industry last year used

jitters.

35.093

pounds of aluminum, brass, copper
and their alloys mostly in maintenance work and props required in
construction or trimming of sets.
The analysis of industry needs on
metals,
raw stock, replacements,
rubber, etc., preijared by Francis
Harmon, vice-chaliiinan of the War
Activities Committee, is a combination condensed summation and
a
brief in behalf of the business.
Report revealed needs of tlieatres,
film printing laboratories, exchanges'

home

office establishments, the film'
trucking association newsreels and
film stock manufacturers.
While admittedly too early to tell
just what curtailment of film production may be necessary, indications are that a 30% curb on pictures may be necessary.
However,
it is not known whether
this is a
flat curtailment on production
resulting from the prospect of a raw
film stock shortage or is only
a 25%
bite on laboratory and studio
opera-

raw

tions.
If the reduction order
is to apply only to labs and studios,
understanding in the industry is that
would be a matter reducing the
number of film prints in circulation.
This would trim the quantity of
prints servicing accounts and extend the active booking life of a
screen production.
Thus instead of clearing a picture
release through principal accounts
in around 120 days, reduction in
number of prints would possibly rer
quire five to six months for the
average picture to clear most profitable playdates. This doubling up on
use of prints would mean the distributor would n6t get the bulk of
film rental coin out of a picture for
at
least
five,
and possibly six

this

months.
Aside from readjustment of picture bookings, this principally would,
methods of production
Banker interests might
conceivably make it tougher to obtain production coin or at least hike

affect the
financing.

the money rates If it takes longer to
secure repayment of a loan. This in
turn is expected to result in additional outside producing units, with
the
producer-distributor
company
obviously anxious to duck as many

producing financial deals
sponsibility as possible.

Streamlining

War

and

re-

Spies

Hollywood, Feb, 24.
Great Impersonation,' E.
Oppenheim's tale of spying
in the last war, comes off the shelf
at Universal to be rewritten to suit

The

Pl-.illips

present condltionj.
Picture was first

made

Para-

at

mount in 1925 and revived at Universal 10 years later with Edmund
Lowe in ;he top role.

50%

Off to Service

Men

Minneapolis, Feb.

24.

Minnesota Amus. Co. (Paramount
circuit) and Mort H. Singer theatres in Minneapolis have reduced
their admission prices to approximately S0% for all imiformcd members of the Army, Navy and Marines.

The reduction also applies to the
W. A. SUffes* affiliated World.

'
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PICTURES

irWOOD BACKLOG

'BIGGEST'
Here s a New One: Films Too Good,

Hence They re Being Held Over Too

For

AT ALL STUDIOS

Long, Resulting in Pfle-Up of Product
Minneapolis, Feb.

24.

Sleeper

The excellence of product and Its
bbxoflice potency are making trouble here and threaten to cause one
of the most serious jams in local
Picture are just too
film history.
^ood, the trade's saying.

other,

The

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
To save rubber tires on cars
driven by film critics, Studio

Green

'How

Was My

Independent neighborhood end
suburban exhibitors are hollering
because they fear that later they'll
face a product shortage and also because the outstanding 1941-42 releases will be so long in being available for them, what with 56 days
clearance from the time the downtown flrst-run ends.
There's no satisfying the distributors, either. On the one hand,, they
clamor for extended playing time
up.

gruntled

Frledl's

a

dates.

Commitment

.

Friedl, Minnesota Amus.
Co. (Par) president, is committed to
the policy of the longest possible
runs for pictures. He believes that
this Is the only way to compensate
the producers of outstanding product properly andN that It's the due
Moreover, in his
of such producers.
opinion, it encourages producers to
J.

go the limit in turning out the best
possible pictures and helps to improve product.
So that, whenever
possible, as long as a picture's doing justifiably
profitable business
he'll hold it over.
number of independent exhibitors in the Twin City area also
are extending their runs, requiring
th» playing of fewer pictures. Some

A

buy

all

—

No Tune

to Frivol, Rules

Lubitscb, Vetoes Xindy'

the

dailies.

TO PAR FOR

MILITARY PIX

LL STUDIO

43 productions.
Paramount is another that is well along towards
this year's goal with a backlog of
26^ pictures finished and awaiting

GETBRUSHOFF

Out-of-town previews sometimes call for 60 or more miles
of driving by the critics.

PAYS

U.S.

400G

Anytime

brother Culbertson
thinks he can dish up anything
the lads at Hillcrest and Lakeside clubs don't already know
he can build Mp a sizable fortune.
And he'd better not
choose any of the town's sharps,
or does he mind losing a few
shIrU?

Advantages of

this

method

of op

MEDIOCRE

IF

oration offset to a great extent the

liability of having huge sums tied
up in completed negatives. More
time for exploitation merchandising
has resulted. More time, too, is al
lowed for the proper editing and
scoring.
Exploitation
advantage
pays off as can be proven by a
deal is leasing storage space in the number of examples where a comvicinity, near the laboratory annex, pany has had a picture that didn't
quite measure up to entertainment
which it will retain.
standards but did have other fac
Astoria setup, assessed in 1037 at
tors that could be sold to arouse

now

assessed at $650,000.
Mortgage, held by Prudence Bonds,
$800,000, is
is

around

$500,000.

Lord Portal, Just Added

To

Churchill's

Cabinet,

Has Show Biz Backgrouind

Some of the films, such as 'Sullivan's
Travels,'
'Hellzapoppin,'
'Son
of
Fury,' 'H. M. Pulham, Esq.' are not
yet in general release.
Gift pictures, to be shown exclusively to relatively small groups,
will be free of admission charge.
General F. H. Osborn, chief of the
Special Services Branch, who met
representatives of the 11 distributin'g
coifipanies at the offices of the industry's War Activities Committee
for the formal presentation last

Wednesday

release.

(18),

declared that, the

Industry's action w4uld make it possible to provide current picture en^
tertainment In combat areas at least
60 days earlier than would have been

possible

if a special appropriation
to pay for them.
4 Prints of 20 Plx
First product ^ft consists of four
prints of each 20 pictures.
In ac-

had been required

cepting

them,

mented

Gen.

that, this

Osborn comwas the latest evi-

dence 'of the industry's fine coopera-

war

tion in the

Picture

company reps

flocking to

Washington for endorsement of films

effort.'

Industry leaders present for the
conference were Jack Cohn and Abe

by military and political bigwigs in Montague, Columbia; Barney Balaban. Paramount; O. Henry Briggs,
recent weeks found rough going beProducers
Releasing

of product preScreening of B-minus pic-

cause of quality
sented.

some

tures,

with

war sequences,

Corp.;

Smith,

RKO; Seymour

public;

W.

Andy

Borus,

Re-

C. Michel, 20th-Fox; Carl

Leserman,

United

Artists;

Nate

public interest.

were given hasty brushofi by

There Is now no ruslf to prepare,
produce and get a film into dis
tribution to meet a releasing deadline, thus resulting in a general uplift in the pictures coming from the

tary experts.

Blumberg and John J. O'Conngr,*'
and Joseph H. Hazen,
Warners. Francis S. Harmon, ex-

Film reps are beginning to get the
idea that it's useless and damaging
to company prestige to bring second
rate product up for endorsement by

abroad are to be under an over-

Hollywood production line, be it
the so-called budget feature or a
big special. Thus, there's been only
a few bad misses in the bunch.
Balanoe Blocks-of-5

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Ernst Lubitsch called oft preparaon 'Self Made Cinderella' on
the theory that the frivolous theme
Is not desirable
in wartime. Picture
was to have been Lubltsch's first
under his producer-director contract
at 20th-Fox.

because of his motion picture conGenerally asnections in England.

sociated with financial matters both
in

the British picture industry and

Another story with ^ more timeIdea will be submitted to the
studio when Lubitsch returns from
ly

a 10-day vacation.

20TH SNAGS VIV BLAINE
Vivian Blaine,

who was

a singer

the

Beimont-PUza's Glass Hat,
Yor^ ^^^en spotted by Lew

Schreiber, 20th-Fox casting director,
•s
being groomed for fllmuslcals

now.
She's 19 years old.

idea of what's coming from the
studios through the pre-exploitation
campaigns prior to the time they, or
their scouts, sit down to look over

completed packages.
out of it, he is a director of Universal
Lineup of the major plants finds
Pictures holding company in Great
Columbia, which hasn't had to sell
Britain. As such he naturally figured
under consent decree regulations,
in part of the British financing origwith 16 pictures ready for marketinally done by U's present manageSo
ing, five of which are westerns.
ment several years ago.
far the company has not been afLord Portal, who is taking the fected by shortage of materials or
place of Lord Reith, one of the five priorities and has found it adsenior ministers dropped by Prime vantageous to take a good backlog
Minister Winston Churchill in his of pictures in the vault because of
cabinet shakeup, will take charge or the better merchandising possibilipost-war reconstruction. His family ties. Against an appriiximate seaowns the Laverstoke Mill, where son's promise of 28 features, includpaper used for Bank of England ing the greatest number of topnotes, is made.
bracket films in its history, and 16
At one time, he Is recalled as be- westerns, studio has finished and
In various stages of
with Charles M. released 21.
associated
ing
Woolf in several film enterprises in editing are 11 more features and
five westerns.
England.

mili-

discriminating though limited official
audiences.

When product is interesting, film
companies have found military auinvariably

-thorities

.

and

pleasant

Universal,

ecutive vice-chairman of the WAC,
was spokesman for the group.
Showings of the 16mm. films
seas

unit of the Special Services
as distinct from the U. S.
Picture Service. Lat-

Branch

Army Motion

ter is to expand its cooperative service in ai'my camps In the U. S.
Gen. Osborn stated that there are

Friedman Moves Over

To Par Production

dustry to

Hays Office

Meeting

May Focus

On Production Code
Prospect of a special meeting of
office directors in the next 10
this week although ac-

Hays

days loomed

tual date of the session has not been
decided. Dale likely will be determined on when the directorate can

members.
Not revealed officially what is on
the agenda of this special session,
which would be ahead of the regular
meeting of the Motion Picture Pro-

secure a

quorum

for the seven groups ot pictures released or ready, for release. Para-

with six
scheduled, has four more to go, while
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Sherman, with six Hopalong
Charles Friedman, former stage Harry
three specials, has
and
Cassidys
Parain
at
checked
has
producer,
one special to
mount in an untitled production ca- one Hoppy and
make. RKO has 14 completed picpacity, associated with two forthfor packaging under the
coming pictures, 'Priorities of 1942' tures ready
consent decree.
and 'Dancing Del}S.'
Republic promised 30 features with
worked at
Friedman
Recently
16 nnished, two Gene Autry spe20th-Fox in connection with 'Sun
cials, of which one is completed;
Valley Serenade.' On the stage his
30 westeras with 19 completed; and
producer activities included 'Pins
four serial."!, all done but one. Studio
and Needles' and 'Sing Out the
(Continued on page 47)
News.'

Came

H'wood

to

Pic Set Kibitzers Get

Army Marching Orders

unit,

Hollywood, Feb.

24.

War Department has clamped the
lid' on kibitzers who infest studio
where

rfiilitary

training

Pic Biz Bloomed

Permanent

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
markers for historic

spots in the founding ot the motion
picture Industry are being set up
by the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce in conjunction with the 30th
anniversary of Paramount and Cecil
B. DeMille.
Prominent among the historic spots
Is the site of a barn where DeMille
filmed
'The
Squaw Man,' first
feature-length picture. In 1913.

films

Gable Resumes

are being made. Order was received
Lieut. Col. Darryl F. Zanuck,
the Chief
local representative o.
Signal Officer.

Mark Spots

Where

&

cussion.

sets

Who

Night,' 'Ball of Fire," 'Man
to Dinner," 'Sullivan's Travels,'
'Fleet's In' and 'Lady Is Willing.'
a

of

Distributors Assn. late In
March, but understood that the Production Code may come in for dis-

ducers

finished 2G, has four in
Staff mount hasanother four ready to roll.

work and
The Pine-Thomas

Branch does not expect the inmake its theatrical fllma
available for non-theatrical showings to soldiers in the U. S. -Harmon
also stressed fact that no 16mm.
prints would be available for such
use In the continental U. S.
List of 16 mm. films to be shown
n combat areas includes 'Babes on
Broadway,' 'Johnny Eager,' 'Hellzapoppin,' The Bugle Sounds,' 'Mr. te
Mrs. North.' 'Son of Fury,' 'Lady for
ices

Special

Metro Has 36 Ready
Metro has completed 36 features

tions

New

24.

with

Combat Areas

in

Reducing current feature pictures
nnd shorts to 16mm. for the first
time, major film companies on behalf
of the motion picture industry last
week presented the 'u. S. War Department with the first 80 motion
picture programs for showing to
American soldiers in combat areas.

put weight of Government
Also an advantage in piling up a willing to
Lord Portal, named Minister of large number of completed pictures approval behind films. Unfavorable now more than 400 army theatres
with standard projection equjpmept
Works and Buildings and First Com- is the ability to balance consent de- comment has Become frequent in In operation and that
more than 600
these sources, however, about "turmissioner of Works in Great Britain's cree blocks-of-five to hook on to
theatres would be in op.eration withkeys they're invited to.see with, blunt
cabinet shakeup this week, is quite some particular public mood for the criticism openly given in a couple in a few months to meet needs of
varied types of film entertainment.
Increased forces in training. He also
widely
known
in
flhn
business
lately.
U. S.
instances
the companies and then only
Exhibitors are better able to get an of
made it clear that the Special Serv-

use the cream of each crop, milking
the outstanding releases to the limit.
It's contrary to the policy of the
Slate, Par's leading downtown house,
to hold a picture more than a week,
the usual procedure being to send a
big' grosser to the Century for an
extension of its loop first-run. However, the State just has held over
two pictures in a row 'York' and
How Green.' Both have done tremendous business at this theatre.
"How Green,* in the face of sub-zero
temperatures and at a slightly lower
admission, almost equalled the huge
'York' gross its first week.

at

along

when holdovers downtown ern Service Studios

time and
aul}sequent-run

John

set,

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Consent decree production opera
tions have resulted in the largest
product and investment backlog in
Hollywood's history. Check of the
studios shows that in nearly every
instance companies have piled up
huge surpluses of features ready for
release and are already beginning to
think in terms of next season.
Both 20th-Fox and RKO have
practically reduced the final stage of
product for the current releasing
year and are busy readying 1942-

War Department is understood to
be paying around $400,000 for Eastat Astoria, Long
necessitate the shoving back of the Island, into which the Signal Corps'
tentative openings of other top pic- Training Film Production Unit will
tures, requiring the keeping of such
shortly. Paramount owns the
move
films on the shelves an unduly long
studios and in consequence of the
reshuffling of
causing
ioi their ace releases, but, on the
paradoxically, • they're disother,

Hollywood, Feb.

Cinema

MM.

.

rest of the country, will be told
how to play gin rummy in a
series of instructions by Ely
Culberton to run in the Hearst

ADVANTAGES
'

possible.

but

Me Have Him

Let

to 16

Time By Majors for Free

1st

Use By U. S. Army

Consent Decree Production
Finds Companies Already
Thinking of Next Season
Gives 'Em More Time for
Merchandising

laid

now

only in its second
indications are that it,
too; will run at least a month.
In consequence, the first-runs of
other top pictures are being delayed
and unplayed product .is piling
is

Valley,'

week,

Jumps Out

Publicity Directors Committee
a ban on all out-of-town
previews.
They will be held
from now on in studio projection rooms or in town whenever

Three of the four loop 'A' Orst-run
houses currently, for example, have
Two of the three. 'Serholdovers.
and 'One Foot in
geant York'
Heaven,' are In their fourth weeks.

Fdms Reduced

Current

by

Holly\vood, Feb. 24.
Clark Gable checked In at Metro
resume on 'Somewhere I'll Find
In addition to barring all visitors, You,' which has been suspended
the Government require.^ that every- since Carole Lombard's death.
Studio is changing the title beone working on such pictures must
be able to certify his American cause It Is suggestive of Cable's be'
reavement.
citizenship.
to
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PICTURES
Remake

'Leather Kid'

5'

'Big

Likely to Continue Under

To

Consent Decree, Thus Sidestepping
Divorcement; Arbitration Clause OK
While the United Motion Picture
Industry setup is striving for a sales
plan as substitute for the consent decree as well as expanded arbitraregarded as
highly
it
is
tion,
dubious in the ti-adc that the distributors will seek to take advantage
of the escape clause under the decree as result of the past week's
developments and admission by the
Department of Justice thai it cannot bring United Artists, Columbia
and Universal to trial on all issues of the anti-trust suit against
them.
One reason for this likely attitude
on the part of the distribs. leaving

McCrea Scrams

IVitcli'

McCrea
make two pic-

Sturges associate producer.

under contract to
tues for Paramount this year. Other
one on the list is 'Triumph Over
is

Pain.'

Under the provisions of the deGovernment fails to bring
UA and U by June 1, now

admittedly impossible, the Big Five
are relieved of the necessity of selling in blocks-of-Qve and of tradescreenings, though subject for a total of three years to other features
of the armistice, including arbitration.

There

is

a possibility that the U. S.

an extension from the June

will seek

1 date on certain grounds, but since
that date under the escape clause
became a part of the consent decree,
it's a question whether the Federal
court, having jurisdiction,
would
grant such a request, 'regardless of
the attitude of the distribs.

Meantime, the UMPl movement
for a new sales plan and greater arbitrational scope, including in all
probability the practice of overbuying, goes

may be

forward and

the.

way out of certain features of the
decree without putting the distribs
In a spot with the D. of J. for the

Jam Handy

HVood

Closing
Offices

To Loss

Due

of Auto Biz

Hollywood? Feb. 24.
Jam Handy organization, one of
the largest producers of advertising
and commercial films in the counwith headquarters in Detroit, is
closing its Hollywood contact office, managed by Walter Biellng, as
a result of a constriction of the
automobile business under war orders.
Handy company had built up
an extensive trade based on the production and distribution of 35 mm,
16
and slldefilm subjects, most
of which dealt with various divisions
Cancellation of
of General Motors.
account is reported to have
the
wiped out around 80% of the Handy
business.
Meanwhile the organization is being kept together by contracts to
turn out a portion of Government
Handy's development of comfilms.
mercial pictures is ea.'iily adaptable
to the Government's campai^ of
public instruction during war time.
try,

mm

GM

.

future.

HUB TEST BLACKOUT

UMPI's exhibitor committee which

NICKS FIX BIZ 257o

conferred with Thurman Arnold,
assistant attorney general in charge

Boston. Feb. 24.
of anti-trust matters, and Robert L.
First blackout here, lasfTuesday (17)
Wright, special assistant to the attorney general, are reported to have night was a success from the civil.been told that both would be willing ian defense viewpoint, and it cut into
to consider a suitable sales plan if film grosses about 257o. according to
one was worked out. Neither Arnold estimates of local managers. Blacknor Wright are said to have been out lasted only 20 minutes (10-10:20),
Paspecific as what type ot plan jthey and was announced in advance.
might be receptive to. As result, Irons of theatres were not allowed to
test, and
the exhib group of nine members leave during the air.'alarm
the downwill meet tomorrow (Wed.) with a no trouble was reported in

view

up a

to setting

definite selling

plan for submission to Arnold and
Wright.
Quarterly SelllDK?

Understood that of ;iuggestlons
in Washington by the exhib
committee of the UMPl, with respect
to modified selling, one proposal is

made

the sale of pictures on a quarterly
basis.
This plan would entail the
tradeshowing of five pictures that
were ready with an additional five
or more, depending on what a quarter's product amounted to, being sold

(Continued on page

IBEW

In

AH

Working

Juicers

In

Pictures

Hollywood, Feb.

24,

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers opened a campaign
to take jurisdiction over all motion
picture trades involving the use of
electricity.
Included in the drive
for control are lamp operators, flx-

turemen, soundmen and special effects, now claimed by the International Alliance of Theatrical

Employees.
Currently the

MacEwen.

TO EXPEDITE

IBEW

construction

Stage

and sent out a general
workers,

town

sector.
the streets

I

there were more
On
wardens and auxiliary police than
gawkers, most people staying at
home or coming into the theatres
early enough to catch the shows dur-

ment

agencies, one in

in a

Tarzan adventure,

two

7-Day. Shooting

Welssmuller.
Releasing deal for the next Tarzan yam has not been set Meanwhile Lesser Is preparing 'Strange
Victory,' a non-jungle feature, which
he owes United Artists under an old

Sked

Now

Angott, Boxing Champ,

Absolved In 8G Theatre
Holdup;

Two

In Custody

Pittsburgh, Feb. 24.

made

Police

short

work

of

WB

theatre holdup here, in
which two masked men bound and

Stanley

gagged manager Charlie Eagle and
got away with weekend receipts of
nearly $8,000, when less than 36
hours after the robbery last Monday

New York, confessed to the
robbery but Bucknell, an Akron
gambler, said he did no't take part
in the holdup although he knew
of
the plans.
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Police are seeking two
other men said to have been InChurch's
player
option
Lucia, of

Violet

"

lifted

volved.

by 20th-Fox.

The day detectives pieced together
Jerry Hilliard signed by
Costhe story, the men who staged
w s of 'Swamp low to appear In a series of Sam
the
Soundies.
Woman' of which the zero stars
Johnston, singing guitarist, signed actual robbery had a getaway car
handed out by the New York News by Paramount
planted nearby the Stanley but the
was typical,. Ann Corio film is finddriver
of the auto was believed to
Virginia
Maples' acting option
ing such b.o. success that Producers
have
gotten
cold
feet
at the last
picked up by 20th-Fox.
Releasing Corp. is about to shoot anminute and scrammed. So the robDevery
other.
And they're going all out contract Freeman inked scripting bers made for their hotel room
at Metro.
imfinancially on this one extending
Mildred Gaye's acting pact re- mediately, phoned Angott in Washthe shooting schedule to seven days
mgton, which Is only 30 miles away,
newed
by
20th-Fox.
from the six allotted to the first p\cand stayed there until he arxiyed to
Gordon
Kahn
drew
new
writing
ture.
get them out of town.
Angott's
Second film, 'Jungle Siren,' will ticket at Metro.
Rita Quigley's player option picked statement that he didn't know anyfind Miss Corio teamed with Busthing about the robbery was corrobter Crabbe.
Stripeuse, from salary up by Paramount.
Grace McDonald, Peggy Ryan, orated by DeLucia, who said, 'Samand percentage on 'Swamp Woman^
my was Just an Innocent dupe.'
will net better than $25,000, accord- Donald O'Connor, Bobby Sheerer
and Tagalong Levine, all of whom
ing to present Indications.
She's now doing two weeks on an appeared In the cast of 'What's Cookold hurley contract in Toledo and In',' were handed player contracts
10-HOUR SHIFTS
Cleveland and then goes to Miami by Universal.
Johnny Mercer's option as comfor a rest before proceeding to HolFILM STUDIOS
lywood for 'Jungle Siren.'
poser-writer picked up by ParaDespite

r e vi e

NO

FOR

mount
Ray McDonald drew player

Vaude a

la

Cinema

ticket

at Metro.

Claire James' stock player contract

later as co-stars in 'Crazy.'

Other-

wise George Murphy goes Into the
Rooney role opposite Miss Garland.

Republic.

Harry Langdon signed for three
shorts a year at Columbia.

He's

the

polpts, out

boost.
sole holdout, but h«
that there are nearby

Actress recently obtalned.her release
theatres that have some sort of glv«.
from Metro where she played In a
away as often as five nighta & wesk.
number, of jungle pictures with
The opposition giveaways include

Studio Contracts

All-Out For Corio;

Minneapolis exhibitors with an td<

untitled.

,

and

letter to film
to

still

one morning (16) Vincent De Lucia and
in Los Angeles. Each would consist Freddie Bucknell were taken Into
0' only three or four members, and custody In Akron,
O. For a time,
each would follow a screen produc- Sammy Angott lightweight boxing
tion from script to completed entity. champion of the world, was also inThis arrangement would lighten the volved when It was learned that Anwork for U.S. Customs service In in- gott had driven the men from Pittsspecting every film to leave the U.S. burgh to his home In Washington,
Law also applies to imports, but a Pa,, only a short time after the sticknegligible number presently are be- up, but the fighter was released after
ing shipped into this country.
questioning when he proved that he
Principal government bodies which was just an 'innocent bystander.'
will be represented by such commitAccording to Angott he met Detees include the 'U.S. Army. Navy, Lucta and Bucknell while
he was in
Treasury Department, Committee on New York training for his recent
Inter-American Affairs and the State fight with Lew Jenkins and
last
Department. Customs inspectors will Monday morning they
called him
look at completed versions to see from Pittsburgh and
said they 'wantthat interests of these departments
ed to see him bad.' So he drove in
are fairly treated In screen vehicles,
with his small daughter, picked up
the two committees merely speeding
the men at their hotel here and took
the' process and making eliminations
them to Washington in his car. AnIn advance, tin this way, the film
gott said they forced $75 on him for
business and all involved hope to
the 'favor, but that he sent it back
keep scissoring by the customs down
to them at an Akron hotel address
to a minimum, thereby saving time
they had given him after leaving
and nfioney for the producers.
Washington, where they had dinner
In the operation of such commitat the Angott home.
The fighter
tees, the working formula now being
proved to the satisfaction of the ausought would Include cooperation by
thorities that he knew nothing of the
the industry's Production Code Adholdup and was released after being
ministration, the Motion Picture Producers production committee, and the questioned several hours.
DeLucIa and Bucknell were arloter-American Affairs representative on the PCA setup at the Coast rested In Akron on the complaint of
Thus, the committees would watch a girl there, who reported they had
the PCA approved script, the shoot- accosted her in a hotel. Search of
their
room and luggage resulted in
ing and final version of all screen
the discovery of around $3,500 of the
productions.
holdup money. In addition to a revolver.
Brought to Pittsburgh, De-

ing the blackout.

PRC

New York

handles

offering inducements
break away from lATSE.

24.

agreement

Carl Milliken. foreign manager of the
Motion Picture Producers & Distributors Assn., is hopeful that details
can be perfected for complete expediting of films, destined for the
foreign market, through U.S. customs
under the Trading-WIth-Enemy statute now being enforced. Milliken
outlined the progress made thus far,
following his trip to Washington last
week, in a confab with film company
foreign managers last Thursday (1ft).
While not definitely set, suggestions made thus far call for the operation of two small committees, representing some eight different govern-

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
renewed by 20th-Fox.
all
'Girl Crazy' gets a setback on the
Turhan Bey handed acting pact by
main- Metro production 'slate while Mickey Universal.
tenance work. Gene Gaillac, IBEW Rooney plays in a 'Hardy Family'
Judy Clark's player option picked
international
representative,
and picture and Judy Garland takes the up by Republic.
George (Curly) Davis, former lead- lead in 'The Big Time,' a tale of
Edna Mae Jones' option lifted by
er in Technicians Local 37, have vaudeville in wartime.
20lh-Fox.
estrblished quarters in Hollyv/ood
Pair will be brought together
Anne Jeffreys, singer, signed by
electrical

Hollywood, Feb.
O'Siillivan signed a

them opposite Johnny Welssmuller mission price

.

PIX EXPORTS

eliminate giveaway 'rackets/
Fred Holzapf el, owner of the Broad*
way, indie nabe here, has aii<
nouneed he'll not follow oUisr
trlct

Maureen

PLAN SET UP

Minneapolis, Feb. 24.
Until opposition houses In his dls.

No Escape From Tarzan

—

To

In Drive

Take

4'7)

ter

Til Giveaways Are Eliminated

Following his confere^ice with U.S.
in Washington this week,

Warner

cree, if the
In Col,

Mpls. Indie Won't Tilt His Prices

officials

UMPl

Loew's, RKO, Paramount,
Bros, and 20th-Fox.

Hollywood, Fab. 24.
The Patent
in
been inherited by
John Garfield from Richard Barthelmess, who played the original
unspoken role.
New version of the Rupert Hughes
yarn is in the writing mill at WarWally Kline scripting
ners, with
under production supervision of Wal-

picture deal with Sol Lesser, one of

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Joel McCrea caused the postponement of 'I Married a Witch' at Paramount by turning down the costarring role with Veronica Lako
approving the script.
after
first
Shooting is delnvcd until the studio
signs a new male lend.
Rene Clair is director and Preston

any

possible modifications to the
and the D. of J., is that the
so-called Big Five in no event will
want to lay themselves open to theatre divorcement action after three
years of the decree. The companies
signatory to the c.d., all of them
are
theatre
chains,
controlling

Star John Garfield

role
Pugilistic
Leather Kid,' has

cash running as high .s $1,500, fui
coats and 10c defense stamps to
every woman patron, end he dt^
mands that they all be eliminated.Following Ita action in raising adr
missions from 2c to 6c in lU Minneapolis and St Paul theatres and
houses,
the
affiliated
Minnesota
Amus. Co. (Paramount circuit) also
has boosted the scale similarly in
nearly all the situations throughoutthe chain. The only exceptions are
in South Dakota, where no changes
are contemplated for the present,,
and one house in Fargo, N, D,'
where the night admission was
Jowered fron 45 to 40c to be more
in line with other scales in similar
.

spots.

The slight raises level off admission prices, to an even figure, eliminating odd' pennies, in practically
cases.
There has not been any
adverse public reaction to the tilts
in the Twin Cities and patronagecontinues on the increase, according
all

John
dent
t.'

J.

Frledl,

company

Phllly's Prloe-TUt

presi-

Confab

PhUadelphia, Feb. 24.
Indie exhibs have been invited to
a meeting today (Tues) called by
the
Allied
Independent Treatre
Owners of Eastern Penns}-lvania, to
discuss raising admission prices and
the hiking of film rentals.
It was reported that the org would
also discuss a possible plan of forming a booking combine to get more
favorable deals with distribs. Sidney
E.Samuelson, business manager Mt
Allied, will preside.
,

HOLLYWOOD VEERING TO
WHODUNITS ONCE MORE
Mystery yarns, periodical favorites
of Hollywood, again seem to be on
the upswing.

20th-Fox bought one

week and two others, not yet
published, are being considered by t
of studios. Getting top Interest is 'Five-Alarm Funeral,' by
last

number

Stewart Sterling, concerning murder by a pyromaniac. Price being
asked is $7,500.

The other whodunit Is 'The Fallen
Sparrow,' by Dorothy B. Hughes. It
Is to be published first In American
Magazine and then as a book. Fox's
last week was 'Footsteps Behind Her,' by Mitehell Wilson, Libbuy

erty

mag

serial.

Other Story Buys
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Columbia bought 'You Only Die
Once.' by Herbert Dalmas and Malvin Wald.
Joseph McDonough acquired rights
to

'Singapore,'

now

being

written

by Wilfred Claire, British novelist
'Knights
Columbia
purchased
Without Armor,' by Jay Dratler and
Gina Kaus.
Horace McCoy and Jerry Sackhelm sold 'Pieces of Silver' to 20tliFox.

48 Pounding

at

CoL

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
High mark for the season in the
literary tide at Columbia Is registered this week with 48 scriveners
working on 36 yams.

Added

to

the

staff

are

seven

new scrlpters, Michael Blankfort,
P. J. Wolfson, Andor DeSoos, John
Karka, Bemie Giler, Melvin Wald
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
and Herbert Dalmus.
Picture studios will not be forced
into 10-hour, shifts by the Government, according to Frank McSherry,
Lana's 'Private Affair*
of the War Production Board, who
stated In a wire that the labor diviHollywood, Feb. 24.
sion policy Is to permit bargaining
Marriage Is a Private Affair' is
agreements to govern working hours the next starrer for Lana Turner,
In war production plants.
slated for early spring with Pandro
Rejport has been circulating that Berman producing.
the six-hour shift would be out for
Ring Lardner, Jr., and Michael
the duration of the preparedness Kanin are doing the screen plaj
program.
from a novel by Judith Kelly.

.
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PICTURES

AND PRIORITIES
B.O. Effects of

New War Time,

Auto

Ey[s Par

Tire Saving, Etc^ Still Being Studied
n will take some time to accurately
d«t«rmlne the effect of new war time
on theatre business, but operators
ti* ot the opinion that rationing of
•art and tires is hurting and will be

Er-Kay, Use

Skouras and Century Circuits
Rating

Preference

Consid'

eration for Cinemas U in
Line with Recognition of

Morale

their atitos,

team in the film
comedy. Them Lovely Bums.'
Top spots go to Lloyd Nolan,
as manager of the 'Bums,' and
Carol Landls as owner of the

ta^ noted

club.

progressively
lengthens.

the

as

felt

war

The holiday Monday (23), when
Washington's birthday was officially
oalebrated, Is pointed to
ftanoe of how people are

as an

in-

pampering

with fewer out-of-town
New York than on
Additionally,, while
ftTMtt were Jammed with people.
In the downtown Times Square area
tafi were very much a scarcity.
A oheck on parking lots also would
in
other ocsaslons.

indicate that cars are getting their
•xerolss on weekAids but being
reited much of the balance of the
WMk. As result of the parking crush
on Saturdays-Sundays, owners of
N.Y. lots are declared to be taking
advantage ot the situation and are
fharging up to as much as $1.50 on

the

baseball

HIOOD

STANCE

ON WARTIME

tills

else.

Is

problematical at
will

MM

of raids, less golf

LABOR

to

cost,

Also probably few people will
go fishing along coastlines for (ear
ot tubs or other dangers.
tto.

war

Government

raw mate-

shortages.

feeling

that

through inter-studio consultation and
assistance.

Information about the war program
besides holding up morale, It is expected exhibitors will be granted a
fairly high standing In the line of
people wanting to buy all sorts of
goods to keep their enterprises nmning. But from seats to steel, theatre owners probably will have to
convince authorities of their need
In order to get what they want.
On the whole, existing houses
probably will be put on a 'replacement- and maintenance basis.' This
means that whatever is essential to
assure continued operation would be
forthcoming, but frills and furbelows
are out for the duratir
Brightening up of properties will have to
await victory, as will expansions
that are not necessary to the welfare
of the population.

proposals of the industry.
Committee's report announced the
resignation of Charles C. Pettijohn
as legislative representative of the
industry and the appointment of
John G. Bryson to succeed him.

W.J. LONG QUITS

ODEON CHAIN

Theatres

Broadcast

FDR Speech

to Offset

Inroads od Their B.O.

BY END

1941-42; 19

and Century, Par

Is

continuing to

coupl* films in tmlts of two and, instead
ot
making accoimts - take
'Louisiana Purchase' separately is

PIXIN'4041

combining It with another picture,
'Glamour Boy.' 'Mr. Bug Goes to
Town' and 'Sullivan's Travebi' are
also being coupled, as are 'Bahama
Passage' and 'Remarkable Andrew.'
Getting percentage' deals from the
indies to which neither Skouras nor
Century would consent. Par closed
.

United Artists will release IS features this season, as compared with
19 during 1940-41.
Nine will have
been delivered up to the end of this
week, while 13 had been sent Into
release by this time last year.. Howin' addition

ever,
eight

Hal Roach

to the features,
'streamliners' are

being distributed this season.

virtually all accounts possible for it
to sell on Ufe first and second blocks.
Also, In numerous cases Par got
quick dating and, in many instances

where houses^committed themselves

Edward Small will have accounted at l^ast in part for six of
UA's 15 pictures, one of the Jiighest
numbers in years to come from one
producer. He will have made four
of them and imported two from
England, paid for with coin he has
blocked' there.

Absent from the

UA

release chart,

as It now stands in its final form,
is the product of a number of last
year's Indies. Among the absentees
are James Roosevelt, Samuel Gold-

three

to

or

four

days,

they

held

shows up

to a week.
Reported that Skouras and Century

have some kind of a buying agreement though they are not otherwise
hooked up, -and that both are involved In pools with other operators."
Loew's Is said to be involved in
Astoria,

L.I.,

while in Jersey City

Warner Bros, and Skouras have been
dividing the Par product in the past.
Warners has taken the half to which
it is .entitled under that arrangement
and with Skouras unwilling to buy
the other half Par is assertedly look-

will

both

ing into that angle

now

to

determine

.

the Vogue, which he built, as well as
president of 17 out of the 21 Odeon
theatres in British Columbia, a post
which he assumed when the Vogue
was taken over by the N. L. Nathanson chain.
Resignations follow dissatisfaction

over relations with

Odeon execu-

UA
among

will have four English-mades
reissue CThe Gold Rush')
its IS this season.
Released

so far

have been "Three Cockeyed

and

a

Sailors'

(Snoall-UA), 'Major Barbara' (Pascal), 'International Lady'
(Small),
'Lydia'
(Korda),
'New

with the Prudential circuit, operating 36 houses in Westchester and
Island, but, with difficulties on

Long

worked

splits

out, a deal

was closed

during the past week. This is one of
the more important of eastern indie
including key houses in
circuits,
strategic towns.

Wine'

(Sekely),' 'Sundown' (Wan'Corsican
B r o t h e r s'
(Small), 'Shanghai Gesture' (Press-

and arrangements agreed upon
ger-UA ),
which Long asserts were never cartives

ried

out.

CoL's Fort

Knox

Hollywood, Feb.

24.

the .Regents, always

that depleting the delivery of a baby.

convention here.

and social welfare. The
which the m.p.d. 'and.
objected was

OF

Lesser

Columbia is digging 50 new underground film '-a'llts on its ranch in
the Call-Bulletin.
Business was excellent, helped by San Fernando Valley.
Dugouts are designed as a protecthe holiday and 12,000 (ducatori in

to

be permanent

Th« break thus becomes the biggest to actually occur under consent
decre* selling. In other cases threat*
to sell away have resulted In settlemanta.
total ot 85 theatres are involved In the decision of Par to refuse to give Skouras and Century its
1941-42 product on the terms which
the two circuits demand.
On deals supplemental to the first
10 pictures sold away from Skouras

A

UA'S 15

wyn, Loew-Lewin, Richard Rowland
and Sol Lesser. Loew-Lewln and

CENSORS'

agement of the Gate made a deal
Like 'The Forgotten Village,' The with the San Francisco Chronicle for
Birth of a Baby' is strongly ent'orsed 3.000 map tearsheets for patrons.
by a number of leaders in the field, Paramount made a similar deal with

boys back home.

is

be represented,
Warners
what should be done.
Vancouver, Feb. 24.
however, in next year's lineup. ForLong has resigned as presi- mer Is preparing Somerset Maugh- might get all of the product as a redent and manager of this city's new- ham's "Moon and Six Pence' and sult of the situation.
Par has long been in negotiation
est downtown Odeon circuit theatre, latter
a series of Tarzan pictures,

MTH OF BABY'

gotten Village.'

of health

is that a soldier in Caliby the payment of twoper month, can date a Hollywood glamor gal whenever the
gal-he-leftrbehind goes straying
with one of the non-military

bits

and on Long Island, Paramount

farther apart than eve? with these
two Important Independent chains
and, as a result, has started to
offer its third and fourth groups to
opposition operators,
'This would
make it appear that the breech may

J.

.

wquence

by

title

Selling Its first two blocks of five
pictures each away from the Skouras
and Century (A. H. Schwartz) clrculta in the Greater New York area

-..

'

Recently huddling with
Haskell Masters, general manager of
the Odeon chain, following disappointment the way things were
working out so far as he was concerned. Long states that he told
Masters that he would carry on for
10 weeks and then make his depetition.
cision.
He does not Indicate the
Some ot the circuits, such as nature of the friction except for
Loew's and RKO, devoted space in arrangements that wire not carried
that regular out.
advertise
the
dailies
to
24.
Albany, N. Y., Feb.
programs would be interrupted in
The
Vogue
Here was '}uilt on local
The Board ot Regents, at their order
to carry the chief executive's financing and in February a year
monthly meeting, passed back, for
speech. Roxy, N. Y., had copy read- ago It was taken over by Odeon on
review, to Irwin Esmond, director of
Enjoy a a 10-year lease for inclusion in the
ing, 'Why stay at home?
the motion picture division. State
great, stage and screen show and
Sduoatlon Department, the new edi- hear every word of the President's British Columbia unit of the circuit
as its key Vancouver bouse.
Deal
tion ot 'The Birth of a Baby.' Elimtalk from our stage.'
for the Vogue was closed by Paul
inations have been made in attempt
In some of the Loew houses in the Nathanson who heads the Odeon
to. obtain
a license for the oltNew York metropolitan area maps chain for his father, N. L. Nathanrejacted picture. Some Capitol Hill
were flashed on the screen so that son, and by Oscar Hanson, who has
Observers believe that eventually
the talk could be followed more ef- since resigned from Odeon as an
'Baby' may be okayed for exhibifectively by audiences.
executive and shareholder.
tion in theatres throughout the state.
Long came to Vancouver from EdThey base this opinion on prophecy
monton, Alta., In 1940 after many
partly on the fact the Regents, by a
Maps on Screen
years of theatre-operating experinarrow margin, voted several months
San Francisco, Feb. 24.
ence.
He has not indicated his. fuago to give the green light to theGate (Fox-West Coast) flashed
John Steinbeck-Herbert Kline made- world maps on the screen during ture plans.
In-Mexico documentary, 'The For- the President's radio address. Man-

OK ON

film

.

^

Proposal includes meetings at least
once a year, on the West Coast, of
all company heads and production
executives in order to study overall

Vast majority of theatre operators
throughout the country displayed
smart showmanship in heading off
Coast Sees Nabes Bencfltliie
large volume of stay-at-home trade
24.
Hollywood, Feb.
waiting for President Roosevelt's
Theatre men are viewing with both speech Monday night (23) by splicalarm and conTldence disclosure by ing the radio address into regular
(Continued on page ^^6)
theatre programs and halting shows
for the duration of the talk. Likely
that future Presidential addresses
will also be relayed from screen loud
N.Y.
speakers In order to offset radio com-

EXPEa

a

pictures

can be used effectively to convey

be better

due

24.

rlab and finished goods. Is in the
making, but a virtual ban on new
theatre construction will be occa-

W.

Judged as days lengthen this summer, but an offset in managerial
opinion may be the economy on cars,
tear of being too far from home in

as

Metro.
Idea

Because ot the necessity of providing relaxation and the Federal

,atage of the situation.

The new wartime

registered

Preference rating order, under
which theatres will get near the
head ot the list ot enterprises re-

sioned by

are too much for the
However, also in prise the promulgation ot a forwardaverage walker.
aabei and downtown areas, the sit- looking, long range labor policy for
Vatlon on cars may have the effect the industry embracing the analysis
tut summer ot keeping more people
the labor situation in this industry
twiy from the country or on joy of
fldai with result they may go to in comparison with other Industries,
their neighborhood theatres.
This would take Into consideration
Out In the hinterland the shift of labor problems presented by the
builness may be great one way or war, establishment of a bureau to
another since folks will not be so inventory all facilities and equipgulok to drive from villages to near- ment ot studios with view to accomy towns or cities to see shows. In plishing war- time conservation

omewhere

24.

Originated as a publicity stunt,
'Love Insurance, Ltd.,' has been

NO FURBELOWS

quiring various kinds ot

iancat that

the local theatres
•lay be getting film' as late as 90
dayi, with result people with cars
travel to towns where pictures arc
oawer.
The towns that get film
•head thus may stand to suffer loss
9t iuburbsn or other trade, while the
village house improves its boxoSlte position by playing to more of
ih* townfolk.
Of course, how the
whole situation will work out, hurling here and possibly bencraing

Hollywood, Feb.

fornia,

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Motion Plctura Producers Association has adopted recommendations
•trai and where. Anti-parking laws
(uch as In existence in N.Y. are a from th« film industry coordinating
in
nabes committee tor a survey of the labor
drawback, particularly
Where people may come from dis- situation.
Recommendations com-

own hamlets

Keep 'Em Dated

Films' Value for National

Washington, Feb.

thoi* days when the cars come out
Ot tiielr garage*.
Iff a question just how the saving
ot autos and times will affect the-

their

In N. Ye as With First 2 Blocks

It

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Deal between 20th-Fox and the
Brooklyn Dodgers gave the studio
permission to use the name of
'

Away From

Continues to SeD

tion for the studio's negatives.

burger) and 'Gentleman After Dark'

MICH. STALLS ITS 2%

(Small).

Coming up

arc 'To Be or Not to
(Korda-UA). 'Mr.
(SmallUA), 'Jungle Book' (Korda), 'Gold
Be'

Rush'
(Small)

TAX PENDING RULING

V

(Chaplin).
'Twin
and 'Ships With

Beds'
Wings'

(Ealing).

D.M. Major Fatally Shot
St. Louis, Feb. 24.
D. Moss Major, owner-operator of
the Mainstrcet. Paris, Mo., was found
shot to death in an alley in the rear
of jn apartment in Paris where he
lived with his family. A; discharged
shotgun was nearby. Major Is re-

ported to have been ailing.
He was well known in Northeastern Missouri motion picture circles.

Detroit. Feb. 24.
No action will be taken by the
of Michigan toward collecting
the use tax of 3% on film rentals until the picture industry has been allowed to present its side of the question before the State Tax Board,
Louis N. Nims, State commissioner
of revenue, has ruled.
Following this presentation of the
industry's side of the tax, an offshoot
of the regular sales tax, a ruling will
be made by the board, probably
within two weeks, which will be applicable to the entire film industry in
state

Michigan.

The

action
for
collection
was
against Allied
Film Exas a test case, but most
in the battle which
will result in a blanket ruling.

started

changes,

companies joined

now

Pa.

Okays

'Gesture'

Philadelphia, Feb. 24.
'Shanghai Gesture'
finally received the okay

Shadowed Through Egypt

of the Pennsylvania Board of MoIt has been
tion Picture Censors.
Warners'
tentatively booked
into
Stanley to open in about two weeks.
'Gesture' was held up because the

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Next starrer for Jeanette MacDonald at Metro will be 'Shadow of a
Lady,' based on a story by Ladislai
Fodor.
Tale Is about a Hollywood songstress. visiting Egypt and getting Into
complications, not too serious.

United
last

week

Artists'

ganderers found a couple of scenes
were 'objectionable' under the terms
of the State motion picture cods.

FILM REVIEWS
novel— and freedom of
WHAT'S COOKIN'
Intertwined

Wednesday, Febniary 25, 1942

8

Erwin

(MUSICAL)
Los Aneeles, Feb.

13.

UnlvernAl release of Ken GoUlHrnlth production. PcQturca tho Anilrew SIntors, Jnne
Fi-nice. Hobcrl PolRe, Qlorliv Jenn. Loo Cnrrlllo. Chnrlcii Ilutlrrworlh. nlllle Burko. ch«
Jlvln' Jiick nnil Jllla nntl Woody Hcrmnn
Cllno.
F.
Edw.Tnl
Ol-ch.
Directed
by
Sprecnplny, Jorry Cndy nnd .Slnnlpy Roberts: ndnptcd liy HnwortI- Hi-omley: story,
EdRnr Alinn tVoolf; cnniem. Joromo AHh:
editor. .Vrlhur >Illton: (Inner director. Jnmee
W'olil):
Spwnrd
nsAlntant
dli*ert»>r.
^fatllNon:
ninnlr director, rtinrica Prcvin: Andrews*
Sistcrfl orrnnRomcntK by Vic .<lchoen; Wooily
Hormnn'fl bnnd nrrongenients. Tx>well MftrPreviewed iit TIKO.
tln nnd .T.iniCR Notile.

Illllmreei. IMH Anieleii.
nlnc lime. 69 MINS.
Putty
1

Maxene

!....

I*nVern«

J

Anne...

'K.

Hun-

The Andrews

Sisters

Pel).

)2,

Jnne Frnzee

•

Bob

llobert PnlBS
tJIorla .tenn

;

Sue

Mnrvo
J.

P.

I.eo C.irrlllo

Courtney

llulterwurlh
Tlurke

C'luirlea

Alislhn
Anf:eln

lllllle

(5rn«'e

Toinuty
Trof. Itlslell
Tnit-n-lons

McOonnld

T)onnld

O'Connor

Kninklln

P.-il>Kllorn

Herself

The

JIvJn'

and Wo-vly

.Inrks nnd .tills
irrriniin Oi-chfstra

'What's Cookin'

is

"

another

in the

series of program fllmi'sicals that
both Universal and exhibitors have
found profltable over the past two

years. Neatly dovetailing new faces
and talent in the youth brackets,
with several oldsters and Woody
Herman's band, picture is a merry
melange of light comedy and tuneful
melodies. It should be a strong supporter for the duals and is slated for
special
attention
from
youthful
Ewingsters and family trade.
Fourteen musical niunbers, run-

ning

from

swing

to

are

classic,

spotted. There's still room, however,
for a lightly frameworked story and

a

number

of dance ensembles

newly assembled

Jivin'

Around the adventures

of a group
of youngsters determined to crash
show business, story tosses them in
with members of an established package radio show consisting of Woody
Herman's band, the Andrews Sisters
and Jane Frazee. The two groups
combine for eventual new air contract to plug product
of wacky
.

Charles Butterworth, with important
support from latter's niece, Gloria
Jean.
Despite the overload of musical
numbers, director Eddie Cline has
built socko. comedy interludes.
In
addltion'to zestfitl timing; Cline hasdeftly interwoven the songs and
Ranees.
Universal has uncovered some
youthful tailent that looks like real
.

-

a

Mhuatare Reviews
'What's

enactments

by

Evelyn

SHUT MY

Hollywood, Feb.
ColumblA rele;me
duction.

St'.rs

Chnrtes Pnrton.

venile trade.
Second
'Carter Case' (Rep).
in series of 'Mr. District Attorney' whodunits, solid dual support.

Ri.bert

-if

.<:pnrks

.Mnrlln;

pro-

story

Coupled to him for comedy
Edgar Kennedy, as a revenooer who had formerly been on his
tail but becomes Duncan's top ser-

Army.

values

There's also some fifth colfor tbe major plot,
but none of it is sufficiently strong

umning involved
story-telling.

Duncan, as the "yardblrd* (camp
servant), garners some laughs from
his diminutive, bulbous-nosed appearance, with the major comedy
arising from his frequent clashes
with Kennedy, as the perpetually
frustrated sergeant. Rest of the cast
commonplace, with direction of
is
Naka.
standard variety.

Dun TIeddoe
Will WrlKbl
P'innson
Pcilro de Corilolm
Jor"^

nuteh

\*'nitdburv

...Tlalpb Peters
Joe MrOtllnn
TJoyd nrldnes
Korrest Tucker
Chief stnndlni; Riill
.VoUIe Johnson
Indlnn Intennv'ter ....Chief Thunder Cloud
•.

Hank

Better-than-averagc Joe E.

duction.

Brown Rnymond

My

"

of

Charley

Towne

Hypo
Beanie
Elliott Carter

Second

U

Glenn Ford

; .

Clnlro Trevor
F.velyn Keyes
Erwin
. .-.^nrt

Dickie Moore
Inn MncDonald
Frank Conroy
Rnfnein Ottlnno

Carl Dils-scnden
Mnrle Sylva

Pierre

Mr. >hirlcy
Mrs. Morley

Watkin

Rcglnn Wallace
Robert J. McDonald

Judge..-

and vigorous adventure, dramatically displaying Jack
London's personal and fictional campaign to improve conditions of seamen working American vessels. WithThis

is

lusty

out benefit of marquee cast names
It grooves as solid action for supporting spots in the duals generally,
with the London authorship tag providing magnet to catch extra coin in
support bookings.
Aiter realistically presenting Martin Eden's adventures as a sailor
aboard a typical hellship where extreme conditions prevail under a
brutal captain, story swings into his
lone efforts to get publication of his
diaiy of the voyage In order to expose
the intolerable conditions existing
aboard the cargo ;shlp and thus free
his pal, Stuart Erwin, convicted of
mutiny oo the voyage. Encouraged
In his writing by a kindly -author of
note, Eden is frustrated and dissuccess
eventual
until
illusioned
comes witii sudden, acoeptanoe of his

—

Rva

Pulff

Thnrles KInp

Dennis Moore

Bud

Ofllwrno

Toil

Mapea

By Hlmnolf

Silver

Latest In the 'Rough Rider' series,
localed near the Mexican border, is
a substantial western meller geared
for usual
boots-and-saddle spots
Familiar pattern is given strong
values by excellent combination in
the top roles Buck Jones, Tim MC'
Coy and Raymond Hatton.
Boys in this stanza avenge killing
of a U. S. marshal and clean out gang
engaged in miscellaneous banditry.
Bit of Mexican dialog and southot-the border heroine played by
Linda Brent, ostensibly as goodneighbor gesture and Mex bookings,
merely serves to slow proceedings
somewhat.
Miss Brent, in scene

—

where young ranch foreman is sUot,
handles dramatic dialog in ludicrous
fashion.

Three western stalwarts get together via devious means, pretending
Douglns Fowley to be strangers.
Hatton is planted
John Bldredge as a saloon handyman; McCoy comes
I?ddle Acuff
.John Shoebnn
Drndley Pago

Ellison.

Shorts

in as a cattle buyer, while Jones
pretends to be an ex-convict. Mori.

SABLE CICADA
(CmXESE-MADE)
San Francisco, Feb.

15.

release of Hsln Hwo produchy S. K. ChanR. Directed
Toh.
Camera. William HInK
P. WonK: music. K. S. Yen: dances.
K. H. Sun; EnKlIsh titles. Doucnlas and
nuhensteln.
At t^rand View. .San Francisco. Fell. ir>. '42. nunnlng hime. Ofl MINS.
Koo,
Cast: Violet
Klnit .San. K. I. Koo,
H. L. Wi-I, Dorothy TIno, C. Tom.

Modern Film

tion,

by

and

protluced

RIchnrd
S.

Wear.

.

VNIVBBSAL
Tune Time"
Band Musical;
ber

(CompiUd by BESA SHORT)
'Caotns Makes Terteot* (Col)
17H mins. Three stooges. .
'Glove Birds' (Col) 17% mins.
Joe E. Brown, Jr. Army background.
'HeartbDrn* (RKO) 17 mins.
Edgar Kennedy comedy.
'Ten Pin Parade' (RKO) 9
Bowling experts, Joe
mins.
Norse, Charles Lash, pay IJew-

John Crimmins and Med

Day.
-'Desert Ghosts'

9%

(U)

Fiction

than

Stranger
No. 103.

mins.
Series

band,

Kings

Men

reeler jell.

Donald- Novis and the
make, this musical twoNovis' singing of 'White

of Dover' is slightly terrific
Also does a trim job with 'Orin'; to
Me,' despite too much harmony from
the Kings Men. This quartet is bril.
Hunt singing 'Little Liza Jane.' Gars
crew la plenty forte with
ber's
'Johnson Rag' and 'You Tell Me Your
Dreams.' Marvel Maxwell docs her
best to put over 'Elmer's Tune' but

(20th)

tVi

(Reviewed In Tbis Isaac)
'Flag of Mercy' (M-G) 10 mins.

iMi

•Minnesota,
(M-G) 10 mins.

of

Plenty'

Tone

Time' (U) 16 mins.
'What About Daddy' (M-G)

9V4 mins.

The Hongry

(M-G) 8

Well'

mins.
'Flashing Blades' (U) 10 mins.
North Carolina'
'Colortal
(M-G) 9 mins.
'Melodies Old and New' (M-G)
11 mins.
.

:

silly

Vivian Fay's toe dancing
Plenty of proeffort is sprightly.
duction value here, with the array
of tunes reading like a catalog of
recent favorites. Worthwhile bet on
most programs, with Garber and No-

the effect.

vis

names an

^

asset.

'

'

-.

-

'Flashing Blades' (Popular Variety;
10 mins.)—Photographed in the Toronto arena when Toronto Skate Club
put on its 32d annual carnival. Short
will cash in on present vogue for
Ice skating shows. Such figure skating champs as. Barbara Ann Scott,
Meekin Taylor; world titleholder for

.

'

Mbntgomery Wilson,
1039 North American figure champ
and the North American Champion
Four appear as do some 50 femmes
figure skaters;

'

.

.

This would have
In the ice ballet.
been much better In color coupled
with more adequate photography,
lighting and narration. Hence, only

miU

entry.

Bams Cant Be Cured' (Walt Lahtz
cartoon; 8 mlns.)-r-Thl8 Is the third
cartoon comedy producer to get away
from routine methods in recent
weeks, and a strong audience-pleaser.
Will give the younger folks a wallop
because it kids jive and boogiewoogie knusic addicts. Bad wolf Is
about to be hung because he's misr
treated three little pigs. Wolf's farewell plea for mercy, done in Edward G. Robinson voice imitation,
relates how he was abused by the
three little pigs. They come In to
take music lessons at his quiet home-

.

,

•

•

Hi.s 1-2-3-4 key
so he says.
is copied by the tough porkies as they swing out with every
The
available musical instrument.
swing session becomes so torrid the
house collapses. Trim climax as the
sheriff starts chasing the pigs. This
will be tough to follow In this series.

stead,

punching

Humpty

Damply'

(Stranger Than Fiction: 0 mins.)-^
Collection of oddities, about half of
which hardly will draw more than
pas-sing interest. Estelle Powell, who
makes artistic creations from sugar,
is excuse for the title, but one of the
weaker items. Doe that catches salmon out of a swift stream, Harry
Heim's Xmas tree decoration factory
and an ice mine In Pennsylvania' are
Commuter who uses a plane
best.
to get from Long Island to Newark
looks like a plug for one of the passenger transport lines, and extremely
Small-tlmey, considerably bethin.
low oar In this series in matiy re-

.

.

.

,

Weaf:

spects.
J

STORY BUYS
Metro bought 'Some Portion

ships endured by the typically '<x
pectant' father. Tbis kids the tough
life hubby leads as he caters to the
whims of his wife such as fixing a
sandwich around 2 a.m. and pushing
heavy furniture around. When baby
does arrive, father is more undone
than mother. Executed with that .sly
Smith touch for numerous chuckles.
Suited for big first-runs.
The HoDgry Wolf (Color Cartoon; 8 mins.) Lean, hungry wolf
sees relief when a chubby, innocent
rabbit stumbles into his hut to es-

'•

male flute accompanist,
doubling from the band, nearly ruins
the

Sngarbowl

'Cat Itleets Mease'
mins. Cartoon,

(Personality, Name16 mins.)—-Jan Gar-

Cliffs

a

(Prints in Ezchangca)

ton,

in Republic's 'Mr. District

more and James

dunl.

•<2.

Buck Jones
Linda Drent

Attorney' series is strong support for
the duals.
It's a nimbly directed
whodunit with a few laughs and
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
well-sustained interest despite the
Columbia relcniie of Somuol Bronson prO' basically trite, conventional theme.
auction; produced by D. P. Schulberit. Feii
Production is further bolstered by
tures Glon.i Ford. .Clnlre Trevor. Bvelyn
Kevcs. Stunrt Erwin. Directed by Sidney good cast headeti by Virginia GilRiver, baaed,
Snl'kow. Screenplay by TV.
on Htory by Jack London; caniem. Franr
F. Pliinor; editor. Al Clark, nsst. director,
Reviewed In studio projec"Wllllnnt Mull.
tion room, Feb. 10,''42. Running tlin

18.

Tim McCoy
nnymond HoKon

Franklin Pangborn
Paul Hnrvey
T^ynne Cnrvcr
;...Sitencer Charters
.'

Cnri Plonion.

RoAltn

Ollmoi-e. Franklin PanKljorn. T*ynno Carvor.
Spencer Charters. Directed by Dernard VorDon
hnuB.
Screenplay. Sidney Sheldon.
Roberts; based on Phlllliis H. L^rd radio
progfitm. 'Mr. District Attorney': cnmern,
John Alton: editor. 1-^ilwnrd Mann. At the
New York, N. Y.. Feb. 18. "42. dualor. Running time. 07 MINS.
James Ellison
P. Cndwnllsder Jones
Virginia Ollmore
Terry Pnr'-er

D. A. Wlnton
.Jo3'ea_Delmonu^^
Judge White
Vincent MacV:ny
Andrew Relmont

P.

Jcm Howors: cnm-

eilltor,

finnily

Typical Brown antics are displayed Aunt Mnrla......
Slndo
in a fast-tempoed development of the Joo
milquetoast who arrives in a frontier Scully..
town and eventually brings the out- Max

of the showmanly presentations by
the Andrews Sisters and the Herman
band, Jane Frazee sings a couple of
tunes and Gloria Jean handles a few
Leo Carrillo, Butterworth,
classics
Billie Burke and Franklin Pangborn
generate strong comedy characterizations. Pint-size Tag-a-long is used
effectively by Cline" tor a tunning"
'I'll Pray for You,' as delivered
fag.
y the Andrews Sisters, looks like a
coming top jukebox number for the
Walt.
trio.

Hownnl

Directed by

5?crcon|>Iny,

M

lion for the rug-cutters.
Although there's a plentiful display

'Connie' Dnwson
Ruth Morley
Jco Pnwson
johnny
'Dutch' Rngnn

Hniton.

Mouth,' carries sufficient elemental At Now York. N. V.. Feb.
nunntn^ lime.
MINB.
laughs and knockabout slapstick to Durk Roberta
Tim >h:Can
fit nicely as supporter for the family

THE CARTER CASE

Martin Eden

rc1fnfl<>

Hnrry N^umnnn;

crn,

Dunlap proTim McCoy.

of Scott R.
Fenturcfl Duck Jonen.

Rrethcrton.

Bi.t!

trade."

—

BELOW THE BORDER
7h(onoirmm

comedy programmer, 'Shut

ing most effective plea for Red Cross
(conclusion is brief plea to support
this relief organization in present
crisis). Struggle of the schoolmarm
to prove the worth of femme nurses
under fire during the Civil War, the
origin of the International Red Cross
and Miss Barton's untiring efforts to
save the lives of fallen fighters at
form hlghlighU.
battlefronts
the
Wealth of action and gripping, interest crammed into this one-reeler,
placing it high on the Passing Parade lineup.
Minnesota— Load of Pleniv' (Fitzpatrick Traveltalk; 10 mins.) Camera junket through Minnesota takes
in outst^tnding points of interest, including Mayo Clinic at Rochester, St
Paul, Minneapolis, some of better
known lakes among 11,000 in the
state, scenes along the Mississippi
and open Iron .ore pits and Dulutn.
Color helps this remarkable closeup
One of outof the Gopher state.
standing one-reelers from this producer.
What About Daddy?' (Pete Smith
Specialty; 10 mins.)— Aided by the
deft direction of Will Jason, Pete
Smith humorously unfolds the hard-

Corrent Short Releases

Skinny...-.

Red

paydirt
Young Donald O'Connor,
who's been in films before, catches law gang to justice.
attention with a standout juvenile
Comic turns in his usual broad
performance and displays a clicko performance, with good support from
screen personality. As the bashful Victor Jory, Fritz Feld. Adele Mara,
kid pursued by Gloria Jean, episodes Russell Simpson, Joan Woodbury and
should tip Universal execs to team Don Betldoe. Charles Barton's directhe pair in a picture built around tion was steady.
Walt.
them. Grace McDonald, from Broadway musical comedy, is also potential featured material, while the six
boys and six girls comprising the
Republic relense of T.eonnrd Fields proJivin' Jacks and Jills also indicate
duction. Features Jnmes Ellison. VIrRlnIa
plenty ability, with special attrac

The Adventures
Martin Eden

is

geant.

r^i.v^^M

>r.lrln

,

only mild business on dual programs.
Lack of names and weak story hinder the comedy's chances.
Bud Duncan, the 'Bud' of the 'Ham'
n' Bud' comedy series of some years
ago, is in a comeback playing the
title role, that of a hillbilly in the

h" Dr''"e: ciinier.i. Ilenrv Preitllch; editor.
Gene Hnvlirk; n^tslslnnl director. Gene Anderson, ['reviewed at Alexncder. fitendnle.
niinnlng time. 71 MINS.
Feb. 13,
Joe E. Brown
Weillncton Hnlnirs.'
Adele >Mm
Conehlln Monloyn
Victor Jory
nuckskln mil
Prltx Peld
Robert Offlethorjie
t.onB
^In^o- Piilte,.
Don Cnrlos l^tonlov.a

-

greatly different from original, excepting that present-day battlefront
scenes have been added and Nesbitt's narration brought up to date.
But far more timely today, represent-

Tim McCoy, Raymond Hatton.

14.

M

about Clara Barton, schoolteacher
who founded the Red Cross. Not

'Private Snuffy Smith' (Mono).
Mediocre comedy based on Billy
Dc Beck's cartoon character.
'Below the Cirder' (Mono).
Okay western with Buck Jones,

Joe 10 Itrown. Directed by
Sereenplny, Oliver Dmke.

Knren DeWolt nnd FrmcJo

New

particularly the closeups of numerous flowers. Passable topic it coupled
with a lively dramatic or comedy

Merey' (Passing Parade;
mins.)—John Nesbitt remajte shorU

Flag
10

•Shut My Big Mouth' (Col).
Good Joe E. Brown comedy
aimed for the family and ju-

Keycs

MOUTH

BIG

METRO

in all spots.

and Claire Trevor. Ian McDonald
provides strong fuoport as the brutal
skipper, while other.t in prominent
spots include Erwin, Frank Conroy,
Dickie Moore r-id Pierre Walk(n.
including
conlribtitions.
Technical
photographv by Franz Planer, are
above par for a programmer.
Walt.

This Week's

(Mu-

(U)

dual supporter.
•Adventurna of Marlln Eden'
Col). Good dual actior support

a compact script that effectively
pointed up the dramatic content, with
good direction provided by Sidney
Salkow to keep picture moving along
Action moves
at a consistent gait.
through the hellship episodes afiqat;
a dingy attic room, and tho shipping
magnate's mansion, all of which were
neatly contrived.
Glenn Ford turns in a fine performance as the crusading sailorauthor, catching attention with a vigorous portrayal. Contrast of the two
girls— one from the drawing room
and the other from the other side of
the tracks— is sirongly presented by
fine

Copkln'7'

Woody Herman band and
Andrews Sisters produce strong^

sical.

Under production guidance of B.
P. Schulberg, W. L. River delivered

by the
Jacks and mil

Jlirs.

at

love trire-trla).
angle, with Eden falling for attentions of the rich girl, but finally ending with reunion to the girl who
stuck by him through the battle.
a

Is

Paradise,'

tale

of a

of

drafted bride-

groom, by Martha Cheavens.
Republic acquired riijhts to the old
song. 'Yellow Rose of Texas.' as a
musical western title and theme.
Metro bought "The Half Pint Kid,'
horse racing yam, 6y Borden Chase.
Maurice Clark sold 'Weekend
Leave' to Paramount.
Republic purchased 'London BlackChristopher,
out Murders,' by N.
William Woods sold his novel, 'The
Edge of Darkness,' to Warners.
'Mr. Gildbought
Charles
Buggies
cape the.howling blizzard. He's about
play by Cedric
to make a meal of the animal when er's Cup,' old sUge
his conscience gets the better of him. Barnaby.
RKO sold 20th-Fox iU film rights
Rabbit's kindly attitude prompts the
wolf to dare the storm and try to to 'Bird of Paradise.'
cescue the animal. Payoff is that the
ravenous wolf is repaid with a
healthy repast at the rabbit's home.
Different sort of cartoon but one in
which the color means little. Accept'
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
able on' most bills.
became
'Out of the Frying Pan'
'Melodies Old and New' (Our Gang
'Young and Willing' at Paramount.
comedy; 11 mins.) Strictly for juve- '
of
Republic switched from 'Riders
nile consumption and mighty corny
even for the kiddies.
'Threadbare the Range' to 'Raiiders of the Range.
release
idea of putting on a youngster's stage
'A Gentleman After Dark'
show has been used before in this
Small's 'Heliotrope
Edward
on
tag
series with far better results. This
time, it's songs and tap dancing, with Harry.'
the first two minutes of such thesProducers Releasing Corp. shifted
pian antics boring enough (about 8 from 'Gun Shy' to 'Hold Those
mins. of film given over to this su- Jerks.'

Miss Gilmore fills the bill nicely
as the pert reporter constantly tracking down clues in a homicide case.
Publisher of a fashion mag is bumped
(In Mandarin; English |itles)
off and finiser points at oractically
One of the few Chinese films reeverybodv but the real killer. Ellison, as Miss Gilmore's fiance and leased with English titles, 'Sable Ciassistant d.a., tries to keep her out cada' should adedilately fill a limited
of the picture for her own protec- niche for freak bookings. Would be
tion, but she keeps breaking into the okay filler for arty houses it sold
strictly as a novelty on basis of cur
case persistently.
rent interest in the Orient.
Franklin Pangborn, In a serioMade in Shanghai, prior to Jjtp
comic role, is in for considerable
occupancy, 'Sable Cicada' is a classifootage and turns in okay performcal drama of the Han dynasty, story
ance.
Also satisfactory in subordiFact
nate parts arc Lynne Carver, Paul being. laid 2,000 years back.
Harvey, John
Sheehan,
Douglas it's a ibstume piece makes it Oriental
fiavor palatable to Occidentals, while
Fowley and Eddie Acuff.
Mori
the plot has basic appeal in any Ian
guage.
Film's title derives from character
Private Snuffy
name. Sable Cicada, symbolizing a
Monof^rnm retennc of Kdwnnl Cross pro- Chinese saying that the humble Induction. Directed by Kdwnnl €*llnc; uHslHt- sect is fated to rise above its humble
nnt dtrerto)-, Oris Ocule. Camera, Mnrcel station.
PIcnrd: eilltor, nolicrt Crnndnll; ndnpted
One song and- one dance routine
from comic strip by nilly Do Ueck. PreSetviewed In projection room. >J. V., Feb. 20, are featured, both interesting.
Same Our Gang
'42.
tings are classically elaborate, as are pine material).
'Heart
Running time, 67 >IINS.
'Heart of Texas' changed to
Snuffy Smith
.Dud Duncan costumes.
Performers are Inclined stars' per usual. This indicates the
Republic.
Sorffoant Cooper
Kilirnr Konncdy
toward traditional stylized acting but distributor maybe is tiring of these of the RI.0 Grande' at
ftowlzle
Knrnh Puddon
subjects.
couple of more like this
•Undercover Man' is release handls
Cindy
DorlH TJndcn several turn in jobs which are okay
Occidental standards as well and Our Gang films will be a thing on 'Across the Border' at Paramount
Janle
Andrin, Palmer by
of .the -past.
General
J, Farrol MacDonald
Flick is well made for a Chinese pro
'EUery Queen and the LivWg
Lloyd
Pat McVeffch duction and played to SRO here.
;
'Colorfal Ncrtli Carolina' (Fitz- Corpse" became 'A Desperate Chance
&aul...
Frank Auatin
Screened here with two sets of patrlck Traveltalk; 9 mins.)—Tour of for Ellery Queen' at Columbia.
Don
Jimmie Dodd
titles. Due to fact its spoken in Man
North Carolina taking in Asheville,
'Not a Ladles' Man' is the new
darin, titles In the locally-spoken Chimney rock, the Biltmore Estate
on 'Just Another Dame' at Columbia
^ Billy De Beck*5 cprtobn-strlp charCantonese dialect were flashed on an with its annual festival of the rho'Submarine Raider* Is release
acter! 'Snu/Iy Smith,* has been given auxiliary screen, supplementing the dodendrons, .Dry
Falls,
and the
Columbia
a screen transition that's slated for English titles on the print. Wem,
Cherokee Indians. Fairly colorful, on 'Missing Submarine' at

—

TITLE CHANGES
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—
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-
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Chi Temp, and Biz

PICTURE GROSSES

W-Andrews

+1-

Chicago, Feb. 24
New Year's Eve
in the loop, This was due to letup
in the weather, which had been
hovering around the zero maric for
like

W

(Subject to Clianoe)

(25).

(Reviewed in current itsue)
Globe
'Gentleman at Heart*
(20th) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Jan. 7)

—

been getting standees.
Essaness woods took

place with
the other major first-run spots in the
loop, getting underway with 'Playmates' and 'Four Jacks and Jill' for
Looks profitits first combination.

Starr'

(Saturday

(20th),

night

special midnight

fair

stage

revue

show help

and

Esllmstci for Thla

Apollo (B&K) (1,200;
—'Bahama
Passage'

(Reviewed

'

Week
35-55-65-79)

To Big $18,000

—

C^e

through nicely last
(6th wk).
to $11,200 and will hold currently to $10,000 for what looks like

week

wind-up.
United ArtliU (B&K-M-G) (1,700;
35-55-65-75)—•Pulham* (M-G). Got
away Saturday (21) and looks like
big $17,000. Last weeki 'Corslcan
Bros.* (UA), finished good three-

week stay to $10,000.
.
„
Woods (Essaness) (1.200; 35-55-6575)—'Playmates* (RKO) and 'Jacks

New Arst-nin
policy for house got away okay. This
pair looks for $8,500, good.
(HKO).

W

Week ot March S
Astor— 'Kings Row' (WB)

IN

OMAHA

Omaha, Feb.

The

24.

Las', week, 'Bedtime Story'
(Col) and 'EUery Queen' (Col), fair

$4,000.
$4,500.

Orpheam (Trlstates) (3,000; 11-3044)— "Son of Fury' (20th) and 'Blue,
White' (20th). Very good $10,500,
Last week, 'Started

and Ted Lewis' band

(20-40-50-65), fine $15,000.
Omaha (Trlstates) (2,000;

10-30'Kll-

44)— 'Bugle Sounds' (M-G) and

Pretty good
Last week, 'Corsican Bros.'
to Heart' (20th),

dare's Victory' (M-G).
$8,200.

(UA) and 'Right
nice $8,600.

Paramount

(Trlstates) (3,000; 113C-44)— 'Paris Calling' (U) and 'Badlands' (U).
Around $7,000, considerably off. Last week, 'Man to Dinner' (WB) and 'Bahama Passage'
(Par), sec6nd week moveover from

other houses, good $8,400.
SUU (Goldberg) (BOO; 25-35)—
'Keep 'Em Flying' (U) and 'International Lady* (UA), split with '(3o
West,
Young Lady' (Col) and
Broadway Limited*^ (UA).
Fair
$800.
Last week, 'LlUle Foxes'
(RKO) and 'Pulham' (M-G), split
.with 'Two-Faced 'Voman'
(M-G)
and 'World Premiere' (Par), good
$1,000.

Town

— Man

(Goldberg)
Cheyenne''

two

have

deluxers

(1,500; 10-20-25)

(Rep),

'Ellciy

things

their own way this
week, with h.o.'a at the other houses.
at the Rlalto has the
'Son of
edge over 'Woman of the Year' at

much

Fu^

liOew's State, although both houses
are doing very profitable business.
Eitlmates for This Week

Brown (Fourth Avenue)

—

(1,400; 15-

'Ride *Em Cowboy' (U) and
'Bombay Cllpiier' (U). On moveover from Rlalto, stepping along at
better than average clip for fine $3,Last week, 'Johnny Eater'
500.
(M-G) and 'Miss Polly' (UA), Ught
$1,700 on moveover.

Bugle Blows' 30-40)

running second at the Omaha,
dualled with 'Dr. Kfldare's Victory.'
Eallmatea for This Week
Brandels (Mort Singer) (1.500; 1025-35-40)—'CaU Marines' (RKO) and
Sagging to
'Four Jacks' (RKO).

possibly more.
With Eve' (U)

BIG

$11,000 IN LOUISVILLE

pretty

'Son of Fury' ai^d 'Blue, White and
Perfect,' at Orpheum, are topping

the town, with

mONE-TIERNEY

The

DUAL

(5th

week).

Capitol—'The

Invaders' (Col).

Mnslc Hall— 'Bed Time Story'
(Col).

(Reviewed in

'Variety' Dec. 10, 1941)

Paramoont

— "The

Lady

Has

Plans' (Par) (5).
-

(Reviewed In 'Variety' Jan. 21)
Boxy—'Roxie Hart' (20th) (3d

week).
Strand

(WB)

—'Captains of the Clouds'

(4th week).

to vei-y heaVy morning
trade. Flow of customers started falling off after 8 p.m.

Monday

with President Roosevelt's speech a decided deterrent.
However, a flock of theatres broadcast the speech, including Roxy,
Paramount, and all the bouses of the
Loew, RKO circuits, suspending
shows to do so. Music Hall broadcast it in the theatre's lounge, while
others put on the President's speech
in lobbies or mezzanines.
Kids made up a bountiful slice of
business done over the holiday weekend, with result the Paramount did
a strong $55,000 on the week ending
last night (Tues.) with 'Bahama Passage' and the Alvlno Rey band. This
Is despite the poor notices for the
(23),

picture.

Another stageshow stand drawing
of kids is the Strand, where

lots

'Captaips of Clouds' and Blue Barron
the current bill, now in Its
second week, getting robust $42,000

make up
or over.

A first-starter that's smashing
through to a big figure is Ginger
Rogei^ in 'Roxie Hart,' which will

'FURV

get the

$12500

Roxy

week

was $102,000. Holds a
semester starting tomorrow

(2d)

fourth

(Thurs.).

(Mayer)

Rlalto

28-44-55)—

(594;

Our Russian Front' (Artkino) and
Frisco Lil' (U), dualed (2d wk).
'Russian Front' doing the business,
(2d) looking
week

this

show holds
Rivoll

V

—"Mr.

third.

very

$11,000,
seater.

and

$9,500.

big

First stanza was
(or this sm.nll-

(UA) (2.092; 35-55-75-05-99)
(UA) (2d wk). Continues

to do well, with $27,000 or over likely following first week's gate of
$35,000.
Begins third week tomor-

row (Thurs.).
Hoxy (20th)

(5,886; 35-55-65-75-85)
—'Roxie Hart' (20th) and stageshow.
Rolling 'em in for sock $65,000 on the
first lap and goes another. Last week,
third for 'Son of Fury' (20th), close

to $39,000. satisfactory.
Slate (Loew's) (3,450; 28-44-55-7590-$1.10)— 'Mr. Bug' (Par) and Jimmy
Durante, plus Block and Sully, other
acts.
Vaude bill headed by Durante
accoimting for major part of expected $23,000. or about that. Not
big, but entirely satisfactory in viewof current opposition on street. Last
week, 'Babes on Broadway' (M-G)
(2d rim) and George Murphy in per>
son, close to $35,000, exceedingly
good.
Strand (WB) (2,756: 35-55-75-85-99)
—'Captains ot Clouds' (WB) and Blue
Barron (2d wk). Holding up master^
fully, with $42,000. or more, seen, on
the holdover after snaring fancy
$48,000 on the first' week. Remains a

third.

a cool $65,000 or better

on its initial week. Capitol came in
Thursday (19) with 'Johnny Eager.'

Picture got away a bit slowly, but
has picked up momentum and may
hole out at $33,000 or thereabouts,
good.
Super-something Is the $100,000
"Woman of the Year' will get for the
Hall on its third week, only $2,000
behind the second and $1,000 better
Seattle, Feb. 24.
than the first.
Paramount, Orpheum and Fifth
"Mr.
continues to do well, lookAvenue are leading the town In or- ing $27,000 or over on the current
der named with 'Son of Fury' at the (2d) stanza at the RIvoli.
State has severe competition, but
Paramount soaring to $12,000 or bet- Jimmy Durante in person is hypoing
ter. 'Johnny Eager' at the Fifth and 'Mr. Bug Goes to Town,' first-run, to
'Man Who Came to Dinner' at Or- a countup of possibly $23,000. Durante is credited with drawing a
pheum are not far behind. Double goodly
portion of this business.
holiday is proving a great help all
'Kings Row,' no slouch at the Asaround.
tor, started Its fourth round yesterEstimates for This Week
whacking through

Auto Plant Lull

TOPS SEATTLE

V

day (Tues.) after
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen) to a sturdy $20,000 on the thhrd.
oke $6,500.
'Tarzan's Treasure'
(800: 30-40-58)
Houses that are holding current
2«th Cenlory Qnd) (3,000; 30-55) (M-G) and 'Kathleen' (M-G) (2d shows for another week are Hall,
—'Blues in Night' (WB) and Martha wk). Hot release from Paramount Par. Strand, Capitol, Rivoll, Astor,
toZooming
Raye topping vaude.
theatre, big $3,500. Last week, 'Look Roxy, Palace and Globe.
ward brilliant $18,000. Last week, Laughing* (RKO) and 'Gay Falcon'
Estimates fjtr This Week
'All Through NIghf (WB) (8 days), (RKO) (3d wk). swell $3,300.
Astor (Loew's) (1,012; 35-55-95impressive $13,000.
Collscora (H-E) (1,900; 23-40)— $1.10)—'Kings Row' (WB) (4th wk).
'2-Faced Woman' (M-G) and 'Unholy With holiday (23) winding up third
Slow week, gross pushed up a 'little to
Partners' (M-G) (2d i-un).

Louisville, Feb. 24.

OK $10,500

Hart' (20th) (2d

—

h Hearty Buff.

'FURY'-

Sunday due
and matinee

in 'Variety' Jan. 21)

week).
(Reviewed in "Variety' Feb. 4)
Strand 'Captains ot the Clouds'
(WB) (3d week).
^
(Reviewed in "Variety" Jon. 21)

71^111'

(Par)
and
Boy'
(Par)
(2d
wk).
'Glamour' holding up badly rapped
'Bahama' and getting $4,000 cur^
rently, following good $5,500 last
week.
Chleaea (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
'Remember Day' (Par) and Johnny
Buffalo, Feb. 24.
Long orch and Andrews Sisters on
Buffalo main line wickets are
Latter a draw here, while
stage.
Long orchestra Is new quantity in pounding up to another socko set of
town. Boom reaction at the wicket, numerals in the current canto. Great
with trade rishig tP hotcha $45,000. holiday weekend surge and potent
Last week, 'Sullivan's Travels' (Par) screen and stage lure are sending the
and Lawrence Welk band got fine gate markers soaring.
Martha Raye in person and 'Blues
$37 500
Garriek (B&K) (MO; 35-55-65-75) In the Night' are delivering smash
—'Sullivan's Travels' (Par) and 'No takings for the Century. 'Woman of
Hands on Clock* (Par). Dual looks Year' is garnering Irish coin at the
okay at $6,000. Last week, 'Son Fury' Buffalo, while return of 'Gone With
(20th) and 'Cadet Girl' (20th), okay Wind' is roaring at the Lakes.
$4,300 for second week in house.
Estimates for This Week
Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-33Buffalo (Shea)
35-55)—
(3,500;
55)— 'Moon Over Shoulder' (20th) 'Woman of Year' (M-G) and 'Young
and vaude. Don Pedro orch and America' (20th). Should roll up
Ramon Navarro headlining. Business solid $17,000. Last week, 'Bahama
good at $19,000. Last week, 'Del Passage' (Par) and 'CasUe in Desert'
Courtney orch and Buddy Clark on I20th), nice $12,500.
stage were the reasons for fine
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)
$20,300 with 'Boston Blackie' (Col). —'Gone With Wind' (M-G). WiU see
Palace (HKO) (2,500; 33-44-66-75) high money mark of $14,000. Last
'HeUzapoppln' (U) and 'Scaled week, 'Shanghai Gesture' (UA) and
Lips' (U) (2d wk). Holding nicely 'No Hands on Clock' (Par), $12,000.
fine
and will get $13,000, bright, after
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)— Bugle
$20,100 last week.
'Kathleen'
and
Sounds'
(M-G)
BMseveK (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65- (M-G). Sturdy $8,500. Last week,
75)—'Burma Hoad' (M-G) and "Kil- 'Son Fury' (20th) and "Right to
dare Victory* (M-G). Strong combo Heart' (20th) (2d run), sweet $6,000.
heading for healthy $11,000. Last
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-44)
'In
and
week. %lues In Nl^fit* (WB)
—'Lady Williog' Col) and "Secrets
Army Now* (WB). all right $11,200. Lone WoU' (Col). Should snag snug
SUte-Lake (B&k) (2.?00; 35-55- $8,500. Last week, 'HeUzapoppln'
65-75)—'Green Was VaUey' (20th) (U) and 'Sealed Lips' (U) (2d wk),

JiU'

the

.(U).

'Glamour

and

—'Bahama

Boxy— 'Roxie

Raye Ups

Birthday

The Sunday (22) take in several
instances exceeded Saturday's haul,
while Monday a couple houses beat

its

able.

Washington's

Passage*

Paramount

grosses.)

three-day

(Par) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Dec. 10, 1941)
Eialto— 'North of the Klondike'

—

(i;eviewed in 'Variety' Jan. 14)

$900.

Although not so many out-oftowncrs invaded Broadway over the
weekend, natives turned out in full
force and filed past boxoflice.<: in exceptionally large numbers. Weather
proved favorable and, with good
shows on' display, the majority of
downtown New York houses did a
landolfice business.

Mnslc Hall
'Woman of
Year' (M-G) (4th week).

(RKO), and 'Our Wives' (Col) and

'Belle

Good 33G, Schnoz-'Bug' Nice 23G

(2d week).
(Reuleued (n 'Variety' Dec. 10, 1941)
Criterion—'What's Cookin' (U)

Good $1,100. Last
days and then upped into Friday' (.Col).
warmer numbers. Result was rush week, 'Stage Coach' (U), 'Secrets
Lone Wolf (Col) and "Unexpected
to the downtown area,
Andrews Sifters stlU prove to be Uncle' (RKO), triple split with
'Wyoming Wildcat' (Rep), 'Mata
boxoflice ammunition in the Chi
(M-G) and 'Riding Wind'
cago, where, with Johnny Long's Hari'
orch on the stage, they are hypoing

24. 1941)

CapKol—'Johnny Eager '(M-G)

Queen' (Col) and 'Cockeyed Sailors'
(UA), triple split with 'Riders Badlands' (Col), 'New Wine' (UA) and
'Arizona Terror' (Rep) and 'All
Money Buy' (RKO) and "His Girl

Sweet $65,000, 'Eager

Biz; 'Ginger

(4th

week).
(Reuieuied in "Variety* Dec.

2d 13G

,9 C

FDR's Talk Dents Big N.Y. HoGday

of February 29

Astor— 'Kings Row' (WB)

several

'Remember the Day' to fine business.
United Artists came up with Tulham, Esq.' Saturday (21) and has

Runs on Broadway

Week

$45M

Bright

Pulham' Fine 17G,
Weekend was

First

Warming Up;

—

Last week, 'Keep Flying'
$2,500.
(U) and "Foot in Heaven' (WB) (2d
run), so-so $3,000.
FIftb Avenne (H-E) (2,349; 30-4058)— 'Johnny Eager' (M-G) and 'Mr.
Mrs. North'
press

for

(M-G). Big blasts in
Turner-Taylor
combo.
week, 'Ball Fire'
(UA) (2d wk),

$10,500. Last
(RKO) and 'Fiesta'
nifty $8,200.

Great

$5,800.

Mnslc Box (H-E)

(RKO)

Broadway (Disney)

(850;

30-40-58)—

(3d wk).

Moved

(1,895;

35-55>'

75)— 'Fantasia' (RKO-Disney) (7thwk). Concluding week (7th) on
return engagement at pop prices,
winding up Saturday night (28), win
be about ^,000, very good. The prior
flnal

(6th)

Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-58)—
"Lady Willing' (Col) and 'Confessions
Excellent
Boston Blackie' (Col).
Last week, "Men in Life'
$6,500.
(Col) and 'Go West' (Col), good

•Ball Fire'

$20,000, beating second stanza's $19,Started
000, in both cases sturdy.
fourth round yesterday (Tues.).

stanza

was

$11,000.

Tury' Big $31,000
Feb.

Detroit,

Mechanics'

holiday

24.

before

the

automobile plants get going in full
wartime production is paying dividends in the loop boxoffices.
'Son of Fury' and 'Night Befor*
Divorce' are getting fine play at tha
Fox. Second place probably will go
to tha United Artists, smaller house,
which has 'Johnny Eager' and 'Yank

on the Burma Road.'
Estimates tot This

Adams (Balaban)
—'Hellzapoppin'
(U)
Tahiti'

(U).

Week

(1,700; 40-55-65)

and 'South of
Former moved after

good week at Fox. Nice $6,700 in
sight here.
Last week, 'Remember
Day' (20th) and 'Blondle College'
(Col), fair $5,800.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 40-5565)— 'Son Fury' (20th) and 'Night
Divorce' (20th). Great $31,000. Last
week, 'HeUzapoppln' (U> and 'Man
Returned' (Col), good $19,500.
Hloblran (United Detroit) (4.000;

—'Louisiana Purchase' (Par)

40-55-65)

House and 'No Hands' (Par) (2dwk). Neat

closes down to await opening of
'Bambi' (RKO-Disney), for which a
date has not yet l>een set.
Capllol (Loew's) (4,620; 35-55-85$1.10-$1.25)—'Johnny Eager' (M-G).
Off slowly but picking up and may
end at around $33,000; holds over.
Last week, second of 'Design For
Scandal' (M-G), under $20,000, light.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,062; 35-44-5575)— 'What's Cooking' (U) opens
here today (Wed). 'Born to Sing*
(M-G) finished at $6,000. slow, while
'Lady For a Night' (Rep) got $9,000,

from Fifth but minus 'Fiesta,' sock
Last week. 'Pulham' (M-G)
$4,600.
and 'Yank Burma Road' (M-G) (3d
wk), wonderful $3,600.
15-25)
Orphenm (H-E) (2.600; 30-40-58)
(Switow)
(1,200;
Kentucky
'Man to Diirtier' (WB) and 'Treat good.
—'Little Foxes' (RKO) and 'Wake
Up Screaming' (20th). Shaping up Em Rough' (U). Big ad campaign
Globe (Brandt) (1,250 28-35-55)—
for usual consistently good main helping to wonderful $11,500, and 'Gentleman at Heart' (20th). Hitting
stem trade, likely $1,600. Last week, surpassing early expectations. Last a nice pace for about $10,500 and
'Appointment Love' (U) and 'Swamp week, 'Through Night' (WB) and holds. Last week, 'Lady in Distress'
Water' (20th), managed good $1,500. Body Disappears' (WB), six days of (Times), $6,100, mild.
Loew's Stete (Loew's) (3,300; 15- second stanza, $6,100, big.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-5530-40)- 'Woman of Year' (M-G) and
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 23-35- 65-75)— 'Ball of Fire' (RKO)
(2d
(Rep)
'Hay Foot' (UA). Well received by 50-58)— 'Cowboy Serenade'
run).
Here singly and clicking
town's critics. Excellent $9,000. Last and 'Man at Large' (20th) plus vaude. smartly
for about $15,000; holds over.
week, 'Bedtime Story' (Col) and 'Joe Smasheroo $8,000. Last week. 'North Last weclc 'HeUzapoppln'
(2d
Smith' (M-G), fair $7,000.
and 'Pardon My run) and 'Obliging Young(U)Klondike"
(U)
Lady'
(1,000;
(Libson)
Anderson
Mary
(Rep) and vaude, good (RKO) (1st run),
Stripes'
$8,900, okay.
15-30-40)—'Man to Dinner' (WB) $7,900.
Paramount (Par) (3,664 35-55-85Currently rolling at a
(2d wk).
Paramount (H-E) (3.039: 30-40-58) 99) 'Bahama Passage' (Par) and, on
brisk pace and word-of-mouth Is —•Son
Fury'
(20th)
and 'Blue, stage, Alvino Re^, King Sisters, Gil
strong factor #n the b.o. tempo. White, Perfect' (20th).
Marvelous Lamb (2d-flnal wk). Holiday crowds
Looks to cop fine $5,000, after last $12,500. and holding over.
Last helping boost this show to $55,000 on
week's biunper $7,000.
week, Tarzan's Treasure' (M-G) and the initial seven days through last
Rlalto (Fourth Avenue) (1,000; 15- Kathleen' (M-G), big $8,300.
night (Tues.), very good in view of
30-40)- 'Son Fury' (RKO) and 'ValRoosevelt (Sterling) (800; 30-40- panning handed 'Passage.'
Begins
ley of Sun' (RKO). Tyrone Power 58)—
'Through Night' (WB) (3d wk). final (2d) stanza today (Wed.). Last
and Gene Tiemey proving strong
Should grab fine $11,- Extended run from Orpheum, trim week, third for 'Sullivan's Travels'
b.o. combo.
With
week,
'Died
Boojts'
(Par) and Glenn Miller, $47,500, ex$4,500.
Last
Last week, 'Hide 'Em Cowboy'
000.
fourth week downtown, good cellent.
(U) and 'Bombay Clipper' (U), tre- (WB),
$3,000.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockfelmendous $12,000.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; lers) (5,495; 44- 55 - 85 -99 -$1.65)—
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;
15-30-40)—'Call Out Marines' (RKO) 20-30)— 'Thin Man' (M-G) and 'Great 'Woman. of Year' (M-G) and stage
A remarkably
and 'Valley of Sun' (RKO) (2d wk). Guns' (20lh) (2d run). Big $3,500. show (3d wk.).
and
steady
coin-gcttcr, with this week
Medium $3,000. Last week, splendid Last week. 'Never Rich' (Col)
T.nst
(.Id) Inrikipn r>n pa-jv SinonPO.
Smillne Ohnsl' (WB^ S3 mn, n-p.-it
$4..sno.

—

SpelkB.O.InDet;

$14,000 after great $23,000 last week.
Palms-SUle (United Detroit) (3,'
40-55-65)—'Died With Boots'
000;
(WB) (3d wk) and 'Father Takes
Wife' (RKO). Former picture with
a new starter makes $9,000 likely.

Last week, coupled with 'New Wine'
(UA), choice $11,500.
United Arllnti (United Detroit)
40-55-85)
Eager*
'Johnny
(2,000
(M-G) -and 'Yank Burma Road*
Solid $14,000.
Last week,
(M-G).
'Pulham' (M-G) and 'North' (M-G)
(2d wk). good $8,000, after big $11,-

—

:

500 in

first stanza.

;

—

.

;

'Babes,' 20G, 'Captains,'
$17,000,
Loew's
drawing

Dandy

In J.C.

Jersey City, Feb. 24.
'Babes on Broadway' Is
'Captains
fine attendance.

of the Clouds,' at Stanley, is headed
for a neat gross, and the State's 'Ball
of Fire,' holdover, continues to pull
well.

Estimates for This Week
(Loew's) (3,205: 30-35-53)

—Loew's
'Babes

on Broadway' (M-G) and

Polly' (UA).
Combo should
fine $20,000.
Last' week. 'CorBros.'
sican
(VA) and 'Boston
Blackie' (Col) (2d wk), good $12,500.

'Miss

grab

SUnley (WB)

(4,500;

30-35-55)—

Captains of Clouds' (WB). Looks
like swell $17,000. Last week, 'HeUzapoppln' (U) and 'Wild Bill Hlckok*

(WB), good

$15,000.

State (Skouras) (2,200; 30-35-55)—
(RKO) (2d wk). Gross

"Ball of Fire"

will

be dandy $10,000.

sH-i- eir, pnn

Last week,

)

Wednesday, Febrnarj 25, 1942

Good

.;

$20M loman;
San Francisco, Feb. 24.
Plenty of high-power ammunition
on the street this ..week and doing
'Woman ot Year/ at Fox, and
biz
'Man Who Came to Dinner,' at Warmagnets, and even
flel<}' ore potent
'Shanghai Gesture,* which drew terrific

pans from the cricks.

Is

Dinner/

$m
Key

doing

St

City Grosses

trej, chie/lv first runs,

tncludino

N. r.>
TotaJ Gron Same Week
I*st Tear
$1,778J1«»
(Based on 25 dfies, 175 tTieaCres)

Twenty-minute blackout Wednesday (18) had exhibs thanking their

stars for daylight saving (war) time.
Dousing of lights was ordered, shortly after 9 p.m., just after peak biz

m

hubonupbeat;

(F-WC)

Fox

tor This

Week
35-40-55)—

(5,000;

'Woman of Year* (M-G) and Taclllc
Blackout' (Par). Cinch combo rolling up smash $19,500. Last (2d) week,
Bugle Sounds* (M-G> and 'Mr. and
North*
(M-G)i satisfactory
Mrs.
$11,000.

Golden Gale (BKO)

(2,850; 44-55-

65)— 'Suspicion' (RKO) and vaude

Ambassador (F&M)

50)—'Captains of
Tough As Come*

(3,000; 30-40-

Clouds' (WB) and
(U). Set for $11,Last week, 'Dangerously

(WB) and 'Dumbo* (RKO).

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 30-40-50)—
'Bombay Clipper' (U) and 'Hide 'Em
Cowboy* (U). Neat $16,000 to sight
Last

week,

"Bedtime

Story*

Tfo Hands'-Ted Lewis

tions.

Managers felt
the
no-holiday
policy of defense plants hurt trade
000.
Orpbeam (Blumenfeld) (2,440; 35. only slightly. No resistance to the
44-55)—'Bedtime Story" (Col) and 6pc and eSc tops around town over
the weekend.
'Go West Lady* (Col) (2d wk). HoldEstimates
tor TUs Week
ing up rather nicely for $7,100. Last
Bostra (RKO) (3,200; 30-40-5S-6S)
week, big $11,400.
—'What's Cookln' (U) and stage
Paramoant (F-WC) (2,470: 35-40- show
by Dave Apollon. Aim65)—'Son Fury* (20th) and 'Perfect ing attopped
healthy $20,000. Last week.
Snob" (20th) (2d wk). Biz stlU brisk. 'North to Klondike* (U)
end stage
May get $12,000; First week, around show starring Ethel Waters
and
$20,000, huge.
Duke Ellington. $20,200. good.
SL FrsiMU (F-WC) (1.475: 35-40
Fenway (M&P) (1,373 ; 30-40-4465)—'SuUlvan'f Travels' (Par) and 55-60)—'Louisiana Purchase*
(Par)
•Hoad Happlnras* (Rep) (moveover). and 'Pacific Blackout* (Par). ConAbout average $5,000. Last (move- tinued from two weeks at Met. Headover) week, "Bahama Passage' (Par) ing for nifty $6,500.
Last week,
and 'Night Jan. 16* (Par), ditto.
'Dangerously Lived' (WB) and "Lady
United Artlsla (UA-Blumenfeld) for Night* (Rep), $5,000, disappoint(3d wk).

(1,100;

35-40-55)—'Shanghai (gesture'

ing.

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 30(UA) and 'Miss Polly* (UA). Docapacity, which means around 44-55-65)— 'How Green Valley* (20th)
panning. Last and 'Niagara Falls* (UA) (2d wk).
(3d) week, *Men-ln Life* iCoiXsai- Will liit$25,000, or better-very- goodr
First week, $27,000, smash.
'Girls About Town' (Col). $5,100.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367: 30-44Warfleld (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-S5)
—'Man to Dinner' (WB). with a Bal- 55-60) ^"Man to Dinner* (WB) and
let Russe short also getting billing, 'Steel Against Sky* (WB). Helped by
In view of fact town has always been holiday weekend to estimated $21,000.
week,
second
stanza
of
exceptionally ballet-conscious. With Last
(Par)
and
plen^ of turnover, should yield great 'Louisiana Purchase*
'Pacific Blackout* (Par), $15,000. fair.
Ijast week, 'Sul.
$20,000, or better.
Orphenm (Loew) (2.900; 30-40-44llvan's Travels' (Par) and 'Road to
55 ^'Johnny Eager' (M-G) and 'Hay
Happiness' (Rep), around $10,800,
Foot* (UA). Doing standee biz from
nice.
ing

$10,500, despite press

—

—

Big $11,000, Best Bet
In

Denven Tory' lOlG

'Shanghai

SOARS TO

HUGE $12,000 IN PORT.
Portland. Ore., Feb. 24.
'Captains of the C:iouds' is a smash
Broadway, and way out in
front
currently.
'Gentleman
at
Heart' and 'Bedtime Story* are doing
surprisingly well at the Paramount
Woman of Year' continues strong on
hit at the

second session.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000: 35-40BO)— 'Captains of Clouds* (WB) and
"Miss Polly* (UA). Leading town by
a wide margin, smash $12,000. Last
its

week, 'Pulham' (M-G) and 'Fiesta*
(UA), failed to meet expectations,
but ok^ at $6,000, and moved to
Mayfalr.

Mayt»lr (Parker - Evergreen)
(1,500; 35-40-50)
-Pulham* (M-G)
and 'Fiesta' (UA). Second week
downtown, average $3,000.
Last
week, 'Vanishing Virginian' (M-G)
and 'Yank Burma Road' (M-G), good
$4,500 on second stanza.
O r p h • n m (Hamrick-Evergreen
35-40-50)— 'Through Night*
(1.800;
(WB) (2d wk) plus 'Body DIs'appears* (WB) (1st wk). Nice $5,100.
First week, coupled 'Go West* (Col),

—

Gesture*

(UA)

"Mr.

and Mrs. North* (M-G), $15,400, nj.h.
Paramoont (M&P) (1,800; 30-40-4455-60)—Xoulsiana Purchase* (Par)
and 'Pacific Blackout' (Par). Continued from two weeks at Met Will

Denver. Feb.

24.

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Holden goes Into the
as soon as he finishes 'Meet
the Stewarts' at Columbia, In about
Ave weeks. Originally called two
>veeks ago, the actor was granted a
deferment when the studio explained
that It would suffer heavy loss If
he were taken out of the picture.
Player's contract is held JolnUy
h> Columbia and Paramount,

OK

$3,000

Olher

regardless.
,'Bedtime Story' coupled with 'Data
with Falcon' is making
sturdy
showing with $21,700 at the Hillstreet and Pantages.
Holiday scale of prices hypoed

Minneapolis, Feb. 24.
With three films holding over— two
going Into their fourth weeks-local
yesterday
entertainment seekers are up against
Estimates tor This Week
a paucity of new screen fare. 'Corsican Brothers' and "Rise asii Shine' d.i^ie'^?^
,^'"if (P-WC) (1,516; 3344-55-75)— 'To
Be, Not To Be' (UA)
are the only newcomers of conse- anc. 'Night Divorce'
(20th).
Simultaneous openhig wl.h SUte and Chiquence.
After three weeks of straight films, nese for first week, then continues
as profitable.
the Orpheum gets two stage shows, LooRs
Vl' •
like fairish $5,000, around
Jan Savitt and Sanuny Kaye, In a
'Dumbo"
^Sk^^^^^J^^^u.^^'
row starting Friday (27).
$f 900
Estimates
This

fKayX

.

'

—

$4,500.

Me'

Last week,

in five days.

Denver
Centory (P-S) (1,600: 40-44-55!
'York* (WB) (4th wk).
Has had
25-35-40) great run and still doing biz. CHimb-r-'Look Laughing' (RKO>.'and:'Kath'.. .ing.toward-good $4,500. Last -week,
leen*
swell
after
(M-G), after a week at
$5,000
approximately
Orpheum. Getting an okay $3,000. $25,000 initial fortnight
Last week, 'Foot in Heaven* (WB),
Gophfcr (P-S) (998; 28-30)— 'Rise
after week at Paramount fair $2,500. and Shtoe' (20th). Helped by fact
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35- it's one of few newcomers. Okay
50)—'No Hands on Clock'"(Par) and $3,000
prospect Last week, 'InterTed Lewis stage show. Fine $11,000. national Squadron' (WB). good
Last wedc, 'Mr. Bug' (Par), meagre $3,800.
week, okay

(Col), after

$3,750.

Broadway (Fox)

(1.040;

m

$6,500.

Orphenm
—'Pulham'

(RKO)

(2,600; 25-35-40)

==f ""r.?^*'
|5.ir Muter

(UA-F-WC)
V(u^)

(900; 33-44-

wk).

(jd

^ty,eeK

"^"Is^M."^
towa'u

(G4S) (l,100;-33-44-S5-75)
— Hellzapoppin'
(U) (2d wk). Spin-

ning a sockeroo $10,500 and topping
^«^<">- First week, big

Ssoo"

iuoliywood (WB) (2,756; 33-44-55)
TT.SSS'**"^^"* Clouds" (WB). Hefty
and picture Is in for three
weeks. Last week, "Hlckofc Hides"
$18,000

(WB) and 'New Wine" (UA),

nomiOrpheom CP-S) (2 800; 30-40-50)— nally profitable at $9,000.
'Corsican Bros.' (UA). (Jostume picOrptaenm (B'way) (2^00; 33-44-55)
tures not liked here but this one —'Playmates'
(RKO), 'Bombay Cliplooks about $8,000, good. Last week, per (U) and
vaude. Average $10,'Johnny Eager' (M-G), pretty good 000. Last
'Mob Town' fU) and
$7,000.
Harvard Here I Come' (Col) plus
30-40-50)— vaude, meagre $0,500.
SUte (P-S) (2,300
'Green Was VaUey' (20th) (2d wk).
PanUges (Pan) (2,8J2; 33-44-55)—
Second picture In row to l>e held 'Bedtime Story' (Col) and 'Date With
over at this house, where h.o.s are Falcon' (RKO). Weekend biz pulled
infrequent Raves for this one on this one to a fine $11,200. Last week,
every side. Good $7,000, after huge 'Started Eve' (U) (2d wk) and 'Treat

we^

(M-G) and "Klldare's
Victory* (M-G). Nice $10,600. Last
week, "Look Laughing' (RKO) and
'Kathleen' (M-G), good $8,500 on
second sesh.
garner hefty $12,000. Last week,
Paramonnt (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—
'Dangerously Lived* (WB) and 'Lady
'Gentleman Heart' (20th) and 'North $12,700 first week.
for Night' (Rep), $10,000.
Uptown (Par) (1.100; 30-40)—
State (Loew) (3,600; 30-40-44-55) Klondike* (U). Surprisingly good at
'Johnny Eager" (M-G) and 'Hay $6,500. Last week. 'In Army*^ (WB) Yank R.A.F.' (20th). First neighborFoot* (tfA). In groove for $18,000. and 'Call Ellcry Queen' (Col), nice hood showing. Big $3,800 in prospect.
Last week, 'Babes Broadway' (M-G),
big. Last week, Shanghai Gesture* $6,500.
RIalto (Fox) (878; 25-40)— 'Belong very big $4,000.
(UA) and "Mr. and Mrs. North*
World (Par-Steffes) (350: 30-40-50(M-G), $12,000, fair.
to Me' (Col), after a week at Denver
Translax (Translux) (900; 17-35- and also Aladdin, and 'Men in Life' 80)— 'One Foot Heaven' (WB) f4th
44)— 'Mr. Wise Guy' (Mono) and (Col), after Denver week. Neat wk). This one has jelled In wonder'Submarine Patrol' (20th). Good for $2,000. Last week, 'Corsican Bros.' ful style. Fine $1,700 likely to be
around $4,500. Last week, 'Death (UA), after week at Denver and also reached. Last week, good $2,000 on
Broadca.st' (FA) and 'Mad Doctor' Aladdin, and 'Jail House Blues' (U), top of $3,000 and $8,600 previous
weeks.
good $2,250.
(U). $3,500, fair.
:

—

Em

Rough" (U),

fair at $7,200.
(3,595;

ParamooDt (Par)

—'Queen Murder

Ring'

33-44-55)
(Col) and

'Man

Returned Life' (Col).
Fair
Last week, 'Sullivan's Travels' (Par) and 'Mr. Buc' (Par), just
reached $12,500, not sufiicient to hold
for a second week as originally in$10,000.

tended.

RKO

(RKO)

Hlllstreet

(2.872; 33-

44-55)— 'Bedtime Story' (Col) and
'Date Falcon* (RKO).
Sturdy $10.500.
Last week. 'Started Eve' (U)
{2d) and 'Treat 'Em Rough' (U), mild
$7,500.

NATIONAL BOXOFFI CE SURVEY
Cagney and Ginger Rogers Challenge Tracy-Hepburn and
Tyrone Power for Marquee Billing In New Films

State- (Loew-F-WC) (2,204; 33-4455-75—To Be' (UA) and "Night Divorce" (20th).
Downtown showing
of three-house booking on To Be'
getting a sturdy $17,000. Last week,
'Son Jury' (20th) and 'Gentleman
Heart' (20th), strong $17,700.

United Artists

(UA-F-WC)

(2,100:

33-44-'55)—'Son of Fury' (20th) and
'Gentleman Heart' (20th). Moveover
will tab a good $5,800.
Last week.
'Design Scandal' (M-G) and 'Kildare
Victory' (M-G). In cellar at $2,900.

Voeae (Vogue) (920; 33-44-55)—
North Klondike' (U) and 'Melody
Lane' (U). Twin B first-run Is developlng Into a sure-seatcr on Hollywood Bowl, but only a lieht $2,300
this week.
Last week, 'Wolf Man'
(U) and 'Mad Doctor Market St." (U),
$2,100 In fourth session lor slight

$42,000, following a

despite blackout $33,700 was
gathered In three houses. Suburban bookings in Los
Angeles section equally good.
Despite hostile press notices, 'Roxie Hart," starring
Ginger Rogers, is beating all predictions at the Roxy,
New York, where It will turn In $65,000 on Its first
week.
For the others, there Is little outstanding, except for
$42,000, in two theatres,' the week's' gross for 'Johnny
Eager' (M-G) In Boston. Abbott Sc Costello road
rough shod over competition in St Louis in 'Ride *Em
Cowboy* (U) to $16,000 and fine $13,000 in Baltimore.
'Ball of Fire* (Goldwyn-RKO) hit the ja'ckpot in
Brooklyn at 22G.
'How Green Was My Valley' (20th), which has
topped the money list for several months, finally ended
six weeks' first-run at State-Lake, Chicago, 'Man Who
Came to Dinner' (WB) played to 20G each in Boston
and 'Frisco. 'Hellzapoppin' (U) has had good openings
but in only a few instances has held up on carryovers.
With the threat of blackouts along both coasts (the

are equally strong.
Ernst Lubltsch's To Be* possesses special draw as
the last film made by Carole Lombard. She la starred
with Jack Benny. Only opening this week was In

trade in the theatres may undergo some drastic to be produced by William LeBaron
changes from present routine. Some exhibitors are ex- with Gregory RatoA directing, startperimenting In earlier showings of the night's feature, ing Mareh 0.
counting on getting an audience safely Inside during
White Collar Girl' .hat been
the longer twilight of war time.
shelved for future shooting.

(20th).

40-50)—'Woman of Year' (M-G) (2d Hart'
'Woman' shows no let up in its appeal at the Music
wk). Still going strong, great $7,500
on holdover. Last week, same film, Hall, New York. Third week, better than $100,000—
terrific $9,000.
terrific. End of engagement not yet in sight Tyrone
Power in Tury" continues at a fast clip, 'Variety'
correspondents from various cities reporting capacity
Then Meet the Sarge
takes. 'Frisco holdover is $12,000 after an initial 20G;
Memphis, Denver, Seattle, all big.
William

'RISE'

houses were slightly off from their
regular Saturday capacity biz because of rainfall, but on profit side,

'

at Denver.
'Belong to

Entirely. new group of topflight features Is winning
Paramonnt (H-E) (3,000; 35-40-50)
ratings by virtue of first week's business In
—'Bedtime Story* (Col) and 'Gentle- holdover
TTiey are the successors to the mid'
Heart' (20th). Opened well and the Initial runs.
wlU get strong $7,400. Last week, winter barrage of strong pictures which now are In
'Bahama Passage' (Par) and 'Glamour the subsequent nms. In the new list are "Woman of
Boy* (Par), fell off badly on the sec- the Year' (M-G), 'Son of Fury" (20th), 'Captains of the
ond session, fair $4,700.
Clouds' (WB), To Be or Not to Be' (UA) and "Roxie

Army

Saturday rain failed to dampen
the wicket spinning of 'Clouds'
'To
trio hitting ca-

.P^.'J^^^'
pacity
that day and Sunday.

day..

high $7,200.

(1,000; 35-

H.O.'S HIT MPLS.;

.24.

theatre showing of To Be or Not
Chinese. State and
Carthay ^J,
clipped off a nice $33,700.
Hellzapoppin' surpassed its initial
week with $10,500 at the Hawaii,
with a Saturday night grind untif
5 a.m. next day. This policy of lata
shows wiU continue for the picture's

failed to hurt business

man

Cnlted Artists (Parker)

Estimated Total Gron
This Week....'.
$371,S00
(Based on 13 theatres;
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year.
$380,209
(Based on 13 theatres)

Captains of the (?louds' Is flying
high on the local front, hltthig $36 poo at the Warner and Downtown
theatres, a rousing total. The three-

tor
Week
snow Monday morning
(Grauman-WC) (2,034:33Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 17-28)— AA^^'J^'^
on the holi44-55-75)—'To Be' (UA) and
'Night
Ted Lewis band and stage show 'Blondie to College* (Col) and 'Body
Clicking to solid
plus 'No Hands on Clock' at the DentuVrS," ^T^>' week,
'Son Fury"
ham Is the heaviest grosser but 'Son Disappears' (WB), first-runs. Good ?9i;l°?(20th) and 'Gentleman Heart' (20th)
'Riding the good
"
of Fury' at the Denver is not far be- $1,200 for five days.
$11,000.
hind, and best all-film attraction.
Wind* (RKO) and Ulany Boss'
Oowntown (WB) (l,8ii0; 33-44-55)
Daughter* (20th), also dual first-ruhs,
Captains of Clouds'
Estimates tor This Week
opened Tuesday (24). .Last week, high for excellent (WB). Flying
$18,000.
Last
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)— 'Small Town Deb" (20th) and 'Boston week, 'Hlckofc Hide^ (WB)
and
'Died Boots On* (WB). After a week Blackie* (Col), first-runs, big $1,500 •New Wine' (UA). good
$9,000.
Good

Heavy

Denver (Fox) (2.525: 25-35-40)—
'Son Fury* (20th) and 'Perfect Snob'
opening to closing. Will connect with (20th). Trim $10,500. Last week,
$24,000. socko, and h.o. Last week, 'Boots On' (WB), good $10,000.
and

'CAPTAINS'

Los Angeles, Feb.

Broadway Grosses

(Col)
$7,200,

Hlssoqrl (F&M) (3,570: 30-40-50)—
'Hellzapoppin' (U) and 'Man to Dinner* (WB). Okay $5,000 for second
week,, after $7,600 in first

St Lonls (F&-M) (4,000; 30-40)—
Boston, Feb. 24.
Biz on the upbeat all over the Hub 'Mad Doctor" (U) and 'Road Agent"
this
week, with 'Johnny Eager* (U). Average $3,000 for this one
pacing the field. "How Green Was Last week, 'Died With Boots' (WB)
My Valley* Is holding over and stlU 2?5»»'^*"'""'*r
(2<Mh). swell
ringing up big nimibcrs. TUan Who $5,200.
Came to Dinner' will tally a comfortable figure because of the holiday
weekend, but is not up to expecta-

Still healthy: okay $13.Last (2d) week, hefty $17,500.

3 Houses, Heilz' Soloed lOi/zG. H.O.

neat$16,000.

Live'

Two

Rousing $36,000 in

LA. Spots; To Be' Nice $33,700 for

LoeWa (Loew) (3,172; 30-40-44)—
'Johnny Eager* (M-G) and' 'Main
Street March* (M-G). Good $18,000
insight Last Week, "Bugle Sounds'
(M-G) and Klldare's Victory' (M-G),

and 'Lady for Night' (Rep),

$21,000

'Captains'

the deluxers, although at Loew's biz
Is fine and this house shou'u lead
the field by a comfortable margin.
Estimates tor This Week

fair.

dinner;

nent loss of exterior lighting.

EsUmata

St. L.

Louis, Feb. 24.

Lenten season in this Catholic community Is expected to dent b.o.'s of

000, good.

11

$18,000,

$8,500, good.

period,

p

St.',

Pace Prosperous

Both Big

Estimated Total Orosr
This Week.
$W19,7M
(Based on 26 cities, 181 thea-

well

which wo.uld have been 6
under normal' time. In a blackSiit test at the Golden Gate theatre
Friday morning (20), every exterior
light was doused in less than 90 seconds by a femme secretary who
normally wouldn't even touch a
Houses are right on their
switch.
toes here as Insurance against penna

PICTURE GROSSES
'Eager'-'Main

Sf

Pix, Fine Biz in

'CaptahiB of the Clouds'

Is

soarhig to high figures

where playing. James Cagney In the uniform of
R. C. A. F. and the color presentation make for a strong
combination.

In

New

York's Strand, second

week

is

smash $48,000 opening stanza. Los
Angeles reports $36,000 at two houses, best In town,
and Philadelphia $20,000. Other spots where playing

Los Angeles, where,

California

sector

was dimmed

last

Monday

night),

profit

Wllabire (F-WC) (2,296: 33-44-55)
—'Son Fury' (20th) and 'Gentleman
Heart' (20th). Weekend boomed this
to a solid $6,000.

Scandal"

Last week,

(M-G) and 'KUdare

(M-G), light

'De.'ilgn

Victory"

$4,200.

Ready

to

Explode

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Betty Grable, John Payne and VicMature, originally slated for
'White CoUar Girl,' a William Perlberg production at 20th-Fox, have
been shifted to 'Strictly Dynamite,"
tor

i

I
1
^

12

f^SRtEfr

"ROXIE"

Wednesday, February 25, 1942

HOX ROXY!

loise

Q coveT

AMERICA'S -BOXOFFICE SWEETHART KEEPS 'EM ROLLING

(IN

THE

AISLES) IN MIAMI...IN

MEMPHIS

IN PHILADELPHIA...IN

ROCHESTER

IN FACT...
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Wednesdayt February 25, 1942

PICTURE GROSSES

.

Welk $18,000. Pitt

in Night'4.

woe

Leader;

'Woman' 13G on 2d

With holdovers

In

haU

ot

down-

town's- six first-runs, new pix are
getting a break this week and cashing In nicely, Fulton started slowly
with nellzapoppin,' but by week's
end, when second sessions for the
h.o.'s got underway, screwball comedy had developed Into a smash and
pickup insures another stanza. Combo

of Lawrence Welk and 'Blues in the
Night' will keep Stanley comfortably in the black, and double bill of
in Her Life' and 'Gentleman
at Heart' doing fbir in abbreviated
Qve-day run at Senator.

'Men

week.
Senator (Harris) (r„750

'Paris Calling' (U), nice $19,000.

—

'CAPTAINS' 18G

loman'

—'Men in Life' (Coll and 'Gentle'
man Heart' (20th). Twin bill boo):ed

Warner (WB)

(2,000;

30-40-50)—

'Dumbo' (RKO) (2d wk). Word-ofmouth, continued plugging in the
columns and on the theatre pages
should give this one around $4,000 at
least for Its h.o., not bad. Last week,
great $9,000 to surprise everybody.

NEWARK

Newark, Feb.

24.

$19,000

Cleveland, Feb. 24.

Snow and ice-covered streets dO'
more damage than Lent to
grosses. Suburbanites have gone Into
hibernation until the snowstorms
ing

blow over. *Ice-Capades' landslide
biz at Arena also trimmed sails of
fiicKer

houses over weekend.

(WB)

(1.200:

Loew's

(CT)

~
Baltimore, Feb. 24.
Loew's Century and Keith's both
weekend night prices for
downstairs seats this week, getting

raised their

55c instead of 44c. C>ther downtowners presently standing pat on present
admission set-ups. Biz continues big
with "Captains of the Clouds' at the
Stanley and 'Woman of the Year' at
the Century mopping up in fullsom'e

s^le.

(Adams-Par) (2.000:
30-35-44-55)—'Bahama Passage' (Par)
and "No Hands Clock' (Par). Likely
to get fine $16,000. Last week. 'Lady
for Night' (Rep) and 'Pardon Stripes'
(Rep), poor $10,000.
Proctor's (RKO) (2,400: 28-44-60)
—'Remember the Day' (20th) and

;Conflrm or Deny' (20th) (2d wk).
These, plus five-act vaude program

Monday and Tuesday
ting fine
$19,000.

$13,500.

evenings, get-

Last week, solid

State (Loew's) (2,660; 28-33-44-55)

—'Babes Broadway' (M-G) and 'Miss
Polly' (UA).- Mickey Rooney popularity

here

Is

great $17,000.
Bros.'

(UA)

helping house catch
Last week, 'Corsican

and

'Confessions

of

Boston Blackle' (Col) (2d wk), neat
$12,500.

.

Is'

with

5-

ArcadU (Sablosky)

(600; 35-46-57)!
.

'

—

:-

i

weak $17,500.
Fox (WB)

$6,300.

(3.000;

17-

28-44-55)- 'WOman of Year' (M-G).
Clicking brightly with upped prices
on weekends plus Monday holiday
helping to a solid $17,000. Last week,
(M-G), aU right
'Bugle Sounds'
$12^00.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.240:

—

Cagney

'

dull

B.O. SOLID;

GINGER SNAPPY f 7,500

$13,000,

'
j

'Cowboy

$12,000,

continuing to draw the femmes for;.
Corsican Bros.' (UA) like$6,500.
wise grossed good $5,500 for second;
'

Nifty In

Cincy

run.
Keith's

:

$6,000.

:

>

Warner (WB)
opus

right

Clouds'

down

(2,000;

•Gone With Wind' (M-G) <2d wk).
Second week of second return
stretching showing in this house to
I6th week.
SweU $6,500, after last
week's great $11,000. May hold for
third week.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-28)—
'Four Jacks' (RKO) and 'No Hands
Clock' (Par), split with 'Man Heurned'
(Col)
and 'Law Timber'
(PRC). Average $2,100. Ditto last
week for 'Boston Blackle* (Col) and
'Melody Lane' (U), divided with
'North Klondike' (U) and 'Borrowed
Hero' (Mono).
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 30-40-50)—
'Son Fury' (20th). Moveover from
Palace for second stanza on front

Same

Fair $4,500.

last

week

moveover.
Okay $4,500, following
last week's big $6,500.
Pic drew

wham

$18,000 in initial

week

at Al-

bee.

Lyrlo

'WOMAN/
IIG,

(1,400;

28-33-42)—

10-33-44)— lowered scale.
Poor $2,000. Last
Cagney week, 'AU Through Night' (WB) (2d
customers'

14G, DINNER,'

BOTH HEFTY
Kansas

IN K.C.

City, Feb. 24.

Activity among the' first runs la
up considerably over last week.
Reasons for upswing are 'Woman of
the Year,' bill topper at Midland,
and' 'Man 'Who Came to Dtoner,*
playing sole in Newman. Both showing strong returns.
Estimates for This Week

Esqnire and

Uptown (Fox Mid-

west) (820 and 2,043; 11-30-44)—
(U) playing
'Ride 'Em Cowboy'
single both houses. Opened Wednesday (18) and showing good returns,
but not hlttbig the marks of previCostello releases. Okay
ous Abbott
$9,500 for nine days. Last week, 'Son
of Fury' (20th), second week, satisfactory $5,200.
Midland (Loew's) (4,101; 11-30-44)
—'Woman of Year' (M-G) and
Plenty of h.o.
Kathleen' (M-G).
power here and adding up to one of
house's strongest weeks, $14,000. Last
week, 'Shanghai Gesture' (UA) and
'Hay Foot' (UA), medium 18,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900: II30-44)—'Man
Dinner'
(WB).
to
Brought house back to regular
ednosday openings and due to stay
awhile. Big $11,000 and certain holdover. Last week, 'Bahama Passage*
(Par), second week of five days,
under $4,000, slow.
Orpheam (RKO) (1,600; 11-30-44)
and 'Forty
—'Blues in Night'
,

&

'',

(RKO)

'Close Call Ellery Queen' (Col) and
'Blondle to College' (Col). Another
try for this stand with duals and

(WB).
local

L'

.

line.

'Captains

.

Clouds,'

—

General indications point to 'Woman of the Year' nosing slightly ahead
at Loew's Palace of competitive 'Captains of the Clouds,' at Warner: 'Roxie
Hart,' at Loew's State, and Malco's
Ball of Fire.'
Estimates for This Week

,

(WB) (2.220; 35-46-57-68)—
'Green VaUey' (UA) (2d run) (2d
wk). Drama still has plenty of
punch, with $5300 for this try. Last'
week's opener of second run healthy

Cincinnati, Feb.
Stanley (WB) (2.916- 35-48-57-68)
Strong takes by '(^ptalns of
at Albee, end %ide "Em —'Captains Clouds' (WB). Cagney
Cowboy,' at Palace, with the Cag- thriller leading, the ro<;k for nice
ney pic a notch In front, are help- $20,000. Lpct week, 'Hellzapoppin'
ran k ^Sn nn fnr h3!(H>yet--5esh.^
(UJ,
ing cinema- center's' trade- currently
Stanton (WB> '1.457: 35-46-57-68)1
to keep up. with last week's olcay
—'Bill HickoV (WB) (2d wk). Sage, f
level.
ridlnhigh for $5,20O< i
Shubert, in last week of stage brusher
(
Opener big $8,500.
shows, is racking
hefty mark
24.

Memphis, Feb. 24.
on 'Rise and Shine' (20th).
Main street hit pay dirt this week,
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50)
Four big films descended on the town
'Louisiana Purchase' (Par)
(2d
at once and they're all grabbing wk).
Holding for second week of
nifty coin.

35-46-57-68)—;
Gineer's still a:

good draw; $19,000 for Initlaler. Last'^
week, 'Son Fury' (20lh), good $12,000.!;
for third week.
Karlton (WB) (1.066: 35-46-57-68)
—'Son Fury' (20th') (2d run). SUU

Fire'

'Ball

(RKO) (2d wk) 'plus h.o. of vaude.
Strong $13,000 after chalking up a
healthy $16,200 opening round.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 1728-33-39-44-55)—'Ride "Em Cowboy'
(U). Getting an extra nice $13,000
helped by weekend scale tilt. Last
week, 'Hellzapoppin' (U), five days
of third week. Pleasing $22,700 for
two anS a half weeks.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-40)—'Mr.,
Mrs. North' (M-G). Fairish $3,500.
Last week, 'Go West' (Col). Mild

MEMPHIS

(2.425;

'Roxie Hart' (20^).

Estimates for This Week-

(Loew's-UA)

-

;

New.

(RKO).

HEPBURN-ntACY TORRIOl

'Lady

is.

teamed

is

i

Extra good action Is reported also
for 'Son of Fury' at the small-seater 'Francois Premier,' nice

five sessions.
Alien (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)— previous
Stanley (WB) (3.280: 17-28-40-55)
'Son- of Fury' (20th) (3d wk). Just
(WB). Leading
okay $4,500, after reaping fine $6,500 —'Captains Clouds'
town wih a bie $18,000. Last week,
last round..
(WB) (2d wk).
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 30-35-42 "All Through Night'
55)— 'Captains Clouds' (WB). Flying added all rieht $7,900 to good initial
$13,800.
sesh
at
for good $13,000, or a shade better.
Times (Baker) (740; 17-28-39)—
Last- chapter, 'Look Who's Laughing'
Confessions Boston Blac'-le' (Col).
(RKO), $10,500, so-so.
$1,800. Last week, -Vampire
Lake (Warner) (800; 30-35-42-55) Fairish
Bat' (Indie), mild $1,200.
Laughing'

shiftover,

solidly

(2,300:

—

—'Look Who's
Not even worth the

less

which

Tucker's band at the Earle.
Estimates for Thl-) Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 35-46-57-68)—'
'Dumbo' (RKO) (2d wk). Palling-'
olT to $8,500. Opener netted sound'

35-53-67)— $12,500.

(2,800;

(CT)

run), at 33-40-50 scale, fair $3,500.

and blitzing away toward
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)—
Holdover already set. Last 'Ride 'Em Cowboy' (U). Dandy $12,$7,500.
(WB), 000. Last week, 'Son Fury' (20th),
week. 'Dangerously Live'
alley

(W

Thousand Horsemen' (Mono). Fair
$6,200. Last week, 'Died With Boot^
(WB) and 'Obliging Young Lady*
(RKO), second week, average $5,000,,

$4,300. not bad.
Tower (Jolfee) (2,110; 11-30)—
all right $10,500.
Maico (Lightman) (2,800; 10-33^4)
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 33-44-50)-^ 'Melody Lane' (U) and vaude. Aver—'Ball Firc^ (RKO). Gary Cooper 'Body Disappears' (WB) and Sammy age $6,000, Last week, 'Gentleman
goes back to Mr. Deeds -stuff and the Kaye's orch.
Swinging to a good at Heart' C.Oth) and vaude, ditto.
folks swarm back to the Malco,
for windup of theatre's combo
mebbe to $7,500. Last week, 'Helka- $14,000
policy this season; going straight pic.
Providence. Feb. 24.
poppin' (U).. $7,500. wham.
Hits Plan to Cut
Last week. 'Sing Worries Away'
'Woman of the Year' at Loew's
State (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—
State is getting the big play this 'Roxle Hart' (RKO). Ginger Rogers (RKO) and Connie Boswell heading
Vancouver 'Boothmen'
week, with 'Louisiana Purchase,' in Is black-bottoming own way for vaude. nice $11,000.
Vancouver, B. C, Feb. 24.
third weelc at Strand, and 'Hellz- $7,500, heavy sugar. Last week, 'Son
An attemptJs being made 'by cerapoppin,' in second stanza at Albee, Fury' (20th) (2d wk), $2,500, about
Metro's Cincy Chirper
also doing very nicely.
as expected.
tain interests' to scuttle the law
Estimates tor This Week
Palace (Loew) (2.200; 10-33-44)that compels a theatre owner io
28-39-50)—
(RKO)
(2,200;
Hepburn,
'Woman Year' (M-G).
Albee
Lucille Norman, 20-year-oId Cin- have two projectionists on duty
'Hellzapoppin' (U) and 'Father Takes Tracy nudging take to big $8,000.
is
being screened,
cinnati soprano, hag been inked to while a film
Wife' (RKO) (2d wk). Fell oft a bit, Last week, 'Bugle Sounds' (M-G),
a term pact by Metro. Femme, reg- James Gerard, delegate of the Probut still good enough for nice $7,500. $5,000, ahead of anticipations.
Socko $13,000 in first session.
Strand (Lightman) (1.000; 10-22- ular warbler on WLW, was caught jectionists' Union, charged befora
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1.400; 28-39- 33)—'Shut Big Mouth' (Col), three by member of the studio's eastern the Trades and Labor council.
50)— 'Son Fury' (20th) and 'Young days: "Confessions Boston Blackie' talent staff at one of the MetroGerard said he had learned that
America' (20th) (2d run). Stepping (Col). one day. and 'Bombay Clipper' politan Auditions of the Air.
an amendment relaxing the regulaLast week, (U). three days. Okay $1,700. Last
along to good $3,000.
Al Altman directed a test in New tions of the fire marshal's act which
'Man Dinner' (WB) and 'Steel Against week. 'Great Dictator' (UA), re-run,
from stipulates two projectionists must be
Sky' (20tM (2d run), fine $3,000.
three days;
'Call
Ellery
Queen' York, which brought a request
to on duty In picture houses seating
Louis
ship
the
gal
B.
Mayer
to
28-39-50)—
(Indie)
(Rep),
(1.400;
one day, and 'Cowboy SereFay's
Castle in Desert' (20th) and vaude. nade' (Rep), three days; $1,500, all the Coast at -once. She'll leave In 450 persons, was to be sought in the
about a week.
leeislature.
Fairish $5,800. Last week, Treat 'Em right

i

$17,000 IN PROVIDENCE

Down

-

Paramount

Mone«

—'Bugle Sounds' (M-G) (23 run)!and Tarzan's Treasure' (M-G) (2d'-'
30-40-53)— run). Spilt week getting sour $1,900.':
'Call Out Marmes' (RKO) and 'Play- Last week, .'Look Who'.i Laughing*
mates' (RKO). Meagre $4,000. Last (RKO), okay $2,500 for '^cond run,i,
week, 'Wolf Man' (U) and 'Jail
Boyd (WB) (2.585: 3b -10-57-68)—
'Woman of Year' (M-G) (3d wk).
House Blues' (U), so-so $3,500.
Orphenm (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)— Checking in with nice $11,000. Second
"Shanghai CSesture* (UA) (2d wk). week, heftv $16,000.
Looks like a good $3,500, following
Earle (WB) f2.768; 35-46-57-fi8-75)
snappy $5,500 last weelc
—'Lady Is Willing' (Col) with.)
St DenU (France-FUm) (2,500 30- Tommy Tucker orch and 'Little
40) 'La
Charette Fantome'
and Tough Guys' In person. Fair $18,000.
'Vieille d'Armes.' Despite Lent, good Last week, 'Gentleman
at Hearf
$4,500. Last week, 'L'Embuscede' and (20th) and Earl (iirroll's 'Vanities,*
Princess

$2,900.

20-28-39-44)

v2|900*

Faring
Willing'

"Babes Broadway' (M-G) (2d wk).
Pointing to neat $6,500 after a lush

up a
'Woman of Year' displaying greatNew (Mechanic) (1.581; 17-28-35est amount of virility, gunning for 44)—'Son Fury' (20th). Good $8,000. with Sammy Kaye s band as the
House goe« straight pix
$19,000 and rating a h.o. if it cracks a very solid figure for this limited magnet
that figure. Hipp also doing well seater. Last week. 'Remember Day' next week.
Estimates for This Week.
with 'Captains of Clouds,', but Palace (20th) (3d wk). added nice $3,300 to
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—
is riding in an average rut with $11,400 registered In previous weeks.
"Bedtime Story,' despite stage work
Boslyn (Levin) (800; 17-25-40-55) 'Captains of Clouds' (WB). Very
Last week, 'Bahama
of Connie Boswell and Woody Her'
'Sgt. York' (WB) (6th wk). More- good $13,000.
man's orch.
over from Stanley holding up profit- Passage' (Per), fairly good $10,000.
on
Capitol
(RKO) (2,000; 4S-SS)—
ably to $3,000 after good $18,400
Estimates for This Week

—

Capitol

In

$8,000 last week.

17-25-28-39-44-55-66)

Bright

Every first-run house in town Is $1,000 indicated. Last week. 'Call
had more life,
doing terrific business this week. Out Marines' (RKO),
^
'Battes on Broadway,' at the State, $1,500.
PaUoe (RKO) (3,700; 30-35-42-55has the lead, with 'Captains of the
66)— 'Bedtime Story' (Col) plus
Clouds,' at the Branford, and 'Bahama
Passage,' at the Paramount, directly Woody Herman's orch and Connie
Boswell. Satisfactory $18,000. Last
behind.
round, 'Wild Bill Hickok' (WB) and
Estimates for This Week
Sammy Kaye's orch, so-so $17,000
Adams (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-50-60) during one of season's coldest weeks,
—'Small Town Deb' (20th) plus which hurt Kaye's return to homeJuliette's All-American Girl orch, town.
Hal LeRoy and Georgie Price on
SUte (Loew's) (3,450: 30-35-42-55)
stage. These and five extra vaude —'Woman -of Year'
fM-G). Has
acts Monday evening will draw weak enough power and momentum to hit
$12,000. Last week, 'Road to Happi- around $19,000.
Last week, 'Gone
ness' (Mono)' and Lionel Hampton's With Wind' (M-G), on third visit,
band, good $15,000.
haony $18,000.
StUlnun (Loew's) (1.872; 30-35-42Branford (WB) (2,800 28-33-44-55)
Wind'
With
(M-G).
'Captains of Clouds' (WB). Will 55)— 'Gone
grab a dandy $16,500. Last week, Moveover getting good $8,000. Up
'Hellzapoppin' (U) and 'Paris Call- ahead, 'Design Scandal' (M-G) (2d
nice $5,000.
wk),
Ing' (U), okay $15,000.

—'Birth of Blues' (Par) and 'Kathleen (M-G). This second-run set has
been getting poor attendance and
will probably take mild $2,200. Last
week, Two-Faced Woman' (M-G)
and 'Bombay Clipper' (U). good

H.O^

Tommy

at $5,500.

'

BIZ GOOD;

ROONEY FINE $17,000

IS

Lead

'
Philadelphia, Feb. 24.
Two top-flight pix bowed in this
session to heavy patronage, while'
business in general continues to have^
a healthy tinge along Philly's flhn'
rialto. Checking in as the top-grosser:
of the week is 'Captahis of therj
Clouds,' which had a special showing)
at advanced prices for the Inquirer'ai
'Buy-a-Bomber' fund Slinday (22)'
prior to i\s official opening ct the':
SUnley last Wednesday (18). Also;
in the blue chips is 'Roxie Hart'
;

Hands on Clock' (Par). Fair $5,000.
Last week. 'Sullivan's Travels' (Par)
and 'Pacific Blackout' (Par), better

PACES BALTO

Century

BGzz, Lent Dent

30-40-50)

In at last minute, opening Sunday
(22) when third week of 'Son of
Fuiy* (20th) failed to hold up as
expected. Twinner should do around
$3,500 in five days, with house going to a regular Friday opening tT
week (27) with 'Hide 'Em Cowboy'
(U). I,ast week, 'Fury' in four days
of third week, about $3,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 30-44-60-66)
—'Blues in Night' (WB) and Lawrence Welk's orch. Consideringfact
that it's first stage date for Welk
here and that his star has only lately
begun to rise, $18,000 isn't bad.
Last week, Ina Ray Hutton-MIscha
Auer with 'Playmates' (RKO), just
short of $10,006.

B.O,s; 4

—

Cleve.;
;

Pyiy

Profit for house,

B'klyiKMvan,'

week.

last

(Indie) (3^00: 44-55-

$20,000, finger, 19G,

however.
.H.O.S, LENT BOP MONT'L
Tire/ $22,000, Blazing
State (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)—
"Woman of Year' (M-G) and 'Kath(M-G). Hepburn-Tracy going "Babes* $6,560, •Valley' SG on 2d
In
17G leen'
Week—"Bahama' Mild SO
to town, with Washington's birthday
helping towards big $17,000.
Last
Montreal, Feb. 24.
Brooklyn, Feb. 24.
week, "Shanghai <3csture'' (UA) end
Three holdovers at first^uns and
'Ball of Fire,' at RKO Albee, doing 'District
Attorney'
(Rep),
good some
mild dualers are not helping
booming biz in downtown sector. $12,600.
usual Lent slump, starting in early
Third week of 'Babes on Broadway'
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-39-50)—
and 'Yank on Burma Road' also liOuislana Purchase' (Par) (3d wk). here.
Estimates for This Week
garnering coin.
Still attracting attention for swell
Palooe (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
$5,000. Last week, nifty $8,000.
, Estimates tor This Week
'Green Valley' (20th) (2d wk). Good
Albee (RKO) (3.274; 30-40-50-55)
$6,000 after nice $7,500 last week
'BaU of Fire' (RKO). Sweeping
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
town to tune of magnificent $22,000.
'Bahama Passage' (Par) and 'No
Last week. 'Hellzapoppin' (U) and

Fox (Fabian) (4.023; 30-40-50-55)
'Bai Hickok' (WB) and 'Kildare's
Estlmatea for This Week
Victory' (M-G) (2d wk). Good $15,Fulton
(Shea)
30-50)— 000. Last week, ditto.
(1.700;

Bid (WB) (800; 30-40-50)—'Man
to Dinner' (WB) (4th wk). Fading
away in wind-up of month's engage
ment downtown. Tapering off to
weak $1,700,' on top of oksy ;3,000

—

'Man Headquarters
(Mono),
and Maxie Rosenbloom, Mischa Auer
65)

day run.

'Hellzapoppin' (U). Lot of interest
Met (Loew's) (3.618; 30-40-50-55)
in this one, as indicated by the —'Babes
Broadway'
(M-G) and
$110,000 original did in four weeks 'Burma Road' (M-G) (3d wk). Good
of its two engagements here at NiX' $17,000. Last week strong $20,000.
on, legit house. Film should get at
Paramount (Fabian) (4,126; 30-40
least $9,000, which means h.6. Last 50-55)— "Sullivan's
Travels'
(Par)
week, 'Lady for Night' (Rep) and and 'Pacific Blackout' (Par). Satisfactory $17,000.
.'Cadet Girl' (20th), around $4,000.
Last week, 'All
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300: 30-40 Through Night' (WB) and 'Glamour
80)— 'Woman of Year' (M-G) (2d Boy' (Par) (2d wk), good $17,000.
Strand (WB) (2,800; 30-40-50-55)
wk). Under ordinary circumstances,
opening week's biz for this one, -'Hurricane Smith' (Rep) and Ina
about $18,000, wouldn't have war- Ray Hutton's orch. Okay $6,000 hi
four days. Last week, 'No Hands
ranted a h.o. at a house that seldom
Clock' (Par) and stage show with
holds 'em, regardless of biz, but with
Mills Bros, and Cob Chester's orch,
little product
in sight Penn also good
$8,000, for same period.
has to get the most out of everything.
Looks like $13,000 at least
this

MetropoUUn

Capey,

and Clyde Lucas' orch. Not quite as
well as expected with $9,000 In four-

ft-

Plttsburgh, Feb. 24.

Rough' (U) and vaude, good $6,500,
Hajcstle (Fay) (2,200; 28-30-50)—
'Hoxle Hart' (20th) and 'Sunny Side'
.(20th).
Good $10,000. Last week,
'Son Fury' (20th) and "Young America' (20th), knockout $14,000.

'

.
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that

expectation

Becent

tough

when

it

came

unions

Is

OK

.

•

dition that no one can be dismissed
except for incompetence, drunkenness br dishonesty.

Further, the N. Y. deckhands have
Indicated a reclassification of the
Music Hall, Roxy and State is in
While not setting forth the
order.

(

exact demands In this connection so
far, it is believed the union has in
mind a double-crew provision such
as exists at the Paramount and
Strand where two shifts are worked.
due to long operating hours,
Meeting at which preliminary detnands were presented was held in
the office of L. E. Thompson, representing RKO, with C. C. Moskowitz, of Loew's; Frank Phelps, rep-

I

'

i.

)

j

collection of hl^ first snapshots, letters and schoolbooks he used here.
Slogan of the club, according to Milt
Hope, his uncle and head of the

Hope Metal Products
there's

Bob,

Co., is 'While

Hope.'

there's

20,000 Kids Partied By
J.

b

H. Cooper

Feteing

His Son's 13tfa Birthday
Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 24.
For the entertainment of some 20,000 youngsters in the territory of
Joseph H. Cooper's partnership with
Warners and' Paramount— Nebraska,
Oklahoma and Colorado the Cooper
houses were thrown open Saturday
(21) in observance of the 13th birth-

—

day of Joseph Cooper,

Jr.

All the situations, in tieups with

newspapers, had open house,
with kids admitted free for pix plus,
candy and ice cream.
Annual goodwill stunt has been

local

in

l-resenting Warner Bros.; Boh Weitlinan (Par), and Irving Lesser, managing director of the Roxy, attend{
ing.

coln,

35TH ANNI

year

;

Par Pnbficity Stunt

vogue for 12 years.

.

HEADS

VIC SHAPIRO

theatre operations at the home office
last summer, relieving Barney Balaban of these duties, Leonard H.
(Soldenson has been officially- designated president of Paramount TheIrving Berlin has asked Paramount atres Service Corp., subsidiary over
operations. Other titles handed out
third-of-a-century
the
off
to lay
Include Sam Dembow, Jr., and Leon
ballyhoo in connection with "Holi- Netter, vice-presidents; Montague P.
Arthur Israel,
day Inn,' Bing Crosby-Fred Astalre Gowthorpe, treasurer;
Jr, and Netter, assistant secretaries;
fllmuslcal, slated for July release, and Edith Schaefer, an attorney,
which Berlin composed^ The song- secretary. Dembow, who joined the
company a year ago, has been actsmith, by actual calendar date, is
ing as second In command under
marking 35 years in Tin Pan Alley, Goldenson without a title, nor has
but he doesn't want that tied in with GoldensoD had a title.
Before leaving Par some years
the Par picture to any sentimental
ago to join National Screen, Demor other extraordinary degree.
bow held the. title of president of
He's requested Par's-Al Wilkie to
Par 'Theatres Service Corp.
make broadcast tieups; in fact, Berlin will make the usual cocktailery
Nat« Goldstein's FOst
trips to huddle withtkey city press
Sprinefleld, Mass., Feb. 24.
people, as he did for 20th-Fox's Tin
Nathan E; Goldstein, president of
Pan Alley,' but beyond that it's just Western Massachusetts Theatres,
another straightforward commercial inc., has been named regional diwestern Mass. by the
for
rector
As a 10% gross
deal, says Berlin.
Massachusetts committee on public
participant in the film's success, hell
safety, amusement industry division
naturally tie in as far as possible on His region. No. 2, covers 39 theatres.
any
but
merchandising,
ballyhoo and
Gniet duty will be to train staffs for
other fanfare, as regards the 35th air raids and to protect patrons.
anniver.<ary, he requests, must be
HIscy Joins tIA In Denver
softpedalled.
Memphis, Feb. 24.
BerUn is due back In Hollywood
Homer Hisey, former head of
in three weeks or so to view the
Warner exchange here, has joined

CQAST JpiE FLACKS

FREE TAXI SERVICE AS
BIZ

HYPO

IN PHILLY

PbUadelphia, Feb. 24.
An experiment is being tried by
Stanley-Warner circuit for' the
ithe
Sedgewick, a key nabe in the
swanky Chestnut Hjll-Mount Airy

f
t

;

section of Philadelphia.
The house, recently refurbished,

I

has

Independent press agents formed
a permanent organization. The Tree-

Lance

Publicists,

and elected

'Vic

Shapiro president, Dale Armstrong
v.p.. Jack Melvih secretary, Maury
Foldare treasurer, and Beverly Bainett publicity contact.
Named, on
the executive committee were Russell Birdwell, Alan Gordon, Mack
Miller, Eric Ergenbright and Norman Millen.
Committee is drawing up a constitution and bylaws to be adopted
at the next meeting, March 4. First

huddle was attended by

Hearst

Still

21.

Frowns On

'

instituted,

\ tions,

free

among

taxicab

to

and

Vodka Pix

ra-

dius of the house,
The cab service is worked out on
a special rate deal with a taxi firm
^ building up its neighborhood service
tire and'aiito r'ationI In view of the
'5 Ing.
In order to get the free trans; porta tion,
there must be four or
more persons coming together.
S-W officials are watching the re\
suits of this experiment with a view
extending the policy to other
t to
residential sec\i houses in the better
i tions of the city and suburbs.
'li

''

'

Russia, Even

lesser Innova-

service

from the theatre within a mile

il

Pittsburgh, Feb. 24.
Rest of the Allied world may look
upon Russia as a friend now, but
not' William Randolph Hearst.
He
"sttir-has to -make-up with 'Pal Joey'
Stalin.
At least that's the attitude
of His local afternoon sheet, the Sun
Telegraph, which will have np truck
with
Soviet
pictures
now that
they've recently come back into the
good graces of the American film
going public.

BALLY

final cut.

United

FOREIGN AD-PUBUCrrV
CHIEFS SET CAMPAIGNS

Ai-lists

exchange

iii

Denver

Hisey retired from
as sale-:';)aiLlocal post last year because of ill
ness. Reported fuUy recovered.
L. E. (Jick) Downing, ownermanager of the Haven theatre,
Brookhaven, Miss., was seriously Injured last week when his car left

the highway and overturned. ShowThe International Publicity Com- man suffered fractured skull and Inmittee,
chiefs

*i

i

j

Denver Closings
Denver, Feb. 24',
Four -closings, in the .Denver area.
Include the Rex at Casper, Wyo., and
the Rex, Rocky Ford, Colo., operated
by GIbraler Enterprises; C. J. Coloslmo shuttered Blalto,- Fruita, Colo.,
and Boyd Buss enlisted in the Army,closing his Mesa, Norwood. Colo.
John LIndhart Is -back as assistant
manager at the -Denver, succeeding
Howard A.< Fitzgerald, who enlists.
Cain,
M-G-M salesman,
Robt.
named to board of directors of
Rocky Mountain Screen Club, succeeding Jack Langan, who was
.

moved

as well as Republic, will
huddle again next Monday .(2) to
discuss developments on its plan to
cooperate with the Co-Ordinator of
Inter-American Affairs. At the last
session about a week ago, the committee assigned definite duties to
reps from each distributor after
electing Kenneth Clark, chairman,
and Joel Swensen, secretary.
'While the committee decided to
allow the matter of placing patriotic slo/ra->s on advertising matter,
as suggested by Gerald Keyser, of
Warner Bros., up to individual companies, subsequent reports indicate
that the suggestion is already being
different
several
incarried out
Latin-American countries.
Keyger's slogan was picked up in
Cuba and approved by the Film
^nglish
Board in that country,
translation of the slogan Is) 'Campaign for Victory; United We Will
Be Victorious.' Words were shifted

is

In

K. C.

WB's

70 In Service

PbUadelphia, Feb. 24.

Seventy members of the Warner
Bros, organization have been called
to the colors, officials of the circuit,

and exchange revealed last week
Serving with the Aimy, Navy and
Marine Corps are the following:
P. DlMascIa, Ted MUke, Al Guinta,
Pete DeMarco, Ken Schmelz, Warren
Gordon, Robert Trotta, Alex Allan,
Harold Hogan, Jack Mulhall, Larry
Cohen, Jack Radcllft, Herbert
Abrams, F. Greenberg, Harold Brason, I. Passman, C. Napoltello, Dan
Davltt, Bob Lear, Thomas Ganzano.
Also Abe Sherman, William Drau-

A. Tanski, L. Sullivan, A.
Wahle, Al Macks, Tom Fill, Robert
Willett, John Parton, Don Saunders,
J. Kirk, Dick Parks, Paul Marsden,
M. Halko, Herman LIchtman, N. Lleberman, J. Watson, A. Lauria, Ben
Kaplan, E. Bollnskl.
Also R. Curry, William Haines,
John Benner, George Domers, I.
MacFarland, Robert Frick, Robert
Scott, William Reever, Al Orodenjer,
David Cooper, S. Rosen, M. Presby,
E. Zehringer, J. Sacks, W. Jacoby,
gells,

Angeline, 'Robert Gibbons, Thomas
Abramson, Fred Martin,
A. Pomante, Paul London, R. Nubbmyer, William Bloch, S. Rabinowitz,
S. Derfler, A. Blumbcrg, Fred Emhardt and James Welsh.
J.

Lainhoff, B.

Torchase' As

Legit

Pic Version's Trailer

Kings' Daughters
Pittsburgh, Feb.

Vancouver Changes
Vancouver, B.

C.,'

Feb! 24.

Babe Coval, Warners manager
here, made, manager of Montreal
,

Elaces.

Earl Dalglelsh, booker, reDouglas White, assistant
now chief booker.

ooker. Is

Lincoln, Neb., Mgr. In Air Corps
Lincoln; Neb., Feb. 24.
Former manager Alvin Hendricks,
of the Varsity, is stationed at Camp
Wallace, Texas, in the air corps.
Varsity and State theatres have
picked up $14,000 worth of im-

provements; new marquee and triangular spinning sipn at the 'Varsity

—

1

|1

House

SeatUe, Feb. 24.

hospital in Brookhaven.

branch.

Seattle

Roy Gordon, ex-actor and prdducer. Is up from California, and has
succeeded Lieo Bogart, resigned, as
manager of Sterling Chain's RivoU,
formerly the State, burlesque house.

Injury.

Downlhg

to

Boy Gordon's

Howard Martin,
group of foreign ad-publicity ternal Injuries.
formed by major film com- second occupant of the auto, escaped

panies

and new seats at the State.
Harvey Travlor. manaper of the
Lincoln, into the army. Bob Quinn
takes over.
John Grabenstein, Eustis, Eustis,
Neb., is double-track-minded on pictures.
Has a theatre and a photo
around a bit in Chile, and then shop.
Warner
Walt Bradley, Neligh, is among
Whenever Art Cinema, local for- adopted by the Film Board.
Bros, will use the same slogan in the busiest of Nebraska's exhibs.
William Yurasko is manager of eign film site, books in a Russian Peru, with approval yet to be given He's on the draft board, park board,
pic,
all
it
can
expect
from
was
the
Sun
idea
The
Sedgewick.
boy scout council and leader in the
j| the
Film Board.
Tele is a two-stick reader before by the
'
9 worked o it with Steve Barutio, man
In Mexico, the design and words Chamber of Commerce.
No
5 Bger of the district in which the opening day, and that Ls all.
l>een shifted around a bit but
review whatever. First Soviet film have
Sedgewick is located.
Cleveland Inductions
there will use the
all companies
to play Art Cinema in couple of
Cleveland, Feb. 24.
Keyser.
outlined
by
slogan
Anthony Laurie and Laurence
years, 'A Day in Soviet Russia.'
Weisberg,
assistant
managers at
was double-billed with reissue in
Tripoli'
Triple for
Warner's Hippodrome, called into
sound of Charlie Chaplin's TiUie's
Be' StiD Tripling
Army. Ben Engel, formerly at nabe
Punctured Romance'" and Hearst
Uptown, and Irving Rueben, In
sheet devoted its entire notice of
San Diego, Feb. 24.
booking department, replacing them.
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
bill to Tillie,' Just mentioning 'Day
Lytel, manager of State in
Triple world premiere of To the
To Be or Not to Be,' Carole Lom- Robert
In Soviet Russia' In last line.
Lima„0., also Inducted.
Shores of Tripoli," story of the U.S.
starrer which had

1

is part of the Ned E. Depinet sales
drive of RKO.

Placed in charge of

Union was represented by Bob

Anstedt, president; Solly Pernik, v.p.
and Vincent Jacoby, business agent,
^ Another session to go further Into
the matter will <|>robably be held
before the end of this week.

i

Numerous Paramount homeoffice
executives were in Washington over
the weekend attending festivities In
connection with the opening of the

BERLIN NiXES

wants a one-

1

instead of a two-year deal,
to the assumption that It desires to leave the way open for addemands next February.
ditional
In addition to the stiff increase in
scale sought by the stagehands, they
•want two weeks vacation with pay
Ir-.tead of one.
demanding the
is
Also, No. 1
elimination of the so-called seasonal
employment agreement which heretofore has given theatres the privilege of dismissing an entire crew
once a year in favor of hiring a new
one. In lieu of this the union wants
-to impose upon the theatres the con-

They'll be held March IB at the
Strand, Providence; Shubert, CinLincinnati; Lafayette, Buffalo, and

Par Exchange Preem; Theatre Briefs

Leslie

The N. Y stagehands has informed
representing
committee
labor
theatres that it feels it is entitled
to a 15% Increase in salary as well
as various conditions which were not
that
contract
the
old
in
called for
This boost is
expired on Feb. 1.
wanted retroactive to Feb. 1, but
time Local No.'

Preem of Columbia's The Invaders' at the Capitol, N. Y., March
four similar
5, will be followed by
ballyhooed debuts in other cities.

An

Zuhon Balahan, Agnew to D.C. (or New

Premiere

Cleveland, Feb. 24.

B

leadmg

It's

in 5-City

Miami- Beach.
company's new exchange there, said
Picture was mpde in England and to be the most modern in the counin the area
Canada and stars Laurence Olivier, try. Many exhibitors attended
the
Howard and .'Raymond Mas- served by Washington
Four local relatives of Bob Hope,
social events.
originally titled '49th two days of
was
It
sey.
who grew up ik Cleveland, orFunctioning hosts were Earl SwelParaUeL'
headquartermanager
gart, district
ganized a Bob Hope fan club here
J. E. Fonand
Philadelphia,
fng
at
"Louthe
star's
as a timely plug for
tame, Washington branch manager.
isiana Purchase,' during its run at
Adolph Ziior, Barney Balaban,
Loew's State. Charter was drawn
NeU Agnew, Austin Keough, Bob
up by Ed Fisher, the theatre's pubGillham, Charles Reagan, J. J. Unlicizer,
who also nominated Ivar
ger, Oscar Morgan, Alec Moss, G. B.
Hope, Fred Hope, Milton Hope and
J. iFrawley, A. J. Richard, Claude
Lee and C. N. Odell were In D. C.
Sidney Hope to the organization's
from the h.o.
board of governors.
They're all brothers and nephews
Goldenson's Title
of the actor who are building up a
Paramount

Theatrical Protective Union (stagehands), with whom negotatihg difBculties are probable.

this

Words,

In Other

to re-

evidenced by
Ihe demands made upon Greater
New York theatres by Local No. 1,

-ncwal of contracts

Fdm

Want 15% T3t

In Lahor Demands;

'.tvould get

Olivier-Howard-Massey

Tougher

N. Y. Stagehands Getting

i

1

21

During two-week run of "Louisiana Purchase' in Pittsburgh, Penn
thertre, where screen version will
play, grabbed a lot of publicity for
film by keeping columnists supplied
with information that picture would
open five days after play closed, despite Insistence of stage producers
that a contract clause called for at
least a fortnight's lapse.
As It so
happened, h.o. of "Woman of the
Year,' with 'Captains of the Clouds'
yet to follow at Penn, will push
'Purchase' back but interest cinema
house managed to stir up while
original was still running "In town
Is expected to be of endless value
time at

In

b.o.

As far as 'Purchase' (stage) Is
concerned, hiSwever,
doesn't believe two versions attract same type
of audience and as proof of that,
musical is going into Boston for an
engagement despite fact that picture has already been, released there.
Boston
Washington,
will
follow
where show Is currently playing, and
Hub rim will wind up show's tour.

,

To

RKO

Marines, is slated here March 24 in
three theatres, the Fox, State and

Defense Stamp Admish

Plaza.

Half the picture, produced by
20th-Fox, was filmed here at the

Uarine

base,

v.-ith,

hun^eds

of sea'

going soldiers for atmosphere.

Kistner Prexies Painters

Jersey City, Feb. 24.
Skouras' State theatre here ran a
.

'Stamp Out Peril' show
morning (23) for chlli^'en,
fort to assist the
drive.

Monday
in

an

ef'

Government bond

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
A 10c defense stamp admitted a
Motion Picture Painters Local 644 child and a 25c stamp an adult
elected Jack Kistner president to Management Is turning receipts over
Show, pre
to the (government
succeed Jack Wamock, resigned.
Kistner won the ballot over three
opponents, 'William Ball, A. Fried:
Ernst Hoffman.

man and

sentcd before the usual opening of
the State, was made up of shorts

having kid appeal.

bard-Jack Benny
a three-theatre preem in Los Angeles last Thursday (19), will switch
theatres Thursday (26) but continue
Opening
to play in three houses.
was at the State, Chinese and Car
thay. Carthay will continue the run
while the film will be shifted from
the State and Chinese to the Wilshire and United Artists.
Pic also debuted last Thursday at
Long Beach and Santa Barbara and
on Friday- at San Bernardino, Ventura and Phoenix. These will be the
last openings until general release
on March 6, when 350 dates have
been set
Top grosses over the holiday
weekend were scored in al) openings.
,

KollU Beads

RKO

In Denver
Cincinnati, Feb. 24.

Albert L. Kolitz, salesman Ih the
Cincinnati exchange, promoted
to head the office at Denver, succeeding B. J. McCarthy, resigned.

RKO
He

started in the new post Monday
(23). With RKO at Cincinnati since
had been with various
other companies as salesman previ-

Ber^an's
For U ; May

Special Bally

HQ N.Y. Later

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Bergman, former New
York advertising head of 20th-Fox,

Maurice

is at the Universal studio huddling
with John Jaieph, publicity head of
the company, on future -picture
campaigns. Reported this Is a prelude to his transfer to the home
office in N. Y.
Lou Pollock Is in charge of publicity-advertising on the eastern end.

1936, Kolitz

Nate Blumberg. president of U,
he knows nothing of a h.o.
Bergman though confirming
Is at the studio working with
3 Joseph on special exploitation mathas been set aside for a drive on
ters.
film shipments by RKO as tribute to
This could rtean Bergman may bethe company's three division heads.
Bob Mochrie, Walter Branson and come exploitation director of the
Leo Devaney. Film shipment push company at N. Y.
ously.

states

post for

BKO's Three-riy Drives
The period of March 14 to April
-

he

.

.
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STATE,

Her hip-waving, legstandpoint.
N. Y.
tossing style is .showmanly and surprisingly enough elicited few leUiarks from the balcony here, a houst
Abdiillnli Girls; Mnrjorie Knopp;
Alvlno Key orch (13) with Kin0 noted for its roughness. Miss Hutton
Blocle tt Sully; Smart & Len; Jimmy
Sisters, Sheets HtirfuTt, Gil Lamb,
that
so
too,
knows her arrangements,
Lane Bros., Dick Morgan Bill 5chnl- her wild wand work has a purpii.'je Durante; 'Mr. Bug Goes to Toum'
(Pnr).
Icn. £ddte JuHoii, Don Bnlccr; 'Babeyond what meets the eye. In dihama Passaoe' (Par), reuieiued in recting neatly wrillen versions ol
•Varletv' Dec. 10, '41.
Jimmy Durante is being Jimmy
"Dark Eyes.' 'White Cliffs' and a few
others, she gives an impres.'ion of Durante in the best Durante style
This show consL-iU of performers knowing whai it's all about, Foster, this week Kt the State. This means
who've been here before, including narrow-ranged but well-liked ban- that il's a contribution to present
Alvino Key's orchestra with the King tone, got solid hand on the abovc- pleasure and a reminder of an
Lane
and the
Sisters, Gil jjimb
He ."still uses
earlier Broadway.
nained numbers and 'Dear Mom."
It's brisk, agreeable diBrothers.
Burns Tsvins and Evelyn Price, that anthem to the culch. 'Its
version over the 56-m'.nute route, tapsters, tee off. Their nicely pei- uhoney but it's my street.' and the
with Harry Rubin's elTecis providing formed routines lack pacinp. Start lyrics concern vanished landmarks,
The Ivrics
nice backgrouno. notably for Don Is unison hard-shoe, then fast duo by like Grav's drug store.
Baker's organ Mint. Rubin has come boys, ballet tap by blonde looker, may be dated a bit but the tune and
up with a clever impression of a more fa.<!t stuff by men and trio fin- Durante's singing of it remain
/
train on the move for Baker's or- ish. Frank Conville and Sunny Dale classic.
As an entcrtainei^ Durante, when
ganalog of "Chattanooga Choo-Choo.' open weakly, then hit a good, conuKey, of course, still is featured at cal stride via Convillc's costumed in feltle. is also classic. Out there
like a
the guitar, includin-; an electrical aping of Charlie Chaplin, using the on the platform, legs apart
vibrating at the neck
one. He also carries a regular gui- familiar laxi-dancer routnie, often cheer leader,
line as he clowns through his songs,
Outstanding of seen in burlesque.
tarist in the band.
he's simultaneously two things that
the band arrangements is "Heart of - Maxello.'?. one of the best risley
seem mutuallv contradictory. First,
Texas,' a popular rccorclmK by the turns around, close, a lipolT on what
his
one
from
only
he's un'oue. The
Skeets Hurfurt and Bi^l bookers thousht of the rest of the particula'- mould.
ban.
But then he's
Stunts performed by three typical. Typical of a group, an era
Schallen step down from the band- show.
stanc" for vocals of the number, with men—and two girls are sock, done
Arid it is reassuring to
.•>n attitude.
other members of the orchestra wilh such excellent limmg and pre- the oldtimcrs to see that he can still
backing as a chorus. The two sing- cision that they're made to look as stop a show, that the seatwarmers
on
ers also appear earlier on the show, simple as two-and-two. Best act
wake UP in a big way under the
both of them getting across nicely. the bill.
sun rays of his dynamic ways.
Dick Morgan and Eddie Julian
He's generous, too. No skimpinfl.
weren't doing solos at this catchAt the end Eddie Jackson comes on
ing.
for one of those old groun numbers
•
Main song punch is lent by the
of which Lou Clayton is the missing
third member (he's in California).
tour King Sisters, all in white and
Plitlndelphta, Feb. 21.
making a nice appearance. They do
Tonimi; TiicJccr Orch (12) loith The audience showed genuine sentiJackson, now baldish and a
five numbers together, while one of Amu Amell, Kerurin SomenjUIc, Don ment.
Ber- little stouter, is still a strutting colthe girls singles 'I Said No,' with Rey Brouin; Hnlly Chester &
on the electrical guitar. Sisters as a oer (Little Totiflh Guys); Amnut league par excellence. With Durante
quartet do the special arrangement Bros. U Nellie (5); 'Lady is WillmB* whamming the piano, interrupting
himself with cracks, throwing down
of 'Tiger Rag,' which (hey do in (Col).
his
hat tearing the instrument
'Sing Your Worries Away,' recent
apart, it's all familiar routining but
Parar.ioimt picture they made with
Those who like their swing sugary fast tight meaty, constantly divertthe orch.
won't be rationed at the Earle this
Lamb, lanky comedian under con- stanza after weeks of the brassy ing and it's our Broadway, too.with
Eve Sully does a bit
tract to Paramount, which recently variety.
So does Jesse Block
Dura'hte.
picked up his option for another
After teeing off with 'Elmers earlier, and the State's very able pit
year, is a strong hit with talk and Tune,' Tucker takes the wraps oft
pianist. Dave Lap'n, participates- in
hoke. His impression of a jitterbug his saxophonist, Kerwin Somerville,
kidding keyboard duet on the
coming into the Par is extremely Who voices two of the band's clicks, stage.
funny, while the rou'.lnu of a niugg- 'Man' Who Comes Around' and 'Seven
Other comedy turn of the current
with a mop just inducted into the Beers with the Wrong Woman.'
bill
is.
of course. thU; self-same
army also gets bountiful laughs. couple of Tucker's recording faves Block and Sully. They. too. are fa,,
Properly guided he should do well continue the pace and then Don miliar
entertainment.
Broadway
In Alms.
Brown baritones 'Laughing Matter,' (Block works through the show as
Lane Bros, are on early in their and 'Dear Mom.' Then, backed by the
lidit emcee).
The orossflrc they
novelty acrobatics and dancing, with male choir and tricky lighting. Brown use is distinctly fresh. So fresh at
the rope-jumping stunts getting them winds up with a bang on 'St. Cecelia.' points that one or the other of the
over in sock fashion. Act has plenty
Other vocalist is the statuesque, >elr fluRed lines opening day. It
of originality.
blonde Amy Amell, whose pipes s, on the whole, bright patter and
C/wr.
match her neat looks as she gives their minutes on the rostrum are
out with 'You Made Me Love You,' effective, a click combo of fast ma

PARAMOUNT,

N. Y.

ROXY,

and if paUnpatter reaction Is
N. Y.
any gauge he'll be back. Mouthorgan pumper fairly rocked me
house with his harmonica virtuosity.
Johnny Burke; Jeanne Brideson;
He's varied his style somewhat by Ra« * Budells; Jere McMahon; Murcutting down on volume to conserve roy Leonard; 12 Esquires; 6 Men of
supply of instruments. But even so, Sona: Goe Foster Roxyettes; Paul
what he can do with a harmonica Ash House Orch; 'Roile Hart' (20tli),
is out of this world.
reviewed In •Variety* Feb. 4, '42.

farl.

The custardpie ballroomology of
the Blanchards is patterned along
familiar Unes, but It's funny. NothThey
ing subtle about these two.
start taking prattfalls before they
do, a time step. Audience liked it
though.
ladderstandard
are
Novellos
Two

balancing turn, accomplishing quota
spectacular stunt with femmc
working on trapeze and he atop ladder. Mutt cUmbs ladder and perches
Good
on his dome for bowoll.
Leslie.
opener.

of

STANLEY, PITT

.

EARLE, PHILLY

Hams

.

A

•

TOWER,

and fast performers. They
count a good many giggles and for
a finale go into 'We're Having a
Baby.' tiine sung by Eddie Cantor
in 'Banjo Eyes.'
It's typical of 1942 that an act
like Block and Sully, veterans of
innumerable State bookings and
solidly established as a standard
ment of most Hollywood in -person vaude two-act, are advertised as
'Sailor' steps
acts poor material.
radio's 'Joe and Khel Turp.' In the
out of his tough-^ character for a latter connection they appeared for
fair vocal rendition of 'Love of a short tiirie only in a trial run over
Mine* and 'Frcnesl.' They wind up WMCA, New JTork. Even so slight
their stint with a couple of imitations and Inconclusive an association with
that are just fair.
the rival medium becomes a point
The Arnauts (5) are still as clicko thought worthy of billing.
as ever with their tricky fiddling and
Other three acts on the bill are the
bird-imitation act. A little too Con- neat Abdullah Girl acrobats, hottinental tor an Earle-type audience, singer Marjorle Knapp and dancers
they're still a hangup act.
Stuart and Lea.
Miss Knapp has
House jammed Friday night (20) vitality and an authoritative apShal.
proach.
Bek results for the dance
turn come from a cape routine, including lifts, under a spotlight.
In a voice punctuated by panting
the male member declares to the
customers that the inspiration for
Chicago, FeET 20.
this number came from a visit to a
Johnny Long Orch. (15) u>ith Helen bullflight in Mexico City. The good
Young, Bob Houston; Southern Sis neighbor touch!
Land.

'I Said No' and 'How About You?'
K. C.
The Little Tough Guys, Hally
CMurph') Chester and Harris
Kansas City. Feb. 21.
('Sailor') Berger, come on with a
& Frank Andre; Sltavo Sher- knockabout act in which they try to
man; Kofco & Teddy: Jack Lavier put on a junior edition of the
& Co.; Jimmy Bunn; Herb Sii House Stooges. They don't succeed. The
Orch; Joy Grouer; 'Melody Lane' (U) kids suner from the common ail

Fern

Tower's

vaude

bill this

week is a standard
medium results.

layout,, with

The Herb Six

hou.'e orch is on the
stage and Jimmy Bunn (New Acts)
is again spotting the acts and
adding*
his own singing to the offerings. The
42 minutes strike nearer the house
average- than the preceding bill.
Six and his crew start it off with a
medley of Latin-American rhythnis,
and Bunn then takes over to route
the acts, opening with the Andre
brother-sister tap turn.
Twosome
masUy gives out with an eccentric
style,
but closinj; modem tap to
swing version of 'Poet and Peasant'
is
semi-interpretative and best of
their antics.
In the deuce Shavo

Sherman runs through

his repertory

modern

toe dance.

Teelerboard acrobatics contributed

by Koko and Trddy are

in a comedy
vein, with sliijht. d'oning Teddy as
straight man
for
Koko's juvelsh
capers. Closln? as!:ii;nment is to

Jack Lavier and partner.

This vet
has built a velvety act out of a combination of one acrobatic trick balancing on a rocking chair on a Irapeze plus his partner's outlandish
costumes and a garrulous comedy

—

-

—

chatter.

House

P

Is

In Its

average biz groove
Quia

STRAND, B'KLYN
Ina Ray HuUon Orch (15). with
Stuart Foster; Burns Ttoiiis & Evelyn
Price; Frank Conuille toith Sunny
Dale; Maxellos (5) ; 'Hurricane Smith'
(Rep).
Ina Ray Button's fair band and trio
of diversely styled acts formed approximately SO minutes of stage fare
that was below house's usual standit rated

ard over the weekend, but

okay

when
Itself.

name

The half-flUed house
caught seemingly
enjoyed
Miss Hutton's is the only

generally..

In the

Hutton

weak marquee

band

dressing.

three trumpets,
three trombones, four sax. four
rhythm, and vocalist Stuart Poster
Is a greatly improved combination
fitted with better arrangements than
it has ever had; it plays in a fairly
clean style, its best points being good

tempo and an
fills

On

of

electric guitarist

who

solo spots with interesting work.
the debit side the outfit occasiontones, particularly

ally projects poor
from the trumpet

trio.

Leader's batoning, of course. Is the
appeal from an audience

major

-

—

for the

to sell his stufi lor top results.

Sheridan, Leo Fortin, Euerett Olson; geta a lot ot laughs.
Six Men ot
Birth of the Blues' (WB)
Song, also working elsewhere on the
show, close the proceedings singing
William Penn hotel here has been a military medley, the finale followof
biglot
for
a
the gateway point
ing.
time bands. Kay Kyser was one of
Opening set Js that ot the deck of
them, So was Johnny Long. Law- a battleship, with the Gae Foster
rence Welk is another. Accordion Roxyettes, Twelve Esquires and Six
wiz with the "Champagne Music' Men of Song in a song and dance
at
break
real
first
trademark got his
routine to which color is .lent by
local inn. and went on from here to manipulation ot signal flags and
climb into the top money, so there's phosphorescent lighting effects. This
something of « home-town claim on set also serves tor the comedy
him. But he's gone a long, way since trampoline act of Rae and the Ruthose days three years ago although dells (New Acts), a very good turn
the basis for his currently popular ot its kind.
style was being laid even then.
Jere McMahon works In one at'Champagne Music' is an accui-ate tired as a sailor doing a tap routine
description—bjibbly. sparkling, float- backed by the girls. He's an exing and soothing, the latter above cellent hooter but amounts to little
all.
Not that Wc3k can't when oc- more than a bit here. Also In one
casion or audience demands, knock is Jeanne Brideson, concert violinist
out a hot swing tune with the best who has played here before. She's
of them, but even when he is in- doing a Spanish number and a
vading a medium alien to his own, classical novelty, latter particularly
he still manages to background it requiring expert fiddling.
Scored
against his own Individual and ex- strongly when caught
tremely Ustenable trademark. Styling
An army camp setting is provided
is easy on the ear, like the pleasant
for Burke, with the Foster line and
plunk ot spring, and effects are the chorus boys, all as soldiers,
whipped into shape mostly by clari- working a tap rout..
that stands
nets, considerable organ played to
out Bob-Haiinon, the Roxy singing
the hilt by Jerry Burke, a touch of
spotted at various points
accordion which Welk plays master- host is
with his workman-like tenor.
fully, a sustained violin obligate and
Business big Thursday night, with
a faint backgroimd of saxes.
'Roxie Hart' (20th), starring Ginger
The two vocalists, Bill Taylor, who Rogers, apparently being the major
steps down from brass section, and lure.
Char.
Jayne Walton are okay although
Taylor, who does This Love of Mine
Matter,
Laughing
No
and This Is
could up his volume and improve
Never
his diction to advantage.
looks as though he means or feels
Boston, Feb. 20.
what he's singing either. Miss WalDave Apollon Co. <3) with Crale
ton may be a little short on s.a. but
she's long, on pipes and her way Manners (4); Gautler's Bricklayers;
with Tleaven Is Miift Again' 'Maria Lewis & Van; Lorraine & Rognan;
Elena' (In Spanish) and 'Darktown Sttsan Miller with Al Siegel; The
Strutter's Ball' la high class and way Jansleys (4); 'Whafs Cookin" (U).
above general run of average femme

OLYMPIA, MIAMI

'

.

KEITH'S BOSTON

band

vocalist.

Welk show has only two

,

.

outside

Miami, Feb. 20.
John' Boles; Sheila Barrett; Ixirry
Adler; The Blanchards; 2 Novellos;
cordings.
The Andrews Sisters, on Harry Reser House Orch; 'Bahama
the other hand, have been top-line Passage' (.Par).
Chicago boxoffice for several years
This is the Olympia's anniversary,
and their reception at this show in
dicnted their b.o. power is brighter and Al Weiss is getting the most
welcome present tor which any manthan ever.
On song showmanship they remain ager could ask a socko stage layout
a standout trio of tune-tossers. They that will al least approach the house
look better than ever, being ward
attendance record. If not break it
robed and groomed to a nifty style. Locals who haven't seen a queue this
Long orchestra is well constructed season ore giving the matinee moUs
and puts plenty of wham behind cv a double take, with the coppers getcry song. Long is okay as maestro ling the call to set up lines aroimd
and m.c, though his fiddling is just the theatre.
so-.<:o.
But the btler is not ImporPhenomenal business can be traced
tant alongside of the excellent instru- to one thing the surefire parlay of
mentalizing by others in the orches- John Boles, Sheila Barrett and Larry
tra.
Adler. It's the clickiest combination
Band vocalist Helen Young could to hit here In months, and the payees
have used a better wardrobe when can't seem to get enough of them.
caught, but she looks okay on her
Boles scored heavily here last
bright
youthfulncss
scored year, but this tlrtfe he really whams
and
nicely with some pop tonsilling. Bob 'em.
'Vet singer has rare knack ot
Houston has the Bing Crosby flair pleasing both sexes, and nearly
and makes the most of it in his war- knocks himself out, even going so
bling,
far as to cut loose on '(Chattanooga
'Southern Sisters are a couple ot Choo-Choo.' Sang seven songs and
acrobatic dancers who do disappoint- still had such a tough job making
ingly little after a lot of maneuver- his getaway that they had to shoo;
ing to get set tor each trick. Girls the filcker on to quiet the house.
have little to offer a flrst-cla.<!s the- Boles may be getting gray, but -he's
atre stage and indicate better results still the genial, capable songster he
in a small nitery.^wt\(re nothing mat- always was.
ters
much.
Shetf' and
Raymond
Miss Barrett remains possibly the
mopped up on this audience with cleverest femme mime on the stage
some ot the unfunniest burlesque today. Her delineations, as always,
dancing seen in a long time. Bur- are sketched with insight and clarity.
lesque tango, conga, adagio, etc., .was As a satirical impressionist, she's
right down the alley tor this audi- tops. La Barrett has added several
ence, and the pair had to speech new routines, but her pro-southern
away finally. So this reviewer must belle remains biggeat laugh-getter
here.
Also injects a socky defense
be wrong.
Businc.<;s fine at the last show Fri- bond plug that wax well received.
Gold.
This is Adler's initial southern sa<
day (20).

—

—

This

a good variety bill.
Laurel and Hardy

is

inally,

Orig-

were

gets and they're both cUckeroos.
booked for this date, but had to canieorge Rogers Dancers, two boys
11th hour because ot
and a girl follow currently popular cel at the
Hardy's illness. Dave Apollon was
stjrle of kidding the adagk), starting
out in conventional style and then rushed in to fill the gap, and he does
;oing for the nonsense, including a very satidactory job ot m.c.ing and
the
For
etc.
in
his next-to-shut spot
entertaining
Dreakaway pants, coats,
legit
and
himself
kids
Dialectician
finish, threesome does some
Tied, bounces on and off with the Introes
tricks and they'r* topflight
thlnra up here, and deservedly so. until his turn comes. Joshes his two
on
Gal, Incidentally, is plenty heavy
Filipino musicians (guitar and dogCarAllan
is
glammer. Other turn
house), then. bangs into a medley ot
ney, first time around for comedy 'Dark Eyes' and a Hungarian Rhap-

impersonator,

who has some good

material, a punchy delivery and a
great sense ot mimicry,

Cohen.

Johnny Long orchestra, which

has carved a niche for itself in the
east but is known little in Chicago
other than through highly rated re-

.

Johnny Burke.
,
The soldier monologlst S act Is
particularly timely now and Burke
shouldn't have to hunt dates. Most
of his material is the same as that
which he's done for years, but it's
stlU funny and to many- among the
newer generation it's all new. A
comedian who for years was standard in vaudeville, Burke knows how

Burke
single,
topping his
In
Pitfsburg/i, Feb. 20.
works with the Six Men of Song,
Lawrence Welfc Orch (14) with all as soldiers, with Murray Leonard
Jayne Walton; George Royers Dan- playing sergeant The drill routine,
Allan Carttey, Tomiiiy with Burke doing everything wrong,
cers
(3),

CHICAGO, CHI

mimicking name performers.
Wisely selects performers of similar ters (2); Shea & Raymond; Andrews
stature and has a bit of flare at imi- Sisters
the Doy'
(3); 'Remember
taling. such as Ted Lewis. Jolson,
(20th).
Butterworth and Groucho Marx.
Joy Grovcr. teenish am entry, exhibThis is the flrst time In Chicago
its a creditable
of

terial

Going all-out for the red-whiteand-blue, Fanchon St Marco salutes
the army, navy and marines in this
stage layout with good results. Show
runs 43 minutes, is compact, and, in
addition to beine colorfully flashy,
through
strong punch
a
packs

Lahiff' s
II

Tavern

Frank Garrlty, who

mandolin. Brings on Gale Manners,
an eye-opening blonde soprano with

an excellent voice. She sings 'Love'
and This Love offline,' both warmly received, Apollon closes with a
'Russlan-Hawaiixi-Fillplno jam sesthe turn nicely.
Another new singing personality
here Is Susan Miller, protege ot Al
sion' that finishes off

Continued from page

his lease.

sody, with himself plunking a fancy

con-

Siegel,

who accompanies on

piano.

ducted the Gaiety bar at the corner Miss Miller Is a versatile pop vocalist
ot 4flth street and Broadway, had with a personality that sells and a
previously made a protegee ot La- voice-range that holds interest conWhen the latter opened the stantly. Siegel's arrangements are
Hlfl.
Best numbers
Tavern, Garrity joined LaHlff, s< standout, as usual.
are 'China Boy,* in three different
that the place had two popular per
Closer
the tempoes, and 'White Cliffs.'
C:arroIl,
Nancy
sonalities.
said is a new Siegel patriotic number,

and niece of LaHifi,
have had an interest

actress

to

Is

in

the 'That's

restaurant.
Politicians, reporters, people of the

stage and from Hollywood besides
well knowns in the field ot sports
frequented' the Tavern during IjaHlff's regime and tor some time
thereafter. There were quarters upstairs for private affairs and for several years, a portion of the Manhattan hotel abutting on 4Tth street was
used for larger dinners. There were
also rooms above the Tavern where
some tamed newspaper people re
sided, such as Wlnchell, Baer, et al.
Among those who operated the
Tavern were Toots Shor, who was
backed by Paul Haroh, a Philadel
phian, and who has his own place

Now.'

pect tor

Why

It

MacArthur's There
sounds like a good pros-

more widespread dissemina-

tion.

Lorraiite and Rognan, trey, bring
back their w.k. hoke, winding up in
a ballroom bit they did in 'The
This team has
Fleet's In' (Par).
smoothed up noticeably In the past
two seasons, and now rate as one of

the top standard turns ot this' Ilk.
Solo hooting by Rognan, pepped by

Miss
suave hoki^, is still nitty.
Lorraine dishes out a steady string
ot chuckles with her horseplay and
contortions.

Lewis and Van, deuce, got their
wnial hot reception for the whirlwind challenge finish to their pre-

dslon-rhythm taps featuring an
opening specialty on stairs. Gautier s
now, and a click; Robert Gold Bricklayers open the bill, easily Imstein, radio agent; Fred Spooner for- pressing the Bostonians that this is
merly the headwalter, now nmning one of the most unique pup acts in
a
the Cub room at .the Stork; Kelly and the trade. The Jansleys close in
Adler of the Yacht Club Boys; and slick, perfectly-timed risley routine
ImproveIrving Spieler, an attorney, who that has one or two little
time around. The
represents the LaHifi estate, which menta since last
tricks are so smoothly executed they
owns the property. li»BitCB son
don't get full appreciation from the
tried to carry on after his demise,
seat-holders.
Larry Flint's house
but had no taste tor the business.
Fox.
band Is in the pit

We weren't

.
kidding wlien
we called "Captains of the Clouds"
the "Sergeant York" of 1942!

It's

topping the Sarge's record at

the N.Y. Strand!
Jt's

SROver everything

in years!

MMES CAGNEV

i

"CAPTAINS OF THE CLOUDS"

f

in Technicolor

('

'

DENNIS MORGAN BRENDA MARSHAU
•

Alan Hal* • Gaorg* Tobiat
Reginald Gardinar • Reginald Danny
Olrectad

by MICHAEL CURTIZ

Scrnn M«» b» Arthur T. Homnn. Wdurd Mauulo, Horn—
Rtllly lUliw • From < Sloty by Arttar T. Homin mi Mtnd
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Location Switch

D.C Slraws-in-lhe-Tax-Winds Renew

Sdt

Defense Centres Depopulate Other

Los Angeles, Feb, 84.
was filed by the
Brockway hotel, Lake Tahoe, Cal.,
Bgaintt Frank Lloyd Productions,
Suit for $2,000

Fears Amus. Admissions

May Be

—

Socked Again For More Revenue
_

-f^

Washington, Feb.

Though no sentiment has

MORE WAR TITLES

24.

crystal-

industry representatives here arc gravely apprehensive about a possible boost in the
107c admissions tax rate when Con-

lized to

date,

film

gress gets snarled up in technicalities

o£

new

the

year revenue

$7,000,000,000-per-

bill.

Introduction of legislation raising
the needed sum— biggest ever sought

—

In a single revenue measure still
weeks off but the way the wind

is

is

blowing arouses fear that amusements will be socked hard for the
Concern is
third successive year.
occasioned mostly by the continuing

way

to

their

MORE FEMME MANPOWER

made

property and

other arrangements for the filming
undersWnding
of a picture with the
at
that the Lloyd unit would stop
their resort Instead, the complaint
at
states, the film company stayed

work out

U SALES EXECS
SEEK TO EASE

before the pic is released.
American volunteer airmen who
have been defending the Burma road
Tiger
the
themselves
call
and
Squadron are the latest group set

Minneapolis, Feb. 24.
Following a conference in Chicago, participated In by William

to

scripts

to bring

registered

'Flying

while

Tigers,'

public,
firoposals are revealed to the
n view of the way Congress -got
tangled in flghte between different

of

Col
the Philippines.'
Siege of Corregidor.'

Scully, Peck Gommersal and

San Francis' o, Feb. 24.
Al Goodwin, manager of the Orpheum here, is contemplating girl
doormen. Lost three successive door
boys In the last three weeks.
Uncle Sam got 'em.
.

proposals directed at individual industries, there will be the familiar
tugging and hauling to kill this or
Then after billions- of
that item.
revenues have been
prospective
knocked out, the lawmakers will be'

Femme

Treasnrer
Milwaukee, Feb.. 24.

Roy

Lie

Fox

Peter Rigas, long treasurer of
Wisconsin, left for army service,

district

sqjes,

and branch managers, respectively,
on the one hand, and Don Buckley
and Fred Strom representing Northwest Allied, the film company has
promised to give heed to the territory's independent exhibitors' 'grievNorthwest Allied, taking up
ances.'

succeeded by Doris Budde, in line
with the recently announced policy
of replacing men with girls In all
departments whera possible.
Lowell Loftus, former assistanf
manager of the Fox Modjeska, pro-

moted

to

manage downtown

is

assail-

U

for allegedly 'high-handed, aring
bitrary and unreasonable demands
and excessive terms,' and in a buldevoted to the matter has
charged 'the company has created for

is

Same

Can' of

Shuttled

RKO

big industrial centers, steadily depopulating once thriving districts. In
many cases homes are being given
up entirely y families moving to
the cities for highly paid jobs in defense industries.
Theatres that drew their business
from surrounding territory are suffering, too, because of the tire rationing situation, former patrons
staying home to conserve their rubber Many of the older people, left
alone at home, are either in the
dumps and -in no mood tor show<

Strand.

Fihn

15 Miles

letin

Metro's' registration only two weeks
ago of TTie Siege of Singapore." The
fallen British naval bastion, incidentally, was the locale for Para-

itself

.

a whirlwind of exhibitor

the causes for the squawks

Duluth, Feb. 24

The pony express system was used
have been Universal's arbitrary designation of 'In the Navy' and 'Hold here by the Granada to play RKO's
That Ghost* in the top bracket which Tlie Gay Falcon' recently. Through
already had been filled with pic- a mixup at the exchange J)oth the
man guarding the ^tlantio- coast re- tures some of which, it has been Granada and the Superior theatre,
found themselves
cently also was immediately tied up charged, were 'of poor boxoflice Superior,
Wis.,
as' a film title by two producers.
merit' There also has been com; needing the same cans of flints, prin,
'Sighted Sub, Sank Same' was reg- plaining because the company re- cipally because the Superior decided
The two
istered first by David O. Selznick quired that feature pictures and to hold' over for a day.
and a couple of days later by War- short subjects. be paid for in advance theatres arranged their schedules so
ner Bros.
of availability and also required that that as soon as one reel was run off,
Par, RKO and WB has each lassoed all past delinquancles in contracts it would be rushed off to be' played
The YEinks Are Coming* in recent dr " up over a period of years be at the other. Carriers waited at the
weeks, while .RKO also has laid paTd for Ijefore 'In the Navy* THOuld Interstate bridge, which is the dividclaim to "Here Come the Yanks.'
ing line between Minnesota and Wisbe playdated.
consin, with the two theatres 15
Still other grumbles have been
occasioned by an allegedly 'unwar- miles apart
ranted and unnecessary holdover of
It was a close call all day long.
Children
FaH
Unfinished Business' despite a bond- The Superior reel was late during
ed release date and agreement that one of the afternoon runs land cus
Asleep in Dark Theatres It would be released on the 1940-41 tomers saw a color cartoon between
unfair
and
contract'; 'harsh, onerous
reels while waiting for the messenCan't Collect Damages terms exacted for three-year fran- ger to reach the projection room.
chises and an illegal Clause written
Lucky it wasn't during the suminto contracts requiring the exhibi- mer. Ore carriers pass through the
Memphis, Feb. 24.
tor to confine his cancellations to Interstate bridge, and cars often are
Children who fall asleep in film lowest price brackets, although the held up for an hour -while two or
houses and get scared upon awak- Minnesota law calls for a 20% can- three freighters crawl through the

mount's Bob .Hope-Bing CrosbyDorothy Lamour comedy of just two
years ago. "The Road to Singapore.'
Laconic message of an Army air-

Who

on

this score.

lelt

that

the

^

Also some alarm t
law-makers may at

defendant
Judge Adams

took

the

position

that while the theatre might have
been the remote cause of the acci
lege levy that might bear brutally dent in not having completely asceron amusements.
tained that the house was empty,
Exhibitors will bear the brunt of
still
the proximate cause of the
the fight against upping the 10% damage was an affirmative act on
perhaps higher

W/ tempt some

sort of business privi-

or 20,
the part of Johnny himself.
Jurist
Right now, though, there is uncer said he did not believe the theatre
tainty about the strategy to be fol
could have anticipated that Johnny
lowed. Should the theatre owners
would smash the glass .and cut his
rush in before the House Ways
hand.
Means Committee and present objections to such action even before
Or is it best to let
It is suggested?
sleeping dogs lie and run the risk
Stay in Horwitz Case
that, after all hearings are over in
both the House and the Senate, the
Houston, Texas, Feb. 24.
bill-drafters may suddenly
tale

to

15

like stabilized conditions to prevail.

in

proportionately

cellation
groups.'

aU

"What the company will do to 'take
care of the grievances' remains to
be seen.

$13,975 Claim Allowed

Koch

Vs. Late Roht. B.
St.

Louis, Feb. 24.

Probate Judge Glendy B. Arnold
allowed a claim of $13,975
against the estate of Robert B. Koch,
former assistant manager of the
Fox-St. Louis Properties, Inc., who

has

died in December, 1939, from a gunshot wound. After his death, which
was reported to have resulted from
the careless handling of a revolver,
a shortage In Koch's accounts was
discovered.
The claim was the
amount of the shortage.

The St. Louis Properties, Inc., owns
Humboldt Building and is lessee
of the Fox theatre, 5,000-seafer in

the

midtown.

Anti-War Film
iContinued from pace
for

It.

Frederic March

is

1

shown

as

Tower, Frisco, Manager
Attacked in Labor Brawl
San Francisco, Feb.

24.

Fred Wade, house manager of the
remodelled Tower, Mission district
nbbe formerly the Majestic, was attacked and suffered concussion of the
brain in a labor squabble over use
of janitors

when

opened Friday

the' theatre was reby the Nasser

(20)

Bros.

George Nasser said thtt an "un•authorized' strike was pulled by
Charles Hardy because he refused to

accede to the demand for the use of
two janitors where only pne had
been employed before. The house
now has 800 seats, 100 less than before the remodeling.
harbor.
Pickets appeared In front of the
Tower at 10 a.m. Friday and were
withdravm after three hours on"
John
agreement to use one and one-half
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
days pending
janitors for seven
Republic upped John H. Auer
abitration. There were no arrests.
from director to produ6er-director,
Hardy, secretary of the janitors
with 'Secret Agent No. 39' as his
union said, "Nasser consistently failed
first double asslgiunent.
to use enough janitors, using only
Second job is 'Moonlight Mastwo across the street in the 2,200querade,' a musical wltti Betty Dean
He piled extra
seat New Mission.
in the top spot
work on the men.' Janitors scale is
$6.45 a day.
Smelling Out the Crime
Nasser Bros, bought the house
from Morris Gallas, local indie operHollywood, Feb. 24.
It had
ator, about two years ago.
Edward Arnold draws the star role been dark for about three months.
as a blind detective with a seeing
eye dog In the forthcoming Metro
picture, 'Odor of Violets.'
Picture' is based on a novel by
the Band Played On
Bayard Kendrlck. Fred ZInneman

Auer Upped

And

directs.

Hollywood, Feb.

Eerie

May Tour

24.

RomanUc leads in 'Orchestra Wife'
at 20th-Fox go to Maureen O'Hara

and George Montgomery, with Glenn
^^fContlnaed from page
Miller and his band featured.
Picture is the third musical on
that three agents would split up, the
booking fees. William Morris han- William LeBaron's production schedOthers are 'Iceland,' sUrrlng
dles Berle; Music Corp. reps Crosby, ule.
(with
and Ken Dolan agents his own wife, Sonja Henie and Jack Oakie
Sammy Kaye'S band), and 'Strictly
Shirley Ross.

Hour show is planned' tor the
stage unit, with a line of girls to

who commits suicide he give the show a presentation look;
becomes so disillusioned wit.i the Figured the layout would be quoted
at around $15,000 a week.
R. J. O'Donnell is president of the whole bloody mess of war.
operating company and Fred Canunderstood the ^issuing of
It's
nata will remain as' manager in these films is to be called to the
Moving Opposite Burns
Ballantine Beer takes over the
try are flashing alerts to their field charge of details of the Horwitz The- attention of Lowell Mellett, U. S.
marshals, ,so they'll be ready to atres, in the current court battle Film Coordinator, in an effort to Tuesday 8:30-9 p.m. period on the
here.
have him ask the major companies Blue Network March 10. The new
swing into action on an instant'
temporary
masterO'Donnell
obtained
not
to
allow
them
out
their
opposition
will be Bob Burns (CBS^
of
a
At this stage, the
notice.
minds figure It is wisest to lie low, injunction restraining W. P. Ham- vaults. Mellett's job is to encourage and Horace Heidt (NBC).
In its present Blue spot (Friday)
trusting there will be at least enough blem, local attorney, from Inter- studios to make films of the exact
warning of an attack to send up the fering with the operations of the opposite type and it appears incon- the beer show competes with Kate
(CBS)
and
'Information,
Interceptor planes and start the bar- houses, Hamblem was given 20 days gruous that he shouldn't protest Smith
against the anti-war reissues.
Please! (NBC).
In which to file an appeal.
rage.
perplexed
pounce on amusements?,
'
In this dilemma, the cpolitical advisors lor aJl branches of the indus-

going or sitting at their flresides
with ears glued to the radio for news
of kinfolk and friends at the front
While 9iany huge plants locally
are working 24 hours a day on war
orders, and many men are making
more money thaA ever before, the
picture is not altogether rosy, for
relief rolls are up due to the fact
that other factories are just now being converted to war purposes, with
many vet employees idle while the
slow re-tooling process goes on, and
theatre operators figure it may be a
full year before readjustments have
been made that will permit anything

.

gin scratching their heads for reThat's where amuseplacements.
ments are vulnerable.
Constant curtailment of produc
tion of articles now Ijearing rather
automobiles,
etlff taxes— radios, tires,
liquor, phonographs, for instance
means the problem of producing 'the
specified amount of revenue will be
Obviously, ,with sales
intensified.
diminishing and rationing instituted
the yield from existing Imposts wiU
drop. So Congress' will have no alternative—if a general sales tax is
rejected—but hike the rate on those
things which still are a good source ening after the closing needn't exof Federal income. Amusements are pect to collect domages in tht Shelby
a most attractive target for bewil- county courts.
dered revenue-raisers, with business
Parents of Johnny Martin, age
volume holding up well'^nd in many seven, filed suit in circuit court here
spots increasing substantially. Con- against the "Rosemary, nabe house,
gress isn't likely to be any more ira
and its owner, Mike Ciancolo, for
pressed this year than before with $5,000, charging little John suffered
the complaint that rising costs plus injuries thusly on March 22, 1941.
heavier corporate taxes are pushing
Suit alleged tot became frightened
exhibitors and other amusement pur
on waking in darkened theatre alone,
veyors closer to the brink of flnan smashed a door glass in an effort to
cial insecurity. Nor by groans that get out. cut and bruised himself
any additional pennies required in badly about the arm and face.
admissions taxes will drive the
After hearing testimony. Judge
patrons away from theatres, for that Adams took the case out of the
hasn't materialized before.
jury's hands and granted a motion
No Fear of Footage Tax
by defense attorney Leo Bearman
footage
of
a
fear
real
no
There is
for a directed verdict iA favor of the
tax though some uneasiness is shown

^
B

'.

.

Between 2 States

ill-

will.'

Among

not only the drain on the nation's
that is taking their cus.

manpower

inde-

its

^

tomers away, but the girls and
younger women, too, are leaving the
home towns for defense jobs in the

.

cudgels in behalf of

the

pendent exhibitors, has been

controls

Already unfortunately outdated

Universal

Miller,

J.

The

Senate and House
revenue raisers and the Treasury
want to avert public wrangling, but
the odds are against any complete
compromise.
Gotta Make Up for Losses
This lack of agreement means the
same difficulties in writing legislation likely will be encountered. If
the Treasury, as is now expected,
comes forward with a bunch of tax
cliques last year,

Door Gala

It's

'

^

immense amount required to Metro has 'Flying Tigers of Cliina.'
General MacArthur, of course, has
help pay the war bill.
Par holds
Disagreement between Congres- been another favorite.
title to 'Douglas MacArthur, USA'
sional leaders and the Treasury has
MacArthur.'
not been reconciled, despite repeated and 'General Douglas
conferences inspired by a hope of 20th-Fox has 'General Douglas Machaving the issues thrashed out be- Arthur' and 'Tlie Great MacArthur.'
lore— not after— the Government's Warner Bros.' entry is 'MacArthur

of the nabes, the situation generally
is spotty, with the smaller towns in
the state suffering to an extent not
even approached In World War No.
according to authentic reports
1,
coming into the offices of the Independent Theatre Protective Association of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan.
Exhibs in these state cities say It

Buffalo, Feb. 24.
to draw manager's

berth in local picture house is Dorothy Moore, who this week took
over management of Dlpson's Amherst, succeeding John Finley, who
enlisted in the Marine Corp.
Miss Moore, 28, has been secretary
to Andrew Gibson, general manager
of the'DIpson chain.

Now

MINN. BEEFS

is

woman

First

which
take advantage of the adventurous
war doings that capture public imagination but which will not be outmoded by the rapid flow of events

course,

24.

Takes Doorman's Fost

Are Coming*

War In the Far East has studio
idea men working overtime attemptFlock
ing to get angles for films.
titles, indicating the Hollywood
trend of thought, has been registered
Trick, of
the past few weeks.

Milwaukee, Feb.

While recent weelu have seen a
Monsiaress—Fcmnc noticeable improvement in business
in downtown first-runs and in some

Buffalo's First

'Tanks

in the

'

on

trees

another boteL

From 'Dooglaa MaoArthnr'

Treasury Department resistance to
anything like a general sales tax and down for celluloid immortalizayon.
the experts' insistence that 'selective Paramount and Columbia have both
excises' are the "fairest

Towns-Result: Theatre Biz Spotty

charging'Tjreach of contract
Hotel people declare they cut down

Dynamite.'

an aviator

Sanders for 'Sixpence'
Hollywood, Feb.

24.

Sanders,
20th-Fox loaned George
leaa
British actor, to play the male
tn«
In 'The Moon and Sixpence' for
producing
Lewin
David Loew-Albert
tn«
at
-made
be
to
outfit, picture
RKO-Pathe studio for United Artists release.

,

Currently Sanders Is on loan°"'
Metro. His femme lead In b"'
pence' will be Dorothy Dudley.

to
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New Para Exchange Open for Biz;

Paramoimt Exchangers in Washington are wearing their best bibs
and tuckers to work this week, un-

.Chris-Pin

mammoth housewarming

Chrls-Pln Martin,

one tor exhlbs on Saturday and one
for company executives Sunday.

asked him to pick six kids to
play roles of his children in
"Across the Border," forthcoming Hoppy. Martin signed up

The new building is super in evdetail, from the 22-foot photoin the marble and terazzo

ery

mural

modernistic
lobby
It's
two-story,
projection room.
with limestone front
concrete,
trimmed in black granite. Entrance
doors are glass; all lighting is flucrescent, and air-conditioning prevails throughout. Basic design harmonizes with new Washington govto

the

50-seat

his six grandchildren.

Hope, Crosby

Jimmie Dorsey, Lamour,

Two

Highlight
Broadcavts to

cowboy

comedian appearing In Harry
Sherman's "Hopalong Cassidy"
pix for Patamount, clinched
"the Hollywood nepotism crown
end of last week when Sherman

parties

TOTORVSTEP

COIIST-TO-COIIST

Crowned

Nepot King-Pin

they get used to the ultra-ultra
new office building housing them,
on H Street, N. W. Building was
formally opened Monday, following
til

& Lamour

Far from doing the burn that
some' Paramoimt people expected,
Arthur Murray, the dance man,
has jumped to cash in on the scat-

to

Sendoff

Ninety'

song

Introduced in Paramount'!
"The Fleet's In," which
aimed a gentle rib at him. Titled
"Arthur Murray Taught Me Danc-

Three Station Network

musical,

EXHIBS GET PLUG

ing In a Hurry," the song

Fleet's In,"

Home

Office announce-

Sneak previews and Studio and
Office screenings of Para's

forthcoming "This Gun For Hire'
have put both the company's coasts
In a dither over the B.O. potentialities of Alan Ladd, young star
discovery who plays a killer role
In the pic.
Result is that Ladd is
already scheduled for three more
productions, one of them bought
expressly as a topper for him. Talk

Lamour recently got one of the
biggest receptions ever given a
fllm star at the L. A. Union Station—where big receptions are a
matter of routine. This one was
the McCoy, with Treasury .De-

now

Is of givinS him special billing
In the flrst fllm. along the line of

and introducing Alan Ladd."
Film co-stars Veronica Lake and
Robert Preston.
"The Man in Half Moon Street,"
Barre Lyndon's London stage hit.
Is the property bought as a Ladd
.

"Glass

Prior to

it,

he's set for

two Dashiell Hammetts,
Key" and "Red Harvest."

thanking her lor
her eflorts on behalf of Defense
Bond sales. Treasui-y has said they
'Icnow definitely she sold more than

partment

.

starrer.
roles in

!

officials

PULLMAN SEAT

^t^s.'uung'h.?

.

.

.

I

.

.

scripter

bert and heaven

making
knows what

to quit you."

director

of

.

Pix

Whom

.

.

Properties

.

the Bell Tolls' last

week by

Dudley Nichols, working from a Louis Brom-

adaptation of the Ernest

Hemingway

B. S.

.

.

.

Dir. Geo. Marshall

took a troupe of 130, including Fred MacMurray, Susan Hayward and
Paulette Goddard, for a 21-day location trip to the Big Basin Redwoods,
Screen version of
for footage on The Forest Rangers,' Tcchni epic
.

.

.

'Out of the Frying Pan' has been rctilled 'Young and Willing'; it bills
William Holden, Eddie Bracken, Robert Benchley, Susan Hayward
.
Ted Wells, rodeo champ, has been signed for a part in the forthcoming
George Pal is going to
Sherman Hopalong, 'Across the Border'
'Mood Music' of Cecil B. DeMille's
make a surrealist Puppetoon
Technicolor. 30th anniversary epic 'Reap the Wild Wind' will be waxed
for release by a major record company. .Bill Thomas, co-producer with
Bill Pine of acfioners for Para release, headed west from New York this
week with background fllm for their forthcoming 'Wrecking Crew.'
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

starring Writer Preston Sturges, right, and Director
Preston Sturges, left, a pair of geniuses who don't
speak when they meet.

got a scream or a
ahptgun biajt every fliteen
a nervous wreck out at Colyou'll do to audiences. I've

you've
((IMTDTUCDIfrkmr
JrUKltlEjKinUltEi,
feet of fllm; you're

Schertzinger,

"The Fleet's In." Since Betty
Hutton introduced it on the Bob
Hope show some weeks back, it
has been getting regular network
plugging.

Mtarirefl qIc.

Players

Scripting was completed on 'For

STURGES STYLE

a good mind

Victor

.

.

million dollars worth.'

and ahuRllng her feet'— how would.*-oa like to try directing the nonsense you write? This 'Palm Beach Story' U.
getting me on the beach."

Plans

Academy Award

.

new

Palin Bench Story,'

fleld

mour, the exact lineup of stars hasn't
been set. However, one or more of

.

Hm'K

wliat the welt, DRKSSED, iin} how (brl will wear In a Pullnuin tteat,
when Hlie's locked out of her etAternoni.
CInadette Colbert mnkeH thiH
rlr out of n pair of pajamnn nnd n
blanket. In a riotona acene of Tlie

Mousetrap," "Arthur Murray Taught
Me Dancing in a Hurry," etc. Second

show will play at the same hour on
the same hookup the following Friday night, March 27. Except for La-

on how It's performed.
is designed specifically for
performance ti the P?"tL'ne,
"Arthur
Murray Taught Me.
Dancing in a Hurry" was written
by Johnny Mercer and the late

Dance

cluding "Tangerine," "Build a Better

the "specialty acts" in the show is
Dona Drake, who made a hit with likely; maybe Gil Lamb, Betty Hutton
or Cass Daley. Eddie Bracken, comher dance in 'Louisiana Purchase,'
edy lead following William Holden
and Mikhail Rasumny, character
in the billing, is another prospect.
actor, have been added to the cast.
25

STORY CONFERENCE

"WHADDAYAMEAN,

down

—

LADD LAD'S SKED

".

feature

Studio has Into break-in time, to plug local
'Road to Morocco.'
given the new show the same bookings without cost to the exhib.
possible,
that
combo, wherever
Arrangement adds an appreciable
proved B.O. magic in 'Road to
Singapore' and 'Road to Zanzibar.' lump to the net fee, but Paramount
Hope andiJrosby reported on the believes it's worth it. In that the air
lot fresh ffom a series of exhibi- show will thereby be tied directly to
tion golf Jmatches in Texas, with every date set.
gallery receipts going to war reFirst show takes the air at 10:15
Following the matches,
lief funds!
EST, March 20, and will feature Dorthe pair put on shows for 50,000
sey in most of the picture's tunes, insoldiers at two Army camps.

STUDIO HEADS PAD

Home

Road Tours,

swung

joined In the laughs.
This week
he announced that he's promoting
a new dance that picks up th«
Steps done by Hutton— alid sending all his instructors a break-

Shows will
Jimmie Dorsey, whose band
ernment buildings.
made the picture; Dorothy Lamour,
Hrt Koad to Morocco' and other cast members.
Paramount Exchange had occU'
pled its old quarters at 1101 N. CapUnusual feature of the pair of
The
itol Street for twenty years.
Cameras started turning yesternew building is used by Paramount day at Paramount on the third broadcasts is that the Home' Office
has paved the way tor exhibs to slip
News ag well as Paramount.
'Road to' picture for Bing Crosby,
Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour— theatre and playdate announcements

U. S.

is

by Jitterbug Betty Hutton in the
film— and illustrates the dilemma
of a gal who gets her tangos and
her rhumbas tangled.
Murray saw the dance at Paramount Home Office screenings and

Paramount will go on tha air with
not one but two special national network programs as a sendofl for tha
sock musical of its fourth block, "The
ments revealed today.

Hmsh

_

MllRRAYiSHEP

PllfiMSBLII[

Exhibs, Execs at D. C. Shindig

IN^

*,

V-"**?

fore
I

writer? Tom
you had m* lor
and 111 Ull yon what audiH np— and praise TOUl

Just follow that script. See,

ences will do. They'll eat
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NORMA SHEARER
i

MELVYN DOUGLAS
'WE WERE DANCING"
in

whU
-

GAIL PATRICK • LEE

BOWMAN MARJORIE
•

MAIN REGINALD OWEN ALAN MOWBRAY
FLORENCE BATES • Screen Play ty Claudine West,
•

•

Hans Rameau and George
.

on "Tonigkt

ROBERT

Z.

Froescliel • Based in Part
8:30" ty Noel Coward • Directed Ly
LEONARD • Produced Ly RoLert Z.

at

Leonard and Orville O. Dull

•

An M-G-M

Picture

—
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PICTURES

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Time, Inc. 'D^sh-It-Out' relief party at the Waldorf-Astoria last Friday
(20) tor the U. S. Navy Relief Society proved such a cllckeroo that Time
is preparing a special manual to serve as s guide for other organizations
planning patriotic relief functions. Allair was entirely planned and executed by a committee representing 900 Time, Inc.. employees. Estimated
that 1,500 attended with bulk of revenue coming from gadgets, games and
bazaars operated in the hotel's Starlight Roof room, since only 50c admission was charged.
Besides the glee club of 20 from the U. S. S. Prairie State (midshipman's school), Danny Kaye, Hazel Scott, Bob Hannon and the John Kirby
of entertainers.

list

Film players are developing a burn under their makeup as they contemplate the hogging of publicity by executive members of the Hollywood
Victory Committee, who are taking bows for the entertainment of soldiers, sailors and Marines in the California area wbile the thesps are
doing the work. Actors and actresses who have devoted time and energy
to the upkeep of morals' among the service men complain that various
committee members arje^enjoying publicity blurbs while doing nothing to
help the good work along. Some of the players are threatening to ignore
the committee and ofler their services direct to the military authorities.

Edmund Reek was appointed vice-president and producer of Movietone
News last week by Sidney R. Kent, head of 20th-Fox. His elevation to
the post held
21.

Reek,

by the

late

who has been

"Truman Tallcy was forecast by 'Variety' on Jan.
general manager of the newsreel for the last four
head for nearly a year during Talley's illwill operate the same under Reek as It

Action on Brazils

New

handed down
which would control the
decree

in
Brazil,
picture business in that country, including that of the U.
firms, is
considered by the U. S. pix industry
as being in contravention' to the existing trade treaty between this nation and Brazil's government.
This
approach to combating the Brazil-

S

i;n decree
(20) in

was mulled

New York

when Carl

last

Friday

and

Court Rules Photogs

after

for

affiliated

Can't

Set

Employment

Up

Barrier

plaintiff

to

obtain

studio

em-

—

m

CAil^; EXTRAS'

Want Comedy
and Costello slapstick with

Army

background.
'HelUapoppin'

—

MILD RIOT
refused to accept $5.50
incipient revolt in

the ranka following minor clashes at

Wrigley Field location ol Goldwyn'i 'Pride ol the Yankees' (the
liOu Gehrig film). Central Casting
recently reported only 14 ol 86
called agreed to take $5.50 calls- and
waivers were granted to call in out-

Who Came

to Dinner'

(WB)

—

'Yank in the RAF* (20th)
romance with a current war background.
Films that follow the first 10 in
gross are equally on the escapist
side.
They include: "They Died
With Their Boots On' (WB), adventure based on Custer's famed last
'All
Indians;
against the
stand

Supes claim a campaign against

Number

ol
mixed, such as

(M-G),

equally
pix,
'Woman ol the Year'

other

screwball

comedy;

"Kings

$5.50 calls to curb demand by producers lor higher bracket workers
at lower day wage.
is being
petitioned to stamp out waiver calls
at expense ol regular due^-paying

Row' (WB), drama, and 'Shanghai

members.

b.o.

SAG

(UA-Pressburger), also a
drama, have shown great promise in
early runs but haven't had enough
dates yet to prove themselves top
Gesture'

'

rankers.

Intcrst.tte

P6w-W6w

The

-

New

York Theatres

GINGER ROGERS
a* "ROXIE

JAMES CAGNEY
In a

;Contlnned from paie

taken which volunt^r their

facili-

ties.

Warnttr Broa. Hit

* Mih

gt.

"CAPTAINS

CLOUDS"

of the

Caudlan

Air Fore*

— In Peraon
BLUE BARRON

STRAND
aS"

B'way

47th

dk

St.

MUSIC
HALL
HKT.D OVKR

"WOMAN OF
Paramount
Stlrllm

Those taken so far arc the Governor, Dorchester and Boulevard, all
off the beach attd near the Municipal Golf Course, which has been acquired by the Army as a drill field.

New

wttb th* B«r»l

" W A. I

WEEK

3R0

HART"

with Adolph Manjou
and Q«o> Montgomery
A nth CMiturr-Foi ComtUr Eit

HELD OVER
pnHoU

!

Midildn Cimll

school, which is to train air corps
administrative officers. Stowellsaid
today (Tuesday) that the Army had
taken over three hotels to house the
men and others will be taken as
needed. None will be commandeered,
he stated, only those hotels being

Woman

Springfield, Ma^.s., Feb. 24.

THE YEAR"

PARAMOUNT
Hotel Takeover

Hw<n

"BAHAMA
PASSAOe"
In Tcfbnlraiorl

aad Band

UNO

8I8TEB8

Kxim

Oil.

Spectacular Stage Production!

Feno|i

ALVINO BET

LAMB

LOEW'3

V

STATE
Uil TliiM WED.

SIvU Tbun.

Ftk. 36

RtHlIM nUSSELI.

PIDSEON
'HJESION FOB

WMtor

8CAKDAL"
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AT 20TH, SO
STAYS DOCKED

TIDE

'SHIPS'

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Launching ol 'Down to the Sea in
Ships' was postponed for lack ol
ocean space on the back lot at 20thFox. With IVrone Power slated to
sail the Spanish Main In "The Black
Swan,' and the wartime regulations
Repoi-ts that the Army will de- on the PaolQc, there is not enough
mand lacilities ol the Roney-Plaza room lor two big sea pictures in
or other major (lotels was denied by Westwood.
StoweU.
The 1,200Lieut.
Col.
Production of 'Ships' Is detained
capacity Terrace restaurant on 24th until Jtme.
Meanwhile,
Gregory
street and the Beach Is getting the Ratoff, who had the director assignbulk ol the mess biz. ^low it -will ment, will pilot "Strictly "Dynamite,'
reflect on year-round nitery 'biz is a musical, to be produced on the
still problematic.
same lot by WlUlam LeBaron.

Through the Night' (WB), a meller;
'Babes on Broadway' (M-G), musiccomedy; 'Suspicion' (RKO), meller;
siders lor work in that bracket.
(WB), mystery Army is paying $10 per month per
Falcon'
'Maltese
Paul Cook, member ol Screen'
men, with an average ol three men
meller; 'Remember the Day' (20th),
Actors Guild council, was removed
per month per
romantic drama, and 'Dumbo' (RKO- to a room, or $30
lorcibly at the ball park when he
room.
Disney), cartoon.

attempted to block entrance against
waiver extras.

which

From Theatre She Runs

Errol Flynn in 'Desperate Journey'
on the Burbank lot.

In(U - Levey)
and Johnson mad-

—comedy.

Court Bars

ing season.

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Warners is hoisting Ronald Reagan to lonestar rating in his next
picture, 'Washington Broadcast,' to
be directed by Raoul Walsh. Brende

'Corslcan Brothers' (UA-Small)—
more costume adventure,
24.

in

The dispute between the town of
Also on agenda are renewal of
Metro franchise ending three-year Northampton, the trastees of its
span Aug. 31, 'and the status of Para- municipally-owned picture house,
mount as regards a third block not the Academy of Music, and the three
yet sold to F-WC for this terri- lessees is due to be settled next
month. Judge Edward T. Broadhurst
tory.'
Spyros Skouras is expected to put In Hampden County Superior Court
on Wednesday (18) enjoined Mildred
finishing touches to the meet after
Walker, manager of the theatre, from
today's deliberations.
entering it except as a patron or as
representative for one of the lessees.
Martin F.' Shaugh'nessy, now a capBig
tain in the Army.
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Shaughnessy, with Albert DesauLinda Darnell and Randolph Scott tels and Stephen Broidy, holds the
share top spots In the Bryan Foy lease to operate the theatre. The
production, 'Sioux City,' at 20th- lattei* two seek -to prevent Miss
Fox!
Walker from 'interfering' with their
Story dates back to pioneer days operation ol the house. Trustees apwhen the town was a meeting place pointed Miss Walker when Shaughnessy went into service.
for Indian tribes.

Reagan's Star Rating

ness.

'Man
Hollywood^ Feb.

^

plan for another year,

Marshall plays the lemme lead.
Currently Reagan Is working with

Continued from page

definable (5lsen

New Mexico

August expiration. Other companies understood under discussion
and product survey made should certain exchanges be passed up for com-

SIM* Bbow

REBEL AT

24.

operates.
Tliesc flags will carry a
blue star for every employee in each

given
to
availability
selling plans.
Theatre heads
also considered renewal ol Colum-

craftsman.'

Brian Donlevy donated the space lor .Walter Winchell's thank-you ads in
the Coast trade dailies lor the Navy Reliel talent being lined up lor
Madison Square Garden, N. Y., March 10.

San Antonio, Feb.

E. E. Collins, local Interstate Theatres city manager, has announced
that Interstate will honor all employees joining the armed forces.
The circuit will assist them financially with their Government Insurance policies and honor roll plaques
are being prepared for every theatre of the chain.
The honor rolls
will carry the names of every man
entered in the service. Service flags
will be flown from marquees of key
theatres in each town in Texas and

and

theatres

bia's franchise

Union

the

an

Hollywood, Feb. 24..
Rentals, percentages, wartime op-

received in N. Y. a lew days ago.

ployment or to accept hisTpplica"Bill Pine, for years assistant to Cecil B. DeMille but now a producer
tion for union membership. Dyar's
with a reputation for fast filming, was handed a copy of "The Man From complaint
was regarded as a test
Home,' with a request from Cee Bee to read it for possible production in case
and the decision as a precedent
the future. At the end of a week, after no news from the Pine organi- in labor
circles.
Eation, DeMille remarked, 'I wonder il Bill has made a picture out of it
Once a member ol Local 659 but
yet?'
dropped from the rolls lor nonpayment of dues, Dyar was denied
RKO package deal on 'Ixiok Who's Laughing' (Edgar Bergen and Fibber reinstatement. He testified that the
McGee and Molly) cost $350,000 and film will gross $1,000,000 at present union had taken in only one new
Bergen was guaranteed $50,000 plus percentage and Fibber and member in several years and had
pace.
Molly $35,000, the only two salaries of importance' In the film. Bergen created a condition ol monopoly. Inhas been oftered $76,000 for his share of the percentage «lready.
junction restrains Local 659 and the
lATSE Irom Interfering in any manJane Withers, finished with her seven-year contract at 20th-Fox, is ner with 'the right ol the plaintiff
going back to school to finish her education before taking on any more to apply lor, secure and retain emfilm work. Her mother has turned down several stage and screen offers ployment as a still cameraman in
until the end of the school year in June. Young actress checked oft the any studio.'
Westwood'lot alter finishing "The Mad Martindales,' her 28th feature.
Court ruled out 10 ol the 11 counts
in Dyar's complaint, one ol which
Emphasis on the $100,000 purchase ol Ring Lardner, Jr., and Michael asked damages. Verdict was based
Kanin's story, 'Woman of the Year,' is now regarded as out ol proportion, on a single count that ol a closed
•specially since reviewers seem to have stressed that so much. Actually shop, meaning tbe refusal ol a local
It was a complete shooting script, and from a studio viewpoint it saved
to accept membership ol a qualified

who

TOOK IN PLENTY

eration, and franchise renewals were
man- among the subjects under discussion

foreign

Los Angeles. Feb. 24.
Charge of monopoly against the
Under term agreement signed whereby National Screen Service is to International Photographers local
handle distribution of Metro accessories, Metro's current personnel is to 659, lATSE. was sustained in Sube absorbed by the two contracting parties. Some poster clerks and other perior Court by Judge Henry M.
accessory ad men will remain with M-G while others will continue with Willis,' who granted an injunction
NSS. NSS Is to work in closer cooperation with the M-G advertising in favor of Otto Dyar, still cameraman, requiring the "local to allow
department.

Extras

NT CONVENTION

lower respective city, who has entered the
scales
in
subscqucnts are being service.
Collins stated that the men have
film monopoly, or full control of the argued pro and con.
Underscaling
been urged to buy as much Governpicture business in that country, ac- the late runs is a prelude
to a decording to preliminary interpreta- mand on distributors lor flit rentals, ment insurance as possible and the
tion in N. Y.
However, it is re- instead of the present policy by ma- company's general offices in Dallas
have set up a plan to pay the pregarded as possibly not quite as jors.
severe as the Italian edict although
Film buys are being severely miums on an amount of Government
insurance equal to the amount of
foreign department executives ad- scrutinized in expectation
the mamit that actual drastic control would jors will crack down for straight group insurance each carried as an
employee of Intcrst«klc. To date over.
depend largely on how the decree is percentage all along the line.
100 men have joined the armed
administered.
Yesterday's (Mon.) session was
forces from the ranks of Interstate.
Copies of the Brazilian edict were
over
product

bffice.

calls stirred

Aides in Service

by execs of National Theatres Corp.
in convention.
Meeting, lasting better part of a week, is expected to
break up tonight (Tuesday).
Both horizontal tilting of tariff

Latest is Paramount's The Nightmare of a Jerk.' Universal previously
up 'A Jerk in the FOB' and 20th-Fox 'The Magnificent Jerk.' Latter
has already started in production.

coin.

widow and pub-

at the Hay.' jjffice

Milliken,

tied

them plenty ol

novelist's

lishers!

ager for the Motion Picture Producers & Distributors Assn., met
with foreign executives and legal
advisers- for the major companies.
Brazilian decree is patterned after
the one Italy employed about five
years ago to establish a government

There's apparently no shortage of 'jerks' in Hollywood this season.
Tliree film titles containing the appelalion have been registered with the

Hays

Samuel Bronston.

Honor Roll for

Latter has obtained screen rights

The newsreel organization

had under Talley.

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Jack London's life will be filmed
Columbia through a deal with

21

Plans

Interstate
at

from the

Industry Conlrol

years, has served as operating
ness.

Film Jack London's Life

U.S.PicCos.Mun

Dcclaralioi) oC a stale of war with Japan, Germany and Italy by President Franklin D. Roosevelt will be used as a climax to the Republic picStudio figures that an official okay from
tui-e, 'Remember Pearl Harbor.'
the War Department is enough to let the newsreel ride, although Warners got into a jam recently with a scene in the production of 'Yankee
Doodle Dandy' calling for. the President, or an actor doubling lor him.
The kickback from Washington is understood to have something to do
with the departure of Bob Taplinger as chief publicist. Burbank studio
was told at the time that White House 'permission must be obtained before using the President's picture in a screenplay. Approval of the War
Department in the case of "Remember Pearl Harbor' indicates that the
White House restriction does not apply to clips from newsreels.

orchestra headed the
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RUBINOFF SCORNS HIS

Fail to Get Injonction;

Must Await FCC
Pleading;

One Judge

Louisville, Feb. 24.
Rubinoff, the violinist, last week
as the target for a Steve
CIsler 'explanatory' broadcast.
Rubinoff had called off a cuffo mike
appearance and the manager of
went on the air to tell the
listeners the reason they wferen't
hearing the scheduled violinist
because he (Rubinoff) didn't like th'e
idea of broadcasting from a make-

Files Dissent

WGRC
and CBS will decide within
the next few days wh-sther to take

Worth

lOc

of Partners

their grievance agains* the Federal

Communications Commission to the
Impression in
tJ S. supreme court.
Is that the FCC will defer
acting to enforce Its new rules on
chain broadcaiiting if the two networks move quickly on the appeal.
Latest setback suffered by the webs
in their fight with the FCC is the
refusal of a special Federal statutory

the trade

court, sitting in New York City, to
grant an injunction. In a majority
opinion ;two to one) it was held
that the court was without jurisdiction.

Justice Learned Hand, who wrote
the prevailing opinion, pointed out
that the FCC's orders were nothing
more than a declaration, 'or, if one
chooses, a threat,' that It proposes to
enforce certain conditions upon the
renewal of a station's license in the
future and that under the circumstances the court has no power to

Sermon Reacts
Lincoln, Feb. 24.

Before

'Injury'

served

NBC

"Black Skin'

SURROUNDINGS AT WGRC

Aces'
'Easy
script, is
kidding advertising
agencies. The name of the fictional firm is one of those longwinded ones, Lewis, Williams,
Taylor, Jones & Ace.
In the middle of giving the
name, a character pauses for
breatti in one episode and the
telephone operator breaks in:.
'Deposit five cents, please, for
another three minutes.'

Currently

the

'

Par Soap
'Service'

to

Sponsor

Show from KFI

Over NBC Pacific Loop
San Francisco, Feb.

24,

wv

Rubinoff was in town
for the day (19) to do a concert in
a local auditorium under the auspices of the Klwanis Club. The date
on WGRC had been arranged for
shift studio.

publicity purposes.
ClsIer admitted that the studio In
not compare with
question did
studios of modern design but that
since it was good enough for the
origination of 10 shows a week to
Mutual it should have- been alright

Rubinoff claimed
for a violinist.
that he found the studio piano out
of tune and sounds of street noises
Also that
filtering into the studio.
the piano strings showed signs of
having been banged on with a mallet
for some serial's sound effects. Cisler

countered this with the statement
that not only was the piano properly
tuned but the studio Itself was
thoroughly soundproof.-

Broadcasting over

method

KFOR

to highlight a

here Rev. Paul Becker chose a novel
sermon against Negro discrimination in the

United States. He announced that he and his family bad gone to bed
white and awakened with black skins. Then followed the details of
ell the disadvantages and disabilities supposedly visited upon them
because of their new Negro status.
Within a few minutes the KFOR telephone switchboard began to
light up with calls asking more details on 'the terrible disaster to the
pastor.' 'These continued all days and the incident became a matter
for press stories the qext day. In short, the public didn't 'get' the
novel hyperbole and siitvosed anything a preacher said was literal,
or gospel, truth.

Payne Dissents From FCC Ruling,

Raps WCCO, Minneapolis, In

Tum-Down

Decrying
Baseball Player

Blank

m

Draws

Slander Snh

Although details are being closely
Against Radio Station
guarded. Par Soap has bought a coast
CIsler had meanwhile called on
network quarter on the NBC Red. WHK, Cleveland, to fill in with
Fort Worth, Feb. 24.
This apparently ends a two-year sales something else for what was to be
The
96th District Court here has
pitch by all three (now four), webs. Rubinoff's contribution to the susdismissed the $50,000 damage suit
Oakland soap outfit has used par- talner, 'Mutual Goes Calling.'
filed by Ray Starr, baseball pitcher,
ticipations and other air shots but
tween network and affiliated sta- current ideal
against Zack Hurt, KFJZ announcer,
is first major ether ventions.
and others because of remarks Hurt
ture. Show, entitled 'It Happened in
He agreed that enforcement of the the Service,' will have an army
was purported to have made agalnat
FCC's regulation will adversely afStarr during the broadcast of a basecamp flavor but will be aimed at
fect the networks' interests but when
ball game, between Fort Worth and
Time is 5:30 to 5:45
the femmes.
that does actually happen. Judge
Oklahoma City.
p.m. Wednesdays and show will origHand added, the networks can ap- inate in KFI studios in Los Angeles.
Starr then, was a member of the
peal to the U. S. court of appeals. Accoimt is handled by Long AdverFort Worth team but is now with the
This appeal would be from any tising Service of San Francisco and
Cincinnati club.
Other defendants
order 'imposing unlawful conditions San Jose.
were the Texas State Network, Inc.,
upon an affiliate's license.' 'At any
Understood supplemental stations
and the Tarrant County BroadcastCincinnati, Feb. 24.
rate,' concluded this Judge, "until the
will augment the Red outlets used.
ing Company.
commission shows some disposition
G.Bradford Simpson, program dito deny them (the networks) a fair
rector of WKRCT Mutual affiliate.,
hearing in a proceeding for a refor the past 18 months, is leaving
On March 2 he OFF'S
station this week.
-&e5»l.oXjn affiliate's license we are
not to assume that it will not do so.'
wilt open an advertising agency here
Judge John Bright based his disand devote special attention to radio
accounts, with scripting and producsent on the belief that the networks
of proexploitation
and
tion service
were entitled to relief without
Jay Clark succeeds Chick Vin grams in addition to time buying.
The Office of Facts and Figures
awaiting what he d iscribed as 'the
cent, effective Monday Monday (2),
Simpson was in the St Louis radio has two new committees. First for
Idle ceremony of a denial of a
as director of 'Woman of Courage,' field before coming to Cincy.
Syd adman cooperation includes:
license.'
serial on CBS for-Colgate-Palmolive'
A. K. Spencer, J. Walter ThompCornell, who has been his assistant,
Peet. Clark already directs 'Parker will move up as acting program di- son.
Family' on the Blue for Woodbury. rector of WKRC.
Heagen Bayles, Ruthrauff & Ryan.
Vincent handles 'Pepper Young,' on
Martin Block Jockeying
John G. Hynes, Lord & Thomas.
NBC-Red, and 'The O'Neills,' on
John A. Carter, Pedlar & Ryan.
CBS, for Procter & Gamble. ProxArthur Pryor, B.B.D.&O.
Discs from Richmond
imity of the latter two shows to the BILLY
Frederick W. Wile, Young & Rubl'Woman of Courage' repeat was what
>
cam.
Locky Plant Toor necessitated
the change.
R. J. Scott, Schwimmer & Scott
'Courage' is supervised by Mildred
Kirby Hawkes, Benton & Bowles.
Martin Block Is to take his WNEW, Fenton, daytime radio head of the
Network cooperation committee
Billy Hillpot formerly program includes Charles Vanda, Madeline
N. Y., Make-Belleve-E3llroom record Ted Bates agency.
manager of the Blue Network, has Ensign, C. L. Menser, Charles Barry,
Trogram to Richmond, Va., Thursjoined Pat Weaver in the radio divi- William Lewis, Frank Stanton, Philip
day and Friday (26-27) to emphasize
sion of the Rockefeller Committee Cohen, Douglas Meservey.
the beginning of a quarter-hour
Peter Grant Into
on Inter-America Relation;.
dally series by Lucky Strike cigarets.
Hillpot has also been a radio enBlock will tour the American Totertainer and booker and agent of Orange Crush Orders
bacco Co.'s plant and do his show
Cincinnati, Feb. 24.
from WRNL, Richmond. It will be
On March 9 Peter Grant, WLW's talent.
Disc Music from
hooked to
by telephone veteran newscaster, will become Prilines.
vate Melvin Meredith McGinn.
Orange Crush Co. has placed an
FOR 20
20
Block and a group of Lord &
He will be inducted into the Army
order for one-minute announcements
Thomas advertising agency execu- at Ft Thomas, Ky., opposite Cincy.
using music from the World Stutives leave N. Y. today (Wednesday)
Kellogg AU-Bran and Pep Bcsame dios, New York.
to get ready. Spieler is parting 162
Via Kenyon A Ecklurdt
Aubrey, Moore tt Wallace, of ChiJack Haley's Audition
recordings with him to use on the
cago, is the agency.
four broadcasts he will di
Jack Haley is working on a audiKellogg will resume its spot antion record of "The Amazing Mr. nouncements in behalf of All -Bran
Smith' through the A. & S. Lyons and Pep the middle of next month,
LOSES
TO CHICAGO office.
They are being placed by Kenyon &
American Can Co. sponsored the Eckhardt
Third Time His Action Against Lord
comedy mystery last season, with'
Head
Schedule stipulates 20 transcribed
Sales Office
In
Conrt
drawing because of the priorities sit announcements a week for 20 weeks,
Grinalds Up at
rule whether the action

wrong.

Judge Hand

is right or
also stated that

so far no evidence had been advanced that the FCC has changed
the status of prevailing contracts be-

BRAD SIMPSON

OPENS AGENCY

JAY CLARK SUCCEEDS

COMMnTEES

VINCENT ON TOURAGE'

FOR ADMEN, WEBS

HILLPOT WTTR

On

ROCKEFELLER GROUP

.

Army

World

WNEW

WEEKS

SPOTS

ALONZO COLE

DEWEY LONG

WLW

b

WSAI

I
Dewey Long,

uatlon.

,

general manager of

WLW

WGN Picks Three $1,000 Winners

Waller Callahan,

who filled the post
lor the past two years and is returning here to become assistant to Robert E. Dunville, general sates man-

WNYC

owned

transmitter In the

country.

argument was made Tuesday
(24) by Commissioner George Henry
Payne In dlssentlr^ from the findings of the majority, which held that
Tills

WCCO,

Minneapolis, is entitled to
continued exclusive right to nighttime use of the 830 kc. band.
Payne ripped Into the majority
with complaints the proposed adverse findings contain 'meretricious
window dressing, are illogical and
unnecessarily legalistic,' and raise

phoney issues.
The hold-out member declared th«

Commish should not

'permit its own
regulations to stand in the way of a
efficient use of broadcast faand declared that the public
will benefit far more from additional
service of the New York City municipal plant than from iirotecting
the 'monopoly' of a commercial
transmitter.
Pointing out that
originaUy
(until the old FRC forced it in 1928

more

cilities'

WNYC

to

share with Donald F'-.mm) had

full-time
privileges,
Payne complained 'the program service of

WNYC, which

has no' been taken

into considerition in the proposed
findings in this case is of the highest standard as to quality and is
unique. It is a service presented by
an agency of government for the
benefit of Its citizens and not for
financial gain. No advertising whatever is carried by the station.'
Payne, in remarking on the 'general usefulness' of WNYC, commented that
'Is no better, no
worse, than scores of others. It is a

WCCO

commercial

station,

pose of which
tl.ose

Is to

who own and

the main purearn money for
operate it. The

program service Is,
ondary matter to a

after all, a secstation like this.
a broadcast station is just

After all,
a lot of meaningleso equipment unless it renders a program service,
and the better the program service,
the better the station. Between tha
program service if the two stations,
there is no comparison, so superior
Is
the New York station to tha
Minneapolis one.'
Interference argument is unimpressive, as the only trouble from

WNYC would occur in WCCO's secondary area, Payne argued. Nobody
would be deprived of all radio service, while a large number of people
would receive added service if
involv- WNYC
should be allowed to oper-

Long-pending,
many - chaptered
complaint of Alonzo Deen Cole

Cincinnati, Feb. 24.

WSAI since August, 1938, transfers
this week as manager of the
sales office in Chicago. He replaces

of

Washington, Feb. 24.
Unique nature of its operations
end high grade of program service
should merit departure from the
clear-channel policy and the FCC
ought to grant the full-time request
of WNYC, the oldest municipally-

Operetta Contest Grand Prize by Public Vote—

against Phillips H. Lord, Inc.,

ing Lord's radio program, 'Mr. Disate longer hours.
trict Attorney,' was dismissed by
Judge Ferdinand Pecora in the N. Y.
Supreme Court ^ast week after a

five-week
It

trial.

was the

third trial of this pla-

LADY ESTHER "KSTS
LOCAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

giarism action, representing a victory
ager of Crosley stations.
Armentrout, Faitb, Hastings Selected for Run-Off
for Lord, Judge Pecora granting
Archie Grinalds, who has been
judgment in favor of his firm.
sales manager tmder Long, becomes
WSAI general manager. Further
Chicago, Feb. 24. . tented milk hour who collaborated
Lady Esther agency will underrealignment of Crosley stations' sales
take a four-week test of one-minute
Lee Armentrout, arranger for Ben with Jim Pease, assistant continuity
ex^s has Bernard Musnik changing Bernie, Paul
director for NBC, Chicago, Is eliand
chainbreak
Halley Back to Kaycee
announcements,
Whiteman
and
Alec
from the WLWO (shortwaver) to the
gible for a grand prize of $5,000 to
starting March 16, through the PedTempleton,
won
one
of
the
three
sales staff In New York.
be determined in a poll of radio

WLW

WGN

A

farewell party In Long's honor $1,000 prizes offered by
in the
Vras held Monday (23) night In the $10,500 contest for a great American
operetta.
Armentrout collaborated
Cuvlw Press club.

'

lar

& Ryan

agency.

listeners.
Kansas City, Feb. 24.
For the evening it will be excluGeorge E. Halley, who has main- sively chalnbreaks,
Three operettas will be presented
while the dayfrom the WGN studios March 14, 21, tained a Chicago office for Station time schedule
will take in both one28 and will be designated as oper- KMBC,' has returned to the Kansas minute
blurbs and chalnbreaks.
Announcement of the three win- ettas one, two and three in a con- City offices. The Chicago office,
ners, selected
from hundreds of test whereby listeners will vote for where Halley was director of nascores submitted by composers from, the grand prize winner. The grand tional program sales. Is being temDinty Doyle Joins CBS
Bob
Optioned
an original entry list of 2,232, was prize-winning work' will be broad- poi-arily discontinued.
made during special broadcast of the cast over WGN-Mutual April 11.
Here Halley is devoting himself to
Campbell Soup has picked up its
The original Dlnty Doyle has Chicago Theatre of the Air SaturArmentrout-Lee operetta has work- promotional work on the new 300- option on Bob Burns for another 13
Joined the press department of CBS day (21). Each of the three win- ing UUe of 'The L^d Soldier,' the odd piece library of transcriptions
weeks through the Ruthrauff &
ning operettas^ the other two were Faith-Pease title is The Gandy recently completed in Hollywood
In New York under Lou RuppeL
by Ryan agency.
Former radio editor was last with by Ross Hastings, Los Angeles, and Dancer' and the Hastings operetta is the Texas Rangers, an Arthur B.
The new binder takes effect March
Percy Faith, conductor of the Con- called 'America Loves a Melody.'
Earle Ferris.
Church program property.
17.

with Fenton Lee.

Bums
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SEE SUMMER NEAR NORMAIi
Pro and Con on Radio Biz

Short-Uved Spot Campaqin

Washington, Feb.

24.

To Convince

The National Assn. of Broadcasters has prepared a report on the

busiIt pre-

ness outlook In view of priorities and other wartime conditions.
sents this composite picture:
Favorable Outlook
Unfavorable Oatlook
Agriculture:
Automotive:
"
Cattle Foods
New Passenger Cars, Trucks
Seeds
Accessories
Nurseries
Tires and Tubes
Live Stock
Tra' tors
Amusements
Aviation
Beverages
Bakeries
Building Materials, Supplies
Boots and Shoes
Confectioneries
Clothing Stores
Contractors
Cleaners Dyers Laund "-ies
Cosmetics
Farm Mac-.iinery
Furniture, Home Furnishings:
Dairies
Floor Coverings
Department Stores
Curtains and Drapes
Drug Stores
Gasoline and Oil
Educational

—

—

Farm-Orchards Produce

Heatings, Plumbing
Home Appliances:
Refrigerators

Financial
Florists

—Nurseries

Garages (uncertain)
General Stores
Grocery and Food Stores

Oil Burners
Industrial
Office Equipment

Hotels, Restaurants, Resorts

Radio Receivers
Real Estate
The general field of 'Durable Consumer Goods'

Insurance
Jewelers
Medicals, Proprietaries

Merchandise Chains
Professional Services

Bus

—

Problem

(uncertain)

Products
Uses for Old Producti

DUE THIS WEEK

DANNY KAYE ON, OFF
SHOW IN AGCY. MIXUP
Danny Kaye was on and

Smith broadcast for Friday
(27) as a special guest as a
result of a possible law suit
Ted
Collins' office opened negotiations
with Music Corp. of America for
Kaye, but the comic's attorney, Lou
Mandel, stated he would not make
a deal unless It came via the Wil-

FROM BLUE

The Blue Network will Issue a new
rate card this week which will pro- liam Morris
vide for further discounts for advertisers using sevaral groups of supIs

Purpose of

stations.

to

make

this

economically

it

buy extensive

office.

Mandel then got a

MCA,

'release'

from

MCA

believing

that
v.ould sue anyhow, he called off the
negotiations.
Kaye was originally under contract to Columbia Artists Bureau,
wl^ich was bought, lock, stock and
barrel, by
last year.
Kaye,
however, refused to move over to
with the general assignment of
talent
contracts.
Instead,
Kaye
signed with the Morris office.
but,

hookups.
MCA
In May, 1941, the Blue Initiated an
amendment to Its discount setup
MCA
which provided for special discounts
when an advertiser purchased one
or more' of such supp groups as the
Blue Southern, Blue Southwestern,
Blue Mountain and Blue Pacific
FIELD'S
Coast.
Similar special discounts,
ranging from 5% to 20%, will be exFor WHIP,
tended to clients buying still other Looks Like Deal
Hammond, Ig Goln; Throoph
groups. The Blue management has
come to the conclusion that advertisers are being charged too much
Chicago, Feb. 24.
for 'that extra batch of stations.'
Action on the tieup between
Marshall ^ield and WHIP, Hammond,
(Ind.) perked up considerably last
week and arrangements are now set

30%

MARSHALL

NO MERCY FOR

ME

HOPKINS'

Clarke.
Deal with Field includes purchase
of two hours daily Immediately on
the station for the Chicago Sun
paper, which Field Is financing.

Federal

Communications

Com-

Maxwell House mission need not approve

this transaction since control is not involved,
The ac- though report must be filed on
stanza.
ownership.
share
of
switch
decided whether
Dr. George F. Courrier continues
another show, or
as president of the station at this
time, and Doris Kcane remains as
Program is handled by Benton
Clarke takes
v.p. and secretary.
Berg
Gertrude
Bowles, scripted by
over posts of v.p. and treasurer.
and directed by Jack Hurdle.
Station Is now building five-tower

on

CBS

for

(General Foods),
with the April 3
count has not yet
to replace It with
to drop the time.

goes

oft

the air

directional set-up to

Returns

McCann-Erlckson Is returning NBC
Bread to the spot field. It's a oneminiite transcription campaign with
the

schedule

calling

for

12

of 26 weeks.

cracker division Is
considering also going spot but
through local programs,

up its ChiOn March 29

lift

cago area coverage.
win step up its schedule to 22 hours
daily, taking it out of the part-time
class which now has the station operating on a daytime schedule.

last week disclosed
that they regarded as- merely isolated cases of priorities embarrassment the announced withdrawal of
Johnson Wax's 'Fibber McGee and
Molly' and 'The Great Gildersleeve'
for the summer without sponsored
replacements.
Such agencies as

'ALDRICH'MAY

ADD WAXES

Young & Rubicam and Ruthrauff Sc
Ryan stated that there was no basis

What the association sought to accomplish by the air blurbs was to
allay the Impression among prospective commercial plane passengers
thkt the accommodations were being
reserved primarily tor those engaged
in the war effort The agency said
that it assumed that the association
by its order to cancel indicated that
its

purpose had been amply accom-

may extend the use plished.
a' trend to these
two departures and they pointed of "The Aldrlch Family' to spot
Transcribed versions
out that they themselves were cur- broadcasting.
rently quite active In lining up re- of the show as broadcast over NBC
placement shows for the coming Thursday night would be heard in
various markets plugging either
summer.
or Post Toastles. Plan is to
J. Walter Thompson revealed that Postum
the network operations of Its ac- make these spot schedules effective
count will be no different this sum- ttie week of March 23.
Rubicam will do the disc
Young
mer than they were last year. What
Thompson accounts that don't con- booking in Postum's behalf, while
will place the Post
tinue their pfogram through the Benton & Bowles
latter schedule
warm season will exercise their Toastles orders. TheSaturday
a.m.
will be exclusively
usual hiatus of several weeks. Lord
& Thomas reported that Bob Hope
General Foods

Minneapolis.

moted
at

— Leila

joins National
dcp.irtment,
editorial

D, C.

RADIO WRITERS GUILD

pinch-hitter and Buchanan,
agency on the Texaco account, will
shortly start looking around for
something that would serve, as a substitute for Fred Allen when he takes
Radio Writers Guild expects to
his vacation June 28.
sign a renewal this week of its conNeither Young & Rubicam nor
tract covering news writers at CBS.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, which are heavy
wage mini-

Night-time listening, according to
the latest report of the Co-operative
Analysis of Broadcasting, reached an
all-time peak during the week ot
Jan. S to 11. The night-time index
for that week was 32.5, whereas the
Index for the like period of January,
1941, figured 31.3. Daytime listening
Deal, calls for the same
during that same week showed no
as before, but improved work-'
gain over the parallel week of '41.
ing conditions and terms. Contract
Prior to Pearl Harbor, network lisfor writers in the shortwave department may be signed by next week. tening was somewhat off as compared to the going of the previou*
Organization is also dickeiing for
year.
a similar deal covering NBC news
C.A.B. states that night-time liswriters in New York and Chicago.
tening for January, '42, was 7%
higher than for the previous month
in seeking to obtain support from ot December,
while the daytime
network advertisers. In submitting margin ot increase amounted to 8%.
what he terms a 'plan for continuance of sponsored radio series in cooperation with Citizens for 'Victory;
Crowley might, these agency men
suggest, be doing a disservice to the

EXPECTS CBS DEAL

In food accounts, figures that the
packaging problems, caused by priorities, will so affect such of their

clients

as

network
Each of

to halt or revise their
summer.
activities
this

these

every account on

declared

agencies
its list

which used

a replacement program last summerwill xepeat the same procedure for
1942.

Under the system prevailing at
and Columbia any account that
summer minus a re-

NBC

retires for the

placement program takes a chance
on forfeiting its spot.
Exception among the YStR accounts this summer might be Jell-O
Other agencies
(General Foods).
report that NBC has indicated (hat
Jack Benny's night spot could be
had for 13 weeks starting July 5.
Benny goes on his vacation June
28.

NBC's

offer suggests that

it

is

to release the packer from
obligation during July, August
it a deal can be made
with another advertiser.

prepared
its

and September

books and found that since the first
of this year it had sold 1% hours

more than had been
lowing

is

cancelled.
the breakdown:

New

Fol-

Orders

Quaker Oats
Procter & Gamb'.e
General Electric
B. T. Babbitt
United Fruit
Celanese Corp
Wrigley Gum

that Crowley by his drive to corral
advertisers 'who might be considering cancellation of radio activity
during the war' could stir up a scare
that would do the radio business no
good.
These agency people question

whether Crowley has 'Hmed' his
appeal ideally. They contend that
so far there are no signs of a wholesale exodus of network acounts and
that Crowley would be far more effective In his project if he avoided
the cry of 'wolf and confined himself to trying to get time wherever
established

network

The presentation which Crowley

hr.
hr.

distributed among advertisers
for
the maintenance of a
transltor program' in which the
latter would explain why their prod-

%
%
%

W*

%
%

4

work.

Raymond Spector Merges {
With Brown & Thomas
&

'Thomas

agency and
have
agency

ucts weren't on the market and the
part the company was playing In war
production. A portion of the same

Accounts Included in merger are
Serutan, Journal of Living. Schcnley,

hrs.

program would be devoted
to the aims and purposes

hr.
hr.
V4 hr.

Armour Co
MacFadden

(20) the Armour Co. ended its radio
connections for the current season.
Account's other cancellation Is
King, who has filled a Saturday evening period on the same net

Wayne

hr.
hr.

%
1

With the exit ot the Buddy ClarkJohnny Welgel program from its
morning spot on CBC lost Friday

Brown
Raymond

CBncellatlODs

Ford Motor
Llpton Tea
Chrysler Corp

FOR SEASON

calls

114 hrs.
IV* hrs.

Shick Razor

ARMOUR OFF

Hardlj
any network
networks.
customers have shown a disposition
to quit and the agency execs fear

Vt hr.
1

5%

Total

mum

he could on
commercials.

hr.

hrs.
hr.

hrs.

GiUis proCrowley's Plan Too SoonT
Ad agency execs have expressed
Geographic themselves as puzzled by the tack
Washington, which Jerry Crowley, radio director
of the Citizens for 'Victory, has taken

to assistant publicity director

WCCO,. succeeding Mary Rennle.

Latter

I

NiteUsteningHighi

For Last Jan. 6-11

Total

an-

nouncements a week over a period

Same 'account's

.

FOODS AS

&

NBC Bread

Spot campaign which was launched;
week by the Air Transport Asto counteract certain re-

last

sociation

More Hot Than Cold
tor the take-over of 30% of the stock
by Marshall Field and an additional
CBS' sales department yesterday
15% by his collaborator, John W. (Tuesday) balanced its contract

'Kate Hopkins, Angel of Mercy,'

serial

Compton Back

the

summer
off the

Kate

night

easier for clients to

R. J.

Strictlly

(Pepsodent) will have his customary

move

I

Richard J. Complbn, president of
agency bearing his name, has ports about airline travel lasted but
returned from a three-week busi- three days. When the li.win-Wasey
ness-vacation' trip
to
the Coast. agency placed the business with 37
IS
Leonard Bush, vice-president, is still
stations It made it clear that there
In Florida convalescing from pneuwould be five announcements at the
monia.
None of the leading ad agencies
John McMillin, radio head of the most. On the day that the third anIn radio anticipates any marked
agency, is vacationing this week, but nouncement was broadcast the assochange In the commercial setup of Is due back Monday.
ciation instructed the agency
to
the networks this summer. A check
shelve the project.

Priorities

&

NEW RATE CARD

plementary

There

CAB Reports New

Tobacco

New
New

Present Signs of Drastic
Spell Exodus of SponBecause of War
'Fibber McGee' Held a

sors

for imputing signs of

Public Utilities (uncertali.)
Publications
Sporting Goods (uncertain)
Soaps, Toilet Goods, Beauty Shops
Tourist Attractions
Transportation: Rail,

No

Hot

Civilians

Are Seats on An* Transportsi

among them

Washing Machines
Ranges

Food Products

PRIORIIY CASES

Seeb

has

directly
of the
Citizens /or Victory through a brief
talk by a prominent speaker of a
dramatization which the latter would

produce.

Blatz Trying

F-M

CTilcago. Feb. 24.

Spcclor

&

merged in New York as Brcuvn
Spector.
Dan Rodgers will be radio director.

Block Drug, Dewar's whiskey and
others.

Rem-Rel March Upbeat
Chicago, Feb. 24.

Maryland Pharmaceutical Co. hat
increased its announcement schedon WMAQ for Rem and Rel
ul

W59C, (he Chicago Tribune F-M
outlet, has Blatz Brewing Co. of Mil- remedies to 20 for the period of
waukee for series ct station break March 2-28.
H. B. Cough Drops renewed anannouncements, six nights weekly.
Set through the Henri, Hurst & nouncement schedule for an addl«
tional four weeks.
McDonald agency.

•
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'THIS IS WAK^n'
THE
with Paul MnnI, Lcilh Stevens Muslo Play

War

BOUNTY MUTINEERS'

30 MIns.

75 Mlns.

Saturday, 7 p.m.
All Stations

BBC, London
More about Captain

OTTO HARBACH'S SPECIAL Mary Mason Retires From

Horror

That midnightish break-in on
Bligh.

WHN, New

This

'

If
to be broadcast.
final result was more,

feared.

The

anything

the

mile, culminating in
that brought his

ing with every
awkward than tht vicious rage

world tumbling about his
final script as

rewritten

came colm Keen, over the air,
skipper a much milder

through only shortly before air time.
It had been torn apart for policy
reasons. William N. Robson's script
had been almost entirely thrown
away and he requested that his name
not be used and it was not, although
advance publicity identifled him and
hence he suffered the bad press that

Even shorn of its flagwavlng
becoming hoopla, 'Daughters of Uncle Sam'
would rate better than en average
The infiltration of the
sustainer.
patriotic motif Is defUy guided with

character,

discernible toward the end of the
outward voyage. The terrific responsibility, the necessity for keep-

ing in check the unruly rift-rall under his command, and the appalling
weather ccl clitions serve more as an
excuse for such oulbiu'sts in those
tough seafaring da>s.
be
permitted
Robson had asked to
Perhaps the film folk had to overto see the White House on the
grounds an author should know his brutalize Captain Bligh to provide
subject but permission was denied a meaty role for Laughton. and an
except for one quick peek at the excuse for Clark Gable to ally himwith the mutineers. In this Inself
cabinet room. Norrtian Corwin had
only a few policy verbotens to guide stance most of the incidents leading
him as director. All the radio-wise to the upheaval are- merely related,
group was pretty unhappy knowing not visualized or r.'ited, which mars
spares the nerves.
going
the program
be bad but the realism— and
followed.

was

unable

to

to

do much about

it

listeners.

war

and

tainment

morale

uplift.

dash.

The

all-girl

orchestra which B.A.

is

that the

It

was an

occasion for exquisite tact but red

tape and confusion prevented tact
from being employed. The program
merely annoyed
Roosevelt-haters
and made his loyal following squirm.

taken

prisoner,

The President of the United States
Is a hero to at least half the world.
Production by Peter CreswcU was
He certainly does not require either praiseworthy, and supporting comas a man or a statesman any radio pany give color and sincerity to the
buildup of a Saturday night Un- dramatic incidents and nautical backfortunately the script in its final ground.
tortured form went about its task
self-consciously and produced an obsequious, -fawning tone wholly in- the script which
th^ producers
appropriate in a democracy where failed to. delete: secretariat, barrithe Chief of State, no matter how cades, servitors, colonnades, valorgreat, is never approached in a ous, Inconsolable, bivouacked, conprone posture.

The

script, bearing evidence of
rewriting, did not limit itself
to Roosevelt, but included other
crises and other presidents. It might

much

firmation, pedestrian. Not to mention such intellectual mouthfuls as
'jaunty complacency' and 'eaves-

dropped

butely.'

Brother, in Ashtabula they don't
have been pat to draw seme com- talk that way.
parisons
between
Lincoln
and
Another point that may be conF.D.R., but the script lacked crackle structive: how about getting , along
and sparkle In the lines, so this did without a narrator? Neither radio
not register effectively. Drama was art propaganda, nor good storymissing
largely
throughout
the telling requires one and they are
script, being substituted by captions llkelyvto become,. by very nature, a
and dressed up, but not covered up, bit self-conscious.
by transitional music. In the general
And maybe a simple story wouldn't
let-down even so fine an actor as be bad. More melodrama and less
Paul Muni sounded, when handed saga, more today and less yesterday,
such wet cornflakes, about as ani- more idiom and less about 'the
mated as, say. Albert Spalding.
heavy, lonely thoughts of high reSome thought should be given, too. sponsibility.'
It would seem, to the matter of big
Is It true what they say about
words in scripts intended to be Walt Disney's cartoon for the
understandable to the less literate Treasury being the smartest thing to
members of the nation. Here are date in wartime morale technique?
some of the words scattered through
Land.
'

"LOOK AT THE

LABEL..."

advises Suzy, our.Sleno, "to determine
quality. Big

names make WSAI news tops

Wires of the ASSOCIATED
PRESS, INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE
and REUTER'S. Twenty-five news

in Cincinnati

.

.

.

and editors of national, reputation. Famous news commentators
and reporters.

writers

"Yes

— and

WSAI

It

fops in merch-

andising, too."

WSAI'S
Sirettt

SALES AIDS
car

and but

N«on

the plant about It but the reaction
was all to the -program's favor.

Odec.

THE

SPIBIT OF '42'
With Rnsh Hnghes, Brewster Morgan

Cooper is writer.
'Spirit' may be best described as a
service educational, designed to in-,
It exform, stimulate, interpret.
plains by narration and Interviews
(these with officers, non-coms and
the
various
no-stripers)
how
branches of the nation's fighting
Feature covers a
forces function.
wide range of territory (principally
along the Atlantic seaboard), of
units and of subjects. A nOmber of
the last-named are on the technical
side, but the explanation^ are made*
as clear and simple as possible for
Willis

Program shows evidence

laymen.

Jaco.

Mlns.—Local

coven
Downiown Window

1.1

Disployi

KECA, Los Anceles

GRAYSON'S APPAREL SHOPS
Dally, 6 pjn.

(Milton Weinberg)

For the short
for

raoolat) being paid
cross-the-board
stanza,
Starr, picture editor of L. A.

this

Jimmy

Herald-Express,

delivers

ceived,

(One

plus.

value-re-

Hollywood

on the networks was offered
$125 for the five shots weekly. To
such a low estate has gossiping
fallen!)

Starr gives out with nothing more,
nothing less, than his high-salaried
predecessors.

IF IT'S

CINCINNATTS
OWNWATTSSTATION
HOC AND
NBTWOBjfS
DAZ ANP MOBT
BI.VE

•

S,00«

stumble-

To malign his
to malign him,

Revere, Bates radio head, and Bill
Joyce, of the WJlliam Morris office,
producers of the- show, denied last
week that any decision had been
made on the matter. However, It
was subsequently learned that Miss
Mason had already received her
notice at that time.

the

KSFO

past Jan. 1, that web has verbally agreed to an April 1 moving
deadline and that KSFO had contemplated a counter-suit for 'malicious
prosecution.'
CBS reps could not be reached for

Dinner-Dance and Purse

Speed Hodges Into Army

comment.

Worcester, Feb.

.

tattler

SELLS FASTER

is

says Conn.
Conn feels the slander
against his knockdown partners so
keenly that he seized Prince, according to Prince, and pushed the
sportcaster around ii a dark corner
at the local arcade dedicated to
physical culture and bloody noses.
Conn's version to the district attorney Is that he merely threatened,
rather than massaged, his radio

Gil

Meredith's place after the actor reProducer
turned to Hollywood.
Brewster Morgan has recently been
handling the secondary mike chore.

7. Houia*orgon

IT

*Maodie's Dairy*; Part May

Hodges,

special

events

24.

an-

Slgmund Spaeth Schaeferlng
nouncer of WTAG, Inducted into
Sigmund
Spaeth
guests
next Army at Fort Devens yesterday
Wednesday night (4) on 'Schaefer (Monday), Is first member of staff
WABC-CBS, New York
This series gives listeners vivid Revue,' local variety show on WEAF, to be called to military service. H»
closeups of every branch of the New York.
John Fceney. and the was honored at dinner-dance and
armed services. Presented by CBS. Three Jesters get the assignment presented purse last week. Originally it was broadcast on a late the following week (11).
Joe E.
Before coming to WTAG, he was
Sunday afternoon spot, with Burgess Lewis guests tonight (Wednesday).
radio news editor of KVOD, Denver,
Meredith as principal narratorB.B.D.&O. handles the program.
and KVOR, Colorado Springs.
quizzer and with John Charles Daly
Rush Hughes took
as assistant.

Film Gossip

Broodcait

fish.

manly opponents

Sonday, 2 p.m.

4. N«wipaptr adi

"Meal tht Spontor"

bums and easy

Sostalnltig

JIMMY STARR

e.

In the ring are pushovers,

Service Show
30 Mlns.

tlgni

5. TaKicob

Also Helps tor

FROM

3*Diiplay card*

6.

NBC

KSFO MOVES

of careful preparation.

cordi
3.

of

Dear Old Kno.x

College alumni of New York
Be Assigned Carol Smitli
have a musical comedy entertainment from its president, Otto
Mary Meson, title actress ol
Ray Kelly; manager of
Harbach.
NBC's sound effects department, will 'Maudle's Diary' on CBS for Wonder
Bread, goes off the program after
turn actor for occasion.
tomorrow night's (Thursday) broadOther Knox grads whooping it up
cast.
She will do the regular show
this Friday (27) at the Hotel Delmonico are Mr. end Mrs. Bill Kostka, tomorrow, but will be replaced for
the repeal by Carol Smith, who hai
he the former NBC press head.
been playing the moppet comedy
part of Faulie on the series. Repeat
wIU be recorded end, If the cUeot
likes the show, Miss Smith will b«
Muscleman Billy Conn
reteined In the part
Situation on tlic 'Maudie' show haj
Jast Bullied, Didn't Hit
been uncertain for some weeks. Al.
Radio Critic, He Tells D.A. though the option was recently
picked up for another 13 weeks, the
rating dropped sharply several weeks
Pittsburgh, Feb. 24.
ago and both the client and the Ted
Billy Conn, the pug, resents Bob Bates agency immediately considered
Prince of WJAS-KQV saying over changes. Although Miss Mason was
the radio that the opponents of Conn rumored about to be replaced, Tom

Knox

will

It was staled at
Bates agency again yesterday
(Tuesday) that no decision regarding Miss Mason's status had been
made.
According to other reports, adcritic.
ditional changes will be made in the
Whole issue of whether Conn show. Gordon Graham may be refights toughies or butterballs became placed as director and regular meman official matter when Bob Prince's bers of the cast will henceforth be
sponsor, Kaufman's Department hired on a week-to-week basis.
of oral counterpoint
Store, took it to the officials who Understood the story line will be
As for the 'message' side of the called in Prince and Conn. !rhe pug shifted' from its emphasis on the
program, there's a femme guestee, was warned not to settle Issues
in- Maudie character, as in the original
described as a 'minute woman.' whose volving
freedom of comment by re- Ladies Home Journal sketches by
assignment it is to pay a tribute to
some branch of the armed service or sorting to his gymnasium technique. Graeme and Sarah Lorimer, to fociu
more attention on the part of Davie,
oeople on the home front. Fannie
played by Bob Walker. Comedy la
Hurst was the Initial invitee and she
made hers both a tribute and an apelso to be broadened considerably.
APRIL 1
peal. She spoke of the heroic figures,
Morris agency sold show on ausuch- as Capt. Colin P. Kelly, Jr., aldition records with Miss Mason who
ready produced by the U.S. Army in
CBS
STUDIOS
Insisted on billing and refused to
this war and she^ urged that civilian
sign
an exclusive representation
America prove itself worthy of their
sacrifices.
contract with Morris for radio, legit
San Francisco, Feb. 24.
The program veers off into authe Morrij
Columbia Is dropping its suit to and films. In addition,
dience participation by Inviting up
office, as packege producers, were to
oust
its
former
affiliate,
KSFO,
from
to the mike a soldier to do the
pay commissions to the agent who
chorus of one of the war-time songs. the Palace hotel studios, according
had set Miss Mason on the program.
For" his reward It's two tickets to a to a statement issued Friday (20) by
Broadway show plus his choice of KSFO. Announcement claims CBS
Miss Meson is curently appearing
any girl In the band as a theatre has continued to accept rent from in 'Cafe Crown,' legit comedyat the
companion.' The item had an air of
Cort, N.Y.

of the men were
Dover.' 'There'll Always Be an Engor surrendered, at
land,' plus divers war songs of the
Tahiti and brought to England for past generation. On the Introductory
trial.
People who saw the picture event (22) Miss Small was especially
must have found the story fairly easy ingratiating with her choruses of
with
to follow; others, unfamiliar
these older war-time ditties, while
the various characters, would find it the two rhythm contingents. The
hard to differentiate, especially when Three Salutes and The Swing Patrol,
the prisoners are being tried.
proved capable of lending spicy bits

when many

after

Impression left behind
subject was too tough.

the result that the listeners get a
pretty good blend of musical enter-

Heading the vocal class is Mary
Small, who can do smart and pleasurable things with a pop number. As
m.c. Arline Francis endows the proceedings with a goodly portion of
charm. Another commendable factor
It's well
is the general production.
geared to the required pace and

Rolfe has assembled for this scries
nicely with the chores.
more doc- gets away Spitalny
aggregation, but
because The story, therefore, is
It's no Phil
umentary, a good deal being nar- with the aid of some slick arrangerated from extracts from the logments the Rolfe bevy manages to Inbook, reports to the Admiralty, and
ject punch into such compositions as
scenes at the court-martial years
'I Am An American,' 'White Cliffs of

of their inability to use their own
It was as embarrassing
internally as the program proved to

judgment.

30 Mlns.

SasUinlng
cars. Mal- Sunday, 7:30 pjn.
makes the WJZ-Blue, New York.

his choleric outbursts only

Ray Kelly

York:

Propaganda under Impossible con- radio version of the ill-famed ship
'Here's some good news
Is based, by Cyril Nash, on Owen
(pause)
'we pay more than
is the trade summation of the
Rutter's book, 'The True Story of the
ever for your pawn tickets.'
excuse - it - please - This-Is-War pro- Bounty,' the captain's log and Adgram Saturday night about the miralty records and other contemporary
documents.
'DAUGHTEB
OF UNCLE SAM'
trade
its
The
had
House.
White
Charles
Laughton showed the With Mary Small, Arllne Francis,
qualms in advance when the anB. A. Rolfe, The Three Salates,
latent brutality of the man in charge
nouncement was made that a piece almost as soon as the ship left
The Swinc Patrol, Fannie Hnrst
based on the Executive Mansion was Portsmouth, his harsh discipline wax- Songs, Band, Talk
ditions

(Jiramle

Fldler

was

reputed to have drawn $1,7S0 for
one quarter-hour session a week.)
His voice is friendly, though flippant,
and dribbles through the loud
speaker with clarity and a soft
bounce to the eardrums. Ha reads
off his script as one would read his
daily column. No effort at ptmchlng
lines or shouting 'scoopl' With a
brighter script and a more studied
microphone technique he would rata
with those who sopped up the gravy
before him.
Helm.

mm

RADIO
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mono

DONOVAN

IS

mine the

country's radio foreign
policy or have unrestricted power to
say how the ' Roosevelt-established

17

ment.

In the form'ir case, capital
be furnished private companies wanting to put. up additional
transmitters that they would own
from the start. The other procedure
eign listeners,
—as has been followed in getting
Washington, Feb. 24.
Hopes that the Donovan and
steel, aluminum, chemical and other
First hand explanation of what the Office of Facts and Figures plans
Rockefeller
organizations
might
plants built would call for outright
along radio lines and how the broadcasting industry can help the war
conie close to merging their work
Federal ownership and then either
effort will be told to all network affiliates Saturday morning (28) by
have vanished. Latter balked at beleasing with an option to buy or reArchibald
MacLeish,
librarian
of
Congress
and
head
of
OFF.
ing submerged to any degree and
taining
private
enterprise
on a
Arrangements are being completed for networks for informal talk
apparently has succeeded in getting
management - contract basis. Both
over closed circuits of all webs. Management of every affiliate will
over the thought that it knows far
Government
techniques are possible. Still a third
be able to get direct picture of the whole war propaganda drive and
Cooperation But more what sort of propaganda
arrangement may involve underbroadcasters' responsibilities therein. No time fixed yet.
should be beamed to Latin America.
standings with the non-broadcast
'Control' of Despite this expectation is that some
Must
short-wave operators (like Press
Push Federal agency possibly a new gov- is in the minds of the Donovan tial number of new higher-powered Wireless, Mackay, International and
Program Content
ernment-owned corporation or any
After of several existing outTts will con- planners. Presently this skein com- short-wave plants. Perhaps as many American Tel-and-Tel companies,
for Quick Decisions
prises all the international outlets as two dozen.
and RCAC) that the government
tract with the
operators for all from Cincinnati (Crosley) to the AtMeetings
The government does not con- would buy enough time to warrant
of their time ^nd then parcel it out
lantic coast, plus a few commercial template buying time on existing their using their own money to put
between the two coordinators. The point-to-point and radio-telephone transmitters at anything like card up additional antennas to beam proCultural Relations crew seems cerplants whose facilities are used on\ rates.
Rather, the U.S. will guar- grams to specific places.
tain to retain its hold or. the block
Not An Operator
special occasions to improve the antee all costs of operation plus an
from 4 p.m. to midnight, with the prospects of hitting the desired tar- allowance for depreciation. No profit
The C.O.I., if successful in getting
C.O.I, having the other 16 hours to
If the money is forthcoming Item Is being considered.
money from Congress and making
get
24.
Feb.
Washington,
spray programs at Europe, Asia, and under plans now being weighed, adAs for new facilities, either an ex- the arrangements with privata
shortwave
of
Africa,
Alter another week
ditional use will be made of the isting outfit like Defense PJant Corp. owners, doesn't intend to become aa
why— Considerable expansion of the latter
'conferences who, what and
outlets and Uncle Sam prob- or Reconstruction Finance Corp. may operating company. What's more, it
have not found h easy to 'Bronze Network' of existing DXers ably win foot the bill for a substan- make loans or an outright invest(Continued on page 32)
ti-e minds
cases wiU disconmeet and In some
of
favor
in
so
do
to
effort
Snue the
Action is «ie
wrong.
or
right
acUon,
need and cry and is especially

INDUSTRY FEARS

policies should

be conveyed to for-

MacLeish WiD Outline OFF Plans

would

—

Committee

Wants

Have

—

—

—

DX

Many

BUSINESS SQUIRMS

neat
ttie

motto of the Donovan Commit-

tee

The

latter

tends to be impatient
and of other short-

of the industry

wavers
tells.

who want to argue about deApparently the Donovanites

strongly on two points: (1)
can in
Only a Government agency
authority
the final analysis have
and
over wartime program content
cothe
for
need
(2) there is every
operation of all under a partnership
private
to
odious
be
not
need
that
broadcasters. The fears of the latter
in the
that they Will be 'responsible'
sense of blame without having 'au-

feel

HOW TD GLUE
A LISTENER
ID A RADIO
me AioftE
\
(

S

It

BOUMP fISHT

AW

-TWO BALL

®

A

TAK-E
GOODHELPUKJt

(SA/tAgS-

censor the censors is not
regarded as pertinent under present
It's called a hairpressing needs.
thority' to

ADD

splitting question.

Though there are differences of
opinion In several directions. Uncle
Sam is about set to initial agreements to take over all the time of
the nation's international broadcasting stations and is perfecting plans
facilities that probto build new
ably will be privately operated under close Federal supervision. Direct
outlay of around $3,000,000 is anticlac.pated by industry observers
quainted with desire of Government
officials to hypo the short-waved
propaganda activities which so far

'^trruAl Off^KjS AlOlig
OBeUlAR. MEWfyl/VPCO/fAtBVT

ANV CfWE/i A/BTWORK

DX

have been a disappointment.Threat of 'Government operation*
has caused considerable uneasiness,
tiut the plan being discussed most
seriously provides for private management, to do a good proportion of
the programming and keep hands on
actual running o' the transmitters.

•••BREAK AD 6T1R.

W PIXNTYOF
CfF

BASS

GCX3I>

nSESK AW6IC"

-me /uosTM/GM

•SPR3EAD

PROGfZAMS" MO/VTM IN
Ml> MOf^ OUT'-

And tuhn

Even the prospective new facilities
likely wiU be farmed out, somewhat
the same as the Army is getting
commercial manufacturers to manage tank and airplane factories built
with taxpayers' money,
Final consummation of the deal
for the full facilities of tho 11 interDi'.tlonal plants now on the air has
been' delayed by two rows and the
usual governmental red tape which
necessitates approval by several different agencies. But It Is hoped the
Issues can be settled within the
week.
'The Coordinator of Information
(William J. Donovan) and the Coordinator of Cultural Relations (Nelson Rockefeller) ~*ave pretty much
decided to continue separate ways,
after futile efforts to link their activities more closely.
Philosophies
of the two outfits, which are trying
to sell democracy in different parts
of the globe, just won't blend.
Suggest Private Groups
'.

'

/

pA/tADR A/evee

Goes

MUTUAL
BROADCASTING
SYSTEfA-

Meanwhile WiUiam S. Paley .has
proposed that a couple of privateIndustry units should be in almost
complete charge of all operations.
The Paley scheme laid before sev-

—

eral

DX

operators of
outlets last
for further discussion
tonight (Tuesday) calls for creation of governing boards, each representing three International sta-

week and due

FIRST INTHE
FIRSTS

—

tions,

with a director-general apiece.
Suggestions
only
for
programs
would' be advanced by the government, with execution completely in
the hands of these private industry
groups.

Some of the 'private' philosophy
doesn't sit well here. Officers hint
impossible to let any 'outsiders'
(i.e. outside the Government) deter.
It la

TV SB/> —

AMLLIOMS or LISTENERS CLUEO TO
»i»HW6RAMff CLOSEST TO tVEB.yONE&

^^SS:^/^

^l^mA-tOOM'- BOYlNfi TOMORROW.^'

NEW?- SPORTS- AND

POPULAR MU6IC
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Inside

George Seldes' pamphlet. In Fact, took Roma Wines to task for one
of
order that a reasoiiobly leisurely and comprehensible its recent Liberty mag adaptations, claiming the piece was 'anti-labor
review of outstanding developments may reach the poison by radio.' Whereupon the Bermingham, Castlcman & Pierce acen^
*
audience before the program is diverted to a com-' wrote Seldes:
Indeed
sorry
'We
are
that
the
Roma
broadcast
in
question was
mercial me.'isagc.
considered offensive and injurious to Inbor. No such olTense was
Omissions
intended
Roma broadcasts on WOR art simply dramatizations
If the middle commercial is normally permitted, the
of Liberty magazine short stories selected
by Olin Clark.
network reserves to itself the right on any appropriBcrnarr Macfadden has long been a champion of labor. ...
or
inrcfii.ie
commercial,
to
ate occasion o
a middle
'Yoiu' editorial has made us aware ot the fact that we were
at
sist upon its coining Inter in the program, when its
fault in using this particular program,
use earlier interrupts a continuing description of a
Seldes commented on this: "This nd agency says the broadcast should
single situation.
For p~amplc, if 10 minutes of a 15minute nev.s broadcast were devoted to the Roberts not be charged to Roma. Tliat Is true. But it is not true that Macfadden
and Liberty have been friends of labor.'
report, the news of that report should not be inter-

The Columbia Broadcasting System attracted favorable conwnent last week among the New York advertising agencies with its clear-cut statement in furtherance of commercial newscast controls recommended
recently by the Broadcasters Victory Council. Agency
men are developing an aversion to the vague-worded,
hard-to-undcrsland .type of statement that has been
fairly common iii the industry with regard to supposed
Interpretation or clarification of wai-produccd situa-

^

]

.

.

.

.

Agency time buyers who carry lots of new.s programs on their books especially credited CBS with
Network replirased
exercising forthright judgment.
recommendatio.ns

following easily-grasped

in the

rupted by a commercial. Similarly, if some transcendental item takes up the entire new.s period, the sponsor's middle message should be omitted.
Advertising Apart

rules:

Short Opening Commercial
Opening commercials should be as short as possible
and every news br6adcast should get into the news as

All commercials, except opening commercials which
are obviously a sponsor's message, must be set apart
from_tlie news content.ln one of two ways.
It IS preferably that a different voice be used.
If
this is not done^ihe news broadcaster is permitted to
give the sponsor's message provided he invariably separates it not solely by a pause but by some appropriate phrase, such as now a few words from oui'

rapidly as possible. Forty seconds is to be tl-e limit
on opening commercials for 15 and 10 minute news
broadcasts. a;id 25 seconds for the opening of a flve-

minutc program.

Not Faked As News
Opening commercials must be given

in

such a

not to lead the listener to believe that he
ing to news rather than to a commercial.

is

as.

No

way

sponsor

No

to listen

to

a

before he really finds out what the news

commercial
all

is

Broadcasting

WKBW

Shift

Corp.

has

WGR, on

roundthe-clock schedule.
Aiming- weehour stint of canned music and gab
at workers in defense plants. Many
ol the latter now allowed to tote
like its

news

a specific

about.

you something about our

portable radios into the third shift.
Jack Gelzer is WKBW's owl.
recently replaced Ralph Snyder with Sherwood Gordon as its
all night disc jockey.

WGR

—

The objection

is

application of

limit.s

SHOW

Hollywood. Feb.

Carlo DeAngelo, Shuttles

Between N.Y. and Chicago
For Sherman

24.

Musical direction of Shirley Temseries over CBS
for Procter Ic Gambia goes to Dave
Rose, of KHJ-Don Lee.
Producer
will be Gordon Hughes, who w,ill

& Marqoette

Chicago, Feb.

Miss'

scripting.

24.

Carlo DeAngelo has been upped to
position

radio director for the
Sherman Sc Nlarquette agency here.
Has been with the agency as general
production supervisor.

double over from tiie Irene Rich
dramatics at NBC.
Ed Wolf, who packaged the sale,
gets in Monday from the east with
Sally Benson, from whose stories
Doris Gilbert,

Coca-Cola in signing bands for mid-week shots on its 'Spotlight Bands'
programs on Mutual now inserts a clause in contracts giving it an option
on same band for a Saturday night broadcast at a then-stipulated
figure
Since Saturday session is given each week to the band that amassed
the
highest over-counter record sales the week previous, clause is designed
fo
protect sponsors from last minute price holdup.
Clause is probably based on recent activities of a ring of top leaders
who got together and set a price for the use of their bands on the 'Spotlight'
Scheme was upset, however, by one of nu-mber who signed his

band separately.

Superman recorded serial, still heaid on about 50 stations for various
accounts, will probably finish out the season, but its resumption after
the
customary July-to-October layoff depends on the materials and priorities
situation. Actual production of the recordings, which runs several
months
in advance, will hall eitrly in March, there being enough platters
ahead to
complete the season. There have been several cancellations ot the series
by bread accounts, but dairy companies. Royal Crown Cola and Quaker
Oats continue.

Show

is

produced by Bob Maxwell, of Superman,
in the title part

Inc.

It's

recorded

at

World, with Clayton Collyer

Great Lakes Naval Training Station reciprocated the 'salute' by Xavier
Cugat to his former personal rep, Lou Mindling, on a preceding Tuesday,
by salvoing the conga maestro last Tuesday. This was in connection with
a Latin tune. Eddie Peabody (Lieut. Commander
E. Peabody to' you),
former emcee and banjo soloist, is a morale officer at Great Lakes and
Mindling, is one of his aides m the band department. Mindling is the
former CBS talent scout and MCA agent. Great Lakes has one of the
finest

army bands,

also a 200-voice choir.

Jim Hanrahan, manager of Station WMPS, Memphis, and vice-president
Scripps-Howard radio, has come in 'for deal of razzing via remote
control the past week. Bedded with the juvenile disease of mumps, Hanrahan denied that his head had actually swelled over favorable publicity
and editorial in "Variety' anent his recent raps at commercial plugs that
sneak, across in the guise of news flashes or use the war to peddle their
ot

wares.

Young Si Rubicam- has dispatched Jack Suyers, Coast publici'
up the Coast as faiyis Seattle to find out why ratings are as
j
points under the C.)a. B. tabulations in other parts ot the coumry. he'U
also do a little merchandising for the firm's air accounts, calling on stations and hypoing the p.a.'s into intensifying their activities in behalf of
;

ple's 'Junior Miss'

'Junior

.'

label to a commercial.

20% Redaction
on the amount of commercial message
news broadcast are to be 20% below those allowed for other types of sponsored programs.
Must Be Temperate
Commercials on all news programs must be temperate and restrained and appropriate to the spirit ot
the program
Too rapid-fire delivery, or an overemphatic type of selling should not be permitted on
any news broadcast.
Over-all

In a

Rose Swlngi SUek, Hughes
Produces 'Janler.Mlm' on Coast

Buffalo, Feb. 24.

Buffalo

tell

—
—

Dave

Some War Phots

Wee Hoor

me

should pot be barred.

STAFF FOR TEMPLE

Allow Portable Radios

For

let

'flash' and 'bulletin' to introduce a commercial,
and bars such phrases as now news about Blank's
product
Such phrases as new here is something
new and interesting about the pt;oduct however,

Middle Commercials
Middle cpmmercials shall at the option of the network be permitted only in news programs uf 10 minutes or more. They are Inappropriate in a five-minute
news broadcast because they compel interruption of
such a brief period of news.
Only After Three Minutes
One middle commercial is to be permitted when
Its inclusion is technically feasible, and this shall be
preceded by a minimum of three minutes of news in

In

now

like

The technique of giving mere sponsor identification,
then a few headlines, and then going into a commeris to be avoided because it tends to the use of a
few bulletins as a kind ol 'teaser' copy, confuses the
and compels him

.

Not a 'Flash'

cial

listener,

.

The sponsor's message shall not be presented as a
news item-. This, of- course, bars the use of words

Tecbniqoe

'Teaser'

.

product, and so forth.

Neither opening commercial nor any other commerbe in the form of a jingle or any other device
manifesting undue gaiety, humor, or excitement.

,

.

—

listen-

Jingles

cial is to

put

.

I

tions.

BVC

Stuff- Radio

ot

Y & R

advertisers.

Mary Margaret McBride's book, 'America For Me,' is the inspiration for
the patriotic song of the same title which has just been put out by SantlyDeAngelo was formerly with Select-Joy. 'Vic Mizzy wrote
the melody, while the lyrics are credited to
Compton and N. W. Ayer agencies. Irving Taylor and Miss
McBride, who currently holds a dolly spot on
waa coptrived, and He will headquarter In New York WEAF, N. Y.
who collabs on the bu' commute legularly t" home office here.
Jeannette Sayre, who married an army officer last week, will 'wait for
him' at Washington where she will embark on research projects at the
Office of Facts and Figures. Meantime her former boss, C. J. Friedrich
I

of Harvard, will continue the study of the relationship of Congress, the
FCC and the networks, with two new a.ssistants, one of whom is Fred
Ossanna, whose father is a broadcaster in Minnesota.

Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency has yet to receive the go-ahead on
the huge spot campaign that it has been working on in behalf ot Sterling
and American Home Products tor the past three months. When the

^

Latest C. E,

Hooper

WCPO

order does come through it will be for a halt-hour a day, five days a
week, with the programs consisting ol recorded serials.
The list will take Ih around 50 markets.

1

MORNING INDEX
MON. THBU FBI.
48.3

8:00 - 12:00 AJHL

AFTERNOON INDEX
MON. THRU FBI.

/

y 6.4

24.0

"B"

\ WCPO

48.3

/

"B"

\ WCPO

9.4

In cancelling the Ted Straeter-Jerry Wayne series on Mutual, effective
today (Wednesday), Regent cigarets (Riggio Tobacco Co.) exercised a war
it had in the time and talent contracts.
The M. H. Hackett agency,
which placed the business, was quoted as advising that the war has seriously interfered with the importation ot tobacco from Turkey, but the
agency denied last Friday (20) that this had been given as the reason.
clause

11.2

«!>»•
t

1E:00 - 6:00 FJH.

28.5

/

8.1

\

"C*

8.3

5,7

Warwick St Lcgler agency last week extracted the Wilfred PellellerEarl Lewis dialog bit from a recent 'Behind the Mike" (sustainer on NBC)
and especially recorded this part of the show, on discs to distribute to
radio stations carrying the Sherwin-Williams 'Metropolitan Opera Auditions series'.

"D"

EVFJONG INDEX
SUN.

THRU

SAT.
9.6

6:00 • 10:30 PJU(.

[

9.4

22.2

Because the name of Douglas MacArthur means so much in the news
these days, Douglas Arthur, WIBG, Philadelphia program director, hai
eliminated bis own name when doing newscasts. Use of hii own name

WCPO

/

'^C"

17.8

\

15.7

had confused

TOTAL INDEX
8:00 AJW.<- 10:30 FJVI.

.

.

.

.

4&8 \

.Lowest cost per listener.

listeners than

.More

'

9.0

8.6

.By far . .than any Cincinnati' sUtion. More
any Cincinnati station front 8 A.M. to 10:30 P.M. except one

listeners than the

tions for the ib-hdur
period8a.n,.to6p.ni.
Sonrce C. E. Hooper.

Everett N. Case, who, at the age of 40 has been chosen the ninth president of Colgate University, Is a son-in-law of Owen D. Young of General
Electric and formerly of NBC.
Case served as secretary of NBC's 'advisory group' from 1928 to 1933.

.

.

COMBINED TOTAL

MM#^%I^^^

W

VlrtlPlI
WW Wl^

of 3 other Cincinnati StaOlurlimatl'a

Mawt

Stollon

THE BRAIVHAM

CQ.

listeners,

Wishart Campbell, tenor of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., and his
manservant, Elmer Clock, esoaped trom aecond story of alnger'a blazing
home by • leap, In Toronto last week.

.
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MAY DEFER KEY RADIO MEN
Or

DRAFT BOARDS

Else Shut

Up Shop

Washington, Feb. 24.
Shortage of technical men last
week forced the Federal Communications Commission to relax
its operator requirements to allow alL classes of broadcast stations to hire holders ot llrst and
class
radiotelegraph
operator licenses. Only for the
duration of the shortage, however.
One first class radiotelephone
operator must be retained at
each station to be 'responsible at
all times for the technical operation of the station' and to make
all adjustments of the transmitter equipment except for minor
adjustments normally needed in
the daily operation of the station.
Lacking a first class radiotelephone operator' and until such
operator is available to maketthe
adjustment' the station
must

second

Advise*

Hershey
Pickers
cially

ers

Soldier-

That Some Spe-

Trained Broadcast-

Are More Useful

to

Nation at Their Jobs
Each Case Will Be Sepaby Local
Boards

rately Considered

SALESMEN NOT VITAL

cease operation, the

Draft

Washington, Feb.
determents for radio

FCC

decreed.

24.

per-

sonnel, chiefly technicians, are possible under general ruling that broad

Temporarily Halt Drive

Draws

WHK

Broadcasters Victory Councfl Warns

Renewal

Cleveland, Feb.

24.

'History in the Making,' weekly
15-minute news summary over WHK,
has been renewed by New United
Corp., Cleveland wallpaper and paint

Of Fakes; Check

concern.
Heaird Sunday at 11 p.m., the program is transcribed with regular
broadcasts aired to the Cleveland
school system through WBOE, the
Board's FM station. Programs have
been bound into a volume, copies
being filed at all branches of the
city's public libraries and at USO
headquarters.
Bob Carter, program announcer,
now is a petty officer in the Naval
Recruiting Service here and is continuing his work for the sponsor by
special permission of the Navy De-

The Broadcasters Victory Comhas cautioned stations to
guard themselves against accepting
any sponsored announcements from
persons with devious war purposes.
The committee's recommendation on
mittee

subject

the

is

the

that

All

stops raining.
In every such case,
states the committee's warning, the
authenticity of the person should b«
investigated. And that also goes for
firms not well known by the station.

station

thoroughly check anyone who in a
telephone call seeks to place an immediate batch of announcements and
never to accept a commercial from
an unknown who walks in, plunks
down cash and wants his announcement put on the air immediately.

^4-SHEETS BALLYHOO
FIVE-MINUTE PROGRAMS
San Francisco. Feb.

A

more subtle possibility cited by
the committee is a personal call from
individual who describes himself as

partment

%w' Sponsors

Brace Fabnestock, Far East Com- the new advertising manager of a
mentator on WTIC, Hartford, has local department store. He explains
been commissioned a captain in the that the store is having a rush sale
United States Army. Left for duty on umbrellas and that he's anxious
last week.
to get his copy on the air before it

Use

used

24.

plug a five-

of 24 sheets to

minute show
radio

something new in
are being
beer in Northern
plug 'Toast to Ameris

Billboards

here.

by Acme

California to
ica's Allies.'

Brisacher-Davis

.

made

transcrip-

tion series.

For Air Technicians;

with newspaper pub
lishing, is an industry essential to
national welfare. As in the case of

casting, along

the interpretation alTecting film In
dustry people, the policy will be
tested in each individual case and Is
rot a blanket waiver for everybody
connected with the radio business,
Brig. Gen. Lewis Hershey, Selective Service director, explained lh?t

The Making'

'History In

Many Now

Enrolled

Washingtoh, Feb. 24.
Requests for stations to quit announcing the radio technician training

program

last

week

follows

com-

pletion ot plans to equip 20,000 men
boards have been advised to for prospective military service in
weigh carefully all pertineni lacis the communications field. With 63,
before calling for induction any in- colleges
and universities already
dividuals employed in broadcasting. having
arranged to give special
This policy, which not binding or to courses, all funds aviilable to finance
be construed as an order to the local the instruction have been allocated,
draft boards, is a clear advisory that though attempts are being made to
network and station employees will get more money so larger numbefs
get special consideration in view of of men can be grounded In fundathe Federal Government's desire to mentals of radio.
keep radio functioning at maximum
Courses have been approved for
efficiency as a means ot sustaining 12,700 individuals, with detailed work
public
morale and keeping the started for 6,000 accepted applicants.
civilians thoroughly Informed.
Station personnel without FCC licenses meantime have been urged to
'Specialists' Only
After Selective Service officials do extra studying so they can move
explained the film industry ruling— up the ladder, filling gaps in station
which drew widespread criticism (lersonnel ranks or getting fitted for
Shortage ot teachers
about
letting
'glamor
boys'
o(t military duty.
easily was intended especially to is a bottleneck that industry may
prevent loss of key men, it was im- ease, the NAB pointed out,
Army-Navy need for radio techplied the radio-newspaper Interpretation will benefit chiefly major ex- nicians is growing and several thouecutives, engineers, and specialists. sand more will be required in a
News interpreters and analyists short time. Both services have made
probably will-come in the 'specialist' repeated appeals to amateurs, indusgrouping, but run of mine mike- try employees, repair men and elechandlers, on the contrary, in prob- trical engineers to sign up for imability would not be deemed 'es- mediate service.
sential,' to the continuance of the industry, l^or would page boys, pub- directors, special events bosses, enlicity staffers, advertising salesmen. gineers
and operators since the
In the talent group, top-flight per- Army and Navy, speeded up the call
formers and individuals with unique to service for hblders of commissions
accomplishments unquestionably will in the reserve forces.
be considered more necessary to the
For several weeks, the National
industry than to the military pro- Association of Broadcasters has been
gram, though typical musicians and urging Selective Service to consider
minor entertainers are likely to be more sympathetically the requests of
Bummoned for Army duty.
station and network executives for
The ruling followed repeated pleas deferment of their key men. The
from the industry, which has ex- N.A.B. has been acting as liaison
perienced increasing difficulty re- between members and SS headplacing such personnel as program quarters.
all local

—

^^Take us to London and Berlin'^
They

visited

the Stukas

back in

gaudy

in the East

End

came over, and along the

when

Wilhclmstrasse

Downing

into Hitler's

They were

chancellery.

when

with Churchill at 10

They looked

Street.

the R.A.F.

jointly for the first time

WGAR sponsored this event for the benefit
of the local Civilian Defense Fund. Citizens

roared

supported

reprisal.
cally.

who went

Yes, Clcvclantysrs

to

Public

from the same

lecture platform.

For,

it

generously and enthusiasti-

like

Americans

Clevelanders are depending

everywhere,

more than ever
them

Music Hall on that recent memorable eve-

before on their radio stations to

ning heard a vivid description of wartime

when, where and how they can do their part.

London and
Edward
radio's

mm.

R.

WGAR

Berlin as

presented

Murrow and William L.

famed foreign

tell

Shirer,

reporters, speaking

m
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1

;.

O. A. Richordi, Pr«ildent

.

COLUMBIA
,

.

John

F.
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OADCA

Po)(, Vlc« Pr««Id«nt
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& Company,
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vived 'Party Line' series. ., .George Putnam, fr«e-lanct announcar (not
the NBC-Red spieler of the same name), an expectant papa....Wlf« li
Ruth Carhart, singer.
has Joined the night
Ernest Stone, formerly with
and
announcing staff of WNEW. New York. .. .Tom Connolly, Columbia's director of program promotion, lectures before the Minneapolis Advertising
»» »
club March 11 for Earl H. Gammons. .. .Don .Gardiner, WRC-WMAL,
Washington announcer will operate from the NBC New York home
.
.
.
During Earl McGIU's abgrounds in fl:e future for the Blue Network
The Radio Trade is Discussing: Difficulty 0/ oeHinp slalj replace.sencc ou the Coast, Nila Mack and Clint Johnson are sharing hit two
ments 171 specialized jobs Income Tnxes— Who gets ii'hnt in rhmlEllon Drew
weekly as-iifinments of the CBS 'School of the Air' series
wave The sad day in court o] NBC and CDS—Aitpoinlmcnt of Edgar
Ann Louise
guests Saturday (28) on Armstrong's Theatre of Today'
Kobak and George V. Denny as vice rhairmen 0/ the Greater New
Bai ley has given up authorship ol 'Twig Is Bent' serial and is writing a
York Fund— The outlook jor sumn\eT-^The Citizens for Victor]; slant
Charles Hedges
stage play
Don Becker is billed as scripter of 'Twig'
on wartime adi-crtisini; Will Maxu'ell Anderson's script flive 'This Is
Under an agreement arrived at by
doing commentator series daily on WNEW....A1 Lawrence and Bill
War' another letdoujn after last Saturday's embarrasnnenl?
Fa,<!an, formerly of the
news stall, have joined the editorial staff NBC, CBS and the Blue network
last week both network affiliate and
With the Pbrd Hour going off the air,
Anton M. Leader is production man on the Horn & Hardart. Met Audi- of the N. Y. Daily News
non-network stations are free to reEvenwith
recorded
'Sunday
is
trying
symph-music
audience
to
grab
the
a
tions, 'Thin Man' and Bill Stern commcrcifls, and the 'Civilian defense
ceive and broadcast 'Ue "This Is War'
Information,' 'Joe and Mabel' and Emma O'ero sustainprs 0:1 NBC-Red ing Concert' along the same lines. ...It starts Sunday night (1) and will series in several
ways.
Under the
/
Joe Bell handles
use in the Counlr.v' fiid Eol) Rip'ey suslainers on have the 9-9:55 spot.
new policy webs grant non-network
riadio Execs Club will give an award, its flrst annual, from among the
the Blue.
Jame.-. Wi.'son is engineer (or 'Aunt Jenny.' 'Heloin'' !'--.d'
outlets to:
and 'Are You a Missing Heir?" on CBS. .. .'Careers for a Nation at War,' following nominated programs: Town Meeting, Chicago Round Table,
Pick "up from the network
(1)
produced in cooperation with the LJ. S. OlTice ol Education, starts toni.ght Information Please, Ford Concerts, American Forum, Vox Pop, People's station by radio receiver;
Fqj-d and People's Platform are exiting
Platform. Cavalcade of America
(Wednesday) on WHN.
(2) Take, the program from the
^ John Vandercook started yesterday (Tuesday) a new five-afternoons- radio. .. .Georpe F Bartholomew new asst. director of production at CBS network
station over a-line supplied
weekly series of commentaior shows on NBC-Red
Joe HarrinKton, CBS un(:cr Roy Laneham ...Barry Wood will sing in Canada to help Domln- by the non-network
station and
newsroom desk assistant and formpr pa^el^oy, accepted as an aviation ion's war bond drive. .. .Maurice English of NBC shortwave and Robert
(3) Transcribe the program either
J. Landry of 'Variety' journeyed to Schenectady Friday (20) to Join with
cadet and awaiting call to MaxweH Fisld, Ala.
off the air or over line and broadJoe Julian, whose 'Variety' article on radio acting stirred a gabfest in Granville Hicks as critics of Charles J. Rolo's 'Radio Goes to War'.... cast the disc
after 11 p.m. local time.
the trade about a year 330. now writing a legit play
He's currantly a the author participated ... .Kirby Hawkes, of Benton & Bowles, will be
Other provision In the agreement
regular cast member of 'Li.eht of the World.' 'Joyce Jorc'an' and "Thin wett several weeks on Shirley Temple program.
makes it pennlssable for NBC-CBSMariette Tomlins.m new secretary to Harry Frazee, Blue network proMan' .... Instead of goin<r off the air. 'Basin Street' has drawn anotlier
Blue affiliates to transcribe the proreprieve and has been moved from 9-9:30 to 10-10:30 Wednesday ni.^hts duction head. .. .George Bartholomew, writer-producer In the NBC regram and broadcast the transcription
cording division, and Hugh Beach, writer on the sports staff, have reon the Blue.
after 11 p.m., this in addition to the
Goodman and Jane Ace purchased a dog from the wife of our London signed from the company
James Julia, shortwave writer-producer,- and regular
off-the-llne broadcast
ambassador, Mrs. John G. Winant.
Ben Pratt in biz as a talent rep with William Kirk Quinn, staff scripter, have also resigned from NBC.
Betty Garde subbing as femme lead on 'Lorenzo Jones' during Illness
Colleen Ward, Joyce Hayward, Kelin Gray, Patsy Campbell, Jane Mancill
—Hjldest aged 24.
of Lucille Wall... John Mclntyre and William Janney added to 'Just
Ballantine's Three Ring Time' moves March 10 from Friday to Tues- Plain Bill' cast
Marjorie Davies and Hope Emerson joined 'Front Page
day nights on the Blue
Brown & Williamson has transposed its 'Uncle Farrell' troupe and Ann Loring a newcomer to 'Amanda of Honeymoon
For- Hiir....Wyn Murray guests Sunday night (1) on 'Keep 'Em Rolling'...,
Walter's Doghouse' and 'Plantation Party' programs on NBC-Red
mer is now in the Tuesday spot and the latter in the Friday one.... Donald S. Nelson brought from Washi.ngton and added to Blue announcing
Ted Steele now airs Tuesday, Friday and Saturday nights on the Red, staff ... .Allen B. Martin hired as writer in NBC shortwave
Edward
the latter spot being a replacement of 'Hot Copy,' sustainer dramatic Wallace joinedl^BC news and special events writing staff. ,. .Lewis Julian,
series formerly heard out of Chicago
Don Shaw, general manager of formerly in night program, newcomer to Blue .announcing staff. .. .Ellen
Final concert of Drew, guesting Friday night (20) on the Philip Morris 'Playhouse' on
WMCA, to Miami for vacation, due. back March 9
WNYC's 'American Music Festival' series originated in the
college CBS, was given a time-out by director-writer Charles Martin during the
Wage Increases of varying amounts
auditorium, with Mayor LaGuardia and Morris Novik, station manager, rehearsal so she could be auditioned by Homer Fickett, of B.B.D.&O., for
Arthur Godfrey, who does an early-riser program on WABC, a guest spot on 'Cavalcade of America
present
Number of NBC pageboys have and In various classiflcatlons have
started this week a new series, 'Victory Begins at Home,' late mornings been upped to other departments with the company
James Goble has been given employees of NBC and
It's a semi-humorous stanza about priorities on
on the same station
been transferred to the music department, Richard Krleg to Blue produc- the Blue, besides pageboys and mall
room clerks, etc. There had been
oonsumcr materials.
tion, Roy Pascal and Michael Roshkind to news and special events
Betty Winkler, who recently came east from Chicago, now a regular on William McSherry has been boosted from the mallroom to news and several conferences between mem'Abie's Irish Rose,' 'Man I Married' and NBC-Red's sustainer series to special events and William C. Patterson from the Information staff to bers of the production staff and company officials regarding matters of
Latin-America, also doing frequent dates on 'Famous Jury Trials' and production.
dissatisfaction.
Thin Man' shows
John McMIUin, Compton agency radio head, back
Starting Saturday (28) the comfrom Chlcago-Cincy trip
Muriel Haynes, same agency's radio copy
pany will have a 48-hour, six-day
supervisor, to Toronto and Hal James, local progratli supervisor, to 'Mon- IIS
•
working week for nearly all departtreal.
The Radio' Trade is Discussing: Whether this toill be the summer of
ments.
Jerry Lawrence, who does WOR's all-night recorded series, vacationing,
the sustaining replacement proproin The continued mess in name'with Ed Fitzgerald substituting
Lawrence is an expectant father
stalking by Government and Charitv program producers.
Sammy Fuller, who directs the Kate Smith program, set to ditto the
'Duffy's T|vern' show when it goes to Young & Rubicam for SanKa
Balto
Club Pledges
It Anally came up William Gargan for the role of Capt. Flagg in the
Gerda Michael has gone to Palm Springs, Cal., «^ith her sister, Sandra,
Helen' Woodman .only femme agency
author of 'Against the Storm'. .. .Gerda Is readying the script (or a re- 'Flagg and Qu&t' series for Wings
head here (Russel M. Seeds) got her flrst taste of Hollywood studio politics
Sale;
$6,000,000
but came off with what she went after.... Bob Hope doing two camp
shows in a row. Camp Roberts to be followed up with Camp Cook, both
Usual Frivolity
George
up north
Bob Burns had the hitch taken up in his contract
Gallup here to make a special survey along the Coast for Young Si RubiBaltimore, 'Feb. 24.
cam. .. .Arthur Church in from Kansas City for a siesta at Coronado
Annual banquet of the Advertising
Beach
James McFadden back to big town after discussing this 'n' that
with Dick Mack on the Sealtest show
Upton Close, NB(Ts expert on' Club, usually a frolic, went serious
this year with theme 'Freedom Forthe Far East, now calling the war shots on Sundays for Signal Oil
Pledge to sell $1,000,000 of
Al Pearce auditioning new talent for his Camel piece
Lucille Ball's ever.'
contract extended for nine more appearances on- Old Gold
Jim Bealle Defense Bonds and Stamps had Sectossed a farewell shindy by his co-workers at J. Walter Thompson. He retary of the Treasury Henry Morwas called east to take a new post with the agency
Sid Slrotz due back genthau, Jr., on hand as the speaker
by month's end with Niles Trammell if the NBC prexy is well enough to of the evening. CBS coast-to-coastcd
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Jim Jordan (Fibber) took a header off a cayuse at Palm
limped back to town
Haven MacQuarrie auditioned a
Bob Garfed, who does 30 quarter-hour newscasts a
to go to the hospital to rest up his larynx.
Bert Prager barged in from New York to line up a supporting cast for
Shirley Temple's 'Junior Miss' Louella Parsons on Chase & Sanborn
Previous week's booking goes to Hedy Lamarr
show March 1
Edward Arnold, Laraine Day and Walter Brennan are set for March 15
broadcast of 'Come and Get It'.. ..Mel Williamson and the frau (Lorna
Ladd; onetime radio columnist) back on the home grounds. He'll look
after the production of 'Capt. Flagg and Sgt. Quirt' and the Red Skelton
program
Bill Goodwin got his long-hoped-for chance to play opposite
a_ film star, when .hesdpew-, the male lead with Joan Bennett on a recent
Silver
Theatre airing of 'Talk of the Town'
Danny Danker
back from his periodic N. Y.. call on J. Walter Thompson
Lancing of
a small boil on his eyelid put Edgar Bergen in the hospital for a week.
Infection spread before he could be moved from Palm Springs to S)
hospital here
Don Quinn and the missus went to Evanston, III., to
adopt a boy at Thi Cradle. He'll be named after Jack Louis, of the
Needham, Louis & Brorby agency
Abe Schechter bounded into town
-with Walter Winchell for two weeks stay... .J. Walter Thompson moving
Jim Bealle, for the past four years Coast publicity director, to the home
office for more important duties.
Norman Blackburne,. who directs
commercial films for JWT, will double over to the publicity department. .. .Tooth infection put George Fisher in the hospital for a few
days
Kevin Sweeney took over the duties of Dave Lasiey as sales
promotion«manager on the Coast for the Blue network. He came Tiver
from CBS, where he was aide to George Moskovlcs. Lesley's In the
.Army now
New Blue network spielers are Paul Masterson, from
(Continued on page 32)
the trip

Spfings and
quizzcroo at

NBC

week on KNX, had

^^ADIO
age.

Its

has become

ol

now

21

mirocle.

The American public . . .
comfortable and relaxed in
the living room or speeding
over the highway ... hears

'veon old, has advanced
uiTough all the stages of every important and benefit
dal service, and has become commonplace ... its
mTstery taken ior granted.
is as It should be. For
radio is too important . . .
too great to be held in owe.
Let the philosopher wonder
at its cause, but let the people enioy its effects. Radio
is for the people.

history as it is being made
and is better Informed on
both irides than ever before.

Radio has not only reported
the events, but for the

That

Jew, Gentile, Catholic and
Protestant are all served . .
cmd served well by radio.

For American ^radio is as
democratic as the people it

first,

about

mass participation in the determination of a foreign policy.
'

Radio service is os limitless
as the ether waves. In
peace it provides culture, information and
In catastrophe

amusement
it

has

alle-

viated suffering and raised
funds for the needy. Today
it

serves.

has' brought

time

is

bolstering morale

cmd

standing

-

'

—

between

the.

its

task

That's

. .

it

Why

IN

always serves.
Radio

is

pledges

amounted

WSM is proud to
be a part of the
Americcm system

WCBM

here.

Names

'

tra.
John Mclntyre announced, and
production was handled by Bennett
Larson from Young & Rubicam. General organization and details marshalled by Joe Katz and Harold
-Kaye.
Capacity attendance of 850 men.

WHK Engineer Injured
Cleveland, Feb. 21.
Charles Garment, 28, engineer at
seriously injured Thurs-

WHK, was

day night, when he was thrown from
his automobile which caught Are
after colliding with a truck on upper
Carnegie avenue.

Was taken to Mount Sinai with a
possible brain concussion.

IMPRESSIONS

THAT STICK

Mars Drops

'Dr.

L

Q.'

Estate.

I.

Mars Candy retires with its 'Dr.
Q.' program from NBC March 30.

The period

is

This quizzer
April, 1939,

Monday 9:30-10 p.m.
made Its debut In

ap-

ing Berlin, Ed Wynn, who emeeed
the half hour airing, Larry Adier,
Benay Venuta, Arthur Tracy, Alonzo
Squires and Lang Thompson orches-

Dr. Phillip'^ Fruit Juices will start
testing soon in various markets by
way of local participation programs.
The C. L. Miller agency is doing
the scoutlngi

Broadcasting
of
...the Great Fifth

better,

ON PARTICIPATIONS

to

pearing included Lucy Monroe, Irv-

the

Fifth Estate

financier is

no quicker than
the farmer.

PHILLIPS FRUIT JUICES

Americas. But regardless of

-

The

'

Actually

Talent end of occasion sent these
another network, the

tidings over
Blue, via

building bridges of tmder-

entertainment
education and innimierable
services that Midas could
not buy with all his gold
are to be had
with the push of
a button . . . the
flick of a diaL
Information,

served no

—

Ihc speech.
$6,000,000.

Ask

AM-^ BLAIR

aa US /

MM
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KQW's

U.S. Stations Carry Unguals

Is

SI

Sales Promotionist

FCC Okays Pronto

C.W.Reed from Westco

San Francisco, Feb. 24.
C. W. Reed has been named sales
promotion director for KQW. CBS
outlet here, under manager C. L.
McCarthy. Reed formerly was with
the Westco agency.
William Brundage is new to the
announcing staff.

Construction For

.

Language Programs Lead Nationalities Over
American Air New FCC Canvass

Italian

—

+
Washington, Feb.

devotes all its time to
ni< transmitter
Recent suralien lonsue orograms.
vey by the FCC—prompted by consubversive activpossible
over
cern
whether
only Engwonder
and
ity
permitted during the
lish should be
war—<3isclosed some curtailment in'
thi amount of time devoted to other
lingo but no material change in the
number of stations trying to reach
listeners who comprenez only their
n»tive dialect.
Though the Fascists are

among our

enemies, more broadcasts are
than any other foreign
tongue pnd the number actually rose
during the month after the Japs
sneaked up on Pearl Harbor. Altoplants air programs in
S.
gether. U.
29 different languages and devoted
6.776 hours in the first 30 days after
ha-itilitles began.
The survey revealed that next to
Italian most pooular foreign languages on U. S. transmitters are
At the bottom
Polish and Spanish.
of the li.st Is Mesouakie. the dialect

Hollywood, Feb.

Radio dialers

to

WSYR,

24.

Seattle, Feb. 24.
The Federal Communications Commission on Feb. 17 granted the ap>

ing

John,

together

Diana

Italian

San Antonio, Feb. 24.
Kathleen Younger and Helen

Syracuse, Gets

the Scaltest

program will get a triple helping of Barrymore? March 5.
P-oducer Dick Mack Is bringLionel

And Raises

and

Burke

NBC

'Must' Status on

erators.

Rates

Its

Girls'

the

NBC

All business acstation March 1.
cepiod by
on or after that date
if the
will have to include
station is available on a live basis,

ROMANTIC NOVELIST

NBC

WSYR

CUTS CAPITAUZATION

but

when

around
Albany. Feb. 24.
Hearst Radio, Inc., with offices in
New York, has decreased its capital

'must'
isn't

March

1943,

1,

COUNSaS VIA XEQ

comes

WSYR

NBC

open

will be considered a
outlet and it a live period

it

broadcast.

may be used by delayed
Meanwhile WAGE, the

VarJ'"!' Incre-"sc.'!

In the month from Dec. 7 to Jan. 5.
American tran.tmltters devoted 6.776
hours to diplect broadcasts, a drop of

weekly program sponsored by
Drogueria Regia, a local drug store,
and handled by Eduardo Zamacois,
the romantic novelist, is new to XEQ
thrice

Blue Network's Syracuse release,
be used as a substitute. If a live
Papers to this effect have been may
basis become available on WSYR the
filed with the Secretary of State in
NBC
account must switch to WSYR
Albany by McCauley & Henry, New
on 28 days notice.
York City.
If a Blue account should temporarily drop off the air its spot on
'Rot Dates' Has WOAI Banl^oll
WSYR will not be recapturable if a
live NBC account had moved in dur
San Antonio, Feb. 24.
'Hot Dates in History,' New York- ing the interim. WSYR's new evening network rate is $240 per hour,
recorded
transcription
series,
is
of the Sac and Fox tribes of Iowa
sponsored on WOAI by the San An- but old web accounts can continue
Indians whn are served bv only one

station.

Mexico City, Feb. 24.
15-minute
Confessional,'

'Love

stock from $1,000,000 to $500,000.

tonio Public Service Co.
Talent includes" John Reed King
as announcer, Joseph Bailey as narrator and Victor Arden's orchestra.

are taking regular shifts
control room here.

KABC

at the

WSYR, Syracuse, takes on
complexion of an exclusively

HEARST RADIO, INC,

are. the first of the femi-

nine contingent to be employed
hereabouts as control room op-

for their first professional

grouping.

ofTicial

In

Girl Engineers

language

Foreign
aired

.

More Barrymore

24.

programs are
by 200 American stations, but

Alaska (Nearer Japan Than Frisco)

|t

Edwin A. Kraft, SeatUa
radio advertising executive, to construct a broadcasting station at Kodiak, Alaska. Power set at 250 watts,
with a frequency of 1230 kilocycles.
plication of

Before the FCC granted the construction permit. Secretary of the
Navy Frank Knox gave his personal
approval.
Kraft,
who also owns station
KINY, Juneau, Alaska, sUtes that
construction will begin at once, as
the new station will provide an important means of communication
from the site of one of Alaska's major bases to isolated points along
the Alaska Peninsula and in the
Aleutian Islands as far west as Dutch
Harbor.
Kodiak is closer to Japan than to
San Francisco.

here.

By music and
advice

song. Zamacois gives
the lovelorn and answers

to

Move Glenn

problems.

Chesterfield gets

it

for $220 until Dec.

joined the sales staff of

2,

O'Connor Freelances

C. P.

Charles P. O'Connor has resigned

from the

NBC

announcing

staff

and

1942.

WJBK

after seven years.

here.

Friday,

10-10:15

p.m.

Portuguese. Czech,
Orcek. Swedish. Slo-

in Italian. Polish.

vaklan. Croatian, Servi'-n.

AiK-r.ian

and Armenian.

More stations aired Polish orograms. with Italian running second
and Mesquakie. Slovene, and Svrian
at the bottom of the list.
Number of broadcasts in the
month after Pearl Harbor were as
follows: Italian,

1,667:

Polish.

1.560:

Soani'h. 1.341: Jewish. 547; German,
293:
Portuguese. 211: Czech. 198:
Himoarian.
143:
Lithuanian.
139:
French, 89: Greek, lOfi: IJkrainian,
80: Finnish. 76: Swedi.sh. 83: Slovak,
64: Chine.se. 31; Croatian. 31: Norwegian, 27: Rumanian. 15: Danish. 9:
Servian. 18: Arabic, 5: Japanese, 0:
Dutch, 4; Syrian, 4: Albanian. 7:
Armenian, 6; Slovene. 3: ?nd Mesquakie, 1.
Polish Leads at 81

.

Number ol stations broadcasting in
each tongue were: Polish, 84: Italian,
66; Spanish. 58: German, 30: Greek,
25: Jewish. 22: Hungarian. 20; Swedish. 18; Portuguese. 16: Lithuanian,
16; French, 15; Czech, 14; Finni-sh. 14;
Ukrainian, 13; Slovak. 11; Norwegian,
9: Russian, 7; Rumanian, 6: Croatian,
5; Servian, 5; Danish. 4: Albanian, 2;
Arabic, 2: Armenian, 2; Chinese, 2;
Dutch, 2; Mesquakie, 1: Slovene. 1:
and Syrian, 1.
Besides discovering no domestic
station uses alien lingo exclusively
the Commlsh found that few highpowered stations throw out foreign
programs.
There was one 50 kw
plant but no 25 kw outlet generating
such broadcasts. Only three .spoke
some other tongue 300 hours or more
In the 30 days.

The foreign language broadcasters
have been carrying official orders
and attempting to Inform non-Engllsh-speaklng listeners about our war
effort,

the

them were

Commlsh
said to

learned.

All of
close

be exercising

supervision.

Jennings Boys Coast

Show

% Every day
homes.
tisers
.

. .

On

.

. .

In the week, charffllng Lanra

Her

entree is a radio

of the nation swear by .

Laura

May

a single

.

Stuart'i popularity

23 cent premium

May

Stuart is

an "invited" guest in countless of Pfailadelphlt

program the housewives of Philadelphia rave about— one

."For

Women Only", a participating

with buyer and seller alike

offer,

2,250 returns;

feature broadcast daily

the adver*
9 :15

A.M.

in a wealth of success stories.

is attested

on two sample

at.

offers

4400

returns for the second

are many
lowest cost per inquiry of big stations used. . . . These illustrations are typical. There
more. Ask about them tod about the daily caller in the city of homes, Laura May Stuartl

Chicago, Feb. 24.
Robert Jennings, radio chief of
Kastor agency, has bought a coast
show, tagged Today's Best Buys," lor
local spotting in Chicago. Show has
been running over some 20 stations
on the coast for Folger Co£fee.
Will go on
here for Procter

& Gamble

WGN

American. Family Soap
and Flakes, running Monday through
Friday starting early in March,

Katz Reps WISN, Milkw.
WISN, Milwaukee, has turned over

S0,000

WAm IN ALL DIREaiONS

its national sales representation to
the Katz Agency. Move becomes ef-

fective

March

1,

Station has been represented by
which
International Radio
Sales,
folds at the end of' this month.

away next week

from Bob Hope's opposition to its
Tuesday night Glenn Miller stanza.
The cig account has dropped the
latter period and substituted a Friday quarter-hour.
is now freelancing.
This makes the new Chesterfield
He recently went off the 'Johnny
Detroit.— Franklin D. Merritt has Presents' show for Philip Morris schedule Wednesday, Thursday and

using

Previous ."survey .ihowed
67 hours.
199 stations broadcast in 31 alien
tonpue.5 for 1.3.10 hour."! weekly during 1940. Increases in the number of
airinTO in the month after shooting
started were distributed a."; follows:
Hungarian.

Miller

who have romantic

letters of those

Philadelphia

•

WCAU

483 Madison Avcnua
eoiton, Moss.

.

Bulldlna, 1422 Chestnut Street
.

.

Chicooo,

• Bcrlho Bonnon, 538

III,

•

.

Virgil Rcitcr,

Littio Buildinfl

.

.

,

.

New York City • CBS Building,
.
400 North Michigon Avenue . . .
• Poul H, Raymcr Co.

Pacific Coost

RADIO
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Frisco Delay

'Action'

Donovan Motto

Is

Latest reports are that AmeriBertha of the shortairways, the 100,000-watt

wave

—

—

democracies lined up, not even institutional advertising by patriotic
sponsors will fit into the picture.
(The Rockefeller crowd, however,
still may work out some cooperative
deals with companies which count
on the Latin - American market,
though the predominant sentiment in

the Cultural Relations outfit
Federal subsidization.)

is

for

censees are willing to concede that
necessity
wartime
may require

now pend-

Various proposals are
ing to create

management pools or

changes and centralization
super-corporations in which there
but the." deplore what they coasider
would be Government representaa tendency la 'take over' secretly
tion without complete loss of private
by crabwire steps rather than frankcontrol over program content.
No
Private
ly and openly moving in.
proposal thus far made has been
companies cannot, some executives
satisfactory. One blueprint that has
hold, be responsible for any possibeen circulated recently originated
ble now-unforseeable reactions to
with Phillip J. Hennessy, the lawbroadcast policies over which they
yer, and M. H. Aylesworth.
One
have no editorial supervision. They
previous Paley suggestion was to
drastic

Far East Upset
Uncle Sam might invest remains uncertain, not so much fear a policy of 'exaggeration' by
because of desire to keep figures propaganda zealots operating anonysecret but
because the rapidly- mously.
shifting course of the war requires
'Broadcasters are willing and eager
constant revision of plans. Ip this to subordinate themselves to the

How much

From The Production Centres
:Contlnued from page 30;

ca's biggest

:Continued from pace 27;

count heavily on outsiders to connection, the Japanese sweep in' the
transmitter ordered moved by
assume programming and producine Far Pacific has necessitated changes
the
Donovan office from
burdens. Though some of the la iter of earlier ideas, when it was thought
Schenectady, to San Francisco,
chores undoubtedly will be done by the British would be able to nelp
won't be on the air from its new
government personnel, slafTs of NBC carry the ball via Singapore and the
location until August, originally
and CBS in particular and in lesser Dutch could be counted on for help
it was hoped it would t>e back on
degree the Crosley people and Waiter from Batavia.
watchers
Industr>'
the air before April 1.
Lemmon's World Wide Broadcasting estimate it would cost from $500,00U
The Office of the Coordinator
(WRUL, Boston) crew will handle to- $1,000,000 annually to compensate
of Information, however, has dispractical aspects. Ideas, themes, and the owners of the existing DX stacovered materials needed to reover-all framework of the program tions, while the outlay for all of the
erect the DXer are impossible to
structure would originate largely added facilities that have been menobtain, despite preferred priority
from government sources, though tioned at differest times easily could
ratings.
the private ojferators will be en- consume $2,500,000.
couraged to use their initiative and
Military secrecy, plus international
creative brains. The Donovan people politics, shield many aspects of the Government agencies
but not to
would reserve veto power?, however, tentative plan.
write a blank check to their order.
over any program thought up on the
As they visualize a Government
outside.
takeover stations would thereafter
In
York
And
New
Commercialism (in the normal
cease
identifying
themselves
as
meaning) by DXers— long talked
Broadcasters seem united on only NBC, CBS, Crosley, General Elecabout but never a source of substan- one point: They feel the Govern- tric, Westinghouse> and simply betial revenue
ment committees should assume full come American shortwave stations
is out for the duration.
Since the C.O.I, is carrying on a sort public responsibility if assuming operated by the American Governof religious campaign to undermine full dictatorial power over shortwave ment.
the
Axis and keep the other propaganda. At least some DX liSome Suggestions
will

Beatrice

retain the basic idea of competition,
clustering one-half the shortwavers
in a group dominated by CBS and
one-half in a group dominate<f by

KMPC; John Kennedy, KFAC, and Hank .Weaver, remoter at Palladium
Tommy Jones trumpeted his last note with Kay Kyser's
dancery
band and headed for the Army air corps.
Arnold Marquis the production man on 'Signal Carnival,' 'Sherlock
Holmes,' Horace Heidt, Kay Kyser, Upton Close, 'Unlimited Horizons'
and 'Best of the Week' programs on NBC-Red, .. .Earl Ebl another busy
production man on the same network, handling 'Great GUdersleeve,' Red
Skelton, Bing Crosby, 'Capt. Flagg and Sgt. Quirt' and 'It Happened in the
Service'
Ned Tolllnger has similar assignment on the Jack Benny,
Fibber McGee and Rudy 'Vallee shows. .. .Myron Dutton does 'One Man's
Family," while A. D. Scott handles the Bob Hope, Beachnut and Paul

Martin stanzas.

SAN FRANCISCO

IN

.

.

.

Bob Goerner. KYA announcer, inducted into the army this week....
Pat Kelly, KFRC producer, and Bob Hall, Call-Bulletin night club editor,
have had their physicals and Elbert LeShell^ KFRC organist, expects an
early call. ...girl copyboys and pages common now..,, Milt and Marie
Samuel have named their new offspring William Milton. .father reported
to Hollywood last week where he'll headquarter as chief of Blue publicity
Rod Hendrickson, KPO chatter,
family follows later
for the west
so the Trinity
plugged Trinity National forest on a recent airing
County Board of Supervisors adopted a resolution thanking him
Art
Linklelter's 'What Do You Think' renewed through Sept, 30 on I^FRC by
Albert Samuels' jewelry outfit
'ad lib' show now isn't it's waxed
Monday for Wednesday release, giving intelligence experts a chance to
cut anything which shouldn't be aired.... CBS winds up a series of originations via
today from the Am. Assn. of School Administrators'
Royal Arch Gimnison, Mutual miker in Manila, beconvention here
his relays were
lieved a Jap prisoner, according to word at KFRC
handled through here until last heard from Dec. 29.'
At press luncheon tossed in Jack Benny's honor, Al Nelson, of NBC,
comedian obligingly
had autographed packages of Jell-O a."! place cards
autographed 'em, everybody being surprised at way some of the town's
Al Nelson, Jr.,
biggies, including financiers, grabbed for the tokens
picked up three medals for skiing at Sun Valley just before reporting for
active duty in the Navy over the weekend.
,

.

—

KQW

IN

CHICAGO ...

Bill Jones producing 'National Barn Dance' on NBC-Red for the Wade
Howard Wiley's production man on the Tony Wons show and
agency
Owen Vinson doing
'Carnation Contented' series on the same network
companies would similar stint on 'That Brewster Boy' program, while Harold Bean and
maintain censorship control of what Parker Gibbs alternate on 'ReviUe Roundup,' also on the Red
Watson
goes out over the air, just as they Humphrey producing "Uncle Walter's Doghouse' and 'Plantation Party'
do now, but there would be wartime on NBC-Red.
Among the
coordination of effort.
Cliton Utley taking some days off from his news broadcasts to shake off
things that would be done would be
Judith Waller in San Francisco to attend American
tough cold siege
shifting
South American Ass'n of School Administrators" meeting
of
the
Jules Herbuveaux back from
beams (which Rockefeller committee home office huddles on NBC production and program plans.... K. R.
better
would pay for)
to
get
A. E.
Christiansen named night program traffic supervisor for NBC
coverage.
Hopper, with WJJD and WIND since 1934, critically ill at home with
There was considerable discussion heart ailment
Art Linick, due to return to air with his 'Schlagenhauer*
of this CBS plan at last week's meet' character, postponing the start for a couple of weeks to catch up on some
ing, with no outright opposition from
Florida sunshine.

NBC.
Under

this plan

the broadcasters but the feeling expressed that it would be hard to sell
it
) the Donovan group.
Don Francisco's office would probably accept

more

it

WOV OFF
Deal With

readily.

NBC

SUNDAYS

AIR

LIPSEY

WHBI, Newark, Avoids

has been spending about
Constant Time-Sbarlng
annually for shortwave.
$600,000
CBS is spending as much or more
Under a new schedule effective
and now is left with its South Amer- Monday (2), WOV, New York, will
ican network dangling in midair, in- broadcast on a consecutive six-day
definitely postponed.
basis, being off the air entirely SunMeanwhile all-out mobilization of days. Station WHBI, Newark, will
Government employes in whatever have the wavelength that day. Prespart of the world they may be has ent setup gives the two outlets varibeen instituted in an effort to get a ous portions of time Simdays and
complete check on shortwave recep Mondays.
tion.
Federal officials are anj^ious
"They share the 1280 kc. wavenot only tor reports on reception of length.
U. S. beamers, but in comparison of
their strength with thos. of other
countries.

Hoyt Wooten on

Task

Slllnc's

NEW

DX LIAISON
Plautus

I.

(Pete)

Lipsey,

Jr.,

has

been named Assistant Coordinator of
International Broadcasting, substituting for Stanley Richardson, who is
on loan to Byron Price"s Offica of
Coordinator of InterCensorship.
national Broadcasting is a privatelyfinanced office maintained by shortwave licensees as their point of contact with the Government.

NAB.

Lipsey was

with

the

Associated

Philip Siling, in charge of the In
ternational division of the Federal

Press from 1923 to 1933, serving in
Memphis, Feb. 24.
the U. S. and in London, Paris and
Communications Commission, has
Hoyt Wooten, owner and general Budapest.
been named as coordinator through manager of WREC, local CBS outlet,
whose hands all the reports will pass is the new director for the sixth
and who wlU analyze them. He has district of the National Association
prepared standard forms to aid in of Broadcasters. Wooten was elected
making the comparisons of reception. last week in New Orleans on nomiState, Navy and War Department natidn of a rival manager, Henry
aides will be relied on principally W.
Memphis" WMC,
Slavick,
of
for the reports.
chairman of the district nominating

WBNXm*

'
committee.
He succeeds Ed Craig, of

C.

Her 2nd

Starling

I

Starring Year

On

to

L Denny to FCC

MODEL TOBACCO'S
RADIO PROGRAM

Denny
the

opportunity

show her

to

gratitude

THE UNITED STATES TOBACCO COMPANY
MR. FRANK McMAHON

for publicity and pub-

management
•

counsel.

BKO

MARY MIRENBURG

and
.

.

.

Bids., Bndlo CII7,

for

brings

the

number

sales
Wis.,

The

VVESl

mOST POPULAR

l-AMILY BRINGS VOL) ,V,0;Vi

of

P'PSP-ilod

O'/

!vo'y

Soop

99"

du-o

affiliates to' 199.

Weed Repa

WJAQ

& Co. becomes national
rep for WTAQ, Green Bay,

Weed
New York

!U\0IO'S

ivOV-.'

KBON, Omaha,

Addition

JAf>;E

MBS

joins the
Mutual network Sunday (l),"'wlth
its start of operation.
Outlet will
have 240 w'atts power and a frequency of 1490 kc. It will be Omaha's
third station.

Mutual

MICHAEL VALLON

to

'

for his brilliant direction and

GREEN ASSOCIATES

lic relations)

their

3v
station

advice;
E.

THE O'NEILLS

is 30.

KBON, Omaha,

5000 WATTS

joined the NBC production depaitment, Chicago.'

week by

chief of the

to

for

their continued confidence;

DAVID

Jr.,

MARKET.

John HUl, formerly with WWJ,
Detroit, as program director, has

appellate section of the Department
o'. Justice.
Fills the vacancy left by
the resignation of Thomas E. Harris,
who left the Commish to become assistant general counsel of the Office
of Price Administration.

*GAY NINETIES'
Takes

filled last

Charles E. Denny,

_r"

^VashviDle.

Washington, Feb. 24.
Post of assistant general counsel
the
Federal
Communications

Commission was

SALES APPBOAOH

WSM,

March

1.

switch

Fitzgerald, Inc.

is

from

Reynolds-

f

DAILY
LISTEN ''^'^^
NBC Red

Natwork, 12i16 to 12:30 P.M,

IN
"

EWT

WABC—5:30-6:45 EWT-^BS
' •
Dir.

MGT, ED

COAST TO COAST
COBUTOM ADTXBXUINa AQENOX

WOLF— RKO BLDG, NEW YORK

CITY

T

GOMCERT^PERA
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tones and acting experience of
Ivan Petioff, veteran Bulgarian bariful

tone,

whose singing

of Ford's

Mono-

logue stopped the show. Petrofl's
dramatic baritone has -few equals
even at the Met, and his versatility
is notable. Florence George then returned to sing 'Qual guardo' from
lently.
Louis I^Angelo replaced 'Don Pasquale and to score with her
Arthur Kent, now of the U. S. Army, fiortura. The scenes were concluded
as Kruschlna, and the veteran bass with the second act of 'Boris' in
sang and acted with ease and con- which Baccaloni as the drunken
viction. Norman Cordon as the mar- Varlaam drew roars of laughter with
riage broker wab another standout. the aria 'In the Town of Kazan.'
Baccaloni as the star, was in exPaul Breisach did a creditable job
in the pit aided by the rich flow of cellent voice. His more than two
octave voice covered every possible
melody from the orchestra.
need, his impeccable Italian phrasing,
Nice work, too, from the ballet.
diction and stage presence were of a
sort not ofton seen in this country.
'Sleftrled' on Saturday evening
He is unique just now in the world
(21) received only a fair performof song.
ance. Julius Huehn took over The
Brilliant piano playing by Mario
Wanderer and found much ol the
Roudebush
and Everett
music too low. His acting was hardly Varchi
immeasurably.
singers
the
on a par with that of Friedrich aided
Simple but effective stage sets were
Schorr, his predecessor.
Lauritz
provided
by Armando Agnini, conMelcbior sang credibly but his voice
sidered the best operatic stage diis beginning to show slight signs of
in America.
strain after having .sung every Wag- rector
The entire show of two and a half
ner role at the Met this season.
fast, and word
Karin Branzell also was not in best hour length moved
mouth having preceded the dress
voice, having' considerable difficulty of
(Columbia Concerts .^st
rehearsals
with her top nnes, which wandered
season for
from pitch. Karl Laufkoetter and over 50 concerts for next
Eddy.
Walter Olitzk'' left little behind in the troupe).
minor bits lu* looked their parts.
Emanuel List's heavy bass wavered GLADYS SWARTHOUT
a bit at time.' and Elizabeth Reth- Contralto
berg also had some difliculty with Carnegie HaU, N. Y., Feb. 23, 1942
her uppermost notes.. Her characGladys Swarthout's contralto voice
terization is fo certain .-ind so suat its very peak. She exhibited a
perbly wor;e{" out that even with is
more than two octave range of exthe unsuitability of he;- lyric tones
cellent color and dynamics, brilliant
to the dramatic utterances she is
high notes and full chested low
still
completely convincing in the
Especially m
tones at her recital.
role.
Erich Leinsdorf had some
the 'Che faro' from 'Orfeo' the singer
difflcully controlling an orchestra
showed long flowing smooth legato,
with a tendency to race away from
fine line, excellent quality and drahim.
matic effects. Her voice has taken
ring in the upper registers of a
Carmen' was repeated Thursday on a
full bodied dramatic soprano. A full
(19) in a ponderous version which
testifled to Miss Swarthout's
was lifeless and disappointing. Lily house
abilities as a drawing card. Eddt;.
Djancl in the title role projected
The N. Y. Daily critics sotd:
lustreless tone with frequent exTimes (Taubman). 'Striking qualaggerations
and deviations from
ity.
As sheer voice it is memorable.
pitch.
Her acting was corney.
is wide and her tones
Jan Kiepui returning to the Mel Her compass
have the ring and fullness of the
after a three-year absence shouted
Her voice
gifted vocalist.
most of his part <-ind snnu with a dis- naturally
has seldom sounded more opulent.'
torted line and ragged French. The
'Genuine
(Lawrence).
Tribune
tenor's top tones rang out tn-iUinntly
mezzo-sbprarid,' (he best 'among prcs-but he held them past good musical
cut day American .'singers of this
taste and his acting was too exExcellent concert singer.
genre.
treme. Don Jose is not one of his
fullness of tone.'
Warmth
happier roles.

A. Musicians Getting to Consider

S.

Met Opera Reviews
•The bland Ood,' a one act opera

nian-Carlo Menottl. received ita
premiere at the Metrop.lltan
evening (21).
SSra House Friday man
and wife,
libretto concerns a
Iffid UP on the shores of an Island,
pleads to the God of an old
w'orld

ffifman

work

SSple tor aid and
his
;™lrlng the temple and neRlects
with a passIfif? who falls in love
S?*flsherman. As the wife and the
in each
German are romancing
the
by
trapped
are
SSers arms they
overpowered and
husband, who is
tenkled in a flsh net on the

S

1^

is set to

In a rage he attempts
the temple but, is killed

ihnre

m

to

by

turn when
God who perishes
one disciple falls him.
Ule Menotti ha.s
this
harmonic score
richly
mostly for orchestra with many

tte
his

Around
woven a

and

dialofiue.

of action
best part of the entire opera
a duet between the wife and flshwhich builds to a terilflc
Strucin Puccinian style.
SraUy the opera Is weak in that it
climatiQ situations. The
lets down in
EnKlish translation was full of flowthat the
ery unsinuable words. s<r
iheaninK of the text was frequently
unintelligible. The settincs provided
were unimaEinative, and in the case
ocean It beof the 'spray' from the
came ridiculous as bits of paper
drflpped to the static.
.
^ ^
Leonard Warren as the husband
was excellent in a difficult part, the
lay extremely
tessitura of which
as
hiRh. Astrid Varnay was miscast
the wife, as the heavy orchestration
frequently drowned her out and she
was forced to push her voice, drivRaoul Jobin did
iRK it from pitch.
belter as the flsherman with his high
tones cuttine throuHh the orchestration, but John Carter's 'Voice of a
Fisherman' was lost in the background. Norman Cordon made little
of the God vocally, while Ettore
wilh a heavy
Panizza conducted
band.
bits

datic

^e
i«

climax

'Alda' repeated by the
tan Saturday afternoon
lljditcd

Metropoli

(21) was
up by the singing of FredRhadames. The tpnor
phenomenal voice and his

erick Jagel as

was

in

.

John Brownlee wi>
miscast as
EscamtUio with his small voice lost
in the orchestration and his acting
bodied
stock.
Louis D'Angelo took over
A great matinee for Jagel.
Zuniga and did a fair j
Licia AlNorina Greco as Aida sang well bancse (costumed very budly; sang
with some flight difficulties on top Micaela's music with charm and
tones.
Her costuming and acting brilliance. Wilfred Pclletier simply
were barely adequate and she had n went through the motions.
Excellent acting,

;

too.

.

Boiisey

weight:) Acted with her customary
authority.
John Charles Thomas
made an excellent Amonasro vocally

and dramatically, while Nicholas
Hoseona and Lansing Hatfleld were
adequate
in
Paul
their
parts.
Breisach conducted a version of the
opera Verdi would never have recognized, but perhaps the conductor
feels his own tempi are better than
the composers.

Tiavlate,' given
flfth

and

last

we

Feb.

time by 'the

IS

for

the

N. Y. Concert Reviews

Florence George, Elizabeth
Met during With
Wysor, France Perulll, Ivan Pet
saw John
Earl Wrightaon

current
season,
Charles Thomas assuming the role
of Germont for the first lime Uiis

The veteran American bariwas in fine voice anji his magnificent singing of 'Pura siccome un
angelo' and 'Di Provenza' stopped
year.

tone

the show.

The Vloletta of Jarmila Novolna
was excellent dramatically, thus
covering the lack of good top voice.
Miss Novotna remains the best Vioat the
house.
Jan Peerce
his season in interpreting
Alfredo's music with confidence and
abundant tone and color. His acting
nastaken on considerable surety.
Ettore Panizza led a virile
letta

wound up

cnestra;

'l-ohenrrln,' done for the flfth time
this season, was somewhat sspotty,
featured by excellent singing by ihe
women and ragged vocalizing by the
men. Elisabeth Rethberg assumed
the role of Elsa for the flrst time

roff.

Rutgers University
New Brnnswick, N. J., Feb. 23, 1942
One of most unusual attractions in
operatic history, the fat basso-buffo
Salvatore Baccaloni, and a group of
singers, presented the flrst of a series
of 12 road dates at Rutgers University Monday (23) before 3,600 persons. Comprising scenes from four
operas, the concert was received with
enthusiasm from the college crowd.
Boxoffice success of the novelty
seems assured.
Bfaccaloni has gathered an excellent company of supporting artists
around him and is staging scenes

from 'L'Elisir d'Amore.' 'Don Pasquale,' 'Falstaff' and 'Boris Godounov.' He opened the concert wilh a

vibrant rendition of the aria 'Udite
Udite." This was followed by a duet
from the second act ol 'L'Elisir' with
Florence George, coloratura. In this
scene and in her other excerpts the
soprano exhibited a lovely voice,
™s season and sang magnificently
and clear in the upper register
Her mezza-voce work in 'Euch firm with marked ability at staccati.
and
luften, die meih Klagen' was superb
acting was excellent throughout
and her phrasing of the Dream was Her
and she disclosed a decided flair for
also tops. In lyric roles she is still
comedy.
the best the Met can offer.
Concluding this excerpt. Franco
Another veteran, Karin Branzell PeruUi, tenor, sang 'Una furtiva
was in top form as Ortrud.
Her lagrima,' best known aria in the
singing of the savage hymn of hate
PeruUi showed a superbly
opera.
the second act stopped the show.
trained voice of fine quality capable
While her authoritative acting was
of spinning out a powerful forte and
also tops.
Lauritz Merchior was in diminishing to a piano. His breath
good voice as Lohengrin but not
control and legato effects were exquite up to his usual stentorian
cellent and his interpretation and
standards.
Julius Huehn was over- acting ability were tops.
powered by the orchestra as TelraPerulli was followed by Elizabeth
mund but he acted credibly. Eman- Wysor,
who sang 'O
contralto,
"'l, List was adequate as the King.
prelres de Baal' from 'Le Profele.'
While Leonard Warren bellowed the
Contralto exhibited a powerful voice
Herald's music
Erich of full bodied rich top tones to the
effectively.
l-einsdorf led an unruly orchestra.
high 'C and a resonant low voice.
Her coloratura effects in the cadenzas
,. '"»"«red Bride' was
repeated for at the end, and her runs and trills
the second time this season Friday were clear cut and brilliant, and in
aiternoon (20) as a special student.*!' subsequent .scenes she showed acting
niatinee.
Opera received an excel- ability as a foil for Baccaloni.
J*nt presentation at the hands of
The 'Don Pasquale' excerpts remost of the principals, with Arinand vealed an excellent actor-baritone in
Afkstyan and Jarmila Novotna in Earl Wrightson, young baritone. The
leads singing and acting excel- 'Falstaff scenes also Blsclosed power-

m

Hawkes

Edna

Artists Bureau,

Phillips,
cellist;

—

BOXOFnCELAGS

No matter how anxious conducimportant South American
to play music of American composers, said Copland, their
difficulty is that they can't get the
scores and parts. U. S. publishers
of serious music don't feci it is
profitable to send it down, as most of

AT MET OPERA

tors of

symphs are

The Metropolitan Opera had an
unlucky 13th week ending Monday
(23) when it dropped an estimated
$7,500 on an approximate gross of
around $72,500 but of a possible
performances.
seven
on
$97,500
House seats 3,500 and at a $7.70 tops

them

have no representatives in
and have difficulty in getting
They also fear piracy.

S. A.

paid.

Copland's Recommendations

To overcome

best possible gross is $15,500.
EstlmAtei tor the Week:
'Lohengrin,'
Wednesday
(18),

this,

Copland,

in

one

of a series of suggestions to the
Rockefellerites to promote good will,
has recommended subsidization of
music publication in Latin America.
He has also asked subsidization for
lo-y. $2,000.
ri
p.ihliratinn nf w orks DXJ«llili.Ainrxir_
Fr4day-(20.).-^ftecnoi
Bride,' $10,000, profit, $1,000 (bene- can composers so that they may be
(Evening), 'Island God' and heard in this country. Althou!<h it
fit).
is
increasing,
Copland reported,
'PagliaccI,' $8,000, loss, $6,000.
Saturday (21) (afternoon). 'Aida.' there's still actually very little seri(Evening) ous music being written in S. A.
profit,
$2,000.
$14,500.
American composer best
profit,
$1,000. South
'Siegfried.'
$10,000,
known is the Brazilian, Heitor ViUa(At a $4.40 top).
less,

$7,000,

Thursday

$5,000.
(19),

'Carmen,'

$10,000.

—

I

-

Feb. 17, 1942
j

Monday

vi ilinists,

(23),

Lobos.

'Gotterdaemerung,'

Other recommendations made by
Copland were (1) increasing exchange of personalities, (2) exchange of recbrdfngs, with program
6 French Language Operas notes and (3) subsidization of a mumagazine in three languages
sic
On Canadian Radio As (English, Portuguese and Spanish)
because good will among musicians
British Series Counterpart Is greatly impeded by the fact that
there's no medium for letting each
other know what they are doing.
Montreal, Feb. 24.
There are six flrst-class symphony
The Canadian Broadcasting Corp. orchs In S. A., Copland said. They
The N. y. Dailw Critics Said
night
ilx hour pro- are
last
launched
turns
'Recital
by
(Briggs):
Post
in Buenos Aires, Rio, Sao Pa'ilo,
French-language light Montevideo, Santiago and Lima.
engaging and infuriating. Milstein grams of
Warm fiuent operas as a counterpart to the 'Britin an erratic mood.
soul - searing ish Ballad Opera' lerles also on the
expressiveness.
scratches.
CBC. Will be heard Mondays from
Telegram (Bagar): 'Sooradically 9-10 p.m. Montreal time.
effective, rusty and unruly."
Operas are 'Reve de Yalse,' by
by Mes'Passloncment,'
Strauss:
WANDA L.\NDOWSKA
sager; 'La Comtesse Marltza.' by KalHarpsichordist
man; 'Au Pays de Sourie,' by Lehar;
Town Hall, N. Y., Feb. 21, 1942
'Chanson d'Amour,' by Schubert, and
Wanda Landowska proved again 'La Fille du Tambour-Major,' by Ofthat she is one of the world's great- fenbach.
est harpsichordists. The recital was
Orchestra is conducted by Jean
devoted to Bach and the 30 variants
One of the few South American
Beaudet and singers include Caro
written by Johann Goldberg to
soprano; Violette Delisle, artistes of any prominence in the
Bach's variations. Miss Wandowski Lamnureux,
never let down playing with superb coloratura; Eugenie Havard, mezzo; American concert field, Claudio Ar38-year-old Chilean pianist,
interpretative with R. A. Brunet, Charles Goulet, rau,
intense
and
tone
abilities. A capacity house remained Paul de Meulles and Albert Viau, virtually an unknown a year ago, Is
Such recitals are seldom male voices. Chorus under direction presently cleaning up In the U. S.
to cheer.
Eddy.
encountered.
The National Concert and Artists
of Victor Breault.
Service, to which he is under contract, has booked him this season for
N. Y. Daily Critics Said:
Next season
28 concerts at $1,000.
Times (Strauss) 'World's leading
RUSSE HITS
Exhe will play over 50 dates at adexponent of her instrument.
traordinary musicianship, erudition,
vanced prices. He has been selling
and technical skill. jSupcrlative inIN LA. out in 90',^ of his engagements.
$34,000
terpretation.'
Arrau's success is based on excepTribune (Thomson) 'One of the
tional reviews all over the entire
Los Angeles, Feb. 24.
richest grandest experiences availcountry, including N. Y., where his
'Ballet Russe' .oppcd its former
able to lovers of tonal art'.
won unanimous
high here by bagging estimated Carnegie Hall debut
praise from the critics. NBC took
$34,000 in nine performances at the
WINIFRED WATSON
unknown into
Philharmonic.
Two shows in San a chance booking an profited
Soprano
at the
hall, but
the
large
1942
Feb.
22,
Hall,
Y.,
Town
N.
Diego netted around $8,000 and one
He has been rc:regardless.
b.o.
Winifred Watson, colored soprano, night in Long Beach brought in
cngaged by the Chicago Symphony
is the possessor of an excellent draabout $4,500.
Orch for March 5 and 6 and also by
matic soprano of naturally fine
Co.ist stand marked the washup of
He returns
quality which she uses with artistry. Sol Hurok's association with the the Boston Symphony.
„ ,, ct
„ be to S'Outh America in mid-March,
The voice is big enough to fill any Bal
u- u
1.
which
hereafter
will
concerts in Mexico,
,iop i„g
hall and she can reach a top 'B' flat
with case.
Peru aSd the Argentine. He is the
,.
For some reason best known to next season takes the time usually
^^^^ male South American to click
herself she has a tendency to vary set as-ide for Monte Carlo troupe in Ihr U. S. in over a ueneiation.
her excellent production method at here.
The Bra'/.il'an pianist Guiomar
limes in order to obtain certain cfNovaes. is another South American
fecta the results of which cause a
who
immensely popular here. She
variance from pitch and a less of
Signs 2 WvOmen
is due to arrive In the U. S. next
The tones thus, lost brilquality.
month Mi.ss Movacs sells for abo'ut
Eddy.
liance.
$13,000,

!

profit,

$1,000.

Tlie

.

SALVATORE BACCALONI
TROUPE

and

composers

Among other artists
tural divisioir-of the Office of Interwith the management are Sir ThomAmerican Affairs (Rockefeller Comas Beecham, Bela Bartok, William
mittee).
Quartet,
the Primrose
Primrose,
'With their tics to Europe cut off
Yella Pesal, Erno Rapee, the Saidenbcrg Little Symphony, the Schola by the war. South American muCantoi-un/ Aaron Copland and Wil- sicians are rapidly coming around
to feel that New York is the music
liam Schuman.
center of the world which it actually is,' Copland said. 'They are increasing anxious to play U. S. music and to get up here to hear the
famous symphony orchestras in the
United States.'

'

Bruna
tendency to force a bit.
Castagna appearing for the flrst time
this year as Amneris made excessive
use of her chest voice, frequently
breakinn the melodic line and her
top tones were shrill.
(She has lost

&

have added Rosalyn

pianist;

Violinist

Nathan Milstein. one of the finer
was effective and exasperating by degrees at this recital.
youthful artist, at his best,
played with brilliant tone, magnificent bowing effects and the virtu'Gotterdaemmerung,' repeated osity of a master. But he was not
Monday (23), was a moving and ex always at his best. The playing was
ccllenl performance of the Wagner marred by considerable scratching,
work. Only change of cast was for flatting and sharping. These virtues
throu.ehout
occurred
faults
the better, with Alexander Kipnis and
singing Hagen with a full rich almost every selection, parts of
sonorous bass voice and with acting which would be alternately beautiEddy.
ful and amateurish.
ability which was tops.

American

are so -accustomed to
thinking of the United States as the
center of business, but not of culture, that they are having a diffieyes

cult time getting their
off EuTureck.
rope and focused on New York,
harpist; JoAaron Copland has declared. One
Carmine Gaof
the
foremost modern Amergliardi, tenor, and the Dance Playican composers, Copland recently reers, a new company, to its list of
turned from a four-month tour of
artists for the 1942-43 season.
America, sponsored by the culremaining Latin
Inc.,

seph Schuster,

NATHAN MILSTEIN
Y..

Phillips,

Joseph Schuster, Dance Players

.

Carnegie Hall, N.

of Music World

South
musicians

Add Rosalyn Tureok, Edna

-.

completely stopped
'Celeste Aida'
Ringing vibrant 'B' flats
the show.
poured out in a stream of rich, full(one.

New York As Hub
BOOSEY & HAWKES LIST

.

.

ARRAU NEW

CUCKATB.O.

BALLET

PEAK

j

.

,

.

I
'

i

i.s

RCA

To Do

4

§6ng A-lbums

$750 per concert.

N. Y. Daily Crilics Suid:
Viola MorrLs. soprano, and VicTimes (Strauss) 'Voice of unusual toria Anderson, contralto, have been
Templeton Draws 1,500
excep- .signed by RCA Victor to make four
Voluminous
timber. Lack of com- albums of recordings.
Tioy, N. Y., Feb. 24.
freedom in tonal emission.'
Alec Templeton played to an estiOne album will be of Elizabethan
Tribune (Perkins) 'Very gocd music, another of Purcell. the third mated 1.500 in a concert at Mu.sie
impression of intelligence
voice . .
Hall, Troy, under the management
the
group
and
Modem
English
a
and musicality. Tone subject to mild
Both of Jame.s D. McNary.
miscellaneous album
variations in freedom of vocal pro- fourth a
Scaled 8Bc to $2.20. ,
singers are British.
duction, of clarity and focus.'
possibilities.
tionally flne

.

.

.

plete

.

'

I

I

'
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ORCHESTRA GROSSES

S4

Mvino Rey,

AFM

$55,000, Barron, 2d, 42G,

On F-M

Broadcasts

Dance band leaders who do sustaining remotes have been cautioned
by the American Federation of Mu-

Big In N.Y.; Long-Andrews Great

h Chi, WeE lSG, Nice In Pitt

45G

Caations Bands

sicians against permitting their programs to be broadcast over Fre-

quency-Modulation

Bands

at Hotel

facilities.

Weokt

The AFM's national executive
Hotel
Bud
board recently passed a resolution Freddy Martin*.,. Waldorf (400; $1-$1.S0)
(Estimates lor This Week)
Blae Barron, New York (Strand;
2,756: 35-55-85-99). With 'Captains of

Clouds'

(WB) on

Now

screen.

Watched Too

Phil Spltalny last week found
himself a guest In the swanky
home of a friend. Two butlers

in

second strong week at $42,000 or
Initial
over and holds another.
stanza was a muscular $48,000, with
the Barron orchestra credited with
lending able support to the Cagney

and a serving maid saw

to

It

even

didn't

his own fork.
when asked how he

have to
Cleveland

Later,

6
19
4
2

.

* .Asterisks

KmpaDraws$3,030

major

drau>.

2

. . .

19

Covers total
I'Mt
Coven

Week Os But
2,300
1,825

36,500

1;425
1,300
2,325
1,825

29,025

indicate a supporting floor show, although the band
2 days.

11,475
4,525

3,400
5,200

is the

Chicago

couldn't digest the serv•

I

Ployed

stations

en-

Joyed the dinner, Spitalny answered that the food was okay,
'but

F-M

from picking Benny Goodman*„New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50)
up remote musical programs that EnrlcMadrlguera..Blltmore (300; $1-$150)....
are not commercial or which if sus- LaniMcIntire
Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
taining in nature have riot received
Jimmy Dorsey
Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$1.60)
special compensation.
Vaughn Monroe*. Commodore (400; 75c-$l)
barring

lift

(Pal-

ace; 3,700; 30-35-42-55-66) with 'Bedtime Stjry' (Col) on screen and
Connie Boswell for added stage support. Blizzard, Lent and other competitive factors holding down this
well-rounded show to $18,000, satis-

maestro

the

that

picture.

Woody Herman,

Closely

B.O/s

(Presented herewith, a$ a toeefcty tabuUiMon, it the. estimated cover
charge tmsiness being done by name bands in various Sew York hotels.
Dinner business (7-10 PJW.) not rated. Figures after name of hotel give
room capacity and cover charge. iMrger amount designates weekend and
holiday price.)

Herman

In Buff.;

Chack Faster (Continental Room, Stevens Holel; 400; $1.50-$2 mln.),
Foster started well for name new to Chicago and figures to catch on; nice
1,800 patrons.

Xavler Cogat (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.50) mln.). Cugat
week again nifty with 3,350 customers.
Jan SavlU (Panther Room, Hotel Sherman; 700; $1.25-$2.50 min.). In
week in this room Savltt held to good 3,400 total.
Art Kassel (Walnut Room, Bismarck Hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.). Couple
more
weeks
here
for
Kassel;
okay 1,700 patrons last week.
^Estimates)
Emil Coleman (Mayfair Room, Blackstone Hotel, 350; $2.50 min. Sat.),
Mitohell Ayres-Jerry Wald (RayHildegarde is the floor show here and the real attraction in this new
mor-Playmor B., Boston, Feb. 21).
room. Doing terrific in really swank room with 2,600 customers.
Paired in twin danceries Ayres and

Strong Erie Fave

riding right along; sixth
third

factory.
Juliette's

All-Amerlcan Girl Orcb,

CONDON'S CHIAROSCURO;

Newark (Adams; 2,000; 25-35-50-60)
with 'Small Town Deb' (20th) on

'

OR HOW CAN YOU KNOW?

screen and Georgie Price and Hal
tor additional b.o. draueht.
Five extra acts also played Monday
night, but entire combination not
So-so $12,000 Ingetting very far.

LeRoy

By BEBNIE

Wald. drew neat 2,200 at 65c-55c for

WOODS

those informal

jam

sessions

Los Angeles

big $1,320.

One of
Lon Breese-Jerry Wald (RaymorSklnnay Ennis (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Parties nearly doubled last
peopled with outstanding Jazz musl- Playmor B., Boston, Feb 20). Breese,
Kaye, Cincinnat. .(Shubert; ciarls was put on last Saturday (21) always local fave, and Wald drew week's take with fancy 1,300 for two nights. Heartening, too, what with
Informal
the rest of the town off.
2,150; 33-44-50) with 'Body Disap- at Town Hall, New York.
1,923 at 65c-55c for good $1,154.
Phil Harris (Biltmore; 1,500; min. $1-$1.50). No complaints at Just unKaye's crew Is the is the word; occasionally the audipears' (WB).
Johnny 'Scat' Davis (Cecil theatre,
whether
der 6,000 and should be settled for a stand well into summer.
chief boxofflce factor here and spell- ence wasn't quite sure
Mason City, la., Feb. 10). Despite
Eddie Condon and his 'Chiaroscuro' zero weather Davis turned in solid
ing good $14,0C0.

'

dicated.

Sammy

Ted

Denver

Lewis,

1,750; 25-35-50)

(Par)

Clock"

of cohorts were trying to stage a $940 gross at 30c-40c-56c scale.
comedy or get in r groove. When
Eddy Dncbln (Shubert theatre.
there was a need between numbers New Haven, Feb. 22). Duchin lifted
musi-

(Denham;

with 'No Hands on
Fine $11,000, with

for 'stagehand' friends of the
cians to come onstage and shift Instruments the amateur grips would
'Remember Day' swagger on In exaggerated struts
4,000; 35-55-75).
(20th)._Andiews-Sist.era.aU0-O.nJthe. and otherwise angle for lau ghs. Conwasnl'^houtstage. Strong week In the offing at dbn^himielf, when he
(loud
jive
$45,000, one of the best takes In long Ing orders above the

Lewis the real draw. Makes It the
top grosser in town currently.
Johnny Lone, Chicago (Chicago:

time.*

Don
also on.
'

Chicago (Oriental;
'Moon Over
Ramon Navarro
(20th).
Looking for snappy $19,000.

Pedro,

28-33-44-55).

Shoulder'

Bey,

Alvlno

New York

stage; 'Bahama Passage' (Par) on
screen. The Rey band and supplemental entertainment, plus wellestablished pitband policy here, are
given the nod for a strong $55,000
on the first week ended last night
(Tues.), since picture received bad
notices.
Show holds another week
starting today (Wed.).

Tucker,

Philadelphia

With
(Earle; 2,768; 35-46-57-68-75).
"Lady Is Willing' (Col) on screen

'

Boston
Charles Barnet (Bermuda Terrace, Brunswick Hotel; 550; 55c-$l cover).
first week here, Barnett drew 2,600 with bulk of trade on Fridaywhen cover is dollar. Always huge fave in Boston. Three weeks

In his

Saturday
to go.

Ha wklns

—

on

Tommy

5,200

Ersklne Hawkins (Dixieland
Gardens, Lexington, Ky., Feb. 16)

James

Harry

but dyed-in-the-wool jazz fans.

(Para-

35-55-85-99).
With
3,664;
Sisters, Gil Lamb, Lane Bros,

mount;
King'

pulling

Leighton Noble (Terrace Room, Hotel Statler; 450; $1 cover). Noble
played to flne^ dinner business Monday to Thursday, with late dancing
drew. .'excellent'_..l,300
and covers only-Friday-=SBturdayand-proved-populai-wlth-850 on-those twodancers here at 90c top for total
nights. Sixth week of indefinite stand.
$1,170.
Tommy
Tucker (Oval Room, Copley Plaza; 300; $1 cover). In closing
enough for the last row orchestra)
Woody Herman (Columbia theatre
was tossing cracks designed for Erie, Pa., Feb. 16). Herman proved week (4th) Tucker picked up 1,200 covers, considered big for this spot,
which formerly did. only biz. Ruby Newman returned Friday (20) and
laughs.
'terrific,' drawing $1,450 at average
had capacity Friday-Saturday 600. Dorothy Lewis-St. Regis Hotel Ice
These Jam sessions almost always 40c.
Show came in Monday (23) with Newman.
turn out to be 'clambakes' to any

—

8,200;*

one-day record here,
at 65c top for $2,800.

Dragging down okay
plus vaude.
$18,000, with bulk of draft credited
to the tooters onstage, the crix hav
ins given the film a healthy pasting.
Lawrence Welk, Pittsburgh (Stan
Icy; 3,800; 30-44-60-66) with 'Blues in
the Night' (WB). Considerable local
Interest in Welk since he first came
to attention here at William Penn
Hotel.
Sock radio and record ad'
Vance campaign likewise helping;
getting $18,000, satisfactory.

drew

Baltimore
Rink,

(Broadway

Don Bestor (Charles Room, Belvedere Hotel; 500; $l-$2 miilM. Opened
Feb. 16).
Kay
big Fri. (20) following okay six-week stay by Lang Thomipson. Bestor is
attendance at 7Sc each;
repeater in this room after a highly successful previous engagement last
and has topped capacity since his present opening. Spot not open
Kropa (Memorial Aud., season
Sundays.
Krupa piled up
Penn.,

1,200

good.

Gene

Buffalo, i"eb.

17).

heaviest hop draw here in several
years; 2,781 admissions, 1,781 at $1
advance and remainder at $1.25 at
door.
(Lyric theatre,
Cbico
Bridgeport, Conn., Feb. 16-18). New
band topped biz of some preceding
bigger bands with 5,200 at 50c top
over three-days.

Marx

Minneapolis
Jimmy Joy (Hotel Nicollet; 500; min. $1-$1.50). In third week here,
hurt by sub-zero temperatures. However, came through to good 600 customers. Floor show has Roberts and White and Ben Yost's 'White Guards,'

LOCATION JOBS, NOT

IN

HOTELS

CLos Angeles)
McFarland Twins (Totem Pole B.,
Tommy Dorsey (Palladium B, Hollywood, eighth week). Off previous
Auburndale, Mass., Feb 18-21). On high weeks; dipped to 15,000 leg shakers, who paid from 650 to $1. Claude
first trip here McFarland's proved
Thornhill moves In tonight (24).

tastefully played piano solos in strong draw despite Ash Wednesday
Al Donahue (Trianon N, South Gale, Cal., first week). Should pick
usual cocky style; 'Hot Lips' opening and freezing temperatures; off around
5,000 payees on his first pitch in this industrial sector. Tariff
Page staged a grand entrance and 9,200 in four days at $1.45 pair for runs from C3c to 75c.
and the hot-jazz devotees $6,670.
Jack Teagarden (Casa Manana B, Culver City, Cel.). Biz depressed all
contained themselves in their usual
Bed Norvo (Shubert theatre, New over town and 4,500 stubs on the -week not an indication of weakness.
immutable way with the exception Haven, Feb. 21). Norvo's new band
Ozsle Nelson (Florentine Gardens N, Hollywood, second week). Not I
of four youngsters dow.i front who was not too good here; 1,500 adhealthy spot anywhere In town and bit over 5,000 here not so Indigo.
acted as it they had just learned the missions at 65c top.
(Chicago)
little else;

being

of

like

They
a jitterbug.
they were on pogo

sticks.

last Oct 25.
Supreme Cilourt Justice Almon W. Lytle ruled there was
insufficient
evidence
to
support

Kay

Herbie
Glassport,

his

jumped

Buffalo, Feb. 24.
Stubbs, Negro musician,
was acquitted by direction of the
court Thursday (19) of criminal at
tack charges of a 17-ycar-old girl

Milton

.Worcester,

(Aud.,

James pulled strong

Mass., Feb. 18).

2,500 at 99c each.

al

art

Milton Stubbs Goes Free

Iliis

one was put on as cold as_the wind
whistling up 43d street outside; no
curtain talk before and no comments between numbers— read your
program and listen. To get going
.the travellers simply parted and a
seven-piece group felt around for a
quartet of George Gershwin show
tunes, starring Bobby Hackett, cornetist, and drummer Zuty Singleton.
Some of the individual and group
performances were moving, especially those of Hackett, pianist Mel
Powell, trombonist Brad Gowans,
and Kansas, an Itinerant drummer
and recent discovery. He's lightning
fest with brushes or sticks. Zut the
remainder was ordinary. While (The
Lion) Smith contributed exception-

There's to be ano.her session at
Town Hall March 7 with Teddy Wilson, Bud Freeman, Lee Wiley, etc.;
also staged by Eddie Condon. This
one drew a half-filled house.

Teddy Powell

(Ritz B., Bridgeport,

Orrin Tucker (Blackhawk; 400; $1.25 min.). Tucker is proving whirlPowell drew 'fair'
here at 99c. At Shubert the wind, bringing spot up to great 4,100 patrons last week.
Boyd Raeborn (Chez Paree; 500; $3-$3.50 min.). Willie Shore and Kitty
Haven, next day (23) did
below par with 1,500 admission Carlisle on floor show; business okay with 3,000 tabs last week.

Conn., Feb. 22).
1,271
aire.

way

New

at 65c top.

(Boltimorc)
Joe Belchman (Chanticleer; 400; $l-$1.50-$2 min.). Winds up six weeks
Tues. (24), succeeded by Dick Rogers. Reichman caught on exceptionally
well, playing to 4.200 In final week after consistently building biz during

Band Bookings
Walter N. Gendron, trumpet playsaxo-

charges.
Stubbs, sax player, clarinetist and
drummer, and father of two children, had denied the girl's testi-

er and Robert A. Gendron,
phonist, brothers with- Dol
dents,

were

mony.

Army

last

sette's orchestra

Bris-

and Worcester

resijointly inducted into the

stay.

Raymond

Scott,

March

College,\ Amherst, Mass.;
hotel, Washington, D. C.

Charlie Bamet,

week.

B.,

"Champagne Music 99

19,

Newark.
McFarland
North

Amherst

7,

Willard

15,

Savoy

Town Hall, Philaweek, Adams theatre,

New. York;

delphia;

March

6,

17,

Palatka,

March

Twins,

theatre.

4-5,

28,
30,

Cherokee Ranch,

City Aud., Augusta;
Kinston,

Warehouse,

Ink Spots'

Bob Strong,

Feb. 27, Intra FraBall, University of PittsLake Side Park, Day28,

burgh;

U

Pic

Chicago, Feb.

SpoU

in the

Coast.

North ton, 0.

They go into the new Abbott and
Expo Signs Dl Pardo
Costello picture at Universal.
Fort Worth, Texas, Feb. 24.
Southwestern Exposition and Fat
Casa Loma, March 20, Bucknell U.,
Lewisberg, Pa.; 21, Empire B., Allen- Stock Show has signed Tony Di
Panoram Machines For Sale
Pardo's band for its night spot, the
town, Pa.
Teddy Powell, March 12, indef., Silver Spur, March 13 to 22.
Eight slightly used Panorams In
Log Cabin, Armonk, N. Y.
good condition. Write or wirs
Lee
Castaldo,
another trumpeter
Frankle Masters, April 2, indef.,
formerly with Artie Shaw,
Tri-State Amusement Co., JohnRoosevelt hotel, N. Y.
also
Tommy Tucker, March 3-5, theatre. forming own band. 'Hot Lips' Page son City, Tennessee.
Tonawanda, N. Y.

Alvlno Bey, March

of

LAWRENCE WELK

Fall River, Mass.;

• Third Succestive
Engagement

• Third Successlti*
Engagement

CHICAGO

RIVERSIDE

THEATRE

MILWAUKEE

• Outstanding
Engagement

STANLEY
PITTSBURGH

TOTEIM POLE. BOSTON, March 4-5-6-7
OtrMitloni

4,

Empire

B.,

Alleritown, Pa.

NOW ON RECORD BREAKING TOUR

FREDERICK BROa MUSIC CORP., Now

York, Chioapo

24.

finished a week's sUnd
Balaban & KaU Regal theatre
here and were picked up in town by
manager Moe Gale for a jaunt to the

Ink

N. C.
ternity

Tonawanda

Fla.;

Augusta, Ga.;
Farmer's

31,

8,

MIT, Stateler

Boston; 7; Sunnybrook B.,
Pottstown, Pa.; 8, Sea Grt8 Inn, Sea.
Girt. N. J.
Jlmmle Lnncetord, March 17, Aud.,
Knoxville, Tenn.; 18, City Aud., Atlanta; 19, City Aud., Albany, Ga.;
20, Municipal Aud., Savannah; 23,
Saunders
Valdpsta, Ga.; 24,
Havana C, Jacksonville, Fla.; 25,

is

the other.

hotel,

Aud, Panama City, Fla.; 26, South St.
Casino, Orlando; 27, Booker Aud.,

'Music with the

STRONG AppeaP

BOB STRONG
ANI> HIS

TREAT TIME

CBS

OKCHKSTRA

UNCLE WALTER'S DOG HOUSE
MBC-BED

HaBacemcnti M.O.A.

WeJnesdoy,' Febrqary 25, 1942

ORCHESTRAS
Cee Davidson Recognition

Inside Stuff-Orchestras

Chicago, Feb.
Post's All-Amerlcan band was filmed In New York
Saturday Evening
its part In HKO's 'Syncopation' picture, after It began to
rt week for
was quietly forgetting aU about it. WiUiam Dieterle,
Zoo. like the SEP
^!Stor of film, made the trip in from the Coast to direct the sequence,
last scene to be taken lor the film.
the
be
derstood to
P^t pollad its readers for their favorite instrumentalists last fall, but
tl:e results and inquiries consistently were brushed off.
ver announced
selectees a secret, or is trying to until they're ankeepmg
still
Is
Sheet
soon. Eddy Duchln, Benny Goodman, Alvlno Hey,
nounced in the mag
among the men used. Jack Teagarden was offered a
Jimmy Dorsey were
all-sat team, but ironically couldn't take it because he's In
tnot on the
Casa Manana.
eSver City, Cal., at the
According to persons close to the poll results Jack Benny received a
position.
of votes for violin

Sammy Kaye

disregarding

Is

all

modern

the

^^ed

playing

Kay, vocalist Injured In an accident last summer while on way
date with Sonny Dimham's band, explains she's not suing Tony
Dunham sax 1st who was driving, but has made a claim only
She says Carlos Gastel, Dunham's manager, has paid
acabist Dunham.
before and after the crash and that bis claims of her
her only $15 since
true.
forwarding to- him Incorriect statements of her expenditures Is not
Carol

to a

BasUen,

Is

paid the bills berseU, then sought payment from Gastel and

first

now suing to collect

Link Leader-Arranger for Build-Up?
Camarata

Toots

Haymes

May Be

Partnerecl

With Dick

WARNOW'S NEW

/\LBUM
Dick Haymes, former vocalist with
IaiTi_ James' orchestra, and ar"
"
mger "Toots CamarSEa, "last with His" Velvet " Orchestra Ptoys For
AFRA Ball Last Friday
nnuny Dorsey, may be put tolether to form a new basis for an
Haymes will lead the
trdiestra.
Mark Warnow's Lucky Strike Hit
(ombination, to be formed for him Parade orchestra, Barry Wood and
by the William Morris agency, and Joan Edwards, singers on the show,
Camarata will have a share in its recorded an album of tunes used
arrangeownership and write all its
on the Hit Parade at various times
Sides were made
ments,
since it started.
It may not be. the first time an
in New York for RCA-Victor.
arranger has had a 'piece' of a band,
Warnow has revived his Blue Velbut the Haymes-Ccmarata combo is vet orchestra, which he used on CBS
probably the initial attempt at de- broadcasts several years ago. Dance
liberately
building
an orchestra band of 18' pieces, including two
Irom the two ends.
harps and four strings. Outfit played
For years topnotch arrangers have the AFRA ball in New York Frirebelled against the notion that they day
(20) and possibly will play
frequently are solely responsible for other solo dance dates.
It won't be
Ihe success of a band, yet garner
used on the air.
aone of the glory and little of the
Inanclal stability that goes to the
leader whose band they've 'made.'
Some, like Larry Clinton, Glenn Mil- T. Dorsey,
ler, Van
Alexander, etc., put their
uranging talents to work in behalf
In
24^7.
tt
their own bankroll and, after
fining recognition, find the press
Recording Corp.
i being a successful bandleader
ikes bU their time, ironically forcMetro's impending stab into the
hg the hiring of other arrangers.
record business was confirmed yes-

CummiDgs

New

Metro

terday

TO
MID-MARCH

DECCA 50c DISCS

APPEAR IN

Dccca launches a 50c popular recMarch 15. One of the first
^es will be a pair of sides by
Uonel Hampton. Whether 50c discs
wdl be under the Brunswick title,
which Dccca now owns, is undeord label

cided.

wWch

New
is

label will be black,
consistent with former

Brunswick tag. Fred Waring may
ijs' be a 50c artist; he's new to
Decca.

Decca already has a 50c seller, released with a red
label as 'Internauonal
Series'
or
'Personality
«nes depending on talent used.

How POLLS ARE WOW?

—

fopBUrity Vote
'

of

n

He Took Care

by

Charles

C.

Mo.skowitx, .speaking for prcz NichoMoskowitz deM. Schcnck.

las

clared, however, that nothing definite is set yet on the proposition and
he's not certain how long it will take
to Ret preliminary details worked
out.
AITiliation of Tommy Dorsey as a

partner in the Metro pressing
ntc

get

affili-

was meantime cleared. He is to
24'^% of the company. Similar

block of stock goes to Jack Cummings, Metro producer and nephew
of Louis B. Mayer, but he will continue his present activities at Metro.
Company during the past week
continued its prospecting for talent
and execs for the new setup. One
of its principal sources of supply, of
course, will be Dorsey, who washed
up his recording pact with Victor
He'll hereafter
last Thursday (19).
record exclusively for the Metro wax
outfit.

^

Philadelphia, Feb. 24.
ttslmger's Beer, sponsors of a rewniing show on WDAS,
held a con«st last week
to find the most
popular recording orchestra.
Listeners

(Tuesday)

CONNIE

BOSWEL GOES

COLUMBIA MARCH 27

Connie Bosweii has shifted from
Decca to. Columbia recordings after
Harry
a dispute at the former.
Leedy, her manager and husband,
signed the singer to a two-year connarry Schultz
and His Serenadcrs.' tract at Columbia, on which she will
J-heck disclosed Schultz was leader start work March 27, cutting four
« a local outfit never on wax. The sides. She will make an album, too,
suy thought that
to follow the Boswell Sisters album
If enough cards or
letters
would be sent in, a- record- that Columbia will release within
nt. company
woui'd give him a con- next few weeks.
ract.
So he sent most of the letColumbia has also scheduled an
In himself.
His friends and album of 'Gay Army Songs' to be
made by Allan Roth's orchestra of
r1?f'"'" sent the rest.
Ills been
22 men and a chorus.
done before.—Ed.]

were asked

to send in
rating their favorite band.
i?""^^
'he votes were talUed at the
.„j
ena
of the week, staUon officials
found that the leading band was

night In the Edge-

FIRE

GUTS BALLROOM

Disagreement between Decca and
recording companies

RCA - Victor

Northwest

Boom

Chiefly for Small

Danceries,

Gubs

By HAL GRATSON

Bat Jerry Wald's Library Luckily and N.
Y. Local 802 of the AFM,
Escapes With Minor Damage
over whether the two companies
Jerry Wald's orchestra was only should be responsible for social semomentarily halted by the $100,000 curity, will go to Government tax
fire that destroyed
the Rosemont authorities for settlement.
Though
(Roseland) Ballroom, Brooklyn, last they're signatories to AFM's
Form B
Thursday morning (19). Though the contract, which demands the
emdancery and storerooms above it ployer puy the tax, Decca and Vicwere completely gutted, Wald's li- tor refuse to agree with the ruling,
brary was only singed and his loss
claiming the bandleaders and not
amounted to drums, bass and couple they are the employers of the
saxes.
Brass men had taken their
musicians in bands recording for
horns home.
Library and Wald's
them. They claim, too, that the tax
clarinet had been packed in fireproof
problem is one for the Government

Blaze began at 5 a.m. when
cases.
a bandleader who's an oil stove exploded and necessitaton tlie Coosi).
ed four alarms.
Wald began working Friday (21)
Santa Monica, Cal., Feb. 24.
night on quick bookings set for him
Editor, 'Variety':
through Ray Galvin, Boston proDefense work has hypoed business moter, using borrowed instruments.
in some places in the Northwest and
He goes into the Roseland Ballroom,
hurt in others.
From my own New York, Friday (27), replacing
knowledge end the opinion of Earl Stan Kenton, who was to have
Bally, MCA head out here, who has shifted to Brooklyn.

(The twHter

is

plat/ed coTuiderabl]/
'

just covered' the entire territory,
Seattle
and Portland are boom
towns like San Diego, and business
is terrific in the small clubs and
ballrooma People are anxious for
a good time, but want it to be eco-

to settle, not the AFM.
Decca and Victor had been called
to appear before 802'< trial board
several weeks ago, but postponements held the meeting off until last
week at which time 602 turned the

argument over
boss

of

the

to

James C TetriUo,

AFM

national

body.

Only major disc maker not involved
In the question Is Columbia Records,
which has been complying with the

Form B

stipulations.

That Decca and Victor were not
abiding by Petrlllo's Form B eoncame to' light recently after 602
ordered all recording pay checks be
Ease Pressnre At
cleared
through its Escrow Departnomical.
ment This was to be certain, that
Quite definitely all the swankier
Colombia's
proper recording rates were paidl
spotj on the entire Coast are not doLocal a few months ago had a numing much. Right here in Hollywood
Giro's is closed, Uie Cocoanut Grove
As a means of easing the crush of ber of leaders up on charges for
is running only two nights weekly,
production and conserving materials paying off Improper sums because
etc., as you know.
CQlvunbla._Records.'_ls_schedul|ng_ of a confusion over rehearsal and
"
"To "get tack to the Northwest: recording sessions fewer and farther actual recording scales.
Portland ballrooms like McElroy's between. Company claims a tremenand the Uptown, where a reasonable dous backlog of orders that forced it
admish is charged, ere doing a ter- to cancel normal weekly releases
rific
business, and Jantzen Beach two straight weeks within the past
Park is looking forward to its big- month. Since fewer records will be
gest summer season.
Portland has made on the new schedule, future
lots of defense industry like new week's releases will undoubtedly be
aluminum plants, etc. The class spots smaller.
of Portland are doing nothing, ditto
Though Columbia, and Decca and
the hotels, etc.
RCA-Victor, were expected to cut
Seattle's famous 1st Avenue, on slow-selling talent adrift after the
the other h%nd, is doing a land office first of the year, to clear the decks
business and reminds you of Coney for production of best-sellers, no reIsland at its peak all small club leasing of bands or singers has come
business. The hotels and big clubs
However, some are
to light yet.
zero.
In fact, the whole situation known to be on their way out and
General Amusement (?orp. has
can be classed briefly as a big boom will be when xontracts expire:
won the first round from Glenn
for all the smaller places and nothing
Miller in the commission-paying
at all for the larger spots.
argument that the band leader InOn the other hand, further instigated several weeks ag;o.
Miller
land in the Northwest, places like
has been advLsed by the national ofSpokane, Butte, Mont.; Idaho Falls
fice of the American Federation of
and Pocatello are suffering in all diMusicians that he would be required
rections.
to live up to the commission terms
No business of any kind
as the war has taken most of the
of his GAC contract, but permission
Gene Krupa and Warner Bros, was at the same time granted him
youth for coast defenses and the
Services.
There are no encamp- theatres clashed bitterly last week to take the issue direct to the AFM's
Miller's lawyer,
ments in this territory, like out in over Krupa's attempt to disregard executive board.
advertised
booking
the
Strand
an
at
David Mackay, is preparing the
Seattle, Portland, etc., so the situatheatre, Brooklyn, and open instead necessary petition.
tion is very sad.
It has hurt all
at the Sherman hotel, Chicago.
IsUnder his contract with GAC
classes of business.
turned
New
York
sue
was
over
to
Miller
is
obligated
to
pay a commisAs you know, the Northwest has
never been a fertile territory for Local 802 of the American Federa- sion of his Chesterfield radio acbands with the exception of a few tion of Musicians, which in turn re- count and 15% on theatre and oneThe band leader,
key spots like Jantzen Beach in layed it to the AFM national body. nighter dates.
Portland; Natatorium Park in Spo- Latter told Krupa to fulfill the after operating under this arrangement tor several years, suddenly dekane; the Olympic Hotel in Seattle, theatre date.
Krupa is to open at the Strand cided that these commissions were
etc., and the only bands doing well
in excess of the commission of 5%
on one-nighters are the top names: this Friday (27) but notified
Kyser, Goodman, Lombardo, etc. The that he wouldn't be available be- which is contained in the N. Y. state
agency law.
When
rest of the bands use the stands for cause a later booking at the Sher- employment
man had been moved up to today GAC declined to entertain this arguexpense-payers while en route.
ment Miller withheld some commis(Wed.).
Latter
change
was
forced
The promoters in the territory are
all a bit timid now, but I look for biz by Artie Shaw's dissolution of his sion money he owed that booking
to ojjcn up big by spring, as the need band recently and the inability of office. GAC retaliated by withholdfor dancing and relaxation will be the hotel to find a suitable replace- ing Miller's money for some recent
Shaw was originally set to Chesterfield broadcasts.
great among the boys in the camps ment.
GAC referred the controversy to
and all others, and it-will definitely open today, Krupa to follow.
Krupa's attempt to simply forget the AFM's home office and the opinbe at pop prices all over.
the Strand commitment, though he ion relayed to the band leader by
has been advertised several weeks. an AFM official was that Miller had
raised a question that was neither
Is assertedly based on his not having
written contract for the job. He fair nor sound and that regardless
Hotel Gibson Dance Boopi Will a
of how he may apply the commishad only a verbal agreement.
Set Up Alleys
handles Krupa. who pulled a similar sion fixed by the state law to his
own
case he was obligated to pay
stunt several weeks ago with the
Cincinnati, Feb. 24.
GAC the commission stipulated In
Bowling chalked up a mark against Central theatre. Passaic, N. J.
Maestro then
his booking contract.
dance bands last week at the Hotel
asked whether this was the final
Gibson, With termination of a 10judgment in the matter. He was
Breaks
weck repeat engagement by Benny
told that he was still free to appeal
Strong's orch, C. W. Broeman. presithe issue to the federation's execudent of the hotel, decided that avertive board.
age-size bands would be dropped in
favor of small combinations, and
Woody Herman was the first band
that the Gibson's rathskeller would

Fewer Recording Sessions

tract

To

Wax Works

In Morris Office Blueprint

Each

issue Reported to U.S. Treasury

graduate of Balaban

Monday

water Beach Hotel.

broadcast wire will

She bad

la

St Katz Chicago pit orchestra but has
had his own band for several weeks,

ordinary circumstances a band with a hit platter and with a
play the number as often as possible on the air.

''ijlnder'^

To Interpret Social Security Tax;

chestra.

and

rules of recording

NBC

Sunday afternoon 'Serenade' program. His
broadcasting on his
moment is 'Remember Pearl Harbor'. In order
juongest record hit at the
the ballad mood of the Sunday broadcasts Kaye will not
?ot to disturb
arrangement,
contrary to the general practice of
march-tempo
Lhedule the
!^ band with both air time and a recording contract. So far he has
before leaving a recent date at the Essex
It only a few times,

Decca, Victor Defy A.FJH. Power

24.

Cee Davidson orchestra booked
Marine Room of the Edgewater Beach Hotel starting March 13
for four weeks with options, followr
Inig the current Buss Morgan orinto the

Davidson

35

Agent Wins

First

Commish Round

WithGlemiMiDer

—

KRUPA EMBITTERS WB
ON B'KLYN WALKOUT

WB

BOWLING WINS

MCA

Woody Herman

Up MCA's Monopoly

be given over to bowling alleys. Joe to break up the recent monopoly
Cattizone's foursome is naw playing of RCA-Victof. telent (and MCAthe spot's Florentine room and, Side- t>ooked) had oh Coca-Cola's "Spotwalk Cafe.
.
/
At the same time Broeman an- light Bands' programs. Herman got
nounced that operations of the hotel the winning shot past Saturday (21)
in 1U41 resulted in a net loss of $74,- on the- strength of his 'Blues In the
100 and a decrease in gro.ss income Night' recording. Herman is booked
of $120,933 from 1940. which showed by General Amusement,
Previous winners were Glenn Mila net profit of $25,609.
The hotel houses the studios and ler, Tommy Dorsey, Freddy Martin
and Sammy Kaye.
offices of 'WCKY, CBS affiliate.

Heidt's Texas Tour

Fort Worth, Feb. 24.
of Interstate
Circuit will begin April 25- with a
four-day stand at the Worth theatre
which will be immediately after the

Horace Hcidt's tour

band

finishes a film

now

being

made

Hollywood.

in

A

couple of one-night stands will
played by Heidt between the
dates here and the opening May 7

be

at the Majestic, Dallas.
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10 Best SeDers on Coin-Machines
(Recordj beloto are prabbinff most nickels this uieelc in Jukeboxes
throughout the coutitri/, as reported by operotors to 'Variety.' Names
order o)
oj more than one band or nocalist after the t<tje indicates,

m

Fiflures and names in
popularttv. uJhose recordinps are being plaued.
parenthesis indicate the number of uieeks each song has been in the listtnfls
and respectioe publishers.)

Blues In Night (7) Remick.

2.

Rose O'Day
White

3.

Said

4. I

Dover

Cliffs

No

Tobias

(4)

(8)

Cab Calloway
Kate Smith

I

Woody Hcrn\an

1

Sammy Kay

Victor

I

Jimmy

Decca

•

Shapiro.

•

Melodylane

Remember

7.

Decca

;

Okeh

(Sammy Kay..
Sammy Kaye

•

Pearl Harbor (7) Republic.

Victor
Victor

Bluebird

Glenn Miller
(Tommy Tucker
(

Moonlight Cocktails (U (Jewel) ......

8.

G'.enn

(

9.

String of Pearls (1) Mutual.

Okeh
Bluebird

Miller

Decca
Columbia
Decca

(Woody Herman...
(Harry James
Vaughn Monroe

Don't Want Walk (1) Paramount.,

10. I

1

OTHER FAVORITES
Tunes with
popularity.
(These records are direclly belou) /Irst 10 in
number of tueeks in porenthesis are fading, others gaining.)
Harry James .....Columbia
You Made Me Love You (20) Broadway.
Tis

Autumn

(9)

Mom

Sammy Kaye

(Republic).
I

Bomebody Else Taking My Place

Kate Smith

Benny Goodman
Morgan
( Russ
( Bob
Chester
( Sammy Kaye
(

(Shapiro).

Madeleine (Santly).

Glenn Miller
(Jimmy Dorsey

On

I

Love (Chappell).

Tschaikowsky has certainly done
wonders for Freddy Martins per-

sonal Crossley. Always a topflight
combo, it wasn't until the Concerto
and its sensational impact on the
masses that they discovered Martin
anew, with result he's now riding
the crest into the big leagues, atichored finally at the Waldorf s

WEAF—

WOR

rUBHSHEB

TITLE

How About You?—t'Bafaes

on Broadway'

•Lamp

dashing dansapatlon. Clyde Rogers
and Glen Hughes are the other vocal specialists, handling ballads and
novelty numbers, but in the main

•I

Martin's forthright and smooth terp
tunestering does the trick for the
In company with Dinah
boxoftlce.
Shore and The Hartmans the combo

Robbins

Cookin"

guaran
into a wilted dlme-a

jumps so rhythmlcall}r

Harms
Santly

it's

teed to put life
Kenton plays piano, but
..Bluebird dancer.
didn't when caught, preferring to
Victor
lead and depend on rhythm set up

18

.

J.

...

16

—

15
14

.

.

14
14
14
14

.

Campbell

13

Chappell
Robbins

It'

We're Couple In Castle— t'Mr. Bug Goes
When Roses Bloom Again
You Made Me Love You

to

Town'

.

.

.

13

13

Famou?

13

Shapiro

...

Broadway

t
Humpty Dumpty Heart—

'Playmates'
Did It Before— t'Banjo Eyes'

'.

.

Witmark

..
.

Remick
Galaxy

Heart'

,

Southern
Pioneer

My

18

.

.

Witmark

in

19

,

.

Embassy

Think Of You

You—t'What's

21

16

....

BVC

Two

Got It Bad
I'll Pray For

at the Pal-

21

.

....

Greene

I

Boseland Ballroom, N. Y.
Kenton came east widely heralded

22

,

Shapiro

ABC

(15)

24

.

CLP

Fooled

With Helen Huntley, Red Dorrls

It

.

Somebody Nobody Loves

STAN KENTON OBCHESTBA

.Bluebird

.

May fair

Miss You
Tica Ti Tica Ta
•Angeline
is set into May and likely to maintain parity. Lent or no Lent. Abel.
Everything I Love— t'Let's Face

after a successful stay

Girl'.

22

....

Marks
Paramount

:

Anniversary Waltz
Is

25

Harms

Shapiro

You—t 'Sweater

Mandy

25

.

T. B,

I Don't Want Walk Without
As We Walk Into Sunset
Somebody Else Is Taking My Place
•A Zoot Suit

brass, three reeds (besides his own
saxing at the helm), three strings,
bass, Jack Field at the piano, and
Eddie Stone, vocal soloist, at the
traps. lyiartln dispenses plenty of

36
34

Berlin
Tobias

Memory

of

TOTAL

Feist

Melodylane
....Remick ....

Deep in Heart of Texas
Blues in the Night— t'Blues In Night'

Sometimes
Rose O'Day
Wedgwood Room where he followed Day Dreaming
Eddy Duchin and has been doing White Cites of Dover

Decca

(Vaughn Monroe
Kaye
( Sammy

Street of Regret (Loeb).

Taldorf-Astorta,

WABC

Monday through Sunday

New York

sax, three tronnbones, three trumpets.

. .

(

Ev'rything

Follouitng (abulatton o/ popular music per/ormances' embraces all three
netuiorfci—JVBC, CBS, Blue, and Mutual—as represented bj/
WJZ
N. Y. Compilation hereuiith cowers ujeefc beginnitin
and
(Feb. 16-22) /rom 5 p.m. to 1 a.m. and is based on
data proulded by Accurate Reporting Serulce regular checking source for
the music publishing industry.

FeaturlDf Eddie Stone, Clyde RojGlen Hughes, Jack Field.
ers.
Quartet
,

Decca ladium Ballroom, Hollywood, and is We
Victor set for a radio buildup. His opening All For Love
Columbia at this public dancery last week was Always in My Heart— t'Always
equal to an unveiling of a major
Okeh band at a major hotel in that it Fire Dance
Know It's Real?
Decca crawled" with trade names curious How Do I
••Shrine of St. Cecelia
Bluebird for a earful of what his band had
Mine
Kenton's is a lively outfit of Ave •This Love of
Victor

(Woody Herman
(

Dear

Okeh

(Les Brown

Witmark

(14)

Decca consistently good business.
Backed by a strong team of four
Bluebird

Bing Crosby
Charlie Spivak

(

Laughing Matter (3) Block

No

This

Bluebird

Alvini Rey

•

(

6.

Uor.-iey

Alvino Rey
{jimmy Dorsey

•

(

(2)

Columbia
Decca

(

Paramount.

Deep Heart Texas

5.

Okeh

(

•

1

(4)

Dccca

Woody Herman

I

1.

NBC CBS, Bilie, Mutual Plugs

Band Reviews
FBEDDT MARTIN OECH

.

...
6

Chappel
Braun

9

Embassy

9

Wherever You Are

Miller

9

Autumn Nocturne
Happy in Love— fSons

Advance

8

Tangerine— tFleet's

Remember

I'll

O' Fun'

In-

•

April

Dream

9

Feist

8

Famous

8

Leeds
Southern

7

.drummer, good How
.-i^-^. .-.-Mills- r,.^,
Jealous^t^eminine-Touch'
Bluebird guitar and bass which is as solidWe're Couple in ciastle (Famous).
Glenn Miller
Lewis
I
title,
'Flying Jersey Bounce
sounding
as
the
Decca Fortress.'
Jewel
(Dick Robertson
Moonlight CockUils
Columbia
We Did It Before (Witmark).
Advance
(Eddy Howard
Brass and sax sections are clean Someone's Rockin' My Dreamboat
Fox
Decca and full of enthusiastic drive. Their Bless 'Em All
(Dick Robertson
BMI
You're a Sap, Mr. Jap (Mills)
Okeh work is based on arrangements •HI Neighbor
\Ca.t\. Hoff
colorfully written to make full use
Mayfair
I'll Never Forget
from
omitted
inadvertently
was
there
seems
to
be
Place''
men,
and
of
the
Taking
My
Else
Is
('Somebody
Loeb
Coin
Maon
plenty
solo talent, despite the On the Street of Regret
Sellers
of
'Best
'Variety's'
in
tunes
list
of
Favorites'
•Other
BMI
Benny Goodman (Okeh) and Russ Morgan (Decca) young look about the outfit as a •Popocateptl
chines' last week.
Radlotunes
whole.
•There I've Said It Again
.
records are selling the tunc.)
Chappell
Lone, drawback of the outfit as It Buckle Down WInsocki— t'Best Foot Forward'
stands is that its books, from this Caissons Go RoUin'
Shapiro
hearing, seem overloaded with hop
Rinker
•DreamsvlUe Ohio
OF MUSIC
(-Johnny .Long- .!

. .

.-. . ..

Long Did

JJee.ca. JJX. Ail. P.utsta.r)ding

I

7
7.

7

<

7
7

'

.

;

Paramonnt's

45

NBC Time

For Special Band Tune

BaHyhoo of fleet's

In'

WFIL

Par may also
put on a 15-mInute show on NBC
veek later for the same purpose, but
from Its studios on the Coast.
Tunes from 'Fleet's In' are 'Not

they're

now

playing.

'Tangerine,' 'Arthur Murray
Taught Me Dancing," 'I Remember
You' and 'If You Build a Better
Mousetrap.' Picture opens at Para-

needs a ballad style to
round it out. Too, Ketiton's trick of
Contracts tor Longer Season shifting tempo in the middle of a
number is likely to get him in
With Local 77

WFIL
tract

Paramount Pictures is buying 15
minutes of night time on NBC to
plug the tunes from its forthcoming
'Fleet's In' film, with Jimmy Dorsey's band and Dorothy Lamour.
Exactly what period, will be used
Isn't set, but date Is March 20 and
time will be filled by Dorsey's band
and singers Bob Eberly and Helen
O'ConneU from bandstand of Pennsylvania hotel, New York, where

WEEKS

material.

trouble here. Few ballads outfit did
project were nicely played, but
PhUadelphia, Feb. 24;
lacked the inspirational arrangement
last week signed-a new con- touches so evident in the faster

with Local

77,

American Fed-

mount

theatre, N. Y.,

March

11.

Cormng Up Very Fast

'CanceltheFlowers'
TOMMY TUCKER (Okeh) 6466
GUY LOMBARDO (Decea) 4105
TONY MARTIN (Decca)" 4101
MITCHELL AYRES (Bluebird)
B11392
CHARIOTEERS (Okeh) 6509

Cherio Music Pub. Inc.
1585 Broadway, New York

selections.

However,

that's

•He's

Al In the Army

•

Indicates

BMI

«
8
5
5

Valiant

5

Mayfair

Long May We Love
We'll Meet Again

5

Dash
indicates

licensing,-

SESAC

5

licensing; others are

v\a

ASCAP.
t Filmusical.

some-

eration of Musicians, granting mem- thing that can easily be remedied.
bers of the studio band a $4-a-'week Main thing is the band's possibilities,
raise and extending the season from which are plentiful.
Helen Huntley, vocalist. Is young
39 to 45 weeks.
and plainly bothered by big time.
The union Is sliU negotiating with Her work now isn't good. Red
KYW, the current contract being ex- Dorris, tenor sax, sings well. Adtended for another week pending ditional vocal talent Is needed to
completion of negotiations.
compete with modern names who go
in for quartets, trios, etc.
Wood.

-

i Legitimate.

Amsco
On
Irv

band

Carroll

Dissolves
Albany, Feb.

the Upbeat

Amsco Music Publishing

24.

Co., Inc.,

of New York, has been dissolved acsecby cording to papers filed with the

re-signed

Bluebird Records for another year.

Bernard L. Miller
retary of state.
was the filing attorney.
^
.

BMI,

LB. Marks

Point in

Score

ASCAP Suit

Over Writers' Rights

Mine,'

'

It

Gene Buck, as president of
ASCAP, and six composer-members,
lost a plea to dismiss a suit against
them by Broadcast Music Inc., and
the Edward B. Marks Music Corp.,
When Justice Louis A. Valente in
N.Y. supreme court ruled yesterday
(Tuesday) that the court had jurisdiction over the suit. Defendants had
claimed the action belonged In the
federal court, but Valente found no
question of infringem.ent of copyright which would have allowed fed-

CABMEN CAVALLABO ORCH

(9)

Balnbow Room, New York
Carmen Cavallaro has been coming along in recent months, especially on the strength of his unusual
albums of Decca recordings, and

Bin Tleber,
land, called up

en the piano. His black-and-white
dexterity dominates the band, which
is an unusual setup of three re^ds,
one brass, banjo, violin, string bass
and drums. Thus It's really pianowith
rhythm accomp., but the rhythmpation is plenty okay for the hoof.
His self-announced specialties with
'Lover,' 'Night and Day' and 'Fla^
mingo' keynote the dance style In the
soIq spotlight, preceding the floorshow. Otherwise he splits the dance
chores with Daclta and her Clemente
eral jurisdiction.
Rumba band, both dishing up a good
Action Is a test case being brought
brand of dansapatlon.
Both, inciby BMI and a publisher-member, E. dentally, are holding over until April
B. Marks, which switched from 1, when a new show comes In.
ASCAP. The question Involved is,
Abel.
who has the rights of broadcasting—
'Leonard B. Smltb, trumpet. In the
the composers who remained with
ASCAP, or the publisher who Navy. From Detroit Symphony and
Ford Radio Hour orchestra.
switched to BMI.

for

armed

Cleve-

service.

Dlok Stabile replaces Shep Fields
at

where he was just another band at
Ben Marden's Riviera last year, here,
in the plush confines of the Rockefeller saloon, he's really spotlighted
to the hilt. Accent, of course, is all

WHK-WCLE,

Top

Hat, Union, N.

Bob

Red

KlUls,

J.,

March

Norco

3.

pianist,

The move, It was explained by
Miller yesterday (Tuesday) merely
involved a tax situation. He said
that the firm, now a partnership,
would retain the same name but
without the 'Inc.'

drafted.

Ned Washington and Lou Pollock
Wind' for
Jack Teagardcn booked into the cleflfed 'Reap the Wild
that name.
Golden Gate, San Francisco, starting Paramount's picture of
'

AprU

1.

Jimmy Pupa, former trumpeter
with Raymond Scott, has joined Art
Farrar band at Colonial, Pittsburgh.
Tony Bnssell

Gray Gordon vopack a gun at Fort

left

calizing job to

Devens, Mass.

Howdy Baom
Pittsburgh,

ceeding

for

1F
at Merry-(jO-Round,
limited stay, sucoutfit

pianist last with

Shaw, has taken Joa LIpp
place with Jimmy Dorsey

IN

with Bluebird Record No. B11376

I

WERE THE
MOON'

new Gary Lee

John Gnarnlerl,
Artie

man's
band.

BOB CHESTER
STARTS AMERICAN HIT
PUERTO RICO

It

Should Be In Your Boolu
BEND FOB YOUR COPY

MANN MUSIC
168B

Broadway

CO., INC.

New

Yo.rK
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MUSIC
15 Best Sheet Music

hside Stuff-Music

(Weeh ending Feb.

Irving Berlin Is kidding himself, 'I've written a new song,. "Me and My
Melinda,' the first non-patriotic popular tune in over a year.' This refers
to the sundry pro-Administration song trailers he's been turning out of
Red Cross, Boy Scouts, taxes, armament. Defense Bonds, etc.
late
although actually 'Melinda' is a rewrite of a tune he had authored for
Hildegarde when she was supposed to have gone Into the B. O. DeSylvaBerlin production, 'Louisiana Purchase,' until the role was found better
suited for Irene Bordoni.

—

Muzak v.p. Ben Selvin, also a maestro for the transcription firm, and
Bob Eflros, radio trumpeter, have co-authored 'Memory of This Dance'

BMI has set as its No. 1 plug.
Sidney Kaye, v.p. and g.m. of the firm, denies BMI Is abandoning pubit will operate solely through Greene-Revel, Inc., and
Lattox two are self-contained units, independently operated, although financed by BMI.

which

lication, or that
Radiotunes, Inc.

Rubbins publishing group has just distributed its biggest royalty plum,
It's for the six months' period ending Dec. 31, 1941, and the
$84,000.
is unusual In that the three firms (Robbins, Feist and Miller) had
been been off the air for 10 months prior to Nov. 1. The payoff to writers
from Feist was $42,179, from Robbins, $32,600, and from Miller, $9,917.

Sellers

.

Rockin'

My Dreamboat

.

Advance

NBC THESAURUS
HASUNIQUEWB

'Song of the Islands,' standard Hawaiian thematic, dominates the 20thFoic film of the same name, but the studio also has a 'Sing Me a Song of
Betty Grable. adorns both
the Islands' number as part of the score.
There has been legal
'official' songs, published by competitive firms.
palaver, but probably no suit.
Si

Conn has obtained

PROVISO

Thesaurus,

recording
is

library,

Russell

Publicity

last

tune of current
it desires^ without the necesout more than one license for that tune. This twist to
the WB-NBC contract has caused
much comment in the music publishing industry since it has been the
practice of the industry to issue a
license for each specific recording.
sity of taking

Department

Clevenger Will Be Consultant on Side

'

Staff Dispersed

As the Warner deal stands a plug
tune is treated different from a
standard number. If NBC wants to

Broadcast Music, Inc., will discontinue its public relations depart-

Mose Gumble's 45th

•ment-April- -1 ,-but-RusEell-Clevenger,who is head of the department, will
continue to handle the account on
a piece basis through the Albert
Frank-Gunther Law agency. Cl^v^n-,
originally
came from that
ger

Next year will mark veteran
music man Mose Gumble's 45th
year as a songplugger, a term he
still

for his assistants,

while the stenos

'

department have been placed
with NBC and elsewhere.

Tenney Back

in

man.'

compensation.

Gumble will be 66 in 1943 and
he has been plugging tunes since
he was 21, starting for Maurice
Shapiro (pre-Shapiro, Bernstein

In the

firm), in 1898.

Tune

Sacramento, Feb. 24.
Jack B. Tenney and George A.
Petrlck organized the Western Songs
Publishing Co., starting out with two
'Blue Sierra Hills' and
fJiddy-Yap, We're Goin' Home.'
Tenney is a member of the California general assembly and composer of the tune 'Mexican Rose.'

Cob Machine Ranks Are
Swelled by Pinball Boys

new numbers,

"have three of its Thesaurus b^nds
record a standard turie from the
-catalogs' it-miist-obtain—three sepa~
rate licenses but if it wants to have
the same orchestra! record a song
that Warner is currently explointing
NBC may make all such uses under
a single license and for no extra

WB

likes to use, as against the

fancier 'song contact

agency as a farm-out.
Clevenger stated Friday (20) that
he had already found jobs outside

On Lam from Gendarmes

•

Ranks of record coin-machine operators in the New York area are
swelled by deposed pinball
machine owners, whose livelihood

being

It is the first time that any firm in
the publishing industry has drawn,
at least outwardly, a distinction between the sale value for recording
purposes of a current number and
a standard composition.
It Is also
the ilrst time that musical numbers
have been sold to a transcription
manufacturer on a bulk or wholesale

basis.

NBC

has approached other publish-

ing firms on similar propositions but
to yesterday (Tuesday) no wholesole deal had been closed with any

up

concern other than the

WB group.

THOSE NEBRASKA LAWS

has been outlawed by city officials. One Allows Service By Registered
They're buying up second-hand disc
Mall Against ASCAP
nickel-nabbers and setting up anew,
elbowing their way into a field that's
Lincoln, Feb. 24.
already crowded. Buying used maService of process in WOW's suit
chines is the only thing they can do against
ASCAP to recover triple
since all production of new ones was damages of
$298,319 for money paid
halted by war effort. ^
the Society In four years under proPinball operators were cracked test was made this week on Frank
down on by N. Y. pumice few weeks Marsh, Nebraska secretary of state.
ago and their gadgets confiscated. This step was taken because EuGambling charge, .upheld in various gene Bazer, Omaha attorney and
courts, finally proved their undoing. former representative of ASCAP, Is
the only man in the state who ever
had ASCAP affiliation, although it
has been severed' since May, 1941,
507^
when the ASCAP law was upheld by
the supreme court.Merhphis, Feb. 24.
There was some doubt In New
Two of Memphis' four station; York that such service on ASCAP
have signed per- program license could ever be accomplished, unless
agreements with ASCAP.
some officer could be caught within
and WMPS, both minus the bounds of the state.
ASCAP tunes since the break with
Nebraska has a law, No. 20-511
radio a year ago, contracted to pay. (1929) and amended in 24-165 (1941)
.

on

WREC

programs where music in the compiled supplements of Neby the group Is used.
braska statutes, which says that

all

controlled

:

WHBQ

remain

un- service of lesal process, if unable
to be accomplished on the he.nds or
agents of corporations within the
state, can be made on the secretary
David Buttolph and Gerard Car- of state
by payment of a $3 fee to
bonara composing the score for that office.
'American Empir>.' at Paramount.
The law also says the secretary
of state, within two days after such
service, must send by registered
mail, a copy of the process, to the
Return
party named in the suit.
receipt must be requested, which

and

signed.

BROADCAST IVJUSIC,

SM FIFTH AVENUE,

Inc.

NEW YORK

CITV

AT LONG

MAKING

MONEY

show that the named individual
or corporation has been duly notified. It was on this basis that ASCAP
has been acquainted with its case
in Nebraska, and service on the secretary
state
was made last
of
will

Wednesday

BUT

(18).

TCHAIKOVSKY

By LES BROWN (Okeh) 8573
ROE-KRIPPENE MUSIC PUBLISHERS,
1650 Broadway,

New York

also to deliver to Marks all stock of
music and plates. Marks had con-

tended that a Spanish number which
Stasny put out was a lift on' 'Rancho
brande,' while Stasny's Immediate
retort was that both numbers derived from the public domain.
Melody of Marks' 'Rancho' was

Max Dreyfus is perking Crawford
Music Corp., Intent on making It the
second unit in his setup, next only
to Chappell. Larry Spier Is now at
the helm of Crawford, which will
be expanded into a coast-to-coast
organization with offices in Boston,
Chicago and Hollywood, plus a
roving professional representative
through the midwest.
Spier is merging his Larry Spier,
Inc., catalog of some 1,800 copyrights with Crawford Music, and
operating on a profit-sharing arrangement. Spier, Inc., also contains
works taken over from McKinley
Music and Helf-Hager.
Dreyfus, who sold out Harms, etc.,
to Warner Bros, has been concenThe T. B.
trating on Chappell.
Harms subsid (which differs from
Harms, Inc.) is now chiefly the
Jerome Kern publishing outlet.
Crawford Music ts the outgrowth of

DeSylva. Brown & Henderson, Inc.,
borrowing its name from the late
Bobby Crawford.
In the past years, especially because of the ASCAP hiatus, Crawford has been dormant. Now Spier
Be Also Rans
plans spotting fllmusical and production scores into his catalog. Thus,
Board when Chappell works on a Cole
For
Porter score, as it's now doing with
shunt a
The publishers nominating com- 'Face the Music,' it'll
Hart score, and the like,
mittee which has been delegated to Rodgers &
The next Fred AsInto Crawford.
for
the
compile a list of candidates
will
fllmusical
<>•- taire
(Columbia)
elections
is
director
forthcoming
Crawford
through
go
periencing much difficulty. It finds protobly

To

ASCAP

that those publishers who are nut (Spier).
First plug by Spier under the new
already on the board are convinced
they have no chance of election since setup is a pop, 'When Johnny Doughthey have to run against such In- hoy Found a Rose In Ireland' by

cumbents as John O'Connor, Max Kate Twomey and Al Goodhart
Dreyfus and Jack Mills. The pub- which Kate Smith is introducing'
who have been approached on this Friday (27) on the air. '

lishers

the subject of opposing this trio feel
that each of the latter is bound to be
re-elected.
In
While O'Connor himself controls Langlcis
but few voting points, it was not so
Pubs;
long ago' that the ASCAP board pre- Overtores
vailed upon him by personal solicita
tion to reconsider his letter of resigHeretofor Public
Both
nation.
This O'Connor did.
Dreyfus and Mills as publishers hold
Langlots & Wentworth has apquite a batch of voting points and
several ASCAP publishers
proached
they have been members of the
issuing licenses for
board for many years. Another fac- on the subject of
firm's recorded library. L & W'tf
tor that sought-after candidates say the
repertoire had heretofore been conis equally discouraging concerns the
almost exclusively to music in
fact that elections to the board are fined
the public domain.
still based on availability points held

& Wentworth
To ASCAP

Domain

Irving Berlin and Cole Porter are
by each publisher in 1938.
There will also be three vacancies among the composers in whom L. &
licensing interest
next month in the writer section of W. has expressed -a
the board and a writer nominating
committee is currently engaged in
FLATTEBS
DECCA
CAHTOR'S
lining up candidates also.
Eddie Cantor will record 'We're
Having a Baby (My Baby and Me)'
Kay Swift, songwriter, assigned by from his 'Banjo Eyes' stage musical
Warners to work with Ira Gershwin for Decca this week. 'Margie,' an
in the editing of tunes to be used in oldie, will be the backup.
the film biography of George GershHarry Sosnik's band will acwin, 'Rhapsody in Blue.'
comp.

OLMAN MUSIC CORP.
presents the songs from
the UNIVERSAL picture

WHATS COOKIN'
WOODY HERMAN

lings

YOU CAN'T HOLD A MEMORY
IN YOUR ARMS
The

Woods Theatre

INC.

Building, Chicago

Jack Lee, who formerly was with
Joe Glaser as a band manager, is
now. on the professional staff Mills

Another newcomer to
Music, Inc.
the same staff is Robert Mills.

ANDREWS SISTERS

ting

WHAT TO DO

LAST...

THE RECORD YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR

EVERYBODY'S

Its

Marks' discontinuing the infringement suit which It had brought
in the N. Y. federal court Stasny
has agreed to assign all the rights
in the Stasny number involved and

Offices

WMC

fees

'

Stasny Music Co. has settled

with the Edward B.
Marks Music Co. over the song, .'Alia
En El Rancho Grande.' In return
differences

ASCAP

Memphis

•

KANCHO GRANDE' ROW

—

WB Pabs Not AmuoDs

free to use a
issuance as piany

ways

BMI

STASNY-MARKS SETTLE

written in 1915 in Mexico by SilMarks published It
Under the licensing deal which vano Ramos.
The number, by was formally signed by the Warner with lyrics by Hartley (^ostello.
World War I and Bros, publishing group and the NBC

week, the latter

Abolish

In Three Cities Will

the publishing and selling rights

for 'Dear Old Pal of Mine' from the G. Ricordi Co.
Lieut Gitz Rice and Harold Robe, was a hit during
B-V-C plans to put on a revival campaign.

Merged
Be Opened

1,800 Titled of Larry Spier, Inc.,

for

amount

Bregman, Vocco

Hypo Crawford Co.

Dreyfus, Spier

21)

Shapiro
White Cliffs
Blues in Night
Remick
Deep Heart Texas, .Melodylane
Shrine of St. Cecelia
Braun
Rose O'Day
Tobias
Don't Want Walk. ..(Paramount
Remember P. Harbor. .Republic
Elmer's Tune
Robbins
Moonlight Cocktails
Jewel
We Did It Before
Witmark
Dear Mom
Republic
Miss You
Santly
How About You?
Feist
We're Couple in Castle. .Famous

ST

Standard Selections
Heartaches

Little Girl

Whistling In The Dark
IVIy

Hawaiian Paradise
Lady Makebelieve

Little

Extraordinary Gal

Waltzing

In

A Dream

OLMAN MUSIC CORP.
RKO

Building,

New York
Circle 7-2872

Suite 302

Mickey

Goldsen,

Gen.

Mgr.

YAUDEYILLE

S8

USO-Camp Shows

Weclnesdaj, Februaiy 25, 1942

$250,000 Fair Fire

Be Free

to

Dallas,,

Men

For Service

Admission charges to the 24 shows
cuirently touring Army camps and
Navy bases, under sponsorship ol
USO-Camp Shows, Inc., will be eliminated

March

9.

Announcement was
in New York

made simultaneously

and Washington yesterday (Tuesday)
and followed a 'Variety' editorial on

Starting

A

bill

is

before Congress for
of

em-

public

reaction to the door levy
in the campaign it
will inaugurate in a few months for
$33,000,000.

would^hurt

USD

Final straw, however. In addition
to the 'Variety' and other press com-

By Happy Bcnw»y
24.

Henry Heam (Charlotte, N. C.)
licked grippe.
Joseph C. Perry, musician, a newcomer here. Incipient case.
Don Clark, who made the grade
here. Is now trumpeting with his
own band at the Lido ntt« spot,
Plattsburg, N. Y.
siege;

Al Dldener, Watertown, N. Y.,
volume of letters nite spot owner, here ogling for a
War Department spot. Should he find a place It will
from parents and friends of soldle^rs be the only in-penon spot
in town.
and sailors. They declared they had
Harry "Pop' Barrett Is slowly recontributed to USO and wanted to gaining
his sight.
The 80-year-oId
know why admission was being Juggler was sightless for nearly two
charged. Explanation of course, ia yean. He's
at 302 Broadway, Sarathat shows are costing a great deal nac Lake,
N. Y.
Sient, was growUig
of complaint to the

•

USO has allotted for the
Rather than make a pub-

more than
purpose.
lic

issue of the matter, however,

War

Department agreed to removal of
the fee.

PALACE,

D

Saranac Lake

.

made

(Reprinted from 'Variety' of Feb. 24, 1922)

Centennial.

—

feel the tap was an error.
Another reason was fear that bad

of vaudet'tlle reuieioiiitr ol that day.

of America, and
Globe Theatre building which
was erected in 1936 for the Texas

N. Y.

Monday evening had to play before a different crowd,
holding In a large share of what are known as 'first nighters' on Broadway; a blase buncb that have yawned more than one good play Into the
Continued from page
storehouse. They were mostly down front, and vvhtle not yawning at the
state engineers that 46% of oars In Palace, many carried that bored look that may almost be heard as plainly
California will be oH highways by as it is seen. A couple of the turns got the facial bird, even It they will
February, 1943, due to tire rationing. never know it, while three others really got to all of the audience, inRevealed .only 11% of state's auto cluding the wise uns'.
owners are eligible for tires under
The dress suits were out to see the Dolly Sisters (New Acts), reappearwith indications ing over here for a few weeks. They were in the second half, and
policy,
r,-itioning
were
percentage will be even lower as followed by D.*D. H., the monologist, who was one of the hits of the show,
certain classifications lose priority.
in a hard spot. Next to closing with that bunch in front meant something
as
seen
are
Naborhood theatres
to hold them, but the factilt:^ looking talker successfully did It, piling up
back-to-shoeleather
from
profiling
laughs to the very finish.
Estimates by engineers would
era.
Another turn, new to the Palace and which has steadily climbed uphave 4% of autos off streets by next ward, McLaughlin and Evans, got quickly to the fancy ot the house, folmonth; 7% by April; 9% by May: lowing the long 'On Fifth Avenue' production, an act that ran so lengthily
115% by June: 157. by July; 19% it began to tire before ending. The 'Fifth Avenue* act's best were Charles
28%
by August: 23% by September;
Irwin and Rose Kessner.
by October: 33% by November; 39%
The McLaughlin-Evans couple, boy and girl, have skltted the 'Bowery'
46%
by December; 41% by January:
song, making their locale the front of a tenement They talk with the
by February. Not taken Into con- East Side twang and slang, dance toward the finish and also sing the old
junk
sideration were cars headed for
kid songs, but It Is their talk and mannerisms that get them over. They
heap.
.
appealed to the Broadwayites as a welcome novelty.
Nabes are also flgurmg on heavy
The very next act, closing the first half, Harry Carroll and Co., In a
attendance from residents who' do holdover Palace week, under the handicap of not having Anna Wheaton,
due
not want to stray far from home
blackouU. as billed, was the third of the substantial successes ot an otherwise notably
to possibility air raids and
light-weighted Palace bill.
In the Carroll turn were Tom Dingle and
Understood picture studios have
Mlsa Wheaton reporting 111
'Patsle' Delaney, also the Bennett Twins.
enough rubber to roll for from six Monday morning, Carlton Hoagland, with Carroll, called in Dingle, Miss
they're
to 18 months but, after that,
Delaney and the Bennetts, shaping up the turn presented within two
on their own as have not been Is- hours. It was a good act as the CarroU group did it Monday night in 18
sued priority numbers. Just how tc minutes. Th«
their
were
there
with
songs
and dances, but It was
twins
keep trucks and other vehicles mov
the really" Dingle's work with MIsS Delaney's assistance In the double that put
Ing after that period Is keeping
Dingle never did better
so. much pep Into the act and also put It over.
master minds guessing.
with his loose feet. The danclng"ot this act nia;r~b^
when the Dollys showed their dancing goods, for even the Bennetts alone
Staying Home tor Fim
could have taken the edge oS ot any other pair of feminine steppers to
Philadelphia, Feb. 24.
wonder In Its way,
ESect of tire rationing on Philly' follow. As an emergency turn the Carroll act was a
Mr.
show big was reflected in report of Carroll merely explaining Miss Wheaton was out through llbiess.
curtain speech his company Is going to the Coast, with
the Delaware Bridge Commission Carroll said In his
this his last week in Eastern vaudeville before retiuning from the far
Issued yesterday (Monday). Joseph
K. CosteUo, business manager of the West
WiUi so much danchig on the bill, the Dollys would have been better
bridge which connects Philly with
South Jersey, announced that traffic spotted closing the first half. They certainly were not protected in this
had Increased during the day when layout
After intermission caught Dolly Kay with her pop songs and a pianist.
people came to Philadelphia to work
—but had dropped at night when Miss Kay is full of gestures and almost empty of nimibers. Her final song,
Jerseyltes go to the big city to thea supposed to be a comic. Is open to question, depending upon where It may
be sung and how it Is sung. She forced several bows, prolonged to an
tres and night spots.
Desire ot residents of N. J. to find extent that suggested suspicious applause concentration.
The Courtney Sisters, billed, did not appear, with Roy and Arthur closplay spots closer to home b shown
by the upswing In business in film ing the performance around 11. The Four Readings opened, with Harry
houses and bistros In the vicinity of and Grace Ellsworth second. It needs some dancer, as well, to follow
Miss Ellsworth.
Camden.
In- the afternoon the boxoSlca sale had to stop owing to the standees'
line, while at night there were not that many. The Palace had a complete
sellout In the evening, with several rows standing In the rear downstairs.
Sime.
The Palace

bill

B.C. Effects

20c for the 11

USO-CSI

ago.

old

Saranac. N. Y., Feb.
major shows touring 65 large camps
Ben Schaffer at his peak; he's aland' 15c for 13 smaller shows tourlowed unlimited exercise.
ing about 150 camps which have only
Benny Ressler flashing good reIt was
limited Iheatrical facilities.
ports.
estimated by CSI yesterday that adRay Engli.sh. e.\-manager of stamissions received from time present
tion WNBZ. also a former announcer,
series of shows got under way .at the
now .assistant manager of a local
end of November, until the present,
grocery store.
amounted to about 12% ol operating
Joan Kavanagh and Kathleen Crocost, which is is around $50,000 a
nin, Roxyettes, skiing and skating
weelf.
CSI is far short of the coin
while vacashing with the Roger
need to keep the program
It will
Boucks here. Also mitting relatives
going until mid-April, as planned,
ozoning at the Trudeau sanatorium.
and has been using the admish inYears ago. Johnny Jones took the
come to help lessen the deficit.
routine at the Will Rogers and left
Realixed Error
He's back here
to resume his work.
USO-CSI began to realize shortly (or an indefinite period of in-bed.
Hazel Smith recently ogled by her
qfter it had instituted the admission
tap that it was an error and has been father, who shot in unannounced
requesting the Army to permit it to (rom Louisville.
Word from out-of-town ozoners:
abolish it Army was adamant, howVicks (Beeton) recently
ever, in demanding a fair trial Tommy
mastered flu; Cecilia HaSermann
pe.'iod for the 15c and 20c rate.
Disappointing
attendance which (Revere, Mass.) donated her appenFrank
has recently crept up from the 50% dix to the medical profession;
the
of capacity at the start to about S6% Carter (Cleveland) went with
Ringling circus after a two-year
man was the first thing that

—

'Varietj/" review of a N. Y. Palace bill of 20 years
The intention Is to reprint these ueefcly usino the relative week of 1022
with the current date of issue. No special reason in riviving these reviews
other than- the interest they may have in recallfno the acts which toere
playing at that time, the manner of putting together a big time show (.booking), uhich radio stations mat; find pertinent, and as a resMme jof the style

Herewith appears a

awesome Gardens

ployment agencies.
In committee, however, a resowas proposed exempting
tion
and booking
theatrical talent
agencies from the measure.

the unfairness of charging soldiers
and sailors admission to shows for
which the public felt it had already paid by its contributions to

USO.
Admish levy was

buildings that have housed
recent
pleasure-seekers in
years at the Texas State Fair were
destroyed by fire recently (11) at
a lofs of $250,000, partially covered
by insurance.
They were the rambling Automobile Si Foods Bldg., scene of events
ranging from roller skating and the

many

Bookers Exempt
Government regulation

The Good Old Days

Feb. 24.

Two

March 9

Write ia those

who

are

HL

Clyda Lncsi band replaces Dolly
at Roseland Ballroom, New
York, March 6.

Dawn

'

JACK.. BOB BEASLET

Drew returned to
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Following a meeting with agents week.
and casting directora to plan lineup
of talent to appear In USO camp
shows. Aba Lastfogel heads east
Before leaving he abo meets with
the Hollywood Victory

in

WPRO

Ed Drew,
(Providence)
musical director, has added his first
girl singer to the band, Leona Smith.

Doe East

Lastfogel

and

USO Camp

Committee

Shows Committee

to

effect closer cooperation.

Levison, Kneeland

In Agrency Partnership
BREMdNBJECORDS- BOWMAN ROOM, HOTEL

BILTMORE,N.Y.

Charlie Levlson and Jack Kneeland are a new talent agency partner,
ship In

New

bally MIfrer, N, r.

"Tuifltef-in tUUIVAN, Dolly Nnra, M. V,
"Ot My PnllirK IMr-OANTON WAIKR,
Newt, N, Y.
"M< ajf I" - DOROTHT KIIOAUCN, N. r. Jeumol-AiMrlnii
«I"-10UIS SOBOl, N. r, jMrnaMiMricon
"TMH^r'-R, W. DANA, N. Y. Hwald-Tribwae

"EM«llMtl"-MAlCOlM JOHNSON, N. Y. Sun

"fdmnRUITl"- WIlllAM HAWKINS, N. V, WeiM-TtlMcmt
"SlaiMwr- RICHARD MANSON. N, V. Pnt
"OlMnii Sktwr-HAROIO CONRAD, Sreeklya (afle
"EnKthrtr'-Mt MUSIl, UrHmI PVm*

PHIL

REGAN
CURRENTLY AT THK

LOOKOUT HOUSE
COVINQTON, KY,

York.

Some years back Lcvison waj
"eftWtl"- WAint WIKCHUl,

CBS network

aoclated wIOi Letter Lee In the production of major production vauda
acts. Kneeland la band »«»n

MARJORIE

Personal

RepreMntativei

FRANK VINCENT
Beverly Hllli, Calif,

KNAPP

"$«ltM»P««dl"-VARItTY

"DtftHtMr'-MUBOARD

Opening Friday,
PtRtONAl MANAOIMCNT

- OCOROl WOOD

mm mm mm.

raw rOM'CUVBANO CHICAOO HOUYWOOO IONOON

Feb. 27th

Clover Club
Miami, Fla.

For
indefinite

Management t PHIL TYRELL

Engagement

last

VAUDEVnXE

Wednesday, February 28, 1948

USO

AGVA

Earl Carrofl Counter-Sues

Atty.

For $215,890; Placed on llnfair' List

Four special reviewers attached to the USO-Camp Shows,
Inc., span the country catehing
all

units

S9

Eagle Eye

and solo

stars.

Calk N.Y. Burlesk Shuttering

'Grave Threat'

to All Theatres;

It's
so scheduled
they see
averytiing and wire a profes-

Earl Carroll and the American
of Variety Artists are In
performers*
strong disagreement, the
union declaring the producer on the
'unfair list,' and Carroll countering
a $215,890 damage suit against

sional report to

CHAS. FOX EXPANDS

headman on

Guild

with

AGVA

filed in

Superior Court, Los

Battle stems from the failure of both sides to reach an agreement on a new basic contract for
Carroll's touring units.
Angeles.

Carroll's

damage

suit

hinges

'Vanities'
Carroll's
units is current for a three-day engagement in Harrisburgh, Par., but
has as yet taken no steps to

of

AGVA

keep this show from playing conProbable, however,
tracted dates.
that the jnion may so» the show
from playing the Flatbus. ., Brooklyn, where It is scheduled to open

March

in

So

Hllwankee

Milwaukee, Feb. 24,
With many .theatre operators
squawking about poor business,
there is one man In town who admits he has nothing to kick about

nms the Empress,
only hurley here. Business has been
booming ever since last summer,
frequently hitting all time highs.
It is so good, in fact, that this past
week Fox expanded

activities
by taking over the Liberty in Davenport, la., and opening it last Friday
(20) with a string of strippers, ex-

his

pected to draw not only in Davenport Itself, but from nearby Moline
(111) defense industries and the adjacent

Rock Island

(111.)

arsenal.

6.

AGVA's national board in N. Y.
placed Carroll on the 'unfair' list
when it was notified by the union's
Los Angeles branch that the producer refused to sign the union's
claims
standard contract.
Carroll refuses to pay principals a
minimum of $60 weekly and also
balks at providing flrst-class sleeper
transportation for overnight jumps.
AGVA claims Carroll offered a minimum of $50 weekly for principals
and transportation in coaches.

AGVA

-

Stilpperles, Bic Is

Lastfogel,
the talent. The big

solo stars who perform sans
scripts or support are the major
worry, but so far there has been
little cause for concern.

'ICE-CAPADES'

on Charley Fox, who

theatre
the cancellation of several
boolcings for a nev/ unit, headed by
Doc RocIcweU, he recently put together on the Coast.

Another

Adds % More
Good

Abe

PHILLYAiMS
aiED BY STATE
The

Philadelphia, Feb. 24.
State Department of Labor

STRONG

108G

Gaiety,
the burlesque
last
of
houses in N. Y, in operation, was
forced to close Monday night (23)
after the final performance as a result of refusal by Moss to renew the
Cleveland, Feb. 24.
permit Two other burlesque thea'Ice Capades' pocketed superlative tres, Eitinge and Republic on 42d St.,
$108,000 in nine performances, pull- were shuttered Feb. 1.
City action to close burlesque
ing 72,000 into 9,S0O-seat arena here
shows, was admittedly taken followlast week.
ing protesta from prominent clergyFirst two of five sellout performmen and lay religious organizations.
ances were staged for benefit of the
With weight of churchmen against
Scripps-Howard Press Child Vacathem, burlesque shows had little
tion Fund.
chance with Commissioner Moss, despite testimony of the Mayor's ComBetnriiing to Dallas
mittee on Censorshii, (Variety ReDaHas, Feb. 24.
vue Theatres Assn.), that theatres
'Ice-Capades,' ice show sponsored should l>e granted license renewals.
by the Arena Managers Assn., which
Following a stormy session iSaturplayed to more than 100,000 during day (21), Commissioner Moss rethe Texas State Fair last fall, will served his decision, then phoned the
return to the Dallas Ice Rink April West 54th St police station Monday
4 for 10 performances.
night (23) to see that the Gaiety did
Thousands were turned away dur- not reopen after the final performing the Fair engagement.
ance.

INCLEVE.

'

their

and refused to
Sharkey warned the

organization

make payment

accused agents that* their license to

mated after many efforts at settledo business would be
ment the past week. After filing

AGVA

$215,890 damage suit against
In Superior Court, Carroll offered
to withdraw the action if suitable
terms for road
unit
could be

lifted

unless

they straightened out their affairs

Ijefore the

end of

this

week.

Several other agents were arraigned by Sharkey oh charges of
Ixioking without orders, as defined
reached. Damages sought are based by the State act,
and the hearings
on Carroll's statement that he were continued until March 1.
realized $160,000 profit on the Slate Agents heard
were JoUy Joyce,
Brothers unit, currently in the east, Arthur Phillips and Joe Bardo.
plus $50,000 punitive damages and
$5,000 production costs.
Negotiations are stymied on four
major points, according to Leslie
Litomy, executive secretary of LA.

5

AGVA. They

local

NAME BANDS SET

FOR ORIENTAL, CHI

ari.-

1. Guaranteed playing time, with
Carroll to play eight weeks out of
10, or pro rata, with extra three
days for traveling. Carroll's counter

MEMBER

BOMB

INJURIES

DIES OF

Buffalo, Feb. 24.
Joseph Allen, 15, youngest of the
parachuting Flying Aliens family,
died of injuries in a Batavia, N. Y.,
hospital, Thursday (19' as a result
of an aerial-bomb explosion. Young
Allen was working at home packing
a fuse for the bomb used in the
stunU of the Aliens. He served as
a member of the ground crew for
the family's parachute-jumping engagements.
His sister, Gloria, 17, was killed
in 1937 in a parachute jump at a
fair.

MCA und

Principals' salary, with

4.

demanding

$60

weekly

AGVA

minimum

for singles, teams and trios. Carroll
Is willing to pay
$60 for singles, $50

each for trios and teams for 30-show
week.

Utomy

also claims Carroll wants
three-year contract, with only
matters to be arbitrated.
AGVA insists that working conditions be Included.
Carroll offered
to arbitrate difficulties,
but, according to Litomy, an emissary
of CarroU declared he would consent, providing he would not
be bound to
decision of arbitrators.
aitire troupe of the Rockwell
unit, which had
to cancel San Diego
and L. a. dates, retained attorney

a

money

inomas Connell

:r J^aU

to prepare petition
o' officers and board of

r?, •'^,°VA

local.

"
Hf*
inter-union
'

If

10%

According to Con-

« misunderstanding and

dispute.
of 2,000 members of

AGVA

tras for

March

3 and

13,

respectively.

On March

27 Henry Busse arrives
and on April 3 in comes Art Kassel

Roles to Govern

Hotel

SL Regis

here sign recall petition an
wection would be caUed
and. a
majority vote decide
fate of the
board and officers.

No Specific Charges
llieatre opeiators contend that no
charges of violation of any regulations-had evei been- made-by "the
Mayoir's Committee on Censorship
since it was appointed in 1037. Commissioner Moss has so far failed to
make any specific charges of violations or indecency.
Ernst plans to take his case into

court representing the Republic and
E< tinge

theatres as well as the
Gaiety, as soon as he secures the
minutes of the hearing held In Com-

MCA

.

Feehan's Oakland Burley

24.

of

Labor

and Industry has revealed
that it has received requests from
nearly a score of states for copies of
its 'model' law governing the operation of booking agencies, with a view
to setting up similar legislation within their

own

borders.

The Pennsylvania statute has been
called a sure curb agsinst chlselerg
real protection for the actor,*
said Anthony C. Sharkey, Philadelphia agent in charge of enforcement
and

MCA

Lines

Up Names

For Children's Benefit
Music Corp. of America is lining
up flock of stellar names for the 17th

show for underprivileged
March 2 at the Paratheatre, Palm Beach, Fla. It's
being dubbed 'Sam H. Harris Memorial Performance,' since under-

annual

children on

mount

privileged children's benefit was one
ot.the-tate showman's-pet-charlty-inr—
terests.

Among performers slated to appear are Ben Bemle, Leo Carrillo,
Luther Adler, Sheila Barrett Sarah
Trahan, Dixie Dun.
bar, Paul Draper, Paul Haakon, Patricia Bowman, George Givot and

Ann McCabe, Al
Al Jolson.

Dodson's Chimps Blitzed

Moss has not yet turned over a copy
of the minutes, Ernst telling 'Variety
that imless these minutes are made
available he will be obliged to take
court action to force Moss to pro-

Out of Pearl Harbor

Vancouver, Feb. 24.
Dodson, at the Beacon
here with his act Dodson's Hollywood Monkey Stars, tells of t^e
show's experience:: at Pearl Harbor
Closing of the burlesk theatres during the Jap attack on that base.
representa a serious loss of employ- The Dodson act was playing with
ment for arounl ISO performers and 'the Barnum of the Islands,' E.
chorines, plus musicians, stagehands, Fernandez' Circus, at Ichofield Bar*
ushers, eto., working in the three racks, when Japs bombed area, ma- N. Y. houses.
chine-gunned circus tenta, which
About 15 minutes of the Civil Lib- were across from a military objec>
erties League meeting In N. Y. last tive.
Wednesday (18) was devoted to disDodson, hb wife, and brother left
cussion of the burlesque situation. Hawaii Christmas Day, had some
League members were trying to difficulty arranging passage for their
learn just why the theatres were 14 monkeys, but manag' ' It Aboard
closed without advance warning and also were chimps and seals from
the basis for shuttering. One speaker other acts, and entertainments were
claimed that the mayor had objected staged to cheer up evacuees.
because a femme principal wiggled
Dodson show's 12-weeks engageher torso, although he admitted It ment was scheduled to terminate In
was properly covered. Other com- January; when they left, several
plaints at the session were that con- Japanese acts were still performing.
I,aMotte

duce them.

K

ilk

Revue

AGVA

WEL'

PhUadelphla, Feb.

The Pennsylvania Department

decision

Atty. In Frisco
Oakland, Cel., Feb. 24.''
Wally Feehan now operating the
San Francisco, Feb. 24.
Moulin Rouge, Oakland's only burJonas Silverstone, national coun
sel for the American Guild of Va- ley spot with an option to buy.
riety Artists, is in town to confer on House was operated for years by
the late AUan King, Oakland showHnghea orchestra bus was local Guild matters.
more than quarter of a cenoestroyed by fire near
Held meetings with local agents man for
Worthington,
lowa last weekend.
was in over the weekend on inauguration tury.
we bus at the time butNotheone
Feehan has been distributing sohere of AGVA franchise for booking
ten mem
"MS of the band lost their clothing. agents.
called sex pictures here.
,
local

MEASURE

SOUGHT AS

Responsible to Skater

Albany, N. Y., Feb. -24.
Court of Appeals has affirmed the
of the lower courta that
both Music Corp. of America and
the Hotel St Regis, N. Y., were
Fischer's 2-a-Day
jointly employers of Dorothy Lewis,
ice skater, who claimed compensaClifford C. Fischer's two-a-day tion for Injuries suffered during her
revue policy, starting March 11 at engagement at the hostelry. Skater
the 46th St. theatre. New York, brought her claim via workmen's
given
production
while
auspices, compensation, Travellers and Zurich
a
will operate under American Guild General Accident & Liability reof Variety Artists rules as a variety spectively being involved in the case
show. As set up, the $10,000-budget as well as
and the St Regis.
show, with 18 Midge Fielding girls,
affirmed
lioard
the
Industrial
has Willie Howard, Paul Draper, referee's original award and held
Lou Holtz and Phil Baker as co- the two companies joint employers.
headliners, plus Hazel Scott, Joan
The Appellate Division unanimously
Merrill, the Nonchalants, Gene Shelaffirmed this 'uling on Jan. 14, 1941.
Rollins,
The
Masters- and
don;
Lewis ice show played the St,
Barrys and Larri and Conchita. Lou Regis for several years, the blade
Forman will be in the pit.
reportedly suffering Injuries
star
1942,'
'Priorities
Captioned
of
from falls several times during that
Fischer will not change bills until period.
Hopes to keep
business warants.
weeks.
them from two to four

AGVA

PA. BOOKING

missioner Moss' office last Saturday.

FLYING ALLENS

Chicago, Feb. 24.
Headliners for the Oriental con- Virginia
slst entirely of orchestras for the
next five weelts.
proposal Is seven weelcs out of 10.
On Friday (27) Count Basic,
Z.^ehearsal salary for chorus,
with AGVA demanding three days orchestra comes in, followed by. Ted
probation, then $15 per week for Weems and Frankie Masters orcheseight-hour day.
CarroU demanded
second week free rehearsals.
. 3,
Pirst-class transportation for
oomplete company of 35.
Carroll
refused to pay for principals.

as one-man censor,' constituted the
'gravest threat since 1937 to existence of all theatres,' Morris L.
Ernst counsel for the Gaiety, N. Y.,
yesterday stated he intends to go to
the Supreme Court for a writ of

cessionaires in the theatres sold
leather pocketboolis which were not
leather, but it was not made clear
whether this was the basis for the
wholesale theatre closings.

niandamus.

(20)
and Industry last Friday
craicked down on two booking agents
alleged violation of PennsylPerformers imion is also tiffing for
law.
licensing
stringent
vania's
with Carroll on alleged salary violaHauled on the carpet were Eddie
It's
tions by the eastern 'Vanities.'
and Yetta Saks, operators of the Saks
'Skating VanlUes' $37,600
claimed the producer recently paid
Theatrical Enterprises, Inc. Charges
St Louis, Feb. 24.
pay
only
six-sevenths
for
a
cast
the
against them were brought by the
--The former"'RolIer FolIies ot-1942,!
week- in - Pennsylvania,- -despite the
Amerrcan "Guild" of" Variety "Artists, which changed its tag recently to
fact thai the six-day week is law in
the Entertainment Managers As15-day
'Skating Vanities' during
Union claims Carroll and
that state.
sociation (bookers).
stand at local Municipa' Auditorium,
should not have deducted a day's
Richard Mayo, AGVA business
closed engagement Sunday (22) with
pay in that Instance.
agent, charged at a hearing before
estimated smash take of $37,600
Anthony C. Sharkey, agent-in-charge en
for the. run, with 40,000 customers
CarroU-AGVA Stalemate
of enforcement, that the Sales office
laying it on the line.
had failed to pay performers for en.
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Troupe opens in Louisville next
gagements. EMA reps claimed the
Dispute between Earl Carroll and
Monday (2).
Sakses had borrowed money from
American Guild
Variety

of
Artists
over contract provisions applicable
to the Doc Rockwell unit is stale-

Taking Court Action Vs. Gty Officials
Claiming that shuttering of burlesque houses in New York by arbitrary methods such as displayed by
License Commissioner Paul Moss
and 'Mayor LaGuardia trying to act

Wrttmcus

LOEW
BOOKING

AGENCY
aiNHAi ixicufivi orncu
LOEW BUILDING ANNCX
;

MO W. <Mlk

N. Y.C

•

MyoM *.raw

c

'

-
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Varietv Bills
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Al Robinson

Harris

Il(.tvpi)

St

Douglae Co
Rosalind Oonlon
Harris St Howell
Fisher & Whiic
Itobon St M Clayton (Two to nil)
Mill MyleH Co
PHOVIDKNt K
Tiob

LYNRROOK

I:.ynbrook

NKW YORK
I'nrnniouDt

Ktnff Sis
Gil Lninl>
Lniic nrtui

CIIICAOO
ChlcHvo

AndrcwM

Kajor llowoM Unit

MANKATO

(iraoil

Pnmninunt
Major Uowcn

Olympln <26-1>

Pftlace

Dunbar

B^nny Plclde

Saminy Knv Urc

Orphram

joi.irrr
Rlnltn (4 »nly>
Snininy Kuy <'rc

(SI)

Jnn Snvlit Ore
Duvnl Morlr

Tom

S^

Buddy CInrk

l>rry
Hpnf«on

lo

Itin

.t

PASSAIC

Ore

Klllii^iuri

Anderson

Hirrb JorrrK'.s

Marie

Ilryatil

Al QtiNler
Pot. Tiiti

S',ill(.|

wATKRnrnv
<3n-3;>

Pnll'H

Ray

Ina

Ktitditi Oi

Adrian Ru:ilnl

Hotel Piccadilly
(Georgian Boom)

Ore

Monte Carlo Kerry Ens

Jllir

BoblnHon

Tod

Straeioi-

(Cotillion

Stanley Mellia Oro

Denliio Mavlty
Dorothy Cain ha n
WIUlo Oryant
Winnie Johnson

(Citfe Pierre)
Carol Rhodes
Pllner & iSarlo
Charlie Murray

Hotel Rnoeevelt

Guy Lombordo Ore
Kenny Gardner

Wllma Novak
Kayo

(Murmy Boom)

Groovernecni
Rohby Bernard
nipli Lrwis Ore
n3d Swing Club

Hull) T.owo
Snir I.ce

Ootmar

TTenry

Meadows

Snvoy-Plaia
John Hoysrndt
l-Zrnle Ilolal Ore
Harold Cooko Ore

Inn

ip

iS'oblo

Hntel

Hotel 5». Moritt
(Cnfft <le In Pnix)

Henry Arlhur
Vera Neva
Carroll Chnppell
Patricia Parker
Lorna Rhode

I.« Paul
S^ Jill

Paul

Qaeen Mary
Shadrauh Boys
Sonny Tufts

Bros

Dlmas

Cnrnmn

(3-9)

Sf

Honan

r.nlnhnnow 3

CITY MlHCha Aucr

StHtO. (SO)

VTASmXCTOX

Sfoore

DIelrlch

Ed Ford

Si

Kevel

St

K Cooper

Cnpltol (37)
Cftrroir« Vrtnlile*

E

*

Carroll

Whliey

ArtlAlocraCf'

6

Si

Rhy'ltes

Rosy

(27-28)

>'£n' YORK CITY Little TouRh GuyN
Olive * Lou Caltes
SInind (27)
4 Arnaut Urou &
Blue Barron ft Ore
n'way (28 only)
PITTSUL'RGII
Carole & Sberod
? TrnrnionIcA B'l
Stnnley (27)
—WeMon—Bros.
Charles Rillvak Ore* iThree to flU)
on & O Malson
SO. RIVER
4 Franks

pmiAN

The Mnxollos
2

Frank
PlIirADEf.PHlA

Karle
RoxyetteH

Don

Esrl«i (27)

Martha RRye
(20)

Tucker Ore

Poplta 8t I.ucia
ToTrn & KnotI
Marq'ta & r'jtcho.

R

Armando's
Geo Morris Oro
Peggy French

Cbln Lee's
Sandra & Stanley
Mary Rowley

Bevorjy Baterno

Darling Sis
Dvelyn Johnson
Georgle Trotter
Ray Worth Ore

April

Carroll & Howe
Martells & Mlgnon

Fred San borne
Dick Powell
(*0)

Gautlem Bricklayers

& Van

Rognan

Manor

CLEVJSI^ND

Youngman

Ben Blarden's

<20)

Harry Stevana

'Meet tho People'

DAYTON

CoktnUl

Bill

(27)

Lynn

•On Dress Parade*

Lime

a

Bert Walton
Luclenne St Aehour

Blll'n

Bros

Mills

Bertolottrs

& Martanns

Olairo Willis
VlrglnlH Gibson
Moyo. Glfford
Don Sylvio Oro

(20)

SbDbfTt (20)
Sammy Kaye Oro
8ae Ryan
I Smart Gls

ClIchT

Mlgnon

St

Machllo Oro

Winter Boom
Woody Herman Ore
Gypny ACarkofC
Connie Boswell
Yvonne Bouvler
Johnny Woods
Marie Atkinson
Dawn Sis
Guy Howard
COLUMBCS
Freshmen
Orpheam (20)

'

CINCINNATI

Lemmon

Ames

Salazar Ore

PAlnce (27)
'Meet the roople*

Slegel

Dave Apollon Co
The Jnnsleys

.

Heachcomber
llenny

Ignore

BOSTON
BoHioB (27)
Hollywood Blondes

A

GS7 M'S

Rose Perfect
Lulu Datoa
]-:tbel

NHW

Y'ORK CITY

Uoslc Kali (20)
Wynn Murray
Berry Bros
John Tlebor
Robt Shanley
Eleanor Tennis
Nicholas Daka
Gloe Club
Rockottes
Corps de Ballet

AKBON

Bob HanndV
Jere McMahon
Rae St Rudolls

Foster

Eddie Duchin Ore

Bob

Judy

St

St H Wonder
BALTIMORE

Tom

Hlppoilroroe (20)
ApAllo (26)
George Olson Ore
ErskJne Hawkins Or Al Bernle
Ida James
State (1-4)
Pops St Louis
8 Harmonica Ree'i
S Acromnnlacs
Jack Carter

Dorothy Tanney
Lee
Tanney

(Two

Harpof'H Dancing
Boys St Gls
Yflndmir (27-20)

Fred

to All)

(26-2S)

St

Raymond Scott Ore
Bo Jenkins
Wllkey

St

Ann

RsT

Cate Madlsom

(23.2n)

Nelloc
Jean» Jack

-

6

Rone Dexter

Morton
Freems
Speed Demons

Zero Mostel
Baby HInea

CAMDEN

Cofo Tlenn*

Jed Doolny

W

,

(Two
'

HABTFORD

to

fill)

RIdgrirood (^)

Edna Kaye
Doyle

&

2 Coeds
(Two to

Seed

fltntfi

till)

Itfayfnir (28 odIj)

.

Haywood

Se Allan
Chanticleers
Dan Parrlsh

(37-1)

4

Chico Morx Ore
Ethel Watom
CWtt Nomrrn

CbaC«aa Blodeno

'

Rollo

* V

PIckcrt

JAMAICA

Jamaica

(23-20)

Roy Sedley
Hazel McNulty
Lillian Fitzgerald

Ida Rodriguez
Carmenolta
Strollers
JToe Santiago

Alberto Franco
Don Carlos Ore

Chib MMnlgbt

Ramona
VI Bradley

Olab 181
Connie Harris

Ann

t

Charles Franols
John LIvlo
Ira epector Oro

Lorna St Mario
Arthur Knollcr
Alex Batkln Ore
CopacubHoa
Joe E Lewis
Loper &. Darrat
Fernando Alvarez
Estellta

Samba

Sirens

Walter Long
Betty Jane Smith
Carol Dexter

Rollln Smith

Ginger Wayne
I^rry Bonnett
Bill

I

Tomer Ore
AmbaMudor

Hotel

(manon Room)

Richard Lane
Hotel Aster
Dick Kubn Ore
Hotel BelnwBt
Plaza
(Glaee Hat)
Covert St Reed
Barbara Perry
Margaret Scott
Belmont Balladeers

&nv

victoria

Coq Bongo

8

Jimmy

Kelly's

Renee

Eddio Oliver Oro
Kiny Davto

(14)

Mayla
Johnny

Eve Reyes

St

Del Casino Ore

Hermanoa

Hernandez Oro
Cormneel

Rene

De-icers

Peggy La Plant
Joe Capello Oro

Oro

La Conga
Luba Mallna
NItza

Noro Morales Oro
Jack Harris Oro
La Hnrqalss
Ruth WInehell
Dorothy Tanner
Consuelo Plowerton
Frances Connolly
Al Carr Ore
I4i Marilolans

DeMarlos

Guy Rodian
Fay Mardo
Penny Bancroft
Burton Gross Oro
Hotel Lexlogton
Ray Kinney Oro'"
Meymo Bolt

Napua

laea

NanI Todd
Lehua Paulson

.

Goorglo Price
•Victoria

Mala & Harl
Martinlqucons
Herbert Cnrbello
Val Olman Ore

Le

Hotel Lincoln
LIneolnalres
Hotel McAlpIo

Ravell

St

O

Petit Palais

Mme C

Aiphand

Oscar Karlwels
Sascha
Taflhoff

Johnny Messnor Oro Julian Fuhs
Sula Les'.cr
Hotel New Yorker
teon ft Eddie's

O

Honeychllo Wilder

Tommy

Jan Murray

BStB Wade

2

Taylor
Adele Inge

Mirth

Ice Ballot

Grace Harvey

(Bhumbn Room)

St

Tops

Mack

Martin DroN St F
Barbara Long

Ronny Roberts

Clemens Belling
Chlnlta
Lou Martin Ore
Norlda Ore
Malson Lonis
Dill

Dryo

Campo

Ambaasador Bo(«l

(Pomp Room)

Biemarcft Hot«l
(n'otant Boon)

Art Kaencl Oro
Gloria Hnrt
Staples St Cerny
Qaynor .& Rosa
Uadloy Gla
(Tavtra Boom)
Davo Prltchard Oro
Dick Ware

Bob

Mareliall

Annetlo Shields
Biackliank
Orrln Tucker Ore
Lorraine Denson
Whitey Roberto

Sob llaynee
Doria Dupont
Jose KoHado Oro
BlaekatoM Rolol

Brass Roll
Mike niley Oro
Marlon Miller

D'Orsay
,

Peggy Goodwin
George Tibbies Ore
Al Stone
Billy Lsnkln
Bar of MdbIs
Ann Triola
Felix de Cola

Roger Roland

Boyml Palm

Ken Stevens

Jane Froman
Jack Cole Dano

-

Loula Jordan Oro

Chei Faroe
Willie Shore
Kitty Carllale
The BllllnKstons

Bob

Sllllnge

Maurice Rooco
Jos do Salvo

Lena Horne
Phil Moore (4)
Nick Draper Oro
Macarobo Cafe
Phil <Ohman'B^ro
Falladlom
Claude Thornbtll Or
Pirates Dea
Henry Grant
Jack Gardner

Helen Golden

Matthew Goldlne
The Debonalrs
West ft McGlnty Betty Mayshall

W

Dick

ft

Dotty Reroy

Gall Gall
Willis West, Jr

Nick Cochrane Ore
BoTSB Seas

PuananI Mathews
Princess Luana

Clob AlalHim
Bornlo Adler

Mary Earle
Pauletio LaPlerrs

Alan Rogers

Harriet Norrls

OIngor

Wood

Del Estes
Allan Coo
Dave Unell Ore

Bddlo Roth Oro
Colofllmos

Dolly Kay
San Huccl Dano

Nlta Trindall

Barry WInton Oro

Kddlo noth Oro
Brown Derbj
Three Ryans

Bob Murphy
Martin Welssner
Beth Reynolds
Frankle Gallagher
Little Troo
Katherlne Dnnhsia

Malua

Ramos Oro

Boom)

Tony Ss Georie
Verna Rny

Hollywood IVei^les
Haxihe Lewis
Burton 2
Paul Neighbors Ore
Dick Thomas
Honse of Marshy

Kvans Ola

Drevoort Hotel
(CiTStal

Carmen,e
Earl CarroU

Grace Hayes Lodge
George Lloyd
Peter Llnd Hayes
Mary Healy
Jack Malone
Ineelto

Tex Jim Lewis
I^ne Star Cowboys

The Smoot&lea
Alec Morlson
Carmen Antonio
I«a Vonn
Chandra-Kniy Dane Rue WillieMoyer
Boyd Kaoburo Oro
Morlne Howell
Bobby

Don Long Oro
CpngiMs notel
(Glass Hat Bm)

Ted Smith
Nena Montcs
St Granada Duke Vellman Ore
Magda Loy
Capitol Loong*

Wha

Bifrtlde

'

Ben Perry
Screwy Huey
Carroll Dane

Ruhyai & Don
<BQlliica« Bm.)
Kay
Ken Thompson Ore Olga Boley
Mary Jane Howard Jack Ward
Wnldron

Sonia Cznr
Sherry Darlaoe

Mtidcapn

LOSMQELES
Band Box

.

LoCarloa
6

Wm

Pat Patrick
Pete Snyder
Billy Snyder
(It)

Atlantic note)
(PalDi Boom)

Russell Oro
President Hotel
Ramon Rio Co
Marjorls Maxwell
Pedro AlbanI Ore
Rita Carlton Hotel

Blllott

Nomad

Rm)

Patriola Ogden
Paddock Ponies

Penn

Clnb
(Merry Qo Boand
Holono Francis
Room)
Kent Edwards
Eddy Morgan Ore
Wanda De Muth
Timymor» Hotel
Tiny Kaye
Madden Ore
Manny Davla Oro
Oables Inn
CoamopoHtan Botol
(Black Horse Flks)
Al Miller
Paddock latl
Nan DsMar
Bob Bell
Stanley Rich
Paddockeers Oro
Joan Clark

FodOeck
Bee Kalmus
Jerry Turk

Fill

Hotel

»

Clarldge Hotel
(Mayfnlr Boom)

Dean Murphy
Dick Wlnolow Oro
Blltmore Bowl
Rutli Craven
e Willys
Hcloiie Gardner Co Hurley ft Radford
Larry Stewart
Rose Blaine
Fetch ft Deauvllle
Billy Shorman
Tudells
Paal WInehell
At>e Lyman Oro
Patricia Hall
Ramon Monchlto O Phil Harris Oro
WallyWanger Line
Casa BSanana
VeraaUles Hotel
Lyle Carlisle Ore
(Oslfotream Bra)
Kitty Kallen
Nano Rodrlgo Oro
Clint Garvin
H'wDod Beach Hotel Mme C Alptiand
Jimmy McPartland
Rusoell Swan
(Bamboo Rm)
Paul Collins
Estelle ft LeRoy
Dr Marcus
Charles Murray Ore Jack Tea garden Ore
Coeoaant ftrove
Bklnnay Annls Oro
CEXOAOO

asb

Carrie M Bevllle
Bfalson Pierre
UofTman Sis
Tommy L^inan
CooklO'Scldel
Gaston's Monte Carlo Anloln'otlo £nB
Beth Parrell
Pierre Beaucalre

Juan Donrlgues Ore Chung To

(l^go-Fago
7aokle Miles

Sirens

Bnttur
Ray BcDBon Oro

Ray English

Evalyn Tyncr Ore
Hotel 0th Ave
(Salon Madrid)
Cass Franklin

Del

Emile Petti

Ctaaz Chose

l^x

St

Samba

3

Senor Wencea
8 Morgan Dano
Carol King
Jade Ling
Mildred Law
The Reynolds
Lea Mldlnettes
Sonny Xondls Ore
Jose Cortez Oro

Fnneee Fa ye

Van

Billy Vine
Lillian Carmen
Cappella St Patricia

Kern's
Grace Vanghn
Nye Mayhew Oro
Jean Claire
Hotel Commodors
Cornel Tannssy Ore
(Centary Boom)
KeDy'i Stable
Vaughn Monroe Oro King Cole 3
Peter Rotunda Oro
Fete Brown. 4
B & R Ambrose
Sabby Ijcwih
Charle Carre r
Marylln Duke
Hotel Edison
Blue Barron Oro
Hotol
Homo
Rosalie Grant

Clarissa

FroUc

Ann Jung
Jeannle Walteis

Glonda Hope
MenVa Del Rny
GwlU Ardmore
Isabel Brown
Rose WIthum

Hotel Bossert
(Brooklyn)

Folio Mljler

Flye 0*Cloek
Joey Rardin
Ruth Clayton
The Alblns
De Coatro Dano
RomonI Ore

Faith Arlen

Madrlguera Ore

•

Patty OrtcU

Dan Yates Oro
Juan Pineda Oro
Casanova Clnb
Emil Boreo
Lon Holtz
Baby Rose Marls

Billy

Marty Magee Oro

St MIgnoB
Monica Moore

Rev

Deane

Latin Qoartrr
Harry Rlchroan
Martell

Clover Clnb
Adotaldo Moffett.
Anita Alvarez
Proser

ATLANTIO CITT
Bort Hstlow Ore
Cbelses Hotrl

Silver Oro

Diamond Broa

Canay Ore

Ralph Rolger Ore

& George
Raymoml St Joan
Helen Holmes
Danlta lllvora
Margaret Grey
Joe

Itlta

Ambassador

Sid To mack
Rels Bros

Cross St Dunn
Dr Giovanni

Raul

&

Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3
StflTeni Bot«l
(CoDtlncnifll Boom)

Chuck Foster Ore
Doo DIFlavIo
Tar Beat
Goo Scherban Oro
Lorraine Wcstrall
Peter Mllnlkofl

(Pan-Am. Boom)

Rio

Conch Ita
Ambassadors Oro

Bobby

& ^oot

Stan Ross
Ball-eltos

Six

MarlowQs
Montmarte Boys

Maureen Holmes

Lynn Claro
Dick Wilson Ore
Bela BIzony Oro
Hotel Navnrro
DUmoDd HorsAshoe (Midnight Club).
Margo & Mann'
NIU Naldl
Midnight Gypsies
Betty Compson
Carlyle Blackwell.
Hotel Park Central
Jos B Howard
(Cocoanut Grore)
Ross Wyse, Jr
Elalno Jordan
Juno Mann
Dora Maugham
DelU Llnd
Robert Raymon
Geo Fontana
Geoffrey Hale
Gllda Gray
Boobelle St Ileebe
Charles King

Manges n Sis
Clyde Hager

3 Rndio Aces
Areble Robblns

Sanchez Ore
Boaclicombcr

Elaine
COS aiK
Dolly SterllDi'

Splros Stamos Oro
Gwendolyn Venuoell
Murray St Cumming

George Deveron

Ruth Landl
Garron St Bennett
Baxter

Wnyne

Mllllo

OlnRer Drlllon

Isobol de Marco
La Salle Hotel

MTAMT
Ball

600 Clab
Don Ilarrk
Alyco Cert
Carlo Ilatvary

Aloha
Jerl Vance
Mldle Felloira
Marlon Miller
Maxlno DeShon

L'AlgloB

Ann Robinson

BeatamBt Benny Fields
Al Bernle
DeMar St Denlse
Greys

Lea Bunt St Juliet
Nola Day
Ted Eddy Oro
Angelo Ore
Jack Dempsey's
B'way RestnnraDt
Mitt Herth 3
Linda Lark
Irv Carroll Ore

Franklin

I/ollanl

Clemento Oro

Iceland

Jules Lande Ore
Clairo St Arena
Brio Victor

4 Little

AIoxIh Dollnotf

Carmen Cavallaro O

Uul'/ar

Don Tnnnen
Don Orlnmlo Ore
Jack llodreeuci O

Helen Sumner

Vnngnard

Burl Ives
Leadbelly Nero
Josh White
Debby Best

.

Red Duncan
Jo Anno Hubbard

Dmk«

Botol

(Camlllla Uobso)
Milton .Douglas

.Ramon Rnmoa Oro

Edgwator

Bcaofa

Hotel

(Marino Bm)
Ruas Morgan Oro
Phyliss Lynno

Jnna
Knight

81s

Ooorgo Honry
Clarence Molter

Nighihanks
Dorbon Gls

'

Phil Levant Ore
Pierce Sc Holanl

Florence Schubert
Al Traco Ore
Holly Swanson
Vierra Howallans

Palmar Ore

Linda Ware
Monna Montes

Danny White

N Brandwynne Ore Bontay Goodman
Frank Marti Ore
Peggy Lee
Club Frisco
Patricia Brent
Tlckl George

Perrin

Hotel BT. Begls
(Iridium Room)

Susan Lang
Chib FVlsco
Leila Gayncs
Howard Lally Oro^*
Diane Fontaine
Joe Pafumy Ore
Helene Arthur
Frankle Froba Ore
Hotsl Bntmors
Patricia Joyce
(Bownun Boom)
Vlokl George
Hoasley 2
Hazel

Holly Rolls

Albert Ainmons
Pete Johnson
Carroll

Llllinn
(3eorge

Dare

Irene Carroll

Frankle Hyers
Vlnoe Curran

Billy St

Towers (27-2*)
Ruth Barr
Frank Taylor's Rei William HolTman
Murray Milter
8(«lnwny (27-1)
EMZiVBETn
Doify Margens
Marjoric Garretson
UbortT (20-27)
Leo PleaUow Oro
Coley Worth & M
Robert Field
Casa Mart*
Happy, Tom St Jerry S Tnngoltes
(Two to nil)
Olivette & Murray Antoinette Severln
bbooulyn
Fred Lolghtner
Tony St EstrsIIs
Flntbnsb (2fl)
Maxlno Bros S: B
H«LCtor Del Vlllar
Hot Lips Page Oro
FALL Rn-KB
Monallto
Buck St Bubbles
Emplte (24-20)
Juan Dlmttrl Oro
Maxlno Sullivan
Dick Powell
Csslao Bosss
Tip Tap & Toe
St GlaydM Aheorn
(One to fill)
3 Martells St Mlgnon Nina Tarasova
Nicholas Matthey
Harin« (Irt odIj)
Rollo Sc. V PIckcrt
flasha Pollnoff
Bob Howard
Marten Bros
Michel Mlehon
Dancing Demons
FBBEPORT
Mason & Wayne
Fke«port (27 only) Nadia St Sasba
Dmitri Matvlenks
(Two to nil)
Joey NaKh
(25 only)
Keaton 8e Armrield Kris Kay Oro
Joey Nnsh
Hilton- T St Jerome
Ccrottl's
Keaton St Arrafleld (Two Irt flin
Mae Barnes
Happy Tom St Jerrr
Si

& Riley.
AST0BI4~

Heller

Walter L^nch
Clnb 18
O Andrews Oro
Eric Ore
Roberta Welch
Jack White

Gypsy MurkotC
Jack Goldle
Marlynn Michael Co Mnrlel Asche Co
Lee Parker
Clnb Snmoa
Cafe Montparnaiss
Ua1>elle Russell
Alleen Cook
Linda Castro
Jean Brunseco
Denlse Maviiy
Cafe Sooletj
Ruth Le Brun
(MIdtSWB)
Muriel Taylor
Joy Umlamaha
John Klrby Oro
Ruth Martin
llazol Scott
Ann Reeve
Golden Gate 4
Evelyn Hannons
Eddie South Ens
Snowden Ore
Cafe Society
Club M'hllnker
(VUloge)
Uaxlne
Teddy Wilson Oro

RBII>GRPOBT

Murray Leonard

Steve Murray

Allan Cole Oro

Hoke St Puku
Pe^ I^g Hates
St

B«ei

Happy Lewis

pDlaco (27-3)
Ink Spou
Royal SaoRol Ore

Lyrlo

New

Bntler'a

Ann Gale

Mack

Ford Harrison Oro

Maurice St Cordoba
Hal Saunders Ore
Phil Si Auduy
Hotel Talt
Johnny Taylor
Savannah Churchill Vincent Lopez Oro
Sonny Skylor
Reeve Sin
Spordoe-O-De
Hotel IValtlortAstorla
Ua Tann-Madiid
Hartmans
Julio Richards
Dinah Shore
Don Casanova
Freddy Martin Oro
Corrlto St Coral
Mlscha Borr Ore
Kikl
Felipe de Florcs
Hotel irarwlch
Hector del Vlllar
(Bolclgli Room)
Eleanor Greece
Vlckl Georgo
Mo vita
Sani?9 Williams Oro
Maya Ore
BorrlcaDo
Don Gllberto Oro
Hickory Uonss
Cabot St Dresden
Jimmy Amen
Norma Shopard
Chester Dolphin Co
Hoot Howloy
Jane Matthows
Larry Bennett I
Dave Dennis Ore
Mercedes
Lollta Cardoba Ore
Carol Boyd

Oob Gaocha

Gilbert

Hplka HarrlBoa
Harry Donelly
Billy Lorraine
Charles Strickland
Benny Oraoer
Lulu Bates
(!ay 90's Quartette

Bob Howard
Dancing Demons
Mason St Wuj-ne
(Two to fill)

Joynor

Erno Rapee Svmph
RoxT (2«>
Johnny Burke
Jeanne Brldeon

.

Fonter

NEW TOBK CITY

RKO

Lewis

&

(27)

Arrcfl

Walter 'Dare' Wahl

Clyde Luc-.n Oro

I<orr*lne St
S Miller St

St Poke
Pog Log Bates

Cabaret BiOs

WASniNGtON

^ E

Prlco
Convllle Co

Tommy

Moke

Joyner

(20)

Rogorfl Dancers
Ray Huuon Ore Geo
Alnn Cnrney

Buma

YOUNGSTOW N

Falare (3-n)
Ink Spots
Royal Sunset Ore

I^awrence Welk Ore

(2^23)

Ino.

Capitol (27-28)

Brllt W'outi

B'ORCEHTKK
Gene Monet Ore
Plymouth (23--!r>)
Ilariera Bendesvoos
Sonny Dunham Ore
Edna Mae Harris
Al Trahan
Princess Valda
Charlie Tobias
Columbos Ore
"Tip Tap & Toe
Whitey A Kd F-ird BoSbo Caston

TUo

Roger's

Ivanlioe

Zeke Lockwood

Village

Reynolds & White
Htone & Le«

IBROOKLYK

Vaughao

Virginia

(rrltio Cafe)

Martinez Ore
Winnie Iloveler Gls

Cousin Lem
Claytons
Edward & Diane

CAL

HILLS.

Cardlnl
Dl Qatanoe
Llna Aomay
Mnlguollto
Abbiitt Dancere
Slirrman flotel

(rniilhrr nooro)

H

Trlnl Ore

DInne Davis
(Onr to nil)

Wayne A Marltn

Gene Krupa Ore

BEVERLY

Palmer IIodh
(Empire Room)
Xavier Cujal Ore

Gene Kertrln Oro

Mary Beth Sires
Eddy Fens Ore

Bam

J flrowB

Jan i>:ivlit Ore
Ruth lliililn
Jcnnne Dlanctae
Nllali Urooha Her
Carl Mori
Bliumbn Cntlna

'

Danny

&

Inez Oamble
Fernando & F%(.

Jarow SIh

Dorothy Walil
Amanda FuHette
Dotty run
Kuy Perry

Paul Biirtels
Ver-Slghs

Ftay's (20)

WcIlM Si 4 Fays
Antlroe Andrea
Johnny Lnnnard

Warner

Strand (37-2)

NEW YORK

Sinclair

Lovely I^ko
Helslogo
(Vodrll Loongt)
NleU 'l.ueas
Naotnl Sanders
Bob BullcndnejRck Herbert
Chet Roble
HI lint

June Benlley
Musle Hall Bcvs

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY

(27-2)

NKW TOBK

Bm)

Oruaadors Ore

Mary

Waltor

foplila Parker

Olorla Knisht
Cal Herbert

Smith
Sharps St Flats

(Olaae Honse

Billy Carr

Margo Wnde
Yvonne Nova

BaHle lirns
MItzto Mitchell

Six

Village

I

Bm

Billy NiRhilngale
Louis J til con

Venalltes

Monroe Bro9

Adrlannn &, Clitrly
Jay St. T*ou Seller
Golden Gate 4

Berlin

St

100 Club

Dorothy TlmnilDs
Grand Terrace
Cootie Williams O
Loose NulH

Bergere Ore
Panchlto Oro
Billy de Wolfs
Jane Kean
Harold Barnes
Kirk Alyn

RmIrImiw Roett

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

SuHle

Smilea

Baron & Bernsy

Henry Scott

Jimmy Noone
June Price

Mtyort

Jim Marvin
Rooky EUworti
Dlok Bauer Oro

Fisher Oro
Gamcft Stasebar
Ascot Boys

Oraemera Hotel

Helen Arthur
Connie Joyco

Oroovcrncers

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT

PllII.ADET.PniA
Dixon
TIelfii

&

Eus

Itluonzer

0100 Clab

Danny Thomas
Bob O IJn Gls

3

Pauline Bryant
Jackio Mabley
Socaras Ore
n'Wel

Rainbow Grill
RUS51 Smith Oro
Ashburna

Hani

Bill;

Stult

Rosetta Le Noire
Helena Smith

'

Kpple Bruce
Hcaly St klvans
Agnes Dwyer
Jack Allyn
Ned lliirvey Ore

Tlnnnle linker
4*arr

Darkley
Pat Ring
Evelyn Brock

Hardin Bros Co
Jean Eldrldge
Habe Wallace

Reynolds
Glass Ore
Oueens Trrrace

liOe
Bill

A,^.* B'rnett Ore

BtePs

Downbeat

Irene

Smiles

Chlriutta Vcnezia
Ellis

Dalton Boys
Riebor

May

Starlets

Heidelberg Octet
Ratbslrenar

The Place

tibangi (Hub
Savannah Churohlll

Jonn

Worker
T
i'?'*"^
Jackio
Grcuii
Noll ft Nolan

Julio Garcia Oro
Johnny Honnert

O Mark

Skoete Tolbort

Ann Frnnclne

Forsler

Areadl Stoyanovsky
Adia Kuznetzoff
Nastia PollakoTa
Marusia Sava
Mls'oha Vianoft
Cornelia Cedolban
Slorb Clnb

Bob Grant Ore

Sylvic Rl Clair

Jock
Poggy Norman

Kntobna

Norma Luesro
Lyda Swan

Frank Curbollo Oro

Martin Locke
Manya Borodkto
Jeannotte Gnrrette
Ernest Frana Ore

Phil

Francis KInp

3

Kraiildo
Al Orcen

woon.Ni i>i-:
(3.H.1)

Sltprnton

Hotel

'

Cblttlsoa

Grace RelUy

Dante
William Robs

Hotel Plasa
(Persian Room)

Irene

2

Jack Reynolds
Utile Joe Little
Place Elegants

880 aob
Jantoe Dale
Deaaa Berry
Vio Artese

Olsa Coelno
Wally Boa«
Mabel Mercer
Basslaa

Johnny St Georgs
Angel Velez Oro
Snub Mosely Oro
Nut Clnb

Phil

Dick Gaaparre Ore
Eleanor French
The Harrys

Bobon BIsB
James Copp.IU

Herman

Gorrl White
Storey 61s

Clin Conrad

fmogone Carpenter

Phli

Aunt Jemima
Stove Murray

Lamour

Room)

Logan

BllA

ash

Belle Sloane

Hotel Pierre

Oro

Dob Knight Ore
Famous Door

Greenwich Vlltnge

.t

l.*ordnn> 0(iK9

RunnyHhlp

(Nippy .IJnrrn i:oys

Danny * T.ee chn
The JoliMHtonft
(Two to mi>

Washburn

Plill

Winie Dukes
Bonny Carter Oro
01 CInb
(37-1)
Prankle Mnttipi Ore Carolyn nidrlle
Kny
Marlon Joyce
Dave Apolliiti ('d
Tris Knryl
Smith, llok'n-'i X- G Wauneta Bnies
\VASIII.\<iT<>N
Prances LosHo

Duko

9"

Helen O'Connell

Bcalrlre

Al

Si

(Throe

Onlnil (20)
sonnv Dunham Ore
1(111
Robinson

(6 only)

Kny Ore

Saniniy

to nil)

(21-3)

MADINON

Orphroni

Lrf

BinorHon's Co

(Two

IfaynoK

Hotel FennsTlrsnla
(Cafo Booge)

Jimmy Dorsey
Bob Bberly

•Meirp poll tun

J\'y

SIntiloy

Maria Morales
Maria Lopes

Audrey^

Ifowiinl (iTl

(20)

PATKRSON

only)

Archie RnbbliiA

nil)

10

NMVAKK

Mnirxtlo (3-8)
nobi>rt Fleldii
Ihnviii'd-r Danceni

Sitminy Kiiy Ore
R0rKI'*01CI>
Comndo (3 only)

"WcnccM

ft

(Twb

K.-d Xrtrvo CJrc
Mll.ln'd niilley
licHet ^ K I'.ros

l.'nli

{i

Jerome

>Illton-T

JImuiv Durauie

(4-S)

TOI.KDO

Paniniount (3«-1)

Snnimy Kav Ore
HOtTII liKNU

CliriNtlnnlH

Armfleld

St

AdnmH

n

ST. C'LOi

(«7)

Sis

MIAMI

Dixie

(1-.1)
I'nlt

Major Unwet*

I.ou nrcpMP Ore
Kvolyn KRrnfly
AInn C'nrnoy

Keaton

(37-38)

Sdite

(Sfi)

A Rey &

(28 only)

Joey Nash

WINONA

CITT

lOtb Hols

Rita Dahin
Del Duca Ore
El Morocco
Cliauncey Grey Oro
Fefe's

Can-Can Gls

Gaston

The Three Dobs

atoxttco

Chltiulto

Nmncralfl In connection with bills belo^v Indicate ppenlnr day ol
chow, whether fall or split week.

6

& Gold

Fish

El Ctatco
,Trlo

Beryl Wallace

Clair ft Day
Marc Dalloro
Bill

Brady

Mlrhet Ortlx Bd
Manny Strand Ore
Florentine Garden
N.T.G.
Prof I^ambertle

Murtah Sis
Vera Sloane
Fred Scoit
Kay Mayneld
Sugar Gelta

Benny Kaha
Chief Sautlnl
Stanley Whoeler

Openul
Eddie Bush Oro
Slapsy Maxles
Charlie

Allogra

Ben Blue
Johnny Morgan
Maslne Marshall
Benny Lessy
PattI

Moore

Sam

Lewis
Jorry Bergen
Joe Plumer Ora
^

of Paris

Ozzle Nelffon Ore
Charlie Foy's Clnb

Streets
Loin Bright
Charlotte Morey

Charley Foy
Dick Buckley
Loa Burnett

Ruth K^ynolds
WIngy Manons Ore
Swnnnee inn
Loumel Morgan I

Phil Silvers
Blargarot Whiting
Ij«onard Sues
Rod Stanley Oro

Itlanon
Al Donnhuo On.
Harris ft Jones «•»

PTTTT. A B'RT.P'ITTA
Club DaU
Los Caballeros

Tommy

Mae

Smith

Allen

Honry King's Oro
RosslllanoH
Benny the Bmn's
Elaine B Ilarrymore
Jose Gonzales
BUIIo Lee ^
Garnett ft Slaurlce
Pctorn Sis (8)
Rose Gaurho
.

Penny Davis

Hal ft Honey
MacArlhurs

BalllootlCH

Alan Fielding Ore
Val Irving
Hen CVnokllD
Helene Standlsh
Dorese MIdglav

Marinn Kfene
Cnrroirs

Galnos Oro
Wilbur Bonce
Joan Williams

Judy Cummin**
Renee Andree
Harry Roa*

(Continued on page 47)
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REVIEWS

Wednesdajt February 25, 1942

New Acts
LIBBT

_

Sonjs

Libby Holman is starting a comeback in the intimate Balinese Boom
here, with
of Uie Hotel Somerset
Josh White, colored guitarist to accompanist Presumably she is headid for Broadway and that will be
cood news lor loyal fans who will
her sultry,
Set a nostalgic lift from

set of
throaty singing. To the new
suDPcr club habitues, which have
been supporting niteries since Miss
Holman's retirement, she will probably be less satisfying than the current crop of favorites but she will
definitely be something new. regardless*

Using only a chair as a prop and

(a welcome relief from the
usual salvo of sound) Miss Holman
guihas the assistance of a very able
Repertoire is labeled
tarist here.
Program of Early American Blues
and when caught, on the holiday dinner show (23). she sang only four;
'Good Morning. Blues,' 'Baby, Baby.'

no mike

A

•Han'some,

House

are all real

Winsome

Johnny'

and

of the Rising Sun' these

lowdown blues numbers

which she embeUishes with gestures
and posturings which are overstyl

ized according to present standards.
Balinese Room Is small, around 200
seats,

and the pet night spot for the

young Social Register play kids.
None of this crew was in evidence
One reason could be that
at 8:45.

there are no shows in town and another is that the young crowd all
scram out of town for skiing on this
holiday. It would be a good Idea to
let Josh White solo once on his gui'
tar to break up the Holman act.

Fox.

SlDKlnc M. C.
Tower Theatre, Kansas City

A smooth, competently trained
baritone is. a major attribute, of .this
youngster. Past year or more he's
been featured vocalist with Freddy
Ebener's orchestra at station WOW,
Omaha, where he worked frequently

NBC red net. Now returned to
bis home town, lad is just finishing
high schooL
Show gives a fair example of his
singing prowess. .Toward's closing
Bunn is spotted with 'Shrine of St.
Cecilia.'
Hks full voice and as en.
core chooses "You Made Me Love
You,' tones it down to an intimate
pitch, and makes it a genuinely sweet
bit
Youth has a pleasing appearance
and a certain personable appeal, but
Is thus far (his third week) a bit
handicapped in not being able to get
When he
over to the customers.
on

he probably will with experience, to put this across and to
master the m.c. chores somewhat
more, he should fit well into a spot
which has needed filling at the Tower
Quin.
for several weeks.
learns, as

RUDELLS

the

(3)

Trampoline
7 MIns
B«my, N. Y.

Two men and

a girl in a particQ

good comedy trampoline act
Requires a little more room than
most turns,
but
where there's
enough it will click with any audilarly

ence, including those in night clubs.
The Rudells are brothers, one of

whom

shoulders the laugh burden.
All three members of the act take
turns on the trampoline, with the
rope-jumpihg portions of the routine
standing out. A notably good stunt
^Is the somersault through a hoop
while jumping rope, done by one of
the men.

Scored nicely here when caught.
Cnor.

HENRT SCOTT
Piano Comedian
le MIns.

Rainbow Room, New York
Heralded as 'a fugitive from Town
Hall,' Henry Scott manifests his concert piano background but has wisely
veered into the comedic, a la Alec
lines. Thus he does silly
'Chopin the
stufT
like
Citrus Belt' (orange and grapefruit
props);
classico
swingology; old-

Templeton
keyboard

fashioned player-piano; [lianorogistics
with mittens on (why not caption
this 'Mitten on the keys?'), and the
like.
^

Per

se,

it's

how

to

sell

her

talent.

She

no

a frothy routine but

merchandizes it well, with
emphasis on the lighter side. Result
is a neat personal score which he
.should repeat in any boite, class or
Scott

mass.

Abel.

in

be offensive.
Dressed in a red-and-white gown,
singer gets across nicely with 'I'm
the Wife of the Life of the Party," 'I
Said No' and "The Clause in- Her
Contract.' Latter is a specially written number portraying the trials of
a young actress in Hollywood.
To dress up her act she should
add a little patter. 'I Said No' number could be eliminated, as it's being
to death by practically every
canary in town, with something origOtherwise, her act
inal substituted.
should click, especially in the in
ShaZ.
timate niteries.

worked

able You," his low-downing of 'Blues
in the Night' and swrnscrooing with
'Chattanooga Choo-Choo.' Miss E1-'
llngton Is no mean balladeer herself
quick change opening night (18), and she knows how to seM while
when Shirley Deane was suddenly B'rr' Prince and Clark specialize
first
show.
Hurricane
pulled after the
in special lyrics on the blush side
provides plenty of entertainment for but do them wlth'c ough appreciaLineup in- tion tor the niceties that they're
the visiting fireman.
cludes a nifty tcrp team. Cabot and never offensive.
Nattily garbed in
Dresden (New Acts), who look good white tie and tail.s, \vh f-'. adds class,
for vaude bookings; Chester Dolphin and" they're a pi'shovcr f-r tVe smart

excellent acrobatic motil, man
ing as understander in some of the
climactic twirling bits. Strong-arm
stuff is not made too apparent, however, turn selling Itaell via last

As currently routined, following

.

nd Co., standard click ju.ggling ti<rn; crowd. Room here may be just a
Alan Gale, comic and m.c; Jane Mat- little bie lor their type of s'^uff but
thews (New Acts), a neat taDpe>-. pnd not so big that they don't get over
Jimmy Ames (New Acts). Coast with room to spare.
comic end warbler, who can double
Gwynne, with a fe;-n.T:e assistant
as m.c. Alan Gale, emcee, who wound belongs among magis' upper brackup engagement here Feb. 17. was ets, a gay an(? clever deccivei with
called back to round out the new a bag. of tricKs ample enoi-jh to satshow after Miss Deane was released isfy the most critical. He mixes 'em
up fast, packing into 10 minutes the
and he's holding over.
Cabot and Dresden, with their slick foundation of a full-lcn:;th magic
ballroomology. »re the out<itanding show and tears the house apart with
turn on the bill and rang the ap- the bit where he makes a pyramid
plause jackpot repeatedly. Gale is of seven flshbowls disappear into the"
It's a showstopoer here
at his best with the Yiddish-dialect thin air.
union organizer soeech where he has .-nd would be anywhere. Other act
Doll" Bell, tall, good-looking
a smart bit with a stqoge waiter. is
Gale's Bert Williams Imitation in blonde who turns In some toughpanto, which follows, Is fair but? anti- acrobatic stuff but makes it look
easy and graceful.
She's on first
climactic.
gets the show off to a fast start and
For the rest there are the Honey- things never lag thereafter.
chiles, line of 10 girls in three pro"Terman middleman band, with
duction numbers of conventional Shirley
Heller doing vocalizing on.
Dave
orchestras.
pattern, and the two
dance sets, plays for show, doubling
Dennis batons .smoothly for both on the dansapatlon with Don Ostrow
show and dance music, while Lolita band, just a fair rtiumba crew.
Corbado outfit is alternate Latin Latter outfit has an attractive singer'
dance unit.
in Sandra but she looks very unMiss Deane, warbler, formerly in happy on the stand, as If she'dpictures, looked good but nosedived rather be anywhere but where she
with unsuitable song material. She
Cohen.
rang 'Who Cares'. 'Of Thee I Sing,
Baby.' and one or two other numbers, winding up with 'Remember
Florentine .Jjijiirdens
Pearl —Harbor' in— dramatic -music~
reShe
flat
fell
(HOLLYWOOD)
dialog style which
Mori.
quires careful grooming.

arrangements and

Rainbow Room, New York
Comedv provided by Hflwlev and Lee
Linda Ware did a film with Crosby is wepk and tiresonnc. Lee does con-

'

—

CLUB

BALI, PHILLY

-

CStarmaker"); at

she sang with

11,

the Detroit Symphony, and in 1939
soloed with Stokowski at the Hollywood Bowl which is an impressive

enough background lor

this

shoutinr of un
funny lines in the two-man talk rou
siderably too

blonde

soprano, who is still in her teens.
Thus, marking her nitery debut in
such glamorous environment as the
Rainbow Room she comes in with a
strong aura, but somehow goes out
in lesser glow.
Just why she doesn't click is a bit
Her stance is letehing;
indefinite.
her voice competent. True, those
long red gloves don't go with the
Elsiedinsmore personality. For that
matter, neither docs her repertoire,
which essays to be zingy, including
a Irank boogie-woogie tune, but
somehow it all doesn't come off. The
somewhat saccharine Miss Ware just
In
isn't the 'Scrub Me Mama' type.
short she needs belter presentation
.cafes,
•of her wares to jell for the
whether it's a polite or hot room, and
certainly at the RR she's given the

much

not to
""(:ats anfl FiHdle, who will
lads
on tour with the unit, are fourThey
with wltars and a bullfiddle
.

vocalize also, but none of

it

mMns

Hero.

much.

'

.

edy,

with

the

Spanish

Miss

Sans

straighting. Chief criticism of act is
They open
ihat it Is on too long.
with some fast gags, followed b--

dance by Miss Sans.

Nijon then

brings out a dummy for 4 ventr,!.)
quist act in which he stuffs his own

mouth with crackers while dummy
sings.

Voice turns out to be coming
Act gets plenty ol
docs another
Miss

from Miss Sans.
laughs.

'Chloe'

holding attention with rapid
twirling.
less preOkay lor opening slot
tentious vaude and nitery dates.
pins,

and prolonged

m

JMori.

Line, short on girls (6), Is on lor
Band
three standard appearances.
backs up unit nicely Irom stage.
Fair house on show caught
Just.

Hollywood, Feb. 20.
Nils T. Cranlund, Prof. Lombertie;
Sugar Geise, Fred Scott. Kay MayHeld, Vera Lee, Evelyn Sloane, Murtah Sisters, Lorrie Elliott, Ozzie Nelson Orch (15)

.

Admission.

nights; Saturday

Nils

UD

to

75c' lorcfc

and holidays,

ft'^s.

Thor Granlund falls to live'
his programmed billing, as

America's oremlere cabaret Impresario' in the floor piece, aptly titled
'Victory Girl Revue.' Extravaganza
also carries the tabbing ol 'his greatThat's also doubtlul.
Headman hasn't changed materlal

est laugh bit'

he took over two years
and some can nn bark larther
It's more flio than wow,

mi.'"h since
ag(.

than that.

and sometimes too

on the cus-

rou-Tfi

tomers.

•

Using a member ol the Latin
Lambertle (he's added an 'e' since
rhumba crew lor a stooge. Irving has he was at Earl Carroll's) is still a

.

,

He briefly flashes vocal
tiresome.
also be effective
straight and properly modulated instead of the gagging manner hes
adopted.
.„
,
His cllmaxer is a nifty, a girl
being brought to mike, after introduction as coloratura soprano, warwalks
bles 'I Love You Truly,' then
been
has
away revealing that Ames
doing the number ventriloquially.
Chain gang routine, while singing

wolves.

&

th<:
nifty harmonizing on 'Down By
most dignified auspices.
Bed
She opens with Blues in Night Ohio' and a novelty, 'Papa's in
attire for
then 'Strike Up Bind' and finales They return later in gym
dextrous
with 'Embraceable You.' another clever pretzel-bending and
a backbends.
essays
also
She
excerpt.
Gershwin
»
-.v
Aoel.
Star and Lee close layout with
piano interlude.
some nifty song-clownlng. Star, who
heads band, comes on alone lor
JIMMY AMES
pleasing accordioning, being joined
Comedy and Song
of
edition
by Miss Lee. a vaudeville
27 MIns.
Hurricane. N. Y.
Kale Smith, who gives out with some
Ames is a young comic from the okay throaty song-sclling.
Nixon and San?, comics, deport
Coast, resembling Orson Welles in
appearance, and indicates potential themselves ably in a standard com
Carl Nixon, who also
nitery values on occasion, though edy turn.
currently handicapped by rambling, emcees, is a vaude vet and gets
overlong routine which becomes plenty of laughs with some fast com-

power which would

Val Irving, entering his twelfth
week at this stand, continues his ex
cellent job of m.cjng. almost knock
ing himself out piloting this 'crazy
show."
He greets the customers,
makes the old ladies in the audience
act- giddy and the a.k.s feel like

concocted, several hysterical bits in
continues circulating
Terrific which the guy
Sweet,
through the club in shorts— 'on his
to Trenton."
(BROADWAY, CHARLOTTE, N. C way
Elaine Barrie Barrymore (New
Acts) and Irving top the billing, be21.
Feb.
ChoTlottc. N. f.,
ing backed by the Rossilianos, dance
Ross Sisters (3); Star & Lcc; Niion team who portray the Continental
& Sans; Martin & MarBO; Esquire
style ol dancing, and Hal and Honey
The
Girls (6); Barney Rhi;thmites (7)
Bee, youthlul aero -terps act.
'Date With the Falcon' (RKO).
lemme member ol latter team is
an extra-special looker and both she
The Three Ross Sisters, cuties with and her brother are above standard
inspired
act.
lor this type ol
plenty ol talent, apparently
the
An 'added attraction' are the
the name of this unit. They stop
Peters Sisters, sepia heavyweights,
show.
.
,
,
on InThe girls are out first for some who have appeared here

Young

'

a

Philadelphia, Feb. 20.
Barrvmore; Vol
Barrie
Eltfine
Irving: Rossilianos; Peters Sisters
make better use of the mike.
Al Fielding Orch <8); Lo.i
(3);
Another potential is Three Busi- Caballeros; Nino Bio .o; Penny.
nessmen of Rhythm, trio of zany Davis; Hoi & Honey Bee; Line; no
Exceptionally fast they
tapsters.
couer, minimum $1.50 toeeic nights,
bang awav with their feet from every $2 Saturdays.
conceivable position, including prone.

Soiigs
le MIns.

:

minimum.

Sans
dance and Nixon comes back with
and walking among tables,
femme front to do a gag bubble
about his best earlier effort, a
is
8 MIns.
dance. This last could be cut.
though too long, Bowed off to good
Bnrrlcane, N. T.
Martin and Margo satisfy in stand
Mori.
Class ballroom team has a clever returns.
ard terps highlighted by their Ca
novelty routine. Couple is smartly
valcade of Dance," in. which they run
dressed and persdnable, girl in at- JANE MATTHEWS
the gauntlet of popular American
tractive lace gown and man in satin Dancing
dances, winding up with some fast
dress suit when caught
They're 5 MIns.
They follow with a
jitterbugglng.
Hnrrlcane, N. Y.
okay for both vaude and niteries.
.,.
„
,
Russian novelty and conclude with
familiar
handles
Femme tapper
°Ballroomolo<>y is combined with
a last tap.
work- routines smartly. She's last on her

CABOT AND DRESDEN
Dancing

Heller,
aj well.

be develobcd into something were
the one femme's comedy built up
to
further and all of them taught

LINDA WARE

—

no conflict

Is in top form and singing
better than ever, knocking off. those
Dresden; Chester Dolphin & Co. (2);
hl.;;h falsettos right on the nose and
Jane JVIatchews; Honevc'iiles (10); giving
the
cverythinf?. Bringa
Dave Dennis Orch (9); LoUta Cor- the house ballads
.lOwn with his 'Embracebado (6); Shtrley Deane; $2 -$2.50

originality
rings up as just another colored jive
There's a complete lack of
outfit
crispness to the playing.
Of the vaudc turn". Ihe only one
that reveals real orofe^sional qualit.v
and
is the Four Kit Kats. Two guys
two gals run through slick tap preniftily
They're
routines.
cision
togged, too. Men are in tails and top
hats, while gals are in silk suits,
similar to those worn by the men,
and-toppets.
Dynamite Jefferson offers a novelty
routine by lifting chairs and tables
mildly.
It clicks
with his teeth.
Three Rhythm Debs are harmony
warblers, with one of them extra-fat
and rather cute, getting laughs via
her antics. Team looks like it could

talk-

styles i>re all different so there's
and no moiiotony either.
who look hfter the m.c.lng

ai'.d

N. Y.

Alan Gale: Jimmy Ames; Cabot &

Band itself is no bell-rini!er, either.
With five brass, four reeds and four
rhythm instruments, supplemented
by Henderson's piano work, it shows

Elaine Barrie Barrymore comes
here from her nitery break-in date
at the Tic-Toe club, Montreal, and
is bringing in the customers who'd
like to gander the gal who made the
headlines awhile back. It's her first
pro appearance in town.
The ex-spouse of John Barrymore
is restrained, personable and knows
sings three numbers, a bit on the
risque side, but not blue enough to

JIMMT BUNN

HURRICANE,

Gub Reviews

T.)

Waldorf-Astoria, N. T.
Fletcher. Henderson Orch (14); 3
Dinah Shore is the hottest new
singer of the day, a click on the air, Rhythm Debs; 3 Businessmen of
the wax and ditto in the Waldorf- Rhythm; 4 Kit Kots; Dynamite JefAstoria's Wedgwood Room.
Holly- lerson; Hatvlev * Lec; 'Mr. and Mrs.
North' (M-G).
wood, next stop.
Moderne songstress, as hep in her
songaloging as a 52d street cat
Apollo this session offers a. new
knows how to merchandize -her pops, all-Negro unit built around Fletcher
and she peddles them .to fabulous Henderson's band. Fredericks Bros,
returns here. The applause is stac- own the setup and plan to send it on
Harry Gourfain, former procato, the insistence flatteringly ex- tour.
uberant
ducer at the Strand, N. Y., has lent
Her book runs from "You Made a hand in polishing.it up.- Apollo
Me Love You,' an oldie in 1942 pat- has added one turn on its o\krn, Cats
'Everything'; 'Blues in the and the Fiddle, to slretoh the 58tern;
Night,' her personal No. 1 Hitparad- minute revue.
er; 'I Said No' (wherein she showUnit looks like it will have some
manly asks the audience not to dis- potentialities alter Gourfain's expert
close the now familiar punchline; and hand has had further opportunity to
it's still highly palatable, incidentalwork on it. but as it stands now it's
ly), and, finally, 'Embraceable You,' pretty sick. Couple of the acts show
Gershwin excerpt. It's a variety of sparks ol talent, but their showmanvocal rhythmpatlon which she makes ship must be developed. It adds up
coiint all the way for heavy returns. tor a pretty dull hour In present torm.
Miss Shore works dinner and
Henderson's exit as m.c. is one of
supper here; the fetching Harlmans, the major changes needed to inject
ballroomology, Illc into the show. Band leader ofzany
their
with
suppers only; and the new band, fers nothing but the most mundrne
Freddy Martin (Band Reviews), is introductions, isn't certain of himAbel.
plenty OK for sound.
self in bringing acts back for encores and generally gives the imSparkling
pression of listlessness.
ELAINE BARRIE BARRYMORE
personality m.c. could do much to
Singer
give the unit the punch it needs.
ClDb Ball, Phllly

local

RAE &

(APOLLO, J«.

12 MIns.
.

Hotel Somerset, Boston

The

Fletcher Henderson Revue

Songs

With Josh White

Night

Unit Reviews

DINAH SHORE

HOLMAN
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sock perlormer and rates leatured
billing he gets along with Ozzle Nelson.
He wrings laughs with lacial
contortions and skloi around the in-

strument

board

with

a

woo-woo

For those who haven't seen
him belore he's ton h-^'e; the others
take him good-naturedly.
Show gets Its prpatost retback Irom
flourish.

the singles.

Kay Mnyfleld

Elliott, vocalists,

anc^ Lorrie
are run-of-the-mill,

and the leatured dancers. Vera Lee'
and Evelyn Sloane, lall to uncork
any expertness. Murtah Sisters grimace and cavort In the manner of
three Martha p.iycs. but their stuff
.'cems dated and strains for laughs.
numerable occasions. They register Fred Scott is still .nroHP'I with his
boogierobust pipes, and ,'!u<rar Poise sparks
their usual click with their
the line ol girls. Snmp rTort should,
woogie rhythm.
Accompanying the show in work- be made to improve th» room's
manlike lashion is Al Fielding's acoustics, which puts the singers at
band, -which also plays lor dansapa- a Hisadvantage.
Granny i.sn't oh too l^n? this time,
tlon.
Los Gaballeros. headed by
Nino Blanca, Uke care ol the lulls. taking over early to fo'l how he dlsPenny Davis is the rhumba-eonga covercl Te-'as rp^ipn fnd started
her off at the E' F.->v r'nb in New
instructress.
The Bali-Lovelies, chorines easy on York. He uses 'his b?i-i{r,att)ng dethe orbs, have some new production vice to intro the first production
routines that are plenty okay. The number, which Miss Geise In the
She's lively
gals, who are much above the run- Guinan imiersonatlon.
ol-lhe.mill in terps ability, also take and keeps the others h-iuoinp. Best
care ol the 'Boomps-a-Daisy' finale, mass spot In the revu# Is a Victory
with the customers as partners. Mil- number, with the lull company sharthe sitters
natriotics
and
ing
in
the
dred Rcy staged the dance numbers.
lending voice to V. S. marching
Shal.
'Easter Sunday in Harlem
sonss.
brines out the strutters in a lively

YACHT CLUB,

PITT

session.

Nelson's music, is well liked around
its dansablc Quality and reIrom hot licks. It's geared lor
clientele, mostly ol the stolid
citizenry, and the crowded floot at
Jackie Heller; Jack Guiynne; dance time testifies to the leg Iteh.
tle
Judy Ellington: Dolly Bell; Barry; He also plays lor the production and
Prince & Cark; Shirley Heller; Don gives it the necessary lilting lilt.
Ostrow Rhumba Band (5); Sandro;
Inlormallty ol the room and care$1.50-$2 minimum.
free romping of. the chorines have
long been major as-icls to the GarNilty little floor show at Little dens' success.
Quality of the floor
with show matters little, so this issue ol
Heller's river spot,
Ja(:kie
everybody suited to the room and NTG's
impresariolng.'
'premiere
Heller him- should do as well as precedlni! ones.
clicking in it as well.
several
alter
town,
in
Helm, .
is
back
selt
weeks ol out-of-town bookings, and
while he seldom sings when there's
another vocalist on the bill, halfRlti, Root, Boston, oper.a May 10
pint's working late enough n6t to with Manager Ed Wyner Uylng tp
interfere with Judy Ellington, who's decide lor first band from this trios
on early. Lot of warbling, on curFreddie Martin and
with Barry, Prince Henry Busse,
rent

here lor

Pittsburgh, Feb. 20.

Herman Middleman Orch

bill,

and Clark

what

also around, but

(8); Lit-

liel

this

mediums Guy Lombarde.

'
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Wednesday, February 25, 1942
He
of his work.
widow end son.

Inside Stuff-Legit
Equity Bcccpv

claims for unpaid commissions due casting agents and
collects from members, provided the sums due are not more than three
years old. It also advises casters on riders to contracts and for such serv
ices Equity feels that it earns the $125 annual fee from agents recently
Inaugurated. Rule applicable to members is that failure to pay commisKlons makes them liable to discipline, but so far as known there has been
no refusal to pay once Equity demands it.
Actors having claims for salary or other money due from managers
must, however, Ale claims within six weeks, claims of longer standing
rarely being accepted. There is no time limit for managerial liability to
pay and recently a settlement was made on unpaid salaries dating back
.

eight years.

James R. .Reilly, on orders from the board of the League of New York
Theatres, has advised managers, not to give grosses to newspapers. Not
Infrequently pjess agents telephone or wire drama departments the figure!, mostly when It is' indicated' a hit has been scored.
Reilly explains
that when negotiatmg wage scales with unions it is 'impossible' to convince them that business is poor in i^jneral, union people invariably exhibiting clippings of big takings registered here and there.
Fact is that grosses are trade news and the order is not supposed to
Include 'Variety,' which will continue to print the estimated weekly takes.
Trick stage busmess used in 'Plan M,' which opened last week at the
Belasco, N. Y., was contrived by Robert Reinhart, magician and formerly
with 'Variety.' Effect involved having a single actor play two different
parts, apparently being killed and .';towed in a cabinet onstage, then being
replaced by another character impersonating him. Besides appearances
ae a magician at the Rainbow Grill. N. Y., end special children'! matinees
at the Guild, N. Y., Reinhart has appeared In or been technical consultant
tor Broadway productions of 'School for Husbands,' 'Days to Come,' 'New

is

survived by a

CHATTER
Dick English is writing a short
story for Collier's before moving to
parts unknown as war correspondent
for the mag.
Robert Service, poetic creator of

Lee, Va.

Sir

Bob Burkhardt, Hollywood writer

h

the censors' attention as
B toon as the new censorship LOde was
" Itsued on Jan. IS.
On receipt of Sorrels' verdict, Jan.
17, presses wre stopped and there
was a two-day delay in running the
Post until another, story was substituted and the presses replated. There
waa no objection to the color land
black-and-white photos which ac
•ompahled the text, so thoy were,
run In the following week's issue
with black lines deleting a number
article to

of words from th'e captions.
Despite the fact that all the mate'

the

defunct

Ledger

Evening

for

The Bulletin's buy makes it the
sole owner of AP service in the afternoon field. Not included in the
sale is the
is still

Ledger Syndicate, which

functioning.

Sunday Papers

at IZo

(22)

costs as reason.

rialization.

(9Anera1 LefflnR

Service

Men s

Spotty Reaction

Subscription price unaffected.

AP

Boasts Keavey

Hubbard Keavey

is new chief of
the Associated Press bureau in Los

Angeles.

Succeeds

Walter

B.

Clawson,

shifted to Honolulu.

LFTERATI OBITS
George W. Overton, '34, president
of the Reuben R. Donnelley Corp.,
printing house, die^l in Pasadena,
Cai., Feb. 16.

Harry Smith, 82, who established
the Duncan, B. C, Enterprise, Duncan's first newspaper, in 1900, died
at Kamloops, B. C, recently.
Edgar B. Bean,

53,

news

editor and

sisters.

Pbllly Bulletin Plays Safe

goodwill,

name and AP

Stuart Caaoy
.Reynolds Dennlslon
Hector MacDonald

Lathrop

Stiiff

^H',chel

Rarl Johf

O'QallMgher
Major Stanton

Wing Com. Kleshly
Major Carter
Oonervl Calverly
General Oaynor
Qeneral Margolles

.'Qerald

Desmond

Wilfred RdRO
John Mnhin
Eilmond Le Comte
Theodore Clapper

Quy

ftpaull

Albert Laurence

Francis E. Gosling, 40, reporter for
the N. Y. Daily Mirror, died Feb. 22

oC bronchial pneumonia
few years

in N.^ Y.

A

he uncovered the
existance of a bogus passport ring
ago

and three men were convicted in
franchise of the N. Y. federal court as a result

tended period of years, with the resultant changes to the characters and
the family homestead. As in 'Land
adversity brings reformation. But,
of course. It lacks the pungency of
'Foxes' and
the theatricalism of
'Land.'

Ehrmann has made the common
playwritlng error of not getting his
essential action started until well into
the second act. Apparently with the
idea of adding emphasis, he shows
how the heroine's compromise loses
her first her sweetheart and then her
son and how, by marrying for security she fjlls to get even that.
But
most of this seems repetitious. For
the purposes of the vital message the
leading character delivers at the
close,
the discursive preliminary
events could have been ttlescoped
into a compact scene, or at least an
act.
So while the final speech about
the obligations and opportunities of
is mildly uplifting. It is not
clarifle* by the general outline of

freedom

Mar Onlreg the play.

This war drama Is questionable
theatre. 'Plan M* Is fantastic, though
In special ads prior to the opening
the management pointed out that the
story may not be impossible in the
of recent events.
author's

Russell Lewis' rigid staging does
nothing to vitalise the drama, while
the uneven Individual performances
are insufficient to put the play across.

Barbara CNeil, principal featured
lead. Is a convincing heroine, but the
Coast
Inherent weakness of the character
premise Impresses as a better picture she plays doesn't permit an exciting
Idea.
performance.
Russell Hardie is a
Nazi connlvers plant three men In sincere, if stilted, male lead, while
England's war office, one impersonat- Howard St. John. George L. Spaulding the general In command of oper- Ing, Watson White and Walter Burke
ations against intraslon. If that lai't impress In supoorting parts. Louise
regarded as too Improbable the new Galloway handles two attractive firstmelodrama' could get across, for there act scenes expertly, but Harlan
Is no doubt that the performance
Brlggs overplays the part of an evil
holds Interest almost throughout financier, and John Draper Is unable
Script could have been cut more, to clarify an obscurely written juvletdowns coming when femine char- enile role. Peter Hobbs seems striacters become too gabby.
dent as the Imoetuous abolitionistSetting includes a teletype ma- sweetheart, while Hilda Bruce and
chine, a telephonic loud speaker for James O'Neill suffer through unatKobe.
Incoming ana outgoing conversations, tractive parts.
with the general getting reports and
barking orders, also a large map of
Britain with flashing lights, to Indicate the. points of aerial attack and
spots where Nazi iire coming ashore.
There is also a large medical cabTICKET
inet, used by the general for treatments. Doctors and attendants are
German secret agents ant] the comThe N. Y. ticket code enforcement
manding officer Is killed within the
cabinet. Nazi trio then go Into ac- board has cracked the whip on those
tion, one assuming the po.st of Genagencies which did not pay back
eral Sir Hugh Winston. It's a perfect
impersonation,
not detected levies, but has eased up so far as
even by his office staff until his na- this season Is concerned.
Undertive arrogance shows through.
He
has by that time killed the admiral stood that none have been paying
who defies his orders and his co- the 8c per ticket required by the
conspirators realize they have decode and that they will not be asked
vised a Frankenstein.
The Nazis extract the real defense to make such paymei.ts. Levy has
Plan
from the safe and substitute been one of the chief complaints of
their own.
Reports from field offi- the brokers since the code became
cers declare the Invasion hordes are operative and it was claimed the
over-powering, until Winston Is shot nick was the differenc between
and another officer takes over. The profit and loss. Originally they had
secretary detects the fraud when thej
to pay 3%c. per ticket, but the perlight

To CSI
Wide

Legits

disparity has been

CODE EASING UP ON

TAX

AGCYS; PER

a three-ring circus of unfortunate
behavior, experience has shown.
It has been suggested that Im
provement In the conduct of the
minority, or their absence altogether,
might be achieved by better billing
of the legiters.
It should be made
clear, a number of theatre officers phoney
general
makes amorous
feel, that these are straight plays. nasses at ber
the real general was
Most of the boys come in thinking her father.
Len Doyle plays Winston, spurious
they are going to see vaude units
and many never realize that that's and otherwise, giving the best performnnce. Lumsden Hare is one of
not what they are seeing.
the Germans, while Douelas Gilmore
Difference In Attendance
is the more sinister of the Nazis.
Reports now available for the pe- Ellis Irvine. Charles Gerrard and
Staoleton Kent are staff officers who
riod from Jan. 17 to 27 indicate
And faults in the plan, but are uncurious difference in attendance be- able to fathom
the reason. Reynolds
tween the two shows now out, 'Out Dennlston Is good as the admiral: so
of the Frying Pan' and 'Junior Miss. is Stuart Casey, aid to the prime
'Miss,' with 85% of capacity attendminister
Anne Burr k the secreance, did. just about twice as well tary, well played, while Margery
Is okav as her mother.
as 'Pan,' with 43% capacity.
Camp Msiide
Aldrlch & Meyers, th'e nrodiicers,
show average for all type units is
had 'Margin for Error' two sea.sons
56%, although figures aren't truly ago. It, too. was an antl-NazI play,
comparable because vaude 'groups but leavened with comedy, main
give two shows nightly to one for reason It clicked.
Tbee.

M

—

It

editor of N. Y.
of a stroke, Feb. 22,
said In his letter he held the story at his office shortly after making up
objectionable because of Army In- an early edition of the paper.
He
telligence's opposition to 'publication had been with the News for over 19
of oollected information of military years and had been news editor for
valua which an agent could gather the past 15 years. Surviving is a
widow,
Mabel
Greene,
feature
writer
and assemble himself only at the ex
panse of considerable time and ef' for the N. Y. Sun, a brother and two

Threat of competition by another
•vanlng paper was removed by the
Philadelphia Evening Bulletin last
week, when the sheet- bought the

..

James Ooggln

Naval
ColoTiel

Examiner
(Hearst
and
(independent)
Sunday
boosted their Sunday street-sale
price to 12c, announcing increased legiters.

Frisco
'Chronicle

rial came from newspaper clippings acting - managing
and Army piess- releases, Sorrels Daily News, died

fort.'

Dr.

Commander Spayer

&

shown by
soldiers In their i-eception to the two
two frtsb shows cancelled out.
'A Kiss For Cinderella' was slated for the Hub. Management decided legiters now touring the USO-Camp
that, as it was not new, out-of-town showings were unnecessary and the Shows, Inc., circuit. Great many of
revival will open at the- Music Box, N. Y., week of March 10 after several the soldiers Ilka the comedies impreviews. It will be scaled at $2.75 top. The other switch was 'Without
mensely, but a minority in each
Love,' which will play other eastern stands prior to the Shubert, N. Y.
camn seems to lack knowledge of
According to John Ppllock, general manager for John Golden, it'll prob- what a straight play is and disrupt
ably be the No. 2 company of 'Claudia,' with Phyllis Thaxter in title role. performances and annoy the rest of
Instead of original troupe, headed by Dorothy McGulre, which goes to the the audlence_..with ^whistling,, un^
Coast this summer for a run. Broadway productiop, which opens tour In coinplimentary comments and sugPittsburgh March 9, is booked as far as Boston, where it gets tmder way gestive remarks.
Incidentally, whatever may have
April 20, while Chi company's last stand in east is Detroit, opening May 4.
Since Miss McGuiie, however, is due in Hollywood June 1 to begin screen been the reason for ditching 'My
version of Rose Franken hit the expected four-week run in Boston will Sister Eileen' after It had been In
rehearsal three weeks and was ready
•llmlnate any chance of her doing it on Coast.
to go on tour has proved fortunate,
managers with the legiters now feel.
B. Jay Kaufman, pioneer Broadway columnist, has had 17 of bis playlets
Although 'Eileen' is far from what
and muslcomedy sketches compiled in book form by Samuel French under
can be considered dirty or suggesthe title of 'Higblowbrow and Othe;: Sketches.' Of the 17, Kaufman's
tive, it has some scenes and dialog
."Kisses' perhaps is best known, serving as William Gaxton's vehicle in the
in It that the soldier-minority would
big-time vaude days for six seasons, while the title sketch was Bill Hallihave imdoubtedly found the basis for
gan'i vehicle for yean.

$40,000.

Ethan Poy

Admiral Fomaworth.

and press agent, sold The Diary of a
TriWar Wife' to the Register
liune Syndicate, for newspaper »e-

Faces' and' 'Liberty Jones.'

Satevepost Bows to Censorship
Last week's issue of the Satevepost
ihowed evidence of unusual sleps
taken by the mag to comply with
the new U. S. censorship. An article
was dropped out of the previous
week's (14) edition after it was
printing, but the pictures accomrsrlng it and the letter from the
S. Office of Censorship asking
that the story be withheld was
printed last week (21).
Story was on construction and de
valopment of defense projects and
United
northwestern
iii
plants
It was by Richard L. NeuStates.
Post, in a prelude to the
berger.
letter from John H. Sorrels, assistant director of the O. of C, pointed
out that it voluntarily brought the

PLANM
.MolodrAma in Ihrco acia prOMntod at the
by Aldrlch £
N. Y., rrb. 20.
Myera; written by JnnieH Kdwiinl Orant;
staffed by Mnrlon Clorlng, Mttlns by Lemuel Ayerv; SS.SO top.
A. P. Kaye
Orderly Honon
Joanna Duncan
Mrs. BodleiKh
Anne BunSlarjorlo Barr
BpIiik-o,

'Dangerous Dan McGrew' and other Colonel Cloffir
Slaploton Kent
Bllla Irving
Alaskan characters, playing a bit Wins Commander Rambeau
Mra. Barr
.Manrery Maude
role in The Spoilers' at Universal Rear Admiral Spring
Charlea Gemrd
Don Craig, former Washington Brljtadler Husted
Nell FItzRerald
Qeneral
Sir
High
Winston
Len Doyle
Dally News drama critic and 'VaDr. Haweji
LumsdOD Hare
riety' correspondent, has been upped Colonel Corllaa
..Douglna Ollmore
TjAthrop Mitchell
from private to sergeant at Can^ Private Thuraton
Private McCoy....'
Edmond L« Comte

Boston has been wondering why there has been a booking lapse this
winter after it had proven an excellent theatre town for the paat two or
three seasons. Looked like the paucity of shows might be corrected, but

Pat, goat in 'Porgy and Bess,' at the Majestic, N. Y., is now being walked
to the theatre by his attendant, Joe Omberti, Instead of being brought in
t truck, as formerly. Clarence Jacobson, company manager, ordered the
thange with the idea of getting the animal back to normal weight.
Cast members have made a pet of the goat and have been feeding him
•weet^ thereby getting him too fat for 'Catfish Row realism.

Plays on Broadway

Henry A. Tanmana, 47, editor and
publisher of the Waukesha (Wis.)
Daily Freeman, died Feb. 20 following an operation.

may have been

the territories
played that caused the difference In
attendance at the two legiters, as
other factors, such as weather, size
of theatres, number of men in camps,
etc., were pretty nearly equal.
'Miss'
was playing mostly, at Fort Bragg,
N. C, where there are many more
New York boys than at the camps in
the Texas, region played by 'Frying
Pan.'

switching the

title

of the unit.

forcement fund, amount being estimated around $10,000.
Indicated
that there have been few complaints
about over-charging and therefore
no reason for check -p on the
agencies by under-cover people.
Formerly four or five persons were
.

.

sent to agencies to make ticket purchases, coin coming from the enforcement fund.

Agreement between the brokers
and the code set-up is that if there
is a surplus it shall be rebated prorata among the agencies. Kickbacks
are in abeyance, but may be made
at the end of the season.

UNDER THIS ROOF
Drama

Jn three Ocls (four scenes) by HerEhrmann. Pealures Barbara O'Nell.
Hardie, Louise OalloWay. Harlan
Staved by Russell Lewis, setting
Perry WntKlns. ooslumos by Ei-nest
.Shr.-lppB.
Presented by Russril Lewis and
Rita Hnioinn. nt WlndAor theatre, N. T..

bert B.
Russell
BrlgRs.

Gish Replaces Gisb

by

Pob. 22. •ii;

$3.r!0

lop.

Granny Warren
Louise Qalloway
Abner Won-en
OoorKe L. Spaulding
Cornelia Warren
Barbara O'Nell
Elm Warren
nussell Hardie
Attendance figures reveal that in Horace Drury
Howard .11. John
Hilda Bruce
eight performances 'Miss' drew about Nora..
Qlbeon Warren
Peter Hobbs
6,500 boys.
Chat's an average of a David Warren
John Draper
Mr. Gosanway
little- better than 800 per
llorlan Brigge
perform- Senator Flower
Watson White
ance, with auditoriums capable of I-:lloon O'Shaughnessy
Alenndra Brackett
seating around 1,000.
Waller Burke
Attendance .<!ean O'Shoughnessy
Jnmf;s O'Neill
ran from 601 one night to 1,041 (be- Sidney Snow
yond capacity) -another.
In "Under This Roof,* Herbert B.
For 'Frying Pan,' 4,200 boys turned Ehrmann.
Boston
attorney
and
out -in nine performances. That's
an George Pierce Baker disciple, has
average of around 470 per perform- written t\ morality play on the theme
ance, with capacity of houses again that one cannot compromise his ideals
without
losing them. The drama also
about 1,000.
Attendance ran from
draws various parallels between con153 to 1,315.
Latter was jn a 1,500- ditions
of Civil War times and those
scat theatre of the Naval Air Ssrv- of
the present day. As a first proice in Corpus Christi, Tex.
Navy, duced play. 'Under This Roof is a
generally, has been turning out bet- worthy and occasionally Interesting
ter for CSI shows than the Army.
attempt,
but it doesn't generate
'Music in the Air,' CSI concert enough action for Broadway success.
Play has certain, resemblances to
unit with a slightly long-hair tinge,
Lillian Hcllman's 'The Little Foxes'
continues to be badly received. Billand to the Edna Ferber-George S.
ing has been changed in attempt
to Kaufman "The Land Is Bright.* Like
eliminate all those except genuine the former, it shows how greed cormusic lovers, but soldiers still come rupts and ultimately ruins an old,
in expecting to find pretty girls and respected family, only In the case of
a couple comics. Contemplated now 'Roof the locale Is shifted from the
is

centage was reduced.

Reason for letting up on ticket
payments is said to be that there is
enough money on hand in the en-

Minneapolis, Feb.

24.

Lillian Gish stopped here over night
en route to Sioux Falls, S. D., to re'Life

place

her

With

Father,'

sister,

Dorothy,

who

is

in

indisposed.

-Another 'Life With Father' company,
with Margalo Glllmore, was playing here during Miss Gish's visit.

Dorothy Gish is resting in Denver
because of recurrent abdominal ailment. Part In 'Father' calls for her
running up and down stairs 21 times
during each performance and Miss
Gish require a complete rest periodically.

She

when

Is
it

expected to rejoin the show
plays Denver in two weeks.

'Apples' for

B'way

Hollywood, Feb.

Eugene
Frances
Eden,'

.

24.

acquired
has
Bryden
Agnew's play, 'Apples in
.

for

Broadway

Laura Wilck,

who

production.
negotiated the

sale, also closed deals for

'Our First

Murder,' by Robert Prcsnell and
Marion Gering, and 'Day After Tomorrow,' by .Anne WallSTS.
'Murder,' which goes into rehearSouth to New England. Like 'Land sal next month, will have ZaSu Pills
Is Bright,' the drama spans an exin the starring role.

LEGITIMATE
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Best Actors Fond Benefit

Don t Call Me 'Stupid'

Grosses $7,000; Cream
Actors pique was behind the complaint of five Equltyitea that AI
Knight sought 10% commission for placing them in a musical atoclc
date, the charges leading to the revoking of the agent's permit. According to them the caster said that while the usual commission for
legit is 9%, double that percentage applied for stocli engagements. It
seems they went to Equity's- office and sought the reason why the
commission for stock jobs was higher.
Four of the quintet had not previously played itocI<. When they
were told the commission was the same as for regular production, they
huddled and came to the conclusion that the agent had Insulted their
intelligence. StUl in that mood they registered a formal complaint

Of Name Crop on Tap
The eoth annual benefit for the
Actors Fund of America, to a $13.25
scale, Sunday night (22) at the Imperial, N. Y., grossed around $7,000,
plus an as yet -undetermined Intake
from the programs. Easily the best
Fimd benefit it played like a wellrehearsed production, and rates as
a pretty tough pattern to follow.
Being the

Equity CouncO Gets Pro and Con

Agcy. Agreement;

Little

Question of entering Into a basic
agreement with casting agents was
again discussed by Equity's councU
yesterday (Tuesday) and those opposed to the application argued that
such a pact would' only open a way.

On

Hope for Deal

WAR FORCES PfTT U TO
CANCEL ANNUAL SHOW
Pittsburgh, Feb. 24.

University of Pittsburgh's Cap and
Also Gown Club has cancelled its annual
alway» musical this year for the first time
since organization was started. War,
hands
which has cut Into undergraduate
tied and therefor has, with one. exranks seriously, and early graduaception, avoided term arrangements tion were given as the reasons.
It has a basic
with other groups.
Cap and Gown show was always

demands by the

for

casters.

pointed out that Equity has
been opposed to having its

agreement with the managers, entered into (or the main purpose of
Committee
stabilizing production
recommendation for a one-year
agreement with agents was tabled

tome weelts ago.

New members

the background of the agency situation and because of that the history
with agents' previous moves for a
deal with Equity was sketched. They
were reminded of the costly court
case when the late Willie Edelstein
alleged Equity's permit or license
system was in restraint of trade.
U. S. Supreme Court ruled that
Equity had the right to say under
what condition its members worked.
Agents association at that time a928)

sought an agreement.

councillors engaged in radio
and other entertainment fields are

accustomed to pay 10% commissions,
allowed except for leglt, where the
supposed limit Is 5%. It is no secret
that the casters aim to double the
take for stage engagements. EquityItes, who are determinedly opposed
to increasing commissions, aver it
would only be a short time when the
-

percentage would be increased to
15% or more, a certain numlier being willing to pay that much to get
Jobs.

also

state

the

idea

of

the

present rule

Is to protect the rank
and file, who get $50 or $60 In engagements that too often last but
short periods. Equity isn't so much
concerned with high bracketed ac-

tors,

who

agents

are willing to pay their

10% and probably

do.
Another objective of the casters is
the right to obtain exclusive privilege to place actors for a period of
60 days, which is also strongly op-

posed.
Opposing argument is that
players would not have the opportunity to obtain jobs handled by
other agents,
self

or even placing himwithout paying commission to

the agent
Similar practice among managers
and agents was stopped last fall,
when the pact between the managers and Equity was extended for
two years. If a producer engages
an actor dlrect'he cannot refer him
to a agent who would get commission for merely making out a contract
Previously- that was a cus-

tom

in

Canteen

some managerial

offices.

in

Basement

44th Street
All Set to

Go

Show

business and public will get
and only views of the
servicemen's 'Heaven on 44th Street'

own show,

it

Opposes Equity's Anti-Ism
SEE N.Y. BILL OKAYED,

ACTOR NIX

LIFT CHILD

Buffalo, Feb. 24.

of

Most Pay Mass. 210G

first

A
In

Broadway play 'The Ladder.'
judgment against Massachusetts
favor

of

Uavls

for

$1,000,000

damages was reversed and rendered

the

state of $208,516.

waa
last

recipients to vote 'no'

on the grounds that Bert Lytell wai
alleged to have stated the Communist-Nazi-Fasoist issue might just
as well be dropped.

is

said to

That brought an emphatic denial
from the Equity head, who repudi-

favor the Ehrlich bill and, through
the Assemblyman's efforts. It is exVinton Freedley, chairman of the pected that tile organization will not
entertainment
committee,
kudoed interfere with performan-e of 'Watch
Keane Waters for his general stage on the Rhine' and 'Macbeth,' both of
direction; maestro Max Meth, and which are booked Into the Erlanger.
thereafter Marty May, Benny Baker, Those shows have kid actors, im'
Danton Walker and Danny Kaye al- portant in the cast of 'Watch' but
ternated as emcees. Elsa Maxwell, more so In Tather.' Touring com
Jimmy Walker, Joseph Schlldkraut panles of the latter comedy are In
and Boris Karloff were alternately the west but before they return the
billed to do the conferenciering, but new measure will probably' be on
did not show up.
the statute books.
Robert Shaw, conducting Fred
Waring's Glee Club, Billy deWolfe,
Paula Laurence, Harland Dixon, RichResolts
ard Gordon and Hoy Roberts with Legit Reports
a Lambs Club excerpt the Jooss BalIn Paralysis Fond Drire;
let, Joe E.
Lewis, Evelyn Famey,
John Hoysradt, Gertrude Lawrence
(enthusiastically salvoed with her
Incomplete Gross $27,520
reprise of yesteryear muslcomedy
hits; accomped by Johnny Green);
Enthusiastic report of the legitiBill Robinson, Mary Jane Walsh and
Danny Kaye accounted for a sock mate theatre committee for the 1042

entire proceedings.

made in the cirAfter he was deluged with
queries by members advocating the

OK

cular.

amendment as to why he changed
his mind, Lytell declared his position was well known in the matter.
He said that when the petition for
the amendment was verified by the
council, the latter decided riot to
further participate in the discussion
other than mail

it

out to the

mem-

bership.

Mervin Williams, a councillor who
asked for the use of the mail'ug list
alleged Lytell had advocated dropping the issue. When others in the
council said no such expression was
made before that body by Lytell,
Williams claimed it was spoken at
the quarterly meeting in December,
also denied,

Williams is among those who
mailed out the circular. He is appearing in "Cafe Crown,' Cort N. Y.,

in the same cast of which are Sam
Jaffe and others who have opposed
of Dimes campaign in aid of the amendment since inception. The
the InfantUe Paralysis Fund shows' circular mostly reached persons appearing in shows on Broadway and
that, during the week of Jan. 26on the road. A deputy of a touring
31, $27,620 was collected, with sevshow sent the literature back to
eral theatres still to be heard from.
Lytell with the notation that it was
Collections were made In 57 theatres
not even posted on the bulletin
in and outside New York during a
total of 3B3 performances.
Some of board.
Indicated that opposition to the
the smaller stands which played le
glters turned over the money to the amendment will not cease even if
"it is voted into the constitution, beETC. motion picture committee.
No explanation was made as to cause 'some actors have too much
why no collections were made at the time on their hands' and are natural
Drive is on to form a union of Empire, N. Y., ('Life With Father') agitators. Lytell is devoting nearly
all his time to army and navy camps
legit, theatre ushers, doormen and and the Strand, Ithaca ('Theatre').
matrons and when that organization
Broadway theatres turned in the entertainment. Recently, when ha
mentioned shows to be sent to ceris completed, every class of theatre largest total, but several out-of-town
employe will have been unionized. houses individually topped New tain spots for servicemen, officers
Move is being made by the Interna' York. Chicago audiences were par. expressed the hope that the 'right
tlonal Alliance of Theatrical Stage ticularly
money people' would be on the bills. That
best
responsive,
Employees (stagehands), affiliated coming from the Erlanger ('Panama indicated to him that they were
with the American Federation of Hattie.') which collected $1,518. At aware of reports that there are quite
Labor. lA claims that Its lastest aC' the Harris (The Corn Is- Green'), & number of radicals in Equity.
tivity Is to keep out CIO, which is Chicago, $1,227 was secured. At the
reported trying to get a foothold in National,
(Tobacco
Washington
the theatre.
Road'), the count was $1,271 (13

March

first half.

WOULD

Sightseers

may

inspect the revivi-

club at 'Pound Parties,' one for
people on Saturday (28)
and one for the public Sunday (1).
Admission will be by a pound of
fied

theatrical

.

anything that the canteen will be
able to use preferably sugar, which

—

it is having difficulty in getting.
Canteen will officially open for
servicemen on Monday (2) without
to
affinity
Its
public ceremony.
heaven in minds of soldiers and
sailors,
who have already been

arow.:id looking (or it arises from the
fact that all the sandwiches, soda,'
Indicated result will be to seek
coffee and confections they can conmore wages for ushers and the
sume will be available to them abothers.
Some theatres pay ushers
In addition, there'll
solutely cuffo.
$1.25 per performance, or $10 weekly
be a flock of ingenues and Powers
with the captain getting $16 and $18
models constantly on hand to sit
Shubert theatres
by the week.
with them and act as hostesses. And
usually pay ushers $1 per shirw.
continuous entertainment from the
Average theatre playing straight
time the canteen opens at 5 p.m
plays employs eight usher^, but only
until it closes at midnight.
during perremain
on
duty
four
Club will seat around 300, has a
The other four are on
formances.
sizeable dance floor and a good comCovered hand from 8 to 9:30 nightly, similar
bination bandstand-stage.
matinees.
for
going
arrangement
years
10
with the grime pf almost
Long and short shifts are alternated
(it hasn't been open since pre-re
lATSE was supposed to operate
being completely
is
spot
peal),
renovated with labor contributed by on the other side of tlie curtain, but
the various theatrical craft unions. In recent years sought to include the
Porters cleaned it scenic designers front of the house. B»an was to take
new decor, studio in house, company managers and
the
planned
painters are applying their brushes press agents, but staff people are on
to everything but the walls, walls their own as a union. Ticket sellers
are being covered with murals by (treasurers), however, are under the
scenic painters and cartoonists, Uie- lA wing, having split away from
'

'

electrical supply companies
providing fixtures and elec
tricjans union is hanging them, and

atrical

are

the "association of Theatrical Agents
is providing general

supervision.
Music for the spot will be provided
free by Muzak. Hammond Organ is
also being contributed and a number
o( musicians and musical organiza
tions

Emlyn WUliams Slated
To Stage London 'Rhine'

In favor of the state, but Davis was
London, Feb. 1.
allowed $550,000 damages as a credit
Emlyn Williams will direct Lil
on a tax judgment of $724,000. The lian Hellman's play, 'Watch on the
Interests on the various Judgments Rhine,' when it is produced here.
was computed' to make the net award
Leads will be played by Diana
to

week asking

USHERS, MATRONS,

N.Y.

have Ijeen line up to play.
Jane Cowl and Selena Royle are
Austin, Texas, Feb. 24.
general chairmen o( the project
Ihe Third Texas Court of Civil with various committees under them
weekly
Appeals entered a judgment on Feb scurrying around for regular
(no beer
18 whli^Ji holds that the Common- donations o( food and drink
wealth of Massachusetts is entitled or liquor will be served) and arrangand
to approximately $210,000 taxes from ing for hostesses, entertainment
Edgar B. Davis, of Luling, Texas, other contributed help.
rubber and oil man and backer of
the

denied, a circular

ated the statements

Governor Lehman.
Children's Aid Society

performances);
Spirit"),

('Blithe

Assn.

of

$1,081

Prince' and 'Louisiana
$1,277 (nine performances).
In New York, with 27 theatres col-

was
Happens On

lecting, the total
ter
in

('It

the top

CPorgy and

amount

$11,997.

Cen-

turned
$1,255; Majestic
Ice'),

Bess'), collected $1,038.

Capacity of the varioas houses and
the size of audiences figured in a
variance in the collections, the
standout shows accounting for the
most sizeable sumsCredit for the showing is given
managers of theatres and shows,
Collecting
their staffs and ushersboxes were passed down the aisles
after a .short set speech, usually delivered by one of the actors.

Theatrical

Wynyard and Anton Walbrook.

STAGEHANDS
NEAR AGREEMENT

MGRS.,

Negotiations between N. Y. leglt
managers and stagehands over a new
contract continue, with the factions
reported nearing agreement Some
demands by the union are regarded
having have been made for the purposes of bargalnyig and are expected
to' be dropped. If some concessions
are granted. Deckhands are asking
for a .'5% tilt
Probability that an increase of
10% will be made, based on the fact
that the index figure on the cost of
living has gone up approximately
that much.
Higher wage will also
compensate crews In some measure
for the union requirement whereby
they murt lay off two performance*

weekly

to aid union's unemployed.
that the backstage forc«
virtually doubled for one-set
is said to have been skipped.

Demand

& Tlan M' Aimless After

Agents
Managers, formerly called the Theatrical Managers, Agents & Treasurers union, about two years ago.

the

Pittsburgh
(four per('Student
Purchase'),

Nixon,

formances); Cass. Detroit

be

shows

Producers Step Ont

and Managers

Edgar (ladder') Davis

list

was sent out

use of the Equity mailing

Before the season Is over this
stand may see 'Life With Father' and
other plays kept from showing because of child latHir regulations. Assemblyman Ehrlich has reintroduced
the child actors bill into the legissimilar
his
lature
and, although
measure was vetoed last year after
passing the Assembly, In redrafted
form it will probably meet the favor

Law

Further attempts to knock out the
anti-ism amendment referendum are
being made within Equity and one*
again it was argued out by Equity'*
council last weik.
Although the

John Powers models doubled as
usherettes for program sales; big
this weekend, after which it will be biz included a couple of hundred
Abel.
open solely to men in uniform and standee.
people working there. 'Heaven' is
the canteen being provided by the
American Theatre Wing for soldiers lA
UNIONIZE
and sailors in the old Little Club in
the basement of the 44th Street the-

their

atre,

Some

They

American Theatre Wing's

of the council, said

to favor making the grant to the
casters, were supposedly unaware of

also

a week's attraction at Nixon, local
legit house, in the late spring.

actors'

seemed to call out the cream of the
Broadway crop, and they gave generously and well of themselves. Result was that by the 11 p.m. intermission, with Peggy Wood, Clifton
Webb, Ella Logan, Senator Ford, the
DeMarcos, George Jessel, Yorke &
King, Eddie Cantor and Olsen &
Johnson yet to be heard from, it was
a good money's worth, although
most stayed far past midnight for the

48

Now

LyteD Belies Report He

'Public' Vice 'Kickers'
Fitting Fisher for

Khaki

After

reading

the

reviews

of

which opened Friday (20)
Richard
Y.,
N.
Carl Fisher, general manager for Aldrich and Richard Myers decided
George Abbott and Lindsay & to close the play Saturday night
Crouse, has been notified by the (21).
So far as the managers'
draft board to report next Tuesday financial
was conresponsibility
(3) for induction into the army. His cerned, they were out since 'M' had
general manager jobs will not be played the two weeks minimum
filled for the present, but Dan Mel- guarantee required by Equity, countnick, treasurer of the Fulton, N. Y., ing out of town showings.
will take over the company manPlay went on Monday (Washingagership of 'Arsenic and Old Lace,'
ton's Birthday) afternoon and night,
the Lindsay-Crouse production at
however, with Marion Gering, who
that house.
staged the meller by James Edward
Fisher's wife is Mary Mason, in
Grant seeking fresh backing. Equity
genue in 'Cafe Crown,' at the Cort, made an unusual concession by perN. Y., and title actress on the mitting Monday performances with'Maudie's Diary' program on CBS
being guaranteed, after
at

Walter Greaza, assistant exec sec
retary of Equity, has been film-tested

by 20th-Fox

in

New

York.

At N.Y. BrQadhurst

•Plan M,'

the

Although tickets are announced on
through the next month of

Belasco,

out salaries
the cast expressed willingness to
take a chance. Tuesday (24) there

was no performance.
to relight later in the

It

was hoped

week.

sale

'

George

Jessel's
'High
Kickers,'
Broadhurst, N. Y., 'My Dear Public,'
the Irving Caesar musical, is tentatively slated tor that house week

March

of

16.

debut

ready

for the
as slated, 'Kickers' will move across
street to the St. James, current
Gilbert and Sullivan troupe playing
there going to the road.
If 'Public' Is

4''.'.h

New London

Play

OK

London, Feb. 24.
'Jam Today,' which opened at th«
St,

an

Martin's theatre, Feb.

amusing

comedy

dialog.
It

was well received

19, Is

with

rated
witty

-
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B way Slips hto

Seasonal Slump;

$22m

'Spirilll2M

StiH Big

h Chi; 'Com' $16,000,

Baltimore, Feb. 24.
'Native Son' was a daring booking for this town at Ford's last
week. Throwing open the top gallery to colored patrons at 75c helped
boost week's take, which approxi-

Shows

mated fairish $8,800.
There was very little tesponse on
lower floor,"

Business started to taper off last grosses here even with subscription
week. Annual slide was interrupted support; dropped under $7,000.
'Plan M,' Belasco (D-1,000; $3.30).
by big business over the weekend, in
eluding Washington's Birthday mati
Opened IKt Friday (20); drew adnees Monday (23). Attendance that verse press; continuance doubtful.
night dropped as usual, President
'Spring Again,' Playhouse (15th
Business
Roosevelt's speech also keeping most week)
(CD-865: $3.30).
of the citizenry at their radio sets. perked and engagement indefinite
New ishows are on the down side.
for moderately successful grosser;
around
$8,000.
Estimates for Last Week
'Sons o' Fan,' Winter Garden (12th

Key: C (Coniedy),
(Cotncdy-Drama),

CD

M

(Musical),

O

D

(Drama),

week)

H

(Reyue),

leader

(Operetta).

'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton
(38th week) (CD-83a; $3.30). Bit off.
With the count over $13,000, and at
that level excellent profit is reg.

'Banjo

week)

Hollywood
(9th
Eyes,'
Among
(M-l.Se3;
$4.40).
grossers,
all
musical;

t>est

over

$31,000:

Monday

after-

noon there were 36 standees, indicating volume of holiday matinee
business that was general.
'Best Foot Forward,' Barrymore
(21st week) (M-I,104;$4.40). Bettered
$19,000, which is but slightly under
recent average: among best of the
season's musicals.
'Blithe
Spirit,'
Morosco
(16th
week) (CD-936; $3.30). Tapered towards the $16,000 level, but one of
the season's standouts; Chicago company opened promisingly, btit tak-

ings not as strong.
'Cafe Crown,' Cort (4th week)
(CD-1,064: $3.30). Looks aimed-formoderately successful engagement
and may further improve during
spring period: around $10,000.

'Clandla,''Booth (54th week) (CD712; $3.30). Still in the money, with
gross topping $8,000; Lincoln's Birthday week better than estimated;
$9,600 quoted in nine times; another
week, then 'Love, Laughter ^and

.

around $40,000 claimed.

They Should Have Stood
Mansfield

(C-1,050; $3.30).

In Bed,'

'Macbeth,' National (D-1, 162; $3.30).
Final and 15th week; Shakespearean
work drew profitable grosses right

around

The

with

$12,000,

week probably

Shubert

•

(C-1,402;

$15,000,

with pace

off

around

subscriptions,

despite

but,

has been slipping; under $9,000 last
week.
'Porgy and Bess,' Majestic (Sth

week) (M-1,175:

House

$2.75).

rec-

ords at scale claimed over weekend,
with standees in; some midweek matinee offishness, but otherwise a sock
draw; $22,500.
Gilbert and Sullivan, St. James
(5th

week)

Going on

(1,520; $2J20).

tour after another week;-'Pirates of
Penzance' drew favorable press;
Jooss Ballet dropped from double
bill;

$9,000 estimated.

'

$4.40).
Around
(M-1,142;
$15,000 again; started this week very
strongly, which may kick up the

gross.

It Happened on Ice,* Center (resumed engagement) (65th week)
Consistent money
(R-3,026; $1.65).
jnaker, with the scale strong factor t>ecause of Radio City draw; estimated around $23,000.
'Jason,' Hudson (5th week). (CDManagement hopeful
$3.30).

1,094;

of improvement, but under expectations so far; slightly under $5,000,
which may apptoxlmfite even break.
•Junior Miss,' Lyceum (14th week)
Capacity most
(CD-1,004; $3.30).
performances and hardly affected
last week, when takings bettered
$16,000.
In

the

Dark,'

Alvin

(re-

sumed) (45th week) (M-1,387; $4.40).
Continues to turn weekly progj and
gross strong considering opposition
of newer musicals; $22,000.
'Let's
Face It,' Imperial (17th

week)

SUghtly afperformances last
week, but only 'Sons of Fun* getting more coin; quoted over $33,000.

fected

^

^
W,

^

'

'Lite

Orleans (7).
Blithe Spirit'

(M-l°,450; $4.40).

evidently built It into hit class, despite lack of marquee names.
Estimates for Last Week
'Hellzapoppln,' Forrest (9th week)
(1,800; $3.42).
Back of eight-performance basis and grabbed' okay

Time'

With

Father,'

Empire

$24,600.

matinee

week, but cancelled
regular midweek afternoon show.
Apparently set until April, when
this

'Panama

Hattie' is expected.
'Gnest In the House,' Walnut (2d
week) (1,700; $2). A tryout without
names that clicked in positive style.

Zoomed
final

to

week.

$14,200

in

second and

'Native Son' this

week

for fortnight's stay.

Tobacco Boad,' Locust

(2d week)
(1,500; $1.50).
Ninth local visit was
again okay; $9,000 spelled profit.
'Watch on the Rhine' this week and
next.

B.O.

WALLOP

IN

HOLLYWOOD

(25-28);

profitable.

Cast Is already getting a tumble
from picture studios, with Audrey
Totter being tested at Warners.

—

'Hellxapbppin' (N. Y. Co.)— ForPhilly (25-7).
'Hellxapoppin'
(2d
Co.)— Munic.
Aud., Shreveport (25); City Aud.,
Jackson, Miss., (26); Aud., Memphis

American,

(27-28);

Louis (2-7).
Camp For(25-26); Kessler Field,

Tenn.

rest,

St.

(USO)

'Junior Miss'

—

Biloxi, Miss. '(28-2).
'Life, Laughter and Tears' (OneActers)—Court Square, Springfield,
Mass. (25); Bushnell Aud., Hartford
(26) Klein Aud., Bridgeport, Conn.
(27) McCarter, Princeton, N. J. (28);
Plymouth, Boston (2-7).

With Father' (2d Co.)—GarDuluth, Minn. (25); Fargo,
rick,
Fargo, N. D. (26-27); Dakota, Grand
Forks, N. D. (28); Fox, BiUings,
Mont. (2); Fox, Butte, Mont, (3);
Wilma, Missoula, Mont. (4); Fox,

Pace

(6)

Yakima, Wash.

Capitol,

;

Father,' at the 2,100-seat Lyceum
scaled at $2.75 top, breezed through
to good $18,600 for si* nights and
two matinees. Upper declcs were capacity at most performances but
lower floor held- many empty seats
all through the week.
Cast, headed by Percy Waram and
Margalo Gillmore, as well as play,

won much

favor.

'Claudia'

rent for the entire week.

is

cur-

Estimates for Last Week
<BUtbe Spirit,' Selwyn (1st week)
(1,000; $2.76). Initial week contained
only seven performances, but built
after notices to excellent $12,000 for

the session.
'Pal Joey,' Grand (6th and final
week) (1,300; $3.30). Went to Detroit
for a fortnight, and from that point
on its plans are evidently indefinite.
Never got real coin in Chicago and
quit town with a $12,000 week,

'Panama Hattie,' Erlanger (Sth
week) (1,400; $3.30). Skedded to
leave on March 14, though could last
.

much

longer at pace, which brought
in another $20,000 last week.

The Corn
week)

With Fathei' (3d Co.)—CapiGrand Island, Neb. (25); Rivoli,

'Lite
tol,

Highschool,
Neb.
(26);
(27-28); Fox, N. Platte, Neb.

Hastings,

Omaha
(2)

;

Broadway, Denver

'Loolslana

Wash.,

(3-7).

—

Pnrohase'
National,
Shubert,
Boston

(25-28);

(2-7).

BOSTON NOW

Cleve. Blizz

BARE OF LEGIT

and Lent

Nick Theatre,' $9,300
Cleveland, Feb. 24,
Blizzards, Lent and an off-^eek
hurt Cornelia Otis Skinner and her

'My

Sister El'een'

(2d

-

'Stndent

Singers

week)

From New York

—

—

•

(25-7).

title

York

—

—English,

Bnrkc'

(25); Cox, Cincy
man, Columbus, O.

IndianapHart-

(26-28);
(2-4);

Hanna,

Cleve. (5-7).

San Carlo Opera—Ru',s Aud., San
Diego (25); Philharmonic Aud., L. A.

Tobacco Road'—Lyric, Richmond
(25); Playhouse, Wilmington (26-28);
Nixon, Pitt. (2-7).
'Watch on the

Mexico City, Feb. 24.
that the picture industry has
its aim of obtaining a
bank to finance it for more and
better productions and rational distribution, the National Theatrical

in eighv

performances

at $2.75 top.
Followed in Sunday
Joey,' set for a week.

Ballet, $3,300,

(22)

by

last

'Pal

Toronto

Toronto, Feb. 24.
Back for a one-day engagement,
with matinee and evening performances at $2.40 top. Ballet Theatre
grossed estimated satisfactory $3,300
at Royal Alexandria here.
Week of Feb. 9 saw troupe grossing
$11,800. with 1.551-seater scaled at

week

of

24.

'Lou-

isiana Purchase' was couple of grand
under opening session's figures, musical hit winding up engagement

Better than $56,000 on the run was
plenty profitable and no complaints
from either house or management.

Show went from here

to Washington
and then to Boston, where tour,
which began last September in PhilNixon currently

adelphia, will end.

has No. 2 company of 'Angel Street'
with solid month of bookings to
follow, "Tobacco Road' (8lh time
here) coming in March 2 and then,
in order, 'Claudia,'

Robert

Ardrey,

playwright,

left

week

for the Coast, with a
planned stopoff in Chicago. While
in Hollywood he'll make revisions
on his new play, which Herman

Shumlin may produce next fall, with
Margaret SuUavan a possibility for

'Claudia'

In

Shumlin, who returned from the
Coast last week, goes out again in

had

After Wednesday (18) the orcheswas crowded out of the pit and
to
play ita 'Star Spangled
Banner' overture from the cellar.
tra

Priorities

Stephen Sandes In

Amy

here last week was Robert C.
Brown, who acted under the stage
name of Stephea Sandc-.

He served as secretary to Alexander Woollcott, as well as appearing in 'Man Who Came to Dinner,'
which satirizes Woollcott.

Balks lOOG

Theatre in Cleveland

to get itself a bank,

Camp Upton, N. Y., Feb. 24.
Among the recruits who arrived

Fme $15,500

Milwaakee Boildop

tended through Sunday (22) to accommodate them, the extra matinee
and night performances building up
the gross to an estimated $13,500 at
$2.76 top.

to direct the Warner Bros, 'film
version of his stage production of
Lillian Hellmaii's 'Watch on the
Rhine."
He and Ardrey will hold
ijeriodic huddles on the new script.

Sister Eileen,'

Milwaukee, Feb. 24.
When word got round town about
'Claudia,' patrons stormed the t>oxofflce of the Davidson In such numbers that the engagement originally
scheduled for seven days was ex-

the lead.

May

'My

'Without Love' and 'Macbeth.'.

$3.30 top.

be-known

as the Theatre Bank.
which will have its headquarters here, is to be funded with
the contribution of two days' pay a
month by each member of the union.
Prime object of the bank, which
is skedded to get going in late spring,
is to finance the organization and
bookings of new companies and to
sustain existing troupes, here and on

final

$29,000.

Detroit, Feb. 24.
Katharine Cornell in 'Rose Burke'
rang up fine estimated $19,000 at the

last

BANK SETUP PLANNED
FOR MEX THEATRICALS

PitUburgh, Feb.

Second and

with estimated $27,000, at $3.85 top,
as against previous week's take of

Del

in

2D Pin WK.

role,

singers:

ABSfiET TO COAST
Rhine'-Locust,

Philly (25-7).

Union has acted

19G

BIG IN

Britisher

include
in the

will

Cornell

Cass here

'Rivals'—Grand Opera House, Chi.
(2-7).

the road.

(3d

TURCHASE,'

Singers

Audrey Mildmay,
and three New

(USO)— week

'Out of the Frying Pan'

Ft. Warren, Wyo. (27-28).
'Pal Joey'—Cass, Detroit (25-28).
'Panama Hattie' Erlanger, CfcA.
(25-7).

to

week

Shubert

Prlnoe,'

(1,590; $2.20). Finished threerun to tune of $11,500.

'Under This Roof,' Plymouth (one
week) (1,480;' $2.75). Got friendly
Vancpuver, Feb. 24.
press reception, with local author'
producer Felix Bren taking some bows, but seat-buyers
tano has arrived here, to take charge showed only a $4,000 interest.
of stage production of the Kiwanissponsored light opera, "The Merry
Widow, which will play here March
$27,000,
9-14, in aid of the Lord Mayor's
Fund.

Co.)—Bilt-

(25-7).

'My Sister Eileen' (3d Co.) Ford's,
BaUo. (25-28); National, Wash. (2-7).
•Native Son'
Walnut, Philly

Institution,

24.

(21), when 'Student Prince' also
out, after three weeks of a
'farewell tour.'

day

$12,000.

Kiwanis Brings In 3

(5-7).

more, L. A.

Boston, Feb.

'My Sister Eileen' closed sweet
eight-week engagement here Satur-

bowed

comedy, 'Theatrcv'-which- wound- up
"Under Thiis Roof '"bowed" out after
its tour last Saturday
(21) at the
its one-week tryout, leaving the town
Hanna. Combination of unfavorable bare in the legit district.
factors chopped down show's take to
Week
Estimates
tor
Last
eight
performestimated $9,300 for
'My Slater Eileen,' Wilbur (8th
ances at $2.50 top.
week) (1,227; $2.75). Drew good
It's nearly a sellout in advance for
Katharine Cornell's 'Rose Burke,' steady trade from a wide area during
the run, winding up with a staunch
dated March 5 for three days.

—

Haven

Is Green,' Harris (Sth
$2.76). Ethel Barry,

(1,000;

American more play smash locally and tough
break that it must leave on March
Saturday (21) with a neat b.o, rec
IS. Got another near-capacity session
ord despite two-day blizzard, 'With at $16,000.
the house scaled to $3.30, eight performances grossed estimated $18,000,
House dark currently, but relights March 1 with one-week engageipent of 'Hellzapoppln.' Second
time during current season tor that
revue here.

New York

(7).

accomplished

In Mpls.

opened Tuesday (17) to a swank
audience and good notices.

.

.

Spokane

Heavy

a one-week stand at the

rest,

Now

$18,600, Sets

Nifty

LOD OLATTOM

Louis, Feb. 24.
Maxwell Andersoi^ 'Candle in the
Wind,' starring Helen Hayes, closed

Stifl

Chicago, Feb. 24.
One show came in and one departed. 'Pal Joey' left town after six
weeks in the Grand and the house
goes dark for a few weelts until 'The
Rivals' comes in. 'Blithe Spirit' took
over the Selwyn from 'Claudia' and

(25-7).

(27-7).

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
'Four weeks without worry' might
well be the boxoffice slogan at the
Biltmore theatre, where 'My Sister
Eileen' landed solidly with estimate:)
smart $12,000 in first stanza. Strong
press and brisk lip service should
make four-week stand here highly

Minneapolis, Feb. 24.
Despite sub-zero temperatures that
hurt the boxoffice plenty, 'Life With

Met.

F.

Co.)—Lyceum, MinLyceum, Duluth

'Claudia' (2d

'Rose

'Father,'

WARNER BROS.

S.

(2-3); SUte, Eau Claire, Wis. (4);
Chateau, Rochester, Minn. (5); Aud.,
St. Paul (6-7).
'Corn
Is
Green' Harris,
Chi.

olis

'EHEEN; $12,000,

(119th

'THE MAN WHO CAME TO DINNER
"VOU'RE IN THE ARMY NOW"

— Curran,

Aud., Oakland, Cal. (1-2);
Metropolitan, Seattle (4-7).
'Candle in the Wind'—Pabst, Milwaukee (25-28); Cass, Detroit (2-7).
neapolis

BIG PLAY IN ST. LOUIS

'Macbeth'— Erlanger, Buffalo (2-4);
Masonic Aud., Rochester, N.Y. (5); Frances Comstock, Wilbur Evans and
George Rasely.
Bushnell Aud., Hartford (7).
Had Washington's Birthday
'My Dear Pobllc' Shubert, New

several

week) (CD-1,082; $3.30). Reflected
the general trend with takings off
somewhat, but great money maker,
did allright at $12,500 last week.
'My Sister Eileen,' Biltmore (61st
week) (CD-891; $3.30). Likely to
last out another season; a little off
with field, but approximated $9,000,
'Papa Is All,' Guild (C-956; $3.30)
Eighth and*Bnal week; looked' okay
put of town, b^t drew moderate

Co.)—Selwyn,

(2d

Chi. (25-7).

'Blossom

XANDLE,' $18,000, GETS

St,

;

CUCKINPHILLY

.

CinderelU'—
Kiss
For
'A
Cheryl Crawford, Rlckard Krau-

;

;

.

week)

'Lady

Texas, San Antonio (25) Music Hall,
Houston (26-27); City Aud., Beau(28); Munic. Aud., Shreveport
(1) Robinson Aud., Little Rock (3);
Aud., Memphis (4-5); City Aud.,
Jackson, Miss. (6); Munic. Aud., New

'Life

Stephen M. and Paul S. Ames;
adapted by Hagar Wilde and Dale
Eunson; favorably received in Philadelphia; opened last night (Tuesday).
Philadelphia, Feb. 24.
'Heart of a CUy,' Miller (2d week)
'Guest in the House,' in Its second
(D-940; $3.30). First fuU week ap- and final tryout week at the Walproximated $6,000; not good enough nut, grossed excellent
$14,200, up
for large cast show, but liked by four grand over
its flr;t week.
Show
audience and may climb.'
got fine notices and word-of-mouth
'High Kickers,' Broadhurst (16th

Irving

kauer.

(2-7).

;

'GUEST,' $14,000,

Tears."

'Gnest In the Hoase,' Plymouth
Presented by
(CD-1,057;
$3.30).

Co.)—Nixon,

(2d

Cox, Cincy

—

'Arsenic and Old Lace' (2d Co.)

final

bettering that figure.

Rivals,'

Final and 7th week; old com-

edy started

Street'

Oscar

Rowland

Ceasar.

(Feb. 25-JVJarc^ 7)

(25-28);

—

11x4'

Brown.
'My Dear Pabllo'

Current Road Shows
'Angel

—

Down'

'Withooi Love'- Theatre Guild.

'Johnny

Pitt,

Rehearsal

Is

Berlin.

ATS

(25-28);

REVIVALS

$3.30).

Ford's as the third of six-week
subscription season.

in

The Moon

current at

is

Yanked mont

Saturday after playing one week and
two nights; got nothing.
'Under This Koof,' Windsor (D-873;
Presented by Russell Lewis
$3.30).
and Rita Hassan; written by Robert B. Ehrmann; opened Sunday (22);
received mixed notices, mostly skep-

along;

'My Sister Eileen'

in

tical.

istered.

three
rated

grosses

years and won't be topped this season;

'Anrel Street.' Golden (lllh week)
(0-769; $3.30). Some attractions riot
affected as yet and this is one exception; takings again around the
$13,000 mark.

Broadway's

(R-1,519; $4.40).
getting highest

Gets Good Start

Very Strong In Bako.

Tim,'mmTaceIt,'33G,'Baiijo;
$31,000, 'Porgy,'

$8M Not

'Native,'

Cleveland, Feb. 24.
Only the war is holding up plans
to build a new model theatre, at an
estimated cost of $100,000, for Richard Kay's Lakewood, fast-growirtg
community legit theatre here.
Civic backers are now picking 8
site and drawing blueprints for the
playhouse, but priorities on building
materials will delay work until hos-

'

tilities

cease.
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CHATTER

damaged by Are, plotting a
reopening around Easter.
London
Mrs. Lee Rltchey, wife of Baron
Elliott's
woodwind ace, has just
undergone a serious operation.
Neville E. Neville recuperating
Pete Dana chalrmanlng Variety from appendix operation.
Club's
gin
rummy tournament,
Will Fyfle now a grandpa.
His
which gets under way March 7.
obliged with a giii.
Morton Beck, son of boxing pro- daughter
Bertha Wllmot. ex-vaude headmoter Jules Beck, In cast of Play- liner, runs
a roadhouse in Leicester.
house's 'Green (Srow the Lilacs.'
Plans being made now for the reNixon was third highest legit building
of Crystal Palace, burned
theatre in country in 'March of down
in 1936.
Dimes' collections, getting $1,081.
Mary Maguire, Australian film
Stiagehand Johnny Manchen back actress, lost her infant son Collowing
at the Stanley after licking pneuan operation.
,
monia for second time this year.
Firth Shephard has commissioned
Betty Greenwood, dancer turned Manning Sherwin to write the score
vocalist. Is going to marry her boss,
for his new sp.ing musical.
Don Palmer, band leader, in June.
British Drama League holding a
LeRoy McConnell, operator at series of poetry readings in aid of
Senator theatre, and his son, George, Mrs. Churcl ill's 'Aid to Russia' fund.
both registered in latest draft call.
About $20,000 was raised at the
AMPTO planning big testimonial special
mat'nee and auction at Paldinner to M. A. Rosenberg, recently ladium for Esmond Knight, actor
cently

Broadway
Nat Karson vacatlonlog In Florida.
Margaret Webster belaed with In-

"sSue

Cooke's

widow

to Join

John

'=°(l^?ge Jeifel dSf'to take physical
examination today (Wednesday) lor

'

''s'ldjiey

agency

Morris

Morse,

going Into the Air
radio department,
*^

ex-Xavler Cugat mancf Mann, booking
aide to Wally

ager,

now

"oscar Levant's new Columbia rec-

scheduled to' be
ords of piano solos
released soon.
Joy Hodges may go into the Plaza's
Persian Room soon, under Wally

'°",l"n'po&

ahead^ ot

Chicago

Victor Kiraly
Claudia' company.
_^ _
back with the show.
United ArlisU' prez, Ed Raftery,
last week
kept at home several days

by tooth trouble.

MCA

Jack Bertell,
panied by his wife,

exec, accomleft for Palm

feeach Sunday (22).
Clifford ddets now
scripting 'Rhapsodie in

m
.

named

president of National Allied.
Carnegie Tech drama school has

unveiled plaque in memory of Chester Wallace, who taught there for 19
years.
The Ira Cohns (he's 20lh-Fox ex-

change

manager here) celebrated
wedding anniversary last

their silver

Hollywood week.

Hanna Rosenthal, localite, has
joined Alice Pumell dancers at Villa
of 'A Kiss Madrid and changed her name to

Blue."

George Gershwin autobiog lor

the

WB.

Willie Norton is manager
Louis Epfor Cinderella.' due soon.
the House.'
stein ditto with 'Gue.<rt in

Lee Hanna.
The Lew Leftons have just
learned that their soldier boy was
Edna Schocnfeld, wife of Scho of transferred
to Hawaii.
Si Steinon mend In Brooklyn Hosfollowing serious operation last hauscrs' lad in Panama.

Variety.'
pital

.

nold.

Tom

A. old

for his

week.

-

blinded in the war.
Cecil Lyle and his 'Cavalcade of
Mystery' starts tour of Moss Empires
and General Theatres Corp. after 18
weeks at the Aldwych.
'In the Rear cf the Enemy,' Russian pic with English subtitles, has
been given a full circuit deal by
Arthur Jarratt, the Cuumont-British
booker.
Ivor Novello's 'Dancing Years,'
which has been touring, replaces
'Babes in the Wood' pantomime at
Will be
S'.oll, Kingsway, in March.
presented under aegis of Tom Ar-

new

after the Apollo
revue, in which he is
is

radio
tion

show Coca-Cola and

XEQ

HoDywood
Whitney

Anne

a row in Mexico, started picturizing
'Casa
de
Mujeres'
('House
of
Women'), starring Anita Blanch,
who had the lead role in the smash
stage version of !".ie storj here.
Raquel, Spanish dancer, hus the
lend in the pic, 'Cuano Viajnn las
R-itrellas' OAs the Stars Go By'),

June Lzng, screen actress, divorced
John Ro!:clll,
Si Seadler on his annual siesta at

Palm Springs.

Jiickie Cooper extended his lour of
Army camps for another week.
which Films Mundiales is malting
Lina Riyas, dancer, dislocated a
Tito Gout is meg'ging. She is shouUici' in a fall on the set at RKO.
the author of 'Dancer in Madrid,'
P'laurice
Bergman joined John

her

.

talc of the Spani.sh civil war.
Felipe Gregorir Castillo, chief of
the
federal
film
censor.ship
and

Joseph's

advertising

had

department,

when he bought

luck

a

Bill Elliott's stage

St Louis

in

By Sam X. HarsI

Trenton. III.
Stuart L. Patton. once wilh Uniis handling publicity (or U.S.

versal,

Mrs. C. E. Lilly, owner of thr UCity. University City, Mo., vacationins in Arizona.
Toy and Wing h.o. at Club Continental, Hotel Jefferson.
Paul Beisman, ma
{er of the
American theatre and Municipal
Theatre Assn, on a strict diet due to
medic.ll advice.
Employes of the St. Louis Amus.
Co. and the Fanchon
Marco Service Corp., sold $532,151 worth of Defense Bonds in Intensive drive.
The Ritz Bros, registered for Selective Service in City Hall on pause
to Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo., training
camp, where they entertained future

&

^^1

See Bombings

,

Maritime Service,
John LeRoy Johnston moved into
Warners as assistant to Alex Evalove, publicity chief.

Peter Vicrtcl Oni.^hed hi.-; scripting
job on 'Saboteur' at Universal and
enlisted in the Navy.
Pola Negri in town for tests at
Paramount on the Pilar role In "For
Whoft the Bell Tolls.'
(3ene Autry back in town for picture work after launching his rodeo
show in Houston, Tex.
Wayne Morris, now a Navy ensign, and Palricla Ann O'Rourke took
out a marriage license.
Clarence Brown dickering with
the Slate De^iartment for passage to
.

England

to direct a
°cture there.
Victor
Halperin,
director
and
writer, filed for bankriiptcy, listing
$70,902 in debts and $120 in a3.^els.
Clifford W. Smith moves from
Hollywood to New York for an
upped position with Western Electric.

HaiTy M. Warner, Edward Arnold
and Edward O. Blackburn elected directors of the Red Cross, Lrs Angeles
Chapter.

Larry Darmour, recuperating from

an abdominal operation, taking twoinoJith_Yacaiion.Jl)efore returning to
active production.
Shirley Temple became an honorary grandmother through her contribution to United China Relief
Fund for war orphans.
Army Air Corps gained three musical recruits in Ruel Freeman, band
booker al Music Corp.; Larry Cotton,
singer with Horace Heldt's band, and
Bobby Turner, MCA office manager.

Miami
By

'

at Casanova.
Jerry Cooper in town for appearance at Frolic club.
Marjorie Galnsworth held over for

third week at Brook Club.
Ballet Russe with Tamara Toumar
nova due in town March 4.
Benny Fields booked to top next
week's stage Ii;ieup at Olympia.
Helen Kane and -Dan Henly due for
engagement at Winnie's Riotlde.
Sabu doing personals with baby
elephant to plug defea<« bonds sale.
John Boles slated for three-day
booking al Casanova i>cfore heading

north.

Lou Nnva knocking 'em dead
duction.
to

ASCAP-BMI

bUnd flying.
Lawrence Welk expects to lose his
only single man, Jerry Burke, to the
army shortly.
Mjuc Silverman, manager of Squirrel HUl theatre,
cal last week.

Dance

took

maestro

hi":

Jack

first physi-

Bowman's

wire in the hospital, result of bad
'all on the ice.

Mapy
Raid Warden post.
Pepe Pena, who doubles as humor(he's the new manager
Admission of outsiders to theatres
manager of radio staM the ^oys
William Penn Hotel) expect during a raid will be left to the dis- ist reciter and
XET at Monterrey, eastern
tion
the stork any
day.
cretion of the theatre warden.
Texas border Industrial center, vaPremont,
former dance orch
1. J
Where personnel of a theatre is 10 cationing here.
regimental
band
4 Port
b ^V^'
Panseco, hefty comic, one of the
at
or less some of activities would
Meade, Md.
main props of the smash weekly
Trelon, East
necessarily be combined.

^

Liberty

nitery

re-

Cortes.

He .said that many BMI
writers have sought membership in
ASCAP and dropped a gentle hint
BMI tunes are not yet to
th.1t
be considered competitive to the
ASCAP catalog in the matter of
tained.

J

WQAM

Stuart E<<gleston lenvinc
handle radio for Florida Povcr

and Light
Michcle Morgan and Paul Hcnrcid
in town for personals with show-

due

ing of 'Joan of Paris.'
Bitter. Miami Symphony diwill feature Larry Adler as

John
rector,
soloist

with orchestra

Paine's

the

Tarlcton hotel .staginz a
ball
Belief
Sunday (27).
Winchcll. a former "ucst
here, acting as patron and will receive rnntributions for forwarding
to the Navy benefit fund.

Walter

Kansas City
By John Qninn
Paul Robe.son in a one-night concert at the Music Hall last week.

Johnson County Playhouse presented 'Stage Door' last Friday, Sat•

urday and Sunday.

Jimmy

Grier missing on the Torrnce Orill bnndstand because of flu.
E<1 Morley. tenor, fronting.
Mary Pickford TWA-lng In for a
brief stop while enroute to Canada

campaign for defen.se funds.
Gardner Reams, WDAF commerman. .sandwiching his time between the .station and jury duty.
Manuel Contrera.s' rhumbn ensemble held over for fortnight In

to

cial

BMI

pitch

took

bioad-

the

Drum Room

KVAK.

Paine drew a smile from
in attendance
flght is over

broadcasters

when he remarked, "The
and we didn't win.'
Cal

Smith,

elected

NAB

KFAC

manager, was

director for the

leth

succeeding Harrison Holliway, manager of KFI-KECA, who
chose not to run again.

district,

of Hotel President
at

Atchison, Kans., recuperating
after emergency appen-

at home
who expected an all-out de- dectomy.
of the new radio contract, by
Gardner

65

time can be

Lord

Navy

ca.sters,

surprise.

If

cleared.

Walt Bodinc, program director

quality.

fense

in

Tliat So.' Theatre-of-Fiftesn pro-

'Is

•

,

Leslie Harris

Lou Holtz held over

'

Jack Gwynne, the magician, has a
son In the army air corps teaching

tour took on 28

hard

new

)

He should not
the audience.
Tona la Negra, veteran stage-radio
She was
diverted to any other part of the singer, back from Cuba.
In case of a direct hit the there longer than she hod expected,
house.
warden must determine whether the being in a concentration camp.
Andres Falgas, Argentinian stage
audience Is to remain In the theatre
radio
debut in
his
has
made
tenor,
or evacuate.
a semi-weekly 15-minutc program at
Instructions also include details for
Zande lipstick is the
station XIW.
dealing with incendiaries, high ex- sponsor.
pertraining
of
plosives, gas and the
Mauricio de la Sern^ doubling as
sonnel. It Is suggested that theatres manager of the Cine Teatro Alaseating several hundred or more meda and pic producing, finished
Adan'
de
Noches
Cinco
should discuss with citizens defense 'Las
featuring
corps how to be designated an Air ('Adam's Five Nights'),
-

Uni-

at

staff

versal.

nddilinnal
bookings,
running
to
car. JVpiil I
Lci^n Belnsco. former bandleader,
Took lelivery of it in the morning
and had a crash with it in the aticr- chccKcI in for acting nssigniv.cnts at
P.nriiinoiint.
noon. Only the car was hurt.
Trcm C;irr back at Mono'/ram
after attending his motl cr's funeral
supsi'vision

—
—Bucolic-B^ay—

Etzl
Covato's
son,
l^-year-old
Nick, has a band of his own at the
Sliio Cafe.

up with flu.
divorced
John

Bolton' laid

Shirley

Payne.

starring Hermione Cingold, HerLodewick Vroom has become comMinneapoSs
mione Baddeley and Walter Crisham.
pany manager of 'Johnny 2 x 4/ inClick
He has added Elizabeth Welch to
stead of Nicke Hode, after Joe
By Les Rees
the cast.
stepped out
Joan Robinson, 21-year-old usheret buddies.
Hal. Hackett, v.p. in charge of
Lowell
Kaplan,
Welworlh
circuit
Four natives, Jo Reilly. John Bristhe
Odeon theatre, Leicester
at
radio for Music Corp. of America, booker, ailing.
with
Jolson
the
chief tow. Vernon Braun and Norma Mae
confab
Al
Square,
has
replaced
to Miami for
University of Minnesota Playhouse
maintenance engineer, who's quit to Light haVe joined 'Skating Vanities'
on possible radio deaL
offering 'Macbeth'.
She is the flrst troupe which wound ilp engagement
join the Army.
Iridium Room of the St. Regis still
1942'
'Ice Follies of
scheduled for woman to hold such
hei-e last week.
a job.
continuing Its formal, albeit hoover- Arena March 10-24.
Herman Steinberg, operator of the
Maurice & CorJoe Friedman, local head of Coized talent policy.
L. E. Goldhammer, RKO district
lumbia Pictures, expected to start Sao-seat Madison, Madison. III., and
doba preem tonight (Wed.).
manager, on sick list.
production as soon as he arrived. the Volunteer Fire Fighters' Assn.
Bernard Dworetsky, assistant eastW. H. Workman, Meti'O branch
of the same burg collabing on a new
ern story editor of Universal, has manager, out of hospital and at home l}Ut he's finding great difficulty in
Pictures not .l.OOO-seater for the town.
getting studio space.
lead story, 'Hostage.' In this month's after recovery from flu.
likely to start before June or July.
Story mag. He's adapting it for ra-.
Minnesota Amus. Co. and Mort H.
Valerie Hobson, running Denham
dlo.
Singer out to line up as many name Studio's 'Tanks for Russia' fund,
M. G. (Mike) Poller, head of RKO bands as possible for Orpheum
-made—personalE-«t—Covcnt— Garden-lplay date department, wilLhe. jafax.
Tf able' V> obtain license, soum- and Streatham, getting 15% of the
for couple of weeks more due to
niany
Contlnnta from pace i
town, nabe house, closed for
take at the Gardien, 40% at Streatcomplications following recent operyears, will be remodeled and opened. ham. Split 50-50 with the film trade
ation.
nomenon is the paucity of formal atfund.
Gfcorge Smith, western-southern
tiVc in even Gotham's high spots.
British
with
consultation
In
division manager of Paramount, reEquity, stage -lanagers have drafted The folks are taking their fun in
turned yesterday (Tuesday) from a
southern
a new form of contract. It provides mufti.
tour of^Jfe company's
minirr.um salaries, additional
The chi-chi joints have suffered
for
branches?
-Contlnocd tropi page 2;
payments (or understudying and the most from this phase due to a
Quentln Reynolds' testimonial dinparts,
and full salaries reluctance to parade jewels or any
ner at Hotel Roosevelt March 7, pro- trons and peVsonnel can be guided playing
throughout all engagements, includ- ostentation.
ceeds from $10 ducats to buy amblackvia
Whether It's a new form
to exits and first aid posU
ing 'rehearsal periods.
bulances for American and British
along
lights
of
martial Lenten spirit even the
out-tested, illuminated
Line on stale of vaude can be gotfighting forces.
routes.
ten from fact that th. Performer, usual camera fodder for the cafeJoe Gould, of United Artists pres.i designated
Bale*
official organ of Variety Artists Fed- society snapsbotters now politely redepartment and prez of Screen Pubmodification, eration, had best year's profit and quest not to be mugged.
to
subject
prepare
for
Possibly
licists Guild, notified to
numThe heavy turnout "of traffic for
He holds especially for smaUer houses, instruc- also made $2,000 on its qnnual
active Army duty shortly.
Performer, through excess- of 'popular' entertainment may also inas tcnU- ber.
reserve commission.
tions to theatre operators,
business and paper shortage, is raFilm actress Anne Shirley, di- tively outlined, are:
spire a new trend to large, masstioning advertising, not soliciting it
vorced from actor John Payne, housemechanical means to
capacity nitcrtes as the war prog1 Provide
years
without
war
it
After
two
guesting with the Bennett Cerfs who,
receive and transmit all warnings Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn. this resses.
fortnight ago, hosted Payne, hoping
Legits' Weekend Draw
prompUy to the theatre defense war- year follows its annual general
to reconcile the film couple.
necting in March wiih a dinnerBulk of N. Y. legit attendance, exHarold M. Goldblatt, theatrical
^^2. Make certain that theatre black- dance, as In peacetime.
Only dif- cept for hits that command big audiattorney, now has two sons In the
limits gathering to ences
on all nights as a rule, is on
armed forces.
under age, out can be effected rapidly and be ference Is hotelpractice
Joel,
means 600. Friday, Saturday
500, which in
joined the Canadian Tank Corps complete.
and Sunday, parfare.
lighting sys- Diners will get non-rationed
while Stuart is in the U.S. Signal
3 Prepare emergency
Setback for duckets will be $9 ticularly the latter two days. Takings
Corps, Ft. Monmouth, ^7. J.
tem which will not affect the black- (figuring four to the pound). Slight- for those performances for a numGiant Wrigley sign on Broadway,
but will provide necessary mini- ly moVe than $4.50 of this will go to ber of shows is as much or more
with Its colored moving flsh that out,
Fund.
to prevent confusion.
Benevolent
lighUng
than
for
the
balance
trade
of the week.
mum
since 1936 have been a tourist highIn
There were 13 legiters which
4 Prepare signs and directions
spot,
save
to
being
dismantled
public and perplayed last Sunday (22), another
electrical power. Consumed enough the theatre that the
power for community of lO.OOO per- sonnel can follow to exits and flrst
hi^h, nine giving both matinee and
City
Mexico
sons.
aid posts.
night performances.
Seven of the
building
Rose and Julian T. Abcles threw
By- Douglas L. Grahame
5. Eliminate all possible
total were musicals and there was
a Gay '90s' 25th wedding anniversary hazards.
the Actors Fund annual benefit bill
party at their Greenwich home this
communi6. Organize emergency
Ramon Reachi recovered from at the Imperial. Monday, 24 ovit of
weekend, transporting some 50 guests
sysmessenger
and
signalling
tions,
grippe.
20 shows played matinees. WashIn a specially chartered bus from
Esperanza Iris, veteran comedi- '^.'ilnn's Birthday being celebrated
within the theatre and to the
Manliattan; importing Bill Hardy's tem
'
enne, recovered from grippe.
zone warden.
then and 90% sold out A number
talent, etc.
for
James A. FitzPatrick banqueted
provisions
safety
7. Assure
Howard
Jack
will also play mid-week afternoons.
boy.
Robblns'
other by government's tourist department.
(Buddy), U. of P. senior, has en- furnace boilers, gas tanks and
This
is the final big holiday week' of
here
Rochelle Hudson holidaying
listed at Fort Dlx as. a private but vital points.
the season, and the annual decline in
and and in Taxco and Acapulco, nearby
may be assigned to the Officers
8. Appoint a theatre warden
business is expected to* follow as the
spots.
His Theatre Defense Group from among
Training School in Virginia.
Pedro de Lille, dean announcer of federal tax deadline approaches.
music publisher-pappy, in Miami on the personnel.
XEW. authored the words of a song
Another scheduled Sund.-iy perbusiness, doesn't know it yet.
organiza- composed by Felipe Be mejo.
9. Complete training and
formance was not given, as They
Capt. Sam Becker, ex-special counlo
•Mi Viuda Alegre' ('My Merry
tion of a theatre defense group
Should Have Stood in I cd' was
sel for CBS, is now in Ordnance
Widow'), latest pic of Posa Films,
with any possibilities.
-yanked after a week and two days
Dept. in D. C, after fighting hard to cope
lor building S.A., features a new comic. Angel
equipment
Provide
10.
get In, having been rejected before
at the Mansfield. Other in-betweenGarasa.
because of stature, eyesight, etc. and worker groups.
Antonio Escobar, staff songwriter ers may slide off the list this week,
with zone
liaison
11. Establish
Finally the attorney convinced the
radio station XEB, and definite closings Saturday (28) heinp
local
defense of
authorities of his non-combat value. warden and local citizen
Norma Ruiz Armengol, radio singer, 'Papa Is All.' Guild, and 'Macbeth.'
corps.
were married.
National, while 'Claudia' has anBusUmante, other week at the Booth.
Fernandez
Adolfo
During a raid the theatre warden s
general of the National
flrst move would be to call all as- secretary
Union, back from
Pittsborgh
sistant wardens to duty, stationing Theatrical Authors
to the U. S.
By Hal Cohen
one assistant in the control room. a study visit Marron,
veteran radio
Jorge
de
near
post
his
Warden is lo take up
"Panama Hattie' booked for. a re- stage and remain on the floor during announcer, has resumed m.c.ing at
El Patio, local nitery, after a long
turn engagement at Nixon week of
:Can(inued from page 1
an emergency in order to safeguard vacation from mike and floor.
April 6.
be
,

45

local sta-

give here, m.c.ing at the

Cocoanut Grove, nitery.
Gabriel Soria, pic producer who
has won five annual gold medals in

Wilson,

RKO

exploiteer,

trekking in from New York with
Walt Disney and staying In town to

of
Resident theatre will present The
Male Animal' beginning March 4,
with Director Charles Alan as Tom-

.set

.showing

'Fantasia'.

my Turner and Lucille Elser, Robin
Humphrey. Roy Engle, Gilbert Milton and Brad Crandall, Jr., rounding
out the cast
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Most bands insist on strong screen
support however.
Morris,
In the 23 weeks period surveyed
from 'Variety's' figures, the ParaContlnned from page
were mount and Strand (WB), New York,
tions in which he appeared
Philadelphia, way until the end of March. Her
'La Petite Chocolatiere,' 'Mon Ami and the Earle (WB),
run two weeks ^ylU be spent mostly in'
Teddy,' 'La Gamine,' 'Petite Relne, had band attractions with first
the- camps near New York.
ALBERT P.- TEBHUNE
•La Bonheir de ma Femme,' 'Le films each ^Unza. The Chicago
STEFAN AND ELIZABETH ZWEIG
Number of changes have been
Albert Payson Terhune, 69, author, Retour,' Ta Bouche,' and 'Les Vlgnes atre (Par) gave over 11 weeks to the
Stefan Zweig, 60, widely read and
features. made in the past week or so In the
former newspaperman and film du Seigneur.'
dualing of orchestras and
translated Austrian born writer, and
played 13
films, 'Nine Bachelors,' by
Sacha Guitry, is now being shown
at the World Theatre, N. Y.
Among some of the legit produc-

the

of

OBITUARIES

Menjou

'

his wile, Elizabeth, 30, committed
suicide in Petropolls, Brazil, Feb. 23
by poison. The author had been
brooding over the present world
conflict, and the nazism which had
routed him from his home in
Vienna. In a note, he expressed the
view that it would require too much
from his exhauste energy to reconHe had pubstruct his life again.
lished two volumes of verse as his
first literary efforts, but the shoclt of

World War I moved him toward
more serious branch of writing.

ia

writer, died Feb. 18 at his

Pompton Lakes, N. J.,
ment Terhune was a

the Viking Press. He was also said
to have just completed an autobiography, and to have been working on four new book-. He was the
author of the plays 'Volpone' and
'Jeremiah,' both produced in N. Y.
Metro's
by the Theatre Guild.
'Marie Antoinette' was adopted from
his biography. He had written only
onei full-length novel, 'Beware of
Pity,' published in March, 1039.
-

FBANK

L.

in

about dogs,

Terhune in 1904 collaborated with
William C. DeMiUe in writing the
libretto of 'Nero,' a comic opera.
first dog story was published in
1919, with hundreds following.. He
also wrote more than 30 film stories
and was a member of the Players,
Lambs, Dutch Treat Century and
Adventurers Clubs in N. Y. He is
survived by a widow and daughter.
His

He was

the author of innumerable
boolcs on biographical and historical
material and his latest, 'Amerigo: A
Comedy of Errors in History,' was
published the day of his death by

home

of a heart ailprolific writer

COL.

J. J.

GILLESPIE

Col. James John Gillespie, 68,
chairman of Moss Empires, Ltd., died
in Morpeth, Northumberland, Eng-

a heart ailment.

land, recently oi"
An accountant by profession, he
handled most of London's theatrical
business, founded Moss Empires and
was associated with Sir Oswald StoU
(who preceded him in death 11 days
earlier) in the fusion of Moss and
StoU circuits. He had little to do
with the showmanship side of the
business, his brother, R. H. Gillespie
being managing director of Moss
Empires lor many years.

DIEFENDEBFEB

Diefenderwho was president at the time
of his death and for eight two-year
terms of the Pennsylvania-Delaware
Conference of the American Federation of Musicians, remarried only
fer,

lastsummer.
_
_
our years ago Diefenderfer, on a
motoring trip to New York City, was

~

f

severely injured in a collision with
companion,
another automobile.
Ralph D. Feldser, Harrisburg, secretary-manager of the Pennsylvania
Musicians' Union, lost his life in the
accident Olefenderfer's first wife
was so badly Injured that she died
In a hospital soon after.
Diefenderfer leaves his second
wife, a daughter, Mrs. John B.
Stevens, Jr., and two brothers.

48 hours after an automobile
accident in which her companion,
Harry Johnson, Boston building contractor, was killed almost Instantly.
ton,

They were to have been married
within two months.
Her club activities were numerous,
circles.
especially ~'Iii~TlepubltSaii
She was national vice-president of
.

the John Ericsson Republican Club.

A

JUHMT WALSH
Jimmy

Walsh,

in

39,

apparent

good

for burial.

ager for Wyndham's theatre, London, then built the Ambassador in
1913 (of which he was managing director at his death), and opened the
Cottage, In 1928.
Was associated with Anthony EUis
In the highly successful wartime
production of 'A Little Bit of Fluff'
at the Criterion In 1915.

George Lashwood, 79, veteran
British vaude comedian, died in
Worcestershire, England, recently.
One of the highest paid stars of his
day, he popularized songs like 'In
the Twl-twi-twilighf 'Where Are
the Lads of the Village Tonight?',
He enjoyed a suc'i;m 21 Today.'

health.

Starting his musical career as trombonist with Anson Weeks' orchestra
IS years ago, he later organized a
band with Griff Williams. A few

years later they split* up and
ceased assembled his own crew.

de'

and

$45,000.

James, Barry has

'Broadway

left

Brevities,'

$68,000; with no sub registered
touched
'Skylark'
yet.
Same
Neither, how- condition applies with Eddie
$49,000 and $38,000.
Farley
ever, reached the four weeks' en- band, which has withdrawn from
gagement hung up -by Gene Krupa 'Yankee Doodle Revue.'

with

and 'Louisiana Purchase,' last month.
Score: $93,000, $59,000, $48,000 and

MARRIAGES

$35,000.'

and "Ladies in ReUrement

DESIBE PAVWELS

$21,000.)

Is

well

known

in

radio

through

(Council for Democracy.
Michigan, Detroit Jimmy Dorsey
Mary Kathleen Bell to Michael
and 'Design for Scandal,' $37,000.
Brooke, Feb, 19,' in London. Groom
Orpheum, Los Angeles, Duke El' Is Earl of Warwick and former film
Ungton and 'Mercy Island,' $15,000.
player in Hollywood.
Orpheum, Omaha, Orrin Tucker
Fran Allison to Archie Levlngton,
(Same in Chicago, Feb. 21. Bride is ColumEnsign Daniel Seld, 23, son of and Tight Shoes,' $21,000.
George Seld, chief of Columbia stU' house, Horace Heldt and 'WUd bia-WBBM vocalist; he's Chi rep for
Leeds Music Co.
dio laboratories in Hollywood, was Geese,' $19,000.)
Earle, Philadelphia, Erskine Hav.'Sally West to Frank Gordon, Feb.
killed in action at P.,e8rl Harbor, ac
Bride Is film
cording to advices from the Navy Idns and Ink Spots, $31,000. (Same 23, in Yuma, Ariz.
house, 'Woody Herman and Swing actress.
Department.
,

tenor and forthe Netherlands
Opera Co., Amsterdam, died there
Jan. 25.

Desire Pauwels,

mer manager

80,

of

If

Mother of Nate and Abe Piatt,
booking manager and district manager, respectively, for Balaban &
Katz theatre circuit died in Chicago Feb. 17.
Herbert E. Earl, pianist with the
Strand, Albany, orchestra when that
Warner house used a symphonic
band, died at his home in Albany
last

week.

Mrs. Maria A. Bocbe,

76,

mother

of Frank Fay, died in I.0S Angeles,
Feb, 21. Her husband also survives,

Mrs. Eva Downs, mother of Johnny
Downs, actor, died in Los Angeles,
by widow,

he had served on Its board for three sons and daughter.
17 years.
FBEDEBICK T. SCOTT
His wife, Mrs. R, L. Jordan, was
Frederick T. Scott, actor, showprimarUy responsible for construction of Overton Park amphitheatre. man and trainer of racehorses, died
In which Memphis Open Air theatre in South Beach, Staten Island, Feb.
22.
He
had appeared in Buffalo BiU's
stages annual season of summer mutrick rider and
sicals employing Broadway directors wUd wesi shows as
and talent. .A son, Robert H. Jor- appeared in such films as "The Great
dan, was president of the Memphis Train Robbery,' 'The Perils of Pauline' and 'Over There' In the early
Cotton Carnival in 1941.
days- of -the picture- industry.
He
had also staged wild west shows on
DB. BOBEBT
Dr. Robert Katscher, 45, composer Staten Island.
Surviving are his widow, son and
of 'Day Is Doiie' and the score of
•Wunder Bar' died Feb. 23 In HoUy- a brother.
wood. He had been suffering six
weeks from a liver aliment.
Margaret Moffat 50, British screen
Deceased came to this country
four years ago from Austria, where actress, died of pneumonia Feb. 19
he was among the leading popular in Los Angeles. Coming from London
a year ago, she played characIt
songwriters.
was In Vienna. that
he t^rote 'Madonna,' which became ter roles In four pictures, last of
an overnight hit here as 'Day Is which was 'My Gal Sal' at 20th-

KATSCHEB

MABGABET HOFFAT

.

Done' with English lyrics by Buddy Fox.
Surviving Is her husband, Sewell
De Sylva. Two months ago he com^ted his las^tune, 'I Laughed At Collins, British producer and writer.

'

CASET

$72,000; $55,000,

years

Feb. 21.

tre,

VICTOB BOUCHEB
a close friend of Paul
Victor Boucher, French film and
Whiteman, who wUl have four
violins play 'Day Is Done' at the leglt actor, has died In ViUe d'Avary,
lervlces being arranged by ASCAP. France. He had appeared In many_
films and leglt productions, and one
Elatscher'fl widow survives.
•

J.

Seymour Hicks

survived

regular units providing soldier en-

Phil Spitalny, teamed with 'SerRenata Quadraccia to Rudy Nageant York,' carried through four vari, in Pittsburgh, Feb. 17. He's a
ago was co-producer
weeks at the Strand. N. Y., at $45,000, Pittsburgh theatre owner.
with James W. Llddle of the plaiy,
Jimmy
$31,000 and $26,000.
$37,000.
Evelyn Novlck to Arthur NeuThese Two." Other plays which he Dorsey. in for two weeks only with
mark,
Jan. 29, In New York. Bride
produced were 'Fresh Fields' and Man Who Came to Dinner,' regisis secretary to Hal James, of the
Romance on the Road.' Surviving tered $48,000 and $40,000.
/{Xlompton
agency radio department
sister.
brother
and
are his widow,
Standouts over the country since
Hazel Sanderson to Milroy AnderSeptember were: Hipp, Baltimore, son, Feb. 11, In Las Vegas, Nev.
ACGCUT DAMH
and He's manager of the RKO-HUIstreet
August Damm, 93, composer and Louis Prima, Four Ink Spots
Wife,' $18,000.
theatre, Los Angeles.
arranger who came here 70 years •Father Takes a
RKO, Boston, Kay Kyser and "FlyClara May Moore to Curtis Mick,
ago from Germany, died in Boston,
Cadets,' $35,000.
In 'fuma, Ariz., Feb.-14. He's on the
Feb. 21. He was a flute player with ing
Chicago theatre, Jimmy Dorsey Paramount production staff.
the Boston Symphony In the 1870's
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Connelly,
and 'You-U Never Get Rich' $64,000.
and 1880's.
Erskine Hawkins, Four Ink Spots daughter. In Amarillo, Teas, Jan, 29.
Surviving are a daughter, son and
Father Is engineer of station KGI^,
and 'Shadow of Thin Man,' $60,000.
a brother.
Oriental, Chicago, Ted Lewis and Amarillo.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwlght Newton, son,
Three
Girls,
$30,000.
EFFEL LANE
ESel Lane, about 50, former ZiegShubert Cincinnati, Phil .Harris in San Francisco, Feb. 8. Newton
feld 'FoUies' dancer, died In N. Y. and 'WhisUing in the Dark,' $17,000. Is KYA's 'Funnypaper Man.'
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Rogers, son.
Feb. 17. " Besides several 'Follies' (Saine house, MUt Britton and
Fathai
In San Francisco, recently.
shows, Miss Lane bad appeared in "Weekend for Three,' $16,600.)
Is a commentator on KQW.
The Three Twins' on Broadway and
Palace, Cleveland, Ted Lewis and
Jeanette Sayre to Francis Smith,
had toured in vaudeville as a dancer Tather Takes a Wife,' $2O,OO0. (Same
and Scotch singer.
house, Ink Spots and EUa Fitzgerald Jr., Feb. 21, at Princeton, N. J. Bride

t

He was

New York
retired to a

in 1918.

Leslie J. Casey, 51, former producmanager for the Fox Film Corp.
Hollywood, died Feb. 18 in N. Y.
Casey was born in Australia and

eight

He Feb. 19 at the Academy of Music,
attracted serious attention dur- PhlUy, just as the curtain was going
He had
ing his long stand at Casino Gar- up there on "Trovatore."
dens, on the beach near Los An- been with the company for eight
geles, and recently played a stand years as talent scout and agent The
the Biltmore Bowl in L. A.
majority of singers on the roster
Rated by Tommy Dorsey one of were engaged by him.
the best trombone playersain the
Odierno had been active in music
business, he was presented with Dor- circles for 35 years.
sey's pet trombone as a compliment
FBANK L. PACKABD
to his ability. Recently he had been
playing one-nighters. He leaves the
Frank L. Packard, 65, author of
widow and two children.
the 'Jimmy Dale' stories, which have
had a sale of over 3,000,000 copies,
Montreal Feb. 17. Packard
died
in
BOBEBT LEE JOBDAN
Robert Lee Jordan, 75, secretary was ."also author of The Miracle
play and silent
of the board of directors of EUis Man^ successful
(municipal) Auditorium, Memphis, film. The play was produced by
died Feb. 18 at his home in that city George M. Cohan in 1914, and in 1935
is

life

LESLIE

in

EBBICO ODIEBNO

Packard

(RKO)

Pittsburgh, 15; Metropolitan, Provi- 'FunzaBre.' In the 'Junior Miss' legit
dence, 11. In the occasional booking company, AUen Hale 'las replaced
group are Palomar, Seattle; Earle, Clark Chesney,
Washington; Golden Gate, San FranOn the minor circuit 'Rhythm
cisco; Rivoli. Toledo, and others.
Revels' has seen the departure of
The Detroit and Boston figures of Don Rice as the result of an Injury
Miller and James have been substan- and the addition of Bud Sweeney
tlaUy surpassed by both on Broad- and White and Manning.
Cookie
Former has just completed Bowers lias completed his contract
way.
three weeks (with 'SuUivan's Trav- with 'Keep Smiling' and has been
els') at the Paramount to grosses of replaced by Seed and White.
Dave

tion

Errlco Odiemo, about 60, New
York representative of the PhUa^
delphia La Scala Opera Co., died

in London with Sir
in the lead.

30 years ago.

country

first

after a long illness. One of leaders
In. original campaign to build Memphis' combined auditorium and thea-

in

He

appearance

cessful

some

Embassy, .Swiss

orchestra leader,
died, in his sleep Feb. 17 at his
home in' West Iios Angeles. He had

been

HEBBEBT .JAT
Herbert Jay, 70, London theatrical
manager, died at Hove, Sussex,
England, recently. Lessee and manager of various theatres outside
IiOndon, be became business man-

Boston

weeks of bands. Other houses In- tertainment On the major circuit,
Baltimore, three 'Beachcombers of 1942' underwent a
Ben Lundy, 44, former agent and clude Hippodrome,
Metropolitan, Boston, three; shakeup. Rio Brothers and the tum
producer in New York and more re- weeks;
Brooklyn (four days) 13; of Joe Young and Charles Kaye left
died
Strand,
ceAly an agent In Hollywood,
seven; Shubert, and were replaced by Lee Ross, Hal
Chicago,
OrlenUl,
after
Cal.,
Feb. 15 in Palm Springs,
Before Cincinnati, eight; Palace. Cleveland, Sherjnan, Lois Vee Palmer, Dixie
an attack of pneumonia.
Kansas City, five; Or- Duncan and the Emerald Sisters.
moving west as an agent, Lundy's five; Tower.Angeles, five; Paramount
Lucille
Johnson, vocalist quit
pheum, Los
last production effort on Broadway
Angeles, eight; Orpheum, Min- 'Razzle Dazzle' and was not rewas a revival of old stage plays at Los
neapolis, eight; Adams. Newark. 11; placed, while Dowling Trio has been
$1 top.
OinahB, eight; SUnley, substituted for the Hoffman Trio In
Body was shipped to New York Orpheum,

GEORGE LASHWOOD

ZELMA LABSSON
Frank L. Diefenderfer, SO, presiZelma Larsson, 32, WMEX (Bosdent for 22 years of the Reading Musicians' Union and a theatre orches- ton) Scandinavian program" director
tra director, died Feb. 19 In Reading, and musician, died Feb. 21 in BosPa., after a long Illness.

Keith's

BEN LVNDT

A

daughter also survives.

Bands No.

1

B.O.

$30,000.)

Eddy Duchin
$28,000.
(Same
Johnny 'Scat* Davis, Andrews
and 'One Foot in Heaven,'

Stanley, Pittsburgh,

and 'Lady Be Good,'
house.
Sisters

NEW

BIRTHS

'

$31,000.)

WAR

SERIES OF

Mr. and Mrs. T, Hec, son. In GlenFather Is an
dale, Cel., Feb. 17.
animator for Walt Disney.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Arndt son,
Father is
in Hollywood, Feb. 18.
film actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Mllnar, son. In
Yankton; S. D., Feb. 11. Father is
announcer with WNAX, Yankton.
Mr. and Mrs. John Waters, son,
HoUywood, Feb. 24.
Father ia
Feb. 17, in New York.
Production of a series of War Deengineer at station WINS. New
partment training films, based on
York.
historical subjects,
has been anMr. and Mrs. Howard Peterson,
nounced by Darryl Zanuck, chairFain Chicago, Feb. 7.
man of the Academy Research Coun- daughter,
ther is staff organist for WLS, Chicil.
Scripts for the films wUl be
cago; mother was formerly concert
written In Washington by Jerome
singer Avis Leone.
Chodorov, S. K. Lauren, Ted ParaBeatrice Whitney Straight to Louis
more, John Sanford, Leonard SpleDollvet, in Des Moines, Feb. 20.
glass, Philip and Julius Epstein.
Bride Is legit actress; he's co-editor
WrUers wlU work under the su- of The Free World, Free French

FILMS UNDER

F.

CAPRA

.

^Continued from page I;
weekly .grosses of these theatres pervision of Major Frank Capra of publication.
Mae Regan to Nelson GrlffiUi, Feb.
100% and, on occasion, 200%. The the Signal Corps.
She's m
14. in Santa Barbara, Cal.
story In vivid arithmetic scattered
,

through
'Variety'

the
in

NBC's HoUywood production

boxoflice reports of
recent months has

*Porgy'

asldunded shoWmen.
Attention, of the trade recenUy
centered on the record figures of
$55,887 week's gross at the Mlbhigan
theatre (Par) in Detroit rung up by
Glenn MlUer. His share was reported at $21,693.50. Another eyebrow lifter was. the' engagement of
Harry James at the MetropoUtan,
Boston, when week's take catapulted
to
Under straight film
$37,000.
policy, the Met (also Pat;) averages
although
Fury'
$15,000,
'Son
of
(20th), a strong grosser, lately rang
up $20,000, without benefit of band
support.

When a popular band and one of
the better 'A' features are dualled,
returns mount spectacularly,
although with both band and feature
participating
on percentage, the
house profit Is seldom proportionate.

-Continued from page 3^
deducted. They not only anticipate
a Broadway run, but expect 'Porgy'
to tour for at least two years, bookings to include schools, colleges and
other spots In addition to regular theatres.

Chances of a major film company
buying the 'Porgy' rights are -doubtful at this time, because the show
call for a colored cast and such pictures are opposed by the sales and
distribution departments.
Principal
factor In 'Porgy' is its George Gershwin score, and at least one leading
Coast outfit is considering the script

depart-

ment
Ethel Baum
Angeles, Feb.

to'

22.

Ben Llss,
Groom is

In

,

Lo»

a film

cutter at Warners.
Kay Foster to Charles Peterson,
Feb. 20, In Los Angeles. Bride IS
vocalist recently with Tony Pastors
orch.; he's trumpeter with Tommy
Dorsi^ orch.
Helen Sawyer to Franklin Parker,
Both are radio
Feb.
In Yuma.
14,,

performers.
Janet Strugnell to Dick Wynnei
is
in San Francisco, Feb. 15. Bride
(Frisco) accounting departIn
ment; he's a freelance announcer.

KYA

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hen^
Feb.
Phelan, son, in San Francisco,
3.

Father

Is

NBC BudH

engineer.

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard F. 'OMaltJ.
eventually buy the rl^ts,- daughter, at Hanover, N. H., Feb. v>Gabriel Pascal having expressed a Father Is announcer on Yankee net-

However, an Independent producer

may

desire to

make

'Porgy' into a film.

work.

.
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47
Dolores Lament
Mlokeyottes
Joe Banket Oro

Next Week

Bills

Ncblolo'e

Sandra

Judy Ellington
Barry, Prince ft
Shirley Heller

TTonettea

<'*>

4

Kayo

Colles* Ida
Connio Jlonaon
yarlo Hoix

Qreye

Cordello'a Cojilnea
~

&

Texan

Carlyn Oro
Bette Smiley
Union UrlU
Walters

Carmody

ThompiOD
Uilly Hey
IJlennor Teeman

-

Arlene

PDt Sherlln pro
(n Walton Boon

:

QuH Van

Whlto

ilnilolyo

Uuko

j-RUl

H'wood Blondes (3)
& Darry
Glnmour Glfl
nolon HeolU
Eddie Ue Luca Ore
Cnelane

Bonuus Grills
Al Capron Ore
Merrill

Sammy

ft

Ray

Tommy

Bams &

White
Dane

Puriiell

Dagmar

Jaok ft Lorraine
Beach-charmers

Mllvan

VTeston

Parke
Dennis

Clifford

ft

Dublns

ft

U&rtnellB

Stevndora

'Oood
Great

ft

(;endy

.Selgfreld

Eddy

Shepherd
Jack Thomas uro
Tlie

Tropic*

Gardner Gls
Penobscot Club
Patricia Willis

-

<Botol Senator)
Internationals (3)
Beale St Boys

A) Alrxond'^r Oro

Verne*
1>ave Bni-imm
fori ft I<«nliia
Knyo Pennlngirn

Diane Dale
Pamela Drltton
Ubby Ilolman
Don Royale Oro
Roily Rolls
Harry .Marahard O Hack's Bedford Inn
Mao McGruw Ore
Holcl Stnller
(Terrace Room)
Boyale
Lelghton Noble Ore
Rverett West
(Cafe Booge)
Sali*y Cavlcchio Ore Conoolo ft Melba
Martez A Dellia
Hotel Vendoroe
Geo Mooro
(Fife ft Drum Rm) Tip-Top Gls
.Vylene Mason
Jolcne
Skeeter Palmer OreVictory a
Terry Pepin
Stotler Betel
International Cafe
Pancho Ore
•

(ft)

UllBStmb'B
Peier Bodge Ore
Boyd Heathen

Dotty :?loan
Arvin

Cliff

Merrlu T^mb Ore

Monnio Drake
Don Pablo Oro

BomerMt
(Biilliieee Room)
llolol

IKot^

JncU

'I'hurHton
Nt'lson Ore

Whltder Hotel
(Gold Cub Boom)

Herman Pine
Wondrr Ittir
Madelon Baker
Manuel LniHtz Ore
Sammy Dlbon Oro

Clnb Alnyfolr
Snm'e Cafe
GOO Clob
Ranny Weeks Ore
Dave Stelner
Dale Rhodes
Nlok Jerret Ore
Victor Benak
Dl Giovanni
Jam 8«tfk)B
Erik Rhodes
Joe McPaddon
Good ft Goody
Dob Williams
Billy ICretcliinor
Peas
Btaok-£yed
Dust
Dm tie Ard
Red
GcorRe Lutz
Nadlne Watz
Jttan Moore
Del KloH
JfopklDR'lliaiUkAUoi
Kln^a Bbytbro
Joy ft Juonlta
Claire Francis
Ted Crowley Oro
Soka
Delia ft Drigo
Boots McKeona Rev Norman Bolster
Cy White
SUver I^ke Inn
Buddy Lester
Horaes Bouck Orr
l>Ave Cold Oro
aab Vnnlty l^lr Jan Stalling
Col Geo Reed
Toot Somll
Georgo Allen
Mooya Alba
Jooy Masters Ore
CIoo Valentin*
Alice Luciiy
Madel'e Harrington Billy Hunt
Lloyd Mnnn
Herman
Ducheas
4k
Ray
Ben
Clnb
Stella
Marrle Drummond Carios ft Comenclta
Qlnnlo O'Keeto
Parrcu
Uroa
Oro
BiibB Roth
Frank Haasel Uro
Rubs Howard
CocoHnnt Grore
Janice Rlece
Btemp's
Mickey Alport Oro Jerry ft Lillian
^^ContiBueii rrom page
Lejclnrttto Cnaloo
Don Rico Ore
Latin Qourter
Cbaoff
Mnda Uef
Buster Kelm Rev
Jack Spongier
Anihoay Bruno Orv men and we should be equally
Norma Krleiter
Billy Paine
Dolly RaoiU Ola
Ithumbollers Oro
Jackie Wbalen
grateful to men like Mr. Melvyn
Marianne Francis
Vale
Lonnlo
Don Richards
Yvonne Tork
•
Evelyn Martin
Helen Jerrico
Douglas.'
Walter Donahue
Db Lloyd McKay
Stapletons
Continentals (4)
l*at llooney Jr
Garvin Duichell O
Miss Chane; was also defended by
Sander Olanz
Boa Boy Oordens Lou Perry
Nellie DurkiD
Lido Vevlco
U Bernard Dancers Mrs. FDR, who declared the fact
Dorothy ft Beatrice
(Blelody Lounge)
Joan Maurle
Colntona
thai the dancer was a friend of hen
Shtolla StanGertrude Woodsum
Cnrnit^n Torrento
J
Hoist
Milady
ft
Ad Lib
Herb Lewis
had no bearing, but the tact she
Bill Joy
Bob Uu Pont
Bond Bros
Copley Ploaa
Ullly Kelly
thought Miss Chaney could do the
(Loange Bar)
Agnes WUlls
ThelniQS
(ShemtoB Hoom)
Rum ft Strum
job did lave a bearing. Mrs. RooseDon Anton Oro
KOdIo Uluin Oro
Ruby Newman Ore Bacudero ft La Plata
e»th et. BaUuhdler Dorothy I<«wIm
velt also defended danclnp as a
I.lttle Ratlmkoller
Sllaml Grove
Stevens
Roy
erry-G
o-Boaod)
<M
Bee
Hoi £ Honoy
Jimmy McHale Ore means to physical fitness.
Billy Adams
Mark Gilbert 9
Peters 8lB
Lennlo
FItz
Mayor LaGuard:a skipped the
Bill Atkinson
Hence Villon
Copley Square Hotel Tom Cbales
Elwod Joster
Washington phases of civilian deJxton Fields
Ella. May Waters
Al DoForrcal
Elaine B Barrymore Lillian
fense, but c.^nmended the contribuPhillips ft Breen
Arthur Ward
Clair Phlllpls
Victor Huco'b Oro
Charles Homer
tion to morale by the theatrical inElton Brown
Cnin-foni House
Georglne Stevens
I^o'a Cluinccllor Bar Victoria Spevy
dustry, in New York.. He disclosed
Freddy Rubin Ore
Arthur Martel
Joan Olcott,
Mlokcy HouH
Crawfordeties
that more than 700,000 free tickets
Bio Casino
Tony Bennett Ore
Don Honolda (4)
Sally Keith
to legit shows, films, football gGmnes
George Harris Ore
Mayoa
Snan Clnb
Vera Lament
Benny Drohan
York & Tracy
and every other tomi of amusement
Chick Mullex7
Bonnie Jncol)8
Helen
Carrol
Bernard
Bobby
McKay
Keys
3
Ilarrv
had been supplied to the Soldiers
Buster Kelm Rev
Marya Breep
MItKl OrofT
Johnny Jason
l^nge)
(tiarden
and Sailors Recreation Committee
BalM) Cummlngs ^
I*a Vonne
Fox ft Uoiuds
Mat ft F Dearbon
Louis Wright Oro
Barl Denny Ore
Milton George Oro
and distributed since last summer.
Seven Seas
<Bhomba Casino
Minstrel Tttfon
totto Cealnry
LaGuardia delivered his good
Boom)
EstrelUta
Harry Comlsh
S Peppers
Charles Wolk Oro
words for show business on his
LaRoche ft Rolna
Ed UcQoldrlck. Jr. 'Kenny Shaffer (3)
Buccaneers
Hl-llat
regular weekly talk on WNYC, New
Joe LonoEan
Sally La Mar
7 Seas Hawallaos O
Anita
Blanche Saunders
Pete norman *Oro
station.
York's
municipal
Mrs.
Steaben's
Marglo March
A Strohman f3)
Terry Andre
Roosevelt,
speaking on her NBC
(Vienna
Boom)
Snlly Poy
Potty
Frank
Venice Grill
Sissy GInnle Loftui
coffee-sponsored show, took public
Lew Conrad Oro
Hotel Bradford
Nick Varnllo Oro
Ed McGoldrtck. Sr
Artlnl ft Conaueto
(Circus Room)
cognizance for the first time of the
Joe Altoo
GonxalcB
Trio
Ada
Uoravlnn Bar
Zola Gray
JncU Dnvlfl
repeated attacks on her. by column
Dorothy Decrlng
DIcU Wndn
Dolores I<auroll
Luelllo ft J Moloney
Doris Abbott
Westbrook Pegler.
She men
ist
Ctirt Wcller (4)
T*oggy Hon vena
Hotel Bninstrlolt
Jimmy Marr
tioned him by name (something he
Slumiy Rhythm Bur
Warwick Hotel
(Uennuda Tervnce)
The Cave
Charlie Barnet Ore Don DIBona Ore
Kay It ay
is said to have been waiting for for
Roy Morton Ore
BPtty Behrle
Weber's Hot llniu
Hotel emex
jACk Fisher
three years), calling him 'the virtu
Mickey l>o Luca
Camden
Tamara DorJva
Ken
Travcrn Oro
ous Westbrook Pegler' and classing
I'eny Pan Ion
Sammy Burns
Qlnger Harris
Jack Manninc Ore
Itonny Curr
Jimmy M.irr
him with the 'unenlightened men' on
Sally, Jack & M
Billy Kolly
Ifary Lovo
Artlnl ft Consuelo
Accordlonalreii
Ada Marova
the side of the 'privOeged few.
Edna Robinson
I'lr-etio^ (S>
Norma Radno
Uni Grotn
Vomie 1^0
Tlr-To*Tomple City (4)
VIn Daley
Dotty King Ore
Olaudo Hopkins Ore
Dave Plemon
Joan Monti
Frod Thompaoit (3 Pen Bannermnn
Juc Novlloa Ore
Eleanor Dninnd
Murnnlf
Oro
Nell DteRhtin'e
jQlea KIncco's
Hotel Lenox
Salutes
Howard Fuller tt Sl> Senator
Syd Golden
Halo Hamilton «
Tremont I'Ihxa
Hathffr Klfloradtana Dob Hardy Ore
J^onard Cooke
Duke Lorenxo Oro
Kay I vera
Connio Nolan
Mago Si ICnrr
'

-

.

Pepper

Gunrdsincn

Geo

ft

Mnr*

.Miirclietil iirr

Old Hills TAveni
Jano Lynd
Al KIrkbi-ldo

reggy
Ray O'Day
Billy Bayeg* Oro
Open Door Cafe
Valdcr

St

Joan Mnrtlno
JaannotleK (10)
Gr^ce O'llara
Frnnkle Schiuth

Pix Biz at Variety Fete

IVilfion's

Joe Hough
Art Mathues
Betty Hcnnt
Gerard Bonm
<^rol Joyce
Bort I-yn
Catberino Woltr
Goo Banuei orv
Vaclit Club

CIEVELAKD
Ali>liio Vlltiice

Willie Mnllhlas Ore
Coiirrr

Bob

Harry Holly
Joan Ware
Joan Corn-/.
DIano Collier

Eldorado Club

Juhnny Koalliue O
FrcOdle'l Cnfe

Victor Nelson Oro
Al

Gold

Arlington

l^ge

Juno Gnrdnor
Fran It ago
Balconatlee

MUlor Usllrh Oro
Babs Jeffrey
Green's

Bill

Baron

Elltotl

Ore

Mory Krclg
Jack MrCarthy
Babe llhodos
Dlek Mack
Billy

l)ou>;los
Wee JjOuIs

Pee
Sonny Palgon
Blue Rlilge Inn
I.ou Lucky Oro

Benny Austin
Harry Manning
t^ornell

Cooper

Sylvia Starr
lloogie-Wooglo Club

Boog Sherman
Maxie SInton
Harry Coinorada
JJuddy Ulnino
J

Coniorada

Club Petite
riccolo Poto Orr
l*atll

Gene

Goprglo Claire
J

ft

L Marks

Cork aud Itottlr
Maples

•NolKon

Colontnl

Art Parrnr Urc

Eddie Peyton'i*

Ktnny Clark Urc
,

.

r>i

Club

i-yda liodnok

>Iax Tarshls
I'ftl

MrC'aiiley

Hotel Fort PIti
I<<;n Dallcv
Ore
folinny Mitchell

lUrry Walton
Jaanio Whenllcy

Janls Uovtfr
Mantiattanetlcs

HoUradeD

VIckl
Sill

Nevada
McCune Ore

llotrj siatler
CllDt Xoblo Ore

La Conan Clob
Freddie Carlona Ore
LliHlHuy'a

Skjbar

Hotel Urnry
(Silver Grill)

JuloH

Dorothy Mntth'>wB
UscoriB

(Gay 00*8)
Dorothy Nodbllt
Hotel 7(h Avenne
MIko Barker 4
Hotel Roosevoll
Art Baker 4
Jolo

Hotel Sclienivy
nilly Hinds Ore
Joy LInd
UotcT
I'eno

& Webb

.Monaco's Cafe
Jullanna
nlalne, Elaine Bond
I'l-Hne Reynolds
Mario's Ore
RsKQl Club
Ducky Malvin Ore
llotal CI»v«UiBil
3700 Club
Art Jurrct Ore
Jucy BIflhop
Hotel Feiiwny l!ull nort Gilbert
Keiinelli Ita.sinuason Don Walsh Ore

Uotcl Allerton
Joo Unltll Ore
Il0f»l Cnrler
Thlxlon Sprenirer
Ambni'aaUora Oro
Charlea Wlek

DETROIT

Wm

(Cliatterbox)

Sammy Wntklna

Oook-CHillllnc Holrl

Ore

(Continental Ituri
Frank Andrlni 4

Meny-^o-Bou nd

(Uuuk

I'nsinu)

.Meta Slauder
Prank (inKcn C^rc
(Jlolor Uarl
OIck Itock

Howdy Baum Ore
Itoncry
New HUlcreet
Cynda Glcno
Benny Burton Ore
loung Sis
Betty Lee
Hlo Uros
Skip Nelson
Patino & Ross
Nixon Cafo
Don Arden l>utie
Al Alarlsco Oro
Johnny KInff
Bob Carter
Charllu Carlisle
l.oster ft lrmn Jenn Denny Resh Ore
Rochelle ft Bcobe
Casanora
Genevieve Llptnn
Wilson Si Merielt
Kretlow Dane
Orlenta
Tom Chalos
Orchartl Inn
Gladys Vox
Rudy Gale Ore
Jessira Garwood
OnslH
Lee Wallers Ore
Charlie Lann OriClub Coaco
Fines
Don Ruttor

T.arry .Steele

Bill LeKoy Ore
Squirrel Cmip
Tiny Miller
Joey Reynolds
Dale Harkness
Ted Delmnnlco
IMdIo Miller
Tacht Club

H

Gardner

llotrl

Polcr Hlcslns
nillouo & R'harda

Kokoino
Herb Rosa Ore
nay Raysor
Goiirmot Club
Sue Pnndora
Royal HRwallanv O Hal SlinpHOD

FITTSBUBGH
Anchorogo
Moynnrd Dean Oro

PbU CavoKza Oro

Kay

U«l

Polfton

Coram

Cn^tto

l-Tiibprt

Morlany «c Ucll
Corda
Uaro
Gl:i

Middleman

Jackie llpllor
Dully Bull

"i-

Marcaret Watklns
lllllle Holiday

Johnny lludKlus
Bob Pnrrlsh
Miller

&

Booge'-

Congo Ore
Barl Daneer
Corktown Tuvrrii
Hon Harris
Hart ft Alll.ion
Pnnchlla Villa
IMiU Skllhiian

On

Frontier Riincli

Denny McCurtIn
Juno lOldrlUge
l-'uyo ft Andro
Ginger Sutton
Art Me a
nnncliorofl Orr
Irvtng Specter
Grand Terrace
Gloria Parker Ore
Earl Parchman

llnj'mnrkH
Marvin Jenaon
Pedro ft llafaol
Tucker ft Tremnlne
Pholjis ft Culianblnc
(.'liRrmMten Oro

llond'e

Detroit. Feb. 24.

This country owes a debt of gratitude to the film industry for Its prewar pictorial warnings of the dan-

VInt'cni

fiedi cancellation
privileges would
obtain. However, ihe five that were
tradeshown would not be cancellable under any condition.

Since exhibs are much less in favor of the decree than the distribs,
with latter seeming to like it more
than they thought tliey would, sales
on a yearly basis with 20% cancellation without strings and also on a
twice-yearly basis, are being dis-

reached he would be forced

to give
the case to a special master, but both
the film companies and the Govern-

ment indicated no such move would
be neces-'ary.
At the end of ..the
day's session Wright told the court,
in response to a question, that he
could not say how well the blockbooking-blind
selling
elimination

was working out

It

had been

in

operation only a short time, he said;
so no complete results could as yet
be reported on its operation.

cussed.

Members

UMPI

the

of the exhibitor group on

subcommittee who were

in Washington during the past week
to contact Arnold and Wright, on
sales and arbitration
suggestions,
included Jack Kirsch, Ed L. Kuykendall, R. H. Poole, William F.

Crockett, Sidney Sam'uelson, Bob
White,. Max A. Cohen and Col. H. A.
Cole. A ninth member of the committee, Joe Vogel of Loew's, did
not -go.

There

is

some

belief that

if

the

decree should ultimately go by the
boards and the UMPI group works
out an intra-industry trade plan,
that arbitration would be continued
with
the
American
Arbitration
Assn. in charge of administering the
machinery,

It

Jadt* Goddard's Nix
was a week ago today on Wed-

nesday

(19)

that

Federal

Patriotic

3

^^^

Producer of the five traveling revues and negotiator for the visiting headliners is Eric Greenwood,
formerly of the Max Gordon and
Sam Harris offices. Revues run
about two hours, use line-girls, with
average cast of 35 being recruited
from local stage and radio circles.
Revues are tagged 'PuU Together,
Canada,'
'Slpg
Out the News,'
Thumbs Up,' 'Ritzin' the Blitz' and
'The Masquers.' Publicity for quintet is being handled by Bob McStay,
'Variety's'

Toronto mugg.

Jud^

Henry W. Goddard refused
Government

to allow
to try only certain

the

Revues

^^^Contioued from pase

the Met soprano. Gene Lockhart Is
bringing a revue with cast of 18 from
the Coast. Late Carole*Lombard was
to have set the ball rolling.

Radio as ParC af Drive

issues of its case against United Art-

Montreal, Feb. 24.
Columbia
and
Universal.
Canada's fourth Victory War Loan
of the consent der (the first two were styled
War
cree signed in 1940 the U. S, was Loans) has commenced its drive
required
to
secure a judgment and is for a minimum amount
against the three non-theatre own- of $600,000,000. As with the others,
ing defendants by June 1, 1942, or the present campaign is using Caan escape clause let the. producer nadian Broadcasting Corp. stations
exhibitors out of the picture selling across*Canada as well as the independent English and French stations.
provisions of the decree.
Roughly, the set-up is the same
The Government, declaring that
the questions asked in interroga- as in the past There are frequent
and virtually
tories were similar to ones submitted spot-announcements
two years ago, asked that they be all half-hour and hour programs
stricken.
A hearing on their relC' have the usual appeals. In addition
ists,

Under the terms

'

was held, at whicTi time
Wright, special assistant to the at
in charge of the Gov.
emment's suit, told the court he
only wanted to try the blockbooking
and blind selling angles of the decree.
Immediately the attorneys
for the three smaller companies objected, claiming such a procedure
was unfair to them.

vance

tomey general

.

time

is

being giv^n to prominent

French as well as Engwhip up enthusiasm and, as
the other have done, the current
Loan will, it Is hoped, go much
ahead of the official figures in an
all-out attempt to get it heavily
oversubscribed.
speakers,
lish, to

all

Most of the radio end of the driv*
but
on a sustaining basis,
is
there will also be some payments by
to Judge Godthe government on special appeals.
the U. S. was unsuccessOnce again, the amounts paid to raful In this action it could still bring
will not compare with that paid
up the other points at a later date. dio
daily and weekly papers
Wright admitted to the court that out to
across Canada. Full-page and halthe had no basis for his request other
page advertisements costs make
than the discretion of the court.
budget for radio trifling in compari"
Judge Goddard then Immedltaely deson.
nied the request: The court stated,
In the last bond drive it was esti'I'm not altogether pleased that the
U S. has waited aU this time to mated that press of Canada cut up
close to $500,000 in paid copy. Radio
hasten Uils case.
perhaps got $50,000, at a station man'i
I don't think
•It is not quite fair.
guess.
this court should allow the Government to pick out certain Issues over
the objections of these defendants.
If you try the one or two issues, the
It

was pointed out

dard that

if

gers which now are at hand, Senator
Claude Pepper told 500 showmen remaining ones will be hanging over
Continued from pace
here at the Variety Club's pioneer their heads. I would like to see this
banquet honoring 12 of Michigan's decree succeed but not at someone's has eight films editing, a record for
veteran theatre operators.
expense.'
the company.
Wright then said it would be im'I want to apologize for the eleEight features will be on starting
ments in Congress which didn't see possible for the Government to get slate at Republic before the end of
or refused to see the contributions the entire case ready for trial March,
starting
witli
'H^me in
made by the industry before the against the three non-theatre own- 'yoming,' which went Into producwar came upon us,' Sen. Pepper de- ing companies by June 1. He de- tion over the weekend.
clared. 'It is time that we expressed clared the only recourse was to go to
zetb-Foz'i 36
our gratitude to the movies for their the five producer-exhibitors and se20Lh-Fox has released or tradewarning. We can see now that there cure an extension of time. If any
were no exaggerations of the wick- one of the five, or all five, object to shown 36 pictures for the current
edness of the Nazis and their devll- granting the extension, they may season. Another 10 are in the cutand two more are before
ishness in most of the movie por- withdraw from the block.s-of-flve and ting rooms
the cameras, making a total of 48
trayals.'
tradeshowing provisions of the defeatures completed or shooting. Two
James J. Walker, former New cree but are !itill bound to arbi- English-made pictures, 'Kipps' and
York mayor, was toastma.ster at the trate. Wright declared the next move 'Young Mr. Pitt' will be released
banquet which paid tribute to an was to get the attitude of the proin regular consent decree blocks.
approximate 400 .vears in show busi- ducer-exhibitors on an extension,
Starting dates on four new features
ness with most of the 12 honored which must of necessity tie for a
have been set these pictures* being
having been at it for more than 30 year since the new selling season
likely slated for 1942-43.
years each. Those singled out this starts in June, and an extension of
Universal scheduled 47 features,
year were OUie Brooks, Ed Kirch- three or six months would throw
ner, Fred DeLodder. Ed Beatty, Jim a monkey wrench into the entire seven actioners and seven v/estems,
The .suit against the and has finished 38 of the first three
Ritter, Jacob Stocker and Harlan proceeding.
Starr, all of Detroit: Paul Schloss- ilttle three was removed from the of the second with, a fourth to go
Peltier,
of
placed
Bob
trial
and
Muskegon;
man, of
ready calendar for
this week, 'Escape from Hongkong,'
ML Clemens; Ray Branch, of Hast- at the foot of the reserve calendar. and five of the Johnny Mack 'Brown
ings; Glenn Cross, of Battle Creek, The interrogatories were adjourned westerns.
Studio has five features
and Tom Ealand, of Femdale. Set indefinitely.
in work with ^our to go. including
as an annual affair another 12 vet^
Prior to this move, an application another Abbott and Costello. comedy
erans will be singled out next year. by the Government to iorce 20th and one from Frank Lloyd. Also
Century-Fox to give up 20 of 40 compleud are the four serials prom-

Sun Val Serenadern
l<onden Cliop llnuw
Marlon Stanfleld
f'onnle Barleau
chet Evorhart
Ituby Ore
Jane Bart is the new vocalist with
Club. Mayfalr
the Sophistocats, Paul Lea.'ih 'orches.Marty Joyce
Carol Crane
tra, currently doing the Yawn Club
MervIn Jensen
over WWJ, Detroit However, in its
Dorothy Gorron
Phil OHen Oro
turn at the new Penolwcol Club, DeMlrhey's
troit, the orchestra is using Pamela
nilly Meagher
rharka ft It JcnLInn Britten and Patricia Willis on the
Ln Tcnirlo
lyric chore.i!.

Kay

and Decree

sContimicd from pace 6=
with them on a single deal. Where
the unscreened product isn't identi-

-

Mrs. Roosevelt

Varr^n Dodcn
Rhythm Manlnca

'5'

Big

.

Pat Patterson

R & Mary Normnn

Beachcomber
Hotel Mlnerra
Harry Morrlssey Oro. Bunny McVey Oro
Barbara Douglass
Chlco SImone Ore

Betty Frederic kfl
Qlorla Dale
Bentfcxvoaa

Carlln Oro

Pulm Beacb

Burns

r^onnnl Seol Ore
StiD Diego
Gone Kmerald
Glenn Dole
The Bordcns

Amnto

Olde Woyne Clnb
Rafnol do Lao Oro

Wondor Pony

Sherry Marrh

BOSTOH

Dick Wharton Ore
BUa Carlton
Howard Lanln Oro

Clifford

Oabrlelle
Kinlly Arden

I.*on

Michael Strange

Sammy

Xeabelle Johnson
(jeo

Mark Lane

Tommy

Pepper*

rhlladelphln Hotel

Mordn Lloyd
Cliff

BtKl Covato Oro

C

Bky-Vne

Henry Patrick
Johnny Cablll

Gnvin

^uth Templet.jorry Uelmftr Oro

Frank Katale
Mike Sandreito
Villa Madrid

Don Ostro Oro

raiombo'a

Vlo Hallon
Carrullo^l**"

Hf>Qry

Jack Owynne

Dorese

Klolos Oro

VJola.

ft Annette
BInlne Barrett
Carol Crane

Bill ft >l

Fay ft Andre
Johnny Policy
Laskey Sis
Clem Hawkins
Leonard Seel Ore
Northwood Inn
Dale Rhodes
Theresa Rudolph

-Contlnned from pace 4u-

&

Don

CfQCO Gordon

(eorgcs

H'wood Bacldog
^=

theatres acquired

and Paramount

16,

since the decree
of 197, was ad-

jpurned to March 19.
Both sides have agreed to stipulate on the facts and on the law, .so
little or no oral argument will be
held.
that

if

Judge Goddard
no agreemonl

indicated
could bp

ised for 1941-42.

Warners, without a specific prothe season, has eight
for
features ready for release, three
more editing and five in production.
Preparing are another 12 tor immediate production, plus a total of 27
"""
.slated li hn m.nlc durin'.:

gram

48
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